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PREFACE 

Languages classified as 'Oceanic' constitute the largest subgroup of the Austronesian 
family, itself one of the two largest language families in the world in terms of the 
number of member languages. Speakers of Oceanic languages live in Melanesia, 
Micronesia and Polynesia. In Melanesia and Micronesia there are also speakers of non-
Oceanic Austronesian languages, and in Melanesia speakers of non-Austronesian 
languages as well. 

There are between 450 and 600 languages classified as Oceanic, depending on whose 
count one accepts. The exact number is unknown, partly because some of these 
languages are poorly known, and partly also because it is often difficult to decide where 
the boundary between language and dialect lies. Most of these languages are spoken by 
populations that in world terms are very small: no Oceanic language has more than half 
a million speakers, many are spoken by only a few hundred people, and there is a 
significant number of Oceanic languages with one hundred speakers or fewer. 

Some Oceanic languages have been fairly well known to scholars for well over a 
century, largely as a result of the descriptive work of missionary-linguists in Polynesia 
and Fiji in the first half of the nineteenth century. Information about the Oceanic 
languages of Melanesia and Micronesia for the most part emerged much later. By the 
second half of the nineteenth century, there was enough information on Oceanic 
languages of Melanesia in the notes of various missionaries that three compendia of 
Melanesian Oceanic languages were produced. The first of these, in 1861, was Die 
melanesischen Sprachen by the German scholar H.C. von der Gabelentz. This included 
sketches often languages (none of them from as yet unevangelised Papua New Guinea). 
It was followed by two highly influential works. R.H. Codrington produced his The 
Melanesian languages in 1885, and S.H. Ray produced A comparative study of the 
Melanesian island languages in 1926. Codrington's compendium included about three 
dozen sketches of Melanesian languages for which he was able to gain access to 
information, while Ray's volume included about two dozen sketches. The content of 
these volumes was by and large complementary, which meant that information on a 
significant number of previously undescribed Oceanic languages was made public. 

No scholar of comparative Oceanic languages can fail to make reference to these two 
works: they are still the only published sources for some of the languages in this subgroup. 
However, these volumes both have their obvious limitations. None of the sketches could be 
better than the sources of information upon which they were based. Most of the sketches 
were written on the basis of Codrington's and Ray's own analysis of biblical translations or 
notes produced by missionaries, and thus it was inevitable that their sketches would contain 
many errors of both phonetic representation and linguistic analysis. 

Although both volumes claim to represent 'Melanesian' languages, they were not 
geographically or genetically representative of the Oceanic subgroup as a whole, or even 
of those Oceanic languages that are spoken in Melanesia. There is a great concentration 
of data from the languages of Vanuatu (formerly the New Hebrides) and Solomon 

IX 
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Islands, with the languages of New Caledonia, Papua New Guinea and Irian Jaya being 
either completely or almost completely ignored. And, of course, they say nothing about 
Micronesian languages. 

We cannot blame Codrington and Ray for this, as these languages were little known 
at the time. However, the situation today is very different. Large numbers of scholars -
both academic linguists and linguistically trained missionaries - have provided vast 
amounts of new information in the last thirty or forty years on Oceanic languages from 
all areas. There are now detailed descriptions available of many previously unknown 
Oceanic languages spoken in Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, New 
Caledonia, Micronesia and Polynesia. Our understanding of the historical development 
of these languages has changed immensely as a result. 

Of course, there are still many gaps, which means that there is still plenty of scope 
for fieldworkers planning to produce grammatical descriptions of Oceanic languages. 
However, it has become obvious that there is quite a lot of information on languages 
'out there' in places that it is often difficult for practising Oceanic linguists to get access 
to. Some valuable descriptive material is out of print or in sources that are difficult for 
libraries to acquire copies of. Some published material is written in a style or in 
accordance with a model that makes it opaque even to many linguists. There is material 
that has been distributed to people in particular networks, which others cannot readily 
gain access to. Given that the majority of practising Oceanists publish in English, 
material in languages other than English could today also be considered as difficult of 
access. Finally, there is unpublished (and sometimes only semi-analysed) material in 
various people's fieldnotes, including our own. The results of some of our shorter forays 
into data-gathering would ordinarily not be considered publishable because they would 
be too short. At the same time, though, we feel that it would be a shame to deny other 
scholars of Oceanic languages access to these materials. 

This volume, then, is an attempt to provide a late twentieth century equivalent to 
Codrington (1885) and Ray (1926). [t is our aim to present an overview of the Oceanic 
subgroup, and also to provide sufficient phonological and grammatical data to give 
typologists and comparativists a good idea of the nature of these languages, and of how 
much typological variety there is in this single subgroup. The references will allow those 
interested in particular topics, geographical areas or specific languages to delve further. 

The book is divided into two major parts. In the five chapters of the first part, we 
place the Oceanic languages in their geographic, demographic and social context. We 
deal both with the place of the Oceanic subgroup within the wider Austronesian family, 
and with the internal subgrouping of Oceanic itself. We provide a typological overview 
of Oceanic languages, and outline the reconstructed phonology and morpho syntax of 
Proto Oceanic. 

The second part of the book consists of sketch grammars (between 2500 and 10,000 
words) of over forty Oceanic languages. This figure represents ten percent or less of the 
membership of the Oceanic subgroup, and the languages that are represented in these 
sketches have been chosen according to two main considerations: 

(1) they should represent major genetic or geographical groupings within the Oceanic 
subgroup as a whole; and 

(2) they should be languages for which information is relatively difficult for practising 
Oceanists to get hold of. 

It should be noted that some of the better known Oceanic languages are not sketched in 
this volume - languages such as Tolai, Motu, Paamese, Lenakel, Tongan, Samoan, 
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Maori, Standard Fijian, Hawaiian, Ponapean, Mokilese, etc. Descriptions of these are 
readily available (see the appendix); and in addition these languages are widely referred 
to in the general discussions in Chapters 1-5. We have instead deliberately included 
here sketch grammars of languages which are not well known at all in the linguistic 
literature. Thus instead of Motu as a representative of the Central Papuan subgroup, for 
example, we have a sketch of little-known 'Ala'ala; instead of an eastern Polynesian 
language like Tahitian or Hawaiian or Maori, we have a sketch of Marquesan; and so on. 
Our aim in doing this is to make data on more Oceanic languages accessible. The 
interested reader can use the bibliography and the appendix to discover where 
descriptions of better known languages can be found. 

Each sketch follows an identical template, which is also adhered to in the chapters 
dealing with the typological overview of Oceanic languages (Ch. 3) and reconstructed 
Proto Oceanic (Ch. 4). The length of particular sketches was detennined by a variety of 
considerations. If a language is typologically of particular interest, or if it represents a 
geographical or genetic grouping that has until now been relatively poorly described, 
and if we had access to reliable data, then we have aimed to provide sketches of about 
10,000 words. Other languages, however, have been described in sketches of between 
2500 and 5000 words. The languages are presented in a roughly northwest to southeast 
order (which corresponds reasonably accurately to the general direction of Oceanic 
settlement), with Admiralties languages first, then those belonging to the Western 
Oceanic linkage, then Central/Eastern Oceanic languages. (A full listing of all Oceanic 
languages, by genetic affiliation and location, is included in the appendix.) 

For many of these languages, the sketch in this volume is the first grammatical 
treatment to appear in print. In other cases, previous research is made more widely 
available. As a result, there are three categories of authorship represented in the various 
sketches. If the author's name appears in the usual way beneath the title, this means that 
the writer of that sketch did original research on that language and that the sketch is not 
based on anybody else's work. A sketch that is 'adapted by' one of the compilers is 
based on previously published or unpublished grammars; however, either the 'adapter' 
has reinterpreted (parts of) the original source, or has supplemented the infonnation in 
the grammar with additional research, or both. Finally, sketches that are 'abstracted by' 
one of us basically represent the writer's summarisation of somebody else's work, 
presented according to our standard template but with little or no fresh input. When we 
have based a sketch on somebody else's work, we have indicated our sources within the 
body of the sketch itself. 

In the preparation of this book, we have benefited from various kinds of assistance 
from many people. As well as the authors or co-authors of various sketches, we would 
like to thank the following for their assistance with particular sketches: Bruce Waters, 
Nikolaus Himmelmann and Mark Donohue (Takia), Karen Rowe (Siar), John Brownie 
(Mussau) and Ulrike Mosel (Taiof). In addition, the following either provided comments 
on the first part of the volume or assisted in other ways: Ross Clark, Robert Early, Jeff 
Marck, Peter Murgatroyd, Meredith Osmond, Andrew Pawley, Matthew Spriggs, and 
Holger Wamk. 

JOHN LYNCH 
Port Vila 
Vanuatu 

MALCOLM Ross 
Canberra 
Australia 

TERRY CROWLEY 
Hamilton 
New Zealand 
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Morpheme boundaries are indicated by a hyphen (-), the boundary between a clitic and 
another morpheme by an equals sign (=). Infixed morphemes are enclosed in <. .. ). 

: separates distinct components of portmanteau morphemes; e.g. 2SG:NEG:FUT. 

. is used when a single morphological category or lexical item requires two or more 
words to express its function or meaning; e.g. IMM.FUT (immediate future), NON.FEM 
(non-feminine), last.night, take.care.of, etc .. 

The convention for person-number-marking is ISG, 2DL, but lINC:DL. 

IEXC 
IINC 
2 
3 
A 
ABIL 
ABS 
ACC 
ACV 
ADV 
AF 
AG 
AL 
ALL 
ANAPH 
ANIM 
ANTIDESID 
AOR 
APPOS 
ART 
ASSOC 
B 
BEN 
BITE 
BR 
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first person 
first person exclusive 
first person inclusive 
second person 
third person 
transitive subject (i.e. agent) 
abilitative 
absolutive 
accompaniment 
accusative 
adverbial 
affection 
agent(ive) 
alienable 
allative 
anaphoric 
animate 
antidesiderative 
aorist 
appositive 
article 
associative 
boundary marker 
benefactive, beneficiary 
action involving the teeth 
basic root 
complementiser 
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CARD cardinal (numeral prefix) 
CAUS cause, causative 
CF contrafactual 
CHAR characteristic 
CHNG.ST change-of-state 
CL classifier 
CM class-marking suffix 
COL collective 
COM comitative 
CaMP comparative 
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CaNST construct suffix 
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cOP copula 
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OEM demonstrative 
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DIS] disjunctional 
DIST distant, distal 
DIST.FUT distant future 
DIST.PAST distant past 
DISTR distributive 
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DQT direct quote marker 
DRINK drinkable possession 
DUB dubitative 
OUR durative 
EMOT emotive, emotional 
EMPH emphatic 
ERG ergative 
ES echo-subject 
EV excrescent vowel 
EXC exclusive 
EXHORT exhortative 
FAC facilitative 
FAM familiar 
FEM feminine 
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HORT 
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IMM 
IMM.FUT 
IMP 
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INAN 
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INCORP 
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INST 
INT 
INTENS 
INTER 
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IT'S 
ITER 
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LOC 
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MR 
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CHAPTER ONE 

THE OCEANIC LANGUAGES 

The phrase 'Oceanic languages' refers to the 450 or so languages which are members of 
the Oceanic subgroup of the Austronesian language family. In this chapter, we briefly 
describe that wider family, and then examine the geographical range and demographic 
characteristics of the languages of the Oceanic subgroup itself. We also pay attention to 
language contact in Oceania, and briefly outline the history of research into these 
languages. 

1 THE AUSTRONESIAN FAMILY 

The Austronesian language family is one of the largest in the world in terms of 
membership, with some 1200 member languages; only the Benue-Congo family in 
Africa has more. Languages of this family cover an enormous area: they stretch from 
Malagasy (Madagascar) in the west to Easter Island in the east, and from Taiwan and 
Hawai'i in the north to New Zealand in the south (although languages of other families 
are also spoken in parts of this area). 

The existence of wide-ranging linguistic relationships in the Asia-Pacific area was 
first recognised over 300 years ago. The first semi-formal statement of the relationship 
between Polynesian languages and Malay and its closer relatives was made by Hadrian 
Reland in 1708 on the basis of Polynesian wordlists collected by Jacob Le Maire in 
1615. The early history of Austronesian studies is recounted in Ray's landmark study of 
Melanesian languages (see Preface; Ray 1926:19-25). Ray writes, ' ... in the table at the 
end of the account of Cook's second voyage [Cook (1777)] Mr Anderson drew attention 
to the striking resemblance of the Polynesian numerals to those of the Malay 
Archipelago and Madagascar.' It was not long before the Austronesian language family 
was firmly established, by Lorenzo Hervas y Panduro, who devoted to this subject the 
last five volumes of his twenty-one volume Idea dell' Universo, published between 1784 
and 1787. Ray (1926:19-20) writes of Hervas: 

His 'Catalogo delle lingue' affirmed the close relationship of the languages west 
and east, and in the 'Aritmetica delle Nazioni' he gives a table showing the 
agreement of the numerals in Cook's specimens and those of the Marianas, 
Philippines, Java, Madagascar and Malay. ... He considered that only two 
language stocks were represented in the Pacific. One was the mother speech of the 
black races [of Melanesia] and the other the Malayan. According to Hervas, the 
latter included the languages of the Malay Peninsula, the Maldives, Madagascar, 
the Sunda Isles, Moluccas and Philippines, with the languages eastward to Easter 
Island. 

Subsequent studies further elucidated the links between the languages of insular and 
peninsular Southeast Asia on the one hand, and those of Polynesia on the other. 
Wilhelm von Humboldt provides a scholarly comparative study of some of them in his 
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Ober die Kawi-Sprache auf der Insel Java (1836). The geographically intervening 
languages of Melanesia and Micronesia, however, posed a problem, as Hervas had 
remarked: they were spoken by people of a quite different physical type, and they were 
not initially recognised as being related either to each other or to the languages west or 
east of them. With hindsight, the reasons for this initial omission are not surprising: 
(a) within Melanesia there is a large number of non-Austronesian (or Papuan) 
languages; (b) many of the Austronesian languages of Melanesia and Micronesia have 
changed rather more radically than languages of other Austronesian-speaking regions, 
thus obscuring the relationship between them; and (c) in any case, many of the 
languages of Melanesia and Micronesia were completely, or almost completely, 
unknown to scholars at this time. 

Because of this, the family was initially known, and is sometimes still referred to, as 
the Malayo-Polynesian family, although that term is now reserved for one of the first-
order subgroups of Austronesian. Schmidt (1906:59) attributed the invention of the term 
'Malayo-Polynesian' to Wilhelm von Humboldt (1836), and this has often been repeated 
in the literature. It seems, however, that the term was probably first used in print by the 
linguist Franz Bopp in 1841 (Ross I 996d). The word 'Austronesian' (Austro-'south'; -
nesia 'island group') was coined by Schmidt (1899:245) because he felt that 'Malayo-
Polynesian' excluded by implication the Austronesian languages of Melanesia and 
Micronesia. 

The first serious indications that at least some Melanesian and Micronesian 
languages belonged to the Austronesian family came in the middle of the nineteenth 
century. Grace (1976b:57) writes: 

... most of the [Melanesian] languages on which information first became 
available, both in eastern Melanesia and the vicinity of New Guinea, were in fact 
Austronesian. Latham in his 1847 discussion found no indications ofa 'fresh class 
of languages' (i.e., other than Austronesian) in the Melanesia-New Guinea area. 

This is mildly surprising in view of Hervas' observation that such languages did exist. 
But the chapter of errors continued and Friedrich Muller (1876-88), surveying the 
world's languages, set up a grouping he called 'Papua-Sprachen' ['Papuan languages'], 
with two members: Numfoor (Irian Jaya) and Nengone (Loyalty Islands). Both were 
subsequently shown to be Austronesian: Numfoor by Kern (1885), Nengone by Schmidt 
(1899). 

By this time, however, the existence of non-Austronesian languages in what was then 
British New Guinea had been established in publications by Ray (Ray 1893, 1895). 
Schmidt (1899), following up on Ray's research, reported similar languages in what was 
then German New Guinea. Thus, as Grace remarks, the distribution of Austronesian 
languages in the area was roughly established soon after the tum of the century. 

Despite these efforts, the exact nature of the relationships of the languages of 
Melanesia, Micronesia and Polynesia - both with each other and with the languages of 
Southeast Asia - remained unclear until the comparative work of Otto Dempwolff, who 
showed that these languages belonged to a single subgroup of Austronesian, deriving from 
the intermediate proto language Urmelanesisch or Proto Melanesian (Dempwolff 
1937: 190-194). This theory - known now in the literature as the Oceanic Hypothesis 
- derives from Dempwolff's pioneering studies, and Dempwolff's Urmelanesisch is now 
referred to as Proto Oceanic. (Despite once being referred to as the Oceanic 'hypothesis', 
there is today no longer any dispute about the validity of the Oceanic subgroup of 
Austronesian. ) 
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4 THE OCEANIC LANGUAGES 

Proto Austronesian 

Fonnosan languages Proto 
(possibly more than one Malayo-Polynesian 

first-order SUbgro~~ 

Western Proto Central/Eastern 
Malayo-Polynesian Malayo-Polynesian 

languages ~ 

------- "" Central Proto Eastern 
Malayo-Polynesian Malayo-Polynesian 

languages _~ 

Proto South Halamhera/ Proto Oceanic 
Irian Jaya 

FIGURE 1.1 HIGHER-ORDER AUSTRONESIAN SUBGROUPS 

A widely accepted higher-order branching from original Proto Austronesian, 
following a number of publications by Blust (e.g. Blust 1984), is shown in Fig. 1.1. 
The geographical distribution of Austronesian and of its major subgroups can be seen 
in Map 1.1. The innovations which define the Oceanic subgroup are discussed in 
Chapter 5. 

2 GEOGRAPHY 

The area occupied by speakers of Oceanic languages has been traditionally divided into 
three sub-regions or 'culture-areas'- Melanesia in the west, Micronesia in the north, 
and Polynesia in the east - on the basis of a number of geographical, socio-cultural, 
physical and linguistic factors. This division is somewhat sweeping and superficial (as 
witness the countless, and generally futile, arguments over whether Fiji belongs with 
Melanesia or Polynesia) but it is a useful one nevertheless - at least as far as marking 
Polynesia and Micronesia off from the rest of the region is concerned. 

With two exceptions (in Micronesia), all Austronesian languages spoken east of a 
line drawn roughly along 1300 East latitude north of the Equator and along 138° East 
latitude south of the Equator belong to the Oceanic subgroup. This includes all of 
Polynesia and Micronesia, and most, but not all, of the Melanesian region, as illustrated 
in Map 1.2. 

However, nothing is as simple as it seems. Two languages spoken in geographic 
Micronesia - Palauan and Chamorro - are Austronesian but not Oceanic. All 
Polynesian languages are Oceanic, but the languages of the Polynesian subgroup do not 
correspond neatly with the geographical area of Polynesia: a number of languages -
known as the Polynesian Outliers - which are descended from Proto Polynesian are 
found geographically in parts of Melanesia and Micronesia. And the Melanesian region, 
as defined by other (non-linguistic) criteria, contains both Oceanic and non-Oceanic 
Austronesian languages, as well as seven hundred or so languages belonging to a 
number of different non-Austronesian families, which are generically (and perhaps 
somewhat misleadingly) labelled with the cover term 'Papuan'. 
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6 THE OCEANIC LANGUAGES 

2.1 Regional profile: Micronesia 

Micronesia is characterised in the extreme east and the extreme west by basically one 
language per island or per island-group, and in the central area - the Caroline Islands -
by quite complex dialect chaining. SchUtz (1972:91), in referring to the Fijian dia1ect-
chain, has talked about linguists 'fall [ing] into the trap of language and dialect 
counting', and the Carolines present a classic example of this: Bender and Wang (1985) 
note that three different linguists have divided this complex continuum into three, seven, 
and eleven languages respectively! 

We have already mentioned the non-Oceanic languages Palauan and Chamorro. 
Yapese is an Oceanic isolate (Ch. 4, §2). Two Polynesian Outliers are also spoken in 
Micronesia: Kapingamarangi and Nukuoro (see Mao l.3). The remaining languages of 
Micronesia (somewhere between nine and seventeen, according to how one 'counts' 
languages), belong to a subgroup of Oceanic known as Micronesian (Ch 4, §5.5). 

2.2 Regional profile: Polynesia and Fiji 

Polynesia (see Map 1.4), as the most recently settled large Oceanic-speaking area, 
corresponds most closely to the characterisation of one language per island or per 
island-group, often with vast distances between one group or language and the next. 
Because of distances and time-depths, dialect-chaining is not common in Polynesia, 
where nineteen languages are now spoken. In Fiji, on the other hand, there is a complex 
chain of over thirty dialects, with the extreme western and extreme eastern varieties 
being mutually unintelligible (see Geraghty 1983). 

Polynesian is a low-level subgroup of Oceanic, whose closest relatives are the 
languages of Fiji and Rotuma. All the languages of geographical Polynesia (the 
'Polynesian Trangle': see Map 1.4) belong to this subgroup, as do fifteen Polynesian 
Outlier languages spoken in Melanesia or Micronesia (Ch. 5, §5.4). These languages 
represent back-migrations of Polynesian speakers which occurred some centuries after 
the initial settlement of Polynesia (which is estimated at having taken place about 
lOOO Be). 

2.3 Regional profile: Melanesia 

Melanesia includes what is referred to as Island Melanesia - New Britain, New Ireland 
and Bougainville (within Papua New Guinea), Solomon Islands, Vanuatu and New 
Caledonia (Map 1.5). Also included in this area is the mainland of the large island of 
New Guinea and its numerous small offshore islands. 

Melanesia is quite different from Micronesia and Polynesia. The situation in Island 
Melanesia is typified by many languages per largish island. At the same time, there are a 
number of Papuan languages spoken in the western part of Island Melanesia, often 
interspersed with Oceanic languages (see Map 1.6). 

The linguistic and demographic difference between Melanesia and other parts of 
Oceania can be illustrated by a couple of comparisons: 

(l) The islands of Samoa and American Samoa in Polynesia have a land area of just over 
3000 krn2, and the population of about 250,000 speaks just the one language: Samoan. 
The three islands ofMalakula, Ambrym and Paama in central Vanuatu have a slightly 
smaller total land area than the two Samoas and about one-quarter of the population: 
nevertheless, thirty-three languages are spoken on these three islands. 
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10 THE OCEANIC LANGUAGES 

(2) The land areas of Fiji (with perhaps two or three languages) and Hawai'i (with just 
one) are each slightly larger than that of Vanuatu. Yet Vanuatu, with a population 
about half the size as that of the indigenous population of Fiji, has slightly over 100 
languages. 

The approximate number of Oceanic languages in each of the larger islands (including 
small offshore islands) or island-groups of Island Melanesia is given in Table 1. The 
figures in parentheses indicate the number of Polynesian Outliers spoken in that area. 
Thus, for example, in Bougainville there are fourteen Oceanic languages altogether, of 
which three are Polynesian Outliers. 

About 170 Oceanic languages are spoken on the mainland of New Guinea or on 
small islands offshore. (We include here the languages of Manus and the other islands in 
the Admiralty Islands, where about thirty languages are spoken.) These are distributed 
thinly along the north coast, around the 'tail' of Papua, and for some distance along the 
south coast. In only three areas do they encroach more than a few kilometres inland: 
almost 200 km up the Markham Valley west of the city ofLae, and 50 km or so inland in 
the Rigo and Bereina areas, respectively 60 km east and west of the PNG capital Port 
Moresby. Despite numbering nearly two hundred, Oceanic languages are heavily 
outnumbered by the seven hundred or so Papuan languages spoken in the New Guinea 
area (see Map 1.6). 

There is no 'Melanesian' subgroup of Oceanic (Ch. 4, §2). The languages of 
Melanesia belong to three or more first-order subgroups of Oceanic, one of which also 
includes the lower-level Micronesian and Polynesian subgroups. (See Map 5.1 in 
Chapter 5.) However, it is sometimes convenient, especially when discussing typology 
(Chapter 3), to speak of 'western Melanesia', the area occupied by two of these first-
order subgroups and comprising New Guinea, New Britain, New Ireland, Bougainville, 
and western Solomon Islands (Choiseul, New Georgia, Santa Ysabel). 

3 DEMOGRAPHY 

The vast area occupied by less than two million speakers of Oceanic languages 
necessitates a brief discussion of the linguistic demography of the region. (More detail 
can be found in Wurm and Hattori's 1981 monumental language atlas of the Pacific 
region.) 

3.1 Populations 

Populations speaking individual Oceanic languages vary enormously. Probably the 
largest Oceanic language, with well over 300,000 speakers, is what is popularly known 
as 'Fijian'. In reality this is two languages, due to the lack of mutual intelligibility at the 

TABLE 1: OCEANIC LANGUAGES IN ISLAND MELANESIA 

New Britain 14 
New Ireland 22 
Bougainville 14 (3) 
Solomon Islands 56 (6) 
Vanuatu 105 (3) 
New Caledonia 28 (1) 
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12 THE OCEANIC LANGUAGES 

extreme ends of a dialect continuum. Other Oceanic languages with sizeable 
populations include Samoan, with over 250,000 speakers, and Tolai (New Britain; 
Map 1.6), Kiribati (Micronesia) and Tongan (Polynesia), each with around 100,000 
speakers. 

At the other end of the scale are a number of moribund languages (Ch. 2, §6), each 
with fewer than ten speakers at the last recording (since which time some may have died 
out). These include Ouma, Yoba, Bina (Papua), Uru'ava (Bougainville), and Ura 
(Erromango, Vanuatu) (Maps 1.5 and 1.6). Indeed, a small number of Oceanic 
languages whose existence was noted at the time of early European contact have since 
become extinct. On the island of Erromango just referred to, for example, at least five 
languages were spoken 150 years ago; today, apart from the moribund Ura, only the Sye 
language survives (with almost 1500 speakers). 

In this context, averages are probably meaningless, but they can give some indication 
of the smallness of the populations of Oceanic languages, especially in the western part 
of the region. The average size of a language (including both Oceanic and Papuan 
languages together) in PNG and Solomon Islands is about 4000 speakers; this falls to 
about 2000 in New Caledonia, and to about 1500 in Vanuatu. 

While no area of Melanesia can be described as 'typical', we will take the Solomon 
Islands situation as an illustration of the range of sizes of populations speaking Oceanic 
languages. Tryon and Hackman's (1983) classification of the languages of Solomon 
Islands identifies fifty-six Oceanic languages spoken in that country (in which seven 
Papuan languages are also spoken). Of these fifty-six languages, only two had 
populations of over 10,000 speakers in 1983 (the North Malaita dialect chain with 
13,500 and Kwara'ae, also spoken on Malaita, with 12,5(0). The populations of Oceanic 
languages in Solomon Islands (based on 1983 figures) are given in Table 2. 

3.2 Language and territory 

The majority of Oceanic languages occupy their own continuous territory (though of 
course there are enclaves or dispersed individuals speaking many Oceanic languages in 
cities, towns and government stations all over the Pacific). In some cases, this 
'continuous' territory incorporates vast expanses of open ocean. Kiribati provides an 
(admittedly extreme) example: 'the total ocean area over which the islands are 
distributed measures, by various estimates, from 3.5 to 5 million square kilometers', yet 
the land area is less than 700 km2 (Bunge and Cooke 1984:277). 

There are, however, two significant types of exceptions to this general statement about 
'territorial' languages. The first concerns what we might refer to as 'discontinuous 
languages'. As a result of fairly recent in- or out-migration, though not over very great 

TABLE 2: POPULATIONS OF OCEANIC LANGUAGES IN 
SOLOMON ISLANDS 

Range of population 

over 10,000 
5000-10,000 
1000-5000 
500-1000 
100-500 
fewer than 100 

Number of languages 

2 
9 

23 
8 
8 
6 
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distances, the territory of a number of Oceanic languages is interrupted by speakers of one 
or more other related or unrelated languages. Invasions, resettlement of part of a population, 
and flight from enemies are three of the causes of these discontinuities. A number of 
examples could be adduced from different parts of Oceania. Perhaps the most striking case 
- a result of the aggressive warlike behaviour in the past of the Papuan-speaking Orokaiva 
people - can be seen in the Collingwood Bay area of PNG (see Map l.7). 

The Motu language ofthe Port Moresby region ofPNG is also a highly discontinuous 
language. Motu-speaking villages are interspersed with villages occupied by speakers of 
the Papuan language Koita, as shown in Map 1.8. The largest Motu-speaking village, 
Hanuabada ('big village'), is actually a fairly recent conglomeration of five smaller 
villages, one of which is Koita-speaking. The pre-Motu probably lived further inland 
than they do today, and were pushed down to the coast by the expansion of their Papuan-
speaking neighbours. Here, however, they formed a symbiotic relationship with Koita-
speakers, involving trade and intermarriage. 

The second type of exception to the general rule that Oceanic languages occupy a 
continuous territory relates to major overseas migrations - recent and not so recent - of 
significant numbers of speakers of Oceanic languages. The Polynesian Outliers provide a 
good example ofa reasonably ancient 'overseas migration' (see Ch. 5, §5.4 and Map 5.9). 

In much more recent times, signi:ficant numbers of Samoans and Micronesians have 
migrated to the United States, while many speakers of Polynesian languages have 
migrated to New Zealand; in the case of some Polynesian languages, like Niuean, there 
are more speakers in New Zealand than in the ancestral island; and there are about 
20,000 Cook Islanders in the Cook Islands and another 20,000 in New Zealand. 

The Kiribati language is perhaps the most extreme example of this type. Kiribati-
speakers who once occupied phosphate-rich Ocean Island have been resettled in Fiji. In 
addition, the severe population pressure on land and on food resources in most of the 
other atolls of Kiribati has meant that many Kiribati-speakers have had to move to 
Solomon Islands, Nauru, and other Pacific countries, as well as to the previously 
unoccupied Christmas Island. 

Internal rather than overseas migrations have also taken place in colonial times for a 
variety of reasons, resulting in discontinuous language areas. Volcanic eruptions on 
Ambrym and Lopevi in Vanuatu a generation ago saw the permanent resettlement of one 
village of Southeast Ambrym speakers to a new village on the island of Efate, while the 
entire population of Lopevi (where a dialect of Paamese was spoken) has been 
permanently shifted to a new location on Epi. In both of these new locations, the 
original languages are being maintained. 

In many areas where there were originally thinly scattered populations living in 
inland hamlets, colonial administrators and Christian missionaries encouraged the 
development of larger coastal villages. In some places, such population movements have 
drastically altered the original geographical distribution of languages. In southern New 
Ireland, for example, there was enforced resettlement from hamlets in the mountains to 
the coast, leaving the original language area unoccupied. Post-colonial developments in 
southern Malakula described by Charpentier (1982) have seen most of the inland 
population dispersed into a number of different coastal villages. Some originally 
contiguous inland languages are now spoken by only very small populations in their 
original territory, with larger populations speaking the same language in perhaps several 
different and sometimes geographically widely separated coastal villages, often as 
linguistic minorities in those villages along with speakers of one or more other 
languages. 
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4 LANGUAGE CONTACT 

Given the demographic characteristics of languages in Oceania, it is not surprising that 
there has been contact of various kinds between them. In the western part of the region, 
there are many languages with small populations and small territories. An area of just a 
few square kilometres may therefore house a number of distinct languages. The area 
covered by individual languages in the eastern part of the region is often much larger 
(though, as we have said, much of this 'territory' is sea). However, people's seafaring 
skills were correspondingly greater in Eastern Oceania, and the sea was more a vehicle 
for, rather than a barrier to, inter-language contact. (Since colonial times, sea travel has 
tapered off, and even disappeared altogether in some areas.) 

Below we examine contact between Oceanic languages and (a) Papuan languages, 
(b) non-Oceanic Austronesian languages, (c) other Oceanic languages, and (d) languages 
intrusive to the region. 

4.1 Oceanic-Papuan contact 

As noted earlier, the western part of the region occupied by Oceanic-speakers is also 
occupied by seven hundred or so Papuan languages, which themselves belong to a 
number of different families (for further information, see Wurm ed. 1975, Wurm 1982, 
and especially Foley 1986). 

Oceanic and Papuan languages do not have neat and discrete geographical 
distributions. In coastal areas, for example, we find Oceanic languages interspersed 
with Papuan languages (as already discussed), and although Oceanic languages 
predominate in the islands, there are nevertheless many insular Papuan languages as 
well. 

Given that many Western Oceanic languages are geographically contiguous with 
Papuan languages, and that most languages of both groups are spoken by small 
populations, the potential for sociolinguistic contact between Oceanic and Papuan 
languages is considerable. Lexical copying, for example, occurs frequently, and in both 
directions. In a number of parts of the region, however, contact has resulted in 
widespread bilingualism, and in this section we wish to discuss a couple of cases of 
Oceanic-Papuan contact which have resulted in rather dramatic changes. 

4.1.1 Papuan Tip OVorder 

The typical Oceanic (indeed, the reconstructed Proto Austronesian and Proto Oceanic) 
preferred constituent order is Verb-Object (VO), and oblique phrases are typically 
introduced by prepositions. Papuan languages, on the other hand, are typically Object-
Verb (OV) languages with postpositions. Yet most ofthe fifty or so Oceanic languages of 
the Papuan Tip linkage (Ch. 4, §4.2) in the south of the New Guinea mainland have OV 
order and postpositions. The change from VO to OVorder is highly unusual in universal 
terms. This almost certainly resulted from influence on Proto Papuan Tip (or a couple of 
its early descendants) by one or more Papuan languages. 

Some of the languages of the Madang area on the north coast of New Guinea have 
not only acquired OV order and postpositions: they have also developed special 
sentence-medial verb forms matching those in neighbouring Papuan languages. 
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4.1.2 Allegedly 'mixed'languages 

Contact between Oceanic and Papuan languages has also been responsible for a number 
of cases where different linguists have been in dispute as to the family affiliation of a 
particular language. Three such cases, discussed in some detail by Lynch (1981), are 
briefly sketched here: 

(I) Magori (along with three moribund languages), spoken on the south coast of New 
Guinea, has undergone such heavy lexical influence from the Papuan language 
Mailu, speakers of which subjugated neighbouring populations in pre-colonial 
times, that it was classified as Papuan by both Ray (1938) and Capell (1962a). It was 
only as a result of a more detailed investigation of both morphology and lexicon by 
Dutton (1976) that it became clear that Magori and its neighbours are in fact 
Oceanic languages. 

(2) Maisin (see Map 1.7) was classified by Strong (1911) as Oceanic with heavy Papuan 
grammatical and lexical influence. In the immediately following article in the same 
journal, Ray (1911) classified it as Papuan, with some Oceanic influence! In 
basically agreeing with Ray, Capell (1976:571) nevertheless felt that Maisin was 
'definitely a case in which a true mixture has taken place'. Lynch (1977b) and Ross 
(1996a) have shown that the language is in fact Oceanic, but that bilingualism has 
led to substantial grammatical change, whilst word tabooing (the habit of avoiding 
words similar to the names of the dead; cf. Ch. 2, §2) has caused a great deal of 
lexical copying from Korafe, a neighbouring Papuan language. 

(3) Three languages spoken in the extreme southeast of Solomon Islands - Aiwo in the 
Reef Islands and Santa Cruz and Nanggu in the Santa Cruz group - have been 
classified as (a) Papuan, with heavy Oceanic admixture (Wurm 1976, 1978), and 
(b) Oceanic, with heavy Papuan admixture (Codrington 1885, Lincoln 1978). Tryon 
and Hackman (1983) concur with Wurm on this issue. 

4.2 Contact between Oceanic and non-Oceanic Austronesian languages 

Yapese, spoken at the western end of Micronesia, sits between non-Oceanic Palauan and 
the Oceanic languages of the Caroline Islands. Until recently it was the one 
Austronesian language which had defied classification as either Oceanic or non-
Oceanic. It is now fairly clear that Yapese is Oceanic, the descendant of an early 
immigrant language from Melanesia which has borrowed extensively from nearby 
Palauan and perhaps another unidentified non-Oceanic source, as well as taking on a 
heavy admixture from the rather different Micronesian Oceanic languages of the 
Carolines (Ross 1996b). 

4.3 Contact between different Oceanic languages 

In all parts of the region, there has also been contact between speakers of different 
Oceanic languages. In many cases where the languages are very closely related or have 
very similar phonological and morpho-syntactic histories, such contact is difficult to 
identify. The more different or distantly related two languages are, however, the easier it 
is to establish if there has been significant contact between them (as in the case of 
Yapese Oceanic-Oceanic contact). Some of the more notable cases of such contact are 
noted below. 
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4.3.1 Polynesian influence on non-Polynesian languages 

The Polynesian Outliers, as we mentioned above, represent relatively recent back-
migrations from Polynesia westward into Melanesia and Micronesia. Because the 
phonological histories of Polynesian languages are quite different from those of the 
languages to the west, Polynesian contact is often relatively easy to identify. 

Migrating Polynesians brought with them cultural or technological complexes or 
items which did not exist, or which had been lost, in Melanesia and Micronesia. For 
example, the original settlers of New Caledonia either did not bring the pig with them 
or, if they did, they ate it to extinction soon after their arrival. All non-Polynesian 
languages of New Caledonia and the Loyalty Islands have copied the Proto Polynesian 
word *puaka with the meaning 'pig'. Something similar seems to have happened with 
dogs, though over a much wider area. For example, most languages in the Temotu 
Province (Reefs and Santa Cruz Islands) of Solomon Islands, in northeast, central and 
southern Vanuatu, and in the Loyalties show a form for 'dog' derived from Proto 
Polynesian *kulii (Lynch 1991b). 

There are cases of more substantial influence of Polynesian Outlier languages on 
their neighbours. For example, in southern Vanuatu, the non-Polynesian languages 
have copied terms for parts of the canoe, sailing and fishing technology, the names of 
winds, and terms associated with kava-drinking from the neighbouring Polynesian 
Outlier Futuna-Aniwa, which has in turn copied names of moieties, terms for some 
varieties of breadfruit and taro and, surprisingly in view of what was said above, the 
word for 'pig' from these non-Polynesian languages (Lynch 1994b, 1996; Lynch and 
Fakamuria 1994). 

4.3.2 Direct and indirect inheritance in Rotuman 

The classic exposition of contact between Polynesian and non-Polynesian languages is 
Biggs' (1965) study of Rotuman. 

Rotuman words exhibit two sets of correspondences with proto-forms. Those set I 
and set II reflexes which differ in shape are called diagnostic. The diagnostic 
members of the same set may co-occur, but no diagnostic member of one set co-
occurs with diagnostic members of the other set. ... 

I propose to speak of directly [i.e. set I] and indirectly inherited words [i.e. set 
II] rather than inherited and loan words in order to emphasize that all of the words 

TABLE 3: SOME ROTUMAN REFLEXES OF PROTO OCEANIC CONSONANTS 

Proto Eastern Oceanic 

Rotuman (Set I) 
Rotuman (Set II) 

*p 

h 
f 

*t 

f 

*k 

? 
k 

*q 

o 
? 

TABLE 4: DIRECTLY AND INDIRECTLY INHERITED FORMS IN ROTUMAN 

Directly inherited forms Indirectly inherited forms 

*puke 'uncover' ---+ hu?e *paka- 'causative' 
*pili 'choose' hili *pulu 'hair' ---+ 

*taqu 'season' ---+ fau *toqa 'brave' ---+ 

*1 

r 

faka-
furu 
to?a 
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with etymologies were once part of a language ancestral to Rotuman in the 
comparativist's sense. Some of them however re-entered Rotuman from a 
collateral related language after undergoing changes other than those which 
affected forms which had remained continuously in the Rotuman line. (Biggs 
1965 :389-390) 

Some examples of diagnostic sets of sound correspondences are shown in Table 3, while 
Table 4 compares some directly and indirectly inherited words. The ancestral language 
in this case is what Biggs calls Proto Eastern Oceanic (probably equivalent to Proto 
Oceanic; Ch. 4, § 1). 

There are in fact a number of doublets - cases where the same protoform has been 
inherited directly and indirectly, with slight semantic changes. For example, *toka 
'come ashore' has been inherited directly as Ifo?al 'come ashore', and again indirectly 
as Itokal 'settle down'. 

Biggs (1965 :411) points out that 'Rotuman traditions are definite in associating at 
least two occupations of their island with the Samoa-Tonga area', and the set II 
correspondences are consistent with the interpretation that one or more languages in this 
area have had considerable influence on Rotuman - to the extent that, of Biggs' corpus 
of Rotuman words with known etymologies, 38% are directly inherited and 29% 
indirectly inherited (with 33% being indeterminate). 

Although Rotuman is the clearest and best known case of direct and indirect 
inheritance from different Oceanic sources, Yapese, as well as having borrowed from 
non-Oceanic Palauan, also has doublets resulting from direct inheritance from its 
putative Melanesian ancestor and indirect inheritance through Micronesian languages 
such as Ulithian. There are also at least two cases of direct and indirect inheritance in 
southeast Papua. On the mainland, Wagawaga is a language of the Suauic group which 
has borrowed heavily from Tawala of the Are-Taupota group. Gumawana, in the tiny 
Amphlett Islands, is a language of the North Mainland-D'Entrecasteaux group whose 
dependency relationship with speakers of the rather different Kilivila language of the 
Trobriands has led to so much admixture that it was first taken to be a member of the 
Kilivila group (Ross 1992). 

4.4 Contact with intrusive languages 

Contact with languages not native to the Pacific has obviously been much more recent 
and, because of this, is generally much more superficial in nature, except in cases like 
Hawai'i, for example, where the dominance of English has led to the near disappearance 
of the Hawaiian language. In most cases, this contact has resulted in lexical copying of 
terms referring to newly introduced items, ideas or social and religious practices. 
English has been the main contributor, directly in some cases, indirectly through 
Melanesian Pidgin in others. However, the languages of other colonial powers - French, 
German, Dutch, Japanese and Spanish - have made their contributions to the lexicons of 
some Oceanic languages, as have (though to a much smaller extent) the languages of 
immigrant Indian, Chinese, Vietnamese and other Asian communities. 

Many Micronesian languages, for example, show the influence of a chequered 
colonial history in their vocabulary. Most of western and central Micronesia was under 
Spanish control from the late seventeenth century until Spain lost the Spanish-American 
War in 1898, at which time Guam was ceded to the United States, and Germany (which 
had already colonised the Marshall Islands to the east) took over the rest of Spain's 
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possessions. Japan succeeded Germany at the outbreak of World War I, only to see 
Micronesia become an American Trust Territory at the end of World War II. The 
influence of each of the colonial languages can be seen in many Micronesian languages 
- as, for example, in Trukese (Goodenough and Sugita 1980): 

Trukese 
from Spanish anteojos antiyos 'fishing goggles' 

koopwure 'corrugated iron' cobre 'copper' 
padre paatere 'priest' 

from German KofJer 'trunk' kiiwufer 'suitcase' 
Gummi kkumi 'rubber' 
Mark 'currency unit' maak 'money' 

from Japanese k6en 'park' kooyeng 'playground' 
oshiroi osiroy 'baby powder' 
ramune ramune 'marbles' 

from English million miniyon 'million' 
blackboard pinakpwoot 'blackboard' 

The emergence of Pacific Pidgin Englishes in the last century was also a result of this 
kind of contact. Although most of these have died out, their descendants in Melanesia -
Tok Pisin in PNG, Pijin in Solomon Islands, and Bislama in Vanuatu - are flourishing 
languages with official or unofficial national language status in those countries. 

5 BRIEF HISTORY OF RESEARCH 

The Current Trends in Linguistics volume edited by Sebeok (1971) contains an outline 
of the history of research into Oceanic languages of all regions. Grace (1976b) covers 
the New Guinea area in more detail; Schutz (1972) looks at Fiji; while Tryon (1994) 
contains a large bibliography of works on Oceanic and non-Oceanic Austronesian 
languages. Some other useful bibliographies are Carrington (1996) for the New Guinea 
area (including Papuan languages as well), Simons (1976) for Solomon Islands, and 
Lynch (1994a) for Vanuatu. 

5.1 Up until World War II 

Apart from brief wordlists published by the early European navigators, and more 
thorough, but quite sporadic, publications by the occasional anthropologist or 
administrator, the bulk of the research published on Oceanic languages before the 
outbreak of World War II was the result, or by-product, of Christian missionary activity. 
Orthographies were developed - some excellent, others of more dubious quality (Ch. 2, 
§5). Grammar sketches and dictionaries were published, and works of a religious (and 
occasionally also secular) nature were printed in a number of Oceanic languages. 

The languages best known in the literature up until the 1940s were those of Fiji and 
Polynesia - especially Standard (Bauan) Fijian, Tongan, Samoan, Hawaiian, New Zealand 
Maori, Rarotongan and Marquesan. Few languages elsewhere in the Pacific had a 
comparable coverage, though there were substantial (for the period) publications on Jabem, 
Motu, Dobu and Patpatar (PNG), and on Mota and Anejom (Vanuatu). Mention should also 
be made here of the useful compendia of grammar sketches of von der Gabelentz 
(1861-73), Codrington (1885) and Ray (1926), though there are obviously limitations on 
their usability in view of the tremendous advances in linguistics in the intervening period. 
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Comparative work within Austronesian still focused more on the languages to the 
west of Oceanic, though DempwoUf's monumental three-volume study (1934, 1937, 
1938) included significant amounts of Oceanic material, and Ray (1926, inter alia) was 
also to the fore in this area. 

5.2 More recent descriptive studies 

While missionary organisations ~ perhaps most notably the Summer Institute of 
Linguistics ~ have still had considerable involvement in the description of Oceanic 
languages, the bulk of the descriptive work since the Second World War has been done 
by university-based linguists. The United States' assumption of administrative 
responsibility for the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands (i.e. Micronesia) saw a 
dramatic increase in our knowledge of these languages. Initial studies were more 
applied, with the aim of assisting in the work of education; but these studies often had a 
more 'academic' side as well. 

The decision in 1966 to send Peace Corps volunteers to Micronesia meant that 
language courses had to be written, since Peace Corps volunteers were required to learn 
the local language, and this provided a fresh impetus for linguistic research. These 
language lessons often developed into full-scale grammars and dictionaries, mainly 
under the auspices of the University of Hawai'i, which continues to be the major centre 
for the study of Micronesian languages, and which has published or sponsored major 
descriptive studies on Yapese, Ulithian, Woleaian, Puluwatese, Trukese, Ponapean, 
Mokilese, Kosraean and Marshallese. 

Work has continued also in Fiji and Polynesia, though a number of Polynesian 
languages which could be classified as 'well-described' before the War have received 
little attention since then. Recent advances in linguistics mean that some of these should 
probably be now considered less well-described than was originally thought. On the 
other hand, a number of Polynesian Outliers, not well known before the War, have 
received the attention of linguists ~ Sikaiana, Luangiua, Kapingamarangi and Futuna-
Aniwa, to mention just a few. 

Major advances have also been made in Melanesia. The task of describing some 400 
languages is a daunting one, and the situation is still very patchy, some areas being quite 
well known but others still neglected. Of particular importance has been the work of a 
number of French linguists in New Caledonia and the Loyalty Islands (Haudricourt, 
Rivierre, Ozanne-Rivierre and Moyse-Faurie), which has improved very significantly 
our knowledge of these highly aberrant languages. 

5.3 More recent comparative studies 

The 'boom' in descriptive studies has seen a comparable dramatic increase in 
comparative studies of various kinds. In the last twenty years or so, there have been very 
considerable advances in the reconstruction of Proto Oceanic (phonology, grammar and 
lexicon) and of its various intermediate proto languages, along with detailed 
subgrouping hypotheses within both Oceanic and the wider Austronesian family. 
Initially concentrating rather more on the better-known languages of eastern Oceania, 
these studies have increasingly incorporated the languages of western Melanesia. 
Mention should be made especially of the contributions to the reconstruction of Proto 
Oceanic or its major subgroups by linguists such as Biggs, Blust, Grace, Pawley and, 
more recently, Ross. 
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We should also note here the major linguistic surveys of Vanuatu (Tryon 1976) and 
Solomon Islands (Tryon and Hackman 1983), and of the linguistic mapping work 
resulting from these and similar surveys by scholars at the Australian National 
University (Wurm and Hattori 1981). These surveys have significantly improved our 
knowledge of the overall picture - if only to point out where the major descriptive and 
comparative gaps are. 

5.4 Current state of knowledge 

In summary, we could probably say that the languages of Micronesia, Fiji and Polynesia 
are now pretty well described, though relatively old grammars and dictionaries remain 
the standard works on some of these languages. Survey work has given us a better idea 
of the number and nature of the Oceanic languages in Melanesia, but less than 10% of 
them can be called well described. This area must obviously be the focus for research 
over the coming decades. 

In terms of comparative studies, the nature of Proto Oceanic is reasonably clear, 
though there are still a number of problematical areas. Major attention will need to be 
focused on subgrouping issues, since this is one area where there is no clear agreement 
at this stage. 

6 LANGUAGE NAMES 

Language names can be a problem in the Pacific. Some languages are known by one and 
only one name, which may be a people's own name for themselves or their language 
(e.g., Motu, Suau, Arosi), or an anglicised version of a local name (e.g. Rotuman, 
Tongan, Samoan). In other areas, however, people do not have an actual name for their 
own language, referring to it simply as 'the language', 'our language', or 'correct/good 
language'. 

Many languages of this kind, however, have often been given a geographically based 
name by missionaries or linguists. In Vanuatu, for example, the language spoken on the 
island of Mota in Vanuatu is known simply as Mota, while the language spoken near 
Port Sandwich in Malakula is known as Port Sandwich. Even when people do have their 
own name for a language, some other, usually geographical, name is often more 
common. Thus, two Tanna languages, spoken in the Lenakel and White sands areas, 
whose 'real' names are respectively Netvaar and Nirak, are almost universally known, 
by both outsiders and by younger native speakers, as Lenakel and Whitesands. 

There are also many cases where the same language is known by a variety of 
different names - perhaps a name in the local language plus a geographical name, or a 
series of names for different dialects or different localities in the language-area. There 
are cases where named varieties refer to different dialects, but where the language itself 
has no local name (and where, in fact, the people do not always recognise that the 
differences are at the dialect level and not the language level). The Solomon Islands 
language (or dialect chain) known to linguists as West Guadalcanal (Tryon and 
Hackman 1983), for example, has a number of named dialects, some of which appear in 
the linguistic literature as if they were separate languages (e.g. Gari or Ghari, Kerebuto, 
Nggae, Sughu and Vaturanga). Early mission studies often used the name of the area 
where the mission was located as the name of the language. Thus, the Raga language of 
Pentecost in Vanuatu has been referred to as both Lamalanga and Loltong, after two 
important villages. Hyphenated language names (e.g. Mono-Alu in Solomon Islands) 
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often indicate that there are (at least) two named dialects but no overall local name for 
the language. And the same name may receive different spellings. A dialect of the 
Vangunu language of New Georgia, for example, has been variously spelled Bareke, 
Bariki, Mbareke and Mbariki. 

The language spoken by the Tolai people of the Gazelle Peninsula of New Britain 
will illustrate these problems nicely: 

The language of the Tolai people, which is nowadays simply called 'Tolai' in 
Austronesian linguistics, has been given several names. The Tolai people 
themselves call it A Tinata Tuna, literally the indigenous language or Kuanua, 
which is originally a word of the language of the Duke of York Islands meaning 
over there and which was first used by the Methodist missionaries who started 
their mission in these islands. The Catholic missionaries introduced the names 
Tuna, literally indigenous, Gunantuna; other names used by Europeans are 
Blanche Bay Dialect, New Britain Dialect, Nordgazellen Sprache, Neu-
Pommerische Sprache and Raluana. (Mosel 1984:4; references omitted). 

In this book, we will use the most generally accepted name for any language, and will 
consistently refer to the same language by the same name (except, obviously, in direct 
quotations) 

The names of intermediate proto languages normally indicate either the geographical 
area covered by members of that subgroup or, in the case of small subgroups, the name 
of the largest or best-known language in the group. A few examples from Ross (1988) 
will illustrate this: geographical names include Proto Meso-Melanesian, Proto Huon 
Gulf, Proto Choiseul and Proto South-West New Britain, while names of the second type 
include Proto Mengen, Proto Bel and Proto Madak. Until fairly recently, proto language 
names were written with a hyphen after the prefix: Proto-Oceanic. Recent convention is 
to dispense with this hyphen: Proto Oceanic. 

In comparative studies, two abbreviatory styles for names of languages and 
protolanguages are fairly frequently used. One employs three-letter abbreviations, 
usually in capitals, and this has been in common use until recently. The other, following 
Reid (1992), retains capitals only where they occur in the original. A couple of examples 
of both styles follow: 

Proto Austronesian PAN PAn 
Proto Oceanic POC POc 
Anejom AN] Anj 
Blablanga BLA Bla 
Duke of York DOY DoY 
West Futuna WFU WFu 



CHAPTER TWO 

SOCIOLINGUISTIC 
BACKGROUND 

1 SOCIO-CULTURAL BACKGROUND 

Oceanic languages are spoken by people who live in a wide variety of social, political 
and economic circumstances. We find people living in fully independent political 
entities such as Tonga (which was never formally colonised), recently independent states 
such as Samoa and Solomon Islands, self-governing but not fully independent territories 
such as the Cook Islands (associated with New Zealand) and the Federated States of 
Micronesia (associated with the United States of America), still dependent territories of 
various kinds such as Tokelau (a New Zealand dependency), New Caledonia (a French 
dependency) and Easter Island (a Chilean dependency), as well as the politically fully 
integrated Maori in New Zealand, Hawaiians in Hawai'i, and Melanesians in Irian Jaya 
(which is now an integral part of Indonesia). 

Popular perceptions of speakers of Oceanic languages often have people lying 
around in idyllic splendour on beautiful beaches, or enthusiastically engaging in 
bloodthirsty cannibal feasts. Given that there have been more than two centuries of 
contact with the non-Oceanic world, much has obviously changed, assuming that these 
stereotypes were once even partly true. The lifestyles of speakers of Oceanic languages 
today range from the highly urbanised cultures of the Maori and the Hawaiians, to the 
predominantly rural ways of life of people in most of the remaining parts of the Oceanic 
world. Degrees of acculturation into western lifestyles also vary enormously, though 
even among people leading highly westernised urban lifestyles, traditional values and 
cultural activities are generally still distinctive in at least some obvious respects. 

Although Christianity has been adopted with enthusiasm throughout most of the 
Oceanic world, there are still pockets of animist adherence in some of the more remote 
parts of Melanesia. Even in those places where people have adopted Christianity, a 
distinctively local world view generally still prevails, with a variety of local spiritual 
belief systems, including the power of local spirits and magic, often operating in 
conjunction with Christian beliefs. People in many parts of Oceania still retain much of 
the traditional knowledge about the habits of local fauna, and the medicinal values of 
local flora. 

Obviously, however, much has changed since European contact. The cash economy 
has made major inroads into people's lifestyles. Western dress is usually worn, with 
traditional dress typically being worn only on special occasions. The knowledge and 
skills that enabled Polynesian and Micronesian sailors to make some of the earliest and 
most daring voyages of maritime discovery in human history are rapidly being lost, and 
in many cases have already disappeared. Despite popular opinion in the Christian west, 
cannibalism was not universally practised in Oceania; where it was once practised, it no 
longer is. Warfare was generally only a small-scale and highly localised activity, and is 
now almost unknown among speakers of Oceanic languages. 

23 
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2 LANGUAGE VARIETIES 

It is probably safe to say that no language in the world - not even the smallest - has just 
a single code that is used in all situations, and by all speakers. Although Oceanic speech 
communities are small in terms of world averages, the range of cultural backgrounds is 
reflected in an astonishing range of different kinds of contextually determined language 
varieties. 

In a survey such as this, it is inevitable that attention will focus on what seems to be 
most 'exotic', but even here, there is plenty to choose from. Some of the kinds of 
contextually determined usages that we find in Oceania include the following: 

(I) In Tongan, there is large-scale lexical replacement of many of the most commonly 
used words if one is speaking to the king. Tongan society is essentially feudal, and 
between the king and the commoners, there is an intermediate class of hereditary 
hou'eiki 'nobles'. For each of these social groupings, there is a separate set oflexical 
items that is used, e.g. commoner hii 'ele 'come' corresponds to the hou 'eiki word 
me'a and to the royal word ha'u (Shumway 1971:603-4). Systems oflesser degrees 
of complexity, often involving just 'chiefly' vocabulary as against 'ordinary' 
vocabulary, are found in many .- though by no means all - parts of Polynesia and 
Micronesia, where societies are generally based on hereditary chieftainships. 

(2) In the Big Nambas language of Malakula in Vanuatu, it was traditionally prohibited 
for a woman to say the name of a chief, her senior male in-laws, or her eldest son, or 
even words that sounded like any of these names. Since people's names were often 
the same as everyday words, women had to make use of several strategies that 
would allow them to avoid this name taboo. In some cases they would use an 
acceptable synonym or near synonym. Thus tau 'put' would be replaced by uln 'let 
go of'. In other cases, there was a separate set of vocabulary held in 'reserve' for 
women to use specifically to avoid name taboo. Thus if nauei 'water' were under 
taboo for a particular woman, she could refer to water using the special word tarah 
instead (Fox 1996). 

(3) On the island of Ngatik near Pohnpei in Micronesia, there is reportedly a special 
'men's language', which consists of ordinary Ngatikese vocabulary with an 
admixture of words that derive from contact with European sailors in the 1830s who 
spoke South Seas Jargon, an early form of what is now referred to as Melanesian 
Pidgin (Clark 1979-80:35). 

Patterns of word taboo such as that reported for Big Nambas are fairly widespread. The 
Tahitians, for example, were also forbidden to say the name of a chief, or even part of 
the name of a chief, with special vocabulary for use in such situations. This kind of 
cultural behaviour can obviously have a major influence on the applicability of the 
comparative method of historical reconstruction, as it would be possible for some 
languages to undergo accelerated lexical replacement. This has the effect of reducing 
the amount of vocabulary that can be compared with other languages in reconstruction. 
The existence of such cultural practices also reduces the reliability of the method of 
lexicostatistical comparison to deterrnine the closeness of linguistic relationships among 
Oceanic languages. 

The use of these kinds of systems of lexical choice is contracting in many Oceanic 
societies today. In particular, the system of chiefly name taboo in Tahiti is no longer 
practised, and Big Nambas women under the age of fifty or so no longer make the same 
full set of lexical substitutions made by older women. While the Tongan lexically 
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marked chiefly style is still vigorous - with the teaching of the special vocabulary being 
included in the school curriculum - some younger better-educated people are able to 
'subvert' the system by opting to speak to nobility or royalty in English instead. 

Melanesian societies are generally organised along more egalitarian lines than is the 
case in Micronesia and Polynesia. Even so, people - almost invariably men - can gain 
high status by acquiring valued possessions such as pigs or shell money. Not 
surprisingly, these societies are generally not marked by the existence of 'chiefly' speech 
styles. Contextually determined linguistic choices in these societies tend to operate more 
at the level of interpersonal relations, rather than being determined by an individual's 
position within a hierarchy. 

In Kabana (West New Britain), people typically have personal names that refer to 
everyday objects. In this society, as in many other Melanesian societies, there is a strong 
restriction against saying the names of one's in-laws. This is true even if someone wants 
to refer to the actual thing that their in-law is named after and they are not using the 
word as a personal name at all. Kabana-speakers use reserved items that are either words 
in Kabana itself, but having a different meaning, or else words with the same meanings 
copied from neighbouring languages. For example, the word in Kabana for a particular 
kind offish is /urae/. If your in-law is called Urae, this fish must be referred to instead as 
/moi/, which is usually the word for 'taro'. The word for 'crocodile' in Kabana is /puaea/, 
but this word cannot be used if your in-law is called Puaea, and the crocodile must be 
referred to instead as /bagele/. This form is apparently borrowed from a nearby 
language, where the word for 'crocodile' is /vayele/. Patterns such as these are described 
in Chowning (1985). 

Another kind of restriction in the Markham Valley involves place name taboo. 
Among speakers of Wampar, certain places are regarded as sacred, perhaps because the 
people's ancestors' blood has been spilt there, or because their ancestors are buried 
there. It is believed that, if people were to use the words these place names are derived 
from, the ancestral spirits would punish them with disasters, sickness, or the failure of 
crops upon which they depend for food. The people of this area also have a similar kind 
of restriction to Kabana of not saying the names of in-laws (Holzknecht 1988). 

People in the Markham Valley have a range of options available to them that allow 
them to talk about things and at the same time avoid breaking these taboos. Some 
languages have two or three synonymous terms to refer to the same thing, especially for 
very common words. Another possibility is for people to substitute a word that is 
semantically related to the taboo word in some way. For example, in Mari, if the word /zah/ 
'fire' is restricted by the place-name taboo, the word /pakap/ 'ashes' can be used to talk 
about fire instead (Holzknecht 1988). 

3 VERNACULARS AND LINGUA FRANCAS 

In those parts of Oceania which are linguistically the most fragmented, contact with 
speakers of other languages is inevitable. The historical linguist is confronted with this 
fact repeatedly in that it is frequently necessarily to recognise the existence of structural 
and lexical diffusion across language or subgroup bouudaries. Diffusion has even left us 
with languages such as Maisin in PNG and the Santa Cruz languages in Solomon Islands 
where there has been real debate as to whether these languages are Austronesian or non-
Austronesian, as described in Ch. I, §4.1. 

It should be pointed out that it is not only in Melanesia that we find evidence for 
linguistic diffusion. By combining the facts of linguistic subgrouping and archaeology, 
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we can arrive at a fairly good idea of how, when, and in what sequence the islands of 
Polynesia were settled. However, it is clear that settlement did not proceed with 
population movements being followed by total isolation. There is plenty of linguistic 
evidence for continued contact between people even after linguistic diversification had 
taken place. Rotuman, documented in Ch. I, §4.3, with its multiple layers of directly 
inherited and borrowed vocabulary, is a well-known case in point. 

Phenomena such as these presuppose the existence of widespread bilingualism over 
long periods of time. The bilingual (or multilingual) tradition has continued into the 
present. In those areas that have the largest numbers of small languages, especially in 
Melanesia, it is common to find people today who speak two or three different Oceanic 
languages (and sometimes also people who speak both Oceanic and non-Austronesian 
languages). 

The use of particular languages exclusively as in-group vernaculars and others as 
out-group lingua francas has probably affected the distribution of linguistic features in 
ways that go beyond the spread of areal features. Thurston (1987, 1989) distinguishes 
between exoterogeny and esoterogeny in linguistic evolution. An exoteric language is 
one that functions as a contact language, and which, as a result, develops in the direction 
of structural simplicity. An esoteric language, on the other hand, is one that functions 
solely as an in-group language. Such languages tend to develop in the direction of 
greater complexity. 

Prior to European contact, structurally and lexically reduced contact languages had 
sometimes developed, particularly for use among people in trading relationships. Trade 
was frequently conducted between coast-oriented Oceanic speakers and more inland-
oriented non-Austronesian speakers in PNG. However, the resulting contact languages 
that emerged for use on the hiri trading expeditions along the Gulf of Papua between 
speakers of the Oceanic language Motu and non-Austronesian speakers further along the 
coast were predominantly based on non-Austronesian lexical input (Dutton 1985:20-35). 

Oral tradition and the evidence of linguistic copying indicates that some Oceanic 
languages were also widely used outside their original home area. However, the 
traditional linguistic ecology of the region has been so radically altered by patterns of 
language use brought about by colonial contact that we will probably never be able to 
reconstruct the original areas where these were used as second languages. Nor will we 
ever be able to know for sure which languages were at all widely used outside their 
home areas. We do know, however, that Tongan must have been widely used in parts of 
Fiji during the long pre-contact period in which Tongans held military power over much 
of Fiji. 

Soon after the first colonial contacts, the traditional patterns of multilingualism 
began to change rapidly and drastically. In many areas, European missionaries were the 
first agents of change to enter an area. As far as possible, they aimed to learn the local 
language and to operate exclusively through it. In Polynesia, these missionaries 
generally managed to successfully learn languages such as Maori, Tongan and Samoan, 
and they developed writing systems and written literatures - largely of an ecclesiastical 
nature - in many of these languages. 

In Melanesia, the policy of operating through the local language proved more 
difficult to promote in many communities. Arguably also, the Oceanic languages to the 
west - with their more complex phonologies and morphologies - were perhaps 
structurally more challenging to the average newly arrived missionary. A compromise 
solution that developed in some areas was to choose one local language and to propagate 
it to neighbouring areas as a lingua franca for evangelical purposes. 
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Oceanic languages that were spread in this way included Nakanamanga (of 
Nguna, but widely used on Efate and in the Shepherd Islands), Mota (in the Banks 
Islands, but widely used in the Banks and Torres Islands, and also in the southeastern 
Solomon Islands), Roviana (widely used in the western Solomon Islands), Motu 
(along the central Papuan coast), Suau (on the southwest tail of Papua), Dobu (in the 
islands off eastern Papua), Wedau (on the north coast of the tail of Papua and 
adjacent islands), Gedaged (in parts of Madang Province), Jabem (in parts of 
Morobe Province) and Tolai (in northern New Britain, the Duke of York Islands and 
New Ireland). 

Some Polynesian languages were also extended beyond the area of their traditional 
use as a result of missionary activity. Samoan was widely used in Tokelau and Tuvalu, 
for example, and there are many words of recent Samoan origin that have made their 
way into these languages through this contact. In dialectally very diverse Fiji, the variety 
of the chiefly island of Bau was also adopted as a lingua franca over the whole 
archipelago. As a result of this missionary choice, modern standard written Fijian 
represents a continuation of a nineteenth century missionary understanding of Bauan 
Fijian. 

New lingua francas have developed in a number of different parts of the Oceanic 
world since colonial contact. Such languages include the pidginised variety of Fijian that 
emerged initially as a result of multilingual contact between speakers of Fijian and 
imported plantation labourers in the late nineteenth century (Siegel 1987:98-127). In 
Port Moresby in 1884, the establishment of a colonial police force saw the spread of a 
structurally and lexically reduced form of the local Motu language. Because of this early 
association, it was known for a long time as 'Police Motu'. This language eventually 
spread as a lingua franca throughout much of the then colony of Papua, and its 
descendant is still widely spoken today, though it is now generally referred to as 'Hiri 
Motu' (Dutton 1985:59-81). 

Pidgin Fijian is rapidly being replaced as an inter-ethnic lingua franca in Fiji by 
English, as the economy has shifted from its original plantation basis and the population 
becomes more educated. While Hiri Motu still claims several hundred thousand 
speakers, it is no longer spreading in PNG, and Tok Pisin (see below) is making some 
inroads into areas where Hiri Motu had been used as a lingua franca until recently. It is 
not difficult to imagine a time when Pidgin Fijian will have completely disappeared, and 
Hiri Motu will have become very seriously marginalised as a lingua franca. 

Perhaps the greatest change of all to the linguistic ecology of Melanesia has been 
the development of the English-Iexifier contact language that we refer to generically 
as Melanesian Pidgin. In the second half of the nineteenth century, many thousands 
of speakers of Oceanic languages from the Loyalty Islands, Vanuatu, Solomon 
Islands, New Britain and New Ireland were recruited as plantation labourers in 
Samoa, Fiji and coastal Queensland. These labourers rapidly ended up speaking a 
contact language that was lexically derived from English, and which has a structure 
that shows the imprint of many of the common features of the Oceanic languages of 
Melanesia. 

This language was repatriated to Melanesia with the end of recruiting around the tum 
of the century, where it developed separately into what is now referred to in PNG as Tok 
Pisin, in Solomon Islands as Pijin, and in Vanuatu as Bislama (Miihlhiiusler 1987, 
Keesing 1988, Crowley 1990). These three named varieties are effectively dialects of a 
single language since there is a high degree of mutual intelligibility, though they do 
differ structurally and lexically. 
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Although this language was also introduced into the Loyalty Islands, it was fairly 
rapidly replaced by French as the lingua franca there. In the other parts of Melanesia, 
however, the language continued to spread as local plantation economies and labour 
markets developed. It is now used by the vast majority of adults in Vanuatu and Solomon 
Islands, and it is spreading rapidly in PNG, to the point where well over half the 
population of that country uses it as their primary lingua franca. Of course, increasing 
numbers of younger people also speak English (or, in Vanuatu, French) to some extent. 

As a result of the introduction of Melanesian Pidgin, the original patterns of 
individual multilingualism in many places have been significantly affected. Among 
younger uneducated Melanesians, it is common for people to speak just two languages -
their local vernacular, and Melanesian Pidgin - whereas members of earlier generations 
would probably have spoken three or four vernaculars and no Melanesian Pidgin. 
Increasing numbers of younger Melanesians are now also growing up speaking 
Melanesian Pidgin exclusively, or with greater confidence than their parents' 
vernaculars. 

The final element in the linguistic make-up of Oceania involves languages 
introduced from outside. The most widely distributed introduced language is, of 
course, English, which is taught in schools in most parts of the Oceanic-speaking world. 
In areas that have come under French colonial influence, French is the language of 
education, and the national language of Indonesia, Bahasa Indonesia, just impinges on 
the area in which Oceanic languages are spoken. Spanish has been introduced to Easter 
Island. Finally, German, Dutch, Spanish and Japanese were used for short periods in 
various parts of the Oceanic world in the late nineteenth century and in the first half of 
the twentieth century as a result of colonial control or military invasion. 

There are also languages introduced from outside that have come in purely as 
immigrant languages, rather than as colonial languages. In this category, we can include 
varieties of Chinese spoken by established communities of immigrant traders in most 
Pacific towns. Indian immigrants to Fiji have evolved a distinct variety, Fiji Hindi, which 
is in a diglossic relationship with the structurally and lexically quite different standard 
Hindi (Siegel 1987: 185-210), though standard Hindi is spoken in formal contexts, and 
other Indian languages are spoken by small groups. There are also small communities of 
Vietnamese speakers in Vanuatu and New Caledonia. 

Not surprisingly, where there is a lingua franca, its use is reflected in various 
vernaculars in the form ofJexical copying. Words of French origin have been introduced 
into the vernaculars of New Caledonia and other French-influenced parts of Oceania, 
while English-derived words are found in many other Oceanic languages. In much of 
Melanesia, words of apparent English origin have in fact generally been introduced in 
the first instance from Melanesian Pidgin rather than English, as relatively few people 
actually use English in Melanesia on a day-to-day basis. 

The structural influence of colonial languages on Oceanic languages has generally 
been minimal, and we must reject Mlihlhiiusler's (1987:16) claim that many of these 
languages today are little more than relexified English. The only major exceptions are 
the demographically swamped Maori and Hawaiian languages, which are spoken by 
many younger speakers according to patterns that clearly reflect those of English. 

4 LANGUAGE STATUS 

When linguists speak of the status of languages, or of language varieties, they often 
distinguish between 'prestigious' and 'stigmatised' codes. We can apply these terms also 
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to the situation in Oceania today, with vernaculars by and large being considered 
'stigmatised' and introduced languages such as English and French being considered 
'prestigious'. Certainly, a knowledge of English or French is required if one intends to 
get ahead in the increasingly important cash economy. An individual who knows only a 
vernacular and no lingua franca at all is, in this day and age, largely locked into 
operating within his or her own community, and has few outside employment prospects. 
Especially in Melanesia, the relatively few people in Oceania who speak no lingua 
franca at all are generally spoken of disparagingly as ignorant bush-dwellers. 

However, the term 'prestige' is sometimes problematic in modern sociolinguistics. 
We speak, for instance, of the 'overt' prestige that influences women to make greater use 
of the -ing variant in English, while men are subject to 'covert' prestige to make greater 
use of the so-called stigmatised -in' variant. In terms of getting ahead in the cash 
economy, vernaculars, as well as the various indigenous lingua francas, offer people 
little in Oceania. At the same time, however, vernaculars are for the most part positively 
valued as symbols of local identity and community cohesion. Thus, being unable to 
speak one's ancestral language is generally considered to be regrettable, and is 
sometimes regarded as something shameful. Programmes have even been instituted 
among Maori and Hawaiians to try to regenerate these languages among younger 
members of the communities, who have generally grown up speaking only English 
(Hirsh 1987:63-105). 

Language status can also be considered from a legal or constitutional perspective. In 
this respect, there is a major difference between the Oceanic languages of Polynesia and 
Micronesia on the one hand, and those of Melanesia on the other. Some of the 
Polynesian and Micronesian countries have some kind of constitutional provisions 
relating to the status of the language of that country. However, in none of these cases is 
the Oceanic language given higher legal status than English at the national level. 

The following provision in the constitution of Kiribati is quite typical, in that despite 
granting constitutional status to the Kiribati language, English effectively supersedes the 
local language in cases of dispute: 

The provisions of this constitution shall be published in a Kiribati text as well as 
this English text, but in the event of any inconsistency between the two texts, this 
English text shall prevail. (The constitution of Kiribati, Chapter X, Section 127) 

A similar provision in the Samoan constitution even appears to be self-contradictory: 

The Samoan and English texts of this constitution are equally authoritative but, in 
the case of difference, the English text shall prevail. (The constitution of the 
independent state of Western Samoa, Part XI, Article 112) 

In some countries, there is no attempt to stipulate what language, or languages, are to 
be considered as official languages, or as national languages, though some countries' 
constitutions do indicate what languages can be used in parliamentary debate. Thus, the 
Samoan constitution also says the following: 

All debates and discussions in the Legislative Assembly shall be conducted in the 
Samoan language and the English language. The Minutes and the debates of the 
Legislative Assembly, every bill introduced therein, every paper presented thereto, 
and all minutes of proceedings, minutes of evidence and reports of committees of 
the Assembly shall be in the Samoan language and the English language. (The 
constitution of the independent state of Western Samoa, Part V, Article 54) 
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The only Melanesian country to make an constitutional guarantee of protection for the 
local vernaculars is Vanuatu, which has the following provision: 

The Republic shall protect the different local languages which are part of the 
national heritage, and may declare one of them as a national language. (The 
constitution of the Republic of Vcmuatu, Chapter 1, Section 3(2)) 

However, the constitution of Vanuatu declares Bislama to be the national language, with 
English, French and Bislama being declared co-equal 'official' languages, and English 
and French being co-equal as 'principal languages of education'. In PNG and Solomon 
Islands, there is de facto recognition of English as the national language, though in PNG 
Tok Pisin and Hiri Motu do gain some recognition as languages of which non-citizens 
must demonstrate a knowledge if they are to be granted citizenship. 

5 WRITTEN FORMS 

It is almost certain that no Oceanic language developed a written form prior to European 
contact. One puzzling issue, however, relates to the rongorongo symbols that were once 
used by speakers of Rapanui on Easter Island. About 500 characters have been 
preserved on wood, but the knowledge of how to interpret them was largely lost when 
early missionaries destroyed most of the tablets. There is some dispute as to the origins 
of these pictographic symbols. Fischer (1997) argues that the script developed as an 
indigenous post-contact response to Easter Islanders witnessing early Spaniards writing 
in the late 1700s. Others, however, have argued that this represented a genuine pre-
contact development (Barthel 1971). 

The earliest missionary influence in the Oceanic world was in Polynesia. This was 
perhaps a fortunate accident of history in that these missionaries were faced with 
languages that possessed some of the simplest phonological systems in the world, 
which, for the most part, made it fairly easy to develop writing systems for them. 

By and large, these nineteenth missionaries operated on the principle that each 
separate phoneme should be represented by a separate (and single) orthographic 
symbol, well before the phoneme was enunciated as a fundamental linguistic 
concept. There were some lapses, with the glottal stop being written as the inverted 
apostrophe (,), which could not be capitalised like an ordinary letter. Because it 
looks more like a punctuation mark than a letter, it is often not written at all by 
native speakers of these languages. Maori /f/ was represented by means of the 
digraph wh (as in whare 'house' for /fare/), in recognition of the fact that, in those 
dialects of Maori that the earliest missionaries came into contact with, this phoneme 
was pronounced as [<1>]. The very common phonemically distinct long vowels of 
Polynesian languages were either not distinguished from short vowels, or they were 
written with a macron (e.g. ii, as distinct from the unmarked short vowel a), again 
often omitted by native writers. 

Literacy in Polynesia took off in a big way as people converted to Christianity. In 
New Zealand in the first part of the nineteenth century, for example, the literacy rate 
among Maori in their own language was higher than that of British settlers in English. 
Polynesians took the possession of books as an overt sign of Christianity, as most of the 
books that were available were hymn books and biblical translations. The early 
missionaries in Polynesia apparently did the job of producing a written literature well. 
Even today, the Maori version of the Bible, for example, is as well regarded stylistically 
among Maori as is the King James version of the English Bible. 
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As missionaries moved west, the phonologies they were faced with became more 
complex and more varied. The development of the orthography of Fijian is well 
documented, with a number of decisions being based on the phonemic principle long 
before scholars of language in Europe had worked out this principle for themselves. The 
velar nasal was represented by the single letter g (as it already was in some Polynesian 
languages). Phonetically prenasalised stops were represented by the single letters band 
d. Because IDgl could no longer be unambiguously represented as g, the still 
uncommitted letter q was adopted for this purpose. The phoneme 151 was arbitrarily 
represented by c rather than by a digraph such as tho 

The languages of Melanesia presented further challenges, some of which were both 
innovatively and successfully met. The frequent labio-velars in the languages of Vanuatu 
were generally written as ordinary labials with superposed tildes (e.g. p), though in the 
far north ofthe islands, where the labio-velars have a very distinct velar onset, the labio-
velar stop was written as q. When confronted with velar fricatives, the letter g was 
sometimes used, necessitating another choice for the velar nasal, such as n. In other 
parts of Melanesia, unusual sounds were met with a variety of innovative solutions. In 
Morobe Province (PNG), for example, the glottal stop was often symbolised as C. 

Some of the missionary writing systems were less than ideal, however. Features such 
as vowel length were often not marked. In many cases, velar fricatives were not 
distinguished from the corresponding stops. Some missionaries went slightly overboard 
after the successful use of single symbols to represent phonetically complex sequences 
in Fijian. For instance, in one early orthography on Erromango, x was used to represent 
the diphthong lau!, while c was used to represent loi/. Fortunately, such excesses of 
orthographic zeal did not normally catch on, and more rational orthographic alternatives 
generally prevailed. 

The diversity of phonemic systems, as well as of orthographic solutions to these 
systems, means that many written symbols have a wide range of interpretations in 
different languages. For instance, the symbol g represents phonemic lUi in Fijian, Igl in 
Motu, 1'1'/ in Raga and IUgl in Paamese. For this reason, in each of our sketches, we have 
noted particular correspondences between phonemes and orthographic symbols. In cases 
where traditional orthographies under-differentiate phonemic contrasts, we have made 
arbitrary modifications to unambiguously distinguish all phonemes. 

6 OCEANIC LANGUAGES INTO THE FUTURE 

Of the Oceanic languages that were spoken two hundred years ago, some have not 
survived into the present. The Moriori language of the Chathams (off New Zealand), for 
example, gave way to both Maori and English, and subsequently English won out there 
over Maori. On Erromango in Vanuatu, there were originally probably five languages, 
and only one of these has survived the nineteenth century epidemics, cyclones and 
famines as a viable language towards the end of the twentieth century. The resulting fall 
from an estimated original population of at least 5000 to just over 300 by the 1930s led 
Capell (1954:107) to predict the eventual loss of all of these languages. 

Population realignments associated with resettlement by missionaries and colonial 
administrators, as well as epidemics in the last century, especially in Melanesia, has 
certainly led to other instances of language loss. On the whole, however, there has not 
been any major loss of Oceanic languages so far. But we can be reasonably certain that a 
century from now, some of the Oceanic languages of today will no longer be being 
actively passed on. It must be conceded that, despite the best efforts of Hawaiian 
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activists, the future of the Hawaiian language is bleak. Maori still has between 30,000 
and 50,000 native speakers in New Zealand, but the bulk of these are of an age that will 
not last beyond the present generation, so this must also be considered to be a seriously 
threatened language. 

There are clearly inequalities in the linguistic ecology in Oceania (Miihlhausler 
1987). These inequalities are probably more apparent in Melanesia than in other parts of 
the Pacific (Dutton 1976, Lynch 1979, Lynch and Crowley 1986, Crowley 1989), as 
many vernaculars have extremely poorly developed written literatures, or are not written 
at all. Children in schools in Melanesian countries were until recently often punished for 
using their vernaculars on school grounds, following policies reminiscent of nineteenth 
century Maori schools in New Zealand. 

While some languages are probably bound to disappear in Oceania, the question that 
remains is how many of these languages are under threat. Speaking of the linguistic 
situation in Oceania, Dixon (1991 :230) says: 

The tragic saga of language extinction which has swept across Australia is likely 
to extend into other parts of this region during the twenty-first century. An 
optimistic prediction is that of these c. 1980 languages perhaps 200 will be 
spoken in AD 2200 (some linguists would prefer a figure of twenty or thirty). 

He states that every language with fewer than 10,000 speakers is at risk of extinction in 
the medium term, and that languages with less than 1000 speakers are 'severely' at risk 
(Dixon 1991:231). 

If scientific predictions about rising sea levels associated with global warming turn out 
to be correct, many Pacific islands, especially the low-lying atolls of Micronesia and parts 
of Polynesia, will become uninhabitable. Some currently viable linguistic communities 
may need to be relocated in larger countries, such as the US, Australia and New Zealand. 
If this were to happen, the languages of even entire nations such as Kiribati, Tuvalu, and 
many of the formerly US administered islands of Micronesia would be at risk because of 
the demographic swamping that would result from relocation. 

However, we should be careful not to paint an overly pessimistic picture of the 
immediate and medium term linguistic future for many parts of Oceania. Although 
native speakers of many vernaculars in Oceania themselves frequently argue that their 
own languages have bleak futures, this is often simply because the languages are 
copying new words from languages such as English. In fact, most Oceanic languages 
seem to be holding on remarkably well, with the grammatical structures of the ordinary 
spoken language remaining largely unaffected by English. 

This view of relatively tenacious Oceanic languages may seem to be at odds with 
some of the viewpoints that were expressed earlier, but Schooling (1990: 124) says the 
following about the situation in New Caledonia, where French political and educational 
influence has been very strong: 

The cumulative evidence of the situation among New Caledonian Melanesians 
strongly supports the contention ... that communities characterized by dense, 
multiplex social networks, have strong norm-enforcement mechanisms - that they 
tend to be conservative and will maintain the status quo even in the face of 
considerable pressure to change. This is exactly what was discovered about the 
rural Melanesian communities of New Caledonia. 

Schooling (1990: 125) reports that linguists in the 1950s were predicting the 
disappearance of New Caledonian vernaculars within ten years. Not only did these 
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languages survive, but in many respects, he points out, they appear to be in a stronger 
position now than they were then, despite the fact that bilingualism with French has 
become the nonn. 

The resilience of many small Oceanic languages is clearly closely related to the 
emblematic value that is placed on them by their speakers. It should also be kept in mind 
that multilingualism is not something new in Melanesia, so introduced languages have 
simply been added to people's linguistic repertoires. 

There are some parts of Melanesia where language shift appears to be under way, 
though in others the vernaculars seem still to be in a fairly strong position. Areas with 
the most vulnerable languages include parts of the Sepik River area in PNG, though the 
languages are for the most part non-Austronesian rather than Oceanic. In other parts of 
PNG, as well as in Solomon Islands, Vanuatu and New Caledonia, vernaculars appear to 
be more stable. 

Interestingly, those areas where Melanesian vernaculars appear to be under greatest 
threat are those which have non-Austronesian speaking populations. It would be 
ridiculous to suggest that these languages are in any sense inherently more susceptible to 
shift. The explanation for the greater survival of the Oceanic languages probably relates 
more to the fact that non-Austronesian languages generally have fewer speakers, whose 
needs for economic development are greater. This factor perhaps serves to push 
speakers of these languages to 'better' themselves by abandoning their traditional 
languages (Crowley 1995). 



CHAPTER THREE 

TYPOLOGICAL OVERVIEW 

Although the Oceanic languages constitute a fairly well-defined sub grouping within the 
larger Austronesian family, as described in Chapter 1, they do certainly not constitute a 
typological unity. At the same time, however, there are certain patterns and structures 
which tend to recur over large geographical and genetic groupings of Oceanic 
languages. It is the purpose of this chapter to describe those structural features that are 
more widely distributed among Oceanic languages. We will also describe those features 
that are less widely distributed, but which are nevertheless found in languages spread 
over particular geographical areas. 

No detailed typological survey of Oceanic languages has been published, though 
much of the comparative literature necessarily makes typological comparisons between 
languages (Pawley 1972, 1973, 1981, Clark 1976, Chung 1978, Lynch 1981, Ross 
1988). Lynch (1998) represents an attempt to present a typological survey of the whole 
group, though for an introductory readership. 

The content of this chapter will allow each of the sketches in this volume to be placed 
in an appropriate typological context. When reading a sketch, if a feature is not 
described in detail, and it is indicated in this chapter as typical for Oceanic languages in 
general - or for the languages of that particular area - then it can be assumed that this 
feature is characteristic of the language in question. 

We can generalise, for example, that Oceanic languages for the most part exhibit two 
main patterns of possessive constructions, which we can refer to as 'direct' and 
'indirect' possession. Therefore, we will not describe this difference in each sketch 
where this distinction is made. It is only if a particular language - or group of languages 
- does not make this distinction, or makes it in an unusual way, that a special point will 
be made. To facilitate comparison, this chapter and Chapter 5, which describes Proto 
Oceanic, have virtually the same structure as the sketches. 

1 PHONOLOGY 
This is an area in which it is very difficult to make generalisations that are applicable to 
members of the entire subgroup of Oceanic languages. Although the reconstructed 
phoneme inventories for Proto Oceanic and a number of intermediate languages are 
fairly uncontroversial (see Chapter 5), the kinds of phonological changes that have taken 
place in different languages have been so diverse as to produce a very wide range of 
different sorts of phonological typologies. 

Even so, languages in this subgroup are frequently phonologically less complex than 
those of many other linguistic groupings in the world. Syllable structures tend to 
approximate a simple CV type, and phoneme inventories tend to be both fairly small, 
and characterised by relatively few complex articulations. The major exceptions to the 
latter generalisation involve the presence of labio-velar or labialised velar stops, nasals 
and fricatives in many Melanesian and Micronesian languages, as well as the occurrence 
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of phonetically prenasalised voiced stops which contrast with plain oral voiceless stops 
in many parts of Melanesia. 

Stress is generally fully predictable, falling on the penultimate syllable of a word. In 
languages that have contrastive stress, it usually has a fairly low functional load. 
Contrastive vowel length is widely distributed in the eastern parts of Oceania, though it 
is by no means universal. Distinctive vowel length is much less common in western 
Oceania. Oceanic languages are almost exclusively non-tonal, though a few languages 
of New Caledonia and the Huon Gulf in PNG have developed phonemically contrastive 
tone. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

Pronominal systems generally involve a contrast between first, second and third person, 
with no gender distinctions. First person pronouns almost without exception distinguish 
between inclusive and exclusive. There is always a distinction between singular and 
plural, and generally also a distinct dual series. The latter usually contains an element 
that is historically related in some way to the numeral 'two', though there is normally no 
productive synchronic compounding process involved. Some languages in Melanesia 
also have a series with an element reflecting 'three', and a few have one with an element 
reflecting 'four'. The series with 'three' is trial in some languages but paucal 
(expressing the meaning of· 'few') in others. The series with 'four' may be 
synchronically either paucal or plural (but is probably never genuinely quadral). 

The number of languages that do not fit within these generalisations is generally 
small or geographically restricted. Only Kiribati, a few varieties of Fijian, and some 
New Guinea languages do not mark an inclusive/exclusive distinction. Languages with 
only a two-way number contrast in pronouns are for the most part geographically 
concentrated in the New Guinea area, as well as a scattering of Micronesian languages, 
and Sye and Nakanamanga in Vanuatu. Separate masculine and feminine third person 
pronouns are reported in Kilivila (Trobriand Islands), southern New Britain and 
Maringe (Santa Ysabel). 

There are generally several separate paradigms of pronominal forms. Four kinds of 
paradigm are widespread in Oceanic languages, one of free forms, the others of affixes 
or clitics: 

(1) Independent (i.e. free) pronouns are used in citation and function as noun phrases, 
i.e. as topic in topic-comment constructions, and as subject, object, possessor or 
prepositional object. 

(2) Possessor suffixes on bound nouns and possessive classifiers indicate the person and 
number of a possessor; their syntax is described in §2.7 below. In some western 
Melanesian languages these suffixes also occur on some prepositions and on 
attributive adjectives indicating the person and number of, respectively, the 
prepositional object and the head noun. 

(3) Subject: most languages have one or more sets of preverbal morphemes - usually 
clitics, but sometimes prefixes or free forms - which indicate the person and 
number of the subject. In Melanesian languages these are often portmanteau forms 
which combine with the expression of the tense/aspect/mood categories of the verb 
(§3.2; in the grammar sketches these are often handled under the verb phrase). 
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(4) Object: the fourth kind of paradigm is less widespread than the other three, but is 
found quite often in Melanesia and Micronesia. It consists of a set of postverbal 
clitics or suffixes indicating the person and number of the object. 

Many languages lack one or more of these sets, and in western Melanesia, there are 
languages with other sets (see the discussions of Taiof and Kairiru in this volume). 
There are often partial formal similarities in the shapes of free and bound pronominal 
forms, especially the independent and object sets, but there are seldom systematic 
correspondences between the various paradigms. Manam (PNG) pronominal forms are 
typical: 

Independent 
SG 
DL 
PC 
PL 
Possessor 
SG 
DL 
PC 
PL 
Subject (realis) 
SG 
PL 

lINC 

?itaru 
?itato 
?ita 

-daru 
-dato 
-da 

ta-

Subject (irrealis) 
SG 
PL 
Object 
SG 
DL 
PC 
PL 

ta-

-?itaru 
-?itato 
-?ita 

lEXC 

IJa(u) 
?eru 
?eto 
?e?a 

-gu 
-mairu 
-mato 
-rna 

u-
?i 

m-
ga-

-a 
-I'amairu 
-?amato 
-?ama 

2 3 

?ai(?o) l)ai 
?anru diaru 
?anto diato 
?aIJ ~ ?a?amil) di 

-IJ -0 ~ -na 
-minru -diaru 
-minto -diato 
-mil) -dia 

?u- 1-

?a- di-

go- l)a-
?ama- da-

-(i)?o -0 ~ -i ~ -a 
-?aminru -diaru 
-?aminto -diato 
-?amil) -0 ~ -i ~ -di 

From these paradigms, it will be noted that there is a recurring element /ruJ in the dual 
forms and /to/ in the paucal forms, related historically (though not synchronically) to the 
numerals /rua/ 'two' and /toli/ 'three' respectively. 

As the absence of dual and paucaJ forms in the Manam subject paradigms illustrates, 
in some languages there are differences between paradigms in the semantic distinctions 
that are made. In Vinmavis (Vanuatu) it is the independent paradigm and the second and 
third persons of the possessor paradigm that lack dual forms, and where the independent 
pronouns make typical non-singular inclusive/exclusive and second-/third-person 
distinctions, these distinctions are missing from the subject prefixes: 

Independent 
SG 
PL 

lINC 

get 

lEXC 

no 
gemem 

2 

gu 
gem 

3 

ar 
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IINC IEXC 2 3 
Subject 
SG nV- u- 1-

DL er- er- ar- ar-
PL it- it- at- at-

2.2 Nouns 

Nouns are often categorised in two ways in Oceanic languages. Firstly, nouns are either 
directly or indirectly possessed. Directly possessed nouns occur with a possessor suffix 
(§2.1), whilst indirectly possessed nouns are unsuffixed. This structural distinction 
reflects a semantic distinction between inalienable and alienable possession (§2.7). 

Secondly, nouns are either personal, local or common. Personal nouns include 
personal proper names and, in some languages, also kin terms denoting particular 
individuals relative to the speaker (e.g. 'my father'). Local nouns include 
institutionalised place names as well as nouns denoting places so familiar in the 
environment that they need no further specification (e.g. 'home', '(own) village', '(own) 
garden', 'bush', 'beach' etc.). This category sometimes also includes directly suffixed 
locative part nouns (e.g. 'inside', 'above', 'beneath' etc.). The class of common nouns 
includes all other nouns, including kin and place nouns when not used in the senses just 
mentioned. Common nouns often fall into a smaller non-count and a larger count 
subcategory. 

A noun's category membership determines its syntactic behaviour (e.g. the 
prepositions with which it may occur), and sometimes an accompanying article. In 
the languages of the north Bougainville linkage, this categorisation has become a gender 
system with articles marking gender and number co-occurring not only with the head 
noun but also with an attribute (see Taiof in this volume, §2.2). 

The only other genuine gender systems, in which there is concord between 
constituents of a noun phrase and the head, occur in the languages of the Kilivila 
(Trobriand Islands) group, where a numeral classifier system (§2.4) has undergone 
functional expansion to become a gender system. Thus, in Kilivila we find: 

tau m-to-na to-kabitam 
man this-CL-this cL-intelligent 
'this intelligent man' 

ma-bwa-na bwa-tolu kai 
this-CL-this cL-three tree 
'these three trees' 

The two systems of nominal subcategorisation - directly/indirectly possessed and 
personal/local/common - are independent of each other, i.e. we cannot predict whether 
a particular personal (or common, or local) noun will be directly or indirectly possessed. 
Two pseudo-categorisations also occur, according to the nature of the possessive marker 
that an indirectly possessed noun co-occurs with (§2.7), and according to the form of the 
numeral classifier with which a noun co-occurs. These are pseudo-categorisations in the 
sense that the same noun may occur with several different markers/classifiers, so that the 
latter function as closed sets of attributes rather than as markers of the noun's category 
membership. 

Nouns are always invariant for morphological case. Oceanic languages generally do 
not mark number on nouns inflectionally, so that an unmarked noun can usually be used 
to express both singular and plural meanings. However, there is often a hierarchy of 
animacy, with more highly animate nouns more likely to obligatorily distinguish 
singular from plural, and less animate nouns making no formal distinction between 
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singular and plural. It is fairly common for Polynesian languages to distinguish singular 
and plural forms of a few kinship terms or nouns with human reference by either some 
form of reduplication, or a root modification pattern involving the lengthening of one or 
more root vowels. Thus, in Maori, singular tangata 'person' and tuahine '(man's) sister' 
correspond to plural tiingata 'people' and tuiihine '(man's) sisters'. Languages of 
central and southeast Papua also tend to have separate plural forms for kinship terms. 
Oceanic languages also use various phrasal number-marking strategies (§2.4). 

Nouns are often productively derived from verbs (and occasionally from other roots). 
Generally abstract nouns have zero-derivation or a suffix (or, in some languages in 
western Melanesia, the infix -in-), whilst agents, instruments and locations are derived 
by means of a prefix. Reduplication also occurs, deriving abstract nouns or instruments. 
For example, the Tubetube (southeast Papua) verb 'work' is paisewa, from which are 
formed pai-paisewa 'work (NOUN)' (reduplication), ta-paisewa 'one who works' and 
kaba-paisewa 'place where one works'. In Tolai (New Britain) we find m-in-ama 'a 
drink' from mama 'drink', tu-tutuk 'a hammer' from tutuk 'hammer (VERB)' 
(reduplication), tena-papalum 'one who works' from papalum 'work (VERB)'. 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

Many Oceanic languages have articles that precede a noun phrase. These often make a 
distinction between singular and plural, and between common and proper, and 
sometimes make a more fine-grained set of semantic contrasts than this. In Fijian, for 
example, the distinction between common and proper is marked by the preposed articles 
na and a respectively: 

na karo 
ART village 
'the village' 

a Tomasi 
ART Thomas 
'Thomas' 

Noun phrases with generic or locative/temporal reference generally do not appear with 
any article. 

The languages of Manus, mainland New Guinea, Micronesia and Vanuatu generally 
do not have articles. What was historically an article has in many of the languages of 
Vanuatu and some of the languages of southwest New Britain been fused with the noun 
root, being morphologically inseparable in all, or at least most, morphosyntactic 
contexts (Crowley 1985). When these fused articles are separable, it is most likely to be 
when a noun appears as the second member of a nominal compound. Thus, in Atchin 
(Vanuatu), temets 'ghost' can be compounded with naleng 'dance type' to derive 
temets-leng 'madman', with the historical article (POc *na) being deleted in the 
compounded form -leng. In the languages of the Admiralties, New Caledonia, and part 
of Santa Ysabel, however, fusion has progressed so far that the fused element is never 
separable, and the languages of New Caledonia have subsequently developed new sets 
of articles, which express a fine range of semantic distinctions. While many of the 
languages of western Melanesia have articles, there is also a wide scattering of 
languages that do not. 

Demonstratives are often identical to locative pro-forms, and usually make a three-
way distinction based on either person (i.e. near speaker, near addressee, or near 
neither), or relative distance (i.e. close, intermediate distance, and distant), with the 
form marking intermediate distance being the least marked and often serving as the 
relative clause marker or occasionally as third person pronoun. More complex systems 
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marking distinctions such as inland/seaward or upper/lower are found in various 
languages, while others make only a simple proximate/distant distinction. 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

The most widely distributed pattern of numerals in Oceanic languages is based on a 
decimal system, found throughout Polynesia and Micronesia, as well as in much of 
Melanesia. These languages often also have separate lexical items for 'hundred' and 
'thousand', and in a few cases in Micronesia, separate lexical items for 10,000, 100,000 
and 1,000,000 and so on, up to 1,000,000,000. 

However, in Vanuatu and New Caledonia, as well as in a wide scattering oflocations 
further west, quinary systems are often found, with numbers higher than 'five' expressed 
as compounds based on 'five' or some other word. Some languages have a combination 
of quinary and decimal systems, with the numbers 'six' to 'nine' being compounds 
involving the form for 'five', along with a separate lexical item for 'ten'. These 
languages do not generally have separate stems for 'hundred' or 'thousand'. 

Numerals sometimes behave like adjectives in that they are postposed to a nominal 
head. However, outside western Melanesia it is more common for numerals to accept some 
verbal inflectional morphology, while in others there is some vestigial verbal morphology. 

Some languages of Micronesia and the Admiralties, as well as the languages of the 
Kilivila family (§2.2), are characterised by fairly elaborate systems of numeral 
classifiers which are either postposed to the numeral, or directly suffixed to it. There can 
be more than two dozen separate numeral classifiers in Micronesian languages. Note the 
following from Woleaian: 

se-uw teebol se-fash wa se:faiu usous 
one-CL table one-CL canoe one-CL bead 
'one table' 'one canoe' 'one bead' 

se-mal mal se-yal temaag 
one-CL bird one-CL cigarette 
'one bird' 'one cigarette' 

As we noted in §2.2, nouns are not generally inflected for number, but there are other 
number-marking strategies. In many languages, these are normally used only for more 
highly animate nouns. One, rather rare, strategy is affixation. For example, Sye 
(Vanuatu) has a plural prefix ovn-, and Micronesian languages tend to use suffixes to 
mark definite singular and plural. It is more common for plurality to be marked by 
adposed independent number markers, which are often identical in shape to the third 
person non-singular pronouns, e.g. Paamese: 

ehon keil 
child 3PL 
'children' 

In western Melanesia a plural marker sometimes occurs between the preposed article 
and the noun. In north Bougainville languages, in New Caledonia and in Polynesia the 
article itself has distinct singular and plural forms. In many languages the number of a 
subject or object noun phrase is indicated by the pronominal forms in the verb phrase 
(§2.1, §3.2), and in western Melanesia number is often marked on an attributive 
adjective (§2.5). 
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2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

If an Oceanic language has a class of genuine adjectives at all, it is likely to be a small 
closed set of forms which is defined by the fact that its members are uninflected and can 
be used both as a predicate and attributively when they directly follow the nominal head 
that they modify. Stative meanings are more generally expressed by intransitive verbs. 
Some languages allow such verb roots to appear as postmodifiers to nouns with no 
inflectional marking, while other languages require such roots always to be inflected. In 
such cases, a stative modifier to a noun can only be expressed in the form of a relative 
clause. It is common in the languages of western Melanesia for adjectives to distinguish 
the number and person of their referent by means of 'possessor' suffixes (§2.1). Thus, in 
'Ala'ala (central Papua, this volume), we find: 

oveka nama-na 
dog big-3sG 
'big dog' 

oveka nama-ta 
dog big-3PL 
'big dogs' 

oni eva kau to?oto?o-mu 
short-2SG you:SG TOPIC person 

'You are a short person' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

If a language has articles and/or number markers, these usually precede the head noun. 
This means that in languages which lack both, the head noun is either always or 
frequently the first item in a noun phrase. Languages in which plurality is marked by an 
independent 3PL pronoun vary: in some it precedes the head noun, in others it follows it. 
In most languages, all other noun modifiers follow the noun, but there are a few where a 
demonstrative or a possessor precedes. 

2.7 Possession 

The expression of possession is usually one of the more complex aspects of the grammar 
of Oceanic languages, and this is an area that has been widely studied from a typological 
and comparative perspective (Lynch 1973, Lichtenberk 1985). There is also a 
considerable amount of variation in the form of possessive constructions, though the 
semantic distinction between alienability and inalienability lies at the core of the main 
structural differences in all systems. 

For the majority of Oceanic languages, there are two main possessive construction 
types, which we refer to as 'direct' and 'indirect' possession. In the case of direct 
possessive constructions, a possessor suffix (§2.1) is attached directly to the possessed 
noun, while with indirect possession, an uninflected possessed noun is either preceded 
or followed by an independent possessive constituent, which is itself marked with one of 
the possessor suffixes. Thus, in Fijian we find the following: 

na mata-qu 
ART eye-lsG 
'my eye' 

na no-qu vale 
ART Poss-ISG house 
'my house' 
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With both direct and indirect possession, a possessor noun (as against a pronoun) 
generally follows the possessed noun, but the order is reversed in a number of western 
Melanesian languages, especially those with SOV clause order. In Micronesian and 
eastern Melanesian languages, the possessed NP is marked with what is generally referred 
to as the 'construct' suffix, or some other linking morpheme. The construct suffix 
sometimes coincides in shape with the third person singular pronominal suffix, but the two 
are frequently morphologically distinct. Thus, compare the following in Anejom: 

etma-k 
father-l SG 
'my father' 

etma-n 
father-3SG 
'his/her father' 

etma-i natimarid 
father-CoNsT chief 
'the chief's father' 

In some PNG languages, however, nominal and pronominal possession are not 
expressed by different constructions at all. Instead, the possessed NP is marked with a 
pronominal suffix that expresses the pronominal category of the possessor, and the 
possessor appears as a full NP. Thus, in Motu (where the possessor is preposed) we find: 

(lau) tama-gu 
(lSG) father-lsG 
'my father' 

Morea 
Morea 

tama-na 
father-3SG 

'Morea's father' 

The formal distinction between directly and indirectly possessed nouns generally 
corresponds to a semantic distinction between inalienable and alienable possession, with 
direct possession expressing semantic inalienability, and indirect possession expressing 
alienability. The detailed semantic content of inalienable nouns varies from language to 
language but, in general, it includes body parts, locative parts (,inside', 'underneath' 
etc.), kin terms, and often abstract nouns denoting things done to or said of the 
possessor. Alienable nouns are all other nouns in the language. Generally, body parts 
that are in some sense removable, and kin over whom one has authority or who one 
acquires through marriage, are often indirectly possessed. 

Possessive systems making only the simple direct/indirect distinction are widely 
distributed in the languages of PNG. However, most Melanesian and Micronesian 
languages have systems that are more complicated than this in that they distinguish 
different kinds of alienable possession by means of a set of pronominally suffixed 
possessive constituents or 'classifiers'. In western Melanesia, there is often a classifier 
that is used to express the possession of items for consumption (i.e. food and drink, and 
often items used in procuring them), as distinct from other items. In eastern Melanesia, 
we find separate classifiers for food and drink possessions, while some languages have 
up to half a dozen separate classifiers expressing different semantic categories of 
possession. Compare the following in Lenakel (Vanuatu): 

nite niki-k 
taro POSS:FOOD-ISG 
'my taro' 

kolei ne-k 
sweet.potatoPOSS :PLA NT-l SG 
'my sweet potato' 

nikava 
kava 

nimwi-k 
POSS:DRINK-ISG 

'my kava' 

nimwa taha-k 
house POSS:NEUTRAL-ISG 
'my house' 

In Micronesia, as well as in Mussau (to the north of New Ireland) and Iaai (New 
Caledonia), the number of possessive classifiers is much larger, with many kinds of 
alienable possession being formally distinguished. While Micronesian languages typically 
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group nouns semantically according to the kind of numeral classifier they are associated 
with, the semantic categories encoded by the systems of numeral classifiers and possessive 
classifiers do not coincide (nor do their forms): the numeral classifiers are generally based 
on physical form, while the possessive classifiers are generally based on function. 

The possessive classifiers have sometimes been referred to as reflecting noun class 
systems. Unlike noun classes, however, association with a particular possessive 
classifier is often not fixed (Pawley and Sayaba 1990). This means that the same noun 
can appear in more than one possessive construction, depending on the relationship 
between the possessor and the possessed NP. Thus, we find examples such as the 
following in Paamese: 

ani ii-k ani ema-k 
coconut POSS:FOOD-lsG coconut POSS:DRINK-lsG 
'my coconut 'my coconut 
(of which I intend to eat the flesh), (of which I intend to drink the liquid)' 

ani esa-k 
coconut POSS:PLANT-lsG 
'my coconut 
(which is growing on my land)' 

ani ona-k 
coconut POSS:NEUTRAL-lsG 
'my coconut 
(which I intend, perhaps, to sit on)' 

There are languages in which nouns may shift fairly freely from the directly to the 
indirectly possessed category, but in others this mobility is quite constrained and 
inalienable nouns occur only in the direct possession construction. 

Despite the widespread distribution of these different patterns of possession, there 
are some languages which exhibit rather different patterns. In the languages of Malakula 
(Vanuatu), there are often possessivt: pronominal suffixes only with singular possessors. 
Plural pronominal possession is expressed instead by independent pronouns in 
association with the construct suffix, in the same way as nominal possession. Thus, in 
Vinmavis we find the following: 

netal-ung 
leg-lsG 
'my leg' 

netal-n 
leg-CONST 
'our legs' 

get 
lINC:PL 

netal-n matoro 
leg-coNsT old.man 
'the old man's leg' 

In Western Fijian, there is also a formal contrast between two kinds of inalienable 
possession, with kin terms accepting direct pronominal suffixes and body parts 
accepting instead pronominal prefixes, e.g. 

o mna-m 
ART mother-2SG 
'your mother' 

m-ulu 
2SG-head 
'your head' 

In Melanesia, some languages express indirect possession with a preposition which links 
possessed and possessor. Thus in Nakanai (New Britain): 

la bua te Pasi fa bua te la tahalo 
ARTbetelnut PREP Pasi ARTbetelnut PREP ARTman 
'Pasi's betelnut' 'the man's betelnut' 

la bua t-egite 
ARTbetelnut PREP-3PL 
'their betelnut' 

The Polynesian subgroup is characterised by a completely different pattern of possessive 
markers. These are usually referred to in the literature as the a and 0 forms because 
possessor and possessed nouns are linked by either the particle a or 0, depending on the 
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semantic relationship between the possessed noun and the possessor. Thus, in Samoan, 
we find: 

Ie paopao 0 Tavita 
ART canoe POSS Tavita 
'Tavita's canoe' 

Ie naifi a Ie taule 'ale 'a 
ART knife POSS ART young.man 
'the young man's knife' 

With pronominal possessors, there are two sets of preposed possessive classifiers which 
carry pronominal suffixes, which differ mainly in the fact that the vowel of the root is a 
or o. Thus, in Samoan: 

10- 'u paopao 
poss-lSG canoe 
'my canoe' 

la- 'u naifi 
Poss-ISG knife 
'my knife' 

The semantic distinction between the two possessive constructions is often referred to in 
the literature as 'dominant' and 'subordinate' possession, with dominant possession 
being marked by a, and subordinate possession being marked by o. Forms that express 
possession with a in Polynesian languages generally correspond to forms that participate 
in indirect possessive constructions elsewhere, while 0 possession corresponds roughly 
to directly suffixed constructions. However, there is a greater amount of arbitrariness in 
the way that nouns in Polynesian languages are assigned to the two possessive 
constructions. 

2.8 Relative clauses 

Relative clauses are generally postposed to the nominal head, with the clause being 
preceded by a marker that often has some kind of broad subordinating function. These 
languages generally allow relativisation of NPs well down the universal Accessibility 
Hierarchy. With relativised NPs high on the hierarchy, there may be zero trace at the site 
of the relativised NP, though in languages in which verbs are obligatorily cross-
referenced for subject or object, there will still be marking on the verb for the relativised 
NP. Thus, we find the following relative clauses in Paamese: 

meatin keke ehon {1-les-i 
person REL child 3SG :REAL-see-3sG 
'the person who the child saw' 

meatin keke ehon {1-selus 
person REL child 3SG:REAL-speak 
'the person who the child spoke to' 

min-i 
GOAL-3sG 

With relativised NPs lower on the hierarchy, there is generally some kind of obligatory 
free form trace. There are many languages, however, which require that a trace be left 
with all relativised NPs. 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Verbs in Oceanic languages typically do not have extensive patterns of derivational 
morphology. The causative is generally expressed by a verbal prefix in Polynesian and 
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Micronesian languages, Rotuman and Fijian, as well as in a broad scattering of 
Melanesian languages. Fijian and the Polynesian languages, as well as many western 
Melanesian languages, also have a derivational reciprocal prefix. Western Melanesian 
languages also often have a prefix which derives an intransitive stative from a transitive. 

Reduplication is almost universally used in Oceanic verbal morphology, as well as in 
noun derivation. It expresses a wide range of meanings, including randomness of action, 
repetition, and plurality of actors or patients. It is sometimes also used to derive 
intransitive from transitive verbs. 

Some Oceanic languages exhibit patterns of root-initial segment mutation 
corresponding roughly to a distinction between realis and irrealis categories (Lynch 
1975, Tryon 1979, Walsh 1982, Crowley 1991). Hote, Buang, Jabem and Bukawa of the 
Huon Gulf area, PNG, have patterns in which verbs marked for realis categories reflect 
the basic form of the root, and irrealis categories are expressed with a verb root that 
reflects a historical nasal increment from earlier *na 'irrealis marker' (which has often 
lost any phonemic nasal element synchronically) (Ross 1988: 370-372). Such a pattern 
is also found in Nilti on Malakula and Sye on Erromango (both in Vanuatu). 

Most of the languages of central Vanuatu deliver us a typological surprise: they have 
the opposite pattern, such that it is the irrealis which uses the basic root form, and the 
realis which uses verb roots reflecting a nasal increment (from earlier *m V-). Most of 
these languages have two sets of root forms which are distributed according to the 
morpho syntactic context, though Paamese and Southeast Ambrym have as many as four 
different mutated forms of the verb root. 

In some languages subject and object pronominal morphemes (§2.1) are respectively 
prefixed and suffixed to the verb: see §3.2 below. 

We frequently find some kind of formal marking for transitivity on verbs. Some 
languages have derivational morphemes, normally a maximum of two, each of which 
may transitivise an intransitive verb, increasing its valency by adding an object. With the 
first, which generally has a shape that can be derived from the Proto Oceanic form *-i 
(see Ch. 5, §3.1), the object is typically a patient. With the second, derived from Proto 
Oceanic *-aki(ni), the object is an argument such as a location, a goal, an instrument or 
a cause, i.e. an argument which would otherwise be an oblique noun phrase. In the 
Oceanic literature these objects are often referred to respectively as 'close' and 'remote' 
objects. In Proto Oceanic, these suffixes were generally added to an intransitive root 
with a final consonant, like *taI]is below, but in most Oceanic languages word-final 
consonants have been lost, with the result that when the ancient consonant is retained 
before a transitive affix it is interpreted as part of the suffix, as is Fijian /0/ here: 

Proto Oceanic *taI] is *taI]is-i .. a *taI]is-aki-a 
weep weep-TR-3SG:OBJ weep-TR-3sG:OBJ 

Fijian taI]i taI]i-oa taI]i-oaka 
weep weep-TR:3sG:OBJ weep-TR:3sG:OBJ 
'weep' 'cry for' 'cry because of' 

Because there were a number of root-final consonants in Proto Oceanic, an outcome of 
this process is that the transitive morphemes in Fijian and many other Oceanic 
languages have acquired a variety of allomorphs, e.g. Fijian (in orthographic rather than 
phonemic form) -ca, -ta, -ka, -va, -na etc., and similarly -caka, -taka and so on. This in 
turn has resulted in the occurrence of etymologically unexpected consonants in this 
position, and, in Fijian at least, in their acquisition of specific meanings, so that from 
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Proto Oceanic *saka 'stab, spear' we do find the expected Fijian caka-a 'spear it', but 
expected *caka-aka 'spear with it' is replaced by caka-taka. We also find caka-va 'dive 
toward it', caka-ta 'tackle him' and caka-raka 'spear it repeatedly' (Schlitz 1985: 152; 
also Arms 1974). In other languages, however, these suffixes are often no longer 
productive, and in many of the languages of Melanesia there is only vestigial marking, 
or no formal marking for transitivity at all. 

Passive constructions are only very rarely encountered in the languages of Melanesia. 
In some Polynesian and Micronesian languages, there are passive constructions. In 
Polynesian, this is generally expressed by a morpheme that is historically related to a 
transitive marker. In those Micronesian languages that have a passive construction, this 
is marked by a separate verbal affix. 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

It is in the area of verbal morphology and verb phrase syntax that Oceanic languages 
generally exhibit the greatest complexity. Oceanic languages generally have preposed 
verbal morphemes, falling into two basic types, according to whether these morphemes 
are free or prefixed, as in Raga (this volume) and Paamese (both in Vanuatu) respectively: 

ra-m ban 
3PL-CONT go 
'they are going' 

au-va 
3PL:REAL-go 
'they are going' 

Languages with preposed particles (like Raga) are found throughout Micronesia, Fiji 
and Polynesia, though there is a significant number in Melanesia as well. Languages 
with verbal prefixes (like Paamese) are widely distributed throughout Melanesia. 

The most transparent pattern of subject and tense/aspect/mood (TAM) marking is 
that in which these categories are marked by separate free forms which precede an 
invariant verbal root, with preceding pronominal markers indicating subject (§2.1). The 
number of preverbal markers can be quite large, with several markers appearing in fixed 
sequence. There may also be a negative marker interposed between the last of the TAM 
markers and the verb. This is the kind of pattern that is found with Polynesian and 
Micronesian languages. Thus in Samoan: 

'Ou te Ie .fia alu 
ISG TAM NEG DESIO go 
'I don't want to go to Apia.' 

i Apia. 
PREP Apia 

Straddling the divide between free and prefixing systems are those in which a 
morphologically complex preverbal marker expresses a combination of subject and 
TAM categories, with some combinations of categories being expressed by portmanteau 
forms. Raga, illustrated above, is a language where the portmanteau form is not prefixed 
to the verb. In many of the languages of Melanesia, however, we find extensive patterns 
of portmanteau prefixation, with varying degrees of morphotactic complexity. In some 
languages, there are clearly recognisable orders of subject and TAM prefixes, while in 
other languages there are sets of subject/TAM markers that are essentially not 
morphologically divisible. A language of the latter type is Paamese. Thus: 

la-lah 
IINC:PL:REAL-run 
'we ran' 

lehe-lah 
IINC:PL:orST.FuT-run 
'we will run' 
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Postverbal morphemes are often less tightly bound to the verb than preverbal 
morphemes; some are better analysed as enclitics than as suffixes, others as clause 
constituents than as verb phrase constituents. 

When a pronominal object is expressed by a bound form, this invariably takes the shape 
of a postverbal clitic or suffix (§2.1). When there is only a partial set of object forms, these 
are more likely to be singular than plural forms, and third person than non-third. Languages 
with bound pronominal object markers are spoken in Micronesia, New Caledonia, parts of 
southern and central Vanuatu and in many of the languages of western Melanesia. 

It is also quite common for a generic object to be incorporated into the verb phrase. 
In such cases, the verb is syntactically intransitive, there is no bound object marker, and 
the 'object' cannot be separated from the verb. This structure is most obvious in 
languages with clear verb phrase boundaries like Taiof (this volume) and in languages 
with ergativelabsolutive case-marking like Roviana (this volume) or Samoan. In Iaai 
(this volume) a verb with an incorporated object may itself be transitivised. 

Another commonly occurring category of postverbal morphemes consists of 
directional enclitics, with at least two members meaning 'hither' and 'thither'. These 
are often cognate with the verbs 'come' and 'go' in other languages, and are presumably 
derived from earlier directional verb serialisations (cf. §3.3). For example, in Babatana 
(Choiseul): 

Ra ko-qisu-me kavia kuda. 
I ISG:REAL-carry-hither some coconut 
'I have brought some coconuts.' 

Goi ma-zo-Za Susuka. 
slhe 3SG:IRR-walk-thither Susuka 
'S/he is going to Susuka village.' 

The final element of a verb phrase is often an aspect morpheme, either enclitic or free. 
In Melanesia it is also common for manner adverbs to be incorporated into the verb 
phrase. Both features are illustrated in this Motu clause: 

E-gwau-heni-gu dikadika-va. 
3SG-scold-give-l SG bad-PAST :CONT 
'He scolded me badly.' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

Serial verb constructions of various types are encountered in a wide range of Oceanic 
languages (Crowley 1987, Early 1993, Sperlich 1993, Hamel 1993, Bradshaw 1993). 
These are more easily recognisable in languages that have inflectional prefixes and 
suffixes, as the initial verb in a serial verb construction is the one which typically carries 
the prefixed markers, while the final verb is the one which typically carries the suffixed 
markers. Thus, in Paamese, where the discontinuous negative marker ro-/-tei surrounds 
the verb, we find: 

Ni-ro-kan VIs-lei ouh. 
ISG:DIST.FUT-NEG I-eat try-NEG2 yam 
'I will not try to eat the yam.' 

Even so, series of verbal roots in languages where verbs are uninflected are widely 
distributed. They can be recognised as serial verb constructions by the fact that they 
share nominal arguments, and a single set of tense-aspect-mood and, where relevant, 
negative markers, as well as often having meanings that are not completely predictable 
from the meanings of their constituent verbs. 
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Serial verb constructions in Oceanic languages differ in the extent to which the verbs 
in question are structurally linked. Some languages allow serial verbs to independently 
choose objects, while other languages only allow a single set of subject and object 
arguments to a serial construction. In many languages, serialised verbs all have subject 
prefixes, whilst in others, only the first verb is prefixed. Some languages make a contrast 
between 'nuclear' serialisations, where the verbs are bound together and have only a 
single set of arguments (i.e. the serial construction behaves just like a single verb), and 
'core' constructions, where the verbs remain separate words and usually share just one 
argument, any other argument being the subject or object of just one of the component 
verbs. 

Despite this variety, we can identify certain semantic types of serialisation which 
recur in Oceanic languages. These types are all core constructions, but some have 
nuclear equivalents in some languages. The types are illustrated below from Paamese. 
Although the transitivity of the first verb may be determined by the construction, the 
transitivity of the second is not so determined. 

(1) Directional/Positional: the first verb expresses movement, the second the direction 
of that movement or the position reached as a result of that movement. There are 
two syntactic subtypes, depending on whether the first verb is intransitive or 
transitive. If it is intransitive, the moving object/person is the subject of both verbs, 
e.g. 

Meatin kail a-valus au-maio 
person PL 3PL:REAL-row 2PL:REAL-come 
'The people rowed hither.' 

If it is transitive, the moving object/person is object of the first verb and subject of 
the second, e.g. 

Kaik ko-muasi-nau nau-va netan. 
you 2SG:REAL-hit-J SG:OBJ J SG:REAL-go down 
'You hit me down.' 

(2) Sequential: the first verb expresses movement, the second the action that follows the 
movement. The verbs have the same subject. A purposive relationship between the 
actions is usually implied: 

Ki-ro-va-tei kf-hol? 
2SG:IRR-NEG I-go-NEG2 2SG:IRR-dance 
'Won't you go dancing?' 

(3) Causative: the first verb is transitive, the second expresses the result of the action of 
the first. The object of the first verb is subject of the second: 

Kail a-muas vuas fJ-emat. 
they 3PL:REAL-hit pig 3SG:REAL-die 
'They killed the pig by hitting it.' 

(4) Manner: the second verb expresses how the action of the first verb was performed. 
The verbs have the same subject: 

Kai fJ-mual fJ-suai. 
he 3SG:REAL-walk 3SG:REAL-disappear 
'He was walking without being seen.' 
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(5) Ambient: the implicit (third person singular) subject of the second verb is the sub-
event expressed by the first: 

Ki-hulf-n ato kail he-mal. 
2SG:IRR-count-OBJ chicken PL 3SG:IRR-be.correct 
'Count the chickens correctly.' 

The second verb is often 'finish', expressing completive aspect or sequence ('and 
then'). 

This categorisation is certainly not exhaustive: languages such as Loniu (Admiralties), 
Jabem (Huon Gulf, PNG) and Paamese have a variety of other types of serialisation. But 
despite this, and although serial verb constructions are widely encountered, we generally 
do not find the same amount of freedom in Oceanic languages that we find, for example, 
in many of the non-Austronesian languages of PNG, which are more thoroughgoing in 
the extent of their serialisation patterns. What we typically find in Oceanic languages is 
that only some categories of verbs can appear as the second member of serial 
constructions other than (b), or that there is even a lexically determined set of verbs that 
can be serialised. 

Indeed, in some languages, some serialised verbs may even never occur as 
independent verbs. In certain languages of central Vanuatu, verbs which occupy the 
second slot in a serial construction appear to be becoming restricted to that structural 
slot alone. In some of these languages, these forms can be better analysed as adverbial 
constituents within a structurally expanded verb phrase. In some languages of the Huon 
Gulf of PNG, this process is complete for causative serialisation, and former verbs must 
now be analysed as adverbs. 

Other languages have what can be analysed as verbal derivational suffixes. In 
languages such as Paamese and Lewo in central Vanuatu, there is some ambiguity 
between nuclear serialisation, adverbial postmodification and derivational suffixation 
with some verbal constructions, which suggests that earlier serialised verbs are currently 
being morphologised as derivational suffixes. 

There are yet other languages in which serial verbs have been further 
grammaticalised, having evolved into derivational affixes of various kinds. In many 
languages of southeast Papua and the north coast ofPNG, verbs are found with what are 
referred to as classificatory prefixes. These prefixes are derived from the first verb in an 
earlier causative serial construction. Thus all verbs expressing hitting actions, or cutting 
actions, or actions involving the teeth or the feet, may begin with the same prefix, with 
the following element either occurring independently as a verb with a related meaning, 
or only occurring in conjunction with one or more of these classificatory prefixes. 
Compare the following in Tawala, which involve the classificatory prefixes hana-
'action involving teeth' and tu- 'action involving feet': 

hana-hedali hana-loloya tu-hedali tu-loloya 
BITE-break BITE-tear STEP-break STEP-tear 
'break with the teeth' 'tear with the teeth' 'break with the feet' 'tear with the feet' 

Despite being widespread, serial verb constructions are not universal in Oceanic 
languages. The languages of southern Vanuatu have evolved a system of echo-subject 
prefixes which is not found anywhere else in the Oceanic subgroup. The existence of 
this feature coincides with a lack of serial verb constructions. Thus, in Lenakel we 
find: 
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R-im-vin kani m-im-amnuumw 
3SG-PAST-go and ES-PAST-drink 
'He went and drank kava.' 

nikava. 
kava 

In languages that have this construction, switch-reference can be indicated by using the 
regular subject marker instead of the echo-subject prefix on the second verb. Thus: 

R-im-vin kani r-im-amnuumw 
3SG-PAST-go and 3SG-PAST-drink 
'He] went and he2 drank kava.' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

nikava. 
kava 

Equational sentences are generally expressed by simple juxtaposition of noun phrases 
with no intervening verb. However, in some languages there is a copula. In certain 
Vanuatu languages, a copula is optional in the present and past affirmative, though with 
other inflectional categories it becomes obligatory. Thus, compare the following in 
Paamese: 

Mail (vf) 
Mail 3SG:REAL:COP 
'Mail is a chief.' 

asuv. 
chief 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

Mail ro-vi-tei 
Mail 3SG:REAL:NEG l-COP-NEG2 
'Mail is not a chief.' 

asuv. 
chief 

A wide variety of basic constituent orders is encountered in the Oceanic subgroup. The 
various constituent orders are distributed geographically as follows. (Note the following 
abbreviatory conventions: S = subject, T = topic, V = verb phrase, 0 = object, X = 

arguments other than topic): 

SVO Admiralty Islands, most Markham Valley, Siasi islands, most New Britain, New 
Ireland, some Bougainville, most southeast Solomons, most Vanuatu, some New 
Caledonia, most Micronesia. 

SOY central and southeast Papua, some Markham Valley, Madang coast, Wewak coast, 
Sarmi coast, a few Bougainville, some New Britain. 

VSO New Georgia, some Santa Ysabel, much of Polynesia, Yapese. 
VOS Fijian, Anejom (this volume), Loyalty Islands, Kiribati, many New Caledonia, 

Gela (this volume). 
TVX many Bougainville, Choiseul, some Santa Ysabel. 

Note that clauses in which both subject and object are realised as noun phrases are rare 
in discourse. Clauses often consist only of a verb phrase, with its clitics or affixes 
coreferencing subject and object. 

The presence of an independent pronoun as subject or object marks contrast or focus. 
However, pronominal objects are more frequently expressed by independent pronouns 
than are subjects. 

It is clear that SVO order is geographically the most widely distributed pattern, as well 
as being found in the genetically most diverse sample of languages. The SOY order is 
restricted to certain parts ofPNG, and it is generally assumed that this order has arisen as 
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a result of contact with non-Austronesian languages which have this as the dominant 
constituent order (see Ch. 1, §4.1). There are two subtypes: strict SOY (e.g. Takia, 
Madang coast, this volume) and 'leaky' SOY, where some - usually peripheral -
constituents may follow the verb (e.g. Tawala, southeast Papua). In Fijian and many 
Polynesian languages, VOS and VSO respectively are generally treated as the basic word 
orders, but there is considerable freedom in the order in which constituents can occur. 

Most Oceanic languages have fairly fixed basic constituent orders, but generally 
allow the movement of constituents to clause-initial position in order to express 
topicalisation. This has become grammaticalised in the TVX order of Bougainville, 
Choiseul, and Santa Ysabel. If a topic is the 'framework within which the main 
predication holds' (Chafe 1976:50), then T in these languages is a marked topic, a 
phrase whose referent is introduced for the first time or is re-introduced, often after a 
gap (an unmarked topic, one that is present in the immediately preceding discourse, is 
referenced at most by a subject or object morpheme in the verb phrase). 

It might be argued that these are simply VSO or VOS languages in which 
topicalisation occurs, but this is not an adequate characterisation, for several reasons. 
First, only one argument, the 'topic', is permitted before the verb phrase (although it 
may be preceded by a peripheral - usually temporal - argument). Second, when the 
subject is not T, then its exact postverbal position is unpredictable. Third, the 
interrogative phrase in a wh-question is T in these languages, whereas in most Oceanic 
languages wh-questions have the same order as declaratives. There are a number of 
variations on the TVX pattern. Maringe (Santa Ysabel), for example, has a special 
clause-final focus position. 

Oceanic languages with VO order are typologically 'well-behaved' in that they are 
generally associated with the occurrence of prepositions rather than postpositions, 
postnominal adjectives and possessed-possessor order in genitive constructions. 
Languages with the order OV are less well-behaved in that they associate with 
postpositions and possessor-possessed genitive constructions, while still having post-
nominal adjectives. When languages of this type have inflectionally marked subject and 
object affixes on the verb, the subject is typically marked by a prefix, and the object by a 
suffix, which is what we might expect from a VO language. The OV languages of 
Morobe in PNG, however, are aberrant in exhibiting a mixture of typically VO and OV 
features, having possessor-possessed genitive constructions, but a mixture of 
prepositions and postpositions. 

Oceanic languages are generally nominative-accusative in their formal marking of 
core syntactic roles, with the distinction between subject and object being marked by 
word order and, in some languages, also by cross-referencing on the verb. Some 
languages have overt marking for subject and object roles. This is more likely to be the 
case with languages that do not have SVO order. 

However, a few Oceanic languages have ergative-absolutive patterns of marking. A 
few languages of Papua (Motu, Sinagoro, Maisin) have optional ergative and absolutive 
clitics which follow respectively a transitive subject and an object or intransitive subject. 
Roviana in Solomon Islands has an absolutive morpheme which precedes an object or 
intransitive subject. Of the Polynesian languages, those belonging to the Tongic and 
Samoic subgroups have ergative marking. In these languages, both ergative and 
absolutive NPs are marked by preposed case markers. In some of these languages, there 
is a kind of split ergative pattern of marking, with some verbs marking their core 
nominal arguments ergatively, and other verbs being associated with accusatively 
marked nominal arguments. 
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4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Non-core nominal arguments in a clause are generally marked by adposed constituents, 
these typically being prepositions in the case of VO languages, and postpositions in the 
case of OV languages. Oceanic languages do not mark peripheral functions with affixed 
case markers. 

Most Oceanic languages have less than half a dozen genuine adpositions, with other 
peripheral arguments being expressed by means of complex constructions involving an 
adposition and a possessive noun phrase with a locative element as its head. Thus in 
Motu, which has postpositions (cliticised as ai, which contracts to i after a), we find 
forms such as the following: 

ruma lalo-na=i 
house inside-3sG:posS-POSTP 
'in the house' (lit. 'at the house's inside') 

ruma henu-na=i 
house underside-3SG:posS-POSTP 
'under the house' (lit. 'at the house's underside') 

ruma lata-na=i 
house top-3SG:poSS-POSTP 
'on top of the house' (lit. 'at the house's top') 

The languages of New Caledonia, however, have larger sets of prepositions, with closer 
to a dozen members. 

In those languages which have lost the original transitive suffixes on verbs, there is 
often a multi-purpose oblique preposition that is used in a semantically fairly empty way 
to allow an NP to be used as an object of what we might want to call a pseudo-transitive 
verb. Thus, in Paamese: 

Na-musau 
ISG:REAL-sing 
'I sang the song.' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

en sauen. 
OBL song 

The expression of negation tends to be closely related to the expression of subject and 
TAM categories. In languages that express these categories with free forms, the negative 
marker also tends to be a free form. It is generally interposed between the TAM markers 
and the verb, though in some Polynesian languages, negation is marked by a c1ause-
initial marker, while in many PNG languages it is marked clause-finally. In languages 
like Raga, where the subject/TAM markers are morphologically bound to each other as 
preposed particles, the negative marker still follows these forms and precedes the verb. 
In languages that have extensive inflectional prefixation, negation is generally also 
marked with a prefix. This form is generally morphotactically separable from the 
subject/TAM markers, appearing between these and the verb root. 

There is a recurring tendency in Oceanic languages for negation to be expressed 
discontinuously. Typically, the first element occupies a preverbal slot, while the second 
negative element appears postverbally. This pattern is found both with languages that 
have free form preverbal particles (e.g. Rotuman and some Polynesian languages) as 
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well as languages that have inflectional prefixes (e.g. Takia, Paamese, Lenakel, 
Vinmavis). Thus, we find the following in Paamese: 

Ni-ro-lesi-ko-tei. 
ISG:DIST.FUT-NEG l-see-2SG-NEG2 
'I will not see you.' 

The bipartite negative markers are generally quite different in shape from language to 
language, and the patterns are scattered geographically, so these clearly represent 
parallel innovations. There is even one language, Lewo (Vanuatu; Early 1994) in which 
there is tripartite negative marking, with a single preverbal constituent and two 
postverbal negative markers, e.g. 

Pe 
NEGI 

wii re 
water NEG2 

'There is no water.' 

polio 
NEG3 

Some languages express negation by means of a negative verb, with the negated verb 
being expressed as a complement to this. Thus in Southwest Tanna (Vanuatu) the 
complement is a nominalisation: 

k-a-s-apwah n-tVlJtn-len 
3NSG-CONT-PL-not NOM-eat-NOM 
'They are not eating.' 

k-a-s-tvlJin 
3N SG-CONT-PL-eat 
'They are eating.' 

In Fijian, the negated clause is expressed as a subordinate clause: 

Au na sega ni laka maio 
ISG FUT NEG SUBORD come hither 
'I will not come.' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

An imperative verb phrase often has no marking at all, or only a preverbal subject 
morpheme. Prohibitions usually display a different form of negation from declaratives. 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Polar questions are generally expressed simply through an intonation change from 
declaratives, or a following questioning interjection. Except in TVX languages (§4.2) 
content questions typically involve an interrogative marker that does not move from the 
structural slot of the questioned constituent. Generally, interrogatives belong in the same 
word class as the questioned constituent, though interrogative verbs meaning' do what', 
and sometimes 'do how', are encountered. Thus, we find in Paamese: 

Ki-hiteni he-mukave? 
2SG:DIST.FuT-say 3SG:DIST.FUT-do.how 
'How will you say it?' 
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6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

Oceanic languages generally do not have especially complicated systems of overt 
marking of subordination, and subordinate markers often perform other functions in 
these languages. Relative clause markers, for example, are often similar or identical in 
shape to demonstratives, and reason clauses are often expressed by means of a causal 
preposition. There is often a single subordinator that expresses a wide range of 
subordinating functions. It is not uncommon for clauses to be simply juxtaposed without 
any linking morphemes at all. The structural relationship between clauses may be shown 
instead by interdependence in inflectional marking between main and subordinate 
clauses, with the range of categories that are expressed in subordinate clauses typically 
being a subset of those encountered in main clauses. Conjoined sentences are generally 
linked by a small set of conjunctions. There is widespread use of a lexical verb meaning 
'say' marking subordinate clauses to verbs of locution or perception. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

PROTO OCEANIC 

1 THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL PRELIMINARIES 

Our subject in this chapter is the reconstruction of Proto Oceanic (POc), the language 
ancestral to all Oceanic languages, and its relationship to the rest of the Austronesian 
family. One may well ask, why reconstruct proto languages? We will mention three 
reasons here. The first is that reconstructing proto languages is part and parcel of 
working out the subgrouping of the languages in a family and thereby of making 
hypotheses about their prehistory. The second is that an important component of 
reconstruction is vocabulary, and this can tell us a certain amount about the culture of 
the people who used it, as well as about subsequent changes in that culture. The third 
reason is that, as we saw in Chapter 3, there is considerable typological variety among 
Oceanic languages, and the reconstruction of morpho syntactic change is of interest for 
linguistic theory. 

In the classical comparative method, historical linguists compare corresponding 
features in related languages and construct hypotheses to explain the differences among 
them. If, say, one language has the words tau 'person', tama 'father' and mata 'eye', 
whilst another has kau, kama and maka, and there is a regular tlk correspondence 
between the two vocabularies, then we need to determine whether the earlier consonant 
was *t or *k or something else (an asterisk indicates a reconstruction). In this case, we 
can be reasonably confident that it was *t because (i) we can observe that across the 
languages of the world the sound change t to k is hugely more common that k to t, and 
(ii) forms with t in the relevant words are found right across the Austronesian family, 
whereas k occurs only in a few languages here and there. 

It follows that languages with k for earlier *t have innovated. This innovation is 
reflected, for example, in 'Ala'ala (this volume) and its neighbours Gabadi, Doura, 
Roro, Kuni and Mekeo. The tiny part of the Oceanic family tree that includes these 
languages is shown in Figure 4.1, where the language ancestral to them is simply 
labelled 'Proto A'. It appears that POc and Proto Central Papuan (PCP) *t became Proto 
A *k (Innovation 1). From other correspondences, it seems that POc *k, *q and *g (PCP 
* k, * y and *g) all merged as Proto A *1 (Innovation 2). Because it is more likely that the 
two shared innovations occurred just once, in Proto A, than independently in each 
language, we can infer that these languages form a subgroup, i.e. are descended from the 
single language here labelled Proto A. 

This illustration of the comparative method is not as simple as it looks, because 
innovations may occur one after the other, and their ordering needs to be figured out. In 
the history of Mekeo, the innovation POc *t > Proto A *k has been followed by further 
innovations: Proto A *k has become zero word-initially and, in East Mekeo, 1 word-
medially. Sometimes, the interpretation of the ordering of innovations affects 
subgrouping. Figure 4.2 shows that the interpretation in the previous paragraph is 
wrong, because the rule ordering which accounts for the Gabadi data is different from 

54 
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Proto Central Papuan 

Proto A Motu other languages 

Proto B Gabadi 

Proto C 'Ala'ala Doura 

Mekeo Kuni Roro 

FIGURE 4.1 SUBGROUPING OF SOME OF THE CENTRAL PAPUAN LANGUAGES 

the ordering which accounts for 'Ala'ala, Doura, Roro, Kuni and Mekeo. In the latter, 
there are three changes: PCP *t became Proto B *k, then PCP *d became Proto B *t, 
then PCP *r became Proto B *d, and they must have happened in this sequence, 
otherwise mergers would have occurred (and they haven't). In the case of Gabadi, 
however, PCP *d and *r first merged as Pre-Gabadi *d, then the two apical stops *t and 
*d became the velar stops *k and *g except when they were adjacent to (before or after) 
the vowel *i. Because change *t to k must be ordered differently to account for the 
Gabadi data, the change must have happened independently in Gabadi and in Proto B, so 
that Innovation I no longer stands and only Innovation 2 supports the inference that 
there was a Proto A. On the other hand, the fact that the same rule ordering accounts for 
the 'Ala'ala, Doura, Roro, Kuni and Mekeo data allows us to hypothesise the existence 
of Proto B. 

It may seem a little surprising to infer that the same innovation (*t > k) has occurred 
in neighbouring languages independently. However, when historical linguists say that 
the same change has happened 'independently' in two languages, they only mean that 

POc Proto Central Papuan Gabadi Proto Central Papuan ProtoB 

*t ---> *t ---> { ~i *t ---> *k 

*d } *dr ---> *d 

} 
*d .. *t 

*j Pre-Gabadi { dli ---> 
*d g 

*r } ---> *r *r ---> *d *R 

FIGURE 4.2 SOME SOUND CHANGES IN SOME CENTRAL PAPUAN LANGUAGES 
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the data in the two languages do not reflect the shared inheritance of a change which 
occurred in a common ancestor. They do not mean that the two changes have necessarily 
taken place in complete isolation. In the present case it is possible that, after Proto A had 
split into Pre-Gabadi and Proto B, the *t > k change took hold in one of the two 
languages and was adopted by speakers of the other language who interacted frequently 
with speakers of the first. 

This small case study is abstracted from a more detailed account of the history of the 
Oceanic languages of Central Papua set out in Ross (1994, Forthcoming b) and 
illustrates the crucial role which reconstructing protolanguages plays in making 
hypotheses about subgrouping and linguistic prehistory. The reader who wishes to know 
more about the comparative method is referred to Crowley (1997), Hock (1986) or 
Trask (1996). Crowley (1997) uses many examples from Austronesian languages. 

2 THE POSITION OF PROTO OCEANIC WITHIN AUSTRONESIAN 

In Chapter 1, § 1 (Figure 1.1), we looked briefly at the likely family tree of Austronesian. 
It is represented below in another format (and with an extra layer at the bottom), where 
each indented set of entries represents the branches into which the proto language above 
it differentiated. 

Proto Austronesian 
Formosan linkage (more than one subgroup?) 
Proto Malayo-Polynesian (PMP) 

Western Malayo-Polynesian linkage 
Proto Central/Eastern Malayo-Polynesian (PCEMP) 

Central Malayo-Polynesian linkage 
Proto Eastern Malayo-Polynesian (PEMP) 

Proto South Halmahera/Irian Jaya l 

Proto Oceanic (POc) 
Proto Admiralties 
Western Oceanic (WOc) 
Central/Eastern Oceanic (CEOc) 

The reader will notice that some entries begin with 'Proto' ( i.e. they are protolanguages 
which have parented an innovation-defined subgroup), whilst others do not (they are 
groups of another kind). We return to this matter in Ch. 5, § 1. 

The sub grouping set out above is the outcome of work by scholars using the 
comparative method exemplified above. The Malayo-Polynesian subgroup was proposed 
by Dahl (1973) and underpinned more explicitly by Blust (1977a); the Central/Eastern 
and Eastern Malayo-Polynesian subgroups were inferred by Blust (1978a, 1984, 1993); 
and Oceanic by Dempwolff (1937). In the example above, however, the hypothesised 
innovations were phonological. The innovations which have emerged in the process of 
reconstructing Austronesian linguistic prehistory are a mixture of the phonological, the 
morphological and the lexical (for a recent survey of work on Austronesian 
subgrouping, see Ross 1995b). 

The status of the three groups listed below Oceanic-Admiralties, Western Oceanic 
and Central/Eastern Oceanic-is discussed in Chapter 5. What matters here is that by 
positing only three primary groupings within Oceanic, we arrive at a more secure 
reconstruction of POco In the 1970s some 15-20 Oceanic groups were recognised 
(Grace 1968). Occasionally scholars assumed that these were primary subgroups, so that 
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any feature occurring in any two of these groups could be reconstructed in POco Here we 
assume that POc split into only three primary subgroups, so that a POc feature can be 
reconstructed if it is reflected ( a) in at least two of these groups, or (b) in one of these 
groups and in a non-Oceanic Austronesian language. A moment's thought will show that 
this is a more conservative approach, as it is harder to find cognate forms under these 
conditions than in two out of fifteen groups. 

We deal here only with the reconstruction of POc, and not with lower-order Oceanic 
interstage languages.2 A reconstructed lexicon is not provided here, as an overview has 
been published by Pawley and Ross (1995), reconstructed terminologies in POc and 
lower-order interstages are found in Pawley and Ross (1994), and a more detailed POc 
lexicon is in preparation (Ross, Pawley & Osmond 1998). 

2.1 Reconstructive and notational conventions 

Ideally, the reconstruction ofPOc that follows should be accompanied by full supporting 
evidence, but this lies beyond the scope of this book. Where we cite published 
reconstructions, we give references to these. Where there are supporting data in the 
sketches in this volume, we refer to them. But some of what follows is based on Ross' as 
yet unpublished research. 

Reconstructed forms are normally marked by a preceding asterisk (*), but asterisks 
are omitted from tabulations in this chapter for the sake of readability. Other 
conventions used in presenting these forms are: 

(x) it cannot be detelmined whether x was present; 
(x,y) either x or y was present, but the evidence does not tell us which; 
[x} the item is reconstructible in two forms, one with and one without x; 
[x,y} the item is reconstructible in two forms, one with x and one with y; 
x-y x and yare separate morphemes; 
x- x is a prefix or proclitic; or x is a root which takes an enclitic or a suffix 
-x x is a suffix or enclitic; or x is a root which takes a proclitic or a prefix 
<X) x is an infix. 

2.2 Proto Oceanic and Proto Malayo-Polynesian 

The listing above states that the immediate ancestor of POc was PEMP, and it would 
seem logical to present as POc's defining innovations those which separate it from 
PEMP. Instead, however, POc is conventionally defined in terms of its innovations 
relative to PMp, partly because this was how Dempwolff originally defined them (Ch. 1, 
§ 1), and partly because neither of the intervening protolanguages, PCEMP and PEMp, 
has such a firm research foundation as PMP and POCo POc underwent quite significant 
innovations relative to PMp, and many of these probably occurred after pre-POc 
speakers left their kin, who presumably lived near Cenderawasih Bay in Irian Jaya, and 
settled in the Bismarck Archipelago, possibly on the north coast of New Britain. The 
very fact that these innovations can be reconstructed implies that the pre-POc/POc 
speech community remained fairly unified for long enough for these innovations to 
occur, i.e. at least for a century or two. 

To facilitate comparison and reference, section 3 of this chapter has a structure 
similar to that of Ch. 3 and the sketches. That is, §3.1, §3.2, and §3.3 correspond 
respectively to § 1, §2 and §3 in Ch. 3 and the sketches, and so on. In accordance with 
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this scheme, innovations in the POc phoneme inventory relative to PMP are set out in 
§3.1.1. However, certain morphosyntactic innovations between PMP and POc were 
system-wide and are reflected in various aspects of POc morphology, so an overview of 
them is given here.3 

The reconstructed PMP verbal clause is typologically unusual and quite different 
from that ofPOc. Transitive verbs in PMP evidently had two basic 'voices',4 marked by 
affixes on the verb. But unlike the voices of many other languages, both apparently had 
two core noun phrases. It is convenient to follow Dixon (1979) and label the referents of 
the two noun phrases A (actor, agent) and O. In English, for example, the basic voice 
(the active) is transitive and takes nominative/subject (=A) and accusative/object (=0) 
(e.g. James heard a voice), but the second voice (the passive) is intransitive and takes 
only a nominative (=0), A being deleted or represented by a by-phrase (e.g. A voice was 
heard [by James]). In some Australian languages, the basic voice is transitive and takes 
absolutive (=0) and ergative (=A), but the second voice (the antipassive) is intransitive 
and takes only an absolutive (=A), 0 being deleted or represented by a dative. In both 
language types, the forms of the core noun phrase and verb of an intransitive clause 
resemble those of the basic (transitive) voice. 

The organisation of PMP was different from either English or Australian 
languages. In PMP, as in many modern Austronesian languages of the Philippines 
and parts of Malaysia, Indonesia, Madagascar and Taiwan, both voices were transitive, 
taking two core noun phrases, each introduced by a case-marking article. The basic 
voice (the 'passive') took a nominative (=0) and a genitive (=A). The genitive is so 
named because its case-marking was the same as for a possessor. The second voice 
(the 'active') also took a nominative (=A), but the second core noun phrase was 
marked as 'accusative'. The terms are placed in inverted commas because they are 
used rather unconventionally. Thus the 'passive' is in certain respects more basic. In 
modern languages which retain the PMP system, the passive is the usual form for the 
story-line in a narrative, and the active was in a sense the 'less transitive' voice, as the 
nominative was typically definite, the 'accusative' typically indefinite. Unlike in the 
English and Australian systems, the PMP resembles the second ('active') voice.s 
These differences are summarised below: 

Intransitive Basic voice (transitive) Second voice 
English active passive 

nominative nominative accusative nominative [by-phrase=A] 
(A-like) A 0 0 [A] 

Australian ergative anti passive 
absolutive absolutive ergative absolutive [dative] 

(O-like) 0 A A [0] 

PMP passive 'active 
nominative nominative genitive nominative 'accusative' 

(A-like) 0 A A 0 

We illustrate the PMP system with reconstructed examples because they clarify 
presentation, though we certainly make no claim that they are precise in every detail. 
In this passive example, the verb root is *kaRat 'bite' and the passive voice marker the 
suffix *-;)n. The unmarked clause order placed the verb first, the nominative phrase 
last: 
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*kaRahm na manuk a wai 
bite-DIRECT.PASS GNV chicken NMV mango 
'The chicken is biting the mango' OR 'The mango is being bitten by the chicken.' 

The active voice marker was the infix *<um>: 

*k<um>aRat ta wai a 
<ACTIVE>bite ACV mango NMV 
'The chicken is biting a mango.' 

manuk 
chicken 

Some scholars would claim that PMP had four voices, rather than two, as there are three 
types of passive. As well as the 'direct passive' illustrated above, there were also a local 
passive formed with the suffix *-an and an instrumental or benefactive passive with the 
prefix *i-. For example: 

* ka?;;m-an na manuk a kahiw 
eat-LOCAL.PASS GNV chicken NMV tree 
'The chicken is eating in the tree' OR 'The tree is eaten in by the chicken.' 

As the reconstructions show, with common noun phrases the articles were *a 
'nominative', *na 'genitive' and *ta 'accusative'.6 

The perfective was marked in all voices by the infix *dn>. The direct passive suffix 
*-;:m did not co-occur with *dn>, so the perfective direct passive form corresponding to 
*kaRat-;m was *k<imaRat. 

Some of the passive verb forms, at least, were also nominalisations (Ross 1995a), and 
retain this status in modern languages. Hence a verbless clause like the one below, where 
* kdma?;:m meant 'thing eaten', can be reconstructed, as can similar clauses with 
predicates *ka?;m-;:m 'thing to be eaten, food', *ka?;m-an 'eating place' and *i-kahn 
'eating utensil' or 'person eaten for': 

*a hima?;m a wai 
NMV <PFTV:DIRECT.PASS>eat NMV mango 
'The mango was what was eaten.' 

The verb forms reconstructed above occurred in indicative independent clauses and as 
nominalisations. Other forms occurred as imperatives and in dependent clauses. The 
PMP morphological paradigm was as follows (where) = root, and bolded forms are 
attested as nominalisations): 7 

PMP 

active or intransitive 
active only 
direct passive 
local passive 
benefactive/ 
instrumental passive 

nominalisation OR 
independent/indicative 
neutral perfective 
<um» <um-in» 
[maJN-) naN-) 
)-;m dn» 
)-an <im)-an 
)i- i-dm) 

dependent 
or imperative 
) 
paN-) 
)-a 
)-i 
)-im 

There was a variety of derivational morphemes, the most common of which, shown 
above, was the active formative *paN- and its variants. *-N- combined with a following 
obstruent to form a nasal (it surfaced as *-0- before a vowel). Thus the active dependent 
form of *takaw 'steal' was *panakaw. 
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Case in PMP was marked not only on articles but also on some pronoun forms. There 
were nominative and genitive sets, both of them enclitics to the verb, but it is probable 
that the two sets differed only in the singular and possible that neither set had lEXC:PL 
or 2PL forms, independent pronouns being used instead:8 

IINC lEXC 
nominative SG =aku 
genitive SG =ku 
both PL =fa {} 

The reconstructions below illustrate their use: 

*k<um>aRat=kaw fa wai 
<ACTIVE>bite=2sG:NMV ACV mango 
'You are biting a mango.' 

*kaRat-;;m=mu a wai 
bite-DIRECT.PASS=2SG:GNV NMV mango 

2 3 
=kaw =ya 
=mu =(y)a, =fia 
{} =da 

'You are biting the mango' OR 'The mango is being bitten by you.' 

*kita-;;m=kaw na babinay 
see-DlRECT.PASS=2SG:NMV GNV woman 
'The woman sees you' OR 'You are seen by the woman.' 

If both the genitive and the nominative in a passive clause were pronouns, it appears that 
the genitive pronoun was cliticised to the verb and the nominative was a free form. 

As well as the aspect contrast between neutral and perfective, PMP had a mood 
contrast between realis and irrealis, the latter formed by reduplication. It also had a 
number of auxiliaries which functioned as aspect markers or modals or negators, like 
*qati below. The auxiliaries preceded the verb, which took a dependent form, and 
attracted the actor (nominative or genitive) enclitic pronoun. 

*qati=kaw kaRat 
NEG=2SG:NMV bite:ACTIVE 
'You are not biting a mango.' 

ta wai 
ACV mango 

*qati=mu kaRat-a a wai 
NEG=2SG:GNVbite-DIRECT.PASS NMV mango 
'You are not biting the mango' OR 'The mango is not being bitten by you.' 

Quite a complex series of changes to verbal clause structure occurred between the 
break-up of PMP and the emergence of POco Some of the earlier changes are also 
reflected in a number of western Indonesian languages (Wolff 1996), but later the 
historical paths of these languages and of POc diverged significantly. The details of 
these changes lie beyond the scope of this work: what is important here is the light they 
cast on the morpho syntax of POe. 

The first major change was that the PMP aspect/mood inflection was lost, auxiliary use 
increased to compensate for the losses, and as a result pronouns occurred with increasing 
frequency in front of the dependent verb. Eventually, this came to be the regular position 
for the pronoun representing the actor, and it was procliticised to the dependent verb, even 
when there was no auxiliary, and the dependent verb in turn was reanalysed as the main 
verb. Independent forms now retained only the function of nominalisation, and the 
'dependent or imperative' column of the paradigm above became the verbal paradigm. As 
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a result, both nominative and genitive pronouns finished up in preverbal position, the 
nominatives with actives and intransitives, the genitives with passives, and this perhaps 
explains why two subject pronoun sets seem to be reconstructible in POc, one from 
nominatives, one from genitives (§3.2.1). Reconstructions of this interstage are: 

* kaw=kaRat ta wai 
2SG:NMV=bite:ACTIVE ACV mango 
'You are biting a mango.' 

*mu=kaRat-a a wai 
2SG:GNv=bite-DIRECT.PASS NMV mango 
'You are biting the mango' OR 'The mango is being bitten by you.' 

*kita-a=kaw na babinay 
see-DIRECT.PASS=2SG:NMV GNV woman 
'The woman sees you' OR 'You are seen by the woman.' 

At some point, the direct passive dependent * -J-a apparently lost its suffix, rendering it 
identical to the active * -J, and the direct passive function was taken over by the local 
passive * -J-i. Nominalisations were also affected: reflexes of * -J-;}n 'direct passive 
nominaliser' crop up only in a few fossils like POc *kano1J(a) 'flesh, meat, coconut 
flesh' (Ross 1996e: 174), and the local passive nominalisers *-J-an and *<in>-J-an (as a 
nominaliser the latter was perhaps an Oceanic innovation) had by POc times come to 
overlap functionally with *dn>-J 'direct passive nominaliser' (§3.2.2; Ross 1998d). 

Two changes affected the benefactive/instrumental markers. The nominalisation 
*i-dn>-J disappeared, and the benefactivelinstrumental verb form * -J-iln was replaced by 
* -J -abn (this change is reflected across a large part of Indonesia). All of this resulted in 
a much reduced morphological paradigm: 

Nominalisation Verb 

active or intransitive 
active only 
direct/local passive 
benefactive/ 
instrumental passive 

neutral perfective 

-J-an, (-J-;-m) <in>-J [-an] 
i--J 

-J 
[pa]N--J 
-J -i 
-J-abn 

Finally, the active voice disappeared, and with it the voice system, leaving the unaffixed 
root to serve only as the intransitive. This left the erstwhile passive * -J-i (which carried 
the heaviest functional load in a system of the PMP type) as the default transitive verb 
form, and the reflex of * -J-abn as the benefactive/instrumental transitive (the 'remote 
transitive' reconstructed by Pawley 1973). Genitive proclitic pronouns and the article 
*na now marked transitive subjects, and nominative proclitic pronouns and the article 
*a marked intransitive subjects and transitive objects. At some stage-perhaps in 
association with the loss of the voice system-the clitic pronouns came to function as 
coreferencing (agreement) markers. That is, a verb had a proclitic coreferencing the 
subject and, if it was transitive, an enclitic coreferencing the object, regardless of 
whether subject and object noun phrases also occurred in the clause or not: 

*mu=kaRat-i=a [ikoe] a wai 
2SG:SUBJ-bite-TR-3SG:OBJ [2sG] OBJ mango 
'You are biting the mango.' 
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*iia=kaRat-i=a na manuk a wai 
3SG:SUB]=bite-TR=3sG:OB] SUB] bird OBI mango 
'The chicken is biting the mango.' 

*ko=kaRat 
2SG: S UB]=bite:ITR 
'You are biting.' 

[ikoe} 
[2sG] 

The reinterpretation of the root form as intransitive only was probably associated with 
the fact that the 'active' was in any case the less transitive voice, the 'accusative' being 
typically indefinite. POc retains a few relics of the PMP active/passive contrast, for 
example *paI]an 'eat' (from PMP *paI]a?;m < *paN-ka?~m) versus *kani 'eat' (from 
PMP *ka?;m-i). Their reflexes reveal no apparent difference in meaning, but at some 
stage, perhaps immediately pre-POc, there was a contrast between the following 
(glossed in both the PMP and the POc manner, as it not clear what the system was at the 
time): 

*ko=paI]an 
2SG:N MV=eatACT I VE 
2SG:SUBJ=eatITR 

[ikoe}ta 
[2SG] ACV 
[2SG] INDEF 

'You are eating a mango.' 

wai 
mango 
mango 

*mu=kani=a [ikoe}a wai 
2SG:GNV=eatPASS=3SG:NMV [2SG] NMV mango 
2SG:SUBJ-eatTR=3sG:OBJ [2SG] OBI mango 
'You are biting the mango.' 

By the time POc broke up, this arrangement had changed. The article *ta marked 
indefinites, but now did so regardless of whether they were subject or object. An 0 
argument only occurred with an intransitive if it was incorporated into the verb phrase 
and no morpheme intervened between verb and noun, e.g. *paI]an wai 'eat mango, be 
mango-eating'. For most verbs the intransitive/transitive contrast was simply between 
intransitive root (e.g. *kaRat 'bite:ITR') and root + transitive *-i (e.g. *kaRat-i 'bite-
TR '). and the now redundant functional distinction between the transitive and 
intransitive sets of subject proclitics (ex-genitive and ex-nominative) and between the 
two articles, *na 'transitive subject' (ex-genitive) and *a 'transitive object/intransitive 
subject' (ex-nominative) was in the process of being lost when POc broke up. The POc 
morphological paradigm by now was as follows: 

POe 

intransitive 
(relic transitives) 
direct transitive 
benefactive/ 
instrumental transitive 

Nominalisation 
neutral perfective 

(,j-on) 
. ./-an 
i-J 

<in> [-an} 

Verb 

J 
(paN-J, N-J) 
J-i 
J-aki(n), J-akini 

The expected POc reflex of * J-abn is * J-akon, but instead we find * J-aki(n) and 
* J-akini (§3.3.1). Presumably the now transitive suffix *-i played a role in this irregular 
change, but how this happened is not clear. A number of well distributed WOc 
languages reflect a transitive suffix *-ni, but we do not know whether this contributed to 
the formation of * J-akini or is a reduction of it (or neither). 
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The developments we have surveyed here have their outcomes at a number of points 
in the following account of reconstructed POc morphology: in the pronominal system 
(§3.2.1), in the derivational morphology of nouns (§3.2.2), in the article system (§3.2.3), 
in the derivational and inflectional morphology of verbs (§3.3.1) and in the structure of 
verbal clauses (§3.4.2). 

3 A PROTO OCEANIC GRAMMAR SKETCH 

The lexical morpheme classes of POc were: 

• nouns (subclasses: human, common, local; §3.2.2) 
• verbs (subclasses: dynamic and stative, the latter divisible into adjectival and non-

adjectival; §3.3.1) 
• temporals (§3.4.3) 
• locatives (§3.4.3). 

There were no adjectives as such, just adjectival verbs (a subclass of stative verb) and a 
small class of adjectival nouns (a subclass of common noun). There may also have been 
a small class of underived adverbs. 

The major phrase types of POc were: 

• human noun phrases (subtypes: noun phrase with human noun as head, independent 
personal pronoun [§3.2.1]) 

• common noun phrases (§3.2.6; rarely replaced by pronouns, more commonly ellipted 
or replaced by demonstrative) 

• locative phrases (subtypes: prepositional phrase with local noun as head of governed 
noun phrase [§3.4.3), locative pro-form [§3.2.3]) 

• temporal phrases (subtypes: prepositional phrase with local noun as head of governed 
noun phrase (§3.4.3), temporal (§3.4.3)) 

• adverbial phrases (subtypes: verbal preposition phrase (§3.4.3); derived or underived 
adverb) 

• verb phrases (§3.3.2). 

Noun phrases occurred as subjects, all phrase-types as predicates. 

3.1 Phonology 

3.1.1 Phonemes 

The reconstructed consonant phonemes of POc are: 

pw P t c k q 
bw b d g 

s 
mw m n fi IJ 

r R 
dr 
I 

w y 

The consonant inventory reconstructed by Dempwolff (1937) has been modified in 
various ways by Haudricourt (1951), Milke (1968), Grace (1969), Wolff (1974), 
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Lichtenberk (1978), Blust (1978b) and Ross (1988, 1989, 1996e). The inventory and 
orthography here are from Ross (1988), with the addition of *pw (for which Ross 1996e 
provides supporting data). Evidence for these reconstructions, in the form of sound 
correspondences and supporting data, is also found in Tryon (1976), Lynch (1978a), 
Tryon and Hackman (1983), and, if we take Proto Eastern Oceanic as equivalent to POc, 
Biggs (1965), Cashmore (1969), Pawley (1972), Geraghty (1983, 1986, 1990). 

Although the reconstructed inventory is fairly secure, questions remain about the 
phonetic values of some segments. The phonemes *pw, *bwand *mw are known in the 
literature as 'labio-velars'. This orthography reflects their pronunciation in the majority 
of Oceanic languages in which they remain distinct, but there is evidence to suggest that 
they did indeed have the double articulations [kP], [0>] and [l)rn] that 'labio-velar' 
suggests, since some languages (e.g. Mwotlap, this volume) retain these realisations, 
whilst others (on Malaita and in Fiji) have velar reflexes. Among the apicals, it is 
possible that *t was dental, the others alveolar, as in a number of west Indonesian 
languages (Ozanne-Rivierre 1992) and in Oceanic Banoni (this volume). The voiced 
obstruents in the second row were also prenasalised. The phoneme *r was an alveolar 
trill, whilst *dr was a prenasalised alveolar trill, reflected thus in languages in the 
Admiralties and Fiji. The phoneme *c is assumed to have been a voiceless palatal 
obstruent, because this is the articulation one would predict on the basis of non-Oceanic 
cognates and of its position in the inventory. However, it is distinctively reflected only in 
some Admiralties languages, where its reflexes are mostly alveolar liquids ([1], [r]) or 
glottals ([7], [h]). In WOc and CEOc it has merged with *s. The phoneme *j is more 
widely reflected, as [tf], [d3] or [d], and was most likely a voiced palatal obstruent. Of 
the two postvelars (see Ross 1988: 31-32), *q was probably a glottal stop, but its uvular 
stop reflexes in some languages give room for doubt, whilst * R was probably a uvular 
trill, which is frequently lost or merged with a liquid (*r or *l) in daughter languages. 

Superficially the POe consonant inventory appears to have had no fricatives except 
*s, but, on the basis of widespread reflexes, it is likely that *[<1>, /3], *[x, ¥], and *[z] 
occurred as allophones of *p, *k and *s. 

We noted above that POc evidently underwent a set of innovations relative to PMp, 
and it is the reflexes of these innovations in Oceanic languages that define the Oceanic 
subgroup. A number of these innovations involve the consonants, as we see when we 
tabulate the correspondences between the reconstructed consonant inventories of PMP 
and POc (for discussion of the PMP consonant inventory, see Ross 1992): 

PMP p, b d, r s, Z j k, g 
POc oral grade p P" t r s c k 

nasal grade b b w d dr j g 

PMP m n Ii [J w y q h R 
POc m mw n Ii [J w y q fJ R 

The innovations which occurred over the pre-POe period were mergers and splits, the 
introduction of new phonemes, and one deletion, as follows: 

(a) The PMP voiced/voiceless pairs *p, *b and *k, *g merged respectively as POe *p 
and *k. Ozanne-Rivierre (1992) suggests that the corresponding *t, *d merger was 
hindered by their putative mismatch in point of articulation (dental vs alveolar). 

(b) The PMP pairs *s, *Z and *d, *r merged respectively as pre-POe *s and *r. 
(c) Homorganic nasal + obstruent sequences, i.e. *mp, *nt, *1]k, *nr, *ns and *lic 

occurred in pre-POc (they are not tabulated above). Where these sequences 
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occurred word-medially, they were usually inherited from PMP. Where they 
occurred word-initially they were the outcome of a pre-POc innovation which is 
unpredictable and whose cause(s) unknown. These sequences became the unitary 
POc prenasalised voiced obstruents *b, *d, *g, *dr, and *j (pre-POc nasal + *s and 
nasal + *c merged as POc *j). It is possible that POc *d never occurred word-
initially. In the terminology introduced by Grace (1969) and widely used by Oceanic 
linguists, the prenasalised reflexes of the pre-POc obstruents are known as their 
'nasal grade', the plain, unprenasalised reflexes as their 'oral grade'. 

(d) Contrastive labio-velars *pw, *bwand *mw developed. Most of the words containing 
a labio-velar lack non-Oceanic cognates, and it seems that the words were 
borrowed into POc from neighbouring Papuan languages. For example, it can be 
argued that *mwapo(q) 'taro' was borrowed by POc speakers as they acquired taro-
growing techniques from Papuan speakers (Ross 1996e). A few of these items 
were inherited into POc, and the labio-velar was the reflex of a labial occurring 
next to a round vowel. However, it is not clear in these items that the labio-velar 
actually occurred in POc (Blust 1981). Thus a number of Oceanic languages 
reflect *tamwata 'man, husband', derived from *tau 'body, person' + *mataq 
'unripe, immature, young'. 

(e) PMP *h was deleted in POc. 

The combined effect of (a) and (c) is that the PMP pair *p, *b merged as pre-POc *p, 
then split into POc *p and *b. That is, either PMP *p or PMP *b could become either 
POc *p or POc *b. For example: 

PMP POc 
*panas 'hot, warm' *panas 
*punay 'wild pigeon' *bune 
*baqeRuh 'new' *paqoRu 
*beRek 'pig' *boRok 'domestic pig' 

Parallel processes affected PMP *k and*g, which could become either POc *k or POc 
*g. For example: 

PMP 
*kuden 
*kabut 

'cooking pot' 
'mist' 

POc 
*kuro 
*gabu 

PMP etyma with an unambiguous initial *g- are rare, but we find: 

PMP 
*gapgap 
*gemel 

POc 
'stammer' * kaka(P) 
'grasp in hand' *gomo(l) (Blust, in progress). 

The reconstructed vowel phonemes of POc are: 

e 
a 

u 
o 

These are the outcomes of certain innovations relative to PMp, set out below: 

PMP i, -uy(-) 
POc 

e, -aw 
o 

-ay 
e 

a 
a 

u 
u 
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PMP *e became POc *0, and the PMP word-final diphthongs *_uy(_),9 *-aw and *-ay 
were simplified to POc *-i, *-0 and *-e respectively, the first two thereby merging with 
plain vowels. 

3.1.2 Orthography 

Two orthographies are in use in the literature for POCo The first was introduced by Biggs 
(1969) for Proto Eastern Oceanic, adopted for POc by Grace (1969), and has been used 
with a number of variants (separated by a slash) shown below. The parenthesised 
symbols were introduced by Blust (1978b). 

The second orthography, used in this chapter, was introduced by Ross (1988: Ch. 3). 
The main reasons for its introduction were (i) to bring it closer to the phoneme 
inventories of Oceanic languages and (ii) to give emphasis to a reinterpretation of the 
nasal grade of the palatal obstruents. Where Grace had *ns as the nasal grade 
corresponding to oral grade *s, and *nj corresponding to no oral grade phoneme, Ross 
showed that *ns had not existed and that the nasal grade corresponding to *s was *nj, 
which he rewrote as *j. He also showed that this *j was the nasal grade corresponding to 
Blust's (1978) *j in the old orthography. That is, the nasal grades of * s and Blust's *j had 
merged in POco 

Grace etc. oral grade p pw dlr s 0) k 
nasal grade mp IJPlmpw nt ndlnr ns nj IJk 

Ross oral grade p pw t r s c k 
nasal grade b b w d dr j g 

Grace etc. m IJmlmw n (if) IJ w Y q [J R 
Ross m mw n if IJ w Y q [J R 

Both orthographies represent vowels in the same way. 

3.1.3 Phonotactics 

POc words were made up of (C)V syllables, with the option of a word-final consonant. 
These word-final consonants are lost in the majority of Oceanic languages, but regularly 
retained in a scattering of Western Oceanic languages, in Mussau, and in some cases in 
Southern Vanuatu and New Caledonian languages. They are also retained sporadically 
in a scattering of other languages. Quite often, as with POc *kaka(p) 'stammer' and 
*gomo(l) 'grasp in hand' above, we know that the PMP form had a final consonant, but 
no reflex occurs in any of the Oceanic languages which reflect final consonants, and so 
we have no means of knowing whether that consonant occurred in POc or not. In such 
cases the final consonant is shown in parentheses in the reconstructed POc form. as it 
appears that PMP word-final consonants were quite consistently retained in POCo 

PMP permitted word-medial CVC syllables, as in *gapgap 'stammer'. One of the 
innovations which defines POc is the loss of the final consonant of a word-medial 
syllable, as in POc *kaka(p). The most common context for this innovation is 
reduplicated forms like *gapgap (Blust 1 977b), but it also occurred elsewhere; for 
example, PMP *beRIJi 'night' became POc *boIJi. 

POc vowel sequences have to our knowledge never been systematically investigated, 
but they seem not to have been particularly common. A check of several geographically 
and genetically well distributed languages which are otherwise phonologically 
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conservative10 reveals a consistency which probably reflects the POc pattern, namely that 
each vowel in a sequence is the nucleus of a separate syllable. Although some Oceanic 
languages contrast long vowels with short or contrast a sequence of two identical vowels 
with a single vowel, this kind of contrast is not reconstructed for POc, where only 
sequences of unlike vowels were permitted. We saw above that POc *e is derived 
exclusively from PMP word-final *-ay, and this historical origin apparently precludes its 
occurrence in POc vowel sequences except in a few probable borrowings and some 
derived forms. However, it is probable that all sequences of *i, *a, *0 and *u occurred. 
Well attested, for example, are *waiR 'fresh water', *raun 'leaf', *maosak 'ready to be 
eaten (because ripe or cooked)', * bou 'main bearers supporting raised floor or roof 
structure, centre post supporting ridgepole', *panua 'inhabited territory; community 
together with its land and things on it', *qio(r,R) 'spear, arrow'. It is probable, incidentally, 
that the falling sequences *ua and *ia were not distinct from *uwa and *iya. 

3.1.4 Stress 

POc stress also remains uninvestigated, but phonologically conservative languages 
generally agree in displaying primary stress on the penultimate syllable and secondary 
stress on every second syllable preceding the penultimate, and this was probably the 
basic POc pattern. Manam and Fijian agree on a pattern whereby in normal speech, if 
the vowel of the penultimate syllable is immediately preceded by another vowel, then 
stress falls on that vowel, i.e. on the antepenultimate syllable. Since these two languages 
are both phonologically conservative and geographically and genetically far apart, this 
may also have been a POc pattern. If so, then we should reconstruct, for example, 
*maosak 'ready to be eaten' rather than *maosak. 

3.2 Nouns and noun phrases 

3.2.1 Pronouns 

POc pronouns were probably organised according to the pattern described in Chapter 3, 
§2.l, but the forms of the subject proclitics are problematic and are discussed below. It 
is probable that the subject proclitic and object enclitic paradigms were defective, the 
gaps being filled by the corresponding independent forms. 

lINC lEXC 2 3 
Independent (Ross 1988: 367) 
SG [ijau [ijko[eJ ia 
NON-SG kita ka[mJi, kamami ka[mJu, kamiu [kJira 

Subject proclitic (see the discussion below) 
SG ku=, au= mu=, ko= (y)a=, fla=, i= 
NON-SG e, ta= e n ff, ra= 

Object enclitic (Evans 1995) 
SG =au =ko =a 
NON-SG e e e =ra 

Possessor suffix (Ross 1988: 112) 
SG -gu -mu -fla 
NON-SG -da -ma[mJi -m[iJu -dra 
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Evans (1995) has shown that the paradigm of object enclitics was defective (the gaps 
were filled by independent pronouns), as was the PMP nominative paradigm from which 
they are descended (§2.2). We do not know why this defectiveness should have remained 
stable over time. Certainly, it later broke down in the many Oceanic languages which 
have created clitic forms to fill the gaps in the paradigm. 

Formally, the independent pronouns fall into two sets: (i) those which reflect the PMP 
nominative paradigm but are prefixed, obligatorily or optionally, with *i, reflecting the 
PMP personal article, and (ii) those which begin with *k[aJ-, apparently a marker of 
courtesy in PMP or earlier. The POc form of the 3PL was probably *ira, i.e. an *i-initial 
form, to which *k- was optionally added by analogy with the other non-singular forms. 

The possessor suffixes are well attested. They show only a limited formal 
correspondence to the independent and object forms because they reflect the PMP 
long genitive forms (as opposed to the short genitive forms in §2.2), incorporating the 
ancient genitive elements *-m- and *-n- and subsequent phonological changes. For 
example, the ISG independent and object forms *[ijau and *=au both reflect the Proto 
Austronesian base *aku, whilst possessor *-gu reflects Proto Austronesian *-n-aku (with 
loss of unstressed *-a-). The early history of the various second person forms is 
explained by Blust (1977a). 

The reconstruction of POc subject proclitics is more complex.]] Although subject 
proclitics (or prefixes) occur in many well distributed Oceanic languages and we can 
infer their presence in POc, their forms vary considerably and a number of competing 
reconstructions can be made. We organise these into three sets: 

Set I 
SG 

IINC 

NON-SG ta= 

Set II 
SG 
NON-SG 

Set III 
SG 
NON-SG 

ta= (?) 

IEXC 

au= 
fJ (?) 

ku= 
fJ (?) 

[yJa= 
ka[iJ=, mi= 

2 3 

ko= i= 
fJ (?) ra= 

mu= (y)a=, iia= 
fJ (?) ra= (?) 

0- e-
kau=, m[iju= 

From the developments reconstructed in §2.2, we see that Sets I and II respectively 
reflect the PMP nominative and genitive clitics, and that the identity of their plural 
forms is of PMP antiquity. On the basis of this reconstruction, we would expect Set I to 
be the intransitive subject set, Set II the transitive. However, although both sets offorms 
are reflected in Oceanic languages, the functional distinction between them is found 
nowhere, and we infer that it was being lost when POc broke up. The forms in Set I are 
widely reflected. Of the Set II forms, *ku= IsG is well attested in Oceanic languages. 
The 2SG form *mu= is reflected in only one language, Yapese, but the latter is a 
significant witness as it is evidently a very early offshoot of Oceanic (see Ch. 5, §2). The 
3sG form *ya= appears to be well supported, and *iia= has possible reflexes in Yapese 
and various Central/Eastern Oceanic languages. 

The Set III forms are reduced versions of the independent pronouns, the latter 
sometimes being reduced in different ways in different languages. For example, the 
independent *kami IEXC:PL, which sometimes occurred as *kai, has seemingly given rise 
to the subject forms kai=, ka= and mi= in various languages. (Alternatively, kai= and 
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mi= may reflect PMP nominative and genitive forms whose reconstruction is insecure.) If 
they are indeed reductions of independent pronouns, then the forms in Set III are probably 
not reconstructible for POc, but the later result of parallel innovations in different 
languages whereby a form derived from Set I or II was reduced by phonological attrition 
and a new form created by the cliticisation and subsequent reduction of the independent 
form (e.g. *ya= lSG:SUBJ is a reduction of *iau ISG:oBJ). 

There is good evidence that the numerals *rua '2', *tolu '3' and perhaps *vat[iJ '4' 
were cliticised to independent and possessor non-singular forms to mark dual, trial and 
paucal number respectively, giving, for example, * [kJira=tolu 'they three' and 
*=dra=tolu 'of them three'. When they served as clitics, *rua and *tolu were 
optionally reduced to *ru and *tou (the latter reflected in Yapese, the Admiralties, the 
Willaumez languages, Fiji and Polynesia). 

3.2.2 Nouns 

POc nouns were categorised in the two ways described in Ch. 3, §2.2. Firstly, they were 
either directly or indirectly possessed (§3.2.7), a structural distinction which 
corresponded closely to the semantic distinction between inalienable and alienable 
possession. Whilst most, and perhaps all, nouns belonged by default to either the 
directly possessed or the indirectly possessed category, there were morphological 
devices which allowed at least some nouns to cross the boundary between the categories 
if possessive semantics required it. Indirectly possessed nouns occurred with one of 
three (or more) possessive classifiers which specified more narrowly the nature of the 
possessive relation (§3.2.7.2). Many of these nouns could occur with one oftwo or more 
classifiers, depending on the nature of the possessive relation. 

Cutting across this categorisation was a second which divided nouns into categories 
which were reflected in the articles (§3.2.3) and prepositions (§3.4.3) with which they 
co-occurred: 

(1) Personal: personal proper names and kin terms used of known individuals, 
(2) Common: 

(a) human: human nouns which were not in the personal category, and some non-
human animates (evidently those considered more human-like, e.g. pets); 

(b) non-human: all other common nouns 
(3) Local: proper place names, nouns denoting familiar places (e.g. 'home', '(own) 

village', '(own) garden', 'bush', 'beach' etc.), directly possessed locative part nouns 
(e.g. 'inside', 'above', 'beneath' etc.), temporal nouns. 

The subcategory labels 'human' and 'non-human' are somewhat loosely applied, as the 
definitions above show. 

Kin nouns evidently fell into both the personal and the common human categories. If 
they referred to identifiable individuals and were equivalent to a proper name, e.g. 'my 
father' , they were treated as personal nouns; otherwise they were common human. Local 
nouns (called 'locative bases' by Pawley 1972: 33) were never preceded by an article. 
Local nouns other than proper place names could also function as common nouns. For 
example, *Rumaq 'house' functioned as a local noun in the prepositional phrase *i 
Rumaq 'at home' (§3.4.3) but as a common noun in *a na-gu Rumaq 'my house' 
(§3.2.7.2). 

Because within each of these categorisations certain nouns could belong to more than 
one category, neither categorisation represented a gender system. 
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Only some human nouns were (optionally) marked for number, probably by 
reduplication. The form of this reduplication varies from language to language, but in 
scattered Western Oceanic languages it takes the unusual form of reduplication of the 
stressed syllable (Ross 1998a). Given that change from unusual (marked) to 
commonplace (unmarked) is attested more frequently than the reverse, it seems likely 
that this form ofreduplication (rather than the more commonplace reduplication of the 
initial syllable) reflects the POc process. This would allow the reconstruction of pairs 
like *papine 'woman' vs *papipine 'women', *tamwaqane 'man' vs *tamwaqaqane 
'men', and perhaps *tama-dra 'their father' vs *tamama-dra 'their fathers'. 

POc had three apparently productive affixes, inherited from PMP, which derived 
nouns from verbs and sometimes from other bases. They were: 

Affix 
*i-~ 
*dn>~ 
*~-an 

Example 
*asa(q) 'grate:ITR', *i-asa(q) 'grater' 
(see below) 
*mate 'die', *mate-an 'deathbed, cemetery' 

Functions 
instrument nominaliser 
patient and general nominaliser 
location and general nominaliser 

Perhaps because of the loss of PMP * ~-;;m, which had formed nouns like *ka?:Jn-:Jn 
'thing to be eaten, food' (§2.2), there was evidently some functional overlap between 
POc *<in> ~ and * ~-an. POc *<in> ..j is reflected as the patient and general nominaliser 
only in Mussau and the Meso-Melanesian cluster. In Roviana (this volume) the general 
nominaliser is <in>, e.g. Roviana kdn>era 'song' from kera 'sing', whilst *-an retains its 
local meaning, e.g. Roviana huhuve-ana 'bathing place, bath' from huhuve 'bathe' 
(Roviana -ana is the regular reflex of *-an). In other, widely distributed, languages 
(including some in the Meso-Melanesian cluster) the reflex of the erstwhile locational 
* ~-an has taken over the function of general nominaliser, so that some reflexes of POc 
*mate-an, e.g. Vitu (this volume) mate-a, Longgu (this volume) mae-a-, Maori mate-I]a, 
mean 'death', rather than 'deathbed' or 'cemetery'. It seems that this functional 
extension was already occurring in POCo The affix combination *<in> ~-an is reflected in 
fossilised reflexes of POc *kani-an 'food' in the languages of Epi (central Vanuatu) 
(Tryon 1976:289), but it is not clear whether this occurred in POc or is a local 
innovation. 

The history of *-an also displays phonological complications: we find forms that 
reflect not only *-an but also *-aI], *-ana, *-aI]a and *-I]a. Since many languages have lost 
POc final *-a and many more have lost POc final consonants, reconstructing the history of 
these forms is very difficult. This is an area where more detailed research is needed. 

It seems likely that a noun-deriving innovation which arose through compounding was 
already productive by the break-up ofPOc. This was the combination ofthe prefixes *tau-
(from *tau 'person') and *ka[i]- (from *kaiu 'tree') with a verb (or perhaps sometimes a 
noun) to form agentive and instrumental nouns respectively. The latter is attested in 
Mussau and in Papuan Tip and eEOc languages. The use of *kaiu 'tree' to form 
instruments was presumably a case of grammaticisation via metonymy: *kaiu was also 
used for 'stick', and a stick served numerous instrumental functions in Oceanic societies. 

3.2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

The first element of the POc noun phrase was often an article, and, like many Oceanic 
languages, POc apparently used one article with personal nouns and another with 
common non-human nouns (and no article at all with common human or with locative 
nouns). 
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A number of CEOc languages reflect an article *i with personal nominals (Pawley 
1972, Ross 1998c). Certain WOc languages reflect *i with personal possessors, and *e 
elsewhere. The latter is perhaps also reflected as a fossil prefix in some Anejom (this 
volume) kin terms: etpo- 'grandparent' (POc *tubu-), etma- 'father' (POc *tama-), 
etwa- 'same-sex sibling' (POc *tuqa- 'older same-sex sibling'). It is reasonable to infer 
that the forms reflecting *i and *e have a common origin and that perhaps *e was the 
POc phrase-initial form, *i phrase-internal. There is also evidence of another POc 
personal article *qa, with reflexes in southern New Britain, Southeast Solomonic and 
Polynesian. How this contrasted with *e/*i is unknown. 

Crowley (1985) reconstructs a POc article with two forms, *a and *na, which was 
used with common non-human nouns. The function of this article was apparently to 
mark the noun phrase as definite. There was also an indefinite common non-human 
article *ta (see data in Ross 1988: 357-360, as well as Mwotlap /t£-/ 'partitive' and 
Anejom tah 'indefinite singular' in this volume). If the noun was used in a generic sense 
or as an attribute, no article occurred. 

The distinction between the article forms *a and *na is intriguing. If they were 
allomorphs, we would expect them to survive together in widely distributed modem 
languages, but (apart from an artificial creation in written Fijian) we find allomorphy 
only two places: in quite closely related Label and the north Bougainville linkage (see 
Taiof, this volume), and in Ambae (north Vanuatu). The former languages share 
conditions of allomorphy, namely that a follows a consonant, na a vowel. However, the 
same rule applies to the personal article e and to the north Bougainville common II 
article u (see Taiof, §3.2.3), giving alternations e-ne and u-nu matching a-na. Although 
this allomorphy may have occurred in POc, the evidence for it is weak: it is reflected 
only in a few quite closely related languages and the domain of the rule is wider than 
could be reconstructed for POc, which lacked the article u. In Ambae the form na occurs 
in an object noun phrase and a elsewhere (the opposite of the situation reconstructed in 
§2.2 for pre-POc!). 

If POc *a and *na were contrasting morphemes, we would expect to find reflexes of 
the contrast in a wider range oflanguages, but we don't (Crowley 1985). Instead we find 
that some languages reflect *a, others *na, either as common article or as a fossilised 
noun-initial element. Reflexes of both occur in the Meso-Melanesian, North New 
Guinea, Southeast Solomonic, Central Vanuatu, and Central Pacific groups (Oceanic 
subgrouping is described in Ch. 5). Thus reflexes of the two forms often occur in quite 
closely related languages, but only one or the other, and not both, survives in any given 
language. 

The most appropriate kind of explanation that can be offered for such a distribution is 
that *a and *na were once contrasting morphemes, but the basis for the contrast had been 
eliminated by changes which had occurred at a stage immediately prior to the break-up of 
POc, and languages have got rid of the resulting redundancy by eliminating one or the 
other form. Just such an explanation was offered in §2.2 by proposing that the POc 
common non-human articles are descended from the three PMP article-like morphemes 
*a 'nominative (definite)', *na 'genitive (definite)', and *ta 'accusative (indefinite)'. 
Each language dealt with the redundancy of *a (intransitive subject/transitive object) and 
*na (transitive subject) by dropping one or the other (or both). Of the two, *na survived 
more widely. As well as the groups mentioned above, it is also found in Yapese and was 
the sole survivor in the Admiralties, Utupua and Vanikoro, northern Vanuatu, southern 
Vanuatu and New Caledonia. Somewhat embarrassing for this explanation is the fact that 
in Ambae na marks the transitive object, and a the subject. 
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POc demonstratives almost certainly came at the end of their noun phrase and made a 
three-way distinction (Ch. 3, §2.3). Syntactically, two kinds of demonstrative are 
widespread in modem languages: enclitics and locative pro-forms. It would be tempting 
to assume that the enclitics were simply locative pro-forms that had become cliticised, 
were it not for the fact that their forms differ from the locative proforms, and we can 
reconstruct *=ne 'close', *=ta 'at an intermediate distance', and *=wa 'distant'. 

Locative pro-forms could be used independently or as demonstratives. It is doubtful 
whether all the forms reconstructed below occurred in POc, but all are quite widely 
reflected in both Oceanic and non-Oceanic languages. It is probable that the alternation 
between forms consisting of a vowel and *n-initial forms had the same origin as the 
article forms *a and *na discussed in §2.2 and above. 

'here', 'this', 'near speaker' 
'there', 'that', 'near hearer' 
'yonder', 'away from both interlocutors' 

*i, *e 
*a 
*0. *u 

*ni, * ne 
*na 
*no, *nu 

*ri 
*rai 

The locative pro-forms *a and *na were apparently formally identical with the articles 
*a and *na. This may reflect the grammaticisation of the pro-forms as articles at 
some stage in the far past. The grammaticisation of locatives or demonstratives as 
articles seems reasonably common in the world's languages, the contrast being 
maintained by stress on locatives and demonstratives but not on articles (cf. 
Himmelmann 1997). 

3.2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

The POc numeral morphemes were: 

*ta-sa, *sa-kai, *tai, *kai 
2 *rua 
3 *tolu 
4 *pati, *pat 
5 *lima 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

*onom 
*pitu 
*walu 
*siwa 
*sa[-()aJ-puluq 

The interrogative numeral 'how many?' was *pica(n). The decades above lO were *rua-
()a-puluq '20', *tolu-()a-puluq '30' etc. Numeral forms between the decades were 
constructed with a conjunction, probably *ma 'and', e.g. *rua-()a-puluq ma tolu '23'. 'A 
hundred' was *Ratu(s). However, to judge from today's traditional cultures, numerals 
above ten were not much used in parts of early Oceania. Indeed, so widespread are 
quinary systems (but with the term for 10 preserved) that one suspects that the numerals 
6-9 were dropping out of use among some early Oceanic speakers. Tolai (New Ireland) 
and Merei (north Vanuatu) reflect the quinary numerals *(l,r)apo-rua '7', *(l,r)apo-tolu 
'8', *(l,r)apo-pat[i] '9'.12 

POc numerals from 2 upwards seem to have had a double status: they were both 
adjectival verbs (§3.2.5) and nouns. They retain adjectival verb status or a fossilised 
reflex of it in the shape of a 3sG subject prefix in scattered Oceanic languages (e.g. Bali-
Vitu, Siar, Gela, Paamese, Marquesan and Iaai). We find reflexes of the numeral as a 
main verb in a standard clause (§2.2): 

*i=toiu a Rumaq 
3sG=three ART house 
'(there are) three houses' 
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We also find reflexes of it as an unmarked relative clause, as in *na Rumaq i-tolu, and, 
as we would expect of an adjectival verb, as an unaffixed postmodifier, as in *na Rumaq 
tolu. The nominal status of numerals is seen in the construction below (with reflexes in 
Yapese, New Ireland languages, Kwaio and Mwotlap), where *tolu is head of the noun 
phrase, followed by the non-specific possessive particle *qi (§3.2.7.1, Ross 1998c): 

tolu qi Rumaq 
three qi house 
'three houses' (= 'a threesome of houses') 

The reconstruction of the POc term( s) for' one' is more difficult, as several morphemes 
and morpheme combinations occur. These morphemes presumably differed semanti-
cally and functionally in much the same way as English a/an, one, single, and only, but 
these differences have yet to be sorted out. The morpheme *sa, occurring in 10, reflects 
PMP *esa 'one' and is reflected in the Proto Polynesian indefinite singular article *ha, 
but was apparently often bound in POc, where *ta-sa and *sa-kai are also 
reconstructible. We take *ta in *ta-sa to be the indefinite article (§3.2.3); reflexes of 
*ta are used alone as numeral 'one' in a number of WOc languages, but we take this to 
be a derived usage. There are also widespread reflexes of *tai 'one' but in the absence of 
evidence to the contrary we take this to be a morpheme separate from *ta; we also take 
*tewa 'one', reflected in languages of north and central Vanuatu and the Central Pacific 
to include a reflex of *tai. Reflexes of the morpheme *kai of *sa-kai also occur alone 
and in * ti-kai as the numeral 'one', and * ti in its turn is reflected alone for 'one' in the 
Huon Gulf family. 

A scattering of Oceanic languages (as well as non-Oceanic languages in Indonesia) 
use a classifier with a numeral, whilst others have fossilised reflexes of classifiers. 
Classifier languages include the Admiralties family, the Kilivila family, Sudest (Papuan 
Tip linkage), the North Bougainville linkage, the Cristobal-Malaitan languages 
(Southeast Solomonic), the Nuclear Micronesian family, languages in New Caledonia, 
and Polynesian. Generally, the numeral and classifier are bound to each other in one or 
the other order, and this has given rise to fossils like Tigak (New Ireland) potul, Toga 
(North Vanuatu) vutal both 'three'. However, it is probable that POc classifiers were not 
bound forms, but nouns (as in Indonesian languages), and that the different bound orders 
have arisen from the different structures illustrated above (see also Ross 1998c). In 
Sudest, nouns may still be used as counting classifiers. There is ample evidence that the 
general classifier was *puaq, literally 'fruit', and so phrases containing a numeral like 
the following examples from Tigak and Mwotlap 

Tigak: Mwotlap: 
ta potul a nik na-tamwan vo-yo 
ART three LINKER coconut ART-man va-two 
'three coconuts' 'two men' 

were derived from a POc structure with a classifier like the following: 

*ta puaq tolu a niuR 
ART fruit three ART coconut 
'three coconuts' 

*na tamwane 
ART man 
'two men' 

puaq rua 
fruit two 

In each of these POc reconstructions, a classifier + numeral phrase is apparently in 
apposition to the entity being counted. In all probability classifiers were not obligatory 
in POc, but common, as a word like *niuR 'coconut' depended on a classifier for its 
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disambiguation, its meaning embracing the tree, its fruit, and the contents of the fruit. 
Other reconstructible classifiers are *mwane 'animate being' (from *mwaqane 'man'), 
*kaiu 'wooden or elongated object' (= 'tree'), *tau 'person'. 

There is also a classifier construction with the non-specific possessive particle, but 
clear reflexes are limited to CEOc languages (Hooper 1985, Ross 1998c): 

*i-tolu puaq qi pudi 
3SG-three fruit qi banana 
'three bananas' (= '(there are) three fruit of banana') 

When someone counted objects 'one, two, three .. .', the numerals were prefixed with 
*ka-, e.g. *ka-rua, *ka-tolu. The counting form for 'one' was apparently *kesa (from 
PMP *ka-esa). Reflexes of these forms are used for ordinals in some Oceanic languages, 
but there is good evidence (from Nakanai, Bugotu, Kwaio and Tamabo) that POc 
ordinals were formed with *-iia and used as the head of a noun phrase in an appositional 
structure (this *-iia may be the 3SG possessive suffix, but the data do not allow us to be 
sure): 

*a tolu-iia a boRok 
ART three-ORDINAL ART pig 
'the third pig' (cf. *a tolu-iia 'the third one') 

Multiplicatives were formed with the causative prefix *pa[kaJ- (§3.3.1) and were 
evidently verbs which could be used alone, e.g. *i-pa[kaJ-tolu (3SG-CAus-three) 's/he 
did it three times', or as the second verb in an ambient serial construction (Ch. 3, 
§3.3.3). Distributives were formed by reduplication, e.g. *i-tolu-tolu (3sG-three-three) 
'three by three', and also served as the second verb in an ambient serial construction. 

As we noted in §3.2.2, plurals of some common human nouns were probably formed 
optionally by reduplication. Where it was otherwise necessary to mark a noun as plural, 
one of two strategies seems to have been used. For common human nouns, a non-
singular independent pronoun (§3.2.1) was preposed: *[kJira tinoni (3PL person) 'the 
people'. For common nouns, there was a slot immediately after the article which, to 
judge from modem languages, could be occupied by various morphemes (only some 
marking number), of which three are currently reconstructible: *palu 'some, several', 
*maga 'plural', and *tiqi 'diminutive'.13 Hence we can reconstruct, e.g., *a palu boRok 
(ART some pig) 'several pigs'. 

3.2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

POc had two classes of forms which functioned as attributive modifiers of nouns: 
adjectival verbs and adjectival nouns (Ross 1998a). The adjectival verb class was large 
and to all intents and purposes an open class. Its members (which included numerals; 
§3.2.4) functioned both as stative verbs and as postnominal modifiers, e.g., 

*i-mataq a wai 
3sG-unripe ART mango 
'The mango is unripe.' 

*a wai mataq 
ART mango unripe 
'the unripe mango' 

Adjectival nouns comprised a small, closed class of attributive postmodifiers which 
roughly matched the archetypal small adjective category of Dixon (1977). They 
included lexemes of dimension, age and value, and functioned both as heads of noun 
phrases and as postnominal modifiers. Whereas an adjectival verb behaved as a stative 
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verb when it was used predicatively, an adjectival noun was head of a predicate noun 
phrase: 

*a paqoRu a Rumaq 
ART new.one ART house 
'The house is (a) new (one).' 

*a Rumaq paqoRu 
ART house new. one 
'the new house' 

Reflexes of adjectival nouns suggest that they underwent two forms of reduplication. 
Reduplication of the first one or two syllables expressed intensity. Reduplication of just 
the stressed syllable expressed the plural, a pattern also found with human nouns 
(§3.2.2). 

The POe suffix *-[kJa seems to have derived adjectival nouns from other roots, 
usually nouns (Ross 1997b), *-ka occurring on vowel-final roots, *-a on consonant-final. 
Its reflexes remain productive in modern languages, and are particularly common in 
colour terms, e.g., in Tamabo (this volume): 

dae 
jori 

'blood' 
'yellow fever' 

dae-ya 
jori-ya 

'red' 
'yellow' 

Many WOe languages have adjectival classes and syntax quite different from those 
described here, but these represent innovations which occurred largely after the break-
up of POe (Ross 1998b). 

3.2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

All the elements of the basic structure are discussed above: 

ART + 
§3.2.3 
*a 
*na 
*ta 

(PREMODIFIER +) 
§3.2.4 
e.g. *palu 'some' 

NOUN (+ 
§3.2.2 

MODIFIER) (+ DEMONSTRATIVE) 
§3.2.5 §3.2.3 
adjectival verb 
adjectival noun 

Two or more noun phrases were linked in a co-ordinate noun phrase by a morpheme 
functioning as a conjunction. This was often *ma 'and', which seems normally to have 
had the transitive suffix *-i (hence its reflex is me in many languages) and an object 
enclitic agreeing in number with the following noun phrase, i.e. * X ma-i=a Y (where Y 
is singular). The morphology indicates that it was (originally, at least) a preposition 
rather than a conjunction. 

3.2.7 Possession 

POe had direct and indirect possessive constructions (Ch. 3, §2.7). Often, as in modern 
languages, the possessor was indicated by the possessor suffix (§3.2.1) alone. Where the 
possessor was named, the possessor noun phrase followed the rest of the construction 
(Lichtenberk 1985). If the possessor noun was a proper name, then it was evidently 
introduced by the personal article *i (§3.2.3), which was cliticised to the final vowel of 
the preceding element (see examples below and Hooper 1985). If the possessor was a 
common human noun, it had no article. If it was common non-human, we assume that 
the article was *na (from the PMP genitive article), although there is no formal evidence 
for *na rather than *a (§3.2.3). 
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3.2.7.1 Direct possession 

In the direct construction, the person and number of the possessor were marked by a 
possessor suffix: POc *a qaqe-na 'her/his leg', *a qaqe-gu 'my leg', *a qaqe-mu 'your 
(singular) leg', etc. With a possessor noun (rather than a pronoun) this became: 

*a qaqe-na na boRok 
ART leg-3sG ART pig 
'the pig's leg' 

*a qaqe=i X 
ART leg=ART x 
'X's leg' 

As noted in Ch. 3, the direct/indirect structural distinction generally reflects the 
inalienable/alienable semantic distinction. Directly possessed nouns in POc probably 
included most body parts, most kin terms, and most locative parts, but we will suggest in 
§3.2.7.2 that there was considerable potential for a noun to move back and forth between 
the direct and indirect constructions. It also seems very likely that the semantic category 
of passive possession was expressed by the direct possession construction in POc, 
whereas it is assigned to the food category of indirect possession in many modem 
languages (Lynch 1996). Direct possession included 'possession' of (a) an inalienable 
property and (b) a nominalised verb by its object or beneficiary. For example: 

*a labwa-na na boRok 
ART big-3SG ART pig 
'the pig's size' 

*a tanum-a-dra na pudi 
ART bury-NOM-3PL ART banana 
'the planting of the bananas' 

Both these reconstructions make the assumption that a final consonant was lost before a 
possessor suffix: *labwat became *labwa-, *tanum-an became *tanum-a-. Although 
evidence from much of Oceania supports this assumption, data from Tanna languages 
(Southern Vanuatu) speak against it. Here, the few nouns with (Proto Tanna) final 
consonants other than *-n reflect the final consonant before a possessor suffix. Thus POc 
*na icul] + -na 'ART nose 3sG' has become Lenakel nhay;m, suggesting vowel insertion 
before suffixation (*na icuyu-na), whereas Kairiru isu-n, Bali iru-na Roviana isu-na, 
Lengo iou-na all reflect POc *icu-na. The best interpretation of these data is that POc 
allowed collocations like *icul]-na. Since possessor suffixes could also occur on alienable 
nouns like *Rumaq 'house' in POc (§3.2.7.2) this pattern would have been quite common. 
As over time possessor suffixes came to be limited to inalienable nouns in most Oceanic 
languages, they also became more closely phonologically bonded to them, and the non-
canonic consonant sequence in, e.g., *icuy-na was usually eliminated by deleting the root-
final consonant, but in languages like Proto Tanna by inserting an epenthetic vowel. 

If the possessor was non-specific, then the possessor suffix disappeared and was 
replaced by the non-specific possessive particle *qi (Hooper 1985, Ross 1998c): 

*a qaqe qi boRok 
ART leg qi pig 
'a pig's leg' 

To judge from the scattering of languages where the adjectival nouns 'big' and 'small' 
respectively reflect *tina- 'mother' and *natu- 'child', it seems that this construction 
was also used in two idioms reflecting a pattern widespread in Asia (Matisoff 1991): 

*a tina qi Rumaq 
ART mother qi house 
'a whopper of a house', 'a huge house' 
(lit. 'a mother of a house') 

*a natu qi Rumaq 
ART child qi house 
'a tiny house' 
(lit. 'a child of a house') 
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3.2.7.2 Indirect Possession 

In indirect possession, the possessor suffix was attached not to the possessed noun but to 
a possessive 'classifier', giving a structure like: 

*a na-iia Rumaq 
ART CL-3SG house 
'her/his house' 

*a na-gu Rumaq 
ART CL-I SG house 
'my house' 

The fact that the classifier-suffix sequence almost certainly preceded the possessed 
noun (Lichtenberk 1985) implies that it was the head of the construction and that the 
possessed noun was (originally, at least) in apposition to it. 

With a possessor noun phrase this apparently became: 

*a Rumaq na-iia na boRok 
ART house CL-3SG ART pIg 
'the pig's house' 

*a Rumaq na-iia tamwata 
ART house CL-3sG man 
'the man's house' 

*a Rumaq 
ART house 
'X's house' 

na=i X 
CL=ART X 

Note that this entailed an exchange in the relative positions of the classifier-suffix 
sequence and the possessed noun. The alternate structure below probably also occurred, 
the difference between the two being one of information structure: 

*a na-iia Rumaq tam"ata 
ART CL-3SG house man 
'the man's house' 

We have no evidence as to the morphology of the corresponding structure with a proper 
name. 

If the possessor was non-specific, then the classifier-suffix sequence was replaced by 
the morpheme *ni (descendent ofPMP *ni indefinite genitive article; §2.2). In cases like 
this the 'possessor' was semantically often an attribute of one kind or another: 

*a polo ni niuR 
ART juice ni coconut 
'coconut water' 

*a Rumaq ni turuR 
ART house ni sleep 
'a rest house' (lit. 'house of sleep') 

*a Rumaq ni Reqi 
ART house ni elephant.grass 
'a grass house' 

The indirect possessive constructions above all contain the reconstructed classifier *na. 
There is broad agreement among scholars that three POc classifiers can be 
reconstructed: *ka- 'food', *m(»a- 'drink' (perhaps in fact *mwa-) and *na- 'general', 
the last-named including any indirect possession relationship not included under food or 
drink. Whilst these reconstructions are almost certainly justified, with almost equal 
certainty they do not represent an exhaustive listing of POc possessive classifiers. First, 
there are reflexes not only of *na- but also of *a-, an alternation reminiscent of the 
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genitive and nominative articles (Lynch 1996; §3.2.3). Secondly, there are also reflexes 
implying the possible reconstruction of *ni-, *ne- and *no-, and also *i- and *e-. These 
may be modified versions of the articles, but they also recall the forms of the 
demonstratives (§3.2.3). It seems semantically plausible that the 'general' classifier 
should be derived from either articles or demonstratives, but at present we cannot be 
sure which. 

The classifiers *na-, *ka- and *m(w)a- form a small, apparently closed, set, are 
monosyllabic, and represent quite broad semantic categories. There are also languages 
with a significantly larger number of possessive classifiers (Ch. 3, §2.7), many of them 
disyllabic and transparently derived from nouns or verbs. They express the possessed 
item's specific function in relation to the possessor. The languages where these have 
been found are Mussau, Iaai and the Nuclear Micronesian languages: they belong to 
different primary subgroups of Oceanic, and it is difficult to explain the similarity of 
their patterns unless we attribute it to POco But there are three puzzles to be solved. 
First, the forms of the classifiers in these languages do not show enough cognacy to 
allow reconstruction of POc forms. Secondly, if such a system existed in POc, why has it 
been lost in so many Oceanic languages? And thirdly, what is the relationship of *na-, 
*ka- and *m(w)a- to the large, seemingly open, class of classifiers derived from nouns 
and verbs? Was the small group a subset of the large? 

We can answer the last question in the negative. In Mokilese (Nuclear Micronesian), 
for example, a language with a large classifier set, the food classifier has forms such as 
Ibn:)-il 'my food', Ikana-al 'his food', and the root can also be used as an independent 
noun. These are reflexes of POc * kan-a-gu and * kan-a-fia respectively, from the derived 
noun *kan-an 'food' (§3.2.2). Thus the large-set classifier (or noun) *kan-an and the 
small-set classifier *ka- coexisted in POco If the two sets coexisted in POc, however, 
they must have had different functions. We have illustrated the function of the small set 
above. The large set were evidently nouns which were directly possessed - unexpectedly 
so in view of the semantics of *kan-an. However, the direct/indirect structural 
distinction apparently emerged not long before the ancestors of the speakers of POc 
broke away from other Eastern Malayo-Polynesian speakers (Lichtenberk 1985) and was 
evidently not as rigid in POc as it is in some modern languages. Before the distinction 
emerged, possession was generally expressed with the direct construction, and it is clear 
from Admiralties (see Kele, this volume), north New Caledonian (Ozanne-Rivierre 
1991) and Nuclear Micronesian languages that the direct construction was considerably 
more widely used than it is in many of today's Oceanic languages. Thus alongside *a 
na-fia Rumaq 'his house' also occurred *a Ruma(q)-fia. Lenake! perhaps gives us a clue 
about the kind of semantic distinction that was involved: nimwa 'house' indirectly 
possessed, nimwa- 'placenta (of foetus), nest (of bird), cocoon (of butterfly),. Nouns 
thus directly possessed seem also to have functioned as classifiers in POc, so that 
alongside the small-set classifier *ka- 'food' in: 

*a ka-gu pudi 
ART CL:FOOD-ISG banana 
'my banana (for eating)' 

was also found (perhaps with a subtly different meaning): 

*a kan-a-gu pudi 
ART eat-NoM-ISG banana 
'my food, a banana' 
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Just as the classifier set in modern Kilivila is effectively an open class to which speakers 
may add nouns to achieve rhetorical effect (Senft 1985), so too the large set of 
possessive classifier nouns in POc was virtually open. It is probable, for example, that *a 
Ruma(q)-na also occurred as a classifier with more specific nouns for buildings and 
dwellings in apposition to it. If this analysis is correct, it explains both why members of 
the large set can only be reconstructed with difficulty for POc (the class was open and its 
membership changed over time) and why it has been lost in so many languages (it was 
not fundamental to the grammatical system). 

In many languages which have just a small set of classifiers, this includes forms 
which cannot be derived from *na-, *ka- and *m(w)a- (see, for example, Tryon 
1973:313-323, Lynch 1996). We have offered an explanation above for alternative 
forms of the general classifier. Such forms doubtless have a number of different 
sources, some of them discussed in the literature (e.g. Ross 1988:273-274; Lynch 
1996: 103, 106-109), and one of these is that in some languages lone members of the 
large set have been grammaticised and have survived (e.g. Northern Vanuatu *bula-
'valued object'). 

Scattered languages mark indirect possession with forms reflecting POc *ta-, 
reconstructed as a locative/possessive preposition by Pawley (1973:147-148) and Ross 
(1988:103-106). Whereas other POc prepositions were either unsuffixed or took object 
enclitics (§3.4.3), however, *ta- took possessor suffixes, i.e. it resembled a possessive 
classifier. But unlike a possessive classifier, a reflex of *ta- is usually either the only 
marker of indirect possession in a given language, or it is used as an alternative to the 
language's possessive classifiers. In Tigak, for example, it is an alternative if the 
possessor is pronominal but the only possibility if the possessor is a noun phrase: 

a lui tata-na 
ART house ta-3sG 
'her/his house' 

ka-na lui 
CL-3sG house 
'her/his house' 

ta bul ta-na 
ART canoe ta-3sG 
'that man's canoe' 

ta1J 
ART 

anu ita1J 
man DEM 

These facts suggest that originally *ta- was neither a regular preposition nor a regular 
possessive classifier, and there is evidence that it was in fact a directly possessed local 
noun. 14 The Gela construction represented by i ta-gua 'with me', which has an exact 
parallel in Mussau e ta-gi 'to me, for me', implies the reconstruction of POc *i ta-gu 
'with me, to me, for me, from me'. That is, *ta- was itself preceded by a preposition, *i 
'locative', and was therefore a directly possessed noun, as the possessor suffix implies, 
one with little intrinsic meaning used when the location, goal or source was a person. 
Indeed, the functionally equivalent Ambae preposition tau 'to, from' suggests that this 
noun was POc *tau 'person' and that *ta- forms (i.e. without *-u) are alternants 
resulting from grammaticisation. Because *ta- was used with human nouns, its locative 
meaning was readily interpreted as benefactive and thence as possessive. Deletion of *i 
led to the reinterpretation of *ta- as a preposition in early Oceanic. It seems likely that 
these changes were already in progress when POc broke up. Thus alongside *a na-na 
Rumaq tamwata (above) we reconstruct 
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*a Rumaq i ta-Fia 
ART house PREP ta-3SG 
'the man's house' 

3.2.8 Relative clauses 

tamwata 
house 

A relative clause followed its head noun. A trace of the relativised noun phrase remained 
in the relative clause: this was either the subject or object clitic on the verb or a 
preposition with the relevant bound pronominal morpheme. In the case of the 
preposition *i, which took no bound pronoun, the form was *i ai, where *ai was the 
anaphor for a noun phrase with a local noun as its head. 

Relative clause marking takes four main forms in Oceanic languages: (i) no marking; 
(ii) a relative clause marker or subordinating morpheme before the clause; (iii) a 
demonstrative before the relative clause; (iv) a demonstrative at the end of the relative 
clause. No POc relative clause marker is reconstructible. It is possible that (iii) or (iv) 
obtained in POc but likely that, as in some modem languages, its use was pragmatically 
determined and not grammaticised and that there was no obligatory morphological 
marking of a relative clause. 

3.3 Verbs and verb phrases 

3.3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

We label the central element of the verb phrase simply VERB (in small capitals; §3.3.2). 
The VERB consisted ofa verb root and sometimes a cliticised adverbial (which might be 
an underived adverb or another verb). A VERB with an object was marked with an object 
enclitic (§3.2.1). If the VERB was vowel-final, then the object enclitic was added directly 
to it. If it was consonant-final, thcn the close (or 'short') transitive suffix *-i was added 
to it, followed by the object enclitic (Evans 1997; the origin of these morphemes is 
discussed in §2.2). These points are illustrated below. 

*kati 'husk with teeth' *kati=a husk=3sG 'husk it with teeth' 
*wase 'be distributed' *wase=a distribute=3sG 'distribute it' 
*poli 'be bought' *poli=a buy=3sG 'buy it' 
*kaRat 'bite' *kaRat-i=a bite-TR=3sG 'bite it' 
*inum 'drink' *inum-i=a drink-TR=3SG 'drink it' 
*talJis 'weep' *talJis-i=a weep-TR=3sG 'weep for it' 
*pwosa(k) 'crack open (ITR)' *p~osak-i=a crack-TR=3SG 'crack it open' 
*rolJoR 'be audible' *rolJoR-i=a hear-TR=3SG 'hear it, listen to it' 

It is not quite clear where VERBS ending in *-a fitted in: there is some evidence that they 
may have taken the close transitive suffix, e.g. *kita-i=a 'see it', at least before *a-initial 
*-au ISG:OBJ and *-a 3SG:OBJ. It appears that there were no monosyllabic verb roots in 
POc: a verb like *kani 'eat', although descended from PMP *ka?;m-i (§2.2), was treated 
as a single POc morpheme like *wase and had the same form whether it was used 
intransitively or transitively. 

POc seems to have made no categorial distinction between transitive and intransitive 
verbs, but simply to have distinguished morphologically between verbs with and without 
an object. Thus *kaRat 'bite', which one might regard as implicitly transitive, is treated 
no differently from *talJis 'weep', which is implicitly intransitive. One might ask when a 
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root like *kaRat would have occurred without an object enclitic. There seem to have 
been three circumstances: (i) when it occurred as the first element of a VERB with an 
adverbial, (ii) when no particular object was referred to, e.g. 'the dog was biting a lot', 
and (iii) when the object was generic (§3.3.2). 

The glosses of the verbs reconstructed above reflect the fact that there were two 
major classes of verb root in POc, A-verbs and O-verbs. 15 Crucially, the actor was 
subject of both the transitive and intransitive forms of an A-verb like *kaRat 'bite' or 
*inum 'drink', whereas the object of a transitive O-verb like *wase 'distribute' or 
*lol)oR-i 'hear, listen to' was subject of its intransitive counterpart, as the glosses above 
show. This classification is clearly reflected, for example, in Boumaa Fijian (Dixon 
1988), from which these examples are drawn. With the A-verb rabe 'kick' the subject of 
both verbs (intransitive and transitive) is the actor: 

Au rabe. 
ISG kick 
'I'm kicking.' 

Au rabe-t-a a polo. 
ISG kick-TR-3SG ART ball 
'I'm kicking the ball.' 

With the O-verb gagi 'crush' the subject of the intransitive IS the object of the 
corresponding transitive: 

E gagi a dovu. 
3SG crush ART sugarcane 
'The sugarcane is (being) crushed.' 

Au gagi-a a dovu. 
ISG crush-3SG ART sugarcane 
'I'm crushing the sugarcane.' 

Whilst all A-verbs were dynamic, it seems that O-verbs were probably divisible into 
those which could be used both statively and dynamically (,neutral O-verbs') and those 
which were stative. 16 Thus the Boumaa Fijian O-verb gagi can be used statively or 
dynamically, whereas loaloa 'be black' is stative (unless aspect marking is used to force 
the dynamic reading 'become black'): 

E loaloa a loW yai. 
3SG be.black ART dog this 
'This dog is black.' 

The dividing line between neutral and stative O-verbs is a thin one, but there seems to be 
a semantic difference between the two subclasses in Oceanic languages: intransitive 
neutral O-verbs imply some unmentioned agent or instrument, whereas stative O-verbs 
do not. It also appears that the distinction between neutral and stative O-verbs 
corresponded to a distinction between O-verbs which could form a transitive with *-i 
and those O-verbs which couldn't (but could be transitivised with the causative prefix 
*pa[kaJ-; Pawley 1973). However, it is possible that future research will show that this 
correspondence was not exact. In any case, the underived neutral O-verb category has 
vanished in many WOc languages. 

Although the transitivising morphology illustrated above was productive in POc, some 
intransitive/transitive pairs like the following reflected other processes (Ross 1998d): 
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*toto(k) 
*kani-kani 
*rna-li1)i 

'cut, chop' 
'eat' 
'be poured out' 

*toki=a 
*kani=a 
*li1)i=a 

'cut, chop it' 
'eat it' 
'pour it out' 

The relationship represented by *toto(k)l*toki was inherited from PMP (Blust 1977b) 
and was no longer productive in POc (examples include A-verbs and O-verbs). The 
formation of an intransitive A-verb like *kani-kani by full reduplication from a 
disyllabic transitive seems to have been a POc innovation. POc *rna- formed neutral 0-
verbs from transitives; it was inherited from PMP, and it is not clear how productive it 
was in POco In modern Oceanic languages reflexes of *rna- and the prefix *ta-
'spontaneous intransitive', which also formed intransitives, tend to be mutually 
exclusive. If both occur in a single language, then it is usually the reflex of *ta- that is 
productive, with *rna- reflected in just a few items. It thus seems (a) that *ta- was 
productive in POc, but *rna- probably no longer was, and (b) that the two were close in 
function. Most modern reflexes of *ta- and *rna- occur in intransitive verbs derived 
either from transitives (e.g. Arosi rna-hila 'be split, broken' from hila 'split, hit, strike 
(s.t.)') or from stative intransitives. 

POc also inherited the remote (or 'long') transitive suffix *-aki(n)l-akini, which was 
apparently attached directly to the verb root, not to the VERB, and which promoted to 
object an instrument or beneficiary or other oblique noun phrase. For examples, see 
Ch. 3, §3.1. The history of *-aki(n)l-akini, both pre- and post-POc, remains 
controversial and in need of further study (see §2.2, as well as Harrison 1978, 1982 
and Pawley 1973). 

Although the close transitive suffix *-i was not attached to vowels other than *-a-, the 
remote transitive *-aki(n)l-akini was apparently not subject to this limitation. In Boumaa 
Fijian, as in a number of languages, an apparently non-etymological consonant is in 
many cases inserted between a vowel-final root (including one in -a-) and the reflex of 
*-aki(n)l-akini to form, e.g. 

*soka a01a-a 
*puni vuni-a 

'stab, spear' 
'hide' 

a01a-ta?in-a'stab, spear with it' 
vuni-ta?in-a 'hide (s.t.) for herlhim' 

The inserted consonant is a lexically determined choice between -t- and _v_.17 
Because the inserted consonants vary from language to language we do not know 
what, if anything, was inserted in POc when *-aki(n)l-akini followed a root ending in 
a vowel. 

This suggests a distinction in morphological status between *-i and *-aki(n)l-akini. 
Both are conventionally described in the literature as transitive suffixes, but by the 
normal criteria of affixation and cliticisation, neither is a true affix. The close transitive 
*-i qualifies rather as an enclitic, since it is attached to a phrasal unit, the VERB, but 
forms a phonological word with the last morpheme of the VERB. This has resulted in the 
'protection' of root-final consonants by *-i in verbs which have lost them in intransitive 
forms, e.g. Fijian ta1)i 'weep' (from POc *ta1)is) but ta1)iaa 'weep for' and ta1)iaaka 
'weep because of' (from *ta1)is-i-a and ta1)is-aki-a) (cf. Ch. 3, §3.1). The status of 
*-aki(n)l-akini is less clear: (i) it seems to have been added only to a verb root, implying 
affix status; but (ii) although it also protected root-final consonants in verbs in some 
languages, it failed to do so in others and was sufficiently independent phonologically to 
allow the insertion of a consonant after a root-final vowel, whether of POc antiquity or 
after the loss of a POc final consonant. 

There were also several POc prefixes deriving verbs: 
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*pa[kaj- 'causative' 
*pa[Rji- 'reciprocal, collective action' 
*ta- 'spontaneous, anticausative intransitive' 

Probably *pa- and *paka- 'causative' were separate prefixes in POc (or *paka- was a 
sequence of *pa-ka-), but each Oceanic language generally reflects one form or the 
other, not both, so we infer that the contrast in meaning may have been lost before the 
break-up of POco Similarly, we find reflexes of both *paRi- and *pai- 'reciprocal'. The 
latter may represent irregular loss of *-R- or may reflect PMP *paki-. 

Whereas the close transitive suffix *-i recruited an object, the causative recruited a 
new subject, the 'causer', as in *pa[kaJ-ponuq-i- 'cause (s.t.) to be full, make (s.t.) full', 
from *ponuq 'be full'. When the verb with *pa[kaJ- occurred with an object, normally 
the 'old' subject, then it behaved morphologically as outlined above. If it was vowel-
final, it took the object enclitic directly, e.g. *pa[kaJ-mate=a 'kill it' (from *mate 'die'); 
if consonant-final, then *-i intervened, as in *pa[kaJ-ponuq-i-. It is not yet clear what 
happened to the 'old' object of a verb that was causativised. For example, if 'X eats Y' 
was causativised, the result was 'Z *pa[kaJ-eat X', i.e. 'Z caused X to eat' or 'Z fed X'. 
Presumably, 'Y', if it was still expressed, became an oblique. 

The main function of *pa[RJi- was to derive reciprocals and collective action verbs 
from transitives, e.g. *pa[RJi-punuq 'fight (each other)' from *punuq 'hit'. 

Although morphologically derived passives are encountered in scattered Oceanic 
languages, they do not appear to be reconstructible in POco 

3.3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

The reconstructible pattern is represented by this formula: 

(ASPECT/MOOO=) SUBJECT= 
(see below) (§3.2.1) 

VERB 
(§3.3.1 ) 

(=OBJECT) 
(§3.2.1, §3.3.1) 

(=DIRECTIONAL) 
(see below) 

subject proclitic root (adverbial) (*-i) object enclitic *mai 
o (*-i) 0 *la(ko) 

incorporated object *ua[tuj 
noun 

The head element of the verb phrase was the verb root, including any derivational prefix 
or the remote transitive suffix *-aki[niJ as described in §3.3.1, followed optionally by an 
adverbial. The morphological conditions under which the close transitive suffix *-i 
occurred were also outlined in §3.3.1. Attached to the verb root were a subject proclitic 
and, if the verb had a non-generic object, an object enclitic. A zero manifestation (0) is 
shown for both SUBJECT and OBJECT in the formula because, as indicated in the 
paradigms in §3.2.1, there was no subject enclitic for lEXC:PL or 2PL (and it was 
apparently optional for lINC:PL and 3PL) and no object enclitic for plural persons other 
than 3PL. The history of these clitics is briefly sketched in §2.2. 

It is important to note that the presence or absence of a subject proclitic was in no 
way dependent on the presence or absence of a subject noun phrase, and the same was 
true of an object enclitic with regard to the object noun phrase. In all probability in POc, 
as in many modern Oceanic languages, the typical clause in narrative or conversation 
had no core noun phrase, or at most one, as the task of referent tracking was performed 
by the clitics, which also remained when the relevant noun phrase was present. The one 
apparent exception to this occurred if the object was a generic referent - 'apparent 
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exception' because the generic 'object' was incorporated into the verb phrase, forming a 
compound intransitive verb. This incorporation/detransitivisation was signalled 
morphologically by the fact that an eligible verb did not take the close transitive suffix 
*-i and no object enclitic occurred. Instead the bare object noun directly followed the 
verb. The contrast is illustrated in the following reconstructions: 

*i=kaRat-i=a a tau 
3SG=bite-TR=3sG ART person 
'The pig bit althe person.' 

na boRok. 
ART pig 

*i=kaRat tau a boRok. 
3SG=bite person ART pig 
'The pig bit people' (= 'The pig is a person-biter.') 

We have labelled the first element of the verb phrase ASPECT/MOOD, rather than 'tense/ 
aspect/mood', since POc, like many of its descendants, seems to have lacked a tense 
category. From the widespread categories of these descendants we can be reasonably 
certain (i) that there was a mood distinction between a morphologically unmarked realis 
and a marked irrealis, (ii) that the continuative was marked by reduplication of the first 
one or two syllables of the root (not indicated in the formula) and that other aspects 
included a completive, and (iii) that the irrealis and aspects other than the continuative 
were indicated by morphemes occupying a single ASPECT/MOOD slot. It is also 
reasonably certain that the morphemes in this slot were cliticised to the following 
subject proclitic if there was one, since many modem languages which appear to be 
generally conservative have merged ASPECT/MOOD morphemes and subject proclitics 
into portmanteau morphemes whose paradigms still attest the morpheme sequence as we 
reconstruct it (a good example is Bali-Vitu, this volume). As we noted above, however, 
some or all verbs with plural subjects lacked subject proclitics, and our reconstruction 
accordingly claims that in these cases an ASPECT/MOOD morpheme was cliticised 
directly to the verb root. The clearest supporting evidence for this claim comes from the 
Schouten languages (North New Guinea) which reflect the sequence ASPECT/MOOD + 
SUBJECT PROCLITIC + VERB with a singular subject but SUBJECT PROCLITIC + 
ASPECT/MOOD + VERB with a plural (Ross 1988: 369-370). This, however, gives rise 
to a further question: the formula predicts the sequence ASPECT/MOOD + VERB with a 
plural subject, but does not account for the preposed subject proclitic. Where did this 
proclitic come from? We tum to this and related questions in the next paragraph. 

From an examination of small groups of closely related languages it can be seen that 
some elements in the Oceanic verb phrase are subject to quite rapid morphological 
change. Because the verb phrase is the central, often the only, element in most clauses in 
most Oceanic languages, its clitics have often been subject to phonological attrition and 
there has been a strong tendency for elements which occur before the verb phrase to 
become cliticised to it and themselves to undergo reduction. If this resulted in a 
sequence of two proclitics, these often coalesced to form a single portmanteau proclitic. 
These preverbal elements fall into two categories. Firstly, independent pronouns serving 
as topicalised (preverbal) subject noun phrases have become procliticised to the 
ASPECT/MOOD morpheme, forming new subject proclitics. This process was noted in 
connection with the Set III reconstructions in §3.2.1, and is the explanation for the 
Schouten plural subject sequence of SUBJECT PROCLlTIC + ASPECT/MOOD + VERB 
noted in the previous paragraph. Secondly, temporal adverbs and conjunctions occurring 
immediately before the (otherwise clause-initial) verb phrase have become procliticised 
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to it, forming new tense/aspect/mood markers. For example, Bali-Vitu (this volume) has 
the 'sequential' proclitics ka= I:SEQ, ku= 2:SEQ and ki= 3:SEQ which mark an event as 
second or later in a sequence. They evidently reflect the coalescence of the reflex of a 
POc conjunction *ka 'and (then)' with reflexes of subject proclitics, perhaps *au- 1 SG, 
*ko- 2sG, and *i- 3sG respectively. 

It is easy enough to see that processes of this kind could result in a flip-flopping of 
the order of preverbal proclitics over time. For example, the following is a hypothetical 
sequence which might have occurred in POc: 

preverbal element ASPECT/MOOD= 
*kami *a= 
lEXC:PL:INDEPENDENT 

SUBJECT= 
*0 
lEXC:PL:SUBJ 

In this case, there is no subject proclitic and an independent pronoun is used preverbally 
to identify the subject. Over time the preverbal pronoun is reduced and cliticised to the 
following ASPECT/MOOD marker, so that the sequence has now become SUBJECT + 
ASPECT/MOOD: 

SUBJECT= 
*m-
lEXC:PL:SUBJ 

ASPECT/MOOD= 
*a= 

A plausible next step is for the meaning of the vowel * -a= to be lost and for a preverbal 
temporal adverb to be procliticised to the verb phrase, resulting in the sequence 
returning to ASPECT/MOOD + SUBJECT. 

We take it that processes of this kind have occurred several times over in the histories 
of some Oceanic languages, making them almost impossible to unravel. For this reason 
we make no attempt here to reconstruct the forms of POc ASPECT/MOOD morphemes. 
However, if we cannot reconstruct the actual forms, and we believe that there have been 
changes in the sequence of preverbal proclitics, how can we be sure that the POc 
sequence was ASPECT/MOOD + SUBJECT rather than the reverse? One is that this is the 
sequence reflected in languages which, on the grounds of their phonology and lexicon, 
appear to be rather conservative (for example, Bali-Vitu, Manam, Gela). The other is 
that this the sequence supported by our reconstruction of the prehistory of POc itself: it 
is reasonably clear that the sequence ASPECT/MOOD + SUBJECT reflects the PMP 
sequence of auxiliary and clitic pronoun (§2.2). 

The end of the verb phrase has been affected by similar processes to its beginning, 
although the outcomes have been less radical. In the formula we reconstruct the three 
POc directional enclitics *mai 'towards speaker or proximate deictic centre', *ua[tuJ 
'towards hearer' and *la(ko) 'away from both speaker and hearer, towards distal deictic 
centre'. However, it is clear that these enclitics are derived from the verbs *mai 'come', 
*ua[tuJ 'go (to you)' and *lako 'go away (to)' which occurred in earlier directional verb 
serialisations. Because apparent reflexes of these morphemes are very widespread, we 
have assumed that the process of encliticisation had already occurred in POc, but we 
believe that the same process has also occurred post-POc (because, for example, we find 
the Mwotlap enclitic van 'away from speaker', derived from *pano 'go', and this is not 
reconstructible as an enclitic in POe). It is possible, in fact, that all apparent reflexes of 
the directional enclitics are the outcomes of post-POc encliticisation. 

As we note in Ch. 3, §3.2, it is quite common to find postverbal aspect morphemes 
(especially for the completive). However, we have not reconstructed this slot in our 
formula for two reasons. First, morphemes occurring in this slot in Oceanic languages 
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do not form a cognate set. Second, and more pressingly, postverbal aspect markers seem 
mainly to be derived from verbs like 'finish' used in an ambient verb serialisation (Ch. 
3, §3.3) and this cliticisation has occurred mainly in languages with verb-final clause 
order where the two verbs would have occurred one after the other. We infer that POc 
was not verb-final-and was probably verb-initial (§3.4.2) - and that the two verbs would 
often have been separated by other material, making encliticisation in POc unlikely. 

3.3.3 Verb serialisation 

As is implicit in §3.3.2, we take it that verb serialisations of the kinds that are 
widespread in Oceanic languages (Ch. 3, §3.3) also occurred in POco 

3.4. Clause structure 

3.4.1 Verbless clauses 

One kind of verbless predicate is reconstructible with reasonable certainty: a noun 
phrase predicate which could apparently be used both equatively ('1 am his child') and 
to classify the subject ('1 am a child'). Various kinds of noun could function as its as its 
head, including an adjectival noun (illustrated in §3.2.5) or a possessive classifier: 

*a na-gu a Rumaq 
ART CL-ISG ART house 
'The house is mine.' 

We assume here that the clause was predicate-initial, since this was evidently true of 
verbal clauses (§2.2), but there are certainly Oceanic languages where a predicate-initial 
rule applies far more strongly to verbal than to verbless clauses, and there is no reason 
why POc should not have been like these. 

An adverbial phrase predicate, consisting of a deictic or a prepositional phrase, is 
reconstructible with less certainty, since some Oceanic languages insist on the presence 
of a verb, as in 'My house [stands] in the village'. Adjectival predicates did not occur in 
POc, as there were no 'pure' adjectives but only adjectival nouns, as noted above, and 
adjectival verbs which, of course, formed verbal predicates (§3.2.5). 

3.4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

It is sometimes assumed that the basic clause structure of POc was SVO, on the grounds 
that the subject clitic/affix precedes and the object clitic/affix follows the verb in the 
majority of Oceanic languages. However, the reconstruction of developments in the 
period between PMP and POc provides an explanation for the subject proclitics/prefixes 
and also favours a verb-initial structure (§2.2), with the possibility of topicalisation of an 
argument or adjunct to preverbal position. There is another reason for thinking that POc 
was verb-initial. As we noted in §3.3.2, it seems that in the period after the break-up of 
POc, adverbial elements which had the whole clause in their scope were easily 
procliticised to the verb phrase, which must have followed them directly. Since such 
adverbials are more likely to have occurred clause-initially than -medially, it is 
reasonable to infer that the verb was clause-initial. 

The distribution of basic clause structures among Oceanic languages is summarised 
in Ch. 3, §4.2. However, since the vast majority of verbal clauses uttered in Oceanic 
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languages have no more than one noun phrase, there is a sense in which orders like VSO 
and VOS are artefacts of linguistic analysis, and there is no obvious way to reconstruct 
one rather than the other for POco Of the other orders, SVO and TVX represent different 
grammaticisations of topic-fronting, whilst SOY is clearly the result of contact with 
Papuan languages (Lynch 1981, Ross 1996a). 

3.4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Peripheral arguments were locative phrases, temporal phrases and other adverbial phrases. 
Locative phrases consisted of either a locative word or pro-form (§3.2.3) or a prepositional 
phrase with local noun as head of governed noun phrase. Temporal phrases consisted of 
either a temporal (see below) or a prepositional phrase with a local (temporal) noun as 
head of governed noun phrase. Adverbial phrases consisted of a derived or underived 
adverb or a verbal preposition phrase (see below). Note, however, that verb phrase 
modification is often expressed by verb serialisation (§3.3.3) rather than adverbially. 

The reconstruction of POc prepositions has been investigated by Pawley (Pawley 
1973:142-149) and by Ross (1988:103-118), who reach quite similar conclusions. Our 
outline here is a modified version of those conclusions, since we have indicated above 
(§3.2.7.2) that one of their putative prepositions, *ta-, was still an indirectly possessed 
local noun in POco Two other prepositions which they reconstruct occur only in 
possessive noun phrases and do not occur in the peripheral arguments of verbal clauses: 
these are *qi (§3.2.7.l) and *ni (§3.2.7.2). This leaves two categories of POc 
prepositional forms: 

(1) the local and temporal preposition *i, which takes no suffix or enclitic (*i is a 
different morpheme from *qi; Ross 1998c); 

(2) the verbal prepositions, which take an object enclitic agreeing with their object: 
*pani benefactive (as a full verb 'give') 
* tani ablative 
* [kiJni instrumental, refective 
*suRi allative 
*ma[iJ comitative 

Scattered across Oceania are a variety of forms which suggest the reconstruction of 
other prepositions which, like *i, take no suffix or enclitic, or which take a possessor 
suffix. However, none of them qualifies for reconstruction in POco Instead, they seem to 
have resulted from the post-POc grammaticisation of other forms as prepositions or 
from the recategorisation of verbal preposition paradigms as prepositions taking a 
possessor suffix. The grammaticised type is represented by local preposition forms like 
Lenakelle-la and Takia la, which are reductions of POc *i lala-fia (PREP inside-3sG) 
'inside it' (more literally 'at its inside'), and Ross (1988: 112-117) discusses 
recategorisation. 

It appears that *i governed only local (including temporal) nouns, and that its 
occurrence with a common or personal noun had to be mediated by a directly possessed 
local noun, as, for example, in the human noun construction with *ta- in §3.2.7.2. Local 
nouns also served the function of making a location more precise, e.g. 

*i gabwari-fia 
PREP underneath-3sG 
'underneath the house' 

Rumaq (gabwari- 'the area underneath a raised house') 
house 
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The verbal prepositions of POc, first reconstructed by Pawley (1973), were derived from 
directional serial verb constructions (Ch. 3, §3.3.3). They differed from full verbs in that 
they had lost their subject proclitic. However, these lexemes differed somewhat from 
one another in status. At one extreme was *pani, which functioned both as the 
benefactive verbal preposition and as the full verb 'give'. At the other was *ma[i}, 
which is not reconstructible as a full verb and which was grammaticised to the extent 
that it also functioned as a conjunction (§3.2.6). 

A locative or temporal phrase could also be realised by a member of the small 
locative or temporal word class respectively. Members of the locative word class 
included the locative pro-forms (§3.2.3) and a few lexical morphemes which could 
occur without a preposition, such as (apparently) *lau(r) 'towards the coast' and *raya 
'away from the coast, inland'. Members of the temporal class included *iioRap 
'yesterday', *waRisa 'day before yesterday, day after tomorrow', *tu(q)aRi 'long ago' 
and *muqa 'formerly'. There were also two prefixes which derived temporals, *(q)ana-
'past' and *(y,q)a- 'future',18 e.g. * (q)ana-Rapi 'yesterday evening' (from *Rapi 
'evening'). 

3.4.4 Negative clauses 

The negative morphemes of Oceanic languages display a plethora of different forms, 
indicating that, like other morphemes associated with the verb phrase, they have been 
subject to replacement (§3.3.2). Despite this, however, some POc forms are 
reconstructible. On both external and internal evidence we reconstruct a negative 
particle *ta which preceded the verb phrase. 19 Other POc negative morphemes were 
apparently negative verbs. Three can be reconstructed: 

(I) *bwali (probably 'not be so'), with a truncated form *bwa, reconstructible again on 
both external and internal evidence;2o 

(2) *tikai (probably 'not exist'), widely reflected in Oceanic languages;21 
(3) the adjectival verb *tabu 'be forbidden', evidently also used as a negator 1ll 

prohibitions.22 

Reflexes suggest that when used as negators, these verbs did not have (or did not 
require) a subject proclitic. Since POc was probably a verb-initial language, a negative 
verb would have preceded its negated (complement) clause and we would expect a 
grammaticised negator to be clause-initial. We do find this in a number oflanguages. We 
also find a large number of languages where the grammaticised negator is clause-final, 
suggesting that grammaticisation took place later when the language was verb-medial or 
even verb-final. In a very few cases we find that a negator derived from a negative verb 
has been grammaticised to such a degree that it has become part of the verb phrase. 

We find a number of preverbal negators which reflect forms beginning with * kai- or 
*ka.23 It is possible that these represent a reduction of *tikai, but their preverbal slot 
belies this. It is also possible that *tikai was bimorphemic (*ti + *kai) and that these 
reflect the same morpheme as its second syllable. The Central Papuan languages reflect 
a form *ati, and Lynch reconstructs Proto Tanna *as-. Both appear to be cognate with 
non-Oceanic negators reflecting a PMP *(q)ati (Blust In progress), suggesting that the 
latter also occurred in POco 
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3.5 Imperative and interrogative sentences 

3.5.1 Imperative sentences 

Imperative clauses in many Oceanic languages have a second person subject proclitic 
but no TAM morpheme. In others, an imperative is marked for irreaJis mood. It is 
reasonable to infer that the basic POc imperative was unmarked and that the irrealis was 
used for more courteous requests. Prohibitions were almost certainly expressed as 
complements of a negative verb (§3.4.4), *tabu being the obvious candidate (some 
Oceanic languages use other verbs like 'leave (it)'). 

3.5.2 Interrogative sentences 

There is no evidence that a polar interrogative differed in structure from the 
corresponding declarative. A question tag could perhaps have been formed with the 
conjunction 'or' plus a negative verb (§3.4.4). Information questions used an 
interrogative morpheme, probably with no change in constituent order. The interrogative 
morphemes are listed below with the word class to which each belongs: 

*sapa 
*sai 
*pai, *pia 
*pica(n) 
*ku(y)a 
* (q)ana-IJican 
* (IJ, q)a-l)ican 

'what?' 
'who?' 
'where?', 'which?' 
'how many?' 
'be how? 
'when (in the past)?' 
'when (in the future)?' 

common noun 
personal noun 
locative pro-form 
numeral (= adjectival verb) 
non-numeral adjectival verb 
temporal 
temporal 

* (l),q)a-l)ican had an alternant * IJaican, the result either of metathesis of *al)ican or 
of irregular *-IJ-deletion from *l)al)ican. 

Each morpheme listed here behaved like other members of its word class. For example, 
*pica(n), like other numerals (§3.2.4), occurred with a subject proclitic, *i=pica(n), as 
befits an adjectival verb. It also occurred with the counting prefix, *ka-pica(n) and the 
causative prefix to form the multiplicative *pa[kaJ-pica(n) 'how many times?' 

3.6 Complex sentences 

Making inferences from widespread patterns, we can say that inter-clausal relationships 
in POc were rather simple. Clauses were probably often chained together paratactically 
(i.e. without a linking morpheme), and sometimes with coordinating conjunctions. We 
can reconstruct *ka 'and (then)' (cf. §3.3.2) and *ma 'and' (cf. §3.2.4, §3.2.6). There 
was probably no explicit relative clause marker (§3.2.8). We infer that prepositions and 
lexical morphemes were used to express a number of relationships. For example, the 
lexical verb 'say' apparently introduced complement clauses of verbs of locution or 
perception, and perhaps other subordinate clauses too. The noun *puqu- 'base, stump, 
reason' was used to introduce a reason clause. 
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NOTES 

1 This subgroup was named 'South Halmahera/West New Guinea' by Blust (1978), but 
political changes in the region have resulted in the term 'West New Guinea' being 
completely replaced by 'Irian Jaya'. 

2 Considerable attention has been given to reconstructing Proto Polynesian phonology 
(Biggs 1971, Dempwolff 1937, Elbert 1953), morpho syntax (Clark 1976, Pawley 1966, 
1967, 1970, Wilson 1985), syntax (Chung 1978; Clark 1976, Hohepa 1969) and lexicon 
(Biggs 1979, 1993). There has also been some work on various aspects of Proto 
Admiralties (Blust 1978, Ross 1988: Ch. 9), Proto Western Oceanic (Ross 1988: Ch. 10), 
Proto Southeast Solomonic (Levy 1979, 1980), Proto Southern Vanuatu (Lynch 1978a), 
Proto New Caledonian (Geraghty 1989, Ozanne-Rivierre 1992), Proto Micronesian 
(Bender 1971, Bender and Wang 1985, Jackson 1983, 1986) and Proto Central Pacific 
(Geraghty 1983, 1986, Hockett 1976, Pawley 1970). There has also been reconstruction 
ofa putative Proto Eastern Oceanic (Biggs 1965, Cashmore 1969, Clark 1973, Geraghty 
1983, 1990, Pawley 1972), much of it now attributable to POc, as well as a number of 
reconstructions of proto languages ancestral to smaller subgroups. 

3 This overview owes much to Starosta, Pawley and Reid (1981, 1982), whose account is a 
revision of earlier work by Pawley and Reid (1980). An earlier reconstruction of Proto 
Austronesian clause structure and its development to POc is found in Foley (1976). 

4 The conventional terminology of Austronesian linguistics is as unusual as the structures it 
describes, and we will not use it here. We realise that in using more familiar terms we will 
offend the theoretical predilections of some scholars. 

5 The 'proper' analysis of voice systems with the features reconstructed here for PMP was a 
matter of controversy in the 1980s and there is still no scholarly consensus. See, for 
example, Himmelmann (1987) and Kroeger (1993) on Tagalog; Gerdts (1988) on Ilokano; 
De Guzman (1988) on Kapampangan; Cooreman, Fox and Givan (1988) on Chamorro 
and Tagalog; Cartier (1976), Cumming and Wouk (1987), Hopper (1988) and Verhaar 
(1988) on Indonesian; and Blake (1993) on Balinese. 

6 Reid (1978, 1979, 1981) has argued against the reconstruction of a PMP article *a, 
viewing it as a later innovation. We reconstruct it here because, among other things, it is 
reflected not only in the Philippines but also in Taiwan, Borneo and, of course, Oceanic. 
But we recognise that a morpheme consisting of a single low vowel could have been 
innovated independently at different times and places. 

7 This table is based on Ross (1995) and Wolff (1973). As a reconstruction of PMp, it is 
inadequate in a number of respects. For example, not all verbs occurred in all voices. For 
some verbs, one voice form served semantically as the 'wrong' voice. Thus with verbs of 
transfer, e.g. *b;}Ray 'give', the direct passive was formed with *i- (rather than *-;}n), the 
benefactive passive with *-an. 

8 Since the 'accusative' was indefinite, there were no 'accusative' personal pronouns. 
9 The notation *-uy(-) reflects the fact that there is one known case where the change to *i 

occurred word-medially: PMP *kamuihu (independent 2PL pronoun) > *kamuyu > POc 
*kamiu. 

10 The languages and sources are: (Admiralties:) Loniu (Hamel 1994:7-8), (WOc:) Manam 
(Lichtenberk 1983:21-32), Tawala (Ezard 1990), Nakanai (Johnston 1980:247-248), 
(CEOc:) Kwaio (Keesing 1985:8-9), Longgu (Hill 1992), Nguna (SchUtz 1969b:1l-12), 
Fijian (Dixon 1988:15-16). 

11 The present reconstruction of POc subject proclitics is an advance on that by Ross 
(1988:366-368), as we take account of a wider range of data. 

12 Tolai lavurua '7', lavutul '8', lavuvat '9'; Merei ravorua '7', raptolu '8', raitat '9'. 
13 Reflexes of *palu are Manam alu 'some, several', Bali-Vitu valu 'plural', PEOc *palu 

'some' (Pawley 1972: 55), Gela balu 'some', Longgu ta-balu 'indefinite', Nadroga valu 
'some', Anejom hal 'some'. POc *malJa is taken to be descended from PMP *malJa, 
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widely reflected in the Philippines and in Wolio, reflected in Tigak mamana, Kara mana, 
Tolai umana, Halia maman, Nguna maana (all 'plural'). The form *tiqi is reconstructed 
by Ross (1996:141-142). 

14 The interpretation here differs from Lynch's (1996). 
15 The seminal work on Fijian A- and O-verbs is Arms (1974). Biggs (1974b) addresses 

parallel issues in Polynesian, Foley (1976) in Malayo-Polynesian. Arms, Foley and others 
use A (actor/agent) and P (patient), but this labelling is infelicitous in today's terms as it 
lumps patient, experiencer, theme etc. under P. Dixon (1988) uses A and 0, and we follow 
this convention here. 

16 The distinctions between the three classes (A, 0, and stative 0) were first demonstrated 
systematically by Pawley (1973:126-140) with data from Motu, Roviana, Kwara'ae, 
Arosi, and Bauan Fijian. 

17 Examples with -v-: 
dusi-a 'point it out (nearby), 
te-a 'plant (crop)' 
tala-a 'send her/him' 

dusi-valin-a 
tee-valin-a 
tala-valin-a 

'point it out (far off)' 
'plant (land)' 
'send for her/him' 

18 Pawley reconstructs Proto Eastern Oceanic *qana- and *qa-. There are, it seems, no 
Admiralties cognates and very few WOc. Of the latter, Banoni yana- and ya- correspond 
with Pawley's reconstruction, but Nakanai ala- and ga- render the reconstructions 
ambiguous. 

19 External witnesses are Paulohi, Rotinese ta, Yamdena to. Internal witnesses sometimes 
have an apparently added syllable: Takia ta, Manam tago, Nguna taa, Tongan ta?e and 
reflexes which Pawley (1972:56) attributes to Proto Remote Oceanic *teqe, reconstructed 
by Geraghty (198 I) as Proto Central Pacific *taqe. 

20 External witnesses are post-clausal Buli ba, Wandamen va, Numfoor ba. Internal 
witnesses include Proto-Admiralties post-clausal *bwel(i} (Loniu, Nyindrou, Ponam, 
Mokoreng etc. re, Pak, Titan pwen, Sori b"ei), Lukep post-clausal prohibitive be, Bali-
Vitu negative verb bali (and preverbal ba), Tungag preverbal pa, Siar pre-clausal bi!, 
Longgu negative existential bwala, Lewo post-clausal polio 

21 Sio post-clausal prohibitive tia, Takia negative existential tia, 'Ala'ala pre-predicate tia, 
Taiofnegative verb sike, Tamabo postverbal te, Nadroga negative existential sikai, eastern 
Oceanic reflexes listed by Pawley (1972:56) and north and central Vanuatu references 
listed by Clark (forthcoming). Possible external witnesses are post-clausal East Makian te, 
Koiwai tei. 

22 Reflexes include a number of prohibitives: Proto SE Admiralties pre-clausal *tapun 
(Penchal rapun, Pak tapun, Lou tavun), Arosi preverbal abu, Burna post-clausal etapu, as 
well as Seimat negative existential tap. Sobei pre-clausal tap, Tungag negative verb tab, 
Nadroga preverbal tabu. 

23 For example, Arosi laila, Marquesan lale, Sisiqa kasi. kama, Zabana ka, Rotuman kat, 
all of them preverbal or pre-predicate. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

INTERNAL SUBGROUPING 

As we noted in Ch. 1, § 1, the Oceanic languages constitute a subgroup within the 
Austronesian language family. Figure 1.1 in Chapter I shows how the Oceanic subgroup 
fits into the Austronesian family tree; that is, it shows the external sub grouping of 
Oceanic. Our purpose in this chapter is to give an overview of the present status of 
research into the internal subgrouping of Oceanic. The subgroups listed here form the 
basis of the subgrouping information used in the language listing in the appendix. 

1 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

We need to be careful in our use of terms like 'family tree' and 'sub grouping', as they 
imply a certain model, and findings relating to Oceanic languages do not always fit that 
model particularly well. As we saw in Chapter 4, saying that Oceanic is a subgroup of 
Austronesian or Malayo-Polynesian implies (i) that there was once a language, Proto 
Oceanic, from which all modem Oceanic languages are descended, and (ii) that all 
Oceanic languages reflect a certain set of innovations relative to reconstructed Proto 
Malayo-Polynesian. 

Now, in the case of the Oceanic subgroup as a whole, these implications and 
inferences are unproblematic: there is ample evidence that they are correct (for a 
thumbnail sketch of the history of the 'Oceanic hypothesis' and challenges to it, see 
Pawley and Ross 1993 :433~435). However, there are a number of language groups 
within Oceanic for which a parallel set of implications and inferences fail, and so we 
need to distinguish between different kinds of grouping. Where, as with Oceanic, all 
member languages share a common set of innovations (shared by no language outside 
the subgroup), we can speak of an 'innovation-defined subgroup'. But we also find 
plenty of cases of another pattern, whereby, say, languages A, B, C, and D reflect one 
innovation set, languages C, D, E, and F another set, languages D, E, F, and G another, 
and languages G, H and I yet another innovation set, as shown schematically below: 

A B 

When a group displays this kind of pattern of overlapping innovation sets, it is an 
'innovation-linked subgroup'. In this case, we infer that its members are descended from 
an earlier dialect network. Innovations occurred in various dialects, each spreading into 
neighbouring dialects, but not across the whole network. The crucial point about an 
innovation-linked subgroup is that its innovations give us no evidence of an exclusively 
shared proto language. Subgroup members may well be descended from a single 
proto language which has no other descendants, but no innovations took place in that 

92 
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protolanguage to leave us evidence of its existence. Equally, subgroup members may 
simply be descended from a detached portion of an earlier dialect network. And, 
probably more rarely, they may be the outcome of convergence: that is, languages or 
dialect networks which are not each other's closest relatives have become more similar 
through contact, converging sufficiently for innovations in one language or network to 
be adopted by its neighbour(s). 

In its conventional form, the family-tree model has no room for innovation-linked 
subgroups, let alone for convergence. Implicit in the family-tree model is the idea that 
languages constantly reproduce by division. For example, the POc language community 
is assumed to have split into a number of communities whose speech varieties changed, 
diverging until they were mutually unintelligible. However, as we indicated in Ch. 1, §4 
and above, processes of divergence may also be counterbalanced by processes of 
convergence. There are also various qualitative processes of change, such as 
exoterogeny and esoterogeny (Ch. 2, §3), which the family-tree model cannot cope 
with. (For a more technical account of these matters including some Oceanic cases, see 
Ross 1997.) Because of these limitations, we can present sub grouping more accurately 
in a prose description than in a family tree diagram, and this is what we do here. 

The distinction between innovation-defined and innovation-linked subgroups is 
particularly important in the Pacific, and these terms were devised in that context 
(Pawley and Ross 1995). Explicit though they are, however, the terms are decidedly 
clumsy, so we will replace them here by 'family' and 'linkage'. There is nothing new 
about the distinction between a family and a linkage. Late nineteenth-century 
comparative linguistics devised the 'family tree' and 'wave' models to account for them. 

Linkages are particularly prevalent in the Pacific for socio-cultural reasons. Early 
Oceanic societies were probably much like traditional societies in much of Melanesia at 
European contact. The largest socio-political unit would have been the village (often a 
scattered collection of homesteads or hamlets), and a person's ethnic identity would 
have been tied to her or his village. And given patterns of exogamy, 'her' identity might 
be different from her husband's. Language was emblematic of that identity, and 
accidentally generated innovations could become badges of identity, with the result that 
the language of a tiny community could rapidly become quite different from its 
neighbours' (Grace 1975). In this way, languages readily became dialect networks, and 
then linkages. 

These processes have attracted increasing attention from Oceanists in recent decades. 
Pawley and Green (1984) recognised the differing processes of family and linkage 
formation and labelled them 'radiation' and 'network-breaking' respectively, whilst 
Ross (1988:7-11) called them 'separation' and 'dialect differentiation'. A number of 
case studies have focused on linkage formation processes in Oceania. The most 
profound is Geraghty's (1983) investigation of the relationships of the Fijian speech 
varieties to each other and to Polynesian. Ross (1988) deals with western Melanesia, 
Ross (1994) with central Papua, Lichtenberk (l988a) with Malaita, Clark (1985) and 
Tryon (1976) with north and central Vanuatu, Grace (1986, 1996) and Rivierre (1994) 
with New Caledonia, Pawley and Sayaba (1971) with Fiji, Rensch (1987) with western 
Polynesia, and Jackson (1983), Marck (1986) and Rehg (1995) with Micronesia. 

Although it is possible to regard subgrouping almost as an end in itself, our 
perspective here is that subgrouping provides a window onto linguistic prehistory. It is 
from this perspective that innovations, rather than shared features, are significant. 
Innovations enable us to identify subgroups, and their patterning allows us to see 
whether the subgroup is a family (descended from a common proto language ) or a 
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linkage (descended from a dialect network). Shared features or similarities between 
languages, on the other hand, tell us surprisingly little about linguistic prehistory, as 
without analysis we cannot tell whether they are shared innovations, shared retentions 
(i.e. the result of conservatism rather than innovation), or the outcome of convergence. 
Since the statement of innovations is dependent on reconstruction, however, and 
therefore somewhat arcane, we shall not here list the innovations which define or link 
each subgroup. However, the interested reader can find many of these in the sources we 
refer to. 

As sub grouping patterns emerge, we can often see that one region within a subgroup 
is more diverse, i.e. contains more and smaller subgroups than the rest. In many 
language families (although not all) this centre of genetic diversity represents the 
geographic homeland of the family, that is, the home of the proto language (Sapir 1916, 
Dyen 1956). In such an area there is also a good possibility of finding the most 
conservative members of the family, since language change is in large measure a 
function of social change. A language whose speakers' location, environment, lifestyle 
and neighbours have undergone little change is itself less likely to undergo change than 
one whose speakers have been subject to significant social change. Thus as we analyse 
the sub grouping of a family and plot it against its geography, we may gain some insight 
into the prehistory of a language family. 

One final comment on the relationship between subgrouping and prehistory is 
necessary. Although sub grouping and linguistic geography may allow us to fill in much 
of a prehistoric sequence, they reveal almost nothing about the dating of that sequence. 
In order to date the sequence of linguistic events in the prehistory of a language group, 
we need to relate these events to a dated sequence of archaeologically reconstructible 
events (for an Oceanic example, see Ross, forthcoming). 

In what follows, we give an overview of the current state of research into Oceanic 
sub grouping. In the interests of space, we will not discuss the history of that research but 
simply give references to it. Each historical linguist is positioned somewhere on a cline 
between the 'lumpers' at one extreme and the 'splitters' at the other. The lumpers 
eagerly posit the largest subgroups they dare, whilst the splitters are conservative about 
positing any but the smallest subgroups. We incline here to a lumper approach, for the 
reason given in the introduction to Chapter 4. 

2 PROTO OCEANIC AND PRIMARY SUBGROUPS OF OCEANIC 

Several of the constructs referred to above come into playas soon as we examine 
possible primary subgroups of Oceanic. Candidates for the status of primary subgroup 
are (see Map 5.1): 

(1) Admiralties family: Manus, its offshore islands and small islands to the west; 
(2) Western Oceanic linkage (WOc): the north coast of Irian Jaya, Papua New Guinea 

excluding the Admiralties, and the western Solomons; 
(3) Central/Eastern Oceanic (CEOc): almost all areas of Oceania not included in the 

Admiralties and Western Oceanic. 

These include all known Oceanic languages except those of the St Matthias Islands and 
the island of Yap. We will refer to these exceptions here as 'the residue'. 

It is important to note that, although the Pacific is conventionally divided into 
Melanesia, Micronesia and Polynesia, the first of these regions has no matching Oceanic 
subgroup. Instead, the Admiralties family and the Western Oceanic (WOe) linkage are 
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entirely located in Melanesia, whilst Central/Eastern Oceanic (CEOc) embraces part of 
Melanesia, as well as most of Micronesia and all of Polynesia. As we will see below, 
there are Micronesian and Polynesian language groups, but they are subgroups of CEOc, 
and they do not correspond exactly with conventionally recognised Micronesia and 
Polynesia. 

Of the three groups named above, only the Admiralties family is innovation-defined 
(Ross 1988:330-341, Blust 1996). The second, Western Oceanic, is a linkage: certain 
innovations are shared by all its languages except a few at its extremes, but these 
exceptions, together with the fact that other features have a sporadic distribution among 
its languages, indicate that WOc is descended from a dialect network rather than from a 
protolanguage, albeit a network with a history separate from that of other Oceanic 
groups (Ross 1988:386-389). 

Lynch and Tryon (1985) presented fifteen morphological features which are 
exclusively shared by all Oceanic languages outside the Admiralties, WOc, the residue, 
and New Caledonia (including the Loyalty Islands), calling this grouping 'Central! 
Eastern Oceanic'. In an earlier draft of the paper they also included New Caledonia, 
because some of its languages also reflect some of the features which characterise 
Central/Eastern Oceanic. We revert to this hypothesis here, as recent work indicates that 
the closest relatives of the languages of New Caledonia are indeed their neighbours in 
southern Vanuatu (Lynch 1995), i.e. languages which would belong to CEOc. 

We have not labelled CEOc as a family or a linkage, because its status is unclear. 
Some of its shared features are also reflected in Admiralties and WOc languages, so it is 
likely that these are shared retentions from POc (Ross 1988:393). It is also possible that 
the other shared features of CEOc languages were present in POc but were lost (or have 
yet to be discovered) in Admiralties and WOc languages. Significantly, there are no 
phonological innovations which define CEOc languages, i.e. 'Proto CEOc' has the same 
phonology as POc, making it quite possible that the shared ancestor of the CEOc 
languages is POc itself, not a putative Proto CEOc. If this were so, it would mean that 
CEOc is not a family. There is good evidence however, that it is a linkage, as scholars 
have uncovered a number of cases where innovations are shared between two or more of 
its constituent subgroups: between Southeast Solomonic and Micronesian (Blust 1984), 
between North/Central Vanuatu, Southern Vanuatu and New Caledonia (Geraghty 1989, 
Lynch 1995), between Fijian and Polynesian (Geraghty 1983), and among Southeast 
Solomonic, North/Central Vanuatu, Fijian and Polynesian (Geraghty 1990). 

The residue consists of (a) the St Matthias family, with two member languages, 
Mussau and Tench, and (b) Yapese on the island of Yap. Neither belongs to one of the 
three major Oceanic subgroups, having some claim to be treated respectively as a two-
member and a one-member primary subgroup of Oceanic. Both have affinities with the 
Admiralties, but they are not members of the Admiralties group. If anything, one or both 
of them may form a higher-order group with the Admiralties (Ross 1988:326-329; 
1996b; see also Ch. 1, §4.2). However, it may be that the features which they share with 
Admiralties languages are shared inheritances from POc which have been lost in most 
other Oceanic languages. 

Interpreting this subgrouping as a reflection of prehistory is an exercise in linguistic 
geography. Oceanic is part of the Eastern Malayo-Polynesian group (Fig. 1.1 of Ch. 1) 
whose other members belong to the South Halmahera/Irian Jaya group (Map 1.1). The 
closest external relatives of Eastern Malayo-Polynesian also lie in eastern Indonesia, but 
mostly a little further west. We can conclude from this (and from the larger picture of 
Austronesian subgrouping) that Austronesian speakers spread from west to east into 
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Oceania. The separation of the Oceanic branch presumably began with a movement of 
people speaking an Eastern Malayo-Polynesian dialect, pre-POc, from somewhere 
around Cenderawasih Bay eastwards along the north coast of New Guinea. We need 
posit only one such movement, as all Oceanic languages are descended from a single 
proto language, POco 

The intriguing question is: where did this movement end up? In other words, where 
was the POc homeland? Where did POc disperse from? The Oceanic subgrouping 
outlined above does not allow us to draw a tree with an obvious centre of genetic 
diversity like the one which we can draw for Austronesian as a whole (Fig. 1.1 ofCh. 1), 
where the Formosan languages make Taiwan the centre of diversity and probable 
homeland of Austronesian. It seems instead that any diversity reflecting the POc 
homeland has been overlaid by subsequent dispersal. One pattern which occurs in 
language dispersals is that geographic and social factors conspire to define a spread zone 
across which move successive groups of speakers, each starting from the same or a 
similar locus, following a similar trajectory, and wiping out much of the evidence of its 
predecessor (Nichols 1992: 16-19, 25-26). 

Oceanic seems to be such a case. A language map of New Guinea shows that 
Oceanic speakers have found it difficult to gain more than tiny toeholds on the 
mainland, settling in coastal enclaves and on offshore islands, partly because much of 
New Guinea has long been peopled by Papuan speakers, partly because malaria and 
other diseases are rife in coastal areas. Instead, islands to the east with little or no 
population have been magnets for a seafaring culture. Reaching them entailed sailing 
against prevailing winds, which has been the preferred method of seaborne exploration 
world-wide (Irwin 1992, Horridge 1995). The very fact that these magnets are to the 
east, rather than the west, of New Guinea implies that the homeland was itself on New 
Guinea's eastern flank. Since spread zones tend to see a single repeated general pattern 
of movement, we may look for evidence in that area of a more recent dispersal which 
might emulate the original dispersal pattern of POco We do indeed find this, in the form 
of the WOc linkage. The area of greatest diversity within the linkage is in the New 
Britain area, particularly on the north coast, and this is the prime candidate for the 
dispersal centre of the original WOc dialect chain (Ross 1989). According to the theory 
of spread zones, it is also therefore a strong candidate for the POc dispersal centre. 

What we know about the other would-be primary subgroups of Oceanic offers no 
counter-evidence to this hypothesis. The Admiralties family is an innovation-defined 
subgroup covering only a small area, with a pattern of innovations different from that of 
other major groups. It offers little of the diversity that we find in, say, Taiwan, and is 
hardly a candidate for the Oceanic homeland. Rather, it looks like the outcome of an 
early departure from the homeland, a movement which all but reached a dead end. If the 
St Matthias languages and Yapese are indeed related to the Admiralties group a little 
more closely than to other Oceanic languages, this would suggest (a) that Oceanic 
speakers reached the Admiralties via the St Matthias Islands, and that their languages 
are directly descended from thc language of the first settlers, and (b) that the movement 
reached beyond the Admiralties as far as Yap. 

If our application of the spread zone is correct, then the CEOc languages represent the 
original eastward spread of Oceanic languages, forming first a long dialect chain, then 
breaking up into a linkage. The WOc linkage, on the other hand, represents a later spread 
which, at least in its eastern portion (New Britain, New Ireland, Bougainville, western 
Solomons) overlaid earlier CEOc languages. The eastern extent of this overlay accounts 
for the rather sharp boundary between WOc and CEOc in the central Solomons (Ross 
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1988:382-385, 1989). The fact that the CEOc languages apparently form a linkage, rather 
than a neatly branching tree, suggests that Oceanic speakers moved across the central and 
eastern Pacific rather rapidly (Pawley 1981): there were no pauses of sufficient length to 
allow much linguistic innovation to take place before movement continued. 

This interpretation of the linguistic geography of primary Oceanic subgroups is largely 
corroborated by the archaeology. It is increasingly accepted that there was an association 
between POc and the Lapita culture (Spriggs 1995), with a major centre around the 
obsidian sources on the Willaumez Peninsula of New Britain, as well as between the 
spread of Lapita assemblages and Oceanic languages into the central Pacific. Lapita 
pottery appears in New Britain and nearby islands around 1500 BC (Kirch 1997, Kirch 
and Hunt 1988, Spriggs 1995, 1997), and in Santa Cruz, Vanuatu, and New Caledonia, 
where Lapita was evidently the founding culture, by 1200 Be. In Fiji, Tonga and Samoa, 
Lapita appears by 1000 Be and is the direct ancestor of later Fijian and Polynesian 
material cultures. These dates indicate that the dispersal of POc occurred sometime in the 
century or so after 1600 Be and correlate with a fairly rapid CEOc movement across the 
Pacific. (See Kirch 1997, Pawley and Ross 1993, 1995, Ross 1995, Spriggs 1995, 1997 for 
more detail and for references to the archaeological literature.) 

If our interpretation of the linguistic evidence is correct, and the Admiralties 
languages, perhaps together with the St Matthias languages and Yapese, represent an 
early Oceanic offshoot, then we would expect to find early Lapita sites where these 
languages are spoken. This expectation is only partly confirmed, however. On the one 
hand, the earliest dated Lapita village is indeed in this region, on Eloaua in the St 
Matthias Islands (Gosden et al. 1989), and other sites in the group also date back to 
around 1500 BC (Kirch 1990, Kirch et al. 1991). On the other hand, no early sites have 
been found in the Admiralties, only scattered Lapita sherds. But this does not necessarily 
mean an absence of early Oceanic speakers in the Admiralties, since the pots found in the 
early St Matthias sites were mostly imported, and there is evidence some of these may 
have come from the Admiralties (Spriggs, 1997, Ch. 5). Thus it may be that the absence 
of early Admiralties sites is simply due to insufficient archaeological sampling, or 
because sites have been overlaid by volcanic material. Archaeologically the jury is still 
out on the question of whether Oceanic speakers reached the Admiralties at an early date. 

Much the same is true of Yap, where the earliest secure date is of only about 2000 
years ago and there is so far no archaeological evidence to indicate where its earliest 
settlers came from (Rainbird 1994:299). However, a palaeo-ecological study by Dodson 
and Intoh (1996) suggests that the earliest settlement, followed by forest clearing and 
burning to establish agriculture, took place around 1300 BC, a date which accords the 
proposal that Yap's earliest settlers were an early offshoot from the POc speech 
community. 

Archaeological correlates of the proposed overlay of WOc eastwards from New 
Britain are difficult to detect, since this entails separating the probably similar material 
cultures of CEOc and WOc speakers. However, dates which we can associate with more 
westerly WOc speakers are significantly later than those which correlate with POc and 
with the spread of CEOc. The settlement of the Papuan Tip area by WOc speakers 
culminated in their arrival in central Papua about 2000 years ago. The earliest dates 
which can be confidently associated with the islands and the mainland coast of the 
Vitiaz Strait are only about AD 500. Spriggs (1997, Ch. 6) entertains the possibility that 
the eastward WOc spread may have been associated with 'the replacement of 
recognisably Lapita pottery by the incised and applied relief styles which are found from 
the Bismarcks to Fiji', from about 2700 to 2000 years ago. The correlation is 
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incomplete, in that WOc languages stop in the western Solomons whilst the pottery and 
the more 'Melanesian' human phenotype continued across Melanesia, but this does not 
necessarily invalidate the association. 

Blust (1998) has suggested that the first bifurcation of the Oceanic genetic tree is into 
the Admiralties family and the rest of Oceanic. His grounds are that all Oceanic 
languages outside the Admiralties reflect the merger of POc *s and *c, i.e. WOc and 
CEOc form a primary subgroup of Oceanic. However, the innovations which define the 
Admiralties family constitute stronger subgrouping evidence than the single innovation 
which defines the putative WOc/CEOc unit, and Blust's proposal in any case does not 
conflict, other than in details, with the scenario we have presented here. 

3 ADMIRALTIES SUBGROUPING 

The Admiralties family consists of two well-defined subgroups, the Western and Eastern 
Admiralties families (Map 5.2). The former comprises languages in the tiny Western 
Islands: Wuvulu, Aua, Seimat and the extinct language of the Anchorite Islands (Ross 
1988:341-342, Blust 1996). The Eastern Admiralties family includes the languages of 
Manus Island with its offshore islands, as well as the language of the Hermit Islands (in 
the Western Islands, probably now replaced by Seimat) (Ross 1988:342-345). 

Blust (1996) has published a number of Proto Admiralties lexical innovations, 
together with a critique of Ross' phonological and morphological innovations. The most 
significant of Ross' innovations are: 

• POc *R (Ch. 4, §3.1.1) became Proto Admiralties *y before high vowels and was 
deleted elsewhere; 

• POc possessor enclitics (Ch. 4, §3.2.1) were replaced by Proto Admiralties 
independent pronouns; 

• the POc independent pronoun *kita IINC:PL (Ch. 4, §3.2.l) was reflected by Proto 
Admiralties *ta rather than expected *ita; 

• the POc common article *na (Ch. 4, §3.2.3) coalesced with common nouns, resulting 
in phonological changes (labelled 'secondary nasal grade' by Ross) in some initial 
consonants of these nouns. 

4 WESTERN OCEANIC SUBGROUPING 

We have noted that WOc is a linkage, apparently descended from a dialect network 
which spread out later and more slowly than its departed sisters. Its spread was slow 
because its speakers were moving into areas already occupied by speakers either of (now 
lost) CEOc languages and/or of Papuan languages, and at the same time they probably 
had to contend with malaria and other diseases. 

The WOc linkage consists of three constituent linkages (Ross 1988; Map 5.2): 

(1) Meso-Melanesian linkage 
(2) Papuan Tip linkage 
(3) North New Guinea linkage 

The SarmilJayapura family of the north coast of Irian Jaya may belong to the North New 
Guinea linkage or may form a fourth group within WOc (Ross 1996f). Further research 
will be needed before its position is clarified. The internal structure and history of each 
of the three linkages is quite complex, and is dealt with in Ross (1988). 
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The most significant innovation defining WOc as a whole is the replacement of POc 
*(k)ira 'independent 3PL pronoun' (Ch. 4, §3.2.1) by *idri[aJ, though there are small 
portions of the Meso-Melanesian and Papuan Tip linkages (respectively the Choiseul 
and Central Papuan groups) where this innovation is not reflected (Ross 1988:352-357). 
This implies that the replacement occurred when WOc was a dialect network, and that 
this innovation spread through most of the network but not all of it. The WOc network 
then apparently broke into the three sub-networks ancestral to the Papuan Tip, Meso-
Melanesian and North New Guinea linkages. In the Papuan Tip sub-network, 
innovations spread through the whole sub-network before it further diversified into a 
linkage, but the incomplete distribution of *idri[aJ indicates that Proto Papuan Tip was 
a small dialect network rather than a single language (§4.2). A second innovation 
claimed by Ross (1988:357-360) as defining WOc was the indefinite article *ta, which 
he believed was derived from a morpheme for 'one'. If the portion of the prehistory of 
POc which we reconstruct in Ch. 4, §2.2, is correct, however, the indefinite article *ta 
was inherited from PMP and POc, and was not an innovation. 

There is some evidence in the fonn of exclusively shared lexical innovations that the 
dialect networks ancestral to the Papuan Tip and North New Guinea linkages had a period 
of shared history after their separation from Meso-Melanesian. If this is so, then the two 
fonn a 'New Guinea Oceanic' group more or less cotenninous with the group of that 
name which was originally hypothesised by Milke (1965) and whose eastern boundary 
was established by Chowning (1973). We should also note that these two linkages 
represent settlements predominantly from east to west, contrary to the dominant west-to-
east trend of Oceanic settlement. The difference in direction is due to a difference in mode 
of travel: west-to-east settlement, as we have noted, was by ocean-going canoe against the 
prevailing wind and often over relatively long distances, whereas settlement within New 
Guinea was probably by coastal canoe and by small increments of distance. 

4.1 The Meso-Melanesian linkage 

The Meso-Melanesian linkage is innovation-linked rather than innovation-defined. Ross 
(1988:265) does list five phonological innovations which define the Meso-Melanesian 
linkage, but four of these are also reflected in other WOc languages and the fifth (his 
Dl), a phonemic split in POc *p, is possibly tied up with the history of POc *pw (not 
then recognised by Ross) and in need of further research. The morphosyntactic 
innovations which he lists (271) are shared by various languages and subgroups within 
the linkage, but not by the whole linkage. 

The linkage has a complex internal structure, in outline as follows: 

Meso-Melanesian linkage 
Bali-Vitu 
Willaumez linkage 
New IreiandlNorthwest Solomonic linkage 

TungaglNalik family 
Tabar linkage 
Madak linkage 
Tomoip 
St George linkage I 

South New Ireland languages 
Northwest Solomonic linkage 
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There is a primary division into the Bali-Vitu language, the Willaumez linkage, and the 
New IrelandINorthwest Solomonic linkage (stretching from New Hanover to Santa 
Ysabel). A glance at Map 5.3 tells us that the region of greatest diversity within the 
linkage is around the Willaumez Peninsula, and that this is probably where the linkage 
had its origin. 

The New IrelandINorthwest Solomonic linkage has a history which is quite difficult 
to interpret. It comprises the Tungag-Nalik, Tabar and Madak groups of central and 
northern New Ireland and the far-flung St George linkage. However, after the 
colonisation of Bougainville from New Ireland, contact between the two (via Nissan 
Island) apparently became more and more tenuous. What was to become the Northwest 
Solomonic linkage became separated from southern New Ireland, whilst speakers of 
South New Ireland languages and of languages of the other New Ireland groups had 
frequent interaction with each other, leading to convergence and to the rise of a New 
Ireland linkage (Ross 1997a). 

We noted above that in the process of expanding eastwards, WOc probably displaced 
earlier CEOc languages. The Meso-Melanesian linkage occupies the overlay area, and 
there is some evidence in the languages of the Northwest Solomonic linkage of contact 
with these CEOc languages (Ross 1988: 383-384). 

4.2 The Papuan Tip linkage 

The structure of the Papuan Tip linkage is simpler than that of Meso-Melanesian: 

Papuan Tip linkage 
Nuclear Papuan Tip linkage 

Suauic linkage 
North MainlandlD'Entrecasteaux linkage 

(Peripheral Papuan Tip linkage: see discussion below) 
Kilivila/Misima linkage 

Kilivila family 
Misima language 

NimoaiSudest family 
Central Papuan family 

However, this structure offers one puzzling feature. The shared innovations which define 
it imply that it is descended from a single protolanguage (Ross 1992) and Proto Papuan 
Tip is readily reconstructible (Ross 1988, Ch. 6), yet the fact that the *idri[aJ innovation 
(§4) is not reflected in certain languages in the Central Papuan family suggests that 
Proto Papuan Tip was a small dialect network and that its defining innovations spread 
through it before it diversified further, but without affecting the incomplete distribution 
of *idri[aj. 

Ross (1988:196) lists seven phonological innovations reflected by all Papuan Tip 
languages. The first three also occur in other WOc languages and the fourth is again 
perhaps tied up with POc *pw (cf §4.1), but the remaining three define the Papuan Tip 
linkage. Two of these concern a phonemic split ofPOc *k into Proto Papuan Tip *k and 
*q and the merger of the latter with the reflex of POc *q. The last is an idiosyncratic 
innovation whereby Proto Oceanic *ii becomes Proto Papuan Tip n in all items except 
POc *iiamuk 'mosquito'/Proto Papuan Tip *iiamuq (Ross 1988:207-208). In addition, 
Proto Papuan Tip acquired the labialised velar phonemes *kw and *gw which have no 
extra-Papuan Tip cognates (Ross 1994 discusses this from the perspective of the Central 
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Papuan family). The Papuan Tip linkage is also defined ~ or almost defined ~ by five 
morphosyntactic innovations: 

(1) All Papuan Tip languages except Nimoa, Sudest and the Kilivila family have verb-
final (SOV) clause order. (The exceptions have SVO.) 

(2) All Papuan Tip languages except the Kilivila family and Magori and Yoba of the 
Central Papuan family have postpositions (as opposed to prepositions), and, of 
these, all except Tubetube reflect the Proto Papuan Tip locative postposition *iai 
(from POc *i PREP + *ai locative anaphor; Ch. 4, §3.2.8). 

(3) All Papuan Tip languages except those of the Kilivila family retain or reflect the 
addition of a pronominal possessive suffix to the adjective (both attributive and 
predicative) agreeing in person and number with the noun it describes (Ch. 3, §2.S; 
see also Ross 1998a). 

(4) All Papuan Tip languages except Misima, Nimoa and Sudest reflect the possessive 
pronominal suffixes both in their original function and as object pronominal suffixes 
on the verb (cfCh. 3, §2.1 and Ch. 4, §3.2.1). Misima reflects the plural suffixes in 
this way. 

(S) No language ofthe Papuan Tip cluster reflects the POc common articles *a, *na and 
*ta, and no language has a common article. 

The most frequent exceptions to these innovations are the languages of the Kilivila 
family, and Chowning (1989) has argued that they accordingly do not belong to the 
Papuan Tip linkage. However, Ross (1992) finds that the Kilivila languages reflect the 
phonological innovations of Proto Papuan Tip as well as sharing in innovations (4) and 
(S) and certain innovatory derivational processes of Papuan Tip languages. The Kilivila 
family shares with Misima an innovation whereby Proto Papuan Tip labial and velar 
final consonants are lost but apicals are retained, thereby defining the Kilivila/Misima 
linkage. The fact that certain Papuan Tip languages do not reflect all Papuan Tip 
innovations can be attributed to changes which have occurred since Proto Papuan Tip 
broke up. 

It is possible that the Papuan Tip dialect network split at an early stage into two sub-
networks, which became the Nuclear and the Peripheral Papuan Tip linkages. However, 
the internal structure of these two linkages and their geographic distribution (Map S.4) 
suggest an alternative interpretation. The Nuclear linkage is fairly tightly knit, with two 
clear sections, the Suauic linkage (on the mainland tip of Papua and offshore islands) 
and the North MainlandlD'Entrecasteaux linkage (in an arc extending from Normanby 
Island, through Fergusson and Goodenough Islands to the mainland coast at 
Collingwood Bay, then southeastwards around the coast, ending in Milne Bay). The 
Peripheral linkage, on the other hand, is just that: a collection of languages and groups 
scattered around the periphery of the Papuan Tip area from the Trobriand Islands to 
central Papua. Their diversity suggests they diverged much earlier than the Nuclear 
linkage, and it is possible that their shared features (Ross 1988:212, A, B, D) are largely 
the result of independent parallel innovation, as some are phonological innovations that 
occur in other Oceanic languages. If this is so, then we should recognise not two, but 
four, perhaps even five, components into which the ancestral Papuan Tip dialect network 
diversified: the Nuclear linkage (or perhaps its two sections) and the three sections of the 
alleged Peripheral linkage, namely the Kilivila/Misima linkage, the Nimoa/Sudest 
family, and the Central Papuan family. 

On this scenario, we could infer that the Nuclear linkage has diversified more 
recently, probably displacing more diverse Papuan Tip languages in the process. From 
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106 THE OCEANIC LANGUAGES 

archaeological studies we know that probable ancestors of today's Central Papuan 
speakers were at or near their descendants' present locations by about two thousand 
years ago; this implies that the initial spread of the Papuan Tip linkage was somewhat 
earlier. We can be reasonably confident that the Central Papuan family has a number of 
lexical items borrowed from a member of the Nuclear linkage. The archaeological 
evidence suggests that this borrowing took place as the result of an expansion from the 
Collingwood Bay area (in the Nuclear linkage region) which reached central Papua 
around a thousand years ago (Ross 1994, forthcoming), and it is possible that this 
reflects the initial expansion of the Nuclear linkage. 

One of the striking features of the Papuan Tip linkage is that almost all its languages 
bear obvious marks of early contact-induced change (Ch. 1, §4.1). 

4.3 The North New Guinea linkage 

It can probably be argued that the North New Guinea linkage displays considerably 
more internal diversity than either the Meso-Melanesian or the Papuan Tip linkages 
(Ross 1988: Ch. 5). This diversity is greatest around the Vitiaz Strait, implying that this 
may be the area of origin of the linkage (Map 5.5). At the extremes of the linkage, the 
languages of the Schouten family are clearly much more closely related to each other 
than to any other members of the linkage; the same is true of the Bel, Huon Gulf and 
Mengen families. But in and around the strait we find a considerable diversity of 
languages: Roinji-Nenaya, Sio, Tami, Mangap-Mbula, Maleu and the various groups on 
western New Britain. The internal structure of the linkage is summarised below: 

North New Guinea linkage 
(Sarmi/Jayapura family?) 
Schouten linkage 
Huon Gulf family 

North Huon Gulf linkage 
Markham family 
South Huon Gulf linkage 
Numbami 

NgeroNitiaz linkage 
Ngero family 
Vitiaz linkage 

Bel family 
(various languages in and around the Vitiaz Strait: see Map 5.5) 
Southwest New Britain linkage 
Mengen family 

As noted in §4, it is not clear whether the Sarmi/Jayapura family belongs to the North 
New Guinea linkage or not. 

4.4 The diversification of Western Oceanic 

We have noted that two of the three WOe linkages have clear centres of diversity. For 
Meso-Melanesian this is around the Willaumez Peninsula, for North New Guinea 
around the Vitiaz Strait. It is noteworthy that these centres are close to each other, and 
close to the 'seam' between the two linkages, which corresponds with the Willaumez 
Peninsula. This is therefore the likely homeland of the WOe linkage - and this is an 
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108 THE OCEANIC LANGUAGES 

instance where geography corroborates linguistics. The Willaumez Peninsula is an 
enormous barrier to coastal seafarers, and it is almost predictable that they should have 
spread to its east and to its west. 

We noted above that the Papuan Tip and North New Guinea linkages had a period of 
shared history, and it seems eminently reasonable to infer that the first Papuan Tip 
speakers moved southeastwards down the coast from the Huon Gulf as far as their 
present coastal locations, crossing from there to the D'Entrecasteaux Islands and 
beyond. However, there are today no Oceanic languages along the coastline between the 
southernmost member of the Huon Gulf family (North New Guinea linkage) and the 
northernmost member of the Nuclear Papuan Tip linkage, and so we would need to 
make the further inference that all Oceanic speakers along the coastline have been 
displaced by Papuan speakers moving down from the mountain hinterland. We know 
that demographic disruptions of this kind have occurred in the recent past in the areas 
occupied by the northernmost Papuan Tip languages. 

5 CENTRAL/EASTERN OCEANIC SUBGROUPING 

As we noted above, CEOc is the linkage which resulted from the main incursion of 
human beings into the Pacific, and its component subgroups may effectively be first-
order Oceanic groups. Within it we can recognise five groupings which vary greatly in 
size (Map 5.6): 

(I) Southeast Solomonic family 
(2) Utupua and Vanikoro 
(3) Southern Oceanic linkage 
(4) Central Pacific linkage 
(5) Micronesian family 

Lynch and Tryon (1985) noted fifteen morphological features shared by languages of 
these five groups. We remarked in §2 that some of these features were present in POc 
and are therefore not CEOc innovations. Six of Lynch and Tryon's innovations have 
been found in languages outside CEOc and are attributable to POc: 

*le, locative preposition, a widespread grammaticisation of POc *i lalo-fia (PREP 
inside-3sG) 'at its inside' (cf Ch. 4, §3.4.3); 

*tua(ij verbal particle, 'already, finished, long ago', from POc *tu(qjaRi 'long ago' (Ch. 
4, §3.4.3); 

*pia 'where?' (cf Ch. 4, §3.5.2); 
*qi, intervening between a directly possessed noun and a non-specific possessor (cf Ch. 

4, §3.2.7.1); 
*ka[i}-, instrumental noun formative (cf Ch. 4, §3.2.2); 
*(qja 'personal article' (Ch. 4, §3.2.3). 

It is noteworthy, however, that this leaves nine morphological innovations of which no 
trace has been found outside CEOc. They are *muni 'dative prepositional verb', *ni 
2SG:SUBJ, *tewa 'one' (Ch. 4, §3.2.4), *po(k,gjoto - *poto(k,gjo 'nearby', *ma REAL, 
*temwa[naJ linking particle in numerals 11-19 etc., *ge COND, *tapa- spontaneous 
intransitive derivational prefix (cf *ta-, Ch 4, §3.3.1), *i- agentive noun derivational 
prefix (by functional extension of *i- instrumental, cf. Ch. 4, §3.2.2). Either these 
features are CEOc innovations or they have been lost in both the Admiralties and WOc 
groups. 
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110 THE OCEANIC LANGUAGES 

5.1 The Southeast Solo monic family 

Southeast Solomonic (Map 5.7) is a seemingly very conservative innovation-defined 
subgroup, and its conservatism makes it valuable for Oceanic comparative studies. It is 
defined by a number of phonological innovations, the most significant of which is the 
merger of POc *1 and *R (as opposed to the common WOc merger of *r and *R) 
(Pawley 1972, Levy 1979, 1980, Tryon 1983:65-70). The languages of the group are far 
less diverse and display more regular correspondences than other comparably sized 
groups in Melanesia, implying either that they are the result of a fairly recent dispersal 
or that they have suffered relatively little social upheaval in the last 3500 years. The 
latter seems more probable, as the Southeast Solomonic family is in two respects a 
paragon of linguistic geography. 

The first is that it ranges neatly from the most conservative language, Bugotu, at its 
northwestern extremity, through. in order of increasing innovativeness, Gela, the 
languages of west and central Guadalcanal, Longgu of east Guadalcanal, Sa'alUlawai 
Uki, the languages of Makira, then' Are' are, to the languages of central and northern 
Malaita. This apparently reflects the spread of Southeast Solomonic speakers, dividing 
at the islands of Sa'a, Ulawa and Uki into a southward route to Makira and a northward 
through Malaita. 

The second respect in which Southeast Solomonic is almost a paragon is in its 
sub grouping. Linguists have conventionally divided it into two subgroups, BugotuiGeiai 
Guadalcanal (conventionally Guadalcanal-Gelic) and LonggulMalaitaiMakira (formerly 
CristobaI-Malaitan; see Lichtenberk 1988a). However, a more fine-grained subgrouping 
can be done on the basis of phonological innovations: 

Southeast Solomonic family 
BugotuiGelaiGuadalcanal 

Bugotu 
GelaiGuadalcanaI 

Gelic: Gela and Lengo 
West and South Guadalcanal 

LonggulMalaitaiMakira 
Longgu 
MalaitaiMakira 

Sa'a, Ulawa and Uki 
Makira 
Malaita 

'Are'are, Oroha, Marau 
central and northern Malaita 

This subgrouping suggests a similar direction of spread to the one inferred above. We 
wrote above that Southeast Solomonic is 'almost a paragon' in its subgrouping, because 
there is a slight mismatch between the subgrouping just presented and the subgrouping 
we would expect from our reconstruction of migratory directions above. That 
reconstruction would lead us to expect an initial split into Bugotu and the rest, followed 
by a split of the rest into perhaps Gela-Lengo, West Guadalcanal-Talise-Malango-Birao 
and Longgu-Malaita-Makira. This mismatch requires more investigation, but the 
sub grouping clearly places greatest genetic diversity in the region which includes 
Bugotu, the north coast of Guadalcanal, and the small islands between them, implying 
that the Southeast Solomonic homeland was in the northwest of its present extent. 
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5.2 Utupua and Vanikoro 

The smallest putative CEOc subgroup consists of six languages spoken in the Santa 
Cruz group in the extreme east of Solomon Islands, where three Papuan and two 
Polynesian languages are also spoken. The islands of Utupua and Vanikoro each have 
three Oceanic languages, and those of Utupua in particular bear marks of Oceanic-
Papuan contact (Ch. 1, §4.1). Perhaps more significantly, however, the six languages 
show an unexpected measure of diversity for the size and proximity of the islands, and, 
although we can recognise an Utupua family and a Vanikoro family, there are seemingly 
no innovations which allow us to attribute all six languages to a single group, let alone to 
relate them to the Southeast Solomonic family or to the Southern Oceanic linkage 
(Tryon and Hackman 1983: 70-71, Tryon 1994). 

The differences between these languages and neighbouring groups indicate that they 
constitute one or two first-order CEOc subgroups, whilst their linguistic diversity 
suggests that they have been in their rather isolated present location for a long time. It is 
possible that they have been there since the original dispersal of CEOc, since Lapita 
sites from around 1100 BC have been found in the Santa Cruz Islands (Green 1991). 

5.3 The Southern Oceanic linkage 

We use the term 'Southern Oceanic' to refer to a larger group of languages than it has 
previously been applied to (Map 5.8). Geraghty (1989) coined 'Southern Oceanic' to refer 
to the languages of New Caledonia and the Loyalty Islands, but we call this group 'New 
Caledonian' (Ozanne-Rivierre 1992) and use 'Southern Oceanic' to refer to refer to a group 
which includes all the languages of Vanuatu and New Caledonia. This larger Southern 
Oceanic group is fairly clearly innovation-linked (Clark 1985, Geraghty 1989, Lynch 1995), 
and is probably also innovation-defined, but this definition requires more research. 

To date, the literature on subgrouping in this region has recognised a minimum of 
three groups: North/Central Vanuatu (Pawley 1972, Tryon 1976), Southern Vanuatu 
(Lynch 1978a), and New Caledonian (Geraghty 1989). North/Central Vanuatu has been 
subdivided into North Vanuatu and Central Vanuatu (Clark 1985), and some internal 
subgroups have been proposed within New Caledonia, most recently by Ozanne-
Rivierre (1995). Until recently, there has been no attempt to show how these groups may 
be related to each other, despite the fact that in all probability New Caledonia was 
settled via Vanuatu, southern Vanuatu via north and central Vanuatu, and so on. Recent 
work by Lynch (1995) has addressed this issue, and the outcome is a tentative 
subgrouping scenario as follows: 

Southern Oceanic linkage 
Northern Vanuatu linkage 
Nuclear Southern Oceanic linkage 

Central Vanuatu linkage 
South Efate/Southern Melanesian linkage 

South Efate dialect network 
Southern Melanesian family 

Southern Vanuatu family 
New Caledonian family 

Mainland New Caledonian (linkage?) 
Loyalty Islands family 
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This pattern is consistent with the assumption than the region was settled from north to 
south: the first group of each pair remained more or less in situ, whilst the second 
resulted from southward migration. In some cases, at least, the first group (e.g. the 
Northern Vanuatu linkage; Clark 1985) is simply what was left behind after the 
detachment of the second, and as a result has no defining innovations. 

This revised subgrouping leaves all previously recognised subgroups intact except 
for Northern Vanuatu and North/Central Vanuatu. It follows from the revision that we 
expect innovations recognised as defining North/Central Vanuatu also to be reflected in 
at least some languages further south, and this expectation is confirmed (Lynch 1995). 
Clark (1985) points out that the division between north and central Vanuatu is by no 
means sharp, and future research may well require revision here. Certain smaller 
subgroups can be recognised within the larger groupings, though the overall 
sub grouping of this part of the Southern Oceanic subgroup (as given in the listing of 
Oceanic languages at the end of this book) is still largely impressionistic, rather than 
being based strictly on the comparative method. Within Northern Vanuatu, Clark 
recognises the languages of Espiritu Santo as a probable genetic unit. Within Southern 
Vanuatu, Lynch (1978a) recognises three subgroups: Tanna, Erromango and Aneityum. 
There is evidence that the two latter once had more members but that languages have 
died out since European contact. Subgrouping in Mainland New Caledonian is under-
researched, but a line can apparently be drawn between the innovation-defined Northern 
and Southern Mainland families. (Ozanne-Rivierre 1995). 

5.4 The Central Pacific linkage 

The components of the Central Pacific linkage are the Fijian dialect network, the 
language of the island of Rotuma, and the Polynesian family (Map 5.9). Central Pacific 
is not defined by any known innovations (Geraghty 1983:352-366; 1986), but the links 
between its components are clear enough. The ancestral Central Pacific dialect network 
must have been located in the islands of Fiji. It may have arisen from the diversification 
of a single proto language (,Proto Central Pacific'), too quickly for significant 
innovations to occur, or it may have come into being through the reintegration of 
closely related immigrant dialects, probably from northern Vanuatu. Either way, this 
network came to have substantial variation within it, such that if we compare modern 
western and eastern Fijian dialects, we find that we are effectively looking at different 
languages. 

Rotuman seems to be an offshoot from the western part of the Central Pacific 
network (Pawley 1996a) which underwent later changes through contact with speakers 
of Polynesian languages (Ch. I, §4.3). Proto Polynesian was evidently an eastern Central 
Pacific dialect whose speakers moved to Tonga and other islands in western Polynesia, 
where their speech underwent the innovations which define the Polynesian family 
(Geraghty 1983:366-382). Meanwhile, dialects in Fiji continued to interact, so that 
today (i) the eastern Fijian dialects are more similar to those of western Fiji than to their 
closest genetic relative, Tongan, and (ii) the Fijian dialects form an innovation-linked 
group, within which we can distinguish an eastern and a western subgroup (Pawley and 
Sayaba 1971, Geraghty and Pawley 1981, Geraghty 1983). 

The languages of the Polynesian family cover a huge area, but they form a very 
coherent group, defined by a clear set of phonological, morphosyntactic and lexical 
innovations (Pawley 1966, 1967, Biggs 1971). The standard and accepted sub grouping 
of Polynesian is as follows (Pawley 1966, 1967, Clark 1979): 
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Polynesian family 
Tongic: Tongan, Niuafo'ou, Niuean 
Nuclear Polynesian 

Samoic/Outlier 
Samoan, Tuvaluan, Tokelauan, Northwestern and Central Outlier groups, 
East Uvean, East Futunan, Pukapuka, Rennell/Bellona, Tikopia, 
West Uvean, West Futunan, Ifira-Mele, Emae 

Eastern Polynesian 
Rapanui (Easter Island) 
Central Eastern Polynesian 

Marquesic: Mangarevan, Marquesan, Hawaiian 
Tahitic: Tahitian, Tuamotuan, Rarotongan, Maori 
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However, Marck (forthcoming) proposes a different sub grouping below the Nuclear 
Polynesian node, doing away with Samoic/Outlier and attributing some of its languages 
simply to Nuclear Polynesian itself, others to an Ellicean subgroup of Nuclear 
Polynesian, as follows: 

Polynesian family 
Tongic: Tongan, Niuafo'ou, Niuean 
Nuclear Polynesian 

East Uvean, East Futunan, Pukapuka, RennelllBellona, Tikopia, West Uvean, 
West Futuna, Ifira-Mele, Emae, Anuta 

Ellicean 
Samoic 

Samoan, Tokelauan 
Ellicean Outlier 

Tuvaluan, Nukuoro, Kapingamarangi, Nukuria, Takuu, Nukumanu, 
Luangiua, Sikaiana, Pileni 

Eastern Polynesian 
Rapanui 
Central Eastern Polynesian 

Marquesic (Hawaiian, Marquesan, Mangarevan) 
Tahitic (Maori, Moriori, Tahitian, Tuamotuan, Rapa, Pemhyn, Rarotongan) 

Note that the languages in the list beginning with East Uvean do not constitute a 
subgroup: they are simply otherwise ungrouped (non-Ellicean) members of the Nuclear 
Polynesian group. 

Marck's subgrouping (which revises Wilson's otherwise overlooked 1985 grouping) 
is based on a careful study of sporadic sound changes, i.e. changes which occur only in 
certain words and are therefore most unlikely to have occurred by chance. Because of 
this, it must be taken seriously and will probably spark further research into Polynesian 
sub grouping. 

Importantly, both subgroupings display the largely one-way branching structure that 
we noted for Southern Oceanic above. In general, this reflects the eastward settlement of 
Polynesia, although the Northwestern Outlier (Kapingamarangi, Nukuoro) and Central 
Outlier (Sikaiana, Luangiua, Nukumanu, Takuu, Nukuria) groups and the southerly 
Outlier languages (West Futunan, Ifira-Mele and Emae) represent westward back-
migrations towards Melanesia (cf Ch. 1, §4.3). An important implication of Marck's 
subgrouping is that it eliminates any possibility that 'Samoic/Outlier' languages 
experienced a period of common development after the separation of Proto Eastern 
Polynesian, as well as the inference that the Outliers could only have been settled after 
that separation. The linguistic evidence that this separation occurred relatively late in 
Polynesian prehistory matches archaeological dating, which places the settlement of 
Samoa by 1000 BC but of eastern Polynesia at AD 300 or later (Spriggs and Anderson 
1993). We should note, however, that Irwin (1992) has questioned this hiatus, suggesting 
that it is an artefact of archaeological sampling. 

Both subgroupings agree in leaving us with a dating puzzle. Proto Polynesian is so 
different from eastern Fijian that it is reasonable to infer that it experienced a 
considerable period of relatively isolated unity, presumably in Tonga, during which the 
distinctively Polynesian innovations occurred and before it diversified significantly. 
However, there is no western Polynesian settlement pause in the archaeology. Tonga and 
Samoa were settled at about the same time. There are two solutions to this problem. The 
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first is to speculate that Proto Polynesian indeed developed in isolation in Tonga and that 
the Lapita settlers of Samoa spoke another Central Pacific dialect which was later 
replaced by Proto Polynesian. The other, preferred by Pawley (1 996b ) and by Marck, 
who find that the Nuclear Polynesian node is not very strongly innovation-defined, is 
that Proto Polynesian was spoken across a fairly compact area including Tonga, Samoa, 
Niuafo'ou, East Uvea and East Futuna, with Proto Tongic and Proto Nuclear Polynesian 
as its southern and northern dialects. This allows the inference that the innovations 
which distinguish Nuclear Polynesian were already occurring while the innovations 
which define Polynesian were still taking place. 

5.5 The Micronesian family 

The Micronesian family, posited by Jackson (1986) as 'Greater Micronesian', includes 
Nauruan and the Nuclear Micronesian family, that is, all the languages of Micronesia 
except Palauan, Chamorro (both non-Oceanic Austronesian), Yapese (§2) and 
Polynesian Outlier languages (§5.4). We label both Micronesian and Nuclear 
Micronesian as families, since Jackson adduces sets of innovations defining each. 
The most significant phonological innovations defining the Micronesian family are the 
phonemic split of POc * bw into Proto Micronesian *p and *pw, and of POc *mw into *m 
and *mw, both with no conditioning before unrounded vowels, and the unconditioned 
sporadic loss ofPOc *R (Jackson 1986:204, 212~213). A possible shared morphological 
innovation is Proto Micronesian *a- 'general possessive classifier' (for POc *na-), but 
this may be an inheritance from POc (Ch. 4, §3.2.7.2). There are also some lexical 
innovations. Nuclear Micronesian innovations include loss of POc *p before round 
vowels; other innovations listed by Jackson are either common in Oceanic, or, in the 
case of POc *s, *c and *j, have been overtaken by more recent research, particularly 
Ross (l988:69~93). The internal structure of Micronesian (after Jackson 1983, 1986) is 
as follows: 

Micronesian family 
Nauruan 
Nuclear Micronesian family 

Kosraean 
Central Micronesian family 

Kiribati 
Western Micronesian family 

Marshallese 
Chuukic-Ponapeic family 

Although the Chuukic-Ponapeic (formerly Trukic-Ponapeic) family is clearly innova-
tion-defined, its internal structure is very complex and it is simultaneously innovation-
linked (Rehg 1995). 

The sub grouping of Micronesian again follows the now familiar one-way branching 
pattern. When this is plotted on the map (see Map 5.10), it indicates that Proto Nuclear 
Micronesian was spoken somewhere in the KiribatilNauru/Kosrae region, suggesting 
that Micronesia was settled roughly from east to west (Bender 1971). 

The relative conservatism of its language favours Kiribati as the homeland of Proto 
Nuclear Micronesian, but the subgrouping, as well as lexical evidence which weakly 
indicates that the homeland was a high island rather than an atoll (Marck 1994), favours 
Kosrae as the Nuclear Micronesian homeland. A high island location is also inferable 
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from the fact that pottery was made in Micronesia, and pottery cannot be made on an 
atoll (Matthew Spriggs, pers. comm.). 

There is also linguistic evidence that the Micronesian homeland may have been 
settled from either Malaita (Solomon Islands) or northern Vanuatu, but neither 
hypothesis is conclusive (Jackson 1986). As well, there are features intriguingly shared 
by Micronesian and Admiralties languages (Smythe 1970, Jackson 1986). Careful 
examination reveals, however, that the uniquely shared lexical items identified by 
Smythe are misconceived (Blust 1984, Jackson 1986), that Micronesian phonological 
innovations point if anything to a northern Vanuatu origin, and that the features shared 
by Micronesian and Admiralties languages are structural isomorphisms (Ross 
1988:326-329). One of these isomorphisms is that a cardinal numeral always occurs 
with a suffixed classifier, as shown in these examples from Mokilese (Micronesian): 

jeri jil-men 
child three-animate 
'three children' 

wus }iI-pas 
banana three-long 
'three banana trees' 

and from Lou (Admiralties): 

ramat tulu-mo? 
man three-person 
'three men' 

molue tul-ue? 
canoe three-long 
'three canoes' 

kim jilu-w 
giant.clam three-general 
'three giant clams' 

puol til-ip 
coconut three-general 
'three coconuts' 

This isomorphism, at least, is almost certainly a shared inheritance from POc (Ch. 4, 
§3.2.4). 

Archaeological evidence about the provenance of Micronesian speakers is vague, but 
it suggests they came from the south, i.e. from the Solomons, Vanuatu or the Fiji/west 
Polynesia region (Ayres 1990). There is insufficient archaeological evidence from 
Micronesia to either corroborate or undermine the other inferences made here (on the 
difficulties of archaeology in Micronesia, see Rainbird 1994), but on present evidence it 
seems that most of Micronesia was settled about two thousand years ago. 

5.6 The diversification of Central/Eastern Oceanic 

We can be certain on a number of grounds that the settlement of the CEOc region 
occurred basically from west to east, and its linguistic geography supports this, with the 
area of greatest genetic diversity being in the west, where Southeast Solomonic, Utupua/ 
Vanikoro and Southern Oceanic groups meet (Map 5.6). We would also expect the most 
conservative group to be in the west, and it is (Southeast Solomonic). Furthermore, the 
internal subgrouping of each group (other than tiny Utupua/Vanikoro) confirms the west 
to east spread, with the proviso that settlement seems to have branched from the eastern 
Solomons or northern Vanuatu into three directions: southward through Vanuatu into the 
Loyalties and New Caledonia, eastward to Fiji and thence to Rotuma and Polynesia, and 
northeastward into Micronesia. The direction of settlement in Micronesia seems to have 
been from east to west, but since Micronesia lies north of the equator, this conforms to 
the principle that the direction of settlement was against the prevailing wind. 

Of the five CEOc groups, only two, Southeast Solomonic and Micronesian, are 
innovation-defined (and the definition of Micronesian is quite weak). The lack of 
recognised innovations is not due to lack of research, but suggests that initial settlement 
of much of the CEOc region was rapid - as archaeological dating indicates - and that 
there simply were not long enough settlement pauses for innovations to occur. 
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Exceptions to this generalisation are Micronesia, probably settled only two thousand 
years ago, and eastern Polynesia, settled from about 300 AD. 

NOTES 

1 We have replaced the clumsy label 'South New IrelandINorthwest Solomonic linkage' 
(Ross 1988) with the more succinct 'St George linkage', after Cape St George (the 
southernmost tip of New Ireland) and the St George's Channel (between southern New 
Ireland and the Gazelle Peninsula of New Britain), as these landmarks are in the region 
where the linkage almost certainly had its origins. 
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KELE 
Adapted by Malcolm Ross 

Kele is spoken inland in the easterly part of Manus Island and is a member of the 
Eastern Admiralties family (Ch. 5, §3). The majority of Eastern Admiralties languages 
are spoken on Manus, and the language situation there is complex and remains poorly 
understood. The whole island is covered by a dialect network which appears to be 
divisible into a western and an eastern section with a 'bridge' between the sections 
formed by Mokoreng, Loniu and Pak (Ross 1988:320). However, the bridge is 
recognisable only by linguistic criteria: geographically, its languages lie, not between the 
two sections, but on islands to the east of the eastern section. This is not as crazy as it 
may seem, as there is fairly clear evidence that entire language groups have migrated, 
for example, from one end of Manus to the other (Schooling and Schooling 1980; Ross 
1988:319). 

A result of the Manus language situation and of our ignorance of it is that scholars 
often agree neither about where language boundaries should be drawn nor about the 
relationships among languages. Using lexicostatistical percentages, the Schoolings 
attribute Kele, Kurti, Ere and Lele to a single language they call 'Ere': Kele shows 64% 
cognacy with Kurti, 66% with Ere but only 45% with Lele. It is not clear to me why Lele 
was included here, as it shares higher percentages with a number of other 
communalects. Laycock (1981) adds Koro to this composite, presumably because the 
Schoolings' Lele-Koro percentage is 58% (but then so are their Lele-Nali and Lele-
Papitalai percentages, and he treats Nali and Papitalai as separate languages). Using 
phonological and morphological innovations, Ross groups Kele, Kurti and Ere together, 
recognising Titan as their closest relative (the Schoolings give no cognate percentages 
for Titan and any ofKele, Kurti and Ere) and Lele-Nali and Koro as a little more distant. 

Published descriptions of Manus languages are sparse. Hamel (1994), a short 
grammar and lexicon of Loniu, is the only published grammatical description. Kundrake 
and Kowak (1995) provide an extensive wordlist of Nyindrou (Lindrou) with 
accompanying notes by Martin (1995), and Smythe (1975) provides more limited 
comparative wordlists. Meier (1907-1912) is an extensive text collection in Titan. The 
present sketch is based on Smythe (1958a), an unpublished manuscript grammar of Kele 
as spoken at Buyang village, supplemented by data supplied to the author by Tamet 
Kaheu, also of Buyang, and Michael Kanas of Tingou village. Smythe (1958b), a 
vocabulary of about 1500 roots with detailed morphological information, was also 
consulted with regard to phonology and morphology. 

Smythe calls the language 'OeleT. Initial '0-' represents the phoneme Ik/. Since a 
glottal stop occurs word-finally only on three related language names, Oele?, Ele?, Ere?, 
its phonemic status in this context is marginal, to say the least, and I follow the 
Schoo lings in inferring that, spelled phonemic ally, the name is Kele. In Kele, Ikelel 
means 'there'. 

123 
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1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes, phonotactics and stress 

The consonant phonemes of Kele are: 

pw P 
b 

mW m 

t 
d 
s 
n 

r 
w y 

k kw ? 

h 
IJ 

I':~~LE '0. 

Manus ( ~ ~ , 
N. Irelan~., 

~ 
.. '. o • 

~"O 
N. Guine <j N. Britain 

c:::;::Q 
Rambutyo I. 

o Baluan I. 

Kele syllable structure is (C)V(C). A majority of words are disyllabic, so basic word 
structure is (C)V(C)(C)V(C). The velarised obstruents /pw mw kw IJw/ and the 
prenasalised obstruents fb d/ do not occur syllable-finally. All other consonants except 
I?I and /y/ occur in all consonant positions. 

The stops /p t k/ are voiceless syllable-finally; /pw p t k k w/ are voiced syllable-
initially, but intervocalically, /t/ appears as both the voiced stop [d] and the flap [r]. 
Smythe believes there is a phonemic distinction between [d] and [r], but presents no 
convincing evidence of this, and it appears that the phones are in free variation 
intervocalically. The velarisation of /kw/ and /lJw/ is often realised without rounding, i.e. 
[klll] and [lJlll]. 

The prenasalised obstruents fb/ and /d/ are trilled by most speakers, i.e. [mbB] and 
[ndr] (the bilabial trill occurs in a number of Eastern Admiralties communalects, despite 
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its rarity in the world's languages). For other speakers, fb/ and /d/ are stops, [mb] and 
[md]. After another consonant, prenasalisation does not occur. The rhotic /r/ is trilled and 
is distinct from the intervocalic flap [r] allophone of /t/. 

Smythe notes that [1] occurs (i) optionally before an initial vowel, (ii) apparently as 
an occasional allophone of /hi, (iii) word-finally in a few language names (see above), 
and (iv) between vowels in a few words. I take only (iv) to represent phonemic nJ, and it 
may well be that the words in which this occurs are borrowed. 

The vowel phonemes are: 

u 
e 0 

a 

Smythe believes that vowel length is phonemic and that a penultimate long vowel 
attracts stress away from its default position on the final syllable. However, his 
vocabulary and my own data both suggest a different solution. Four patterns occur in 
disyllables, shown in the following examples (canonic forms on the left are lower case in 
order to accommodate diacritics; consonants other than in a -cc- sequence are optional): 

cvcvc /pihin/ 'woman', /ahay/ 'N.W. wind', /tehe/ 'fill (TR)', fbuey/ 'crocodile' 
cv:cvc /pi:ronl 'heavy', /pa:puy/ 'grandfather, grandson', /k:i:nuw/ 'main rafter' 
cvccvc /arwan/ 'blue', /putlew/ 'hunting spear', /puskonl 'dry', /limpay/ 'thigh' 
cvccvc /purkal/ 'sago food', /pal)kap/ 'snare, trap', /denl)oy/ 'nasal discharge' 

The fourth pattern is rare and probably consists mainly of historical compounds (thus 
/den-I)oy/ is 'faeces of nose'). The overwhelming majority of items in Smythe (1958b) 
have one of the first three patterns. What the four patterns suggest is that primary stress is 
lexically unpredictable, and that vowel lengthening takes place only when stress falls on 
an open non-final syllable. If this is so, then vowel length is not distinctive, but stress is. 

Several facts speak in favour of this interpretation. First, there is never more than one 
long vowel in a word. Second, if vowel length were phonemic, we should also find /cvcv:c/, 
/cvccv:c/, and /cv:ccvc/, but we almost never do ~ almost, because the odd exception occurs 
in Smythe's vocabulary, e.g. /lile:s/ 'crosspiece below rafters' (cvcv:c), /pe:mpul 'k.o. lizard' 
(cv:ccvc), /-pa:hran/ 'pronounce, indicate' (cv:ccvc). The last of these examples shows a 
mismatch of length and stress, as do in other ways /pesey/ 'side (of river, mountain), 
(cVcvc), /pupuy/ 'banana' (cVcvc), /a:dutl 'k.o. bamboo' (cv:cvc). j3 have no proper 
explanation for any of these, but further research may show them to be mistranscriptions or 
compounds. For example, comparing /a:dutl 'k.o. bamboo' with /a:l)or/, also 'k.o. bamboo', 
j3 infer that both are compounds and that the stress in the former is mistranscribed. 

In Smythe's orthography there are two sets of exceptions to these patterns. First, 
there is a set of words which Smythe writes with final -i:. These are certain transitive 
verbs and the construct forms of some nouns with a root-final -i, and are discussed 
below. Secondly, Smythe writes the ISG possessor form of many nouns with a long 
vowel. In these examples, italicised forms are Smythe's, with my phonemic 
interpretation below: 

Free 3SG, all PL ISG 
'eye' ma'fa-i ma'fa- mu'fa: 

mata-y mata- muta 
'arm' le'me-i le/me- Ii/me: 

leme-y leme- lime 
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'ear' 'Dil1)a-i Dil'lJa- 'DullJa: 
dillJa-y dillJa- dullJa 

'house' um em 'we- 'emwe: 
urn emwe- emwe 

'water' wa: wa:ye- wa: 'yi: 
wa waye- wayi 

Smythe's orthography is suspect in that it breaches the otherwise regular patterns above. 
It is rather unlikely that just one member of a particular paradigm would break with the 
phonology in this way, and it seems more probable that stressed open final vowels tend 
to be phonetically lengthened. This inference is supported (i) by the same word being 
written with and without final lengthening in different places; (ii) the oddness of wa: yi: 
'my water' above with two lengthened vowels; and (iii) the existence of I SG possessor 
forms written without final lengthening for no obvious reason: 

'father' da'ma-i da'ma- do'mo 
tama-y ama- tom6 

'back' 'burgi: hur'gi- bur'gi 
purki-y purki- purki 

'throat' wo-i wo- wu 
wo-y wo- wu 

'spear' bud 'lew had 'la- bud'lu 
putlew patla- putlu 

It is thus more consistent to analyse ISG possessor forms as having a final open vowel, 
usually stressed and often phonetically long. 

If vowel length reflects stress, then we do not expect it to be contrastive in 
monosyllables. At first blush, Smythe's vocabulary confounds this expectation as it 
contains monosyllables with both short and long vowels. However, many of his apparent 
short-vowel monosyllables are roots that are always affixed and never occur as 
monosyllables. There are no minimal pairs based on vowel length alone, and 
comparison with my own data suggests that the vowel in a monosyllable is long in an 
open syllable or before a stop, and short otherwise (but with some optional lengthening). 

Each of the vowels Ii e 0 ul has a tense and a lax allophone. The tense varieties occur 
in lengthened vowels and in rising vowel sequences, e.g. [ei], [eu], the lax varieties 
elsewhere. However, the phonemic status of [i] or [u] in such sequences is problematic. 
Are, for example, [ei] and [eu] phonemically lei/, leu! or ley/, lew!? Except in a few 
reduplicated and/or borrowed fornls, e.g. Ikelewlewl 'spider's web', Ikawkawl 'sweet 
potato' (from Tok Pisin), such sequences occur only word-finally, and the simplest 
analysis is that they are a final-vc, that is, that [i] and [u] are phonemically Iyl and Iwl in 
this position. (This saves us having to explain why a -vv sequence occurs word-finally 
but not word-internally.) 

Unfortunately, Smythe's orthography works against this analysis. He opts 
orthographically for a distinction between, e.g., ei and eij, but writes only, e.g., ew. 
He offers no explanation for this, and never writes the logically expected sequences ej, 
eu or euw. In short, his orthography appears inconsistent. In these examples Smythe's 
spellings appear on the left (he types the prenasalised trills as band d with slashes 
through them; I have capitalised them below), followed by my phonemic interpretation: 

marai 
bo'hoi 

matay 
poh6y 

'eye' 
'mouth' 
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ger'mei kermey 'tongue' 
gel'dui keltliy 'skin' 

luI 'wei lulwey 'bore' 
dul'mui tulmuy 'bum, cook, roast' 
ru'bwai rupway 'shoot, kill with spear' 

a'haij ahay 'northwest wind' 
'ba:meij pamey 'betelpalm, betelnut' 

ba'haw pahiw 'oar' 
beli'ew peliew 'odorous' 
dilgi'giw tilkikiw 'wriggle' 
daraw torow 'kind of flute' 
'ga:nuw kinuw 'main rafter in house' 

As the examples show, Smythe writes VOWEL + -i when the item is a transitive verb or 
the construct form of a directly possessed noun and mostly VOWEL + -ij elsewhere 
(there are a few exceptions, e.g. da 'bai Itapayl 'only, alone'). There appears to be no 
phonological basis for this distinction and his lexicon contains orthographic pairs like 
ba'lai 'head' vs ba'laij 'species of vine' (both Ipalay/) and befei 'upper arm' vs befeij 
'taro bait for catching crayfish' (both Ibetey/). There is one unexplained gap in these 
examples, namely that there are no forms in -aij or -uij, i.e. no forms in I-oyl or I-uyl that 
are not either a transitive verb or a construct form. 

Corresponding to ei and eij etc., Smythe writes i: in a transitive verb or a construct 
form and ij (occasionally i.j) elsewhere. For example: 

bumbu'li: pubuliy 'forehead' 
Du'wi: duwiy 'bone' 
Bu'si: busiy 'mix' 
dah'IJi: tahlJiy 'boil' 
'ba:bij papiy 'beach' 
e'bi.j epiy 'sago' 

Since it is unlikely (a) that the phonemic status of [i] differs according to morphological 
context, or (b) that the phonemic status of [u] in, e.g., [eu] differs from that of[i] in [ei], 
one may infer that Smythe's orthographic conventions do not reflect phonological 
distinctions. 

A result of this analysis is that Kele has few final vowels, except in the 1 SG possessor 
forms of nouns described above. Historically, this is unsurprising, as Proto Oceanic final 
vowels and vowel-consonant sequences are generally lost in Eastern Admiralties 
languages, e.g. Imata-m1 'your (SG) eye' < POc *mata-mu, lepiyl 'sago' < POc 
*Rabi(y)a, lahayl 'northwest wind' < POc *qapaRat. The development of ISG 
possessor forms of nouns is more recent (/mata! < POc *mata-gu, with irregular loss of 
*-g-). There is, however, a word-final contrast between I-iyl and I-il and between I-uwl 
and I-U!, and there are words with final I-el or 1-01, e.g. Ipoteril 'story, tale', Ipotahil 'wild 
ginger plant', Ipu! 'pig', IputU! 'gasp, pant', Ipusisel 'joke (V ITR)' , Ituhel 'muscle 
pain', Ibu:sol 'small island'. 

There are a few cases where Smythe makes unusual orthographic choices, and these 
may well reflect phonemic distinctions. He writes ni:w 'coconut', and this may represent 
Iniu! or Iniyu! (i.e. ev:eve) rather than Iniwl (eve). He writes hu:: (sic) 'blow' for what 
may be Ihuu! or Ihuwul rather than Ihuw/. 
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There is a strong tendency for vowels in unstressed syllables before the stress to be 
deleted and for Ih! to be deleted in such syllables. 

1.2 Orthography 

The phonemic orthography (not Smythe's) is used in this sketch. Stress is marked where 
it does not fall on the final syllable and has been recorded in the data. Vowels deleted in 
unstressed syllables and deleted postvocalic Ih! are written wherever they can be 
identified (Smythe often omits them). 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

IINC IEXC 2 3 

Independent 
SG yu ou i 
DL tern y6m em hem 
PL titu y6tu etu su 

Subject prefix 
SG u- e- 1-

DL ter- er- er- her-
PL tit- et- et- he-

Possessor suffix 
SG -13 -m -n 
DL -tern -yom -em -hem 
PL -titu -yotu -etu -su 

The independent pronouns also serve as animate object pronouns. Non-singular 
possessor suffixes are formally identical with independent pronouns. 

2.2 Nouns 

The noun-deriving suffix I-en! is no longer productive, and only two examples are known: 

mis 
rek 

'cook' 
'ache' 

Verb stems occur as nouns, e.g., 

i-bise 
i-lila 
i-yai 
i-tuhan 

'slhe plugs' 
's/he walks' 
's/he swims' 
's/he plants' 

mis-en 'cooked food' 
rek-rek-en 'pain' 

bise 
lila 
yal 
tuhan 

'a plug' 
'ajoumey' 
'a swim' 
'gardening' 

Kele nouns have unusually complex possessive morphology. This is described in §2.7.1. 
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2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

There are no articles in Kele. Demonstratives, which function either as postmodifiers or 
as nominals, are formed from locative adverbs by adding the anaphor letil: 

tu 
te 
kele 

'here' 
'here' 
'there' 

toti 
teti 
keleti 

'this' 
'this' 
'that' 

The anaphor letil never occurs alone as a demonstrative, but is used in a variety of 
contexts noted in §2.S, §4.1 and §6.1. 

Only two degrees of distance are recognised, Itel and Itetil being reserved for use 
with places. For example, 

Toti sa? but Lok teti he? 
this what place this where 
'What is this?' 'What place is this?' (lit. 'Where is this place?') 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Number is marked only on animate or personified nouns, and then only optionally and to 
indicate definiteness, by a preceding third-person free pronoun: Ii damatl 'the man', 
/hem damatl 'both men', Isu damatl '(all) the men'. The morpheme Isel 'some, a few' 
occurs pronominally alone or as part of Isu-sel '3PL-some', i.e. 'some of them' , and as a 
modifier, e.g. Idamat sel 'a few men'. 

A numeral is always bound to a classifier. The classifiers are descended historically 
from nouns, a few of which survive as such in Kele. 

aflJwan ha-mow 
person one-CL (-mow 'animate beings') 
'one person' 
esew s-im 
house one-CL (-im 'buildings') 

arlJwan an-mow 
person siX-CL 
'six people' 
esew en-pwim 
house SiX-CL 

'one house' 'six houses' 
(The various forms for 'one' are explained below.) 

The manner particle Idel (§4.3) occurs optionally between the counted noun and the 
numeral-classifier combination, e.g./damat de m-mowl man MNR two-CL 'two men'. 
If Idel is used before 'one', it changes the meaning of the numeral-classifier 
combination to 'completely', e.g., 

i wi en de ha-mow 
3SG good MNR one-CL 
'He is completely good.' 

As the examples above illustrate, numeral-classifier words are often affected by 
morphophonemic changes. The numeral morphemes are: 

sa- 4 ha- 7 dotul-, edtul-
2 m- 5 lim- S dom-
3 tul- 6 an- 9 ansa-, duasa-

The system is decimal, with '7', 'S', and '9' expressed subtractively (variant forms are 
discussed below). Tens, hundreds and thousands are themselves expressed by classifiers, e.g., 
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damat sU-IJwah damat an-IJwah 
man one-CL (-IJwah'tens') man SiX-CL 
'ten men' 'sixty men' 

The relevant classifiers are I-IJ"ahi 'ten', I-IJatl 'hundred' and I-pwol 'thousand'. 
Numeral-classifier words with these classifiers may also be prefixed by Ipwo-I, which 
further multiplies them by a thousand: 

kow pwo-r-IJeh 
hook 1000-twO-CL (-IJwah'tens') 
'20,000 fishhooks' 

niu pwo-ha-IJat 
coconut 1000-4-CL (-IJat 'hundreds') 
'400,000 coconuts' 

The morphophonemic behaviour of the classifiers themselves need be described only in 
relation to the numerals 1-6, as their behaviour with 7, 8 and 9 is the same as with 3, 2 
and 1 respectively. Classifiers with the vowel I-a-I change this to I-e-I when they co-
occur with a numeral containing a high vowel, i.e. lru-I '2', Itul-I '3', or Ilim-I '5'. 

-da; 'utterances' -mwat 'spears' 
-daIJ 'watercourses' IJai 'holes' 
-dah 'heaps, piles' IJat 'hundreds' 
-hat 'containers' IJwah 'tens' 
-kah 'sheets of a substance' pay 'leaf midribs' 
-kai 'limbs' pal 'cutting and slicing implements' 
-kap 'flat natural objects' pat 'sugarcane plants' 
-kuhat 'fires' sal 'paths' 

For example: 

sitpet ha-kah sitpet ru-keh 
bedsheet one-CL (-kah 'sheets of a substance') bedsheet two-CL 
'one bedsheet' 'two bedsheets' 

A majority of classifiers with a vowel other than I-a-I undergo no changes: 

-buIJ 'small groups of natural objects' -Iuk 'halves' 
-bul 'longitudinal halves' -mir 'large groups of animate beings' 
-bus 'packets' -mow 'animate beings' 
-dek 'quarters' -pow 'taros' 
-hir 'districts' -pwil 'pools of water' 
-ker 'fathoms (as units of length), -pwo 'thousands' 
-kiw 'slitgongs' -sep 'families' 
-kor 'village' -sow 'artifacts' 
-kow 'bundles' -til 'axe-marks' 

The two most irregular classifiers are the following: 

'days and parts of days' 
1 se-i 6 on -0 
2 ru-0 7 edtul-0 
3 tul-0 8 doru-0 
4 ha-0 9 duase-i 
5 lim-0 



'round objects' 
1 si-h 
2 ru-eh 
3 tul-oh 
4 ha-huh 
5 lim-weh 

6 
7 
8 
9 

en-oh 
edtal-oh 
d6ru-eh 
duasi-h 
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The classifier for round objects also serves as the default classifier, used where no more 
specific classifier is felt necessary. Although it never surfaces in full, the 'underlying' 
form is evidently I-(h)uahl. 

There are two more classifiers whose form with 'one' differs from the form co-
occurring with 2-6: 

-pwim 
-wey 

'buildings' 
'long objects' 

s-im 
h-ey 

'one building' 
'one long object' 

The classifier I-psikl 'small pieces' has an epenthetic I-i-I in Itul-i-psikl and drops I-p-I 
in len-sikl, avoiding a three-consonant sequence. 

Numerals also undergo morphophonemic changes according to the shape of the classifier 
with which they co-occur. The underlying form for 'one' is Isae-I, affected by two rules: 

(1) I-a-I becomes I-e-I before a classifier containing lei, Iii or lui, except Ih6-powl 'one 
taro' and Ihe-pwol 'one thousand', Isu-lJwahl 'ten', lsi-hi 'one round object' and Iho-
korl 'one village'; 

(2) Is-I becomes /h-I word-initially (i.e. not within '9') except before a classifier with 
initial Ih-I or IIJ-I (this rule affects most classifiers). 

Examples are: 

sa-hat 
sa-lJat 
se-hir 
ha-mow 
he-kiw 

'one container' 
'a hundred' 
'one district 
'one animate being' 
'one slitgong' 

no rule applies 
no rule applies 
rule I applies 
rule 2 applies 
rules I and 2 apply 

Rule 1 also applies to the subtractive numeral lan-sa-I 'nine', affecting both vowels, e.g. 
len-se-hirl 'nine districts'. 

The numeral llim-I 'five' becomes !Ii-I before a consonant other than IIJ/, e.g. li-kor 
'five villages', li-kiw 'five slitgongs', but !lim-lJehl 'fifty'. The numeral lan-I 'six' 
becomes len-I with a classifier which does not contain I-a-I, e.g. len-mowl 'six animate 
beings', len-pwiml 'six buildings', but lan-kuhatl 'six fires'. There are two exceptions, I 
an-lui 'six halves' and lon-Ol 'six days'. The numeral /doru-I 'eight' usually becomes 
[dor-] before a consonant, but this may be a phonetic change only. 

Of the alternate subtractive forms, ledtull 'seven' occurs in the two irregular 
paradigms and in ledtul-i-psikl 'seven small pieces', and Id6tul-1 occurs elsewhere, 
whilst Idua-sa-I 'nine' occurs in the two irregular paradigms and in Idua-si-ml 'nine 
buildings' and Idua-h-eyl 'nine long objects'. 

There are no ordinal numerals in Kele. Distributive phrases are formed by repeating 
the numeral-classifier word with an intervening Ipel 'and', e.g. 

yu u-duni ha-mow pe ha-mow 
ISG lSG-see one-CL and one-CL (-mow 'animate being') 
'1 saw them (the people) one by one', i.e., '1 saw each of them' 
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Frequentative phrases are formed with /pet/ 'time, occasion' and a numeral with the 
default classifier, e.g. /pet talohl 'three times'. 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

Most adjectives end in /-n!. This is inseparable from the root, and also remains when the 
adjective is used as an adverb. For example: 

namadan 'big' 
elwen 'long, tall' 
mwan 'bad' 
mewin 'new' 
uyen 'good' 
poden 'black' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

The basic noun phrase structure is as follows: 

NOUN (+ POSSESSOR) (+ NUMERAL-CL) (+ ADJECTIVE (+ INTENSIFIER)!. . . n) (DEM) 

Note that the presence of the numeral 'one' (with a classifier) denotes singularity, not 
indefiniteness, as the first example below shows: 

pihin ha-mow il t6ti 
woman one-CL old this 
'this old woman' 

emwe-n kokoha s-im wien 
house-3SG fowl one-CL good 
'a good chicken house' 

damat ha-mow wi en ile 
man one-CL good very 
'a very good man' 

A noun may also be modified by another noun phrase. In this example, brackets mark 
the modifier noun phrase: 

petih ha-mow [mude-n ekuwan de ha-mow] 
woman one-CL skin-3sG light MNR one-CL 
'a woman with light skin all over' 

A prepositional phrase with /poro/ 'associative' (§4.3) governing a placename or a noun 
phrase with generic meaning may serve as an attribute: 

damat poro Puyal) 
kikiniw poro wa 
damat poro yai 
10k poro pat 
law poro temwan urn 

'man from Puyang' 
'glass for water, water glass' 
'man for swimming, swimmer' 
'place of stones, stony place' 
'man for building houses, house-builder' 

A coordinate noun phrase is formed with the conjunction /pe/ 'and': 

tikiso pe kuma we har-Ia 
Tiki so and Kuma POT 2DL-go 
'Tikiso and Kuma will go.' 
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2.7 Possession 

2.7.1 Direct possession 

Although Kele has a distinction between indirect and direct possession, any noun may 
be directly possessed. However, inalienable nouns form a free (unpossessed) fonn with 
the suffix -y, as in the first set of examples below, whereas the alienable free forms in the 
second set require no suffix. The fonns in the possessive paradigms are unpredictable 
and lexicalised. Certain patterns are discernible, but there are exceptions to these (the 
results of complicated historical developments). The phonological interpretation of 
these forms was discussed in § 1.1. 

Free ISG 2sG 3sG, all non-SG 
'eye' mat<i-y muta mata-m mata-
'father' tama-y tomo tama-m tama-
'arm' leme-y lime leme-m leme-
'bone' duwi[-y] duwi duwi-m duwi-
'back' purki-y purki purki-m purki-
'throat' wo-y wu wu-m wo-
'nape' pudu-y pudu pudu-m pudu-
'spouse' nebulu-y nebulu nebulu-m nebulu-
'ear' dilIJa-y dullJa dilIJa-m dilIJa-
'spear' putlew putlu putlu-m patla-
'bed' petle patla patla-m patla-
'road' sal sula sula-m sala-
'axe' kim kime kime-m kime-
'night' lukumwe lukmie- lukmie-m lukmie-
'stone' pat pati pate-n ate-
'food' sOIJ sUIJyi sUIJyi-m sUIJye-
'water' wa wayi wayi-m waye-
'jar' pukot puke puke-m puke-n 
'house' urn emwe emwe-m emwe-
'taro' mah mohi mahi-m mohe-
'penis' ut witi witi-m witi-
'person' law elwi elwi-m elwi 
'place' 10k leku leku-m loko-
'basket' dop dopu dopu-m dabo-
'taro' mah moho maho-m moho-

The system is evidently productive, since it accommodates a borrowed noun like / 
kawkaw/ 'sweet potato' « Tok Pisin kaukau): 

'sweet potato' kawkaw kekewi kekewi-m 

A noun phrase possessor follows the possessed noun: 

esewe-n Tamet 
house-3sG Tamet 

kekewe-

'Tamet's house' (free fonn: /esew/ 'single person's house') 
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esewe-n aI1)wan ie 
house-3sG person this 
'this person's house' 

Where the possessor is non-specific, the structure above may be used or the possessed 
and possessor may form a compound: 

emwe-n pu 
house-3sG pig 
'pigsty' 

kwi-n mwen 
tail-3sG dog 
'dog's tail' 

pala-Ieme-y 
head-finger-FREE 
'finger' (lit. 'head-of-hand') 

2.7.2 Indirect possession 

Indirect possession occurs only when the possessed noun is alienable. There are two 
constructions, one with the possessive classifier lana-I denoting FOOD possession, the 
other with the default preposition Ita-I denoting possession in general. The paradigms of 
lana-I and Ita-I are as follows: 

IINC IEXC 2 3 

FOOD possessive classifier lana-I 

SG ono anam anan 
DL anatiru anayoru anaru anahru 
PL anatitu anayotu anatu anasu 

Default preposition Ita-I 
SG tuta titam titan, ten 
DL tatiru, tetiru tayoru taru, tetiru tahru 
PL ta-itu, tetiru tayotu tatu, tetiru tesu 

The 3SG form Iten! is used when a noun phrase possessor follows. Sometimes Iten! is 
replaced by /kin! before a personal name. 

The FOOD classifier normally precedes (but may follow) the possessed noun if the 
possessor is pronominal but always follows it if the possessor is a noun phrase: 

ono sol) 
FOOD:lSG food 
'my food' 

ana-n pupwj or pupwi ana-n 
FOOD-3SG banana banana FOOD-3SG 
'his banana' 

pupwj ana-n Tamet 
banana FOOD-3SG Tamet 
'Tamet's banana' 



The preposition always follows the possessed: 

sol) tuti 
food PREP:lSG 
'food for me' or 'food 1 own but won't eat' 

urn tita-n 
house PREP-3SG 
'his house' 

urn te-n pihin 
house PREP-3sG woman 
'the woman's house' 

mweh te-n Dakum 
dog PREP Dakum 
'Dakum's dog' 

or mweh ki-n Dakum 
dog PREP Dakum 
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There is usually little or no semantic difference between the use of direct possession 
with an alienable possessed noun and the use of /ta-/ with the same noun, but Smythe 
cites a few cases where there is a difference, e.g. between /umwe-n/ 'the house he owns' 
and fum tita-n/ 'the house he lives in but does not own', or between /sul)ye/ 'food and 1 
own but will sell, not eat' and /SOI) tital 'food for me' or 'food I own but won't eat'. Both 
the latter contrast with /ono SOI)/ 'food 1 will eat/am eating/have eaten'. 

2.8 Relative clauses 

A relative clause follows its head noun with no special marking, but the anaphor /etil 
(see also §4.1) may be used to replace a relativised personal noun in the relative clause, 
or a common noun if the latter is oblique. 

yu u-duni damat i k-i-tewmwan urn 
ISG ISG-see man 3sG IRR-3SG-build house 
'1 saw the man who built the house.' 

yu u-duni damat ou e-tepenewei 
ISG ISG-see man 2sG 2sG-steal 
'1 saw the man whose bag you stole.' 

peti yu u-duni eti i-I)kon 
woman ISG ISG-see ANAPH 3sG-carry 
'The woman 1 saw was carrying a basket.' 

urn tnti yu u-nnen 
house this ISG ISG-sleep 
'This is the house 1 slept in.' 

eti 
ANAPH 

dabo-n 
bag-3sG 

dop 
basket 

i i-kuni wa, I-sll)en purumata-n i-to eti 
3SG 3sG-takewater 3sG-wash face-3sG 3SG-stand ANAPH 
'He fetched water and washed his face with it.' 
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3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

A verb root is preceded obligatorily by a subject prefix. When the prefix is attached to 
the verb root, certain changes occur. With a monosyllabic root whose vowel is Ia!: 

(a) if the prefix is lu-I I SO or Ii-I 3S0, the root vowel I-a-I is raised to I-e-I; 
(b) if the vowel of the prefix is I-e-I, it is lowered to I-a-I and the root vowel remains I-a! 

(the only exception is Iter-/ lINC:DL, which Smythe reports as Itir-I in this 
environment, whereas 1 recorded Itar-/). 

Thus, for I-mati 'die', the conjugation is: 

IINC lEXC 2 
SG 
DL 
PL 

tir-mat, tar-mat 
tit-mat 

u-met 
ar-mat 
at-mat 

a-mat 
ar-mat 
at-mat 

3 
i-met 
har-mat 
ha-mat 

With verb roots in initial la-I, the singular subject prefixes coalesce with the la-I to give a 
lowered variant of the prefix. For I-anil 'eat', lonil ISG, lanil 2sG, lenil 3sG. The non-
singular prefixes are lowered, as with I-mati 'die' above, e.g. Ihar-anil 3DL-eat. 

A singular subject prefix may be preceded by the irrealis prefix Ik-I, used for the 
future and in unreal conditions, e.g. Ik-i-met/ 'he will die', Ik-i-Ie-matl 'he will go and 
die'. The irrealis prefix may itself be preceded by the desiderative prefix Ip V-I, where the 
vowel is the same as the subject prefix vowel. The desiderative-irrealis sequence may be 
used to express intentions and wishes in both future and non-future. (The prefix IpV-I is 
a grammaticised form of the verb Ipal 'wish, say', and the full form of the verb is used 
with non-singular subjects; §3.3.) For example: 

yu pu-k-u-Ia 
lSG DESID-IRR-lSG-go 
'1 wish(ed)/intend(ed) to go.' 

There is no distinction between realis and irrealis forms with non-singular subjects. 
There are a few verbs whose subject is not coreferenced by a subject prefix but by a 

possessor suffix: Ituna-I 'know', Ipwate-I 'dislike', Imwate-I 'live', Iwomolo-I 'be lazy': 

i tuna-n ou 
3SG know-3sG 2SG 
'He knows you.' 

There are several derivational processes that operate on Kele verbs. Transitivisation with 
I-il is no longer productive, but has resulted in pairs like the following: 

Intransitive Transitive 
met 'aim' mete 'aim at' 
1)01 'cook lightly' yule 'cook lightly' 
pis 'plug' plse 'plug' 
yan 'eat' ani 'eat' 
ruh 'blow' ruhi 'blow' 
riw 'pull' riwi 'pull' 
sil)sil) 'shave' sil)i 'shave' 
kalkal 'stir' kali 'stir' 
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There are also pairs which resemble those above, but where both verbs are used 
transitively with no known meaning difference, e.g., IdahilJl ~ IdahlJil 'cook', Ikon! ~ I 
kunil 'carry', Isusowl ~ Isuawil 'buy, sell'. 

The suffix I-an! generally renders a transitive verb's telic (that is, the action has an 
endpoint). It also has morphophonemic effects, but these are not fully predictable. A 
root vowel 101 is raised to lui, but a root vowel lei is lowered to lal (unless there is a 
preceding Iii). On the other hand, if the root contains Iii, I-an! may become I-en/. A root-
final vowel is usually lost. For example: 

lepte 'lift (cover) to have a look' lapt-an 'uncover completely' 
tewane 'think (about), tawan-an 'think of, remember, believe' 
teherlJui 'hear' teherlJu-an 'remember' 
tile 'build' til-en 'build completely, finish building' 
tutei 'ignite' tutu-an 'set light to, burn (down), 

j3n a few scattered cases, the argument structure of the verb changes: 

tepenow 'teach (s.o.)' tepenuw-an 'teach (s.t.)' 
demte 'ask (s.o.)' damt-an 'ask for, ask about (s.t.)' 

In many cases in Smythe's vocabulary, no change in meaning is recorded. This is an area 
of the morphology of Kele and other Admiralties languages (see also Hamel 1994:86) 
which is in need of more detailed study. 

Causatives are formed from verbs, adjectives and nouns with the prefix Ite-I together 
with, sometimes, the suffix I-if or I-an! (see above): 

penow 'learn' te-penow 'teach (s.o.)' 
mat 'die' te-mete-i 'kill (s.o.)' 
epwes 'fall' te-epus-an 'drop (s.t.)' 
purten 'hot' te-purtu-an 'heat (s.t.)' 
kow 'hook' te-kuku-an 'hook (s.t.)' 

Compound verbs are formed productively with the verb Ipwol 'do, make' and an 
adjective or noun: 

mwan 
elum 
pos 

'bad' 
'garden' 
'paddle' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

pwo-mwan 
pwo-elum 
pwo-pos 

'make trouble' 
'do gardening' 
'paddle (lTR)' 

The verb phrase proper consists of the verb, described in §3.1, together with certain 
kinds of modifier which immediately follow it. A locational modifier which is required 
by the verb's argument structure occurs in this position: 

i-Ie elelJ 
3sG-go above 
'He goes up.' 

The modifier I(ha)rel occurs immediately after Ilal 'go to' or Isal 'come to' (but no other 
verb) and indicates that the movement is current and ongoing: 

su ha-sa hare 
3PL 3PL-come CONT 
'They are coming home.' 

urn 
house 
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A manner modifier is identical in form to an adjective phrase. Its normal position is also 
directly after the verb, as illustrated in the example below by Iwien ilel 'very good', 
which intervenes between the verb and adverbial serialisation (see §3.3). 

pihin ha-mow il t6ti i-ntal) wien ile i-to kuweh tita-n 
woman one-CL old this 3sG-playgood very 3SG-stand flute PREP-3SG 
'This old woman plays very well on her flute.' 

There are several aspect and mood morphemes which are semantically associated with 
the verb phrase but are not syntactic constituents of it (all except lwei have also been 
found in verbless clauses). These are: 

we potential: 'perhaps, possibly' 
ka inceptive, immediate future 

(before subject NP or before verb) 
(between subject NP and verb) 

kah completive ( clause-final) 
man ... (wat) 'still' (/man/ clause-initial; Iwatl clause-final) 

The morphemes lwei and Ika! occur with an irrealis verb: 

i we k-i-le or we i k-i-Ie 
3SG POT IRR-3SG-go POT 3SG IRR-3SG-go 
'He will (probably) go.' 

yu ka k-u-Ie 
ISG INCEP IRR-lSG-go 
'I am about to go/am starting to go.' 

In my own data, the vowel of lwei assimilates to the vowel of a singular subject prefix: 

de mo eti yu wu k-u-yan 
MNR tomorrow ANAPH lSG POT IRR-lSG-eat 
'Tomorrow I will eat banana.' 

pupwi 
banana 

The completive /kah! is always clause-final, i.e. in the same slot as the negator Ipwi/ (§4.4): 

ii-Ie kah 
3SG 3sG-go COMPL 
'He has gone.' 

The morphemes Iman! and Iwatl bracket the whole clause: 

man pihin i-ne-tal) wat 
still woman 3sG-be.elsewhere-weep still 
'The woman is still weeping.' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

In sequential nuclear serialisation one of the verbs Ila! 'go to', Isa! 'come to', Idehl 'be 
at', and Ina! 'be elsewhere' or the morpheme Inehel 'be far away' (which does not occur 
independently) forms a compound with the following verb. The first verb usually 
undergoes pre-stress vowel loss (and Idehl loses I-hi) (§ 1.1), but, as noted in § 1.2, this is 
not shown orthographically. 

i-le-tahil) 
i-se-tahil) 
i-deh-tahil) 

'he goes to boil' 
'he comes to boil' 
'he is in the process of boiling' 
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i-ne-tahil) 'he was (away) boiling' 
i-nehe-tahil) 'he was boiling far away' 
3SG-VERB-boil 

It is necessary in Kele to make a distinction between core and adverbial serialisation like 
that described for Jabem (q.v.). An unusual feature of both these types ofserialisation is 
that, unless completion of the action is implied, the second verb has an irrealis prefix 
even if the first verb lacks one: 

er-wei sol) k-i-Ie tendamat 
2PL-give food lRR-3SG-go PREP man 
'Give the food to the man!' 

1 i-Ie-guni sol) k-i-Ie ten pihin 
3SG 3sG-go-take food lRR-3SG-go PREP woman 
'He went to take the food to the woman.' 

e-metlei pihin keleri k-i-to semel wak 
2sG-kill woman that IRR-3sG-stand iron long 
'Kill that woman with an axe.' 

There are two types of core serialisation: desiderative and directional. Although the 
following example of desiderative serialisation looks remarkably like reported speech 
('1 said 1 would go'; §6.2), it differs from it crucially: in reported speech the 
complement is a full clause with a free pronoun subject (see §4.2), but in the serial 
construction there is no intervening free pronoun: 

yu u-pe k-u-Ie 
ISG lSG-say IRR-lsG-go 
'1 wish(ed)/intend(ed) to go.' 

In directional serialisation, the first verb is one which denotes movement or requires a 
goal or source argument. The second verb is one of Ilal 'go to', lawl 'go away', Isal 
'come to', Idoh/ 'come from', Itol 'stand, dwell' and Isol 'remain': 

i i-htuat i-ew 
3SG 3SG-run 3sG-go.away 
'He ran away.' 

yu u-ruei palet i-so 
ISG ISG-put dish 3sG-remain 
'1 put the dish onto the table.' 

dta-n keaw 
top-3sG table 

tamet i-kuni pamei i-to hen eluh 
Tamet 3sG-take betelnut 3SG-stand LOC Eluh 
'Tamet took betelnut from Eluh.' 

Sometimes both verbs are directional and each has its own locative complement: 

i-doh sapilaw i-se 
3sG 3sG-come.from Sapilau 3sG-come.to 
'He came from Sapilaw to Andra.' 

ada 
Andra 

If the first verb of a directional serialisation is intransitive and the second is Ilal used to 
mark a dative argument, then it has a third person singular subject prefix: 
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yu u-pe i-Ie 
ISG ISG-say 3SG-go 
'I spoke to him.' 

tita-n 
PREP-3SG 

If the first verb is transitive, its object is the subject of the second. The subject prefix of 
the second verb may coreference the object of the first or may optionally have the third 
person singular subject prefix (see also examples in §4.2): 

su we he-guni 
3PL POT 3PL-take 

y6tu 
IEXC:PL 

'They will take us away.' 

we at-Ia 
POT IEXC:PL-go 

su we he-guni y6tu we i-Ie 
3PL POT 3PL-take IEXC:PL POT 3SG-go 
'They will take us away.' 

Directional serialisation is used to express a variety of semantic roles: 

yu u-dilen urn 
ISG ISG-build house 
'I made the house good.' 

i-Ie wien 
3sG-go good 

yu k-u-sopwati i-so 
ISG IRR-IsG-take 3SG-remain 
'I'll take it from your hand.' 

leme-m 
hand-2SG 

Adverbial serialisation types express continuity or position, instrument, manner ('like'), 
topic ('about') and comparison. The second verb in positional serialisation is always I 
dehl 'be at', used intransitively to indicate continuity of action or transitively to indicate 
location. Note that the two verbs have coreferential subject prefixes: 

yu u-to eleI) u-deh 
ISG ISG-stand above ISG-be.at 
'I remain standing.' 

yu u-dni i u-deh 
ISG ISG-see 3SG ISG-be.at 
'I saw him at Puyang.' 

PuyaI) 
Puyang 

Instrument, resemblance and topic are expressed respectively by Itol 'stand, dwell', Ipa/ 
'resemble', and /Ia/ 'go to', each always prefixed with /i-/ 3SG (with or without the 
irrealis prefix): 

i i-ruhe yu i-to kei 
3SG 3SG-hit ISG 3sG-stand wood 
'He hit me with a stick.' 

e-metlei pihin keleri k-i-to semel wak 
2sG-kill woman that IRR-3sG-stand iron long 
'Kill that woman with an axe.' 

yu u-yan i-pa ke mweh 
ISG ISG-eat 3sG-resemble EMPH dog 
'I eat like a dog.' 
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(Note that in I-pal 'resemble' the vowel is never raised to lei, whereas in I-pal 'say, 
wish', it is thus raised, e.g. Ii-pel 3SG-say.) 

yu k-u-tepenuwan ou k-i-Ie urn 
ISG IRR-ISG-teach 2sG IRR-3sG-go house 
'I'll teach you about the house.' 

After an adjective, Ipal 'resemble' and Itol 'stand' express comparison: 

urn t6ti 
house this 

e1wen 
tall 

i-pa ke 
3sG-resemble EMPH 

'This house is as tall as that tree.' 

urn t6ti wien i-to urn kel6ti 
house this good 3sG-stand house that 
'This house is better than that house.' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

key h-ey kel6ti 
tree one-CL that 

The predicate of a verbless clause may be a noun phrase, an adjective or a prepositional 
phrase. When the subject and the predicate are both noun phrases, the anaphor letil (see 
also §2.8) may optionally be used to mark the boundary between them: 

peti kel6ti eti tine-n e1uh 
woman that ANAPH mother-3SG Eluh 
'That woman is Eluh's mother.' 

The aspect and mood morphemes Ikal 'inceptive', Ikah/ 'completive' and Imanl 'still' 
discussed in §2.5 also occur with adjectives in verbless clauses: 

I ka mwan 
3SG INCEP bad 
'It's beginning to be bad.' 

haukan t6ti mwan kah 
thing this bad COMPL 
'This thing has become bad.' 

man yu wien 
still I SG good 
'I am still good.' 

In the examples below, the predicate is a prepositional phrase (cf §2.6, §4.3): 

10k t6ti poro pat 
place this ASSOC stone 
'This place is stony' 

ou me nebulu-m de pwi 
:?SG HAVE wife-2sG or NEG 
'Do you have a wife or not?' 
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4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The basic constituent order is subject-verb-object, as illustrated below. Unlike in many 
Oceanic languages, a pronominal subject in Kele is usually expressed by a free pronoun 
as well as a coreferential subject prefix on the verb. 

It is important in Kele to distinguish between prepositional phrases which are part of 
the argument structure of the verb with which they co-occur and prepositional phrases in 
purely peripheral arguments (§4.3). There are two classes of transitive verbs. Members 
of the first take a common or a personal noun phrase direct object: 

yu u-tepenow damat 
ISG ISG-teach man 
'I am teaching the man.' 

netu-n i-tel] 1 

child-3SG 3sG-weep 3SG 
'Her child cried for her.' 

Some members, at least, require the expression of the object, giving reciprocals in which 
subject and object are both expressed: 

yoru er-top yoru 
IEXC:OL IEXC:oL-quarrel IEXC:OL 
'We two quarrelled (with each other).' 

Members of the second class take what appears to be a common noun phrase direct 
object, but if the object denotes an animate being, the verb requires that it be governed 
by the preposition Ita-lor Ihe-I. The latter is used with personal names and pronouns 
after directional verbs. 

yu u-reh tita-n 
ISG ISG-like PREP-3SG 
'I like her.' 

yu u-reh niy 
I SG I sG-like fish 
'I like fish.' 

yu u-ruei sol] i-Ie 
ISG ISG-givefood 3sG-go 
'I gave food to the man.' 

te-n 
PREP-3SG 

yu u-ruei sol] i-Ie pu 
ISG ISG-givefood 3sG-go pig 
'I gave food to the pig.' 

damat 
man 

tamet i-kuni pamei i-Ie hen eluh 
Tamet 3sG-take betelnut 3sG-go LOC Eluh 
'Tamet took betelnut to Eluh.' 

As the last three (serial verb) examples illustrate, verbs of direction and position are 
among those belonging to this second class: 



1 i-Ie pehey 
3SG 3sG-go.to market 
'He went to the market.' 

1 i-doh pehey 
3SG 3sG-come.from market 
'He came from the market.' 

i-min pway 
3SG-sit ground 
'he sits down' 

yu u-yin puyaIJ 
1 SG I SG-stay Puyang 
'I live at Puyang.' 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 
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Many meanings which would in other Oceanic languages be expressed by peripheral 
arguments are in Kele carried by verb serialisation (§3.3). 

Kele has two classes of prepositions. The first consists of: 

ta- default with animates 
he- personal location or goal 

These occur only with animate noun phrases. The preposition Ita-I governs the possessor 
in a possessive noun phrase (§2.7.2), the object of certain verbs (§4.2) and the optional 
complement of some locative expressions (see below), whilst /he-I occurs with a 
location or goal when this is a pronoun or personal name. The paradigm of Ita-I, which 
takes possessor suffixes, is given in §2.7.2; Iten! is the form used before a noun phrase. 
The paradigm of Ihe-I is similar, but there are no singular forms with possessor suffixes. 
Instead /hen! is used not only before a noun phrase but also before a singular free 
pronoun. For examples of Ita-I, see §2.7.2, §4.2 and below. Examples with /he-I are: 

i i-se hen yu 
3sG 3sG-come LOC ISG 
'He came to me.' 

1 i-deh hen nama 
3sG 3sG-stay LOC Nama 
'He lives with Nama.' 

tamet 
Tamet 

i-kuni 
3sG-take 

pamel i-to he-su 
betelnut 3SG-stand Loc-3PL 

'Tamet took betelnut from them.' 

The second class of prepositions is morphologically invariable and its three members 
occur with any kind of noun phrase: 

datan 
me 
poro 

comitative 
ownership (see also §4.1) 
associative (see also §2.6, §4.1) 

For example: 
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1 k-i-Ie datan yu 
3SG IRR-3SG-go COM ISG 
'He will go with me.' 

i i-metlei damat poro yu 
3SG 3SG-kill man ASSOC ISG 
'He killed the man for me.' 

1 i-se me de putlew 
3SG 3sG-come HAVE MNR spear 
'He came with a spear.' 

ha-mwat 
one-CL 

The particle /del in the example above occurs optionally after /mel and optionally in a 
number of other environments, including in noun phrases before a numeral (§2.4) and in 
the two phrase classes mentioned in the next paragraph. Its function is not properly 
understood: it appears to be obligatory only in sentence initial-expressions (cf also §6.2) 
and usually has something to do with the expression of manner or setting and is 
accordingly glossed 'MNR' here (it is homophonous with Ide/ 'or', but its functions 
appear different). 

Kele has two other phrase classes which occur in peripheral arguments. The first has as 
its head an inalienably possessed locative part noun which takes a possessor, e.g. /10-/ 
'inside', Ipada-/ 'underneath', Idta-I 'above', /pelti-I 'neighbourhood, near'. For example: 

yu u-te-metei i (de) 
ISG I SG-cAus-die 3SG (MNR) 
'I killed him in the house.' 

lo-n urn 
inside-3SG house 

The second class has as its head a locative or temporal expression, e.g. lemur/ 'behind, 
after',/muneni 'in front, before', Iral)eyl 'today', Imol 'tomorrow'. One, at least, lemurl 
may govern a prepositional phrase with Ita-I. 

yu k-u-min emur t6ti-ru 
ISG IRR-ISG-sit behind PREP-2PL 
'I shall sit behind the two of you.' 

i i-se de emur 
3SG 3sG-come.to MNR behind 
'He came afterwards.' 

1 k-i-se de mo 
3SG IRR-3sG-come MNR tomorrow 
'He will come tomorrow.' 

When such an expression occurs clause-initially, Ide/ is obligatory: 

de se-i ii-Ie pehey 
MNR one-cL:day 3SG 3SG-go market 
'One day he went to the market.' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

A declarative clause is negated with the clause-final negator Ipwi/, an imperative clause 
with the clause-initial prohibitive particle Inebunl or /bunl: 



key t6ti elwen pwi 
tree this tall NEG 
'This tree isn't tall.' 
yu u-deh-yan pupwi pwi 
lSG lSG-be.at-eat banana NEG 
'I am not eating bananas now.' 

bun ani mah keleti 
PROHIB 2SG:eat taro that 
'Don't eat that taro!' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 
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An imperative verb is marked only with its subject prefix, but in an imperative serial 
construction the second verb also has the irrealis prefix. 

e-Silli SOl) k-i-se hen yu 
2sG-carry food IRR-3SG-come PREP lSG 
'Bring the food to me!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

A polar question is either structurally identical to a declarative, but with a rising 
intonation on the last stressed syllable, or it has the tag Ide pwil 'or not': 

ou me nebulu-m de pwi 
:?SG HAVE wife-2sG or NEG 
'Do you have a wife or not?' 

Interrogative expressions occurring in content questions are: 
sa 
ihe, he 
heks! 

'what?' 
'where?' 
'how much?' 

si, ems! 'who?' 
ehe 'which?' 
de spwo 'why?' 

noun, adjective 
locative adverb, adjective (cf discussion of Itel and Iteti!, §2.1) 
(does not take a numeral classifier; cf. §2.4) 
noun, adjective 
adjective 
adverbial 

The interrogative expression normally occupIes the same position as the relevant 
constituent in a declarative clause: 

esue-m ihe 
house-2sG where 
'Where/which is your house?' 

ou a-Ia re he 
2SG 2sG-go CONT where 
'Where are you going?' 

ou si 
2SG who 
'Who are you?' 
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In the following example an adverbially serialised verb phrase is fronted: 

i-pa de he ou a-Ia tilJoW 
3sG-resemble MNR where2sG 
'Why did you go to Tingow? 

2sG-go Tingou 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

The basic coordinating conjunction Ipel 'and' IS used with both simultaneous and 
sequential clauses, whilst Idel is 'or': 

i i-yan pupwi pe yu u-yllJ 
3sG 3sG-eat banana and ISG lSG-drink 

wa 
water 

'He ate a banana and I drank water.' 

yu u-rhe i pe pedlJidey 
lSG ISG-hit 3SG and sickness 
'13 hit him then sickness overtook him.' 

ou sinel de damat 
2sG ghost or man 
'Are you a ghost or a man?' 

i-tahnon I 

3sG-affect 3sG 

If the clause before Ipel has a realis verb, the one after it an irrealis, then a purposive 
relationship is expressed: 

yu u-kuni m6niy pe we k-u-sini kelewi 
2SG 2sG-take money and POT IRR-2SG-buy sarong 
'I got the money so that I could buy a sarong.' 

Where there is a sequential or reason-result relation between two clauses, the second 
may be preceded by the anaphor leti! (see also §6.2): 

i i-pwo-mwan yu, eti yu 
3sG 3sG-do-bad lSG ANAPH lSG 
'He wronged me so I hit him.' 

u-rhe i 
lSG-hit 3sG 

An adversative relationship may be expressed with the phrase Ipwi pel 'NEG and': 

i i-pe k-i-Ie, 
3sG 3sG-want IRR-3sG-go 
'He wanted to go, but it rained.' 

6.2 Subordination 

pwi pe, 
NEG and 

lelJin i-dut 
rain 3SG-fall 

Reported speech is expressed by an unmarked clause: 

i i-pe ou a-na-sa 
3SG 3sG-say 2SG 2sG-be.e1sewhere-come 
'He said that you had come.' 

(the function of Inal in this example is to mark anteriority) 



1 i-pe yu k-u-le 
3SG 3sG-say ISG IRR-lsG-go 
'He told me to go.' 
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It is not clear whether there is genuine adverbial subordination, but a clause which 
serves as setting (temporal, conditional) to a following clause tends not to have a free 
pronoun subject, especially if it is coreferential with the 'main' clause subject, and the 
'main' clause is often introduced by the anaphor leti/. 

A fronted temporal clause may begin with Idel (§4.2): 

de I-ew i-Ie, eti i i-teheflJui tesek 
MNR 3sG-go.away 3sG-go ANAPH 3SG 3sG-hear pop 
'When he went away, he heard a pop.' 

In a condition, the conditional clause precedes the result. No marking is necessary, but it 
is common for Itapatil 'somewhat' to precede the condition: 

tapati yu u-te-metei I, ou 
somewhat ISG ISG-CAUS-kill 3SG 2sG 
'If I had killed him, you would be angry.' 

londine-m k-i-nei 
guts-2sG lRR-SG-be.hot 

e-teheflJui k-i-buh lamadan, eti ou e-det k-i-se emur 
2sG-hear IRR-3sG-explode big ANAPH 2sG 2sG-lookIRR-3sG-come behind 
'If you hear a loud noise, then look behind you.' 

A manner clause is introduced by adverbial serialisation with Ipa! 'resemble' (§3.3) with 
the manner particle Idel (§4.3) as a complementiser: 

yu k-u-metlei 
ISG IRR-IsG-kill 

i-se tuta 

pu 
pig 

3SG-come PREP:IsG 

i-pa de kamal keleti 
3sG-resemble MNR man that 

'I shall kill the pig as the man told me to.' 

i-pe 
3sG-say 



MUSSAU 
Malcolm Ross 

The main island of the St Matthias group, Mussau, lies about 120 km north-northwest of 
New Hanover in the New Ireland group and 210 km east-northeast of Tong in the 
Admiralties. Ofthe smaller islands in the group, Emananus, Eloaua, and Emira lie close to 
Mussau, but Tench is located 100 km to the east. There is some confusion in the literature 
about the name of the main island. In Nevermann (1933: 17), the major ethnographic work 
on Mussau speakers, it is labelled 'St Matthias', whilst 'Musau' is the name of a tiny 
island in the channel between Eloaua and the main island, but in modem atlases it is 
labelled 'Mussau'. The islanders of the St Matthias group speak two languages, which 
comprise the St Matthias family. One is the language described here, Mussau, spoken on 
Mussau and its offshore islands. The other is Tench (or Tenis), for which we have almost 
no data, but which appears to be quite closely related to Mussau (Beaumont 1976). 

The St Matthias family is of considerable importance in the study of Oceanic 
linguistic prehistory since, as noted in Ch. 5, §2, it may be a first-order Oceanic 
subgroup or it may form a first-order subgroup together with the Admiralties group. The 
linguistic evidence for the latter grouping is slim (Ross 1988:Ch. 9), but an early report 
does suggest some ethnographic connection and continuing contact between Mussau 
and the Admiralties (Parkinson 1907:330, 334-335). Since the modem languages of 
New Ireland belong to the Meso-Melanesian linkage and are not closely related to the St 
Matthias family, it is reasonable to infer (i) that the St Matthias languages may be 
descended from a very early offshoot of Proto Oceanic and (ii) that the languages of 
New Ireland represent a later incursion. The geographical isolation of the St Matthias 
Islands means that prior to the arrival of Europeans its inhabitants perhaps had relatively 
tenuous contact with speakers of other languages, and comparative evidence suggests 
that Mussau is a strikingly conservative Oceanic language. 

The first publication of Mussau data was Chinnery's (1925) list of about five hundred 
words from the Emira dialect. Beaumont (1972:29) refers to an unpublished list of some 
six hundred words 'probably written by Pastor A.S. Atkins who was a pioneer 
missionary for the Seventh Day Adventist Mission from 1934-1942.' I have a copy of a 
list which corresponds with Beaumont's description, together with notes on pronouns 
and numerals and two passages of scripture translated into Mussau, found in the late 
Donald Laycock's files at the Australian National University. Blust (1984c) provides an 
analysed list of some 570 words together with some notes on morphology and on the 
synchronic and diachronic phonology of Mussau, and Ross (1988: Ch. 9) gives some 
notes on the diachronic morphology and phonology of Mussau. This is the first attempt 
at an overview of the grammar of Mussau. It is offered because of the importance of 
Mussau for Oceanic studies, but with the knowledge that there are gaps in it. The 
sources mentioned in this paragraph have been carefully perused, but, except where 
otherwise indicated, the data are from my own notes, and were provided by Dethias 
Moses and by Micah Tamas and his family in Goroka around 1980. I am also indebted to 
John Brownie (Summer Institute of Linguistics) for comments and reanalyses. 
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It is clear that there is dialect variation in Mussau, and my data appear to be from a 
dialect closer to Chinnery's than to Blust's. However, little is known about the 
distribution of these dialects and their differences beyond a one-sentence comment by 
Blust (l984c:160). 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

Mussau has the following consonant phonemes: 

P 
b 

m 
s 
n 

r 

k 
g 

IJ 

As Blust (1984c: 171-172) notes, stops are unaspirated and It I is postdental. The voiced 
bilabial /hI is [(3] intervocalically and often word-initially (it is not clear to me whether 
the word-initial variation is free, dialectal, or both). Chinnery consistently recorded 
Emira v. 

The vowels are Ii e a 0 u/. 
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1.2 Phonotactics and stress 

On the surface, the only closed syllables end in a word-final nasal. Of the nasals, only 
[-m] occurs often enough in the data to allow an analysis, e.g., in ['rarum] 'liquid', [am] 
2PL free pronoun, ['kulum] 'axe', ['batum] 'tapioca', and [-m] 2sG possessor suffix. 
However, both historical evidence and the absence of word-final [-mu] suggest that 
syllable-final [-m] reflects underlying l-muJ. 

As the result of deletions of POc consonants, vowel sequences, including geminates, 
occur freely in Mussau, e.g. Ilaa! 'branch' (POc *raqan), liema! 'knife' (POc *kiRam 
'adze'), Imauul 'stink' (POe *mapuRuk 'rotten'), Itauel 'conch' (POe *tapuRi). Each 
vowel is the nucleus of its own syllable. There also appear to be geminate consonants. 
John Brownie (pers. comm.) reports a number of cases and a minimal pair Inanna! 
'thinking' vs. Inanal 'semen'. 

Stress is lexically specified. In the majority of words primary stress falls on the 
penultimate vowel and secondary stress on every second syllable preceding the 
penultimate, e.g. [,tama'ira] Itama-iral 'their father' [,l)usu'l)una] 'herlhis nose', 
[,rae,rae'ana] 'red'. In some words, however, primary stress falls on the antepenultimate 
vowel. When the history of these words is examined, it turns out that they ended in a 
consonant in POc and (except for words in final *-um) that an echo vowel has been 
added, repeating the vowel before the erstwhile final consonant: 

POc Mussau 
*padran 'aranna 'pandanus' 
*panas 'anasa 'hot' 
*kauR 'kauru 'bamboo' 
*onom ga-'onomo 'six' 
*pulan 'ulena 'moon' 
*ranum 'rarum 'liquid' 

We may infer that the Mussau stress pattern reflects the POc pattern, and that POc roots 
had penultimate stress regardless of whether a word ended in a consonant or a vowel. 

These stress patterns are also maintained when a suffix or a clitic is added, e.g. 
Ima'ral)ol 'be dry' vs Imara'l)o-na! 'dry'; I'matel 'die' vs Ima'te=la! (die=PF). 

There is one interference with the patterns just described. If the stressed vowel is 
immediately preceded by an identical or lower vowel, then stress shifts optionally to that 
vowel: 

ra'ena or 'raena 'herlhis blood' 
ba'use or 'bause 'woman' 
ele'ibo or e'leibo '(at) night' 
ata-'ata or a'ta-ata '(fire) is burning' (rMPF-burn) 
ga'una or 'gauna 'small' 
ka,sal)a'ulu or ka,sa'l)aulu 'ten' 
ga'onomo or 'gaonomo 'six' 

If the vowel preceding the stress is la!, then stress shifts optionally to it even when a 
consonant intervenes. Thus we find both [a'teo] and ['ateo] 'river, fresh water'. 

The interpretations above differ in certain details from Blust's (l984c:169, 
173-175), but it lies beyond the scope of this sketch to argue the case for my 
description. 
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1.3 Other features 

The low vowel Ia! is regularly raised to lei after a high vowel (Iii or lui) in a variety of 
contexts when it is not word-final. This rule affects, for example, the numeral prefix 
on postmodifying quantifiers (e.g. latebal SG becomes leteba! when the preceding 
word ends in I-if or I-ul; §2.4); the suffix I-a! which derives adjectives (§2.5); the 
derivational transitivising suffix I-ainil (§3.1) (e.g. /kasul 'go from' gives /kasu-eini=1 
'take from'); and the 3SG object enclitic I=a! when it occurs between I-i-I and another 
morpheme. 

There are a few morphological processes in Mussau which treat the reflexes of POc 
vowel-final and consonant-final roots differently. Before the echo vowel was added, 
there were intransitive/transitive pairs such as: 

intransitive 
* tara 
*polak 

transitive 
*tara-i 'see' 
*polak-i 'break' 

In modern Mussau these have become (§3.1): 

tara 'see' 
ta-polaka 'be broken' 

tara-i 
polak-i 

'see' 
'break' 

That is, different patterns now apply to former vowel-final and consonant-final roots. 
Similarly, the construct suffix (§2.7.3) has two forms: I-Ul after a vowel and I-il after a 
consonant. However, as we see from the examples below, loa! 'root' behaves as 
predicted, but Ipakasa! 'handle' behaves as if it were */pakas/, revealing its earlier 
consonant-final form: 

oa-u ai 
root-CONST tree 
'tree root' 

pakas-i kaputu 
handle-coNsT adze 
'adze handle' 

It is tempting to project the past into the present by positing underlying forms (e.g. 
I/polak//, //pakas//) to account for these alternations, but this becomes complex, as more 
recent changes obscure the echo vowel rule. Thus POc *qalipan 'centipede' underwent 
various sound changes and acquired an echo vowel, giving pre-Mussau *aliana, but the 
raising rule (above) has shifted this to Mussau laliena/. Such cases are numerous. 

1.4 Orthography 

From this point onward I use the orthography introduced by the Seventh Day Adventist 
mission. It is a 'Fijian-style' orthography similar to that used in a number of western 
Solomon Islands languages, and I take it that the choice of this orthography for Mussau 
was a result of the fact that the missionaries came to the St Matthias group from the 
western Solomons and were in some cases Solomon islanders. 

This orthography is the same as the phonemic orthography except that Igl is 
represented as q and lUi as g. Ib/ is variously represented in the samples I have as b or v; 
I use b here. 
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2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

IINC 
Free pronouns 
SG 
DL italu 
TL itatolu 
PC 
PL 

itaata 
ita 

Subject proclitics 
SG 
PL 

Object enclitics 
SG 
DL =talua 
PL =ta 

Possessor suffixes 
SG 
DL -italua 
TL -itatolu 
PC -itaata 
PL -ita 

IEXC 

aqi 
(a)galu 
(a)gatolu 
(a)gaata 
ami 

a 

=eqi 
=ega/ua 
=mami 

-qi, -qu 
-galua 
-gato/u 
-gaata 
-mami 

2 

io 
amalu 
amatolu 
amaata 
am 

u 

=0 

=emalua 
=em 

-m 
-imalua 
-imatolu 
-imaata 
-imim, -im 

3 

ia 
lalu 
latolu 
laata 
ila, agala 

e 
la 

=a 
=lalua 
=la 

-na 
-irarua 
-iratolu 
-iraata 
-ira 

Where there is a gap in the subject proclitic paradigm, a free pronoun is used. The trial and 
paucal forms of the object enclitics have not been recorded. Whenever an object enclitic in 
ending in -a is followed by the perfective enclitic =la, this -a becomes -e- (this is evidently 
an application of the raising rule of § 1.3, as the preceding vowel in all examples I have 
recorded is -i- or -u-). In the possessor paradigm, -qu ISG occurs after -0- or -U-, -qi 
elsewhere; and -im 2PL is used before a postmodifYing quantifier, -imim elsewhere. 

2.2 Nouns 

Nouns fall into roughly the same four genders as in Taiof (this volume) and are 
distinguished by the prepositions and postmodifying quantifiers (§2.4, §4.3) which co-
occur with them. The genders are common I, common II, personal and locational. Most 
common nouns, e.g. ale 'house', taumatuu 'man', bause 'woman', niu 'coconut (fruit)" 
belong to the common I gender. Common II gender includes nouns denoting plants, 
objects made from wood, and non-count nouns and other categories which are as yet ill 
understood e.g. niu 'coconut (tree)', ai 'tree, wood, stick', utana 'garden', kiukiu 'story', 
uben 'net', aisalo 'bridge', ateo 'river'. There is some evidence that there may be more 
than two common genders, but this requires further investigation. 

Personal gender includes personal names, and also nouns referring to a particular 
person, including directly possessed kinship nouns. Locational nouns include place 
names, relational nouns such as loale 'inside', u 'underside', mua 'front', muli 'back', 
and a restricted set of nouns referring to familiar locations and times: lamana 'beach', 
utana 'garden', leibo 'night'. 
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Abstract nouns are derived from verbs by prefixing ni-, instruments and locations by 
prefixing ai- and reduplicating the root. For example: 

lala-sae 'pray' (sae 'go up to') ni-lala 'prayer' 
mate 'die' ni-mate 'death' 
ugu 'work' (VERB) ni-ugu 'work' 
sa pi 'scrape' ai-sapi-sapi 'scraper' 
laqi 'scrape' ai-laqi-laqi 'scraper' 
tui 'hammer' (VERB) ai-tui-tui 'hammer' 
taka 'sit, dwell' ai-taka-taka 'chair, bed, dwelling' 
ropi 'drink' (VERB) ai-ropi-ropi 'drinking water' 
nama 'eat' ai-nama-nama 'table' 

The noun inana 'food' apparently reflects the no longer productive infixation of POc 
*kani (Ch. 4, §2.2). 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

There are various article-like morphemes. Phrase-final ia marks a singular noun phrase 
as specific, but it is optional. The postmodifying quantifiers listed in §2.4 function as 
number-markers and also mark a noun as specific. They distinguish the two common 
noun classes (ateba with common I, atea with common II), and do not occur with 
personal or locational nouns. 

There is a set of deictics which function both as locative proforms and as 
demonstrative postmodifiers: 

taka 
aia, a 
teke 

'here', 'this' 
'there (nearby)" 'that (nearby), 
'there (yonder)" 'that (yonder), 

The form a is a postmodifier; oia occurs as both a postmodifier and a locative proform. 
The locative proform iao 'here' also occurs. 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

There are two syntactic classes of quantifier, premoditying and postmoditying. The roots -
teba 'one', -lua 'two', and -taa PL occur in both classes. Except for riki 'a little', 
premodifiers include a numeral prefix reflecting POc *ka- (Ch. 4, §2.4). It form is ko- in 
kotolu '3', ka- before other cases of t and in kasagaulu '10', and qa- otherwise. Premodifiers 
are the numerals listed below, together with qaisa 'how many?' and katoa 'some': 

kateba 7 qaitu 
2 qalua 8 qaaalu 
3 kotolu 9 qasia 
4 qaata 10 kasagaulu 
5 qalima 20 qaluegaulu 
6 qaanomo 30 kotolugaulu 

The tens consist, historically at least, of a sequence of four morphemes: 

ka- sa -ga -ulu' I 0' 
qa- lue -ga -ulu '20' 
NUMERAL PREFIX -NUMERAL -LIGATURE -ten 
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Numerals between the tens are formed by simple compounding (or according to Atkins 
with me 'and'): 

11 
12 

kasagaulu kateba 
kasagaulu qalua 

(Atkins: kasagaulu me kateba) 
(Atkins: kasagaulu me qalua) 

Postmodifying quantifiers mark a noun (phrase) as specific, whereas the premodifiers do 
not. The numeral prefix of premodifiers is replaced by the prefix a-, which becomes e-
after -i and -u. The LINK consonant -g is added after certain words ending in u when 
they are followed by a postmodifying quantifier, but its distribution of these is not 
properly understood (the LINK may be identical to the construct suffix referred to in 
§2.7.3, but this is not clear). 

ateba 
atea 
alua 
atoa 
akapa 

singular: 'a' (with nouns of common I gender; glossed SG) 
singular: 'a' (with nouns of common II gender; glossed SG:II) 
dual: 'both' 
plural: 'many, all' 
'all' 

Ordinals (from Atkins) are: 

emua 1 st qaitu-na 7th 
qalue-ne 2nd qaoalu-na 8th 
kotolu-na 3rd qasio-na 9th 
qata-ne 4th kasagaulu-na 10th 
qalima-ne 5th kasagaulu-na me kateba lith 
qaonome-ne 6th kasagaulu-na me qalue-ne 12th 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

Adjectives appear to fall into two formal classes: those which end in -na and those 
which do not. Although this -na was perhaps historically the 3sG possessor suffix, it is 
today invariable and apparently fossilised. Examples are: 

Adjectives without -na 
namuu 'big' 
aluse 'long' 
oaise 'left' 
sesa 'bad' 

Adjectives with -na 
qauna 'small' 
tukuna 'short' 
muena 'right' 
ouna 'new' 
taritariena 'round' 
raeraeana 
talakiena 

'red' 
'yellow' 

The class of adjectives without -na is evidently small. Some adjectives with -na are 
clearly derived, e.g. rae-rae-a-na 'red' from rae 'blood', and entail a derivational suffix 
-a (or -e after i or u). 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

The basic structure of the noun phrase is as follows: 

(QUANTd HEAD (QUANT2 ) (DEM) (SPECIFIER) 
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In this formula, QUANT 1 stands for a premodifying quantifier (i.e. a numeral), QUANT 2 

for a postmodifying quantifier (i.e. a number-marker), as described in §2.4. QUANT 2 

occurs only after a head noun of common gender. The HEAD slot is unusual in that it 
may be occupied by members of various word classes. In the following examples it is 
occupied by a noun. 

qalima 
five 

niu 
coconut 

'five coconuts' 

taumatuu-g ateba 
man-LINK SG 
'this man' 

ale ateba ia 
house SG SPEC 

toko 
here 

'a/the (specific) house' 

paua ateba 
dog SG 
'a/the dog' 

taumatuu-g 
man-LINK 

alua 
DL 

'both men, the two men' 

Note that QUANT2 in the singular marks the class of the noun and may thereby indicate 
its meaning: 

niu eteba 
coconut SG 
'a/the coconut' 

niu etea 
coconut SG:II 
'a/the coconut tree' 

When an adjective occurs, it may simply follow the head noun, but this is rare in the data 
and apparently occurs only when there is no QUANT2 • Indeed, I do not have enough 
examples to determine which slot the adjective occupies: 

ale ouna 
house new 
'a new house' 

More commonly, the adjective occupies the head slot, whilst the noun is extraposed: 

ouna ateba 
new SG 
'a new house' 

ale 
house 

ouna alua ale 
new DL house 
'both new houses' 

If (i) no other morpheme intervenes between the adjective (head) and the extraposed 
noun, or (ii) a demonstrative occurs, then tana intervenes before the noun. Tana appears 
to be a special form of the preposition tao If there is no QUANT 2 and tana occurs, the 
noun phrase is interpreted as plural (the plural QUANT 2 atoa apparently does not occur 
in this construction): 

ouna ateba toko tana ale 
new here DEM PREP house 
'this new house' 

ouna toko tana ale 
new here PREP house 
'these new houses' 

ouna tana ale 
new PREP house 
'a/the new houses' 
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Members of other word classes may also occupy the head slot, but the distribution of 
this construction is not well understood. The morpheme 10, apparently a pronoun, may 
be head: 

Ale-na ateba 0 [10 ateba 0 taumatuuj. 
house-3sG SG DEM PRONOUN SG DEM man 
'That house is that man's.' 

[Lo ateba teke tana ale} ouna ia. 
PRONOUN SG DEM PREP house new SPEC 
'That (yonder) house is new.' 

[Lo ateba toko tana kauru} une-qi ia. 
PRONOUN SG DEM PREP bamboo thing-lsG SPEC 
'This bamboo is for me.' 

The head slot may also be occupied by a possessive classifier (§2.7.2). What is striking 
in this example is that tana uri follows the possessor Rilu, indicating that the extraposed 
noun is not integrated into the structure of the noun phrase: 

Ea [a-na ateba Rilu tana uri]? 
whereFooD-3SG SG Rilu PREP banana 
'Where is Rilu's banana?' 

Coordinate noun phrases are formed with me 'and': 

asi me kaukaikai me 
taro and yam and 
'taro, yam and banana' 

2.7 Possession 

2.7.1 Direct possession 

uri 
banana 

In the direct possession construction the possessor noun phrase, if any, generally follows 
the possessed, but may precede it if the possessor is a personal noun. Direct possession 
is used where the possessed is kin or a part of the possessor: 

tama-qi 
father-lSG 
'my father' 

tama-na Rilu 
father-3SG Rilu 
'Rilu's father' 

nima-m auena 
hand-2sG dirty 
'Your hands are dirty.' 

or 

tama-na aUki eteba 
father-3sG child SG 
'this child's father' 

Rilu fama-na 
Rilu father-3sG 
'Rilu's father' 

toko 
this 

Direct possession is also used in some cases of passive possession and, as in the 
Admiralties and some CEOc languages but unlike WOc languages, it may also be 
used with items which are considered to be intimate possessions like 'house', 
'canoe', 'tree': 



kiukiu-qu etea 
story-Iso SO:II 
'story about me' 

olimo-na ateba namuu-g 
canoe-3so so big-LINK 
'the chief's canoe' 

ateba 
so 

ale-qi eteba 
house-Iso so 
'my house' 
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It is normal for the postmodifiers of the noun phrase construction (§2.6) to intervene 
between the possessed and the possessor: 

ui-na tiulu paua 
tail-3so long dog 
'a long dog's tail' 

ateba 
so 

ale-na ia bause ateba taka 
house-3so SPEC woman SO here 
'this woman's house' 

2.7.2 Indirect possession 

ale-na ateba Rilu 
house-3so so Rilu 
'Rilu's house' 

At least some of the possessive classifiers which occur in the indirect possession 
construction are themselves directly possessed nouns. In this Mussau resembles Iaai and 
the Nuclear Micronesian languages. The classifiers that have been recorded are: 

ane-
ropi-
ai-
kie-
iema-
qolu-
uma-
kalu-

'food', 'cause of suffering' (as noun: 'food') (ane- + -na 3so > ana) 
'drink' (as noun: 'drink') 
'tree, tall plant' (as noun: 'tree') 
'domestic animal' 
'cutting instrument' (as noun: 'knife') 
'juicy substance' 
'soil' « POc *quma 'garden', but not recorded in this sense in Mussau) 
'gift' 

une- 'thing'(une- + -na 3so > una) 

The classifier expresses the relationship between possessed and possessor, and there is 
considerable latitude as to which classifier occurs with which possessed noun, as the 
paired examples below show. The suffixed classifier occurs first, followed by the 
possessed: 

kie-qi paua ateba 
animal-Iso dog so 
'my dog' 

Gl-ql ai 
tree-I so tree 
'my (tall) tree' 

ane-qi 
food-Iso 

uri 
banana 

'my banana to eat' 

ai-qi niu 
tree-I so coconut 
'my coconut tree' 

eteba 
so 

ane-qi paua ateba 
food-Iso dog so 
'my dog to eat' 

ane-qi ai etea 
food-Iso tree SO:II 
'the stick that hit me' 

uma-qi uri eteba 
earth-Iso banana so 
'my banana plant' 

ropl-qZ niu 
drink-Iso coconut 
'my coconut for drinking' 
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Other examples are: 

uma-qi utana 
earth-1sG garden 
'my garden' 

kalu-qu kiukiu 
gift -1 S G story 
'The story I tell' 

etea 
SG:II 

iema-qi 
knife-1SG 
'my axe' 

kulumateba 
axe SG 

una aikai 
thing:3sG basket 
'herlhis basket' 

etea 
SG 

The possessor noun phrase, if any, generally follows the possessed, but may precede it if 
the possessor is a personal noun. 

John iema-ne kurum 
John knife-3sG axe 
'John's axe' 

ateba 
SG 

u-na aikai etea bause ateba 
thing-3sG basket 
'the woman's basket' 

SG:II woman SG 

The possessed noun may be extraposed in accordance with the construction described in 
§2.6. The extraposed noun follows the possessor: 

Ea [ane-qi eteba tana uri}? 
where FOOD-1SG SG PREP banana 
'Where is my banana?' 

Ea [a-na ateba 
where FOOD -3SG SG 
'Where is Rilu's banana?' 

Rilu tana uri}? 
Rilu PREP banana 

2.7.3 The associative construction 

A number of nouns display what appears to be an associative construction, in which the 
second noun is non-specific and modifies the meaning of the first. The first noun takes a 
construct suffix with the form -g after a vowel-final root, -i after an underlyingly 
consonant-final root. For example: 

taue-g ala 
conch-coNST neck 
'throat' 

oa-g ai 
root-CONST tree 
'tree root' 

la-g ai 
branch-cONST tree 
'tree branch' 

pakas-i kaputu 
handle-coNsT adze 
'adze handle' 

(ef pakasa 'handle ') 

ligi-g ala 
voice(?)-coNST neck 
'voice' 

ue-g ai 
fruit-CONST tree 
'seed' 

rarum-i koko 
water-CONST fish 
'fish broth' 
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Note the following examples, in which an instrumental noun (§2.2) is used as a 
purposive attribute: 

ka-g ai-nama-nama ale-g ai-taka-taka 
fish-cONST INST-REDUp-eat 
'fish for eating' 

house-CONST INST-REDuP-stay 
'house for resting' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

A relative clause follows its head noun without any explicit marking. However, the 
extracted noun is always marked by a trace, be it a subject proclitic or object enclitic or a 
preposition with an object enclitic or a possessive suffix: 

Bause ateba a tara-i=e=la e sau-sau aikai etea. 
woman SG ISG see=TR=3sG=PF 3sG IMPF-carry basket SG:II 
'The woman whom I saw was carrying a basket.' 

A tara=la bause aleba e sau-sau 
lSG see=PF woman SG 3sG IMPF-carry 
'I saw the woman who was carrying the basket.' 

Anua ateba a taka-taka eta-na ara-na 

aikai 
basket 

etea. 
SG:II 

village SG ISG IMPF-stay Loc-3sGname-3sG 
atea ta e Malakat. 
SG:II ?? LOC Malakat 

'The village where I live is Malakat.' 

Taumatuu-g aleba agalu mae=sia ara-na afea fa Rilu. 
man-LINK SG IEXC:DL come=DIR name-3sG SG:II?? Rilu 
'The man with whom I came is Rilu.' (More literally: 'The man, [who] the two of us 
came, is Rilu.') 

In the last example, the trace is 'incorporated' into the dual subject proclitic. 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Derivation 

Transitive verbs are formed from intransitives with the suffixes -i and -aini, followed by 
an object enclitic (§2.1). Verb roots fall into two formal classes, according to whether 
the root ended in a vowel or in a consonant in POco 

The unsuffixed (intransitive) form of an old consonant-final root has an echo vowel, 
which is deleted before transitive -i is added (see § 1.3). Hence the underlyingly 
consonant-final root palaka 'break' has the corresponding intransitive form palak-i. 

Vowel-final roots are divided into those ending in a, e and a, to which -i is suffixed, 
and those in i and u, which take no suffix but instead have the object enclitic attached 
directly to them: 

tara 'see' tara-i=a 
nama 'eat' nama-i=a 
qele 'do' qele-i=a 
kisa 'be cross (with)' kisa-i=a 
mae 'come to' mae-i=a 'bring it' 
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piri 
bi 
paru 
kasu 

'bend' 
'push' 
'hit' 
'go from' 

piri=a 
bi=a 
paru=a 
kasu=a 'take it' 

It happens that all examples of -aini have old vowel-final stems. Although there are roots 
(kasu, mae) which occur with both -i and -aini, more work is needed to determine how 
their functions differ. 

aisulia 'hide (ITR)' aisuli-eini =a 'hide it' 
kasu 'go from' kasu-eini=a 'take it' 
mae 'come to' mae-aini=a 'bring it' 
lao 'go to' /ao-aini=a 'take it' 
posoa 'squeeze' poso-aini=a 'squeeze it' 

Causative verbs are formed with the prefix a- (from POc *pa-): 

ropi 
kao 
sae 

'drink' (VERB) 
'fall' 
'go up (to)' 

a-ropi= 
a-kao= 
a-sae= 

'drown (TR)' 
'drop (TR)' 
'make (s.t.) grow' 

There are also causative prefixes indicating the manner in which the event was brought 
about. These are all derived from verbs which were once the first verb in a serial 
construction. They are listed below together with the corresponding full verbs: 

belu- 'by dropping' belu=a 'drop it' 
piri- 'by bending' piri=a 'bend it' 
kata- 'by biting' kata-i=a 'bite it' 
posoa- 'by squeezing' poso-aini=a 'squeeze it' 
paru- 'by hitting' paru=a 'hit it' 
bi- 'by pushing' bi=a 'push it' 

Combined with the root polaka 'break', we get belu-polak-i=a 'break it by dropping', 
piri-polak-i=a 'break it by bending', and so on. The verb root qele 'do' also serves as a 
causative prefix, as in qele-polak-i=a 'break it'. 

The reciprocal prefix is ai-, reflecting POc *paRi-: 

ubi~ 

kiso-i~ 

'fight (TR)' 
'be cross with' 

ai-ubi 
ai-kiso 

The prefix ta- forms stative intransitives from transitives: 

polak-i= 'break (TR)' ta-polaka 

'fight (each other)' 
'quarrel' 

'broken' 

As well as the causatives described above, compound verbs are also formed from 
positional and directional verbs. Those recorded are: 

sio-toka 
sae-toka 
sio-mae 
sae-mae 
la-sio 
la-sae 
la-sio-kasu 
la-sae-kasu 

'live down (at)' 
'live up (at)' 
'come down (from), 
'come up (from)' 
'go down (to)' 
'go up (to)' 
'come down (from), 
'come up (from)' 
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Inflection 

The imperfective of the verb is formed by reduplication. There are two patterns and a 
few exceptions, and the form of the imperfective for a given verb is not predictable. The 
first pattern is repetition of the whole disyllabic root: 

Root Imperfective 
sarna 'speak' sarna-sarna 
nogo 'hear' nogo-nogo 
kila 'know' kila-kila 
lao 'go to' lao-lao 
ala 'swim' ala-ala [a'la:la] (with stress shift; §1.3) 

In the second, less common, pattern, the first syllable is copied and its vowel geminated: 

tara 'see' taa-tara 
gala 'weep' gaa-gala 
sului 'bum' suu-sului 
rna 'yawn' maa-ma 

One exception is me 'urinate', whose imperfective me'me has exceptional stress. 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

The structure of the verb phrase is as follows: 

(TAMIl (SUBJ) (TAM 2 ) (IMPF-) VERB (-OBJ) (-DIR) 

There is a basic division among imperfective, perfective and unmarked verb forms. The 
forms manifesting these categories and the kinds of event/state they express are: 

imperfective 
perfective 
unmarked 

reduplicated root 
root + =la 
plain root 

ongoing present or past; habitual present or past 
past event; present state; imperative 
future; prohibitive; reported imperative 

The morpheme =la doubles as the perfective and as a directional morpheme. Since no 
other directional morpheme co-occurs with =la in its perfective use, it is possible that 
there are not two homophonous morphemes =/a, but just one, with separate 
interpretations according to context. 

The forms above are augmented by particles which precede or follow the subject 
proclitic. Morphemes following the subject morpheme are: 

qe 
qele 
ga 

past 
yesterday's past? 
counterfactual 

mene 'again' 

imperfective, perfective 
perfective 
perfective 

Morphemes preceding the subject morpheme are: 

au, aue 
ag 

future 
completive 

perfective (au before vowel, aue before consonant) 
perfective 

As the table in §2.1 shows, the paradigm of subject proclitics is defective. For person! 
number combinations where there is no subject proclitic, however, the SUBJ slot is filled 
by a free pronoun. 
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Unlike many Oceanic languages, Mussau allows the omission of the transitive suffix 
and 3SG object enclitic in the presence of an object noun phrase: 

A tara=la bause 
lSG see~PF woman 
'I saw the woman.' 

ateba. 
SG 

but . .. bause ateba a tara-i=e=la. 
woman SG lSG see~TR~3SG~PF 

' ... the woman whom I saw.' 

When the 3SG object enclitic =a follows -i- and is itselffollowed by another morpheme, 
it is subject to the raising rule (§ 1.3) and becomes =e, as in tara-i=e=la above. 

The object enclitic is omitted if the object is non-specific: 

A ropi-ropi manu. 
1 SG IMPF -drink water 
'I am drinking water.' 

The directional enclitics are: 

=la away from speaker 
=sia towards speaker (cf. sia VERB 'go down') 

Other examples of verb phrases are: 

A mae=a=sia qalima niu. 
lSG bring=3sG~DIR five coconut 
'I've brought five coconuts.' 

fla akapa la qele nama=la 
3PL all 3PL PAST eat~'PF 

'They all ate taro yesterday.' 

Taumatuu-g alua lalu ai-ubi'=la. 
man-LINK DL 30L RECIP-hit~PF 

'The two men fought each other.' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

asi qalaila. 
taro yesterday 

No serial constructions have been recorded in Mussau. Instead, one finds a number of 
verbal compounds (§3.1), evidently descended from earlier serialisations. 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

When a verbless clause has a noun phrase predicate, the predicate (the focused 
information) often occurs before the subject. Note that when the subject follows the 
predicate, it may be headless in terms of the formula in §2.6: 

[Sa] [ateba 
what SG 
'What is this?' 

taka?] 
this 

[Paua] [ateba taka.] 
this dog SG 

'This is a dog.' 
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[La ateba taka tana kauru] [u-na ia Rilu.} 
PRONOUN SG this PREP bamboo thing-3sG 3SG Rilu 
'This bamboo is (something) for Rilu.' 

[Ale-qi eteba taka] fauna ia.} 
house-lsG SG this new SPEC 
'This house of mine is new' 

If the singular specifier ia is omitted from the last example, then it becomes plural: 
'These houses of mine are new'. 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The normal construction is SVO: 

Bause ataa la 
woman PL 3PL 
'Women fear snakes.' 

ma-matauta 
IMPF-fear 

sineke. 
snake 

The object may be fronted for emphasis: 

Qalima niu a mae=a=sia. 
five coconut ISG bring=3SG~D1R 

'I've brought five coconuts.' 

Kataa taumatuu masu eteba e katai=la=la. 
some man pig SG 3SG bite=3PL~PF 

'Some men were bitten by a pig.' (More literally, 'Some men, a pig bit them.') 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Peripheral arguments are realised by deictics (§2.3), temporals, e.g. qalaila 'yesterday', 
nimana 'tomorrow', qaine 'now, today', and by prepositional phrases. The prepositions 
are: 

e location, time (with a locational noun) 
ta location, instrument, dative (with a common or personal noun or possessor suffix) 
tei accompaniment (with an object enclitic) 

Various forms of ta occur: 

tale with a common noun 
ta with a personal noun 
eta- with a possessor suffix 
tana with a non-specific noun (§2.6) 
tani with a subjectless clause (§6.2) 

A temporal argument may occur clause-initially. Otherwise peripheral arguments are 
usually clause final, i.e. after the verb (and object, if any). Examples with peripheral 
arguments are: 

U taka-taka aia / e Palakau / tei eqi. 
2SG REDUP-stay there / LOC Palakau / ACC lSG 
'You live there / at Palakau village / with me.' 
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A lao-lao teke / e Palakau / ta Rilu. 
ISG REDUP-go there / LOC Palakau / LOC Rilu 
'I'm going there / to Palakau village / to Rilu.' 

A kasu-Ia teke / e Palakau / ta Rilu. 
I SG go.from-PERF there / LOC Palakau / LOC Rilu 
'I've come from there / from Palakau village / from Rilu.' 

Rilu e muli tale ale ateba / eta-qi. 
Rilu LOC back PREP house SG / PREP -1 SG 
'Rilu is behind the house / me.' 

Rilu tale liu. 
Rilu LOC ditch 
'Rilu is in the ditch.' 

E ilou=la e leibo. 
3SG run.away=PF LOC night 
'He ran away in the night.' 

Rilu e paru-e=qi=la talc ai etea. 
Rilu 3SG hit-TR-ISG-PF INST stick SG:II 
'Rilu hit me with a stick.' 

Rilu e tau=la bua ta Manola. 
Rilu 3sG give=PF betelnut DAT Manola 
'Rilu gave some betelnut to Manola.' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

A negative clause, whether declarative or imperative, IS formed with the preverbal 
negator karika. 

Karika ba paua ia. 
NEG C dog SPEC 
'It isn't a dog.' 

The passages of translated scripture also contain a negator tam, as in the following 
example, but this does not occur in my data: 

Agi tam kila-kila. 
ISG NEG IMPF-know 
'I don't know.' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

The verb in an imperative sentence takes the perfective/directional enclitic =la, unless it 
is replaced by one of the other directional enclitics. A subject proclitic is not required if 
the addressee is singular. For example: 

Nama=la uri eteba toko. 
eat=PF banana SG this 
'Eat this banana!' 
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Am nama=la uri. 
2PL eat=PF banana 
'Eat (PL) the bananas!' 

Mae=a=sio riki bua eta-qi. 
bring=3sG-DlR little betelnut Loc-lsG 
'Bring me a little betelnut!' 

A prohibition is formed with the preverbal negator karika, and does not take the 
perfective enclitic: 

Karika u mene nama asi eteba o. 
NEG 2SG again eat taro SG that 
'Don't eat that taro!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

A polar question is expressed by rising intonation, with or without the addition of the tag 
ba. Content question morphemes are as follows: 

sa 
se 

'what?' 
'who?' 
'where?', 'which?' 
'how many?' 
'when?' 

ea 
qaisa 
lobisa 
talesa 
balua 

'how' (tale INST + sa 'what?') 
'why?' 

The question morpheme is normally fronted: 

Sa ateba u qe-qele-i=a? 
what SG 2sG IMPF-do-TR=3sG 
'What are you doing?' 

Se ale-na ateba toko? 
who house-3sG SG here 
'Whose is this house?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

Clauses are coordinated with me 'and': 

E nama=/a 
3sG eat=PF 

uri 
banana 

eteba me 
SG and 

e ropi=la manu. 
3sG drink=PF water 

'He ate a banana and he drank some water.' 

Sequence is indicated by auena, a word which apparently includes the future morpheme 
au (§3.2) (examples from John Brownie): 

a-qoa=la e Maroi me auenaa-qoa=la tani suusu. 
ISG-go.seawards=PF LaC Maroi CONJ then ISG-go.seawards=PF PREP swim 
'1 went to Maroi and then went for a swim.' 
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Galu sio e Epo me auena 
lEXC:DL go.up LOC Epo CON] then 
'We (two) will go to Epo and then eat.' 

6.2 Subordination 

ngalu nama-nama. 
lEXC:DL REDUP-eat 

Speech clauses are introduced by the complementiser ba, conditionals by aroba (which 
evidently contains ba as a component): 

E ue-Ia ba u rekata-Ia. 
3SG say=PF C 2SG come~'PF 

'He said that you had come.' 

E ue-Ia ba a kasu. 
3SG say=PF C lSG go. from 
'He told me to go.' 

Aroba e kasu, au a kasu. 
if 3SG go. from FUT lSG go.from 
'If he goes, I will go.' 

Aroba e kasu=la, aqi te a ga kasu=la. 
if 3sG go.from-PF lSG too ISG CF goJrom=PF 
'If he goes, I will go.' 

A purpose clause is formed with the prepositional form tani and a subjectless clause: 

A toka-sio=la tani nama uri eteba. 
lSG stay-go.down=PF PREP eat banana SG 
'I sat down to eat a banana.' 



SOBEl 
Joyce Sterner and Malcolm Ross 

Sobei is the westernmost Oceanic language in Melanesia. A member of the Sarmil 
Jayapura group, it is spoken by approximately 2000 people in the area of Sarmi, a 
government district centre on the north coast of Irian Jaya, Indonesia. The names and 
approximate populations of the three communities where Sobei is spoken are Sarmi 
Village 400, Sawar 700, and Bagaiserwar 900. This sketch is partly based on Joyce 
Sterner (1975, 1976, 1987) and Robert Sterner (1975). 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes are: 

P 
b 
f 

t 
d 
s 

m n 
r 

c 

w y 

k 
g 

7 

Of the apicals, It I is dental, the others alveolar. Irl is a trill. If I is labiodental. There is 
almost no allophony, but In! becomes [IJ] before a velar stop. 

The vowel phonemes are: 

e 
a 

u 
o 

1.2 Phonotactics 

The syllable template is (C(C))V(V)(C). Of the possibilities that this allows, *CCVVc 
does not occur in the data, and CVVC occurs only word-finally. All single consonants 
can occur syllable-initially, but Icl occurs only word-initially. A word-initial vowel is 
preceded by non-phonemic [7]. All consonants except Icl, Igl, Iwl and Iyl occur syllable-
finally, but voiced stops and velars are also barred word-finally. When a syllable-initial 
consonant cluster occurs, the first consonant is either an obstruent (other than Icl or nl) 
or a nasal. The second is one of Itl, IdI, Ik/, /7/, In!, Irl, Iwl or Iy/. There are probably also 
further constraints on which clusters occur. It follows from this that sequences of two 
and three consonants also occur word-medially across syllable boundaries. However, an 
underlying sequence of identical consonants is reduced to a single consonant. 

Vowel sequences within a syllable are always rising: leil, lail, laul, loil, lou!. The 
absence of falling sequences is the result of an interpretative decision to treat a 
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SOBEl DLikil. 
o Nirumoar I. 

o 5 10 15 20 

Kilometres 

Wakde I. 

Q 

SOBEl 

* 
IRIAN JAYA 

(to Indonesia) 

Masimasi I. 
o 

sequence-initial (always very short) high vowel as a glide, e.g. [del duo] 'already' as 
Idedwol. 

1.3 Stress 

Stress is predictable, occurring on the last syllable of the root, irrespective of suffixes. In 
polymorphemic complex verbs, for example, stress falls on the root-final syllable, not on 
the added modifier or directional (§3.1). 

1.4 Orthography 

The practical orthography used here is identical to that shown in § 1.1, except that the 
glottal stop is indicated by a reverse apostrophe, the phone [IJ] by ng. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

Sobei pronouns distinguish only singular and plural. Subject/mood prefixes are set out in §3.1. 

IINC 1EXC 2 3 
Independent 
SG ya= u= e= 
PL rer= mim= yam= ri= 
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IINC IEXC 2 3 
Object 
SG -eya(u) -u -e 
PL -erer -emim -im -i 

Possessor 
SG -m -fJ/-n 
PL -rir -rim -rim -ri 

The term 'independent' is perhaps a misnomer here, in that in our data the members of 
this set always appear to be cliticised to the following morpheme. However, it is possible 
that they may also occur as independent morphemes. The morphemes dai DL and tidut 
TL can act as independent third person pronouns ('the two of them' , 'the three of them') 
or be cliticised to plural pronouns to distinguish non-singular number, e.g. mim=dai 'we 
(EXC) two', -im=tidut 'you three (OBJ)'. 

2.2 Nouns 

There appear to be no derivational morphemes used to form nouns. 
There are compound nouns in which the compound means something different from 

the sum of the parts, e.g. ai 'wood' + rau 'leaf' = airau 'vegetables, food'. 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

There are, strictly speaking, no articles in Sobei. However, the demonstrative enclitics 
=te and =(0, discussed below, mark definiteness. There are several other enclitics which 
are frequently attached to noun phrases; these are discussed in §2.6. 

The Sobei demonstrative system is quite complex, and its usage is not yet well 
understood. The most frequently occurring demonstrative morphemes are the following: 

Bases Enclitics 
tei 
sake 

=te 
=to 

'this' 
'that' 

The bases (glossed OEM) occur most frequently as noun phrase modifiers indicating 
spatial or time relationship to the narrator, but they also function as pronouns and as 
locative proforms. The enclitics are attached to the end of a noun phrase (they are 
occasionally followed by a further enclitic). One of their functions is to mark 
definiteness, and for this reason they are glossed DEF. However, there is a poorly 
understood deictic contrast between =te and =to, such that either of them may co-occur 
with either tei or sake. In the following example, however, tei occurs once and =to 
twice. Although the first =to is cliticised to tei, this is because lei happens to be the last 
morpheme of the noun phrase (Yusup=mau naa-n-i tei 'Joseph and these older brothers 
of his') which =to has in its scope. As the brackets show, the second =to has the whole 
noun phrase in its scope. 

[[Yusup=mau [naa-n-i teil}=to tema-n}=to 
Joseph=TPC 0Ider.sibling-3SG-PL DEM=DEF father-3SG=DEF 
'the father of Joseph and these older brothers of his' 

The sequences tei=t and sake=t also occur, and is not clear whether =t is a surface form 
of =te or of =to. There are also a number of related forms that seem to serve as locative 
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profonns, but their exact meanings are unclear. They include sitei 'here', satei and satoi 
'there', and fesake 'there (?)'. 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Nouns are unmarked for number, except for a few nouns (mostly animates) which may 
be pluralised by adding the plural suffix -ri after a single vowel, -yi after a vowel 
sequence, and -i after a consonant: 

temto 'man, male' temto-ri 'men' 
mefne 'woman' mefen-di 'women' (note irregularity) 
na'en 'younger sibling' na 'en-i 'younger siblings' 
nabai 'cousin' nabai-yi 'cousins' 
pado 'pig' pado-ri 'pigs' 
fnou 'hole' fno-ri 'holes' 
befrofnar 'blister' befrofnar-i 'blisters' 

Number is commonly marked by a quantifier like 'many', 'few', or 'all' or a specific 
number. Sefa 'many' may be combined with wemyo 'large' to mean 'very many': e.g. 
pado sefawemyo 'very many pigs'. 

Sobei numbers have largely been replaced with Indonesian numbers and only the 
numbers 'one' to 'ten' are used frequently. They fonn a base-five system with a separate 
word for 'ten': 

1 tes 6 dimtes 
2 dai, daidu 7 dimdaidu 
3 tou 8 dimtou 
4 fau 9 dimfau 
5 dim 10 snafut 

dimo tou natu-n-i temto-ri fau 
house three child-3sG-PL male-3pL four 
'three houses' 'four sons' 

There are no separate ordinal numerals (although metan [ < POc *mata- 'eye, front'] 
means 'first' in the adverbial context of 'he went first'): 

Ri-fi wero tara daidu. 
3PL-make again time two 
'They made it again for the second time.' 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

Adjectives follow the noun they modify and can be subdivided into size, colour, number, 
quality, time, and location. Some size and quality adjectives can be pluralised by the 
addition of the possessor suffix -ri 3PL, causing unpredictable root changes as in some 
directly possessed nouns: 

SG PL 
'large' wemyo myori 
'lovely' fiya jj;ori 
'long' meda medori 
'full' ed'a ed'ari 
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Colour adjectives are formed by combining the prefix fe- with a noun typifying the 
desired colour, e.g.fe-pamo 'like-sago' = 'white', fe-meno 'like-charcoal' = 'black'. 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

Adjectives, numerals, and demonstrative bases follow the noun, but a qualifying noun 
may precede it. If the head noun is semantically plural it mayor may not take the plural 
marker -ri, but an adjective modifying it must be in its plural form if it has one: 

niwe rau 
coconut leaf 
'coconut leaf' 

fnou tou myori 
hole three large:PL 
'three large holes' 

or fno-ri tau myori 
holes-pL three large:PL 
'three large holes' 

The most intriguing feature of Sobei noun phrase structure is the use of enclitics. Those 
that occur frequently enough in the data to permit comment are: 

=mau 
=be 
=ma 
=te, =to 

new topic (TPe) 
contrastive topic (CTRST) 
familiar (FAM) 
demonstrative (OEF) (§2.3) 

The first three of these do not co-occur in the data with adjectives or numerals. In the 
case of =mau, at least, this is probably a by-product of the fact that attributive adjectives 
and numerals occur rather seldom, but it prevents us knowing the ordering of the 
enclitics. 

The functions of these enclitics are all discourse-related and in need of further 
research, but the following notes give an indication of how they work. 

The function of =mau TPC is to introduce or reintroduce an otherwise inaccessible 
entity into the universe of discourse. For this reason it is never attached to a pronoun, as 
a pronoun always refers to an accessible entity. It is, however, quite often attached to a 
proper name. The function of =be CTRST (which is distinct from the homophonous =be 
poss; see §2.7) is to emphasise that the speaker means the (already accessible) entity 
referred to by the noun phrase, and not some other (also accessible) entity. Because the 
noun phrase it attaches to refers to an already accessible entity, =be is often attached to a 
pronoun. Because of their incompatible functions, =mau TPC and =be CTRST do not 
co-occur in the same noun phrase. 

The function of =ma FAM is not clear, but it seems to label the entity to which its 
noun phrase refers as not only accessible but also familiar to both the speaker and the 
hearer. It is thus compatible in function with =be and may occur in the sequence 
=be=ma (=CTRST=FAM) but is incompatible with =mau TPC. 

The enclitic =mau TPC can occur more than once in a sentence if more than one 
entity is (re)introduced. Although it occurs most often on the first noun phrase of the 
sentence (usually the subject or a temporal phrase), it is certainly not limited to this 
position, as the examples below show; it is usually attached to the head, and always 
closer to the head than any demonstrative (base or enclitic). Other examples with =mau 
in noun phrases are in §2.8 and §4.l (see also §6.2 for its use in a different context). The 
first three examples below are from a sermon: 
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Yusup=mau=to e=be=ma naa-n-i=be 
Joseph=TPc=DEF 3SG~POSS~FAM 0Ider.sibling-3sG-PL~CTRST 

'This Joseph's own brothers were the ones who carried him off.' 

rit-e-wo. 
took-3SG-DIR 

Yusup-mau naa-n-i tei=to tema-n=to e-taw-i 
Joseph=TPC 0Ider.sibling-3SG-PL DEM~DEF father-3SG~DEF 3sG-give-3PL 

er-seya-p rorur-ewo saukirya-mau-te. 
3PL:REAL-work-and herd-away sheep=TPc=DEF 

'Joseph and his older brothers' father gave them the task of herding the sheep away 
from there.' 

Laban=mau natu-n mefoe Lea=mau sake=te e-bonj-i natu-n-i 
Laban-TPc child-3sG female Leah=TPCDEM=DEF3SG-bear-BEN-3PLchild-3sG-PL 

temto-ri Jau. 
male-PL four 

'That Laban's daughter, this Leah, bore them four sons.' 

Dai er-ur re-tinar-ewo ri-bon Sawar 
3DL 3PL:REAL-bring:MuLT 3PL:REAL-climb-DIR 3PL-put Sawar 

madi=mau. 
traditional.house-TPC 

'They two brought (them), climbed up, went and put (them) in the Sawar traditional 
house.' 

A demonstrative enclitic (=te or =to DEF) is attached to the last morpheme of the 
noun phrase which it has in its scope (§2.3). Only the enclitics =be CTRST and =ma 
FAM may be attached after it. The relevant noun phrases are bracketed in the following 
examples: 

[pani=mau sake]=to 
night=TPC DEM~DEF 
'that night' 

[yeawo u=be]=to 
spear 2SG~POSS~DEF 

'your spear' 

[sa-' 
name-ISG 
'my name' 

ya]=to 
ISG~DEF 

[[dimo sake]=to e=be 
house DEM~DEF 3sG~POSS 

'the property of that house' 

[ayam ben a wemyo Jepamo tes ser'ari 
bad 

tei]=te 
chicken egg large white one DEM~DEF 

'that one large white bad chicken egg' 

pana]=to 
food=DEF 

Map [samo=mau tidut er-enon dimo waridon sake]=to 
so time=TPc together 3PL:REAL-stay house inside DEM~DEF 

[Yusup=mau]=to d-enon e-rom moni sare. 
Joseph=TPc=OEF 3sG-stay 3sG-see sleep play 

'So when they were all together in the house, Joseph was dreaming.' 

The enclitics =be CTRST and =ma FAM are illustrated below and in examples scattered 
through this sketch. 

Sep ya=be i-taput i-swoifim. 
then lSG-CTRST lSG:REAL-hold lSG:REAL-strengthen 
'Then I will come and hold it together.' 



Senis=te e=be=ma d-enan. 
Senis=DEF 3SG~CTRST~FAM 3SG-stay 
'Senis, he stayed.' 

ya=ma sa- '-ta 
lSG~FAM spouse-lsG-spouse 
'my spouse' 
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U-ta-be-ma wemyum yai w-enan fenya metan. 
2SG~DEF~CTRST~FAM bigger older. sibling 2SG:REAL-stay world before 
'You are the bigger one, the older brother who was in the world first.' 

It is probable that =be CTRST and =be POSS have a common origin, and it is 
sometimes difficult to distinguish between them (they apparently never co-occur). 
However, whereas =be CTRST follows a demonstrative enclitic, a demonstrative 
enclitic may well follow =be poss because it has the whole possessive noun phrase it 
its scope: 

[yeawa u=beJ=ta 
spear 2SG~POSS~DEF 

'your spear' 

Coordinate noun phrases optionally use one of the connectives dap, dep, dasep or 
dedwap preceding the final constituent: 

pada swadi nembane dap sebena 
pig cassowary rat and five. pointed. arrow 
'a pig, cassowary, rat, and a five-pointed arrow' 

An alternate noun phrase is formed withfe 'or': 

rani fe minyak 
water or kerosene 
'water or kerosene' 

2.7 Possession 

2.7.1 Direct possession 

Directly possessed nouns in Sobei can be divided into two categories, A and B. Category 
A nouns take the 3sG pronoun suffix -0, Category 8 nouns -no Category A includes 
many (but not all) body parts and body products and the nouns temta- 'man, male' and 
mefne- 'woman' (in the senses 'husband' and 'wife'). Category 8 includes many kin 
terms. Direct possession in Sobei entails a high degree of (often unpredictable) 
morphophonemic complexity and, with some Category A nouns, plural root suppletion 
or the infixation (rather than suffixation) of the possessor affix. 

When a Category 8 noun occurs with a plural possessor affix, this is always followed 
by suffix -se. This apparently denotes the plurality of the referent: that is, tema-ri-se 
means 'their fathers' rather than 'their father'. For the latter, the 3SG affix is used: 

Yusup=mau naa-n-i 
Joseph=TPC older.sibling-3sG-PL 
'Joseph's older brothers' father' 

tei=ta tema-n=ta 
DEM~DEF father-3sG~DEF 
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If a Category B noun with a singular possessor is pluralised, this follows the process 
outlined in §2.4: 

natu-n-i 
child-3sG-PL 
'his four sons' 

temto-ri fau 
male-PL four 

Some sample paradigms are given below. For a fuller account, see Joyce Sterner (1987). 

'face' 'hand' 'leg' 'child' 'father' 
ISG co- '-fu imi- ' oyu- '-ai natu- 'tema- ' 
2SG co-m-fu imi-m oyu-m-ai natu-m tema-m 
3sG co-O-fu ima-O- oy-O-ai natu-n tema-n 
IINC:PL co-rir-fu mo-rir ra-rir-ai et-rir-se tema-rir-se 
IEXC:PL co-rim-fu mo-rim ra-rim-ai net-rim-se tema-rim-se 
2PL co-rim-fu mo-rim ra-rim-ai net-rim-se tema-rim-se 
3PL co-ri:fu mo-ri ra-rir-ai net-ri-se tema-ri-se 

Directly possessed nouns may be preceded (or occasionally followed) by a possessor 
noun phrase whose head is either a pronoun or a noun. The possessor noun phrase 
usually carries the enclitic =be, here glossed POSS as its function is evidently to mark 
the possessor rather than a contrastive topic (§2.6). If the possessor is a bare pronoun, 
which cannot stand alone (§2.1), then it is cliticised to the possessed noun. For example: 

ya=ma so- '-to e=be so-n-to 
ISG=FAM spouse-lsG-spouse 
'my spouse' 

3SG=POSS spouse-3sG-spouse 
'his spouse' 

sa-
name-ISG 
'my name' 

ya=to 
ISG=DEF 

tasi-n e=so-n-to dai 
younger.sibling-3sG 3sG=spouse-3sG-spouse two 
'the younger sibling and his wife together' 

Merne 
Merne 

sike=be natu-n 
self:3sG=poss child-3sG 

'Merne's own son' 

tern to 
male 

natu-m 
child-2SG 

temto werfaumau=to=be ima-O 
male firstborn=DEF=POSS hand-3sG 

'the produce of your firstborn son's hand' 

2.7.2 Indirect possession 

pana 
food 

Indirect possession consists of the possessed noun preceded (or occasionally followed) 
by a possessor noun phrase whose head is either a pronoun or a noun. The possessor 
noun phrase carries =be as its first or only enclitic, here functioning to mark the 
possessor. Evidence of this function is that the possessed item does not have to be 
named but can be referred to, for example, as ya=be 'mine' once the item's identity is 
understood. 



John=be dimo 
John=poss house 
'John's house' 

e=be=ma bose dai 
3SG=POSS=FAM friend two 
'his two friends' 

ya=be dimo 
lSG=POSS house 
'my house' 

teman=be fenggomu=mau sake 
father=poss wish=TPC DEM 

'that wish of his father's' 

U=be=ma kur-seso a-bon-si pede u-be-m-et. 
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2SG=POSS=FAM 2sG.take-DIR 2SG:IRR-put-DIR place 2SG=POSS=FAM=? 
'Take yours inland and put them at your place.' 

If the possessor noun phrase consists of more than one word, then a coreferential 
independent pronoun intervenes between it and the possessed noun. 

dimo sake=to e=be pana=to 
house DEM=DEF 3SG=POSS food=DEF 
'the property of that house' 

ina temto-ri ina mefen-di ri=be rara=mau 
fish man-PL fish woman-PL 3PL=POSS way=TPc 
'the ways of the fish-men and fish-women' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

A relative clause is an unmarked clause following the nominal head. Often the head is 
marked by the enclitic =mau 'new topic' (§2.6): this is an outcome ofthe fact that a noun 
whose identity is specified by a relative clause is typically a newly (re)introduced entity 
in the universe of discourse. The final boundary of the noun phrase within which the 
relative clause occurs is often marked by a demonstrative (base, or enclitic, or both; §2.3). 

Map samo=mau [tidut er-enon dimo waridonJ sake=to 
so time=TPC together 3PL:REAL-stay house inside DEM=DEF 

Yusup=mau=to d-enon e-rom moni sare. 
Joseph=TPc=DEF 3sG-stay 3sG-see sleep play 

'So at the time that they were all together in the house, Joseph was dreaming.' 

E-yit mefne=mau [ri.Jos-e Lea). 
3SG:REAL-took woman=TPC 3PL:REAL-name-3SG Lea 
'He married the woman they call Leah.' 

E-wo=p e-wo=p e=be=ma e-wo=p 
3sG-go=and 3sG-go=and 3SG=CTRST=FAM 3sG-go=and 

[tema-n=to e.JosfeJ sake=to ... 
father-3sG=DEF 3sG-call DEM=DEF 

pede=mau 
place=TPC 

'He went and went and he (was the one who) went to the place his father named .. .' 

U-be nyo [w-ar-emaJ=to r-en 
2SG-POSS stuff 2sG-bring-DIR=DEF 3SG:REAL-be 
'Where is your stuff you brought here?' 

sifa? 
where 

Use [dai dafu-n=ma ri-jiJ tei yam=te a-fei tap. 
matter two cross.sibling-3sG-FAM 3PL-made DEM 2PL=DEF 2SG-make NEG 
'Don't you do this thing [sexual intercourse] that these two cousins did.' 
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3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Unlike many Oceanic languages, Sobei has no productive markers of transitivity, nor 
any other verb-deriving processes. However, Sobei verbs display a number of 
inflectional processes which make them rather complicated. 

There are two phonologically defined verb classes: simple and complex. The stem of 
a simple verb is a monosyllable of the form CVC, CVV or CV All other stems are 
complex: they are either monosyllables with an initial consonant cluster or 
polysyllables. A polysyllabic stem is polymorphemic and is derived from a simple 
stem in the addition of either a modifier or a directional. If a simple stem is infixed by 
the reciprocal or durative marker or by the infix form of the repetitive marker (see 
below), it is also treated as phonologically complex. 

Modifiers are: 

-nar 'multiple effect' 
-par 'completive' 
-fan 'composite (with regard to food and drink)' 
-tan 'restrictive' 
-tar (gloss unclear) 

Complex verbs formed from a stem (which may itself be simple or complex) and a 
modifier often have an unpredictcd meaning: 

-re 'cut' -re '-nar 'cut up' 
-kis 'pick' -kis-nar 'scratch' 

-kis-par 'sever' 
-mus 'drink' -mus-tar 'suck' 

-mus-fan 'drink mixed drinks' 
-fau 'tie' -fau-tan 'tie up very tight' 
-fe' 'hit' -fi"-par 'kill' 
-fa'fe' 'hit, hurt' -fa 'fe '-nar 'fight (them)' 

-fa 'fe '-par 'shake out (clothes) 
-fa 'fe '-tan 'pin shut' 

There are a few disyllabic stems stressed on the first syllable which are apparently 
fossilised polymorphemic stems, e.g. -sa 'dar 'shiver, shake', -sufar 'sleep'. 

There are six directional suffixes which are added to the verb root -da- 'go' (which 
never occurs without a directional) to form complex verbs. 

-sa, -sasa 'upward' -da-sa 'ascend' 
-si, -sa 'downward' -da-si 'descend' 
-fai 'toward ocean and speaker' -da-fai 'come toward ocean and 

speaker' 
-feta 'toward ocean away from speaker' -da-feta 'go from speaker toward ocean' 
-sas 'inland' -da-sas 'go inland' 
-sesa 'inland' -da-sesa 'go inland' 

As noted below, directionals also occur in verb-final position. 
Sobei verbs have two moods, realis and irrealis. Subject and mood are expressed by 

portmanteau prefixes whose forms vary according to whether they are attached to a 
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simple or a complex stem (for an alternative analysis see Robert Sterner 1975, Joyce 
Sterner 1987). The lEXC and 2PL forms in each paradigm are identical: 

lINC lEXC 2 3 
Subject:realis (simple) 
SG yo- u- e-
PL ti- mi- mi- ri-

Subject: irrealis (simple) 
SG ya- ~ i- a- a-
PL ta- a'- a'- ria-

Subject:realis (complex) 
SG ye- ~ i- u- e-
PL te- me- me- re-

Subject: irrealis (complex) 
SG ye- ~ i- e- ~ a- e- ~ a-
PL te- e'- ~ a'- e'- ~ a'- rie-

The lSG:IRR simple-stem prefix is i- if the vowel of the stem is -a- (e.g. i-fas 'I shall 
plane); otherwise it is ya- (e.g. ya-pou 'I shall float'). With complex stems 1 SG ye- and 
i- are in free variation, and irrealis prefixes in which lei is replaced by la/ may occur 
when the vowel of the following syllable is -a-. 

In canonical speech, verbs obligatorily have a subjectlmood prefix (§2.1). An object 
suffix is obligatory before a directional suffix, after the benefactive marker, or if there is 
no noun phrase object. The 3 SG object suffix is omitted if there is a noun phrase object. 
However, in connected discourse, both subject prefixes and object suffixes are omitted if 
the discourse structure warrants, such as in series of verbs where the subject or object 
has been previously mentioned or fronted. 

There are just twenty known stems which begin with a vowel (e-, 0-, ei-), e.g. -eda' 
'paddle', -oror 'swing'. With these the last vowel ofa prefix, other than u- 2SG:REAL, is lost, 
resulting in the neutralisation of mood marking in lSG and 3SG (e.g. y-eda' 'I paddled/will 
paddle', 9-eda "s/he paddled/will paddle'). In 2PL:IRR forms the glottal stop of the prefix is 
infixed after the initial vowel of stems in e- and 0- (9-e'da' you (PL) will paddle'). 

Sobei verb stems display considerable allomorphy. The following patterns are discernible: 

(a) Verbs in which allomorph A occurs in the 3SG realis and all irrealis forms, whilst 
allomorph B occurs in realis forms other than the 3sG. There are two subclasses: 
(i) the vowel of the first or only stem syllable in allomorph A, usually -a-, is 

replaced by -i- in allomorph B: e.g., -tan/-tin 'weep', -ma/-mi 'come', -feilji 
'make'. 

(ii) the vowel of the first syllable of a polyllabic stem is -a- in allomorph A , and is 
replaced by -0- in allomorph B: e.g., -tasis/-tosis 'slide', -yasu/-yosu 'dry out', -
damos/-domos 'knead'. 

(b) Verbs with singular and plural allomorphs (with no realislirrealis variation), most of 
them verbs of movement or posture, falling into two subclasses: 
(i) the plural allomorph is a reduplicated form of the singular, often with loss of the 

first CV-: e.g., -roj!+rof'run', -mus/-s-mus 'drink', -per/-r-per 'die', -mer/-
mar-mer 'dive in', -sit/-set-sit 'enter'. 

(ii) the plural allomorph bears no resemblance to the singular, i.e. it is suppletive: 
e.g. -da-si/-ra '-si 'descend', -tu/-far 'stop', -f'aj!-sejkif'lean on'. 
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There are a few cases where two patterns apply to a single verb. For example, -yas 
'swim' belongs to (a) (i) with -yasl-yis and to (b) (i) with -yasl-s-yas. 

Paradigms of some of the verbs referred to above are set out below (first line is 
REAL, second line IRR): 

ISG 2sG 3sG lINC:PL IEXC:PLl2PL 3PL 
'plant' yo-fas u-fas e-fas ti-fas mi-fas ri-fas 

i-fas a-fas a-fas ta-fas a'-fas ria-fas 

'paddle' y-eda' u-weda' O-eda' t-eda' m-eda' r-eda' 
y-eda' O-eda' O-eda' t-eda e< ')da' ri-eda' 

'weep' yo-tin u-tin e-tan ti-tin mi-tin ri-tin 
i-tan a-tan a-tan ta-tan a '-tan ria-tan 

'slide' i-tosis u-tosis e-tasis te-tosis me-tosis re-tosis 
ye-tasis a-tasis a-tasis te-tasis a '-tasis rie-tasis 

'run' yo-raf u-rof e-raf te-frafm e-fraf re-frof 
ya-raf a-raf a-raf t a-fraf e'-fraf rie-fraf 

'descend' yo-da-si u-da-si e-da-si ti-ra '-si mi-ra '-si ri-ra '-si 
ya-da-si a-da-si a-da-si ta-ra '-si a '-ra '-si ria-ra '-si 

'swim' yo-yis u-yis e-yas te-syas me-syas re-syas 
ya-yas a-yas a-yas te-syas e'-syas rie-syas 

There are a few verbs in which irregular paradigms of subject/mood prefixes occur. 
There are three simple transitive verbs with stem-initial k- in which k- is deleted in 
certain forms: -kit 'take (singular object)', -kur 'take (plural object)', -kan 'eat'. The last 
also has -anl-(k)in stem allomorphy: 

'take (one)' w-it w-it y-it t-it m-it r-it 
wa-it O-kit a-it ta-it e '-kit rie-kit 

'eat' w-in w-in O-an t-in m-in r-in 
a-n O-kin a-n ta- 'an e '-kin rie-kin 

There are also three verbs of location, simple stem -en 'be' and complex -enon 'stay' 
and -enfan 'wait', which have a quite distinctive paradigm: 

'be' w-en 
wa-n 

w-en 
O-en 

d-en 
a-n 

t-en 
ta-n 

m-en 
e'-en 

r-en 
rie- 'en 

The order of morphemes in the verb as a whole is as follows: 

(REPETITIVE) (SUBJ:MOOD) «RECIPROCAL» «DURATIVE» 
STEM «BEN) OBJ) (ITERATIVE) (DIR) 

However, these morphemes do not all occur in a single verb phrase, and the aspect 
markers REPETITIVE, DURATIVE and ITERATIVE appear to be mutually exclusive. 

The repetitive marker has two forms. It is an infix m with certain complex stems: 

i-fmetfad-nar 
1 SG:REAL-<REP>jump-repeatedly 
'I jump repeatedly.' 
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Otherwise, REP assumes the following forms before realis subject prefixes (forms 
preceding irrealis prefixes have not been recorded): 

SG 
PL 

IINC 

ten-

IEXC 
(ne)n-
men-

ten-ti-fun 
lINC:REP-lINC:REAL-hit 
'we hit repeatedly' 

2 

n-
men-

3 
n-
ren-

The reciprocal marker entails the application of a prosodic template to the verb root (i.e. 
the first syllable of the stem). The realis/irrealis distinction is neutralised with the 
reciprocal. For example, 

re-mnas or 
3PL:REAL-know 
'they know' 

rie-mnas 
3PL:IRR-know 
'they know' 

becomes re-m(sesmas 
3 PL: REAL-<REC >know 
'they know each other' 

The consonants of a verb root may be labelled as follows: (C3)C2 VCI. (Roots with other 
prosodic structures are rare and none has been recorded in the reciprocal form.) The 
reciprocal marker has the form <C,eC,> infixed into the root before C2 . 

a: C3 C2 V C I 
m n a s 

• • • • a: C3 C1 V C 1 a:C2 V C 1 
m s e s n a s 

t 
t I e 

However, the prosodic template consists of the whole two-syllable sequence above, with 
additional consequences: 

(i) if the verb stem is monosyllabic, the first consonant of the cluster which begins the 
first syllable is supplied by copying the stem-initial consonant; 

(ii) if the verb stem has more than one syllable, stray segments which cannot be linked 
to the template are deleted. 

Three further modifications occur which are not directly the result of satisfying the 
template: 

(iii) the consonant cluster which begins the first syllable obeys the constraints noted in 
§ 1.2, so that if the first consonant were to be -r-, -y- or -' -, it is deleted, and if the 
second consonant were to be -'-, it is replaced by -r-; 

(iv) any sequence of two identical consonants is reduced to a single consonant, as noted 
in § 1.2; 

(v) if the rhyme of the stem-final syllable is -a' or -e', the rhyme of REC is -a '-; if the 
rhyme of the stem-final syllable is -0', the rhyme ofREc is -0- (i.e. -'- is lost). 
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Examples of these effects are given below, with lower-case Roman numerals 
corresponding to those above. Where (i) is parenthesised, it is assumed to have 
occurred before the subsequent process deleted its effect. Note that forms which include 
REC are complex stems, taking the appropriate subject/mood prefixes: 

te-dnin 'we (INC) push' te-dmemin v 
mi- 'on 'you (PL) pull' me-mem'on (i), iii 
ri-tut 'they hit' re-<te>tut (i), iv 
re-soro 'they help' re-s<ro>ro ii, v 
ri.Je' 'they hit' re-f<ra '>Je' i, iii, v 

The durative marker also consists of a prosodic template. The onset consonant and 
vowel of the final syllable of the verb stem are copied twice and infixed before that 
syllable: 

yo-roJ 'I run' 
yo-semsim 'I call' 

yo-<ro-ro>roJ 'I run and run' 
yo-sem<si-si>sim 'I call and call' 

The benefactive marker is -f-, and must be followed by an object suffix coreferencing 
the beneficiary (§2.1). It follows that a noun phrase direct object is not coreferenced by 
an object suffix. 

Yo-rur-f-e. 
I SG:REAL-lift-BEN-3 SG 
'I am lifting (it) for him.' 

E-fti-f-eya. 
2SG:IRR-buy-BEN-ISG 
'Buy (it) for me.' 

Dus=te ar-f-i dimo waridon=te. 
other=DEF 3sG.take-BEN-3PL house inside=DEF 
'He took the others to them inside the house.' 

The iterative marker is -wero (-wer before a consonant): 

A .Jei-wero! 
2SG:IRR-make-lTERATIVE 
'Make (it) again!' 

Yo-rur-wer-sa. 
lSG:REAL-lift-ITERATlvE-upward 
'I lifted (it) up again.' 

Six directionals were listed above in association with complex verb formation. These, 
and the two below, also occur verb-finally (cf example above): 

-ema 'toward speaker' 
-ewo 'away from speaker' 

E 'kur-ewo Ziken. 
2PL:IRR.take:MuLT-DlR Ziken 
'Take them to Ziken.' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

The main elements of the verb phrase are covered in §3.1. 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

The following examples are of sequential and causative serialisation. Note that the first verb 
does not necessarily express movement; it may be the verb 'stay', expressing duration. 



w-enon yo-fi 
lSG:REAL-stay lSG:REAL-make 
'I was making' 

ya-wo ya-rom-e 
lSG:REAL-go lSG:REAL-see-3SG 
'I'm going to see him' 

Tap a-werma a- 'an wero kasbi=mau. 
NEG 3SG:IRR=return 3SG:IRR=eat again manioc=TPC 
'He did not return and eat manioc again.' 

yo-dus pamo=to' ot. 
1 SG-cut sago fall 
'I cut the sago down.' 
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No more than two verbs occur in this type of phrase. Other kinds of serialisation appear 
not to occur. The verb-phrase-final directionals -ema 'toward speaker' and -ewo 'away 
from speaker' (§3.1) are probably derived historically from the second verb (-ma 
'come', -wo 'go') in an earlier directional serial construction, but the fact that the -e-
element (derived from the 3SG:REAL subject marker) is now invariable in this context 
indicates that they have lost their status as verbs. 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Verbless clauses make up only 3 % of the corpus and consist of a topic and a comment. 
Examples all have a noun phrase as predicate. Predictably, the topic is often followed by 
=mau 'new topic' (§2.6), but this is not obligatory. 

Yafu=mau=to banD yafu. 
fire=TPC=DEF enchanted fire 
'That fire was an enchanted fire.' 

Yusup-mau-to Yakob=be 
Joseph=TPc=DEF Jacob=poss 
'This Joseph was Jacob's son.' 

natu-n. 
child-3SG 

Memda dedwop segweri ya=be=ma pana. 
kind.of.spice and ginger lSG=POSS=FAM food 
'Memda and ginger are my food.' 

Unlike many Oceanic languages, Sobei has a verb of location -en 'be " so verbless 
clauses with a locative predicate do not occur: 

Robert 
Robert 

den 
SG:REAL-be 

John=be dimo waridon. 
John=poss house inside 

'Robert is in John's house.' 

U=be nyo w-ar-ema=to r-en sifa? 
2SG=POSS stuff 2sG-bring-DIR=DEF 3PL:REAL-be where 
'Where is your stuff you brought here?' 
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4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The only obligatory element in a verbal clause is the verb. When both core arguments 
are present the usual order is SVO, but in 9% of such clauses in the corpus the object is 
fronted and the order is OSV 

Sarno Esaf=te=ma=p e-fda use=mau sake . .. 
when Esaf=DEF=FAM=and 3sG-hear news=TPC DEM 
'When Esaf heard that particular news .. .' 

Dedwo=p yeawo u-be-to kit-sos e-tawe-ya. 
already=and spear 2SG-POSS-DEF take-DIR 3sG-give-lsG 
'Afterwards, bring your spear here and give it to me.' 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

The verb (and object) may be followed by a locative or temporal phrase or other 
modifier. An adverb may be separated from the verb it modifies by the object or a 
peripheral argument. This indicates that adverbs belong to the clause rather than to the 
verb phrase. 

e-drarda fiya 
2SG:IRR-guard well 
'guard well' 

E-drarda mefne berafe 'rna 
2SG:IRR-guard girl young 
'Guard the young girl well.' 

A temporal phrase may also occur at the beginning of a clause: 

Map atsesaito tidut t-efda-e usefenti-mau. 
so today together lINc:PL-hear-3sGstory-TPc 
'So today we can all hear the stories.' 

fiya. 
well 

The encoding of a beneficiary is described in §3.1. There are no adpositions in Sobei. 
Instead, noun phrases serve as peripheral arguments, as the instrument phrases in this 
example show: 

Dep noba=to i-mser pamo difo=to fetap fera=to yo-dus 
and machete=DEF 1 sG-trim sago trunk=DEF then axe=DEF 1 SG-cut 

pamo=to 'ot. 
sago=DEF fall 

'I trimmed the sago trunk with the machete, and then with the axe I cut it down.' 

A locative or temporal phrase is a noun phrase with a semantically locative or temporal 
noun as head (e.g. war 'place', waridon 'inside';fuse 'below';faduwar 'beside'; werta 
'around'; pede 'place', sarno 'time'): 

Y-awo Jayapura war. 
ISG-go Jayapura place 
'I'm going to Jayapura.' 

Robert d-en John=·be dimo waridon. 
Robert 3SG:REAL-be John=poss house inside 
'Robert is in John's house.' 
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4.4 Negative clauses 

The negative morpheme tap co-occurs with irrealis mood and normally stands before 
the verb phrase: 

Tap e- 'a 'at. 
NEG 3SG:IRR-collapse 
'It didn't collapse.' 

John tap a-ma. 
John NEG 3SG:IRR-come 
'John didn't come.' 

Na 'an-i tap ri-amnas. 
older. sibling-p L NEG 3PL:IRR-know 
'The older siblings didn't know.' 

Where something other than a declarative verb is being negated, as in a prohibition, tap 
follows what it negates: 

A-kin tap. 
2sG-eat NEG 
'Don't eat it!' 

Use dai dafu-n=ma ri-fi tei yam=te a-fei tap. 
matter two cross.sibling-3sG~FAM 3PL-made OEM 2PL~OEF 2SG-make NEG 
'Don't you do this thing [sexual intercourse] that these two cousins did.' 

Tapse 'no (as a response)' may also be used as a predicate: 

Ina-te 
fish-? 

tapse. 
NEG 

'There's no fish.' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

Imperative sentences use the irrealis verb forms in singular or plural. (For prohibitions 
see §4.4.) 

A-wo. 
2SG:IRR-go 
'Go!' 

E 'kur-ewo Ziken. 
2PL:IRR.take:MULT-OIR Ziken 
'Take them to Ziken.' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

A'-wo. 
2PL:IRR-go 
'Go (PL)!' 

In the most common form of polar question, the morpheme -a is suffixed to the last 
word of the clause: 
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Simtar-i Mettereu-mau-to d-en-on-a. 
asked-3PL Mettereu-ART-PART 2SG-be-?-INTERR 
'(He) asked them, 'Is that Mettereu person here?' 

There are also question words which may occur sentence initially or finally: 

nisamba 
disamba 
sifaina 
disaneta, detesa 
nisana, nisaneta 
nisampana, samosafa 
mnaifa 
fefa 
sefa 

'why,!' 
'whose?' 
'where?' 
'who'" 
'what?' 
'when?' 
'how much?' 
'how'!' 
'how many?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

If a series of actions is performed by the same subject, any number of clauses can be 
strung together without conjunctions or sentence-final intonation. Sometimes the 
subject-mood prefix is omitted from a verb in the middle of the sequence. Since objects 
and other modifying phrases may occur, it is clear that such a series consists of clauses 
and does not represent verb serialisation. This is confirmed by the fact that the 
sequential enclitic conjunction =p may be added after the final vowel of a verb phrase (it 
has not been found in any other environment). 

Eyur temto-ri daidu e-rasa-wo=p ri-rom yafu. 
3sG.take:MULTmale-PL two 3SG-go-DIR~and 3PL-see fire 
'He took the two men, he went away there and they saw the fire.' 

Ri-rasa-wo r-etinar ri=te'=dai ri-rom-e 
3PL-go-DIR 3PL-arrived 3PL~DEF~two 3PL-See-3SG 

e-tisa=p simtar ri-dai ... 
3sG-climb=and ask 3PL-two 

r-enfan-e dasasa-wo 
3PL-wait-3sG go.up-DIR 

'They went, they arrived, they two saw him, they waited for him to come and climb 
up to ask the two of them .. .' 

E-wo=p e-wo=p e-be=ma e-wo=p pede-mau tema-n=to 
3sG-go=and 3sG-go=and 3SG-CTRST=FAM 3sG-go=and place-TPc father-3sG~DEF 

e-fos-fe sake=to e-wo=p e-tasan-ewo=mau mamuse. 
3sG-call-? DEM~DEF3sG-go=and 3SG-view-DIR~TPC empty 

'He went and went, he was the one who went to the place his father had named, he 
went and looked around and they weren't there.' 

There are a number of connectives related to time or sequence, which occur apparently 
sentence-initially. Their exact meanings have not yet been analysed. Most of them end in 
-p, presumably the enclitic conjunction referred to above, and one, dedwo=p, is 
analysable as 'already=and'. Other connectives include the following: 



dop 
dep 
sep 
dosep 
map 
fetap 
dasa 

For example: 

'after finishing it' 
'and' 
'and' 
'so that' 
'then, consequently' 
'after finishing it' 
'and so' 

Ri-foparfe-si dosep e-tisa-wo. 
3PL-Iet.go-down so.that 3sG-ascend-DIR 
'They let down (the bamboo ladder) so he could climb up later.' 

Merofi map a-an-esrara-mau sake. 
rain then 3SG:IRR-eat-dried-TPC that 
'(If) it rained, then he would eat the already dried stuff.' 

6.2 Subordination 
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The data contain very few instances of true subordination. Those that do occur are of 
two kinds. In the first, =mau 'new topic' (§2.6) is added to a clause which thus 
apparently forms the topic constituent of the following clause. For example: 

Map e-ski-i=mau ri-orpar. 
then 3sG-command-3PL-TPC 3PL-be.unwilling 
'Then they were unwilling to do what she had told them to.' (more literally: 'Then 
what she commanded them they were unwilling (to do).') 

Ri-dus pamo=mau=to tat damos-mau pamo-to tapse. 
3PL-cut sago-TPc-DEF beat knead-Tpc sago-DEF NEG 
'When they had cut down the sago palm, pounded, kneaded (the sago), there was no 
sago (i.e. it had magically disappeared).' 

The snippet below is the end of a longer example given above: 

... e-tasan-ewo=mau mamuse. 
3sG-view-DIR~TPC empty 

' ... he looked around and they weren't there.' 
(more literally: ' ... when he looked around it wa~ empty.') 

The second (possible) kind of subordination is a conditional: 

Woefro aso map awero=parwero dus. 
If sun hot then repeat=and repeat other 
'If the sun was hot he would do it repetitively.' 

The first example in §2.8 shows how the equivalent of a temporal clause can be formed 
by attaching a relative clause to the noun sarno 'time' occupying the clause-initial 
peripheral position. 
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Tobati is spoken in the villages of Tobati and Enggros at the western end of Yotefa Bay, to 
the east of Jayapura in Irian Jaya, Indonesia. No earlier description of Tobati exists; only 
notes on the language, initiated by Cowan (1952), have appeared. Linguistically, the 
language poses some interesting challenges both phonologically, in terms ofthe organisation 
of the contrastive sounds, and syntactically, as it displays a very unusual OSV word order. 

In Tobati there is extensive contact with modem Indonesian society (which exists on 
the mainland about five minutes by outboard motor away): many (if not most) people 
have jobs in shops or offices on the mainland, and there is considerable erosion of the 
language. On Enggros, on the other hand, only ten minutes away by canoe, the main 
occupation is still fishing, and the amount of cultural degradation is much lower; still, 
children are learning to speak Indonesian earlier than they learn Tobati, and so the 
language must be regarded as endangered. Much traditional activity, the planting of sago 
gardens and hunting on the mainland, has ceased, since all the traditional land is now 
occupied by the city to produce the urban residential areas of Entrop and Abepura. The 
two villages have a social system of seven clans that dictate land and fishing rights and 
responsibilities, as well as marriage possibilities. The information here is based on the 
Enggros dialect. The name Tobati has been used since it is a proper name, not 
etymologisable, unlike Enggros which means 'second place' (inyjros in Tobati), 
referring to the move from Tobati to establish a new village site. 

1 PHONOLOGY 
Tobati phonology is interesting for the asymmetries it displays, but is not particularly 
complicated. The phenomenon of epenthetic vowel insertion provides empirical 
evidence for the functioning of a sonority hierarchy in Tobati, and the process of 
prenasalisation shows that phonetic categories are at least as important in the language 
as are phonological classes. 

1.1 Phonemes 

The system is somewhat skewed phonemic ally, and shows considerable variation 
phonetically. The underlying consonant phonemes are: 

c k 
b d j 
<I> f s f h 

l( 

m n fi 
r 

w y 
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IRIANJAYA 
(to Indonesia) 
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The voiced stop Id/ is dental, while the other apicals are alveolar. fbi and Id/ have 
fricative allophones [f3] and [Q] between continuants; the name of the language is 
phonemic ally Itobwadicl, phonetically [tof3waQlc]. When the velar stop occurs after a 
homorganic nasal and before a vowel, as in IIJkal 'where?', the realisation can be either 
[IJga] with a voiced stop, or [m'a], with a voiced fricative, The palatal stops icl and Ijl are 
remarkable in the lack of any perceptible affrication, Some younger, more acculturated 
speakers substitute a Malay-style palato-alveolar affricate, but more traditional speakers 
produce a clear stop with no fricative component. Stops in final position are pronounced 
without voicing, and are strictly unreleased; a sonorant in this position following a non-
low vowel in a single-syllable word is often accompanied by a final vowel, 101, implying 
that there is a greater degree of syllable weight associated with Ia! than with the other 
vowels. The velar stop has different realisations word-finally; the /k/ is usually realised 
as a fricative [x] in this position when following a non-rounded vowel, and as [k] when 
following a rounded vowel. Following lui in this position it is additionally rounded, 
[kW]: [wax] Iwakl 'canoe', [-rok] I-rokl 'ISG.OBJECT', and [nukW

] Inukl 'village'. 
The distinction between lsi and If I appears to be a recent one. We can assume that in 

the recent past [fJ was an allophone of lsi; all occurrences of [f] are in the environment 
of the high front vowel iii or semivowel Iyl, and that is an obvious conditioning 
environment. Examples of this include [WIf] 'louse, forest', [WIf] 'sand, rice', [fyaw] 
'paddle', [mefi] 'red'. Nonetheless, there are near-minimal pairs with [s] before an Iii, 
such as [SIC] 'knife', [fIp] 'all'. We cannot, therefore, predict the phonetic shape of lsi, 
and so must regard instances of [f] as a separate phoneme If I, despite its restricted range 
of environments for occurrence. Evidence that the development of [f] might be recent 
can be found in the allophonic variation of certain words; for 'forest', we hear both [uf] 
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and [win, indicating that the loss of the high front vocalic environment is underway, and 
we might expect that in the future it will appear in a wider range of vocalic 
environments. 

The voiced velar continuant varies freely between [y] and [tq], and in the former 
allophone shows overlap with Ih/ (which displays free variation between [h], [x], [6.] and 
[y]. The considerable overlap between the allophones of Iyl and Ih/ makes this pair of 
phonemes the most suspicious, but near-minimal pairs such as Irhorl 'bone' and Iryonl 
'flesh' make it clear that we are dealing with two phonemes here. The labial fricative If I 
has allophones [t], [<1>] and [p] - [P<l>], the last most common word-finally. 

The phoneme listed as I-I above deserves comment. Reflecting Proto-Oceanic *1), 
this is realised as either nasalisation of a vowel, or a homorganic nasal preceding a stop. 
Examples include [tal 'cry', and [taf3afO] 'night', reflecting *tal)is and *bol)i 
respectively. Recent loanwords, such as [pirI] 'plate', from Malay piring, also show 
the replacement of a velar nasal with nasalisation (the other nasals are permitted in final 
position: Imanl 'bird', ladaml 'door', /how 'dog'). When the nasalisation phoneme 
appears prevo cali cally it shows the reason for assigning it synchronically to a velar place 
of articulation, as it is realised as [I)g]. An example of this can be seen in Itm-I [tm] 
'behind', but with the addition of I-a! 'locative' [trul)ga] 'behind-LOC'. 

The vowel phonemes are: 

e 
a 

u 
o 

They do not show any remarkable allophones, appearing with tense variants [i e a 0 u] 
when in open syllables, and as lax [i (: a ;') u] when in closed syllables. 

1.2 Phonotactics 

Both phonemically and phonetically sequences of up to three consonants are permitted 
in the language, such as IUe) syriahil 'leg'. There are also many examples of underlying 
clusters being broken up by epenthetic vowels, as described in the next section. 

The behaviour of nasals and stops in their environment is interesting. The only 
clusters allowed are [mb], [1:)g], [nt], [J1j] and [I)g], in [s;}mbi] 'moon', [ta1:)!] 'man', [nti] 
'he/she', [eJ1j] 'place', and [I)ga] 'where'. These represent Imbl, Ind!, Inti, INCI and 
INk!, where INI represents a nasal archiphoneme, and ICI a palatal stop archiphoneme. 
Notice that there is one nasal + stop sequence possible for each phonetic place of 
articulation with a stop phoneme; for this reason the dental and alveolar columns in the 
consonant chart have not been collapsed, despite It I and Id! apparently being voiceless 
and voiced members of the same paradigm, and If I has been treated as a fricative, 
despite filling the voiceless labial stop position both synchronically and historically. 

Since there are no occurrences of Injl or Imj/, nor Imk!, Ink! or Ink!, we cannot assess 
the identity of these nasals; similarly the absence of [J1c] prevents us from assigning the 
stop in [nj] to the voiced or voiceless palatal stop phoneme, given that we have the 
example of the [I)g] sequence representing a nasal plus Ik!. We do, however, have 
examples of Imd!, a cluster which is always broken up with a schwa, such [mgglc] 'cold' 
Imdicl, and Ind!. This means that there is differential treatment of the sequences 
underlyingly, with the more forward nasal + stop clusters being more highly specified 
than those involving the more back stops. 
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1.3 Syllabification and stress 

Primary stress in Tobati regularly falls on the penultimate syllable. 
Tobati shows a strong preference for consonants in onset position, with few complex 

codas. Up to three consonants have been observed initially, but no more than one in a coda. 
Epenthetic consonants are found between nasals and Ir/, as in Ijomricl 'I see them', 

which is realised as [jombnc]. This process is quite automatic and is not reflected in the 
orthography. 

Epenthetic vowels are found between consonants when the left to right sequence of 
consonants does not show increasing sonority. The classes of consonants that are treated 
as belong to different 'sonority sets' are set out below; [N]- represents a homorganic 
nasal preceding a stop, with all other occurrences of nasals being treated as set II. 

II III 
[N]- t c k b d j m n fi f sf h ¥ 

IV 
r 

V 
wy 

The rules for epenthetic vowel insertions are that a schwa must be inserted between two 
pre-vocalic consonants if the sequence of consonants does not move along the sonority 
hierarchy; thus Irwadorl 'six' is realised as [rwaoor], since Irl is in set IV and Iwl in set V, 
and Ifyayecl 'sweet potato' similarly appears without an epenthetic schwa, with set III 
and set IV consonants in the initial coda. On the other hand Ihbayl appears as [h~j3ay] 
'faeces' since the fricatives are in set III and the stops in set II. 

Sequences of consonants from the same set are only found with sets II and III; 
sequences from set III are allowed without epenthetic schwas, as in Ishreul 'tortoise', 
[sfireu]. Two consonants from set II (the only instances found involve a stop plus a nasal) 
require a schwa: Itfiil 'ear', [t~fii]. This contrasts with the treatment of homorganic 
sequences of nasals plus stops, as seen in Ifmbil 'arrow', [fgmbi], treating the initial 
cluster as class II, class I and class II, not *[fgmgbi] with a class III, class II and class II 
analysis. A more elegant solution would treat the prenasalisation as involving a 
modification to the stops in set II, rather than as a wholly separate series, but the formula 
given above is descriptively adequate. 

The following types of monosyllables have been noted, representing the maximum to 
which a syllable can be filled with consonants without resorting to epenthetic schwas. 
The difference between a nasal and a different type of consonant has been noted only 
when that nasal is homorganic with a following consonant in a cluster. 

Syllable type 
V u 'wind' 
CV fio 'tooth' 
NCV nte '2SG' 
VN em 'cuscus' 
VC ic 'fish' 
CCV sra 'prawn' 
CVC tut 'breast' 
CVNC tand 'man, male' 

fons 'bamboo' 
CCVC f¥am 'crocodile' 
NCVC nduk 'sleep' 
CCVNC trifij 'near' 
NCCVC ntric '3PL' 
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Clearly sylIable complexity is in the onset, not the coda. The example of three non-nasal 
consonants beginning the word IS1sTeuJ 'tortoise' has already been given; this also 
iIlustrates the possibility of sequences of vowels which, whilst rare, do occur. Another 
example is lail 'tree, wood'; in these cases there is no tendency towards 
diphthongisation. 

1.4 Other features 

The treatment of loanwords is revealing of the distinctive features associated with the 
different contrastive phonemes. We have already seen how a final -N is borrowed as 
nasalisation on a preceding vowel. Other loan phenomena worthy of note include the 
borrowing of [d] as Irl, not [Q], showing that the voiced coronal stop is specified as 
being dental, not alveolar. This can be seen in the word for 'money', lroyl « Malay 
doi). 

1.5 Orthography 

The orthography used reflects the stops in their unlenited forms and the palatals are 
written with digraphs, ny for liiland sy for If I. The voiced (post-)velar continuant is 
written with gh. in accordance with speaker preferences, though g alone would be 
sufficient. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

AIl nominals may head a noun phrase without any further morphemes required for 
grammaticality, and this NP may serve as an argument of a verb, as an oblique 
constituent in the clause, or even as a predicate in a non-verbal clause. Nonetheless it is 
possible to modify a noun (though not a pronoun), with post-nominal adjectives, relative 
clauses, numerals (which appear to function as verbs), or demonstratives. The only 
prenominal modification is a possessive phrase. The final element of a noun phrase may 
take a case marker, if caIled for by the clause structure. 

2.1 Pronouns 

Pronouns in Tobati are found in both free forms and bound forms. The bound forms 
appear on verbs, to mark the person and number of the subject and object, as prefixes 
and suffixes, respectively. The free forms are used either as independent pronouns 
heading an NP, or as possessive pronouns, though a difference between the two sets of 
pronouns exists only for the first person singular. The foIlowing pronouns are found in 
Tobati: 

IINC IEXC 2 3 
Independent 
SG nehu nte nti 
PL nter ni(ni(a)) nunu(a) ntric(a) 

Subject 
SG j-
PL ty- m- m- 1')'-
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lINC lEXC 2 3 
Object 
SG -rok -ho -i 
PL -ni -nu -ric 

Possessive 
SG nehru) nte nti 
PL nter nini nunu ntric 

Examples of the use and allomorphy of the bound forms are given in §3.1. 

2.2 Nouns 

Nouns may occur alone as a fully specified NP. When occurring in oblique functions, a 
noun takes case marking, as described below in §4.3. 

Occasionally an object is also found with the allative case marker -ad used to 
indicate that this is the object of the sentence. This is particularly common if the object 
is unexpectedly found as the object, rather than the expected subject, of a verb, or when 
the word order is not the canonical OSV Compare the interpretation of the following 
two sentences, which are crucially differentiated by the use of the allative case on har. 

Man har-ad rorn-ra yar. 
bird person-ALL see-SEQ fly 
'The bird saw the man, and then flew off.' 

Man har rorn-ra yar. 
bird person see-SEQ fly 
'The man saw the bird, and then it flew off.' 

There does not appear to be much in the way of productive nominal morphology, though 
some speculations are offered in the next section as to possible historically productive 
morphemes. 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

There are no articles for either pragmatic or syntactic purposes; there is one case suffix, 
-re, that appears to mark pragmatic focus, rather than one of the more traditional 
syntactic cases, but there are no NP-initial articles. Demonstratives are final in the NP, 
and mark a two way set of distinctions for distance. Examples include: 

tand nda 
man this 
'this man' 

ajari ndo 
fire that 
'that fire' 

It is possible that the kin terms in Tobati reflect an earlier article, since a 
disproportionate number of them begin in a: arne 'mother', ace 'father, father's 
younger brother', aku 'father's sister', adi 'mother's sister', aha 'elder sibling', abu 
'grandparent'. Notably, all of these are older relatives, so we might infer that pre-Tobati 
had some kind of honorific a; synchronically, however, no segmentation is possible. 
Similarly, the fact that all of the personal pronouns begin with n- (or possibly nt-) might 
be indicative of an earlier article or prefix; again, we cannot segment this as a separate 
morpheme synchronically. 
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2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

The cardinal numerals are: 

1 tei 6 
2 ros 7 
3 tor 8 
4 aw 9 

rwador 
mandosim 
rughondu 
rwador mani or tei am 

5 mnyiam 10 jer roj foghonjam 

There is no morphological distinction between cardinal and ordinal numerals. Numerals 
above ten are most commonly expressed in Indonesian. The numerals are found post-
nominally when attributive, though the noun itself is not marked for number. Only verbs 
are marked for number of subject (and object, if present). 

har ros 
person two 
'two people' 

Nehu man ros 
ISG bird two 

j-om-ric. 
I SG-See-3PL 

'I can see two birds.' 

The numeral may stand alone in an NP without a lexical head: 

Tia yar. 
one fly 
'One flew.' 

There is not a set of classifiers associated with the numerals; they may modify any count 
noun in the same morphosyntactic manner. 

Quantifiers may appear immediately following the head in the NP, or alternatively 
following the verb, in a secondary-predicate position, similar to the behaviour of 
functionally attributive verbs. In this position they are ambiguous in terms of their 
reference to subject or object. 

Nter ic t-rom-ric sib. 
lINC:PL fish lINC:PL-see-3PL all 
'All of us saw the fish.' or 'We sawall of the fish.' 

Only when the attributive clause is immediately following one of the nominals is the 
reference unambiguous. 

Nter ic sib t-rom-ric. 
lINC:PL fish all IINc:PL-see-3PL 
'We sawall of the fish.' 

Notice that even when apparently modifying in the NP, numerals and quantifiers take the 
same morphology as when predicative: there is no agreement, but neither is there an 
attributive marker, as is found for adjectives (see §2.5). 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

As with numerals, adjectival modification occurs postnominally. 
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Rum yan rebiJ'ani naha. 
house blue many-NEG here 
'There aren't many blue houses here.' 

When attributive, an adjective takes the attributive marker -i (which is not detectable 
after the vowel -i). Compare the attributive and predicative uses of adjectives in the 
sentences and phrases below: 

Rum ndo trinj. 
house that near 
'That house is close by.' 

Ndo rum trinj-i. 
that house close-ATTR 
'That's a close-by house.' 

Even when the adjective takes a complement, there is no use of the -i when predicative: 

Tobwadic Inyjros trin}. 
Tobati Enggros close 
'Tobati is close to Enggros.' 

With an adjective like mahai 'big', there is no difference: rum ndo mahai 'that house is 
big', ndo rum mahai 'that's a big house'. 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

The maximal NP in Tobati may be summarised as follows: 

[[PossP] N ADJ/NUM RELCL DEM ]-CASE -FOCUS 

Although there are no reasons to assume that a noun cannot be modified by more than 
one adjective, this has not been found in the materials collected. A possessive phrase is a 
complete NP, or a (possessive) pronoun (only the ISG pronoun has a distinctive 
possessive form), though modification of the possessor is rare, and demonstratives have 
not been observed in this position. 

2.7 Possession 

Unlike in many Oceanic languages, there is not a distinction in types of possession in 
Tobati, with all forms of what is normally referred to as inalienable possession (kin 
terms, body parts, etc.) being marked in the same way as obviously alienable possession 
is. Furthermore, there is not a distinction of possessive classes. Simple juxtaposition of 
the possessor and possessum is sufficient to code phrasal possession. 

hony hdwec 
dog tail 
'(the) dog's tail' 

Alienable possession may optionally be distinguished from inalienable possession by 
marking the possessor with the dative case; in this case the meaning is more 'the item 
that is for X'; in the example below, the translation could equally well be 'the fish that is 
for mother'. 

ame-ni ic(a) 
mother-DAT fish 
'mother's fish' 
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2.8 Relative clauses 

A relative clause is a contained clause that modifies a preceding noun. It does not, 
however, have to be contiguous with that noun, unlike an adjective, suggesting that 
perhaps the apparent relative clauses are in fact secondary predicates. Example: 

Nehu Joro j-om-i Jab. 
ISG pig ISG-see-3sG run:SG 
'I saw the pig running / the running pig.' 

The reference of this secondary predicate is ambiguous between the core arguments: 

Foro har ndo rom-i Jab. 
pig person that see-3sG run:SG 
'That person saw the running pig.' / 'The running pig saw that person.' 

Relative clauses have only been observed with a subject as head; it is not known if 
relative clauses headed by the object of the relative clause are allowed. 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

There does not appear to be strong evidence for the existence of a verb phrase in Tobati 
that includes both the verb and the object to the exclusion of the subject. The canonical 
word order that places the object in initial position, and the subject preverbally, and the 
lack of any quantifier scope tests that single out one argument over the other, make a VP 
that includes an object NP an unnecessary construct in Tobati. 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

The forms of the verbal affixes were presented in §2.1. The subject prefixes show a great 
degree of interaction with an initial consonant in the stem of the verb, allomorphy which 
is not found with the object suffixes. Some examples of the range of allomorphy found 
with the subject prefixes can be gauged from the following examples. In particular, the 
complex prefixes ty- and ry- are very frequently reduced to single consonants. 

unt'drink' rom 'see' wi 'go' wah 'walk' ntii 'cry' 
lSG unt jom-i wi wah nydii 
2sG unt rom-i wi wah ntil 
3sG unt rom-i wi wah nil 
IINC:PL tyunt trom-it wi tyah ntil 
IEXC:PL munt m(b)rom-i mi mah ntil 
2PL munt m(b)rom-i mi mah ntil 
3PL ryunt rrom-i rwi ryahr ntil 

rmar 'laugh' nos 'wash' non 'hear' Josat 'speak' ghroh 'sing' 
ISG jmar nyos nyon-i bosat jroh 
2SG rmar nos non-i Josat ghroh 
3SG rmar nos non-i Josat ghroh 
IINC:PL tmar tnos tnon-i t Josat tghroh 
IEXC:PL rmar nos non-i Josat ghroh 
2PL rmar nos non-i Josat ghroh 
3PL rmar rnos rnon-ir Josat rghroh 
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Compare this with the minimal allophony associated with the object suffixes in rom 
'see': rom (b)rok, romho, romi, nter rom, romni, romnu and rom (b) ric. The only 
allophony is the epenthetic appearance of [b] between the nasal and the sonorant, 
predictable form normal phonological constraints on the language. (There is no bound 
object form for IINC:PL, so a free form must be used; it cannot be interpreted as the 
subject, since the verb does not show ltNC:PL subject agreement, which is overt: 
trom.) 

In addition to the regular inflection paradigms described earlier, using the subject 
prefixes or an all om orphic variation of them, several verbs display suppletive forms for 
plural subject, or one plural subject; others combine suppletive stems with subject 
inflection. Some examples of this sort of irregular verb are shown below; no examples 
of a transitive verb with a suppletive stem have yet been found (compare with the 
paradigms listed in the section on pronouns). 

rar 'fall' nduk 'sleep' mab'die' tesinod 'sit' 
ISG jar nduk mab tesinod 
2SG rar nduk mab tesinod 
3SG rar induk mab tesinod 
IINC:PL trar fataw tmsyow tyadkwad 
IEXC:PL rar fataw msyow wadkwad 
2PL rar fataw msyow wadkwad 
3PL rrar / ihrub rduktaw rmsyow wadkwad 

Adjectives (like osy 'sick', mahai 'big') show no variation for person/number at all, and 
are best treated as a word class separate from verbs; the different behaviour they exhibit 
when attributive in an NP is also evidence for this division. The use of the subject 
prefixes is always compulsory on verbs. The object prefixes are used except for those 
circumstances when the object is postverbal; this is found when there is a heavy 
attributive relative clause, which appears as a postverbal secondary predicate. An 
example of this can be seen in 

Nini rom hony nan mlal tad-im. 
IEXC:PL see dog swim to.here sea-ABL 
'We saw a dog swim towards us from the sea.' 

* Nini rom-i hony nan miai tad-im. 
IEXC:PL see-3sG dog swim to.here sea-ABL 

The only frequently attested derivational process is causativisation through the addition 
of the mo- prefix. Other means are available to causativise verbs, and these are discussed 
below. Examples of the use of mo- to causativise verb are: 

fente 'be wet' mo-fente 'soak' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

A verb is marked as irrealis / intentional with the addition of -(ac)ad following any 
object inflection: 

Nehu tobwadic-ad wi-acad. 
ISG Tobati-ALL gO-IRR 
'I want to go to Tobati.' 
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This irrealis use is also found on nouns, indicating the purpose of an action: 

Nehu maha hombo wobarut ie-ad. 
I SG earlier hooked. net throw fish-IRR 
'I cast my net (looking) for fish earlier.' 

Verbs do not appear with a set valency; examine the following frames in which awat 
'scare, fear, be afraid' can occur: 

Ntrie awat. 
3PL afraid 
'They are afraid.' (iNTRANSITIVE) 

Mada ntriea awat. 
snake 3PL fear 
'They fear snakes.' (TRANSITIVE) 

Mada ntriea awat-rie. 
snake 3PL scare-3PL 
'Snakes scare them.' (CAUSATIVE) 

There is no overt marking used to indicate the different uses of awat (though the 
causative mo- may be used in the last of these: mada ntriea mo-awat-rie). This extreme 
reduction in overt morphological marking is characteristic of Tobati grammar, and a 
reaction to it is the use of case markers (particularly -(a)d 'allative') in a wide range of 
functions, such as (in additon to the allative use) object marker, purpose marker, and 
irrealis marker on verbs. 

Causatives 

Causatives can be expressed for some verbs without the addition of any extra verbal 
morphology as in 

Nehu nas ntrie ny-ant. 
ISG sago.porridge 3PL 3PL-eat 
'I feed them sago porridge.' 

Nas ntrie ny-ant. 
sago.porridge 3PL 3PL-eat 
'They eat sago porridge.' 

Alternatively, the prefix mo- is sometimes found on stative verbs/adjectives to indicate 
causation: 

Pir nda hrieud. 
plate this break 
'This plate broke.' 

Nehu nte orie mo-mesmasi. 
iSG 2SG shirt cAus-dry 
'I dried off your shirt.' 

Syaw mahai ikor. 
paddle big snap 
'The big paddle broke.' 

Nehu pir mo-hrieud. 
ISG plate cAus-break 
'I broke the plate.' 

Syaw mahai nehu mo-ikor-i. 
paddle big iSG cAus-snap-3sG 
'I broke the big paddle.' 
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One particularly interesting formation of a causative is the verb mab / msyow 'die (SGI 
PL)'. When used intransitively, it agrees in number with the subject: 

Ie tei mab. 
fish one die:SG 
'One fish died.' 

Ie tor r-msyow. 
fish three 3PL-die:PL 
'Three fish died.' 

When the causative of the verb is used, the verb agrees with the subject in terms of 
prefixes, but the verb stem shows agreement with the object. Notice that the verb does 
not take object suffixes for the plural object. 

Nehu ic i-msyow. 
lSG fish ISG-die:PL 
'I killed (many) fish.' 

An adjective can be made causative with the use of the light verb hat, and the causative: 

wani 'good' wani mo-hat 'improve' 

Reciprocals 

Reciprocals are formed with fern 'return' adjacent to the verb; it does not matter iffem 
precedes or follows the verb. Alternatively, the particle be may immediately precede the 
verb (but occurs before the subject inflection). 

Wab-roc tobwadic-roc sic-om inso. 
Nafri-person Tobati-person knife-INSTR stab 
'The Tobati man stabbed the Nafri man with a knife.' 

Tobwadic-roc-re wab-roc nde r-rkoc fern. 
Tobati-person-Foc Nafri-person that 3PL-hit return 
'That Nafri man and the Tobati man hit each other.' 

Wab-am tobwadic-am sic-om be r-inso. 
Nafri-coM Tobati-coM knife-INSTR RECIP 3pL-stab 
'The Tobati and Nafri (people) stabbed each other with knives.' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

There is surprisingly little evidence of valency-building verb serialisation in Tobati; the 
role played by serial verb constructions in many other languages of the area is fulfilled 
by the case markers in Tobati, described below in §4.3. Serial verbs are used to impart 
aspectual senses to a sentence, as illustrated in the use of cu 'stand' to mark 
continuative: 

Maha racui nehu wak car cu-ad. 
earlier/later afternoon lSG canoe cut stand-IRR 
'Later this afternoon I'll be chopping out the canoe.' 

One instance of an instrumental serial verb construction has been noted. The instrument 
of an action may appear as an argument of the verb wa 'take'; although this sort of 
sentence was offered up without elicitation by Tobati speakers, they did make a point of 
saying that the version with only a single verb, and the instrumental case (see §4.3), is 
the preferred version. 
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Nehu adu-re wa hony-re hu. 
ISG stone-FOC take dog-FOC throw 
'I threw a stone at the dog.' 

Notice how in the serial verb construction that adu 'stone' is case marked in accordance 
with its function as object of the verb wa 'take', not in its sentence-level function as an 
instrument. 

4. CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

Clauses are predicate final, and the position of oblique phrases is fairly free, though 
there is a definite preference for them not to intervene between the verb and its subject 
or object. 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

A clause may consist of simply two NPs (or less, given zero anaphora), serving an 
identificational function, or, given the appropriate case marking, even a verb-like 
function, as in: 

Ace mdic-ad. 
father front-ALL 
'Father (is going) forward.' 

Anad rum-mi. 
roof house-above 
'A roof is on top of a house.' 

Ngga-d? 
where-ALL 
'Where (are you going) to?' 

Nehu nuk-ad. 
ISG village-ALL 
'I am (going) to the village.' 

Nehu australia-m. 
ISG Australia-ABL 
'I am from Australia.' 

A simple identificational clause has simply two NPs: 

Ace Drunyi ondoafi 
father Drunyi land.holder 
'Mr. Drunyi is the lord of the land.' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

There appears to have been a recent syntactic change in Tobati, in which the order of the 
constituents has changed. In earlier elicited materials, we find a preference for SOV 
word order, as in the following sentences from Cowan (1952): 

s 0 V 
Mony ndo inti hony re rekoc. 
woman that her dog RE hit 
'The woman hits her dog.' 

Here we can see that, in the absence of pronominal information on the verb that would 
differentiate the subject and the object (the re morpheme is probably the 3PL subject 
prefix r-, and so could refer to either the woman (women), or the dog(s), and so does not 
help to identify grammatical relations), the word order is used for this purpose with the 
default assumption that given two NPs the subject precedes the object, giving an SOY 
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word order. Additionally, the real-world fact that women hit dogs but dogs do not hit 
women helps to disambiguate the clause. 

In the modern language, however, there is a clear and unambiguous preference for 
OSVorder; SOY (or SVO) can still be obtained when eliciting from Indonesian, but 
translations from Tobati to Indonesian reveal that a sentence of the form NP NP V will 
be interpreted as OSV: 

o S V 
Hony-o for-o rom-i. 
dog-FV pig-FV see-3sG 
'The pig saw the dog.' * 'The dog saw the pig.' 

When verbal indexing makes the reference of the core arguments unambiguous, then 
this order is relaxed. The following sentence shows the optional use of the allative case 
to mark an object, and the appearance of SOY, rather than OSY, word order. 

Nehu man ros(-ad) j-om-ric. 
ISG bird two-ALL ISG-see-3PL 
'I saw two birds.' 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Peripheral arguments often have case marking that marks their semantic role, and they 
often appear postverbally, further marking them as not being core arguments of the verb. 
The only major exception to this can be found in the goal of certain motion verbs, where 
the goal is placed preverbally, though still case-marked for allative case. 

Nehu rum-a / nah-a / wak-a tesinod. 
I SG house-LOC here-LOC canoe-LOC sitSG 
'I am sitting in the house / here / in a canoe.' 

Ntric tad-i nanac. 
I SG sea-LOC swim:PL 
'They are swimming in the sea.' 

The case markers are: 

-re 
-(a) 
-(am) 

focus 
locative 
ablative 

-(a)d 
-ni 

allative (= accusative) 
dative 

-om 
-am 

instrumental 
comitative 

The focus case deserves immediate comment. It is typically found on the theme 
argument in a ditransitive verb, as in 

Ntric ace 
3PL father 

fuk-re 
betelnut-Foc 

'Father gave them betelnut.' 

yan-dic. 
give-3PL 

In this sentence ntric 'they' is the object of the verb, indicated by the fact that it, not the 
singular sic, controls the object agreement on the verb. The other non-oblique argument, 
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however, takes the non-object case; ntric may not appear with this case. The theme is 
not obligatorily marked with -re: 

Ntia nehu roy yan-dok 
3SG ISG money give-isG 
'He gave me some money.' 

This case is also sometimes found with the subject of the verb, or even both the subject 
and the object together, when presenting surprising information: 

Hony mahai-refor-re rom-i. 
dog big-FOC pig-FOC see-30B] 
'The pig saw a big dog.' 

An additional function of -re is as a boundary marker. Compare the following sentences; 
in the first, ngga 'question word' is a clause-level adverbial modifier (the locative case 
-a is not overtly realised after a word ending in -a). 

Nte foro ngga rom-i? 
2SG pig Q:LOC see-3sG 
'Where did you see the pig?' 

In the next sentence, however, ngga can only be interpreted as being a modifier to foro: 

Nte foro ngga-re rom-i? 
2SG pig Q-FOC see-3sG 
'Which pig did you see?' 

When an NP consists only of an attribute (relative clause or adjective), the use of -re to 
delimit the NP is obligatory: 

Nehu mahai-re j-om-i. * Nehu mahai jomi. 
ISG big-FOC ISG-see-3sG 
'I saw the big one.' 

The focus marker is unique in that it may co-occur with other cases, as seen in the next 
example. 

Nehu Tobwadic-am-re maio 
ISG Tobati-ABL-FOC come 
'I came from Tobati.' 

The locative case is used for all occurrences of inner or outer locatives. This case, as 
well as the allative and ablative cases, has a vowel that is usually a, but can appear 
harmonised with a preceding vowel or consonant: 

Nehu maha Entrop-om-re mai Inyjros-id racuadra nasi fern. 
ISG earlierEntrop-ALL-FOC come Enggros-ALL afternoon while return 
'I came from Entrop earlier to Enggros, and later in the afternoon will go back.' 

Nyiu tad-id rar. 
coconut sea-ALL fall 
'The coconut fell into the sea.' 

Nehu nyiu wak-a syroce. 
ISG coconut canoe-LOC load 
'I loaded the coconuts into the canoe.' 



Haru nehu sic-om crac. 
person ISG knife-INSTRcut 
'I cut the person with a knife.' 
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Finer locational distinctions can be achieved with the use of relational nouns. These 
follow the head noun (arguably in a genitive construction), and take the case marking for 
the NP: 

Rum trungg-a tad hric-a wak car cu. 
house behind-Loc sea edge-Loc canoe cut stand 
'He's chopping out the canoe behind the house, by the sea.' 

The instrumental is used to show the means by which an action is carried out; it is not 
used for the theme of a ditransitive verb. 

Nehu adu-m hony-re 
ISG stone-INSTR dog-Foe 
'I threw a stone at the dog.' 

hu. 
throw 

This sentence is paraphrasable with a serial verb construction, as described in §3.3. 

4.4 Negative clauses 

Negation is expressed either with the predicate suffix -fani, the preverbal particle mba, 
or both. 

Nehu mba wi-fani. 
I SG don't gO-NEG 
'I haven't been.' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

The following notes provide only an introduction to some of the different 
constructions found in Tobati. The lack of much overt morphology means that many 
constructions are coded by position alone, and are potentially, and really, ambiguous in 
their readings. 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

Positive imperative sentences are coded simply with a clause that has no overt (except 
perhaps as a vocative) subject, as in 

Tobwadic-ad wi! 
Tobati-ALL go 
'Go to Tobati!' 

Optionally, the verb is marked with -ne 'imperative'; in such cases, the verb must be 
marked as irrealis with -ad: 

Ndo-d mi-ad-ne 
there-ALL 2PL:go-IRR-IMP 
'Go away!' 
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A negative imperative has a verb marked with -mba: 

Nua, mada awa-mba mai 
2PL snake fear-don't come 
'Don't you lot be scared of the snake.' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

There is no special morphology associated with polar interrogative sentences; the word 
order is the same as for declarative sentences, but with a slight rising intonation. With 
content questions the questioned constituent is in place, and appears with any case 
marking that is required of it in the clause. Examples of the lack of word order variation 
in an interrogative sentence are: 

Nte sei ram-?i 
2SG who see-3sG 
'Who did you see?' 

Interrogative fonns include: 

sei 'who?' 
usa 'what?' 
ngga 'where?' 
usa-d 'why?' 
han ngga 'when?' 
nten 'how?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

Nte sei ram-ha? 
2sG who see-2SG 
'Who saw you?' 

Clauses are commonly coordinated with the sequential marker -ra on the verb, to show 
that there is a temporal sequence, and not another fonn of opposition, between the two 
clauses 

Nti entrap-ad wi-ra fyayec want. 
3SG Entrop-ALL gO-SEQ sweet.potato eat 
'He went to Entrop and then ate some sweet potato.' 

Either argument of a transitive verb may display zero anaphora: 

Nas ame mrec-ra neh sisic want. 
sago.porridge mother COOk-SEQ lSG:POSS younger. sister eat 
'Mother cooked some sago porridge and then my little sister ate it.' 

6.2 Subordination 

In addition to the relative clauses described earlier (§2.8), we find subordinate structures 
in the fonn of complements; these are, however, morpho syntactically indistinguishable 
from the secondary predicate fonn of reiativisation, in which the subordinated verb 
follows the main verb, leading to ambiguities. Compare the two readings of the 
following sentence: 



Man j-am-ric r-yar. 
bird I SG-See-3PL 3PL-fly 
'I saw the flying birds.' (RELATIVE CLAUSE) 
'I saw the birds flying.' (COMPLEMENT) 
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In order to disambiguate these, word order must be used; an unambiguous relative 
clause interpretation is gained by placing the verb of the relative clause immediately 
following the noun it modifies: 

[RC Man r-yar] j-am-ric. 
bird 3PL-fly ISG-see-3PL 

'I saw the flying birds.' (RELATIVE CLAUSE, * COMPLEMENT) 

In order to unambiguously indicate a complement, the nominal object follows the verb 
(and the verb is NOT indexed with object suffixes): 

J-am [cOMP man r-yar.] 
I SG-see bird 3PL-fly 
'I saw the birds flying.' (COMPLEMENT, • RELATIVE CLAUSE) 

Temporal subordination is achieved simply by placing meh 'time', or a more specific 
time word, before the subordinated clause: 

Meh car cu nadu-rah sic tad r-snas. 
time chop stand child-PL? young sea 3PL-wash 
'When I was chopping, the little children were bathing in the sea.' 

Racui nan bwi sam rar-ad hecaw miai. 
afternoon water descend current below-ALL rise come 
'In the afternoon when the tide had gone out, the current came up below to the 
village.' 



KAIRIRU 
Adapted by Malcolm Ross 

Kairiru is spoken by about 2,500 people on four islands and in coastal villages northwest 
ofWewak in the East Sepik Province ofPNG. Ten dialects can be distinguished, which 
differ in small ways phonologically. The dialect described here is Koragur of Kairiru 
Island. Kairiru is a member of the Schouten subgroup of the North New Guinea linkage 
of Western Oceanic. This sketch is based on Wivell (l981a) with additional information 
from Wivell (1981b) and my own fieldnotes (for which information was provided by 
Moses Manwau of Koragur village and Michael Mom of Serasin village). Other 
Schouten languages with published descriptions are Tumleo (Schultze 1911) and 
Manam (Lichtenberk 1983, Turner 1986). 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes are: 

b c k q 
f s 
v 
m n Ii IJ 

r 
r 

w y 

If I and Ivl are bilabial. There is no voicing distinction among stops. Ibl is [p] word-
finally, [b] elsewhere. It I and Ici are respectively a voiceless alveolar stop [t] and a 
voiceless alveopalatal affricate [tf]. Ik/ varies between [g] and [k] between a high and a 
non-high vowel, and is realised as [k] otherwise. The phoneme Iq/ is a back velar, 
varying between [~], [J.(], [g] and [x,] when preceded and followed by Ia! or 10/, between 
[~] and [J.(] between other iike vowels; elsewhere it is [~]. 

An unusual feature is the three-way distinction among the liquids Ill, Irl, and m. The 
phoneme Ir/ varies freely between retroflex [r] and flap [f], whilst Ifl is a voiced alveolar 
trill. 

The vowel phonemes are: 

e 
a 

u 
o 

There is conditioned variation between tense and lax allophones, and lei and 101 are 
optionally realised as [;)] after Iii and lui respectively. 
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The language is not usually written, and so examples are cited in phonemic 
representation. 

1.2 Phonotactics and stress 

Primary stress falls on the word-final syllable, even when this is a suffix. 
Both open and closed syllables occur. Consonant clusters occur syllable-initially and 

consist either of stop + liquid (e.g. fbr/, fbll, Iqr/) or of voiceless fricativelaffricate + 
non-fricative (e.g. fbwl, Iftl, Isk!, Isnl, Icrn/). Almost any consonant sequence except a 
sequence of identical consonants may occur across a syllable boundary. 

With rare exceptions a vowel sequence occurs only in a word-final syllable (or in a 
syllable resulting from reduplication of a word-final syllable), and stress always falls 
on the first vowel of the sequence. The sequences liul, luil, leol, laul occur only in 
open syllables, leil, lail, loil, loul in both open and closed syllables, and liel, leal and 
luol usually only in closed syllables. The last three are the outcome of 
diphthongisation of earlier lei, lal and 101, a process which is continuing, since there 
is also optional incipient diphthongisation in the closed final syllable of a 
polysyllable. That is, a [y] on-glide may be inserted before lei or Iii, e.g. Iqafel)l 
'basket' [15af£I)] ~ [15afY£I)]' and between a bilabial, palatal or velar and lal, e.g. 
Imol)anl 'male' [m:)l)an] ~[m:)I)Yan], whilst a [w] on-glide may be inserted between an 
alveolar or palatal and 101, e.g. !atoll 'egg' [at:)l] ~ [atw:)l). It appears that this on-glide 
is lexicalised in some words. 
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2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

Among the five sets of pronominal forms, the independent possessor set is unusual. 
There is conditioned morphophonemic variation in the forms of the subject prefixes. 

IINC IEXC 2 3 
Independent 
SG kyau yieq el 
DL tuyieq tu qum ru 
PL taqam qait qam i'i 

Subject 
SG u- qo- a-
DL tu- tu- qu- ru-
PL ta- ta- qa- ra-

Object 
SG -au, -am -ieq -i/-n 
DL -tu -tu -qum -ru 
PL -qait -qait -qam -ri/-0 

Possessor 
SG -k -m -n 
DL -tu -tu -qum -ru 
PL -qait -qait -qam, -miu -i'i 

Independent possessor 
SG okyau yieqayieq yaqai 
DL taqatu taqatu moqum raqaru 
PL tamoit taqait maqam raqari 

2.2 Nouns 

Only one morpheme deriving nouns from verbs has been found, /qo-/, which forms 
instrumental nouns: 

qo-cyal 
INsT-help 
'handle' 

qo-qr-i 
INsT-scrape-3sG 
'coconut scraper' 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

qo-tawal 
INsT-incant.to 
'incantation' 

There are no articles. Demonstratives are locative proforms which are also used as 
postmodifiers. They form two sets, non-selective and selective. Non-selective forms are: 

an 'near speaker' 
at 'near hearer' 
nai 'near neither speaker nor hearer' 

Selective forms refer to member~ of a known set: 



men 'this one (not that one), here, near speaker' 
niet 'that one (not this one), there, not near speaker' 

Examples: 

bu at 
betelpalm near. you 
'that betelpalm' 

ramat niet 
man that.one 

qail) a-tu an 
palm 3sG-stand near.me 
'the palm (which is) here' 

qail) a-tu nien 
palm 3sG-stand here 
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'that man (not this one)' 'the palm (which is) here (not that one)' 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

The third plural independent pronoun /i'il is used before a noun with human referents to 
mark the plural: 

'the men' Ii ramat 
n korakur 'the people of Koragur village' 

The numeral system is quinary with separate words for 'ten', 'fifty' and 'hundred': 

1 tai (also 'a, some') 
2 urn 
3 tuol 
4 vyat 

5 vili'i ~ lim 
10 qolem tai (literally 'one set') 
50 valun (literally 'a half') 

100 urol tai 

Numerals from 'six' to 'nine' are compounds: llim-tail 'six', llim-uru/ 'seven', etc. 
Complex numbers are used above 'ten': Iqolem tai tail 'eleven', Iqolem tai uru/ 'twelve', 
Iqolem uru/ 'twenty'. 

Cardinal numbers function as postmodifiers: Iramat uru/ 'two men', Imoin urn yaqail 
'his two wives'. ltail 'one, a, some' also marks indefinite quantity: Iwobuk tail 'some lime'. 

No data on ordinals have been collected. Frequentatives are formed with Icai-/: Icai-
tail 'once', Icai-tuol! 'three times'. 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

There are three open classes of postmodifiers: adjectives, stative verbs, and nouns. 
An adjective may be used as a postmodifier or as a predicate: 

ceik meramer 
stringbag red 
'the red stringbag' OR 'the stringbag is red' 

Most adjectives appear to be derived from nouns by reduplication, but it is not clear how 
productive this process is: 

meramer 'red' 
yal)yal) 'yellow' 
nanat 'young' 

mer 
yal) 
nat 

'kind of red paint' 
'kind of yellow paint' 
'child' 

There is one anomalous adjective, Iwolabl 'big', which is underived and which occurs 
only with singular nouns. The plural form is lliba-I, which has a possessor suffix 
coreferential with the head noun: 
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kyau ramat wolab tuyieq ramat liba-tu 
ISG person big IINC:DL person big-IINC:DL 
'I am a big man (i.e. elder), 'You and 1 are big men (i.e. elders).' 

When a stative verb, e.g. Imokin! 'be good', ImaralJl 'be dry', Ibibuil 'be hot', Iqoqarl 'be 
strong', is used as a postmodifier, it is uninflected, but as a predicate it has verbal inflection: 

moin mokin 
woman good 
'a/the good woman' 

moin a-mokin 
woman 3sG-good 
'The woman is good.' 

Nouns are also used as postmodifiers: 

cyac fear 
fish stingray 
'stingray' 

qai naf 
tree mango 
'mango tree' 

2.6 BASIC NOUN PHRASE STRUCTURE 

The only items which precede the head noun are the plural-marking pronoun (§2.4) and 
some possessors (§2.7). All other constituents follow it: 

ceik meramer mokin tai 
stringbag red good one 
'a good red stringbag' 

Co-ordinate noun phrases are either (i) formed by juxtaposition or (ii) linked by the 
conjunction Ibol or (iii), if they are humans and domestic animals, linked with a third 
person non-singular independent pronoun. If there are more than two conjuncts but only 
one linking morpheme, this usually occurs between the first two conjuncts. 

mwauur viu 
taro banana yam 
'taro, banana and yam' 

qitoq ru awo-Ii 
Qitoq 3DL spouse-3sG 
'Qitoq and his wife' 

2.7 Possession 

moin bo nat 
woman and child 
'wife and children' 

wocul ri awo-Ii natu-Ii 
Wocul 3PL spouse-3sG child-3sG 
'Wocul, his wife and his child' 

Direct possession is used with some kinship and part terms, indirect possession with other 
nouns. Kairiru possession has two unusual features. First, there is a special paradigm of 
independent possessor pronouns (§2.1). Second, the unmarked constituent order of 
possessed noun and possessor noun phrase is not the same for the two possessive construc-
tions: for direct possession it is possessor + possessed, for indirect possessed + possessor. 

2.7.1 Direct possession 

The minimal construction is a noun with a suffix: 

qacou-ri 
ibwo-Ii 

'their cousins' 
'his head' 
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The possessor may be expressed by an independent pronoun or a noun (phrase) 
preceding the possessed noun: 

'my smell' 
'your back' (also 'behind you') 
'Calmung's eyes' 

kyau bou-k 
yieq mumuri-m 
calmulJ mata-fi 
bwar lubwo-fi 'the base of the saucepan' (also 'under the saucepan') 

Optionally where the possessor is a proper name, an independent possessor pronoun 
may occur between the possessor and the possessed: 

nur yaqai qacuo-fi 'Nur's cousin' 

Where the possessor noun (phrase) is new information, it is sometimes postposed: 

ibwo-fi qareo 'Qareo's head' 

2.7.2 Indirect possession 

The minimal construction consists of the possessed noun and a possessor pronoun, 
either independent or independent possessor. 

malal yieqayieq 
kyes yaqai 
byal kyau 
byal wokyau 

'your garden' 
'his name' 
'my house' 
'my house' 

Where the possessor is a noun (phrase), it usually follows the possessed noun, and may 
itself be followed by an independent possessor pronoun. 

wofiau 
dog 

waimin yaqai 
Waimin 3SG:POSS 

'Waimin's dog' 

cuok smowai i'u cawor 
boundary Smowai 3DL Cawor 
'Smowai and Cawor's boundary' 

Where the possessor noun (phrase) is old information, it is sometimes preposed: 

nat nai byal 
child that house 
'that child's house' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

kyau malal 
ISG garden 
'my garden' 

A relative clause follows its nominal head, and is unmarked, apart from deletion of the 
constituent coreferential with the head. A trace remains (in the form of verbal affixation) 
only if the deleted constituent is subject or object. 

kyau mofieq u-n-n Ii ram at ra-moul 
I SG food 1 SG-give-3PL 3PL person 3PL-work 
'I will give food to the people who work in my garden.' 

kyau malal 
ISG garden 
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moin nal kyau u-rim ceik 
woman that ISG ISG-see:3sG stringbag 
'The woman I saw was carrying a stringbag.' 

e-rib 
3sG-carry 

buon yieq qo-myat ... 
time 2SG 2sG-die 
'At the time that you die .. .' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

3.1.1 Derivation 

Probably none of the three verb-deriving processes below is still productive. 
Transitive verbs are derived from intransitives by vowel changes which reflect vowel 

harmony in the presence of a now often deleted reflex of the Proto Oceanic transitiviser 
*I-i/. Where a reflex is retained, it has been reanalysed as 3SG:OBJ, as in I-til)-il below: 

-luos 
-tal) 

'wash (oneself)' 
'weep' 

-lis 
-til)-i 

'wash her/him' 
'weep for her/him' 

Stative intransitives are derived trom transitives with the prefix Ima-/: 

-wot 
-kuos 

'split them' 
'break them' 

ma-wot 
ma-kuos 

'be split' 
'be broken' 

Reciprocals are derived from transitives with the prefix Ii-I: 

-un 'hit' -i-wun 'fight each other' 

Intensification of an activity is marked by verb stem reduplication. This seems to be 
productive, but the reduplication rules are not fully understood: 

-bil 
-mol' 
-qan 

'tell a lie' 
'sit' 
'eat, bite' 

3.1.2 Inflection 

-bil-bil 'keep lying, be a liar' 
-mo-mor 'wait a long time' 
-qana-qan 'bite repeatedly' 

Verbs are inflected with subject prefixes and object suffixes as listed in §2.1. The third 
person plural object suffix is only used ifthe object referent is a higher animate (human or a 
domestic animal). However, its use is in part lexically determined: some verbs never take it. 

Verbal inflection, especially object inflection, entails lexicalised and largely 
unpredictable alternations like the following: 

-rom-0 see-3SG:INANIMATE 
-rim-0 see-3SG:ANIMATE 
-nma-0 see-3PL:INANIMATE 
-nma-ri see-3pL:ANIMATE 
-ruma-ru see-3DL:ANIMATE 
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3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

A verb phrase consists of a verb with an obligatory subject prefix, optional pre- and post-
verbal particles, and, if transitive, object marking (§3.1). 

Pre-verbal particles express tense/aspect and modal distinctions: 

present mon 
bai, ab 
wot 
es 

habitual; future (these particles are interchangeable) 
'intend, wish' (uninflected form of I-wotl 'say') 
'try' 

These particles normally directly precede the verb, but Ibail or labl may instead precede 
the subject noun phrase and Iwotl may intervene between subject and object. The form 
/bail FUT occurs in a similar context in Tok Pisin, but there is also evidence for a similar 
form in early Oceanic, so it is unclear whether this is a modem borrowing. Simple past 
is expressed by the absence of a particle. Examples: 

moin nat a-Isa-ri 
woman child 3sG-wash-3PL 
'The woman washed the children.' 

bai n mom ra-qurceik 
FUT/HABIT 3PL woman 3PL-put stringbag 
'The women will put them/always put them into stringbags.' 

ri worak wot moul fe-im 
3PL Worak INT work 3PL-do 
'The Worak people intend to work.' 

Postverbal particles express aspectual distinctions and intensification: 

mon completive (note formal identity to preverbal particle) 
leq 'again' 
qon 'really, truly' 
sek 'too much' 
kyai 'only' 

For example: 

ei o-wot yieq qo-myai ruon 
3sG 3sG-say 2sG 2sG-come COMPL 
'He said that you had come.' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

Kairiru serialisation does not entail loss of subject or object affixes. However, several 
types of serialisation can be recognised. 

(i) Directional: in other Oceanic languages, the object of the first verb is the subject of 
the second, but in Kairiru both verbs have the same subject: 

bu tai qo-paq qo-myai 
betelnut some 2sG-carry 2SG-come 
'Bring some bete1nut here!' 

paqan 
here 
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(ii) Causative: 

tom wonau o-un-i 
Tom dog 3sG-hit-3sG 
'Tom killed the dog.' 

(iii) Ambient: 

a-myat mon 
3sG-die COMPL 

kyau u-klakil a-lieq boraur 
lSG ISG-gaze 3sG-go Boraurr 
'I gazed down in the direction of Boraurr Reef.' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Verbless clauses consist of Subject + Predicate: 

Identificational 

nufoulJ cnaqor kyau qon 
Nufoung father.in.law ISG true 
'Nufoung is my father-in-law.' 

ClassifYing 

kyau ramat eibai 
ISG person NEG 
'I'm not a human being.' 

Descriptive 

yieq vanu Isau qon 
2SG village far. away true 
'Your village is really far away.' 

byal 
house 

nai ivyau 
that new 

'That house is new.' 

Possessive 

Possessed + Possessor: The possessor is expressed by the same morpheme sequences as 
in indirect possessive noun phrases. 

byal yieqayieq 
house 2SG 
'The house is yours.' 

Possessor + Possessed: The possessor is a simple noun phrase. 

calmulJ wonau uru 
Calmung dog two 
'Calmung has two dogs.' 



4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The basic order of a verbal clause is SOY For example: 

moin nat a-lsa-ri 
woman child 3sG-wash-3PL 
'The woman washed the children.' 

Variations on this order are discussed in §4.3 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 
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Peripheral arguments slot into the unmarked order of the clause as follows: 

(SUBJECT +) (OBJECT +) (INSTR +) VERB PHRASE (+ other peripheral arguments) 

A temporal phrase usually occurs before the subject or at the end of the clause. 
Examples of peripheral arguments: 

(a) ri mau ra-kan numbuolJ nai 
3PL taro 3PL-eat yesterday that 
SUBJECT OBJECT VERB TEMPORAL 
'They all ate some taro yesterday.' 

(b) el cyac tai yiu kyai o-uq 
3SG fish a spear INST 3SG-shoot:3SG 
SUBJECT OBJECT INSTRUMENT VERB 
'He shot a fish with a spear.' 

(c) cemacem mai qait ta-lieq boluos lotu 
morning TPC IEXC:PL IPL-go Boluos church 
TEMPORAL SUBJECT VERB LOCATION LOCATION 
'In the morning we went to church at Boluos.' 

(d) kyau nlU uru u-quca-ru ii-ieq yieq 
ISG coconut two 2SG-husk-3DL BEN-2SG 2SG 
SUBJECT OBJECT VERB BENEFACTIVE 
'I'm husking two coconuts for you.' 

(e) nat a-fwat nau qeq-au kyau 
child 3sG-bathe sea COM-ISG ISG 
SUBJECT VERB LOCATION COMITATIVE 
'The child bathed in the sea with me.' 

Variations on this order occur. A marked topic (i.e. a referent that is known but needs to 
be reactivated) is placed at the beginning of the clause, followed by the topic marker I 
mail, as in (c). Apparently any constituent may be fronted in this way, but it is most 
commonly a temporal or the subject. A contrastive topic or a focused constituent may 
also be fronted, but without Imai/: 

(f) quc kyai kyau mwau u-vyas 
digging. stick INST 1 SG taro I sG-plant 
INSTRUMENT (TOPIC) SUBJECT OBJECT VERB 
'With the digging stick (not with something else) I plant taro.' 
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(g) woftau yaqai qon ei o-utaq-au kyau 
dog 3SG true 3SG 3sG-show-lsG lSG 
OBJECT (FOCUS) SUBJECT VERB INDIRECT. OBJECT 
'It is his dog that he is showing me.' 

Peripheral arguments are marked in a variety of ways: 

TEMPORAL 
INSTRUMENT 
BENEFACTIVE 
COMITATIVE/SOURCE 
INDIRECT OBJECT 
LOCATION 

noun phrase with temporal noun as head; examples (a) and (c) 
postposition /kyai/; examples (b) and (f) 
preposition 1ft-I; example (d) 
preposition Iqeq-I; example (e) 
object suffix and postverbal noun phrase; example (g) 
postverbal noun phrase; examples (c) and (e) 

Note that temporal and location arguments are not marked by an adposition. The two 
prepositions each take an object suffix and usually a noun phrase coreferential with it. The 
benefactive preposition 1ft-I is the verb 'give' without a subject prefix. These facts suggest 
that each of these 'prepositions' was originally the second verb in a serial construction. 

4.4 Negative clauses 

Verbless and verbal declarative and interrogative clauses are negated by adding /bonoql 
or leibail at the end of the clause: 

l'i ramat byal kamyau qon l'a-nil) n-l 
3PL person house Kamyau true 3PL-build:3sG BEN-3sG 
'The men didn't build Kamwau's house for him in the bush.' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

cimwau eibai 
bush NEG 

An imperative verb phrase has no pre- or postverbal particles, but requires a second 
person subject prefix: 

ul' qa-qan 
banana 2sG-eat 
'Eat the banana!' 

A prohibition is formed by adding Isabinl at the end of the clause: 

qo-lieq bou sabin 
2sG-go Bou PROHIB 
'Don't go to Bou!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Polar questions are morphologically unmarked, but Itab bonoq/ 'or not?' may be added. 
Content questions use the following forms, usually retaining declarative word order: 

yit( ei)/yiti'u/yitl'i 
kiu 

'who (SGIDLlPL)?' 
'what?' 



biyei 
sans 
sbai, satai 
wusatai 

'where? which one?' 
'when?' 
'how much? how many?' (also 'some') 
'how many?' (also 'some') 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 
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Conjoined clauses are usually juxtaposed without a conjunction. Temporal sequence is 
sometimes expressed by Huon! completive or la-mon! 'it is finished' at the end of the 
first clause. The following conjunctions do occur: 

tab 'but, or' 
o 'or' « Tok Pisin) 

6.2 Subordination 

Clausal complementation and semantic relations such as simultaneity, contemporaneity, 
sequence, reason, result, purpose, comparison and condition are expressed by simple 
juxtaposition of clauses. Sometimes the first clause expresses a known event and is 
marked by the topic marker Imail (§4.3). In this example the first clause contains two 
verbs in a serial construction. 

ei a-pak a-lieq mai a-qur 
3SG 3sG-carry:3PL 3sG-go TPC 3SG-put:3PL 
'Taking them, he put them into the basket.' 

a-lieq qafeIJ 
3sG-go basket 

To express contemporaneity, a sentence-initial temporal noun phrase consisting of 
Ibuofil 'time' + relative clause is used: 

buon yieq qo-myat, suqub qo-snaqa-i a-vyan 
time 2SG 2sG-die spear 2sG-stand-3sG 3sG-ascend 
'When you die, you plant a spear upright and it will go up.' 



TAKIA 
Malcolm Ross 

Takia is spoken by about 25,000 people in the Madang Province of Papua New Guinea 
most of whom live on two volcanic islands, Karkar and Bagabag, 20 km off the north 
coast of the mainland. 

Takia belongs to the Bel family (Ch. 5, §4.3), whose most well known member is 
Gedaged (or Graged), used as a lingua franca by the Lutheran Mission in the Madang 
Province (Ross 1996c) and described in a manuscript grammar by Dempwolff(n.d.) and a 
dictionary by Mager (1952) which also includes Takia cognates. The languages of the Bel 
family have undergone significant restructuring as a result oftheir speakers' bilingualism 
in one or more Papuan (non-Austronesian) languages at an earlier stage in their history 
(Ross 1996a), and are grammatically more Papuan than Oceanic. They have postpositions, 
the verb is strictly clause-final, much of the aspect/mood morphology follows the verb 
stem, and clauses form chains linked by special sentence-medial verb forms (Ross 1987). 

Takia speakers recognise a division of their language into two main dialect groups, 
coastal and inland. The coastal dialects, spoken in villages on and near the coast on 
Karkar Island and by all speakers on Bagabag Island, have a phonemic distinction 
between 11/ and Irl, whereas the dialects spoken in inland Karkar villages have merged 
these two phonemes as III. 

There are published materials on aspects of Takia (Ross 1994, 1995, Ross and Ki1i1 
1995). Ross (1994) includes more complex examples than those given here. There are 
also several unpublished manuscripts. Hubers (n.d.) is a manuscript dictionary from the 
late 1930s. Rehburg and Tuominen (1978a) and (1978b) are a tentative phonology and 
grammar sketch, the latter subsumed by the much more detailed draft grammar by 
Bruce Waters (Waters, Tuominen and Rehburg 1993), cited here as 'Waters'. The 
present account is based on my analysis, but leans heavily on Waters in places. 
Particularly useful for phonological analysis were three computer files containing 
dictionaries in progress (Rehburg and Tuominen n.d., Thomas and Thomas n.d., and 
Ross n.d.). Examples are from my fieldnotes and texts except where indicated. Bruce 
Waters kindly provided a copy of his computer file dictionary at the final revision stage. 

The data which form the basis of this sketch are from a coastal dialect and were 
recorded at Rigen village, 2 km inland from the southernmost point of Karkar Island, in 
1987-88. I am indebted to Mait Kilil of Rigen for spending so much time helping me 
with transcription and answering my questions. 

1 PHONOLOGY 
Apart from the merger of III and Irl in inland dialects, the phonology of Takia is the 
same in all dialects for which I have data. However, there are considerable variations in 
phonetic realisation both between dialects and even within the speech of single speakers, 
perhaps as a result of ongoing and complex dialect contact. The description here, 
especially in § 1.3, is significantly different from the one in Ross (1995). 
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1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes of Takia are: 

P 
b 
f 
m 

t 
d 
s 
n 

r 

k 
g 

IJ 

w y 
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The If I is a labio-dental; Irl is trilled. Voiced stops are generally not prenasalised at 
Rigen, but are optionally prenasalised word-initially in some dialects. All consonants 
may occur both syllable-initially and syllable-finally. 

The vowel phonemes are: 

e 
a 

u 
o 

Ia! rises to [re ) if the nucleus of the following syllable is Iii. For example, !bani-nI 'his 
arm' becomes [breninJ. 

1.2 Phonotactics 

The phonotactics of consonants and syllables are described in § l.3. 
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In vowel sequences each vowel fOnTIS the nucleus of its own syllable. There is a 
distinction between morpheme-final Iwl and 101 or lui and between morpheme-final Iyl 
and Iii. However, I have not found */oil or */eul word-finally, only loyl and lew/. Non-
finally, the sequence lael is phonetically [re:], e.g. Idaeg/ 'wooden dish' is [dre:g]. 

Falling vowel sequences always begin with a high vowel: we find liol, luo/, lie/, lue/, I 
ia/ and lua/, but not */ea/ or */oa/. Within roots, such sequences are always disyllabic, 
only occur word-medially or word-finally, and only after a consonant. However, such a 
sequence may occur in one of these environments as a result of affixation, and then the 
high vowel becomes a semivowel: e.g., lu-awl 2sG-go 'you went' is realised as [waw], I 
ai-a-nI tree-FORMATIVE-3SG 'her/his hipbone' as ['ayan]. 

1.3 Stress and syllabification 

Primary stress placement in Takia is unusual in that it is related to vowel height. Within 
a word (which includes affixes but not clitics), primary stress falls by default on the final 
syllable: 

tama-n [ta'man] father-3SG 'her/his father' 
u-sol [ u'sol] 2sG-flee 'you fled' 
i-fn-o [ifu'no] 3sG-hit-2sG 's/he hit you' 
t-gi-o [tigi'o] lINC:PL-call-2SG 'we called you' 

However, it occurs on an earlier syllable if that syllable's vowel is lower than the 
vowel(s) of any succeeding syllables: 

nanu-n 
IJa-sol 

['nanun] 
['lJasol] 

child-3SG 
lSG-flee 

'herlhis child' 
'I fled' 

For descriptive purposes, I divide Takia words into two parts, A and B. The first syllable 
of part B is the stressed syllable or, if the stressed syllable has no onset consonant, then 
the preceding syllable. Thus in [ifu'no], Part B is ['no], but in [tigi'o] it is [gi'o]. Part A 
consists of the syllables which precede part B. Secondary stress assignment for part B is 
straightforward: if there are two or three syllables following the stressed syllable (cases 
with more than three have not been found), then a secondary stress falls on the second 
syllable after the primary stress, regardless of its vowel. For example: 

kanagioy 
kanaorig 

[ka.'na.gi.,oy] 
[ka.'na.o.,rig] 

name of peak on external rim of Karkar crater 
'earthquake' 

Note, however, that this secondary stress is often hardly perceptible. 
The behaviour of part A is more problematic in four respects. First, the vowels [e] 

and [0] do not occur in part A. Second (at least at Rigen), if [i] occurs in part A of a 
given word other than word-initially, then usually [u] does not, and vice versa. That is, 
we may find [i] more than once, as in [kiri'lJen] 'herlhis fingerltoe', or [u] more than 
once, as in [suku'lon] 'herlhis eyelid, its skinlcovering', but only rarely a mixture of the 
two. This seems to be true even when [a] intervenes between the two instances of [i] or 
[u] within part A, as in [bubaru'man] 'cold (of substances),. 

Third (again at Rigen), we can predict for many words whether this part A vowel will 
be [i] or [u]: i.e., it does not belong to the lexical item itself, but is inserted by a 
postlexical process described below. Thus the lexical fOnTIS of [kiri'lJen] and [suku'lon] 
above are Ikrl]enl and Isk16n1 (for readability's sake I use an acute accent to mark stress, 
even though this is redundant). However, within part A (i) all cases of [a] are lexical, e.g. 
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Itama-nI 'her/his father', and (ii), except when inserted by prothesis before initial Irl (see 
below), word-initial [i] and [u] are lexical, e.g. luratl 'work', lilbolJl 'ripe' ([il'bolJ], 
[ilu'bolJ)), li-fn-ol 3sG-hit-2sG 's/he hit you (SG)' ([ifno], [ifu'no]). There is a small 
class of exceptions, generated by vowel prothesis (see below). 

Fourth, the syllabification of part A of a given word may vary among different tokens 
even from the same speaker. Thus at Rigen lkr1]enl is realised as [kflJen], [,kir'lJen] and 
[,kiri'lJen], although the last is less often heard. 

The choice between [i] and [u] as the inserted vowel is determined either by a 'trigger 
vowel' or, if there is none, by the point(s) of articulation of the consonant(s) before or 
between which it is inserted. A trigger vowel is the first vowel other than Ia! encountered 
in part B. If the trigger vowel is 101 or lui, the inserted vowel in part A is [u]; if it is lei or 
Iii and is the first vowel of part B, the inserted vowel is [i]. Examples (with the trigger 
vowel underlined) are: 

mlmQI [mul'mol] 'a kind of tree' 
mramQr [mu'ramor] 'Cordyline plant' 
ksalQm [ku'salom] 'spider' 
bggafJd [bug'garu] 'twins' 
t-sge [tusu'e] 'we poked (it)' 
t-fn-Q [tufu'no] 'we hit you' 
t-fn-i [tifi'ni] 'we hit it' 
krlJ~-n [kir'lJen], [kiri'lJen] 'her/his finger, toe' 
t-gi-o [tigi'o] 'we called you' 

The data above show that the relationship between the trigger vowel and stress is 
irrelevant (Waters, contra Ross 1995). 

There are, however, many words in which no trigger vowel occurs. Either Ia! is the 
next and final vowel, or lei or iii is the potential trigger vowel is but it is not the first 
vowel of part B. In many such words the choice of [i] or [u] as inserted vowel is 
determined by the first two consonants, but the relevant rules are beyond the scope of 
this sketch. Examples are: 

gfgaf 
kbakab 
grma-n 
tna-n 
I]dak 

[gufgat], [gufu'gat] 
[kuba'kab] 
[gur'man], [guru'man] 
[ti'nan] 
[lJi'dak] 

'dust' 
'colourless, tasteless' 
'her/his head' 
'her/his mother' 
'cassowary bone' 

Note also that once the inserted vowel is established as [i] or [u] between the first two 
consonants, then any second insertion will repeat the first, regardless of its consonantal 
environment, as in Igbdail [gubu'dai], Igrma-nI [guru'man], and /bsmakl [busu'mak]. 

Where none of the vowel insertion rules applies, the inserted vowel is [i] or [u] in free 
variation: 

[ti'manek], [tu'manek] 'meeting' 

The vowel insertion process described above tells us which vowel to insert, but not 
where to insert it. This is done by the three variable syllabification algorithms, each of 
which applies left to right. The algorithms are: 

(1) Minimal syllabification creates (((C)C)C)V(C) syllables in accord with the vowels 
present in the lexical item. 
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(2) eve syllabification inserts vowels between consonants as required to form 
(C)V(C) syllables. 

(3) ev syllabification inserts vowels between consonants as required to form (C)V 
syllables. 

Each of the algorithms may apply vacuously. Thus minimal syllabification applies 
vacuously to /kn:Jen/ to generate [kn:Jen]. Apparently certain phonetic clusters do not 
occur (hence the starred forms below). 

tama-n 
tdom 
i-fn-o 
rnramor 
kn:Jen 
t-fn-o 
bggaru 

minimal 
syllabification 
[ta.'man] 
* [tdom] 
[if'no] 
['mra.mor] 
[kn:Jen] 
* [tfno ] 
['bgga.ru] 

CVC 
syllabification 

[kir.'l)en] 
[tuf.'no] 
[bug.'ga.ru] 

CV 
syllabification 

[tu.'dom] 
[i.fu.'no] 
[mu.'ra.mor] 
[ki.ri.'l)en] 
[tu.fu.'no] 
[bu.gu.' garu] 

'her/his father' 
'night' 
's/he hit you' 
'Cordyline plant' 
'her/his finger/toe' 
'we hit you' 
'twins' 

The assignment of secondary stress in part A operates in the opposite direction to part B. 
j3f there are two or more syllables preceding the stressed syllable, then a secondary 
stress falls on any (C)VC syllable or syllable with /a!, and otherwise on every second 
syllable to the left of the primary stress. 

In words syllabified with one or more CVC syllables or two or more CV syllables in 
part A, secondary stress falls on the same syllable peaks regardless of which version of 
the syllabification algorithm is applied. (An unstressed vowel may be realised as [;J].) 

i-fn-o 
t-fn-o 
bggaru 

[,ifno] 
[,tuf.'no] 
[,bug.'ga.ru] 

[,i.fu.'no] 
[,tu.fu.'no] 
[,bu.gu.'garu] 

[,i.f;).'no] 
[,tu.f;J.'no] 
[,bu.g;J.'garu] 

's/he hit you' 
'we hit you' 
'twins' 

In the words below /a! occurs in part A and is secondarily stressed, resulting in an alternating 
stress pattern in the first example, but in successive stressed syllables in the others: 

kumatiao 
tama-n 
kdalJa-n 
kanaorig 

[ku.,ma.ti.'a.o] 
[,ta.'man] 
[,kda.'l)an], [ki.,da.'lJan] 
[,ka.'na.o.,rig] 

'coconut-shell ant' 
'herlhis father' 
'her/his side of head' 
'earthquake' 

Such a sequence of stressed syllables is acceptable in disyllabic words, but in words of 
three or more syllables, the secondary stress is optionally removed so that /a/ is realised 
as [;J]: [b.'na.o.,rig]. 

If there are three or more syllables with /a! in a sequence, there is a strong tendency 
for one of these syllables to lose its stress and then its vowel. Which syllable this will be 
is unpredictable: 

wananan 
kararan 

[,wa.,na.'nan] 
[,ka. ,ra. 'ran] 

[,wa.n;J.'nan] 
[b.,ra.'ran] 

[,wan.'nan] 
[,kra.'ran] 

'hot' 
'bark, crust' 

Word with initial /r/ show optional prothesis of [i] or [u] (the choice again determined by 
the trigger vowel); words beginning with an /r/-initial consonant cluster undergo either 
vowel insertion or prothesis. Realisations with clusters do not occur. Thus: 



raru 'two' 
ru 'word, language' 
rib 'kind of beetle' 
rgel) 'rafters' 

plain form 
['raru] 
[ru] 
[rib] 

rgen Rigen (village name) ~ 

form with prothesis 
[u'raru] 
[u'ru] 
([i'rib]) 
([ir'gel)]) 
([ir'gen]) 
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form with insertion 

[ri'gel)] 
[ri'gen] 

The parenthesised forms do not occur at Rigen, but in nearby coastal villages. 

1.4 Other features 

A factor which has a significant effect on Takia phonology is the bondedness of 
morphemes. It was noted in § 1.3 that affixes combine with roots to make up 
phonological words. There are, however, two classes of morpheme which are attached to 
words in the sense that they are themselves never stressed, yet they do not participate in 
the word for the purpose of stress assignment. The two classes are formative and clitic. 
The difference between them is syntactic. The only formative, I-a-I, is derivational (see 
§2.2, §2.S, §3.1); it participates in syllabification and itself takes a possessor suffix. 
Clitics, on the other hand, are attached to a phrase, do not affect syllabification, and at 
most have another clitic attached to them. These criteria are summarised below. 

PHONOLOGY SYNTAX 
included in included in 
syllabification stress assignment attached to 

affix YES YES ROOT 
formative YES NO WORD 
clitic NO NO PHRASE 

The formative is seen in, e.g., lai-a-n/ 'his/her hip, hipbone', from ai 'tree', syllabified as 
['ayan] or ['ay:m], but with stress remaining on the initial vowel. The derived noun Istek-
a-n/ 'its reading' [si'tekan], [si'tebn] illustrates that the formative is added to a word, 
not a root, as Istekl is itself a nominalisation of the verb Istil (§2.2). 

A clitic is phonologically less integrated than a formative with the word to which it is 
attached. Clitics are all consonant-initial (except for a, a variant of the realis and irrealis 
enclitics which occurs after consonants), and do not participate in syllabification. For 
example, there is no CV syllabification process to separate I-sl from Ida! in li-tugurus 
dal 3sG-sneeze IMPF 's/he is sneezing'. 

1.5 Orthography 

The orthography used from this point onwards is that adopted by the Summer Institute 
of Linguistics in consultation with Takia speakers and consists of the symbols shown in 
the phoneme charts in § 1.1. Where a sequence of iii or lui plus a non-high vowel occurs 
word-initially, the high vowel becomes a semivowel and is written y or w, but when the 
same process happens to a root-final vowel, the spelling of the root is retained: e.g. aian 
'hipbone', derived from ai 'tree', is not spelt *ayan (§1.2). Furthermore, the morpheme-
final distinction between Iwl and lui and between Iyl and iii is not represented in the 
orthography: Idi-awl 'they went' and II)-fn-ayl 'I hit them' are written diau and lJufunai 
respectively. As this example shows, inserted vowels are usually written in the 
orthography. Single-consonant clitics are written as part of the word they are attached to, 
clitics which include a vowel as separate words. 
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2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

The subject prefixes given below are underlying forms (and are therefore not italicised). 

lINC lEXC 2 3 
Independent 
SG gai og ig 
PL id mag ag ig 

Subject prefix 
with monosyllabic verb roots 
SG ga·· u- i-
PL ta- ma- a- di-, d-

with polysyllabic verb roots 
SG g- u-,O- i-
PL t- m- a- di-, d-

Object suffix 
SG -ag -0 -i, -0 
PL -ad -m(a), -am (a) -ag -af (lay/) 

Possessor suffix 
SG -g -0 -n 
PL -d -ma, -mama -m, -mi -d, -di 

Note that there is only one third person independent pronoun, ig number is differentiated 
by coreference with a member of one of the other pronoun sets. 

The subject prefixes lu-I 2SG and Ii-I 3SG become w- and y- respectively before a 
vowel-initial root (§ 1.2), e.g. Ii-awl 3sG-go 's/he went' is realised as yau. The 3PL form 
Idi-I occurs before vowel-initial roots, the form Id-I before consonant-initial roots, e.g. 
Idi-awl 3PL-go 'they went' (diau) but Id-lukl 3PL-drink 'they drank'. 

When the forms IIJa-1 lSG, Ita-/ lINC:PL, Ima-I lEXC:PL and lal 2PL occur before an 
la/-initial root, regular reduction of la-al to Ia/ occurs, e.g. IIJa-awl 1 SG-go 'I went' is 
realised as [IJaw] , orthographic I]au (§1.2). When IIJ-I lSG, It-I lINC:PL and 1m-I 
lEXC:PL occur before a consonant-initial stem, the vowel insertion processes described 
in § 1.3 apply. 

'Monosyllabic' and 'polysyllabic' verb roots are loose terms for the environments of 
subject prefixes, as assignment to one or the other category occurs after vowel insertion. 
Thus Isda/ 'go' is treated as [sida], i.e. as polysyllabic. Before consonant-initial 
polysyllabic roots the 2sG prefix is deleted, e.g. 10-sda/ 2sG-go.up 'you went up' (sida) 
but lu-soll 2sG-run.away 'you ran away' (usof) and lu-anil 2sG-eat:3sG 'you ate' 
(wani). A monosyllabic verb stem with object suffix counts as a polysyllabic root for 
purposes of subject prefix assignment. Hence IIJ-fn-il lSG-hit-3sG 'I hit it' (gifini) and 
10-fn-il 2sG-hit-3SG 's/he hit it' (fini), not */IJa-fn-il or */u-fn-i/. Some verb roots take 
some of the 'wrong' subject prefixes, i.e. monosyllabic for polysyllabic, or vice versa. 

Of the object suffixes, -amra) lEXC:PL occurs after a consonant-final root, -m(a) after a 
vowel; optional (a) is treated as non-existent for stress assignment purposes, so that stress is 
usually on the preceding syllable. -0 3SG occurs after a root ending in I-ii, -i otherwise. The 
altemant forms of possessor suffixes are optional and do not appear to be conditioned. 



Reflexive pronouns are formed with the directly possessed root se-: 

l)ai se-g i-tiri-ag a. 
I SG REFL-I SG 3SG-cut-1 SG R 
'I cut myself.' 

2.2 Nouns 
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There is just one productive noun-forming affix, -ek. The nouns formed with it are 
abstractions and agents. Most verbs end in a consonant, -i, or -e, but the vowel is deleted 
before addition of -ek. If the verb root contains a medial lei or 10/, this is deleted, then -i-
is inserted by vowel insertion; § 1.3). 

-rer 'be afraid' rir-ek Irr -ek/ 'fear' 
-gas 'be dry, desiccated' gis-ek Igs-ekl 'drying' 
-binaw- 'help' binaw-ek 'helper' 
-pan- 'give' pan-ek 'giving' 
-pai 'be cross with' pa-ek 'strife, quarrel' 
-pae 'plant' pa-ek 'planting' 

Nominalisations sometimes entail phrases. Thus gisek 'drying' occurs in the context niu 
gisek 'coconut (copra) drying'. Other examples are as follows: 

bod -bi pot hold 
nug -l)ane each. other take 
ilo- -pan-i inside give 

bod b-ek 
nug l)an-ek 
ilo-pan-ek 

'potter' 
'marriage' 
'pity, mercy' 

In the left-hand column ilo- takes a possessor suffix, the verbs a subject prefix. 
The non-productive suffix -Vy occurs in a few derivations, e.g., 

sual) 
matel) 
anal) 

'pestle' 
'death' 
'food' 

(cf. -sue 
(cf. -mat 
(cf. -ani 

'pierce, pound') 
'die') 
'eat:3sG') 

Compounding is a common derivational strategy: 

ilo-rumok inside-truth 'belief' 
kalam-bulbol moon-circular 'circle' 
anal)-ar food-fence 'year' 
gurma-rou-k head-leaf-AL 'head hair' 

Like most Oceanic languages, Takia has indirectly and directly possessed nouns. Unlike 
many, however, it has a productive means of deriving directly possessed nouns from 
indirectly possessed, by means of the unstressed formative -a-: 

pat 'stone' 
tatu 'bone' 
bob 'flower, blossom' 
dabai 'strong' 
sitek 'reading' (siti- 'read' + -ek NOM) 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

pat-a-
tatu-a-
bob-a-
dabai-a-
sitek-a-

'kidney, sap' 
'bone' 
'flower, blossom' 
'strength' 
'reading' 

The only morphemes one might be tempted to class as articles are the adnominal 
indefinite markers ta 'a, some' and aenta 'some, others', treated here as quantifiers 
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(§2.4), the intermediate demonstrative an in its adnominal use, and the definite enclitic 
=n. These adnominals, and those below, are all postnominal. 

Takia has a number of morphologically related sets of deictic morphemes which 
make a three-way formal distinction. 'Demonstrative' refers to both adnominal and 
pronominal uses (discussed below), 'locative' and 'manner' to adverbials: 

Proximal Intermediate Distal Interrogative 
demonstrative, locative e a 0 dugo 
demonstrative ema ama oma 
demonstrative (y)en, ene an, ane on, one dugon 
locative ete, ente, it ate, ante ote dugote 
locative ebo abo obo 
manner igo ago ugo dugog 

The proximal and distal morphemes are speaker-oriented spatial! temporal deictics 
('near speaker' vs 'distant from speaker'). The proximals are also used anaphorically 
and cataphoric ally. Of the intermediates, only locative a and abo have a spatial use 
(,there, not far from speaker'); the remaining intermediates are apparently always 
anaphoric, and an has certain special functions discussed below. Medial forms thus have 
a very high functional load. 

Ofthe three demonstrative sets, ema/ama/oma is found only adnominally in my data, 
but its members occur only rarely. Waters glosses them 'this particular .. .' etc. The 
difference between the other two sets is that (y)en/an/on also signals the final boundary 
of a definite noun phrase (it may only be followed by a quantifier, as in the first example 
below), whereas e/a/o is used when one or more modifiers follow. The most common 
use of e/a/o is when the modifier is a relative clause, but in the examples below the 
modifier is a noun, a postposed possessor (a possessor is usually preposed), or a 
temporal or locative adverbial: 

ilJ a-n gai a niganagsi an ta 
3 poss-3sG uncle OEM mother's.brother OEM INOEF 
'one of his uncles, [his] mother's brothers' 

Go ab a balag sa-n an mutunuk tia geig 
R:O house OEM spirit poss-3SG OEM spyhole NEG extremely 

nUljon. 
really 

'And the house which pertains to a balag spirit has absolutely no spyholes (i.e. gaps in 
the walls) whatsoever.' (Waters) 

yu 0 inug an sa-n 
war OEM formerly OEM poss-3SG 
'the things from the first war' 

bioulJ 
clothes 

Note that the phrase-final boundary is marked in each case by (y)en or an. 
Although rare, e/a/o can also be used pronominally with a following modifier, in this 

case a relative clause: 

Bai e na-bol de=n man alJ a-sel sa-n nilJe-n 0 

father OEM lSG-say L=OEF TPC 2PL 2PL-laugh POSs-3SG matter-3SG REF 
tita lJa-bol na da=k. 
NEG lSG-say OUR IMPF=B 

'Father, as for this which I am saying, I am not saying it for you (plural) to joke about 
it.' (Waters) 
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The intermediates appear to have only anaphoric function, as in sip a 'the ships' above 
and the three occurrences of an in this example: 

gine-g malkoukan I]u-bisei=g I]-au=g katolik sa-d sip 
lSG:poss-lsG white OEM lSG-depart~R:O lSG-go~R:O Catholic POSS-3PL SHIP 

Stella Maris an i-palu=g a foun I]ai mz an 10 I]u-mado. 
Stella Maris OEM 3SG-Come=R:O OEM again IsG ship OEM Loc:in lSG-stay 

'I left my white master and went and the Catholics' ship Stella Maris, i! arrived and 
instead I stayed with that ship.' 

The two noun phrases with adnominal an here refer to already introduced referents, whilst 
pronominal an refers to the immediately preceding phrase katolik sa-d sip Stella Maris. 

Because it occurs so often, it is tempting to interpret adnominal an as a definite 
article, but this is inappropriate because it never registers definiteness which is 
independent of factors in the context of utterance (e.g. the moon), and this is a defining 
function ofa definite article (Himmelmann 1996, 1997:41). 

The table above shows three sets of forms that are used at locative adverbials and one 
set of manner adverbials. The forms which end in -te (a locative preposition) and -bo (an 
emphasis marker) function as free-standing locatives ('here', 'there', 'yonder'). In their 
locative use e, a and 0 co-occur with a non-deictic locative phrase which either follows 
them or is present in the nearby context: 

A Kurum na du-palu=g du-mado ya. 
OEM Kurum LOC 3PL-come-R:O 3PL-stay R 
There at Kurum they came and they stayed. 

Of the manner morphemes igo, ago, ugo, it is intermediate ago that occurs most 
frequently, as it is also used anaphorically (,thus', 'in this way'), as shown in numerous 
examples in this sketch. The proximal igo, like the other proximals, is also used 
cataphorically: 

igo i-bol ... 
in.this.way 3sG-speak 
'He spoke like this .. .' 

yaI]a-di igo ... 
name-3PL in.this.way 
'Their names are thus .. .' 

The definite enclitic =n 

The definite enclitic =n occurs at the end of a relative clause occurring in a definite noun 
phrase and at the end of certain complement clauses. This distribution suggests that =n 
does not mark clause subordination as such (if it did, one would expect to find it on all 
relative clauses), but definiteness. Although =n is glossed OEF, it is clearly not a definite 
article, as it only occurs on a definite noun phrase if the latter includes a relative clause. 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Number is not marked on nouns, but is sometimes marked on adjectives. It may also be 
marked on noun phrases with quantifiers, including numerals. Quantifiers other than 
numerals are: 
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human plural adi 
tadi 
ta 
aenta 

indefinite human plural ('some') 
indefinite non-count or singular ('some', 'a/an') 
'some, others' 

The interpretation of ta depends on the countability of the head noun: 

Niu ta O-pan-ag. 
coconut INDEF 2sG-give-lsG 
'Give me a coconut.' 

Takia has a base-five counting system: 

1 kaik (other dialects: kisaek) 
2 uraru 
3 utol 
4 iwaiwo (other dialects: iwoiwo) 

You ta O-pan-ag. 
water INDEF 2sG-give-lsG 
'Give me some water.' 

6 kafen dad kaik 
10 kafen uraru 

5 kafe-n 'her/his thumb' (other dialects: kafenda) 

For example: 

fud uraru mi 
banana two only 
'only two bananas' 

niu kafen 
coconut five 
'five coconuts' 

There are no Takia ordinals (Tok Pisin namba wan, namba tu are used). 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

Takia has a distinct adjective class. Some of these are monomorphemic (e.g. malin 
'calm', kitek 'small', malkouk 'white', katuk 'short')), but the majority have a final -n in 
their citation form (e.g. uya-n 'good', sae-n 'bad', fou-n 'new', tubu-n 'big', milae-n 
'long', murua-n 'heavy'). Some adjectives in -n are derived from nouns by the addition 
of the formative -a- (e.g. dagom-a-n 'peaceful', from dagom 'peace, tameness'; cf. 
§ 1.4). This -n is the 3SG possessor suffix, and when the nominal described by the 
adjective is not 3SG the -n may be replaced by a possessor suffix indexing the person and 
number of the noun. However, for various reasons adjective suffixing is a grey area of 
Takia grammar. The following generalisations appear to hold: (a) -n is retained when an 
adjective is used as an adverb; (b) with a non-3sG nominal -n is more likely to be 
replaced by the relevant possessor suffix (i) if the adjective is head of a predicate rather 
than a modifier; (ii) if the noun is human. Despite generalisations (b) and (c), I have 
elicited the following: 

ab fou-n en 
house new-3SG DEM 
'this new house' 

ab fou-di an 
house new-3PL DEM 
'those new houses' 

Non-third person agreement is limited almost entirely to predicates, which also take 
clausal aspect/mood enclitics (§4). For example: 

MaI) dagom-a-m a. 
IEXC:PL peace-FORMATIVE-IEXC:PL R 
'We are peaceful/at peace.' 



Bor on tubu-di ya. 
pig yonder big-3PL R 
'Those pigs are big.' 
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A few high-frequency adjectives form a plural by reduplication, and where reduplication 
is full, -n is treated as part of the base: 

singular 
tubun 
uyan 
saen 

plural 
tu-tubun 
uyan-uyan 
saen-saen 

'big' 
'good' 
'bad' (other dialects: saian, saiansaian) 

An adjective is the head of an adjective phrase and may be preceded by the modifier 
kitek 'a bit' or followed by one or two of the intensifiers mok 'truly' ('true'), kasik 
'very' ('wild'), geig 'extremely', nUlJon 'really' ('fruit, body'), tinan 'greatly' ('huge, 
mother of') (bracketed glosses refer to adjectives or nouns of the same form). For 
example: 

Saen kitek uya-n. 
time a.bit good-3sG 
'The weather was quite calm.' 

lJai wagam tini-g yen malkouk kasik. 
lSG before skin-lSG OEM white wild 
'Before, my skin was very light.' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

The structure of a basic noun phrase with a common noun head is: 

(MODIFIER NOUN) + NOUN (+ AOJECTIVE PHRASE) (+ OEM) + MODIFIER 
CONSTITUENT) (+ OEM2 ) (+ QUANTn ) 

A modifier noun restricts the reference of the head noun, e.g., urat tamol 'work man', 
urat nat 'work day', gafman urat 'government work', Biu tamol 'man from Biu 
(village),. OEM) is one of e, a, or 0, always followed by a modifying constituent of some 
kind, whilst OEM2 is one of en, an or on. Quantifiers may also be used recursively, as in 
the third example. 

malkouk adi 
white PL 
'the whites' 

saen aenta ta 
time some TNOEF 
'on another occasion' 

Takia noun phrases sometimes appear more complex than the formula above suggests. 
This is because they are in fact nominal groups, i.e. noun phrases in apposition to one 
another: 

malJ ilJ sa-n mala-n aenta 
lEXC:PL 3sG poss-3sG eye-3sG some 
'we some of his kinsmen' 
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Coordinate noun phrases with individual human referents are formed with the 
comitative postposition da. If they are subject or object, then the verbal affix agrees 
with the phrase as a whole: 

OIJ IJai da t-au wa. 
2SG ISG COM IINC:PL-go IRR 
'You and I will go.' 

Ifboth are nouns, then the third person independent pronoun iIJ may intervene: Meit (iIJ) 
Kabun da 'Mait and Kabun'. If the referents are not human individuals and they belong 
to the same semantic field, then there is generally no conjunction: mau dabel fud 'taro, 
yam and banana'. Some conjuncts are lexicalised: 

tarnal pein 
bar goun 
tina-n tama-n 
nanu-fJ murou-fJ 

man woman 
pig dog 
mother-3SG father-3SG 
child-2SG own-2SG 

'person, people' 
'animal(s), wild things (derogatory)' 
'his/her parents' 
'your family' 

Alternatives are expressed with the dubitative morpheme boi 'maybe': 

Ago=p, 10 fud boi mao boi mi-sapal da. 
thUS=IRR:D 3:LOc:inbanana DUB taro DUB IEXC:PL-mix IMPF 
'Then into it we mix banana or taro.' 

A noun phrase sometimes ends with the boundary enclitic ak (=k after a vowel), whose 
basic function is to mark the end of a constituent. It may mark the end of a noun phrase 
whose referent the speaker is singling out from a set: 

Malkouk=ak sa-d anal) l)i-nei a=n ... 
white =B poss-3p food Is-cook IRR=DEF 
'I could cook WHITE men's food .. .' 

2.7 Possession 

The possessor noun phrase is the first constituent of the possession construction. As in 
other Oceanic languages, a possessor suffix cross-references the possessor in both 
direct and indirect possession constructions. In many Oceanic languages, no other 
expression of the possessor is necessary, and the use of an independent pronoun as the 
possessor noun phrase is highly marked, but in Takia its presence is the norm. 
However, a third person possessor may be omitted if its referent has been recently 
mentioned. 

2. 7.1 Direct possession 

Most kin terms, and most nouns referring to body parts or to parts of wholes, are directly 
possessed: 

IJai tama-g 
Madi nao-n 
ab ilo-n 
IJai se-g 

'my father' 
'Madi's face' 
'the inside of the house' 
'my self' = 'I myself' 

The possessor noun phrase may be quite complex: 



Kai iy Pesi da tama-di 
Kai 3 Pesi COM father-3PL 
'the fathers of Kai and Pesi' 
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Nouns which by default are directly possessed nouns may also occur with the alienable 
suffix -k, indicating that the noun is not directly possessed, e.g. yaya-k 'name(s)', nanu-
k 'child(ren),. Sometimes a noun with -k is preceded by a (generic) modifier noun. 
Compare: 

ai rou-n 
tree leaf-3SG 
'the leaf/leaves of a (particular) tree' 

2.7.2 Indirect possession 

ai rou-k 
tree leaf-AL 
'tree leaves' 

The possessive classifiers in Rigen Takia are sa- and a-. The latter co-varies in other 
dialects with ane- (occasionally kane-). In some dialects, at least, a- and its variants 
mark possession as intrinsic or as more intimate than the default classifier sa-, but this 
needs further research. This pair, for example, displays no meaning difference at Rigen: 

Madi sa-n ab OR 
Madi a(ne)-n ab 
Madi poss-3sG house 
'Madi's house' 

Because the possessor is frequently expressed, portmanteau combinations of possessor 
and suffixed classifier are found in some dialects, e.g. yine-g for yai ane-g lSG POSS-
lSG. The suffixed classifier may function as head of a noun phrase in its own right, e.g. 
predicatively: 

Siduk en Mait sa-no 
bamboo this Mait poss-3sG 
'This bamboo is Mait's.' 

What looks like the possessive classifier a- also occurs in clauses translating English 
have, but the fact that it co-varies with ama- shows that it is historically related to the 
demonstratives an and aman (where -n is a fossilised 3SG possessor suffix). However, it 
is no longer a demonstrative and I gloss it HAVE: 

Gu go=g sip a masin 
now COMPL~R:D ship DEM engine 
'Nowadays ships have engines .. .' 

yai yeb a-g da ya. 
ISG areca.nut HAVE-lSG COM R 
'I have some betelnut.' 

a-d da go ... 
HAVE-3PL COM R:D 

The morpheme da is apparently the comitative preposition or a grammaticised variant of 
it. The structure of these clauses is puzzling. Since the examples above each have two 
distinct and complete noun phrases before a-/ama- (sip a, masin and yai, goun ta), I 
interpret these as subject and object in keeping with Takia SOY order. This means that 
a-/ama- da must be interpreted as a predicate in a class of its own, with subject 
agreement in the form of the possessor suffix on a-/ama-. In the corresponding negative 
construction, the comitative postposition da is replaced by the negative verb tia (§4.4): 
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gai yeb a-g tia ya. 
1 SG areca.nut HAVE-I SG not.exist R 
'I have no betelnut.' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

A relative clause normally follows its head. Usually, but not always, one of the 
demonstratives e, a or 0 intervenes between the head and the relative clause. The relative 
clause is an independent clause terminated by the definite enclitic = n or, less commonly, by 
the boundary marker ak/=k. The enclitic =n marks the noun phrase within which the relative 
clause occurs as definite. Relative clauses with ak/=k are rare, verbless, and apparently 
indefinite. No trace of the head is left in the relative clause, even when it has a peripheral role. 

Unsurprisingly, a definite noun phrase containing a relative clause is often the topic 
of its sentence (§2.3), as the function of such a noun phrase is often to single out a 
particular referent. The head is then often repeated as a resumptive noun or pronoun 
after the relative clause (see ig in the first two examples below, magao in the second and 
10 in the third): 

An misin a [du-palu ago fu-n 
DEM mission DEM 3PL-come 

du-ga ya. 

ya=n} ig urat nek 
R=DEF 3 work CTRST thus base-3sG 

3PL-do R 
'So the missionaries who came, they started their work in this way.' 

tina-m-tama-m magao mu-kibiai punn-ai. 
mother-lExC:PL-father-lExc:PL knowledge lEXc:PL-talk give-3p 
' ... we went out and shared with our parents the knowledge which we had received.' 

Ab a [og w-abi ya=n} gai Meit da 10 mu-mado 
house DEM 2SG 2SG-build R=DEF lSG Meit COM 3:LOC:in lExc-stay 
'The house that you built, Mait and 1 are living in it.' 

The head may be omitted altogether: 

An urat nek ago [du-palu ya=n} ig urat ago du-ga na ya. 
DEM workcTRST thus 3PL-come R=DEF 3PL work thus 3PL-do DUR R 
'So the work, they who came did the work thus.' 

Non-verbal relative clauses in definite noun phrases also end with =n: 

da. 
IMPF 

Ago do=d gai saen fudian Bagiai seket ilo-n 10 pinein 
PRO CONT=L lSG time all Bagiai circuit inside-3sG Loc:in youth 

a panu ate=ke=n gu-tuman-ai do=p . .. 
DEM village LOC.PRO=EMPH=DEF lSG-gather-3PL CONT=IRR:D 

'Then too within the Bagiai circuit I continually gather together the youth who are 
there in the villages and .. .' 

The boundary marker =k is apparently used when the noun phrase which includes the 
relative clause is indefinite (almost all examples have a non-verbal relative clause): 

... sip a [gamu fou-n a=k} i-palu i. 
ship DEM now new-3s R=B 3s-come R 

' ... now a ship of a new kind has come.' 



... ilJ alJar [parapar na ya=k] kaek ma-lJa=p ... 
3 canarium platform LOC R=B one IEXC:PL-take=IRR:D 

, ... so we take one canarium nut which is on the bed and .. .' 
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Another relative-clause-like strategy is to embed an independent clause, usually without 
clausal enclitics (§4), as indirect 'possessor' of the head noun (underlined): 

. .. aria, pein dam [ilJ tini-n damag di-pan-i] sa-n bioun 
O.K. woman also 3sG skin-3SG decoration 3PL-give Poss-3sGclothes 

di-lJa di-sa=g . .. 
3pL-take 3PL-gO.up=R:D 

' ... well, they would bring up the things to decorate the girl's body .. .' 

Sometimes this construction too is headless: 

[di-ani] sa-n an 
3PL-eat Poss-3SG DEM 
'the (things) for them to eat' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Derivation 

Takia has no means of deriving verbs: almost none of the usual Oceanic morphology for 
deriving verbs is reflected in the language. A number of probable reflexes of the POc 
intransitive process prefix *ma- have been found, including -mapal 'be broken off', -
magar 'be(come) dried up', -magor 'droop, hang', -masiras 'be tom, worn out' and-
masire 'be tom' but only the last has a corresponding transitive in the present-day 
language (-sire 'tear (TR)'). 

There is some verb compounding, and some of it, like -sUi-lolJ (-read-hear) 'learn to 
read', must be productive, but the degree of productivity needs more research. Causative 
compounds like the following paradigm, reflecting earlier verb serialisation, are 
certainly productive: 

-bal 'throw' -bal-sini- 'break by throwing' 
-pare 'step on it' -par-sini- 'break by stepping' 
-abi 'grasp it' -ab-sini- 'break by grasping' 
-fini. 'hit it' -fini-sini- 'break by hitting' 
-rae 'pull it' -ra-sini- 'break by pulling' 
-lu- 'bend' -lu-sini 'fold' 
-salu- 'bend, twist' -sal-sin i- 'break in two' 

However, in present-day Takia the concatenated morphemes are not necessarily stand 
alone verbs. The forms of the prefixes on the left are not fully predictable from the verbs 
on the right, and the root *-sini 'break' does not occur alone. In some other sets the verb 
does occur alone. 

The suffix -si 'downwards', which does not occur as an independent verb, occurs in 
several compounds: 
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-bul 
-rna, -rnado 
-gane 

'drop' 
'stay' 
'do it, put it' 

-bul-si 
-rna-si 
-gane-si 

'drop, let fall' 
'sit' 
'put' 

However, the forms -apa-si 'press' and -gur-si- 'totter' have no equivalents without -si. 
Other direction suffixes are -sa 'upwards' (= 'rise') and -palu 'to speaker' (= 'come'). 

Inflection 

All verbs take a subject prefix. Some transitive verbs have no object coreferencing (e.g. 
I-grel 'carve, write', I-dad! 'trade, barter', I-anil 'eat', I-stil 'read' ) and their form is 
invariable even when the object is first or second person. Others take an object suffix. In 
the example paradigm below, the subject is third person, so ifinag is 's/he hit me', and so 
on: 

IINC lEXC 2 3 
SG i-fn-ag i-fn-o i-fn-i 

ifinag ifuno ifini 
PL -i-fn-ad i-fn-am(a) i-fn-aIJ i-fn-ay 

ifinad ifinarn(a) ifinay ifinai 

A number of frequently used transitive verbs have a suppletive 3SG object root (also 
used with a 3PL inanimate object), although non-3SG object forms are usually 
predictable once one of them is known, as in this example paradigm of 's/he threw at': 

IINC IEXC 2 3 
SG i-bli-ag i-bli-o i-bal 

ibiliag ibilio ibal 
PL i-bli-ad i-bli-am(a) i-bli-alJ i-bli-ay 

ibiliad ibiliam(a) ibiliay ibiliai 

There is also a small class of stative intransitives which optionally add the unstressed 
formative -a- and a possessor suffix cross-referencing the subject. For example: 

Awa-n i-tau-a-n. 
mouth-3sG 3sG-be.closed-FORMATlVE-3sG 
'His mouth is closed.' (i.e. 'He is silent.') 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

Strictly speaking, Takia has no verb phrase, only the verb. The marking of aspect belongs 
structurally to the predicate, the marking of mood and modality to the clause (§4), as they 
apply to verbless as well as verbal clauses. There are, however, two matters associated 
with verbs which are discussed here: adverb incorporation and the reciprocal particle. 

An adverbial modifier may be incorporated after the verb and before the predicate 
enclitics. The most common such modifiers in my data are uya-n 'good, well' and pasi 
'completely': 

Ago=g ayar ta rni-ya uya-n na da. 
PRO~R:ocanarium NEG IEXC:PL-take good-3SG OUR IMPF 
'SO [now] we don't collect a good canarium crop.' 
(More literally, 'We don't collect well a canarium crop.') 
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The reciprocal particle nug occurs somewhere before the verb, which has the 3SG object 
form. The first example illustrates its mobility: 

Tamol e ig gamu yen malkouk adi ig rig !1]dg di-pan-i 
man DEM 3 now DEM white PL 3 ring REC 3PL-give-3sG 

da, an id wagam dam !1]dg rig di- pan-i. 
IMPF DEM IINC:PL before also REC ring 3PL-give-3sG 

'Nowadays the Europeans give rings to each other, and in the old times we also gave 
rings to each other.' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

Serialisation in Takia is always core, rather than nuclear. I interpret as compounds 
various formations that look like nuclear serialisations. I take it that serialisation occurs 
when two verbs which share an argument form a single predicate (enclitics are attached 
only to the second verb) in accordance with the patterns below. 

In directional/positional serialisation the first verb expresses movement, the second 
the direction of that movement or the position resulting from that movement. The first 
verb need only contain a semantic component of movement, whilst the second verb is 
drawn from a set which includes -au 'go', -palu 'come', -mul 'go back', -du 'go down', -
sa 'go up', -fa 'move away, go round the island', -tur 'stand', -en 'lie, sleep'. Where the 
first verb is intransitive, the two verbs have the same subject: 

Du-masa di-au, pastor urat du-ga na ya. 
3PL-get.up 3PL-go pastor work 3PL-do DUR R 
'They would leave to do pastors' work.' 

U-mul ff-palu! 
2SG-return 2sG-come 
'Come back!' 

In many Oceanic languages, if the first verb in a directional/positional serialisation is 
transitive, the subject of the second verb is the object of the first. There are occasional 
examples of this kind in the data: 

... di-kibine i-sa=g ... 
3PL-arrange3sG-go.UP=R:D 

' ... they fix it up .. .' 

Og sa-fJ leta gu-suti-g ago ni-gansi v-en du go ... 
2SG Poss-2SG letter ISG-read-R:D thus ISG-put 3SG-lie CONTR:D 
'I read your letter and I put it .. .' (Waters) 

However, in most instances in the data available to me, the subject of both verbs is the same: 

Yeb ta ig sa-n na ff-sini w-au! 
betelnut INDEF 3 Poss-3SG LOC 2sG-carry 2sG-go 
'Take him some betelnut!' 

If both the subject and the object of the first (movement) verb partIcIpate in the 
movement or posture of the second, then the second verb agrees with the subject of the 
first. But if the subject of the first verb does not thus participate (above, for example, it is 
the letter which 'lies', not the speaker), then agreement is with the object. 
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In sequential serialisation the first verb expresses movement which results in the 
event of the second. Often a purposive relationship is implied. The verbs have the same 
subject: 

· .. di-sa di-tirnani . .. 
3PL-rise 3PL-meet 

' ... they come and meet [ each other] .. .' 

· .. rnu-palu rna-en da ... 
lEXC:PL-come lEXC:PL-sleep IMPF 

, ... they used to come [home] and sleep.' 

Completion is sometimes expressed by ambient serialisation. That is, the implicit, 3sG, 
subject of the second verb is the sub-event expressed by the first. The second verb is 
either -tout 'be finished' or -du 'go down', here in the sense 'do entirely': 

Meit pas l-glre 
Meit letter 3sG-write 

i-tout a. 
3sG-finish R 

'Mait finished writing a letter.' 

· .. du-rnari i-du ... 
3PL-burn 3sG-go.down 

' ... they burned it entirely .. .' (Waters) 

A benefactive is often expressed by a serialisation where both verbs have the same 
subject and the second verb is -pan- 'give'. Unlike the second member of other 
serialisations, the verb -pan- may occur without a subject prefix, i.e. it behaves like a 
prepositional verb (Ch. 4, §4.3). Examples are: 

Anag gi-nei gu-pan-i se ... 
food 1 SG-cook 1 sG-give-3sG REP 
'I used to cook food for him .. .' 

An tarnal wei urat di-gane pan-rna do=p ... 
OEM man many work 3PL-do give-IExc:PL CONTIRR:O 
'When many men do work for us .. .' 

Prohibition is expressed by a serial construction in which the second verb is -rnoi 'not 
want' (§4.4). 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

The basic structure of the clause excluding peripheral arguments is: 

(SUBJECT) (+ OBJECT) + PREDICATE (+ PREDICATE ENCLITICS) (+ CLAUSAL 
ENCLITICS) 

Predicates may be verbless or verbal, and the discussion here only covers the enclitics, 
which are common to both. Modal marking is also a property of the clause and is 
discussed below. 

Predicate enclitics 

The (optional) predicate enclitics follow the last word of the predicate. They are: 
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se repetitive 
fa terminative 
na durative 
o intentive, i.e. intention/obligation (wo after a vowel) 

A predicate enclitic is usually followed by one or more clausal enclitics, but intentive 0 

is a partial exception (see below). The only occurring sequence of predicate enclitics is 
se na. 

The durative enclitic na usually co-occurs with the preverbal negative particle ta, 
where it loses its durative meaning (§4.4). 

Clausal enclitics 

Clausal enclitics fall into two sets, according to whether they mark their clause as 
independent or dependent (a distinction which cuts right across the verbless/verbal 
dichotomy). The division of labour between independent and dependent clauses in 
complex sentences is discussed in §6. 

There are two orders of clausal enclitics which mark their clause as independent. The 
first includes the following aspect/mood markers: 

A B C D 
ya a fJ realis 

u wa a irrealis 
da imperfective 

The forms under B, C and D are normal at Rigen. B occurs after a vowel, C after a 
consonant (the reduction ofbothya and wa to a causes little ambiguity in context). The 
zero realisation of the realis occurs infrequently at Rigen but more commonly in other 
dialects. The forms under A also occur after vowels in the language of some speakers at 
Rigen and elsewhere. 

Realis ya marks a current state, an event before the present, or less frequently a 
timeless event. Irrealis wa marks a state or event as future or hypothetical, and thereby 
also marks polite requests and hortatives, or as timeless or normative. Imperfective da 
marks an inchoative state, an event which is not yet complete at the time of speaking or 
at some other contextually specified point of time, or a habitual event. A basic paradigm 
of these enclitics with a state and an event is as follows: 

I]ai I]-ani ya 'I ate/have eaten' I]ai uya-g (a) 'I am well' 
ISG ISG-eat R ISG good-ISG R 
I]ai I]-ani wa 'I shall eat' I]ai uya-g a 'I will be well' 
I]ai I]-ani da 'I am eating' I]ai uya-g da 'I am getting well' 

The second order of independent clausal enclitics consists of the definite enclitic =n 
and the boundary enclitic ak, or =k after a vowel. The enclitic =n marks relative 
clauses in definite noun phrases and the clausal complements of certain verbs. The 
function of the boundary marker enclitic is simply to mark the end of a constituent. It 
may occur at the end of certain noun phrases (§2.6, §2.8). It also occurs on the end of a 
clause in a variety of contexts described in §4.4, §5, §6.1 and §6.2. The boundary 
marker does not link its clause to what follows: it simply marks its end. In this 
example, the first case of =k marks the end of reported speech, and the second and 
third seem to be emphatic: 
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"Ol) pein u-Ie=k?" i-bol ta=g ':4wo=k, l)ai l)i-le ya=k." 
2s woman 2s-see=B3s-speak REAS=R:D yes=8 I SIS-see R=B 
"'Have you met a girl?" he asked and I answered, "Yes, I have met one.'" 

The intentive predicate enclitic 0 is exceptional in that it is not usually followed by 
clausal enclitics of either order in independent clauses. In this respect it functions 
simultaneously as a predicate enclitic and a clausal enclitic: 

Se-d awa-d 10 u-bol o. 
self-lINC:PL mouth-lINC:PL Loc:in 2sG-speak INT 
'You should speak in our own language.' 

It is also a complementiser in certain subordinate clauses (§6.2). 

Modal particles 

Modal particles also have scope over the clause, and some have considerable mobility 
within it. The dubitative boi 'maybe' follows the constituent over which it has scope, 
here the clause (cf §2.6, §4.4, §6.1): 

o tia, [pein a wog 10 i-ma duJ boi su-n 
DEM not.exist woman DEM canoe LOC:in 3sG-stay CONT DUB breast-3SG 

gam go i-sa. 
now R:D 3sG-rise 

'Or no, maybe the girl has not yet reached puberty (lit. remains in the canoe) and her 
breasts have not yet risen.' 

The particles bo 'despite that (contrary to expectation)', gidad 'regardless, never-
theless', ka 'pennissive' (here glossed 'may'), fa 'negative' (§4.4) and the dubitatives 
na= and da= occur early in the clause. There is no difference in meaning between na= 
and da=, which always have one of the dependent clausal enclitics realis =g or irrealis 
=p (§6.1) attached to them. Examples are: 

John na=g subam i-jin- i da. 
John DUB=R:D sickness 3sG-hit-3sG IMPF 
'John seems to be sick.' (More literally, 'Sickness seems to be hitting John.') 

U-lol), pein aenta bo di-au=p, i-l)ane=d ip 
2SG-hear woman other depite.that 3PL-gO=IRR:D 3sG-take=L chestnut 

di-sini da. 
3PL-carry IMPF 

'You know, other women will despite that go and take their chestnuts.' (Waters, 
Dictionary) 

Manse-n yen ka ru kawan l)a-bol do=p u-Iol) a. 
TPC self-3sG here may speech nothing lSG-speak CONT=IRR:D 2SG-hear IRR 
'I can speak just simple speech here and you will hear it.' 

Topic-announcing phrase 

It is a common feature of Takia discourse to precede a clause with one or more topic-
announcing phrases. Such a phrase is often followed by the topic marker man. The 
topic-announcing phrase may be a noun phrase or a temporal or locative phrase. There is 
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usually no intonation break between this phrase and the clause it precedes, but it is not 
integrated syntactically into that clause. A topic-announcing noun phrase is used to 
switch between topical referents which have already been introduced (cf. Lambrecht 
1994:182-183, 188): 

[l)ai sa-g boi an/man! 
ISG poss-ISG servant DEM/TPC 
'My servant, he's a sailor.' 

il) e sip sa-n tamol. 
3SG OEM ship poss-3SG man 

As in this example, a topic-announcing phrase often ends with the adnominal 
demonstrative an rather than with man. However, their functions differ. An is simply 
anaphoric, whereas man only occurs with a topic-announcing phrase. Sometimes we find 
a sequence of anaphoric an and topic marker man: 

Ago i=k man stori an man Meit se-n i-bol du=go 
thus R=B TPC story DEM TPC Meit REFL-3SG 3sG-say COMPL=R:D 

a-lol) a. 
2PL-hear IRR 

'But that story Mait will tell you himself.' 

This sequence occurs in particular in topic ali sed peripheral arguments in phrases like 
Saen an man . .. 'At that time .. .', or, more literally, 'As for that time, then .. .' 

The referent of a topic-announcing phrase is often referred to again anaphorically in 
the following clause. Such an anaphor is more common with a human topic, where the 
third person free pronoun il) is used, as in l)ai sa-g boi an/man il) . .. above. 

Where the topic referent is not human or not third person, there is usually no 
anaphoric pronoun other than verbal affixes: 

[l)ai se-g yal)a-g man] Yugugao. 
ISG seif-ISG name-lsG TPC Yugugao 
'My own name is Yugugao.' 

When there is no topic switch, reference to the current topic is simply by affixes on the 
verb, as illustrated in many examples in this sketch. Similarly, when reference is made 
for the first time to a non-third person referent, the relevant independent pronoun is 
used. After this first reference, however, for the duration of the clause chain and often 
beyond, reference may be made entirely by subject and object verbal affixes . 

. . . mal) mu-lusa=g. mal)ao mU-l)a ya=n 
IEXC:PL IEXC:PL-gO.out=R:D knowledge IEXc:PL-take R=OEF 
tina-m tama-m mal)ao mu-kibiai punn-ai. 
mother-IExc:PL father-IExc:PL knowledge lExc:PL-talk give-3p 

' ... we went out and shared with our parents the knowledge which we had received.' 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

A verbless predicate may be an adjective (e.g. l)ai uya-g 'I am well'), a noun or noun 
phrase (including possessive noun phrases), or a postpositional phrase. For example: 

En inta mel? En goun. En goun tubu-n a. 
OEM what thing DEM dog DEM dog big-3sG R 
'What's this? This is a dog. This is a big dog? 
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Ab dugon 
house which 

on sa-fJ? 
2sG poss-2sG 

'Which house is yours?' 

This example contains a verbless relative clause: 

... alJar parapar na ya=k kaek ma-lJa=p ... 
canarium platform LOC R=B one IEXC:PL-take=IRR:o 

, ... we take one canarium nut which is on the bed .. .' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The basic order of constituents is (S)(O)(P)V, where P = peripheral argument. Takia is 
strictly verb-final: only enclitics (§4) follow the verb. If a speaker adds an afterthought, 
then the verb is usually repeated. 

Within the clause, either S or 0 or P may be fronted. A human or otherwise 
particularly salient constituent is likely to be fronted: 

IlS!J. ad i-nan-ag a. 
ISG sun 3SG-burn-ISG R 
'The sun has burned me.' 

This fronting is distinct from the topic-announcing construction (§4), as the fronted 
phrase remains syntactically integrated into the clause. Sometimes the two co-occur. 
Here the proper name MilelJ is the topic-announcing phrase, and within the clause 
proper (bracketed) the object ilJ is fronted because it makes anaphoric reference to 
MilelJ: 

Ago du=go MilelJ finulaf fita di-pan-i=gJ . .. 
PRO CONT=R:O Mileng 3 work NEG 3PL-give-3sG=R:O 
'So (as for) Mileng, they didn't give him work .. .' 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Peripheral arguments are usually postpositional phrases. Some peripheral arguments, 
especially temporals, may occur as a topic-announcing constituent. If the topic marker 
man occurs, the postposition is generally omitted. Compare saen an 10 'at that time' in 
the first example with topic ali sed Saen an man, also 'at that time', in the second: 

IIJ pein nao-n nao-n nug di-pan-i u=k do=p 
3 woman face-3sG face-3SG REC 3PL-give-3sG IRR=B CONT=IRR:O 

an dam saen an 10 di-kibi-ai da. 
OEM also time OEM LOc:in 3PL-speak-3PL IMPF 

'If they are to exchange women for each other, then they will also talk about it at that 
time.' 

Saen an man ilJ nanu-k adi 
time OEM TPC 3 child-AL PL 
'At that time they had no children.' 

fia. 
not.exist 

The postpositions are cliticised to the noun phrase they govern. They are, with 
examples: 
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na locative panu na 'at the village' 
te locative rnala-n fe 'at its front, foremost' (lit. 'at its eye') 
10 locative, temporal: 'in' abi 10 'in the garden' 
fo,fofo locative: 'on' didfofo 'on the hill' 
narn instrument ai narn 'with a stick' 
irn direction: 'along' dal irn 'along the path' 
da comitative gai da 'with me' 
og similative tarnolog 'like a man' 
a referential (see below) 

Locative te is apparently disappearing: it occurs only in certain lexicalised contexts. The 
forms 10 and da (other dialects ida) without a preceding noun or pronoun mean 'in it' 
and 'with it/her/him' respectively. The form dadi (other dialects, dida) is 'with them'. A 
human noun cannot be directly followed by a locative postposition: instead it must be 
made the possessor of a headless indirect possession phrase, e.g. 

Meit sa-n na 
Meit poss-3SG LOC 
'to Mait' 

As in many Oceanic languages, locative part nouns are used to specify locations, e.g. 
ilo- 'inside', pae- 'underside', patu- 'back', nao- 'face, front', rnala- 'eye, front', 
garage- 'side': 

Tarnal ab patu-n fa i-rna da. 
man house back-3sG LOC:on 3sG-stay IMPF 
'The man is behind the house.' 

An interesting feature of certain Takia peripheral arguments is that they may alone form 
a clausal unit: 

Gabulo=p ig eteke i-palu wa=k boi? 
tomorrow=IRR:D 3 here 3sG-come IRR=B DUB 
'He'll come here tomorrow, won't he?' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

Negative declaratives are formed in two ways. In the first, the negative modal particle ta 
(other dialects tita) occurs usually immediately before the verb (occasionally earlier in 
the clause) and the durative predicate enclitic na occurs in its usual position (but without 
durative meaning) in the predicate (§4): 

Tarnal y-en da=k en fa i-palu na wa. 
man 3sG-sleep IMPF=B DEM NEG 2sG-come DUR IRR 
'As the man is asleep, he won't come.' 

In the second, a negative clause is formed with the negative existential predicate tia, 
which takes a subject: 

Yeb tia ya. 
areca. nut not.exist R 
'There is no betelnut.' 
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Often, the subject is a nominalised clause formed with a possessive classifier: 

[May duga ma-bal} sa-n fia ya. 
1 EXC:PL where lEXC:PL-speak poss-3sG not.exist R 
'There is nothing we can say.' 

Am en dam ya-bal ane-n 
story DEM also lSG-speak poss-3SG 
'I would not be telling this story.' 

e fia ya. 
DEM not.exist R 

The negative verb sometimes appears to have scope over more than one clause: 

[Traasis ff-ga-p u-kakJ an sa-n fia ya. 
shorts 2SG-do-IRR:D 2sG-play DEM poss-3SG not.exist R 
'You can't wear shorts and play.' (= 'You can't play in shorts.') 

The negative of a verbless predicate is also formed with tia: 

An gaun tia ya. 
DEM dog NEG R 
'That isn't a dog.' 

A prohibition is expressed with an imperative serial construction in which the second 
verb is -mai 'not want': 

Mau an w-ani u-mai! 
taro DEM 2sG-eat 2SG-not.want 
'Don't eat that taro!' 

5 SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

Imperatives are expressed by verbs with a second person subject: 

Fud en w-ani! 
banana DEM 2sG-eat 
'Eat this banana!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Information questions use one of the following interrogative forms: 

duga 
duga, dugate 
dugan 
dugag 
sapta 
inta mel 
inta wa 
atama-
inti 
siyepta 

'what?' 
'where?' 
'which?' 
'how?' 
'how many?', 'how much?' 
'what?' (mel 'thing') (other dialects ata, ata mel, anta mel) 
'why?' 'what for?' (other dialects ata a, anta a) 
'which part of)' (directly possessed) 
'who?' (other dialects: ti, titi, intiti, enti, entiti, anti) 
'when?' (other dialects: sayepta) 
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The partials -te, -n and -g of dugo-te, dugo-n and dugo-g correspond to the recurrent 
partials in the locatives listed in §2.3. 

Polar questions are formed with the clause-final interrogative enclitic e or i, 
depending on dialect. If this e or i directly follows da IMPF or wa IRR, then elision 
occurs, resulting in the forms de/di and we/wi. The end of the clause may be marked by 
the boundary marker enclitic ak/~k, thereby blocking elision: 

OJ) (}-mado da=k e? 
2sG 2sG-stay IMPF=B Q 
'Are you here?' 

Irion u-le ya~k e? 
Irion 2sG-see:3sG R~B Q 
'Did you see Irion?' 

OR OJ) {}-mado d=e? 
2SG 2sG-stay IMPF=Q 
'Are you here?' 

The interrogative enclitic may have a clause-chain in its scope: 

Traosis (}-gane-p (basketbol) u-kok a~k e? 
short 2sG-do-IRR:D basketball 2sG-play rRR~B Q 
'Will you put on shorts to play (basketball)?' 

A tag question is formed by terminating the sentence with the boundary marker enclitic 
and adding the dubitative particle boi: 

Gabulo=p iJ) eteke i-palu wa=k boi? 
tomorrow~IRR:D 3 here 3sG-come IRR~B DUB 
'He'll come here tomorrow, won't he?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

There are four kinds of complex sentence construction: parataxis, conjoining, clause 
chaining and clause embedding. Takia has no adverbial clauses (time, place, condition, 
reason etc.). 

6.1 Coordination 

Coordination, in the sense of the joining of two clauses by a conjunction, does not occur 
in Takia, but the language has three near-equivalents: parataxis, conjoining, and clause-
chaining. 

Parataxis 

In parataxis, each clause except the last in the sequence is usually marked by the 
boundary marker enclitic =k cliticised to the independent clause enclitic (§4). However, 
it may be omitted, especially if there is no clausal enclitic to attach it to. The semantic 
relation between two clauses in parataxis is inferable only from the context, but is often 
one of simultaneity or parallelism: 

Mao mi-sapal da=k fud 
taro lExC:PL-mix IMPF~B banana 
'We mix taro or we mix bananas.' 

mi-sapal da. 
lExc:PL-mix IMPF 
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Du-masa di-au, pastor urat du-ga na ya, 
3PL-get.up 3PL-go pastor work 3PL-do DUR R 
'They would leave to do pastors' work.' 

In some cases the boundary marker enclitic is followed by an n-less demonstrative, 
whose function is not fully understood: 

"IJai pein IJu-le la i=k e, OIJ pein ta u-le 0." 

ISG woman ISG-see TERM R=B DEM 2SG woman INDEF 2SG-see INT 
'Since I have already met a girl, you should meet a girl too.' 

Parataxis is often used to join a clause containing a verb or noun of speaking or hearing 
and the clause expressing the report of what is spoken or heard (,indirect speech'). If the 
report clause comes first, it may be followed by an DEM, which makes anaphoric 
reference to the whole clause and marks it as the topic of what follows: 

Ago-go uya-n a=k du-bol. 
PRO-R:D good-3sG R=B 3PL-speak 
'And then they say it is good' (= 'And then they approve.') 

IIJ i-palu wa=k [an] IJai IJa-loIJ a. 
3sG 3sG-come IRR=B DEM lSG lSG-hear R 
'I have heard that he will come.' (More literally 'He will come, [that] I have heard.') 

This is parataxis, not subordination, because the order of clauses is reversible. The 
report may either precede (as above) or follow (as below) the speaking/hearing clause. 
Whichever clause comes first ha& the boundary enclitic: 

IJai IJa-loIJ 
lSG lSG-hear 

a=k iIJ i-palu wa. 
R=B 3SG 3sG-come IRR 

'1 have heard that he will come.' (More literally '1 have heard, (and) he will 
come.') 

Alternatives are expressed by parataxis, the boundary marker enclitic =k and the 
negative tia intervening between the clauses. If doubt is expressed, then the dubitative 
particle boi follows each alternant clause: 

Gabulo=p 
Tomorrow=IRR:D 

wa=k boi 
IRR=B DUB. 

iIJ eteke i-palu wa=k boi tia MadaIJ na y-au 
3 here 3sG-come IRR=B DUB NEG Madang LOC 3SG-go 

'Maybe he'll come here tomorrow or maybe he'll go to Madang.' 

Conjoining 

1 use the label 'conjoining' for two relationships that are expressed with a sequence of 
independent clauses with an intonation break between them. Because the boundary 
marker occurs after the break rather than, as in parataxis, before it, it has the form ak. 
An adversative relation is expressed by the sequence ak B + man TPC: 

IJai nor IJu-palu ya, 
lSG yesterday lSG-come R 
'I came yesterday, but you didn't.' 

ak man OIJ fia ya. 
B TPC 2SG not.exist R 
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The consequence relation is sometimes expressed by akot, apparently a contraction of 
boundary marker enclitic ak and locative ate 'yonder': 

Ta rna-log na i, akot ma-du ya. 
NEG lEXC:PL-hear DUR R and.so lEXC:PL-go.downR 
'We didn't know [that the wedding is at one o'clock], so we're going [now].' 

Clause chaining 

A clause-chain consists of one or more dependent clauses terminated by an independent 
clause, and chains may be of considerable length. This is the most frequently occurring 
co-ordinate-like structure. Clausal enclitics that mark their clause as dependent imply that 
another clause will follow it. They fall into three orders. The members of the first two 
indicate the semantic relations between their clause and the following clause, and the 
members of the last may indicate the mood of their clause. The last-order enclitics are: 

go realis dependent 
pe irrealis dependent 
de loose dependent (di in other dialects) 

After a vowel these optionally become =g, =p and =d. The presence of a first- or second-
order clausal enclitic in a dependent clause is optional, of a last-order enclitic mandatory 
(except for deletion of go from topic clauses: see below). Usually, the mood of the final 
clause in a chain matches the mood of the last-order enclitics of its dependent clauses, but 
there are two exceptions to this generalisation. First, a chain may have one or more irrealis 
dependent clauses terminated by an independent clause with the imperfective or realis 
enclitic. This happens when the speaker is referring to a set of habitual events: 

Ago=p, parapar na mi-diri=p kalam sikis i-gas da. 
PRO~IRR:D platform on lEXC:PL-put~IRR:D moon six 3s-dry IMPF 
'Then we put them[canarium nuts] on the smoke bed and they dry for six months.' 

Second, the 'loose' dependent enclitic de may replace the realis dependent enclitic go. 
Whereas clauses joined with go usually express sequential events which have a close 
semantic relationship, de indicates a looser and not necessarily sequential relationship. 
In the first example below the relationship 1S sequential, but by implication not 
immediate: 

Maror busuma-k di-mat pasi de gai abe-d gi-ga ya=k 
Maror senior-AL 3p-die release L:D Is place-3p Is-take R~B 

gi-mado da. 
Is-stay IMPF 

'The senior people of Maror have all died and I have taken their place and am here.' 

Pas gi-gire de 
letter ISG-writeL:D 

Meit i-li-ag 
Mait 3sG-see-l SG 

a. 
R 

'Mait saw me writing a letter.' (= 'I wrote a letter and Mait saw me.') 

Historically, the third-order enclitics were once conjunctions (Ross 1987). Although 
they are often readily translated into English as conjunctions, in modern Takia they are 
firmly attached to their clause, and pe 'irrealis' in particular occurs in contexts where a 
conjunction interpretation is impossible. It occurs in certain idiomatic expressions like: 
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{}-Palu gu~p! {}-Moi do~p! 

2SG-come COMPL=IRR 
'Come here immediately!' 

2sG-desist CONT~IRR 

'Wait!' 

The first- and second-order enclitics are listed below together with an approximate 
definition in terms of the events whose semantic relations they indicate. 'EI' is the event 
of the clause to which the enclitic is attached, and 'E2' the event of the following (non-
subordinate) clause. There is one first-order enclitic: 

do continuative EI continues for an indefinite time-span 

The two second-order enclitics are: 

gu completive 
ta reason 

E I is completed before or at the occurrence or onset of E2 
E I is a reason for the occurrence of E2 

The sequences of first- and second-order enclitics are: 

dugu (Ido + gu/) 

do + ta 

E I continues for an indefinite time-span, but is completed 
before or at the occurrence or onset of E2 
EI continues for an indefinite time-span, and is a reason for the 
occurrence of E2 (rare) 

Do 'continuative' assumes the form du before either gu 'completive' or go 'realis 
dependent'. Each second-order enclitic occurs with each last-order enclitic, except for 
*gu + de and *do + gu + de. 

Of these enclitics, only ta 'reason' expresses a linkage which is not aspectual: 

Ui l-Sl do ta=p mu-mado wa. 
rain 3sG-go. CONTREAS~IRR IEXC:PL-stay IRR 
'Because it is still raining, we won't stay.' 

Ta also occurs in contexts where English would use a condition: 

You nam girelJ mi-gane ta~p man alJar saen da. 
water INST oil IEXC:PL-do REAS~IRR:D TPC canarium bad IMPF 
'If we mix the oil with fresh water, the canarium goes bad.' 

Clause topicalisation 

In both parataxis and clause-chaining, a boundary-marked independent clause or a 
dependent clause within the sequence may be followed by the topic marker man or the 
backgrounding demonstrative an, so that the topicalised clause becomes background for 
the second. Strictly speaking, man and an have different functions here. Man marks the 
first clause as backgrounded and its event as known to the hearer, whilst an is integrated 
into the second clause and makes anaphoric reference back to the first. In this example 
both occur, and an is a peripheral argument ('then') of the second clause: 

[Ta i-win na i=kJ man an dal na i-mul do=p 
NEG 3sG-win DUR R~B TPC DEM path LOC 3sG-return CONT~IRR:D 

ilJ leit na. 
3sG late DUR 

'When he doesn't win [the race], then he turns back and is late [doesn't reach the 
finishing line].' 
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Ago i=k nilJe-n [nal du-ga 0 ta=p} man ilJ kalam 
PRO R=B matter-3sG time 3PL-do INT REAS=IRR:D TPC 3 moon 

mi di-pate wa. 
only 3PL-name IRR 

'With regard to this, when they wanted to set a time [for the marriage], they named 
the very month.' 

The enclitic go 'realis', rarely occurs with backgrounding man or an. From examples 
like the following, it seems that it is simply deleted in this environment: 

[Bog i-du} an [i-fun-ai de i-bol} an sUlJuro-n [wog 
eagle 3sG-descend DEM 3sG-kill-3PL L:D 3sG-say DEM beak-3sG canoe 

10 i-sofute} en i-mat. 
Loc:in 3sG-ram DEM 3sG-die 

'The eagle descended thinking he would kill them, [but] his beak rammed into the 
canoe and he died.' (Waters) 

The example immediately above includes three such topicalised clauses. The last uses 
the proximal demonstrative en rather than an. In this context en marks a causal 
relationship: 

[Id mala-d y-of da=k} en panu na t-au wa. 
IINC:PL eye-IINC:PL3sG-closeIMPF=B DEMvillage LOC IINC:PL-go IRR 
'As we are sleepy [lit. our eyes are closing], we will go home.' 

In the next two examples, pronominal man or an occurs sentence-initially, making 
reference to the event of the preceding clause (sometimes of a clause chain) and 
presenting it as background for the clause which follows. In this first example the second 
sentence contains an embedded relative clause (§2.8): 

Kukok an ago mu-gane na ya. 
game DEM PRO IEXC:PL-do OUR R 
'That's how we used to hold the games.' 

An mlszn a du-palu ya=n ilJ urat nek ago fu-n 
OEM mission DEM 3PL-come R=DEF 3 work thus PRO base-3PL 
'Thus the missionaries who came started their work in this way.' 

du-ga ya. 
3PL-do R 

The second example is from a conversation which occurred immediately before the 
recording of an autobiographical text: 

S: Gu=g milae-n tina-n a. 
CONT=R:D long-3sG big-3SG R 
'But it's very long.' (referring to the autobiography) 

M: Man u-moi. 
TPC 2SG-not.want 
'Don't worry about that.' (= 'As for that, don't worry.') 

A number of examples in this sketch contain clauses which begin with a 'proclausal'. A 
proclausal consists of the morpheme ago 'thus' with one or more dependent clausal enclitics 
attached (cf Ago i=k ... above). As its name suggests, a proclausal is an anaphoric reference 
to a preceding clause which functions to link one clause to another. Sometimes ago itself 
does not occur, leaving a proclausal consisting of dependent clausal enclitics alone. 
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6.2 Subordination 

A subordinate clause is a clause which is embedded in a matrix clause, usually as the 
complement of a verb or noun. Formally a subordinate clause is an independent clause 
and precedes the verb or noun of which it is the complement. The categories of 
subordinate clause are: 

(a) a clause terminated by the definite clausal enclitic =n (§4; see also the discussion of 
the status of this enclitic in §2.3); 

(b) a clause ending in the intentive predicate enclitic olwo (§4); 
(c) a 'possessor clause' preceding 

(i) the noun + possessor suffix sequence ni1)e-n 'its matter' (§2.7.1); 
(ii) the possessive classifier + possessor suffix sequence sa-n or a-nlane-n 

(§2.7.2). 

Note also that the construction in which a verb appears sometimes determines its 
interpretation; this is especially true of -101), which is variously translated 'hear, know' 
in parataxis (§6.1), 'learn' with (a) and 'await' with (b). 

Clauses terminated by the definite enclitic =n 

The definite enclitic =n occurs on the complement of verbs of ability, learning and 
teaching. For example: 

[Bin i-siti wa=n] i-Io1) a. 
Bin 3sG-read IRR=DEF 3SG-hear R 
'Bin has learned/knows how to read.' 

Sabi 1)ai [[ura1) 1)u-sue wa=n} i-pitilJan-ag a. 
Sabi lSG pudding lSG-pound IRR=DEF 3SG-teach-lsG R 
'Sabi will teach me how to make canarium nut pudding.' 

The matrix verb -sida 'go up' evidently takes its complement clause as its subject and 
means 'can, be able to': 

[OlJ ana1) IJ-nei ya=nj 
2SG food 2sG-cook R=DEF 
'You can cook.' 

i-sida ya=k. 
3sG-go.up R=B 

Subordinate clauses ending in the intentive enclitic o/wo 

Where a subordinate clause ends with the intentive enclitic olwo, it expresses an event 
which has not been completed at the time of the matrix verb. Clauses in olwo may serve 
as purpose clauses: 

01) [ana1)w-ani wo] IJ-palu ya. 
2SG food 2SG-eat INT 2SG-come R 
'You came in order to eat.' 

Meit 1)ai [stoa 10 urat 1)u-ga wo] i-pilian-ag a. 
Meit ISG store Loc:in work ISG-do INT 3sG-choose-lsG R 
'Mait chose me to work in the store.' 
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More often, they are the complement of a verb or of a phrasal expression containing a 
verb. In some cases, the choice of a complement in a determines the sense of the matrix 
verb (e.g. -gane 'do' means 'try'). Matrix expressions include: 

-mat -die 'want, like' 
-moi 
-bol 
-rpai-, -rpei 
-gane 

-speak 
-teILto-, -telI.to:3SG 
-do 

'not want' 
'command, permit' 
'tell (to do s.t.)' 
'try' 

-funafun 
ilo- -en 
ilo- -bol 
fu-n -ga 

inside- -lie 
inside- -speak 
base-3SG -do 

'ready oneself to' 
'want' 
'want' 
'begin' 

Examples are: 

[Mayao du-loy oj du-mat da ... 
knowledge 3PL-hear INT 3PL-die IMPF .. 
'They love to learn knowledge.' 

yai [gavman 10 urat yu-gane woJ 
lSG government LOC:IN work lSG-do INT 
'I was wanting to do government work .. .' 

ly yai [v-au oj 
3SG ISG lSG-go INT 
'He told me to go.' 

'Possessor clauses' 

i-bol a. 
3sG-speak R 

ilo-g i-en 
inside-l SG 3sG-sleep 

da ... 
IMPF 

A 'possessor' subordinate clause usually ends either with the boundary enclitic ak/=k or 
the topicalising demonstrative an or both. Such a clause is syntactically the possessor of 
(a) the directly possessed noun niye- 'matter' or (b) a possessive classifier, such that the 
clause and classifier together constitute a possessive noun phrase. 

A subordinate clause with niye- notes a fact which is a presupposition of the event in 
the matrix clause, and this presupposition may have a variety of implicit semantic 
relationships with the matrix clause: 

[Fud ta ta-pan-i=g i-gasa na boi ama ya=kJ 
banana NEG lINC:PL-give-3sG=R:O 3SG-cook OUR OUB OEM R=B 

!1i.ye-n a ilo-n saen i-ga ya. 
matter-3sG REF inside-3sG bad 3SG-do R 

'He feels bad about the fact that we apparently did not give him a banana to cook.' 

[Oy u-rer a = k/= nJ nine-n ta w-au na ya. 
2SG 2SG-fear R=B/=OEF matter-3SG NEG 2SG-go OUR R 
'Because you were afraid you didn't go.' 

It can also be argued that the clause is in apposition to niye-. Some examples, 
incidentally, show the postposition a following niye-. I take this to be the older pattern, 
its deletion leaving nige- itself as a nominal postposition. 

A clause which is the 'possessor' of a possessive classifier has various functions (cf. 
§2.8, §4.4). One is as the complement of a verb or a phrasal expression containing a 
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verb. These are mostly transitives, and the complement fills the object slot. Thus in the 
first of these examples the object of -moi 'not want' is a noun phrase, in the second ane-
n with a clause embedded as its possessor: 

gine-g kiap an urat i-moi=g ... 
poss-ISG patrol.officer DEM work 3SG-not.want=RD 
'My kiap didn't like his work, and so .. .' 

gai man [nek du-fun-ag ga-matJ ane-n 
lSG TPC just 3PL-hit-ISG lSG-die poss-3SG 
'As for me, I just did not want them to kill me .. .' 

ga-moi ... 
I SG-not.want 



AROP-LOKEP 
Lucille S. D 'Jernes 

Arop-Lokep is spoken by approximately 2500 people living on three islands in 
Madang and Morobe Provinces of Papua New Guinea. 'Arop' and 'Lokep' are the 
names by which the major dialects of the language are known to their neighbours. 
'Arop' refers to the dialect spoken on Long Island and is the dialect described here, 
except where indicated by '(A)' and '(L)' for Arop and Lokep respectively. To its 
speakers Arop is also known as [p:mJ]. 'Lokep' refers to the dialect spoken on the 
islands to the east of Long Island, that is, on Tolokiwa Island and in Masele village on 
Umboi Island. 'Lokep' is known as 'Lokewe' locally, and as 'Lukep' in some 
linguistic literature. Arop-Lokep belongs to the Vitiaz linkage, and is one of the 
languages referred to under the rubric 'various languages in and around the Vitiaz 
Strait' in Ch. 5, §4.3. 

This sketch is based on unpublished manuscripts, Lucille S. D' Jernes (1995) and Jeff 
D' Jernes (1990), as well as additional field work by both authors under the auspices of 
the Summer Institute of Linguistics. 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes are: 

P t k 
b d g 

s 
m n IJ 

I 
r 

w y 

The vowel phonemes are: 

e 

a 

u 
o 
J 

1.2 Phonotactics and stress 

Both open and closed syllables occur. Consonant clusters only occur across syllable 
boundaries. The voiced obstruents Ibl and Igl occur only syllable-initially; other 
consonants occur both syllable-initially and -finally. Intervocalically, Ik/ may be either 

249 
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147°E 148°E 0204060 
Crown I.() 

'--I-' _--,-, _--" 
Kilometres 

LONGI.~ Tolokiwa k> 
Sakar I. 

UMBOI ~
a 

(ROOKE) I. : 

60S 

Huon Peninsula 
FINSCHHAFEN 

."", AROP-LOKEP 

[k] or [x]. The voiced alveolar obstruent Idl is a flap intervocalically after an 
unstressed vowel, syllable-finally before another consonant, and word-finally. Else-
where it is [d]. Vowel sequences occur only in open syllables and across syllable 
breaks. 

Primary stress occurs on the penultimate syllable of most polysyllabic words: 

[da.'ra.ra.] Idadada! 
[ga.'u.nu] Igaunul 
['mu.lu] Imulul 

'illegitimate child' 
'dog' 
'again' 

In disyllabic words, certain heavy syllables (CVC and CVV) attract stress, so that the 
heavy syllable receives the stress rather than the penultimate. 

[ma.'tuk] 
[be. 'lei] 
[ka.'pok] 

Imatukl 
Ibeleil 
Ikapokl 

1.3 Orthography 

'coconut' 
'what?' 
'my stomach' 

The orthography used in this sketch matches the tables above, except that ng is used for I 
lJl and 00 for hi. 
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2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

The three primary sets of pronominal forms are the independent pronouns, subject 
prefixes and direct possession suffixes. There is dialectal variation in some forms, 
indicated below by A (Arop) or L (Lokep). 

Independent 
SG 

lINC 

DL aru 
PL idi 

Subject 
SG 
PL ta-

Possessor 
SG 
PL -dV 

IEXC 

au 
amru 
am 

a-
am-

-k 
-mam 

2 3 

ong ya (A), ye (L) 
angru yaru (A), deru (L) 
ang di 

ku- i-
ka- ti-

-m -nV 
-mim (A), -di 
-mu (L) 

Dual forms occur only in the independent set. Singular and plural independent forms 
other than 3SG also serve as object pronouns. The 3SG object form is a suffixed vowel 
determined by verb class (§3.1). Object-like forms also occur in the preposition 
paradigms, given in §2.7 and §4.3. 

With three ka-initial verb roots, kan 'eat', kat 'throw', and kau-Ikap (§3.l) 'get, give' 
the 2SG subject prefix ku- coalesces with the root to give ko-, e.g. Iku-I 2sG + I-kanl 'eat' 
gives kon. In the possessor suffixes, -V is a vowel which harmonises with the last vowel 
of the root. 

2.2 Nouns 

There are two kinds of morphemes that derive nouns from verbs, the nominaliser -ngV 
and the possessor suffixes (§2.1). The nominaliser -ngV forms indirectly possessed 
nouns and has a dissimilated variant -nVfollowing a stem-final-ng. The -V represents a 
vowel that harmonises with the class marking vowel of the verb. For example: 

mat-e-nge 
die-CM-NOM 
'dying' 

tang-i-ni 
cry-CM-NOM 
'crying' 

ri-u-ngu 
bathe-CM-NOM 
'bathing' 

sung-u-nu 
pray-cM-NOM 
'praying' 

The possessor morphemes derive directly possessed nouns from verbs. The third person 
singular form occurs frequently, and other forms more rarely. 

mat-e-ne 
die-CM-3sG 
'his corpse' 

mat-e-di 
die-cM-3PL 
'their corpses' 
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yoong-oo-noo 
be.yellow-CM-3sG 
'yellow one' 

sil-e-ne 
be.cold-cM-3sG 
'cold one' 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

There are no articles in Arop-Lokep. The demonstratives and their meanings are: 

Meanings Interlinear 
Loeational Temporal Other Gloss 

SG 
this near speaker this one vs. DEM:SG:PROX 

that one 
in this near hearer this one vs. DEM:SG:INTER 

that one 
ni that distant from DEM:SG:DIST 

speaker and hearer 

PL 
nga these near speaker proximal time this/these DEM:PL:PROX 

things being so 
ngan those near hearer distant time that/those DEM:PL:INTER 

things being so 
ngo those distant from DEM:PL:DIST 

speaker and hearer 

Demonstratives have several uses in Arop-Lokep. When they are used as postmodifiers 
of nouns, they either specify the location of the referent or have a more selective 
meaning, such as 'this one' versus 'that one', or 'this one (that I am speaking of versus 
any other one)'. 

Kowo mei in p-au. 
2sG:give:3sG mat DEM:SG:INTER BEN-ISG 
'Give that mat near you to me.' (See §3.I with regard to kowo.) 

ke atu in 
day one DEM:SG:INTER 
'one particular day' 

ki-ong nga 
fish Poss-2SG DEM:PL:PROX 
'these fish of yours near me' 

Di koskos ru leu nga, ti-kere tiap. 
3PL bachelor two only DEM:PL:PROX 3PL-marry not 
'Only these two bachelors were not married.' 

When prefixed with the morpheme na-, demonstratives are used as locative proforrns. 

Mei (i-ken) na-in. 
mat 3SG-recline LOC-DEM:SG:INTER 
'The mat is (lying) here near you.' 



I ki-ong na-nga. 
fish Poss-2SG LOC-DEM:PL:PROX 
'Your fish are here, near me.' 
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The plural demonstratives nga and ngan have two additional functions. First, they 
function as temporal proforms: 

Nga be a-gasa barau p-ong. 
DEM:PL:PROX IRR I sG-tell story BEN-2SG 
'Now, I will tell you a story.' 

Ngan la be i-long. 
DEM:PL:INTER go. across IRR 3sG-come 
'Then, he will come.' 

Secondly they are used to mark clause boundaries or given information, particularly, 
though not exclusively, the protasis of conditional clauses (i.e. they have the rough 
meaning 'this/that/these/those things being so'; see also §6.2): 

Nga yo be 
DEM:PL:PROX REL IRR 

mating Ie a-mata. 
then.IRR and ISG-die 

a-kan-a ni !1f5(b. 
I SG-eat-3SG fish DEM:SG:DIST DEM:PL:PROX 

'Now, if I had eaten that fish, then I would have died.' 

Mata be ku-di kumu ki-ong !1f5m:1 
NON.PAST.if IRR 2sG-go.inland garden poss-2sG DEM:PL:INTER 

ku-mata kumu ki-au, dook lapau. 
2sG-see garden poss-I SG good also 

'If perhaps you go to your garden, see if my garden is also alright.' 

E au a-daun ki-ong nga Ie 
and IsG ISG-roast fish poss-2sG DEM:PL:PROX and 

i-me !1f5m:1 10 !]gan be kon. 
2SG-be.cooked DEM:PL:INTER go.up DEM:PL:INTER IRR 2sG.eat 

'1 will cook these fish (near me) of yours until they are done, then you can eat.' 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

The 3PL independent pronoun di is used before many nouns with human or non-human 
referents to mark the plural: 

di tamoto 
di koskos 
di ookoo 

'(the) men' 
'(the) bachelors' 
'(the) canoes' 

There are remnants of a system in which partial reduplication indicates plurality: kase 
'small one' > ka-kase 'small ones'. This is not a productive process. 

The numeral system is quinary with a unique word for ten: 

1 atu 
2 ru 
3 tol 

4 pai 
5 limi 

10 sangaul 
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The numbers from six to nine and those above ten are expressed as complex number 
phrases: 

6 limi be atu 17 sangaul be limi be ru 
7 limi be ru 20 sangaul ru 
8 limi be tol 30 sangaul tol be limi be pai 
9 limi be pai IOO sangaul sangaul 

11 sangaul be atu 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

There are two classes of post-nominal modifiers: adjectives and nouns. The adjective 
class is very small and includes dook 'good', kase 'small, young', mai 'big', moolmool 
'true', tanomo 'domesticated' and gok 'wild', as well as the compounds dook-tiap 
(good-NEG) 'bad', mi-tiap (big-NEG) 'small' and so-mai 'very big'. An adjective like 
dook 'good' or an underived noun like pakara 'non-human female' may be used without 
inflection as a modifier or as a non-verbal predicate: 

tool dook mata 
person good very 
'a/the very good person' 

Tool in dook mata. 
person DEM:SG:INTER good very 
'That person is very good.' 

kiroro pakara 
opossum female.non-human 
'a female opossum', 'The opossum is a female.' 

The large class of postmodifiers consists of nouns derived from stative verbs. They are 
inflected with the 3SG direct possession suffix, regardless of the number of the noun 
they follow. 

kai meda-na 
tree be.strong-3sG 
'a/the strong tree' 

(di) gaunu muk-a-na ru 
3PL dog be.black-CM-3SG two 
'the two black dogs' 

Some of these deverbal nouns, like muk-a-na 'black', also function as predicates. 
Others, like sil-e-ne 'cold' below, do not; instead, the verb is used. It is not clear what 
determines whether or not a deverbal noun also occurs as a predicate. 

gaunu muk-a-na 
dog be.black-cM-3sG 
'althe black dog' 

Gaunu muk-a-na. 
dog be.black-CM-3sG 
'The dog is black.' 



ran sil-e-ne 
water be.cold-CM-3sG 
'cold water' 

Ran i-sit. 
water 3sG-be.cold 
'The water is cold.' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

The basic structure of the noun phrase is: 
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(POSR) (PRONOUN) NOUN (NOUN) (NOUN) (ADJ) (ADJ) (QUANT) (POSR) (DET) 
(DEM) 

The category 'determiners' (DET) includes sa 'some', kanakana 'every', tani 'the same 
(SG)', tina 'the same (PL)', and san '(an)other'. 

The only items which precede the head noun in a noun phrase are a pronoun marking 
plural (§2.4) or specifying person, and some possessors (§2.7): 

di maimai 
3PL big.ones 
'(the) big ones' 

am garup ke Bok 
IExc:PL female.one of Bok 
'we women of Bok village' 

au tina-k 
lSG mother-lsG 
'my mother' 

The structure of the noun phrase as a whole is illustrated by the examples below: 

di kiroro pakara mai 
3PL opossum female.one big 
'(the) big female opossums' 

ga muk-a-na mai 
pig be.black-CM-3sG big 
'my big black pig' 

ki-au 
Poss-ISG 

ga mitiap ru 
pig big.not two 
'my two small pigs' 

ki-au 
poss-lsG 

di ookoo ki-di tina nga 
3PL canoe POSS-3PL same:PL DEM:PL:PROX 
'these same canoes of theirs' 

PL + N + N + AD] 

N + N + AD] + POSR 

N + ADJ + QUANT + POSR 

PN + N + POSR + DET + DEM 

me-e-ne ka-kase ru ngan N + N + N + QUANT + DEM 
fish cooked-cM-3sG REDup-small.one two DEM:PL:INTER 
'those two small cooked fish' 
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Since possessors are often expressed as phrases (§2.7), and since some derived nouns, 
all adjectives and one determiner can be modified themselves, some of the fillers of 
these post modifier slots are phrasal. 

tarega ke tool atu 
chicken poss person one 
'one person's chicken' 

pul dook mata 
knife good very 
'a very good knife' 

bar ru san mulu 
pot two another again 
'two other pots' 

Coordinate noun phrases are linked by conjunctions and/or pauses (indicated by a 
comma). Conjunctions are (in)be, Ie and too (§6.1), as well as rna 'and others', used only 
with human entities. 

bede inbe bus 
edible. greens and taro 
'edible greens and taro' 

Tomas inbe di 
Thomas and 3PL 

natu-nu 
child-3SG 

'Thomas and his children' 

bu Ie ul 
betel. nut and pepper 
'betel nut and pepper' 

tool tamoto rna rima-na 
person male. one and. others wife-3sG 
'a man and his wife' 

Au, (inbe) Parsai (in)be di rima-mam Ie di natu-nu ru am-pa. 
ISG and Parsai and 3PL wife-1ExC:PLand 3PLChild-3SG two lPL-walk 
'1 and Parsai and our wives and his two children went.' 

The conjunction rna 'and others' can be used without a noun phrase following it: 

Isaac rna ti-mulu. 
Isaac and. others 3PL-return 
'Isaac and (his cohorts) have returned.' 

2.7 Possession 

Direct possession 

The minimal construction is a directly possessed noun with a possessor suffix (§2.l): 

kuto-no 
head-3sG 
'his head' 

natu-di 
child-3PL 
'their child' 
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The possessor may be expressed by an independent pronoun or a noun phrase preceding 
the possessed noun: 

au tau-k 
ISG self-ISG 
'I myself' 

di e-di 
3PL name-3PL 
'their name/friend' 

Aiyo di natu-nu mitiap ru 
Aiyo 3PL child-3sG big.not two 
'Aiyo's two small children' 

tool ke Bara rima-na 
person of Bara wife-3sG 
'a man from Bara village's wife' 

Indirect possession 

The basic indirect possession construction is POSSESSED + PREPOSITION + 
POSSESSOR. The minimal construction consists of the noun denoting the item 
possessed and a possessive pronoun, which combines the allomorph ki of the preposition 
ke and a prepositional object form (§2.1) referring to the possessor. The forms are as 
follows: 

SG 
PL 

IINC 

ki-idi 

Examples are: 

kaningi ki-au 
ran ki 
gaunu ki-am 
kumu ki-au 
malala ki-di 

IEXC 
ki-au 
ki-am 

'my food' 
'his water' 

2 
ki-ong 
ki-ang 

'our (EXC) dog' 
'my garden' 
'their village' 

3 
ki 
ki-di 

When the possessor is expressed as a noun phrase, the preposition ke is used without a 
pronominal suffix, except in the case of the third person plural. Relationships other than 
strict possession can be communicated with this construction. 

tool ke Bara 
ga gok ke karam lana 
lal ke kumanga 
rumu ke tool in 
rumu ki-di maimai 

'a person from Bara village' 
'a wild pig from the jungle' 
'time of planting' 
'the house of that man' 
'a/the house of the big ones' 

Two indirect possessives may occur with the same noun. 

tutui ki ke so-o-ngo 
spear poss:3SG POSS shoot-CM-NOM 
'his spear for shooting' 
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tool ke kon-a-nga 
person poss hook.fish-CM-NOM 
'a/the fisherman from my village' 

ke rnalala 
POSS village 

Id-au 
Poss-ISG 

Indirect and direct possessives may co-occur in a noun phrase, but they will never have 
coreferential possessors. 

rara tina-na ki 
blood mother-3SG poss:3SG 
'his blood's mother' /'his heart' (literally: 'blood its mother of him') 

2.8 Relative clauses 

A relative clause follows its nominal head, and is optionally introduced by the relative 
pronoun yo: 

tool (yo) a-pit-nai-i p-ong 
person REL ISG-show-VAL-3SG BEN-2SG. 
'the person that I showed to you' 

J-kau-a pul (yo) a-sup bus yeo 
3sG-get-sG knife REL ISG-scrape taro INST 
'He got the knife that I peel taro with.' 

Ti-yup bus pang di tool (yo) ti-yei konga. 
3PL-planttaro taro BEN 3PL person REL 3PL-do old. one 
'They plant taro for the people who are old.' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivational and inflectional morphology 

There are two derivational prefixes, reciprocal par- and causative pa-: 

kan 'eat' ti-par-kan 'they bite each other' 
wete 'speak' ti-par-wete-te 'they are talking to each other' 
sulu 'yell' ti-par-sulu 'they yell at each other' 
kap 'get/give' ti-par-kap 'they exchange with each other' 
kan 'eat' ti-pa-kan 'they cause to eat' 
yin 'drink' ti-pa-yin 'they cause to drink' 
rnadit 'begin' ti-pa-rnadit 'they cause to begin' 
rnede 'be strong' ti-pa-rnede 'they cause to be strong' 

Three suffixes are involved in derivational processes: one indicating the morphological 
class of the verb, one that indicates progressive actions and one denoting a change in 
valence. 

All non-directional verbs can be divided into six morphological classes according to 
the form of their class marking suffix, -i, -e, -a, -00, -0 or -U. Verbs cannot be grouped 
into these classes by semantic criteria, transitivity or phonological shape. This 
morpheme is most easily visible in the context of the nominalised form of the verb, 
shown in the examples below. 
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daun 'roast' daun-i-ngi '(the act of) roasting' 
mol 'fall' mol-i-ngi '(the act of) falling' 
pan 'spear fish' pan-e-nge '(the act of) spear fishing' 
kon 'hook' kon-a-nga '(the act of) hooking' 
lu 'plant yams' lu-a-nga '(the act of) planting (of yams)' 
ti 'pour' ti-o-ngo '(the act of) pouring' 
kimur 'follow' kimur-u-ngu '(the act of) following' 
nam 'wait' nam-u-ngu '(the act of) waiting' 

When a verb stem ends in a vowel and this vowel is the same as that of the preceding 
syllable, then it is lost when the vowel of the class suffix is added: 

mata 'die' mat-e-nge '(the act of) dying' 
rookoo 'climb' rook-oo-ngoo '(the act of) climbing' 
yimi 'buy' yim-oo-ngoo '(the act of) buying' 
yepe 'live' yep-o-ngo '(the act of) living' 

Ifthe stem-final vowel is not the same as that of the preceding syllable, or the stem ends 
in a vowel sequence, then the class suffix is added as a separate syllable: 

padu 
pasui 

'unload' 
'give birth' 

padu-a-nga 
pasui-u-ngu 

'(the act of) unloading' 
'(the act of) giving birth' 

The class marker suffix also appears in the partial rightward reduplication that marks 
progressive actions. The final consonant of the stem and the class marker vowel 
reduplicate to indicate progressive action. This is probably a productive process for 
action verbs. Again, verb stems whose final vowel is the same as that of the 
preceding syllable lose the final vowel when the class suffix is added, as mentioned 
above. 

pan a 
kodo 
kon 

'spear fish' 
'stand' 
'hook' 

i-pan-e-ne 
i-kod-e-de 
i-kon-a-na 

'he is spear fishing' 
'he is standing' 
'he is hooking (fish), 

Some words only reduplicate the consonant in the progressive. 

pas 
kat 
ken 

'jump' 
'throw' 
'recline' 

i-pas-e-s 
i-kat-e-t 
i-ken-e-n 

'he is jumping' 
'he is throwing' 
'it is reclining' 

Some verbs may be suffixed with the valency-changing morpheme -Cai, where -C 
represents a consonant specific to that verb, usually m, n, d or r. This is not a productive 
process. I use the term 'valency-changing' because the change in meaning produced by 
the suffix is not always a clearly intransitive-to-transitive derivation. 

ngele (ITR) 'laugh' 
pie (ITR) 'paddle (in canoe)' 
kumu (TR) 'garden/clear' 
min (TR) 'he excretes' 

Di ka-kase ti-ngele. 
3PL pL-small.one 3PL-Iaugh 
'The children laugh(ed).' 

ngele-rai 
pie-rai 
kumu-rai 
min-nai 

(TR) 'laugh at s.o.' 
(TR) 'paddle S.t. or s.o. (in canoe)' 
(TR) 'clear around s.t.' 
(TR) 'excretes on S.t. or s.o.' 
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Di ka-kase ti-ngele-rai au. 
3PL PL-small.one 3PL-laugh-vAL lSG 
'The children laugh(ed) at me.' 

A-kumu kumu ki-au. 
lSG-garden garden poss-lSG 
'1 cleared my garden.' 

A -kumu-rai di pur. 
lSG-garden-vAL 3PL banana 
'I cleared around the bananas.' 

Some verbs appear only in this 'valency-changed' form: 

kel-mai (TR) 
pit-nai (TR) 
poto-nai (TR) 
tata-dai (TR) 

'bury s.t.' 
'point out s.t.' 
'teach s.o.' 
'fear s.o.' 

*kel 
*pit 
*poto 
*tata 

Iterative actions are sometimes denoted by reduplication of the verb stem. This is not a 
productive process. 

Tamoto ni i-wal-a kai atu. 
male.one DEM:SG:DIST 3SG-cut tree one 
'That man over there cut one tree.' 

Tamoto ni i-wal-wal kumu ki. 
male.oneDEM:SG:DIST 3SG-cut-REDUP garden poss:3SG 
'That man over there cut (up debris in) his garden.' 

Arop-Lokep has a number of compound verb stems formed from two roots, reflecting 
earlier verb serialisations. Some of these roots can also occur independently, but others 
cannot. Obligatorily bound roots occurring first in a compound include tiu 'close' and 
wit 'tie with vine or rope', and those occurring second include kala 'connect', kata 
'sever something hard', pala 'split', puku 'sever', to 'attempt' and utu 'sever something 
soft'. In compounds derived from causative serialisations (Ch. 3, §3.3) the second root 
expresses the result of the first root, with the semantic object of the first root being the 
semantic subject of the second. However, these compounds have a single subject prefix, 
and if transitive, a single object: 

Di tamoto ti-rau-mata gao 
3PL man 3PL-hit-die pig 
'The men killed a pig.' 

Examples of causative compounds are: 

kara-kata bite-sever 'bite off' 
kot-puku snip-separate 'snip off' 
rau-mata hit-die 'kill' 
sapa-utu carve-sever 'cut apart' 
tara-pala chop-split 'split by chopping' 
tiu-kala close-connect 'close by bringing two parts together' 
wit-kala tie-connect 'tie together' 



Other compounds include: 

kan-toko 
kaHoko 
ken-kata 
ken-mata 

eat-attempt 
throw-attempt 
recl ine-sever 
recline-die 

'attempt to eat' 
'attempt to throw' 
'count off,' 'read' 
'sleep' 
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For Arop-Lokep verbs only the subject prefixes (§2.l) are truly inflectional. The object 
pronouns (§2.1) form a paradigm, but only the 3sG is actually a suffix, and it has several 
complications. First, with noun phrase objects, the singularity or plurality of the object 
is marked only on some verbs. For these verbs, if the verb stem ends in a consonant, a 
vowel that harmonizes with the preceding vowel will be added to the stem to indicate a 
singular nominal object (glossed 3sG), whilst the plain stem indicates that the object is 
plural: 

Mais i-kan-a 
Mais 3sG-eat-3sG 

i ata-leu. 
fish one-only 

'Mais ate only one fish.' 

I-kan so palbe. 
3SG-eat.PL thing quickly 
'He ate some food quickly.' 

Secondly, when there is no overt noun phrase object the class marking suffix functions 
as the 3sG object marker and is glossed '3SG' (rather than 'eM') in interlinear glosses. 

i-sowo-a 
i-sapa-u 
i-yimi-oo 
i-lon-i 
i-yolo-e 
i-ti-o 

'he tied it' 
'he carved it' 
'he bought it' 
'he helped him' 
'he pulled it' 
'he poured it' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

The minimal verb phrase consists of a verb with an obligatory subject prefix. An object-
marking suffix or postverbal pronoun is present for a pronominal object, and for those 
verbs that mark singularity of an object (§3.1). 

The pre- and postverbal adverbs described below are not strictly constituents of the 
verb phrase but clause constituents, and clearly so when they precede the subject or 
follow postverbal arguments. They are described here for the sake of convenience. 

Preverbal adverbs express certain modal and temporal distinctions, They can occur 
either preceding the subject noun phrase (if any) or directly preceding the verb: 

be (A), bet (L) 'perhaps, potentially, intend to, in order to' (POT) 

ke 
o 
ole 

'potential ability' 
'should, must' 
'probably, likely' 

Ole Tomas i-lao 
probably Thomas 3sG-go.across 
'Thomas will probably go across.' 
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Tina-k be i-dowai p-ong. 
mother-lsG POT 3SG-cook BEN-2sG 
'My mother will cook for you.' 

The following modal adverbs always precede a subject noun phrase: 

'perhaps' (non-past irrealis) mata 
mating 
motong 

'then (past) potentially' (past sequential irrealis) 
'then' (past sequential realis) 

Motong mada garup tani in 
then k.o.spirit female.one same:SG DEM:SG:INTER 
'Then that same female "Mada" spirit ate his wife.' 

i-kan-a 
3SG-eat-SG 

rima-na. 
wife-3SG 

There are numerous postverbal adverbs expressing aspectual distinctions, intensifica-
tion, manner and negation and including: 

go 'still' 00 'already' 
san 'too much' palbe 'quickly' 
koot 'completely, already' tarai 'quickly' 
mosmos 'quietly' wele 'very' 
mulu 'again' tiap 'not' 

The postverbal adverbs, other than the negative, follow the predicate and any argu-
ments expressed as noun phrases. They precede arguments expressed as prepositional 
phrases. 

I-tang wele. 
3sG-cry very 
'He cried very hard.' 

I-kan so palbe. 
3SG-eat:PL something quickly 
'He ate some food quickly.' 

Am-pa mulu pang ni ki-am. 
IEXc:PL-walk again to place POSS-IEXC:PL 
'We walk(ed) again to our (own) place.' 

The negative adverb tiap is clause-final (§4.4). 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

Sequential verb serialisation (Ch. 3, §3.3) is common in Arop-Lokep. The subject may 
be marked or not on the movement verb: 

Be pot i-kut tiek. 
POT come.seaward 3SG-sCOOp salt.water 
'She was coming seaward to scoop up some salt water.' 

The uninflected movement verb pa 'walk' is sometimes used after another verb: 

A-riu pa. 
I SG-bathe walk 
'I am going to bathe.' 
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Ti-kan so pa. 
3PL-eat.PL something walk. 
'They went in order to eat something.' 

Directional serialisation is also common: 

Am-dada am-du pang ni ki-am. 
IEXC:PL-run lEXC:PL-go.down to place POSS-lEXC:PL 
'We ran (and we went) down to our place.' 

An uninflected directional verb may also follow an inflected first verb, but this is not as 
common as the use of an uninflected directional verb in sequential serialisation: 

Ti-yolo ookoo du tiek lo-no. 
3PL-pull canoe go. down salt.water inside-3SG 
'They pulled the canoe down to the salt water.' 

Ti-tara kai atu du tiek lo-no. 
3PL-chop tree one go.down salt.water inside-3SG 
'They chopped one tree down into the salt water.' 

Other kinds of serialisation evidently occurred at an earlier stage of the language, but 
have today become compound verbs (§3.1). In some of these compounds, both roots 
may also occur as independent verbs, and the compounds could therefore be treated as 
nuclear serialisations (Ch. 3, §3.3), but in other cases the root is obligatorily bound and 
this descriptive option is not available. 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Verbless clauses consist of SUBJECT + PREDICATE. The predicate may be a noun 
phrase with identificational function (possessive noun phrases are included here): 

Garup ni au tina-k kase. 
female. one DEM:SG:DlST lSG mother-lsG small.one 
'That woman is my small mother.' (i.e. parent's younger sister.) 

Gaunu ki-au. 
dog Poss-ISG 
'The dog is mine.' 

or a noun with classifying function: 

Ong tool tiap. 
2sG person not 
'You are not a person.' 

The predicate may also be adjectival or locational: 

Tool mai ookoo. 
person big extremely 
'The person is extremely big.' 
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Tool na-ni. 
person LOC-DEM:SG:DIST 
'A person is there.' 

Verbless clauses include certain body-part idioms with adjectival or locational 
predicates: 

Lo-k dook. 
insides-ISG good 
'I feel good.' (more literally: 'My insides are good.') 

Tini-m belei? 
skin-2SG how 
'How do you feel, physically?' (more literally: 'How is your skin?') 

Ko-m pang-a. 
mouth-2SG BEN-3sG 
'Call out to him!' (literally: 'Your mouth to him.') 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The basic order of a verbal clause is SV(O). For example: 

Di tamoto ti-sere asara. 
3PL male.one 3PL-search meat 
'The men searched for meat.' 

The minimal unit of the verbal clause is an inflected verb: 

Ti-mata. 
3PL-die 
'They die( d).' 

Ta-yolo-e. 
1 INC :PL-pull-3SG 
'Let's pull it.' 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Three prepositions occur in peripheral arguments: 

ke source ('from') (also used in the indirect possession construction; §2.7) 
pang recipientibeneficiary, goal ('to') 
ye instrument, referent, comitative 

The paradigm of ke is given in §2.7, those of pang and ye below: 

IINC IEXC 2 3 
SG p-au p-ong pang-a 
PL pa-idi p-am p-ang pang-di 
SG y-au y-ong ye 
PL y-idi y-am y-ang ye-di 

Temporal and locative arguments typically consist of a bare noun phrase without a 
preposition. Temporal phrases occur optionally either at the beginning or end of the clause. 

Rono bianga i-kan-a bae-ne. 
yesterday bat 3sG-eat-SG hand-3sG 
'Yesterday a bat bit his hand.' 



A-long rono rai. 
I sG-arrive yesterday afternoon 
'I arrived yesterday afternoon.' 

A preposed theme can also occur clause-initially. 

Sur in, a-nai-i muntu. 
soup DEM:SG:INTER lSG-boil-3sG morning 
'(As for) that soup, 1 boiled it this morning.' 
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All other peripheral arguments occur after the verb and object. Beneficiary and 
instrument arguments occur in that order and precede other postverbal peripheral 
arguments: 

Tina-na i-kut ran p-au ye bor 
mother-3sG lSG-scoOp water BEN-ISG INST pot 
'His mother scooped water for me with the pot's lid.' 

I-yepe y-au rumu lo-no. 
3sG-live COM-I SG house insides-3SG 
'He lived with me inside my house.' 

Muntu yege am-di pang karam. 
morning very lEXC:PL-go.inland to bushland 

ko-no. 
mouth-3SG 

'Very early in the morning we went inland toward the bushland.' 

Tiu-k i-ken-mata rumu 
grand. relation-l SG 3sG-recline-die house 
'My grandchild is asleep inside the house.' 

I-pot ke karam. 
3SG-come.seaward from bushland 
'He came seaward from the bushland.' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

lo-no. 
insides-3sG 

Verbless and verbal declarative clauses are negated by adding the negator tiap at the end 
of the clause: 

A-kan tiap. 
ISG-eat.PL not 
'I haven't eaten.' 

Tool dook tiap. 
person good not 
'The person is not good.' 

The negative tiap often combines with the adverb 00 'already' to form the compound 
tiaoo 'not yet'. 

A-kan tiaoo. 
1 SG-eat.PL not.yet 
'I haven't eaten yet.' 
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5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

An imperative sentence requires second person subject inflection. 

Kon pur! 
2sG:eat banana 
'Eat alsome bananas.' (With regard to the form kon, see §2.1.) 

A prohibition is formed by adding bee PROHIS at the end of the clause: 

Ku-wete nen bee! 
2sG-speak like. that PROHIS 
'Don't speak like that!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Polar questions are usually unmarked grammatically, but have a question intonation 
(rising finally). The tag too tiap 'or not', or simply too 'or', may be added; tun '(that's) 
right' is often used when the speaker is looking for an affirmative answer. In some areas 
where the Lokep dialect is spoken, it is common to add the question marker n [\1]. 

Di garup ti-la? 
3PL female.one 3PL-go.across 
'Did the women go across?' 

Natu-k na-in? 
child-lsG LOC-DEM:SG:INTER 
'Is my child there?' 
Ku-yepe dook, too (tiap)? 
2sG-live good or not 
'Are you doing well (or not)? 

Ta-los di dook, tun? 
IINC:PL-surpass 3PL good right 
'We (INC) really did surpass them, right?' 

Ti-du koot n? 
3PL-go.down completely Q 
'Have they gone down?' 

Information questions use one of the following interrogative forms: 

soo 
sie 
si-ma 

'what?' 
'who (SG)?' 
'who (PL)?' (more literally 'who and others?'; see §2.6) 

ngai 'where?' 
na-ngai 'be where?' 
pi 'how many, how much?' 
belei 'how?' 
yelei 'why?' 
ye soo 'with what reason?' 
nge 'when?' 
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Question expressions yelei 'why?', ye sao 'with what reason?' and nge 'when?' occur 
sentence-initially or -finally. 

Yelei kon so ki-au nga? 
why 2SG.eat something poss-lsG DEM:PL:PROX 
'Why did you eat my things here?' 

Kon so ki-au yelei? 
2SG.eat something poss-lsG why 
'Why did you eat something of mine?' 

Nge 10 ku-Iong? 
when go.up 2sG-come 
'When will you come?' 

I-mata nge? 
3sG-die when 
'When did he die?' 

The other question words occur in the structural slot of the questioned item. 

Matau na-ngai? 
axe Loc-where 
'Where is the/an axe?' 

Di si-ma ti-pa 
3PL who-and 3PL-walk 

na-ngo? 
LOC-DEM:PL:DIST 

'Who (PL) are walking over there? 

Kop kaning pang sie? 
2SG.give.PL yam BEN who 
'You gave yams to whom? 

Ku-yimi bar pi? 
2SG-buy pot how. many 
'How many pots did you buy?' 

A-karata belei? 
ISG-fix how 
'How do I fix it?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

Coordinate clauses are either juxtaposed without a conjunction and with or without a 
pause, or are conjoined with one of the following coordinating conjunctions: 

a 
bong 
e 
inbe, be 
Ie 
too 

'and then' (sequential) 
'but' 
'and, but' 
'and' (simultaneous and sequential) 
'and so' 
'or' 
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Examples: 

Kowo bu in a ku-man. 
2sG:get:3sG betel.nut DEM:SG:INTER and.then 2sG-come.across 
'Get that betel nut near you and then come here.' 

Ya i-kap bu p-ong, bong i-kap p-au tiap. 
3SG 3sG-give.PLbetel.nut BEN-2SG but 3sG-give.PLBEN-lsG not 
'He gave betel nut to you, but he didn't give any to me.' 

Ku-soongoo pa e au a-pei ye ookoo. 
2sG-chew.betel.nut walk and ISG ISG-paddle COM canoe 
'You chew your betel nut, and I will paddle the canoe.' 

Muntu a-ken-mata go, inbe di ka-kase ti-madit. 
Morning ISG-recline-diestill and 3PL PL-small.one 3sG-arise 
'In the morning J continued to sleep and the children arose.' 

Be ku-pa tana, too ku-pie ye ookoo? 
POT 2sG-walk ground or 2sG-paddle COM canoe 
'Will you walk, or will you go by canoe?' 

A directional verb without a subject prefix is often used with anaphoric reference 
clause-initially, as a recapitulation. This can occur where two clauses are simply 
juxtaposed or after the conjunction between the two clauses: 

Am-Io pur ke Albet, 10 a-pit-nai-i pang-a. 
IEXC:PL-go.upbanana POSS Albert go.up ISG-show-VAL-3sG BEN-3sG 
'We went up to Albert's banana garden, and having gone up I showed it to him.' 

Ta-di, a di ku-daun i 
IINC:PL-go.inland and.then go.inland 2sG-roast fish 
'Let's go inland, and having gone inland, you roast my fish.' 

ki-au. 
poss-ISG 

The directional verbs 10 'go up' and la 'go across' offer one further variation. They can 
be used temporally, to indicate events going forward in time. In this usage, they occur 
preverbally, often in sequence with demonstratives (§2.3) and modal adverbs (§3.2) that 
set the time. 

Lo ngan be Tangi i-mulu a i-la 
go.up DEM:PL:DIST IRR Tangi 2SG-turn and.then 2sG-go.across 
'Then after those events Tangi turned and went across to the house.' 

Motong la si-a-nga i-mot. 
then.REAL go.across dance-CM-NOM 3sG-be.finished 
'Then after awhile the dancing was finished.' 

6.2 Subordination 

rumu. 
house 

Only of reason clauses can it be argued that there is genuine grammatical subordination, since 
the clause is introduced by the preposition ye 'with' (sometimes ye soo 'with what' (§5.2)): 

Ti-rau-u ye i-pasak pang-di. 
3PL-hit-3SG COM 3sG-yell BEN-3PL 
'They hit him because he yelled at them.' 
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Ti-yei urata tiap, ye (soo) di mata-kooroo ti-yimi di tiap. 
3PL-do work not COM what 3PL eye-be.red 3PL-buy 3PL not 
'They did not do work, because the government officials (lit., the red-eyed ones) 
didn't pay them.' 

Clausal complementation and semantic relations such as sequence, result, purpose and 
condition are expressed by simple juxtaposition of clauses, using appropriate 
conjunctions (§6.1) combined with modal adverbs (§3.2). Sometimes the first clause 
expresses a known event and is marked by one of the demonstratives nga or ngan clause 
finally (§2.3). The result is that the internal structure of the clause is not changed, but 
relationships between clauses are marked at clause boundaries, both initial and final. In 
examples below these demonstratives and conjunctive sequences are underlined. 

E au a-daun i ki-ong nga Ie i-me 
and ISG ISG-roast fish poss-2sG DEM:PL:PROX and 3sG-be.cooked 

ngan. fo ngan be kon. 
DEM:PL:INTER go.up DEM:PL:INTER IRR 2SG.eat 

'I will cook these fish of yours until they are done, then you can eat.' 

Di ka-kase ti-kan porong If 
3PL pL-small.one 3PL-eat.PL taro.cake and.so 
'The children ate taro cakes until they were finished.' 

i-mot. 
3SG-be.finished 

Motong fa i-kiu 
then:REAL go.across 3SG-call 

gaunu. 
dog 

di gaunu ki be 10 i-pei 
3PL dogs poss:3SG IRR go.up 3sG-hunt 

'Then later on he called his dogs intending to hunt with them.' 

Mata be ku-di kumu ki-ong ngan, 
perhaps IRR 2sG-go.inland garden poss-2sG DEM:PL:PROX 

ku-mata kumu ki-au, dook lapau. 
2sG-see garden poss-lsG good also 

'If perhaps you go to your garden, look at my garden, if it is doing well also.' 

liga vo be 
DEM:PL:PROX REL IRR 

mating Ie a-mata. 
then.IRR and ISG-die 

a-kan-a ni !]gf!:., 
1 SG-eat-3sG fish DEM:SG:DIST DEM:PL:PROX 

'Now, if I had eaten that fish, then I would have died.' 
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JABEM 
Adapted by Malcolm Ross 

The first German Lutheran missionaries to New Guinea in 1886 found themselves in the 
middle of the Jabem language area and adopted Jabem as their language of 
evangelisation for coastal and lowland groups. As a result, the number of speakers 
grew from 900 in 1886 to 15,000 in 1939, by which time the language was also 
understood as a lingua franca by as many as 100,000 (Zahn 1940:v). Renck (1977) 
estimated that there were 25,000 speakers. Today this number has receded, as the 
younger generation is instead acquiring Tok Pisin as the language of inter-tribal 
communication. For more detail about the post-contact history of Jabem, the reader is 
referred to Renck (1977) and Ross (1995d, 1996c). 

As a result of its lingua franca status, Jabem is among the most studied Oceanic 
languages in northwest Melanesia. The first published material on Jabem consisted of 
texts taken from letters (Dempwolff 1905). Collaboration between Otto Dempwolff and 
Heinrich Zahn resulted in a grammar (Dempwolff 1939) which, for its time, was highly 
innovative and insightful (Bradshaw 1983) and a remarkably detailed textbook (Zahn 
1940). It was evidently Dempwollfwho first analysed Jabem tone and the vowel system 
(Zahn, foreword to Dempwolff 1939). Zahn had also produced a mimeoed Jabem-
German dictionary (Zahn 1917), which Johannes Streicher revised and edited as Zahn 
(1982). These works served as data sources for Bradshaw's (1983) and Bisang's (1986) 
studies of Jabem verb serialisation and for Bradshaw's (1979) and Ross' (1993) analyses 
of tonogenesis in Jabem. 

There is no significant dialect variation in modern Jabem (i.e. within the villages to 
which it is native), but this may well be a result of standardisation which has occurred 
because Jabem has become a lingua franca and a written language. 

Jabem is one of the three member languages of the North Huon Gulf chain, itself part 
of the Huon Gulf family (Ross 1988: l32-l33) of the North New Guinea linkage of 
Western Oceanic. The three languages of the North Huon Gulf chain, Jabem, Bukawa 
and Kela, share a set of changes which have resulted in phonological attrition, loss of 
some former consonant contrasts, a tendency toward monosyllabism, and the 
development of tone (Capell 1949;Ross 1988: 148-152, 1993). They are thus 
phonologically quite unlike most Oceanic languages. Jabem and at least some of the 
other languages of the Huon Gulf are also striking for the degree to which they employ 
verb serialisation (Bradshaw 1993). 

Despite the study that has been devoted to Jabem, there is no easily accessible 
account of it, and it is for this reason and because of its considerable linguistic 
interest that it is included in this volume. The examples in this sketch are drawn 
from Dempwolff (1939), Zahn (1940), Zahn (1982), Bradshaw (1983), Bisang 
(1986), and from my own fieldllotes based on information provided by Posawam 
Geamata of Kwalansam village. 'Jabem' is the spelling of the language name in the 
mission orthography, and I have used it here in keeping with the convention that 
sketches here are labelled where possible with the name by which a language is 
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JABEM 

6°30'8. 

Finschhafen 

10 20 
I I 

Kilometres 

known to its speakers. The orthography is, however, not otherwise used in this 
sketch (§ 1.3). 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

For a somewhat more detailed account of aspects of Jabem phonology, the reader is 
referred to Ross (1993) and Ross (1995). On a conventional analysis, the consonant 
phonemes of Jabem are: 

p pw t k k w " b b w d g gw 
mb mbw nd "g "gw 

S (h) 
ns 

m m w n 1J 

w y 

The phoneme Ih/ only occurs in loanwords. This is a much larger consonant inventory 
than is usual in Oceanic languages, but it diminishes considerably when phonotactic 
constraints, described in § 1.2, are taken into account. 

The vowel phonemes, together with the (privative) features used in the description 
below, are: 
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[CLOSE] 

[OPEN] 

[FRONT] [CENTRAL] [ROUND] 
u 

e 
c a 

o 
:J 

Phonetically, lei, Ic/, hi and 101 are somewhat higher than the phonetic use of these 
symbols usually indicates, whilst lui is somewhat centralised, towards [u). 

Jabem has two tones, high and low, described below. (To avoid confusion between 
tone and vowel features, 1 use CLOSE and OPEN for the latter, rather than the more 
conventional HIGH and LOW.) 

1.2 Phonotactics, vowel harmony, tone harmony, consonant harmony and stress 

The description of Jabem phonology is more complicated than for many Oceanic 
languages because it entails vowel harmony, tone harmony, and more than one kind of 
consonant harmony. All these are features of the foot. There is also a variety of syllable 
structure conditions. 

Phonologically it is helpful to distinguish between 'words' and 'compounds' in 
Jabem. A word consists of a stem with its affix, whereas a compound consists of a 
combination of word(s) and/or clitic(s). A word usually has one or two syllables. For 
example: 

lJa7 
sa-m 
g-clJ 

'man' 
'your mother's brother' 
's/he ate' 

moyalJ 
tena-m 
ka-som 

'possum' 
'your mother' (cf §2.7) 
'I spoke' (cf§3.1) 

The only three-syllable words are verb forms consisting of a subject prefix and a two-
syllable stem: 

ka-selelJ 
e-tololJ 

'I walked' 
'he will carry' 

A typical compound is: 

demwe-lJ~tekwa-0~gelJ 

back-lpL~bone-3sG~only 

'only our backbones' 

When 'word' is used below, it refers to a word in the sense above, not to a compound. 
Within the word, the foot plays a role in Jabem phonology. The foot is iambic, that is, 

in its full form it consists of a sequence of two syllables, the first weak, the second 
strong. Thus a two-syllable word consists of a full iambic foot. A single-syllable word 
has one foot but only a strong syllable, and a three-syllable word like Ika-selelJl has two 
feet, the first (/ka/) with only a strong syllable, the second (lselelJ/) a full foot. Word 
stress falls on the final syllable. 

The canonic syllable is (C)V(C) word-finally, (C)V elsewhere. There is a single 
exception: the syllable ill (grave accent indicates low tone), which has three meanings: 
'banana', 'base, stump', and 'turtle' (the last apparently only in the compound o-ill 
'large turtle'). A syllable-initial consonant is any except /7/, but prenasalised consonants 
never occur word-initially (see below). The only word-final consonants are Ip, b, m, IJ, 7/. 

When the syllable nucleus is a [ROUND] vowel, i.e. h, 0, ul, its onset consonant 
cannot also be [ROUND], i.e. cannot be one of those in the columns headed by Ipwl and I 
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kwl above. For example, there are a number of directly possessed nouns (see below and 
§2.7) which show an alternation between Cw before 3SG I-a! and C before lSG I--:J'l/, as in 
Itama! 'her/his father' vs. Itam-:J?I 'my father'. Where the onset consonant has the 
rounding feature in the I-al form, it loses it before I--:J?/: 

tekwa 
lawa 

'his bone' 
'his father-in-law' 

'my bone' 
'my father-in-law' 

If the word-final consonant is bilabial (/p/, /hI, or Im/), the preceding vowel cannot be 
[ROUND] lui, but only 101. Thus instead of paradigmatically consistent */debuml 'your 
(SG, PL) grandfather', we find Ideboml (see below). 

The status ofthe vowels 1£1 and hi is, for historical reasons, somewhat different from 
the others. For example, in directly possessed nouns (§2.7) the unaffixed (3sG) form 
may end in I-ii, I-el, 1-01, I-u/, and I-ai, but not in 1-£1 or I-J/. The first five nouns 
represent the five basic stem-vowel classes: 

oli- ase- laI]o- debu- tama- lema- lusu-
'body' 'jaw' 'face' , grandfather' 'father' 'hand' 'nose' 

lSG oli? ase? laI]o? debu? tamJ? I£mJ? lusu? 
2sG olim asem laI]om debom tamam 1emam lusum 
3sG oli ase laI]o debu tama lema lusu 
IPL,3PL oliI] aseI] laI]oI] debuI] tameI] lemeI] lusuI] 
2PL olim asem laI]om debom tamem I£mem lusum 

Instead, I-e-I and I-J-I occur as replacements of I-a-I in nouns like Itamal 'father' and I 
lemal 'hand'. In the case of lei, it is clear that the vowel replacement is not the result of 
conditioning by a neighbouring segment, since Itamaml 'your (singular) father' and I 
tameml 'your (plural) father' contrast only in the vowel. The simplest interpretation of 
this contrast is that the 2SG morpheme is I-mi alone, whereas the 2PL morpheme 
consists of the feature [FRONT] plus I-mi. Extending this idea to the rest of the 
paradigm, the possessor suffixes may be represented as follows: 

lSG [ROUND] + -? 
2SG -m 
3SG (-0) 
IPL,3PL [FRONT] +-I] 

2PL [FRONT] +-m 

Since the stem vowels I-ii, I-el, 1-01, l-uI are either [FRONT] or [ROUND], either the 
suffix feature applies vacuously or, since Jabem has no front rounded vowels, it is 
blocked. 

The sixth paradigm, Ilemal 'hand', illustrates regressive [OPEN] vowel harmony. If an 
[OPEN] but non-central vowel, that is 1£1 or hi (but not la/), occurs in the final syllable, 
then the [OPEN] feature spreads left to a preceding lei or 101, giving lI£mJ?1 for */lemJ?I, 
etc. This [OPEN] harmony also applies to verbal paradigms (§3.1). 

The seventh paradigm, Ilusul 'nose', illustrates progressive [CLOSE] vowel harmony. 
It was noted above that if the word-final consonant is bilabial (/p/, Ibl, or ImI), the 
preceding vowel cannot normally be lui, but must be 101, as in Ideboml above. But if a 
[CLOSE] vowel, that is, Iii or lui, occurs in the penultimate syllable, then the [CLOSE] 
feature spreads rightwards to a final-syllable lei or 101, giving, e.g. Ilusuml for */lusoml, 
by progressive [CLOSE] harmony. This is the only morphological process where 
progressive [CLOSE] harmony is visible 'in action'. However, it manifests itself in a 
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distributional rule that, within a word, a penultimate [CLOSE] vowel, that is Iii or lui, is 
never followed by lei or 101 in the final syllable. 

I have formulated both [OPEN] and [CLOSE] vowel harmony only in terms of the 
last two syllables of a word because they appear to be features of the foot. In the few 
three-syllable words which have the appropriate conditions for the application of 
harmony, the first syllable is unaffected by it, e.g. Ike-kabl)l 's/he makes a heap', not *1 
k£-kat::>l)/. 

Jabem not only has vowel harmony, but also tone harmony and certain consonant 
harmony conditions. Both the latter also operate at the level of the foot. 

The two syllables of a foot have like tone. Tone is either high or low, labelled Hand 
L in the text of this sketch. Tone also determines the voicing of stops. In an H foot any 
stops are voiceless; in an L foot voiced. Consonants other than stops may occur freely in 
both Hand L words, except Ins/, which is derived historically from voiced *[nz] and so 
patterns with the voiced obstruents, occurring only with L. From this point onwards, L 
will be marked orthographically by a grave accent on the vowel of the strong syllable of 
an L foot, but only where tone is not given by a voiced stop or Ins/. H is marked with an 
acute accent, but only where, due to historic compounding, it can be mistaken for L. 
From the voicing condition on stops in Jabem, it follows that no stops occur in minimal 
pairs which are distinguished only by tone. Such pairs are: 

awa 'valuables' awa '(his/her) mouth' 
awe 'outside' awe 'woman' 
oli 'body' oli 'wages' 
yao 'prohibition' yao 'enmity' 
wa 'mango' wa 'crocodile' 
-sa? 'hammer (verb), -sa? 'put on top of' 

When stops occur, the members of a minimal pair are distinguished (redundantly) by 
both voicing and tone. The words on the left are H, those on the right L: 

palil) 'careless' balil) 'far away' 
pil) 'shell' bil) 'speech' 
tip 'all at once' dib 'thud' 
sakil) 'service' sagil) 'house partition' 

Since the voicing of stops is dependent on tone, it follows that the stops in a foot are 
either voiceless or voiced, i.e. tone harmony results in 'stop harmony'. There are also, 
however, two other kinds of consonant harmony, namely alveolar harmony and 
prenasalisation harmony. 

Alveolar harmony is seen in the forms of the 3PL subject prefix on verbs (§2.1). This 
is normally Ise-I or Isc-I (as in Ise-som! 'they speak', Isc-k£b I'they scratch'), but may 
change in form to Itel-, Itc-I before stem-initial It-I and to Ide-I, Idc!- before stem-initial I 
d-I (but not Ind-I). Thus the following alternants occur: 

se-tal) 
se-del) 

te-tal) 
de-del) 

'they wept/will weep' 
'they moved towards' 

but only Ise-ndel)l 'they will move towards'. It appears that the forms on the left are of 
recent origin: native words do not contain combinations of s and tid, suggesting that 
until recently there was an alveolar harmony condition preventing an alveolar fricative 
and an alveolar stop from co-occurring in a simple word. 
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Prenasalisation is also a feature of the foot, not of the single consonant. However, its 
effect is often masked by the fact that word-initial consonants are never prenasalised. 
Because of this, prenasalisation harmony manifests itself only in words of three 
syllables, i.e. mostly in verb forms where the realis/irrealis distinction is marked by 
irrealis prenasalisation: 

realis 
ka-dabiIJ 
ka-gabwa? 

irrealis 
ka-ndambiIJ 
ka-ugambwa? 

'approach' 
'untie' 

If the non-initial foot contains two (syllable-initial) consonants capable of prenasalisa-
tion (i.e. low-tone s or a voiced stop), then either both are prenasalised, or neither is 
prenasalised. 

Although the description above is somewhat cumbersome, it brings its reward, 
namely that if tone-cum-voicing and prenasalisation are treated as features of the foot, 
not of the phoneme, the consonant system in § 1.1 can be simplified by the elimination of 
voiced stops and prenasalised obstruents. 

1.3 Orthography 

The orthography used by Dempwolff (1939) and Zahn (1940) was widely taught in the 
Lutheran mission's Jabem schools, is used in the Jabem New Testament, and is still 
widely known. I have decided, however, to break with the convention followed in many 
of the sketches in this volume, namely that of using the practical orthography, and 
instead to use the phonemic symbols given in § 1.1. There are two reasons for this. This 
first is that the practical orthography is in some respects linguistically not very 
perspicuous; this is especially true of its representation of labialised, i.e. [ROUND], 
consonants, which gives a false picture of syllabification. The second is that the features 
described in § 1.2 sometimes make it easier to posit underlying forms: these must be 
written in phonemic symbols, and it is easier to relate them to surface forms written with 
the same symbol set. 

Where a prenasalisation or a labialised velar is written with a superscript symbol (mb, 
nd, ug, ns, kw, gw) in this sketch, it is written without superscription in the Dempwolffl 
Zahn orthography (mb, nd, IJg, ns, kw, gw). However, where a labialised labial is 
marked with a superscript (pw, bw, m w) in this sketch, Dempwolff and Zahn write a 
sequence of labial plus rounded vowel, the latter matching the following vowel in 
height. For example: 

This sketch Dempwolff/Zahn 
temwi temui 'dirty' 
omweIJ omoeIJ 'you (SG) will come' 
kapweIJ kapoeIJ 'big' 
lepwa lepoa 'rope' 
mwa? moac 'snake' 
sabwa? saboac 'potsherd; spleen' 

Dempwolffknew that the first vowel of the orthographic sequences was non-syllabic and 
that it did not participate in vowel harmony (Dempwolff 1939:5,7, 13, 15), but retained 
it, presumably because the orthography was already established. 

Other differences between the two orthographies are: 
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This sketch Dempwolff/Zahn 
e e 
£ e 
0 0 
::l 0 

Y 
? c 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

IINC IEXC 2 3 
Independent 
SG ae aom el) 
PL ae-a?, ya? aom-a?, am-a? ense-a?, ese-a? 

Subject prefix 
SG REALIS ka- ko- ke-, k-
SG IRREALIS ya- 0- e-, 0-
PL ta- a- a- se-, s-

Possessor suffix 
SG [ROUND] +-? -m -0 
PL [FRONT] +-1) [FRONT] +-m [FRONT] + -I) 

Possessor pronoun 
SG I)::l? nem ne 
PL nel) rna nem nel) 

In the independent pronoun and possessor suffix sets, the IEXC form also serves as 
IINC. The formulation of the possessor suffixes is explained in §1.2. Some of the 
features described in §1.2 also apply to the subject prefixes (see §3.1). 

The independent plural forms entail the addition of the collective suffix l-a?1 (§2.2) to 
the singular forms. The forms laom-a?1 and! ense-a?1 occur in my fieldnotes, the other 
forms in written Jabem. Independent dual pronouns are formed by replacing collective 
l-a?1 by dual/-age?l. Independent pronouns also serve as object. 

Vowelless subject forms occur with verb roots in initial lei or 1£1. 
Possessor suffixes occur on directly possessed nouns, whilst possessor pronouns 

precede indirectly possessed nouns (§2.7). The possessor pronouns are derived 
historically from a possessive classifier and a possessor suffix, but the forms are no 
longer segmentable. 

2.2 Nouns 

Deverbal abstract nominals are formed from a verb phrase without loss of verbal 
morphology and without derivational morphology: 

yamwa ne [ge-ma? endu] ge-"gom el) ke-tal) 
Jamoa poss:3sG 3sG-be.sick dead 3sG-do 3sG 3sG-weep 
'Jamoa's death made her cry.' 
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Agentive nouns are formed by adding l-wagaJ to a noun or a verb phrase. Again, the 
verb phrase undergoes no loss of verbal morphology, and the 3PL subject prefix can be 
used to indicate that the corresponding noun is plural: 

b£1) 'magic' b£l)-waga 'magician' 
golil) 'helm' golil)-waga 'helmsman' 
lorn 'work' lom-waga 'labourer' 

ge-job '3sG-take care' ge-job-waga 'protector, congregational elder' 
g£-no g£1) '3sG-cook thing' g£-no-g£l)-waga 'cook' 
s£-no g£1) '3PL-cook thing' s£-no-g£l)-waga 'cooks' 

There are a number of suffixes which modify the meanings of personal nouns in various ways: 

-1 

-a? 
-age? 

plural (PL): some members of the category denoted by the noun 
collective (COL): all members of the category denoted by the noun 
dual (DL) 

-i: vocative 
-i:.i: affectionate 
-i:? -ni:?, -£n£? affectionate 
-:, female (obligatory part of women's proper names) 

Plural I-il appears to be obligatory with kin terms with a plural possessor: thus Itam£-I)-
il (father-lExc-PL) may mean 'our father' or 'our fathers'. The data do not allow us to 
establish all possible combinations and orders of occurrence of suffixes. All of them 
follow the possessor suffix of a directly possessed noun (§2.1, §2.7), and I-il PL follows 
it directly. The vocative and affectionate suffixes occur last (differences between the 
affectionate suffixes are not understood). Examples are: 

lau-a? 
people-coL 
'all the people' 

debu-?-i 
grandparent-lSG-PL 
'my grandparents' 

lasi-?-i-:, 
younger. sibling-l SG-PL-FEMALE 
'my younger sisters' 

l)a?s£l):,m-i 
bachelor-PL 
'bachelors' 

I)a?-[n]£? 
man-AF 
'my friend' 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

lau-a?-i: 
people-coL-VOCATIVE 
'(my dear) people' (address term) 

debu-?-:, 
grandparent-l SG-FEMALE 
'my grandmother' 

lasi-?-a?-i:i: 
younger. sibling-I SG-COL-AF 
'my dear younger siblings' 

tam£-I)-i-a? 
father-l PL-PL-COL 
'our father( s)' 

Strictly speaking, Jabem has no articles, but the numeral It£1)1 'one' is used as an 
indefinite specific article with both singular and plural nouns: Il)a? t£1)1 'a man', Ilau t£1)1 
'some people' (cf §2.4). 
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A demonstrative indicates relationship to the speaker, addressee, or to neither of 
them. However, this relationship is not necessarily one of proximity: It:me?l, for 
example, may indicate proximity to the speaker, that the referent is known to the 
speaker, or that it was first mentioned by the speaker. Hence there is nothing self-
contradictory about hne?l, indicating that the referent is in relationship to the speaker 
but is currently invisible. The demonstrative paradigm is as follows: 

SPEAKER ADDRESSEE NEITHER 
LONG VISIBLE t::me? t:mal) tone 

INVISIBLE Jne? Jnal) one 
SHORT VISIBLE tJ? tal) te 

INVISIBLE llJ? nal) ne 

The long forms are basically locative (or temporal) proforms which may stand alone 
(thus IJna1)1 means something like 'in a place not currently visible and related to you') 
or function as postmodifier in a noun phrase (§2.6). There is no singular/plural 
distinction. The short forms serve to mark relative clauses (§2.8). 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

There is one intrinsically plural noun, Ilau! 'people'. There are also non-singular 
suffixes, discussed in §2.2. 

The cardinal numerals are listed below. Historically, at least, none is monomor-
phemic, and their etymologies are shown against them. The morpheme Itelel 'three' is 
recorded alone only in the following lexicalised phrase: 

lau I)-ano tele 
people LIG-body three 
'a three-man canoe crew' 

1 tel), ta-gel) 
2 luage?, lage? 
3 telea? 
4 a?le 
5 lemel) tel) 

ta 'one' (cf '6') + -gel) 'only' 
lu 'two' (cf. '10') + -age? DL (§2.1); cf. lu-lu 'both' 
tele 'three' + -a? COL « POc *pati 'four'; §§2.1-2) 
a? COL « POc *pati 'four') + -Ie (origin unknown) 
Ierne-I) 'hand-3pL' + tel) 'one' 

Numerals above five are phrasal, and include II)-anol (LIG-body) 'its body': 

6 Iemel) tel) I)ano ta 
7 lemel) tel) I)ano luage? 
8 Iemel) tel) I)ano telea? 
9 Iemel) tel) I)ano a?le 

10 lemel) lu, Ierne lu 
11 Iemel) Iu I)ano ta 
15 Iemel) lu I)a Iemel) tel) 
20 I)a? samu? I)a? 'man' + samu? 'whole' 

There are no ordinal numbers. Distributives are formed by reduplication: /luage?-luage?1 'two 
by two' etc. Multiplicative expressions take the form of a subjectless clause (see §3.3.3): 

ke-tu dim luage? 
3SG-become time two 
'twice' 
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2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

Jabem has a distinct class of adjectives. Some, like /waku?/ 'new', /kapwel)/ 'big', /saul)/ 
'small', /balil)/ 'long', /dambe/ 'short' are historically monomorphemic. Others are 
derived from nouns by reduplication: 

kwalam-kwalam 'white' 
yu-yu 'bluish green' 
b-b? 'red' 
s:)-s:) 'pointed' 

kwalam 
yu 
b? 
s:) 

'white cockatoo' 
'k.o. plant with sap /yu-yuI in colour' 
'betel chew' 
'sharp-pointed' 

Some adjectives are formed by prefixing /t:)-/ 'with, having' to nouns; the examples 
below show adjectives derived from the nouns /la?/ 'sail' and /awe/ 'woman': 

wal) t:)-la? 
canoe with-sail 
'sailing canoe' 

I) a? b-awe 
man with-woman 
'married man' 

Many adjectives are derived from nouns by prefixing the ligature /l)a-/ (§2.7), but in 
some cases the original root without /l)a-/ is not preserved: 

l)a-dani 
l)a-tekwa 
l)a-lcm:)l) 
I) a-yam 

'dense' 
'thorny' 
'muddy, soft' 
'good' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

The structure of a noun phrase is: 

dani 'thicket' 
tekwa 'bone:3sG' 
lcm:)l) 'mud' 
(*/yam/ is not attested) 

NOUN (+ ADJECTIVE PHRASE) (+ QUANTIFIER) (+ DEMONSTRATIVE) 

where an adjective phrase consists of a sequence of adjectives or of an adjective and its 
modifier. For example: 

andu waku?tone 
house new DEM 
'that new house, those new houses' 

ka s:)bp l)ano bn£? 
tree straight really DEM 
'this really straight tree' 
wal) saul) tel) 
canoe small one 
'a small canoe' 

ill l)akana l)ayam 
banana sweet good 
'a lovely sweet banana' 

Coordinate noun phrases are formed with the conjunction /b/: 

awe l)a? 
woman and man 
'wife and husband' 
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ae b JP? golwa? ya-na 
IsG and poss:1SG family ISG-IRR:go:3 
'I and my family will go.' (= 'I will go with my family.') 

2.7 Possession 

In both direct and indirect possession constructions the possessor precedes the 
possessed. Where the possessor is pronominal, it is expressed by an independent 
pronoun as well as by a possessor suffix. 

A directly possessed noun takes one of the possessor suffixes listed in §2.1. These 
suffixes entail vowel changes which are described and illustrated with paradigms in 
§ 1.2. A number of such nouns are also exemplified in §2.2, together with the suffixes 
which may follow the possessor suffix. Examples with possessors are: 

ae-a? tam£-D-i 
I-COL father-l PL-PL 
'our father( s)' 

Dapale 
child 

sauD t:m£? ne 
small DEM poss:3sG 

'this small child's father' 

yamwa 
Jamoa 

tama-O 
father-3SG 

'Jamoa's father' 

tama-O 
father-3sG 

With an indirectly possessed noun, the appropriate member of the possessor pronoun 
paradigm (§2.l) occurs between possessor and possessed: 

aom nem kom 
2sG poss:2sG garden 
'your garden' 

Da? bn£? ne Dae 
man DEM poss:3sG name 
'this man's name' 

Where the possessor is non-specific, different constructions occur. In some cases the 
possessor simply precedes the possessed in a lexicalised compound, e.g. lya-daUIJI 'fire 
smoke'. This construction also occurs in some instances where a possessor is specific and is 
itself directly possessed, giving rise to lexicalised sequences such as the following: 

luso-m-sUIJ 
nose-2sG-hole 

moke-?-lauIJ 
head-lsG-hair 

'your nose's hole' = 'your nostril' 'my head's hair' = 'my hair' 

Otherwise, the possessed is prefixed with the ligature IIJa-l. In some cases, the possessed 
is an otherwise directly possessed noun. For example: 

andu IJa-demwe 
house LIG-back 
'the back of the house' 
(cf. demwe-? 'my back') 

tal£? IJa-Iatu 
hen LIG-child 
'chick' 
(cf. latu-? 'my child') 

In others, it is an indirectly possessed noun. it occurs as a bound form in various 
contexts, like Ilakal 'branch', also found in the compound Ika-Iakal 'tree-branch'. 
Sometimes IIJa-1 is lexicalised as part of the noun, as in IIJatau! 'owner': 

keam IJa-IeIJu? 
dog LIG-tail 
'dog's tail' 

cf. keam ge-ya? leIJu? 
dog 3sG-hit tail 
'The dog wagged its tail.' 
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cf. ka t;)-laka 
tree with-branch 

ka I)a-laka 
tree LlG-branch 
'tree branch' 'tree with branches' (more lit. 'branched tree') 

lorn I)atau (*/taul 'owner' does not occur) 
men's.houseowner 
'owners of the men's house' 

Historically, both possessive pronouns (§2.1) and the ligature reflect a sequence of 
possessive classifier and possessor suffix. The pronouns other than 11);)71 POSS: ISG and I 
mal poss: lEXC embody a classifier */ne-I, but 11);)71 and the ligature Il)al reflect the ISG 
and 3SG forms respectively of an earlier classifier */l)a-l. 

2.8 Relative clauses 

A relative clause is introduced, and sometimes also closed, by a short demonstrative 
(§2.3). If the object of a clause is relativised and that object is a person, then it must also 
be marked by an independent pronoun within the relative clause. For example: 

l)a7 [nal) ka-kel) 
man OEM ISG-give 

mt masi 
or not 

CI) ge-ya 
3SG 3SG-go:3 

pola7 nal)] ge-mu 
Polac OEM 3SG-go.back 

ge-mel) 
3SG-go:l 

'Has the man I sent to Polac come back or not?' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

The subject prefixes listed in §2.1 can be regarded as underlying forms which undergo 
three kinds of modification to generate surface forms. Two of these are illustrated in the 
realis paradigms below. The paradigm of I-tal)I 'weep' is H, and has the subject prefixes 
given in §2.1. The paradigm of l-tcl)l 'ask, beg' is also H, but the stem has the [OPEN] 
vowel 1£1, and so the prefixes Iko-I and /ke-I undergo regressive [OPEN] vowel harmony, 
giving Ib-I and Ike-I. The paradigm of I-del]I 'move towards' is L. As the prefixes belong 
to the same foot as the root, they are also L and prefix stops are accordingly voiced. The 
paradigm of l-dcl]l 'put (something on a shelf)' is again L and has the [OPENI vowel/c/, 
so the prefixes undergo both stop voicing and regressive [OPEN] harmony. 

'weep' 'ask, beg' 'move towards' 'put (s.t. on a shelf)' 
ISG ka-tal] ka-tcl] ga-del] ga-dcl] 
2SG ko-tal] b-tcl] go-del] g;)-dcl] 
3SG ke-tal] kc-tcl] ge-de gc-dcl] 
IINC ta-tal] ta-tcl] da-del] da-dcl] 
IEXC,2PL a-tal] a-tl] a-del] a-dcl] 
3PL se-tal] sc-tCI] se-del] sc-dcl] 

When the verb stem itself has two syllables, i.e. forms a full foot, then the prefix forms a 
separate foot and falls outside the domain of the stem tone. In each of these cases, the 
prefix (here ISG lka-/) is high-tone and its stop is voiceless, regardless ofthe tone ofthe 
stem. 
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ka-Ieti 'run' 
ka-kat::lIJ 'make a heap' 
ka-damwe 'lick' 
ka-sai? 'pull off, snap' 
ka-madom 'break in two' 
ka-Iesu 'poke, stir' 
ka-dabiIJ 'approach' 
ka-gabwa? 'untie' 

The verb has two moods, realis and irrealis. The distinction is marked in two ways. First, 
in the singular there is a separate set of subject prefixes for the irrealis (§2.1). Like their 
realis counterparts, irrealis 2sG /0-/ and 3sG /e-/ may undergo regressive [OPEN] 
harmony, becoming /::l-/ and /£-/ (the irrealis prefixes contain no stops, so are not subject 
to L voicing). Second, in the irrealis the foot to which the root belongs is prenasalised. 
Since only low-tone s and voiced stops are capable of prenasalisation, and these occur 
only in L roots, this means that prenasalisation applies vacuously to H roots. In L roots 
two, one, or no consonants are prenasalised, depending on how many are capable of 
prenasalisation (§ 1.2). In interlinear glosses, I gloss irrealis roots 'IRR' (even where they 
do not differ formally from the corresponding realis root) and leave realis roots and all 
subject prefixes unglossed for mood. The following examples are all 3sG forms: 

Realis Irrealis 
H ke-taIJ e-taIJ 'weep' 

k£-t£IJ £-t£IJ 'ask, beg' 
ke-som e-som 'speak' 
ke-Ieti e-leti ~run' 

ke-kat::lIJ e-kat::l1J 'make a heap' 

L ge-wiIJ e-wiIJ 'accompany' 
ge-deIJ e-ndeIJ 'move towards' 
g£-d£IJ £-nd£IJ 'put (something on a shelf)' 
ke-sai? e-nsai? 'pull off, snap' 
ke-damwe e-ndamwe 'lick' 
ke-madom e-mandom 'break in two' 
ke-Iesu e-Iensu 'poke, stir' 
ke-dabiIJ e-ndambiIJ 'approach' 
ke-gabwa? e-Dgambwa? 'untie' 

A few L roots have a root-medial prenasalised stop in both realis and irrealis, e.g. 
/-yandaIJ/ 'warm something, brood', l-seDguIJ/ (R), /-nseDguIJI (IRR) 'stand firm, 
unmoving'. The history of Jabem irrealis morphology is described by Lynch (1975). 

The third kind of harmony is alveolar harmony, which affects 3PL prefixes only. This 
is described in § 1.2. 

Dempwolff (1939:13-16) divided Jabem verbs into five conjugation classes which 
have been repeated in subsequent literature, although they are somewhat clumsy. His 
classes, together with the number of verbs in each listed by Streicher (1982:659-671) are 
as follows: 

Class 
I 
II 

Root syllables 
1 
1 

Tone 
H 
L 

Verbs 
81 
80 



Class 
III 
IV 

V 

Root syllables 
1 
2 
2 
1 

Tone 
LIH 
H 
L 
L 

Verbs 
70 

194 
122 
24 
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(with H prefixes) 

Of Dempwolff's classes, J, II and IV are covered by the discussion and examples above. 
Because Dempwolff classifies verbs by the forms of their prefixes and the number of 
root syllables, he lumps all two-syllable roots together: this follows from the fact that all 
two-syllable verbs have H prefixes. Classes III and V are exceptions to the 
generalisations above. 

Class III verbs are marked LlH because their realis singular forms are L and take the 
same prefixes as the realis singular forms of l-delJl and l-delJl above, whilst their realis 
plural and all irrealis forms are H and prefixed accordingly. It could be argued that these 
roots are toneless, and that their prefixes represent the default set and are the source of 
their tone (reflecting their probable historical origin). At any rate, apart from those 
ending in I-bl ~ I-pi, they contain no stops or lsi. A few vowel- and Iy/-initial roots have 
an In/-initial irrealis root form. Examples are: 

Realis Realis Irrealis 
singular plural 
-e? -e? -ne? 'lie (prostrate), 
-elJ -elJ -nilJ 'eat' 
-1 -1 -1 'ram into the ground; 
-ya -ya -na 'go (to third person)' 
-Y:Jb -pp -y:Jp 'guard, protect' 
-welJ -welJ -welJ 'wade through water' 
-lob -lop -lop 'fly' 
-melJ -melJ -melJ 'come' 
-nom -nom -nom 'drink' 
-lJa -lJa -lJa 'open (something)' 

Class V is much smaller than the others and its members are direct exceptions to the 
phonological rules which govern the other classes, as they have monosyllabic L roots 
but take H prefixes, i.e. there are two tones within a single foot. Recognising this 
irregularity, Dempwolff (1939: 17) suggests that they are members of Class IV which 
have (recently?) lost one of their root syllables. 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

The verb phrase proper is rather simple. At its heart is the combination of subject prefix 
and verb root which also expresses the mood of the verb (§3.1): 

(UNCERTAINTY +) (DIR-) SUBJ-VERB (-ASPECT) 

The uncertainty markers Imwae! 'perhaps' and I:J?I 'probably' are treated as part of the 
verb phrase as they normally follow the subject noun phrase. A directional verb root 
(D1R) may be prefixed to the subject prefix of a movement verb (both verb categories are 
listed in §3.3.l). This apparently represents an earlier serialisation type. An exception to 
the general tone rule, the prefixed root agrees in tone with the following subject prefix. 
For example: 
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kom meIJ-e-so me 
rain go: 1-3sG-enter or 
'Will the rain come in?' 

wa?-a-pi 
go:2-1EXC-gO.up 
'We've climbed up (to your place).' 

There are just two 'aspect' markers, l-ga?1 'perfective' and I-IJa/ 'frustrative'. The latter 
is used to indicate a sense of resignation. Examples are: 

tam:J-? ke-som-ga? 
father-l SG 3sG-speak-PERF 
'My father has already spoken.' 

cIJ:J? e-mwa-IJa 
3SG probably 3sG-stay-FRuSTRATIVE 
'He will probably have to stay behind.' 

Aspect is also expressed indirectly by verb serialisation and sometimes by the resultative 
particles Isu/ and lendul (see below). Thus positional serialisation (§3.3.2) expresses 
duration, and ambient serialisation with I-bamel 'finish' expresses the completive 
(§3.3.3). 

There is a set of directional and resultative particles (Bradshaw 1985) which usually 
occur clause-finally and are therefore not strictly part of the verb phrase (but once were 
verbs in a serial construction). They include, with approximate meanings: 

sa 'upward' siIJ 
si? 'downward' tulu 
lase 'opened' okwi 
au? 'covered' su 
tOIJ 'fastened' endu 

se-balaIJ bo? sa 
3PL-carry.on.shoulders:PL pig upward 
'They lifted the pole with the pig tied to it.' 

CIJ ge-ma? endu 
3SG 3sG-be.sick dead 
'He has died'I'He is dead.' 

ta-e? be? su e 
lINe-lie sleep finish until 
'We slept until daybreak.' 

o-ka? ka okwi 
2sG-tum tree around 
'Tum the tree around.' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

gc-l£IJ=IJa 
3SG-dawn-POSTP 

'loose, disconnected' 
'apart' 
'around' 
'finish' 
'dead, complete' 

As Dempwolff recognised, verb serialisation is particularly pervasive in Jabem. The 
analysis here owes features to Bisang (1986) and Bradshaw (1980, 1993), but closely 
follows neither. Jabem makes a primary distinction between two serialisation types: 
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(i) core serialisation (§3.3.1): 
each participating verb is subject to semantic constraints and the verbs together 
denote a single event; 
the verbs together form the syntactic core, the subject of the second verb being 
either subject or object of the first. 

(ii) adverbial serialisation (§3.3.2-3): 
the first verb is not subject to semantic constraints but the other(s) are; 
the second verb is not part of the clause core, but, together with its argument and/or 
adjuncts, forms a subjectless clause that is the means of introducing a peripheral 
argument; 
the subject of the second verb may be either the subject or object of the first, or it 
may be third person singular agreeing with no argument of the first verb. 

It is convenient to make a further distinction between (a) adverbial serialisations where 
the subject of the second verb is subject or object of the first-positional serialisation and 
comparative serialisation (§3.3.2); and (b) adverbial serialisations where the subject of 
the second verb is an invariant third person singular-known in the Oceanic literature as 
ambient serialisation (§3.3.3). 

Core serialisation is the type more commonly found in Oceanic languages, and is 
usually the only one found in languages of northwest Melanesia. Adverbial serialisation 
on the scale in which it occurs in Jabem appears to be unusual outside the Huon Gulf area. 

There are only two varieties of core serialisation in Jabem: directional serialisation 
and movement serialisation. We might also expect positional, sequential and causative 
varieties of core serialisation to occur, but they do not. Positional serialisation has an 
expanded function in Jabem and is a variety of adverbial serialisation (§3.3.2), whilst 
sequential and causative serialisations have both been grammaticised such that one verb 
has become another class of morpheme and neither now constitutes verb serialisation 
(§3.2). 

3.3.1 Core serialisation 

There are three semantically constrained categories of verb that need to be recognised in 
the context of directional and movement serialisation. They are: 

(1) Locomotion verbs, entailing no directionality. They include both intransitive and 
transitive verbs, such as: 

Intransitive Transitive 
-selel) IV 'walk, travel' -pWan;)? IV 'insert' 
-lit? III 'sail' -semul) IV 'insert' 
-ne III 'sink, submerge' -sil) I 'paddle (a canoe)' 
-mu III 'go back, return' -e II 'pull, drag' 
-mul) III 'go first' -u? III 'push' 

-I)i III 'transport by canoe' 
-ke? I 'pour' 

(2) Movement verbs, i.e. verbs of movement in an absolute direction: 

-so 
-sa 
-pi 

'enter' -sep 
'exit' -mu 
'ascend' -mul) 

III 
III 

'descend' 
'go back' 
'go forward' 

-e? III 
-del) II 

'go away' 
'move to, reach' 
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(3) Directional verbs, i.e. deictic verbs which make reference to the three persons, 
glossed in interlinears as 'go:I', 'go:2' and 'go:3' respectively: 

-melJ III 
-wa? III 

'come (to me/us), (irregular forms: l-mwelJl 2:REAL, l-mweIJ/2:IRR) 
'go (to you)' 

-ya III 'go (to her/him/them)' 

Movement verbs may be followed by a locative noun phrase adjunct without an 
adposition, as seen in the examples of directional serialisation below. 

In directional serialisation the first verb is a movement or locomotion verb, the 
second verb a directional verb. Both verbs are intransitive and share a single subject. 

o? ke-pi ge-melJ 
sun 3sG-go.up 3sG-go: 1 
'The sun has risen (on us).' 

ke-pi 10m ge-ya 
3sG-go.up men's.house 3sG-go:3 
'I climbed up to the men's house.' 

ya-ndelJ am-a? em apomtau ya-wa? 
lSG-IRR:gO.to 2-COL poss:2 chief lSG-IRR:go:2 
'I will go to your chief.' 

Sometimes, the locational adjunct follows the directional verb rather than the movement 
verb: 

bilJsU ge-mu ge-mel) 10m at;)m 
mlsslOnary 3SG-return 3SG-go: 1 school NEG 
'The missionary didn't come back to the school.' 

balosi ge-Iob ge-ya 10? 
dove 3sG-fly 3sG-go:3 mountain 
'The doves flew off to the mountain.' 

In movement serialisation, the first verb is a locomotion verb, the second a movement 
verb. The construction may be intransitive, with both verbs sharing the subject, or 
transitive, whereby the object of the first verb is subject of the second: 

ya-pwam:? m;) 
lSG-IRR:insert taro 

e-sep ao-?-sulJ 
3SG-IRR:descend mouth-lSG-hole 

'I'll put the taro into my mouth.' 

walJ ge-ne ke-sep 
canoe 3SG-sink 3sG-descend 
'The canoe sank into the sea.' 

gwe? ge-ya 
sea 3sG-go:3 

Sometimes, as above, movement serialisation and directional serialisation are combined, 
giving a three-verb sequence of locomotion-movement-direction. The example below 
also shows that the locomotion verb may also have a locative adjunct of its own (here I 
auga sai£IJ/): 

lau s-e walJ auga sah:1J ke-sa ge-melJ 
people 3PL-pull canoe from forest 3SG-ascend 3SG-go: 1 
'The people pulled the canoe(-Iog) up here out of the forest.' 
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There is a subvariety of movement serialisation which we may call 'dative serialisation'. 
Here, the first verb is one whose semantics require a dative, the second the movement 
verb l-delJI 'move to, reach', taking a dative argument as its locative adjunct. The first 
verb in this construction is one of the following: 

-kelJ I 'give' -telJ 'ask, beg' -tulu IV 'trade, barter' 
-sam I 'enumerate, name' -t;) 'write' 
-som I 'speak' -to? 'show, explain' 

For example: 

ae ka-kelJ m;)g e-delJ 
ISG ISG-give taro 3sG-reach 
'I gave taro to my child.' 

lJ;)? 
poss:ISG 

lJapale 
child 

ya-som bilJ e-ndelJ lau 
ISG-IRR:say word 3SG-IRR:reach people 
'I'll say something to the people.' 

In this example dative serialisation is combined with directional serialisation: 

lJa?lelJ te-tulu gelJ se-ndelJ ae-a? 
VISItor 3PL-IRR:trade thing 3PL-IRR:reach I-COL 
'The visitors will trade things with us.' 

3.3.2 Positional and comparative serialisation 

se-melJ 
3PL-IRR:gO: I 

In many Oceanic languages the only form of adverbial serialisation is ambient 
serialisation, with manner serialisation as a rarer second type. In Jabem, however, 
adverbial serialisation plays a much greater role, shading into constructions which 
cannot really be considered serialisations. Thus positional serialisation is not structurally 
parallel to movement serialisation, as it is in other Oceanic languages. Instead, any 
event-denoting verb, intransitive or transitive, occurs as the first verb, whilst the second 
verb is a verb of rest, normally followed by a locative noun phrase adjunct without an 
adposition. Verbs of rest are: 

-mwa III 'stay, live' -ko 'stand' 
-e? III 'lie (prostrate)' -"gOlJ II 'sit' 

For example: 

lJapaJe ke-talJ ge-lJgOlJ andu 
boy 3sG-weep 3sG-sit house 
'The boy sits crying in the house.' 

se-yanda mo? se-mwa gwe? 
3PL-hunt bird 3PL-stay sea 
'They hunted birds out at sea.' 

-wilJ II 'be with, accompany' 

ta-sewa lJ;)P e-ne? mala?lulJ 
IINC-IRR:pour.out betel.lime 3SG-IRR:lie village. square 
'We'll pour out the betel lime in the village square.' 

As these examples show, adverbial serialisation is a means of introducing a peripheral 
argument. We might translate the first example above as 'The boy sits crying in the 
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house' or 'The boy cries sitting in the house' or just 'The boy is crying in the house'. 
Although 'adverbial serialisation' fails to meet an essential criterion of serialisation, 
namely that the participating verbs together form the syntactic core and denote a single 
event, the verbs share mood, and the subject prefix of the second verb agrees with an 
argument of the first. If the first verb is transitive, agreement in the second may be 
governed by either the subject or the object of the first. 

Comitative serialisation, which also occurs in other languages of the Huon Gulf 
(Bradshaw 1993) but hardly elsewhere in Oceanic, is a variety of positional serialisation 
in which the second verb is l-wilJl 'go with, be with'. Examples are: 

ClJ ge-mwa ge-wilJ lau-:, 
3SG 3sG-stay 3sG-be.withpeople-FEMALE 
'He stayed with the women.' 

ka-silJ i ga-wiIJ te:J-?-a? 
1 sG-catch fish I SG-be.with older.sibling-l SG-PL 
'I caught fish with my older brothers. 

tin:J-? ge-n:J bo? ge-wiIJ m:J 
mother-lsG 3sG-cook pig 3sG-be.with taro 
'My mother cooked the pig with taro.' 

Positional serialisation has a second function in Jabem. Here, the first verb denotes a 
state, whilst the second verb, a verb of rest, expresses duration: 

CIJ ge-ma? sim la"gwa-gcIJ tc? g-e? 
3SG 3sG-be.sick sick long. time-only here 3sG-lie 
'He has already been lying here sick for a very long time.' 

In comparative serialisation, the verbs share their subject and the second is the transitive 
verb l-lele?1 'surpass'. 

aom ko-leti ko-lele? ae su-g:J? 
2SG 2sG-run 2sG-surpass ISG finished-indeed 
'You certainly ran faster than me.' 

This is more accurately 'predicate serialisation', as the first slot may be filled by a 
predicative adjective: 

aom kapweIJ ko-Iele? CIJ su 
2SG big 2sG-surpass 3SG finished 
'You are bigger than me.' 

3.3.3 Ambient serialisation 

In ambient serialisation, the verbs only share mood. The subject prefix of the second 
verb is third person singular, and its implicit subject is the sub-event expressed by the 
first. Indeed, given the fact that a clause can serve as a nominal without any change in 
morphology (§2.2), it could be argued that the first clause is also the syntactic subject 
of the second. As Bradshaw (1993: 151-152) notes, some apparent instances of 
ambient serialisation are ambiguous between an ambient interpretation and an 
interpretation in which the subject of the second verb is the (unexpressed) object of the 
first: 
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ko-som ya-ge-deI] 
2sG-speak go:3-3sG-reach 
'You've spoken correctly' (more literally, 'You speak it reaches.') 

All the verbs which occur in an ambient serialisation are to some degree grammaticised. 
Some also occur in other serial contexts (see above), and each can also occur as a main 
verb, except I-tiaml 'again' and I-bamel COMPL (derived from l-ba?1 'capsize' and I-nel 
of unknown origin). Although these two never occur as main verbs and only occur in 
their third person singular forms, they still agree in mood with the main verb. 

Ambient verbs are conveniently divided into those which occur with no object or 
adjunct and those which are the first element of a subjectless clause. Verbs occurring 
ambiently without an object or adjunct are listed below with, first, their verbal meaning 
and then their ambient 'adverbial' meaning: 

-WI I] II 'be with' 
-dagu? IV 'follow' 
-mUI] III 'go first' 
-tom I 'match' 
ya- -deI] II 'go:3- -reach' 
-gi? II 'be divided' 
-tiam IV 'repeat' 
-bame II 'finish' 

For example: 

se-y::>I] bu? ge-wII] 
3pL-collect areca.nut 3SG-go.with 
'They collected areca nuts as well.' 
se-se m::> t::>m:? ke-dagu? 
3PL-plant taro DEM 3SG-follow 
'They planted these taro later.' 
ae ga-Ii? ge-muI] 
I SG I SG-see 3sG-go.first 
'I saw it first.' 

'also, too' 
'later' 
'beforehand, first' 
'enough' 
'correctly' 
'apart, in two' 
'again' 
COMPL 

o-e gam t::>naI] e-ugi? at::>m 
2SG-IRR:pull thread DEM 3SG-IRR:be.in.two NEG 
'Don't pull that thread om' 
o-som 
2SG-IRR:speak 
'Say it again.' 

e-tiam 
3SG-IRR:repeat 

bo? sakI]=I]a S-£I] ae-a? 
pIg forest-POSTP 3PL-eat I-COL 
'The bush pigs ate up our corn.' 

rna ya"g::>m ge-bame 
POSS: IEXC corn 3sG-finish 

Three ambient verbs may form the first element of a subjectless clause, functioning 
much as a subordinating conjunction introducing an adverbial clause: 

-tom 
-tu 
-deI] 

1 
1 
II 

'match' 
'become' 
'reach' 

similative: 'like, as' 
manner 
temporal 
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An example with I-tom/: 

tam;)-? ge-ma? endu ke-tom lau t;)nal)-gcl) 
father-ISG 3SG-be.sick dead 3sG-match people DEM-MNR 
'My father died just the way those people did.' 

In this example the subjectless clause is itself a durative positional serialisation: 

bm ge-ya? I)ano ke-tom be?-gcl) 
rain 3SG-hit true 3sG-match daY-MNR 
'It rained hard daily.' 

ge-mwa 
3sG-stay 

The verb l-tuI has two ambient functions. First, it has an adjective complement, and 
forms a manner adverbial clause: 

se-pa katapa ke-tu pwali? 
3pL-hew board 3SG-become crooked 
'They cut the board(s) crooked(ly).' 

a-som bil) e-tu malo 
2PL-speak word 3SG-become calm 
'Speak softly!' 

Second, it has a complement in which the postposition 1~1)a/ (§4.3) governs either a 
noun phrase or a full clause (bracketed below). With its complement, I-tul forms a 
reason clause: 

nipketu? ge-ya? kck£7 ke-tu papia~l)a 

Nipketuc 3SG-hit Kekec 3SG-become paper-POSTP 
'Nipketuc hit Kekec because of the book.' 

lau se-som ae-a? ke-tu [a-sap labi tau at;)m]~lJa 

people 3PL-speak I-COL 3SG-become IEXC-fell sago mentioned NEG~POSTP 
'People scolded us because we had not cut down the aforementioned sago palm.' 

The verb I-del)I introduces temporal clauses and is followed by a temporal adjunct: 

jamwa ke-pi ne walJ 
Jamoa 3SG-go.up poss:3SG canoe 
'Jamoa boarded his canoe yesterday.' 

ClJ e-mel) e-ndel) t;)nc? 
3SG 3SG-IRR:come 3SG-IRR:reach DEM 
'He will come now.' 

ge-del) nogcl) 
3sG-reach yesterday 

Kol£l)yam gc-y;)b bol ge-del) bma 
Kolel)jam 3SG-look.after pig 3SG-reach rainy. season 
'Kolel)jam looked after the pig during the rainy season.' 

The temporal adjunct may also be a 3SG form of the verbs l-lel)l (II) 'dawn' or -/be?1 (II) 
'get dark' or of the phrase I-tu 1M 'be evening' (I-tuI 'become'; 1Ia!, from POc *Rapi 
'evening', does not occur independently). However, it seems that these forms have 
become grammaticised as temporal adjuncts, realis forms referring to the past, e.g. Ige-
be?1 'last night', irrealis to the future, e.g.le-mbe?1 'tonight' (cf §4.3). In this example the 
temporal clause follows a directional serialisation Ig-e? ge-ya/, giving a four-verb 
sequence: 



CI) g-e? ge-ya 
3SG 3sG-go.away 3sG-go:3 
'He ran away in the night.' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 
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ge-del) ge-be? 
3sG-reach 3sG-night 

A verbless clause consists of a subject and a predicate noun phrase or adjective: 

andu t:mc? I)a? tone ne 
house OEM man OEM poss:3SG 
'This house is that man's.' 

ka t:mc? nip 
tree OEM coconut 
'This tree is a coconut tree.' I'Those trees are coconut trees.' 

ka t:mal) dambe 
tree OEM short 
'That tree is short.' /'Those trees are short.' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The basic constituent order of the clause is SVO. Unlike many Oceanic languages, 
Jabem has few clauses that consist of a verb phrase alone. Instead, where the subject or 
object is not a full noun phrase and refers to a person, an independent pronoun is often 
used. Since verb phrases lack object agreement, this is the only means of expressing the 
object in the absence of a full noun phrase. An independent pronoun subject occurs 
where there is a change of subject. 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Jabem has a striking variety of ways of expressing non-core arguments. Movement verbs 
and verbs of rest are followed by a locative noun phrase adjunct without an adposition, 
like /ae/ below: 

o-ndel) ae o-mwel) 
2SG-IRR:reach ISG 2SG-IRR:go:1 
'Come here to me.' 

This in tum allows an allative or dative adjunct to be introduced through movement 
serialisation (§ 3.3.1), a locative or comitative adjunct through positional serialisation 
(§3.3.2). 

The following adpositions also occur: 

prepositions 
I)a instrument: 'with' 
aQga ablative: 'from' 

postposition 
=I)a locative, allative, purpose, cause 
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For example: 

yamwa ge-a? ae l)a ka 
Iamoa 3SG-hit ISG INST tree 
'Iamoa hit me with a stick.' 

When the ablative is a person, then the person is denoted by an indirect-possession noun 
phrase without a possessed noun. Non-personal ablatives are plain noun phrases. 

yamwa ke-ko? bu? l)agedo a"ga geyamsao 
Iamoa 3sG-hold betelnut piece from Gejamsao 
'Iamoa took a piece of betelnut from Gejamsao.' 

ae ga-mel) aoga andu tone 
IsG IsG-go:l from hOUSCDEM 
'I have come from that house' 

ne 
poss:3SG 

The postposition I~l)a/ is an enclitic and may govern a whole clause in the context of 
ambient serialisation expressing cause (§3.3.3). l~lJal is used to mark a location or 
direction when the latter is the adjunct of a verb which is not a verb of movement 
(§3.3.J) or of rest (§3.3.2). For example: 

se-sil) wal) mala?=lJa se-ya 
3PL-paddle canoe village=pOSTP 3PL-go:3 
'They paddled the canoe towards the village.' 

A temporal adjunct often has the form of a temporal subjectless clause introduced by the 
verb l-delJI in a serial construction, as described in §3.3.3. There is evidence, however, 
that temporal subjectless clauses are ceasing to be serialised (and are being 
grammaticised as non-clausal adjuncts), as they also occur clause-initially. In fact, 
there appear to be three options: 

(a) a subjectless clause introduced by I-del)I in a serial construction (§3.3.3); 
(b) a fronted subjectless clause introduced by l-delJ/; 
(c) a fronted temporal adjunct without l-delJ/. 
The example below illustrates both options (b) and (c): 

(ge-delJ) ge-be? bm ge-ya? 
(3sG-reach) 3sG-night rain 3sG-hit 
'During the night it rained.' (Bradshaw 1993: 156) 

Note that the fourth logical option, a clause-final temporal adjunct without l-delJ/, 
apparently does not occur. Thus loog£l)1 must be clause-initial in this example: 

nog£lJ mu-lasa ke-selel) a"ga labo? nelJ gamelJ me masi 
yesterdaywind-red.ant 3sG-walk from Labu POSS:3PL place or NEG 
'Yesterday the southwest (mulas'a) wind blew from the Labu area, didn't it?' 

Clause-initial l-delJI may also introduce a full temporal clause: 

ge-delJ bombom se-mwa butaw£lJ, nalJ tim-? ke-ko? ae 
3sG-reach whites 3PL-stay ButawelJ DEM mother-ISG 3sG-bearlSG 
'When the whites were living at ButawelJ, my mother gave birth to me.' 



4.4 Negative clauses 

Clauses of all kinds are negated by clause final lat:)m/: 

I)apale ke-tal) at:)m 
child 3sG-weep NEG 
'The child didn't cry.' 

ae balom at:)m 
ISG ghost NEG 
'I am not a ghost.' 
m:) sf:? at:)m 
taro bad NEG 
'The taro aren't bad.' 

o-pi nem wal) abm 
2SG-go.up poss:2SG canoe NEG 
'Don't board your canoe!' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 
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An imperative clause has a second person irrealis verb, sometimes suffixed with the 
polite imperative suffix l-mal)/: 

o-SOm-mal) 
2SG-IRR:speak-poL 
'Please say it!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

According to Dempwolff (1939:9), intonation is not used to express a polar question. 
The interrogative marker is low-tone ImM 'or', sometimes followed by Imasil 'not': 

aom o-so o-mwel) me? 
2SG 2SG-enter 2sG-2sG :go: 1 or 
'Are you going to come in?' 

Content questions use one of the following interrogative morphemes: 

asa 
a, asagcl) 
:)nd:)? 
tcnd:)? 

'who?', 'what sort of?' (/asa-a?1 WhO-COL, lasa-age?1 WhO-DL; §2.2) 
'what?' (/-gcl)l 'only') 
'when?', 'where?', 'which?' 
'how many?' 

hnd:)?1 is the interrogative demonstrative (Q:DEM) and can be used in each of the 
contexts named in §2.3, i.e., as locative or temporal pro form or as postmodifier. In the 
case of the proform, it is the verb of the subjectless ambient clause (§3.3.3) that 
indicates whether it is locative or temporal: 

CI) ke-pe m:)? ke-ko ondo?? 
3SG 3sG-shoot bird 3sG-stand Q:DEM 
'Where did he shoot birds?' 
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e-ndel) :)nd:i? e-mel) 
3SG-IRR:reach Q:OEM 3SG-IRR:come 
'When will he come?' 

awe :)nd:)? ge-n:) gel) 
woman Q:OEM 3sG-cook thing 
'Which woman cooked the food?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

Coordination in Jabem takes two forms, parataxis (without a conjunction) and 
conjunction proper (with a conjunction). 

The boundary between parataxis and serialisation is unclear, as Bisang (1986) points 
out. I treat examples like those below as parataxis, brackets showing clause boundaries, 
but the first two examples, at least, could be analysed as serialisation, as the second 
clause lacks an explicit subject. In all four, the second clause expresses the result of the 
first. 

[awe bnal) ke-t:)? l)apale 
woman OEM 3sG-place.upright child 
'The woman sat the child down.' 

[keam ge-l)a? l)apale] [ke-tal)] 
dog 3SG-bite child 3sG-weep 
'The dog bit the child and it cried.' 

[geDgala se-ke? :)ba] [ya g-el)] 
Gel)gala 3PL-ignite grass fire 3SG-eat 
'The Gel)galas set fire to the grass' 

saul)] [ge-Dgol)] 
small 3SG-sit 

[bm ge-ya?] [intena l)alel)o ke-sa] (Ibm ge-ya?1 is the idiom meaning 'it rained') 
rain 3SG-hit road slippery 3sG-ascend 
'The rain made the road slippery.' 

The next example is unambiguously paratactic, as the second clause has a pronoun 
subject: 

[tami se-I)i nip mase se-mel),] [ae-a? a-yam oli] 
Tami 3PL-ship coconut dry 3PL-go:ll-cOL IExc-make purchase 
'The Tamis brought us dry coconuts (in their canoes), and we bought them.' 

Clauses are conjoined with Imal 'and', Ibl 'and simultaneously' (only with same-
subject clauses), Ig:)1 'and then' (less immediate temporal sequence than Imal), and It I 
'until, and': 

ae-a? ta-na rna ta-li? 
I-COL IINC-go and IINc-see 
'We'll go (there) and see.' 

ae ga-yam blel) t:) ga-n:) gel) 
ISG ISG-do task and ISG-cook something 
'I worked hard and (at the same time) cooked the dinner.' 
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ailJ e-tu lewe, g:J ae-it7 a-nilJ 
roseapple 3SG-become ripe then I-COL IEXC-IRR:eat 
'When the roseapples are ripe, we shall eat them.' 

For sequential actions the clause before Imal often ends in the resultative Isul 'finished' 
(§3.1), for simultaneous events it ends in positional (durative) serialisation (§3.3.2)/: 

ga-nom mp su, rna ga-elJ p:Jbm 
ISG-drink coconut finished and ISG-eat taro.pudding 
'After I had drunk the coconut, I ate the taro pudding.' 

ae ka-t:J IJ:J? papia ga-mwa, rna oyo ge-yam 
ISG ISG-write poss:ISG paper ISG-stay and earthquake 3SG-do 
'While I was writing my letter, there was an earthquake.' 

The duration of one event until the onset of the next is expressed by two clauses linked 
by Ii::I 'until', the first often containing a positional (durative) serialisation: 

lau se-s:'lm lJapale t:JnalJ se-mwa e te-tap elJ sa 
people 3pL-seekchild DEM 3PL-stay until 3PL-find 3SG upward 
'The people looked for the child until they found it.' 

ge-ya? we i:: ke-gasi? tulu 
3SG-hit song until 3sG-be.broken apart 
'He danced until it [his headdress] fell apart.' 

When clauses do not follow iconic order, sequence is expressed by a negative clause 
followed by 1i::/: 

lJapale se-lilJ bu atom i:: oli-IJ lJatemwi 
child bathe water NEG until body-3PL dirty 
'Before the children bathed, their bodies were dirty.' 
(More literally 'The children had not bathed yet and their bodies were dirty.') 

6.2 Subordination 

Reason clauses are a form of ambient serialisation, described in §3.3.3, and temporal 
clauses introduced by l-delJl are described in §4.4.3. 

A verb of perception takes a complement clause whose subject can also be 
interpreted as object of the perception verb: 

ae ga-IJO lau se-ya? dau? 
I SG I sG-hearpeople 3PL-hit conch 
'I heard people blow a conch.' 

A speech-act verb is followed by a complement clause introduced by the invariable form 
Ige-bc/ (3sG-say): 

ked:JlJwaga ke-som ae-a? ge-be ae-a? a-ug:J1J 
teacher 3sG-speak ISG-PL 3sG-say ISG-PL IEXC-sit 
'The teacher scolded us for not sitting still.' 

bu?ged:J ke-som ge-be e-na? lJapale-:'l 
Bucgedo 3sG-speak 3sG-say 3SG-hit child-FEMALE 
'Bucgedo said he would kill the girl.' 

lJalJelJ 
quiet 

atom 
NEG 
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The form le-mbe! (3SG-IRR:say), which never occurs as an independent verb, is used to 
introduce a conditional or irrealis temporal clause. It occurs either clause-initially or 
immediately after the subject: 

e-mbe 
3SG-IRR:say 

ae-a? 
I-COL 

se-na su 
3PL-IRR:go:3 finish 

ta-na su, mwae ese-a? 
IINC-IRR:go:3 finish perhaps 3-COL 

'If we had gone, maybe they would have gone too.' 

'J? 
probably 

bm e-mbe e-ka? 
rain 3SG-IRR:say 3SG-IRR:tear 
'When the rain stops, we'll leave.' 

sa ae-a? 
upwards I-COL 

da-ndi 
IINC-depart 

The verb I-be! 'say' is also used to express intention. Note that this is not a serial 
construction, as the verbs have different moods, and the sequence realis-irreaIis with the 
same subject is the hallmark of this construction: 

ae ga-be ya-"gom 
ISG ISG-say ISG-IRR:do 
'I want to do it.' 

aom g'J-be o-wil) 
2SG 2sG-say 2SG-IRR:gO.with 
'Do you want to come with us?' 

aom go-mwel) g'J-be o-nsel) 

ae-a? 
I-COL 

me 
or 

2SG 2SG-go: I 2sG-say 2SG-IRR:destroy 
'Have you come to destroy us?' 

ae-a? 
I-COL 

su me 
finish or 

When a clause of this kind is preceded by another clause with the same subject, the 
result is that the second clause expresses the purpose of the first: 

lau-o se-y'Jl) kagade se-be se-liJ 
people-FEMALE 3PL-collect driftwood 3PL-say 3PL-cook 
'The women collected driftwood in order to cook.' 

gel) 
something 

However, this construction is partially grammaticised, so that the 3sG realis form Ige-
be! has become an invariant complementiser introducing a purpose clause: 

o-Ii? ge-be 'J kern e-Dgul) aom at'Jm 
2SG-IRR:see 3sG-say vine spear 3SG-IRR:spear 2SG NEG 
'Be careful that the prickly vine does not sting you!' 



GAPAPAIWA 
Catherine McGuckin 

Gapapaiwa is a member of the Are-Taupota chain of the Papuan Tip cluster of the 
Western Oceanic linkage. The language is spoken by approximately 3000 people living 
in Milne Bay Province in southeastern Papua New Guinea. They occupy about twelve 
villages and numerous small hamlets on the south coast of the Cape Vogel peninsula, 
facing Goodenough Bay. There are two dialects, Gapa and Paiwa. The Gapa live in the 
east and the Paiwa in the west, with the Awitapu River as the dividing line. The 
differences between the two dialects are slight: 93% of the lexical items on SIL's 
standard survey word list are exactly the same. The grammar is consistent throughout. 

Gapapaiwa has not previously been described. However, mention of it has been 
made, using the name Paiwa, in Capell (1943), Lithgow (1976) and Ross (1988). This 
paper is based on field work done from April 1986 to the present. The author and her 
husband are members of the Summer Institute of Linguistics who have been living with 
their family in Menapi village within the Gapa dialect area since 1986. 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

Gapapaiwa has the following consonant phonemes: 

P 
b 

t 
d 
s 

k 
g 

v 1{ 
m n 

r 
w y 

kw 
gw 

There is some free variation with two of the consonants: hi (which can approach an [1]) 
and Ipl (which can approach a bilabial fricative). The Paiwa dialect substitutes lsi for 
Gapa It I before lui. 

The vowel phonemes are: 

i u 
e 0 

a 
Note: Iii is an unrounded high central to high front vowel. 

1.2 Phonotactics 

Words can begin with any consonant or vowel except the unrounded high central vowel. 
Text analysis shows that the open syllable structure CVoccurs most frequently (76%). 

297 
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149'E 150'E 

GAPAPAIWA 
o 50 100 

Kilometres 

C. Vogel 
~ 

Goodenough 
Bay 

9'S 

~-.; 

... ~'" 
~\j~ 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA 

'i· 

GAPAP~ 

152'E 

• "U 

1O"S 

The single vowel, V, is the next most frequently occurring syllable type (14%). Syllables 
composed of a consonant and two vowels, evv, occur 9% of the time. Closed syllables 
are infrequent, under I % of the total. The final consonant in eve syllables is always a 
nasal, and the only consonant clusters in the language involve these syllable-final nasals. 

1.3 Stress 

Stress does not carry contrastive meaning. The penultimate vowel in a word is stressed, 
with secondary stress on preceding alternate vowels. The exception occurs with word-
final eve syllables in which the ultimate vowel carries the stress; there is evidence 
which suggests that in these cases there is an underlying word-final Iii or lui which has 
been dropped. When suffixing occurs, the stress transfers to the penultimate vowel in the 
suffixed form. In a word-final sequence of two vowels, if the first vowel is higher than 
the second, then the sequence consists of two syllables; otherwise, the sequence results 
in a single syllable. 

1.4 Morphophonemics 

Diachronic processes as well as current morphophonemics reveal a strong tendency to 
reduce evv syllables to ev by vowel deletion, vowel coalescence or labialisation of the 
preceding consonant. 

eVV(#) { ~} -. eV(#) {~} 
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This process is apparent in affixation, reduplication, across word boundaries, and when 
comparing cognates in closely related languages. Examples: 

la-nae-nael 'I am going' 
Ikukou-sil 'those dogs' 

> [anenae] 
> [kukusi] 

Underlying forms surface when the syllable is clause-final. (The vowel sequences loil 
and leul are not affected by this process.) One particular vowel sequence, lai/, becomes 
the umounded high central vowel Iii when it occurs between consonants. However, the 
generation born after about 1985 and speakers raised outside of the language area have 
lost this vowel, replacing it with Iii. 

Many occurrences of root-final lal become Iii before a suffix; e.g.: 

Itomowa/ 'man' 
larobal 'three' 

1.5 Orthography 

Itomowi-nal 'the man' 
Ivi-arobi-nal 'third' 

The orthography now in use has been developed through substantial interaction with the 
Gapapaiwa people in meetings, writers' workshops and trial literacy programs since 
1989. This orthography is strongly influenced by the high rate of literacy in the church 
language (Wedau), and the language of public schooling (English). Tok Pisin is not 
commonly spoken or read in the Gapapaiwa area. 

The voiced velar fricative I¥I is written with the digraph gh. The hi is a flap, and is 
written with the letter r. The labialised consonants Igwl and Ikwl are represented by the 
digraphs gw and kw. The digraph ii is used to represent the umounded high fronted 
vowel in the orthography. Sociolinguistic analysis suggests that the contrast between ii 
and i may be lost in two generations. The orthography may then be easily adjusted to 
accommodate the change by replacing ii with i. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

The pronominal system distinguishes between first, second and third persons. First 
person plural pronouns distinguish between inclusive and exclusive. There is no gender 
distinction made. Singular and plural are distinguished, but no further distinction in 
number is made. 

lINC lExc 2 3 
Independent 
SG taku tam tuna 
PL tota tokai tami ti 

Subject prefix 
SG a- ke- / ku- i- / e-
PL ta- ka- ko- i- / e-

Pronoun suffix 
SG -ku -m -{} / -na 
PL -ta -kai -mi -si 
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Variation in the form of the subject markers is discussed in §3.1. 
The set of pronoun suffixes have multiple functions. They function as possession 

markers on inalienable nouns, object markers on verb phrases, specifiers for alienable 
nouns that are given information, and agreement markers within noun phrases and 
adpositional phrases. 

2.2 Nouns 

Nouns are categorised syntactically (i) according to possession type, (ii) according to 
whether or not they can be marked for number, and (iii) according to where they fall in 
the hierarchy of animacy. 

There is a syntactic distinction between nouns that are directly possessed and those 
which are not. Direct possession is marked with a suffix and occurs with the class of nouns 
which are semantically distinguished as inalienably possessed. Indirect possession occurs 
with all other nouns, which fall into the classes of semi-alienable and alienable possession. 
These are not marked with suffixes, but with independent possessive pronouns. 

A second distinction is between nouns which are marked for number and those which 
are not. The great majority of nouns have no marking for number or gender, like numa 
'house, houses'. In contrast, one small class of nouns referring to humans, including 
kinship terms, are reduplicated to show plural; e.g.: 

tomowa 
kwabura 

'man' 
, grandmother' 

tomo-tomowa 'men' 
kwa-kwabura 'grandmothers' 

The third categorisation of nouns is according to where they fall in the hierarchy of 
animacy. Higher animate nouns (including humans, spirits, and pets) are distinguished 
from lower animate and inanimate nouns because they occur with a different set of 
adpositions. In addition, if an animate noun is in focus as the object in the clause, it is 
co-referenced with a suffix on the verb, whereas inanimate nouns are not. 

Nouns are derived from verb stems without additional marking. The stem may be a 
verb root, a compound of two verb roots, or a verb root with its causative or derivational 
prefix (cf. §3.2). In addition to other roles, these abstract nouns are very common as 
objects of the verbs kare 'begin', kovin 'end', and as objects of the benefactive/purpose 
postposition kubiine 'because': 

f!erau ka-vi-kare=i. 
run lrNC:PL-cAus-begin=TR 
'We began to run.' 

Weni bera-na a-na-bera=i. 
here doing-3SG I SG-FUT-do=TR 
'I will do this.' 

Vi-yekayeka kubiine i-nae. 
cAus-swimpuRP 3:NON.PRES-go 
'They went in order to swim.' 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

There are no free-standing articles per se, but there is a generic-specific distinction on 
nouns that can be communicated by suffixing. The pronoun suffix set occurs on 
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alienable nouns to make this distinction. These suffixes specify the number and person 
of the noun. 

mota 
snake 
'a snake' 
(generic/new info.) 

mota-na 
snake-3sG 
'the snake' 
(specific/given info.) 

There are three demonstratives: 

'this here close to the speaker' 
'that there close to the addressee' 

mota-si 
snake-3pL 
'the snakes' 
(specific/given info.) 

weni 
nani 
nokoni 'that over there away from both speaker and addressee'. 

A demonstrative can stand alone without the noun if it is referring to given 
information. 

nani 
that 
'that one' 

nani mota-na 
that snake-3sG 
'that snake' 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

The Gapapaiwa numeral system is a complex quinary system based on body parts. 
There are separate lexical items for one through five, ten, fifteen and twenty. The 
numerals up to five are unique forms, except 'four' which is 'two and two'. Numerals 
between five and ten are compounds of the form for 'five' plus one of the first five 
numbers, while imaruwa 'ten' is 'two hands'. 

I sago 6 miikovi ma sago 
2 ruwa 7 miikovi ma ruwa 
3 aroba 8 miikovi ma aroba 
4 ruwa ma ruwa 9 miikovi ma ruwa ma ruwa 
5 miikovi (ima ikovi) Chand finished') 10 imaruwa 

Numerals above ten are compounds of the form for 'ten' and the earlier numbers. 
Fifteen is imaruwa ma kaena sago irabobo 'two hands and one foot died', and it 
compounds with the primary numbers until twenty is reached. The form for twenty is 
tomowina, 'a man'. Above twenty the system begins again with a new man. 

Cardinal numerals can stand alone as nouns without additional marking: 

Aroba ku-na-vere=i-ku. 
three 2SG:NON.PRES-FuT-give=TR-I SG:OBJ 
'Give me three.' 

Numerals can also take verbal morphology to function as a stative root; when they do, 
they must be marked with the causative prefix: 

Wawaya i-vi-aroba. 
people 3:NON.PRES-CAUS: PAsT-three. 
'There were three people.' 

In addition numerals can function as adjectives. They follow the noun head but do not 
take the agreement suffix. 
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Numa aroba i-vowa=i. 
house three 3:NON.PRES-build=TR 
'They built three houses.' 

The word sago 'one' has other functions than those listed above. It can follow a time 
word to mark the beginning of a new event. It can follow a noun to introduce a new 
participant or a new setting. It also can mean 'another one' or 'a different one'. 

Ordinal numbers are fonned by prefixing the numeral with the past tense causative 
vi- and adding the pronoun suffix -na: the literal translation for vi-ruwi-na 'second' 
would thus be 'the one that caused it to be two'. The only ordinals in common usage are 
'first' through 'fifth': 

vi-sago-na 
vi-ruwi-na 
vi-arobi-na 
vi-ruwamaruwi-na 
vi-miikovi-na 

'first' 
'second' 
'third' 
'fourth' 
'fifth' 

In common usage, Gapapaiwa speakers have adopted English numerals for all numbers 
above three: e.g. vi-seven-na 'seventh'. 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

The modifying function in noun phrases is most frequently handled by stative roots. The 
very small class of true adjectives, those which cannot be inflected as verbs, has three 
members: 

vaghata 
ghama 
kikei 

'true, real' 
'big' 
'small' 

(However, the stative root gisi 'small' is more commonly used than the adjective kikei.) 
The head noun can be referenced on the modifier with a member of the pronoun 

suffix set which results in a "possessed attribute", a common pattern in Austronesian 
languages. Most modifiers reduplicate to indicate plural. 

Urava guri 
rope long 
'Long Rope (used as a proper noun)' 

urava guri-na 
rope long-3SG 
'the long rope' 

urava guri-guri-si 
rope PL-Iong-3PL 
'the long ropes' 

When the head noun is referenced on the attribute with a pronoun suffix, the noun itself 
can be omitted, leaving the attribute to stand by itself: 

guri-guri-si 
PL-Iong-3PL 
'the long ones' 
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There is a system of comparatives using the adverbs korekorena 'very least' and kina 
'very most'. This generates the only adverbial phrases in the language. 

glSI korekore-na 
small very.1east-3sG 
'very smallest one' (usually spoken in a squeaky voice!) 

gisi-na 
small-3SG 
'small one' 

glsl-na ghama-na 
small-3SG big-3SG 
'a little bit large (middle-sized), 

ghama-na 
big-3SG 
'big one' 

ghama-na kina 
big-3sG very.most 
'very biggest one' 

The following clause is an example of an adverbial phrase modifying the head noun: 

Kukou glSI korekore-na a-na-kavara=i. 
dog small very.1east-3sG ISG-FUT-CARRY=TR 
'I will take the very smallest dog.' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

Only a limited number of items can precede the head noun in a noun phrase. They are 
the demonstratives (see §2.3), secondary modifying nouns in a complex possessive 
construction and the indirect possession markers (see §2.7). All other modifiers are 
located postnominally, as shown below: 

wakima ghama-na dubidubi-na 
rock big-3sG round-3sG 
'a big, round rock' 

The coordinating conjunction ma 'and' which functions at the discourse level also 
serves to coordinate noun phrases: 

J-na kUmo ma i-na gidada 
POSS.AL-3SG fishing.1ine and POSS.AL-3SG spear 
'He loaded his fishing-line and his spear.' 

Doboro ma kwabura i-vi-nuwabiibai. 

i-uwana. 
3.NON.PREs-load 

grandfather and grandmother 3.NON.PREs-cAus-happy 
'Grandfather and grandmother were happy.' 

2.7 Possession 

Nouns fall into one of three classes, each with its own set of possession markers. These 
classes reflect how closely or how permanently the possessor owns the possessed item. 
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These possession classes do not correspond to fixed noun classes, as the same noun can 
occur in more than one possessive category. The possessor always precedes the 
possessed noun regardless of syntactic or semantic category of possession: 

wavine i-na wagu 
woman POSS:AL-3SG bag 
'the woman's bag' 

In direct possessive constructions, an obligatory suffix is attached to the possessed noun 
referencing the possessor in person and number. These constructions mark the semantic 
class of inalienably possessed nouns, including certain kin terms (those of peers or 
subordinates), body parts, feelings, and locative parts ('on top of', 'beside', 'inside', etc.). 

ima-na 
hand-3sG 
'his/her hand' 

numa kamo-na 
house inside-3sG 
'the inside of the house' 

In indirect possessive constructions, the possessed noun itself is not inflected. Instead, a 
pronominal form encoding both possession class and the person and number of the 
possessor, precedes the possessed noun. There are two semantic classes of possession 
within the indirect possession category: semi-alienable and alienable. 

Semi-alienable possession includes food to eat, drinks, clothing, sickness, proper 
names, responsibility, physical characteristics and character traits. The semi-alienable 
possession class marker, ka-, may have originally covered only edible possessions but 
has expanded to include some inedibles. The marker ka- takes the pronoun suffixes 
listed in §2.1, except that 3PL is kii (instead of the expected *ka-si). 

Alienable possession covers everything else, including food to sell, tools, houses, 
boats, gardens and kin terms for people who are in authority over the speaker. The 
alienable marker is i- with some persons and a- with others, while the 3PL form is a 
portmanteau one; thus: 

IINC:PL 
ISG a-ku lEXC:PL 
2SG a-m 2PL 
3SG i-na 3PL 

Examples: 

ka-na gara 
POSS:SEMI-3SG clothing 
'her clothing (to wear), 

i-fa 
a-kai 
a-mi 

i-na gara 
POSS:AL-3SG clothing 
'her clothing (to sell at the market)' 

An interesting feature within the possessive system is that kinship terms are distributed 
between two different possession classes according to whether the kin is subordinate to 
or in authority over ego. This reflects the high value that the culture places on respect for 
the older generation. For example: 

a-ku 
POSS:SEMI-ISG 
'my grandfather' 

doboro 
grandfather 

fupu-ku 
grandchild-l SG 
'my grandchild' 

Kin terms for persons who are peers or subordinates are possessed in direct construc-
tions, while terms for persons in authority over ego require an indirect alienable 
construction: 
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Directly possessed Alienably possessed 
iva- 'spouse's opposite sex sibling' doboro 'grandfather' 
kawa- 'spouse' 
natu- 'child' 
nosi-
novu-
rawa-
rakaraka-
tupu-
ti- kikei 

'great-grandchild' 
'opposite sex sibling' 
'in-law' 
'family (generic), 
'grandchild' 
'younger same sex sibling' 

kwabura 'grandmother' 
maduwa 'mother' 
mamai 'father' 
nosi 'great-grandparent' 
tuwa 'older same-sex sibling' 

Complex possessive constructions are possible if the possessor is encoded as a noun 
phrase which within itself contains a possessive construction: 

tomowa-na kawa-na 
man-3SG spouse-3sG 

maghighi-na 
face-3sG 

'the man's wife's face' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

Because of the lack of explicit marking there are only a limited number of examples 
which could clearly be called relative clauses in Gapapaiwa. A relative clause is often 
distinguished only by the fact that it is embedded in another clause. The clearest 
examples of relative clauses involve the object of the main clause functioning as the 
subject of a numerical relative clause: 

Aririta i-peyari sasara a-vunuwa. 
k.o.bird 3:NON.PREs-many very 
'I caught lots of aririta birds.' 

Ededa i-vi-aroba 
children 3:NoN.PREs-cAus-three 
'She found the three children.' 

1 sG-capture 

i-panana=i-si. 
3:NON.PRES-find=TR-3PL 

Specification of the argument in common is made by a pronoun suffix marking the 
object on the verb. These clearly qualify as relative clauses because the specification of 
the plural referent by the object marker makes it clear that the focus is on the noun, not 
on the event. 

Ededa i-riku 
children 3:NoN.PREs-dance 

a-kita=i-si. 
ISG-See=TR-3PL 

'I saw the children who danced.' 

However, object markers only occur when the object is both animate and the topic of the 
proposition. To complicate things further, the 3sG object is unmarked whether the object 
is animate or not. When this marking is not present, relative clauses can be 
indistinguishable from complement clauses or serial clauses, because it is not clear if the 
focus is on the noun or on the entire event: 

Tomowa i-yapi a-kita=i. 
man 3:NON.PREs-steallsG-see=TR 
'I saw the man who stole.' or 'I saw the man steal.' 
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The morpheme na should be considered in regard to relative clauses. The primary function 
of na as a topic/comment marker is discussed in §6.2. Note the difficulty in translating the 
examples immediately above and below: it is impossible to determine if the object of the 
second clause is a noun or an event. If the object of the second clause is assumed to be a 
noun, the subject of the first clause, then the example below includes a relative clause. 

I-na maduwa i-vo-vo-koi-koi na 
POSS:AL-3SG mother 3:NON.PRES-IMPF-DER-IMPF-weed SUB 

i-kita=i. 
3:NON.PREs-see=TR 

'He saw his mother weeding.' or 'He saw his mother who was weeding.' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

The verb stem can be a verb root or a compound of two verb roots. In addition it can 
have one or both of two categories of optional prefixes: 

(CAUSATIVE) + (DERIVATIVE) + VERB + (VERB) 

Compounding of verb roots is a very common occurrence, and new combinations are 
freely created from two independent verb roots. The meaning of the resulting stem can 
be different from the sum of the meanings of the two original verbs: 

I-nae-kiibau. 
3:NON.PREs-go-come.out 
'He arrived.' 

I-kena-vivira. 
3:NoN.pREs-lie.down-tum 
'They went around it.' 

I-vona-pota=i. 
3:NoN.PREs-say-close=TR 
'They answered.' 

Derivational prefixes cannot stand alone as a verb root, although they may have been 
fully inflected verbs historically. Semantically, they identify the manner in which the 
action is implemented, but many are so bleached that the speakers themselves do not 
perceive them as a morpheme. The most common are vo- (with the hands), ru- (press 
against or push), tamo- (strong and sudden force) and kii- (reciprocal): 

Keyama i-ru-mumu=i. 
wood 3:NON.PRES-DER-smooth=TR 
'He sanded the board.' 

Plen i-tamo-noku. 
plane 3:NON.PRES-DER-bend 
'The plane crumpled (in the crash).' 

I-vo-tete i-ghae. 
3:NON.PRES-DER-creep 3NON.PRES-gO.Up 
'He climbed up hand over hand.' 

Gonugonu a-mumu=i. 
sand ISG-smooth=TR 
'I smoothed the sand.' 

Duya i-noku=i. 
mat 3:NON.PREs-bend=TR 
'She rolled up the mat.' 

Nani mota-na i-tete. 
that snake-3SG 3:NON.PREs-creep 
'That snake crept along.' 
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Wawaya i-kii-dabura-ana. Gerasa i-dabura=i. 
people 3:NON.PRES-DER-gather-pL.CONT 
'People kept crowding around.' 

gravel 3:NON.PREs-gather=TR 
'She gathered the gravel (into a pile).' 

Causative 

A causative prefix occurs regularly on approximately 20% of the verbs in Gapapaiwa 
(167 out 881 verbs in a dictionary count). This prefix increases the valency of the 
predication. The morpheme was probably vi- in all tenses historically, but is now i- for 
present and future tense, vi- for past and imperative, and vi-vi- for past and future 
imperfective. For many verbs, the prefix is no longer productive and it could even be 
argued that it is obligatory. However, this causative morpheme is still used productively 
on many verbs: 

A-geru. 
ISG-board 
'I boarded (got on the boat).' 

A-towa. 
IsG-bathe 
'I took a bath.' 

I-na-tupo. 
3:NON.PRES-FUT-fill 
'It will be full.' 

A-vi-geru=i. 
ISG-CAUS.PAST-board=TR 
'I caused him to board.' 

A-vi-towa=i. 
ISG-CAUS.PAsT-bathe=TR 
'I bathed him / I caused him to take a bath.' 

I-na-i-tupo=i. 
3:NON.PRES-FUT-CAUS-fill=TR 
'She will fill it.' 

When verbs which commonly occur with the causative prefix are nominalised, vi- + root 
functions as the noun with no additional derivation. So when vi- + root is used with no 
preceeding subject prefix, it is interpreted as a noun. When vi- + root is used in 
combination with subject and other TAM prefixes, it functions as a predicate. 

Vi-tava i-vi-kare=i. 
CAus-cook 3:NON.PRES-CAus-begin=TR 
'She began the cooking.' 

This prefix remains as part of the stem when the clause is an imperative: 

Ke-vi-tava! 
2sG-cAus-cook 
'You cook!' 

Subject and TAM prefixes 

There is a system of prefixes which communicates subject, tense, aspect and mode. The 
subject prefix is the only obligatory element in the verb phrase besides the verb stem 
itself. It always precedes the other morphemes in the verb phrase. When the subject of 
the verb is 2sG, 3sG or 3PL, the subject prefix is a portmanteau form, encoding a present 
vs. non-present distinction as well as the person and number distinctions. 

Tense is communicated in several ways. Verbs which appear with the causative prefix 
mark tense by a variation in the form of this prefix, as noted above. Verbs without the 
causative prefix make no distinction in past and present tense, except in 2SG and third 
person portmanteau forms as noted above and exemplified below. 
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The future tense is marked by the prefix na- and the subjunctive by ta- for all verbs 
and in all persons with the exception of IINC:PL, which is unmarked. The result is that 
there is no contrast between future, subjunctive and present forms for lINC:PL. 

So the subject-TAM prefixes (with the causative parenthesised) are: 

ISG 2sG 3SG/PL IINC:PL IEXC:PL 2PL 
PAST a-(vi-) ku-(vi-) i-(vi-) ta-(vi-) ka-(vi-) ko-(vi-) 
PRESENT a-(i-) ke-(i-) e-(i-) ta-(i-) ka-(i-) ko-(i-) 
FUTURE a-na-(i-) ku-na-(i-) i-na-(i-) ta-(i-) ka-na-(i-) ko-na-(i-) 
SUBJUNCTIVE a-ta-(i-) ku-ta-(i-) i-ta-(i-) ta-(i-) ka-ta-(i-) ko-ta-(i-) 

The following examples demonstrate the subject and TAM markers. With ISG subject, 
there is no contrast between past and present tense for the verb tutui (hammer), but the 
causative prefix on the verb sisiya (talk) is marked for past and present. The future prefix 
na- applies to both. 

past: 

present: 

future: 

a-tutui 
ISG-hammer 
'I hammered' 

a-tutui 
I sG-hamrner 
'I hammer' 

a-na-tutui 
I SG-FUT-hammer 
'I will hammer' 

a-vi-sisiya 
ISG-CAUS.PAST-speak 
'I spoke' 

a-i-sisiya 
I SG-CAus-speak 
'I speak / I am speaking' 

a-na-i-sisiya 
I SG-FUT-CAus-speak 
'I will speak' 

The portmanteau 2SG prefix encodes present versus non-present tense as well as the subject: 

past: 

present: 

future: 

ku-tutui 
2SG:NON.PREs-hammer 
'you hammered' 

ke-tutui 
2sG-hammer 
'you hammer' 

ku-na-tutui 
2SG:NON.PRES-FuT-hammer 
'you will hammer' 

ku-vi-sisiya 
2SG:NON.PRES-CAUS.PAsT-speak 
'you spoke' 

ke-i-sisiya 
2sG-cAus-speak 
'you speak' 

ku-na-i-sisiya 
2SG:NON.PRES-FUT-CAus-speak 
'you will speak' 

Imperfective aspect is expressed by reduplication. If the verb has a derivational prefix, 
the prefix reduplicates. If there is no derivational prefix, the verb root itself reduplicates 
in one of several phonologically conditioned patterns. Occasionally both the prefix and 
the root reduplicate to indicate a long time-frame for the imperfective action. Present 
imperfective on verbs with the causative prefix i- is unmarked. 

past 
imperfect: 

present 
imperfect: 

a-tu-tutui 
1 SG-IMPF -hammer 
'I was hammering' 

a-tu-tutui 
I SG-IMPF -hammer 
'I am hammering' 

a-vi-vi-sisiya 
1 SG-IMPF -CAU S. PAS T-speak 
'I was speaking' 

a-i-sisiya 
lSG-CAUS-speak 
'I am speaking/I speak' 
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future a-na-tu-tutui a-na-i-sisiya 
imperfect: lSG-FUT-IMPF-hammer 1 SG-FUT-CAus-speak 

'I will be hammering' 'I will be speaking/I will speak' 

The subjunctive prefix ta- expresses a wide range of speaker attitudes and intentions, 
including 'ought', 'would', 'should', 'might' and 'desire to'. It cannot co-occur with the 
future marker na. It is often used in subordinate clauses following a main clause with a 
cognitive verb: 

Wavine nuwanuwa-na i-vi-vi-tete=i da 
woman thoughts-3sG 3:NON.PRES-IMPF-CAUS.PAST-come.and.go=TR SUB 

i-ta-nae i-na ku=vao. 
3NON.PRES-SBJN-go POSS:AL-3SG to=garden 

'The woman was thinking that she should go to her garden.' 

Kawa-na i-nota=i da nama siya 
spouse-3sG 3:NON.PREs-think=TR SUB anonymous meat 

i-ta-vowa=i na i-ta-gere=i. 
3 :NON. PRES-SBIN -kill=TR SUB 3:NON. PRES-S BJN -wrap=TR 

'His wife thought that he might have killed some kind of meat and wrapped it up.' 
(But she was wrong.) 

The prefix ta- also occurs in conditional sentences: 

I-ta-i-rugenara bayawa i-ta-kita=i 
3:NON.PRES-SBJN-CAUs-Iook.in.at clay.pot 3:NON.PRES-SBJN-see=TR 

da wawaya kikei kegha. 
SUB person small NEG 

'If he had looked into the clay pot he would have seen that there was no child 
(inside).' 

In contrast, when ta- occurs in clauses expressing negation, the clause is a statement of 
negative fact (cf. §4.4): 

Didibara i-rakata da iya a-ta-kita-kita bubuna. 
dark 3:NON.PRES-increase SUB NEG lSG-SBJN-IMPF-see well 
'It was so dark that I was not seeing well.' 

I-nekiibau da ke i-ta-rui ku=vao. 
3:NON.PREs-arrive SUB NEG 3:NON.PRES-SBJN-go.in to=garden 
'He arrived but he didn't go into the garden.' 

Transitivity and object clitics 

Transitivity is marked with the enclitic =i when the object is the focus of the clause. 
There is no marking to distinguish whether the object has the role of patient or the role 
of recipient in the clause. However, if that object is a specific higher animate being 
(humans, spirits, pets), it is referenced by a pronoun suffix which agrees in person and 
number with the argument to which it refers (cf. §2.l). When the pronoun suffix is 
present, the transitivity marker is obligatory, although it does not always appear in the 
surface form due to vowel deletion. Both markers relocate to maintain their phrase-final 
position when there is an adverb located postverbally. Morphophonemics often occlude 
underlying forms of these enclitics, especially for third person objects. 
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A-vi-yava. 
ISG-CAUS.PAST-count 
'I counted.' 

Wakima a-vi-yava=i. 
rock lSG-CAUS.PAST-count=TR 
'I counted rocks.' 

Wivine-si a-vi-yava=l-Sl. 
women-3pL 1 SG-CAUS.PAST-count=TR-3PL 
'I counted the women.' (women in focus) 

Ku-vi-yawasa=i-kai. 
2SG:NON.PRES-CAUS.PAsT-heal=TR -IEXC:PL 
'You have saved us.' 

I-na-kayagha bubuna=i-mi 
3:NON.PRES-FuT-care.for well=TR-2pL 
'He will take good care of you (plural).' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

Manner adverbs occur postverbally. The manner-time adverbs are a closed class which 
cannot function as free-standing verbs or clause-level adverbs. They occur either as 
suffixes or as free forms, the difference being phonologically conditioned depending on 
whether the first phoneme is a vowel or a consonant. Only two of these adverbs begin 
with vowels and are bound to the verb root, as confirmed by morphophonemics and 
stress patterns (-ana 'continuously (plural subject)' and -ata 'just, only'). The rest ofthe 
adverbs begin with consonants and are perceived as independent words by speakers of 
the language. (The adverbs in the examples below are -ana, mentioned above, bero 
'badly', bubuna 'well', kava 'unsuccessfully', and sasara 'very'.) When transitivity is 
marked in phrases with these adverbs, it is transferred from the verb root to the adverb to 
maintain its phrase-final location. This syntactic difference distinguishes these from 
clause-level adverbs which never take the transitive enclitic. 

Kariba tepa-na=iyai i-vi-vi-makai-ana. 
mango top-3SG=LOC 3:NON.PRES-IMPF-CAUS.PAST-sit-PL.CONT 
'They were sitting (for a long time) in the top of a mango tree.' 

Ota ka-ku siya a-ta-kam-ata=i-si ma a-bera 
oh.no POSS:SEMI-lSG meat ISG-SBJN-eat-just=TR-3PL AND ISG-DO 

bera=i da i-verau. 
badly=TR SUB 3:NON.PREs-run 

'Oh no! 1 should have just eaten my meat (three children!); 1 made a mistake so that 
they ran away.' 

Ta-kam bub una. 
lINC:PL.FUT-eat well 
'We'll eat well.' 

Vavai i-kita-kita kava=i. 
food 3:NON.PRES-IMPF-Iook without.result=TR 
'He looked unsuccessfully for food.' 



Tapu i-verau sasara. 
wallaby 3:NON.PREs-run very 
'The wallaby really ran.' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 
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Serial clauses often occur in narrative discourse. These involve a sequence of fully 
inflected verbs which describe a single complex event. The intonation pattern treats 
the series as one predication, rather than a sequence. All the clauses in the series have 
the same subject and are inflected with the same subject and TAM markers. The 
number of arguments within the serial clause construction is limited. The subject of all 
the clauses may be stated as a free-standing NP only once, at the very beginning of the 
series. Interposed peripheral arguments are not common. However, because there can 
be a combination of transitive, ditransitive and/or intransitive clauses in the series, an 
object may precede or intervene in the series. Scope of negation applies to only one 
clause, but if one is negated, all the other clauses must agree, each with its own 
negative marker. 

Natu-na 
child-3sG 

kana tom 
POSS:SEMI-3sG sugarcane 

i-pisi i-vere=i. 

i-turagiin=i 
3:NON.PREs-break=TR 

3:NON.PREs-come 3:NON.PREs-give=TR 
'She broke off her child's sugarcane, she came, she gave it to him.' 

Taku mani a-baba a-kiibau a-ku ku=numa. 
I oneself lSG-walk ISG-go.out POSS:AL-ISG to=house 
'I myself walked, I went out to my house.' 

Wawaya kikei-na i-ta-kiivunuwa=i 
person small-3sG 3:NoN.PRES-SBJN-kill=TR 

i-ta-i-tava=i i-ta-kam=i. 
3:NON.PRES-SBJN-CAUS-cook=TR 3:NON.PRES-SBJN-eat=TR 

'They wanted to kill the child, cook him and eat him.' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Equative clauses are a simple juxtaposition of two noun phrases with no overt marking: 

Koya Gwagwame. 
mountain Gwagwame 
'The mountain is Gwagwame.' 

Kawa-m taku. 
spouse-2sG I 
'I'm your wife.' 

A stative clause has a head noun followed by a possessed attribute. The head noun is 
not obligatory because the possessive marker on the attribute co-references the 
possessor. 
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Yawa-yawasa=i-kai. 
pL-health=TR-IEXC:PL 
'We are well.' 

Wawaya bero-bera-si. 
people PL-bad-3PL 
'They were bad people.' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The basic constituent order is SV in an intransitive clause and SOY in a transitive 
clause: 

Kii pora i-kiibau. 
POSS:SEMI:3PL pig 3:NON.PRES-come.out 
'Their pig came out.' 

Yarako-na siya i-tona-tona=i. 
eldest-3sG fish 3:NON.PRES-IMPF-spear=TR 
'The eldest was spearing fish.' 

When the object is topicalised, it is located in the clause initial position (resulting in a 
clause constituent order of OSV): 

Nani dugara-si tuna i-na ku=wagu 
those k.o.fruit-3PL he POSS:AL-3SG to=bag 
'He was loading those dugara into his bag.' 

i-uwana. 
3:NON.PRES-load 

However, clauses with both subject and object specified as noun phrases are uncommon. 
The usual situation is that the clause either has only one core argument as a free nominal 
or it consists of just the verb phrase with its affixes. 

I-vi-nama=i-ku. 
3:NON.PRES-cAus-laugh=TR-lSG 
'They laughed at me.' 

Ditransitive clauses with object nominals specified are extremely rare. When they do 
occur, the subject is referenced as a verb prefix only, resulting in a clause constituent 
order of 0 + 0 + V There is free ordering of patient and recipient: whichever is the topic 
is located in the clause initial position. The following ditransitive clause has the 
recipient as the topic, with resulting order of recipient-patient-verb: 

Kukou gira-girapu-na bero-na nani mena-na i-vere=i-i. 
dog MOD-mange-3SG bad-3SG that ripe-3sG 3:NoN.PREs-give=TR-3SG 
'She gave that ripe one to a poor, mangy dog.' 

In contrast, the patient is the topic in the next ditransitive clause, so the constituent order 
is patient-recipient-verb: 

Ke meyani siya dobora kawa-na vUe 
NEG some. day fish POSS:AL:3SG grandfather spouse-3SG with 

i-ta-vere-vere=i-si. 
3:NON.PRES-SBJN-IMPF-give=TR-3PL 

'They never were giving their grandfather or his wife any fish.' 
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More commonly, ditransitive clauses have only one argument specified as a noun phrase. 
The subject prefix and the object suffix on the verb itself are sufficient to identify the 
actor and the recipient: 

Numa i-vere=i-kai. 
house 3:NON.PREs-give=TR-IEXC:PL 
'They gave us a house.' 

Clauses do not have more than two core arguments appearing as free nominals, and most 
clauses have just one. If pragmatics require two or three arguments to be specified (in 
more detail than the agreement markers on the verb), the speaker will often split the 
proposition into two clauses by adding a second predication. So the following type of 
construction is what usually occurs instead of a single ditransitive clause: 

Weni mena-na a-na-viiya supu-ku a-na-vere=i-i. 
this ripe-3sG 1 SG-FuT-get grandchild-l SG 1 SG-FuT-give=TR-3 SG 
'I'll get this ripe one and give it to my grandchild.' 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Peripheral arguments in a clause include time adverbs, adverbs denoting speaker 
attitude, and a varied collection of adpositional phrases. These constituents occur in 
three different locations in the clause structure. 

Adpositions in Gapapaiwa include prepositions, postpositions and a clitic that always 
directly precedes the head noun. They communicate a variety of minor case roles for the 
peripheral arguments, including associative, beneficiary, purpose, locative and 
instrumental. If the head noun of the adpositional phrase is a higher animate noun 
that is already in focus in the discourse, it does not have to be specified in the phrase. (In 
the table below, PN = pronoun suffix.) 

Higher Animate Noun 
in focus 

Higher Animate Noun Lower Animate or 
not in focus Inanimate Noun 

benefactive, (pronoun)+ kubii + PN NP + kubiine 
purpose 

locative, (pronoun)+ ku=ri + PN NP + ku=ri + (PN) 
destination 

associative (pronoun) + yavata 

manner, locative, 
instrument 

NP + yavata 

NP + kubiine 

ku= N 

ere + NP' 

NP + =iyai 

There are two associative adpositional phrases in which the head noun of the 
adpositional phrase is a co-participant in the action of the clause. This co-participant 
performs the action in a subservient role to one of the core arguments. If the main 
participant has control over the subservient one, the preposition ere is used (ere + NP). 
This is used with inanimate possessions, very young children, pets, and sometimes even 
with behavioural attributes. 

Ere diwona i-baba i-pisi. 
with walking. stick 3:NoN.PREs-walk 3:NON.PRES-come 
'He came walking with a walking stick.' 
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If the associate is not under the control of the main participant, the postposition yavata 
occurs. This occurs with higher animate nouns. (In the Gapa dialect, the postposition 
vite is sometimes used in this environment. It may be a loanword based on the English 
'with'.) 

Tomowa-na novu-na yavata i-kiibau k:u=numa. 
man-3SG opposite.sex.sibling-3SG together. with 3:NON.PRES-gO.out to=house 
'The man came out to the house with his sister.' 

The postposition kubiine denotes roles of benefactive or purpose. If the head noun is 
high in the animacy hierarchy, there is optional coreferencing in the form of a 
pronoun suffix agreeing with the noun in person and number. This suffix occurs when 
the head noun is animate and is given information, already in focus (kubii + pronoun 
suffix). 

Kawa-m yavata ko-nipowana kubii-ku. 
spouse-2sG together. with 2PL-pray BEN-lsG 
'You and your husband pray for me.' 

When the head noun is animate but is new information or is not in focus, the pronoun 
suffix does not occur. Instead, the head noun itself is overtly stated (NP + kubiine). 

A-na-ivu kwabura 
I SG-FUT-fetch. water grandmother 
'I will fetch water for grandmother.' 

kubiine. 
BEN 

Inanimate head nouns do not occur with the pronoun suffix (NP + kubiine). 

Ta-rui ku=vao vavai kubiine. 
lINC:PL-go.in to=garden vegetables PURP 
'We will go in to the garden for vegetables.' 

Kubiine can occur in a syntactically complex construction where the purpose is 
expressed by a clause: 

I-kiibau ku=kikira kawa-na i-na-wota 
3:NON.PRES-come.out to=beach spouse-3sG 3-FUT-disembark 
'She came out to the beach because her husband will disembark.' 

kubiine. 
PURP 

Ku and kuri are locatives which give a spatial reference for the direction of the action. 
The clitic ku occurs with an inanimate head noun. When an inanimate head noun is 
alienably possessed, ku maintains its prenominal location, so that it is interposed 
between the noun and its possessive pronoun. 

i-na wagu 
POSS:AL-3SG string.bag 
'her string bag' 

I-ghae ku=koya 
3:NON.PRES-gO.Up to=mountain 
'He went up to the mountain's top.' 

tepa-na. 
top-3sG 

i-na ku=wagu 
POSS:AL-3SG to=string.bag 
'into her string bag' 

The postposition kuri (underlying ku=ri) occurs when the action is directed toward a 
higher animate noun. There is optional coreferencing in the form of a suffix agreeing 
with the noun in person and number. 



I-vomiiri i-na maduwa ku=ri. 
3:NON.PRES-set.out POSS:AL-3SG mother to=AN1M 
'He started out to go to his mother.' 

Kiirapu i-pi-pisi ku=ri-na. 
cannibal 3:NON.PRES-IMPF-come to=ANIM-3sG 
'The cannibal was coming toward him.' 
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The widely used enclitic =iyai communicates manner, instrument, location in time or 
physical location (either where the action occurs or where it commences). It occurs with 
adverbs, nominalised verbs, nouns, noun phrases and complex possessive constructions. 
Its location is always phrase-final. 

Mara-na=iyai kuwari dipa=iyai i-vovira binama 
time-3SG=LOC cassowary bush=LOC 3:NON.PRES-retum hornbill 

nuwabiibai=iyai i-vona bo "U loma la-nae". 
heart.good=MNR 3:NON.PREs-say DQT "POSS:AL: lSG friend lINC:PL-go" 

'At the time Cassowary returned from the bush, Hornbill said happily, "My friend, 
let's go".' 

Navu-na 
opp.sex.sib-3sG 

i-na gari 
POSS:AL-3SG garden 

i-yamona=i. 
3:NON.PREs-make=TR 

bara-na=iyai i-na numa 
side-3sG=LOC POSS:AL-3SG house 

'She built her house beside her brother's garden.' 

Peripherals occur in three locations in the clause, denoted here as Xl, X2, and X3. Given 
that VP is the verb phrase and NP denotes any of the core arguments specified as noun 
phrases in the clause, then the constituent ordering is: 

NP X 2 

The clause-initial Xl position is the basic unmarked location for words which denote the 
attitude of the speaker and for time words. The Xl position is also the marked location 
for adpositional phrases denoting benefactive, associative, and location/instrument! 
manner roles. 

The X2 position is the basic unmarked location for the clause-level negative markers 
and for adpositional phrases denoting associative, and location/instrument/manner roles. 
The X2 position is also the marked location for time words, and locative and benefactive 
adpositional phrases, as well as for the three directionals: 

wike 'to this place near speaker' 
nake 'to that place away from speaker' 
nake 'to a different place'. 

If locative adpositional phrases occur in this position, they must follow any other 
peripherals which might also be in the X2 position. 

The fact that there are peripheral clause constituents in the X3 position qualifies 
Gapapaiwa as a "leaky" SOY language (Ross 1988, pers. comm.). The clause-final X3 
position is the basic unmarked location for directionals and for benefactive and locative 
adpositional phrases. It is also the marked location for associative adpositional phrases. 

The example below is a clause with X2 VP with two peripherals in the X2 position. 
(The speaker is relating the unfortunate experience of being knocked unconscious by a 
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falling coconut.) The locative adpositional phrase ku=tano has been moved forward to 
the preverbal position in order to topicalise it. 

Nuwatu=iyai ku=tano i-tere=i-ku. 
sIOW=MNR to=ground 3:NON.PRES-put=TR-ISG 
'He slowly lowered me to the ground.' 

Note that the locative adpositional phrase must follow the other peripheral nuwatu=iyai, 
because it always retains the location closest to the verb. 

A clause with X2 VP X3 is illustrated below; ere nuwaboya-ku is an associative 
prepositional phrase in the X2 position, and a-ku ku=waka is a locative preposition in 
the X3 position: 

Ere nuwaboya-ku a-nae a-ku ku=waka. 
with worry-lsG ISG-go POSS:AL-ISG to=canoe 
'With my unhappiness, I went to my canoe.' 

The next example is of a clause with Xl NP VP X 3 ; muri=iyai is topicalised in the Xl 
position and i-na ku=numa is a locative adpositional phrase in the normal unmarked X3 
position: 

Muri=iyai tomowa-na i-kiibau i-na ku=numa. 
afier=LOC man-3SG 3:NON.PRES-gO.out POSS:AL-3SG to=house 
'Later the man came out to his house.' 

The following is a clause with XI NP VP; karako is a time word in the Xl position: 

Karako wawaya kibe ko-na-vo-vunagha. 
today people torch 2PL-FUT-DER-prepare. 
'Today you people will prepare torches (from dried coconut leaves).' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

The basic constituent order for the negative clause does not differ from that of a positive 
clause. Negative clauses have one of the negative markers ke or iya which are free forms 
that always precede the verb in the X2 location. There are no distributional differences when 
comparing these two negative markers and no difference with regard to scope of negation. 
Even the same speaker in the same text will use them interchangeably. Verbs in negative 
clauses must be marked with the subjunctive prefix ta- or the future prefix na-. Examples: 

Wawaya kikei kiirapu iya i-ta-kita=i-i. 
person small cannibal NEG 3:NON.PRES-SBJN-see=TR-3SG 
'The small child didn't see the cannibal.' 

Ke i-ta-rui 
NEG 3:NON.PRES-SBJN-go.in 
'He didn't go into the garden.' 

Iya a-na-kam=i-m. 
NEG ISG-FUT-eat=TR-2SG 
'I will not eat you.' 

ku=vao. 
to=garden 

Negative verbless clauses also utilise one of the two negative markers, ke or iya, which 
precedes the predication: 
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Vavai iya ghama-na. 
food NEG big-3SG 
'There is not much food.' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

Giving commands is not culturally appropriate behaviour unless one is talking to a small 
child. So imperative clauses are seldom heard. They have the same constituent ordering 
as indicative clauses, with 2sG or 2PL subject marking on the verb. For verbs with the 
causative prefix that are in 2PL, there is no syntactic contrast between the imperative 
clause and an indicative clause in the past tense. For verbs without the causative prefix, 
there is no contrast between the imperative and indicative in the present tense. They are 
distinguished by context and intonation. 

Ko-vi-yana! 
2PL-cAus-listen 
'(You all) listen!' 

Karibo sago ko-tawe=i! 
mango one 2pL-throw=TR 
'Throw down a mango!' 

Prohibitions are seldom heard, because it is more appropriate to offer a suggestion 
(using the subjunctive) rather than give a command. When negative imperatives do 
occur, the same negative markers (iya and ke) as in regular negative clauses are used, 
but always with the future prefix na- on the verb. 

/ya mara muri=iyai kiu ku-na-vunuwa! 
NEG time after=Loc bird 2SG-FUT-capture 
'Do not catch birds from now on!' 

Matuketa iyaku-na-votawe=i! 
door NEG 2SG-FUT-open=TR 
'Do not open the door!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Polar questions are marked by the clause-final question tag bo kegha 'or not', which is often 
shortened to boo Otherwise there is no structural difference from the basic indicative clause. 

Weni ka-ta siya, bo? 
this POSS:SEMI-JINC:PL meat Q 
'Is this our meat?' 

Namada ku-vi-kovin=i bo? 
already 2SG:NON.PRES-CAUS.PAST-finish=TR Q 
'Did you already finish it?' 

Tavora-na ke-notanota=i 
song-3sG 2sG-remember=TR 
'Do you remember that song?' 

bo kegha? 
Q NEG 
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A content question utilises one of the following question words: 

avi kubiine 
avi maranai 
aviyavisina (avai) 
ikikava 
imai 
iyai / iyi 
meni 
meni dobunai (mede) 
meyani 
mike 
viya 

'why (what purpose)?' 
'what time?' 
'what?' 
'how?' 
'where?' 
'who?' 
'which?' 
'which place?' 
'when?' 
'where to?' 
'how many?' 

The question words occur in the same syntactic slot as the questioned element. 

Nan avai? 
that what 
'What is that?' 

Meyani ta-rui? 
when lINC:PL.FuT-go.in 
'When will we go in?' 

o ka-ta siya mike i-nae? 
oh POSS:SEMI-IINC:PL meat where.to 3:NON.PRES-go 
'Oh, where did our meat go?' (The boy escaped.) 

Jyi i-na-ghen=i? 
who 3:NON.PRES-FUT-gO.up=TR 
'Who will climb?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

Simple juxtaposition of clauses is very common in Gapapaiwa, with no linking 
morphemes interposed. The next degree of coordination, which is still quite loose, 
occurs with the particle ma. The clauses linked by ma are very independent. These 
clauses can involve events which are either sequential or simultaneous. (Ma can also 
coordinate two noun phrases.) Ma coordinates two simultaneous events in the following 
examples: 

Ko-na-yeba-yebagha ma ku-na-kita-kita ku=koya. 
2PL-FUT-IMPF-fish and 2SG-FUT-IMPF-look to=mountain 
'While you are fishing, you will be looking at the mountain.' 

E-maka-makai ma 
3-IMPF-sit and 

nani karibo-na i-pura-pura=i ma 
that mango-3sG 3:NON.PRES-IMPF-pick.fruit=TR and 

i-kam-kam. 
3:NON.PRES-IMPF-eat 

'He was sitting and picking from that mango (tree) and eating.' 
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In the examples below, rna serves to coordinate two clauses in temporal sequence: 

Yebagha i-votere=i rna i-ghae ku=koya 
fish 3:NON.PREs-quit=TRand 3:NON.PRES-gO.Up to=mountain 
'He quit fishing and he went up to the top of the mountain.' 

A-mi iyo ko-yuna rna ta-na-nae. 
POSS:AL-2PL spear 2PL-collect and lINC:PL-FUT-go 
'You all gather up your spears and we will go.' 

tepa-na. 
top-3sG 

When two clauses communicate contrast or alternative options, they are linked by the 
coordinating particle bo: 

Wena tam ka-m karibo bo taku ka-ku karibo? 
here you:SG POSS:SEMI-2SG mango or I POSS:SEMI-ISG mango 
'Are these your mangoes or are they my mangoes?' 

Yogho a-na-vo-yu-yuna bo a-na-koi. 
rubbish ISG-FUT-DER-IMPF-gather or ISG-FUT-weed 
'I will either be collecting rubbish or else I will weed.' 

6.2 Subordination 

The particle da performs many different subordinating functions. It serves as a 
complementiser, links verbs for long-term progression, and introduces result and 
purpose clauses. In complex sentences with the particle da, the main clause always 
precedes the subordinate clause, resulting in a structure of MAIN CLAUSE + da 
+ SUBORDINATE CLAUSE. (The particle da can also conjoin two noun phrases of equal 
status when it is important for them to be viewed as single cohesive unit.) 

When there is a sentential object for a main clause, da is the complementiser. This 
commonly occurs with main clauses which have modal predications or predications of 
cognition or utterance, as follows: 

I-vona da yaghiyaghina ko-na-vovira. 
3:NON.PREs-say SUB quickly 2PL-FUT-return 
'They say that you must return quickly.' 

I-nota-nota =i 
3:NON.PRES-IMPF-think=TR 

da nama wawaya 
SUB anonymous people 

i-ta-yapi-yapi. 
3:NON.PRES-SBJN-IMPF-steal 

'He thought people were stealing.' 

Two examples of da as the subordinating particle for a result clause follow: 

A-vi-tuwa da natu-natu-ku 
I SG-CAUS.PAsT-give.birth SUB PL-child-ISG 
'I gave birth resulting in seven children.' 

i-vi-seven. 
3:NON.PRES-CAUS.PAST-seven 

Ku bonagha kamo-na i-peku da i-rabobo. 
to hole inside-3sG 3:NoN.PRES-fall SUB 3:NON.PRES-die 
'It (the wallaby) fell into a sinkhole and (as a result) it died.' 
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The following examples have da as the subordinating particle for purpose clauses. Many 
of these clauses also include the purpose postposition kubiine. 

Ma binarna i-nae da bake rugu-rugu-na i-kavara=i. 
and hornbill 3:NON.PRES-go SUB k.o.tree PL-leaf-3sG 3:NON.PREs-carry=TR 
'And Hornbill went for the purpose of getting the bake leaves.' 

I-oru ku=okowa da vi-towa kubiine. 
3:NON.PREs-go.down to=river SUB cAus-bathe PURP 
'They went down to the river for the purpose of taking a bath.' 

When there is a long-term progression through a single temporal event, da serves to link 
the predications into a cohesive whole: 

I-vorniiri i-ne-nae da i-ne-nae da 
3:NON.PREs-set.out 3:NON.PRES-IMPF-go SUB 3:NON.PRES-IMPF-go SUB 

i ku=vao i-nekiibau. 
POSS:AL:3SG to=garden 3:NON.PREs-arrive 

'They started out, they were going and going and they arrived at their garden.' 

Dipa karibo-na i-arne da i-arne da 
bush mango-3sG 3:NON.PREs-bear.fruit SUB 3:NON.PRES-bear.fruit SUB 

i-arne da i-arne da 
3:NON.PRES-bear.fruit SUB 3:NON.PREs-bear.fruit SUB 
i-kii-viro-viro=i. 
3:NON.PRES-DER-IMPF-bend.down=TR 

'The wild mango tree was bearing fruit and bearing fruit and bearing fruit and 
bearing fruit so that it was bending itself down (under the weight).' 

The subordinating particle da can also introduce adverbial clauses: 

Ma a-karava nuwatuwai a-ghae da kiu rneni 
and ISG-sneak slowly ISG-climb SUB bird where 

i-kena-kena nake. 
3:NON.PRES-IMPF-sleep to.other.place 

'And I crept slowly up to where the birds were sleeping.' 

Direct quotes are marked by the morpheme boo 

Ma tornowa-na i-vona bo "Mararn ta-na-rui ". 

dobu-na=iyai 
place-3sG=Loc 

and man-3sG 3-say DQT "tomorrow IINC:PL-FuT-go.in" 
'And the man said, "Tomorrow we will go in".' 

I-kwatu bo "Ka-ta tapu 
3:NON.PRES-call DQT "POSS:SEMI-IINC:PL wallaby 
'He called, "Tie our wallaby!".' 

ke-kun=i! ". 
2sG-tie=TR" 

The particle na follows a clause (or a noun phrase) and marks it as topic. It means 'the 
following statement will tell you more concerning the preceding topic'. In a topic-
comment sentence the structure is TOPIC CLAUSE + na + COMMENT CLAUSE: 

Nani kiu-si ruwa na sago ka-na 
those bird-3PL two SUB one POSS:SEMI-3SG 

ka-na vava kuwari. 
POSS:SEMI-3SG name cassowary 

vava binarna rna sago 
name hornbill and one 
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'About those two birds: one was named Bornbill and one was named Cassowary.' 

Mara-na=iyai i-kavara=i na mape-na 
time-3sG=Loc 3:NON:PREs-carry=TR SUB wing-3sG 

i-tere-gavu=i. 
3: NON. PRES-put-hide=TR 

'When he brought them, he hid them under his wings.' 

I-ta bagibagi na tiga peto-na. 
POSS:AL-lrNC:PL work SUB border cut.grass-3sG 

gabura-na=iyai 
under-3sG=LOC 

'Our work is cutting the grass at/around the edges (of the village).' 



SUDEST 
Mike Anderson and Malcolm Ross 

The language of Sud est (or Tagula) Island, in the southeast of the Milne Bay Province of 
Papua New Guinea, is spoken by approximately 2000 people. There is considerable 
dialect variation, and this sketch, based on Anderson and Anderson (1991), describes the 
dialect spoken in Pamela village on the south coast. Apart from a small dictionary 
(Anderson 1990), only fragmentary information on Sudest has previously been 
published (Anderson 1992, Armstrong 1923, Ray 1939, Lithgow 1976:451,461-462). 
There is also a fairly extensive manuscript vocabulary by Fr Kevin Twomey (n.d.) from 
the Madawa dialect, which he calls 'Vanatinai' (after the Sudest word for the island, 
Vanatfna). Sudest's closest relative is Nimoa, and the two languages belong to the 
Peripheral Papuan Tip linkage (see the discussion in §4.2 of Ch. 5). 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes are: 

pw p t k k w 
bw b d g gw 
mbw mb nd iij Qg Qgw 
yw V 0 ¥ ¥w 

s 
mw m n fi IJ IJW 

r 

w y 

There are contrasts between plain and prenasalised voiced stops, between plain and 
additionally labialised bilabials, and between plain and labialised velars, giving an 
unusually large consonant inventory for an Oceanic language. The velar fricative I¥I has 
the allophone [h] before 101 or lui, [¥] elsewhere. The labialised velar fricative I¥wl has 
the allophones [¥w] and [hw], apparently in free variation or as the outcome of dialect 
contact. The bilabials Ivl and Ivwl appear originally to have been bilabial, but an 
increasing number of speakers have a labiodental articulation, apparently under the 
influence of English, which is a local lingua franca. 

Some consonants have a limited distribution, such that Iwl does not occur before lui, 
and Iyl not before Iii or lui. These are evidently the outcomes of conditioning. The 
sibilant lsi also has a limited distribution, with no known occurrences before lui or Ia!. It 
seems likely, however, that this is a by-product of the low frequency of lsi and that it 
only occurs in loanwords (some are transparently English loans); the direct Sudest reflex 
of earlier *s is 101 (e.g. loar~1 'bad' < POc *saqat, loa! 'go up, board' < POc *sake). 

322 
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MISIMAI. 
Panaete I. 

Q ~ 

o 

The vowel phonemes are: 

e g 

a 

u 
o 
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There is a contrast between short and long vowels. In most cases, long vowels are the 
result of reduplication, with the two halves of the 'long' vowel belonging to separate 
morphemes, e.g. lama-amala! 'men' (§2.4). However, there are also minimal pairs 
without morpheme boundaries: 

tu 
kou 
oougo 

'post' 
'uncooked food' 
'if' 

1.2 Phonotactics and stress 

tuu 
koou 
ooougo 

'k.o. yam' 
'k.o. bird' 
'deep sea' 

The syllable structure is (C)V(N). Where two vowels occur in sequence, these belong to 
separate syllables. All vowel sequences are rising; that is, we find lai, ae, ao, au, ei, eu, 
oi, ou!. The vowel Igl never occurs in a vowel sequence. The sequences [iye] and [uwa] 
are phonemically ambiguous: they may represent lie, ua! or liye, uwa/. However, if they 
were treated as lie, ua!, they would be the only falling sequences; they are thus treated 
here as liye, uwa!, a decision which also accords with local orthographic tradition. Stress 
is predictable, falling on the penultimate syllable. 
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1.3 Orthography 

From this point on the orthography adopted by Anderson for Summer Institute of 
Linguistics publications is used. This differs from the phonemic symbols in § 1.1 in the 
following respects. The [h) and [hw ] allophones of I'll and l'lwl respectively are written as 
hand hw, the ['I] and ['lw] allophones as gh and ghw, 101 is written as th, lill as ny, IIJI as 
ng, Igl as i; and superscripts as ordinary letters (e.g. Ipwl as pw, Imbl as mb), whereby lujl, 
logl and hgwl are written as nj, ngg and nggw respectively. Long vowels are written as a 
sequence of two vowels. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

IINC IEXC 2 3 
Independent 
SG ghino ~ ina ghi"n ~ ghen iye 
PL ghinda ~ inda ghime ~ ime ghemi thiye 

Subject proclitic 
SG ya= u= i= 
PL ra= wo= hu= thi"= 

Object enclitic 
SG =nggo =ngge =0 
PL =inda =ime =ngga =nggi 

Possessive suffix 
SG -nggu -n ~ -0 -ye ~ -e ~ -0 
PL -nda -me -mi -nji 

The possessive suffix -n 2sG is usually deleted from directly possessed nouns. The 
conditioning of the 3sG possessive suffix is partly phonological (usually -ye after i or u, 
-e after a, -0 after e), partly morphological (see the possessive classifiers in §2.7.2). 
There are also special count pronoun forms (§2.4). Other alternating forms above appear 
to be in free variation. 

2.2 Nouns 

Although nouns occur with two kinds of classifier, numeral (§2.4) and possessive 
(§2.7.2), many nouns can occur with more than one classifier of each kind, and it is 
therefore not necessary to recognise noun classes. 

There are several nominalisation strategies, each of which may involve stem 
reduplication, but it is not clear under what conditions reduplication applies. Abstract 
nominalisations are productively formed from verbs (including adjectives, which are a 
subclass of verb) by zero-derivation. For example: 

verb: Evole gamagai thi"=kaiwo. 
tomorrow children 3PL=work 
'Tomorrow the children will work.' 



noun: Le-nji kaiwo i-maya. 
POSS-3PL work 3sG-be.easy 
'Their work is easy.' 

adjective: Mbombo laghi"ye me=mena. 
pig big IMM:PAST:3SG=come 
'A big pig came.' 

noun: Nggorongga mbombo le-{} laghi~laghi"ye. 

how pig poss-3sG REDUP-big 
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'How big is the pig?' (more literally: 'How is the pig's bigness?') 

Agentive nouns are productively formed from verb phrases with the prefix ra-, place 
nouns with the prefix ghamba-, and instrumental nouns with the prefix ghe- (stem 
reduplication always occurs with the latter): 

ra-vana-vana 
AG-REDUp-climb 
'climber' 

ra-ka-kaiwo 
AG-REDUP-work 
'worker' 

ra-vaka-vakatha bagi 
AG-REDUp-make necklace 
'necklace-maker' 

ghamba-gaga 
place-cook 
'kitchen, cookhouse' 

ghe-vana-vana 
INST-REDUP-climb 
'steps, ladder, climbing stick' 

ghe-thavwi-thavwi 
INST-REDUP-wash 
'soap' 

ra-nde-viva 
AG-stand-be.first 
'leader' 

ghamba-ghena 
place-sleep 
'bedroom, sleeping room' 

The suffix -ta productively forms nouns meaning 'mother' or 'big one': 

vava 
inggela 
walau 
!rak 

'female not yet a mother' 
'small-leafed orchid' 
'freshwater stream' 
'truck' 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

vava-ta 
inggela-ta 
walau-ta 
trak-ta 

'female bearing young' 
'large-leafed orchid' 
'freshwater river' 
'big truck' 

There are no articles in Sudest. There is a set of deictic enclitics which are attached to a 
variety of constituents: 

=ke 'this (close to speaker)' 
=na 'that (close/known to addressee)' 
=ko 'that (distant from speaker and addressee)' 
=ma 'that (previously mentioned or assumed to be known to addressee)' 
=niye, =ninji 'that (the same one as was just mentioned)' 

Although =niye and =ninji transparently include the possessor suffixes -ye 3SG and -nji 
3PL, the number distinction has been lost in present-day Sudest and both occur with 
both singular and plural nouns. 

The deictic enclitics may be attached to the following types of constituent: 
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'this pig (here), 
(i) Nouns: 

mbombo=ke 
mbombo=na 
mbombo=ko 
mbombo=ma 
mbombo=niye 

'that pig (close/known to you)' 
'that pig (distant from us both)' 
'the pig (I mentioned or I think you can identify), 
'that same pig' 

(ii) Noun phrases: the same deictic usually occurs twice - on the head noun and on the 
phrase-final modifier: 

Mbombo=ko laghi~laghi."ye umbo-lima=ko thf=vo. 
pig=DEIC PL-big cL-five=DEIC 3PL=run.away 
'The five big pigs ran away.' 

(iii) The demonstrative base iya, forming a demonstrative pronoun (only with =ke, =na, 
=ko and =ma). For example: 

Buda iya=ko? 
what DEM=DEIC 
'What's that?' 

These pronouns may also be used attributively, in which case their deictic usually 
repeats the deictic on the head noun; cf. (ii) above. For example: 

Hu=tha vara e bas=ko iya=ko. 
2PL=board really PREP bUS=DEIC DEM=DEIC 
'You board that bus.' 

(iv) The locative base ghe, forming locative proforms (only with =ke, =na ang =ko). 
For example: 

Thembanga u=wa ghe=ko? 
when 2sG=go LOC=DEIC 
'When will you go there?' 

(v) Verb phrases (only =ke, =na, =ko and =ma): see §3.2. 

(vi) Numerals used as ordinals (only =niye and =ninji): see §2.4. 

The demonstrative base iya, mentioned in (iii) above, may be used alone as a 
demonstrative pronoun if the referent is in sight or has just been referred to: 

/ya nggolo=ko 
DEM house=DElc 

wo=yaku=ko we=f}. 
2EXC:PL=live=DElc PREP=3SG 

'That's the house we're living in.' 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Most nouns are unmarked for number, but a few have a reduplicated or suppletive 
plural. The only thing these nouns appear to have in common is that they are of frequent 
occurrence: 

SG 
umoru 
amala 

'man' 
'man' 

PL 
umo-umoru 
ama-amala 
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SG PL 
ela 'woman' ela-ela 
mbugha 'dog' mbugha-mbugha 
wangga 'canoe' wangga-wangga 
umbwa 'tree' umbwa-umbwa 
vanautuma 'land, country' vana-vanautuma 
nggama 'child' gamagai 
1010 'person' ghari'ghari' 
u 'friend' une 

Many kin terms form a plural with 0=, sometimes with stem reduplication. If the kin 
term is indirectly possessed (§2.7.2), then 0= precedes the whole phrase, i.e., it is a 
proclitic: 

ghagha-nggu 
same.sex.sibling-l SG 
'my same sex sibling' 

ti'na-nggu 
mother-lsG 
'my mother' 

le-IJ ghena=ma 
poss-3SG cousin=DEIc 
'her (aforementioned) cousin' 

o=ghagha-nggu 
PL=same.sex.sibling-l SG 
'my same sex siblings' 

o=ti'na-trna-nggu 
PL=PL-mother-lsG 
'my mothers' 

o=le-IJ ghena=ma 
PL=poss-3SG cousin=DElc 
'her (aforementioned) cousins' 

The 3PL object enclitic =nggi (§2.1) is also used to mark the plural of human nouns, and 
can co-occur with other plural markers to mean 'plenty': 

o=ti'na-ti'na-nggu=nggi 
gha=u-ne=nggi 

'my mothers (plenty of them)' 
'my friends (plenty of them)' 

There are a number of quantifiers which function as attributive adjectives: 

vavana 
thangari' 
wolaghi'ye 
ighanagha 

'some' 
'all, many' 
'all, many, every' 
'plenty' 

seiwo 
mamate 
lemoya 

For example, elaela lemoya 'many women'. 
Sudest has a decimal numeral system. 

1 -ra, regha 6 -wona 
2 -iwo, -wo 7 -piri 
3 -to 8 -wa 
4 -vari' 9 -siwo 
5 -lima 10 -yaworo, yaworo 

'few' 
'many' 
'many, plenty' 

These numerals are suffixed to a classifier which marks the counting class ofthe counted 
noun or a collection of items of a certain kind. There is no overlap between counting 
classes and possession classes (§2.7.2). Counting classifiers include (among many 
others): 
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angga-
gethi~ 

man-
mbamba-
nau-
nggamwa-
thara-
theghe-
umbo-
uye-

'long/thin/fiat object' 
'broken piece' 
'bird, reef creature, insect' 
'item consisting of bundled or loosely packed parts' 
'group of living creatures' 
'basket' 
'hand of bananas; half of something' 
'male relative, person of unnamed gender, body part' 

vale-
voghi~ 

vwara-

'animal, plant, tree, stick or stick-like object, single unit of food' 
'bunch of bananas, areca nuts or pandanus leaves; giant clam; k.o.shark' 
'stingray, sago pancake, armband' 
'round object' 
'round fiat object' 

The combination of classifier and suffixed numeral follows the counted noun. For 
example: 

waragoi angga-lima 
mbombo umbo-varf 
gamagai theghe-to 
merna vwara-wona 
mbugha nau-to 

'five crocodiles' 
'four pigs' 
'three children' 
'six conch shells' 
'three groups of dogs' 

The classifier theghe- is also used for a variety of objects with no obvious common 
property, and may be (or be becoming) the default classifier. However, the majority of 
nouns do not fall into a counting class. In such cases the noun itself may be used as a 
classifier: 

wangga-wangga wangga-lima 
PL-canoe cL-five 
'five canoes' 

A single noun, e.g. kunumwana 'banana', may be assigned to several counting classes: 
kunumwana umbo-lima 
kunumwana uye-ra 

kunumwana thara-iwo 
kunumwana mbamba-wona 
kunumwana mbanggwa-to 

'five individual bananas' 
'one bunch of bananas, one banana plant, one banana 
seedling' 
'two hands of bananas' 
'six bundles of banana plants' 
'three part-hands of bananas' 

Numerals above ten are formed as in the examples below, where -ghwe- ~ -ye- ~ -e-
forms multiples of ten, -seriye- multiples of a hundred: 

mwata 
snake 

yangga-yaworo 
CL-ten 

'thirteen snakes' 
rna man-ye-iwo na 
bird CL-ten-two and 
'twenty-two birds' 

na yangga-to 
and CL-three 

man-iwo 
CL-two 

mbo-mbou=ye voghi~seriye-to na voghi~ra 

PL-egg=3sG cL-hundred-three and CL-one 
'its three hundred and one eggs' 
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Special forms of the non-singular pronouns and two special classifiers are used to form 
count pronouns. The pronoun forms are: 

llNC 
PL tha-

IEXC 
thama-

2 
themi-

3 
thenji-

The classifiers are eu- with groups of females and ghe- with groups of males or of 
unspecified gender. For example, thama-ghe-lima 'five of us (male)" thenji-eu-lima 
'five of them (female),. 

The counting forms of numerals other than regha 'I' and yaworo '10' are formed by 
suffixing the numeral to ghi~. That is, one counts regha, ghi~wo, ghi~to ... 'one, two, 
three .. .'. The form regha 'I' is also used to introduce a new participant into the discourse: 

Lolo regha me=ghena-ghena e nggolo ghadidi=ye. 
person one IMM.PAST:3sG=CONT-sleep 
'A person was sleeping beside the house.' 

PREP house side=3SG 

Ordinals except for 'first' are formed by adding one of the deictics =niye or =ninji to the 
classifier + numeral sequence. 'First' is formed with a relative clause. Examples are: 

mbombo umbo-to=niye mbugha i=viva=niye 
pig CL-three=DEIC dog 3sG=be.first=DEIC 
'the third pig' 'the first dog' 

Distributive adverbials are formed with the demonstrative base iya (§2.3): 

Theghe-wo iya methi~wa. 

CL-two DEM IMM.PAST:3PL-go 
'They went two by two.' 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

As in many Oceanic languages, adjectives in Sudest are a subclass of stative verb. That 
is, when they are used attributively, they take no special marking, but when they are 
used predicatively, they are verb roots. Compare the following examples: 

Mbugha-mbugha laghi'ye=ko 
PL-dog big=DEIC 
'Those big dogs are red.' 

Mbugha-mbugha sosoro=ko 
PL-dog red=DEIC 
'Those red dogs are big.' 

iya=ko thi'=sosoro. 
DEM=DEIC 3PL=red 

iya=ko thi'=laghi'ye. 
DEM=DEIC 3PL=big 

A few adjectives like laghi'ye 'big', nasiye 'small', and thovuye 'good' include a fossil 
3SG possessor suffix, suggesting that attributive adjectives in Sudest once agreed with 
their head in number and person in the same way as other Papuan Tip languages (see 
'Ala'ala in this volume). However, in the present-day language only a few adjectives are 
marked for plural, and this is by reduplication (e.g. laghi~laghrye PL-big). 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

The head is the only obligatory component. The basic structure of the noun phrase with 
the components discussed and illustrated in §2.3, §2.4 and §2.S is as follows: 
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NOUN (ADJ) (CL-NUMERAL) (DEM) 

Conjoint noun phrases can be linked by the conjunction na 'and' or 0 'or': 

manje-manje na borogi na bigi-bigi=ke wolaghi'ye 
pL-bush.food and fish and PL-thing=DEIc every 
'bush foods and fish and everything' 

They may also be linked by the accompaniment morpheme wei- (§4.3): 

John wei-ye Jack thi=mena. 
John Acc-3SGJack 3PL=come 
'John came with Jack.' 

2.7 Possession 

2.7.1 Direct possession 

Some kin terms and nouns referring to anatomical parts and some other parts of wholes 
and to some abstract properties are directly possessed. If there is a nominal possessor, it 
precedes the possessed noun: 

rama-nggu 
father-ISG 
'my father' 

nuwa-mi 
desire-2pL 
'your desire' 

Charlie naru-ye 
Charlie child-3sG 
'Charlie's son' 

2.7.2 Indirect possession 

ni'ma-e 
hand-3SG 
'his hand' 

kaiwa-e 
purpose-3sG 
'its reason', 'because' 

nggolo ghadidi-ye. 
house side-3SG 
'the side of the house' 

With pronominal possessors, the possessor suffix is attached to a possessive classifier. If 
there is a nominal possessor, it is phrase-initial. There are two classifiers: 

gha- food and drink, clothing, some parts of wholes, items intimately related to the 
possessor 

le- items under the control of the possessor or less intimately related to the 
possessor 

These combine with the possessor suffixes (§2.1) to give the following paradigms, 
displaying certain morphophonemic peculiarities: 

lINC lEXC 2 3 
SG wo=o= gha-n= gh-e= ~ gha-O= 
PL gha-nda= gha-ma= ghe-mi= gha-nji= 
SG 10 le-n le-O 
PL la la-ma le-mi le-nji 
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Members of the gha- paradigm are cliticised to the possessed noun. For example: 

gha-nda=mbwa 
POSS-lINC:PL=water 
'our (drinking) water' 

gha-n=kwame 
poss-2sG=clothing 
'your clothing' 

le-nji nggolo 
POSS-3PL taro 
'my taro' (to eat) 

Jon le=fJ 
John poss-3sG 
'John's big cat' 

kumai=ko 
cat=DEIC 

laghi'ye 
big 

nggolo gha-fJ=thi'nba 
house poss-3sG=door 
'door of the house' 

10 kelumo 
poss:lSG axe 
'my axe' 

le-fJ renuwanga 
poss-3SG thinking 
'his thinking' 

In a few cases contracted forms occur, e.g. lovo from 10 wevo 'my wife', and leva from 
Ie wevo 'his wife'. 

Followed by the morpheme sequence mbe 'still' + regha 'one', the members of the 
gha- paradigm form isolative pronouns, e.g., gha-n=mbe=regha 'by yourself'. For 
example: 

Ya=wa o=mbe=regha. 
ISG=go poss:lsG=still=one 
'I went alonelby myself.' 

A noun may occur with different classifiers according to the semantics of possession: 

wo=mbwa 
10 mbwa 
wo=vatomwe 
10 vatomwe 

'my water (for drinking)' 
'my water (e.g. for washing), 
'my permission (which I give)' 
'my permission (which someone gave me)' 

In the examples above, permission rendered by the possessor has a more 'intimate' 
relationship to the possessor than permission granted to him. 

2.8 Relative clauses 

Relative clauses follow their head noun and are either unmarked or end with a deictic 
enclitic, usually =ma (§2.3). Any core or peripheral argument may be relativised. For 
example: 

Ya=utu=nga=fJ la-ma longga-Iongga e ti'ne-fJ va 
1 sG=talk=TR =3sG POSS-lEXC:PL REDUp-walk PREP inside-3SG DIST.PAST 

wo=wa Lae. 
lEXC: PL=go Lae 

'I will talk about (what happened) during our trip when we went to Lae.' 

Amala=ma va i=mare=ma iye rama-e. 
man=DEIC DIST.PAST 3sG=die=DEIC 3SG father-3sG 
'The man who died was his father.' 
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3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

The only indisputable inflection of the Sudest verb is reduplication, which forms the 
continuative aspect (pre- and postverbal clitics are described in §3.2): 

Ya=longga-longga=engge. 
1 SG=CONT-walk=just 
'I'm just walking.' 

Sudest verbal derivation is complex. There are five ranks of verbal derivational 
prefixes: 

1 2 3 4 5 

({
manner of causation} ) ({i- 'intentionally' }) ({CAUS-}) 

- (REC) (OBJ.CL-) 
position/motion thu- 'unintentionally' STAT-

Manner of causation prefixes (sometimes labelled 'classificatory prefixes' in the 
literature; cf. Ezard 1978) indicate the instrument or body part used to perform the 
action. Some, at least, of these prefixes are derived from verbs and are the outcomes of 
reanalysis of a serial verb construction: 

ghala-
gita-
go-
ki-
mwana-
ri~ 

taga-
thu-
thuwo-
vi-, vi~ 

vuri~ 

vwa-, vo-
yo-
yo-

'by putting weight on' 
'by grasping between two fingers or both hands' 
'with more than one cut' (cf go 'cut with more than one stroke') 
'with a single cut' (cf ki 'cut with one stroke') 
'with hand' 
'with teeth, by biting' (cf ghari' 'bite') 
'by bending the arm' 
'with a pointer' 
'with tongs' 
'with fingers' 
'with foot' 
'with an instrument' 
'by stepping on' 
'with fire' 

Examples of the manner of causation prefixes are: 

I=thu-vatomwe mbombo we-nggo. 
3sG=with.pointer-show pig GOAL-IsG 
'He showed the pig to me (using a pointer).' 

I=vi-vewo bal. 
3sG=with.finger-push ball 
'He pushed the ball (with his fingers).' 

Nggama=ko me=ri~ten thiyo. 
child=DEIC IMM.PAST:3sG=with.teeth-cut string 
'The child cut the string with his teeth.' 



I=taga-va-mare bilebiletowa. 
3sG=bend.arm-CAUS-die flying. ant 
'He swatted and killed the flying ant.' 

U=gita-giya-ma pot. 
2sG=grasp-give-DIR pot 
'Bring me the pot (grasping it with both hands).' 
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Position/motion prefixes add a position or motion component to the meaning of the verb 
and are probably derived from sequential verb serialisations: 

ro- 'stay and, sit and' 
re- 'stay and' 
nde- 'stand and' 
di- 'move and' 
yo- 'move quickly and' (cf yo 'fly') 

For example: 

I=ro-kaiwo. 
3sG=stay-work 
'He stays and works.' 

I=yo-ruku-ma. 
3SG=fly-run-DIR 
'He runs here quickly.' 

There are semantic restrictions on the kinds of verb that each prefix can occur with, so 
that the use of the homophones yo- 'by stepping on', yo- 'with fire' and yo- 'move 
quickly and' does not result in ambiguity. 

The second rank comprises the two prefixes i- 'deliberately, intentionally' and thu-
'accidentally, unintentionally'. For example: 

John me=thu-va-ghawe 
John IMM.PAST:3sG=unintentionally-cAus-be.lost 
'John lost his necklace (unintentionally).' 

le-fJ bagi. 
poss-3SG necklace 

John i=i-va-ghawe=nggo e njamnjam. 
John 3sG=intentionally-cAus-be.lost= 1 SG 
'John deliberately lost me in the jungle.' 

PREP jungle 

The prefix me- 'permanently' may also belong here: 

I=me-ranggi 
3sG=permanently-go.out 
'He left school for good.' 

e skul. 
PREP school 

The single member of the third rank is the reciprocal prefix ve-: 

Kaero thi'=ve-vaito=nggi. 
already 3PL=REc=ask=3PL 
'They were already asking each other (questions).' 

The fourth rank has two members: the causative prefix va-, which forms transitives 
from intransitive verbs (both active and stative), and the stativiser ma-, which forms 
stative intransitives from transitive verbs. Sometimes the transitivising enclitic =nga-
(§3.2) co-occurs with va-, but the conditions of its occurrence are not well 
understood: 
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mare 'die' va-mare 'kill' 
bulale 'roll (lTR)' va-bulale 'roll (TR)' 
kaiwo 'work' va-kaiwo=nga 'make use of' 
ghawe 'be lost' va-ghawe 'lose' 
warari 'be happy' va-warari=nga 'make happy' 
bwadibwadi 'black' va-bwadibwadi=nga 'blacken' 
laghrye 'big' va-laghrye=nga 'enlarge' 
vurfgheghe 'strong' va-vurfgheghe=nga 'strengthen' 

bebe 'break (TR)' ma-bebe 'be broken' 
tate 'open (TR)' ma-tate 'be open' 

The fifth-rank prefixes occur with transitive verbs of motion such as giya 'give', yathu 
'throw', ra 'put', vairu 'lift, raise', ruwo 'put into' and ranggiwo 'take out of', and 
indicate the category of object and its number. These prefixes are: 

OBJ:SG OBJ:PL CATEGORY OF OBJECT EXAMPLES OF OBJECT 
wo- mban- solid object person, pig, fish, sweet potato, 

knife, stick 
li- langa- non-solid object cloth, leaf, paper, string, empty 

basket 
thrn- bigi- container with contents full basket, cup of water, pack of 

or single object with cards, book, table 
several parts 

tara- uncountable substance water, rice, food scrap 
thagha- instrument with handle axe, mattock or adze 

The prefixes tara- and thagha- do not have plural equivalents: tara- marks the object as 
uncountable, and thagha- presumably lacks a plural because one can only swing one axe 
etc. at a time. Examples of the use of fifth-rank prefixes are: 

I=wo-giya mbombo. 
3SG=OBJ.cL-give pig 
'He gives a pig.' 

U=thYn-mena kofi. 
2SG=OBJ.CL-come coffee 
'You bring a cup of coffee.' 

I=mban-giya mbombo. 
3SG=OBJ.cL-give pig 
'He gives pigs.' 

U=tara-yathu kure=na. 
2SG=OBJ.CL-throw leftover=DEIC 
'Throw out the leftovers.' 

Several of these prefixes are also used independently as transitive verbs of transfer (wo 
'carry', bigi 'get', thin 'get', mban 'put'), suggesting that at least some of them are the 
first members of compound verbs (see below) which are in the process of reanalysis as 
prefixes. 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

It is quite common for the nucleus of the verb phrase to be a compound consisting of two 
verbs. The constraints on compounding are not known, but certain types can be identified. 
In the first, the semantic relationship between the two verbs is equivalent to coordination: 

Kaero i=ghan-ghan-wothi: 
already 3SG-CONT-eat-sing 
'She was already eating and singing.' 



Thi=vutha-vale=nggi=ya ghari"ghari: 
3PL=arrive-meet=3PL=FOC people 
'They arrived and met people.' 
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In the second type, the first verb indicates motion, the second direction: 

Thi=vanggu-njogha=nggo. 
3pL=lead-move.back= 1 SG 
'They take me back.' 

In the third type, the second verb is giya 'give', and the first verb indicates the mode of 
giving: 

Amba muyai i=la=utu-giya thaga gha=kamwathi" we=nggi. 
then after 3sG-be.going.to=tell-give feast poss:3sG=wayPREP=3PL 
'Then afterwards she gave them feast instructions.' 

In the fourth type, the second verb is an adjective which modifies the first: 

Ya=thuwe-wagiyawe=nggi gamagai. 
1 sG=see-be.good=3PL children 
'I saw the children well.' 

In the description which follows, 'verb' also refers to compounds like those just 
described. The subject pronoun (§2.1) and verb are the only obligatory components of a 
verb phrase. The internal structure of the verb phrase is complex: its preverbal 
components are described first, then its postverbal components. Because some 
components rarely occur together, it is possible that the ordering here is not completely 
accurate. Note that continuative aspect is formed by reduplication, i.e. is an inflexional 
category, and is dealt with in §3.1. 

The preverbal components are: 

(mbala HYP) 
(mbwata 'perhaps') 
(nunggo 'perhaps') 
(mbe 'still') 
(amba 'then, still') 
(ma 'already') 
(kaero 'already') 
(ande NEG!) 

2 3 
(me- IMM.PAST) SUBJ= 
(v(V)- INT) 
(ko= IMPERATIVE) 
(no= CAUTION) 
(va FAR. PAST) 
(na IMM.FUT) 
(ne FUT) 
(wo NEC) 

4 5 
(raka='all') (la= 'be going to') 
(ya= ) (nde= 'shouldn't') 

Some, at least, of the first- and second-rank morphemes are perhaps best regarded as a 
class of adverb, since (i) several (mbe 'still', va DlST.PAST, ne FUT, ma 'already', me-
IMM.PAST) also occur preceding verbless predicates, and (ii) amba 'then, still' and va 
DlST.PAST also occur clause-initially and in noun phrases. They are included here, 
however, because they occupy slots between the subject noun phrase (if any) and the rest 
of the verb phrase. Examples are: 

Mbwata ne i=mena. 
perhaps FUT 3SG=come 
'He might come/Perhaps he'll come.' 
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La-ma rfghe gha-ma=u 
POSS-IEXC:PL basis POSS-IEXC:PL=friend 

wo=thaga. 

regha wo i=mare, amba 
one NEC 3sG=die then 

IEXC:PL=feast 
'Our reason is that our friend must die and then we feast.' 

Ma i=warere. 
already 3sG=leave 
'He's just leaving.' 

Mbala HYP is used in conditionals (§6.2) and to express obligation: 

Mbala i=wa. 
HYP 3SG=go 
'He should go.' 

An imperative may be expressed with or without the second-rank morpheme ko=, a 
caution with no=, as the following examples show: 

Ko=u=mena 
IMP=2sG=come 
'Come to me!' 

U=vi~kiki. 

we =nggo! 
PREP=ISG 

No=u=dobu. 
2SG=with.finger-hold.tight. CAUTION=2sG=fall 
'Hold tight. You might fall.' 

The second-rank morphemes me- and v(V)- combine with the subject proclitics (§2.1) to 
give the following forms: 

IINC lEXC 2 3 

me- IMM.PAST + Subject proclitic 
SG ma= mo= me= 
PL mara= moo= mou= methi= 

v(V)- INT + Subject proclitic 
SG va= vo= ve= 
PL vara= voo= vohu= vethi= 

The immediate past morpheme me also occurs in non-verbal clauses, so that its 
underlying form is known. The intentional morpheme v(V)- does not occur 
independently. Both morphemes imply directionality away from the speaker and neither 
may co-occur with mena 'come'. The intentional morpheme expresses the enactment of 
the intention, rather than just its contemplation. With the second person it is hortative. 
Examples are: 

Methi=wa e la-ma nggolo. 
JMM.PAST:3PL=go PREP poss-l EXC:PL house 
'They went (today or yesterday) to my house.' 

Va-gudu mbwa. 
INT: ISG-fetch water 
'I am going to fetch water.' 



Mau, wo u-wa vo-thuwe le=ko. 
friend NEC 2sG-go INT:2sG-see man=DEIC 
'Friend, you must go to see that man.' 
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Of the two contrasting future morphemes, ne is the default future form, whilst na labels 
an event as occurring later today. For example: 

Na ya=wa. 
IMM.FUT lSG=go 
'I will go (today).' 

Ne thr=kaiwo. 
FUT 3PL=work 
'They will work (after today).' 

Past events may be expressed in three ways: without a second-rank morpheme, with me 
for today's or yesterday's events, or with va for events before yesterday. 

The fourth-rank proclitics raka= and ya= both mean 'all' and co-occur with a plural 
subject to which they refer. The proclitic raka= co-occurs with any verb of motion 
except longga 'walk', whilst ya= co-occurs with all other verbs including longga. It is 
probable that raka= itself is derived historically from a verb meaning 'walk', and it also 
survives as a verb with a plural subject meaning 'all go'. Examples are: 

Ra=raka=mena e ghemba. 
lINC:PL=all=come PREP village 
'We all came to the village.' 

Thi'=raka e ghemba. 
3PL=all.go PREP village 
'They all go to the village.' 

Thi'=ya=ghaningga. 
3pL=all=eat 
'They all eat.' 

The verb vana 'climb' occurs with either morpheme, but with different meanings. The 
sequence raka=vana means 'all climb up (into a house)', whilst ya=vana means 'all 
climb' in contexts other than entering a house. Occasionally ya= occurs with the 3sG 
subject proclitic where its meaning is emphatic: 

Todd i=ya=vairf Thera 
Todd 3sG=EMPH=wake.up Thera 
'Todd himself woke Thera up.' 

The fifth-rank proclitic la= 'be going to' is derived historically from a (now non-
existent) verb 'go' and does not co-occur with motion verbs. It signals either movement 
or the intention to move: 

J=la=dage we=1J levo. 
3sG=go=say PREP=3SG 3sG:wife 
'(As he was going/about to go,) he spoke to his wife.' 

The clitic nde= 'shouldn't' expresses negative obligation (it IS not as strong as a 
prohibition; §5.1): 

Bwana=ke iya=ke ne hu=nde=vu-vu. 
shelf=DEIC DEM=DEIC FUT 2PL=shouldn't=CoNT-open 
'You shouldn't open this shelf.' 
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The postverbal components of the verb phrase are: 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
VERB (=DIR) (=AOVERB) (=TR) (=OBJ) (=OEIC) (=NEG2) (=REP) (=engge 'just') 

The first rank consists of the directional enclitics =ma 'towards speaker', =wo 'away 
from speaker', and =viri" 'upwards', which are historically related to the verbs mena 
'come', wa 'go' and voro 'move upwards', and cannot co-occur with them. Examples 
are: 

Amala=ko me=yo=voro=ma 
man=OEIC IMM.PAST:3sG=with.fire=go.up=DIR 
'The man came up here by torchlight.' 

ghe=ke. 
LoC=here 

I=ranggi=ma. 
3SG=gO.out=DIR 
'He came out (towards speaker).' 

Plen i=yo=viri: 
plane 3sG=fiy=upwards 
'The plane climbs.' 

I=ranggi=wo. 
3SG=go.out=OIR 
'He went out (away from speaker).' 

The second rank (which may be mutually exclusive with the first) includes the adverbial 
proclitics =roro 'in vain', =thavwi 'mistake' (cf verb thavwi 'wash'), =vao 'finish', =vun 
'be finishing', and =kai 'for the first time'. The proclitic =thavwi indicates that the 
action of the verb did not occur as was intended or believed: 

I=go=thavwi umbwa. 
3SG=cut=mistake stick 
'He tried to chop the stick (but the chopper bounced off or missed).' 

I=thuwe=thavwi=ya ela=ko. 
sG=see=mistake=Foc woman=OEF 
'He thought he saw that woman (but it was a man).' 

Whereas =vao 'finish' expresses completedness, =vun 'be finishing' indicates that the 
action is in process of completion but not yet complete: 

I=vakatha=vao=nggi le-nji wangga-wangga. 
3sG=make=finish=3pL POSS-3PL PL-canoe 
'He finished making their canoes.' 

I=vaona=vun buk. 
3sG=read=be.finishing book 
'He is finishing (reading) the book.' 

The third-rank enclitic =nga renders intransitive verbs transitive. It sometimes co-
occurs with va- 'causative' (§3.1). Its distribution is not fully understood. Examples 
are: 

ruku=nga 
mbaro=nga 
utu=nga 

'run to' 
'govern' 
'talk about' 

va-wawari=nga 'make happy' 
va-bwadibwadi=nga 'blacken' 

ruku 
mbaro 
utu 
wawari 
bwadibwadi 

'run' 
'give instruction' 
'talk' 
'be happy' 
'black' 
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For example: 

Va thi'=utu. Va thi=utu=nga=nggi gharfghari: 
DIST.PAST 3PL=talk 
'They talked.' 

DIST.PAST 3PL=talk=TR=3PL people 
'They talked about the people.' 

The third-rank enclitic =wana corresponds in function (but not in form) with the remote 
transitiviser of other Oceanic languages (Ch. 3, §3.1): 

I=maraka. 
3sG=be.angry 
'He is angry.' 

I=maraka=wana=nggo. 
3sG=be.angry=TR=lsG 
'He is angry with me.' 

With a transitive verb the fourth rank must be occupied by one of the object enclitics 
listed in §2.1, unless there is an object noun phrase whose head is overtly plural (§2.4): 

Jon va i=thuwe=nggi mbombo. 
John DIST.PAST 3SG=see=3PL pig 
'John saw pigs.' 

Jon va i=thuwe umbwa-umbwa. 
John DIST.PAST 3sG=see PL-trees 
'John saw trees.' 

The 3sG enclitic is zero, and an object noun phrase which is not overtly plural is 
therefore interpreted as singular: 

Jon va i=thuwe=(J mbombo. 
John DIST.PAST 3sG=see=3SG pig 
'John saw a pig.' 

Anderson (n.d.) suggests that the deictics at the fifth rank are in fact contractions of the 
locative pro forms (§2.3), since the latter may replace them. For example: 

Va ya=mena=ke ... 
DIST.PAST ISG=come=DEIC 
'(When) I came here .. .' 

Va ya=mena ghe=ke ... 
DIST.PAST ISG=come LOC=DEIC 
'(When) I came here .. .' 

With certain verbs, a sequence of directional =wo plus deictic has a different meaning 
from the deictic alone: 

i=voroko 
3SG=gO.up=DEIC 
'he goes up' 

ivoro=woko 
3SG=gO.UP=DIR=DEIC 
'he goes east' 

Ranks 6 to 8 consist each of a single morpheme: =re NEG2 is part of the negative 
circumfix (§4.4), =va expresses repetition, whilst =engge means 'just, only, for no 
reason' (each can also occur on other phrase types): 

U=dageva. 
2SG=say=REP 
'Say it again.' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

Ya=longga-longga=engge. 
lSG=coNT-walk=just 
'I'm just walking.' 

No clear cases of verb serialisation are found in Sudest. A number of Sudest 
constructions, including first- and fifth-rank prefixes deriving verbs (§3.1) and the fifth 
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rank of preverbal verb phrase morphemes (§3.2) may be derived from earlier 
serialisations. 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

When a particular noun phrase is to receive focus, the enclitic =ya FOC is attached to 
the item preceding it. In the case of an object, it is attached to the verb phrase; in the 
case of the object of the preposition we=, to the preposition; and in the case of the 
subject of a non-verbal predicate, to the (preceding) predicate. For example: 

I=thuwe=thavwi=ya ela=ko. 
3sG=see=mistake=Foc woman=DEIC 
'He thought he saw the woman (but it was a man).' 

Me-dage we=ya amala=ko iya=ko. 
IMM.PAST:3sG-speak PREP=FOC man=DEIC DEM=DEIC 
'He spoke to that man.' 

Gha-O=gamagai=ya 
poss-3sG=children=Foc 

ghime. 
lEXC:PL 

'We are his inheritors.' (lit. 'We are his children.') 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

The order of a verbless clause is either Predicate + Subject, as in the example 
immediately above and the first two below, or Subject + Predicate. A first- or second-
rank verb phrase morpheme (§3.2) may occur clause-initially. Examples are: 

Va nggama ghino. 
DIST.PAST child ISG 
'I was a child.' 

La-ma ri"ghe iya=ko. 
POSS-lEXC:PL reason DEM=DEIC 
'That's our reason.' 

Iya=ke toto thovuye mali ... 
DEM=DEIC news good very 
'This is very good news.' 

Ma ina-O ghe=ko. 
already location-3SG LOC=DEIC 
'He is already right there.' 

Clauses expressing possession have a special structure with the preposition e (§4.3): 

(POSSESSOR NP) TENSE/ASPECT e POSSESSED NP 

where the possessed noun phrase may be either directly or indirectly possessed (§2.7) 
and TENSE/ASPECT is a first- or second-rank verb phrase morpheme (§3.2): 

John e Ie wangga thovuye. 
John PREP poss:3SG canoe good 
'John has a good canoe.' 



Jack ande e ni"ma-e=re. 
Jack NEG I PREP hand-3SG=N EG2 
'John doesn't have a hand.' 

Eun-da m-e riwa-e 
CL-one DlST.PAST-PREP body-3sG 
'One (female) had a good body.' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

thovuye. 
good 

The basic order of a verbal clause is SVO, but the object may be fronted: 

Ghan =borogi =na 
poss:3SG=fish=DEIC 

u=vakatha wagiyawe. 
2sG=make well 

'You made your fish well.' 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Time expressions and certain adverbials may occur clause-initially: 

Muyai moli wo=vaidi= ya 
after very I EXC: PL=find=Foc 
'We finally found the knife.' 

Mamuniyengge me=vutha=ke. 

kaina. 
knife 

almost IMM.PAST=arrive=DElc 
'He almost arrived here.' 

The prepositional morphemes are: 

e default preposition: location, time, instrument, etc. 
we goal, source, recipient 
wei- accompaniment 
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E is the default preposition, used for the prepositional complement of most verbs that 
require one. If e governs a pronoun, the pronoun is independent (§2.1). For example: 

Thi"=thavi" yambiya e buda? 
3PL=strain sago PREP what 
'What do they strain sago with?' 

Le=ko Bod va i=mje i=wo-njogha e ghime. 
man=DEIC Bod DlST.PAST 3sG=think.wrongly 3sG=carry-return PREP IEXC:PL 
'The man Bod thought (wrongly) that he would bring it back to us.' 

E is also the locative preposition, often governing a locative part noun which forms the 
head of a possessive noun phrase, like ti"ne- 'inside, time during', raberabe- 'beneath', 
lughawolughawo- 'middle,' vwata- 'region above, top', ghadidi- 'side', yamwa- 'front', 
gherei- 'back, time after', evasiwe- 'region near', mbothi- 'nose, tip, point, end', 
ndamwa- 'leaf, beginning', kaiwa- 'purpose' (§2.7.1). Examples are: 

U=yaku e gherei-nggu. 
2SG=sit PREP behind-l SG 
'You sit behind me.' 
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Ina-nggu e 
location-l SG PREP 
'I am on top of the hill.' 

bobokulu 
hill 

vwata-#. 
above-3sG 

Me=wa e nggolo ghadidi-ye. 
IMM.PAST:3SG-go PREP house side-3sG 
'He went to the side of the house.' 

If the noun phrase governed by e includes a preposed possessor and the possessed head 
is (i) the part noun tine- 'inside, during' or gherei- 'back, time after' used temporally 
rather than locatively, or (ii) an indirectly possessed noun, then e follows that 
possessor: 

Ya=utu=nga=# la-rna longga-longga e tine-#. .. 
lSG=talk=TR=3SG POSS-lEXC:PL REDUp-walk PREP inside-3SG 
'I will talk about (what happened) during our trip .. .' 

Mbanga theghe-to e gherei-ye kaero thi"=vutha. 
time cL-three PREP after-3sG already 3PL=arrive 
'They had already arrived after three days.' 

Wo=wa Mike e le-nji 
lEXC:PL=go Mike PREP POSS-3PL 
'We went to Mike's (family's) house.' 

nggolo. 
house 

Since this is not true of the part nouns listed and illustrated above in their locative uses, 
it seems that the latter are in the process of reanalysis as locative postpositions. 

A place name appears without a preposition: 

Methf=wa Madawa. 
IMM.PAST:3PL=go Madawa 
'They went to Madawa.' 

The preposition we takes an object enclitic (§2.1) marking the person and number of the 
referent of its object: 

I=thin-giya buk we=nggo. 
3SG=OBJ.cL-give book PREP=lSG 
'He gives a book to me.' 

I=la=dage we=# levo. 
3sG=go=say PREP=3SG 3sG:wife 
'(As he was going/about to go,) he spoke to his wife.' 

Menda i=dage we=nggi Jon na Lik. 
yesterday 3sG=talk PREP=3PL John and Lik 
'Yesterday he talked to John and Lik.' 

If the object of we is a noun phrase, it may occur before we rather than after it: 

Tobotobo wo=va-rnodo 
greenstone. axe lEXC:PL=cAus-payment 
'Greenstone axes we exchange for wives.' 

wevo we=O. 
woman PREP=3SG 

The accompaniment morpheme wei- is unusual in that it takes a possessor suffix (§2.l) 
which agrees with the accompanied participant (in the examples below, the subject of 
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the clause), not with the accompanying participant. This is then followed by a noun 
phrase or independent pronoun referring to the person accompanied: 

Ne ya=ghaningga wei-nggu ghrn. 
DIST.FUT ISG=eat ACc-ISG 2sG 
'1 will eat with you.' 

Ya=wa wei-nggu Jon. 
ISG=go ACc-ISG John 
'I will go with John.' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

Negation is expressed (i) by the morpheme maa preceding the predicate, or (ii) by a 
circumfix nande ... =re or ande ... =re (the forms are in free variation) which surrounds 
the predicate. Nandere alone means 'nothing' or is the negative response 'No'. It is not 
clear when each negator is used, and it may be that the distinction between them is 
disappearing. For example: 

Le-n vutha maa ne i=vuyowo, nggoreiye? 
poss-3sG arrival NEG DIST.FUT 3SG=late correct 
'You won't be late, will you?' (More literally, 'Your arrival won't be late, right?') 

Nande i=laghi'ye=re. 
NEG I 3sG=be.big=NEG2 
'It isn't big.' 

Va ya=mena=ke, ande ya=ravu=ngge=re. 
DIST.PAST ISG=come=DEIC NEG I ISG=know=2sG=NEG2 
'(When) I came here, I didn't know you.' 

Nande 
NEGi 

ghime=re. 
iEXC:PL= NEG2 

'(It's) not us.' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

Imperatives may be marked by the first-rank preverbal morpheme ko= (§3.2) or by a 
simple second-person verb: 

U=tara=yathu kure=na. 
2SG=OBJ.CL=throw leftovers=DEIC 
'Throw out the leftovers.' 

Prohibition is expressed by placing the morpheme tha in front of a second-person verb: 

Tha u=ghana 
PROHIB 2SG=eat 

kunumwana=na 
banana=DElc 

'Don't eat that banana!' 

iya=na! 
DEM=DEIC 

Tha appears to be an abbreviated form of Thava! 'Don't', which is used in isolation. 
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5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Interrogative clauses generally retain the word order of declarative clauses, and polar 
questions are marked only by intonation. Interrogative words, together with the syntactic 
category to which each belongs, are: 

the 
thambo 
thela 
thevala 
thembanga 
thare 
buda, budakai 
angga 
maninggiye 
nggorongga 
-viye 

'which' (pre modifier) 
'which (of a set)?' (premodifier) 
'who?' (noun) 
'whO:PL?' (noun) 
'when?' (adverbial) (cf mbanga 'time') 
'are there any ... ?' (premodifier) 
'what?' (noun) 
'where?' (adverbial) 
'when?' (adverbial) 
'how?' (modifier) 
'how many')' (numeral) 

A number of the interrogatives contain the premodifier the 'which?' The and its 
derivatives thambo and thare are apparently the only premodifiers in the language: 

The umbwa i=molao moli 
which tree 3SG=long very 
'Which tree is very tall?' 

Thambo 'which?' is used where there is a choice from a known set: 

Thambo kaini? Laghi"ye 0 nasiye? 
which knife big or small 
'Which knife? The big one or the small one? 

The existential interrogative thare is used as follows: 

Thare wangga ina=nji bode=ke? 
is.there.any canoe 10cation=oEIC down.there=oEIC 
'Are there any canoes down there? 

The distinction between buda and budakai is unclear: buda is more common as object, 
budakai as subject. Buda is also used with certain directly possessed nouns to ask reason 
and purpose questions: 

Buda kaiwa-e noroke i=mena? 
what reason-3sG today 3sG=come 
'Why did he come today?' (More literally, 'What was the reason of [the fact that] he 
came today?') 

Umbwa=ko buda gha-e? 
stick=OEIC what use-3SG 
'What is the stick for?' (More literally, 'The stick, what is its use?') 

Like other numerals, -viye 'how many?' is always attached to a counting classifier 
(§2.4). 
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6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

Coordinate clauses are usually linked by a conjunction (e.g. na 'and', 0 'or', ko 'but'): 

Thi"=itete e bakubaku=ma na thi"=ru e nggolo tine-IJ 
3PL=leave PREP yard=DEIC and 3PL=enter PREP house inside-3sG 

na thi"=ki=ya thini"mba. 
and 3PL=close=FoC door 

'They left the yard and entered the house and closed the door.' 

Methi"=wo-giya e ghin 0 methi"=vareghare? 
IMM.PAST:3PL=carry-give PREP 2SG or IMM.PAST:3PL=keep 
'Did they give it to you or did they keep it?' 

Clauses linked by na 'and' are also used when the second clause provides the purpose of 
the first. This occurs especially when the verb of the first clause is mena 'come': 

John ne i=mena na i=kanji wangga. 
John FUT 3sG=come and 3sG=carve canoe 
'John will come and carve a canoe.' 

When some other verb occurs in the first clause, na is omitted and the second clause 
verb is marked with v(V)- INT (§3.2): 

Me=wa e skul ve=thuwe 
IMM.PAST=go PREP school INT:3sG=see 
'She went to school to help the teacher.' 

ra-vagha-vaghare. 
AG-REDup-teacher 

Events in sequence are often indicated by amba 'then' (§3.2), but may also be expressed 
by clauses with no conjunction: 

Ko amba ghino ya=vana amba ma ya=ghena. 
but then ISG ISG=move.up then already ISG=sleep 
'But then I went upstairs and slept.' 

Va wo=vutha ya=vaito Mike ya=nga . .. 
DIST.PAST lExC:PL=arrive ISG=ask Mike ISG=say 
'When we arrived, I asked Mike .. .' 

Result is expressed by the clause-initial phrase iya kaiwa-e (OEM reason-3sG) 'and so, 
therefore' (lit. 'that [thing]'s reason'): 

Madyu gha=ghambwera laghi"ye moli, iya kaiwa-e i=mare. 
Matthew poss:3sG=sickness big very OEM reason-3sG 3SG=die 
'Matthew's sickness was very bad, and so he died.' 

6.2 Subordination 

Reason clauses are marked by kaiwa-e (reason-3sG) 'because' (lit. 'its reason') at either 
the beginning or end of the clause: 

Me=ten ni"ma-e kaiwa-e me=dobu bode. 
IMM.PAST=cut hand-3sG reason-3sG 3SG=fall downward 
'He cut his hand because he fell down.' 
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Nuwa-e i=tharf ghagha-e Ie mare kaiwa-e. 
thought-3SG 3sG=badbrother-3SG poss:3SG die reason-3SG 
'He is sad (lit. his thought is bad) because of his brother's death.' 

A conditional clause is introduced by thonggo 'if' or othembe 'even if': 

Thonggo menda u=mena, kaero menda ra=kaiwo. 
if yesterday 2sG=come already yesterday IINC:PL=work 
'If you had come yesterday, then we would have worked.' 

A temporal clause is introduced by mbanga 'time, day': 

Mbanga Lisi i=mwadi-mwadiwa moo=ya=kaiwo. 
time Lisi 3SG=REoup-play IMM.PAST: IExc:pL=all=work 
'When Lisi was playing, we were all working.' 

Complement clauses are unmarked: 

Ya=ravu gheya i=njogha=ma. 
ISG=know day. after. tomorrow 3SG=move.back=oEIC 
'I know he will come back the day after tomorrow.' 

Ma=renuwanga-kiki ma=ki=ya dowa. 
IEXC:PL=think-hold.tight IEXC:PL=close=FOc door 
'We remembered that we had closed the door.' 

Thera me=longwe nnvovo 
Thera IMM.PAST:3sG=hear owl 
'Thera heard the owl cry out.' 

me=dage. 
IMM.PAST:3SG=talk 

Ability and permission are expressed through the directly possessed noun bosowa-
'possibility' with a complement clause: 

Bosowa-nggu ya=gae. 
possibility-l SG 1 sG=swim 
'I can swim.' 

. Maa bosowa-e me=dage e ghino. 
NEG possibility-3SG IMM.PAST:3sG=tell PREP ISG 
'She couldn't tell me.' 

Thare bosowa-e ya=wa wei-nggu 
is.there.any possibility-3SG I SG=go Acc-l SG 
'May I go with you?' 

ghfn? 
2SG 

Desire is expressed by a verbless clause in which the subject is the directly possessed 
noun nuwa- 'thought, desire', the predicate iya OEM (§2.3) with a complement clause: 

Nuwa-nggu iya amala=ko 
desire-lsG OEM man=OEIC 

i=nde-vakatha. 
3sG=stand.and-move 

'I want the man to stand and move.' (More literally: 'My desire is this, that the man 
stand and move.') 



'ALA'ALA 
Adapted by Malcolm Ross 

'Ala'ala is a member of the Central Papuan family of the Papuan Tip cluster and is 
spoken by about 4,000 people living in villages on and near the coast about 100 to 
150km northwest of Port Moresby in Papua New Guinea. The dialect described here is 
spoken in the coastal village of 'Ala'ala, and the language has been variously referred to 
in the literature as Lala, Nara or Pokau. Like other Central Papuan languages, but unlike 
most Oceanic languages, 'Ala'ala is quite strongly head-final in structure. 

This sketch is adapted from Symonds (n.d. [1989]), but with some reinterpretation of 
the data and substantial reference also to my own fieldnotes, based on information from 
Shem Garena ofOloi (also known as Bada'ai) village. Some reference was also made to 
Clunn and Kolia's (1977) study of the dialect ofVanumae. There is also a short sketch 
by Lanyon-Orgill (1945), based on secondary sources. 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes are: 

P t k ? 
b d (g) 
v (s) (h) 
m n 

I 

The bracketed phonemes occur only in borrowings. The phone [s] also occurs regularly 
as the allophone of It I before /i/. The apicals are all alveolar. 

The vowel phonemes are: 

e 
a 

u 
o 

The sequences liVI and luVI are phonetically [iyV] and [uwV]. Word-initially or after a 
vowel, the sequence liVI may reduce to [yV], the sequences luVI and 10VI to [wV]. The 
sequence la(C)ul is phonetically [a(C)w]. Utterance-final vowels are often nasalised. 

1.2 Phonotactics 

Syllables are of the shape (C)V(V), where VV is a rising sequence of laV/, leil or lou/. 
These, and all other vowel sequences, may also occur across a syllable boundary. Such 
sequences are optionally broken by a phonetic glottal stop in the Vanumae and Oloi 
dialects. 
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-', 'ALA' ALA -

- 5'S 

o 
I 

10 20 30 40 50 
I I I I I 

Kilometres 

1.3 Stress 

, 'U 

Words of two syllables have stress on the first; words of three or more syllables have 
primary stress on the second and, where relevant, secondary stress on every second 
syllable after that: 

Inodil 
le-nodil 
Inodi-nodil 

1.4 Orthography 

['nodi] 
[e'nodi] 
[no 'dino, di] 

'cough' 
'he coughs' 
'cough (present), 

The orthography used by 'Ala'ala speakers and in this sketch matches the tables in § 1.1, 
except that the reverse apostrophe is used for flI. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

lINC IEXC 2 3 
Independent 
SG lau oni ia 
PL ita lai oi ia 
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IINC lEXC 2 3 
Subject 
SG a- 0- e-
PL ka- a- o- de-

Object 
SG - 'u -mu -a ~-ia ~ -Ia 
PL -ta -mai -mui -ta 

Possessor 
SG - 'u -mu -na 
PL -ta -mai -mui -ta 

Ifhe independent form ia serves as both the 3SG and 3PL independent pronoun, but is 
always coreferential with either a subject or a possessor pronoun, so that ambiguity is 
avoided. Similarly, where singular and plural subject pronouns are identical, a 
coreferential independent pronoun prevents ambiguity. 

The 'possessor' suffixes also occur on attributive adjectives and demonstratives and 
on nouns with premodifiers. 

2.2 Nouns 

Abstract nouns are formed from verbs without derivational morphology: 

e-ba 
e-vinaula 
e-nodi 

'he died' (3SG-die) 
'he worked' (3sG-work) 
'he coughs' (3sG-cough) 

e-na ba 
e-na vinaula 
nodi 

'his death' (poss-3sG die) 
'his work' (poss-3sG work) 
'cough (N)' 

Instrument (and some other) nouns are formed from verbs with the prefix i-: 

e-kave 'she fanned' i-kave 'fan (N)' 
e-vili-viIi 'she wrapped (in banana leaves)' i-viIi 'banana leaves used for 

wrapping' 
e-nau 'she scraped (coconut)' i-nau 'scraped coconut flesh' 

As in many Oceanic languages, there is a category of directly possessed nouns. These do 
not usually occur in an indirectly possessed form, but semantically related pairs 
sometimes occur: 

idu-na 'his nose' 
'ato-na 'his neck' 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

idu 
'ato 

'cape, point of land' 
'neck of bananas' 

There are no articles. The deictic morphemes, also used as demonstrative pronouns, 
are: 

nia 'this, near speaker' 
na 'that, near hearer' 
ua 'that, near neither speaker nor hearer' 

Demonstrative postmodifiers are formed from a sequence of the demonstrative base ka-
+ 3SG or 3PL possessor suffix + demonstrative, for example: 
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kau ka-na-ua 
man DEM-3sG-DEIC 
'that man' 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Most nouns are unmarked for number, but a few animates have reduplicated plurals. 
Note the last two below, which entail reduction: 

SG PL 
vato 'girl' va-vato 
moluane 'man, boy' mo-moluane 
manu 'bird' manu-manu 
ole 'ole 'youth' 0- 'ole 
ate 'ate 'woman' a- 'ate 

The counting system is base-five, with use of kala- 'double' in numerals from six to nine: 

I ka 11 ouka ka 
2 lua 12 ouka lua 
3 koi 20 lua-vui 
4 vani 30 koi-vui 
5 ima 31 koi-vui ka 
6 kala-koi 100 sinavu 
7 kala-koi ka 
8 kala-vani 
9 kala-vani ka 

10 ouka 

Other quantifiers are dounamo 'many', vitaluamo 'a few', vaida 'some' and boutai 'all'. 
All quantifiers follow the noun they count. 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

An attributive adjective follows the noun it refers to and takes an adjectival suffix 
(identical in form to the possessor suffix) agreeing in number with the noun: 

luma nama-na luma nama-ta 
house big-3sG house big-3PL 
'a big house' 'big houses' 

If there is more than one adjective, the suffix occurs only on the last: 

lum nama 'aula-na 
house big red-3sG 
'a big red house' 

A postposition attaches to the last adjective: luma nama-na-i 'in the big house'. 
A perfective adjective is derived from a transitive verb with the prefix i-: 

duvu i-tou-na 
grass PF-burn-3sG 
'burnt grass' 

fa duvu e-tou-ia. 
he grass 3sG-burn-3sG 
'He burnt the grass.' 
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2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

A noun phrase may include pre- and postmodifiers, although the data contain no 
examples where both occur. Postmodifiers are adjectives (§2.5), followed by the 
demonstrative postmodifier (§2.3). For example: 

luma nama-na ka-na-nia 
house big-3sG DEM-3sG-DEIC 
'this big house' 

If a premodifier occurs, then the head noun has a third person possessor suffix added to 
it (regardless of whether it is normally directly or indirectly possessed; §2.7). 
Premodifiers include verbs, nouns, and (relative) clauses (§2.8): 

mati kau-na 
sing person-3sG 
'the singing man' 

ba kau-na 
die person-3sG 
'dead man' 

inu-inu vei-na 
REDuP-drink water-3SG 
'drinking water' 

2.7 Possession 

2.7.1 Direct possession 

vanuakau-ta 
village person-3PL 
'the villagers' 

ba 'abu-na 
die place-3sG 
'deathbed' 

Some kin terms, and nouns referring to anatomical parts or to parts of wholes, are 
directly possessed. A possessor noun phrase precedes the possessed noun: 

(oi) kama-mui 
YOu.PL father-2PL 
'your (PL) father' 

rna 'u ia aloalo titiba-ta 
wallaby and turtle story-3PL 
'the story of the wallaby and the turtle' 

2.7.2 Indirect possession 

ita ae-ta 
we.INC leg-lINC:PL 
'our (INC) legs' 

Eo 'e kama-na 
Bo'e father-3sG 
'Bo'e's father' 

All other nouns are indirectly possessed. The minimal structure has two constituents: 
(i) the possessive marker e- with a possessor suffix, and (ii) the possessed noun. 
A possessor noun phrase precedes these constituents: 

(lau) e- 'u ko '0 

I poss-lsG banana 
'my banana' 

Eo 'e e-na luma 
Bo'e poss-3sG house 
'Bo'e's house' 

However, if the phrase also includes an attributive adjective, which is already marked 
with a possessor suffix (§2.5), then constituent (i) is omitted: 
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(lau) luma nama- 'u 
I house big-lSG 
'my big house' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

In the examples below, the relative clause is shown in brackets, its head in bold. There 
are three relative clause structures. In the first and probably the oldest (which is 
apparently found only in the Vanumae and Bada'ai materials, not in Symonds' data), the 
relative clause is a premodifier, as might be expected in a language with a strong head-
final tendency. The head noun is marked with a third person possessor suffix, as it is 
with other premodifiers (§2.6). There is no special coreferencing within the relative 
clause of the head, which in the first example is coreferential with the subject of the 
relative clause, in the second with a peripheral locative argument, and in the third with a 
possessor: 

[Bosea de-vuaJ ate'ate-ta a-ika-ta. 
basket 3PL-carry woman-3pL lSG-see-3PL 
'I saw the women who were carrying the baskets.' 

[A-mi-miaJ 'abu-na va-na eva vanua 
ISG-REDUP-stay place-3sG name-3sG TPC village 
'The name of the place where I live is Bo'ada village.' 

Bo'ada. 
Bo'ada 

[E-na ati a-doa-iaJ kau-na eva Bo 'e. 
POss-3SG canoe ISG-paddle-3sG person-3sG TPC Bo'e 
'The man whose canoe I paddled was Bo'e.' 

The second structure reflects a drift towards postmodification. The relative clause now 
follows the head noun, but contains as its last item kau-na (person-3sG) or kau-ta 
(person-3PL), coreferential with the head noun and occupying the position of the head 
noun in the premodifier construction. This is clearly a semantic bleaching of 'man' to 
the status of a general relative marker: 

Kau rua 'u e-abi-a kau-naJ 'eva 'atu-ai. 
man crayfish 3sG-hold-3sG person-3sG TPC beach-POSTP 
'The man who caught the crayfish was on the beach.' 

Ate'ate [a-ika-ia kau-naJ 'eva bosea 
woman ISG-see-3SG person-3sG TPC basket 
'The woman I saw was carrying a basket.' 

e-vua-ia. 
3SG-carry-3sG 

Finally, in the third structure, the relative marker is deleted, leaving an unmarked 
relative clause: 

Ate'ate [a-ika-iaJ bosea e-vua-ia. 
woman ISG-see-3sG basket 3sG-carry-3sG 
'The woman I saw was carrying a basket.' 
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3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

3.1.1 Inflection 

Much of the verb phrase consists of inflections to the verb root: 

SUBJECT/MOOD PREFIX (- TAM) - (REDUP) VERB ROOT (- OBJECT SUFFIX) 

The label "subject/mood prefix" here refers to the subject prefixes (§2.1) and to the 
portmanteau irrealis+subject prefixes listed below. The object suffixes are also displayed 
in §2.1. These inflections function in a rather complex way to express eight tense/aspect/ 
mood combinations: 

Subject/tense 
Verb class Prefix TAM REDUP Object suffix 

past SUBJ -ia 3SG 
past habitual SUBJ -0-

past hypothetical SUBJ -ma-
present SUBJ root 
present continuous SUBJ , -ia 3SG 

II ITR SUBJ CV-
II TR, III SUBJ -a 3SG 

future IRR+SUBJ 
irrealis IRR+SUBJ (as for present continuous) 
future hypothetical IRR+SUBJ -ma-

Three dots ( ... ) in the "object suffix" column indicate that the object suffix is 
probably the same as in the present continuous of the relevant verb class- "probably" 
because this feature still needs careful checking. 

The past tense is morphologically unmarked. The habitual TAM marker -0- only 
occurs with past fonus: 

de-o-da'a 
3PL-HABIT-go 
'they used to go' 

The (simple) present is marked by full reduplication of the root, and is used for habitual 
or ongoing activities which are not necessarily occurring at the very moment of 
speaking. The present continuous is more frequently used, for activities which are in 
process at the moment of speaking. Thus we find contrasts like: 

present 
present continuous 
present 
present continuous 

lau a-nodi-nodi 'I have a cough' 
lau a-no-nodi 'I am coughing' 
e-veau-veau 'he runs (regularly), 
e-veau 'he is running' 

The formation of the present continuous varies according to (i) the transitivity and 
(ii) the canonical form of the verb root. For intransitives at least three classes of verb 
root must be recognised. Class I contains vowel-initial disyllables, II consonant-initial 
disyllables, and III roots with more than two syllables. There are also a number of 
apparent exceptions. It is possible that class I contains only roots with initial non-back 
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vowels, as the only candidate with a back vowel, oi 'dig', seems to belong to class II 
(e-oi-oi 'he is digging'). In class I the present continuous is marked by glottal-stop 
insertion, in II by CV-reduplication, and in III it is unmarked. For example (VI = one or 
two vowels): 

II III 
root ika 'see, hear' vau 'bark (at)' aniva 'hunt' 
3SG:PAST-V e-ika e-vau e-aniva 
3SG:PRES-V e- '-ika e-va-vau e-aniva 

For transitives, class I again marks the present continuous by glottal-stop insertion. 
Classes II and III fall together, taking no marking except if the object suffix is 3sG, 
when there is a formal difference between the suffixes used in the past and the present 
continuous. In the past the 3sG suffix is -ia, in the present continuous -a. If the root ends 
in -i-, then the suffix is neutralised to -a in both tenses (e.g. e-mati-a 'he sang/is singing 
if). If the root ends in -a-, the suffix in the present continuous is -la 

3SG:PAST-V-3sG 
3SG:PRES-V-3sG 

e-ika-ia 
e- '-ika-ia 

II + III 
e-vau-ia 
e-vau-a 

e-aniva-ia 
e-aniva-la 

Again there are exceptions, however. and this characterisation of the system must be 
regarded as approximate. 

There is a special paradigm of portmanteau prefixes which combines the irrealis 
marker with the subject prefixes: 

IINC 
Irrealis + subject 
SG 
PL eka-

IEXC 

ba-
ba-

2 

bo-
bo-

3 

be-
be-

These portmanteau prefixes combine with past and present continuous forms to produce 
respectively the future and the irrealis. The future is used to make unqualified 
predictions, whereas the irrealis is the normal choice for referring to future events: 

be-vau 'it will bark (for certain), be-va-vau 'it will bark' 

The hypothetical TAM marker -ma- co-occurs with both past and future forms: 

Loli a-ma-va-veau-a. 
truck lSG-HYP-CAuS-run-3sG 
'I should have driven the truck.' 

3.1.2 Derivation 

Loli ba-ma-va-veau-a. 
truck IRR: lSG-HYP-CAUS-run-3SG 
'I should drive the truck.' 

Rather unusually, 'Ala'ala forms many transitives directly from intransitives simply by 
adding the object suffix. For example: 

Oveka e-vau. 
dog 3sG-bark 
'The dog barked.' 

Aloalo e-tuli. 
turtle 3sG-dive 
'The turtle dived.' 

Oveka boloma e-vau-ta. 
dog pig 3SG-bark-3PL 
'The dog barked at the pigs.' 

Aloalo lema e-tuli-a. 
turtle reef 3SG-dive-3SG 
'The turtle dived onto the reef.' 
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Intransitives are derived from transitives by root reduplication: e.g. e-ani-ani 'he was 
eating', e-ani-a 'he ate it'. 

Causatives are derived from other verbs with the prefix va-: 

e-ika-ia 'he saw it' e-va-ika-ia 'she showed him' 
e-moku 'it fell' e-va-moku-ia 'he dropped it' 
e-dono 'he drowned' e-va-dono-ia 'he drowned it' 
e-veau 'she ran' e-va-veau-a 'she drove it (e.g. a car)' 

There are also several causative prefixes (known as 'classificatory prefixes' in the 
literature; see Ezard 1978) which indicate the manner of causation. They include aku-
'by hitting', idu- 'by squeezing' and ala- 'by biting': 

e-ba 'it died' e-aku-ba-Ia 'he hit it dead' 
e-idu-ba-Ia 'he squeezed it dead' 

e-moku 'it broke' e-aku-moku-a 'he hit it broken' 
e-ala-moku-a 'he bit it broken' 

These prefixes are transparently derived from the verbs -aku 'hit', -idu 'squeeze', and -
ala 'bite' and reflect earlier causative verb serialisations (in fact they could be described 
synchronically as nuclear verb serialisations). 

Reciprocals are formed from transitives with the prefix vi-: 

e-abi-a 
e-aku-ia 

'he grabbed it' 
'he hit it' 

de-vi-abi 'they grabbed each other' 
de-vi-aku 'they fought each other' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

Most of the structure of the verb phrase is within the verb word itself, described in §3.1.1. 
If an object noun phrase has generic reference, then no object suffix occurs on the 

verb: 

A 'ate niu de-doubou. vs. A 'ate niu de-doubou-ta. 
PL:woman coconut 3PL-collect 
'The women were nut-collecting.' 

PL:woman coconut 3PL-collect-3PL 
'The women were collecting the nuts.' 

There are several directional morphemes which are added to the verb word. They are: 

ati 'outward' (lit. 'come') 
'iti 'upward' 
divo 'downward' 
ovo 'away' 
lao 'away' 

For example: 

e- 'ae-ati 
3sG-call-come 
'he called out' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

e- 'ae-/a-ati 
3sG-call-3sG-come 
'he called it out' 

The only structure which may represent verb serialisation occurs in the introductions to 
reported speech: 
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e- 'ou-fa e-diaka, ' .. .' 
3sG-tell-3PL 3sG-say 

e-feo 
3sG-whisper 

e-diaka, 
3sG-say 

'he told them, " ... '" 'he whispered, " ... '" 

Directional and causative serialisations both occurred in the past, but have become 
respectively verb phrases with directionals (§3.2) and morphemically complex verbs 
with causative prefixes (§3.1.2). 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

There are two topic markers, 'eva and 'ani (variant kani), which usually occur after the 
first phrasal constituent of a clause, marking it as a topic on which the rest of the clause 
is a comment. 'Eva is somewhat like Japanese wa in function, occurring frequently in 
texts, often after the subject, and especially in verbless clauses (§4.I). 

Bo 'e 'eva Aiva buakau e-veni-a. 
Bo'e TPC Aiva betelnut 3sG-give-3sG 
'Bo'e gave Aiva some betelnut.' 

In the examples below the object and the temporal phrase are topicalised: 

Kau vaida 'eva boloma de-tau de-ala-ta. 
man some TPC pig 3PL-do 3PL-bite-3PL 
'Some men were bitten by pigs.' 

Boni-ai 'eva fia 'ani 
night-posTP TPC NEG EMPH 
'In the night (it) is not all right.' 

bedaia. 
al1.right 

'Ani is emphatic or contrastive, and may co-occur with 'eva. 

Lau 'ani a-da 'a loba. 
I EMPH ISG-go garden 
'[ went to the garden.' 

Lavi 'ani de-va 'eka. 
yesterday EMPH 3PL-fish 
'(It was) yesterday they fished.' 

Lamu 'eva 'ani be-aku. 
rain TPC EMPH IRR:3SG-fall 
'The rain will definitely fall.' 

Either 'ani or 'eva may also occur as the first element of the clause: this usage is not 
well understood, but seems to represent a form of pro-drop whereby there is a topic 
which the speaker assumes the hearer can identify (see also §4.I): 

'Ani ba- 'ati ba-ika-mu. 
EMPH IRR:IsG-come IRR:IsG-see-2SG 
'(1 promise) I will come and see you.' 
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4.1 Verbless clauses 

Verbless clauses usually consist of a topic, followed by 'eva TPC, and a comment. In the 
examples below, the comments are respectively identificational, classifying, possessive, 
descriptive and locative: 

Kau ka-na-ua 
man DEM-3sG-DEIC 

'eva Bo 'e kama-na. 
TPC Bo'e father-3sG 

'That man is Bo'e's father.' 

Nia 'eva (tia) oveka. 
this TPC (NEG) dog 
'This is (not) a dog.' 

Papao ka-na-nia 
box DEM-3SG-DEIC 
'This box is mine.' 

'eva lau e- 'u. 
TPC 1 poss-ISG 

Luma ka-ta-ua 'eva makamaka-ta. 
house DEM-3PL-DEIC TPC new-3PL 
'Those houses are new.' 

Oi e-mui luma 'eva ua'i-ai. 
you POSS-2PL house TPC there-posTP 
'Your (PL) houses are over there.' 

As mentioned in §4, 'eva may be the first morpheme in the clause, marking an implicit 
topic: 

'Eva luma nama-na. 
TPC house big-3sG 
'It is/was a big house.' 

Another kind of verbless clause uses the copula mai 'be with, have': 

Neme mai 'Au loba-i. 
Nemebe.with 'Au garden-posTP 
'Neme and 'Au were in the garden.' (More literally: 'Neme was with 'Au in the garden.') 

fa mai e-ta 
they with POSS-3PL 
'They have coconuts.' 

niu. 
coconut 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The basic order of the clause is SOY, but peripheral location arguments follow the verb 
(§4.3). The order OSV may also occur when the object is topicalised (see §4). 

Exceptionally among Oceanic languages, 'Ala'ala has ditransitive verbs. The 
beneficiary object may precede or follow the patient object (the object suffix agrees with 
the beneficiary object): 

Lau oi ko'o 
1 you.SG banana 
'1 gave you a banana.' 

a-veni-mu. 
1 SG-give-2SG 
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4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Three postpositions have been found: 

-ai (-i after -a-) 
ita 
daka 

location, general 
comitative 
resemblance 

Examples of comitative and resemblance arguments are: 

Kau naku-na ita e-ati. 
man child-3sG POSTP 3sG-come 
'The man came with his child.' 

fa ika-na 'eva lau daka. 
he see-3sG TPC I like 
'He looks like me.' (More literally 

'His appearance is like me.') 

A peripheral argument of time may occur at the beginning of the clause (§6.2). 
Otherwise, peripheral arguments precede the verb, except for location arguments, which 
often follow it: 

Kau nama-na ma 'u adiadi-na lavi e-abi-a laba-i. 
man big-3sG wallaby small-3SG yesterday 3SG-hold-3SG garden-posTP 
'The big man caught a small wallaby in the garden yesterday.' 

After a motion verb whose valence includes a location argument, that argument mayor 
may not be marked for location by a postposition: 

Lau a-da 'a laba-i. 
I lSG-go garden-posTP 
'I went to the garden.' 

Mela e-ati laba-i. 
child 3SG-come garden-posTP 
'The child came from the garden.' 

Kau e-da 'a luma vaka mela e-da 'a laba. 
man 3sG-go house also boy 3sG-go garden 
'The man went to the house and the boy went to the garden.' 

As the examples above show, the allative/ablative contrast is expressed by the verb 
rather than by the locative argument. As in many Oceanic languages, the basic locative 
adposition, here -ai (-i after -a-), is often used with a locative part noun which forms the 
head of a possessive noun phrase, e.g. 

lala venu-na-i 
hill bottom-3sG-POSTP 
'at the bottom of the hill' 

luma 'aba 'aba-na-i 
house side-3sG-POSTP 
'beside the house' 

The verb -da 'a 'go' may be transitive, taking an object suffix coreferential with the 
locative goal, which then precedes the verb like any other direct object: 

Vanua ita eka-da 'a-la 
village we.INC IRR:IINc:PL-go-3sG 
'We'll go to the village.' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

There are two negative morphemes, tia and ati (or ati 'i). The latter occurs in question 
tags (§5.2), whilst tia is the general negator, used before the comment of a verbless 
clause or before a verb (occasionally it precedes an independent subject pronoun): 



Lau 'eva tia a-mi-mia-divo. 
I TPC NEG lSG-REDUP-stay-DIR 
'I am not sitting down.' 

Loli tia be-ma-veau. 
truck NEG IRR:3SG-Hyp-run 
'The truck should not run.' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

An imperative verb may occur with or without its subject prefix: 

Buakau vaida (o-)veni- 'u! 
betelnut some (2sG-)give-lsG 
'Give me some betelnut!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 
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A polar interrogative always begins with either 'ani ('eva) EMPH (TPc) or tia NEG: 

'Ani o-da 'a (0 ati)? 
EMPH 2SG-go (or NEG) 
'Did you go (or not)?' 

'Ani 
EMPH 

'eva lai a-vinaula? 
TPC we.EXC IEXC:PL-work 

'Aren't we continuing to work?' 

Tia o-da'a? 
NEG 2SG-go 
'Didn't you go?' 

Information questions use the following interrogatives, without any change to 
declarative word order: 

dai 
dava 
dava-na, dava-ta 
a'i 
au 
aida 
vida 
aboina 
dava ou-na-i 

'who?' 
'what?' 
'which?' (what-3sG, what-3PL) 
'where?' 
'where to?' 
'when?' 
'how many?' 
'how?' 
'why?' (what base-3sG-posTP) 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

Coordination may be achieved by simple juxtaposition or with a word functioning as a 
conjunction. Words functioning this way, and illustrated below, are: 
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na 
vaka 
beia 
'ola-na 
ou-na-i 
koa-na-i 

'and' 
'and (also)' 
'but' 
'because' (head-3sG) 
'so' (base-3sG-POSTP) 
'then' (end-3sG-posTP) 

Kau e-da 'a luma (fJ/vaka/beia/'ola-na/ou-na-i) melo e-da 'a loba. 
man 3sG-go house (O/alsolbutihead-3sG/base-3sG-POSTP) boy 3sG-go garden 
'The man went to the house O/andlbutlbecause/so the boy went to the garden.' 

Ko '0 e-ani-a na e-luva. 
banana 3sG-eat-3SG and 3SG-talk 
'He ate a banana and talked.' 

CD be-lu-luva koa-na-i 
CD IRR:3sG-REDuP-say end-3sG-POSTP 
'When CD says so, the truck will run.' 

loli be-veau. 
truck IRR:3SG-run 

6.2 Subordination 

Subordinate clauses of time are expressed by marking the time clause as the topic of the 
second, a strategy which is quite common in Papuan languages (Reesink 1994) and in 
Oceanic languages which have come under Papuan influence (cf Sobei §6.2): 

Melo a- 'ou-ia 'eva e-mia-divo. 
boy lSG-tell-3sG TPC 3sG-sit-DIR 
'When I told the boy, he sat down.' 

An alternative strategy is to use a sentence-initial postpositional phrase as a peripheral 
argument. In the example below, a verb is simply used in the nominal slot of that phrase: 

Mia-na-i ko '0 e-ani-a. 
stay-3SG-POSTP banana 3sG-eat-3sG 
'Sitting, he ate a banana.' 

A conditional clause is marked by the use of the future hypothetical, either in the verb, 
as in the first and third examples, or in clause-initial be-ma (IRR:3sG-HYP) 'if', as in the 
second. The word koanai is used as a conjunction ('then'). For example: 

Oi bo-ma-ba ba-ka-kani. 
you:SG 2sG-Hyp-die lSG-REDUP-weep 
'If you die, I'll cry.' 

Bema ia be-da-da 'a 
if he IRR:3sG-REDUP-go 
'If he goes, I'll go.' 

koa-na-i 
end-3sG-POSTP 

fa be-ma-da 'a koa-na-i lau 'ani 
he IRR:3SG-HYP-go end-3sG-POSTP I EMPH 
'If he had gone, I would have gone.' 

lau 
I 

ba-da-da 'a. 
IRR: lSG-REDUP-go 

ba-ma-da 'a. 
IRR:lSG-HYP-go 

Indirect speech and clausal complements take the form of simple juxtaposition: 



fa e- 'ou Koloka 'ani 
he 3sG-tell Koloka EM PH 
'He told me Koloka had died.' 

e-ba. 
3sG-die 

Melo e-mia 'abu-na 'eva ia a- 'ou-ia be-mi-mia. 
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boy 3sG-stay place-3sG TPC he lSG-tell-3sG IRR:3sG-REDup-stay 
'I told the boy where to sit.' (More literally: 'The place where the boy sat, I told him 
to sit (there).') 

E nama-na 'eva e-u/a K ia 
E. big-3sG TPC 3sG-want K. and 
'Big E wants to talk with K and L.' 

Be-ka-kani e-ko. 
IRR:3sG-REDUP-weep 3sG-try 
'He tried to cry.' 

L ita be-Iuva-luva. 
L. COM IRR:3SG-REDuP-talk 

Lai 'ani a-da-da 'a ba- 'avu 'avu. 
we.EXC EMPH IEXC:PL-REDUP-go IRR:IExC:PL-morning.mist 
'We are going "morning misting" (a special kind of hunting).' 

This last example is treated as complementation rather than as verb serialisation because 
of the difference in mood between the two verbs. 



BALI-VITU 
Malcolm Ross 

Bali-Vitu is spoken by about 9000 people (Johnston 1980:142) in the French Islands, 
located about 100 Ian northwest of Talasea township on New Britain, Papua New 
Guinea. There are two major and mutually comprehensible dialects, one spoken on Bali 
(or Unea, in vernacular Uniapa) Island, the other on Vitu (or Garove, vernacular 
Muduapa) Island and the tiny Ningau Islands. The Vitu dialect falls into north and south 
subdialects. The description here is of Bali and is based on information provided by 
Barbara Gili of Ketinerave village (where reference is made to Vitu, the information was 
provided by Mrs Dolorosa Ire of Balangore no 2 village). 

The language is an isolate within the Meso-Melanesian linkage of Western Oceanic, 
and the Bali dialect is historically significant for its phonological conservatism, 
retaining POc final consonants with a following echo vowel (Ch. 4, §4.1; Ross 1988: 
258, 262-263). 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes of Bali are: 

P 
b 
(3 
m 

t 
d 
z 
n 

r 

k 
g 
Y 
IJ 

Before Iii, It I is sometimes affricated as [ts]. The voiced stops are often prenasalised 
medially. In Bali the three fricatives 1(3/, Izi and 1)(1 have a tendency to an approximant 
articulation, i.e. to lose frication and become [w], [1] and [h]. Thus 1(31 varies between 
[(3] and [w], the latter especially before la!, 101 or lui. The apical Izl varies in point of 
contact between interdental, dental and alveolar. This means that Bali has contrasting 
rhotics, an apico-alveolar approximant [1] articulation of Izi contrasting with the apico-
alveolar trill Ir/. (In Vitu 1(3/, Izi and Iyl are more consistently [(3], [0] and [y], and in the 
north Vitu subdialect Izi tends to [I].) 

The vowel phonemes are: 

e 
a 

u 
o 

362 
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150 0 E 

.. ." 

NEW BRITAIN o 20 40 60 

BALI-VITU Kilometres 

1.2 Phonotactics 

The canonic syllable is (C)V(V), with VV sequences limited to lail, lau/ and leil within 
syllables. Just one word, ['kweze] 'who?', appears to breach canonic structure: I 
interpret this here as Iku'eze/. There are also some surface exceptions resulting from the 
processes mentioned in § lA. 

1.3 Stress 

Stress is penultimate. This means that in words where Bali retains an erstwhile final 
consonant with a following echo vowel but Vitu loses the consonant, stress falls on 
different syllables in the two dialects: e.g. Bali Ikau'akal, Vitu I'kaual 'dog'; Bali 
1130 'rotol, Vitu l'j3orol 'sun'. However, stress is most obvious in citation forms. In 
continuous speech, vowels tend to be of roughly equal length, suggesting that Bali-Vitu 
is a syllable-timed language. 

1.4 Other features 

There are various circumstances in Bali-Vitu syntax where functional morphemes are 
c1iticised to each other or to a lexical morpheme, and two of these entail vowel loss or 
coalescence. The first is the optional (but generally occurring) loss of the c1itic-final 
vowel in a proc1itic or proclitic sequence of the form CVNV=, where N is In!, 11/ or Iri. 
This occurs, for example, in the negative existentiallbali=tazal (NEG=INDEF), usually 
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[baltam] (§4.1), and in a number of preverbal proclitic sequences (§3.2), e.g. Ikaratol 
(FUT:]), ikurutol (FUT:2), Ikiritol (FUT:3), almost always [karto], [kurto], [kirto]. 

The second circumstance is when an enclitic beginning with a front vowel follows a 
(vowel-final) word within a phrase. The enclitics affected are the demonstratives linil 
'that' and lirel 'yonder' and the articles lei 'proper' and lal 'common'. The processes 
affecting the demonstratives are: 

(i) when linil or lirel is cliticised to word-final I-ai, the sequence I-a=i-I coalesces as 
[e]; for example, lrumaka=irel (house=yonder) [rumakere] 'yonder house'; 

(ii) when linil or lirel is cliticised to word-final I-el, I-if or I-u/, enclitic-initial I=il is 
deleted. 

Examples: 

Itama)(ane=inil 
ibeti=inil 
lj3a)(oru=inil 

(man=that) 
(banana=that) 
(new=that) 

[tamahaneni] 'that man' 
[betsini] 'that banana' 
[wahoruni] 'that new .. .' 

This does not apply if the word ends in a tautosyllabic vowel sequence, for example 
Ikapou=inil (big=that) [kapouini] 'that big .. .'. 

When one of the articles Ia! or lei is cliticised to word-final I-a!, I-el, I-if or I-u/, the 
word-final vowel is deleted. However, cliticisation does not always occur, and the 
processes are dealt with in the relevant sections below. They are: 

(i) when the preposition Ina! precedes one of the articles lal or lei, the result is usually 
rna] or [ne] (§4.3), e.g. 

na =a rumaka beini 
rna rumaka beini] 
PREP =ART house that 
'at/to that house' 

na =e ketineraj3e 
[ne ketineraj3e] 
PREP =ART Ketinerave 
'at Ketinerave (village)' 

(ii) when a directly possessed noun or a possessive classifier precedes a possessor 
noun phrase beginning with an article, cliticisation and vowel deletion may occur 
(§2.7): 

a liko-na =a kauaka na =a )(udu =e bali 
[a liko-na kauaka] rna )(ude bali] 
ART tail-3sG =ART dog PREP =ART top =ART Bali 
'a dog's tail' 'on Bali (island), 

(iii) when an independent pronoun is the first constituent of a noun phrase which begins 
with lei (§2.6): 

)(izi =e taj3ine laj3e )(ita =e uniapa 
[hize taj3ine laj3e] [hite uniapa] 
they =ARTwoman all we:INC =ART Bali 
'all (the) women)' 'we Bali (people)' 

The processes above do not refer to word-final 1-01 because the latter occurs rarely in 
lexical items and relevant examples have not been recorded. 

POc lexical items which ended in a consonant retain this consonant in Bali, adding 
an echo vowel, i.e. a vowel identical to the one which precedes the consonant. In Vitu 
the consonant is lost. For example: 
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Prata Oceanic Bali Vitu 
*Rumaq 'house' rumaka ruma 
*boRok 'pig' boroko boro 
*inum 'drink (ITR)' yinumu yinu 
*qusan 'rain' yuzalJa yuza 
*maqurip 'be alive' mayunpl mayuri 

In this sketch the Bali echo vowel is treated as phonemic, since it behaves no differently 
from other final vowels when an enclitic triggers a process affecting a vowel (see above), 
and it is written by my informant. However, there is one piece of evidence which counts 
against this interpretation. It forces us to treat the 2SG possessor suffix (§2.1) as l-mV/, 
where V is an echo vowel. If, however, echo vowels were treated as non-phonemic, the 
suffix would be I-ml, the vowel being added by the general rule adding final vowels. This 
would give a phonologically neater account. The possibilities are exemplified below: 

'your (SG) hand' 
'your (SG) child' 

1.5 Orthography 

lima-mY 
tu-mV 

lima-m 
tu-m 

[limama] 
[tumu] 

The orthography used here is that proposed by Bachet and Bachet (1992), where 1131 is 
written as v, Iyl as h, and IIJI as ng. I follow both them and my informants in writing the 
coalesced forms described in § 1.4, for example, hite Uniapa 'we Bali (people)' rather 
than *hita e Uniapa. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

llNC lEXC 
Independent 
SG 
DL 
PL 

taro 
hita 

Object suffix 
SG 
PL 

Possessor suffix 

hau 
miro 
hami 

-a 

SG -gu 
DL 
PL 

-dora 
-da 

-mira 
-mi 

2 3 

aha ia 
moro ziro 
hamu hizi 

-ho -fJ 
-miu -nazi 

-mV -na 
-mora -diro 
-mu -di 

The object paradigm is "defective" in that independent forms are used as object 
pronouns for 1INC:PL and 1EXC:PL. No dual object forms occur in the data. The Vof 
the possessor suffix -m V represents an echo vowel (see § 1.4). 

2.2 Nouns 

Nouns belong to two genders: common and proper. "Proper" is perhaps not quite the 
appropriate term, as the proper gender includes not only all personal names, place 
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names, names of months, names of objects (e.g. F-28, the name of an aircraft type), 
personal pronouns, and the interrogative kueze 'who?', but also nouns denoting human 
beings, which I term "semi-proper" (e.g. tuni 'person', tamahane 'male', tavine 
'woman', pago 'white person', tararanga 'adult', kaka 'baby', voruko 'giant'), 
including directly possessed nouns (tama-na 'his father', ti-na 'her mother', vuvu-na 
'its owner', livu-gu 'my cross-sibling'). 

Nouns of common gender usually take the common article a, those of proper gender 
the proper article e. There are two kinds of occasions, however, when semi-proper nouns 
take a rather than e. The first is when there is a further specification of the identity of the 
referent, either by ziro 'they two' specifying number (e.g. ziro a tavine 'the two 
women'), or by a demonstrative, or by a possessor noun phrase, or by a relative clause: 

a tunini 
ART person:that 
'that person' 

... a tuni na 

... ART person HABIT 
ki=to tarahi. 
sEQ:3=cONT adze 

a tama-ne 
ART father-3sG:ART 
'Lingei's father' 

Lingei 
Lingei 

ala ki=to tarahia vaga ki 
know sEQ:3=cONT adze ART canoe sEQ:3 

mai 
come 

' ... the expert at adzing comes to adze it.' (More literally: ' ... the person who knows 
how to adze a canoe comes to adze it.') 

The second kind of occasion is when a participant is introduced into the discourse for 
the first time as an indefinite noun phrase. Early in a legend narrative, for example, is a 
sentence whose free English gloss is: 

'When Mataio started shaving, he asked his mother about his father, and his mother 
told him that his father had been eaten by a giant while he was hunting.' 

The giant here is a voruko 'a giant', but at all subsequent mentions (he is a major 
participant) he is e voruko 'the giant'. 

It would be easy to draw the conclusion from these uses of semi-proper nouns that they 
are simply common nouns which are treated as proper, e.g. that 'Giant' is a name in this 
context. Whilst this may well be the historical origin of the alternation of a and e with semi-
proper nouns, however, it is not an explanation of their use today. Semi-proper nouns take e 
unless the grammatical encoding conditions just described require the use of a. This means, 
incidentally, that when a semi-proper noun occurs in the plural, it is preceded bye, so that we 
find phrases like the one below, which certainly cannot be interpreted as "proper": 

hize tuni 
they:ART person 
'many Bali people' 

bebe ne Uniapa 
many PREP:ART Bali 

Nouns, usually abstract, are formed from verbs with the suffix -anga (-nga after -a-). 
This suffix is homophonous with the postverbal plural-subject suffix, but is functionally 
distinct from it: 

galama 
talako 
tangizi 
hani 
monge 
vari-hubi 

'work (v)' 
'talk to, give information to' 
'weep' 
'eat' 
'sleep' 
'fight (REC-hit)' 

galama-nga 
talako-anga 
tangizi-anga 
hani-anga 

'work (N), garden' 
'talk (N), information' 
'weeping' 
'food' 

monge-anga 'sleeping' 
vari-hubi-anga 'war' 
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As in many Oceanic languages, there is a category of directly possessed nouns, i.e. 
nouns taking a possessor suffix. In a few cases these also occur in a morphologically 
independent form. If the latter retains a POc final consonant and has an echo vowel, then 
these are lost in corresponding directly possessed forms: 

raungu « POc *raun) 'leaf' rau-na 'its leaf' 
livuku « POc *lopuq) 'cross-sibling' livu-gu 'my cross-sibling' 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

Bali-Vitu has three articles, which precede the head noun: 

a common 
fa common indefinite (INDEF) 
e proper 

The morphophonemic behaviour of a and e is discussed in § 1.4. Their uses with nouns 
of common and proper gender are discussed in §2.2. Since a does not specify whether a 
noun is indefinite or definite, other devices are used to do this. One is the common 
indefinite article fa, which is used to refer to an unspecified amount of something: 

Vahi fa pazi mai VlYl hami. 
get INDEF betelnut come PREPV US.EXC 
'Bring us some betelnut.' 

When the referent of a noun phrase is known to both speaker and hearer, it is common 
for the noun phrase to have an enclitic demonstrative, usually =ini (for morphopho-
nemics, see § 1.4): 

... ki pala-ni a kureni . 

. . . SEQ:3 beat-TR ART hourglass.drurn:DEM 
' ... he beat the hourglass drum.' 

Demonstrative forms are as follows: 

enclitic independent 
=ani beani, beanani 
=ina 
=ini beini, beineni 

'this; the one referred to' 
'that, near hearer' 
'that' 

No independent forms corresponding to =ina have been found. The enclitic forms occur 
as nominal postmodifiers (§2.6) and in locative phrases (§4.3). The independent forms 
serve as nominal postmodifiers (§2.6), as noun phrases, and as temporal expressions 
(most commonly beani 'now'). There is no functional distinction between the shorter 
and the longer independent forms. 

There are two further sets that appear to belong to this paradigm, but they serve 
primarily as heads of locative phrases (§4.3), and the forms in the left hand column 
occur only rarely as noun phrase enclitics: 

(=)ari 
(=)ire 

iari, ... 
beire, beireni 

'here, near speaker' 
'there, near neither speaker nor hearer' 
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2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Most nouns are unmarked for number, but a few have reduplicated plurals. The only 
thing these nouns appear to have in common is that they are of frequent occurrence: 

SG PL 
tavine 'woman' tavine-vine 
rumaka 'house' ruma-rumaka 
malara 'village' mala-malara 
kaka 'baby' kakaka 
danga-na 'its branch' danga-danga-na 

The plural of common nouns is often marked by the plural morpheme valu, which 
occurs after the article and mayor may not co-occur with a morphological plural, e.g. 
either a valu rumaka or a valu rumarumaka '(the) houses'. 

The non-singular of semi-proper (and occasionally proper) nouns is marked by an 
independent pronoun which precedes the article: 

hize tavine hite Uniapa 
they:ART woman 
'all (the) women)' 

lave 
all we:INC:ART Bali 

'we Bali (people)' 

Another quantifying morpheme that may occupy this slot is taza 'a, one, some', which 
(in this usage) introduces an item into the discourse for the first time: 

Nange ki varu-anga taza a hai katiku na napu 
when.SUB sEQ:3 see-PL some ART tree one HABIT enough 

na vaga ane a hai beini ki heza-anga. 
PREP canoe and ART tree that sEQ:3 ChOP-NOM 

'When they see a tree that is fit for a canoe, this tree is chopped down.' 

Bali-Vitu has a base-five counting system, with separate morphemes for 'ten' and 'hundred': 

1 katiku 
2 rua 
3 tolu 
4 vata 
5 lima 
6 polokatiku 
7 polorua 
8 polotolu 
9 polovata 

10 zangavuluku 

11 zangavuluku balana katiku 
12 zangavuluku balana terua 
20 zangavulukurua 

100 vuna katiku 

The word for '100', vuna, basically means 'a group'. Numerals other than 'one' (see 
example above) are stative verbs, and when a numeral is used to count a noun, it is 
treated as a relative clause and takes the verbal particle te= REAL:3 (§3.2): 

a baritaka te=rua 'two coconuts' 
a baritaka te=polorua 'seven coconuts' 
a baritaka te=zangavulukurua 'twenty coconuts' 
a baritaka te=zangavuluku balana katiku 'eleven coconuts' 
ART coconut REAL:3=NUMERAL 
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It appears that the forms for '2' to '5' never occur independently: if they are not 
cliticised to some other numeral morpheme (polo= in '6' to '9', zangavuluku in '20' 
etc.), then they are preceded by te=. 

Other quantifiers (bebe 'many', lave 'all') are ordinary postmodifiers. 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

All nominal modifiers other than the articles and some number-marking morphemes 
(§2.4) are postmodifiers. A few of these are true adjectives, the rest stative verbs. The 
difference between the two classes is generally manifest only in their predicative uses, 
when an adjective is head of a noun phrase (a vahoru below), a stative verb head of a 
verb phrase (ti zahata below): 

A rumaka beini a vahoru. 
ART house OEM:TPC ART new 
'That house is new.' 

A vaga kina tuni taranginiti zahata. 
ART canoe POSS person chief REAL:PERF:3 bad 
'The chief's canoe is broken.' 

The 'nouniness' of the adjectives is also manifest in the fact that some form a plural by 
reduplication: 

sa PL 
vahoru 'new' vahoruhoru 
peita 'good' peteita 
kapou 'big' kapopou 

Note also kakauku 'small' which has a suppleted plural form marimariki. 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

The structure of a noun phrase with a common noun head is: 

ART (+ valu PL) + NOUN (+ POSTMODIFIER) (+ OEM) 

The postmodifier may be an adjective (§2.5), a stative verb root, or a prepositional 
phrase with the preposition na (§4.3). The demonstrative here may be enclitic or 
independent (§2.3), and I have been unable to discover a difference between them in 
distribution. However, among the enclitics =ini is very common in occurrence, 
functioning effectively as a marker of definiteness, whilst =ani and =ina are quite rare. 

a balus kakauku katikuni 
ART aircraft small one:OEM 
'the one small aircraft' 

a rumaka kapoubeini 
ART house big OEM 
'this big house' 

a valu rumaka vahoruhoru 
ART PL house new:PL 
'those new houses' 
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a plesbalus ne Hoskins 
ART airport PREP:ART Hoskins 
'Hoskins airport' (plesbalus is a Tok Pisin borrowing) 

When the head of a noun phrase is a semi-proper or proper noun, a non-singular is 
indicated by an independent pronoun before the article: 

hize tuni 
they:ART person 
'many people' 

bebe 
many 

ziro a tamahane 
they. two ART man 
'the two men' 

terua 
two 

Coordinate noun phrases are formed with the preposition tamani 'with', e.g. 

a kamo a huvi tamani 
ART taro ART yam PREP 
'taro, yams and bananas' 

a beti 
ART banana 

... ia ki vahi 
get 

a valu ke-na diaro tamani a kure 
... 3SG SEQ:3 

katiku ... 
one ... 

ART PL poss-3SG spear with ART hourglass.drum 

, ... he took his spears and an hourglass drum .. .' 

2.7 Possession 

2.7.1 Direct possession 

Most kin terms, and most nouns referring to body parts or to parts of wholes, are directly 
possessed: 

a lima-rna 
e tama-di 
a hate-na 

'your (SG) hand' 
'their father( s)' 
'his liver' 

Unlike many Western Oceanic languages, Bali-Vitu apparently does not allow an 
independent pronoun to serve as a possessor noun phrase; *a lima-rna oho 'your (SG) 
hand', for example, does not occur. 

When the possessor is a noun phrase, this follows the possessed noun, and the 
sequence of -na 3sG and the following article a or e may be subject to the vowel deletion 
rule (§IA): 

a liko-na 
ART tail-3sG:ART 
'a dog's tail' 

kauaka 
dog 

na labu-na a malara 
PREP middle-3sG ART village 
'in the middle of the village' 

a hate-ne voruko 
ART liver-3SG:ART giant 
'the giant's liver' 

a tu-na 
ART child-3SG 
'Galiki's child' 

e Galiki 
ART Galiki 

Ordered after the vowel deletion rule is a further optional rule which deletes the final vowel of 
the root together with the -n- of -na. The domain of this rule requires further investigation. It 
applies frequently to nouns which are parts of wholes, sometimes to kin terms, and perhaps 
never to body parts. It may be lexically specific. The examples on the left below reflect the 
application of vowel deletion only, those on the right the application of both rules: 



na hudu-na loto 
PREP head-3SG:ART mountain 
'on top of the hill' 

na hudu-ne Bali 
PREP head-3sG :ART Bali 
'on Bali (island), 

a bogere-ne Galiki 
ART elder.sister-3SG:ART Galiki 
'Galiki's elder sister' 
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na huda loto 
PREP head:3SG:ART mountain 
'on top of the hill' 

na hude Bali 
PREP head:3SG:ART Bali 
'on Bali (island), 

a bogere Galiki 
ART elder.sister:3sG:ART Galiki 
'Galiki's elder sister' 

The application of these rules results in the reduction of the frequently occurring 
morpheme sequence lo-na to la in, for example: 

na lo-na 
PREP inside-3sG:ART 
'in the garden' 

2.7.2 Indirect possession 

galamanga 
garden 

na la galamanga 
PREP inside:3sG:ARTgarden 
'in the garden' 

There are three possessive classifiers, each with two forms: one taking a possessor 
suffix, the other representing the coalescence of the classifier and the article e of the 
following (possessor) proper noun phrase. The first two classifiers are used 
interchangeably: 

POSS- POSS:e 
ke- ke general 
kina- kini general 
ha- he food 

An interesting feature of indirect possession IS ItS constituent orders. If there is a 
possessor noun phrase, the default order is POSSESSED + POSSe-PRONOUN) + 
POSSESSOR NP, but if there is no possessor noun phrase, the order is POSSe-PRONOUN) 
+ POSSESSED. Thus we find: 

rumaka ke voruko 
house POSS:ART giant 
'the giant's house' 

na talako-anga kini pago 
PREP talk-NOM POSS:ART white.man 
'in the white men's language' 

beti he John 
banana POSS:ART John 
'John's banana' 

but: 

ke-di rumaka 
poss-3PL house 
'their house' 

rumaka ke-na tamahane 
house poss-3sG man 
'the man's house' 

a vaga kina tuni tarangini 
ART canoe POSS:ART person chief 
'the chief's canoe' 

beti ha-na tamahane 
banana Poss-3SG man 
'the man's banana' 

kina-gu 
poss-ISG 
'my letter' 

pas 
letter 
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ha-gu beti 
Poss-ISG banana 
'my banana' 

The sequence kina POSS + -mV 2SG becomes kima (rather than kina-ma), e.g. 

a kima pas=ini 
ART poss:2SG letter=DEM 
'that letter of yours' 

The sequence ke-na poss-3sG may be abbreviated to ka in accordance with the optional 
rule given in §2.7.1: 

a manu ka manuku (or: a manu ke-na manuku) 
ART nest poss:3SG bird 
'a bird's nest' 

In some contexts, however, the sequence POSSe-PRONOUN) + POSSESSOR NP + 
POSSESSED is possible, i.e. the structure with the possessor noun phrase comes into line 
with the pronominal possessor structure: 

nive 
which 

na vo-na ke Lingei 
PREP PREP-3SG POSS:ART Lingei 

a rumaka? 
ART house 

'Which one is Lingei's house?' 

This structure apparently makes ke Lingei contrastive. The default order a rumaka ke 
Lingei is also acceptable here. 

2.8 Relative clauses 

A relative clause is a postmodifier, and may be an unmarked clause. Note that the first 
example contains two relative clauses, the first a verbless clause with relativised subject, 
the second a verbal clause with relativised object (relative clauses are marked by square 
brackets): 

Beanani a ha-gu ihanga peita [a kapouJ [hau 
DEM ART poss-I SG fish good ART big I 
'This is my good fish which is big (and) which I will eat.' 

karto hanij. 
FUT:leat 

... a tuni rna ala ki=to tarahia vagaJ ki mai 

... ART person HABIT know sEQ:3=cONT adze ART canoe sEQ:3come 
ki=to tarahi. 
sEQ:3=cONT adze 

, ... the expert at adzing comes to adze it.' (More literally: ' ... the person who knows 
how to adze a canoe comes to adze it.') 

Often the demonstrative =ini, which marks a noun phrase as definite (§2.6) and is always 
the last constituent of the phrase, is cliticised to the last word of the relative clause. It 
thus simultaneously marks as definite the noun phrase to which the relative clause 
belongs and marks the clause's final boundary. 

If the relativised item is the subject or object of the relative clause, then the gap is 
unmarked. If it is oblique, then it leaves a trace in the form of vo-na PREP-3sG: 
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.. . ki varivuvuna ki-to pezi a loto [e voruko 

... sEQ:3start sEQ:3-cONT climb ART mountain ART giant 
na-to mo-monge vo-neni}. 
REAL:HABIT-CONT REDUP-SLEEP PREP-3SG:DEM 

, ... he started climbing the mountain where the giant lived.' 

Hize tamahane [hamu na rahani ka-to maramara-nga hanga 
they:ARTmale you.PL HABIT walk SEQ-CONT play-PL only 

tamani hizi]=ini a valu talingatutungu. 
with theY=DEM ART PL humbug 

'The boys you're playing around with are humbugs.' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Three suffixes, -i, -hi, and -ni, are used to form transitive verbs from intransitives. The 
distinctions among them are not phonologically conditioned, but more research is 
needed to determine whether there is semantic conditioning. Rules governing the 
addition of -i are as follows. If a root ends with a historical final consonant and an echo 
vowel, then the echo-vowel is replaced by -i (note that earlier *n is reflected as -ng- with 
an echo vowel). If the root ends in a vowel, -i replaces it. Transitives are shown with a 
final hyphen, since they may be followed by an object suffix: 

INTRANSITIVE TRANSITIVE 
hinumu 'drink' hinum-i-
tarutigilimanga 'be hidden' tarutigiliman-i- 'hide' 
rogu 'break' rog-i-
mate 'die' mate-hi- 'die from' 

When a verb in -i or -ni has a plural subject and therefore takes the transitive plural 
subject suffix -(a)nga (§3.2), then -i or -ni is dropped (there are no relevant data 
regarding -hi). Thus we find kat-i 'cause' with a singular subject, but katu-anga with a 
plural subject. Examples of verbs in -ni are: 

INTRANSITIVE 

kuahi 'be frightened' 
vatahu 'speak' 
varu 'look' 
ule 'ask' 

TRANSITIVE 
SG subject PL subject 
kuahi-ni- kuahi-anga 
vatahu-ni- vatahu-anga 
varu-ni-
ule-ni-

varu-anga 
ule-anga 

'be frightened of' 
'tell' 
'see' 
'ask (someone)' 

In the Vitu dialect causatives are derived from other verbs with the prefix va- or with a 
prefix indicating the manner of causation (a 'classificatory prefix' in the Oceanic 
literature; Capell 1943, Ezard 1978). The derived verb usually has a transitive suffix as 
well. However, the only causative examples in the Bali data have the manner of 
causation prefix bara- 'by pushing'. Otherwise, Bali causatives are serial constructions 
(§3.3). Hence the examples below are from Vitu. Examples of va- are: 

poke 
dua 
mahitu 

'fall' 
'fall' 
'drown' 

va-poke-
va-duav-i-
va-mahituv-i-

'drop' 
'drop' 
'drown' 
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'break' putu 
mate 

'break' 
'die' 

va-putu-hi-
va-mate-hi- 'kill by sorcery' 

The rules governing Vitu suffixation in these examples are not yet known. 
The prefixes indicating manner of causation are transparently related to independent 

verbs: 

hara- 'by biting' harati- 'bite' 
vaka- 'by stepping on' vakazi- 'step on' 
bara- 'by pushing' barati- 'push' 
paho- 'by grasping' pahori- 'grasp' 
lubi- 'by hitting' lubi- 'hit' 
hare- 'by pulling' harehi- 'pull' 

All of these prefixes may combine, for example, withputu 'break (ITR)' or mate 'die' to 
form transitive verbs, e.g. hara-putu-hi- 'break by biting', hara-mate-hi- 'kill by biting', 
vaka-putu-hi 'break by stepping on', vaka-mate-hi 'kill by stepping on'. 

Reciprocals and multiple-subject verbs are derived from transitives with the prefix 
vari-

hubi 
kuahi 
matei 

'hit' 
'be frightened' 
'die from' 

vari-hubi 
vari-kuahi 
vari-mate-i 

'fight (each other), 
'(many) be frightened' 
'(many) die from' 

No stative formative has been found in either Bali or Vitu. 
The only verbal inflections are the transitive plural subject suffix -(a)nga and the 

pronominal object suffixes, both discussed in §3.2. 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

There are four ranks of preverbal particles and one postverbal slot. Various 
combinations of preverbal particles are used to make distinctions of aspect and mood. 
All preverbal particles are CV syllables. Particles of the first rank (whose functions will 
be discussed later) mark person but not number or the inclusive/exclusive distinction, 
the person of the subject being indicated by the vowel: 

Person: 2 3 
REAL ta= to= te= 
REAL:PERF te= tu= ti= 
REAL:HABIT na= na= na= 
CF na= nu= ni= 
IRR ma= ma= mi= 
SEQ ka= ku= ki= 

Note, however, that na= REAL:HABIT is used for all three persons, ma=IRR for first and 
second, and that the REAL marker is neutralised to ta= in certain contexts noted below. 
Note too that the vowel also serves to distinguish te=/tu=/ti= REAL:PERF from ta=/to=/ 
te=REAL. 

Available options in the other ranks are far fewer: 

Rank: second third fourth 
rV= HYP ba= NEG to CONT 
n(V)= INCH 
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The vowel of the second-rank particle repeats that of the first-rank particle or is deleted 
(§1.4; the vowel of =n(V)= INCH is inferred, as the few instances in the data lack a 
vowel). I mark the particles of the first three ranks as clitics here, since they appear to 
form a word with whatever follows, whether continuative to or the verb itself. However, 
the only evidence for this is my informant's consistent orthographic choices. (Despite 
this, for clarity's sake I do not join preverbal particles to verbs in the examples.) 

The postverbal slot occurs only with transitive verbs. As in many Oceanic languages, 
it may be occupied by a pronominal object suffix (§2.1): 

E Lingei te vigi-ho na kalabaka. 
ART Lingei REAL:3 hit-2SG PREP stick 
'Lingei hit you (SG) with a stick.' 

However, if the transitive verb has a plural subject, then the postverbal slot is occupied 
instead by the transitive plural subject suffix -(a)nga (-nga after -a-; otherwise -anga; 
note that this -anga is homophonous with the nominaliser -anga, cf. §3.1). As it occurs 
frequently in this context, I gloss -(a)nga simply as PL: 

fa te hani a beti. 
3SG REAL:3 eat ART banana 
'She ate (a) banana.' 

Hizi te hani-anga a beti. 
3SG REAL:3 eat-PL ART banana 
'They ate banana(s).' 

As noted in §2.1, ifthe transitive verb has one of the transitive derivational suffixes -i or -ni, 
then this is displaced by -(a)nga. But as the example above illustrates, a root-final -i that is 
not derivational is not displaced: thus hani 'eat' and vahi 'get'do not lose their final vowel. 

There is only one postverbal slot, and it is occupied either by the transitive plural 
subject suffix -(a)nga or by a pronominal object suffix, but not both. If a pronominal 
object is required with a verb whose subject is plural, then the object is expressed as an 
independent pronoun. 

The pair of examples below illustrates these points. Both contain the verb katu 
'cause'. In the first example, it drops root-final -u to take the transitive derivational 
suffix -i (§3.1); in the second, -i is displaced by -anga, and the pronominal object is 
expressed not by the object suffix -miu but by the independent pronoun hamu: 

E Lingei te kat-i-O a baritaka=ini ki poke. 
ART Lingei REAL:3 cause-TR-3sG ART coconut=DEM sEQ:3 fall 
'Lingei dropped the coconut.' 

Mi=ri hizi lohoro-diki katu-anga hamu ka kove hizi 
IRR=HYP:3 they want-3PLSEQ:3 make-PL you.PL SEQ pregnant they 

mi=ri-ba lohoro-di kirto ka banga hamu. 
IRR=HYP:3-NEG want-3PL FUT:3 SEQ marry you.PL 

'If they want to, they'll make you pregnant, and they won't want to marry you.' 

The functions of the first-order verbal particles are roughly as follows: 

REAL: past and present, active and stative; 
REAL:PERF: perfect, implying the relevance of a previous event at a later designated 

time (often the time of speaking) (see below); 
REAL:HABIT: timeless or habitual event (see below); 
CF: in contrafactual conditionals (see example in §6.2); 
IRR: general future, possibility ('may'), obligation ('should'); 
SEQ: marks an event as following a previous event (see below). 
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As the definition above implies, the Bali-Vitu REAL:PERF is rather similar to its English 
counterpart. The perfect in Western Oceanic languages usually implies a resultant state, 
as here: 

Zira ki=ta marapalepalehi zira va-na zanga 
they.DL sEQ:3=cONT be.happy they.DL PREP-3sG what 

e varuka ti mate. 
ART giant REAL:PERF:3 die 

'The two of them were happy because the giant had died (= was dead).' 

However, in Bali-Vitu the perfect is also used in English-like cases where the relevant 
result (here that no bananas remain) is less directly expressed by the verb: 

Hau te hani a valu beti=ini. 
REAL:PERF:I eat ART PL banana=that 

'I have eaten all the bananas.' 

The REAL:HABIT particle na= expresses timeless or habitual action. Because it usually 
occurs with the continuative ta, it is difficult to isolate the meaning of na=, but the 
element of timelessness seems important. In this example na= has no time reference or 
limitation of span, and contrasts with the other verbs in the sentence, which express 
time-bound events: 

Hize tuni bukun=e Bali na hala-anga biok=ire ne 
they:ARTperson from=ART Bali HABIT get-PL block=there PREP:ART 

Kapore, Kavui, Buvussi, hizi ki hola-anga blok=ire na 
Kapore, Kavui, Buvussi, they SEQ:3 get-NOM block=there PREP:ART 
valu vanua beini vo-na zanga hizi teto lohoro-dimoni. 
PL place that PREP-3sG what they REAL:CONT:3 want-3PLmoney 

'Those people from Bali that get blocks at Kapore, Kavui and Buvussi, they got 
blocks at those places because they wanted money.' 

The Bali-Vitu sequential particles ka=, ku=, ki=have counterparts in a number of 
Meso-Melanesian languages (the Siar "realis" is both cognate and counterpart). Their 
function is to mark an event as second or later in a sequence. In this function, the first 
verb in the sequence may have any first-order particle other than a perfect, and the 
second and further verbs, i.e. those marked with a sequential particle, implicitly have 
the same aspect and mood as the first verb. These "second and further" verbs may 
occur in the same sentence as the first verb, or in subsequent sentences. The sentence 
below occurs early in a narrative. The first verb is the realis te muga 'it occurred first'. 
All the verbs which follow it, not only here, but throughout the narrative, have a 
sequential particle. 

A mazahiti beani te muga ki bele ire na Penata ki 
ART sickness DEM:TPC REAL:3 first sEQ:3arrive there PREP Penata SEQ:3 

tuturi e tuni ki nage ki zio na ke-gu malara. 
spreadART person sEQ:3until sEQ:3go.down PREP POSS-ISG village 

'This sickness first arrived at Penata, then spread through the people until it reached 
my village.' 

The same is true of the following sentence, where the first verb in the main clause is the 
realis te ule-ni 'asked'. This example also illustrates the fact that verbs in subordinate 
clauses, introduced here by nange 'when', also have a sequential particle. 
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Nange Mataio ki varivuvuna ki=to tarataraka ia te 
when.SUB Mataio sEQ:3start sEQ:3=cONT shave 3SG REAL:3 

ule-ni e tina vo-ne tama-na e tina ki fJ 
ask-TR ART mother PREP-3SG:ART father-3sG ART mother sEQ:3 
vatahu-ni- viri-ni-fJ e tama-na a voruko hani nange 
tell-TR-3sG PREPV-TR-3SG ART father-3sG ART giant eat when.SUB 
ia ki=to pangopango. 
3SG SEQ:3=cONT ITR.hunt 

'When Mataio started shaving, he asked his mother about his father, and his mother 
told him that his father had been eaten by a giant while he was hunting.' 

The examples below illustrate the fact that verbs with a sequential particle occur in 
discourse types other than narratives. The first is drawn from a hortatory discourse in 
which the speaker is warning the girls of the village what will happen if they continue 
their present behaviour. The first verb is irrealis, and so, by implication, are the three 
with a sequential particle: 

Ma rahani ka maramara-anga ki nage katiku ki kove 
IRR walk SEQ plaY-PL SEQ:3 go.until one sEQ:3pregnant 

ane mukane kidimi valungu. 
and then stay. still quiet 

'You will play about until one of you is pregnant and then she will sit still.' 

We would expect the first sequential particle above to be ku= sEQ:2, rather than ka=, 
and it seems that the latter may represent a general tendency to the neutralisation of first-
order particles in the plural (see below). 

The sentence below is the opening of a procedural discourse about canoe-making. 
The first verb has an irrealis hypothetical particle sequence, since the speaker is not 
talking about an actual sequence of events, and this mood is again implicitly carried 
over to the verbs with sequential particles that make up the rest of the procedure: 

Na muga a valu hai kapopou mi=ri varupalipali-anga. 
PREP first ART PL tree big:PL IRR=HYP:3 inspect-PL 
'First the big trees are inspected.' 

Nange ki varu-anga taza a hai katiku na 
when.SuB sEQ:3 see-PL some ART tree one HABIT 

na vaga ane a hai heini ki heza-nga. 
PREP canoe and ART tree that sEQ:3 ChOp-PL 

napu 
enough 

'When they see a tree that's fit for a canoe, this tree is chopped down.' 

The second-order particles =rV= HYP and =n(V)= INCH occur rarely. The first occurs 
in the data only with irrealis and sequential particles, presumably for reasons of 
semantic compatibility. An IRR=HYP sequence occurs in the example above. The 
example below illustrates the use of a SEQ=H¥P sequence: 

Ire ne Hoskins e livu-gu e Kalago ki tai hau 
there PREP:ART HoskinsART cross.sibling-lsG ART Kalago SEQ:3 say I 

ka=ra kura to ua ne Kapore here hau ta kiloko. 
SEQ=H¥P:l go.with CONT gOPREP:ART Kapore but I REAL:I refuse 

'There at Hoskins my brother Kalago told me to go with him to Kapore but I 
refused.' 
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The long sentence below is drawn from the end of the canoe-making discourse; its 
second-to-Iast verb contains the inchoative particle: 

A vaga beini ki penim-anga a matabubu ki kava-nga vo-na 
ART canoe that sEQ:3 paint-PL ART design sEQ:3 cut-PL PREP-3sG 

ane kito mia-nga a dadamanga kapou ki tubi-anga 
and SEQ:CONT:3 stay-PL ART feast big sEQ:3 dO-PL 
vo-na ane e vuvu-na vaga beini ki=n=to vi/au 
PREP-3SG and ART owner-3sG canoe that SEQ :3=INCH=CONT travel 
ki=to pagapaga vo-na. 
SEQ=CONT:3 fish PREP-3sG 

'This canoe is then painted, designs are cut on it, then it sits there until a big feast 
is celebrated for it, and then the owner of this canoe can start to go fishing with 
it.' 

Use of the third-order negative particle is handled in §4.4. The fourth-order continuative 
particle to may apparently occur with any first-order particle (though it has not been 
recorded with the contrafactual). Except where noted below, it marks an action as 
ongoing or repeated (e.g. daily), a state as ongoing. When to CONT follows REAL, 
REAL is neutralised to ta= for all persons plural, giving the following paradigm: 

SG 
PL 

IINC 

ta=to 

IEXC 
ta=to 
ta=to 

2 
to=to 
ta=to 

3 
te=to 
ta=to 

This also applies to the negative, i.e. the plural is ta=ba=to. 
The sequence of REAL:PERF and CO NT expresses a continuing event which has 

begun at some previous time and is continuing at some later designated time. Note the 
contrast between ta=to and te=to here: 

Variza hau ta=to monge na-e Tamagone bere 
formerly I REAL:I=CONTsleep PREP-ART Tamagone but 

hau te=to monge iari na-e Ketinarave. 
I REAL :PERF: I =CONT sleep here PREP-ART Ketinarave 

'I used to live at Tamagone, but now I live at Ketinarave.' 

beani 
DEM:TPC 

The difference between na= REAL:HABIT and the sequence na=to= is unclear, but 
na=to= seems to imply a limited span of time, where na= has no such implication. As 
noted above, na= has no time reference, whereas below it refers to a present span of 
time: 

E Lingei hanga na-to 
ART Lingei only REAL:HABIT-CONT 
'Only Lingei lives with me.' 

monge 
sleep 

viri-a. 
PREPV-IsG 

The particle collocation SEQ=CONT is illustrated above in the last sentence of the 
canoe-making discourse. Its use is predictable from its parts: it marks a repeated event 
which follows a previous event. 

There is, however, a similar collocation whose meaning is not predictable from its 
parts because it has become conventionalised: the collocations karto, kurto, and kirto, 
consist transparently ofthe SEQ, HYP and CONT particles, but they function to mark the 
future (and are glossed thus here): 
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Hau karto ua na rumaka beini. 
I FUT:l go PREP:ART house DEM:TPC 
'I am going to that house.' 

A talako-anga vaha-ziva kirto vatahu-anga viri-anga hamu? 
ART talk-NOM FREQ-how.many FUT:3 tell-PL PREPV-PL yOU.PL 
'How often will we have to give you a talking to?' (more literally 'tell you a 
talking') 

The uses of the future and the irrealis probably overlap. However, the future is used for 
specific events which the speaker considers will definitely take place in the future, often 
the immediate future. The irrealis is used for a generalised or habitual future, as well as 
for possibility and obligation. The future also serves as the future version of the 
sequential particle-which is formally one of its components-and as a result also occurs 
frequently in subordinate clauses (§6.2). 

One verb, lohoro- 'want', has an exceptional phrase structure. It is preceded by 
preverbal particles in the usual way, but takes a possessor suffix agreeing in person and 
number with the subject: 

... hizi teto lohoro-di moni . 

... they REAL:CONT:3 want-3PL money 
' ... they wanted money.' 

Hamu te lohoro-mu ma=to 
you.PL REAL:3 want-2PL lRR=CONT 
'Do you want to be like them?' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

kabuka hizi. 
be.like they 

In a serial verb construction, any non-initial verb always has the sequential preverbal 
particle. Whilst this particle occurs in numerous other structural contexts (§3.2), a serial 
construction can be identified by the absence of any other constituent between the two 
verb phrases, except in the case (i) that the object of one verb is the subject of the next, 
in which case that argument intervenes, or (ii) of ambient serialisation. In the examples 
below, serial constructions are shown in square brackets. Five serialisation subtypes 
have been identified in Bali-Vitu. 

The examples below represent directional serialisation, the first intransitive, the 
second transitive: 

E voruko [ki pete ki uaJ na lo-na ke-na rumaka 
ART giant sEQ:3run SEQ:3go PREP inside-3sG poss-3sG house 

[ki liki pete ki duatalataj. 
SEQ:3 do.again run SEQ:3 go.out 

'The giant ran into his house again, then he ran out ... ' 

E Lingei [te hola a pazi ki=to uaJ 
ART Lingei REAL:3 get ART betelnut SEQ:3=cONT go 
'Lingei took betelnut to Galiki.' 

viri Galiki. 
PREPV Galiki 

The next example represents the sequential subtype: the first verb expresses movement 
or position, the second the action that follows the movement. 
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Hizi [mi=ri zia ki 
they IRR=HYP:3 go.down sEQ:3 
'They will go and catch fish.' 

fa [te mianga ki 
3SG REAL:3 stay sEQ:3 
'He sat and ate a banana.' 

vahi-anga} ihanga. 
get-PL fish 

hani} a beti. 
eat ART banana 

The third subtype, the causative, always has as its first verb katu 'cause': see the 
examples in §3.2. The fourth subtype has (what in English would be) a subject-raising 
verb as the initial verb: 

Nange a vageni [ki tiZapa 
when.SUB ART canoe:OEM sEQ:3 finish 
'When this canoe has finished being carved ... ' 

ki 
SEQ:3 

kava-nga} ... 
cut-PL 

A mazahiti beani [te muga ki beZe} ire na Penata ... 
ART sickness OEM REAL:3 first sEQ:3arrivethere PREP Penata 
'This sickness first arrived at Penata ... ' (cf English began ta arrive) 

The final subtype is ambient serialisation, where the subject of the second verb, in my 
examples always nage 'endure', is the sub-event expressed by the first: 

[Ka mange na Za-na rumaka-ini ki nage} na dama. 
SEQ: 1 sleep PREP inside-3sG house-OEM sEQ:3until PREP daylight 
'I slept in that house until daylight.' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

The predicate of a verbless clause is either a noun phrase or a prepositional phrase. 
Usually, the subject precedes the predicate, but the opposite order also occurs. The 
predicate is a noun phrase even when its main constituent is an adjective. 

Hau e tumu. 
I ART child:2SG 
'I am your child.' 

Mau, a ke-gu mianga-nga-ari 
dad ART Poss-ISG stay-NOM-oEM 
'Dad, my life here is just great.' 

a peita hanga. 
ART good only 

A vaZu rumaka vaharuharu a ke-mi. 
ART PL house new.PL ART POSS-IEXC:PL 
'Those new houses are ours.' 

Tamahane ne muri-gu. 
male PREP:ART back-lSG 
'The man is behind me.' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The basic order of a verbal clause is SV(O), but O(S)V clauses are also quite common 
(as the examples in this sketch show). The status of these clauses is intriguing: are they 
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topicalisations or are they passives? There are two pieces of evidence which suggest 
that they are at least well on the way to becoming passives. The first is that when a 
genuine topicalisation occurs, as in this example, the topicalised object leaves a trace, 
hizi 'they': 

Hize tamahane bebe a boroko 
they:ARTmale many ART pig 
'Many men were bitten by pigs.' 

This does not happen in would-be passives: 

... a hai beini ki heza-nga . 

. .. ART tree that sEQ:3 ChOp-PL 
, ... this tree is chopped down.' 

te hani-hani hizi. 
REAL:3 REDup-eat they 

The example above not only lacks an object trace; if it is an active clause, it also lacks 
any indication of the identity of the subject. Because preverbal particles mark only 
person, not number, an independent pronoun subject is quite common in Bali-Vitu, but 
here there is none. Hence there is no clear evidence as to what ki is coreferential with: an 
implicit 'they' or a hai 'the tree'? 

The second piece of evidence that such clauses may be passive is that they also occur 
as subordinate clauses. Whilst there is nothing odd about a passive in a subordinate 
clause, topicalisation is unlikely in this context: 

Nange a vageni ki ti/opo 
when.SUB ART canoe:OEM sEQ:3 finish 
'When this canoe has finished being carved .. .' 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

ki 
sEQ:3 

kava-nga ... 
cut-PL 

Peripheral arguments are of three kinds: prepositional phrases, phrases headed by the 
"prepositional verb" viri-, and locative phrases. 

The prepositions are: 

na ~ vo-
kira 
tamani 

default preposition: location, time, instrument, etc. 
direction, purpose 
accompaniment 

Na ~ vo- is the default preposition, used for the prepositional complement of most verbs 
that require one. Na governs a noun phrase with a noun head and usually merges with a 
following article a or e (§IA), whilst the suppletive form vo- governs pronouns and 
takes a possessor suffix. Na is also the locative preposition, governing locative part 
nouns like 10- 'inside', tauru- 'beneath', labu- 'middle,' hudu- 'head, top', kiti- 'side', 
muga- 'front', and muri- 'back' (see also §2.7.l). Its uses are liberally illustrated 
throughout this sketch, as well as below: 

Ka monge na lo-na rumaka-ini ki nage na dama. 
SEQ: 1 sleep PREP inside-3sG house-OEM sEQ:3until PREP daylight 
'I slept in that house until daylight.' 

E Lingei te vigi 
ART Lingei REAL:3 hit 
'Lingei hit him with a stick.' 

e ia na kalabaka. 
ART 3SG PREP stick 
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Ta-to mianga na marapalepale 
REAL:I~cONT stay PREP happiness 
'I live only in happiness.' 

hanga. 
only 

A mata-gu te geregerehanga na tangizi-anga. 
ART eye-ISG REAL:3 be.red PREP weep-NOM 
'My eyes were red from the weeping.' 

... e vuvu-na vaga beini ki=n=to vilau ki=to 

... ART owner-3SG canoe OEM SEQ:3=INCH=CONT travel SEQ:3=cONT 
pagapaga 
fish 

vo-na. 
PREP-3sG 

' ... and then the owner of this canoe can start to go fishing with it.' 

The examples below illustrate kira and tamani. Tamani also serves as noun phrase 
coordinator (§2.6); if it governs a pronoun, then it takes an object suffix. 

Hizi vo-ne tuni te vahi-anga a kaura ki 
they PREP-3SG:ARTperson REAL:3 get-PL ART bamboo sEQ:3 

vai-anga a blain kira livuha-na ke-di rumaka. 
weave-NOM ART blind PREP side-3sG POSS-3PL house 

'Some people get bamboo and weave blinds for the sides of their houses.' 

E Lingei te poke kira lo-na baba. 
ART Lingei REAL:3 fall PREP inside-3sG ditch 
'Lingei has fallen into the ditch.' 

Mau, hau 
dad I 

beani ta bele viri-ho na kina-gu pas beanani 
OEM REAL: I arrive PREPV-2SG PREP poss-l SG letter OEM 

ka-n-to talako tamani-ho na ke-gu mianga-nga iari. 
sEQ:I~INCH-CONT talk with-2SG PREP Poss-ISG stay-NOM here 

'Dad, I am the one who comes to you in this letter of mine, and I am going to talk 
with you about my life here.' 

The previous example also illustrates the "prepositional verb" viri- (the term entered the 
literature with Pawley 1973:142~147). The morpho syntactic features of vir i- are that it 
always occurs after another verb~like the second member of a serial construction, but 
without preverbal particles~and may take the plural subject suffix -(a)nga or an object 
suffix. With a 3SG pronominal object viri- assumes the form vini. The governee of vir i-
is usually a dative argument: 

Vahi ta pazi mai viri hami. 
get INOEF betelnut come PREPV uS.EXC 
'Bring us some betelnut.' 

fa te vatahuni viri-a karto ua. 
3SG REAL:3 tell PREPV-ISG FUT:I go 
'He told me to go.' 

A talako-anga vaha-ziva kirto vatahu-anga viri-anga hamu? 
PREPV-PL you.PL 

(More literally 'tell you a 
ART talk-NOM FREQ-how.many FUT:3 tell-pL 
'How often will we have to give you a talking to?' 
talking.') 
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A locative phrase has as its head one of the locatives listed in §4.3, most commonly ire 
'there', to which may be added either (i) a modifier indicating relative vertical location 
(vavaka 'down', vahetaka 'up') and the demonstrative =ini, or (ii) a prepositional phrase 
with na. In many contexts the difference between ire + na + NP and na + NP alone 
seems to be only one of emphasis, but when a clause begins with a peripheral locative, 
then ire is mandatory: 

Ire ne Hoskins e livuku e Kalago ki tai hau 
there PREP:ART Hoskins ART cross.siblingART Kalago SEQ:3 say I 

ka=ra kura to ua ne Kapore ... 
SEQ:HYP:l accompany CONTgo PREP:ART Kapore 

'There at Hoskins my brother Kalago told me to go with him to Kapore .. .' 

Hau karto zahe ire 
I FUT: 1 go.up there 
'I am going up there.' 

vahetaka=ini. 
up=DEM 

Hau karto zahe ire ne Tamagone. 
I FUT:l go.up there PREP:ART Tamagone 
'I am going up to Tamagone.' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

Negation in verbal clauses is expressed by the use of the negative (third-order) particle 
ba= (§3.2): 

Hau ta=ba mate. 
r REAL:l=NEG die 
'I won't die.' 

Oho tu=ba=to hinumi a maliuku beani. 
you.SG REAL:2=NEG=CONT drink ART water DEM 
'You (SG) are not drinking water now.' 

. . . hizi mi=ri=ba lohoro-di 
they IRR=HYP:3=NEG want-3PL 

' ... they won't want to marry you.' 

kirito 
FUT:3 

ka banga 
SEQ marry 

hamu . 
you.PL 

The negative morpheme ba= sometimes becomes be=, as below, or bo= (see §5.1). The 
exact conditioning of these changes needs further research: 

Mau, ma=be=to loketoketo kobo vo=gu leho? 
dad IRR-NEG-CONT think too OBL.lSGQ 
'Father, don't think about me too much, will you?' 

Before the negative morpheme, the third person realis or sequential first-order particle is 
sometimes deleted: 

A tamahane=ini ba=to hinumi a maliuku beini. 
ART male-DEM NEG=CONT drink ART water DEM 
'The man is not drinking water now.' 

... a vulovulo ne Bali ba napu . 

... ART land PREP:ART Bali NEG enough 
' ... there is not enough land on Bali island.' 
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fa ki ngam-zahata ki pekuduharo ba mianga 
3SG sEQ:3 shout-bad sEQ:3 run.inside NEG stay 
'He shrieked and ran inside but did not stay .. .' 

The negative bali 'it is not the case that' is used clause-initially to negate both verbless 
and verbal clauses: 

Bali a kauaka beini 
NEG ART dog OEM 
'That isn't a dog.' (i.e. 'It is not the case that that is a dog.') 

Bali hizi kirta zahe iari ta kidimi palapala .. . 
NEG they FUT:3 go.up here CONT stay. still for.ever .. . 
'It's not that they will come up here and stay for ever .. .' 

The existential negative is balitaza (bali NEG + taza 'some') or balitazahena 'there is/ 
are no .. .', which itself is a predicate and may be preceded by preverbal particles: 

Va-na baltazahena' 
PREP-3SG NEG 

mange vana ... 
sleep PREP-3SG 

galakura-gu, 
relative-l SG 

balitaza rumaka=ire hau 
NEG house=OEM I 

karta 
FUT:l 

'There [in Lae] there were no relatives of mine, there was no house I could sleep in .. .' 

Ti balitaza talaka-anga veleke karta vatahuni viri-ha. 
REAL:PERF:3 NEG talk-NOM again FUT: ltell PREPV-2SG 
'There are no more stories for me to tell you.' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

The verb in an imperative clause lacks first- and second-order preverbal particles, but 
may have third-order (negative) and/or fourth-order (continuative) particles: 

Wagi ta pazi ua wiri-nazi! 
carry INOEF betelnut go PREPV-3PL 
'Take them some betelnut!' 

Ba=ta hani a kama beini! 
NEG=CONT eat ART taro DEM 
'Don't eat that taro!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Information questions use one of the following interrogative forms: 

kueze-
zanga 
kim zanga 
nive na vona 
nazava-
veni 

'who?' 
'what?' 
'why?' (kim is the purposive preposition; §4.3) 
'which?' 
'which part of!' (directly possessed) 
'where?' (cf §4.3) 



te=ziva 
vaha-ziva 
ngizanga 
tazianga 

'how many?' (cf §2.4) 
'how often?' 
'when?' (verb) 
'do what?' 
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The interrogative form is usually shifted to the beginning of the clause. Several of these 
forms require comment. Nive na vona always occurs as a set phrase; nive is 'where?' in 
Vitu, and na and vo- are both prepositions, but do not usually co-occur: 

Nive na vo-na ke Lingei 
which PREP PREP-3SG POSS:ART Lingei 
'Which one is Lingei's house?' 

a rumaka? 
ART house 

Nazava- 'which part of?' is directly possessed (§2.7.1) and takes a possessor suffix: 

Nazava-gu a molumoluanga? 
which. part-l SG ART dirty 
'Which part of me is dirty?' 

Ngizanga 'when?' and tazianga 'do what?' are both verbs: 

Mi ngizanga hize tavinevine mi=to ua na la galamanga? 
IRR:3 when they:ARTfemale:PL IRR:3=cONT go PREP inside:3sG garden 
'When will the women go to the garden?' 

Ee, mi=ri tazianga? 
well IRR=HYP:3 do.what 
'Well, what could he do?' 

Polar questions either have no overt grammatical marking or add the tag leho to the clause: 

Mau, ma=be=to loketoketo kobo vo=gu leho? 
dad IRR-NEG-CONT think too OBL.1 SG Q 
'Father, don't think about me too much, will you?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

There is no default coordinating conjunction, as this function is performed by the 
sequential preverbal particle (§3.2). However, the morpheme ane 'and then, and so' is 
used to make a sequence or consequence relation explicit, and bere 'but' for an 
adversative relation: 

A vaga beini ki penim-anga, a matabubu ki kava-nga 
ART canoe DEM sEQ:3paint-PL ART design sEQ:3cut-PL 

vo-na, ane ki=to mianga a dadamanga kapouki 
PREP-3SG and sEQ:3=cONT stay ART feast big sEQ:3 
tubi-anga vo-na, ane e vuvu-na vaga beini 
celebrate-PLPREP-3sG and ART owner-3sG canoe DEM 
ki=n=to vilau ki=to pagapaga vona. 
sEQ:3=INCH=CONT travel sEQ:3=cONT fish PREP-3SG 

'This canoe is then painted, designs are cut on it, and then it sits there (until) a big feast 
is celebrated for it, and then the owner of this canoe can start to go fishing with it.' 
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Nange ki uati e Uniapa, ki ua-pali e Muduapa, 
when.SUB sEQ:3go.from ART Bali sEQ:3 go-jump ART Vitu 

bere kava ti vatikiri hize tuni bukune Uniapa. 
but already REAL:PERF:3 kill they:ART person from:ART Bali 

'When it [the epidemic] left Bali, it jumped to Vitu, but it had already killed the 
people of Bali.' 

6.2 Subordination 

Temporal clauses 

A temporal clause is introduced by nange 'when', as in the last example of the previous 
section. 

Conditional clauses 

Whilst it is possible to elicit conditional clauses introduced by the verb root dai 'be 
like', conditionality is more readily expressed through the use of the second-order 
preverbal "hypothetical" particle (§3.2): 

Dai ia ki=to uahau 
be.like 3SG cF:3=cONT gol 
'If he goes, I will go too.' 

veleke ma ua. 
too IRR go 

Mi=ri hizi lohoro-di ki katu-anga hamu ka kove hizi 
IRR=HYP:3 they want-3PL sEQ:3 make-PL you.PL SEQ pregnant they 

mi=ri=ba lohoro-di kirto ka banga hamu. 
IRR=HYP:3=NEG want-3PL FUT:3 SEQ marry you.PL 

'If they want to, they'll make you pregnant, and they won't want to marry you.' 

Complements 

Two different kinds of possible complement can be identified. The first are the possible 
complements of what may be subject-raising verbs. However, as these verb and 
complement sequences are formally identical to serialisation constructions, they are 
treated in §3.3. Structurally similar is the anomalous verb lohoro- 'want', illustrated 
immediately above and at the end of §3.2. 

The other kind of complementation is indirect speech 

... e ti-na ki vatahuni vini, e tama-na a 

... ART mother-3SG SEQ:3 tell PREPV:3SG ART father-3SG ART 
voruko hani nange ia ki=to pangopango. 
giant eat when.SUB 3SG sEQ:3=cONT hunt 

' ... his mother told him that his father had been eaten by a giant while he was hunting.' 

. . . ane a tuni katiku 

... and ART person one 
karto veni. 
FUT:I where 

ki 
sEQ:3 

mai ki 
comesEQ:3 

uleni-a vo-na hau 
ask-ISG PREP-3SG I 

' ... and one man came and asked about where I was going.' 



KAULONG 
Adapted by Malcolm Ross 

Kaulong is spoken by about 4000 people living in an area bounded by the Palix River to 
the east and the Alimbit River to the west and stretching from the coastal hinterland of 
southwest New Britain to the base of the Whiteman mountain range, as well as in a 
number of villages east of the Palix. The eastern dialect of Kaulong is spoken in the 
latter, the western dialect in villages just east of the Alimbit, whilst the area in between 
is divisible into northern and southern dialects. The data on which this sketch is based 
were collected at Au village in the area of the northern dialect. 

Numerically, Kaulong is the dominant member of the Pasismanua language chain, 
which forms part of the Southwest New Britain linkage (Ch. 5, §4.3). A feature of the 
languages of this chain is that Austronesian etyma have been replaced to such a degree 
that it is not immediately obvious that these are Oceanic (rather than Papuan) languages. 
However, an examination of their grammar confirms that they are indeed Oceanic (Ross 
1988:181-183). The replacement of vocabulary is apparently due to two factors: name 
taboo (Chowning 1985) and borrowing from now extinct Papuan languages. One Papuan 
grammatical feature (present in the New Britain Papuan languages Anem, Ata, Baining 
and Taulil) which also shows up in Kaulong is that articles and third person singular 
pronouns distinguish masculine and feminine gender of personal and some other nouns. 
For more information on the Pasismanua chain, see Throop and Throop (1980), 
Chowning (1985) or Throop and Ross (1995). 

Other than brief notes in the publications mentioned above, the only previous publication 
on Kaulong is an extensive vocabulary (Throop 1995). The present sketch is based on two 
unpublished manuscripts by Craig Throop (1989, 1992) and on the writer's fie1dnotes. 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes of Kaulong are: 

P 
b 
v 
m 

t 
d 
s 
n 
1 
r 

k 
g 

1) 

h 

The voiced stops Ib d gl are prenasalised. The phoneme written here as Ivl varies 
between [j3] and [w] before Iii or lei, but is [w] before lui, 101 and la/. The phoneme Irl is 
a trill. In rapid speech intervocalic Ih/ is sometimes deleted, and the voiceless stop It I 
becomes a voiced tap [r] intervocalically or between a vowel and voiced consonant. 
Between a vowel and voiceless consonant it may become a voiceless tap. 

387 
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The vowels are Ii e a 0 uf. The front vowels Iii and lei are [I] and [e] in closed 
unstressed syllables but [i] and [e] elsewhere. 

1.2 Phonotactics 

The canonic syllable is ((C)C)V(V)(C) word-initially, (C)V(V)(C) elsewhere. Observed 
word-initial consonant clusters are Ipll, Ikl/, lvII, Is 11, Imll, Inl/, Ips/, Iphf, Ivhf, Imh/, Inhf, 
IIJhf and Ikv/. At least some of these seem to be the outcome of historical vowel deletion, 
e.g. Kaulong IkluIJI 'thunder' from PWOc *guruIJ(a) 'thunder'. 

Phonotactically, the prenasalised stops Ib d gl are treated as nasal + stop sequences. 
That is, they occur word-initially or as a CC sequence across a syllable boundary, but not 
elsewhere. The phoneme Ivl does not occur syllable-finally. 

Generally, falling vowel sequences form the nuclei of two syllables, but rising 
sequences are monosyllabic. There are exceptions: an important one is IhiaIJI 'he', 
phonetically [(h)yaIJ]. It is therefore tempting to posit a contrast between Iii and Iy/, but 
the existence of variant pronunciations (like [yuk] and [iyuk], of liukl 'call out') makes 
this questionable. 

The sequences laa/, liil and luuf are also found, as in Inaakl 'canoe'. These are 
treated as sequences of two identical vowels. 

1.3 Stress 

Kaulong stress generally falls on the final syllable of a verb and on the penultimate 
syllable of a noun. 
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1.4 Other features 

Reduplication is used for various purposes, but most commonly to indicate that a verb 
has a plural subject. With CV(C) verb roots, full reduplication usually occurs: 

so 
tak 

'blow' 
'cut up' 

so-so 
tak-tak 

With CVV(C), CCV(C) and CV(C)CV(C) roots, and occasionally also with CVC roots, 
reduplication of the first consonant and first vowel is the norm: 

kaum 'feast' ka-kaum 
slok 'loosen' so-slok 
nuhum 'big' nu-nuhum 
tun 'small' tu-tun 

There are also some irregular reduplications, e.g. Imutwokl 'vomit', Imu-murokl. 

1.5 Orthography 

The orthography used below is that recommended by Throop (1989). It varies from the 
phonemic orthography above only in that lUi is written as ng. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

Kaulong pronouns distinguish four numbers (the paucal generally refers to three, four or 
five individuals). In the third person there are distinctions between default pronouns, 
identical-reference (m) pronouns and a switch-reference (sw) pronoun. Third person 
singular independent pronouns also distinguish three genders. 

lINC lEXC 
Independent 
SG ngo 

DL tong tuk 
PC suk piuk 
PL it pim 

Subject prefix 
SG nga- (R) 

Possessor suffix 
SG SET 1 -k 
SG SET 2 

2 

ngon, som 

mom 
miuk 
vom, po som 

e- (IRR) 

-m 
-p 

3 3m 3sw 

MASC hiang - sun 
FEM vut 
NEUT Ii 
vulong 
vuluk 
po 

ngong 
ngiuk 
hi sun 

-n 
-n 

There are only two subject prefixes. Of these, nga- I SG occurs only with realis verbs, e-
2SG only with irrealis (mainly in imperatives). In the first person singular irrealis and in 
other persons and numbers, the independent pronouns serve as subject. 

Only singular possessor suffixes occur. Otherwise independent pronouns are used as 
possessors. Set I occur with a small set of kin nouns, Set 2 with a larger set of 
semantically inalienable nouns and with the possessivelbenefactive preposition ta-. 
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The independent pronouns serve as subject, object, possessor, and object of 
preposition, with the exceptions just mentioned. In the third person singular a distinction 
is made between masculine, feminine and neuter. Masculine and feminine pronouns 
refer to male and female human beings, the neuter pronoun to non-human higher 
animates (bush spirits, ghosts, large animals etc.). It can be argued that hiang 'he', vut 
'she' and po 'they' are not strictly pronouns, as they can also be used as head of a noun 
phrase introducing a referent: 

Vuf 
3SG:FEM 

fa 
TNDEF:SG 

'a female person known to speaker but not addressee' 

Minan ta ma hiang hiangan ta ... 
time INDEF and 3SG: MASC old TNDEF 
'Once there was an old man .. .' 

Hiang ti-men 
3SG:MASC DEM-DELIM 
'This (man) is Susupa.' 

a Susupa. 
P Susupa 

Po 3PL may be used of an unknown single person: 

po ta 
3PL INDEF:SG 
'some person unknown to both speaker and addressee' 

The third person paradigm is unusually complex. The pronouns listed under '3' are the 
default third person forms. However, in non-singular numbers, if there is a need to 
indicate that the most recently mentioned set of referents is intended, then the 310 
pronoun is used. Further use of the 3 pronoun, other than as subject of the following 
clause, is interpreted as a switch in reference: 

Vulong va edam ta-ngong ma vulong Ii. 
3DL take things poss-3m:DL and 3DL go 
'The two of them! took their! things and the two of them! left.' 

Vulong va edam ta-vulong ma vulong Ii. 
3DL take things POSS-3DL and 3DL go 
'The two of them! took the (other) twO'S2 things and the two of them! left.' 

Po va edam ta-hi ma po Ii. 
3PL take things poss-3m:PL and 3PL go 
'They! took their! things and they! left.' 

Po va edam ta-po ma po Ii. 
3PL take things POSS-3PL and 3PL go 
'They! took their2 (the others') things and theY1 left.' 

A 310 pronoun may not be used as subject of the first clause of a sentence, but may be 
used as the subject of the second or further clause if its referents are a summation of 
previously mentioned referents: 

Vulong va edam ta-po ma hi Ii. 
3DL take things POSS-3PL and 3m:PL go 
'The two of them! took the others'2 things and they all1+2 left.' 



Vulong va edara ta-vulong ma ngiuk Ii. 
3DL take things POSS-3DL and 3m:pc go 
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'The two ofthemj took the (other) tWO'S2 things and the four of them! +2 left.' 

The summation function of 3m pronouns obviously does not apply in the singular, and 
this explains in part why the only 3m singular form is the possessor suffix -n: 

Hiang va edara ta-n ma 
3SG:MASC take things Poss-3SG and 
'He! took his! things and he! left.' 

hiang Ii. 
3SG:MASC go 

In the third person singular and plural (and probably in other numbers, but relevant data 
have not been found), there is also a switch-reference pronoun sun 'the other(s)' which 
may replace the 3 pronoun where context warrants it: 

Hiang va edara ta-sun ma hiang Ii. 
3SG:MASC take things poss-3sw and 3SG:MASC go 
'He! took his2 (the other's) things and he! left.' 

Po va edara ta-sun ma po Ii. 
3PL take things poss-3sw and 3PL go 
'They! took their2 (the others') things and they! left.' 

Po va edara ta-sun ma sun Ii. 
3PL take things poss-3sw and 3sw go 
'They! took their2 (the others') things and theY2 (the others) left.' 

The different genders of third person singular pronouns also help to disambiguate 
referents: 

Li lais hiang Ii pi om 
3SG:NEUT coil.around 3SG:MASC go place not 

e mir mir to Ii mi 
and stagger stagger COM 3SG:NEUT inside 
sangga. 
Tahitian.chestnut. tree 

kur ma hiang pir 
PERF and 3SG:MASC stand 

ehul uva 
plant.growth shoulder 

'Before it (the python) had completely coiled itself around him (the man), he stood 
and staggered with it inside the plant growth at the shoulder of the Tahitian chestnut 
tree.' 

The independent forms som 2sG and po som 2PL are used when the speaker is making a 
request of a social equal or superior (the presence of po here suggests that it primarily 
marks plurality rather than the third person; cf. §2.4). 

2.2 Nouns 

There are two classes of noun: common and proper. Common nouns fall into four 
subclasses for purposes of possession (§2.7). They also often carry a fossilised prefix, 
but this has no synchronic function as it is inseparable. With some kin nouns, the 
prefixes are v(i)- 'male' and et- 'female' (§2.7). With other common nouns we find e-, 
na- or a-. Of these, e- seems to reflect an earlier article (e.g. e-mon 'bird < POc *manuk, 
e-at 'liver' < POc *qate), na- occurs in borrowings from Arawe (also Oceanic) 
languages (e.g. na-ak 'canoe' < POc *waga), and a- occurs on modem borrowings from 
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Tok Pisin (perhaps via Tolai, where the article is a, e.g. a-su 'shoe', a-pas 'letter', a-sop 
'soap'). 

Proper nouns are preceded by a proper noun marker and fall into three subclasses: 
human masculine (preceded by a), human feminine (preceded bye), and place names 
(also preceded bye). Human nouns occur after the prepositions ta and hang, whereas a 
place name may be used as a locative phrase without a preposition (§4.3). 

The suffix -ngin derives common nouns from verbs, adjectives and occasionally 
nouns. The derived noun refers to a particular instance of the action or state denoted by a 
verb or adjective root or a particular instantiation of the denotatum of an underived 
noun: 

kum 'work' kum-ngin 'piece of work' 
sakal 'speak' sakal-ngin '(piece of) speech' 
i 'eat' i-ngin 'eating' 
lem 'fear (VERB)' lem-ngin 'fear (NOUN)' 
tunus 'good' tunus-ngin 'a good mood' 
moko 'lazy' moko-ngin 'a lazy mood' 
mulus 'earth' mulus-ngin 'piece of level ground' 

Idiomatic phrasal expressions with a body-part subject may also be nominalised. For 
example, from the idiom vo- peep (mouth- rely) 'have confidence', illustrated in the first 
example below, is formed the nominalisation in the second: 

Hiang vo-n peep pit vo 
3SG:MASC mouth-3sG rely stand top 
'He has confidence in him.' 

Vo-peep-ngin ta hiang iso 
mouth-rely-NoM pass 3SG:MASC still 
'His confidence is still strong.' 

sun. 
3sw 

hning. 
strong 

It is possible to nominalise a whole verb phrase complete with its object, using the 
template OBJECT + vERB-ngin-an. I take it that -an once formed a (Class 2) possessed 
noun, as the English glosses below imply, but I have found no reason to analyse it this 
way synchronically. For example: 

pi ning-ngin-an 
place dO-NOM-an 
'the clearing of gardens' 

yau plek-ngin-an 
fire break-NoM-an 
'the cutting of firewood' 

The object may be a complex one: 

po masang to sun vala 
3PL male COM 3sw female 

moiong lek-ngin-an 
all kill-NOM-an 

'the killing of all the men and women' 

The non-productive nominalising suffix -ang has been found only in kumang 'work 
(NOUN)' from kum 'work (VERB)'. 
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2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

Strictly speaking, there are no articles in Kaulong, but there are a number of article-like 
morphemes. The indefinite quantifiers ta 'a' and kara 'some' are used both of specific 
(identifiable by speaker) and non-specific (not identifiable by speaker) referents. Proper 
nouns denoting males and females are preceded by the proper noun markers a and e 
respectively. The latter also precedes a place name. 

A ubiquitous morpheme in Kaulong is what Throop (1992) calls the "delimiter" men. 
A major use of men is to mark the end of a noun phrase which represents a switch of 
identifiable referent, as in these two examples: 

Hiang men nomalak si 
3SG:MAse DELIM tall but 
'He is tall but I am short.' 

ngo men 
lSG DELIM 

hut yis. 
end short 

Vulong Ii hiangan kut ma vulong in Ii ma vut tin vala 
3DL go old PERF and 3DL live go and 3SG:FEM DEM woman 

men ku hun kha vut hun ma hiang tin masanQ men 
DELIM IRR die Foe 3SG:FEM die and 3SG:MAse DEM man DELIM 
ku in Ii hiang hun pet kira titie-n. 
IRR livego 3SG:MAse die follow back spouse-3sG 

'They (the couple) grow old and they continue living, but if the woman dies, then she 
dies, and the man continues living and dies following his wife .. .' 

Note, however, that this is not the only use of men. It also marks the end of a fronted 
peripheral adverbial phrase (§4.3), of some prepositional phrases, and of a back-
grounded clause (§6.2). 

There is one demonstrative postmodifier, tin, meaning 'the one you can identify' (it is 
not a definite article, as it is not used for referents whose definiteness is independent of 
the context of utterance, e.g. the moon, and this is a defining function of a definite 
article; Himmelmann 1996, 1997:41). It immediately follows its head noun, and the 
delimiter men always co-occurs with it. If there are other postmodifiers (other than 
quantifiers), these intervene between tin and men (§2.6). If not, then the sequence tin + 
men becomes ti-men. If there is a proximal/distal contrast to be made, then the deictic 
adverb ii 'here' intervenes between tin and men to mark the proximal, and the distal 
remains unmarked. 

Mhok tin ii men ta-go, mhok ti-men ta-p. 
house DEM here DELIM poss-ISG house DEM-DELIMPOSs-2SG 
'This house is mine, but that house is yours.' 

There are no demonstrative pronouns, but a third person pronoun may be modified by 
tin: 

Hiang ti-men a Susupa. 
3SG:MAse DEM-DELIM P Susupa 
'This (man) is Susupa.' 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Kaulong has a base five numeral system (the Au form is first, dialect variants second): 
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1 fehen, fenda 
2 ponval, pongval 
3 miuk 
4 mnal 
5 eip 

10 eip ponval, eip pongval 
15 eip miuk 
20 eip mnal 

Numerals from six to nine follow the model below (note the use of fa for 'one' here): 

6 
7 

(eip si) 
(eip si) 
(five and.then) 

fa me sup 
ponval me sup 
NUMERAL come inside 

The bracketed morphemes are omissible. Numerals from eleven to fourteen, sixteen to 
nineteen, and so on, follow a similar model (where u is 'and'): 

11 eip ponval u fa me sup 
12 eip ponval u ponval me sup 
16 eip miuk u fa me sup 
17 eip miuk u ponval me sup 

A numeral follows the noun it counts, e.g. evit miuk 'three coconuts'. In the Au dialect, 
the numeral is preceded by the cardinal numeral morpheme kahot, e.g. enah kahof miuk 
'three stones'. 

The indefinite markers fa 'a' and kara 'some' are used with countable and 
uncountable nouns respectively. Other quantifiers are mosoplmoiong 'all', sakunlsakuk 
'a small amount', haun-ngin 'a large amount', munuman 'much, many', likiong 'both' 
(e.g. vili-n likiong 'both his hands'). 

The plural of a common human noun may be expressed by preposing the independent 
pronoun po 3PL, e.g. 

po masang 
3PL man 
'(the) men' 

po vala kara 
3PL woman INDEF 
'some women' 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

There is a class of underived adjectives. Its members include: 

nuhum 'big' lapat 'sticky' 
tun 'small' luk 'well, healthy' 
homan 'new' viak 'weak' 
kal 'white' ep 'light(weight)' 
ku 'dark in colour' hian 'thin (of person), 
enep 'thin' keng 'green, sharp (of blade)'. 

Two adjectives have a reduplicated plural form: nu-nuhum 'big (PL)' and fu-fun 'small (PL)'. 
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There are also many historically or synchronically derived adjectives. A number are 
reduplicated, but the root often does not occur alone in the present-day language: viak-
viak 'soft' (cf viak 'weak'), vi-vi! 'naked', ka-klang 'hard', kat-kat 'cold'. Others are 
formed with the suffix -an, but again the root often does not occur alone: sa-an 
'wooden' (cf sa 'tree'), hiang-an 'old (of person)" lungung-an 'bad'. 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

The basic noun phrase structure is: 

NOUN (DEM)(POSSESSOR)(MODIFIER PHRASE Ln)(DEIC)(QUANT)(DELIM) 

Note that a third person pronoun may also occupy the NOUN slot, and that DEIC here 
represents a deictic locative adverbial. 

The term MODIFIER PHRASE covers three constructions: 

adjective ( + intensifier) 
relative clause 
derived attribute 

The derived attribute construction consists of a noun phrase with the proclitic a= 
affixed. Some examples appear to be lexicalised: 

sur-ngin 
pa-Iuk-ngin 

cook-NOM 'cooking' 
CAus-well-NOM 'strengthening' 

a-sur-ngin 
a-pa-Iuk-ngin 

'cooking' 
'strong' 

But the construction also appears to be productive, as in these examples (where brackets 
show the noun phrase base): 

eki a=[um-ngin} 
water ATTRIB=drink-NoM 
'water for drinking' 

pa vala tin a=[pi e Au} 
3PL female OEM ATTRIB=place P Au 
'some of the women from Au' 

men kara 
DELIM INDEF:PL 

As noted in §2.3, the delimiter men is used to mark the end of a noun phrase which 
represents a switch of identifiable referent. Since this is a major function of noun 
phrases in discourse, men is often present; it is absent from most indefinite noun phrases 
(because their referent is not already identifiable) and from predicate noun phrases. 
Examples of noun phrases are: 

sa nuhum ta 
tree big INDEF 
'a big tree' 

sa tin nuhum 
tree OEM big 
'the/that big tree' 

mhok tin nuhum 
house OEM big 
'this big house.' 

men 
DELIM 

ii men 
here DELIM 
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eyel tin ta-p 
basket OEM Poss-2SG 
'your (SG) basket' 

men 
DELIM 

sun tin ta-ngo sakun men 
taro OEM POSS-lSG 
'my little bit of taro' 

small. amount DELIM 

In the example below, there are three occupants of the modifier phrase slot (an adjective, 
a derived attribute and a relative clause-each bracketed), as well as a demonstrative, a 
deictic (i 'there') and the delimiter. The whole noun phrase is then quantified by kahut 
ponval misan 'only two': 

Po ti-n [masang] [a=pi e Au} e [kum ta-p} i men 
3PL OEM male ATTRlB=place P Au and work BEN-2sG there DELIM 

kahut ponval misan in to yu. 
CARD two only be COM pig 

'Only two of these men from Au who are working for you have pigs.' 

Coordinate noun phrases with inanimate or animate referents are formed as follows: 

nga u kimbak u poluk tu-men 
taro and sweet.potato and aibika thuS-DELIM 
'taro and sweet potato and aibika (Hibiscus manihot), 

Coordinate noun phrases with higher animate referents are formed by inserting an 
identical-reference pronoun between the component noun phrases: 

hiang ngong titie-n 
3SG:MASC 3m:DL wife-his 
'he and his wife' 

Satan hi po tin ta hi men 
Satan 3m:PL 3PL OEM POSS 3m:PL DELIM 
'Satan and his followers' 

2.7 Possession 

Nouns fall into four classes, according to which possession construction they head. The 
first three classes are semantically inalienable, the fourth alienable. 

Classes I and 2 are directly possessed. Class I consists of a small number of kin nouns 
which take a Set 1 possessor suffix (§2.1) if the possessor is singular but an independent 
pronoun if the possessor is non-singular. Class 2 includes the majority of kin and body-
part nouns, which take a Set 2 possessor suffix if the possessor is 2sG or if it is 3SG and 
has already been referred to in the clause, but an independent pronoun possessor 
otherwise. With both Classes I and 2, if the possessor is non-singular and third person, 
then a 3m pronoun (not a default 3 pronoun) is used. Sample paradigms are thus: 

IINC IEXC 2 3m 
Class 1: viro 'brother (of male), 
SG viro-k viro-m viro-n 
DL viro tong viro tuk viro mom viro ngong 
PC viro suk viro piuk viro miuk viro ngiuk 
PL viro it viro pim viro vom viro hi 



IINC IEXC 
Class 2: viii 'hand, arm' 
SG viIi ngo 
DL viii tong viIi tuk 
PC viIi suk viIi piuk 
PL viIi it viii pim 

2 

viIi-p 
viIi mom 
viIi miuk 
viti vom 
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310 

viIi-n, viIi hiang 
viIi ngong 
viIi ngiuk 
viii hi 

A number of kin terms of both Classes I and 2 have one of the two prefixes v(i)- 'male' 
and et- 'female', and it is possible to recognise etymological pairs such as: 

vi-ava-k 
vi-esu-k 
v-io-k 

vi-ka-ngo 

'my wife's brother' et-ova-k 
'my husband's brother' et-osu-k 
'my wife's father' et-io-k 
(cf iva-k 'my parent-in-law') 
'my husband's father' et-ka-ngo 

'my husband's sister' 
'my wife's sister' 
'my wife's mother' 

'my husband's mother' 

Other Class I nouns include et-ohu-k 'my niece (of male)', et-u-k 'my daughter', toni-m 
'your (SG) mother' (but irregular inu 'my mother'). Other Class 2 nouns are vi-tama-p 
'your (SG) father' (but irregular iok 'my father'), evat-ngo 'my heart', ki-ngo 'my leg, 
foot, stalk, (axe) handle, iut-ngo 'my hair', mata-ngo 'my eye', mihi-ngo 'my head', 
ua-ngo 'my shoulder'. 

If a Class I or 2 noun in -n 3sG is accompanied by a noun phrase possessor, then this 
precedes the possessed noun: 

hiang vili-n 
3sG arm-3sG 
'his hand/arm' 

sa vili-n 
tree arm-3SG 
'the tree branch' 

a Susupa vi-tama-n 
P Susupa male-father-3SG 
'Susupa's father' 

A possessed Class 2 noun may also occur unsuffixed, with the possessor noun 
replacing the possessor pronoun, as in: 

ua sangga 
shoulder Tahitian.chestnut.tree 
'the shoulder of the Tahitian chestnut tree' 

Class 3 contains a small number of body-part nouns. When one of these is possessed, it 
is followed by the particle a and an independent pronoun possessor (again a 310 
pronoun if the possessor is non-singular and third person), e.g. emhong a ngo 'my 
voice', emhong a ngon 'your (SG) voice', emhong a hiang 'his voice', emhong a ngiuk 
'their (pc) voices'. 

Class 4 contains all other nouns. When one of these is possessed, it is followed by the 
possessive/benefactive preposition ta, to which is suffixed either a Set 2 possessor suffix 
or an independent pronoun. We can infer that the independent pronouns are also 
suffixed, as the initial /t/ of tong lINC:DL and tuk IEXC:DL assumes its intervocalic 
manifestation as a voiced tap, i.e. ta-tong [tarolJ], ta-tuk [taruk]. 
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Nouns in Class 4 may occur with either a default 3 pronoun, a 3ID pronoun or the 
3sw form -sun. If the possessor is 3SG and a 3sG referent has already been mentioned in 
the clause, then there are two possibilities. If the referents are identical, ta-n 3ID:SG is 
used. Ifthey are different, ta-sun 3sw is used. These two contingencies are illustrated in 
§2.1. If, however, the possessor referent is the first 3SG referent in the clause, then a 
default 3 pronoun, e.g. ta-hiang, is used. For example: 

Sa nuk vo mulusngin ta-hiang. 
tree lie top ground POSS-3SG:MASC 
'The trees are on his land.' 

Eyel ta-hiang ung vo 
basket POSS-3SG:MASC sit top 
'His basket was on the bed ... ' 

Contrast ta-hiang above with ta-n below: 

ehus ... 
bed 

... hiang 
3SG 

va elik ta-n ung 
take basket POSS-3ID:SG sit 

' ... he put his basket under his arm.' 

ver vili-n ti . .. 
under arm-3ID:SG thus ... 

If the referent is identifiable by the hearer, then the demonstrative usually intervenes 
between the head and the preposition (see §2.6): 

hmang 
house 

tin ta-ngo men 
DEM POss-lSG DELlM 

'this house of mine' 

A noun phrase possessor directly follows ta: 

hmang ta a Susupa 
house POSS P Susupa 
'Susupa's house' 

There is also a partitive construction in which the whole simply precedes the part: 

elva kut 
dog tail 
'a dog's tail' 

nga misikin ta 
taro piece INDEF 
'a piece of taro' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

In principle, a relative clause is marked as such only by its position, the MODIFIER 
PHRASE of the noun phrase in §2.6: 

Mata-ngo kon vut [lar eiel} tao 
eye-lsG see 3SG:FEM carry basket INDEF:SG 
'I saw a woman carrying a basket.' 

Pitin [nga-in epo-n] men e Papsa. 
village lSG:R-live PREP-3sG DELlM P Papsa 
'The village that I live in is Papsa (village).' 
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If the subject is relativised, it leaves no trace in the relative clause. A relativised direct 
object is represented in the relative clause by the transitive suffix -(C)i, a relativised 
prepositional object by the suffix -n 3sG on the preposition. 

Because a noun phrase containing a relative clause normally (re)introduces a definite 
referent, the majority ofrelative clauses are bracketed by tin OEM ... men OELIM (§2.3, 
2.6): 

Mata-ngo kon elva tin [hiang vok-i] men. 
eye-lsG see dog OEM 3SG:MASC hit-TR OELIM 
'I saw the dog which the man hit.' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

There are only two subject prefixes (§2.l). Verbs are otherwise uninflected for subject, 
except for the motion verbs Ii 'go' and me 'come', which become lu and mu if their 
subject is second person (any number). 

Examples of the reciprocal suffix -val are: 

Po hek-val pit mi yu. 
3PL assert-RECIP stand inside pig 
'They are arguing about the pig.' 

Vulong pungval lek-val. 
30L two hit-RECIP 
'The two of them fought (each other).' 

The transitive suffix -(C)i has a narrower distribution than its cognates in other 
Oceanic languages, as it occurs only when there is no object noun phrase, whether 
lexical or pronominal, in the same clause (and only when the object is a lower animate 
or an inanimate, as higher animates are expressed as independent pronouns). Thus in 
the first example below 'kill' and 'eat' are respectively lek and i, in the second lek-i 
and i-ni: 

Po tin akono men ung ma vwha nga u lek yu 
3PL OEM man.of.prestige OELIM sit and plant taro and kill pig 

ma po yu u ... 
and 3PL eat pig and 

'These men of prestige live by planting taro and killing pigs and eating them, and .. .' 

It lek-i si it i-ni. 
IINC:PL kill-TR and IINC:PL eat-TR 
'We kill it and we eat it.' 

The unpredictable consonant in -(C)i is of historical ongm, e.g. root vi 'hit' and 
transitive vini are both derived from POc *punuq. 

lek 'kill' lek-i 
kon 'see' kon-i 
vi 'hit' vi-ni 

'eat' i-ni 
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There are two derivational processes. Reduplication (§lA) is used to express intensity, 
habitual action or a plural/mass subject (the lexical distribution of this process is not 
understood): 

nges 
yem 

'inhale' 
'steal' 

nges-nges 'breath heavily' 
yem-yem 'steal habitually' 

For example, eki is a mass noun and triggers reduplication here: 

eki yuk-yuk 
water spill-REDuP 
'The water spilled.' 

The causative prefix pa- adds an agent ("causer") subject and demotes the subject of the 
root verb to object: 

tuk 'eat, bite' pa-tuk 'take care of' 
sus 'suck' pa-sus 'suckle' 
nhing 'rest' pa-nhing 'comfort' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

The structure of the verb phrase is discontinuous: 

(TEMP)(SUBJECT)(IRR)(ADV) VERB (OBJECT)(ADV 1. .. n)(ASPECT)(MODAL) 

The VERB here includes the subject prefix and the transitive marker (when they occur). 
Temporal markers include kuli 'future' and taku 'counterfactual'. The irrealis 
morpheme is ku. Aspect markers are: 

evin 
koho 
kut 
sumsum 

'habitually' 
'already' (= PERF) 
'finished' (= COMPL) 
'all the time, continually' 

Modal markers occur clause-finally: 

ahi 
vamen 
ako 
engul/engun 
ti 
vet 
vah 

Examples are: 

'emphatically' (EMPH) 
'perhaps' (DUB) 
'can, certainly, indeed' (ABIL) 
'just, merely' 
'I am asking you' 
request: 'please, if you don't mind' 
interrogative 

TEMP VERB 
Minan 
when 

tin kuli nga-li Amerika men tapu 
DEM FUT lSG:R-go 

IRR VERB 
ku hun 
IRR die 

ASPECT MODAL 
kut vamen. 
COMPL DUB 

America DELIM my. grandmother 

'When I return to America, my grandmother will possibly have died.' 



IRR ADV VERB MODAL 
Hiang ku iso me ako. 
3SG:MASC IRR yet come certainly 
'He will certainly come.' 

VERB ASPECT 
Nga-ion-i koho. 
ISG:R-knoW-TR PERF 
'I already know it.' 

Also occurring in the modal slot are negators: 

som 
asin 
akomen 

'not' (NEG) 
'stop doing that!' (PROHIB) 
'cannot' (NEG:ABIL) 

For example: 

Eiak men ngi-n som. 
stone.axe DELIM tooth-3SG NEG 
'The axe isn't sharp.' 

Vom lek-val asin. 
2PL fight-RECIP PROHIB 
'Stop fighting.' 

Ngo ku mara-ngo 
ISG IRR eye-lsG 
'I cannot see it.' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

kon-i akomen. 
see-TR NEG :ABIL 
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Verb serialisation is pervasive in Kaulong, and is often used in idiomatic expressions. As in 
Jabem (q.v.) and Kele (q.v.), there are two classes of serial construction: core and adverbial. 
Particularly important in serial constructions are the verbs of posture and direction: 

in 'be situated at', 'live', 'exist' 
pit 'stand' 
nuk 'lie', 'transcend boundaries of' 
ung 'sit', 'be contained by' 
kuk 'be situated throughout' 
Ii 'go to' 
me 'come from' 
si 'move upward' (idiomatically 'give') 
ko 'move downward' 
sup 'go into' 
pol 'arrive at, come into the presence of' 

The core serialisation types are directional, sequential, causative and postural. 
Directional serialisation may be transitive or intransitive. Where the first verb of a 
directional serial construction has a second person subject and the second (directional) 
verb is Ii or me, the latter assumes the second person form lu or mu, even if the 
construction is transitive: 
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Som va kahma ta mu vah. 
2SG:POL take betelnut INOEF:SG 2:come Q 
'Can you bring me a betelnut?' 

Hiang va nga ta si 
3SG:MASC take taro INOEF:SG go.up 
'He gave a piece of taro to his son.' 

Miuk pok nangnang mu. 
2pc tell quickly 2:come 
'You three send word quickly.' 

E-mu ko! 
2SG-2:come move. down 
'Come down!' 

ta viru-n. 
BEN son-3SG 

In sequential serialisation the first verb is directional. The directional verb ko 'move 
downwards' has been grammaticised in this context to mean 'begin', i.e. as an inceptive 
morpheme: 

Vom mu hul vet ngo. 
2PL 2:come hear underneath ISG 
'You come listen to me.' 

Hiang ko nahung. 
3SG:MASC move.down sleep 
'He fell asleep.' 

Sequential and directional serialisation are combined in the following example: 

E-Iu va eiel tin ta-ngo men mu. 
2SG-2:go get basket OEM poss-ISG DELIM 2:come 
'Go and get my basket and bring it to me.' 

Examples of causative serialisation in the data are few: 

Po kimos tip 
3PL spit make. wet 
'They spat upon him.' 

hiang. 
3SG:MASC 

In one kind of serial construction, which I label "postural", a verb of posture is joined to 
a second verb by the morpheme e, a conjunction whose function is to link predicates 
(but not whole clauses). The first verb indicates the posture assumed by the subject(s) 
during the action of the second verb (see also §4.3): 

Elva nuk e nahung. 
dog lay and sleep 
'The dog is sleeping.' 

The next example consists of two clauses, each made up of a combination of sequential 
and postural serial constructions: 

E-Iu in e vha nga sini nga Ii ung e kasang ta-tong. 
2SG:IRR-go beand planttaro and ISG:R go sit andcatch.fish for-2INC:DL 
'You go and plant taro and I'm going to sit and catch fish for us.' 
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There are various adverbial serial constructions (see Jabem, §3.3). In the first, the 
second verb, Ii 'go', is used to indicate that the action of the first is continuative: 

Vulong Ii hiangan kut ma vulong in Ii ma ... 
30L go old PERF and 30L live go and 
'They (the couple) grow old and they continue living, but ... ' 

In the second construction, the second verb is the postural verb pit 'stand' and is 
followed by a local part noun in one of several lexicalised constructions. 

Po hek-val pit mi yu. 
3PL assert-RECIP stand inside pig 
'They are arguing about the pig.' 

Soput Ii pit put sun. 
path go stand middle 3sw 
'The road was at right angles to the other.' 

Ngo men mi-ngo keh pit vo 
ISG OELIM inside-lsG happy stand top 

si ta-ngo men. 
move.up BEN-me OELIM 

mom tin va mani 
20L OEM take money 

'I am happy that you gave me the money.' (More literally: 'I am happy with you who 
gave me the money.') 

In the example above, the relative clause also contains a directional serial construction. 
In the third adverbial serial construction, the first verb is a stative, the second a 

postural verb: 

Mhang tek ung. 
house be.bad sit 
'The house is no good.' 

Mipi lohi pit. 
garden be. abandoned stand 
'The garden sits abandoned.' 

Hiang saihi nuk. 
3SG:MASC be. sick lie 
'He is lying sick.' 

Something of the pervasiveness and complexity of Kaulong serialisation can be seen in 
the two examples below. 

Hiang kiok ko lut me pol ta etihiang kut ma 
3SG:MASC again move.down sing come arrive PREP female.kin COMPL and 

etihiang sau Ii kut Ii sup kut ma etihiang 
female.kin paddle go COMPL go enter COMPL and female.kin 
ko yuuk e-mu ko. 
move.down yell.out 2SG-2:come move. down 

'He again started singing and approached his mother, but his mother having paddled 
into shore, started yelling out to him, "Come down.'" 
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Vut Ii va nga me vut song-i ko pit sini 
3SG:FEM go take taro come 3SG:FEM cook-TR move.down stand and 

vut Ii urn me pit si ... 
3SG:FEM go get.water come stand and 

'She goes and brings the taro and she leaves it to cook in an earth oven, meanwhile 
she goes and gets water and .. .' (song 'cook in an earth oven') 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

The predicate of a verbless clause may be a noun phrase, an adjective or a prepositional 
phrase. 

Hiang ti-men 
3SG:MASC DEM-DELIM 
'That man is Susupa.' 

e Susupa. 
P Susupa 

Mhok ti-men homan. 
house DEM-DELIM new 
'That house is new.' 

Ngo ku tulu-ngo som ta miuk akomen. 
ISG IRR mind-ISG NEG BEN 2PC NEG:ABIL 
'I will not forget you three.' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The basic constituent order is subject-verb-object, as illustrated elsewhere in this 
sketch. The order is quite strict, and is set out in more detail in §3.2. Topicalisation 
(fronting) is relatively infrequent. 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Kaulong prepositions are: 
ta possessor, beneficiary, location, goal, recipient (cf §2.7) 
epo refective, instrument, goal 
to comitative, temporal 
hang ablative 
ken resemblance 

If the governed referent is pronominal (rather than a lexical noun phrase) the first three 
take the 3SG pronominal suffix -n: ta-n, epo-n, to-no The prepositions ta and hang 
govern only noun phrases denoting human referents: 

Vulong yuk ta hiang. 
3DL call.out PREP 3SG:MASC 
'The two of them called out to him.' 

Vut ung ta hiang. 
3SG:FEM sit PREP 3SG:MASC 
'She is living with him (in marriage).' 



A Susupa kum ta e 
P:MASC Susupa work PREP P:FEM 
'Susupa worked for Christine.' 

Nga-va eun hang viro-m. 
ISG:R-take mango PREP brother-2SG 
'I took the mango from your brother.' 

Examples of the other prepositions are: 

Kristin. 
Christine 

Vulong in e kum epa kumang ta ngong ti-men. • 
3DL be and work PREP work POSS 3ID:DL DEM-DELIM 
'The two of them stay and work on this work of theirs.' 

Po pong epa sun. 
3PL be.ignorant PREP taro 
'They are ignorant about taro.' 

Hiang ni sun epa pali. 
3SG:MASC kill 3sw PREP spear 
'He killed him with a spear.' 

Hiang me tik po vio-n to elaio-n. 
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3SG:MASC come call.by.name3PL father.in.law-3sG PREP mother.in.law-3SG 
'He came and uttered the names of his father-in-law and mother-in-law.' 

Ngo ku Ii hip to labu. 
ISG IRR go hunt PREP blowgun 
'I am going hunting with my blowgun.' 

Temporal phrases are formed with the preposition to and the noun pi 'place, time': 

Vulong hek-val to pi roisap. 
3DL quarrel-RECIP PREP place yesterday 
'They quarreled with each other yesterday.' 

Temporal phrases normally occur clause-finally, but some occur clause-initially with the 
delimiter men: 

To pi roisap 
PREP place yesterday 
'Yesterday he went.' 

men hiang Ii. 
DELIM 3SG:MASC go 

In an alternative construction the temporal phrase (without preposition) forms a 
preposed verbless clause: 

Pi roisap ma hiang Ii. 
place yesterday and 3SG:MASC go 
'It was yesterday and he left.' 

Duration is indicated by to alone: 

Piuk a kuk to namih kahot miuk. 
IEXC:PC PAST stay with moon CARD three 
'We have stayed for three months.' 

A placename may be used as a locative phrase without a preposition: 
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Po hek-val e Au. 
3PL quarrel-REcIP P Au 
'They are quarreling at Au (village).' 

A verb of posture or direction (§3.3) is often followed directly by a noun phrase denoting 
location: 

Hiang in mhang. 
3SG:MASC be.at house 
'He is in the house.' 

Namak nuk suu viu. 
sand lay shore sea 
'Sand lies on the seashore.' 

Konginan ma nga-in e Papsa. 
formerly and ISG:R-be.at P Papsa 
'Formerly I lived at Papsa (village).' 

Po vala kara Ii nambis. 
3PL woman some go.to beach 
'Some women went to the beach.' 

Nga-me mhok tin ung men. 
lSG:R-come.from house DEM sit DELIM 
'I have come from that house.' 

Often the head of the noun phrase is a local part noun (a Class 2 inalienable). These 
include: 

mi 'inside' 
vo 
po 
put 
vet 
uli 
mata 
vetpo 
tengi 

'the top surface' (i.e. translates 'on', 'upon', 'above') 
'outside' 
'middle' 
'area underneath' 
'top' 
'front' (= 'eye') 
'back' 
'side' 

Rais ung mi sospen ma ung 
rice sit inside saucepan and sit 
'The rice is in the saucepan in the house.' 

Hiang pit mi mhang. 
3SG:MASC stand inside house 
'He is inside the house.' 

Hiang pit vet ngo. 
3SG:MASC stand underneath lSG 
'He is beneath me.' 

mhang. 
house 

A Susupa Ii si vo nak tin ta-n men. 
P:MASC Susupa go up top 
'Susupa boarded his canoe.' 

canoe DEM poss-3sG DELIM 
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Emon hak-hak vo hiang. 
bird call.out-REDuPtop 3SG:MASC 
'The bird is calling out on account of him.' 

Soput Ii pit put sun. 
path go stand middle 3sw 
'The road was at right angles to the other.' 

The slot for the verb of posture/direction in this construction may also be filled by a 
postural serial construction (§3.3): 

Po nomuru nuk e sakal nohvang. 
3PL adults stand and talk clearing 
'The adults are standing talking in the clearing.' 

Emon in e vum po sa 
bird be.at and sing outside tree 
'The bird is singing in the tall tree.' 

nuhin. 
tall 

A location phrase may consist of or be introduced by a deictic adverb: 

iii 'above the speaker' 
koli 'below the speaker' 
lili 'same level as speaker' 
supli 'across from the speaker' 
takli 'near the speaker' 

Ngo ku Ii lili. 
lSG IRR go over. there 
'I am going over there.' 

Po kuk mhang iii e Nakap. 
3PL be.at house up. there P Nakap 
'They are in a house up at Nakap.' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

Negators in Kaulong are members of the modal morpheme class and are illustrated in §3.2. 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative 

An imperative verb takes the irrealis 2SG subject prefix e- if the addressee is singular, 
but is preceded by a (noun phrase including a) non-singular independent pronoun 
otherwise: 

E-va kahma kara 
2SG:IRR-carry betelnut INDEF:PL 
'Bring us some bete1nuts!' 

Vom vala 
2PL female 

sakal asin! 
talk PROHIB 

'You women, don't talk!' 

mu ta pim! 
2.come PREP lEXC:PL 
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5.2 Interrogative 

A polar question is either structurally identical to a declarative, but with a nsmg 
intonation, or it has the tag vah 'or' (vah is the pre-pause fonn of va). If the question is 
intended as a request, then the polite second person pronoun som is used: 

Som va kahma ta mu vah? 
2SG:POL take betelnut INDEF:SG 2:come Q 
'Can you give me a betelnut?' 

Interrogative expressions occurring in content questions are: 

ele, ela 
are, ara 
ani, akani 
kor 
elini 

noun 
noun 
locative adverb 
quantifier 
adjective 

pi elini 

'what?' 
'who?' 
'where?' 
'how much?' 
'which?' 
'when?' adverbial (Pi 'time', elini 'which?') 

The interrogative expression nonnally occupies the same position as the relevant 
constituent in a declarative clause: 

Are ii? 
who here 
'Who's (this) here?' 

Po ku me to pi elini? 
3PL IRR come PREP time which 
'When are they coming?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

Coordinating conjunctions are: 

ma 'and' (otherwise unmarked coordination) 
u 
kuma 
kama 
takuma 
si 
sini 
va 

'and' (otherwise unmarked coordination; also conjoins noun phrases) 
'and then' (sequence) 
'and so' (consequence) 
'but' (adversative) 
'and', 'but', 'and then', 'and so' (parallelism, sequence, consequence) 
'instead', 'while' (simultaneity) 
'or' (alternation) 

For example: 

A Susupa mhuk si 
P Susupa eat banana andibut 
'Susupa ate banana and I ate taro.' 

nga-i 
lSG:R-eat 

nga. 
taro 

Piuk ku ti takuma hiang al po pi kiok. 
lEXC:PC IRR go but 3SG:MASC change PREP place again 
'We three were about to go, but he changed the time again.' 
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Hiang ning-i ma eki yuk-yuk. 
3SG:MASC dO-TRand water spill-REDUP 
'He spilled the water (unintentionally).' (More literally: 'He did it and the water 
spilled.') 

6.2 Subordination 

There is no explicit marking of a conditional clause, but it is followed by the delimiter 
men, and a counterfactual conditional contains the counterfactual morpheme taku: 

Po me lut mata yu men ku lek-val akomen. 
3PL come dance eye pig DELIM IRR fight-RECIP NEG:ABIL 
'When they come and dance, then they cannot fight with each other.' 

Taku it Ii men kuli po ku Ii. 
CF lINC:PL go DELIM FUT 3PL IRR go 
'If we had gone, they would have gone.' 

Reported speech is introduced by the preposition po: 

A Susupa va po ngon ku 
P Susupa say PREP 2SG IRR 
'Susupa said that you would come.' 

mu. 
2:come 

A clause of cause is introduced by the preposition epa: 

Mom mu ko engul epa po nomuru ku hu-hu. 
2DL 2:come down only PREP 3PL elders IRR die-REDuP 
'You two just come because the elders are about to die.' 

Mi-ngo keh epa miuk tin klat pi mi evit men. 
inside-lSG happy PREP 2pc DEM cut place inside coconut DELIM 
'I am happy that you three cut the grass between the coconut trees.' (More literally: 'I 
am happy about you three who cut the grass between the coconut trees.') 
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Malcolm Ross 

The 2500 or so speakers of Siar live in coastal villages near the southern tip of New 
Ireland and on the offshore island of Lamborn. 'Siar' is the name of a village on the east 
coast of New Ireland, and it is reported that at least some speakers from other villages 
prefer the name 'Lak', which refers to the area. The language belongs to the South New 
IrelandINorthwest Solomonic linkage of the Meso-Melanesian cluster. This sketch is 
based largely on my fieldnotes, derived from information given by Beka Aisak of 
Lamborn Island and Ben Yona of Bakok village. Reference was also made to Erdman 
(1991) and Erdman and Erdman (1992), and Erdman and Goring (n.d.), whose data are 
from Lamborn Island. I am also indebted to Karen Rowe for supplementary information 
from Lamborn. Siar is striking for its unusual gender marking and noun phrase structures. 

Descriptions of other languages of the South New Ireland linkage have been 
published by Mosel (1984) for Tolai, by Peekel (1909, 1930) for Patpatar and Kandas 
respectively, and by Maurer (1966) for Tangga. However, these languages are 
surprisingly dissimilar in many details, probably because south of New Ireland was 
an early centre of linguistic dispersal. A brief account of its history is found in Ross 
( forthcoming). 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes of Siar are: 

P 
b 
<I> 
m 

t 
d 
s 
n 

r 
w y 

k 
g 

IJ 

Word-initially, /<1>/ is a voiceless bilabial fricative in citation form or after preceding 
word-final /p/ (the sequence /p + <1>/ coalescing as /<1>/ in Lamborn dialect), but is deleted 
otherwise. For example: 

phonemic 

citation form 
after /pl 

l<!>a'inl 
'woman' 
[<!>a'in] 
[ep <!>a'in] - Lamborn [e<!>a'in] 
ART:lwoman 
'the woman' 

410 

1<I>un! 
'banana' 
[<I>un] 
[ ep <l>un] - Lamborn [e<l>un] 
ART:I banana 
'the banana tree' 
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after a vowel [ru a'in] 
two woman 
'two women' 
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152'E 153'E 
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a 
TABAR IS~ 
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Kilometres 

LlHIR IS 0 

\)" 3'8 

TANGA IS<=:> 

[a un] 
ART:II banana 
'the banana tree' 

~ 

Word-medially and intervocalically, Icpl is a voiced bilabial fricative [/3] or glide [w], the 
variation apparently being dialectal: e.g. lifonl 'six' is Lamborn [i/3on], Bakok [iwon]. 
However, Karen Rowe reports that at Lamborn [cp] has largely been replaced by [w] in 
the 20 years since my data were collected, so that for some speakers there, at least, as 
well as at Bakok, Icpl and Iwl have merged in this environment. The morpheme-final 
phone [h], which is manifested phonetically as full or partial devoicing of the preceding 
vowel, is in complementary distribution with [cp] and [/3] I [w] and can be regarded as an 
allophone of Icp/, e.g. Iyafl 'fire' is [yah]. 

Word-finally, Ipl becomes [cp] if a vowel follows: 

lep uritl 
[ecp urit] 
ART:Ioctopus 
'the octopus' 

Normally Irl is a trill, occasionally a flap. 
The vowel phonemes are: 

e 
a 

u 
o 
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Vowel length is not phonemic. The phone [g] occurs in a few words, in closed syllables 
mostly ending in It/, In! or ITj/. One of my informants writes it consistently as 0 before It I 
and In! but as u before ITj/, and this seems to represent its phonemic status, as the 
following minimal pairs occur: 

Ibon! 
ItuTjI 

'ocean' 
'say' 

[bun] 
[ tOTj] 

!bun! 
!toTjI 

'old man' 
'north' 

Note also the derivational relationship between [mgTj] 'lead' and [muTjmuTj] 'leader', 
pointing to ImuTjI as the phonemic form. 

1.2 Phonotactics and stress 

Stress falls on the final syllable, and words have iambic feet. However, unstressed 
vowels are almost equal in length to stressed vowels unless a word has four or more 
syllables. 

Syllables are canonically (C)V(C), where any consonant except a voiced stop may 
occur syllable-finally. This interpretation is at odds with the orthography, since it holds 
that the sequences written -ai, -oi, -ui, -au are in fact phonemic sequences of vowel + 
glide, for example, that yau '1', dirau 'they two', inoi 'full' are phonemically Iyaw/, 
Idiraw/, linoy/. However, this interpretation considerably simplifies the account of Siar 
phonology. It means that almost all word-final syllables are closed (the common 
exceptions are the pronouns u 2sG and i 3sG) and that each true vowel is the nucleus of 
a separate syllable. It also accounts for stress placement on orthographic vowel 
sequences. When stress falls on the first vowel of such a sequence, it is a single syllable, 
a vowel + glide sequence. When stress falls on the second vowel it is a sequence of two 
syllables. These facts are illustrated in the following examples: 

Iyayl 
Iyawl 

yai 
yau 

'tree' 
'I' 

Ifa'inl 
Ila'unI 

fain 'woman' 
laun 'alive' 

The lexical distribution of closed syllables suggests that until not too long ago they only 
occurred word-finally, as the origins of word-medial (C)VC syllables are quite 
transparent. They have three sources: 

(1) words which once had two or more trochaic feet, where loss of an unstressed vowel 
has resulted in a consonant sequence, e.g. lelTjen! 'his voice, neck' « POc *qali1Ja-
fia), IloTjrayl 'hear' « POc *lo1JoR-aki); 

(2) compounds, e.g. Iyah-wuh/ 'cooking pit' (/yah/ 'fire'); 
(3) reduplications, especially of monosyllables; in some cases the base survives, e.g. 

ImuTj-muTjI 'leader' (lmuTjI 'lead'), Iwar-warl 'speech' (/warl 'talk'), layap-yapl 
'hurry' (layapl 'come'); in others, including many adjectives, it doesn't, e.g. Ipotpotl 
'short', !busbusl 'wet', !bakbakl 'far away', InaTjnaTjI 'star'. 

The third category is the most common, so much so that the loanword 'onion' has 
adapted to its template as Iyanyan!. 

1.3 Orthography 

Siar speakers write their language with an adaptation of the orthography of Tolai, 
formerly the mission lingua franca on New Ireland. This means that the spelling is not 
entirely phonemic. They write ITjI as ng. The phoneme 1<1>1 is writtenfwhen it is [<1>], vor 
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w between vowels, and h syllable-finally. The phoneme Iyl is written as i word-initially, a 
choice which is linguistically problematic, since, for example, in iau I'yawl 'I' the i 
represents Iy/, but in iat li'atl 'four' it represents Iii. For this reason I will follow Erdman 
(1991) in writing e.g. Iyau/ asyau. As mentioned in §1.2, the sequences -ai, -ai, -ui, -au 
may represent either two vowels or a vowel + glide, but it is clear from the phonotactics 
which is which. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

A bracketed final vowel in the table below indicates that forms with and without the 
vowel are in free variation. 

IINC lEXC 2 3 

Independent 
SG ia(u) - a u i 
DL dara(u) mara(u) amra(u) dira(u) 
TL datul matul - matuh amtul diat 
PL dat met amat dirt) 

Possessor 
SG -k -m -n 
DL -ndarau -nmarau -mrau -ndirau 
TL -ndatul -nmatul -mtul -ndiat 
PL -ndat -nmet -nmat -ndit 

Independent forms also serve as subject and object pronouns, except for IsG, where 
ia(u) is the independent and object pronoun, a the subject. The reduced forms dara 
lINC:DL, mara lEXC:DL, amra 2DL, dira 3DL, matuh lEXC:TL, and di 3PL are found 
only as subjects. 

Any possessor suffix may have -i added to it, e.g. -ki lSG, but it is not known under 
which conditions this occurs. 

2.2 Nouns 

Nouns belong to three genders, marked by different articles (§2.3): common I, common 
II, and proper. 

Most common nouns, e.g. rumai 'house', barsan 'man',fain 'woman', pul 'dog', 
belong to common I gender. 

Nouns of common II gender tend to have referents which are perceived as members 
of a mass or parts of a whole. A good number of nouns occur with both genders-in a 
generic or "whole" sense as common 1, and in a member or part sense as common II: 

fun 
lamas 
iai 

Common I 
'banana tree', 'banana (generically perceived)' 
'coconut palm', 'coconut (generically perceived)' 
'tree', 'wood' 

Common [J 

'banana (a single fruit)' 
'coconut (a single fruit)' 
'stick' 

This semantic distinction helps explain why certain nouns denoting creatures that 
congregate in groups belong to common II gender: sis 'fish (a single item)" mani 'bird'. 
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One might expect them also to occur in common I gender with the senses of 'fish 
(generically perceived)' and 'poultry', but informants reject common 1 gender versions 
of these. 

Examples of nouns denoting parts with common II gender are: 

a kalmumuku-n ep pul 
ART:II tail-3SG ART:I dog 
'a dog's tail' 

a karsi-n malum 
ART:II path-3sG river 
'the path of a river' 

Some human body parts belong to common I, some to common II gender, e.g. 

ep lima-n e Pita 
ART:I hand-3sG ART:P Peter 
'Peter's hand' 

a mata-k 
ART:1l eye-ISG 
'my eye' 

The Siar apportionment of generic/whole nouns into common I gender and member/part 
nouns into common II follows a semantic division common to a number of languages of 
central and southern New Ireland and Buka and northern Bougainville, as well as 
Mussau. However, Siar differs from the north Bougainville languages, represented in 
this volume by Taiof, and from Mussau in having the generic/whole gender also as its 
default gender, to which any noun is assigned that does not have obvious semantic claim 
to one gender or the other (like 'house', 'man', 'dog' and so on). In north Bougainville 
and Mussau, the member/part gender (Taiof common I) is the default gender, rather than 
the generic/whole (Taiof common II). 

Proper gender includes place and personal names, and also kinship nouns referring to 
a particular person or group of people. 

A few nouns have separate plural forms: natu-n 'his child', na-natu-n 'his children', 
fain 'woman', gurar 'women', kuriap 'dolphin', ku-kuriap 'dolphins', ngise-k 'my 
tooth', ngi-ngise-k 'my teeth'. 

Some abstract nouns are derived from verbs by the infix <in>, some by CV-
reduplication, and others without morphological marking: 

mat 
laun 

'die' 
'live' 

maris 'love (VERB)' 
matutut 'fear (VERB ITR)' 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

m<in>at 
la-Iaun 
ma-maris 
matutut 

'die, death' 
'life' 
'love (NOUN)' 
'fear (NOUN)' 

Almost all noun phrases except those beginning with a numeral and some governed by 
the preposition an (§4.3) begin with an article. Articles distinguish in the first instance 
between proper and common gender. The proper article e is used regardless of number: 
e natu-n 'his child' (cf §2.7), e na-natu-n 'his children', e siat 'the peer group', e Pita 
'Peter', e Bakok 'Bakok village'. 

When the head of a noun phrase is of common gender, the article distinguishes 
between specific and non-specific reference (nouns of proper gender always have 
specific reference). If the identity of the referent(s) is known to the speaker, then a 
specific article is used: 

Ep fain i los ep 
ART:I:SP:SG woman 3sG carry ART:I:SP:SG 
'The woman was carrying a/the basket.' 

rat. 
basket 
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Note that the article does not express definiteness (i.e. the speaker's assumption about 
whether the identity of the referent(s) is known to the hearer). A specific article is also 
used when the noun phrase has generic reference: 

Kai gurar dit 
ART:ANIM:SP:PL woman:PL 3PL 
'Women fear snakes.' 

matiti ep 
fear:TR ART:i:SP:SG 

sui. 
snake 

The specific articles distinguish gender, animacy and number, but in a curiously skewed 
way. The singular and dual specific common articles distinguish between common I and 
common II gender, but the corresponding plurals mark, not gender, but animacy. Thus 
the common specific articles are: 

SG DL PL 
common I 
common II 
common inanimate 
common animate 

ep 
a 

ru 
ra 

Singular and dual examples are: 

ep lamas 
ART:I:SP:SG coconut 

toh 
kai 

'a/the coconut palm' or 'a/the coconut' 

iruru lamas 
two ART:I:SP: DLcoconut 
'(the) two coconut palms' (cf. §2.4) 

a lamas 
ART:JT:SP:SG coconut 
'coconut (generic), 

iru ra lamas 
two ART:II:SP:DL coconut 
'(the) two coconuts' 

The plural toh lamas may refer to either coconut palms (r) or coconuts (n), since lamas 
belongs to both genders. Sometimes disambiguation is achieved by using ep lamas to 
refer to a collection of coconuts, but this is basically the common I singular generic 
sense' coconut (generic)' , not a common II plural. We know this because this usage only 
occurs with nouns that belong to both genders, not with nouns like sis 'fish' which are 
common II only. 

An animate common [ noun fOnTIS noun phrases like those on the left above: ep 
barsan 'a/the man', (iru) ru barsan '(the) two men' (the numeral is omissible with 
human nouns). Its plural, however, is kai barsan 'some/the men'. An animate common 
II noun fOnTIS phrases like those on the right above: a sis 'a/the fish', iru ra sis '(the) two 
fish', with the plural kai sis 'some/the fish'. 

A non-specific article is used if the identity of the referent(s) is not known or is 
irrelevant to the speaker of if the referent does not (yet) exist. There are not enough 
examples in the data to be sure of the distribution of the non-specific articles, but it 
appears that ta is used for a single item, tok for a plural or a mass (note that this is 
distinct from the specific article toh mentioned above): 

Al wok tik ta wang lik. 
lSG:FUT make one ART:NSP:SG canoe small 
'I shall build a small canoe.' 

Iau besen a yan tok un. 
1 not. yet lSG eat ART:NSP:NSG banana 
'I haven't eaten any bananas.' 
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The demonstratives are: 

(1) (2) (3) 
proximate ida ina na 
intermediate iding ining ning 
distant idong inong 
seaward idisai inisai 

The forms in columns (1) and (2) function as pronouns and premodifiers (the difference 
between (I) and (2) is not known). Those in column (3) are postmodifiers (§2.6). It is 
possible that the forms in (I) and (2) are bimorphemic, e.g. ida, since i sometimes 
occurs alone as a premodifier with an apparently demonstrative function. 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Siar numerals form a decimal system. 

1 (i)tik 
2 iru 
3 itol 
4 iat 
5 ilim 

6 ivan 
7 Us 
8 (s)ival 
9 (s)ivuk 

10 sangulih 

Syntactically, the numerals are premodifiers, preceding a common article. The article is 
singular with all numerals except iru 'two', where it is dual (see §2.3): 

itik sa ep lamas 
one only ART:I:SP:SG coconut 
'one coconut palm' 

Similarly: 

iru ru lamas 
iru ra lamas 
itul ep lamas 
itul a lamas 
sangulih a lamas 

'two coconut palms' 
'two coconuts' 
'three coconut palms' 
'three coconuts' 
'ten coconuts' 

itik sa a lamas 
one only ART:II:SP:SG coconut 
'one coconut' 

There is also a noun bonot 'ten' and a noun mar 'hundred' (both common I) which 
themselves function as head of a noun phrase with a numeral premodifier and provide 
the base for the construction of more complex numerals: 

itik ep bonot 
itik ep bonot ya pisir iru 
iru ru bonot 

'ten' 
·twelve' 
'twenty' 

When one of these phrases is used to count something, it is linked to the counted noun 
by the prepositional form on (§4.3): 

itik ep bonot on ep kulau 'ten drinking coconuts' (more literally 'one ten of 
drinking coconuts') 

The basic carriers of number-marking are the articles (§2.3). Other quantifiers occur in 
various modifier slots and are illustrated in §2.6. 
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2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

Adjectives fall into three classes, according as they occupy slots B, CorD of the noun 
phrase structures given in §2.6. The classes occupying Band C are small, whilst the 
class occupying D is open. 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

Basic noun phrase structure in Siar is rather complex. We can distinguish four modifier 
slots, labelled here A, B, C, and D. The basic structure with A, B, and C is as follows: 

(A +) ARTICLE (+ B) + NOUN (+ C) (+ OEM) 

Slot A is occupied by 

the demonstratives labelled (1) and (2) in §2.3; 
the basic numerals listed and illustrated in §2.4; 
the quantifier ningan 'some, an indefinite quantity'. 

There is no noun phrase in the data where two or more of these filler types co-occur. 
Slot B is occupied by natun 'small', tan 'big', or kam 'group of'. Historically, and 

perhaps synchronically, natun and tan are idioms employing the directly possessed 
nouns 'child of' and 'mother of', i.e. ep tan pul means (or meant) something like 'a 
mother of dogs'. 

In the data available to me Slot C is occupied by one of an apparently small set of 
adjectives which includes metek 'new', Uk 'small' and rop 'every, all'. However, Karen 
Rowe (pers. comm.) reports that today any member of the adjective open class may 
occupy it. The final OEM slot is filled by the demonstratives labelled (3) in §2.3 (but is 
only filled if A is not filled by a demonstrative). 

Examples of this basic structure are tabulated below: 

A 

iding 
OEM 

ningan 
some 

ida 
OEM 

ART 
toh 

toh 

kai 

ep 

toh 

toh 

B 

tan 
big 

kam 
group 

NOUN 
rumai 
house 

rumai 
house 

gurar 
woman:PL 

pul 
dog 

kirai 
day 

wang 
canoe 

C OEM 
metek ning 'these new houses' 
new that 

lik 'those small houses' 
small 

'some women' 

'this big dog' 

rap 'every day' 
every 

'the (group of) canoes' 

Slot D occurs in the structure below, and may be filled by a member of the open 
adjective class, which includes the quantifier konom 'many', or by a noun acting as 
attribute. Slot A is filled as above. The final OEM slot is not attested, but this is probably 
an accident of the data. The two ARTICLE slots are filled by the same article, 
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appropriate to the gender and number of the noun, except where the number is dual. In 
this case, the first article is dual, the second singular. The ligature is in. 

(A +) ARTICLE + D + LIGATURE + ARTICLE + NOUN (+ DEM ??) 

Examples of this structure are: 

A ART D LIG ART NOUN 
ep wakak in ep lamas 'a good coconut palm' 

good coconut 

a wakak in a lamas 'a good coconut' 
good coconut 

iru ru wakak in ep lamas 'two good coconut palms' 
two good coconut 

inong toh metekin toh rumai 'those new houses' 
that new house 

kai konom in kai gurar 'many women' 
many women 

(on) ep Fraide in ep bong taim '(on) Friday night' 
Friday night time 

Co-ordinate noun phrases are formed with the conjunction ap 'and', e.g. 

e Pita ap kai ta-tasi-n 
ART Peter and ART PL-brother-3sG 
'Peter and his brothers' 

2.7 Possession 

The gender of a noun has no bearing on the possessive construction(s) into which it 
enters. 

2.7.1 Direct possession 

Some kin terms, and some nouns referring to body parts or to parts of wholes, are 
directly possessed: 

ep lima-k 
e tama-m 
toh keke-ndatul 

'my hand' 
'your (SG) father' 
'our (TL) legs' 

When the possessor is a noun phrase, this follows the possessed noun. If the possessor is 
non-specific, the possessor noun phrase may lack an article. 

ep lima-n e Pita 
ART mother-3SG:POSS ART Peter 
'Peter's hand' 

a risa-n ep malum 
ART side-3SG:POSS ART river 
'the side of the river' 



a kalrnurnuku-n pul 
ART tail-3SG:POSS dog 
'a dog's tail' 

2.7.2 Indirect possession 

There are three possessive classifiers: 

general 
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anu-
ngasi-
nga-

large object which a person may sit or stand in ('house', canoe') 
food and food related items ('plate', 'knife', 'spoon') 

The possessive noun phrase consists minimally of two constituents, (i) the possessed 
noun, usually preceded by the appropriate article and (ii) the classifier with its possessor 
suffix. These two constituents can occur in either order, for example: 

ep fek anu-k or 
ART axe poss-lSG 
'my axe' 

anu-k ep fek 
poSS-lSG ART axe 
'my axe' 

When a possessor noun phrase also occurs, the most usual order is (i) + (ii) + possessor, 
but the data also include cases of possessor + (ii) + (i) and of (ii) + (i) + possessor: 

ep rurnai 
ART house 

ngasi-n iding ep barsan 
poss-3SG that ART man 

'that man's house' 

ep fun nga-n e John 
ART banana poSs-3SG ART John 
'John's banana' 

nga-rnatut ep fun e siat ning 
POSS-lEXC:TLART banana ART age.set that 
'our clan's bananas' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

A relative clause is a post-nominal modifier. If the relativised constituent is other than 
the subject of the relative clause, then (i) it leaves a pronominal trace in the relative 
clause and (ii) the clause must be preceded by one of the demonstratives na or ning or by 
the sequence ning na. In the light of the latter, it seems that na is being reinterpreted as a 
relativiser. 

A re ep fain i los ep rat. 
lSG see ART woman 3sG carry ART basket 
'I saw a woman carrying a basket.' 

A re a yai ning ep barsan i urn 
lSG see ART stick DEM ART man 3sG hit 
'I saw the stick which the man hit the dog with.' 

ep put 
ART dog 

o-n. 
PREP-3SG 

A re ep put ning na ep barsan ki urn tar i. 
lSG see ART dog DEM DEM ART man REAL:3SGhit COMPL 3SG 
'I saw the dog the man hit.' 
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3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Stative intransitives are derived from transitives with the prefix ta-: 

pagak 'break' ta-pagak 'be broken' 
silir 'tear' ta-silir 'be torn' 

Active intransitives are derived from transitives by CV- reduplication: 

gos 'wash (TR)' go-gos 'wash (ITR)' 
'sew (ITR)' suk 'sew (TR)' su-suk 

Causatives are derived from other verbs with the prefix a-: 

dom 'drown' 
sot 'large' 
pung 'fall' 

a-dom 
a-sot 
a-pung 

'drown' 
'burn' 
'drop' 

Reciprocals are derived from transitives with the prefix ar-, e.g. ar-um 'fight (each 
other), from urn 'hit'. 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

The structure of the verb phrase with a singular subject pronoun is as follows. 

(NEG) (REAL-) SUBJ:SG (-FUT) (HABIT) VERB (ADVERB) (COMPL) 

The singular subject pronouns combine with the realis and future morphemes as follows: 

lSG 2SG 3SG 
SUBJ:SG a u i 
REAL-SUBJ:SG ka ku ki 
SUBJ:SG-FUT al al el 
REAL-SUBJ:SG-FUT kal kol kel 

In the following examples yau 'I' is the optional subject noun phrase, not a constituent 
of the verb phrase: 

(yau) a ngek 
(yau) ka ngek 
(yau) al ngek 
(yau) kal ngek 
(yau) bil al ngek 

'I am crying', 'I cried' 
'I cried' 
'I shall (probably) cry' 
'1 shall (certainly) cry' 
'1 shall not cry' 

When the subject is non-singular, the subject pronoun (which has the same form as the 
independent pronoun; §2.1) precedes any realis and/or future morpheme, and the latter 
takes the 3sG form. For example: 

(met) met ngek 
(met) met ki ngek 
(met) met el ngek 
(met) met kel ngek 
(met) bil met el ngek 

'we are crying', 'we cried' (no realis of future morpheme) 
'we cried' 
'we shall (probably) cry' 
'we shall (certainly) cry' 
'we shall not cry' 
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Although sequences of formally identical independent and subject pronouns are 
disfavoured, they do occur, and they do occupy different syntactic slots, as the 
intervention between them of bil NEG shows. 

The function of k- REALlS is unclear. Erdman and Goring (n.d.) suggest that it marks 
verbs denoting events that belong to the event line of a narrative, but its functions must 
extend beyond this. In the future, it seems to mark certainty. 

Aspect is expressed in three ways. Habitual actions are marked by rere HABIT, 
continuative events are marked by reduplication of the verb, the completive by one of 
the morphemes pas or tar after the verb: 

U rere 
2SG HABIT 

kis 
dwell 

'Where do you live?' 

tah? 
where 

Na misana ki mat 
DEM now REAL:3SG die 
'Now he is dead.' 

tar. 
COMPL 

Matuh yah-yahwuh rap tar. 
IEXC:TL REDUP-roast all COMPL 
'We kept on roasting it until it was done.' 

In the example above, rop occupies the adverb slot. Certain adverbs may also occur 
immediately before the verb (see first example in §3.3). 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

Three kinds of serialisation occur in the data: 

(i) Directional: 
Matuh ki mah lik lo-los 
IEXC:TL REAL:3SG yes little ITR-carry 
'We carried (it) for a little way.' 

(ii) Sequential: 

is. 
return 

E Dougles, u 01 inan mah 01 galas. 
ART Douglas 2sG 2SG:FUT go now 2SG:FUT hunt.with.goggles 
'Douglas, you will go and hunt with goggles.' 

(iii) Causative: 
Ap e Dougles ki pos a-mat ep borai sai an 
and ART Douglas REAL:3sG hold.nose cAus-die ART pig seaward PREP 

lo-n malum. 
inside-3sG river 

'And Douglas drowned the pig down there in the river.' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Verbless clauses consist simply of subject and predicate, with no intervening copula or 
subject pronoun. Sometimes the predicate precedes the subject. 
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Ida ep tan pul. 
DEM ART big dog 
'This is a big dog.' 

or Ep tan pul ida. 
ART big dog DEM 
'This is a big dog.' 

Bil ep pul 
NEG ART dog 
'That isn't a dog!' 

Ining toh rumai 
DEM ART house 

iding! 
that 

metek. 
new 

'Those houses are new.' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The basic order of a verbal clause is SV(O), with relatively little variation in the order. 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Peripheral arguments occur either at the beginning or at the end of a clause. Like other 
South New Ireland languages (for example Tolai and Patpatar), peripheral arguments in 
Siar take two forms, prepositional phrases and phrases headed by a locative or 
directional proform. Prepositions are: 

ari-, an 
mai-
ko-
0-

sur 
lar 

location, direction 
comitative 
purpose 
instrument, other obliques 
direction, reason 
resemblance 

Each of the first four takes a possessor suffix indicating the person and number of its 
govemee, and a separate govemee noun phrase need not occur. The form ari- occurs with 
human govemees, an elsewhere. The forms of sur and lar do not vary; they were 
historically verbs occurring as the second member of a serial construction. Examples are: 

Ningan kai gurar dit inan ka-tim 
some ART woman:PL 3PL go DIR-down 
'Some women went down to the seaside.' 

A-at pas tok buai ka-ta 
CAUS-come COMPL ART betelnut DIR-here 
'Bring me some betelnut!' 

Ida ep barsan a-da an mung o-k. 

an bon. 
PREP ocean 

ari-k! 
PREP-lSG 

DEM ART man Loc-here PREP back PREP-lSG 
'This man was behind me.' 

Yau a inan tong o-n ida ep rumai. 
I lSG go there PREP-3sG DEM ART house 
'I am going to that house.' 

Yau a inan mai-n ida ep barsan. 
I lSG go PREP-3sG DEM ART man 
'I am going with this man.' 



E Pita i lili sur e tama-n. 
ART Peter 3SG run PREP ART father-3SG 
'Peter ran towards his father.' 
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As in many Oceanic languages, the basic locative adposition, here an, is often used with 
a locative part noun which forms the head of a possessive noun phrase, e.g. an kabala-k 
'beside me', an kabala-n ep rumai 'beside the house'. 

The first four examples above also illustrate the second kind of peripheral phrase, one 
headed by a locative or directional proform (for the Tolai equivalents, see Mosel 1982, 
1984:189-196). Some of these bear an obvious formal relationship to the 
demonstratives listed in §2.3. The proforms recorded are as follows: 

LOCATIVE LOCATIVE ALLATIVE ABLATIVE 
'at' 'at' 'to' 'from' 

'where?' adah tah tah 
'here' (ga)ta a-da, a-na ka-ta 
'there' ga-ting a-ding ka-ting ting 
'over there' (ga) tong ka-tong tong 
'over at .. .' sai(gali) a-disai ka-sai(gali) sai(gali) 
'down there' (tim)gau a-dim ka-ta-gau ta-gau 

(tim)a-ne ka-tim(gau) tim-a-ne 
'up there' ka-was 
'back there' a-nih 

This paradigm is probably incomplete and its glosses at best approximate. Any 
difference in usage between the forms in the first two columns is unknown to me. The 
forms in the second column are probably derived from the preposition an + locative 
stem, e.g. a-da < *an + ta. Erdman (1991) reports that the morphemes tong, tim, sai and 
timut (the latter not reflected above) mean respectively 'north', 'south', 'west' and 
'east', but that the two latter are also used for 'towards the ocean' (or 'beyond the 
ocean') and 'towards the mountains'. 

Although each of these proforms may occur alone as a peripheral argument, they are 
so commonly followed by a prepositional phrase (as in the examples above) that one 
may reasonably infer that the proform optionally subcategorises for a prepositional 
phrase (i.e. that the prepositional phrase is part of the phrase of which the proform is the 
head). The examples below show proforms not followed by a preposition: 

Mara is ka-was. 
lEXC:OL return OIR-Up 
'We two went back up.' 

U rere kis tah? 
2SG HABIT dwell where 
'Where do you live?' 

There is an ambiguity in the status of the allative pro forms introduced by ka- (glossed 
OIR) in that they sometimes occupy a verb slot, in this case the second slot in a serial 
construction: 

E Pita i rere ka-was an lo-n 
ART Peter 3SG HABIT OIR-Up PREP inside-3SG 
'Peter is always getting into his canoe.' 

ngasi-n ep 
POSS-3SG ART 

wang. 
canoe 
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Indeed, most of their occurrences are open to this interpretation. However, they never 
occur as independent verbs, and their status is perhaps more akin to that of directionals 
in other Oceanic languages. 

4.4 Negative clauses 

See §3.2 (for declaratives), §4.2 (for verbless clauses) and §5.1 (for imperatives). 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

The verb in an imperative clause usually lacks a subject pronoun: 

Los i ka-ta! 
carry 3sG DIR-here 
'Bring it here!' 

A prohibition is introduced by gong followed by the subject pronoun: 

Gong u ian 
NEG 2SG eat 

mmg ep pas! 
DEM ART taro 

'Don't eat that taro!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Information questions use one of the following interrogative forms: 

as 
ep sah, a sah etc. 
adah 
tah 
iangsing 
iis 

'who?' 
'what?' 
'where?' (cf §4.3) 
'where to? where from?' (cf §4.3) 
'when?' 
'how many?' 

There is no modification to declarative constituent order. 
Polar questions either have no overt grammatical marking or add the tag aro or a biZ 

'or not' to the clause. 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

Clauses are usually coordinated with ap 'and'. 

6.2 Subordination 

Indirect declaratives are formed with the complementiser kanak, indirect polar 
interrogatives and imperatives, as well as purpose clauses, with the purposive 
preposition sur, functioning as a complementiser: 
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E Pita i warai yau sur al inan. 
ART Peter 3SG tell me PREP iSG:FUT go 
'Peter told me to go.' (More literally, 'Peter told me, in order that I should go.') 

Conditional clauses are introduced by a sequence of the preposition lar 'like' + na 
'complementiser'. The preposition may be omitted. The main clause is introduced by ap 
'and': 

(Lar) na dat el inan ap dit sen alu dit kel 
like C lINC:PL FUT go and they self also 3PL REAL:FUT 

mung tar. 
FOLLOW COMPL 

'If we had gone, they would have followed.' 

Other complement clauses are introduced by the complementiser na or by no marker: 

Sak na datul kel is. 
bad C iINC:TL REAL.3sG.FUTreturn 
'It won't be good if we return .. .' 

E Pita i rak el saksak salu. 
ART Peter 3SG want 3SG.FUT dance agam 
'Peter wants to dance again.' 



TAIOF 
Malcolm Ross 

Taiof, phonemic ally Itayofl, is spoken on Taiofisiand, located just west of the northern 
tip of Bougainville and directly south of Buka Island. It is shown on Map 15 of Wurm 
and Hattori (1981) as part of the Saposa language of the villages on the nearby 
Bougainville coast. However, although Saposa is Taiof's closest relative, the differences 
between them are sufficient to warrant separate descriptions. In the mid-1970s Taiof had 
perhaps 500 speakers (Kennedy and Kennedy 1977), with little dialect variation. 

Taiof is a member of the North Bougainville linkage, which is striking for its 
unusual gender marking in noun phrases (Ross 1988:299-305) and the complexity of its 
verb phrases, some derived historically from nominalisations with the Oceanic indirect 
possession structure (Ross 1982). Taiof has not previously been described, and this 
description is based on material supplied by Josephine Tosan and Rose Sisip. However, 
there are accounts of aspects of the grammars of other subgroup members. These are 
Halia (Allen and Allen 1965, Allen 1971, 1978, 1987), Nehan (Todd 1978, Ross 
1988:236-240) and Teop (Carter 1952, Mosel and Spriggs 1993). Kennedy and 
Kennedy (1977) is a preliminary account of Saposa phonology. 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes are: 

p t c k 
b d g 
f s 
v 
m n fi IJ 

r 
w y 

The phoneme If I is labiodental, but Ivl is bilabial. Irl is an alveolar trill. Icl is an alveolar 
affricate [ts]. Id/ has an affricate allophone [dz] before iii or lui. Icl and Id/ are optionally 
palatalised as [tf] and [d3] before iii. 

The distinction between In! and lfi/ is neutralised as [fi] adjacent to Iii. The same is 
almost true of It! and Icl, but there are a few cases where It I occurs without affrication in 
this environment. The phonemes Icl and lfi/ have arisen historically from allophones of 
earlier It! and In! respectively before Iii, but loss of final vowels, and perhaps other 
processes, have resulted in their status as separate phonemes. 

When lfi/ occurs syllable-finally after a vowel other than Iii, that vowel optionally has 
a phonetic off-glide P], e.g. Icofi/ 'man' is manifested as [tsofi] or as [tsoifi]. 
Furthermore, when lfi/ occurs word-finally after [i] - whether an off-glide or the 
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I 

153 E. :1 155 E. 

TAIOF ~ NEHAN I 

50 100 

Kilometres 

BUKA I 

.... Kilinailau 
:.: .... ·i .. ·.(Carteret Is) . . . . 
........ -:! 

5 30' S. -

BOUGAI NYIL1-E 6 S. 

Torokina 

phoneme Iii - it optionally becomes [IJ], i.e. the opposition between lill and IIJI is 
neutralised. It is also neutralised word-initially before Iii, but as [fi]. 

The allophones of In, fi, IJI are summarised in the following table: 

U 
In! [fi] 
lill [fi] 
IIJI [fi-], [-IJ-] 

l[iL 
[fi] 
[-fi -], [-fi - -IJ] 
[ IJ] 

The vowel phonemes are: 

e 
a 

u 
o 

1.2 Phonotactics and stress 

elsewhere 
[n] 
[fi] 
[ IJ] 

Stress tends to be word-initial in citation forms, but to shift in continuous speech. All 
syllables are pronounced relatively fully. These observations suggest that Taiof is a syllable-
counting language rather than one with metrical stress, but this requires further research. 

Syllables are generally open, except word-finally, where they may be closed by any 
consonant other than the voiced obstruents Ib, d, g, vi and the glides Iw, y/. A word-final 
open syllable often has a distinct non-phonemic [-h] coda. Closed syllables occur word-
internally where a monosyllable is reduplicated (e.g. Ipakpak/ 'wing') and within just a 
few roots (e.g. lafisatl 'wind'). 
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All possible vowel sequences occur except lael and laol, but some of these sequences 
appear to be disyllabic; lail is often manifested as [e]. 

The language is not usually written, and so examples are cited in phonemic 
representation. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

The organisation and functions of Taiof pronouns are typical of North Bougainville 
languages, but rather different from those of most Oceanic languages. Independent 
pronouns occur almost exclusively in clause-initial topic position. The functions of 
postverbal clitic pronouns are described in §4.2. Subject suffix forms are attached to an 
auxiliary. The uses of these and other pronominal forms (preverbal realis subject 
particles and postverbal object clitics) are described in §3.2. Pronouns distinguish only 
singular and plural. 

lINC IEXC 2 3 
Independent 
SG ana ano aye 
PL amam ane anim are 

Postverbal ciitic 
SG =fi.a =no, =an =ai 
PL =mam =ne =(a)nim =re 

2SG I-nol and I-an! are in free variation. 2PL I-animl follows a consonant, I-nirn! a 
vowel. 

Subject 
SG 
PL 

-u 
-m -r 

-m, -0 -n, -0 
-m -r 

The zero variants occur when a cliticised consonant-initial morpheme follows. 

Possessor 
SG -r 
PL -(ma)mam -rane 

2.2 Nouns 

-mon -n(ai) 
-manim -re 

Nouns belong to four genders: common I, common II, personal and place-name. Most 
common nouns, e.g. Inumal 'house', Imesl 'man', Imoun! 'woman', belong to the 
common I gender. Common II gender are nouns denoting plants, objects made from 
wood, and non-count nouns (and probably other categories too), e.g. Ivopil 'bamboo', 
I bue! 'canoe', Imarasin! '(the) medicine' (from Tok Pisin). 

Personal gender includes personal names, and also directly possessed kinship nouns 
referring to a particular person, like the two nouns below: 

e fafine 
ART cross. sibling 
'his mother's brother' 

=ne cina-nai 
=ART mother-3SG 
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Unlike the nouns of the other three genders, place names are not preceded by an article. 
Abstract nouns are derived from verbs without morphological marking: 

mat 
binun 

'die, death' 
'work (VERB), work (NOUN) 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

All noun phrases, except some with generic reference, begin with an article. The article 
also indicates which gender the noun belongs to. Common and personal articles are 
frequently cliticised to the preceding word; if this word is vowel-final, the article 
acquires an intervening I=n-I. The articles are: 

Singular Plural Non-specific 
IV - IV_ 

common I a =na u =nu ta 
common II u =nu tu 
personal e =ne 

Thus we find la numa! 'a house, the house', Ita numa! 'a house, some house or other', lu 
numal 'the houses'; lu bue! 'a canoe, the canoe', Itu bue! 'a canoe, some canoe or other'; 
and Ie fafinel '(a particular person's) cross-sibling', Ie cina-nail 'hislher mother'. No 
plural of a common II count noun occurs in the data; in closely related languages which 
share this gender system, their plural fonns are lal and I=nal (in other words, Ja ~ =nal 
serves as common I singular and as common II plural, and lu ~ =nu! as common I plural 
and as common II singular, a remarkable arrangement). 

The demonstratives are: 

Singular Plural 
proximate tai, tarai tarare 
intermediate tamonai ? 
distant av(u)ai avare 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Taiof has a decimal system. Cardinal numerals appear to be nouns, and in most contexts 
are preceded by the article fa/. For their syntactic behaviour, see §2.6. 

1 a isen 6 a aunom 
2 a fuan 7 a fit 
3 a fopis 8 a dian 
4 a fac 9 asia 
5 anima 10 a safunu 

Numerals between ten and nineteen are fonned using the conjunction lanl 'and', e.g. la 
safunu an =a fuan! 'twelve'. Numerals above nineteen lack the article: /fuan safunul 
'twenty'. 

Sometimes the morpheme Ifol 'all' optionally intervenes as a plural marker between 
article and common I noun: lu fo numa/ 'the houses'. Sometimes the article is omitted 
and we find Ifo numa/. Another pre-nominal quantifier is Ikinafil 'many'. 
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2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

There is a small class of premodifier adjectives: lac! 'small', /buill 'big'. Other 
adjectives are postmodifiers. 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

The noun is preceded by the article, then the premodifiers mentioned in §2.4 and §2.S. A 
postmodifier adjective is usually preceded by an article agreeing in gender with the head 
noun. A demonstrative is normally the final constituent. Examples: 

a bun yan tua-r =a rof 
ART big fish PREP-ISG =ART good 
'my good big fish' 

u fo numa =nu foun 
ART:PL all house =ART:PL new 
'(all) the new houses' 

Numerals enter into a structure of their own. They are preceded by the article, and a 
ligative particle Inal intervenes between numeral and noun: 

a fuan na 
ART two LIG 
'two bananas' 

pos 
banana 

Co-ordinate noun phrases are joined by the conjunction Ian! 'and': Ikapur an pos an ufl 
'taro and yam and banana.' 

2.7 Possession 

The gender of a noun has no bearing on the possessive construction( s) into which it enters. 

2.7.1 Direct possession 

Some kin terms, and some nouns referring to anatomical parts or to parts of wholes, are 
directly possessed: 

a mata-rane 
a patu-re 
e cina-nai 

'our (INc) eyes' 
'their heads' 
'her/his mother' 

When the possessor is a noun phrase, this follows the possessed noun, and the article of 
the possessor noun phrase is cliticised directly to the possessor suffix of the possessed 
noun: 

e cina-n =a bai tarai 
ART mother-3SG =ART child this 
'this child's mother' 

a mata-n =e maras 
ART eye-3sG =ART Maras 
'Maras' eyes' 
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2.7.2 Indirect possession 

The indirect possession construction is POSSESSED + PREP + POSSESSOR. Three 
prepositions occur. The first two also occur in peripheral arguments of the clause and 
their morphophonemic variants are summarised in §4.3. They are: 

to- general possession 
na- partitive possession 
ifi generic possession 

Ina-I is used with possessed nouns that are regarded as semantically inalienable but do 
not occur in the direct possession structure: 

a kavar na-nai 
ART brain PREP-3SG 
'his brain' 

a kavar nen maras 
ART brain PREP:ART Maras 
'Maras' brain' 

a Sal na =na marei 
ART nest PREP =ART bird 
'a bird's nest' 

lifil is used where the possessor is a generic attribute of the possessed. 

a kot ifi kosi to-mOll 
ART bite PREP mosquito PREP-2SG 
'your mosquito bite' 

aurom ifi yu 
ART PREP drink 
'drinking water' 

Ito-I occurs in all other possessive phrases. For example: 

a aumom tua-r 
ART axe PREP-1 SG 
'my axe' 

a numa 
ART house 
'your house' 

a numa ten 

to-mon 
PREP-2SG 

ART house PREP. ART 
'Maras' house' 

maras 
Maras 

u buc ta =na mes cian 
ART canoe PREP =ART man big 
'the big man's canoe' 
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2.8 Relative clauses 

The relative clause follows the head noun. It is unmarked, but if the extracted noun is 
not the subject of the relative clause, then a trace is left in the form of a postverbal 
clitic pronoun or a locative proform. Where the subject of such a clause is a pronoun, 
this seems to have the form of a postverbal clitic (but this needs further 
investigation): 

afia to tok =ifi =a moun to govec a 
REAL see =3SG:OBJ =ART woman REAL carry ART 

'I saw the woman who was carrying the basket.' 

keverok 
basket 

a moun fia to tok =-ifi =e to govec a 
ART woman I REAL see =3SG:OBJ =3SG REAL carry ART 
'The woman I saw was carrying a basket'. 

keverok 
basket 

a fan fia to novos ro-u 
ART village I REAL dwell IMPF-2SG:SUBJ 

tonai i dupuno 
there PREP Jupuno 

'The village where I live is Jupuno.' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

The verbal derivational prefixes are: 

fa- causative 
fa-/fi-REDUP- reciprocal 
ta-

Examples are: 

stative 

rus 'fall' 
gose 'white' 
kurun 'bum (!TR)' 
peic 'be cross' 
keta 'speak' 
keres 'tear (TR)' 
bore 'break (TR)' 

fa-rus 
fa-gose 
fa-kurufi 
fa-pe-peic 
fi-ke-keta 
ta-keres 
ta-bore 

'drop (TR)' 
'whiten' 
'bum (TR)' 
'quarrel (with each other), 
'converse' 
'torn' 
'broken' 

In the alternation Ikurunl vs Ifa-kurufil, the palatalisation of the final nasal reflects the 
erstwhile transitive marker *I-i/. A similar alternation occurs in Ikotl 'bite (NOUN)' vs 
Ikocl 'bite (VERB)'. However, this is no longer productive. 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

Taiof verb phrase structure is rather complex. There are three ranks of preverbal 
particles and five postverbal slots. 

Various combinations of preverbal particles and the postverbal auxiliary are used to 
make distinctions of tense, aspect and mood: 
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Preverbal ranks Postverbal 
2 3 AUXILIARY 

past event to REAL 
past durative to REAL natil] HABIT 
past habitual to REAL natil] HABIT IMPF 
present event to REAL IMPF 
present durative IMPF 
present habitual natil] HABIT IMPF 
perfective/stative to REAL PERF 
irrealis rna IRR 
irrealis habitual rna IRR natil] HABIT 
future rna IRR tan FUT IMPF 
future habitual rna IRR tan FUT natil] HABIT IMPF 
counterfactual bun CF 
counterfactual habitual bun CF natil] HABIT IMPF 

In the first rank, Itol is used for the realis except in 3PL, where the form is Iti/. 
The postverbal slots are: 

(GENERIC OBJECT) (ADVERB) «~CASE) ~OBJ)(~AUXILIARY-SUBJ) 

The generic object and adverb slots are filled by morphemes from open classes, the 
subject slot by the subject suffixes (§2.1). The closed classes of morphemes filling the 
other slots are as follows: 

CASE OBJ AUXILIARY 
=of DAT, BEN ~ma lSG, 2SG, lEXC:PL, 2PL ~ro- ~ ~no- IMPF 
=me COM,INST ~i(n) 3SG, IINC:PL, 3PL ~e- PERF 
=fi MANNER ~0 3SG 

=ra 3PL 

Of the object enclitics, 1~01 3SG and I~ral 3PL replace l~i(n)1 when the imperfective 
auxiliary follows; otherwise I~il occurs before a consonant, I~iiil before a vowel. The 
imperfective auxiliary is I~ro-I except in the case of l~no-nlIMPF-3SG:SUBJ. 

For example: 

u moun ti nau tasi. 
ART woman 3PL:REAL go sea 
'The women went to the beach.' 

ana imuan 
before 

kokoteni 
Kokoteni 

to natil] 
REAL HABIT 

nOl]os 
dwell 

siara san 
Siara but 

'Before I lived at Siara, but now I live at Kokoteni.' 

aye to all vesau ~no-n 

she REAL eat quickly ~IMPF-3SG 

'She is eating quickly.' 

u buc to taborei ~e-n. 

ART canoe REAL broken ~PERF-3SG 

'The canoe is broken.' 

tara ana 
now 

nOl]os~ro-u. 

dwell ~AUX-lSG 
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aye ma natil) nau 
he IRR HABIT go 
'He should go every day.' 

maut. 
daily 

aye to nau ana bun nau kan. 
he REAL go I CF go also 
'If he had gone, I would have gone too.' 

are ma tan natil) an pos 
they IRR FUT HABIT eat banana 
'They will eat bananas every day.' 

maut =ro-r. 
daily =IMPF-3PL 

The final example above also illustrates the inclusion of a generic object (fpos/) and an 
adverb (fmaut/) in the verb phrase. 

If a verb is transitive, there is normally an object noun phrase, which takes the 
postverbal clitic form of the pronoun (§2.l) or is a full noun phrase beginning with an 
article which is also cliticised to the verb phrase. The OBJ suffix agrees in person and 
number with the object. For example: 

ana to tok 
REAL see 

'I saw you.' 

=rna =no. 
=2SG:OBJ =you.SG 

ano to atun =ra =ro-O =re. 
you.SG REAL hit =3PL:OBJ =IMPF-2SG:SUBl =them 
'You are hitting them.' 

The CASE clitics I=ofl and I=mel are historically prepositions which have been captured by 
the verb but are now incorporated within the verb phrase and serve to increase the verb's 
valency (i.e. they are applicative morphemes). They are followed by an OBJ clitic. If the 
noun phrase governed by the CASE clitic is the only core argument other than the subject, 
then the OBl clitic agrees with that noun phrase. Ifthere is an object noun phrase as well as 
the noun phrase governed by the CASE clitic, then the OBJ clitic agrees with the object noun 
phrase (all examples of this in my corpus are information questions where the question word 
is governed by the CASE clitic). These examples contain a CASE clitic; subscripts are used 
to relate a noun phrase to its coreferential morpheme within the verb phrase. 

e john to binun =of 
ART John REAL work =BEN , 
'John worked for them.' 

e maras sivon nOl)os 
ART Maras] alone dwell 
'Only Maras lives with me.' 

a sa to rak =of 

=] =re. 
=3PL:OB1, =theYI 

=me =ma =ro-O =na. 
=COM 2 =lSG:OBJ 2 IMPF-3sG:SUBJ, =Iz 

=ma =na =no. 
ART what] REAL hit =BEN, =ISG:OBJ2 =me2 =you.SG 
'What did you hit me for?' 

The 'manner' morpheme l=fiI occurs rarely, and its function is not properly understood. 
The OBJ morphemes do not seem to co-occur with it. For example: 

] fia natil) 
ART where] HABIT 
'How do I work?' 

binun =fi =ro-u 
work =MANNER, =IMPF-lSG2 

=na. 
=12 
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3.3 Verb serialisation 

Two types of serialisation occur in the data. In both cases, the two verbs occur immediately 
adjacent (it could be said that the second verb occupies the ADVERB slot: §3.2). 

(i) Directional: the second verb is lorn! 'come' or Inau! 'go': 

ana to po om =me ~ma ~no 

REAL walk come ~COMI ~2SG:OBJI ~yOU.SGI 

'I've come with you from Kokoteni village.' 

e maras to govec nau ~na bok ten 
ART Maras REAL carry go ~ART bete1nut LOC:ART 
'Maras took the betelnut to Soaka.' 

kokoteni. 
Kokoteni 

soaka. 
Soaka 

(ii) Causative: in the canonic Oceanic construction, the object ofthe first verb is subject 
of the second, but in Taiof the agent is subject of both: 

aye 
he 

to koc 
REAL bite 

fa-ta-keres ~e. 

CAUS-STAT-tear ~it 

'He tore it with his teeth.' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

As in verbal clauses (§4.2) the subject precedes the predicate if it is topic, and follows it 
otherwise: 

a moun avai e cina ~ne soaka. 
ART woman that ART mother ~ART Soaka 
'That woman is Soaka's mother.' 

a kas tarai. 
ART dog this 
'This is a dog.' 

A predicate adjective is preceded by an article (§2A) agreeing with the subject: 

a numa avai ~na foun; u fo numa tarare ~nu irin. 
ART house this ~ART new ART PL house those ~ART dilapidated 
'This house is new; those houses are dilapidated.' 

A locative predicate consisting of a placename or a common r noun which denotes a 
familiar location is preceded by Iii (this is derived from an earlier preposition, but its 
synchronic status is unclear): 

a fan na to nOI)OS ro-u 
ART village I REAL dwell IMPF-2SG:SUBJ 
'The village where I live is Jupuno.' 

kieta i vivian 
Kieta PREP far. away 
'Kieta (town) is far away.' 

tonai i dupuno. 
there PREP Jupuno 
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4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The basic structure of an independent clause is (T)VX, where T is "topic" and X one or 
more noun phrases. In my data the topic is always the subject, except in information 
questions, where the topic is the interrogative phrase and the subject is at X (Taiof 
clauses other than imperatives normally have a subject noun phrase consisting of a 
pronoun where many other Oceanic languages show zero anaphora). The object noun 
phrase (i.e. the noun phrase governed by the OBJ clitic) and the noun phrase governed by 
the CASE clitic also occur within X (cf. §3.2). 

The topic noun phrase is always an independent pronoun or full noun phrase. The 
noun phrases of X are either postverbal clitic pronouns (§2.1) cliticised to the preceding 
phrase or full noun phrases whose article, if any, is cliticised to the preceding phrase. 

If X consists of more than one noun phrase, then pronouns always precede full noun 
phrases. If there is more than one pronoun, the subject is the last. If there is more than 
one full noun phrase, the order is subject, then object, then noun phrase governed by the 
CASE clitic. 

These structures are illustrated in §3.2 and §3.3. A further example is: 

a sa to an ~of ~no ~na pos? 
ART what j REAL eat~BEN I ~you.SG ~ART banana 
'What did you eat the bananas for?' 

Contrastive topicalisation forms an exception to the (T)VX structure. The contrastive 
topic is a full noun phrase which precedes T but also leaves a clitic pronoun trace 
at X: 

e maras ana to tok 
ART Marasj REAL see 
'It was Maras that I saw.' 

~in =eh. 
~3SG:OBJ I ~himj 

Note that this structure differs from relativisation (§2.8), where the T pronoun assumes 
the form of a clitic. 

In some independent clauses, there is no T, and the subject is at X (§6.2). 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Arguments which in other languages might be peripheral often belong to the core in 
Taiof clauses because they are governed by a valency-increasing CASE clitic (§3.2). 

Only two prepositions occur in peripheral arguments. If a preposition governs a 
pronoun, the latter takes the form of a possessor suffix. Morphophonemic variants of the 
prepositions are: 

Location, time, beneficiary, 
general possession Partitive possession 

PREP + ISG 
PREP + possessor suffix other than ISG 
PREP + common article (/(n)a/) 
PREP + personal article (/(n)e/) 

tua-r 
to-
ta-n(a) 
ten 

Their possessive functions are covered in §2.2. 
Temporal phrases often occur clause-initially or -finally: 

nana-r 
na-
na-na 
nen 



imuan 
before 

ana 
1 

to natil) 
REAL HABIT 

'Before 1 lived at Siara.' 

nOl)os 
dwell 

siara. 
Siara 

are rna tan nau ~ro-r tanun tamanan 
they IRR FUT go ~IMPF-3PL garden tomorrow 
'They will go to the garden tomorrow morning.' 
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ta =na vonvon. 
PREP ~ART morning 

These two examples also illustrate the fact that inherently locative and directional verbs 
may take a locative argument without a preposition. This occurs if the argument is 

(a) a locative proform: Itaranl 'here', lavail 'there', liol 'there', Iyasl 'up there', Ipetol 
'down there'; 

(b) a place name (like Isiaral above) or a common I noun which denotes a familiar 
location, like home in English I went home: Itanunl 'garden' (cf. above), Inumal 
'house', Itasil 'seashore', lratul 'bush'; or 

(c) a directly possessed noun denoting a location in relation to its possessor: Imata-I 
'front', Ipana-I 'side', Ikoma-I 'inside', Ipatu-I 'top', Ifai-I 'underneath'. 

However, a prepositional phrase is used for more highly specified locations (e.g. 'to/at 
that house') and for locations that do not fall into these categories (e.g. 'to his father'), 
as well as with other verbs. When a noun from (b) occurs as a locative predicate, it is 
preceded by Iii (§4.1), but this does not occur in peripheral arguments. Other examples 
with peripheral arguments are: 

e maras 
ART Maras 

to nO{7os 
REAL dwell 

no-n 
IMPF-3SG 

koma =na matan. 
inside~ART ditch 

'Maras is in the ditch.' 

e maras 0 keta ~no-n to-nai. 
ART Maras REAL speak ~IMPF-3sG PREP-3sG 
'Maras is talking to him.' 

num tu vopi nen maras. 
Maras 

(lnuml = Inil 'carry' + lorn! 'come') 
bring INDEF bamboo PREP.ART 
'Bring some bamboo for Maras!' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

Declarative negation generally takes the form of the negative verb Isike/, which takes 
most of the pre- and postverbal tenselaspect/mood markings, followed by an irrealis 
complement clause expressing the negated event: 

ana to sike rna III om 
1 REAL NEG IRR carry come 
'I didn't bring many coconuts.' 

ana 
1 

rna tan sike =ro-u rna 
IRR FUT NEG =IMPF-lSG IRR 

'I shan't eat the bananas.' 

tu kinan 
INDEF many 

an =a pos. 
eat~ART banana 

nun. 
coconut 

Other forms of negation are not well exemplified, but appear to be preverbal particles of 
rank 2 (§3.2): 
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aye yo tabufi mat 
he REAL not.yet die 
'He is not yet dead.' 

aye rna ban nau. 
he IRR NEG go 
'He shouldn't go' 

=no-n. 
=IMPF-3sG 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

An imperative lacks a subject noun phrase and all morphemes marking tense, aspect and 
mood. A prohibition is marked by the morpheme Ivarel following the verb. 

an =a pos tarai. 
eat=ART banana this 
'Eat this banana!' 

an vare =na pos tamonai 
eat PROHIB =ART banana that 
'Don't eat that banana!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Polar questions have no overt grammatical marking. Information questions use one of 
the following interrogative forms in the structure described in §4.2: 

'who?' e se 
a saf 
a sa 

'who of them? which person?' 
'what?' 

(i) fia 
a fis 
farafi 

'where? which one?' 
'how much? how many?' 
'when?' 

Forms other than Ifarafi! 'when?' function as full noun phrase arguments, which may be 
governed by a preposition or by a postverbal CASE clitic: 

ten se 'whose?' 
a sa ... -of-
i fia ... -fi-

'what for? why?' 
'how?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

Coordinate clauses are linked by Isan! 'and' or Ian! 'and (then)'. Where there is no 
implied temporal sequence, Itol REAL is omitted from the clause after the conjunction: 

aye to agum san aye an =a pos. 
he REAL sit and he eat=ART banana 
'He sat eating a banana.' 
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6.2 Subordination 

In cases where adverbial subordination might be expected, we find coordination with 
/an!. Complementation entails simple juxtaposition (see also §4.4). Semantic relation-
ships between clauses are expressed by the tense/aspect/mood markings of the verb 
phrases and by adverbs, and in complement clauses by the presence/absence of a topic 
or a postverbal subject: 

aye nau =no-n an ana to nau kan. 
he go =IMPF-3sG and I REAL go too 
'If he goes I will go too.' 

aye to nau ana bun nau kan. 
he REAL go I CF go too 
'If he had gone I would have gone too.' 

aye to towe ano rna 
he REAL say you.SG IRR 
'He said that you would come.' 

tan om =ro-m. 
FUT come =IMPF-2SG 

aye to ral)at rna om =fi =an. 
he REAL ask IRR come =MANNER =you.SG 
'He asked if she would come.' 

aye to towe =of =ma =fia rna nau. 
he REAL say =DAT =OBJ =ISG IRR go 
'He told me to go.' 



BANONI 
Adapted by John Lynch and Malcolm Ross 

Banoni is spoken in southwest Bougainville, the population in 1976 being about 1000 
people. There appears to be some dialect differentiation between coastal and inland 
Banoni-speakers, as well as small differences between villages. This sketch describes 
the inland dialect as spoken in the villages of Mabesi (Lincoln 1976a) and Mariga 
(Ross' fieldnotes, based on information provided by Sr Mary Patricia). Data from 
Mariga are marked 'MGA' here; data from Mabesi are unmarked. The language is 
known to Banoni speakers as Tsunari ('their truth'), but the term Banoni is widely used 
both by outsiders and by speakers of the language. 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes are: 

P 
b 

/3 
m 

d 

n 
r 

tf k 
d3 g 
s 

¥ 
I) 

It! is dental, Id n rl are alveolar, lsi is alveo-palatal. It I and Itfl are almost in 
complementary distribution, the former occurring almost exclusively before non-high 
vowels and the latter almost exclusively before high vowels. However, there are 
sufficient exceptions to this pattern to suggest that two phonemes are involved. 
Something similar (though not identical) occurs with Id/ and Id3/: Id/ only occurs before 
non-high vowels, but Id31 occurs before all vowels. Igl 'is lax and is very difficult for 
outsiders to distinguish from [¥]' (Lincoln 1976a:45). 

The distinction between the two voiced fricatives 1/31 and I¥I is neutralised (as [¥/3]) 
before round vowels, and 1/31 has the allophone [w] before la/. lsi is laminal, occurring as 
[f] before Iii, and as [h] word-initially in interrogative words. Lincoln makes a length 
contrast between In! and Inn!, but the few instances of [nnV] reflect underlying InVnV I. 
The contrast is important in Mabesi, which contrasts rna] Ina! 'I' with [nna] Inana! 'he, 
she'. The distinction between nasals is neutralised in final position, with their realisation 
as [m], [n] or [I)] apparently varying according to both phonological context and dialect. 

The vowel phonemes are: 

e 
a 

u 
o 
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".: '. Kilinailau 
:':' '.! ··.(Carteret Is) . . :. 
........ -:! 

5'30' S ~ 

BOUGAINYILl-E 6'S 

Length is phonemic for all vowels. Ia! is fronted to [re] when there is a front vowel in the 
preceding syllable. 

1.2 Phonotactics 

There are very few vowel-initial words. Syllables are generally open, though a word-
final syllable can be closed by a nasal (and there are a few cases of medial nasal + 
consonant clusters). Clusters of vowels are rare; lail and lael are neutralised as [ail 
(MGA [ail - [eD, laul and laol as [au]. 

1.3 Stress 

Stress falls on the penultimate syllable if a word ends in a vowel, on the ultimate if it 
ends in a consonant. 

1.4 Orthography 

Long vowels or nasals are represented by a double letter. The phonemes Itfl, Id3/, 1{3/, Iyl 
and lUi are written as ts, dz, v, gh and ng respectively. The [h] alternate of lsi mentioned 
above is written as h where it occurs. Lincoln's distinction between [n] and [nn] is 
maintained as nand nn. 
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2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

Pronouns distinguish only singular and plural. Independent pronouns usually occur as 
subjects, but occasionally also as non-subject phrases. Subject proclitics occur only in 
realis mood, with the parenthesised parts of plural forms occurring only rarely. 

IINC 
Independent 
SG 
PL ghata 

IEXC 

na 
ghamam 

2 

no 
gham 

3 

nna, MGA erie), e nana 
nari 

The Mabesi 3SG form nna is a reduction of the demonstrative nana (§2.3). 

Realis subject proclitic 
SG ko ko ke 
PL ka(ra) karma) ka(mi) ka(a) 

Object 
SG -aa -igho -a 
PL -ita -mam -mi -ria 

Possessor 
SG -:I-01-ghe -m -na 

MGA -:I-iel-ghe 
PL -ra -mam -mi -ri 

The first person singular possessor pronoun forms are discussed below. 

2.2 Nouns 

Nouns can be derived from other word classes by means of a number of affixes. 

REDUP-verb 
REDup-verb-ana 

instrument 

Examples: 

resi 
sogu 
tsubu 
tsereghe 

instrument, location, function 

'grate coconut' 
'husk coconut' 
'hit' 
'sleep' 

re-resi 
so-sogu 
tsu-tsubu-ana 
tse-tsereghe-ana 

'coconut grater' 
'coconut-husking stick' 
'hammer' 
'sleeping room' 

The following have also been noted: 

ma- + 
na- + 
va-na- + 

Examples: 

ghareghe 

place name 
place name 
place name 

'above' 

person of that place 
people of that place 
speech/language of that place 

na-ghareghe 
va-na-ghareghe 

'inland people' 
'language of the inland people' 
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However, ma- and na- have the same forms as benefactive ma (§4.3) and plural na 
(§2.4), and it is unclear whether we are dealing here with derived nouns or with noun 
phrases containing these morphemes. 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

There is an article e which precedes noun phrases (see also §3.1). In Mabesi this is 
apparently normally omitted except after a preceding a. In Mariga it is normally 
retained. In both it is cliticised to a preceding -a and becomes -i, with frequent reduction 
of a-i to [e] in Mariga (§1.2) 

E kaare ke daame. 
ART car 3SG:REAL good 
'The car is good (repaired).' 

mo muri-na-i numa (MGA) 
PREP back-3sG-ART house 
'at the back of the house' 

The demonstratives are: 

Singular Plural 
proximate ie ie kare 
intermediate nana nana kare 
distant io kare io 

kare is the inanimate plural marker (§2.4). 

Enclitic 
-i 

-u 

Demonstratives occur between article (if any) and noun. Thus: 

ie tawana (MGA) tama-na-i ie megara (MGA) 
DEM man father-3sG-ART DEM child 
'this man' 'this child's father' 

The enclitic demonstratives have only been found attached to nouns with no other 
postmodifiers, as in namare-i 'this year' and namare-u 'last/next year'; for example, 

Nako tai tsigana-me monuma-u 
I ISG:REAL go retum-oIR PREP house-that 
'I have come from that house.' 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Banoni has an imperfect decimal system. Cardinal numerals are adjectives and follow 
the noun, with a special set for counting round objects. Ordinals are nouns and occur 
after indirect possessives. The numerals are listed below; va- is also the causative prefix 
(§3.1 ). 

Cardinal Ordinal 
round objects others 

1 ka-kadaken kadaken mama 
2 to-toom toom va-tom 
3 da-dapisa dapisa va-dapisa 
4 tovatsi tovatsi va-tovatsi 
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Cardinal Ordinal 
round objects others 

5 va-ghinima ghinima va-ghinima 
6 va-bena ben a va-bena 
7 va-bena tom bena tom va-bena tom 
8 bena kapisa ben a kapisa bena kapisa 
9 va-visa visa (va)-visi 

10 va-manogha manogha (va)-manogha 

Examples: 

kapu to-foom 'two cups' 
nari ghe-ri tovatsi 'they four, the four of them' 

There are three plural markers which occur between article and noun, though the noun 
itself is morphologically unchanged for plurality. The morpheme na 'human plural' 
seems to be obligatory when the noun is plural, whilst ne 'animal plural' and kare 
'inanimate plural' are optional: 

na ghe-na 
PL POSS-3SG 
'his wives' 

moono 
woman 

e na moono (MGA) 
ART PL woman 
'the women' 

(ne) borogho 
(PL) pig 
'all the pigs' 

kota 
all 

kare pipito (MGA) 
PL star 
'the stars' 

There are a number of other quantifiers and similar markers: 

Pre-nominal Post-nominal 
misa 
kam 
pasam 

Examples: 

'a certain' 
'some' 
'plenty' 

kota 
kabam 
kanisi 
kare 

misa numa 'a certain house' 
na tavana kare 'many men together' 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

'all' 
'many' 
'few' 
'together in a group' 

Descriptive modifiers, which follow the noun, include adjectives and other nouns: 

numa ghoom numa ghoom bangana bubu 
house new house new big red 
'the new house' 'the big red new house' 

natsu-u tamata kokoroko moono 
child-lsG man chicken woman 
'my son' 'a hen' 

Function nouns (derived from verbs; §2.2) are among those that are used as modifiers: 

koromo ku-ku-ana 'water for drinking, drinking water' (cf. kuu 'drink') 
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2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

As shown above, most modifiers follow the head noun, but demonstratives, indirect 
possessives with ghe- and some quantifiers precede it. 

Coordinate noun phrases are linked by the comitative preposition me- ~ ma- to which 
is suffixed an object pronoun coreferential with the following noun phrase: 

natsu-na Rumau me-a Mungo 
child-3SG Rumau COM-3SG Mungo 
'the child of Rumau and Mungo' 

2.7 Possession 

2.7.1 Direct possession 

Some kin terms, and nouns referring to anatomical parts or to parts of wholes, are 
directly possessed, with the pronominal possessor form suffixed to the possessed noun. 
If the possessor is first person singular, normally the final vowel of the noun root is 
lengthened; the distribution of the alternative ISG forms is not entirely clear, but the 
suffix -ghe sometimes seems to carry certain emotional connotations. A root-final vowel 
is deleted between n and the 3sG suffix -na. When the possessor is a noun phrase, the 
possessed noun takes the appropriate third person possessor suffix, and the possessor 
noun phrase follows, with cliticisation ofthe article (if any) of this phrase to a preceding 
3SG suffix (§2.3). Examples: 

numa-a 
hand-ISG 
'my hand' 

numa-ghe 
hand-ISG 
'my hand! (which hurts)' 

muri-ie (MGA) 
back-lsG 
'my back' 

punu-u 
hair-lsG 
'my hair' 

poto-ri 
photo-3PL 
'their photograph' 

tama-na-i 
father-3SG-ART 
'Baano's father' 

Baano (MGA) 
Baano 

numa-na 
hand-3SG 
'his hand' 

numa-na Ken 
hand-3sG Ken 
'Ken's hand' 

kipi-na-i moono 
dirt-3sG-ART girl 
'the girl's dirt' 

pun-na 
hair-3SG 
'his hair' 

poto-na tama-m 
photo-3sG father-2sG 
'your father's photograph' 

tama-na-i 
father-3sG-ART 

ie megara (MGA) 
this child 

'this child's father' 
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2.7.2 Indirect possession 

Indirect possession is used with other nouns. There are two construction types here. One 
uses the possessive marker ghe- with possessor suffixes, and the other uses the 
benefactive preposition rna. 

Examples with the possessive marker ghe- are: 

ghe-m numa 
ghe-ra pakaasi 
ghe-na moono 
na ghe-na moono 

'your (SG) house' 
'our (INC) canoe' 
'his wife' 
'his wives' 

The first person singular behaves unexpectedly here. In Mabesi it is manifested as zero; 
in Mariga the ISG possessor form is suffixed directly to the possessed noun (as in direct 
possession): 

ghe numa 
numa-ie (MGA) 

'my house' 
'my house' 

If the possessor is a noun phrase, the ghe- construction is replaced by the construction 
with rna (see below). The only case in the data of a ghe- construction with a possessor 
noun phrase is: 

hee ghe-na moono? 'whose wife?' 

with the constituent order possessor + ghe-possessor pronoun + possessed. 
In the rna construction, the constituent order is possessed + rna + possessor. If the 

possessor is a pronoun, then rna is cliticised to the independent form, which undergoes 
various morphophonemic changes shown in §4.3. Examples: 

tam min-na 
ram man-na 

'my food' 
'his village' 

If the possessor is a full noun phrase, its article (if any) is cliticised to rna (see §2.3): 

tam rna bekeu 
numa ma-i hee? (MGA) 
numa rna Vapai 
numa ma-i Baano (MGA) 

'the dog's food, food for the dog' 
'whose house?' 
'Vapai's house' 
'Baano's house' 

Native speakers say that there is no semantic difference between the ghe- and rna 
constructions. However, it seems that indirectly possessed kin nouns occur only in the 
ghe- construction. 

2.8 Relative clauses 

Relative clauses are post-nominal modifiers, optionally introduced by the relativiser 
kam. A trace is left at the point of extraction in the form of a realis subject proclitic, an 
object suffix, or the oblique enclitic proform -va. If the verb phrase of the relative clause 
is irrealis and the extracted constituent is its subject, then there is no trace, as irrealis 
verb phrases lack a subject pronominal form. 

Nana numa kam ko dzute-a na ke tsigom. 
that house REL ISG:REAL build-3sG I 3SG:REAL stand 
'That house which I built is still standing.' 
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E ram ko goba va na wasanga-na 
ART village lSG:REAL live OBL I name-3SG 
'The village where I live is named Mariga.' 

Mariga. (MGA) 
Mariga 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

The object suffixes given in §2.1 are used when the object is specific (as opposed to 
generic). Compare: 

Na ko ta kuu manguri. 
I ISG:REAL FUT drink drinking.coconut 
'I'm drinking coconut.' 

Manguri ko kuu-a na. 
drinking. coconut lSG:REAL drink-3sG:OBJ 
'This coconut, I'm drinking it.' 

The article is used to make the further distinction between specific non-definite and 
specific definite objects. Compare: 

Na ko puana-a kare ngam. 
I ISG:REAL open-3sG PL nut 
'I opened some nuts.' 

Na ko puana-a-i kare ngam. 
nut I lSG:REAL open-3SG-DEF PL 

'I opened the nuts.' 

A transitive verb is sometimes formed from a stative intransitive simply by the addition 
of an object suffix: 

E baro ke kupo. 
ART basket 3SG:REAL hidden 
'The basket is hidden.' 

Ke kupo-a-i Baano. 
3SG:REAL hide-3sG-ART Baano 
'Baano hid the basket.' 

There are a number of verbal derivational prefixes in Banoni, including: 

va- 'causative' 
vai- 'reciprocal, multiple subject or object' 
ta- 'stative' 
te- 'iterative' 
teng- 'scattered' 

The causative prefix va- derives transitive verbs from intransitives, and adverbs from 
statives. If the stem-final vowel is -u or -0, it is fronted to -i or -e respectively (although 
there may be exceptions to this): 

podo 'become' va-pode- 'create' 
rungu 'drown (ITR)' va-rungi- 'drown (TR)' 
butsu 'fall' va-butsi- 'cause to fall, drop' 
bangana 'big' va-bangana- 'enlarge' 
daame 'good' va-daame 'well' 
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The multiple prefix vai- may refer to multiple subjects (as in the first example) or 
objects (as in the second). The following two sentences illustrate this: 

Ka vai-te-tana. 
PL:REAL MULT-REP-carry 
'They carried it on a stick.' 

Ke vai-te-tana. 
3SG:REAL MULT-REP-carry 
'He carried the bundles on a stick.' 

This multiple prefix also encodes reciprocality: 

Rurnau me-a Mungo ka vai-nai. 
Rumau COM-3SG Mungo PL:REALMULT-marry 
'Rumau and Mungo are married (to each other).' 

The remaining prefixes are illustrated below: 

Mata-na nurna ke ta-puke. 
eye-3sG house 3SG:REAL STAT-open 
'The door is open.' 

reese ke te-ta-patsi. 
coconut 3SG:REAL REP-STAT-broken.off 
'One cluster of coconuts was broken off.' 

reese ke teng-ta-patsi. 
coconut 3SG:REAL scattered-sTAT-broken.off 
'One cluster of coconuts was broken off and they are scattered all over the place.' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

There are three ranks of preverbal particles. Particles in the first rank express mood - realis or 
irrealis. Realis subject proclitics kolkelka etc. (s UBJ: REAL), listed in § 2.1, show agreement 
with the subject in number and, in some cases, in person as well. The second rank expresses 
aspect or declarative negation, while the third relates to prior motion. The forms are: 

SUBJ:REAL 
maIRR 

ta FUT 
to NEG 

ne prior motion to speaker 
no prior motion away from speaker 

SUBJ:REAL alone expresses a present stative or a past punctiliar action: 

Ghe-mi nurna ke daarne. 
POSS-2PL house 3SG:REAL good 
'Your house is good.' 

No ko rabaka-ma. 
you.SG 2SG:REAL arrive-DIR 
'You have arrived here.' 

The future morpheme ta indicates that the speaker is certain that the event will occur, 
whereas rna IRR indicates uncertain futurity: 

Na fa tai. Na rna geroo. 
I FUT go I IRR go.back 
'I shall go.' 'I must/should go back.' 
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The sequence SUBJ:REAL + ta expresses an action in progress (giving an inchoative if 
the verb is stative): 

Na ko ta kuu manguri. 
I ISG:REAL FUT drink drinking.coconut 
'I'm drinking coconut.' 

Ken ke ta bangana. 
Ken 3SG:REAL FUT big 
'Ken is getting big.' 

CV-reduplication of the verb stem expresses habitual or repetitive action or an ongoing 
state: 

Na ko ta-tai taghisa. 
1 ISG:REAL REDUP-go sea 
'I used to go to the sea.' 

Na gha-ghaba korobus. 
I RED UP-want tobacco 
'1 like tobacco.' 

The sequences SUBJ:REAL + to and ma + to express realis and irrealis/future negatives 
respectively: 

Na ko to tai. 
1 ISG:REAL NEG go 
'1 did not go.' 

Examples of the prior motion particles are: 

Ghata ta no tsereghe. 
we.INC FUT go.and sleep 
'We will go there and sleep.' 

Gham ma to tai. 
YOU.PL IRR NEG go 
'You shouldn't go.' 

Ka ne sisi naanaa. 
PL:REAL come.and bathe thus 
'They came here and bathed.' 

Other preverbal particles do not co-occur with any of those above. The particle tsi POT 
expresses ability. An action in progress or present state is negated by ghinava maa 
(ghinava is probably a verb here: see §4.2): 

No tsi tai. 
you POT go 
'You can go.' 

Sigana ghinava maa daame. 
pepper. catkin NEG I NEG2 good 
'The pepper catkin is no good.' 

Nna ghinava maa tai. 
he NEG I NEG2 go 
'He isn't going.' 

Permission is expressed by what appears to be a nominalisation, in that its structure 
resembles indirect possession (§2.7). However, the order of constituents is reversed. 
Compare: 

Tai ghe-m. 
go poss-2sG 
'You may go.' 

ghe-m pakaasi 
poss-2sG canoe 
'your canoe' 
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Prohibition entails a similar construction, but here the verb is reduplicated and follows 
ghe-, which is preceded by a negator pa. 

No pa ghe-m ta-tai bori. 
you:SG NEG Poss-2SG REDUP-go elsewhere 
'Don't go to another place.' 

Postverbal particles are directionals 

ma 'hither' nau 'thither' 

as in tai-ma 'come here!' and tai-nau 'go away! 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

Four types of serialisation are found in the data. Three are core serialisations. The 
subject proclitic precedes the first verb; the object suffix, if any, is added to the second 
verb. 

(i) Directional: the first verb may be transitive or intransitive. All known cases have 
tsigana 'go from' as second verb: 

Vai ko ta-tai 
where 2SG:REAL REDUP-go 
'Where have you come from?' 

tsigana no? (MGA) 
go.from you:SG 

Baano ke voita-ma-i ngasa tisgane-nu ma-i Kikina 
Baano 3SG:REAL carry-DIR-ART betelnutgo.from-there BEN-ART Kikina 

vai. (MGA) 
OBL 

'Baano took betelnut from Kikina.' 

(ii) Causative: in the canonic Oceanic construction, the object of the first verb is subject 
of the second, but in Banoni the agent is subject of both: 

Ke tsunu va-mate-a nna. (MGA) 
3SG:REAL hit cAus-die-3sG he 
'He hit it dead', or 'He killed it by hitting it.' 

(iii) Ambient: two subtypes have been found, with the verbs geroo 'go back' and 
va-rubasa 'finish (transitive)" which have reflexive and completive functions 
respectively: 

No ko va-butsu 
you:SG 2SG:REAL cAus-fall 
'You made yourself fall.' 

geroo-gho. 
go.back-2sG:OBJ 

Ke te-tam va-rubasa, nna 
3SG:REAL REDUP-eat cAus-finish he 
'After he finished eating, he went.' 

ke tai. 
3SG:REAL go 

(iv) The fourth serialisation type is causative, like (ii), but nuclear: 

Ke tsunu-mate-a 
3SG:REAL hit-die-3sG 

nna (MGA) 
he 

'He hit it dead', or 'He killed it by hitting it.' 
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4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Verbless clauses have the structure subject + predicate, with no preverbal particles 
except when the clause is negative: 

Erike tavana popogha. 
Erike man tall 
'Erike is the tall man.' 

Ie bekeu. 
this dog 
'This is a dog.' 

Ke to bekeu. 
SUBJ:3SG NEG dog 
'It isn't a dog.' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The basic structure of the independent clause appears to be (T)V(X)(S). 
T is 'topic', in the sense of a phrase (other than a verb phrase) whose referent is 

introduced for the first time or is re-introduced, often after a gap. Often the topic is the 
subject, but it is very common in discourse for there to be no topic; and dependent 
clauses normally have no topic (§6.2). Thus in the example below, nna 'he' is subject of 
both clauses, but topic only of the first: 

Nna ke tsun-a ma-i borogho, ke ne sune-a nna. 
he 3SG:REAL kill-3sGDIR-ART pig 3SG:REAL then singe-3sG:oBJ he 
'He killed a pig, and then singed it.' 

In the examples below, the topics are the object and the possessor (of the subject tope-m) 
respectively: 

Ghata ke reghe-ta nna. 
we.INC 3SG:REAL see-lINC:PL he 
'(It was) us he saw.' 

No ke ta karamisa 
you.SG 3SG:REAL FUT be. painful 
'Your head hurts.' 

tope-m. 
head-2sG 

Occasionally a clause has two topics, the first a peripheral argument, the second a core 
argument: 

Misa bongi na ma geroo-nau. 
a.certain day I IRR return-DIR 
'One day I may go back there.' 

X consists of other arguments, core and peripheral, with the object usually preceding 
peripheral arguments. Unlike many Oceanic languages, a Banoni clause usually has an 
overt subject, often an independent pronoun. If the subject is not the topic, it occurs 
either as part of X, commonly before the object, or right at the end of the clause: 

Ke kavari 
3SG:REAL make. for 
'He made it for me.' 

na vai nna. 
me OBL he 
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However, the ordering of X and the positioning of S need more research, as there are not 
many examples with both subject and object noun phrases. 

There are three existential verbs in Banoni. The verb tani-ta expresses existence in a 
location, while podo expresses existence and possession, and ghinava expresses non-
existence. The verb ghinava behaves like other intransitive verbs, but podo takes an 
object suffix coreferential with the subject, whilst tani-ta does so for plural subjects but 
has the invariant form tanta with singulars. 

Borogho ke ghinava. 
pig 3SG:REAL not.exist 
'There isn't any pork.' 

Na pode-aa bughava. 
I exist-ISG:OBJ betelnut 
'I have betelnut.' 

No tanta nu mo numa. (MGA) 
you.SG exist there PREP house 
'You are in the house.' 

Nari tani-ri-ta ni. 
they exist-3PL:OBJ-exist here 
'They are here.' 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Temporal phrases often occur sentence-initially, but other oblique arguments usually 
occur following the object. 

Confusingly, Banoni has three m-initial prepositions: 

mo location 
malme-Iman-Imin- benefactive 
ma-Ime- comitative 

The locative is unaffixed. Locational and directional arguments have the structure: 

(ni 'here' or nulnanu 'there') (PLACENAME or mo + noun phrase) 

The benefactive takes the free form rna or is c1iticised to an independent pronoun: 

iINC:PL me-ghata 
ISG min-na IEXC:PL me-ghamam 
2SG min-no 2PL me-ghami 
3SG ma-nna 3PL man-nari 

It occurs in indirectly possessed noun phrases (§2.7) and in benefactive arguments, 
which evidently require the addition of the oblique proform vai: 

Baano 
Baano 

ke tavaka ma-i 
3SG:REAL work BEN-ART 

'Baano is working for Kikina.' 

Kikina vai. 
Kikina OBL 

The comitative always occurs with a suffixed pronoun resembling the object set: 
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IINC:PL maa-ta, MGA mea-ta 
ISG me-a IEXC:PL ma-mam, MGA me-mama 
2SG ma-gho, MGA me-gho 
3SG me-a 

2PL ma-mi, MGA me-mi 
3PL ma-ri(a), MGA me-ri 

It occurs in coordinate noun phrases (§2.6) and in examples like: 

Na ta tai me-a 
I FUT go COM-3SG 
'I shall go with Baano.' 

Baano. (MGA) 
Baano 

An instrumental argument is expressed by the preposition ghenai, possibly composed of 
the indirect possession morpheme ghe- plus -na 3sG + e ART. 

Ma kusi-a kam ghenai 
IRR scrape-3SG:OBJ some INST 
'Scrape it a bit with a pig's tooth.' 

nuki-na 
tooth-3sG 

borogho. 
pig 

There is an oblique proforrn vai (or va), noted above with benefactives, which marks, for 
example, the patient of the verb 'give' (the recipient is object): 

Ke man-aa vai nna 
3SG:REAL give-lsGOBL he 
'He gave me two pigs.' 

borogho toom. 
pig two 

or the secondary patient of a causative: 

Moono ke va-reghe-mi vai. 
woman 3SG:REAL cAus-see-2pL OBL 
'The woman made you see it.' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

The various negative constructions were described in §3.2 and §4.1. 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

In the imperative, the verb usually occurs without any indexing of person or tense-
aspect, although the independent second person pronoun may occur. The preverbal 
particles tsi 'potential' and rna 'indefinite future' may be used to indicate a more polite 
imperative. 

Man-aa kam korobus. 
give-ISG some tobacco 
'Give me some tobacco.' 

No tsi man-aa kam korobus. 
you:SG POT give-lsG some tobacco 
'Give me some tobacco, please.' 

Prohibitions with pa ghe- are illustrated in §3.2. 
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5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Information questions use one of the following interrogative forms: 

hee 
hoa 
vai 
e vaibe 
no-(v}isa 
tanna hoa 
to-(v}isa 

'who?' 
'what?' 
'where?' 
'which?' (MGA) 
'when?' 
'why?, 
'how many?' 

There is also an interrogative verb hava 'what happen?' 
The interrogative phrase is the topic (or one of the topics) of its clause (see §4.2), 

sometimes leaving a trace at the point of extraction. 

Toisa teese ko voita-me no? (MGA) 
how.many coconut 2SG:REAL carry-DIR you.SG 
'How many coconuts have you brought?' 

No vai go-gona vai? (MGA) 
you.SG where REDup-dweli OBL 
'Where do you live?' 

Polar questions have no overt grammatical marking: 

Rogana podo? 
flood exist 
'Is the river in flood?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

Conjoined clauses are usually juxtaposed without a conjunction. Temporal sequence 
may be expressed by ambient verb serialisation with va-rubasa 'finish' (§3.3). The 
following conjunctions occur: 

na 'and' 
natsu 'but' 

6.2 Subordination 

The locative preposition mo is used as a complementiser and as a purposive conjunction: 

Na 
I 

ko ta ghaba 
lSG:REAL FUT want 

'I want to drink a coconut.' 

mo kuu manguri. 
LOC drink coconut 

Ko ta tai mo beghasa. 
lSG:REAL FUT go LOC defecate 
'I am going (in order) to defecate.' 
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Man-a-ma teese na mo kuu. 
give-lSG-DIR coconut I LOC drink 
'Give me a coconut to drink.' 

A condition may be introduced by monakatsu: 

Monakatsu na ta tai, 
if I FUT go 
'If I go, they will go.' 

nari ta tai. (MGA) 
they FUT go 

However, the majority of cases of clausal complementation and of semantic relations 
where subordination might be expected are expressed by simple juxtaposition. 

Ke va nna no ko tai-ma. (MGA) 
3SG:REAL say he you:SG 2SG:REAL come-DIR 
'He said that you had come.' 

Na tsunaka ma dare-a ma tsunu tama-a borogho, nari ma 
I however IRR tell-3sG IRR kill father-lsG pig they IRR 
'But let me tell you, when my father kills a pig, they eat it (all) up.' 

teviri. 
eat.meat 



SISIQA 
Malcolm Ross 

Sisiqa ([si'sigga]) is spoken in central Choiseul, Solomon Islands. Tryon and Hackman 
(1983) classify it as a dialect of 'East Choiseul', but it is sufficiently different from 
Babatana, its neighbour to the west, to be treated as a separate language. Sisiqa had 
about 1000 speakers in the mid 1970s, who were generally bilingual in Babatana, the 
lingua franca of Choiseul. It appears that the differences between Sisiqa and Babatana 
are gradually being eroded in favour of the latter. 

Sisiqa is also referred to as 'Seqa' (['segga], also spelled 'Senga' or 'Sengga' in 
the literature). This, however, is the name by which the speakers call their ethnic 
group, using 'Sisiqa' for the language. They use the name 'Lauru' for the island of 
Choiseul. 

Data for this sketch are from my fieldnotes, based on information provided by Moses 
Biliki of Ghaghara village. Nothing has been published previously on Sisiqa, but Ray 
(1926:571-584) provides a sketch of Babatana. 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes of Sisiqa are: 

P 
b 

13 
m 

t 
d 
s 
z 
n 
1 
r 

¥ 
1J 

The voiced stops are plain utterance-initially but prenasalised intervocalically (across 
both syllable and word boundaries). The fricative /zl is optionally an affricate [dz] word-
initially. The liquid Irl is lightly trilled. 

The vowel phonemes of Sisiqa are: 

e ;) 

a 

u 
o 

Vowel length is not phonemic. The central vowel 1;)1 varies between [i], [;)] and [0]. 
Whaley (1962) says that Babatana has a phonemic contrast between 1;)1 and Iii, but 
offers no minimal pairs in support of this, and I find none in the Sisiqa data. 
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1.2 Phonotactics and stress 
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On the surface, syllables are canonically (C)v, with the exception that lui is usually 
deleted from word-final Imul, so that, e.g., Iramul 'you PL' is pronounced [ram]. 
Polysyllables are generally stressed on the penult, with secondary stress on the pre-
antepenult if any. However, there are two exceptions to this pattern. Where a 
monosyllable is reduplicated, stress falls on the final syllable: 

Izo'zol 'walk' cf. Izol 'go' 
Imi'mil 'see' 

The other exception involves certain words of three or more syllables in which stress 
falls on the antepenult (rather than the penult). For example: 

I'okenel 'moon' I'kokolol 'round' 
l'l;)gotol 'root' I'utinil 'know' 
I'peputul 'tail' Im;)'I;)kanai 'sky' 
I'koetel 'fish' /b;)'lukurul 'wing' 
I'mesiril 'red' Ita'd3alukul 'scratch' 

It is noteworthy that in all words of this class, the vowels of the two last syllables are 
identical. It could therefore be argued that the final vowel is a surface echo vowel, and 
that these words are underlyingly consonant-final and do reflect the general pattern of 
penultimate stress. That is, we would reinterpret the trisyllables as disyllables (/'okenl, 
I'l;)goti, I'peputl etc.) and the tetrasyllables as trisyllables (/m;)'l;)kanl, /b;)'lukur/, 
Ita'd3aluk/). (This would reflect their history; Ross 1988: 218.) Note that this pattern 
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does not apply to all tri- and tetrasyllables which have identical vowels in the two last 
syllables. The words below have penultimate stress and must be interpreted as having an 
underlying final vowel: 

lro'rokol 'bird' 
Ilu'lumu! 'cold' 
Ivovo'selel 'blow (of wind)' 

1.3 Orthography 

Sisiqa speakers use the Babatana orthography, which follows a pattern used for 
languages throughout the western Solomons, including Roviana. This orthography is 
used here. Orthographic symbols which differ from the phonemic symbols above are v 
for 113/, j for Id3/, q for Ig/, ng for ITJ/, g for I¥I and 0 for I~/. Note particularly that q is 
used for the voiced velar stop, g for the velar fricative. I write ng for the velar nasal, 
often written locally as underlined !1. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

IINC IEXC 2 3 

Independent/enclitic 
SG (a)ro ~ aqora re ~ amore oe 
DL itu raru rabu oru 
PL ita rami ramu ora 

Possessor suffix 
SG -qu -mu -a (-e after a) 
DL -adu -amaru -amibu -adoru 
PL -adia -amami -am ina -adora 

Independent/enclitic possessor 
SG qo mo ona ~ vo 
DL du maru mibu doru 
PL dia mami mina dora 

Independent/enclitic forms occur in the topic position (before the verb phrase) as subject, 
after the verb phrase as object (§4.2), and in a variety of contexts as enclitics (§2.7, §4.2). 
Of the alternate forms, aqora ISG and amore 2sG occur as objects, aro ISG appears in 
topic position, and ro ISG as enclitic, whilst re 2sG serves as both topic and enclitic. 

Independent/enclitic possessor forms occur with indirect possession, when 3sG ona 
is used (§2.7.2), and in negative declarative clauses, where enclitic 3SG vo appears 
(§4.4). There are also portmanteau subject-mood proclitics which occur in the verb 
phrase. These are listed in §3.1. 

2.2 Nouns 

Abstract nouns are formed from verbs without derivational morphology. The same verb 
roots may also serve as modifiers in noun phrases: 
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oe sa Ie ana Ie bosi Ie 
3SG 3SG:REAL die poss:3SG die person die 
'he died' 'his death' 'dead person' 

oe sa jaju ana jaju basi jaju 
3SG 3SG:REAL work poss:3sG work person work 
'he worked' 'his work' 'workman' 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

The definite article ne and the indefinite article te occur phrase-finally, but their 
distribution is poorly understood: 

Anda bosi goti? 
who person this 
'Who is this person?' 

Bosi goti ne potamama. 
person this OEF P5tamama 
'This person is P6tamama.' 

Potamama sa vakanga seki ne. 
P. 3SG:REAL drown dog OEF 
'P5tamama drowned the dog.' 

Kada te sa surune. 
coconut INOEF 
'A coconut fell.' 

3SG:REAL fall 

There is a three-way distinction among demonstratives, which serve as modifiers, 
pronouns and locative proforms: 

goti 'near speaker' 
ta 'near hearer' 
gei 'near neither speaker nor hearer' 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Plurality may be marked in a noun phrase by placing ora '3PL independent' before the noun: 

ora pade varaqa ta 
3PL house new OEM 
'those new houses' 

The numerals system is decimal: 

1 keike 12 mana keri 
2 keri 15 mana loma 
3 tulu 20 karabeite 
4 vati 30 talanganu 
5 loma 40 kiriduki 
6 unama 100 keike ubi 
7 vetu 1000 keike mau 
8 viu 
9 zia 

10 mana 

Numerals and other quantifiers (taba 'many', kavia 'a few') precede the noun: 
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lama koda 'five coconuts' taha koda 'many coconuts' 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

Sisiqa apparently has no adjectives as such; instead it has stative verbs which are used 
without inflection as nominal postmodifiers: 

pade varoqa goti 
house new DEM 
'this new house' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

Pade goti sa varoqa. 
house DEM 3SG:REAL new 
'This house is new.' 

The only items that precede the noun are those illustrated in §2.4. All other modifiers 
follow it, in the order NOUN + MODIFIERS + DEM + ARTICLE (for examples see §2.3, 
§2.4 and §2.5). 

A coordinate noun phrase is formed by adding so 'also' to the end of the list: 

taka nuha siku so 
taro yam banana also 
'taro, yams and bananas' 

2.7 Possession 

2.7.1 Direct possession 

Some kin terms, and some nouns referring to anatomical parts or to parts of wholes, are 
directly possessed. The possessor is indicated minimally by the pronominal possessor 
form suffixed to the possessed noun, and commonly also by an enclitic pronoun 
following the suffix: 

Korisi-mu 
arm-2sG 

(=re) sa po to. 
=2SG 3SG:REAL dirty 

'Your arm is dirty.' 

A possessor noun phrase follows the possessed noun: 

tama-e Potamama 
tama-e so goti 
peputu-a seki 

2.7.2 Indirect possession 

'P6tamama's father' 
'this child's father' 
'a dog's tail' 

Indirect possession is used for all other nouns. The structure is: 

INDEPENDENT POSSESSIVE PRONOUN + POSSESSED NOUN + POSSESSOR NOUN 
PHRASE 

where the first and third constituents are coreferential with each other, and the third 
constituent-the possessor noun phrase-is either an enclitic pronoun or a full noun 
phrase. Alternatively, the possessor noun phrase may be replaced by a prepositional 
phrase introduced by the preposition teo For example: 



ma pade =re 
2SG house =2sG 
'your (SG) house' 

ana mala basi kazi 
3sG canoe person big 
'the chief's canoe' 

ana pade Qilanaba 
3SG house Gilanoba 
'Gilanoba's house' 

ana jaju te Patamama ne 
3SG work PREP P6tamama DEF 
'P6tamama's work' 
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When the possessed noun is subject and the possessor forms the predicate, then the 
structure INDEPENDENT POSSESSIVE PRONOUN + POSSESSOR NOUN PHRASE occurs: 

Pade varoqa ta ana Qilanaba. 
house new DEM 3sG Gilanoba 
'That new house is Gilanoba's.' 

Nabi gati go =ro. 
bamboo DEM ISG =lSG 
'This bamboo is mine.' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

A relative clause follows its noun head, and is terminated by the definite article ne. It is a 
topicless clause; that is, if the relativised noun phrase is not its subject, then the subject 
is transposed to the end of the relative clause, assuming enclitic form if it is a personal 
pronoun: 

Balava [ko mia =ro neJ sa ira telaka ne. 
woman lSG:REAL see =lSG DEF 3SG:REAL carry basket DEF 
'The woman I saw was carrying the basket.' 

Aro ko mia balava [sa ira telaka nej. 
lSG lSG see woman 3SG:REAL carry basket DEF 
'I saw the woman who was carrying the basket.' 

Kumala [ka kue =ro neJ 
village lSG:REAL dwell =lSG DEF 
'The village where I live is Ghaghara.' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Gagara. 
Ghaghara 

Semantically related intransitive and transItIve verbs in Sisiqa are morphologically 
distinct, but the relationship is mediated by a number of different processes: 

Intransitive Transitive 
(a) suppletion: aki 'eat' ake 'eat' 

qila 'weep' qili 'make weep' 

(b) transitiviser-ni: isi 'be frightened' isi-ni 'fear' 
zilingi 'pour out' zilingi-ni 'pour out' 

(c) intransitive 
reduplication: sa-sebi 'bum' sebe 'bum' 

(d) stativiser ta-: ta-pisa 'be broken' piso 'break' 
ta-rika 'be tom' reka 'tear' 
ta-kobala 'be broken' kabele 'break' 
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(e) causativiser va-: kanga 
pou 
Ie 

'drown' 
'large' 
'die' 

va-kanga 
va-pou 
va-Ie 

'drown' 
'enlarge' 
'kill' 

The transitiviser -ni is also used as an applicative, i.e. to make an otherwise oblique 
argument the object of the verb. For example: 

De sa kabele 
3SG 3SG:REAL break 
'He broke a stick.' 

puru. 
stick 

De sa kabele-ni kikere-a. 
3SG 3SG:REAL break tooth-3sG 
'He broke (it) with his teeth.' 

The prefix ara- forms reciprocals from transitive verbs: 

tare 
vataqa 

'hit, punch' 
'argue with' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

ara-tara 'fight (each other), 
ara-vatuqa 'quarrel' 

A minimal indicative, non-negative verb phrase consists of one of the subject-mood 
markers listed below, followed by the verb root. 

IINC IExc 2 3 
Realis 
SG ka ka sa 
DL katu karu kabu karu 
PL kota kami kamu ka 

Irrealis 
SG me ma me 
DL matu maru mabu maru 
PL mata mami mamu mara 

Immediate future 
SG be ba be 
DL batu baru babu baru 
PL bata bami bamu bara 

The verb root may be followed by the completive marker mona or by one of the 
directionals: 

me 'towards speaker' 
la 'away from speaker' 

For example: 

Ara ka irome 
ISG ISG:REAL carry DIR 
'I have brought five coconuts.' 

loma kada. 
five coconut 

Re ka oke 
2sG 2SG:REAL eat 

mona keri siku ta. 
COMPL two banana only 

'You have eaten only two bananas.' 
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3.3 Verb serialisation 

Serialisation takes the form of a subject-mood marker followed by two verb roots. 

(i) Causative: 

De sa lube kobele-ni. 
3SG 3SG:REAL bite break-TR 
'He bit it broken.' 

(ii) Benefactive: 

De sa kobe va-Ie. 
3SG 3SG:REAL step cAus-die 
'He stepped on it and killed it.' 

Potamama sa jaju kona Qilanoba. 
P6tamama 3SG:REAL work give Gilanoba 
'P6tamama worked for Gilanoba.' 

(iii) Comitative: 

Raru maru zo kope Potamama. 
IEXC:DL IEXC:DL:IRR go accompany P6tamama 
'We two will go with P6tamama.' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Verbless clauses have the order subject + predicate: 

Goti seki. 
this dog 
'This is a dog.' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The basic structure of a clause is (T)V(O)(S), where T is 'topic'. In other words, Sisiqa 
is a verb-second language. In most of my data, the subject occupies T, but when 
topicalisation occurs, i.e. a constituent other than the subject occupies T, then the subject 
shifts to S. Topicalisation occurs obligatorily in wh-questions, where the wh-constituent 
occupies T. Relative clauses are topicless, so the subject is transposed to the end of the 
clause (unless it is the relativised noun phrase; §2.8). 

Unlike many Oceanic languages, Sisiqa is not pro-drop but regularly uses 
independent personal pronouns as subject and object noun phrases. If a personal 
pronoun occupies S, it assumes enclitic form. For example: 

Bila mo oke kavia siku =re. 
tomorrow 2SG:IRR eat some banana =2SG 
'Tomorrow you will eat some bananas.' 

Anda ko ana 
what 2SG:REAL do 
'What are you doing?' 

=re? 
=2SG 

Be me vo 
when 3SG:IRR say 

oe bara zo te baroe ora balava ne? 
3SG 3PL:IMM.FUT go PREP garden 3PL woman DEF 
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'When will the women go to the garden? (More literally 'When will it say that the 
women will go to the garden?) 

Sisiqa also has a focus construction in which the focused constituent is fronted and 
connected to a relative clause by the complementiser te or ta. This construction is 
roughly equivalent to an English cleft: 

Aro ta ka pisa ne. 
ISG C ISG:REAL break OEF 
'It was I who broke it.' 

Potamama te ka mia 
P5tamama C ISG:REAL see 
'It was P5tamama that I saw.' 

=ro ne 
=lsG OEF 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Some potentially oblique arguments become the objects of serial verb constructions 
(§3.3), whilst temporal expressions are plain noun phrases, e.g. saruku hila (lit. morning 
tomorrow) 'tomorrow morning'. Placenames occur without a preposition, whilst other 
phrases of location are introduced by the preposition teo Locations are often made more 
precise by the use of a locative part-noun in a possessive noun phrase. For example: 

Sadane Iw kua mona Zare, oe sinani te Iw kua Gagara. 
formerly ISG:REAL dwell COMPL Zare 3SG now C ISG:REAL dwell Ghaghara 
'Formerly I lived at Zare, but now I live at Ghaghara.' 

Aro me za la te pade gei. 
ISG ISG:IRR go DIR PREP house OEM 
'1 am going to that house over there.' 

Potamama sa kuo te teqi-qu =ro. 
P5tamama 3SG:REAL dwell PREP beside-lsG =ISG 
'P5tamama is beside me.' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

An unusual characteristic of Sisiqa (and Babatana) is that negative declarative clauses 
differ markedly in structure from other declaratives. Realis negative clauses have a verb 
phrase of the structure kama + VERB~PRONOUN, where kama is the negator and 
PRONOUN is an enclitic possessor coreferential with the subject. For example: 

Ita kama oke~dia siku. 
IINC:PL NEG eat~IINC:PL BANANA 
'We are not eating bananas.' 

A similar structure is used in negative verbless clauses: 
Ta kama seki~vo. 
OEM NEG dog~3SG 

'That isn't a dog.' 

In irrealis negative clauses the structure is kasi~PRONOUN + VERB (note the different 
constituent sequence): 



Ora kasi=dara siku. 
3PL NEG=3PL banana 
'They won't eat bananas.' 

Negative imperatives are described in §S.l. 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 
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An imperative verb phrase consists of a verb root without pre- or postverbal 
modification: 

Oke siku gati! 
eat banana this 
'Eat this banana!' 

A prohibition is expressed by the negator mana plus a realis verb phrase: 

Mana kamu ake 
PROHIB 2PL:REAL eat 
'Don't eat that taro!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

taka tal 
taro that 

A polar question is formed by adding ba 'and' to a clause. The structure ofwh-questions 
was discussed in §4.2. Interrogative expressions, which always occur clause-initially, 
include: 

be 
be sada 
anda 
anda via 

'where?' 'which?' 'when?' 
'when?' (sada 'time') 
'who?' 'what?' 
'how many?' 'how much?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

The simplest forms of coordination are (i) to join two clauses with ba 'and'; (ii) to 
juxtapose two clauses, adding so 'also' after the second. A coreferential subject may be 
dropped in the second clause: 

Oe sa tongunu ba 
3sG 3SG:REAL sit and 
'He sat and ate a banana.' 

sa ake 
3SG:REAL eat 

siku. 
banana 

Temporal sequence is expressed by sinane 'now' + ae 3sG. The pronoun here apparently 
functions as a complementiser, since the following clause is topicless (i.e. 
subordinated) : 

Oe sa ake siku, sinane ae ko keleke =re. 
3SG 3SG:REAL eat banana now 3SG 2SG:REAL call =2SG 
'He was eating a banana, and then you called him.' 
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6.2 Subordination 

A temporal clause or condition is introduced by sada 'time'. Neither clause is topicless: 

Sada oe sa 20, aro 
time 3SG 3SG:REAL go lSG 
'If/when he goes, I will go.' 

me 20. 

ISG:REAL go 

A contrafactual conditional is expressed by introducing both clauses with 'say' in the 
immediate future: 

Be va bara 20 mana ora ne, rami be 
3SG:IMM.FuTsay 3PL:IMM.FUT go PROHIB3PLDEF IEXC:PL 3SG:IMM.FUT 

va kami 20 so. 
say IEXC:PL:REAL go also 

'If they had gone, we would have gone too.' 

Complement clauses are illustrated below: 

De sa va, re ma fa me. 
3SG 3SG:REAL say 2SG 2SG:IRR go DlR 
'He said that you would come.' 

De sa lana, mana ko fa me mona =re. 
3SG 3SG:REAL say PROHIB 2SG:REAL go DlR COMPL =2SG 
'He asked if you had come.' 

De sa sona-ni aqoro, 
3SG 3SG:REAL tell-TR ISG 
'He told me to go.' 

me zoo 
ISG:IRR go 



ROVIANA 
Simon Corston-Oliver 

Roviana, spoken in Roviana lagoon on the island of New Georgia, Solomon Islands, and 
in surrounding areas within the Solomon Islands, is a member of the Northwest 
Solomonic subgroup (Ross 1988). According to the 1976 census, there were then 5365 
native speakers, and a further 16,000 people who spoke Roviana as a second language. 
Previously used as a lingua franca, especially for church purposes, Roviana is being 
displaced in this role by Solomon Islands Pijin. 

Ray (1926) and Waterhouse (1949) contain a sketch of Roviana morphology written 
by L.M. Jones. Todd (1978) and Ross (1988) contain brief discussions of aspects of 
Roviana ergativity. This description is based on original fieldwork; I would like to thank 
Lloyd Gina and Mary Johnson for their help in getting to grips with their language. 
Corston (1996) is a detailed study of ergativity in Roviana. 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes of Roviana are: 

P 
b 

13 
m 

t 
d 
s 
z 
n 

r 

k 
g 

¥ 
I) 

h 

The voiced stops are prenasalised. Of the consonant phonemes, only 11)/, /hi and Irl 
exhibit significant allophonic variation. The fricative Ih/ is realised as voiced [fi] 
intervocalically; e.g. Ihuhu13el [hufiu13e] 'bathing'. The nasal II)I is realised as [ii] before 
front vowels; e.g. Il)ira! [iiira] 'strong', Il)etal [iieta] 'three'. The liquid Irl is lightly 
trilled [r] in unstressed syllables, and more strongly trilled in stressed syllables. 

The vowel phonemes of Roviana are: 

e 
a 

u 
o 

Words which begin with an underlying vowel and which follow a pause are realised with 
an initial glottal stop, e.g. la¥oil [?a¥oi] '2SG:FOC'. 

Vowel length is not phonemic. Stressed vowels have approximately one and a half 
times the duration of unstressed vowels. Vowels preceding nasal consonants are nasalised. 
The low vowel Ia! is realised as [g] following a vowel, e.g. Ileanal [legna] 'good'. 
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ROVIANA <J 0 ~o •• , SOLOMON ISLANDS 

~o~' Rov,AN1'" 0 '" , q., \\ 

~~, 
~ 

o 25 50 

Kilometres 

The vowel lui is optionally realised as [w] preceding a vowel in the pronunciation of 
certain words at a normal rate of delivery, e.g.: 

lj3uahenil 
Imanuel 

[j3waheni - j3uaheni] 
[manwe - manuel 

'year' 
'possum' 

The realisation of lui as [w] results in the merger of two syllables. Thus lj3uahenil 'year' 
contains four syllables when pronounced as [j3uaheni] but three when pronounced as 
[j3waheni]. 

1.2 Phonotactics 

The underlying structure of the Roviana syllable is (C)v, where C represents a single 
consonant and V a monophthong or diphthong. However surface closed syllables do 
occur, especially as the result of reduplication and compounding (see § 1.4). Various 
sequences of two or three vowels occur across syllable boundaries. However, only five 
diphthongs are attested: lei/, lai/, lae/, laul and loi/. 

The majority of lexical morphemes consist of two or three syllables. Lexical 
morphemes consisting of four syllables or a single syllable are uncommon, while 
morphemes consisting of more than four syllables have not been encountered at all. 

1.3 Stress 

Stress is not contrastive. Stress is assigned independently to roots and to material which 
precedes the root (i.e. prefixes and reduplicated material) as follows: 
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(i) Roots of one syllable, with the exception of prepositions and articles, take stress: 

I'lal 
I'mael 

'go' 
'come' 

(ii) Roots of two syllables are stressed on the initial syllable: 

I'zamal 
I'talol 
I'bokol 
I'enel 

'talk' 
'taro' 
'pig' 
'walk' 

(iii) Roots of more than two syllables are stressed on the first and second syllables: 

I'e'haral 
l'zi'lJarai 
I'ga'lotol 
I'si' garetil 
I'ba'siotol 

'blood' 
'red' 
'struggle' 
'cigarette' 
'crocodile' 

Since the nominalising infix I-in-I occurs within the first syllable of the root, it always 
receives stress: 

1'1(anil 
I'zamal 

'eat' 
'talk' 

1'1(i'nanil 
I'zi'namal 

'food' 
'language' 

All material which precedes the root (prefixes and reduplicated material) is assigned 
stress as if it were a single root. Thus: 

1'J3ari-'perai 
1'J3-i 'n-ari-'peral 
I'habo-'habotu-anal 

'fight (DISTR)' 
, [the] fighting' 
'chair' 

The transitive suffix I-il takes stress: 

l'do1(o'r-i-1(ol 
I'seke-'i-al 
I' J3ari-'dol)o-' i -01 

'see you (SG)' 
'hit him/her/it' 
'looked at each other' 

Other suffixes, however, do not take stress, and are ignored in determining the 
placement of stress. Unlike material preceding the root, which is treated as a unit for the 
purposes of stress assignment, material following the root is not treated as a unit for the 
purposes of stress assignment. For example the suffix 1-1(amil 'IEXC:PL' does not receive 
stress in the following example: 

l'do1(o'r-i-1(amil 'see us (EXC)' 

Finally, stress is assigned independently to each root in a compound. Thus, from lJ3etul 
'house' and Ilotu! 'pray', we derive: 

1'J3etu-'lotu! 'church' 

and from Itiel 'person' and IJ3akai 'boat', we derive: 

l'tie-'J3akal 'European' 
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1.4 Other features 

Reduplication is encountered in the morphology of adjectives, adverbs and verbs. The 
general pattern involves reduplication of the first two syllables of a root. With roots of 
one or two syllables, which constitute the majority of attested forms, this means that the 
entire root is reduplicated. 

When reduplication or compounding result in an initial sequence of the form evev, 
the second vowel, which is unstressed, is optionally deleted, resulting in an initial 
syllable of the form eve, e.g. 113etul 'house' + Ilotu! 'pray' > 113etu-Iotul [13etulotu ~ 
13etlotu] 'church', Ipekal 'dance' > Ipeka-pekal [pekapeka ~ pekpeka] 'dancing'. 

If the final consonant of the initial syllable is a nasal, it then optionally assimilates in 
place of articulation to a following voiceless stop. Thus, Ipino-pinol 'star' > [pinopino ~ 
pimpino]. If the final consonant of the initial syllable is a voiced stop (which is 
prenasalised), it is realised as a nasal that is produced at the same point of articulation as 
the stop. For example !habotu! 'sit', when reduplicated and carrying the nominalising 
suffix I-ana! yields Ihabo-habotu-ana! 'chair', which is realised as [hambohambotuana] in 
slow, careful speech or [hamhambotuana] in normal speech. 

Any sequences of identical consonants resulting from the deletion of a vowel in 
reduplication or compounding are realised as a single instance of that consonant. Thus, 
Irarol 'cook' has the reduplicated form Ira-raro/, since the deletion of the second vowel 
in the underlying reduplicated form Iraro-rarol would have resulted in */rarraro/, which 
contains the impermissible geminate sequence Irr/. 

A non-nasal syllable-final consonant resulting from vowel deletion in compounding 
or reduplication may optionally be deleted. For a form such as Ihe¥erel 'laugh', there is 
therefore a gradient of possible reduplicated forms, as follows: Ihe¥e-he¥erel > !he¥-
he¥erel > Ihe-he¥ere/. 

A handful of grammatical words which appear to be monomorphemic in 
contemporary Roviana exhibit similar closed syllables. In slow or emphatic speech, 
the ev syllable structure is adhered to, but at a normal rate of delivery, the second vowel 
may be deleted, resulting in a closed syllable. Examples of such monomorphemic 
grammatical words are Itotosol 'time', which, when used as an adverb meaning 'when', 
is realised as [totso]; Isapu/, the relative clause marker, which is realised as [sap]; 
/kamahirel 'now' (possibly historically a compound of /kama! '1' and !hirel 'this'), 
which is realised as [kamhire]. 

The deletion of vowels and subsequent reorganisation of syllable structure appear to 
be sensitive to rate of speech, formality, and age of speaker. The impression of speakers 
consulted is that these elided forms are characteristic of the informal speech of younger 
speakers. 

Geminate vowels resulting from adjacent morphemes within a single word are 
realised as single vowels. Thus, from the root lenel 'walk', we derive the reduplicated 
form len-enel 'walk (IMPF)', and from Iluli! 'follow' we derived the inflected transitive 
form Ilul-i-u! 'follow me'. 

1.5 Orthography 

In the remainder of this sketch, the following orthographic conventions will be used: 

(i) The voiced bilabial fricative will be represented by v. 

(ii) The voiced velar fricative will be represented by g. 
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(iii) The voiced velar stop will be represented by q. 

(iv) The velar nasal will be represented by ng. (In written materials produced by 
Roviana speakers, this segment is sometimes spelt as ng, sometimes as italicised n, 
and sometimes as !!.) 

(v) English words in the examples which are not fully assimilated to Roviana 
phonology are transcribed in conventional English orthography. 

Thus: 

Phonemic form 
lf3etulotul 
Igalotol 
Iyua! 
II) eta! 

Spelling 
vetulotu 
qaloto 
gua 
ngeta 

'church' 
'struggle' 
'say' 
'three' 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

Independent pronouns in Roviana make a two-way distinction in number, and appear in 
the following separate forms: 

IINC IEXC 2 3 
Absolutive 
SG rau goi asa 
PL gita gami gamu sari(ni) 

Ergative/neutral 
SG rau goi sa 
PL gita gami gamu ri(ni) 

Focal 
SG arau agoi asa 
PL ita gami gamu arini 

Pre posed possessor 
SG qua mua nana 
PL nada mami mia dia 

Post posed possessor 
SG taqa tamu tani 
PL tani tani ~ tami tani ~ tamu tadi 

Independent pronouns almost always have human referents. Independent pronouns as 0 
are extremely rare in discourse. 

The following are the pronominal suffixes used to mark agreement between 
adjectives and nouns, and to mark possession: 

SG 
PL 

IINC 

-da 

IEXC 
-qu 
-mami 

2 3 
-mu -na 
-mia -di 

The following are the pronominal object suffixes on verbs: 
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SG 
PL 

IINC 

-gita 

IEXC 
-(a)u 
-gami 

2 
-go 
-gamu 

3 
-a 
-11 

There does not appear to be any difference in meaning between the ISG forms -u and 
-au. 

There are three independent pronouns which are used solely for expressing the addressee 
of an imperative. These forms are mamu '2sG', mi '2PL' and mada 'IINC:PL', e.g.: 

Mada la hata-i-a. 
IINC:PL:IMP go search-TR-3SG 
'Let's look for it.' 

Gamu mi ene la tu. 
2PL 2PL:IMP walk go EMPH 
'You go on ahead.' 

Mamu la vage 
2SG:IMP go gather 
'You go get it.' 

2.2 Nouns 

mae-ni-a. 
come-TR-3SG 

There are two productive affixes used in deriving nouns from verbs. The first is an infix 
-in-, which is inserted before the vowel of the first syllable of a verb. If the verb carries a 
derivational prefix, the infix -in- is placed inside the prefix rather than the root. The noun 
derived by the infix -in- denotes the state or action of the verb, e.g.: 

hiva 'want' h<in>iva 'desire' 
habu 'to fish' h<in>abu 'a catch of fish' 
toa 'alive' t<in>oa 'life' 
kera 'sing' k<in>era 'song' 
avoso 'hear' <in>avoso 'information, knowledge, report' 
vari-pera 'fight' v<in >ari-pera 'a fight' 

The second productive affix is the suffix -ana, which derives a noun from a verb. The 
derived noun denotes either an instrument used to perform the action of the verb or a 
place where the action of the verb is performed. The verb to which the suffix -ana is 
attached is always reduplicated. Thus: 

habotu 
hake 
hale 

'sit' 
'perch' 
'climb' 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

habo-habotu-ana 'chair' 
hake-hake-ana 'shelf' 
hale-hale-ana 'steps, stairs' 

Articles in Roviana occur before the noun, marking the noun phrase as common or 
proper. Demonstratives occur after the noun. 

Roviana has definite and indefinite common articles. The indefinite article na does 
not distinguish number. The definite articles distinguish number and various 
grammatical properties of the noun phrase, as follows: 



sa singular 
sari plural, enumerated or coordinate noun phrase 
sarina plural, noun phrase which is not enumerated or focused 
arina plural, noun phrase which is not enumerated but is focused 

For example, 

sari doduru tie 
DEF:PL all person 
'all the men and women' 

me na 
and INDEF 

barikaleqe 
woman 
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... me kote arina barikaleqe kote epul-i-a sa motu 

... and 
sarina 

FUT DEF:PL:FOC woman FUT pull-TR-3sG DEF:SG earth.oven 
boko. 

DEF.PL pig 
, ... and the women will pull up the earth oven and the pigs.' 

The personal articles are the absolutive se and non-absolutive e. Their distribution is 
described in §4.2. 

The demonstratives in Roviana distinguish number and proximity to discourse 
participants, as illustrated below. These demonstratives are used both endophorically 
and exophorically. The forms are as follows: 

Near speaker Near addressee Distant from both 
SG hie isa hoi 
PL hire isara hiroi 

There are three demonstrative pronouns, which do not distinguish number or 
grammatical role. They have the following forms: 

hierana 
sana 
hoirana 

Thus: 

'near speaker' 
'near addressee' 
'away from speaker and addressee' 

Lopu boka luara hokar-i-a ri sana. 
NEG able leave think-TR-3sG 3PL thatthing 
'They cannot stop thinking about that thing [the habit of chewing betel nut].' 

Beto sana. 
finish thatthing 
'That's all.' (Said when finishing a story.) 

E! Hierana sa g<in>ani tadi gita ka-ngeta. 
hey! this.thing DEF:SG <NOM>eat POSS: lINC:PL lINC:PL CARD-three 
'Hey! Here is food for the three of us.' (Lit: 'This thing is the food of the three of 
us.') 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Numerals and general quantifiers precede the noun. Roviana has a base ten system of 
numerals, with the following forms: 
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1 (k)eke 6 onomo 
2 (ka)rua/kara 7 zuapa 
3 ngeta 8 vesu 
4 made 9 sia 
5 lima 10 manege(puta) 

The form kara 'two' is only used in pronominal noun phrases (§2.7). The forms eke 
'one' and rua 'two' are used only in compound numbers (see below). The number ten 
has the form manege in compound numbers. In isolation either the form manege or 
manegeputa may be used. 

The number twenty has the form hiokona. All other decades are formed with the 
suffix -ngavulu 'decade'. In the case of the number thirty, this suffix is added to the 
suppletive root tolo 'three'. The forms of the decades higher than ten are thus: 

hiokona 
tolo-ngavulu 
made-ngavulu 
lima-ngavulu 
onomo-ngavulu 
zuapa-ngavulu 
vesu-ngavulu 
sia-ngavulu 

'twenty' 
'thirty' 
'forty' 
'fifty' 
'sixty' 
'seventy' 
'eighty' 
'ninety' 

Numbers between the decades are formed additively, with the decade preceding the unit. 
When preceded by a decade, the numbers one and two have the forms eke and rua 
respectively. For example: 

manege ngeta hiokona eke 
ten three twenty one 
'thirteen' 'twenty-one' 

manege eke boko manege rua vetu 
ten one pig ten two house 
'eleven pigs' 'twelve houses' 

In addition to these forms, there are two morphologically simple higher numerals: 
gogo to 'hundred' and tina 'thousand'. Hundreds and thousands are formed multi-
plicatively, e.g.: 

keke gogo to 
one hundred 
'one hundred' 

keke tina 
one thousand 
'one thousand' 

karua gogo to 
two hundred 
'two hundred' 

karua tina 
two thousand 
'two thousand' 

Complex numerals are formed by adding thousands, hundreds, tens and units, e.g.: 

keke gogo to manege eke 
one hundred ten one 
'one hundred and eleven' 

When counting items, the cardinal prefix ka- is used with numbers greater than two. 
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For ordinals, vina- is prefixed to numbers greater than two. For the ordinal 'first' the 
ordinal suffix -nu is attached to the numeral keke 'one', yielding kekenu 'first'. For the 
ordinal 'second', the form rua is used for 'two'. Ordinals occur after the noun, while 
cardinal numbers occur before the noun. Thus: 

vetu keke-nu 
house one-ORD 
'first house' 

vetu vina-made 
house ORD-four 
'fourth house' 

vetu vina-rua 
house ORD-two 
'second house' 

keke vetu, karua vetu 
one house two house 
'one house, two houses' 

In addition to the numerals, there are four general quantifiers: 

doduru 'all' 
kaiqa 'some' 
loke 'none' 
loketonga 'none' 

The general quantifiers precede the noun, e.g.: 

kaiqa tie 
some person 
'some people' 

loketonga 
none 
'nothing' 

tingtonga 
thing 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

Adjectives can occur either attributively after the noun or predicatively. When used 
attributively, adjectives optionally take pronominal suffixes which index the person and 
number of the noun modified, as in the following: 

qua vetu noma-na 
ISG house big-3sG 
'my big house' 

tie noboko-di 
person fat-3PL 
'fat people' 

Whereas in direct possessive constructions the pronominal suffix is added to the head 
(i.e. the possessed noun), in the case of adjectives, the suffix is added to the modifier 
(i.e. the adjective). 
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The adjective hite 'small' can occur with an intensifying suffix -ke, e.g.: 

pa keke vetu hite-ke-na 
LOC one house small-INTENS-3sG 
'in a really small house' 

Reduplication of adjectives yields a more intensive affective meaning: 

agoi si re-renge 
2SG:FOC FOC RED uP-fast 
'You are the fastest.' 

vineki zing-zingara-na 
girl REDuP-red-3sG 
, [really ] fair-skinned girl' 

When adjectives are used predicatively, they may be modified by an adverb, e.g.: 

Kate ngi-ngira hola sa 
FUT REDuP-strong extremely DEF 
'Your teeth will get really strong.' 

livo-mu. 
tooth-2sG 

... na kalea-na hola sa m<in>oho asa. 
DISJ bad-3sG extremely DEF <NOM>sick that 

, ... because that disease is very bad.' 

... ba asa mila si lopu /ea-na 
but that betel.chewing FOC NEG good-3SG 

' ... but chewing betel is extremely bad.' 

si-sigiti. 
RED uP-extremely 

When adjectives are used attributively they are not modified by adverbs. 
There are two negative nominal modifiers, loketonga and lake, both meaning 'none', 

which are used to assert the non-existence of a referent. There does not appear to be any 
difference in meaning between these two negative nominal modifiers, as the following 
example illustrates, where both forms are used with the same nominal head: 

Loketonga tie lake tie hiva sapot-i-a kamahire. 
none person none person want support-TR-3SG now 
'Nobody wants to support him now.' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

Noun phrases with lexical nominal heads have the following structure: 

{
QUANT } 
(ART) (NUMERAL) 

(PREPOSS)* N (ORD) (ADj) (POSTPOSS + NP)* (REL) (DEM) 

where PREPOSS = preposed possessive pronoun and POSTP oss = postposed possessive 
pronoun. Constituents followed by asterisks are mutually exclusive, i.e. only one such 
item can appear within any given noun phrase. 

Noun phrases with independent pronouns (pronominal NPs) as heads have the 
following structure: 

PRONOUN (NUMERAL (NP» 
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The maximal expansion [PRONOUN NUMERAL NP] occurs only when the pronoun is a 
first person plural form. The numeral kar(u)a 'two' is used in pronominal NPs. 
However, in the maximal expansion [PRONOUN NUMERAL NP], only the numeral kara 
'two' occurs. The 3PL:ABS pronoun sari occurs as a pronominal head only with an 
accompanying numeral. The following examples illustrate pronominal NPs: 

Ele podalae ovia si gami kara. 
PERF start hungry ABS IEXC:PL two 
'We (two) are starting to get hungry already.' 

gami kara Douglas 
IEXC:PL two Douglas 
'Douglas and I' 

Ke turu mo sari ka-ngeta. 
so stand DOWNTONER 3PL:ABS CARD-three 
'So the three of them just stood there.' 

Coordinate lexical noun phrases have the structure [NPo CON] NP], i.e. two or more 
noun phrases, where the last two are separated by a conjunction. The conjunction me(ke) 
is used to coordinate lexical noun phrases. No semantic difference has been 
distinguished between the forms me and meke. The following example illustrates a 
coordinate lexical noun phrase: 

Noki, Barkarau me 
Snake Frog and 
'Snake, Frog and Rat' 

2.7 Possession 

Kurezu 
Rat 

There are four possessive constructions: direct possession, prepositional possession and 
two kinds of indirect possession. 

2.7.1 Direct possession 

In direct possession, a pronominal suffix is attached to the possessed noun. In addition to 
the possessor pronominal suffix, a lexical possessor noun phrase may occur after the 
possessed noun. 

Direct possession is obligatorily used with body parts and certain kin terms, e.g. 
tama- 'father', but is not used with other kin terms, e.g. koburu 'child'. 

nene-qu 
leg-lsG 
'my leg' 

tama-qu 
father-ISG 
'my father' 

nene-na sa boko 
leg-3sG DEF pig 
'the pig's leg' 
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tama-na tie hoi 
father-3SG person that 
'that person's father' 

A form such as koburu, however, does not enter into this construction. Thus *koburu-dia 
(child-3PL) cannot be used to express the meaning of 'their child'. 

Direct possession is only used when the possessor is specific. (The term 'specific' is 
used in this sketch to mean that the speaker has a particular referent in mind. This is 
potentially a separate issue from whether the referent actually exists in any universe of 
discourse.) If the possessor is not specific, the possessed noun phrase and possessor are 
juxtaposed, with no formal marking representing the relationship between the two noun 
phrases. Thus, contrast the following: 

mamalaengi barikaleqe 
voice woman 
'female voice' (non-specific woman) 

mamalaengi-na barikaleqe hoi 
voice-3SG woman that 
'that woman's voice' (specific woman) 

Some nouns which denote body parts may be used metaphorically to express spatial 
relations. If the possessor is specific, a direct possessive construction is used. If the 
possessor is not specific, the possessed noun phrase and the possessor are juxtaposed, 
with no formal marking: 

pa batu-na sa patu 
LOC head-3sG DEF stone 
'on top of the stone' (specific) 

pa batu huda 
LOC head tree 
'in tree-tops' (non-specific) 

2.7.2 Indirect possession 

There are two indirect possessive constructions in Roviana. No semantic or pragmatic 
difference has been established between them. The first pattern involves a preposed 
possessive pronoun which precedes the possessed noun phrase. The singular forms appear to 
be morphologically complex, e.g. qu-a 'lsG + 7'. Others, however, appear to be morpho-
logically simple, e.g. nada 'lINC:PL'. These forms will all be treated as monomorphemic. 
These preposed possessive forms have the paradigm set out in §2.1. For example: 

nan a vetu 
poss:3sG house 
'his/her house' 

dia 
POSS:3PL 
'their child' 

koburu 
child 

nana vetu tie hoi 
poss:3sG house person that 
'that person's house' 
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The second kind of indirect possession involves a postposed possessive constituent, 
followed by either an independent pronominal possessor from the set of neutral 
pronouns, or a lexical possessor noun phrase. The forms are set out in §2.1. There does 
not appear to be any semantic difference between the alternative IEXC:PL forms or 
between the 2PL forms. 

Hierana si na nguzu-na paka tadi na 
this FOC INDEF mouth-3SG gun 3PL INDEF 
'This is the mouth of a Japanese person's gun.' 

tie 
person 

Ziapani. 
Japan 

The same noun may occur modified either by a preposed or postposed possessive 
constituent, e.g.: 

vetu tani sa 
house poss:3sG 3sG 
'his/her house' 

qua 
POSS: ISG 
'my house' 

vetu 
house 

vetu tani 
house poss:3sG 

sa tie 
DEF person 

'that person's house' 

hoi 
that 

However, the same noun cannot be simultaneously modified by both direct and indirect 
possession, nor can it be simultaneously modified by both kinds of indirect possession, 
as the following examples illustrate: 

*qua tama-qu 
POSS: ISG father-l SG 

*nana g<in>ani tani sa 
poss:3sG <NOM>eat poss:3sG DEF 

Postposed possessive constituents are also used to encode the S argument of an 
intransitive clause in a kind of clausal nominalisation. Such nominalised clauses express 
activities which are off the main time line of a narrative, e.g.: 

Me ene ta gua dia tutuv-i-a ri 
and walk go be.1ike POSS:3PL meet-TR-3SG 3PL 
'And as they were walking along, they met Pig.' 

se Boko. 
ABS Pig 

This example is taken from a story in which the main characters are animals which 
behave like humans and have names like 'Pig' as opposed to 'the pig'. Other animals in 
the story are treated as food by the main characters, and do not receive the 
morphological treatment associated with human noun phrases. 

2.7.3 Prepositional possession 

In prepositional possession, the preposition te occurs between the possessor and the 
possessed noun. Prepositional possession is used only when the possessor is expressed 
by a lexical noun phrase with human reference. For proper noun phrase possessors, 
prepositional possession is the preferred possessive construction. 
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vetu te Zima 
house of Zima 
'Zima's house' 

boko te tie hoi 
pig of person that 
'that person's pig' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

Relative clauses follow the head noun and are introduced by the invariant relative 
clause marker sapu. Relative clauses may only be formed on A, Sand 0 and on the 
argument nominal of a verbless clause. (Although a Roviana argument nominal is the 
sole argument noun phrase occurring in an intransitive clause, it is not marked as 
absolutive, and so is morphologically distinct from the S argument of a verbal 
intransitive clause.) 

Verbless relative clauses may be formed on the argument nominal. There is no trace 
of the argument nominal within the relative clause, e.g.: 

sa elo edere sapu pa batu-na sa 
DEF leaf sago.palm REL LOC head-3sG DEF 
'the sago palm leaf which is on top of the house' 

vetu 
house 

Relative clauses containing a verb display syntactic ergatJvlty in the selection of 
relativisation strategy. Relativisation on A involves the use of clausal nominalisation, 
with a pronominal suffix indexing 0, and no trace of A, e.g.: 

Hierana sa tie sapu tupa-qu rau. 
this DEF man REL punch-lSG lSG 
'This is the man that punched me.' 

Hierana sa korea sapu tupa-na 
this DEF boy REL punch-3sG 
'This is the boy that punched John.' 

e Zone. 
PERS John 

Relativisation on S or 0 involves verbal strategies, with 0 marked on the verb by 
pronominal object suffixes, and with no trace of S, e.g.: 

Hierana sa tie sapu kate taloa. 
this DEF man REL FUT leave 
'This is the man who is going away.' 

Hierana sa korea sapu tupa-i-a e Zone. 
this DEF boy REL punch-TR-3sG PERS John 
'This is the boy that John punched.' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Prefixes indicate distributive, causative and passive. Reduplication indicates intensive 
affect. Transitivity and direct objects are indicated by suffixes. Roots are never preceded 
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by more than two prefixes. Prefixes may occur with reduplication. Verbs therefore have 
the following morphological composition: 

(Prefix) (Prefix) (RED UP) Base (Transitivity) (Pronominal suffixes) 

Distributive 

The prefix vari- indicates a distributive verbal situation, i.e. one in which the same 
action is performed on various 0 NPs or by various S NPs. The prefix vari- is only 
attested with third person plural S or 0 NPs. In transitive situations, the transitive suffix 
-i also occurs along with zero-indexing of 3PL objects. In the following example, the 
children's game involves shooting each other, i.e. Reuben (A) shoots Danny (0) and 
Danny (A) shoots Reuben (0). The action of shooting is therefore distributed over two 
different object noun phrases. Thus: 

Ari Rubeni meDani si vari-gona-i-O lama mo. 
DEF:PL Reuben andDanny Foe DISTR-shoot-TR-3PL always DOWNTONER 
'Reuben and Danny are always just [playfully] shooting each other.' 

As the following example illustrates, reciprocity is not criterial for the use of the 
distributive prefix vari-. The addressee is the sole agent, who is performing the act of 
setting stones on top of one another. The requirement for multiple objects or intransitive 
subjects is satisfied since the action of placing in a heap is performed on different 
stones. Thus: 

Vari-hake-ni-O sarina patu. 
DISTR-put-TR-3PL DEF:PL stone 
'Pile the stones together.' 

Similarly, in the following example, various children are being followed, though the 
action is not semantically reciprocal. For three children A, Band C in a line, A follows 
Band B follows C, but B does not reciprocate A's action by following A. Thus: 

Vari-Iul-i-U sarina koburu meke nuquru 
DISTR-follow-TR-3PL DEF:PL child and enter 
'The children followed each other into the room.' 

la pa korapa 
go LOC inside 

lose. 
room 

Finally, as the following two intransitive examples illustrate, vari- can encode multiple 
intransitive subjects performing the same or similar actions, here fighting and 
convening: 

Koba vari-pera lama mo 
always DISTR-fight continue DOWNTONER 
'Danny and Reuben are always fighting.' 

sari Dani 
DEF:PL Danny 

me 
and 

Rubeni. 
Reuben 

Totoso motu 
when earth. oven 

barikaleqe. 
woman 

si vari-gara sari doduru tie me na 
Foe DIsTR-gather DEF:PLall person and INDEF 

'When the earth oven is ready, all the men and women gather together.' 
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Causative 

The causative prefix va- is used to introduce a causer role, e.g.: 

Va-eko gore-ni-a goi 
cAuS-lie go.down-TR-3SG 2sG 
'Lay the floor down.' 

sa hatara. 
DEF floor 

Loketonga ginua lea-di si 
none thing good-3PL FOC 
, [He] hasn't done anything good.' 

va-turu-i-O. 
CAus-stand-TR-3PL 

In the following example, the causer is the addressee of the imperative, and the causee is 
the knife: 

Va-mae-a sa magu. 
CAUS-come-3SG DEF knife 
'Give me the knife!' 

The causee is typically S or 0 in the absence of a causer. In such cases, the addition of a 
causer role is reflected in the increased transitivity of the clause, with transitive verbal 
morphology and ergative and absolutive case roles assigned to appropriate kinds of noun 
phrases in main clauses (see §4.2 concerning ergative-absolutive marking). Compare the 
following example with its intransitive counterpart. 

Keke totoso va-la-i-u ri pa Vira Haba. 
one time CAuS-go-TR-l SG 3PL LOC Vira Harbour 
'One time they sent me to Vira Harbour.' 

Keke totoso la si rau pa Vira Haba. 
one time go ABS lSG LOC Vira Harbour 
'One time I went to Vira Harbour.' 

If the causee is a backgrounded object (§3.2.) then the addition of a causer role results in 
an intransitive clause. The intransitivity of the clause is reflected in the absence of 
transitive verbal morphology and in the marking of the causer as absolutive where 
appropriate, e.g.: 

Lopu va-mate tie 
NEG cAus-die person 
'I didn't kill anybody.' 

si rau. 
ABS lSG 

The causative prefix va- cannot be used if the causee would otherwise be A. 
The causative prefix va- is also used to derive verbs from adjectives. 

Tupa va-kalea-ni-u sa. 
punch cAus-bad-TR-lSG 3sG 
'He punched me badly.' (Literally: 'He punched causing me to become bad.') 

It is also used to derive an adverb from an adjective in the lexicalised form va-lea-na 
'well', e.g.: 

Lopu puta va-lea-na bongi. 
NEG sleep cAus-good-3sG last.night 
'I didn't sleep well last night.' 



Kote noma va-Zea-na mae. 
FUT grow cAus-good-3SG come 
'[Business and industry] will grow up well.' 

Passive 
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The passive is marked by the prefix ta-. The passive in Roviana is always agentless and 
is used when the agent is anonymous, that is, generic or not recoverable from discourse. 
The undergoer may be overt, occurring as the sole argument, and is marked as 
absolutive where appropriate. This sole argument is not indexed on the verb by means of 
a pronominal suffix as an 0 argument would be. Thus the resultant clause is intransitive, 
with the single argument treated as an S, rather than as an 0 with an elided A. Thus: 

Ta-seke si rau. 
PASS-hit ABS ISG 
'I was hit.' 

... ba lopu ta-gilana. 
but NEG PAss-know 

' ... but it's not known.' 

Doduru ginani si kote ta-pusi vari-gara beto. 
all thing FOC FUT PAss-tie DIsTR-gather finish 
'All the things will be tied together.' 

Intensive 

Verbs are given a more intensive affective meaning by reduplication, e.g.: 

E Saimone sa tie he-hegere hoirana. 
PERS Simon DEF person REDup-Iaugh there 
'That's Simon, the person who's laughing [a lot] over there.' 

La en-ene sari karua pa korapa hiqhiqo. 
go REDUp-walk 3PL:ABS two LOC inside forest 
'The two of them walked [on and on] into the forest.' 

Kote nama-nama sarini. 
FUT RED uP-prepare 3PL:ABS 
'They will get [totally] ready.' 

Vari-qetu-qetu-i-ff. 
DISTR-REDup-be.happy-TR-3PL 
'[They] make each other [really] happy.' 

Transitive and direct object suffixes 

There are two transitive suffixes which occur on the verb: -i 'close transitive' and -ni 
'remote transitive'. The transitive suffix -i is optional with monosyllabic and disyllabic 
verbs which do not end in i, e.g.: 
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Seke-i-a Seke-a 
hit-TR-3sG hit-3sG 
'Hit it.' 

Monosyllabic or disyllabic verbs which end in i have zero realisation of the transitive 
suffix, e.g.: 

Pusi-IJ-a. 
tie-TR-3SG 
'Tie it.' 

Polysyllabic verb roots substitute -i for the last vowel of the base. Thus, with the verb 
dogoro 'see', the transitive suffix replaces the final 0: 

Dogor-i-a. 
see-TR-3SG 
'See it.' 

The remote transitive -ni is used when there are more than two entities involved in a 
transitive situation, for example, when a backgrounded instrument is brought to bear on 
an undergoer. It sometimes has the allomorph -n before -au ISG, though on other 
occasions -au has the allomorph -u after -ni; thus both -ni-u and -n-au occur, with no 
apparent semantic distinction between them. 

Pusi-ni-a iku rau sa hore. 
tie-TR-3sG rope lSG DEF canoe 
'I tied the canoe with a rope.' 

Hoqa-n-au. 
fall-TR-ISG 
'I fell.' 

The pronominal suffix which follows -ni is coreferential with the undergoer (which is in 
o grammatical relation) rather than with the instrument. In the following example, the 
pronominal suffix is coreferential with si rau 'me' rather than with iku 'rope': 

La ri pusi-ni-u iku si rau. 
PERF 3PL tie-TR-ISG rope ABS lSG 
'They tied me with a rope.' 

A handful of verbs include three entities in the case frame; for example tozi 'tell, 
inform, teach' has the maximal case frame 'Somebody tells somebody something': 

... pude mae totozi-ni-a Roviana se Saimone. 
PURP come teach-TR-3SG Roviana ABS Simon 
' ... in order to teach Roviana to Simon.' 

The remote transitive -ni is also used when an intransitive actor is affected by the action 
of the verb, e.g.: 

Iliri enga si rau me hoqa-n-au. 
twist turn ABS lSG and fall-TR-lsG 
'I twisted about and fell down.' 

Finally it should be noted that the pronominal object suffixes may occur in the absence 
of an overt noun phrase as O. 
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3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

The verb phrase in Roviana can consists of as many as four verbs and also a 
backgrounded object. Particles indicating temporal reference, aspect and modality are 
analysed as part of the clause rather than as part of the verb phrase in Roviana. 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

Verb serialisation is pervasive in Roviana. In the texts that I have gathered, 
approximately one third of all verbal clauses feature verb serialisation. These serial 
verb constructions differ from coordinate or subordinate clauses in lacking an explicit 
conjunction. Serial verb complexes occur with as many as four elements. The serial 
verbs occur with no material intervening between verbs. Only the last verb in a sequence 
can bear the transitive suffix -i and the object suffixes. Various verbs in a sequence can 
bear different prefixes. Thus: 

Doduru ginani si kote ta-pusi vari-gara 
all thing FOC FUT PAss-tie DIsTR-gather 
'All the things will be tied together.' 

Totoso ene nuquru la gami ... 
when walk enter go IEXC:PL 
'When we walked in .. .' 

Turu sage pule mae 
stand rise return come 
'I stood back up.' 

si rau. 
ABS ISG 

Haqala pule mae sa boko. 
run return come DEF pig 
'The pig ran back towards [them].' 

Lopu seke mate-i-fJ rau pa lima-quo 
NEG hit die-TR-3PL ISG LOC hand-lsG 
'I didn't kill them with my hands.' 

Kote mae hupul-i-a sa boko. 
FUT come gut-TR-3sG DEF pig 
'[The men] come gut the pig.' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

Focus 

beto. 
finish 

Many clauses contain a clause-initial focus constituent, which may be a noun phrase, a 
clause, or an adverb. This constituent encodes a heterogeneous range of functions, 
including new information, focus of contrast, interrogative morphemes, locative 
prepositional phrases and background or discourse-presupposed propositions. The 
following example illustrates focus of contrast. Several animals have just invited 
Possum to join them in a search for food. He declines, contrasting the fact that he 
already has food with their situation. 
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Arau si na qua g<in>ani 
ISG:FOCFOC INDEF POSS: ISG <NOM>food 
'As for me, my food is in the treetops.' 

si pa batu huda. 
FOC LOC head tree 

As this example shows, several focus constituents can occur clause initially. A more 
literal translation would perhaps be 'As for me, as for my food, it is in the treetops.' (The 
occurrence of clauses as clause-initial foci is a subordinating strategy, and is discussed 
further in §6.2.) 

The focus constituent typically has its own intonational contour and is optionally 
followed by the focal particle si. Note that this particle is to be distinguished from the 
absolutive particle si in contemporary Roviana, although it is possibly cognate with it 
(Corston 1996), since the former occurs preverbally after the constituent that it modifies, 
while the latter occurs postverbally before the constituent which it modifies. 

Temporal reference, aspect and modality 

TAM is indicated by independent particles. These particles are part of the clause rather 
than part of the verb phrase in Roviana. Although not all TAM particles are semantically 
compatible with all predicates, the distributional properties of TAM particles as a set are 
the same for verbal and verbless clauses. 

There are two kinds of particle: those which occur before the predicate and those 
which occur towards the end of the predicate. The following particles occur before the 
predicate: 

aria 
efe 
gina 
gua 
hoke 
kaqu 
korapa 
kote 
fa 
fopu 

hortative 
'already', perfect 
'maybe' 
quotative 
'usually' 
'must (deontic)' 
imperfective 
future 
perfective 
negative 

The TAM adverbs listed above occur III both verbal and verbless clauses, as the 
following examples illustrate: 

Arau si kote sa Prime Minister vaqura. 
ISG:FOCFOC FUT DEF Prime Minister new 
'I'll be the new Prime Minister.' 

Kote sage fa si goi. 
FUT go.up go ABS 2SG 
'You will go up.' 

More than one TAM adverb may occur in a clause, as illustrated by the following: 

Kote fa sa igana gan-i-u. 
FUT PERF DEF fish eat-TR-lsG 
'The fish will eat me.' 
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Gina tourism kamahire kote sage mae. 
maybe tourism now FUT go.up come 
'Maybe tourism will pick up.' 

The same TAM particle may occur both before a fronted noun phrase and immediately 
before the verb, e.g.: 

Kote arina barikaleqe kote epul-i-a sa motu. 
FUT 3PL:FOC woman FUT pUll-TR-3SG DEF earth. oven 
'The women will pull up the earth oven.' 

The TAM particles cannot occur as focused constituents. Temporal adverbs, on the other 
hand, can occur as focused constituents, e.g.: 

Norae si beto si rau pa Carrington. 
yesterday FOC finish ABS ISG LOC Carrington 
'I finished at Carrington [Polytechnic] yesterday.' 

The particles which occur towards the end of the predicate are all attitudinal modals. 
The following are attested: 

mo downtoner 
tu emphatic (?) 
tugo emphatic (?) 

The downtoner mo often occurs before a postverbal absolutive noun phrase, if there is 
one. Otherwise mo occurs at the end of an intonational unit. Thus: 

Ke turu mo sari ka-ngeta. 
so stand DOWNTONER 3PL CARD-three 
'So the three of them just stood there.' 

Aria veko pan-i-a mo sa 
HORT place leave-TR-3sG 
'Let's just leave the fish.' 

DOWN TONER DEF 

Uve gua mo. 
yes be.like DOWN TONER 
'Yes, that's all.' 

igana. 
fish 

The precise meaning of the emphatic attitudinal particles tu and tugo is unclear. They do 
tend to be used, however, in conjunction with other intensifiers and with imperatives, as 
the following two examples illustrate: 

... me mari kokohana 
and too.much lie 

' ... and he's too much of a liar.' 

Gamu 
2PL 

mi ene la tu. 
2PL:IMP walk go EMPH 

'You go on ahead.' 

si-sigiti 
RED UP-extremely 

tugo. 
EMPH 
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4.1 Verbless clauses 

Verbless clauses consist of an argument nominal and a non-verbal predicate. The non-
verbal predicate may be a noun phrase, adjective, or locative prepositional phrase. The 
argument nominal may occur in focus, or there may be an additional noun phrase in 
focus. Examples of these various kinds of predicates are presented below: 

(i) a noun phrase: 
Arau si kote sa Prime Minister. 
ISG:FOCFOC FUT DEF Prime Minister 
'I will be the Prime Minister.' 

Arau si e Loedi poza-qu. 
lSG:FOC FOC PERS Lloyd name-lSG 
'My name is Lloyd.' (Lit: 'As for me, "Lloyd" is my name.') 

(ii) an adjective: 
Agoi si re-renge. 
2SG:FOC FOC RED uP-fast 
'You are the fastest.' 

(iii) a locative prepositional phrase: 
Arau si na qua g<in>ani si pa batu huda. 
lSG:FOC FOC INDEF POSS: lSG <NOM>eat FOC LOC head tree 
'As for me, my food is in the treetops.' 

Cliff si pa korapa-na sa ba. 
Cliff FOC LOC inside-3SG DEF bar 
'Cliff was inside the bar.' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

In the discussion below I use the label A for transitive subject, S for intransitive subject 
and 0 for transitive object. Verbal clauses in Roviana have the canonical constituent 
order VAO or VS, although clauses with fronted constituents and with ellipted 
constituents are fairly common. 

Core arguments are distinguished from non-core arguments by the restrictions on 
their information status. Core arguments must be either specific or, if non-specific, then 
asserted to be non-referential by being modified by loke(tonga) 'none' and occurring in 
sentence initial focus position. In the following example, A is non-specific but asserted 
to be non-referential: 

Loketonga tie loke tie hiva sapot-i-a kamahire. 
none person none person want sUpport-TR-3SG now 
'Nobody wants to support him now.' 

In the following two examples, 0 is non-specific but asserted to be non-referential. 

Loketonga ginua lea-di si va-turu-i-U sa popoa kamahire. 
none thing good-3PL FOC CAus-stand-TR-3PL DEF country now 
'He hasn't done any good things for the country.' 



Loketonga tingtonga si boka tate-a 
none thing FOC able do-3sG 
'There's nothing we can do.' 

gami. 
lEXC:PL 
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In contrast to core arguments, non-core arguments may be of any information status. 
Two constructions are important in maintaining this restriction on the information status 
of the core. One construction is the passive, which is always agentless, and is used in 
situations where the actor is not known or is generic. The other construction which is 
important in maintaining this restriction on the information status of core arguments is 
the backgrounded object construction. 

In verbal clauses, the marking of core arguments is split between an ergative-
absolutive system and a neutral system. By a 'neutral' system of marking is meant one 
in which formal marking on the noun phrase does not distinguish the core arguments A, 
Sand O. In the following example, sa tie 'the man' and sa buka 'the book' are not 
formally distinguished, despite the fact that the former is A and the latter is O. However, 
A and 0 are distinguished from the oblique argument sa barikaleqe 'the woman', since 
the oblique argument is introduced by the directional preposition koa: 

Hiko pan-i-a sa tie sa buka koa sa barikaleqe. 
steal take-TR-3SG DEF man DEF book DIR DEF woman 
'The man stole the book from the woman.' 

Split ergativity in Roviana is sensitive to noun phrase type and clause type. In main clauses 
and complement clauses, certain kinds of noun phrase distinguish ergative vs absolutive. In 
relative clauses and in adverbial clauses, there is a neutral system of case marking. In the 
following two examples of relative clauses, the proper noun phrase e Zone' John', is 0 and 
A respectively, but the two grammatical relations are not formally distinguished. The 
subordinate clauses are surrounded by square brackets in these two examples. 

Hierana sa koreo [sapu tupa-na e Zone}. 
this DEF boy REL punch-3sG PERS John 
'This is the boy who punched John.' 

Hierana sa koreo [sapu tupa-i-a e Zone}. 
this DEF boy REL punch-TR-3sG PERS John 
'This is the boy who John punched.' 

Within complement clauses in core argument positions and main clauses, enumerated 
noun phrases (i.e. noun phrases containing modifiers which serve to quantify the head 
noun), pronouns and proper noun phrases distinguish between ergative and absolutive by 
the use of special particles and by the use of special pronominal forms, as illustrated in 
the examples below. All other noun phrases in core argument positions in main clauses 
and complement clauses have a neutral system of marking. 

(i) Enumerated noun phrases 

The term 'enumerated noun phrase' is used to mean a lexical noun phrase in which there 
is a quantifier modifying the head noun. Enumerated noun phrases occurring as 
absolutive in main clauses and complement clauses are marked with the absolutive 
particle si, whereas enumerated noun phrases occurring as ergative in main clauses are 
zero-marked. In the following two examples, the noun phrases preceded by si ABS are S 
and 0 respectively: 
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Turu si karua koburu. 
stand ABS two child 
'Two children are standing up.' 

... meke dogor-i-a ri 
and see-TR-3sG 3PL 
' ... and they saw a fish.' 

si keke igana. 
ABS one fish 

In the following example, where there is an enumerated noun phrase as A, there is no 
special particle preceding the noun phrase: 

Seke-a karua tie sa siki. 
hit-3SG two man DEF dog 
'Two men hit the dog.' 

(ii) Pronouns 

Only third person pronouns distinguish ergative vs absolutive in the form of the 
pronoun. In main clauses and complement clauses, the pronouns sa 3sG and ri 3PL do 
not occur as absolutive. In relative clauses and adverbial clauses, these same pronominal 
forms are used for any core argument, according to the neutral marking in these kinds of 
subordinate clauses. 

The pronouns labelled 'focal' are used when the referent is in focus, i.e. when new or 
prominent information is being conveyed in clause initial position or in contrastive 
constructions, e.g.: 

Arau ovia hola ginoroi. 
1 SG hungry extremely today 
'I was really hungry today.' 

The ergative-absolutive distinction is indicated with pronouns in an additional way. With 
the exception of sarini 3PL:ABS, absolutive pronouns are introduced by the particle si 
ABS. The pronoun sarini 3PL:ABS perhaps historically represents the phonological 
coalescence of the sequence si arini FOC 3PL, where the focal particle si has been 
reanalysed as an absolutive marker (Corston 1996). In the following two examples, si 
ABS introduces pronouns in the Sand 0 functions respectively: 

La pa cafeteria si gami. 
go LOC cafeteria ABS lEXC:PL 
'We went to the cafeteria.' 

Dogor-i-a rau si asa. 
see-TR-3SG ISG ABS 3SG:ABS 
'I saw him/her.' 

In contrast to non-3PL absolutive pronouns, pronouns functioning as ergative are not 
introduced by special particles. In the preceding example, rau 1 SG functions as A, but is 
not introduced by any special particles. This example also illustrates the typologically 
unusual double marking of the absolutive in the case of 3sG, since the 3SG absolutive 
has both a special form (asa), as well as being introduced by the absolutive particle si. In 
actual Roviana discourse, however, independent pronouns rarely occur as 0, being more 
frequently marked as verbal suffixes. The following example illustrates the fact that 
sarini 3PL:ABS occurs without the absolutive particle si: 



Kote la sarini pa soloso. 
FUT go 3PL:ABS LOC jungle 
'They will go into the jungle.' 

(iii) Proper noun phrases 
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Proper noun phrases occurring as absolutive in main clauses and complement clauses 
are preceded by the absolutive article se, whereas those functioning as ergative are zero 
marked, as in the following: 

Seke-i-a (e) Zima se Maepeza. 
hit-TR-3sG PERS Zima ABS Maepeza 
'Zima hit Maepeza.' 

Seke-i-a (e) Maepeza se Zima. 
hit-TR-3SG PERS MaepezaABs Zima 
'Maepeza hit Zima.' 

Mohose Zima. 
sick ABS Zima 
'Zima is sick.' 

Taloa se Zima. 
leave ABS Zima 
'Zima left.' 

The personal article e is optional in all contexts, but the absolutive article se is obligatory 
with proper noun phrases in absolutive in main clauses and complement clauses. 

It must be emphasised that the personal article e does not mark ergative case, since it 
occurs with proper noun phrases in all contexts which are not absolutive. For example, 
the personal marker e can occur with an oblique proper noun phrase: 

Hol-holu-ni-a rau sa boko ko e Zima. 
REDup-sell-TR-3sG lSG DEF pig D1R PERS Zima 
'I sold the pig to Zima.' 

The particle e may also occur with an appellation, e.g.: 

Esei poza-mu si agoi? E Saimone? 
who name-2SG Foe 2SG:FOC PERS Simon 
'Who are you? Simon?' 

Additional evidence for considering e to be a personal article rather than a case marker 
comes from the fact that e occurs in subordinate clauses, where there is a neutral system 
of case marking. 

Since e does not mark ergative case, but only the fact that the noun phrase is a proper 
noun phrase with a human referent, the fact that a noun phrase is A must be inferred 
from the absence of any other indication of case, e.g. se or any preposition indicating an 
oblique role. Native speakers reject the use of se for anything other than marking 
absolutive. For example, se Saimone 'Simon!' as an appellation is rejected as 
ungrammatical. Citation forms and the ergative thus both involve zero marking. 

In a backgrounded object construction, a verb appears to have two nominal 
arguments, yet the constituent order is not the canonical VSO. Rather, a noun phrase 
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expressing an undergoer immediately follows the verb, and is followed by a noun phrase 
expressing the actor. The backgrounded object construction is formally treated as 
intransitive. The verb lacks transitive morphology and when the actor noun phrase is a 
proper noun phrase, pronoun, or enumerated noun phrase it is treated as absolutive in 
main clauses. 

Since the backgrounded object construction occurs in subordinate clauses, where 
there is no morphological ergativity, it is not considered to be an antipassive 
construction. In any case, this construction would fail to meet the criteria of Dixon 
(1994) for antipassives, since the 'underlying 0' (Dixon 1994:146) is not marked as an 
oblique, nor is it omissible (at least, not without a significant difference in meaning). 
The undergoer noun phrase is always a bare noun, i.e. it occurs without any modifiers. 
When an undergoer is non-specific and its non-existence is not being asserted, it cannot 
occur as 0, and the backgrounded object construction must be used. The backgrounded 
object construction is also used for specific undergoers which the speaker wishes to 
background in discourse. 

In the following example, sa talo 'the taro' is specific and definite, and occurs as 0: 

Raro-a gami sa talo. 
cook-3SG lEXC:PL DEF taro 
'We cooked the taro.' 

Compare this example with the following, in which talo 'taro' is non-specific and 
therefore backgrounded. The reduced transitivity of the clause (in the sense of Hopper 
and Thompson 1980) is reflected in the marking of gami lEXC:PL as absolutive and in 
the absence of transitive verbal morphology: 

Raro talo si gami. 
cook taro ABS lEXC:PL 
'We cooked taro.', 'We did some taro-cooking.' 

In the following example from a discussion of World War II, the undergoer is non-
specific and obligatorily backgrounded. Note that what is being denied is the act of 
killing, not the non-existence of the undergoer (cf. a referent which is asserted not to 
exist may occur as 0): 

Lopu va-mate tie 
NEG cAus-die person 
'I didn't kill anybody.' 

si rau. 
ABS ISG 

The following example illustrates the fact that backgrounded object constructions occur 
in subordinate clauses, which by definition have neutral marking of core arguments. The 
subordinate clause is surrounded by square brackets: 

[Totoso beto sikulu rau tani si} pule 
when finish school IsG here FOC return 
'When I finish school here, I will go back home.' 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

la si rau pa popoa. 
go ABS IsG LOC place 

Peripheral arguments in verbal clauses are expressed by prepositional phrases. 
Prepositional phrases in Roviana consist of a preposition followed by a noun phrase, 
and tend to occur clause-finally, unless fronted. Roviana has only four prepositions: 



pa locational, i.e. 'on/at/in/by' 
koa directional, i.e. 'to/towards', used with a common noun phrase 
ko directional, i.e. 'to/towards', used with a proper noun phrase 
te possessive, i.e. 'of' 

For example: 

Korapa sigoto eko nana pa 
IMPF hang lie poss:3sG LOC 
'He was still hanging from the treetops.' 

batu huda. 
head tree 

... me pule la koa rina tie Merika. 
and return go OIR OEF:PL person America 

, ... and going back to the Americans.' 

sa vasina te Loedi 
OEF place POSS Lloyd 
'Lloyd's place' 
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Noun phrases preceded by the locative preposition pa are often possessive constructions, 
used to provide precise spatial information. The possessed noun is usually a body part 
(often with a metaphorical meaning) used to specify spatial relation relative to the 
possessor. Thus the phrase pa + korapa 'LOC + inside' can be used to express the 
meaning 'in/within/inside', e.g.: 

pa korapa soloso 
LOC inside jungle 
'in the jungle' 

pa korapa-na sa ba 
LOC inside-3SG OEF bar 
'inside the [public] bar' 

pa batu huda 
LOC head tree 
'in the (non-specific) tree-tops' 

Of the prepositional phrases, only locative prepositional phrases may function 
predicatively, e.g.: 

Arau si na 
ISG:FOC FOC INOEF 

qua 
ISG:poss 

g<in>ani si pa batu huda. 
<NOM>eat FOC LOC head tree 

'As for me, my food is in the treetops.' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

Verbal and verbless clauses are negated by the adverb lopu. This form occurs before an 
argument nominal or before any preverbal TAM particles, e.g.: 

... na lopu ele ene si asa. 
DIS] NEG PERF walk ABS 3sG 

, ... or he hasn't walked', i.e. 'he [a baby] hasn't started walking' 
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Lopu lea-na si-sigiti sa economic ground tani gami. 
NEG good-3SG REDUP-extremely DEF economic ground IPL:POSS lEXC:PL 
'Our economic base is not very good.' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

In imperative clauses an actor can optionally be omitted. Otherwise there is no structural 
difference between an imperative and a declarative clause, e.g.: 

La (si goi). 
go ABS 2SG 
'Go!' 

Va-mae-a sa magu. 
CAus-come-3sG DEF knife 
'Give me the knife!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Polar questions are structurally identical to declaratives, but have a distinct rising 
intonation. There are two single word answers, uve 'yes' and lokari 'no'. 

Content questions contain an interrogative phrase in focus (i.e. clause initial) 
position, and optionally followed by the focal particle si. The basic interrogative 
morphemes are: 

ae 
esei 
kavisa 
sa 
vea 

'where?' 
'who?' 
'how many/much?' 
'what?' 
'how?, why?' 

For example: 

Esei si dogor-i-a e Zima? 
who FOC see-TR-3sG PERS Zima 
'Who did Zima see?' 

Esei poza-mu si agoi? 
who name-2SG FOC 2SG:FOC 
'What is your name?' (Lit: 'Who is your name?') 

Vea gua me bakora 
how be.1ike and hurt 
'How did you hurt yourself?' 

si goi? 
ABS 2sG 

Interrogative morphemes are frequently preceded by the disjunctive particle na. We 
therefore find the common phrases na vea ke 'why?' and na sa 'what?': 

Na vea ke leti 
DISJ how thus late 
'Why are you so late?' 

si goi? 
ABS 2sG 



Na sa si kote hena-i-a kohite veluvelu? 
DlSJ what FOC FUT eat-TR-3sG today evening 
'What are we going to eat this evening?' 
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The interrogative sa is used to form complex interrogative phrases, which also occur in 
focus position, e.g.: 

Totoso sa si kote beto si goi? 
time what FOC FUT finish ABS 2SG 
'When are you going to finish?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

Coordination in Roviana is marked by the use of a conjunction between the two clauses. 
1ntonationally, the conjunction belongs with the second clause. The conjunctions of 
Roviana are: 

ba 'but' 
ke 'so, thus' 
me(ke) 'and' 
na 'or' 
pude 'purposive' 
tiqe 'then' 

It is not clear if there is any difference in meaning between meke and me. However, in 
texts, me is far more common. The following examples illustrate the coordinating 
conjunctions: 

Tangin-i-a rau lima-na meke la peka 
hold-TR-3SG lSG hand-3SG and PERF dance 
'I held her hands and we danced.' 

si gami 
ABS lEXC:PL 

kara. 
two 

Gina tourism kamahire kote sage mae 
maybe tourism now FUT go.up come 

ba lopu ta-gilana. 
but NEG PASS-know 

'Maybe tourism will pick up, but we don't know.' 

Ke kaqu vagi meres ina si goi. 
so must gather medicine ABS 2sG 
'So you must get some medicine.' 

... me tozin-i-u ri pude vura 
and tell-TR-lsG 3PL PURP come.out 

, ... and they told me to leave, so I left.' 

taloa ke en-ene 
leave so REDup-walk 

si rau. 
ABS lSG 

Note that the clause introduced by pude PURP is not subordinate here; compare this 
clause with the clause introduced by pude in §6.2 which satisfies the criteria for 
subordinate clauses set out there. 
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6.2 Subordination 

Three major classes of subordinate clause can be distinguished in Roviana, namely 
relative clauses (see §2.8), complement clauses, and adverbial clauses. Subordinate 
clauses are surrounded by square brackets in the examples below. 

Complement clauses are introduced by the subordinator sapu, but are otherwise 
structurally no different from main clauses. They contain morphological ergativity and 
are similar to main clauses with respect to the information status of their arguments 
(Corston 1996). Complement clauses occur after verbs of cognition, speech or 
perception, whereas subordinate clauses (with the exception of relative clauses) occur in 
focus position. It would therefore appear that complement clauses in Roviana are 
paratactic, as the following example illustrates: 

Lopu hiva-ni-a ri [sapu tangin-i-a rau sa vinekij. 
NEG like-TR-3SG 3PL C hold-TR-3SG lSG DEF girl 
'They didn't like me holding the girl.' (Lit: 'They didn't like it, that I was holding the 
girl.') 

Complement clauses in Roviana are extremely uncommon. The preferred strategy is to 
use modal particles within a clause (for example gina 'maybe') rather than a matrix verb 
of cognition, perception or speech, or to use coordinate constructions. Thus: 

Mala hite si rau meke gua meke lopu ruku sa popoa. 
afraid little ABS lSG and say and NEG rain DEF place 
'I am afraid that it might not rain.' 

Balau meke bakora. 
beware and hurt 
'Be careful not to hurt yourself.' 

Adverbial clauses do not exhibit morphological ergativity. Adverbial clauses in Roviana 
occur in focus position and never contain new mentions in core argument positions, 
although they may contain new mentions in other syntactic positions (Corston 1996). 
They typically also have a separate intonational contour, are introduced by a 
subordinator, and are followed by the focal particle si, which is a consequence of 
being in focus position. The subordinators are: 

beto 
pude 
totoso 

'after' 
'if' 
'while, when' 

For example, 

Totoso koa goi pa korapa tropic si kaqu pezaku lama si goi. 
when stay 2SG LOC inside tropic FOC mustwash.hands always ABS 2sG 
'When you stay in the tropics, you must always wash your hands.' 

Ke beto vagi ri sarina <in>avoso si la buna-i-a ri sa 
so after gather 3PL DEF:PL <NOM>knowFOC go bomb-TR-3sG 3PL DEF 

vasina asa. 
place that 

'So after they had gathered all the information, they went and bombed that 
place.' 



Pude la goi pa popoa taqa rau pa Salomone 
if go 2SG LOC place ISG:poss ISG LOC Solomons 

vagi meres ina si goi. 
gather medicine ABS 2SG 
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si kaqu 
FOC must 

'If you go to my place in the Solomons, you must get some medicine.' 

Adverbial clauses which are not introduced by a subordinator are interpreted as 
expressing a background activity contemporaneous with the activity of the main clause, 
e.g.: 

En-ene ri karua tutuv-i-a ri 
REDup-walk 3PL two meet-TR-3SG 3PL 
'As they were walking along, they met Snake.' 

kara se Noki. 
two ABS snake 

Subordination is extremely limited in Roviana. Subordinate clauses in Roviana never 
contain other subordinate clauses, nor do they contain relative clauses. Similarly, 
relative clauses do not contain either subordinate clauses or relative clauses. 
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Bill Palmer 

Doe Kokota, 'Kokota talk', is spoken in three villages located about halfWay along the 
long island of Santa Isabel in the Solomon Islands: Goveo and Sisiga on the north coast, 
and Hurepelo on the south coast. It is the everyday language of communication in all three 
villages, and is spoken by about 500 people (a substantial number of them children), 
including a small Kokota community in the Kukum area of Honiara. The language was 
previously known only from a wordlist of some 320 items in Tryon and Hackman (1983). 
The present description is based on field research by the author in Goveo village. 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phoneme inventory is: 

P t k 
b d g 

f s h 
v z y 

rp 1J V 
m n I) 

r 
r 

There is a full set of voiceless phonemes corresponding to the voiced phonemes, 
including the sonorants. Voiced plosives are oral, and voiceless plosives are unaspirated. 
The velar and glottal fricatives are often deleted in casual speech. 

All consonants labialise when preceding the high back vowel lui. The post-alveolar 
fricative Iz/ palatalises before the high front vowel Iii. In addition the velar consonants iyl 
and II)I palatalise slightly before any front vowel, to the greatest degree before Iii. The rhotic 
Irl is normally a tap [f], but is realised as the approximant [J] immediately before a lateral. 

There is no glottal stop phoneme, but epenthetic glottal insertion occurs optionally 
before word initial vowels and in some instances between vowels at morpheme 
boundaries, possibly under the influence of the closely related neighbouring Maringe, 
where m is a phoneme. 

The vowel phoneme inventory is: 

e 
a 

u 
o 
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o 

SOLOMON ISLANDS 
~ 

o 
I 

50 
I 

Kilometres 
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100 
I 

There is no contrastive vowel length. No phonemic diphthongs exist, but in normal 
speech the VV sequences lael, lail, laol, laul, leil, and loul regularly undergo a process 
of diphthong formation, creating the heavy nuclei discussed in § 1.3. Vowels often 
devoice between identical voiceless obstruents. 

There are no underlying glides, but non-low vowels regularly have glide allophones 
in unstressed prevocalic position, front vowels occurring as [y] and back vowels as [w]. 
It is possible that Iwl has marginal phoneme status in a handful of Pijin loans such as 
Iwikil 'week'. 

1.2 Phonotactics 

Kokota has no underlying codas except possibly in a handful of Pijin loans. Codas may 
be created as the result of vowel syncope. However, underlying segmental structure 
allows only syllables with the structure V, CVand CCv. The majority of syllables have a 
single C onset. A small minority have no onsets, but these include several high 
frequency forms such as pronouns and demonstratives. A similar sized minority have 
CC onset clusters. 

The first consonant in a cluster must be an obstruent and the second a voiced 
sonorant. However, Itl, IdI, 1'1'/ and Ihi do not occur in consonant clusters, and clusters 
with initial fricatives other than If I are rare. Attested non-loan cluster combinations are: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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1.3 Stress 

Stress in Kokota is characterised by considerable variation, to the extent that a single 
speaker may assign stress variably to words with certain syllable structures. This results 
from changes that are under way in the stress assignment regime. 

The regular stress assignment regime involves feet parsed from left to right, so stress 
is counted from the left margin of the root. Stress is trochaic, meaning that the first and 
every second subsequent syllable/mora is stressed. (The final syllable/mora in words 
with an odd number of syllables/moras is not stressed, however, because the final odd 
syllable/mora is not assigned to any foot.) Primary stress is assigned to the rightmost 
stressed syllable/mora. This regime is most clearly illustrated in roots with only light 
syllables - i.e. syllables with only one mora each: 

Two syllables: 
Three syllables: 
Four syllables: 
Five syllables: 

/ka.me/ 
/ma.ka.si/ 
/dLhu.na.re/ 
/pa.ra.ha.ga.la! 

'hand' 
'bonito' 
'be rough' 
'giant' 

Some roots with three light syllables are assigned stress irregularly. Although these roots 
are synchronically monomorphemic, they are diachronically bimorphemic, and stress is 
assigned as though they consist of a prefix plus a disyllabic root, with the prefix not 
participating in stress assignment. Cases include formerly disyllabic roots with an 
accreted article */na/, an accreted causative particle /fa!, or historical but non-
synchronic reduplication: 

/na.qui.ri/ 
/fa.he.1(a/ 
/fu.m.nu/ 

'fish' 
'be happy' 
'begin' 

Some roots are produced with regular stress by younger speakers (/kokopa/ 'door') 
but irregular stress by older speakers (/kokopa/ 'door'), indicating that a process of 
regularisation is under way. Other variation, particularly between older and younger 
speakers, indicates that while older speakers assign stress on the basis of feet 
consisting of two moras, younger speakers assign stress on the basis of feet 
consisting of two syllables, regardless of weight. This is evident in roots with one or 
more heavy syllables, particularly those where moraic feet cannot be aligned with 
the left margin because this would result in a foot boundary in the middle of a heavy 
syllable: 

1 heavy syllable 
2 syllables, 1 st heavy 
2 syllables, 2nd heavy 
3 syllables, 3rd heavy 
2 syllables, both heavy 

Older speakers Younger speakers 
(moraic trochees) (syllabic trochees) 

/mai/ 'come' 
/baesu/ 'shark' 

/kalae/ 'reef' /kaIae/ 'reef' 
/ga1(arai/ 'banyan' 
Ibaehai/ 'tree sp.' 

/ga1(arai/ 'banyan' 
Ibaehai/ 'tree sp.' 

In roots with each of these structures, some are assigned stress on the basis of moraic 
trochees by all speakers, and some on the basis of syllabic trochees by all speakers 
(and this is true with roots with other similar structures, such as /oilagi/ 'power' 
versus /saigona/ 'evening'), but most are assigned stress with the age variability 
indicated. 
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Within the regular regime, suffixes and enclitics affect stress to the extent that they 
extend the length of the word, allowing further complete feet to be parsed: 

lkimel 'hand' > [bime-di] 'their hands' > [kame-di-re] 'those hands 
of theirs' 

Ik6kotal 'place name' > [kokota-nekyu]' ... Kokota, it was thus' 

Synchronically affixed prefixes or proclitics (including reduplication) do not participate 
in stress assignment (stress remains counted from the left margin of the root). 
Consequently it is difficult to determine whether preposed morphemes (such as the 
causative/a) are prefixes/proclitics or preposed particles. However, derivation creating a 
new lexeme generates a form which is stressed regularly: 

Igasel 'woman'> [ga-gase-na] 'female (of animals), 

Reduplication (which may be assumed to be prefixation) derives new lexemes. Once 
derived these then undergo a process of regularisation as unitary lexemes. Consequently 
many historically reduplicated lexemes count stress from the left margin of the echo 
syllable, even though an unreduplicated lexeme exists synchronically. Others remain 
irregularly stressed, while again many are stressed irregularly by older speakers but 
regularly by younger speakers: 

lrisol 
Ikrisul 
It6glal 

'write (TR)' 
'scoop (TR)' 
'chase (TR)' 

1.4 Orthography 

lri-risol 
Iki-krisu/ 
Ito-t6glal 
- It6-toglal 

'write (rTR)' 
'scoop (ITR)' 
'chase (ITR)' 
'chase (ITR)' 

(all speakers - regular) 
(all speakers - irregular) 
(older speakers - irregular) 
(younger speakers - regular) 

The standard Kokota orthography employs the expected symbols for each phoneme, with 
the exception of g for I¥/, it for Igl and fi for IIJ/. Voiceless sonorants are represented by 
digraphs of the appropriate sonorant letter followed by h (e.g. fih for IV/)' 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

The independent pronouns are: 

IINC lEXC 
SG ara 
DL gitapalu gaipalu 
TL gitatilo gaitilo 
PL gita gai 

2 
ago 
gaupalu 
gautilo 
gau 

3 
manei / nai 
reipalu 
reitilo 
maneri - rei + NUM 

The normal 3SG form is manei. The form nai is a now rarely occurring feminine 
pronoun. The trial forms may be used as paucals. The 3PL form rei may only be used 
with a numeral. With numbers up to about five or six rei tends to be used, with numbers 
greater than that maneri tends to be used. 

Objects are indexed by enclitics which are affixed to the final word in the verb 
complex. These enclitics distinguish the same person categories as free pronouns, but 
mark only singular and plural in number: 
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SG PL 
lINC -gila 
lEXC -au - -nau -gai 
2 -igo - -nigo -gau 
3 -i - -ni - {} -di - -ri 

The n-initial allomorphs occur when the host has as its final vowel the same vowel as 
that of the enclitic, though they sometimes also occur with other root forms in free 
variation with the vowel initial allomorphs. The two 3PL forms occur in apparent free 
variation. The 3sG zero allomorph occurs with the transitivising suffix (see §3.1). While 
the lEXC:PL and 2PL enclitics are similar to the independent pronouns, and the lINC:PL 
enclitic identical, they are indexing markers and freely co-occur with the free pronoun: 

Manahagi-gau gau mane huhurafii kaike mai au gudu ade-hi Kokota. 
want-2PL:O 2PL man Huhurangi one come exist EXHSThere-EMPH Kokota 
'I want you Huhurangi people to come together and all live here at Kokota.' 

Possessor indexing reflects the same category distinctions as object clitics: 

SG PL 
lINC da 
lEXC -gu -mai 
2 -mu --u -mi 
3 -na -di 

The enclitics used with inalienable possession and suffixes used in alienable possession 
are identical except for the 2sG marker, -mu (inalienable) and -u (alienable): 

2.2 Nouns 

Most nouns consist of a single nominal root morpheme. However, nominal derivation by 
compounds and by reduplication is attested. 

Left headed endocentric compounds may have a noun or verb root as the second element: 

kala-mhata 
mane-dou 
vaka-jialo 

'bush leaves' (lit. 'leaf/hair-bush') 
'important man' (lit. 'man-be.big') 
'aircraft' (lit. 'ship-fly') 

Exocentric compounds also occur: 

siko-gia 
mala-fihau 

'bird sp.' (lit. 'steal-lime') 
'food' (lit. 'PURP-eat') 

Compounds with the purposive marker are numerous and productive. 
Reduplication has a general derivational function, the commonest being the 

derivation of nouns from verb roots: 

deke 'step' 
nuge 'shake' 
siko 'steal' 

de-deke 
nu-nuge 
si-siko 

'stairs' 
'earthquake' 
'thief' 

Reduplication also semi-productively derives nouns from nominal roots: 

bagi 'wing, fin' 
tahi 'sea' 

ba-bagi 
ta-tahi 

'side roofs of porch' 
'stingray' 
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2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

There are two preposed definite articles: 

ia singular 
ira plural 

There are ten demonstratives: 

Touching Within reach Nearby Potentially Not visible 
('this/these ('this/these ('thatlthose visible ('thatl ('thatlthose 
:PROX') :DIST') :PROX') these :DIST') :NV) 

SG ao ine ~ -ne ana ~ -na iao -0 ~ -no 
PL aro ide ~ de are ~ -re iaro -ro 

All are postposed. The non-visible forms are enclitics, attaching to the final word in the 
NP core, while the within reach and nearby category forms optionally cliticise. All 
except the NV forms may also be used pronominally. 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Nouns are invariant for number. Singular and plural number is normally indicated by an 
accompanying demonstrative or article. 

Four preposed quantifiers can appear in the NP: 

tehi 
toga-tehi 
hugru 
(le)legu 

'many' 
'very many' (lit. 'thousand-many') 
'all' 
'every' 

In some contexts the nonspecific marker keha gives a sense equivalent to 'some' (in 
others it gives a sense equivalent to 'other'). The postposed exhaustive marker gudu also 
functions to indicate 'all' or 'every'. 

The numeral roots are: 

1 kaike 10 naboto 
2 palu 20 varedake 
3 tilo 30 tulufulu 
4 fnoto 40 palu-tutu 
5 gaha 50 limafulu 
6 nablo 60 tilo-tutu 
7 fitu 70 fitu-salai 
8 hana 80 hana-salai 
9 nheva 90 nheva-salai 

100 gobi 
1000 toga 

The forms for '10', '30', '40', '50' and '60' when followed by a further numeral carry 
the suffix -ai: 

tilo-tutu-ai gaha 'sixty five' 

Cardinals are formed from the roots by adding the suffix -gu ~ -u: 
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kaike-u 'one' 
palu-gu 'two' 

The forms for '40', '60', '70', '80', '90', '100' and' 1000' are used as cardinals without 
this suffix. 

Ordinals are formed using the preposed particle fa, which is formally identical to the 
causative marker: 

Ara ginai fakae-nigo ago ka fa palu wiki ana. 
lSG FUT see-2sG:o YOU:SG LOC ORO two week that:PRox 
'I'll see you in two weeks.' [lit. ' .. .in that second week.'] 

There is no ordinal form for 'first', the verbs kusu - kulu 'be first' and fufunu 'begin' 
performing that function. 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

There is a single immediate post-nominal position which may be filled by a lexical 
modifier. This may be a common noun, local noun, personal or location name, stative 
verb, adjective, or spatial locative. 

Only three formally underived adjectives have been identified: 

mata 'bush, wild' 
ohai 'domesticated, tame' 
tove 'old' 

Ohai is also a transitive verb, but it is treated as an adjective as it is the only non-stative 
verb occurring as a post-nominal modifier, and as such its head is the participant which 
undergoes the event: 

zora ohai 
pig tame 
'domesticated pig' 

Manei 
3sG 

n-e ohai zora. 
REAL-3:s keep. animal pig 

'He keeps pigs.' 

There is a small class of derived adjectives (marked here for third singular possessor): 

ma-mane-na 
ga-gase-na 
lehe-na 

le-lehe-na 
doli-na 

do-doli-na 
foforu-na 
kenu-na 

'male' (of animals) (cf. mane 'man') 
'female' (of animals) (cf. gase 'woman') 
'dead' (of humans/animals) (cf. lehe 'die, be dead' (of humans/ 

animals» 
'dead' (of plants) (cf. le-lehe 'die, be dead' (of plants» 
'alive' (of humans/animals) (cf. doli 'live, be born' (of humans/ 

animals» 
'alive' (of plants) (cf. do-doli 'live' (of plants» 
'new' (cf. foforu 'be new') 
'first' (cf. kenu 'front, be foremost') 

The underived stative verbs in the right hand column cannot function adjectivally. 
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2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

The NP consists of a core preceded and followed by a number of outer modifiers. The 
core consists of the nominal head preceded by the multitude markers tehi 'many or 
togatehi 'very many' and followed by an adjective or other lexical modifier discussed in 
§2.5: 

{
tehi } (alienable POSR base) + ( . ) + N + (ADJ) + (inalienable POSR enclitic) 
togatehl 

Ara kuru ge-gu tehi maniko. 
I have FOOD-lSG many pawpaw 
'I have many pawpaws.' 

N-e hure fia tilo tomoko dou-di wistin. 
REAL-3 carry IMM three war.canoe be.big-3PL western 
'They carried the three big war canoes of the westerners.' 

The outer modifier slots following the core consist of a restricted relative clause 
position, the exhaustive marker gudu, a demonstrative position, the possessor 
complement, an adjunct position allowing a PP, a personal or location name, or a 
deictic locative phrase; and finally a full relative clause position: 

{

(PP) } 
CORE + (RELCL) (EXHST) + (DEM) + (NPposs) + ~~~~OC) + (RELCL) 

(PN) 

N-e-ke au-gu parahagala ade ka vuhuku ine fate 
REAL-3-PERF exist-coNT giant here LOC mountain this:DIsTabove 

n-e-ke au-na-u nhagarai dou-na. 
REAL-3-PERF exist-AsP-CONT banyan be.big-thatPRoX 

'The giant was living here on this mountain above where there was that big banyan 
tree.' 

Pre-core modifier slots include an article position, the non-specific marker keha, and a 
quantifier position allowing a numeral or ordinal, or hugru 'all' or (le)legu 'every': 

(ART) + (NSP) + (QUANT)+ CORE 

Ara n-a fakae-di keha hugru 
I REAL-l see-3PL NSP all 
'I sawall a group of people.' 

2.7 Possession 

nakoni. 
person 

Kokota distinguishes three categories of possession: inalienable, consumable alienable, 
and general alienable. Inalienable possessor markers cliticise to the nominal core. 
Alienable possession is realised by possessor suffixes attached to possessive bases: ge-
for consumable, no- for general. The possessor indexing forms are given in §2.1. 

In addition a possessor may be expressed as a prepositional pseudo-locative, with no 
possessor agreement on the possessum: 
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Ara n-a fiha-ni gausa ka maneri. 
lSG REAL-l:EXC eat-3sG betel.nut LOC 3PL 
'I ate their betel nut.' 

Inalienable possession is used for part-whole relationships (including body parts, bodily 
matter, bodily states, and inanimate part-whole relationships); the impression of parts; 
non-physical parts; divisions of time; intrinsic characteristics; possession by a location 
(including local nouns and location names); contextual and associative relationships; 
and the possession of events. In addition, terms for younger kin, including tu-
'offspring' and tamo- 'younger sibling', are inalienably possessed, as are several 
culturally salient relationships including nafe- 'spouse', nafiho- 'parent-in-Iaw/child's 
spouse', mageha- 'maternal uncle', and glegu- 'sororal nephew'. 

The consumable alienable category is used with anything consumable by mouth: 
food, drink, tobacco, and oral medicine. The general alienable category is used with 
everything else, including older kin (e.g. kaka 'grandparent', ido 'mother'). 

Apart from a small number of kin terms (tu-, tamo-, nafe- and nafiho-), and the 
associative and contextualising nouns tareme- and gu-, all inalienably possessed nouns 
may occur without a possessor enclitic (in citation form, for example). 

Many nouns may occur with either inalienable or alienable marking. In some cases 
this is systematic: an entity as an intrinsic characteristic as opposed to a possessed 
object. 

totogale-gu ara ine 
picture-lsG lSG this:DIST 
'this photo of me' 

no-gu 
POSS:GEN-lSG 

totogale ara ine 
picture lSG this:DIST 

'this my photo' 
(I mayor may not own it) (I own it but it mayor may not be of me) 

This intrinsic versus non-intrinsic possession applies to entities such as totogale 
'picture', buka 'book', tuturi 'story' andfakasai and histori 'history'. Devils (naitu) that 
cause illnesses and medicines that cure them are inalienably possessed by the illness, but 
alienably possessed by the person who can use them. Ways of behaving (puhi) are 
inalienable if they are intrinsic characteristics but alienable if they are temporary, while 
suli 'child' is inalienable if thought of as someone's offspring but alienable if a child in 
general. 

This variation allows double marking with two possessors: 

Gu tu-turi-na ka ara no-gu mereseni-na mheke. 
be.thus REDup-tell-that LOC ISG POSS:GEN-lsGmedicine-3sG dog 
'So, my story is my medicine for dogs.' 

Many other nouns may be alienably or inalienably possessed without any apparent 
semantic distinction: 

Ka ta la mai-o ia vetula-na-na ia 
LOC SUB go come-thatNv the:sG law-3sG-thatpRoX the:sG 
'When the law of the Government came .. .' 

gavana ... 
government 

... fia 
but 

ho-hogo-na blau g-e-u ira 
REDup-be.true-3sG LMT NTRL-3-be.thus the.PL 

vetula gavana. 
law government 

' ... but the laws of the Government are true.' 

no-na 
POSS:GEN-3SG 
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Some kin terms, including nakrupe 'wife' and kue 'grandfather', may be inalienably or 
alienably possessed, with no semantic contrast, as may datau 'chief', and non-intrinsic 
characteristics such as gaga to 'thought', fogra 'sickness', nau 'place', suga 'house', 
vetula 'law, rule', velepuhi 'religion', and kastom 'custom'. 

2.8 Relative clauses 

There are two kinds of relative clauses: restricted and full. Restricted relative clauses 
consist of the subordinator ta or an appropriate modal auxiliary plus a single stative 
verb. These occur as an immediate post-core modifier: 

Ara n-a lulua gu-na fiha-ni mala-fihau ta dia ana. 
ISG REAL-1:ExCvomit CNTX-3PL eat-3sG PURP-eat SUB be.bad that:PROX 
'I'm vomiting from eating that bad food.' 

Full relative clauses occur finally in the NP: 

Teo mereseni tehi-u ara, marha-pau ana bla ta tahe 
be.not medicine many-CARD ISG hurt-head that:PRox LMT SUB tell 

age-i-na. 
go-3sG-that:PRox 

'I don't have [i.e. know] many medicines, just that headache that I will tell [the 
story of].' 

Note the respective positions in these two examples of the demonstrative ana 'that' in 
relation to the head and the relative clauses. 

3 VERBS AND VERB COMPLEXES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Derivation 

Most verbs consist of a single root morpheme. However, derivation by compounding 
and by reduplication occurs. 

Verb compounds are left headed and endocentric, and may have a noun or verb root 
or an adjective as the second element: 

dia-nanafa 
lehe-fihau 
do-dou-fihau 
tu-turi-tove 

'feel sad, sorry, unhappy etc.' (lit. 'be.bad-heart') 
'be hungry' (lit. 'die-eat') 
'eat gluttonously' (lit. 'REDuP-be.big-eat') 
'tell custom stories' (lit. 'REDup-teU-old') 

Note that the first element in the last two examples is reduplicated prior to 
compounding. Much reduplicative derivation is idiosyncratic. Verbs may be derived 
from noun roots by means of partial reduplication: 

fiolo 'penis' 
puki 'round lump of s.t.' 

fi-jiolo 'masturbate (of males)' 
pu-puki 'be round' 

or with semantic unpredictability from verb roots: 
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flhau 'eat' flha-flhau 'be biting (of fish), 
prosa 'slap self w. flipper ( of turtles), po-prosa 'wash clothes' 

In some cases, the reduplicated form has a habitual, ongoing or diminutive sense: 

mhagu 'be afraid' 
seha 'climb' 
fogra 'be unwell' 

mha-mhagu 
se-seha 
fo:{ogra 

'be habitually fearful' 
'climb all about' 
'be a little bit unwell' 

However, a major subregularity involves the reduplication of an intransitive verb from a 
transitive root. In some instances the derived form is a stative verb. However, typically, 
and apparently productively, it is dynamic: 

sito 
sofo 

'make hot' 
'grab' 

si-sito 
so-sofo 

'be hot to the touch' 
'be grabbing' 

In addition to these derivational strategies, the preposed marker fari derives a verb with 
a sense of mutuality: 

namha 
dia 
lase 

Causativiser 

'love' 
'be bad' 
'know s.t.' 

fari namha-i 
fari dia-i 
fari lase-

'be kind/loving to each other' 
'hate each other, be bad to each other' 
'mutually know s.t.' 

The causative particle fa increases the valency of a verb by introducing a new agent or 
cause and demoting the existing subject to object status. Stative verbs may be 
causativised to produce a dynamic verb: 

fodu 
nhigo 

'be full' 
'be finished' 

fafodu 
fa nhigo 

'fill' 
'finish s. t.' 

Dynamic verbs, whether transitive or intransitive, may also be causativised: 

flhau 
mai 

'eat' 
'come' 

fa flhau 
fa mai 

'make s.o. eat' 
'bring' 

The causative particle is assumed to be a preposed particle and not a prefix because it 
does not normally participate in stress assignment. However in some instances it has 
been accreted to the root and does participate in stress: 

lehe 'die, be dead' falehe- 'kill' 

Transitiviser 

The root-final suffix -i occurs with a lexical class of intransitive verbs to derive a 
transitive counterpart, and it replaces the final vowel of the root. When the root is 
stative, the introduced argument is an agent: 

tora 'be open' tor-i 'open s.t.' 

When the verb is active the introduced argument is an undergoer or oblique: 

hoda 'take (ITR)' 
mhoko 'sit' 

hod-i 
mhok-i 

'take s.t.' 
'sit on s.t.' 
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3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

The verb phrase has the following structure: 

(ginai) + (AUX) + (ginai) + (ASP]) + (MOOD]) + (kaike) + V* + (MOOD2) + (08J) + 
(ASP2) 

A pre-head auxiliary carries marking for mood and subject agreement, and several 
optional tense and aspectual categories. There are three modal categories: realis (actual 
events past or present), irrealis (future and habitual events), and neutral (maintaining the 
existing discourse modal status, or where modality is irrelevant). Contrary to cross-
linguistic tendencies, it is the irrealis that is unmarked. Realis is marked by n- and 
neutral by g-. First inclusive person does not distinguish modal categories, except 
optionally with the neutral. The auxiliaries distinguish subject person categories but not 
number (the first person exclusive includes ISG). The forms are: 

Realis Irrealis Neutral 
IINC da da ge- - da 
IEXC n-a a g-a 
2 n-o a g-o 
3 n-e e g-e 

The irrealis forms are typically omitted where the subject is unambiguous. There is a 
rival system in which the third person forms are used for all person categories, usually 
excepting I IN C . 

The auxiliaries carry the tense, aspect and polarity suffixes -ti NEG, -ke PERF, and 
-ge PRES: 

Gai fJ-a-ke pula. 
we:EXC IRR-IEXC-PERF return 
'We will return.' 

N-e-ke-ge toga. 
REAL-3-PERF-PRES arrive 
'He has just arrived.' 

O-e-ge fufunu-gu bla tu-turi-ana. 
IRR-3-PRES begin-coNT LMT REDup-tell-that:pRox 
'That story is about to start right now.' 

The negative suffix -ti is discussed in §4.4, while objects are indexed by the enclitics 
discussed in §2.1. 

The future tense marker ginai may occur before or after the auxiliary. It also occurs as a 
sentence level adverbial meaning 'later'. ASP I position includes the following modifiers: 

fani 'habitual' 
tuma 'always' 
torai 'intensifier' 

MOOD] position includes: 

mala 'purposive' 
manahagi 'desiderative' 
groi - goi 'desiderative' 
no- 'desiderative' 
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The desiderative manahagi is a main verb which may occur as the only verb in a 
predication. It is ascribed to the MOODl position as it may not co-occur with the 
other forms in that position, and when in a serial construction always occurs first. 
The desiderative no- is the alienable possessor indexed base, functioning adverbially. 
The possessor indexing agrees with the subject: 

Ara n-a no-gu lao 
ISG REAL-l:EXC POSS:GEN-ISG go 
'I want to go to Buala.' 

Buala. 
Buala 

Only the general (not the consumable) possessive base may occur in this preverbal 
position. The desiderative possessive base has exactly the same syntactic and functional 
range as groi and is usually used in its place, groi occurring infrequently. 

The form kaike functions as the numeral 'one'. Adverbially it indicates that plural 
subjects are together as one: 

Maneri ginai kaike isi hage. 
3PL FUT one flee ascend 
'They will all run away up together.' 

MOOD2 position includes: 

fakamo 'always' 
no- - ge- 'immediacy' 

Fakamo also occurs as a sentence level adverbial. Again a possessive base may occur as 
an adverbial modifier. In postverbal position they give a sense of immediacy to the 
predication, and either base occurs depending on the nature of the event or the semantics 
of the verb. Again the indexing agrees with the subject: 

Maneri n-e babao no-di. 
3PL REAL-3 be.tired POSS:GEN-3PL 
'They're tired.' 

N-e nhau ge-na. 
REAL-3 eat POSS:FOOD-3sG 
'He's eating.' 

Ara n-a dupa 
ISG REAL-IEXC punch 
'I'm punching this man.' 

no-gu-ni mane ine. 
POSS:GEN-ISG-3sG man this:DIST 

The object position consists of either an object indexed enclitic (§3.1) or an 
incorporated object. Transitive predications must have either an enclitic or incorporated 
object, but may not have both. An incorporated object may consist of an entire nominal 
core (not merely a single noun), and refers to generic, not specific, entities: 

Ara n-a hoda ge-gu kaku. 
ISG REAL-IEXC take POSS:FOOD-ISG banana 
'I'm taking my bananas.' 

Ara n-a korho toga-tehi namhari. 
ISG REAL-IEXC pull thousand-many fish 
'I caught very many fish.' 
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When incorporation occurs the verb is in an intransitive form. The verbs in these 
examples contrast with hod-i 'take (TR)' and korh-i 'pull (TR)'. 

ASPz position includes: 

-gu --u 
gudu 
glehe 
fea 
nhigo 

'progressive' (enclitic) 
'exhaustive' 
'stative intensifier' 
'initially' 
'completive' 

Nhigo also occurs as a main verb meaning 'finish'. The progressive (continuous) aspect 
marker -gu - -u is an enclitic. The -gu allomorph occurs when the host has the final 
vowel lui, the -u allomorph elsewhere. 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

Up to three verbs may form a single complex predication. The verbs lao 'go (towards), 
and age 'go, proceed' occur very commonly in first position, with a sense of 'go ahead 
and'. The possibilities for a third verb are limited to directional verbs and the affective 
verb tufa, including: 

mai 'come' 
lao 'go' 
hage 'ascend' 
kave 'descend' 
kota 'go ashore, land' 
toga 'arrive' 
tufa 'affect' 

Tufa 'affect' normally reads as 'give' in isolation. When final in a serial construction it 
is benefactive or malefactive, depending on the semantics of the overall predication. 

Non-final directional verbs have their root meaning and express one in a sequence of 
events, while series-finally they are grammaticalised to some extent as directionals: 

Mai mhoko. 
come sit 
'Come and sit down.' 

Mhoko maio 
sit come 
'Sit towards me.lSit over here.' 

When only one verb in a series is transitive, the indexing enclitic attaches to the final 
verb in the series, regardless of whether that is the transitive verb. Transitive verbs 
appear in their intransitive form when non-final in a series: 

o la hoda mai-ni-u ia 
2 go take come-3SG-CONT the:sG 
'Go and bring the big pot.' 

raro fa dou. 
pot SUB be.big 

When more than one transitive verb occurs, and the argument subcategorised for by all 
verbs is the same, the complex predication subcategorises for that one object: 
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Ta moita la raisi ana, zikra koko-ni bakru-na-na. 
SUB be.cooked COND rice thatPROx pour. out leave-3SG liquid-3sG-thatPRox 
'If the rice is cooked, pour away its liquid.' 

When several transitive verbs occur subcategorising for different arguments the complex 
predication subcategorises for all arguments. The complement of the final verb in the 
series is indexed by the object enclitic, complements of non-final verbs occurring as 
subsequent objects: 

Toka fa nhigo 
chop CAUS be. finished 
'Chop me that wood.' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

tufa-nau gazu ana. 
affect-lsG wood thatPRox 

There are two kinds of non-verbal predications: equatives and possessives. Equative 
clauses equate the subject to a nominal which specifies some aspect of the subject. 
When this is a habitual feature, the predication is coded irrealis. As with verbal clauses, 
irrealis auxiliaries are often omitted: 

Ambrose Varigutu datau-na Goveo. 
Ambrose Varigutu chief-3sG Goveo 
'Ambrose Varigutu is the chief of Goveo.' 

Realis auxiliaries occur if the feature is being treated as in some sense not habitual: 

Getu n-e-ke mane datau e-u. 
Getu REAL-3-PERF man chief 3-be.thus 
'Getu was the chief at that time.' 

Any of the pre-head predicate modifiers may occur: 

fa mane n-e-ke lehe e fani mane Premie e-u. 
the:sG man REAL-3-PERF die 3 HAB man Premier 3-be.thus 
'The man who died used to be Premier.' 

Belama ginai e mane polisi. 
Belama FUT 3 man police 
'Belama will be a policeman.' 

A predicate nominal may be inalienably possessor-indexed to the subject 

Gita nakoni posa-da. 
lINC:PL person emerge-IINc:PL 
'We were visitors.' 

Pragmatically unmarked constituent orders are impossible with equative clauses. The 
subject normally occurs before the predicate in topic position. The exception is when it 
occurs in clause-final focus position: 

E-ti nafiha-di nakoni si-la-re. 
3-NEG name-3PL person FOC-Asp-those:PRox 
'Those aren't the names of people.' 
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Possessive predications consist of the appropriate possessive base indexed to the 
possessor, plus the possessor itself: 

Keha pile-di-re no-na bla tagi-na. 
NSP side-3PL-those:PROx POSS:GEN-3sG LMT REFL-3SG 
'Some parts simply belong to him himself.' 

Mala-fihau are ge-gu ara. 
PURP-eatthose:PRox POSS:FOOD-ISG ISG 
'That food is mine.' 

Again auxiliaries and pre-head modifiers may occur: 

Ide-hi n-e-ke no-gu 
these:DIST-EMPH REAL-3-PERF POSS:GEN-lsG 
'These used to be my books.' 

buka ara. 
book ISG 

A-hi ginai no-gu 
this:PROX-EMPH FUT POSS:GEN-ISG 

vilai ara. 
knife ISG 

'This will be my knife.' 

Only alienable relationships can be expressed with possessive predications. 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The pragmatically unmarked constituent order for core arguments is VS(O): 

N-e nagra-u bla mane-ne. 
REAL-3 be.blocked-cONT LMT man-this:DIST 
'The man was blocked [i.e. trapped].' 

N-o fa-Iehe-ri ago kokorako 
REAL-2 cAus-die-3PL you:SG chicken 
'You are killing those chickens.' 

are. 
those:PROx 

There are two pragmatically marked positions. Topicalised arguments occur in clause 
initial position: 

Ara ke nhogi VISI a-hi 
ISG PERF pay.back play this:PROX-EMPH 
'I will pay back this game of ours.' 

Are-lau tahe-di ago. 
those:PROx-sp tell-3pL 2SG 

ka gita-palu. 
LOC IEXC:PL-two 

'Those ones [parts of a story] you will just tell.' 

Focused arguments occur clause finally, and may be marked with the focus proclitic si-: 

O-ti dupa-i 
2-NEG punch-3sG 
'Don't you hit him!' 

Reflexives 

manei si-ago. 
3SG FOc-2SG 

Reflexive arguments occur in the usual object position and are represented by a reflexive 
base, tagi- - tai-, with the possessor coreferential with the subject. The forms are: 
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SG PL 
IINC 
IEXC 
2 
3 

tai-gu 
tagi-mu 
tagi-na 

tagi-da 
tagi-mai 
tagi-mi 
tagi-di 

Ago n-o fa mhoto-nigo tagi-mu. 
2SG REAL-2 CAUS sweat-2sG REFL-2SG 
'You are making yourself sweat.' 

Reflexives also function in other roles, including as possessors and obliques. 

Middle voice 

Several small classes of experiencer verbs carry object agreement enclitics which index 
the subject coreferentially with the subject agreement auxiliaries. In some instances the 
verbs are intransitive, in others they are transitive. One class includes potentially 
involuntary bodily actions: 

sune 'sniff' 
hekna 'hiccup' 
sihe 'sneeze' 
knaha 'cough' 
hohoa 'yawn' 
kalahohoa 'burp' 

These may be treated as events over which the subject has control, in which case the 
subject is treated as an actor and the verbs behave like any other intransitive verbs. 
However the subject may also be treated as an experiencer, in which case coreferential 
agreement occurs: 

Ago n-o hekna. 
2sG REAL-2 hiccup 
'You are hiccuping [on purpose].' 

Ago n-o hekna-nigo. 
2sG REAL-2 hiccup-2SG 
'You are hiccuping [involuntarily].' 

Verbs in this class are dynamic. One stative verb, fogra 'be unwell' behaves similarly. 
The verb may be treated as expressing a state, in which case no coreferential indexing 
occurs. If the verb is treated as something the subject experiences, then the coreferential 
indexing does occur: 

Ara n-a 
ISG REAL-IEXC 
'I am sick.' 

Ara n-a 
ISG REAL-IEXC 
'I feel sick.' 

fogra. 
be.sick 

fogra-nau. 
be.sick-l SG 

With all other classes of middle voice verbs the subject is only interpretable as an 
experiencer and coreferential indexing is obligatory. One class of experiencer verbs may 
be monovalent or bivalent. This class includes: 



bula-
marhi-
ila-
ke-keli-
di-dia-

'feel angry' 
'feel pain' 
'be dazzled' 
'be pleased by' 
'be displeased by' 
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The last two are reduplicated forms of the stative verbs keli 'be good' and dia 'be bad'. 
Whether a second core argument is present or not, coreferential indexing occurs. When 
an object is present it is not indexed, the indexing remaining coreferential: 

Ara n-a marhi-nau (nene-gu-ine). 
ISG REAL-IEXC feel.pain-lsG leg-lsG-this:D1ST 
'1 am in pain (from this leg of mine).' 

Ara n-a-ke ila-nau 
lSG REAL-IEXC-PERF be.dazzled-ISG 
'1 was dazzled (by that lamp).' 

(zuta-na). 
(lamp-that: PROX) 

fla also occurs as a non-experiencer verb without coreferential indexing - a stative of 
which the light source is the subject. The object of verbs in this class is the cause of the 
experience. However this does not apply only to experiencer verbs but is in keeping with 
the promotion of causes to core arguments common in the language: 

fa pike mau-gu n-e-ke hod-i-o Sala ge Rurubofli 
the:sG piece taro-lsG REAL-3-PERF take-TR-that:Nv Sala and Ruruboni 

bla, fia n-a lehe-ni a-hi ara. 
LMT but REAL-IEXC die-3sG this:PROX-EMPH ISG 

'My piece of taro, Sala and Rurubongi brought it, but I'm dying from it.' 

There is a further class of experiencer verbs (verbs of ownership) where the object is 
obligatory: 

kuru 'possess' 
au 'exist' 
teo 'not exist' 

Of these, au and teo are the positive and negative existential verbs. Where the possessive 
relationship is treated as inalienable, no object indexing occurs, but where the 
relationship is alienable, coreferential indexing occurs: 

Manei 
3SG 

n-e teo nehu dou. 
REAL-3 not.exist nose be. big 

'He does not have a big nose.' 

Gila da teo-gita faiba. 
IINC:PL IINC not.exist-IINC:PL boat 
'We haven't got a boat.' 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Prepositional phrases 

Many oblique functions are performed by prepositional phrases involving ka, the only 
true preposition in the language. The optionally procliticising ka has a general locative 
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function, the exact nature of which is dictated by the semantics of the verb it modifies, 
and to some extent by context. Often it functions as a true locative, either a spatial or 
temporal location, or a source or goal: 

fa lopo-na manei mai n-e-ge namo-u kaike au 
the:sG coil-3SG 3SG come REAL-3-PRES be.near-CONT one exist 

ka to-toi-ne. 
LOC REDUP-cook-this:DIST 

'His coils come and are close and together on this fire.' 

· .. tana kave mai ka-ia rifiata . .. 
· .. then descend come Loc-the:sG doorway 
' ... then [they] come out the door .. .' 

Ginai mai gudu bla baiu ka-ia sikolu-ne bla. 
FUT come EXHST LMT DUB Loc-the:sG school-this:DIST LMT 
'Maybe they will just all come just to this school.' 

In other instances ka obliques are causes, instruments or benefactives: 

Ago n-o hUfiu-nigo ka malivi-na 
2sG REAL-2 have.heartburn-2SG LOC fat-3sG 
'You have heartburn from the fat of that pig.' 

N-e faroho-ri ira mheke ka gazu ana. 

zora-na. 
pig-that:PRox 

REAL-3 strike-3PL the:PL dog LOC wood that:PROX 
'He hit the dogs with that stick.' 

· . . ke la toi mala-fihau ka-manei. 
· .. PERF go cook PURP-eat LOc-3SG 
' ... [they] cooked food for him.' 

Other constituent types also occur as peripheral arguments. These include various 
locative arguments, contextualisers, and an associative. 

Locative arguments 

Locative arguments other than prepositional phrases introduced by ka include location 
names, which may not occur within a prepositional phrase: 

Age da hage-u 
go IINC ascend-CONT 
'Let's go up to Fitupogu.' 

Fitupogu. 
Fitupogu 

Other locative argument types include deictic, intrinsic and absolute locatives. There are 
three deictic locatives: 

ade 'here' 
sare 'there (proximal)' 
sara 'there (distal), 

The intrinsic and absolute locatives form a closed class of local nouns. The intrinsic 
local nouns are: 



pari 
fate 
kenu 
bete 
legu 
gilu 
kota 
hotai 
fari hotai 
geri 
mairi 
mautu 

'below, underneath' 
'above, on top' 
'in front' 
'behind' (now archaic) 
'behind' (also the verb 'follow') 
'inside' 
'outside' 
'in the middle' 
'between' 
'beside' 
'left' 
'right' 
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Four absolute locative terms relating to the horizontal domain exist in Kokota: 

rauru 
rhuku 
paka 
fona 

'seaward' 
'landward' 
'northwest' 
'southeast' 

The paka-fona axis corresponds to the line of the coast, while the rauru-rhuku axis 
crosses that at right angles. As Hurepelo and Goveo/Sisiga are on opposite sides of the 
island, the directions indicated by the rauru-rhuku axis are in mirror image in cardinal 
terms (i.e. in Hurepelo rhuku 'landward' is NE, in Goveo and Sisiga it is SW). 

Local nouns indicate location: 

Tana kave mai ka-ia riiiata, naboto gase 
then descend come Loc-the:sG doorway ten woman 

naboto gase legu, hotai rei-palu tati. 

kenu, 
front 

ten woman behind middle 3PL-two mother. and. baby 
'Then they come out the door, ten women in front, ten women behind, in the middle 
the mother and baby.' 

or direction: 

Gai lao fona Buala. 
lEXC:PL go east Buala 
'We're going east to Buala.' 

Local nouns may occur with an inalienable possessor: 

N-e au fona-na suga-o. 
REAL-3 exist east-3sG house-that:Nv 
'It [the new cookhouse] is at the east of the house.' 

Local nouns function only as oblique locatives, never as core arguments. While they 
often modify the predication directly, they may occur (with or without a possessor 
complement) as the complement of a preposition: 

Toi-kame ana n-e au ka fari hotai-di buti are. 
cook-arm that:PRox REAL-3 exist LOC REC middle-3pL shoe those:PROx 
'That centipede is between those shoes.' 
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.. . g-a mai-iia gai ade ka-ia rhuku . 

.. . NTRL-IEXC come-IMM IEXC:PL here Loc-the:sG landward 
' ... we come here to the shore side.' 

Both possessor complements and enclosure within a PP are much more common with 
intrinsic locatives than with absolute. Legu 'behind' and gilu 'inside' are temporal as well 
as spatial locatives, gilu with a durational function, and legu indicating 'after' in time. 

Contextualisers 

Two nominals, gu- and nafu-, introduce contextual information, represented as a 
possessor complement. Possessor indexing is obligatory. The contextual possessor may 
be realised as an NP or a subordinate clause. The precise semantic role of the contextual 
argument depends on the semantics of the overall clause. The context may be the cause 
of the main predication, or an entity on whose behalf the event occurs, or the subject 
matter of a story, thought, etc.: 

E-u teo g-e boka turi-di manei . .. 
3-be.thus be.notNTRL-3 be.able tell-3PL:O 3SG 

nafu-na n-e-ke blahi ka gai t-au-are. 
base-3sG REAL-3-PERF be. tabu LOC lEXC:PL sUB-exist-those:pRox 

'He can't tell [those things]. .. because those are tabu for us.' 

Ti-ke mai gu-gu bo tai-gu. 
NEG-PERF come CNTx-ISG CTRST REFL-lsG 
'I haven't come on my own behalf.' 

Ara-hi a turi tufa-nigo kaike tu-turi fakasai-di nau-de 
lSG-EMPH lEXC tell affect-2sG one REDup-tell history-3PL place-these:DIsT 

gu-di Gobilologu ge Faknoe. 
about-3pL Gobilologu and Faknoe 

'I'm going to tell you a history story of these places about Gobilologu and Faknoe.' 

Contextual arguments typically modify the predication directly. However, they 
infrequently occur as the complement of the preposition: 

Ara manahagi turi tufa-nigo ago ka gu-na ia au 
lSG want tell affect-2sG 2sG LOC CNTX-3sG the:sG exist 

ka gai ... 
LOC lEXC:PL 

'I will tell you about our living when Christianity first came .. .' 

In addition to its contextual function, nafu is also a common noun meaning 'base'. 

Associative noun 

The noun tareme- occurs only as an oblique assigning an associative role to a participant 
which is represented as a possessor complement. Possessor indexing is obligatory. 

Ara n-a-ke tu-turi tareme-na gase ana ka kaike 
lSG REAL-3-PERF REDup-tell with-3SG woman that:PROX LOC one 

fata bla. 
occasion LMT 

'I have only talked with that woman on one occasion.' 
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The form also refers to relatives or members of the speaker's immediate community: 

Ehe tareme-gu-ro, ke nodo fea ke mai tore kaoni t-au-o . .. 
yes with-ISG-those:NV PERF stop INIT PERF come ask account sUB-exist-that:NV 
'Yes friends, stop coming and asking for credit. .. ' [sign on store] 

4.4 Negative clauses 

Negation is marked in two ways. One involves the negative suffix -ti attaching to the 
preverbal subject/modal auxiliary: 

Ara-hi a-ti-ke fufunu-di-bo t-au-de. 
ISG-EMPH IEXC-NEG-PERF begin-3PL-cTRST sUB-exist-these:DIST 
'I didn't start these [arguments].' 

O-ti fa doli-ni gilai au batari foforu ago. 
2-NEG CAUS live-3SG until exist battery new 2sG 
'Don't tum it on until you have new batteries.' 

The second means of marking negation involves a periphrastic construction in which the 
negative existential verb teo occurs with a sentential complement. 

Gai teo 
IEXC:PL be.not 

g-a 
NTRL-I:EXC 

mai-u 
come-CONT 

k-ago. 
LOc-2SG 

'We will not be coming to you.' 

Mane 
man 

t-au-ana teo 
sUB-exist-that:PROX be.not 

'That man I don't know.' 

g-a 
NTRL-IEXC 

lase-i ara. 
know-3SG I SG 

In this construction the complement clause is normally marked with the neutral modal 
auxiliary g-, unless the complement clause commences with a form which normally 
occurs without an auxiliary, such as the abilitative boka: 

Ara teo boka zaho tetegu. 
ISG be.not be.able go fish(v.) 
'I will not be able to go fishing.' 

In negative imperatives the auxiliary suffix always occurs. In other clause types while 
the suffixing strategy does occur, especially with older speakers, the periphrastic 
construction is much more common. 

The negative existential verb teo occurs in several other constructions in which it is 
the negative counterpart of the positive existential verb au - as a verb of non-possession, 
or (without a complement) to express non-existence: 

Ara n-a 
ISG REAL-IEXC 
'I've got no money.' 

teo-nau seleni. 
be.not-ISG money 

N-e-ge la teo ira nakoni n-e-u. 
REAL-3-PRES go be.not the:PL person REAL-3-be.thus 
'The people have gone to nothing [i.e. have all died out].' 
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5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

Second person imperatives are expressed simply as irrealis clauses. As with other 
irrealis declaratives the subject indexed auxiliary may be omitted. 

Ke mai ago Tikani. 
PERF come 2SG Tikani 
'You come back, Tikani!' 

O-ti lao sare gilu. 
2-NEG go there:PRox inside 
'Don't go in there!' 

First inclusive imperatives optionally commence with the particle aria: 

Aria, d-age nhura-i 
IMP IINC:PL-go destroy-3SG 
'Let's go and destroy Fitupogu.' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Fitupogu. 
Fitupogu 

Polar interrogatives have the structure of declaratives, typically with the contrastive 
particle bo present: 

N-e fa mai-ni-bo Pita maneko ine? 
REAL-3 CAUS come-3SG-CTRST Pita pawpaw this:DIST 
'Did Peter bring this pawpaw?' 

Polar interrogatives have final rising intonation, in contrast with declarative falling 
intonation. 

Option interrogatives also have declarative structure, with the enclitic -ba 'or' 
marking the first, and often both, presented options: 

Ligomo n-e salupu-ba, n-e toga? 
Ligomo REAL-3 pass-or REAL-3 arrive 
'Did the Ligomo [a ship] go past or did it stop?' 

Option interrogatives are distinguished from declaratives by rising intonation on each 
constituent marked with the dubitative. 

Content questions are fonned using the following interrogative profonns: 

hei 'who?' 
hae 'where?' 
heve 'what?' 
niha-o 'when? (realis), 
niha-na 'when? (irrealis), 

These may occur in the same syntactic positIOn as the questioned constituent, but 
are usually fronted to clause initial position. Peripheral argument interrogatives 
occur as complements of the appropriate prepositional, associative or contextualising 
head: 



Hei n-e muni-nau-na? 
who REAL-3 hide-l sG-that:PRox 
'Who is hiding from me?' 
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Ka-hei n-e tuJa-i-na manei ira 
the:PL 

kaku are? 
Loc-who REAL-3 affect-3sG-that:PROx 3SG 
'Who did he give those bananas to?' 

Maneri n-e-ke lao ka-sitoa 
3PL REAL-3-PERF go LOC-store 
'Who did they go to the store with?' 

tareme-na hei? 
Assoc-3SG who 

banana those:PRox 

When the predicate itself is in question heve 'what?' occurs in predicate position: 

N-e heve? 
REAL-3 what 
'What happened?' 

Questions to elicit the specific identity of an argument are formed with heve 'what?' 
occurring in the adnominal core modifier position: 

Ka nare heve ta lao-na Buala? 
LOC day what SUB go-that:PROX Buala 
'On which day will [you] go to Buala?' 

Details of quantity are requested by the interrogative pro form niha 'how many?', 
occurring in the pre-head quantifier position: 

Niha zora n-e Ja-lehe-ri-re 
how. many pig REAL-3 cAus-die-3PL-those.PROx 
'How many pigs did he kill?' 

manei? 
3sG 

Questions of manner are also formed with the interrogative heve 'what?' in a construction 
involving two clauses. The first clause contains the interrogative, the second the event 
about which the manner inquiry is made. These are joined by the consecutive conjunction 
ge 'and then'. The second clause is marked by the immediate marker fia. Two 
constructions occur in the first clause: one involving heve plus the limiter bla, the other 
with heve preceded by ge la 'go' and followed by a 'be thus' complex: 

Heve bla ge g-a lehe fi-ara? 
what LMT and NTRL-l:EXC die IMM-lsG 
'How will I die?' [lit. 'Just what and then r die?'] 

.. . g-e la heve e-u ge ge-da Ja-lehe-i-fia 

... NTRL-3 go what 3-be.thus and NTRL-IINC cAus-die-3sG-IMM 
' ... how are we going to kill him?' [lit. ' ... going in what way will it be thus and then 
we kill him?'] 

Questions of cause have a similar structure to those of manner, with two clauses 
conjoined by ge. The second clause expresses the event asked about and is marked with 
fia. The first clause consists of heve and a 'be thus' complex: 

Heve n-e-u ge n-o si-siko-fia ago? 
what REAL-3-be.thus and REAL-2 REDUP-steal-IMM 2sG 
'Why are you stealing?' [lit. 'What is thus and then you are stealing?'] 
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6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

The following coordinators occur: 

neu 'and' 
fia 'but' 
tana 'then' 
age 'and then' 
ge 'and then' 
ba 'or' 

In addition, clauses, even within a single sentence, may be coordinated without an overt 
coordinator. 

The above particles are all clause initial with the exception of ge and ba, which are 
clause final. The separate clause positions of ge and age mean that they may co-occur 
across a clause boundary: 

N-e lao iaro Kolodadara ge, age g-e la 
REAL-3 go those:Nv Kolodadara and.then and.then NTRL-3 go 

fa-lehe-i-fia n-e-ke-u Fadalao . .. 
cAus-die-3sG-IMM REAL-3-pERF-be.thus Fadalao 

'They went over there to Kolodadara, and then they killed Fadalao .. .' 

6.2 Subordination 

Adverbial clauses 

The local noun lagu- has a temporal function in which it relates a main clause event to 
another event sequentially. The subordinated clause dominated by lagu- is nominalised, 
and only the pragmatically unmarked clause order VS(O) is possible. The verb complex 
is marked with a demonstrative, an article, possessor indexing, or any combination of 
these: 

Legu-na toga-gu-na ara gita-palu 
behind-3sG arrive-lsG-that:PROx lSG lINC:PL-two 
'After that arrival of mine we two worked together.' 

da kaike frifihe. 
lINC one work 

Contextual clauses are introduced by the contextualisers gu- and nafu-, and are not 
nominalised (cf. §4.3). These typically have the pragmatically unmarked constituent 
order, but all main clause possibilities apply, including preverbal topicalisation: 

Gu-na ago n-o hoda tehi namhari ara n-a 
CNTX 2SG REAL-2 take many fish lSG REAL-IEXC 

glehe. 
INTENS 

'Because you caught so many fish I am very happy.' 

fahega 
be.happy 

The subordinating particle gilai 'until' introduces clauses which are not nominalised and 
have the constituent order possibilities of main clauses. Gilai itself is typically a 
complement of the preposition ka, but this is optional: 
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Au bla velepuhi-na g-e au-gu sare, ka gilai 
exist LMT right.way-that:PRox NTRL-3 exist-CONT there:PROX LOC until 

ke pulo-gu Gogomo. 
PERF return-CONT Gogomo 

'The church was there until Gogomo went back.' 

Clausal subjects and adjuncts 

Clausal arguments other than complement clauses are nominalised by the presence of 
either a demonstrative, an article, or possessor indexing. These include clausal subjects 
and adjuncts: 

Frinhe heta ine n-e fa babao-nau ara. 
work be.powerful this:DIST REAL-3 CAUS be.tired-lSG lSG 
'This working hard is making me tired.' 

Ka mhoko age-na-na Gobilologu nogal g-e age sugu 
LOC sit go-3sG-that:PRox Gobilologu VOC NTRL-3 go hiss 

ia to-toi, g-e lehe-u n-e-ke-u. 
the:SG RED up-cook NTRL-3 die-CONT REAL-3-pERF-be.thus 

'When Gobilologu sat down, man!, the fire hissed and died.' 

Complement clauses and relative clauses 

Complement clauses (i.e. clauses functioning as subcategorised arguments) and relatives 
are not nominalised and have the same internal structure. With both, two constructions 
occur: one involving the subordinator fa, the other without the subordinator. 

Clauses introduced by fa have no auxiliary, and the verb carries an obligatory 
demonstrative enclitic realising the controlled argument: 

E-u bla za-zaho-di-re 
3-be.thus LMT REDuP-go-3PL-those:PRox 

fa lase-ri-re ara. 
SUB know-3PL-those:PRox ISG 

'So that's the way of the two devils that 1 know.' 

palu naitu 
two devil:sG 

Ara manahagi-ni 
lSG want-3SG 

ta mai-na ago ade-hi. 
SUB come-that:PROX 2SG here-EMPH 

'1 want you to come here.' 

Clauses without the subordinator have an auxiliary which, as with main clauses, may be 
omitted when irrealis. 

. . . g-e-ke mai nhau ka-ira tanana n-e-ke fafara-di . .. 
NTRL-3:s-PERF come eat Loc-the:PLfood REAL-3:s-PERF sacrifice-3PL 

maneri ... 
3PL 

' ... he came and ate from the food they had sacrificed .. .' 

Ara manahagi-ni 
ISG want-3SG 

mai ago ade-hi. 
come 2SG here-EMPH 

'1 want you to come here.' 
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Constituent order possibilities within relative and complement clauses are more limited 
than with main clauses. Clauses with fa do not allow any argument in preverbal topic 
position. A preverb topic may occur in relative and complement clauses without fa, but 
only an ergative argument may be topicalised: 

fa mheke ago n-o-ke poma-i-o n-e lehe. 
the:SG dog 2SG REAL-2-PERF strike-3sG-thatNv REAL-3 die 
'That dog you hit is dead.' 

Ara manahagi-ni 
ISG want-3SG 

ago poma-i mheke 
2SG strike-3SG dog 

'I want you to hit that dog.' 

ana. 
thatPRox 

With both fa and non-fa relative and complement clauses any argument may occur in 
clause final focus position, but the focus particle si may not occur: 

Ara manahagi-ni fa poma-i mheke 
ISG want-3SG SUB strike-3SG dog 
'I want YQ1! to hit that dog.' 

ana ago. 
thatPRox 2SG 

fne-hi 
this:DIST-EMPH 

ia 
the:SG 

gazu n-e-ke poma-i-o 

ia mheke ago. 
the.SG dog 2SG 

wood REAL-3-PERF strike-3sG-thatNv 

'This is the stick YQ1! hit the dog with.' 

These structural constraints described above apply to all relative and complement 
clauses with the exception of restricted relative clauses, which consist only of the 
subordinator and a single verb root (see above). Full relative clauses may modify any 
main clause argument, and any relative clause argument may be controlled. 

Conditional clauses 

Conditional clauses involve the subordinator fa, and have the same constraints as fa 
relative and complement clauses, except that the conditional particle la is cliticised to 
the verb complex in place of the demonstrative: 

Ta mai au-la gai ade a-ke mai siko ginai ka-ira 
SUB come exist-coND IEXC:PLhere IEXC-PERF come steal later Loc-the:PL 

ge-di no-di e-u mane n-e-ke kusu 
POSS:FOOD-3PL POSS:GEN-3PL 3-be.thus man REAL-3-PERF be.first 
au-de ade. 
exist-these:DIST here 

'If we come and live here we would come and steal sometime from the food and 
things of the people who already live here.' 



GELA 
Terry Crowley 

Gela (often written as Nggela) is spoken by over 5000 people in the central Solomon 
Islands. The language is spoken in three dialects, on the islands of Big Nggela (Nggela 
Sui e), Small Nggela (Nggela Pile), Sandfly (Mboko ni mbeti) and Buenavista (Vatilau). 
This sketch is based on the dialect of Small Nggela. The dialects are lexically and 
grammatically very similar, and differ only on a number of phonological points. In 
particular, Ih/ on Big Nggela corresponds systematically to /zl in the other dialects. Gela 
belongs to Tryon and Hackman's (1983) Guadalcanal grouping of Eastern Oceanic 
languages. 

Fox (1955) is a fairly substantial dictionary of the language. Von der Gabelentz 
(1873), Codrington (1885) and Ivens (1937) produced sketches, though no full grammar 
of the language has been written. This sketch was written on the basis of information 
obtained from John Kouni. 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

Gela has the following consonant phonemes: 

P 
b 
m 
v 

t 
d 
n 
z 
s 
r 

w y 

k 
g 
IJ 
¥ 

Voiced stops are very occasionally prenasalised word-medially. The fricative Izl is 
realised as [0] in alternation with the voiced retroflex sibilant [:?] initially before la!, and 
invariably as [:?] elsewhere. Thus: /zalJavulul 'ten' is [oalJavulu - :?alJavulu], and Itazil 
'sea' is [ta:?i]. 

The vowel phonemes are: 

e 
a 

u 
o 

There is no contrastive vowel length. 

525 
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GELA 
9'S 

D~a 
RUSSELL IS, 

<> ' ~ .. , 
.. ~. 'G\ 

~ 
SOLOMON ISLANDS 

~ 

1.2 Phonotactics 

0 
I 

I 
160'E 

~ 
MALAITA 

(;;j GELA SULE 
~\)..FLORIDA 
TUlagh~ IS, 

GELA PILE 

HONIARA 

l 

50 100 
I 

Kilometres 

The syllable canon is (C)Y. The only exception that has been noted is the form Isakail 
'one', which alternates with Iskai/. 

1.3 Stress 

Stress is applied to the penultimate syllable of the word, With the addition of 
morphological material after a root, the penultimate syllable of the actual root may be 
unstressed. When two identical vowels arise word-finally with an intervening morpheme 
boundary, the resulting sequence is pronounced as a single stressed vowel. Thus 
compare I'tolul 'three' with Ikolu-u1 'with me' > Iko'lul. 

104 Other features and orthography 

Fox (1955) describes the Big Nggela dialect, in which the fricative Izl appears as Ih/, 
and in which the voiced stops are prenasalised in all environments. He represented the 
voiced stops Ib/, Id/ and Igl orthographically as mb, nd and ngg respectively; the velar 
fricative Iyl as g; and the velar nasal as ng. What appears in my data as Igeze/ 
'messenger', phonetically [ge?e], is represented orthographically by Fox as nggehe. 
Because Fox's orthography is so far removed from the phonetic reality of the data in 
this sketch, I have decided to represent forms in phonemic rather than orthographic 
script. 
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2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

The pronoun paradigms are as follows: 

IINC IEXC 2 3 

Independent 
SG (i)nau (i)yoe gaya 
DL royita royami royamu rogaira 
TL toluyita toluyami toluyamu tolugaira 
PL (i)yita (i)yami (i)yamu gaira 

Possessor 
SG -gu -mu -na 
PL -da -mami -miu -dira 

Object 
SG -u -yo -a 
PL -yita -yami -yamu -ra 

The independent pronouns appear as emphatic verbal subjects, or as topics in verbless 
clauses. The use of the possessive forms is described in §2.7, while the object forms 
appear in constructions described in §3.1. 

2.2 Nouns 

There is no evidence of morphological derivation of nouns from verbs, with formally 
identical roots functioning in both verbal and nominal contexts, e.g.: 

u liDe 
ISG:NON.FUT sing 
'1 will sing' 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

na liDe 
ART song 
'the song' 

The following articles appear before nouns: 

a 'proper' 
na 'common definite subject and object' 
o 'common indefinite object' 

Unsuffixed common nouns, as well as the interrogative Izaval 'what?' (§5.2), are 
preceded by the preposed article Ina!. With generic verbal objects, however, this article 
is absent. Proper nouns (i.e. personal names, directly suffixed kin terms and the 
interrogative Izeil 'who?', §5.2) are preceded by the article lal in subject position. In 
object position, personal names are obligatorily preceded by the article la!, while the 
article is optional before suffixed nouns. Thus: 

e 
3SG:PAST 

inu beti a Stephen 
drink water ART Stephen 

'Stephen drank water.' 
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e inu beti a 
3SG:PAST drink water ART 
'My father drank water.' 

tama-gu 
father-ISG 

e inu-vi-a na beti na kau 
3sG drink-TR-3SG ART water ART dog 
'The dog drank the water.' 

geva ku riyi-a (a) 
later ISG:FUT see-3SG ART 
'Later I will see my father.' 

tama-gu 
father-ISG 

Demonstratives are postposed to the noun. These make a distinction between proximate 
and distant location, as well as singular and plural number, as follows: 

Singular Plural 
Proximate 
Distant 

Thus: 

eni 
ari 

ini 
m 

e inu beti na kau ini 
3SG:PAST drink water ART dog these 
'These dogs drank water.' 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Gela has a decimal system: 

keza 
2 rua 
3 tolu 
4 

6 ono 
7 vitu 
8 alu 
9 ziwa 

5 
vati 
lima 10 zalJavulu 

These forms are used when counting. When used as nominal modifiers, the same forms 
are used, with the exception of the form meaning 'one', where Isakai ~ skail is used. 
When used as nominal premodifiers, the numerals except Isakail 'one' are preceded by 
lei and the following noun is accompanied by the article. Thus: 

e tolu na bolo 
NUM three ART pig 
'three pigs' 

sakai na bolo 
one ART pig 
'one pig' 

There is an ordinal suffix, I-nil, with ordinal numerals preceding the noun: 

rua-ill na kau 
two-ORD ART dog 
'the second dog' 

A number of prenominal number markers appear between the article and the noun. 
Forms of this type attested are: 

lei 'plural' 
balu 'some' 
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The plural form Ileil is only used with plural animate nouns. Plurality of inanimate and 
directly suffixed nouns is not overtly marked in the noun phrase. Thus: 

ra inu beti na lei gari 
3PL:PAST drink water ART PL child 
'The children drank water.' 

ra inu beti na kau 
3PL:PAST drink water ART dog 
'The dogs drank water.' 

ra 
3PL:PAST 

inu beti na balu kau 
drink water ART some dog 

'Some dogs drank water.' 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

NP modifiers which appear before a nominal head are followed by the article Ina!, e.g.: 

e ziwa na kau 
NUM nine ART dog 
'nine dogs' 

ni-gua na tinabe 
POSS-l SG ART spear 
'my spear' 

Nominal postmodifiers, on the other hand, simply follow the head with no intervening 
ligature, e.g.: 

koburu sule 
wind big 
'cyclone' (lit. 'big wind') 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

The noun phrase involves preposed numerals (both cardinal and ordinal), articles and 
plural markers, with postposed adjectives and demonstratives, e.g.: 

e rua ni-gua na kau 
NUM two POSS-ISG ART dog 
'my two black dogs' 

bili 
black 

Purposive, characteristic and part-whole noun phrases are formed by means of the 
preposition Inil, which appears between the two nouns, e.g.: 

tOI)O ni ivu 
stick PURP dig 
'stick for digging' 

raurau 
leaf 

ni yai 
poss tree 

'leaf of tree' 

tinoni ni inu bia 
man CHARdrink beer 
'beer-drinking man' 
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2.7 Possession 

Direct possession 

Gela contrasts with many other languages of Melanesia in that inalienably possessed 
nouns can freely occur without their possessive suffixes. Thus, from lulu! 'head' and 
Imatal 'eye' we derive: 

ulu-gu 
mata-miu 

'my head' 

e keza na mata 
'your (PL) eyes' 
'one eye' 

Alienably possessed nouns can receive direct possessive suffixes in order to express 
passive rather than active possession. Thus, contrast the following: 

ni-gua na tutugu 
POSS-ISG ART story 
'my story (which I wrote)' 

na tutugu-gu 
ART story-ISG 
'my story (i.e. a story about me)' 

When the possessor is a noun rather than a pronoun, it appears after the possessed noun, 
which carries a construct suffix that is identical in shape to the third person singular 
pronominal suffix, e.g.: 

mimi-na 
bladder-CONST 
'pig's bladder' 

Indirect possession 

bolo 
pig 

mimi-na lei bolo 
bladder-CONSTPL pig 
'pigs' bladders' 

The possessive pronoun paradigms are based on the possessive classifiers Ini-I for 
general nouns, and Inaya-I for edible and drinkable nouns. The same suffixes that are 
added to directly suffixed nouns are added to these forms, except that the first and 
second person singular suffixes are I-gual and I-mual respectively, rather than I-gu/ and 
I-mu!. With the suffixes I-dal and I-dira/, the general possessive takes the form /di-I 
rather than Ini-I. 

These forms are placed before the noun, with the intervening article Ina/. Thus: 

ni-miu na tinabe 
POSS-2PL ART spear 
'your (PL) spear' 

di-dira na tinabe 
POSS-3PL ART spear 
'their spear' 

naya-gua 
POSS:FOODIDRINK-ISG 
'my food (to eat)' 

naya-mua 
POSS:FOOD/DRINK-2SG 
'my water (to drink)' 

na vaIJa 
ART food 

na beti 
ART water 
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When the possessor is a noun, the possessive constituent (carrying either a singular or a 
plural suffix depending on the number of the possessor noun) is followed by the 
possessed noun, with the possessor noun appearing at the end of the phrase, e.g.: 

ni-na tinabe na tonikama 
POSS-3SG spear ART old.person 
'the old person's spear' 

naya-dira na 
POSS:FOODIDRINK-3PL ART 
'the pigs' food' 

valJa na bolo 
food ART pig 

It should be noted that the edible possessive form can also be used to refer to the 
possession of something ancient, such as ancestral spirits or a traditional story, e.g.: 

naya-gua na tutugu 
POSS:FOODIDRINK-1SG ART story 
'my traditional story (which I tell)' 

naya-gua 
POSS:FOODIDRINK-1 SG 
'my ancestral spirit' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

na keramo 
ART spirit 

Relative clauses are simply postposed after the nominal head with no marking, and with 
the relativised NP marked by a grammatical trace. A wide variety of structural positions 
can be relativised upon. Thus: 

u flyl-a sakai na tinoni te 
ISG:PAST see-3sG one ART man 3SG:PRES 
'I saw a man who is digging the ground.' 

yeli-a na bari 
dig-3SG ART ground 

u flyl-a na tinoni te 
lSG:PAST see-3sG ART man 3SG:PRES 
'I saw the man who the dog bit.' 

yala-ti-a 
bite-TR-3SG 

na kau 
ART dog 

ku flYl-a na tinoni to kokoe kolu-a 
ISG:FUT see-3sG ART man 2SG:PRES talk COM-3SG 
'I will see the man who you are talking with.' 

ra kere-a na vale tu maturu loka-na 
3PL:PAST burn-3sG ART house 1SG:PRES sleep LOC inside-3sG 
'They burned the house that I sleep in.' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Verbs can be derived by means of the following affixes: 

vei- + (REDUPLICATED ROOT) + (TRANSITIVE SUFFIX) 'reciprocal' 
ta- 'stative' 
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Thus, corresponding to lliIJotil 'struggle' with, we can derive Ivei-li-liIJotil 'wrestle', 
while from Iposa! 'burst' we can derive Ita-posal 'burst'. The prefix Iva-I is found on a 
number of verbs with a causative meaning, e.g. Iva-mate-I 'kill', though it is no longer 
productive. 

Many - though by no means all - transitive verbs with a following specific object 
carry a transitive suffix, which has the basic shape I-(C)i/, with the nature of the 
consonant being unpredictable. This suffix is absent when there is an immediately 
following generic noun phrase where there is no preceding Ina!. Thus: 

u inu beti 
ISG:FUT drink water 
'I will drink water.' 

u inu-vi-a na beti 
ISG:FuTdrink-TR-3SG ART water 
'I will drink the water.' 

With unsuffixed transitive verbs, the generic-specific distinction is expressed simply by 
the presence or absence of the article at the beginning of the object NP. Where there are 
lexically related transitive/intransitive pairs, the generic NP follows the intransitive 
member of the pair. Thus: 

e valJa kake 
3SG:PAST eat taro 
'(S)he ate taro.' 

e yani-a 
3SG:PAST eat-3sG 
'(S)he ate the taro.' 

na kake 
ART taro 

Pronominal objects are expressed by means of the suffixes set out in §2.1. With nominal 
specific objects, the verb is marked with the third person singular or plural form, 
depending on the number category of the object noun phrase (whether or not there is any 
overt marking of number in the object noun phrase itself). Thus: 

ku riyi-a na kau 
ISG:FUT see-3SG ART dog 
'I will see the dog.' 

ku riyi-ra na kau 
ISG:FUTsee-3PL ART dog 
'I will see the dogs.' 

When an object noun phrase begins with the numeral marker lei, there is no cross-
referencing on the verb for the number category of the object. Thus: 

na bolo te yani e rua 
ART pig 3SG:NON.FUT eat NUM two 
'The pig ate two sweet potatoes.' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

na kumara 
ART sweet.potato 

The verb is obligatorily preceded by a set of pronominal markers which mark a 
distinction between future and non-future, as well as a partial distinction between 
present and past, with the following forms: 

Past 
SG 
PL 

Present 
SG 
PL 

IINC 

ta 

ta 

IEXC 

u 
tai 

tu 
tai 

2 

o 
tau 

to 
tau 

3 

e 
(ta)ra 

te 
tara 
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IINC IEXC 2 3 
Future 
SG ku ko ke 
PL ka kai kau kara 

Thus: 

(gaira) tara f1yl-U 
3PL 3PL:NON.FUT see-lsG 
'they saw me' 

Between these markers and the verb itself, we find the optional element /nial 'must', 
while following the verb we find Iso(nu)1 'able, continuous', Itual 'perfective', and the 
directional markers Imail 'hither', Itonal 'thither' and Izom! 'down'. 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

Verbs are productively serialised in Gela to express semantically complex predicates. 
Such sequences involve only a single marking for object at the end of the verb series. 
Thus, from the following: 

e 
3SG:PAST 

tabe-a 
hold-3sG 

na yai na mane 
ART firewood ART man 

'The man held the firewood.' 

e goti-a na yai na mane 
3SG:PAST break-3sG ART firewood ART man 
'The man broke the firewood.' 

we can derive: 

e tabe goti-a na yai na mane 
3SG:PAST hold break-3SG ART firewood ART man 
'The man held the firewood, thereby breaking it.' 

Note that the second element in a transitive serial construction can also receive transitive 
marking, as in the following, in which the intransitive verb Ipolo/ 'hide' appears at the end: 

e inu poJo-i na bia na mane. 
3SG:PAST drink hide-TR ART beer ART man 
'The man secretly drank the beer.' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Verbless clauses are expressed by juxtaposing the topic and the comment, in either 
order, as follows: 

na vunayi 
ART chief 

inau 
ISG 

'I am the chief.' 

lyoe na vunayi 
2SG ART chief 
'You are the chief.' 

There is a special desiderative topic-comment construction in which the subject 
expresses the action which is desired (preceded by the nominal article Ina/), and the 
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person who wants the situation to arise is expressed as the inalienable possessor of the 
noun Ilio-I 'want', which is preceded by a verbal marker. Thus: 

e lio-mu na tona 
3SG:PAST want-2sG ART go 
'You wanted to go (lit. your wanted thing was the going).' 

The same construction can also be used with an ordinary nominal subject expressing a 
patient, and the experiencer again being expressed as an inalienable possessor, e.g.: 

e lio-dira na ti 
3SG:PAST want-3PL ART tea 
'They wanted tea (lit. their wanted thing was the tea)'. 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The unmarked constituent order with nominal subjects and objects is VOS, e.g.: 

e mU-VI-a na beti na kau 
3SG:PAST drink-TR-3SG ART water ART dog 
'The dog drank the water.' 

However, a number of variations in this order are encountered. With pronominal 
subjects that are expressed by means of independent pronouns, the order is SVO: 

gaira tara n¥l-a na kau 
3PL 3PL:NON.FUT see-3SG ART dog 
'They saw the dog.' 

Focused nominal subjects can also appear in preverbal position, though this is possible 
only in the past tense, e.g.: 

na kau te inu-vi-a na beti 
ART dog 3SG:PAST drink-TR-3SG ART water 
'The dog drank the water.' 

4.3 Verbal clauses: Peripheral arguments 

Peripheral arguments are marked by means of prepositions, and they typically occur 
after the core arguments in the clause. Prepositions carry pronominal suffixes of the 
same shapes as the object suffixes on transitive verbs, as described in §2.1. Forms that 
have been attested are: 

ta-
kolu-
vani-
ni-
za¥ini-

Thus: 

location ('in', 'on', 'to', 'from', 'among') 
accompaniment (,with') 
dative (,to') 
instrument ('with') 
cause (e.g. laugh 'at') 

ku tate-a vani-¥o 
DAT-2SG ISG:FUT show-3SG 

'I will show it to you.' 



ku yeli-a na bari ni-a 
ISG:FUT dig-3SG ART ground INST-3SG 
'I will dig the ground with the stick.' 

na tOlJO 
ART stick 
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More specific locations are indicated by means of syntactically complex prepositions in 
which the initial element is an uninflected locative marker Iii, followed by a location 
marker, which inflects as a directly possessed noun: 

loka-
muri-
nayo-
lili-

Thus: 

'inside' 
'behind' 
'in front of' 
'beside' 

e polo i muri-na na vale 
3SG:PAST hide LOC behind-3SG ART house 
'(S)he hid behind the house.' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

Both verbal and verbless clauses are negated by means of the form Imual. In the case of 
verbal clauses, this appears between the subject marker and the verb, e.g.: 

ku mua lilJe 
lSG:FUTNEG sing 
'I will not sing.' 

With verbless clauses, this form appears between the article of the comment and the 
noun: 

na mua vunayi 
ART neg chief 
'I am not the chief.' 

inau na mua vunayi 
1 SG art neg chief 
'I am not the chief.' 

When the comment is generic, and therefore lacking an article, the negative marker 
simply precedes the noun: 

mua lilJe. 
NEG song 
'There is no song.' 

The desiderative construction referred to in §4.1 behaves quite differently in the 
negative. Instead of the experiencer being expressed by means of a possessive suffix to 
the noun llio-I as in the affirmative, the experiencer in the negative is expressed by 
means of an ordinary preposed subject marker (§3.2), and the possessor slot is occupied 
by the third person singular marker I-nal. Thus, contrast the following: 

ke lio-gu na tona 
ISG:FUTwant-lSG ART go 
'I will want to go (lit. my wanted thing will be the going).' 

u mua lio-na na tona 
lSG:FUT NEG want-3sG ART go 
'I will not want to go.' 
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5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

The positive imperative in the singular or plural is expressed by means of the verb root 
with no preceding subject marker. The prohibitive is expressed by means of /beil 
preposed to the verb. Thus: 

!iue 
sing 
'sing!' 

bei !iue 
PROHIB smg 
'don't sing!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Polar questions are formed by adding Ivaka! at the end of the declarative sentence. There 
are only two structurally simple interrogative markers which express content questions: 

zei 'who?' 
zava 'what?' 

These forms function as nouns, and are preceded by the articles lal and Ina! respectively. 
When functioning as subjects, these forms appear before the verb, rather than in the 
normal subject position, e.g.: 

a zei te suba na uvi? 
ART who 3SG:PAST plant ART yam 
'Who planted the yam?' 

Other interrogative meanings are expressed by means of syntactically complex forms. 
The following involve the locative preposition Iii (as described in §4.3) and a following 
interrogative marker: 

i Uiza 'when?' 
1 vel 'where?' 

Thus: 

i vei te 
LOC where 3SG:PAST 
'Where did (s)he put it?' 

talu-a? 
put-3sG 

The form IUiza! can also be preceded by the numeral marker lei (§2.4) to express a 
quantitative interrogative, e.g.: 

e uiza na kake te 
NUM how. many ART taro 3SG:PAST 
'How many taro did (s)he take?' 

101{0-a? 
take-3SG 

Interrogatives of reason are expressed by means of the phrase Ina zava na pukuna/, 
which involves the directly suffixed noun Ipuku-I 'base, reason', and translates literally 
as 'what reason?', e.g.: 

na zava na puku-na ko !iue? 
ART what ART reason-3sG 2SG:FUT sing 
'Why are you going to sing?' 



6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

The following conjunctions are used: 

me 'andlbut' 
pana 'or' 

Thus: 
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e tona tua na mane me ke mal na vaivine 
3SG:PAST go PERF ART man andibut 3SG:FUT come ART woman 
'The man has gone andibut the woman will come.' 

When the first and second clauses have the same subject and tense marking, the subject 
markers can be deleted in the second clause. Thus: 

e mal na mane me mua sopou 
3SG:PAST come ART man andlbut NEG sit 
'The man came andibut did not sit.' 

6.2 Subordination 

The following subordinators are used to link structurally complete clauses: 

pukuna 
tana bona 
ke va¥a 

'because' 
'when/while' 
'if' 

The form Ipukunal involves the suffixed noun Ipuku-I with the third person singular 
possessive suffix I-na!. The marker of time clauses Itana bonal involves the locative 
preposition Ita-I with the same suffix, and the following noun Ibona! 'time'. The 
conditional marker appears to represent the third person singular future form of the verb 
Iva¥a! 'be like'. Thus: 

ra kia za¥llll-U tana 
3PL:PAST laugh GOAL-ISG LOC-3SG 
'They laughed at me when I fell down.' 

ku mua mai ke va¥a 
ISG:FUTNEG come 3SG:FuTbe.1ike 
'I will not come if the man stays.' 

bona tu 
time lSG:PAST 

ke ¥ana na 
3SG:FUT stay ART 

mu zoru 
fall down 

mane 
man 

The form Inil expresses a purposive relationship, with the second clause receiving no 
subject/tense marking, e.g.: 

e tabotabo ni tona 
3SG:PAST try PURP go 
'(S)he tried to go.' 



LONGGU 
Deborah Hill 

Longgu is a Southeast Solomonic language spoken on the northeastern coast of 
Guada1canal by around 1500 speakers. The area in which Longgu is spoken consists ofa 
number of large coastal villages called Longgu, Totongo and Bambasu, and an area 
known as Nangali located further inland of Longgu. With the exception of Marau (like 
Longgu, a South Cristobal-Malaitan language; Lichtenberk 1988a:43), located on the 
eastern tip of Guada1canal, the Longgu area is surrounded by speakers of Guada1canal-
Nggelic languages. The description here is based on Hill (1992). 

The name Longgu, meaning 'bay', comes from the name of one of the main villages 
in the area that is located on a small bay and is the name that speakers of the language 
use to refer to the language and to themselves. The name Kaoka has also been used for 
the language and speakers (Hogbin 1964). Kaoka is both the name of a river and the 
name of a bay between the villages of Longgu and Bambasu, a village close to the most 
eastern point of the Longgu speaking area. Kaoka was previously the site of a plantation 
but the area now consists of only a small hamlet. 

The data for this paper come from my own fieldwork, primarily in the villages of 
Bambasu and Nangali. I am very grateful to the many people who contributed to helping 
me learn Longgu, in particular to the families of Ben Livu and the late Charles Besa. 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes in Longgu are: 

pw P t k ? 
bw b d g 
mw m n IJ 

s h 
f3 z 

r 
w 

Voiceless stops are unaspirated, voiced stops prenasalised. lsi and Izl are made with the 
tip of the tongue touching the back of the bottom teeth and the blade touching the palate. 

The vowel phonemes are: 

u 
e 0 

a 

All vowels in Longgu may form vowel sequences. 
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g~o SAVO() 

RUSSELL IS. 
Maravov 
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~,~, 
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~G"\ 
LONGGU ~ 

SOLOMON ISLANDS 
~ 

1.2 Phonotactics 

o 
I 

160'E 
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~ 
MALAITA 

[iJ GELA SULE 
~\\, FLORIDA 
TUlagh~ IS, 

GELA PILE 

50 
I 

Kilometres 

100 
I 

The syllable structure of Longgu is (C)V(V), All consonants occur word-initially and 
word-medially, although a few occur only in specific environments, e.g. /z/ word-
initially only before /a! and /uI; voiced stops only in the same morpheme as another 
voiced stop if they are identical (e.g. /gege/ 'beside', /dede-a! 'fill it'), Any pair of 
vowels in Longgu may appear in a vowel sequence. Any vowel, including a geminate 
vowel, can occur with any other vowel in the same syllable. However, unlike some other 
Cristobal~Malaitan languages (e.g. Kwaio and To'aba'ita), a vowel sequence cannot be 
broken for purposes of reduplication. 

Labial consonants /pw/, /bw/ and /mw/ occur before non-rounded vowels only: 

/bwabwa! 
/mwatawa/ 
/pwakepwake/ 

1.3 Stress 

'hole, cave' 
'ocean' 
'boar' 

Stress operates at the level of a phonological word. Primary stress is on the penultimate 
syllable and secondary stress is on every alternate preceding syllable. 

1.4 Orthography 

In this sketch the following orthographic conventions are used. The labialised bilabials 
/pw/, /bw/ and /mw/ are written as pw, bw and mw, the bilabial fricative //3/ as v and the 
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glottal stop m as a reverse apostrophe n. The velar nasal IIJI is written as a digraph ng. 
All other consonants have their phonemic form. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

Four numbers are distinguished in pronominal forms: singular, dual, paucal and plural. 
Non-singular first person pronouns are either inclusive or exclusive. 

IINC 
Independent 
SG 
DL ga(oa) 
PC golu 
PL 

Subject 
SG 
DL 
PC 
PL 

gia 

Object suffix 
SG 
DL 
PL 
PL 

Possessor suffix 
SG 
DL -garua 
PL -gaolu 
PL -ga 

IEXC 

na(u) 
amerua 
amelu 
ami 

nu 

-u 

-gu 
-mamerua 
-mamelu 
-mami 

2 

oe 
amurua 
amolu 
amu 

0 

-0 

-mu 
-miurua 
-miolu 
-miu 

3 

ngaia 
gir(ar)u 
giraolu 
gira 

e 
ar(ar)ua 
aralu 
ara 

-a 
-rarua 
-raolu 
-ra, -i 

-na 
-darua 
-daolu 
-da 

Independent pronouns function as subject pronouns for first and second person non-
singular, but in this context nau ISG has the form na before the irrealis particle ho, and 
gaoa IEXC:DL is reduced to gao There are two third person plural object suffixes: -ra 
and -i. Inanimate objects may be cross-referenced with either -ra or -i, animate objects 
only by -ra. 

Possessor suffixes occur with nouns, the nominal preposition ta-, third person forms 
of the dative preposition wini-, and to cross-reference the object of a small class of 
transitive verbs. Object suffixes cross-reference the object of most transitive verbs, of 
verbal prepositions and of the non-third person forms of wini-. 

2.2 Nouns 

Nouns may be sub-classified into common, personal, vocative and place nouns on the 
basis of distributional features. For example, common and personal nouns can be 
determined by an independent pronoun (§2.1), the article a or a demonstrative (§2.3), 
whereas place nouns cannot be thus determined. Only place nouns may be the object of 
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a simple preposition (§4.3). A common noun can be modified by a numeral, a quantifier 
or an attribute (§2.6). Personal nouns are limited to the names of people and clans. 

Place nouns can be further subclassified into 

(a) place nouns which may also function as common nouns: e.g. rnalaba 'garden', kornu 
'village', lurna 'house' 

(b) names of places: e.g. Honiara, Nangali 
(c) local nouns: e.g. ubu 'inside', buri 'behind', vavo 'on top' 
(d) directional terms: e.g. vu'a 'down', langi 'up', ala 'a 'eastwards, towards Marau', 

toli 'westwards, towards Aola', asi 'seawards', longa 'towards the bush'. 

Nouns can be derived from other word classes by suffixation and reduplication. A 
nominalised verb (or adjective) may be derived by attaching the nominaliser -a and a 
possessive suffix to the verb or adjective, i.e. the derived noun must form the head of a 
direct possessive construction. The possessor may be animate or inanimate: e.g. vuni-a-
na 'its beginning', rnae-a-na 'his dying'. 

Nouns can also be derived from transitive and intransitive verbs by reduplication. 
The derived noun can be the instrument of the action expressed by the verb (e.g. dingi-a 
'to shut it', dingidingi 'door'); the result ofthe action or state expressed by the verb (e.g. 
biru-a 'to twist it, spin it', birubiru=i 'a twist of tobacco'); or the derived noun can be 
related in some general way to the verb (e.g. rongo 'to hear', rongorongo 'news'). 

Reduplication is also used to form nouns from other nouns. Three relationships exist 
between a noun and its reduplicated counterpart: 

(1) reduplication expresses plural number (e.g. buta=i 'a parcel', butabuta=i or 
butabuta~gi 'parcels') 

(2) reduplication expresses diminutive (e.g. haka=i 'ship', hakahaka=i 'toy boat') 
(3) reduplication expresses a related meaning (e.g. alo=i 'rope, string', aloalo=i 'a 

string of red shell money'). 

The noun phrase clitics (=i and =gi marking singular and plural respectively; §2.4) also 
function as nominalisers. Nominalised verbs formed with noun phrase clitics may refer 
to a countable referent (e.g. kisu=i 'blind person', topuhu=i 'pudding, opa=i 'wall') or 
to an abstraction (e.g. zuala=i 'standing', pitu=i 'waiting') or to a weather term (e.g. 
zato=i 'sun', uta=i 'rain'). 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

There are two articles in Longgu: the common article a and the pronominal article i. The 
common article can be used in affirmative clauses before common nouns, terms of 
address and relational nouns, but not before either place nouns or independent pronouns. 
The common article can be used before nouns with both animate and non-animate 
referents (e.g. a rnwane 'the man', a booi 'the pig', a iolai 'the canoe'). The pronominal 
article i occurs only before independent pronouns which have human referents. It is not 
obligatory although it occurs in almost all examples of fronted independent pronoun 
subjects. 

There are five demonstratives: 

nene 'this' 
nina 'that' 
ninaina 'that over there' 
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nihou 'that a long way over there' 
ei anaphoric locative 

The first four demonstratives follow the noun and form a series which refers to distance 
progressively further away from the speaker, with nene 'this' referring to an entity 
closest to the speaker and nihou referring to an entity the furthest away from the speaker. 
They can be used for both spatial and temporal deixis, e.g.: 

A boo=i nina e 
ART pig=SG DEM 3SG 
'That pig gave birth.' 

valisi soko nihou 
year finish OEM 

kovo. 
give birth 

'the year before last, a few years ago' 

The fifth demonstrative, ei, is an anaphoric locative which refers back to a place and is 
always the object of the locative preposition i. 

maa nu zuala=i ei 
thing ISG stand=sG LOC OEM 
'the thing that I am standing (on) there' 

In discourse, the bound demonstrative forms -na and -ne ~ reductions of nina 'that' and 
nene 'this' respectively ~ are used anaphorically to refer back to an entity which has 
already been mentioned. The demonstratives ninaina and nihou do not have reduced 
forms. 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking in the noun phrase 

The number system is based on ten. The cardinal numbers from one to ten are: 

1 eta, te 'e 6 ono 
2 rua 7 viu 
3 olu 8 walu 
4 vai 9 siwa 
5 lima 10 tangavulu 

The form eta 'one' is used in counting; te 'e is used to modify the head of a noun phrase 
(and can be reduced to te). A numeral precedes the head noun in a noun phrase (e.g. rua 
mwelagi 'two children'). 

When a numeral between 2 and 9 functions as head of a noun phrase the clitic =i is 
attached. For numerals which do not end in -a, an epenthetic -a is inserted between the 
numeral and the c1itic =i. No c1itic is attached to te 'e 'one', tangavulu 'ten', or numerals 
above ten. Hence: 

1 te 'e 
2 rua=i 
3 olua=i 

10 tangavulu 

Numerals above ten are formed by compounding. Numbers between 11 and 19 are 
formed by tangavulu 'ten' followed by each ofthe numbers between te 'e 'one' and siwa 
'nine', e.g. 



11 tangavulu te 'e 
13 tangavulu olu 
15 tangavulu lima 
18 tangavulu walu 
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Multiples of ten are formed by tangavulu 'ten' preceded by each of the numbers 
between rua 'two' and siwa 'nine', e.g. 

30 olu tangavulu 
60 ono tangavulu 
70 viu tangavulu 
90 siwa tangavulu 

Numbers between 21 and 99 (other than multiples of 10) are also formed by 
compounding, e.g. 

21 rua tangavulu te 'e 
55 lima tangavulu lima 
83 walu tangavulu olu 

Multiples of 100 are formed by compounding tangalau 'one hundred' with a number 
between te'e 'one' and siwa 'nine'. 

100 tangalau 
200 rua tangalau 

Units of a thousand are expressed by to 'a. When a noun is modified by to 'a it forms part 
of an associative noun phrase. Syntactically then, multiples of one thousand function 
differently from numbers below one thousand. 

olu to 'a ni 'inoni 
three thousand pass person 
'three thousand people' 

To 'a 'thousand' functions as head of a noun phrase when the thousand unit is followed 
by units of tens or hundreds. The tens and hundreds units are expressed in a verb phrase, 
e.g. 

olu to 'a m~e viu tangalau 
three thousand and~3SG seven hundred 
'three thousand and seven hundred' 

The first ten ordinal numbers are: 

tihi 'first' 
ruananga 'second' 
olunanga 'third' 
vainanga 'fourth' 
limananga 'fifth' 

ononanga 
viunanga 
walunanga 
siwananga 
tangavulunanga 

'sixth' 
'seventh' 
'eighth' 
'ninth' 
'tenth' 

The first ordinal number, tihi, has a different form from its cardinal counterpart and does 
not take a suffix. Ordinal numbers from two on are formed by suffixing -nanga to the 
cardinal number. This suffix has no other function. 

The quantifiers are: 
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bwala 
bwalasaliu 
mini 
mole 
tabalu 
vutinga 

'none, no, not' 
'none at all, never' 
'piece of, bit of' 
'all' 
'some, few' 
'plenty' 

Like cardinal numerals, a quantifier functioning attributively precedes the head noun, 
e.g. 

bwala 'inoni tahuna bongi 
none person every day 
'nobody' 'every day' 

There are two noun phrase clitics which mark number: 

=i singular specific 
=gi plural specific 

They occur in the penultimate slot of the noun phrase (a demonstrative may follow). 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

There is a small, closed class of adjectives in Longgu. Both adjectives and verbs can be 
used predicatively and attributively; however, the criterial feature for distinguishing 
adjectives from verbs is the fact that adjectives can be reduplicated to express intensity 
whereas verbs cannot. The examples below contrast the adjective meta 'good' with the 
verb muha 'happy'. (Note that the function of the singular clitic (=i) in both examples is 
to mark the end of the noun phrase.) 

mwane meta-meta=i 
man good-REDUP=SG 
'the very good man' 

mwane muha-muha=i 
man happy-REDUP=SG 
'the always happy man' (*'the very happy man') 

The words which have been attested as belonging to the word-class 'adjective' are: 

meta 'good' tewa 
ta'a 'bad' kubu 
bweina 'big, important' kadi 
vae 'large' tau 
kiki 'small' 

Colour terms are also classed as adjectives. These are: 

bulubulu'a 
babala 
melamela'a 
bora bora 'a 

'black' 
'white' 
'red' 
'green' 

'long' 
'short' 
'thin' 
'far' 

Colour terms obligatorily appear in their reduplicated form except in a small class of 
compound nouns (e.g. one-bala=i 'white sand') and are used both attributively and 
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predicatively. When occurring attributively the adjective follows the noun, while when 
occurring predicatively the adjective forms the head of a verb phrase, e.g. 

buruburu bora bora 'a=i 
grass green=SG 
'green grass' 

Buruburu e borabora 'a. 
grass 3sG green 
'The grass is green.' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

Three types of noun phrase can be distinguished in Longgu on the basis of the noun 
phrase head. These are: 

(1) the simple noun phrase which takes a noun, independent pronoun, numeral, 
quantifier, or demonstrative as its head; 

(2) the possessive noun phrase which has a possessive construction as head (§2.7); 
(3) the associative noun phrase with an associative construction as head. 

Simple noun phrases form the basis of other noun phrase types. Only a noun phrase 
whose head is a common noun may take the full range of pre- and post-head determiners 
and qualifiers. The simple noun phrase has a fixed order of constituents. The head of the 
noun phrase occurs in the middle of a series of possible pre- and post-head modifiers. 
The order of constituents of a simple noun phrase is: 

(DETERMINER) (+ NUMERAL/QUANTIFIER) + HEAD (+ ATTRIBUTE) =CLITIC 
(+ DEM) 

A determiner is an independent pronoun or an article. 

girua rua 
3DL two 

mwela-mwane=gi =na 
child-male=PL=DEM 

'those two boys' 

Coordinate noun phrases are linked by the conjunction ma or the comitative verbal 
preposition va'inia (§4.3) functioning as a coordinator: 

tia nau ma mama nau 
mother lSG and father ISG 
'my mother and my father' 

tatala ni 'inoni va'ini-a tatala ni boo=i 
footprint poss human COM-3SG footprint POSS pig=sG 
'a human footprint and a pig footprint' 

Disjunctive noun phrases are linked by bwala 'or': 

geni bwala mwane 
woman or man 
'woman or man' 
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2.7 Possession 

2.7.1 Direct possession 

Directly possessed nouns include certain kin terms (e.g. burunga- 'spouse', si- 'younger 
sibling'), nouns whose referents are inherently connected to a person (e.g. zata- 'name', 
nunu-'shadow'), nouns which express part-whole relationships (bou- 'head', pilasu-
'sprouts'), local nouns (e.g. ubu- 'inside', na 'ova- 'in front of'), the noun ve 'ete- 'self' 
(e.g. ve 'ete-na 'him-Iherse1f'), and certain nouns referring to personal possessions (e.g. 
vuli- 'bed', nilau- 'decoration'). 

A possessor noun phrase follows the possessed noun: 

susu-na 
breast.milk-3SG 

tia ngaia 
mother 3SG 

'her mother's breast milk' 

2.7.2 Indirect possession 

Indirect possessive constructions are formed by a head noun and a postposed 
independent pronoun (§2.1), indicating the person and number of the possessor. This 
pronoun may be followed by a possessor noun phrase. Indirectly possessed nouns 
include those denoting animals, foods, personal items, and a few kinship terms. 

Indirectly possessed kinship terms are: 

tia nau 'my mother' 
mama ngaia 'his/her father; his son' 
vua ngaia 'hislher grandparent/grandchild' 
sa'i ngaia 'his sister's child! hislher mother's brother' 

Apart from tia 'mother, mother's sister', these lexemes refer to reciprocal relationships. 
Other examples of indirectly possessed nouns are: 

tuapasa ngaia 
ivi gira=gi 
komu girua=i 
komu ngaia tia ngaia 

'hislher spear' 
'their clothes' 
'their village' 
'her mother's village' 

When the possessor is generic (non-specific), the associative construction is used. This 
has the structure POSSESSED + ni + POSSESSOR (on other uses of ni, see §4.3). 
However, as the following examples indicate, because the possessor is non-specific, it is 
semantically often more like an attribute than a possessor: 

rabo '0 ni raurau 
rabo '0 ni komu 
tatala ni 'inoni 

2.8 Relative clauses 

'bowl of cabbage' 
'village bowl' (i.e. 'wooden bowl', lit. 'bowl of village') 
'human footprints' (lit. 'footprints of person') 

The relative clause construction consists of the head noun, a relative clause, a clitic 
attached to the relative clause and, optionally, a demonstrative. The clitic indicates that 
the head noun has a specific referent. Both subject and object nominal arguments may 
be relativised. 
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The relative clause is bracketed on the left by the head noun and on the right by a 
clitic marking the number of the head noun (i.e. singular =i, plural =gi). A bound 
demonstrative, referring back to the head noun, may follow the clitic. Subject pronouns 
are obligatory in the relative clause. 

'Inoni paati=gi ara pego=ra 'inoni tara kisul=gi. 
person bald=pL 3PL trick=3PL person 3PL blind=pL 
'The bald people tricked the people who were blind.' 

A relative clause whose head noun is an interrogative pronoun can be described as an 
indefinite relative clause. 

Te na [e si 'o-vi-a]=na? 
who FOC 3SG pick.up-TR-3sG=DEM 
'Who is it that picks them (lit., it) up?' 

3. VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

A transitive verb is marked by the presence of an object suffix (or with a few verbs a 
possessor suffix) which cross-references the person and number of the object (§2.1), e.g. 
aili-a 'call himlher', dete-a 'accuse him/her'. Some verbs may be used both 
intransitively and transitively: 

Pitu! 
wait 
'Wait!' 

To'oni 
shirt 

e kobo. 
3sG wet 

'The shirt is wet.' 

Pitu-a vua oe. 
wait-3sG grandparent 2sG 
'Wait for your grandparent!' 

Mwela=i 
child=sG 

e kobo-a to 'oni. 
3SG wet-3sG shirt 

'The child wet the shirt.' 

Other intransitives require the addition of the transitive suffix -Ci- (where -C- is a 
lexically determined consonant) before the object suffix to render them transitive: 

angi 'weep' angi-si-a 'weep for it' 
bere 'look' bere-ngi-a 'see it' 
loto 'wash (oneself)' loto-vi-a 'wash himlher' 
bono 'be blocked' bono-si-a 'block it' 
lilimo 'drown, be drowned' limo-zi-a 'drown himlher' 

Occasionally, a plain stem transitive alternates with a transitive in -Ci-: 

luda-a 'load (a canoe)' 
langu-a 'weed (garden)' 

luda-ngi-a 'load (coconuts), 
langu-si-a 'weed (a vine)' 

Transitives may also be formed with the transitive suffix -Ca'ini-. The object of the 
resulting verb is often one which undergoes movement as a result of the verb's action. 
In most cases a transitive in -Ca'ini- alternates with a plain stem transitive or, more 
often, with a transitive in -Ci-. Note that the -C- may differ in pairs of verbs with the 
same stem. In some cases, however, there is no corresponding intransitive. Examples 
are: 
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ango 
poga 

'crawl' 
'erupt' 

ango-vi-a 
poga-li-a 
rabu-si-a 

'crawl to it' 
'erupt onto it' 
'hit it' 

ango-ta 'ini-a 
poga-ta'ini-a 
luga-ta'ini-a 
tobi-ra'ini-a 

'crawl with it' 
'spew (lava)' 
'hit with it' 
'stumble on it' 

Transitive verbs can also be derived from intransitives with the causative prefix va 'a-: 

vaolu 
mae 
zudu 

'be clean' 
'die' 
'sit' 

va 'a-vaolu-a 
va 'a-rnae-a 
va 'a-zudu-a 

'clean it' 
'(person) kill himlher' 
'cause/tell to sit' 

Va 'a- transitives can also be formed from transitives in -Ci-. The argument structure 
permutations can be quite complex (see Hill 1992 for details), but the subject of the verb 
without va 'a- becomes the object of the verb with it 

zudu-vi-a 'sit on it' va 'a-zudu-vi-a 'sit himlher (on something)' 
angi-si-a 'weep for' va 'a-angi-si-a 'cause him/her to cry' 
rnae-si-a 'die of (malaria), va 'a-rnae-si-a '(malaria) kill him/her' 
rna 'u-ni-a 'be frightened of it' va 'a-rna 'u-ni-a 'frighten himlher' 
sara-vi-a 'arrive at (village)' va 'a-sara-vi-a 'cause (canoe) to arrive at 

(village)' 

In the case of va 'a-sara-vi-a, the derived verb is ditransitive: 

Go va 'a-sara-vi-a 'aigaruai kornu nau. 
2sG:must cAus-arrive-TR-3SG dugout.canoe village IsG 
'You must make the canoe reach my village.' 

Intransitive verbs can be derived from nouns by the verbal suffix - 'a. The suffix is 
attached to nouns to form an intransitive verb which has the meaning 'full of, covered in, 
having lots of X', e.g. 

vuni- 'a 'covered in ringworm' 
asi- 'a 'salty, full of salt' 
garugaru- 'a 'full of scabies' 

The prefix vai- is attached to verbs to form a reciprocal construction which may express 
a reciprocal, chaining or collective situation (cf. Lichtenberk 1985: 19). The reciprocal 
construction is formed by the prefix vai-, the verbal root, and, for some verbs, the suffix 
-i. A reciprocal construction forms an intransitive verb which takes one argument, the 
subject. The subject of the verb is marked for third person, either dual or plural. The 3PL 
subject pronoun indicates that the construction is expressing either a collective or 
chaining situation. The 3DL subject pronoun indicates that the construction is expressing 
a reciprocal situation. Examples of reciprocal constructions are: 

dari-a 
oso-a 
nona 

'to meet himlher' 
'to lie to himlher' 
'to kiss' 

vai-dari 'to meet each other' 
vai-oso-oso-i 'to lie to each other' 
vai-nono 'to kiss each other' 

The prefix rna- derives an intransitive verb from a transitive. The object of the transitive 
verb becomes the (undergoer) subject of the intransitive. Only a handful of verbs allow 
this derivational process, e.g. 

bota-li-a 
'oe-a 

'break, smash it' 
'break it in two' 

rna-bota 
rna-'oe 

'be broken' 
'be broken' 
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'tear, rip it' 'be tom' kari-a 
ngoli-a-a 'to tire himlher' 

ma-kari 
ma-ngoli 'be tired (from working)' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

The simple verb phrase consists of a subject pronoun (§2.1) and a predicate head. The 
predicate head may be a verb, an adjective, a numeral, or a quantifier. A verb phrase 
alone may constitute a simple clause: 

E zudu. 
3SG sit 
'He/she is sitting/was sitting/sits.' 

E pitu-a. 
3SG wait-3sG 
'He/she is waiting/waited for him/her/it.' 

More complex verb phrases include particles indicating aspect and mood, particles of 
negation and direction and a number of preverbal and postverbal modifiers. Tense is not 
explicitly marked on the verb phrase, although a predicate consisting of just a subject 
pronoun and a predicate head expresses present or past tense. A transitive verb consists 
minimally of a verb stem and an object suffix (§2.1). The order of constituents of a verb 
phrase is: 

SUBJ (+ MOOD) (+ NEG) (+ ASPECT/ADV) HEAD (+ MODIFIER) (-OBJ) (+ ASPECT) 
(+ DIR) 

Mood particles are: 

ho irrealis 
ge obligation ('must' or 'should') 

The obligation particle combines with subject pronouns to form two portmanteau forms, 
gu 'ISG:must' and go '2SG:must'. 

The negative particle is se. For example: 

Amerua 
lEXC:DL 

ho 
IRR 

se lae 
NEG go 

'We won't go now.' 

nina. 
OEM 

Amolu ge ta 'asi-ra pipisi=gi. 
2pc must throw-3PL cloth=PL 
'You (few) should throw (away) the clothes.' 

Imperfective aspect is expressed by reduplication. 

I ngaia mwela-mwane-na e eno-eno mola. 
LOC 3SG child-male-DEM 3sG REDup-lie.down just 
That boy just lay around.' 

Rua mwela=gi ara bweu-bweubweu m-ara lo-Ioto. 
two child=PL 3PL REDup-play and-3pL REDUP-swim 
'Two children were playing and swimming.' 
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In addition there are three aspectual markers that are homophonous with verbs. These 
are la 'go' and vuni 'begin', which occur before the predicate head, and soko 'finish' 
which occurs after it. 

Ara la loto. 
3PL go swim 
'They went swimming.' 

Ara la hou vuni bosa na. 
3PL go thither begin talk PERF 
'They then began to talk.' 

... m-e susu-a soko m-e oli lou . 

. . . and-3sG breastfeed-3SG finish and-3sG return again 
' ... and (she) breastfed him and went back again.' 

There are three pre-head adverbs: 

vusi 
tazani 
tali 

'on the verge of, almost' 
'just' (in a temporal sense) 
'to want, to like' 

Mwela-geni e vusi angi. 
child-woman 3SG almost cry 
'The girl is almost crying.' 

Nene ho tazani mae nina. 
now IRR just die now 
'This time you're just about to die now.' 

Nu tali inu. 
lSG want drink 
'I want to drink.' 

Three postverbal particles express aspect: 

nata) 
gata) 
'ua 

perfect 
anterior 
continuative 

The perfect in Longgu is used when there is an implication that a state exists which did 
not exist before, or that an action that was not occurring before has now occurred. 

E uta na. 
3SG rain PERF 
'It is raining now.' 

Ara la mwala na nina. 
3PL go naked PERF DEM 
'They were naked then.' 

The anterior particle indicates that the event in question has happened or will happen 
before another event. It contrasts with the perfect aspect particle in that the state or event 
expressed by a predicate containing gata) is seen in relation to a later event, while the 
state or event expressed by a predicate containing nata) is seen in relation to a previous 
event, e.g. 



Gu avai ga 
lSG:must dance ANT 
1 must first dance for you.' 

wini-amu. 
DAT-2pL 
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The continuative particle is used to indicate that a state or action is continuing, i.e. that 
there has been no change between a past state or event and the current state or event, and 
there is no expectation that there will be a change in the future, e.g.: 

E uta 'ua. 
3SG rain CONT 
'It is still raining.' 

Adverbs of manner function as post-head modifiers. These are: 

talivana 'carefully, properly' 
lekomala 'all over, scattered' 
papana 'properly' 
ponoa 'always' 
vata'u 'away' 

Maa vu 'a=gi=na, ta 'asi=a vata 'u. 
thing bottom=PL=DEM throw=3SG away 
'Those bottom ones, throw them away.' 

Three post-head modifiers occur in both noun phrases and verb phrases. These are: 

mola 'only, just' 
ra '0 'maybe, perhaps' 
lou 'also, again, too' 

Na ho para para mala hou, 
1 SG IRR hot just thither 
'I'll just get hot because of the sun.' 

'ani-a 
INST-3SG 

Amu ngao-a na ra '0 va 'a-mae-u. 
2PL want-3sG PERF maybe cAus-die-lSG 
'Maybe you just wanted to kill me.' 

Nu la oli lou maio 
1 SG go return again hither 
'I am coming back again.' 

zato=i=na. 
sun=SG=DEM 

There are three intensifiers, ta 'e, tahou, and ta 'ana, which occur in the post-head 
modifier slot. The intensifier ta 'ana modifies only adjectives, tahou modifies only verbs 
and ta 'e may modify adjectives or verbs. 

Parapara 
hot 

ta'e bou-na 
INTENS head-3SG 

'My child's head is very hot.' 

Nu mata'i 
lSG sick 
'I'm very sick.' 

ta'ana. 
INTENS 

gale-guo 
child-lSG 

Boo nau=i e bweina tahou, boo 
pig lSG=SG 3SG big INTENS pig 
'My pig is really big, your pig is still small.' 

oe=i e kiki 'ua. 
2SG=SG 3SG small CONT 
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Adjectives, and other adverbs and modifiers, also function as post-head modifiers: 

E enD ki-kiki mola. 
3SG lie down REDup-quiet just 
'He just lay down quietly.' 

Where a transitive verb is modified by an adjective or adverb, the object suffix (if any) 
follows the modifier (e.g. han a-a think-3SG 'think of it' + talivana 'carefully' becomes 
hana-talivana-a 'think carefully about it'). 

When the object of a verb is non-referential, it may be incorporated into the verb 
phrase, apparently occupying the post-head modifier position. The following example 
shows the difference between a (detransitivised) verb with incorporated object and its 
transitive counterpart: 

M-arua goni pilu na, ara goni-a pilu=i ... 
and-3DL build fence PERF 3PL build-3SG fence=sG 
'And they both did some fence-building, they built a (particular) fence .. .' 

Interestingly, a sequence of incorporated objects with a single verb is possible: 

Ara la asi uvi pana kuumara ... 
3PL go dig yam yam.type sweet.potato 
'They went digging yam, pan a and sweet potato .. .' 

There are two directional particles in Longgu: 

mai 'hither' 
hou 'thither' 

In a simple verb phrase which has a verb of motion as its head, mai 'hither' expresses 
direction towards the speaker and hou 'thither' expresses direction away from the 
speaker. 

La maio 
go hither 
'Come (here)!' 

Ara la hou ni voli-u Malau nina. 
3PL go thither PURP buy-l SG Marau DEM 
'They went (off) to buy me (for marriage) at Marau then.' 

The directional particles can also be used to express direction towards or away from a 
particular point of reference. For example, in a story set in a village, the directional 
particles are used to express direction to and from that village. 

Mwanepopota e la mai vu komu ngaia Porotakainuhu=i=na. 
Mwanepopota 3SG go hitherto village 3sG Porotakainuhu=SG=DEM 
'Mwanepopota came to Porotakainuhu's village.' 

Directional particles also occur in predicates in which the predicate head is a verb of 
perception (e.g. here 'to see'), and they may also indicate directions along other 
dimensions (for example, 'up' or 'out'): 

E la para para mai lou. 
3SG go hot hither again 
'He became hot again (his temperature rose again).' 



E bere hou 
3SG see thither 
'He looks out to sea.' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

vu asi. 
to sea 
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Serial verb constructions in Longgu are only of the nuclear variety (Ch. 3; §3.3). That is, 
the verbs are bound together, have a single set of arguments and behave like a single 
verb. Where a serial verb construction consists of two transitive verbs, the first verb in 
the construction consists only of a verb root. Only the second verb in the construction 
takes transitive morphology (i.e. the object suffix, preceded where relevant by a -Ci-
suffix; §3.1). In the following example the verb rabusia (,ram it'), consisting ofa verb 
root and its transitive morphology, occurs in the first clause while in the second clause, 
only the verb root occurs as part of the serial verb construction. The second verb 
(botalia) takes the transitive morphology. 

La hou rabu-si-a na manu=i=na, m-e rabu-bota-li-a 
go thither ram-TR=3SG PERF bird=sG=DEM and-3SG ram-smash-TR-3SG 

na kelakela na 'o=i. 
PERF canoe.point front=sG 

'Then the bird rammed it [the canoe] and he smashed the front canoe point.' 

The verb soko 'finish' may occur independently, as an aspect marker (see example in 
§3.2), or as an aspectual second element in a serial construction: 

... m-e susu-a lou gale-na, susu-soko-a gale-na ... 

. . . and-3SG breastfeed-3sG again child-3SG breastfeed-finish-3sG child-3sG 
' ... and she fed her child again, she finished feeding her child .. .' 

4. CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

The three aspect particles na('a) 'perfect', ga('a) 'anterior' and 'ua 'continuative' (§3.2) 
are also used to focus a fronted element, usually an interrogative word or an independent 
pronoun (see final examples of §2.8 and §4.4). 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Verbless clauses may be either non-verbal or 'semi-verbal'. A non-verbal clause has 
either a nominal or an adverbial predicate and differs from verbal (§3.2) and semi-verbal 
(see below) clauses in having no aspect or mood marking. 

Two kinds of clause have a nominal predicate: equative clauses and 'by oneself' 
clauses. An equative clause consists of two juxtaposed noun phrases (predicate and 
subject ). Like verbal clauses, the usual order of constituents is for the subject to follow 
the predicate. 

Mwela-mwane gale-guo 
child-male child-l SG 
'My child is a boy.' 

A 'by oneself' clause is a nominal clause constructed with an independent pronoun and 
the noun ve 'ete- 'self'. The possessive suffix attached to ve 'ete- 'self' agrees in person 
and number with the independent pronoun. For example: 
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Nau ve 'ete-gu mola nina. 
Iso self-Iso just DEM 
'I am just by myself now.' 

Clauses with adverbial predicates are those whose predicate head is a prepositional 
phrase, a local noun, an adverbial locative, a preposition of manner, or a demonstrative. 

Ngaia ta-na komu nina ina. 
3so Loc-3so village DEM 
'She was at that village.' 

'Semi-verbal' clauses are clauses whose predicate contains a subject pronoun and a 
common noun as head. A semi-verbal clause may be marked for aspect and mood. 
Predicative common nouns are typically nouns which have animate referents such as 
mwelamwane 'boy', mwelageni 'girl' and gale 'offspring': 

Ara te sina=gi mola giraolu. 
3PL one clan=PL just 3pc 
'They were one clan only.' ('They belonged to one clan.') 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

A verbal clause consists of a verb phrase predicate as defined in §3.2 and, optionally, 
noun phrases which function as core or peripheral arguments of the predicate. In the 
following examples, the first clause consists of just a verb phrase, and the second clause 
consists of a verb phrase plus its core arguments. 

Nu pitu-a. 
Iso wait-3s0 
'1 waited/am waiting for himlher.' 

Nau nu pitu-a 
Iso Iso wait-3so 

mwela-geni. 
child-FEmale 

1 waited/am waiting for the girl.' 

The basic phrase order in verbal clauses is V(O)S. The subject may be fronted to 
indicate a new topic, to re-introduce a topic, to indicate contrast, or to express emphasis. 
In transitive verbal clauses, the number and person of the object is cross-referenced on 
the verb by an object suffix. 

E la tale-vi-a Mwanepopota. 
3so go look for-TR-3so Mwanepopota 
'He went to look for Mwanepopota.' 

Intransitive verbal clauses include those clauses which contain a reciprocal construction 
or an incorporated object. Clauses of this type are syntactically intransitive as they have 
no object suffix. 

Ara vai-hu-vi ngaia vanoa-na komu=i=na. 
3PL RECIP-shout-RECIP 3so people-3so village=so=DEM 
'The people of that village shouted to each other.' 

Arua goni pilu na. 
3DL build fence PERF 
'They both did some fencinglbuilt a fence.' 
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4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

A peripheral argument, which is never cross-referenced on the verb phrase, may be 
formed by a prepositional phrase, an adverb, a demonstrative or an adverbial phrase 
formed with a temporal or local noun. In addition, place nouns can function as 
unmarked peripheral arguments. 

There are three types of prepositions: simple, nominal and verbal. The directly 
possessed noun liva'a-na (likeness-3sG) is also used prepositionally. Simple preposi-
tions occur with place nouns (§2.2). They are: 

'at' 
vu 'to, toward' 
mi 'until' 
ni 'for, to' (purpose) 
mai 'from' 

The preposition mai is cognate with the directional particle mai (§3.2). Both are derived 
from the Proto Oceanic word meaning 'come', used in an earlier serial construction. 

The nominal preposition ta- 'at' is so called both because it behaves like a directly 
possessed noun (§2.7.1), taking a possessor suffix cross-referencing its object, and 
because it may occur as the object of a simple preposition, i.e. it functions as a place 
noun. Examples are: 

Aralu ii '0 ta-na iola=i nina. 
3DL stay at-3SG canoe=SG DEM 
'They stayed at that canoe.' 

... m-ara la vu ta-na tabalu komu=gi=na . 

. . . and-3pL go to at-3sG some village=PL=DEM 
'. .. and they went to some ( other) villages.' 

Verbal prepositions take an object suffix cross-referencing the object. They are: 

'ani-
va'ini-
usuli-
bwani-

'because, with' (cause, instrument) 
'with' (comitative) 
'along' 
'from' 

For example: 

o va 'a-bulubulu 'a-a 'ani-a te aba=i. 
2SG cAus-black-3sG INST-3SG one side=PL 
'You blacken one side (of the basket) with it.' 

There is also a dative preposition which has both nominal and verbal forms. The third 
person form of the dative preposition is nominal. It has the form wa- and takes a 
possessive suffix (e.g. wa-na 'to, for him, her, it'). The first and second person forms are 
verbal. They have the form wini- and take an object marking suffix (e.g. wini-o 'to, for 
you (sg.)'). For example: 

Tai hou 
what thither 

na ho 
3SG IRR 

'What will I give you?' 

ade-a 
give-3sG 

wini-o? 
DAT-2SG 
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Te taleasi Porotakainuhu e una wa-da 'inoni 
one time Porotakainuhu 3sG say DAT-3PL person 
'One time Porotakainuhu said to his people .. .' 

ngaia=gi .,. 
3SG=PL 

The directly possessed noun !iva 'a-na functions as a manner preposition: 

M-e lava tau-tau na !iva 'a-na 
and-3sG fly REDup-far PERF likeness-3SG 
'It flew very far, like a bird.' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

manu=i. 
bird=SG 

A negative verbal clause is formed by the negative particle se preceding the predicate 
head. 

E se lae 'ua. 
3SG NEG go CONT 
'He hasn't gone yet.' 

Amurua se su 'e-talivana-a. 
2DL NEG ask-properly-3sG 
'You two didn't ask her properly.' 

Negative existential clauses are formed by either semi-verbal or nominal clauses (§4.l). 
A semi-verbal negative existential clause consists of the quantifier bwala 'none, not, no' 
and a noun as predicate head: 

Nau=i na bwala tia nau m-e bwala 
1 SG=SG FOC none mother lSG and-3sG none 
'Me, I have no mother and no father.' 

mama 
father 

('My mother does not exist and my father does not exist.') 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

An imperative consists simply of the verb stem: 

Pitu! 'Wait!' 

nau. 
lSG 

A negative imperative does not differ in structure from a declarative, but lacks aspect 
and mood particles: 

o se salu-u, udu . .. 
2SG NEG lie-lsG friend 
'Don't lie to me, friend .. .' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Information questions are formed with one of seven interrogative words, often with the 
addition of the directional particle hou 'thither', one of whose functions is to mark a 
sentence as interrogative. Two interrogatives, ata 'what' and awade 'how, why, what 
about', function as verbs: 



E ata hau? 
3SG what thither 
'What is it?', 'What's the matter?' 

The others are: 

eve 
tai 
te 

'where?' (pronoun) 
'what?' (pronoun) 
'who?' (pronoun) 
'how many?' (quantifier; §2.4) 
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vita 
angita 'when?' (adnominal modifier: occurs in the quantifier slot) 

For example: 

Te hau 
who thither 
'Who is this?' 

nene? 
this 

Vita wai hau 
how.much water thither 

na ha 
lSG IRR 

'How much water will I take?' 

Angita taleasi ha ali rnai 
when time IRR return hither 
'When will you return from Honiara?' 

ade-i? 
take-3pL 

Honiara? 
Honiara? 

A polar question is indicated by rising intonation and is either structurally identical with 
the corresponding declarative or is marked as interrogative by the directional particle 
hau 'thither': 

Oe ha lae lou 
2sG IRR go too 
'Are you going too?' 

(hau)? 
(hither) 

Alternative questions are formed by two clauses joined by the coordinator bwala 'or' 
(homophonous with bwala 'none, not, no'; §2.4, §4.4). The subject pronoun in the 
second clause may undergo ellipsis. The first clause may again contain the directional 
particle hau 'thither'. 

o lakulaku bwala (0) lalala 'a? 
2SG walk or (2sG) run 
'Did you walk or run?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

The morpho syntactic means used to coordinate linguistic units in Longgu are 
conjunctions and juxtaposition. There are three coordinating conjunctions in Longgu: 
rna 'and', bwala 'or' and vu'a 'then'. Both rna and bwala may join two words, two 
phrases (§2.6), or two clauses. The conjunction vu 'a 'then' joins two clauses. The 
conjunction rna expresses a conjunctive ('A and B') meaning at word and phrase level. 
At clause level it may express a conjunctive or adversative ('A but B') meaning. In 
either context, rna becomes rn- before a vowel. 
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There are no syntactic constraints on the specification of nominal arguments in 
coordinate clauses. Because head-marking languages like Longgu cross-reference the 
subject and object on the verb phrase, no nominal arguments need to be specified as long 
as the referent is understood from context. 

E la ri vu vera m-e tavi vu masu 'u m-e obwa. 
3SG go IMM to outside and-3sG run. away to bush and-3sG hide 
'And he went outside and he ran away to the bush and he hid.' 

Two clauses may be conjoined by the conjunction vu 'a 'then'. 

Na ho la loto ua vu 'a na ho lae. 
lSG IRR go wash CONT then lSG IRR go 
'I will keep washing then I will go.' 

Juxtaposition is used to list a series of items or activIties. The activIties are not 
necessarily sequential. In the following example all but the last clause are juxtaposed. 
The final clause is conjoined to the series by the coordinator rna. In juxtaposed clauses 
subject pronouns undergo ellipsis. 

[Ara . . .] langu-si -a kabokabo, toka ova, vane- 'i -a bua=i, 
[3pL. .. ] PUll-TR-3sG taro chopsugarcaneclimb-TR-3sG betel nut=sG, 

ini-a ova-i, uvi -a wai rna 010- 'i-a rau=i. 
pick-3sG betelnut.leaf-sG fill-3SG water and cut-TR-3sG leaf=SG 

'[They] pulled up taro, chopped sugarcane, climbed the betel nut tree, picked the 
betel nut leaf, filled up (containers with) water and cut (cabbage) leaves.' 

Adversative clauses are arguably non-embedded dependent clauses. They are treated 
here because of the occurrence in them of the coordinator rna, although it appears not to 
function as a coordinator, but as part of a dependent clause. An adversative clause is 
introduced by the conjunction vata 'but', usually followed by rna: 

La hou bola na ngaia kisu-i vata m-i ngaia 'ua langi tau-tau. 
go thither jump PERF 3SG blind-sG but and-ART 3SG CONTup REDup-far 
'Then the blind man jumped but (although) he was still very far up.' 

6.2 Subordination 

Complement clauses 

A complement clause always follows the superordinate clause. Longgu has sentential, 
verbal and nominalised complements, each occurring with particular complement-
taking predicates. There are also interrogative complements, which are interrogative 
counterparts of the three other complement clause types. 

The verbs of perception and cognition accept the greatest range of complement 
clauses. A list of complement-taking predicates found in the data is set out below. 'x' 
marks the kinds of complement which co-occur with each predicate: 

Verb Sentential Verbal Nominal Interrogative 
zaia 'know' x X X 
pukua 'know' X X X 
berengia 'see' X X X 
rongonia 'hear' X 
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Verb Sentential Verbal Nominal Interrogative 
ilia 'tell' X 
ngaoa 'want' X X 
naunaua 'practise' X 
va'arongo 'let know' X 
hanahana 'think' x 

A sentential complement has the structure of an independent clause. It is not introduced 
by a complementiser but immediately follows the superordinate clause. The object 
suffix of a complement-taking predicate refers to the entire proposition of the 
complement. Thus, the object suffix is always 3sG: 

Ami bere-ngi-a 0 ango l-m-a vata ni maa nina. 
IEXC.PL see-TR-3SG 2SG carry.on.shoulder-TR-3sG type poss thing that 
We saw that you carried on your shoulder that sort of thing.' 

In verbal complements, the subject of the complement is coreferential with the subject 
of the superordinate clause. There is no subject pronoun or aspect or mood marking in 
the complement. In this respect verbal complements differ from sentential complements. 

Amu ngao-a na ra '0 

2PL want-3sG PERF maybe 
'Maybe you wanted to kill me.' 

va 'a-mae-u. 
cAus-die-l SG 

A nominalised complement is formed with a nominalised verb. The subject of the 
complement clause is coreferential with one of the participants in the superordinate clause. 
In the following example, the subject of the complement clause is coreferential with the 
object of the dative preposition. The addressee is marked on the dative preposition. 

M-o ili-a Wlnl-U bola~i. 

and-2sG tell-3sG DAT-lSG jump=sG 
'And you told me to jump.' 

Interrogative complements are introduced by an interrogative word, and may be 
sentential, verbal or nominal, as illustrated below. 

Rua iola~gi e i 'a-ra na, se bere-ngi-ra, se puku-a 
two canoe=PL 3SG lost-3PL PERF NEG see-TR-3PL NEG know-3SG 

eve ara la wai. 
LOC where 3PL go where 

'Two canoes are lost, (we) didn't see them, (we) don't know where they went.' 

Nu zai-a awade 
ISG know-3SG how 

goni-a 
build-3SG 

'I know how to build a house.' 

luma~i. 

house=SG 

Golu ge nau-nau-a awade uri-uri-na avai. 
IINC.PC should REDup-practice-3sG how REDuP-step-3sG dance 
'Let's practise how to do the dance steps.' ('We should practise the dance steps.') 

Adverbial clauses 

Adverbial clauses follow the main clause, except for temporal clauses, which may 
precede or follow it. Except for condition clauses, adverbial clauses are introduced by a 
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word functioning as a relator. These include the noun taleasi 'time', the simple 
preposition ni 'for, to' (purpose), the verbal preposition 'ani-'because, with' (cause, 
instrument), the directly possessed noun liva 'a- 'likeness', and the conjunctions kate 
and sime 'lest, in case; otherwise'. 

Temporal clauses are formed with the noun taleasi 'time', and a verbal clause which 
includes a subject pronoun and a verb: 

Taleasi e mailanga e ali vu ubu-na vau~i. 

time 3SG low tide 3SG return to inside-3sG stone=SG 
'When it is low tide it (the edible seashell) goes back inside the stone (the reef).' 

A clause introduced by ni expresses unrealised purpose: 

Ngaia e kaha-a niu~i ni kuki va'i-ni-a. 
3SG 3SG husk-3sG coconut=SG PURP cook COM-TR-3SG 
'She is husking a coconut to cook with it.' 

The preposition 'ani-a takes sentential, nominalised and verbal complements. Like the 
complement-taking verbs, 'ani- always takes the 3sG object suffix when functioning as 
a complement-taking predicate. The constructions of 'ani-a + sentential complement 
and 'ani-a + nominalised complement express reason, as in the examples below. 
A sentential complement can be marked with aspect and mood particles: 

Ara muha 'ani-a ara ha la-u Baula. 
3PL happy INST-3sG 3PL IRR go-to Baulo 
'They are happy because they are going to Baulo.' 

Nau nu viru 'ani-a la-u masu 'u~i. 
lSG lSG busy INST-3sG go-to bush=sG 
'I am busy with going to the bush.' 

The construction 'ani-a + verbal complement expresses realised purpose. This contrasts 
with unrealised purpose, expressed by clauses introduced by ni: 

M-e II a 'ani-a ani-i. 
and-3sG stay INST-3sG eat-3PL 
'And he stayed to eat them.' 

An adverbial clause of manner is formed with the construction liva 'a-na (likeness-3sG) 
+ verbal complement. As a relator it always has the possessor suffix -na 3SG: 

M-ara ii '0 hau liva 'a-na e ade-ade una panaa na. 
and-3pL stay thither likeness-3sG 3sG REDUP-do in.this.manner always PERF 
'And they stayed like they have always done.' 

A caveat clause is introduced by one of the conjunctions kate and sime 'lest; in case, 
otherwise'. The dependent clause has no aspect or mood particles: 

M-e la hau lalala '0 na hau ngaia, lalala '0 na hau 
and-3SG go thither run PERF thither 3sG, run PERF thither 

buri-darua kate nu se bere-ngi-a vu 'a arua lae~i ei. 
behind-3DL in.case ISG NEG see-TR-3SG place 3DL go=SG LOC there 

'And then he ran off, (I am) running after them both in case I don't see the place 
where they have gone.' 
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A conditional clause has the fonn of an independent clause containing an irrealis 
particle. Hypothetical and counterfactual conditional clauses are not distinguished in 
Longgu. The protasis precedes the apodosis, and includes the irrealis particle ho; the 
apodosis may also include it: 

Golu ho viola golu ho vanga mola 
IINC.PC IRR hungry IINC.PC IRR eat just 
'If we are hungry we will just eat this, these foods.' 

nina 
this 

vanga=gi=ne. 
food=PL=DEM 



AROSI 
Adapted by John Lynch and Rex Roroi 

The Arosi language is spoken by between three and four thousand people living in the 
western part of the island of Makira (known formerly as San Cristobal) in Solomon 
Islands. Arosi is actually the name of a now uninhabited village, but it has come to refer to 
the wider area in which the language is spoken, as well as to the language and the people 
who speak it. There are three major dialects: northern, southern and western (Wango); this 
sketch is based largely on the Wango dialect, in which the Bible and other religious 
publications are written and which also formed the basis for Fox's (1970) dictionary Other 
data were supplied by one of the authors, Rex Horoi, a native speaker of Arosi. 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes are: 

pw P t k ? 
bw b d g 

s h 
mw m n IJ 

r 
w 

Ir/ is a flap. The contrast between It I and lsi is neutralised as [s] before Iii; /k/ and Igl are 
slightly labialised before back vowels. (Capell's grammar refers to the 'phonemes' /kwl 
and Igw/, and he also lists a phoneme Iy/. However, there is no evidence that these are 
separate phonemes in Arosi; [kw] and [gw] appear to be optional allophones of Ik/ and Igl 
before rounded vowels, while phonetic [y] derives from intervocalic Iii.) 

The vowel phonemes are: 

e 
a 

u 
o 

Vowel length is phonemic. 

1.2 Phonotactics 

Only open syllables are permitted and there are no consonant clusters (hence the 
treatment of the labialised stops and nasal as unit phonemes). All possible two-vowel 
clusters may occur; geminate clusters are realised as long vowels: 

e sae na a boil [e'sae na:'boi] 'the man has come' 

562 
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O'~o ... 

~"~ , 
<Iq'-b, ~ 

~ • t::b 

b 
AROSI ~ 

SOLOMON ISLANDS 
~ 

1.3 Stress 

o 
I 

162'E 

o THREE 
o SISTERS IS 
~ 

Kirakira 

50 
I 

Kilometres 

Gheta 
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SANTA 
ANA 

100 
I 

o 
!l 

11'8 

Stress normally occurs on the final syllable if it contains a long vowel, otherwise on the 
penultimate syllable. However, in trisyllabic words where the last syllable is initiated by 
IhI, stress is antepenultimate: 

I'herehol 'thing' Imwa'erahal 'chief' 

1.4 Orthography 

The labialised consonants are written as pw, bw, mw, the glottal stop as a reverse 
apostrophe, lUi as ng, and long vowels are written by doubling the letter, as in the 
traditional orthography. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2,1 Pronouns 

Arosi pronouns distinguish four persons and four numbers: singular, dual, paucal and 
plural. Although the published sources distinguish paucal and plural, for most modem 
speakers this distinction is being lost, with the original plural forms becoming rarer and 
the paucal forms being used with plural reference. This appears to have happened first 
and been most thoroughgoing with the second person, and there is very little evidence of 
2PL forms in the sources, which accounts for the blanks in some of the tables below and 
in §3.2. 
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Independent (or focal) pronouns occur as emphatic subjects. Object pronominal 
fonus are suffixed to verbs; of the two 3PL fonus given below, -ra indexes animate 
objects and - 'i inanimate. Possessor fonus are suffixed to nouns or possessive classifiers. 
The pronouns are: 

lINC 
Independent (Focal) 
SG 
DL igaraa 
PC igaau 
PL igia 

Possessor 
SG 
DL -garaa 
PC -gaau 
PL -ga 

Subject 
SG 
DL garu 
PC gau 
PL ga 
Object 
SG 
DL -garaa 
PC -gaau 
PL -ga 

2.2 Nouns 

lEXC 

inau 
i'amiria 
i'ameu 
i'ami 

-gu 
-miria 
-meu 
-mami 

(n)au 
miri 
meu 
mi 

-au 
-miria 
-meu 
-mami 

2 3 

i 'oe iia 
i 'am(o)urua irarua 
i 'amou iraau 

-mu 
-murua 
-mou 

o 
muru 
mou 

- '0 

-murua 
-mou 

ira 

-na 
-darua 
-daau 
-da 

a 
raru 
rau 
ra 

-a 
-rarua 
-raau 
-ra, - 'i 

There is no evidence of any noun-classification system in Arosi apart from the most 
basic proper/common distinction (see §2.3). 

Nouns can be derived from other word classes by means of a number of affixes: 

hai- - hei- + VERB > abstract noun 
ha'i- + KIN TERM > reciprocal tenu 
VERB/ ADJECTIVE + -ha > noun 

Examples: 

totori 
ama-da 
taro 

'hope (v.)' 
'their father' 
'tell news' 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

hai-totori 'hope (n.)' 
ha'i-ama-da 'father and sons' 
taro-ha 'news' 

Arosi has the following articles, which occur before nouns: 

alia proper 
na common, definite, subject 
e common, indefinite, subject 

common, non-subject 



Demonstratives, which follow nouns, are: 

(a)ni proximate 
(a)si distant 
(a)na anaphoric 

A preposed i makes these demonstratives more emphatic. 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Arosi has a decimal system: 

1 fa 'ai, fa'i, fa 6 ono 
2 rua 7 biu 
3 oru 8 waru 
4 hai 9 siwa 
5 rima 10 tangahuru 
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In contexts other than serial counting, the numerals 1-9 are preceded bye. There is a 
multiplicative prefix ha 'a- and an ordinal suffix -na (which forms a noun): 

ha 'a-oru 'three times' 
na oru-na 'the third one' 

There are a number of classifiers used for counting groups of certain items (usually tens, 
but sometimes other quantities), among them being: 

'two coconuts' waioa 
tahanga 
ita 
hara 
batai 
haga 
nahomera 
abe 

'four fathoms of shell-money' 
'forty fathoms of shell-money' 
'ten banana shoots' 
'ten fish' 
'ten dogs or pigs' 
'ten haga, i.e. 100 dogs or pigs' 
'ten dogs' teeth' 

Example: 

rua abe 
two ten. dogs ' .teeth 
'twenty dogs' teeth' 

Common nouns mark plural by a preposed form mwani ~ mwahi; non-singular personal 
nouns are preceded by the appropriate third person pronoun: 

na mwani he 'u 
ART PL star 
'the stars' 

iraau gare-na 
3pc child-3SG 
'his children' 

A number of postposed modifiers also indicate quantity: raga 'many', hako 'all', gogota 
'few', ro'u 'another one, one more': 

ta bia ro 'u 
one beer another 
'another beer' 
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2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

Stative adjectives may be formed from verbs or nouns by simultaneously prefixing ma-
or 'a- and suffixing -a, or simply by suffixing - 'a: 

angi 
'abu 
mae 

'cry' 
'blood' 
'die' 

ma-angi-a 
'a- 'abu-a 
mae-'a 

'distressed' 
'bloody' 
'dead' 

Many stative verbs may also be used as adjectives without a change in form: 

E urao 
ART:SUBJ woman 
'The woman is old.' 

a wari. 
3SG old 

E urao wari na a boi. 
ART:SUBJ woman old DEM 3SG come 
'The old woman has come.' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

Articles, numerals and markers of plurality precede the noun; adjectives, possessives 
and demonstratives follow it. Example: 

na hereho goro ni 
ART thing good DEM 
'this good thing' 

Coordinate noun phrases are joined by ma or mana, alternative phrases by ma 'ua, and 
appositive phrases by the direct possessive marker i - ni: 

ama-na mana ina-na 
father-3sG and mother-3sG 
'his father and mother' 

na ani ma'ua 
ART this or 
'this or that' 

ruma ni ora 
house POSS canoe 
'canoe house' 

2.7 Possession 

na asi 
ART that 

Possessive constructions are of two basic types, direct and indirect. Most kin terms and 
nouns referring to parts of wholes (especially body parts) are possessed in direct 
constructions, with other nouns being possessed in one offour indirect construction types. 

Direct possession 

When the possessor is a pronoun, the pronominal possessor form is suffixed directly to 
the possessed noun. When the possessor is a noun, the possessed noun takes a third 
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person possessor suffix of the appropriate number, and the two nouns are linked by i 
(sometimes ni). Examples: 

na 'uwa-na 
ART foot-3SG 
'his foot' 

na 'uwa-na 
ART foot-3SG 
'the man's foot' 

ia ama-gu 
ART father-lsG 
'my father' 

noni 
POSS man 

ia ama-na i gare 
ART father-3SG POSS child 
'the child's father' 

Indirect possession 

There are four possessive classifiers used in indirect constructions: 

'a- food or drink; passive (things done to or intended for the possessor); things 
closely attached to the possessor 

na- emphatic, benefactive 
ia- product, result, outcome 
a- general 

The possessive classifier + pronoun constituent normally follows the possessed noun, 
and is followed by the possessor noun phrase if there is one; however, when there is no 
possessor noun, the classifier + pronoun may precede the possessed noun. With the 
possessive classifiers a- and na-, any possessor suffix ending in a vowel other than a may 
optionally be followed by a, apparently with no change of meaning (thus a-gu, a-gua 
'my'). If the possessed noun is plural, - 'i is suffixed to the possessor pronoun, which no 
longer takes the optional - 'a. Examples: 

wai 'a-na (non i) 
0'0 'a-da- 'i 
ruma na-mu(a) 
ruma a-mu(a) 
hereho ia-na Araha 
mwaeraha a-mou(a) 

'his (the man's) water' 
'their spears (intended to kill them)' 
'the house for you' 
'your house' 
'the Lord's work' 
'your (PL) chief' 

In food/passive possession, there is an alternative construction to that involving the 
classifier 'a- if the possessor is first or second person: the possessor pronoun precedes 
the possessed noun, and the first syllable of the possessor pronoun is reduplicated; this 
form then takes a suffix -a if it does not already end in a, and this final a is replaced by 
- 'j if the possessed noun is plural. Thus: 

bwaa 'a-gu or gu-gu-a bwaa 'my taro (to eat)' 
bwaa 'a-gu- 'j or gu-gu- 'j bwaa 'my taros (to eat)' 
wai 'a-mu or mu-mu-a wai 'your (SG) water (to drink)' 
bwaa 'a-murua or mu-murua bwaa 'your (dual) taro' 
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2.8 Relative clauses 

The relative clause follows the head noun. Relative clauses are usually unmarked, 
though they quite often conclude with a demonstrative: 

... maho na gau bwani ome-Sl- I 

... thing OEM IINC:PC already see-TR-3PL:OBJ 
' ... those things which we have already seen' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Verbs may take the following affixes: 

ha'a- causative -Ci close transitive 
hei- reciprocal -Ca'i(ni) remote transitive 
ma- stative - 'a perfective 
gasi- desiderative 

Most verbs take a transitive suffix followed by an object suffix when used transitively, 
but there is a group of verbs which takes only the object suffix. The consonant of the 
transitive suffix (the 'thematic' consonant) is lexically conditioned, one of the 
allomorphs of -Ci being simply -i; the close suffix is used with a directly affected 
object, while the remote one often has an instrumental use. Note also that the longer 
form of the remote transitive -Ca 'ini appears to be in more common use among younger 
speakers than the shorter form. Examples: 

baba-ti-a 'throw at it' 
taho-ri-a 'pull it out' 

baba-ta'ini-a 'throw with it' 
taho-ra'i-a 'take it out of' 

While in many cases a verb takes the same thematic consonant with both close and 
remote suffixes, in many other cases there is a difference: 

anu-mi-a 
huro-si-a 

'soak it' 
'tum it around' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

anu-nga 'i-a 
huro-ha'i-a 

'immerse it' 
'chum it up' 

The verb phrase is initiated by one of the subject-marking particles listed in §2.1 above. 
When these occur without any other tense-marker, they mark non-future tense. 

The future is formed by suffixing -i to these person/number markers; this -i coalesces 
with a final i in a subject marker as short i. There is also a suppletive first person 
singular form, and loss of final u in some forms. (This analysis differs somewhat from 
that given by Capell and Fox, particularly in that the glottal stops which they recorded in 
'0 2SG and - 'i future have been lost: thus their '0- 'i 2SG:FUT is now o-i.) 

Future 
lINC IEXC 2 3 

SG wai o-i a-i 
OL gari miri muru-i raru-i 
PC gau-i me-i mo-i rau-i 
PL ga-i mi ra-i 
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Some adverbs may intervene between the subject-tense marker and the verb: e.g. bwani 
'long ago', gasi 'perhaps'. 

The verb may take one of the following aspect-marking suffixes: 

-mau 
-(no) 'a 

imperfective, future 
perfective, past 

and the verb may be followed by one of the directional particles mai 'hither' or 
wou 'away'. 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

Verb serialisation appears to be reasonably common in Arosi: the first verb in the series 
takes the subject-tense particles and any prefixes which may occur, while the second 
takes transitive and object suffixes: 

A rongo 
3SG hear 

sado-i-a. 
find-TR-3sG 

'He overheard it.' 

A 'unu taha-nga'ini-a. 
3sG say open-TR-3sG 
'He confessed it.' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Verbless clauses have the form Subject + Predicate, and are usually equational or 
locational in nature: 

Na ani mwaeraha a-daau. 
ART OEM ART chief POSS-3PC 
'This is their chief.' 

fia nai hei? 
(s)he LOC where 
'Where is (s)he?' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The basic structure of the clause is SVO. However, since person and number of subject 
and object are indexed on verbs, subject and object NPs may be deleted when context 
makes it clear what these markers refer to: 

E sae na a hono-si-a 
ART:SUBJ man OEM 3SG close-TR-3SG ART:OBJ 
'The man closed the door.' 

A hono-si-a. 
3sG close-TR-3SG 
'(S)he closed it.' 

mara-ruma. 
front-house 
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Attention may be focused on an object NP by fronting it: 

I ruma a-gu(a), e ro 'a a heretai- 'i-a. 
ART:OBJhouse POSS-ISG ART:SUBJ wind 3sG destroy-TR-3SG 
'As for my house, the wind destroyed it.' 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

There is only a small number of prepositions: 

locative, direction towards 
nai, no'ai 
'ini(a) 

'in, at' 
instrument, cause 

In addition, many directly possessed nouns with locational reference may occur with 
preposed i to form compound prepositions, like: 

raro- 'inside' i raro- 'in, inside' 
muri- 'back' i muri- 'after, behind' 
bwobwo- 'side' i bwobwo- 'beside' 
na'o- 'front' i na '0- 'in front of' 

There is a second set of prepositional forms which take verbal object suffixes, and which 
once were presumably serialised verbs: 

bei- accompaniment 
tana- dative 
suri- movement towards a third person; 'along' 
hun i- benefactive, content of locution 

Prepositional phrases, along with temporal and locative adverbs, generally follow the 
core arguments in a clause: 

Iia a boi bei-au. 
3SG:FOC3SG come ACC-lSG 
'He came with me.' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

Negation is marked by a particle 'ai 'a which precedes the predicate of a verbless clause 
and comes between the subject-tense marker and the verb: 

Inau 
lSG:FOC 

'ai 'a araha. 
NEG chief 

'I am not the chief.', 'I'm no chief.' 

o 'ai 'a irara. 
2SG NEG know 
'You (sg.) don't know.' 

Note also (a)bwa'i 'future negative' or 'optative negative'. 
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5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

In the affirmative, an imperative clause simply uses the appropriate second person future 
subject marker before the verb. The negative imperative involves the insertion of (a)bu 
between this subject marker and the verb. More polite imperatives can be conveyed with 
the particle ga'i instead of the future. 

O-i 'ari! 
2SG-FUTgo 
'Go (sing.)!' 

o ga 'i boi ga 'u. 
2SG POL come short. time 
'Please come here.' 

O-i (a)bu 'ari! 
2SG-FUT NEG go 
'Don't go (sing.)!' 

o ga'i (a)bu 'ari! 
2SG POL NEG go 
'Would you mind not going?' 

An abrupt command uses the future tense plus the perfective suffix: 

O-i hano- 'a! 
2SG-FUT gO-PERF 
'Piss oill' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Polar questions may be asked by changing from statement-type final falling intonation to 
rising intonation, or by adding ma 'ua 'ai 'a 'or not' to a statement. In casual speech, this 
is abbreviated as ma 'ua: 

E urao na a 
ART:SUBJ woman OEM 3SG 
'Did that woman come?' 

boi ma'ua 
come or 

('ai 'a)? 
(NEG) 

Information questions use one of the following interrogative forms: 

tei 
taha 
nahei 
hei 
siha 
gei(ta) 
ngai(ta) 
('a) 'ua 

'who?' 
'what?' 
'which?' 
'where?' 
'how many?' 
'when (past)?' 
'when (future)?' 
'how?, why?' 
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6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

Coordinate clauses are linked by ma 'and', me or ma'ata 'but', or ma'ua 'or': 

Raru hatara nai one ma raru hau-a i hua i uri. 
30L reach LOC shore and 30L seize-3sG ART:OBJ fruit APPOS Spandias 
'The two of them reached the shore and grabbed a Spandias dulcis fruit.' 

l' ae a unu-a na a garo ma 'ata nau 'ai'a. 
lSG NEG 2SG: FOC 2SG say-3sG OEM 3 SG good but 

'You say it's good but 1 don't.' 

Temporal sequence is indicated by the preverbal particle gu, which may take -i 'future'; 
ma 'and' may optionally precede a gu-marked clause: 

Nau 'ame-si-a ma au gu ha 'ate 
lSG see-TR-3SG and lSG SEQ speak 
'I saw him and then spoke to him.' 

6.2 Subordination 

The following subordinating conjunctions occur: 

aha temporal 
'inia cause 
'ana conditional 
huni complement 

Some examples: 

Ta aha a-i 'ari, 
one time 2SG-FUT go 
'When you go, get it.' 

a-i hau-a. 
2SG-FUT get-3sG 

A ha 'ate huni ra-i bwa'i 'ari. 
3sG speak that 3PL-FUT NEG go 

tana-a. 
OAT-3SG 

'He conveyed the message that they were not to go.' 
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Darrell Tryon 

Burna, also known as Teanu (Green 1976), is spoken on the island of Vanikoro, in the 
Eastern Outer Islands (Temotu Province) of the Solomon Islands by approximately 150 
speakers. Two other languages are remembered by a handful of people on the island, 
namely Vano (Vana) and Tanima (Tetau). 

The place of the languages of the Eastern Outer Islands in the context of Oceanic 
sub grouping has been something of an enigma, and there has also been some debate 
whether three of them (Nend6 [Santa Cruz], Nanggu and Aiwo [Reefs]) are 
Austronesian or Papuan (Lincoln 1978, Wurm 1978). The languages of Utupua and 
Vanikoro, however, are unequivocally Austronesian. They have been classified as 
members of the Central/Eastern Oceanic subgroup (Lynch and Tryon 1985). For further 
discussion and documentation, see Gaimard (1834), Cashmore (1972), Lincoln (1978), 
Tryon & Hackman (1983). The data on which this sketch is based are from my own 
fieldnotes. My principal field consultants were Peter Pauma and Samson Ongi, both 
from Vanikoro. 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes are: 

pw P 
bw b 
mw m 
v 

w 

t 
d 
n 
s 

r 

fi 

y 

k 
g 
IJ 

Ibwl, Ibl, Id/, Ij/ and Igl are prenasalised. The liquids are both voiced: III is an alveolar 
lateral approximant; Ir/ is a trill. The fricatives have voiced and voiceless allophones, 
usually voiceless in initial position. 

The vowel phonemes are: 

e 
a 

u 
o 

Vowel length is phonemic, a long vowel being written as a geminate. 
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BUMA 

.-',. 

' .. "oJ 

REEF IS. ~ 
a 0 

C:;::;;NENDO 
(NDENDE) 

DUFF IS. 0 0 

SANTA 
CRUZ IS. 

UTUPUA
CV 

TEVAI 

VANIKORO~ 

1.2 Phonotactics 

o 
I 

50 
I 

100 
I 

Kilometres 

~M~laita SOLOMON 
... ISLANDS 

~¥akira 
(St Cristobal) Santa • 

Cruz Is. .* BUMA 

Torres Is.\ • 

VANUATU ~: 
Espiritu Iv. 
Santo U "" 

Only open syllables are permitted and there are no consonant clusters. All possible two-
vowel clusters are believed to occur; geminate clusters are realised as long vowels. 

1.3 Stress 

Stress normally occurs on the penultimate syllable except if the final syllable contains a 
long vowel, in which case the final syllable is stressed. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

Burna pronouns distinguish four persons and three numbers-singular, dual and plural. 
The independent pronouns also serve as objects and as possessors (but see §2.2). The 
subject pronouns are prefixed to the verb stem. Each has a realis and an irrealis form. In 
Burna (as in the other languages of Vanikoro) there are a number of homophonous 
forms, namely Ila-I IINC:DL and 3DL; Iii-I IINC:PL and 3PL; Iba-I IEXC:DL and 2DL; 
Ipi-I IEXC:PL and 2PL. The vowel distinction which marks realis/irrealis is inoperative 
in the dual. 
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lINC lEXC 2 3 
Independent 
SG ene eo ini 
DL kia keba ke1a da 
PL kiapa kupa kaipa dapa 

Subject (realis) 
SG ni- a- I-
DL la- ba- ba- la-
PL li- pi- pi- li-

Subject (irrealis) 
SG ne- u- i-
DL la- ba- ba- la-
PL le- pe- pe- le-

2.2 Nouns 

Unlike the languages of the Banks and Torres Islands to their south, nouns in Burna have 
only a single root form. 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

Burna has no articles. Demonstratives, which follow nouns, are as follows: 

enee 
eree 

'this' 
'that' 

somwo 'that (distant), 

Examples: 

mwaliko wako enee 
mwaliko eree 
mwaliko somwo 

'this good man' 
'that man' 
'that (far) man' 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

The numerals of Burna are as follows: 

1 JUne 11 uluko tamana iune 
2 tilu 20 kwatilu 
3 tete 100 rea JUne 
4 teva 1000 Imuo JUne 
5 tili 
6 tuo 
7 tibi 
8 tua 
9 tidi 

10 saIJaulu/uluko 

Frequentative adverbs are indicated by the prefix Iwa-I, but note Iwa-inil 'once'. 
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wa-tilu 
wa-teva 
wa-tili 

'twice' 
'four times' 
'five times' 

Examples: 

Ill! i-wete ene wa-te 
3SG 3SG-hit I SG MUL T-three 
'He hit me three times.' 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

Adjectives follow the noun head in Burna. They also function as stative verbs. 
Examples: 

mwoe pine 
mwaliko pine 
mwoe wako 
mwaliko wako 
mwoe apilaka 
kuli apilaka 

Note also: 

'a big house' 
'a big man' 
'a good house' 
'a good man' 
'a small house' 
'a small dog' 

mwaliko enee wako 'that man is good' 
aeve pana 'the sun is hot' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

Numerals, adjectives, possessives and demonstratives follow the noun head. The relative 
ordering of modifiers is as follows: 

NOUN + NUM + AD] + DEM/POSS 

Examples: 

mwoe pine 
mwaliko pine 
mwoe tete pine 
mwoe enee 
mwoe eree 

mwoe tili 
house five 

apilaka 
small 

'a big house' 
'a big man' 
'three big houses' 
'this house' 
'that house' 

eree 
DEM 

'those five small houses' 

Co-ordinate noun phrases are joined by me: 

ete me aia 'mother and father' 

2.7 Possession 

Burna has no direct possession construction. Instead, as in the other languages of the 
Eastern Outer Islands, there are four indirect constructions, one each for (1) body parts 
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and part/whole relations; (2) general possession; (3) food and objects associated with 
food; and (4) drinks. 

With category I, body parts and part/whole relations, a possessor appears as a noun 
or unaffixed independent pronoun following the noun: 

basa ene 'my head' ije poi 'pig's tusk' 
sela ene 'my navel' wuye filo 'leaf of tree' 
basa dapa 'their head' dekele kuli 'dog's tail' 
rna ene 'my hand' fia kome 'handle of axe' 
rna ini 'hislher hand' basa Tom 'Tom's head' 

Categories 2, 3 and 4 are each marked by a possessive classifier: 

ie general possesion 
we food and objects associated with food; 
me drinks 

The morpheme sequence is POSSESSED + CLASSIFIER + POSSESSOR. Where the 
possessor is a pronoun and the classifier is ie or we, the sequence CLASSIFIER + 
POSSESSOR combines to form the following possessor pronoun paradigms, whilst me-
'drinkable' is prefixed to the independent pronoun forms listed in §2.1. 

IINC lEXC 2 3 
General 
SG enone iono iape 
DL iakia iaba iamela iada 
PL iakapa iupa iaipa iadapa 

Edible 
SG enaka ono ape 
DL akia aiba amela ada 
PL akapa upa aipa adapa 

For example: 

mwoe enone 'my house' luro enaka 
mwoe iape 'hislher house' baale akapa 

ero mellll 'his water' 
ero mekiapa 'our (iNC:PL) water' 

bete ie Tom 'Tom's mat' 
kuli ie John 'John's dog' 

ero me Tom 'Tom's water' 

eIJa kulumoe enone Vanikoro 
name island my Vanikoro 

none we emele 
none we mwalikote 
kome we Tom 
udo we Tom 

'The name of my island is Vanikoro.' 

'my coconut' 
'our (INC:PL) breadfruit' 

'the woman's food' 
'the man's food' 
'Tom's axe' 
'Tom's banana' 

In the cases of some kin terms, a pronominal possessor is suffixed to the head noun. This 
possessor appears to consist of the forms in the general possessor paradigm above, 
sometimes accompanied by morphophonemic changes. Thus: 
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men-one 
men-yono 
men-yape 
men-yakapa 
men-yupa 
men-yaipa 
men-yadapa 
et-one 
et-e 
et-iape 

'my son' 
'your son' 
'his son' 
'our (INC:PL) son' 
'our (EXC:PL) son' 
'your (PL) son' 
'their son' 
'my mother' 
'your mother' 
'his mother' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

ai-one 
ai-a 
ai-yape 
ai-yakapa 

tili-one 

'my father' 
'your father' 
'his father' 
'our (INC:PL) father' 

'my brother' 

The relative clause follows the head noun. Relative clauses are introduced by the 
relativiser Ipol. Examples: 

ene ni-romo kuli po aele tete 
lSG lSG:REAL-see dog REL leg three 
'I saw the dog that has only three legs.' 

ene ni-romo mwaliko po i-kotu i-Ie 
lSG ISG:REAL-see man REL 3SG-run 3SG-go 
'I saw the man who ran away.' 

Occasionally Ipol is replaced by the general complementiser Ipe/: 

ene ni-romo ata mwaliko pe y-ibu 
lSG lSG:REAL-see shadow man C 3SG-die 
'I saw the spirit of the man who died.' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Unlike most Oceanic languages, Burna appears not to have any derivational affixes, 
these processes being handled by independent (serial) verbs and/or particles. 
Transitivity is unmarked: 

ene ni-romo mwoe iono 
lSG lSG:REAL-see house 2sG:poss 
'I saw your house.' 

ni-romo eo 
lSG:REAL-see 2sG 
'I saw you.' 

The only verbal inflectional affixes are the subject/mood affixes listed in §2.l, which 
distinguish realis and irrealis. The Burna verb may be illustrated with the paradigm of 
I-romol 'see': 
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lINC lEXC 2 3 

Realis 
SG ni-romo a-romo i-romo 
OL la-romo ba-romo ba-romo la-romo 
PL Ii-romo pi-romo pi-romo Ii-romo 

Irrealis 
SG ne-romo u-romo i-romo 
OL la-romo ba-romo ba-romo la-romo 
PL le-romo pe-romo pe-romo le-romo 

With some verb stems both realis and irrealis ISG take the subject marker Ini-I, rather 
than the Ini- - ne-I opposition illustrated above. With vowel initial verb stems, the 
singular and dual subject markers (both realis and irrealis) become: 

Subject (realis) 
SG ni-
OL lai- bai-
PL Ji- pi-

keba bai-ekeke 
lEXC:OL lEXc:oL-laugh 
'We (OL EXC) laughed.' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

ai-
bai-
pi-

i-
lai-
li-

eo ai -etel)i 
2SG 2sG-cry 
'You cried.' 

In addition to the realis/irrealis distinction described above, concepts relating to tense 
and aspect are expressed in three ways: 

(1) by morphemes which precede the verb (see below); 
(2) by morphemes which follow the object (see below); 
(3) by temporal adverbs (§4.3). 

Morphemes which precede the verb are: 

kape 
mamote 
kavitoko 

FUT 
'still ' 
'almost' 

As the sequence Ikavitoko kapel below shows, two of these morphemes may co-occur. 
The morpheme Imamotel also co-occurs with the clause-final negator Itaei with the 
meaning 'not yet'. 

dapa kape Ie-Ie mobo 
3PL FUT 3PL:IRR-go tomorrow 
'they will go tomorrow' 

po Ill! i-Ie, eo mamote a-mokoye 
REL 3SG 3sG-go, 2SG still 2SG:REAL-sleep 
'When he went away, you were still sleeping.' 

ene mamote ni-toe 10l)e tae 
lSG still lSG:REAL-chop wood NEG 
'I have not chopped the wood yet.' 
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ene kavitoko kape ne-vokoye aele ene 
lSG almost FUT lSG:IRR-break leg lSG 
'I almost broke my leg.' 

There are several morphemes occurring after the object whose semantics associates 
them with the verb phrase, implying that the object (whether pronoun or full noun 
phrase) is part of the verb phrase in Burna. One is the negator /tae/ (§4.4). Others are 
/kawoyul 'completive' and /fiepe/ 'reciprocal, reflexive'. For example: 

ene ni-toe 10IJe kawoyu 
lSG lSG:REAL-cut wood COMPL 
'I have already cut the wood.' 

dapa Ii-via dapa fiepe 
3PL 3PL:REAL-hit 3PL REC 
'They hit one another.' 

tili-one i-toe ini fiepe fie okoro 
brother-lSG:poss 3sG-cut 3sG REC INST knife 
'My brother cut himself with a knife.' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

Serialisation in Burna does not entail loss of subject affixes. However, several types of 
serialisation can be recognised. 

(i) Directional: there are two subtypes. In the first, the initial verb expresses 
movement, the second the direction of that movement: 

ene ni-romo mwaliko po i-kotu i-Ie 
lSG lSG:REAL-see man REL 3sG-run 3sG-go 
'I saw the man who ran away.' 

ini i-kotu i-koye nelema mwoe 
3sG 3SG-run 3sG-go in.inside house 
'He ran into the house.' 

In the second, the initial verb expresses direction (up or down), the second the 
resulting posture: 

ni-abu 
1 SG:REAL-go.down 
'I lay down.' 

ni-wene 
lSG:REAL-lie.down 

ni-abu ni-te 
lSG:REAL-go.down lSG:REAL-sit 
'I sat down.' 

ill-alU n-lVIO 

lSG:REAL-get.up lSG:REAL-stand 
'I stood up.' 

(ii) Sequential: 

kiapa Ii-Ie Ii-oi teuko 
lINC:PL lINC:PL:REAL-go lINC:PL:REAL-throwhook 
'We'll go fishing.' 



dapa li-tabo li-ka 
3PL 3PL:REAL-repeat 3PL:REAL-come 
'They came back carrying the fish.' 
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li-tabe namuko 
3PL:REAL-carry fish 

(iii) Causative: where other Oceanic languages form causative verbs by prefixing a 
reflex of POc *pa[kaJ-, Burna uses the verb /-somoli/ 'make' in a serial 
construction: 

namuko ponu i-somoli ene 
fish DEM 3so-make Iso 
'That fish made me sick.' 

ni-tavie 
I so: REAL-be. sick 

(iv) Serialisations where the initial verb expresses an aspectual or modal feature 
relevant to the action of the second verb: 

ene ni-tabo ni-wete John 
Iso ISO:REAL-repeat ISO:REAL-hit John 
'I hit John again' 

dapa li-tabo li-ka li-tabe namuko 
3PL 3PL:REAL-repeat 3PL:REAL-come 
'They came back carrying the fish.' 

3PL:REAL-carry fish 

ene ni -teletele 
Iso ISO:REAL-start 

ni-vo mwoe 
I SO:REAL-build house 

'I started to build a house.' 

dapa Ji-atui li-ko 
3PL 3PL:REAL-try 3PL:REAL-want 
'They are trying to build a house.' 

ene ne-ko ne-Ie me 
Iso ISO:IRR-NEC ISO:IRR-go and 
'I had to go and chop down the tree.' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

le-vo mwoe 
3PL:IRR-build house 

ne-toe 
ISO:IRR-cut 

filo 
tree 

In Burna verbless clauses have the form Subject + Predicate. Examples: 

el)a kulumoe enone Vanikoro 
name island my Vanikoro 
'The name of my island is Vanikoro.' 

ero enee me l)ele? 
water DEM CL who 
'Whose is that water?' 

fiko fele? 
money where 
'Where is the money'?' 
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4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The basic structure of the verbal clause in Burna is svo. Subject and object noun phrase 
slots may be empty if the referent can be recovered from context. 

menuko i-te newowo filo 
bird 3sG-sit on. top tree 
'The bird is sitting in the tree' 

i-te newowo filo 
3sG-sit on. top tree 
'It is sitting in the tree' 

ene ni-romo ata ene ne tanoe 
lSG ISG:REAL-see shadow ISG on ground 
'I saw my shadow on the ground' 

ene ni-romo ne tanoe 
ISG ISG:REAL-see on ground 
'I saw it on the ground.' 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

There are numerous prepositions in Burna, many with a locative focus: 

ne locative 
se 'about' 
teve 'from' 
fie 'with', instrument 

The prepositions listed below may be sequences of preposition + noun, but are glossed 
in this sketch as single morphemes. For example, /newowo filo/ 'on top of the tree' may 
be /ne wowo filo/, that is, the preposition /ne/ followed by the possessive noun phrase 
/wowo filo/ 'top of the tree'. 

nenoma 
newowo 
nepua 
nelema 
nadie 
nimini 
semame 

'in front of' 
'on top of, on' 
'under' 
'in, inside' 
'behind' 
'to, towards' 
'with (accompaniment)' 

Prepositions are illustrated below and in the examples in §4.2: 

ene ni-ekeke se eo pepane 
lSG lSG:REAL-laugh PREP 2SG yesterday 
'I laughed about you yesterday.' 

dapa da vifiivi Ii-Ie ne sekele 
3PL all woman 3PL:REAL-go to garden 
'All the women went to the garden.' 



kuli nenoma mwoe 
dog in. front house 
'The dog is in front of the house.' 

namuko nelema ero 
fish at.inside water 
'The fish is in the water.' 

ene ni-Ia loubo nimini 
ISG ISG:REAL-give crab to 
'I gave the crab to the dog.' 

ni-Ia teve Philip 
lSG:REAL-give from Philip 
'I took it from Philip.' 

ene ni-fia semame eo 
lSG lSG:REAL-fight with 2sG 
'I fight with you.' 

tili-one i-toe ini fiepe 
brother-lsG:poss 3SG-cut 3sG REC 
'My brother cut himself with a knife.' 
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kuli 
dog 

fie okoro 
INST knife 

Peripheral slots may of course be occupied by locative or temporal adverbs: 

dapa kape Ie-Ie mobo 
3PL FUT 3PL:IRR-go tomorrow 
'they will go tomorrow' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

Negation is marked by the particle /tae/, which follows the verb (and object, if any): 

ene ni-romo eo tae pepane 
lSG lSG:REAL-see 2SG NEG yesterday 
'I didn't see you yesterday.' 

ene mamote ni-toe IOl)e tae 
lSG still lSG:REAL-chop wood NEG 
'I have not chopped the wood yet.' 

ive eo a-ka tae? 
why 2SG 2SG:REAL-come NEG 
'Why didn't you come?' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

Imperatives, in the affirmative, are produced simply by using the appropriate second 
person irrealis verb form. 
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kaipa abia ponu 
2PL all over. there 
'All of you come.' 

u-ka 
2SG:IRR-come 
'You come.' 

kela ba-le 
20L 20L-go 
'You two go.' 

pe-ka 
2PL:JRR-COme 

In the negative, the clause is followed by the prohibitive morpheme /etapu/: 

eo u-toe 10IJe etapu 
2SG 2SG:IRR-cut wood PROHIB 
'Don't cut the wood.' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Yes-no questions are signalled by changing from declarative-type final falling intonation 
to rising intonation. 

Information questions use one of the following interrogative forms: 

IJele 'who?' 
fele 'where?' 
miIJa 'when?' 
ive 'why?' 
IJanae 'what?' 
ae 'what?' 
tivi 'how many?' 
akae 'how?' 

Such interrogatives may occur either sentence-initially or -finally. The unmarked 
position is sentence-final. 

miIJa kape u-le ne kulumoe 
when FUT 2SG:JRR-go to island 
'When are you going home?' 

e, eo kape u-Ie fele? 
hey 2SG FUT 2SG:IRR-go where 
'Hey, where are you going?' 

ive eo a-ka tae? 
why 2sG 2SG:REAL-come NEG 
'Why don't you come?' 

ero enee me IJele? 
water OEM CL who 
'Whose is that water?' 

fiko fele? 
money where 
'Where is the money?' 
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6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

Coordinate clauses in Burna are linked by Imel 'and', Ika/ 'and', and lwei 'or'. 

ene ne-ko ne-Ie me 
ISG ISG:IRR-NEC ISG:IRR-go and 
'I had to go and chop down the tree.' 

ne-toe 
ISG:IRR-cut 

filo 
tree 

ene kape ne-Ie me 
ISG FUT ISG:IRR-go and 
'I must go and fix my canoe.' 

m-eJau 
ISG:IRR-fix 

1111 i-sabu ka i-vokoye rna 1m 
3SG 3sG-fall and 3sG-break arm 3sG 
'He fell down and broke his arm.' 

6.2 Subordination 

kuo enone 
canoe ISG:poss 

There are two subordinating conjunctions. Conditions are introduced by IIJa/: 

IJa eo u-ka tae, kape awa-ene i-aka 
COND 2sG 2SG:IRR-come NEG FUT liver-ISG:posS 3SG-blow 
'If you do not come, I shall be angry (lit. my liver will blow).' 

IJa eo wako, kape ni-Ia buk nimini eo 
COND 2sG good FUT ISG:REAL-give book to 2SG 
'If you are good, I'll give you a book.' 

IJa eo u-ka pepane, kape ne-Ia fiko nimini eo 
COND2sG 2SG:IRR-come yesterday FUT ISG:IRR-give money to 2SG 
'If you had come yesterday, I would have given you the money.' 

The general complementiser Ipel introduces complement clauses and reason clauses 
(and occasionally relative clauses; §2.8): 

ene ni-ovei pe ni-Iebie 
ISG ISG:REAL-know.howREL ISG:REAL-swim 
'I know how to swim.' 

tae, ni-mui 
NEG ISG:REAL-not.know.how 

pe m-vo mwoe 
REL ISG:REAL-build house 

'No, I don't know how to build a house' 

ene ne-ko ni-made okoro pe i-toe filo tae 
ISG ISG:IRR-NEC ISG:REAL-sharpen knife CAUS 3SG-cut tree NEG 
'1 must sharpen the knife because it doesn't cut the wood.' 

filo i-tab au pe IJiro i-aka 
tree 3sG-fall because wind 3sG-blow 
'The tree fell down because the wind blew it.' 

Point-of-time clauses are introduced by the relativiser Ipol (§2.8), probably an 
abbreviation of 'the time that': 
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po ini i-Ie, eo mamote a-mokoye 
REL 3SG 3sG-go, 2sG still 2SG:REAL-sleep 
'When he went away, you were still sleeping.' 

po !Jiro i-abu i-wene, kiapa Ii-Ie 
REL wind 3SG-go.down 3sG-lie.down IINC:PL lINC:PL:REAL-go 

Ii-oi teuko 
lINC:PL:REAL-throw hook 

'When the wind stops, we'll go fishing.' 



MWOTLAP 
Terry Crowley 

This language is spoken by a total population estimated at around 2200, on the island of 
Motalava (alternatively known as Motlav, but known locally as Mwotlap), as well as in 
three villages on neighbouring Vanualava. These islands constitute part of the Banks 
group in far northern Vanuatu. During the nineteenth century, the language of the 
neighbouring island of Mota was propagated as a missionary lingua franca. 

Mwotlap was originally more diverse linguistically than is the case today, as there is 
apparently only a single dialect now spoken on the island. The last speaker of Valuwa, 
which was once spoken on the island, died recently. Modern speakers refer to this 
separately named entity as a distinct language, though Codrington (1885) suggests that 
it was probably only another dialect of the same language as Mwotlap. 

This language belongs to the North and Central Vanuatu subgroup. It is very closely 
related to Mota, though the extensive patterns of regular vowel harmony and loss of 
unstressed root vowels in Mwotlap makes the two languages appear superficially very 
different. 

The main published source on Mwotlap is the sketch on pp. 310-22 of Codrington 
(1885). There is also a sketch of Valuwa on pp. 322-31. This sketch is produced 
exclusively from material provided by Anthony Ling of Mwotlap. 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes are: 

t k kpw 
b d 
v s ¥ h 
m n IJ Dmw 

I 
y w 

The phonemes Ikpwl and IDmwl are phonetically complex, beginning with a distinct velar 
onset and ending with a rounded labial release. The release for the stop is also somewhat 
imploded. This inventory is notable for the lack of Irl and Ip/. The segment Ir/ was 
recorded by Codrington in 1885, though since then it has systematically shifted to Iy/: 
Ikornrol> Ikomyol '2DL', lmitir/; lmitiyl 'sleep'. Voiced stops are phonetically prenasalised. 

The vowel inventory is: 

e 
£ 

a 

u 
o 
;) 
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Speakers of Mwotlap do not often write their language, with most written religious 
materials being produced in Mota. The orthography of Mota is not easily adaptable to 
Mwotlap, so it has been decided to cite forms in this sketch in IPA script. For 
typographic convenience, the symbols for the labio-velars are simplified as /kw/ and /mw/ 

respectively. 

1.2 Phonotactics 

The only vowel sequences involve a non-high vowel with a following high vowel. 
Otherwise, vowels must be separated by at least a single consonant. There is a very high 
proportion of monosyllabic roots in this language compared with neighbouring 
languages, resulting from vowel loss. 

In citation, lexical items generally begin with vowels or with single consonants, 
while a wide range of intervocalic consonant clusters is permitted. However, many of 
these clusters result from the deletion of an underlying vowel in the first syllable of a 
root in certain morphological contexts. There is a handful of forms which appear in 
citation with initial homorganic nasal-stop clusters. 

1.3 Stress 

The penultimate syllable receives stress. 
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1.4 Other features 

Some prefixes exhibit extensive vowel harmony, with the conditioning vowel sometimes 
being subsequently lost. Prefixes that behave in this way are represented as ending in V 
The vowel thus represented is identical in its realisation with the underlying vowel after 
the first consonant of the root. When the root begins with a vowel, V has zero realisation. 

The first vowel of the root is deleted if there is both a preceding and a following 
syllable, when there are single non-identical consonants on either side of the vowel. The 
following examples illustrate the prefixation of InV-1 and the deletion of the root vowel: 

Basic root Citation form 
emw n-emw 'house' 
ih n-ih 'bow' 
kW;) n;)-kW ;) 'pig' 
vct nc-vct 'stone' 
bcy nc-bcy 'breadfruit' 
tutu nu-tutu 'chicken' 
momo no-momo 'fish' 
hinay ni-hnay 'yam' 
tamwan na-tmwan 'man' 

Some consonants also change when they are brought into contact with other consonants 
as a result of vowel deletion. In particular, Ibl becomes 1m! before a nasal. 

Reduplication is also associated with the same vowel loss and consonant shift in the 
second part of the reduplicated form: 

Basic root Reduplicated form 
vCl]cn VCl]cvl]cn 'feed' 
mitiy mitimtiy 'sleep' 
hcycv hcychycv' stroke' 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

Mwotiap has free form pronouns and possessive pronominal suffixes, which distinguish 
four numbers. 

IINC IEXC 2 3 
Free form 
SG ino inck ike 
DL (i)ndoyo kamyo komyo koyo 
TL intelldetel kamtel kcmtel keitel 
PL !yen kcmcm kimi ikey 

Possessive 
SG -k -0 -n 
DL -ndo -mamyo -moyo -yo 
TL -ntel -memtel -metel -itel 
PL -nyen -mcm -m! -y 
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2.2 Nouns 

Nouns appear in three different forms: the root form, the partitive form, and the citation 
form. While the citation form is the form that is most frequently encountered, it is in 
fact morphologically derived. 

Citation forms and partitive forms differ from basic nominal roots; citation forms 
tale the prefix I nV- ~ na-I, while partitive forms take the prefix Ite-/. The system of 
adding a morphological marker to citation forms is productive to the point where In V-I 
is obligatorily added to borrowed words. Thus: 

Basic root Citation form 
pm ne-pen 'pen' 
bk n;)-t;)k 'dog' 
mbuluk nu-mbuluk 'cow' 

The distribution of the In V-I and Ina-I allomorphs is lexically conditioned. Compare 
the following examples, which illustrate the two variants, along with the corresponding 
partitive forms in ltc-I: 

Basic root Citation form Partitive form 
nV- kW;) n;)-kW;) tc-kW;) 'pig' 

vct nc-vct tc-vct 'stone' 
na- mitiy na-mtiy te-mitiy 'coconut' 

diy na-diy te-diy 'coconut crab' 
yohow na-yhow te-yohow 'rat' 

The root forms appear in a relatively restricted set of environments, i.e. after a 
possessed noun, a prenominal number marker or quantifier, a prenominal collective 
noun, a bound preposition, or a compounded form. The citation forms appear not only in 
citation, but when the noun functions as a verbal subject or object, as well as the object 
of a free form preposition. The partitive forms appear only as the partitive object to a 
transitive verb. Thus, contrast: 

n;)k so-yen ne-kwet 
iSG DESIO-eat CITATION-taro 
'I want to eat the (whole) taro.' 

n;)k so-yen te-kwct 
iSG DESIO-eat PART-taro 
'I want to eat (some of) the taro.' 

The possessor pronouns also have corresponding partitive forms, in which the initial 
In! and the following vowel are replaced by Ite-/. There is only one possessor form that 
has a different initial sequence -/minol 'ISG:GEN' - and this is prefixed in the partitive 
by Ite-I. Compare the following first person singular possessor forms for the four 
paradigms, where the partitive forms mean 'some of my': 

Non-partitive Partitive 
nakis tekis 'edible' 
nemek temek 'drinkable' 
namuk temuk 'plantable etc.' 
mino temino 'general' 



The prefix InV-I is also used to derive a noun from a verb: 

kaka 'tell story' > na-kaka 'story' 
)j'£n-yen 'eat' > ne-yen-yen 'food' 
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Nominal compounds are formed on a NOUN + NOUN pattern, with the second noun 
appearing in its basic root form: 

nakwtey 'start' + namne 'arm' > nakwtey-bene 'shoulder' 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

There are no articles in Mwotlap. The original prenominal article */na! has been 
reanalysed as part of the citation form of the noun, though it is regularly separable as 
described above in the shape Ina- ~ nV-I. 

Demonstratives follow the noun and distinguish proximate and distant location, as 
well as singular and plural: 

Proximate 
Distant 

Thus: 

nJtJk yehyen 
dog DEM:PL 
'those dogs' 

Singular 
YJh 
yen 

Plural 
yehaYJh 
yehyen 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

There is a set of prenominal number markers, which are used only with animate 
nouns: 

yoye 
etelye 
iye 

dual 
trial 
plural 

These are followed by the noun in its basic root form. Inanimate nouns can be pluralised 
by postposing Inetetell 'many' to the noun in its citation form, or by preposing Inetetell 
to the root. 

The cardinal numerals are as follows: 

1 vitway 6 levete 
2 voyo 7 liviyo 
3 vetel 8 levetel 
4 vevet 9 levevet 
5 tevelem 10 SJl)wul 

The ordinal corresponding to Ivitwayl 'one' is Itotoyyeyl 'first', while all other ordinals 
are formed by adding I-neyi/, i.e. Ivoyo-neyil 'second', etc. These forms are all 
postposed to nouns in their citation forms. Thus: 
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N + NUMERAL 
na-trnwan voyo 
CITATION-man two 
'two men' 

n:')-kw:,) vetel 
CITATION-pig three 
'three pigs' 

na-lkwoven vevet 
CITATION-woman four 
'four women' 

ne-vet tevelem 
CITATION-stone five 
'five stones' 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

NUMBER MARKER + N 
yoye tamwan 
DL man 
'two men' 

etelyekw:,) 
TL pig 
'three pigs' 

iye lokwoven 
PL woman 
'women' 

netetel vet 
many stone 
'many stones' 

Uninflected stative verb roots can follow nouns as adjectival modifiers. Some forms used 
adjectivally reduplicate the initial syllable when they modify a plural noun: 

n:')kw:,) liwo 
pig big 
'big pig' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

lye kw:') lililwo 
PL pig REDUP:big 
'big pigs' 

Noun phrases have the following basic structure: 

(NUMBER) NOUN (ADJECTIVE) (NUMERAL) (DEMONSTRATIVE) 

Noun phrases can be coordinated by means of the instrumental preposition Imil or the 
comitative preposition /bal: 

natal) mi/ba nayasel 
basket INST/COM knife 
'basket and knife' 

2.7 Possession 

Direct possession 

This category consists of most of the terms referring to body parts and kin terms. There 
is some alternation in the shape of the root-final vowel in the first and second person 
singular, and before prefixes that begin with In!, Iii and Iy/. The modified vowel that 
alters the preceding vowel harmonically affects the preceding vowels of the root. We 
therefore find the following paradigm for the root Inimdi-I 'nose': 

lINC lEXC 2 3 
SG nimdi-k nimdi-O nemde-n 
DL nemde-do nimdi-mamyo nimdi-moyo nemde-yo 
TL nemde-ntel nimdi-memtel nimdi-metel nemde-itel 
PL nemde-nyen nimdi-mem nimdi-mi nemde-y 
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A nominal possessor of a suffixed noun is expressed by using the bare root form of the 
noun, i.e. with no root vowel deletion, and with no initial InV-I. Thus: 

namne m£n 'bird's wing' « namne- 'wing' + n£m£il 'bird') 

Indirect Possession 

With unsuffixed nouns, pronominal possession is expressed by means of the following 
postposed possessive classifiers, to which the possessor suffixes presented above are 
added: 

na¥a- food 
nama- drink 
namu- something planted, weapons, things used for writing or drawing, 

unimportant things 
(no)no- general 

There is, however, considerable irregularity III the paradigms of these forms. In 
particular: 

(i) The first person exclusive and the second person suffixes are added to a form that is 
identical with the third person singular form, i.e. Ina¥an-I, Inaman-I, Inamun-I and 
Inonon-I respectively. 

(ii) In the first person trial exclusive, the possessor suffix is I-mamtell with the 
possessive constituents Ina¥an- - naman-I, and I-memtell with I(no)non-I. 

(iii) In the third person non-singular forms of Inama-I, the root is unpredictably Inamo-I. 
(iv) The first and second person singular forms exhibit idiosyncratic irregularities in all 

paradigms except that for Inama-I. Thus: 

ISG 2SG 
FOOD nakis na¥um 
DRINK n£m£k n£m£ 
GENERAL mlllo nonom 

For example: 

nebe nama-n n~kw~ 

water POSS:DRINK-CONST pig 
'the pig's water (to drink)' 

nemw no-n n£t 
house POSS:GEN-CONST person 
'the person's house' 

In the case of general possession, there is an alternative construction in which the form 
In£! precedes the possessor noun, which appears in its basic root form. Thus, from 
lna¥yak/ 'body fat' and In~kw~1 'pig', both Ina¥yak n£ kw~1 and Ina¥yak no-n mkw~1 
'pig fat' are possible. 

2.8 Relative clauses 

Relative clauses follow the head noun phrase and are introduced by the relativiser Ia!. 
Relativised subjects and objects of free prepositions are copied by means of a 
pronominal copy at the point of extraction, while relativised verbal objects are expressed 
without any pronominal copy. Relativised instrumental and locative NPs are marked by 
means of the special trace form lay/. Thus: 
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n:J m-et nalkwoven a natmwan mi-tit 
ISG PAST-see woman REL man PAST-hit 
'I saw the woman who the man hit.' 

n:J mu-wuh n:Jkw:J a nek me-lev-to 
ISG PAST-kill pig REL 2SG PAsT-give-PAsT 
'I killed the pig that you gave the taro to.' 

van nekwet 
there taro 

key m-Itt nemw a n:J mo-to~'toy-to ay 
3PL PAST-set.fire.to house REL ISG PRES-live-PAST LOC.PRO 
'They set fire to the house that I am living in.' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Causative verbs are derived by prefixing lak-I to an intransitive root, e.g.: 

'sleep' 'put to sleep' 

hiy ke 
GOAL3SG 

mitiy 
lat 'break in middle (intr.)' 

ak-mitiy 
ak-Iat 'break in middle (tr.)' 

This prefix is more productive than is the case with cognate forms in many other 
Vanuatu languages, though lexicalised causatives such as Ive1Jml 'feed' block the 
derivation of causatives such as */ak-ym-yenl 'cause to eat' « I~Tn-yml 'eat'). 

There is no regular morphological derivation of transitive verbs from intransitive 
verbs. Many semantically compatible roots can be used both transitively and 
intransitively: 

ke m:J-Y:J1Jtey 
3SG PREs-listen 
'(S)he listens.' 

ke m:J-Y:J1Jtey naya 
3sG PREs-listen.to kava 
'(S)he is "listening" to the kava.' 

Some verbs, however, do have formally distinct transitive and intransitive forms, which 
exhibit partial similarities in morphological shape: 

Intransitive 
yen-yen 
yeye 

Transitive 
yen 'eat' 
yehey 'laugh (at)' 

Tense-aspect-mood categories are marked by reduplication and verbal affixation. In 
addition, certain TAM categories are marked by special subject pronouns which differ 
from the independent pronouns presented in §2.1. The singular subject pronouns are: 

Present continuous Past, future, and 
and desiderative Present punctiliar 

ISG n:Jk n:J 
2SG nek ne 
3SG keni ke 

The formal marking on the verb itself is as follows: 

nV-
REDUP 
so-
tV-

present punctiliar 
present continuous 
desiderative/immediate future 
general future 



mV-
mV-... -to 
0-
tV-... -veh 

realis 
past 
realis 
abilitative 
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The realis/past prefix /mV-/ irregularly becomes /me-/ before a syllable that contains a 
deleted vowel. When the vowel of the following syllable is retained, the vowel 
harmonises in the regular way. Thus: 

n;,k mltl-mtiy 
ISG REDuP-sleep 
'I am sleeping' 

ikey me-mtiy-to 
3PL PAsTl-sleep-PAsT2 
'they slept' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

n;,k so-mitiy 
2SG DEsIO-sleep 
'you are about to sleep' 

ke ni-mtiy 
3SG PREs-sleep 
'( s )he sleeps' 

The verb phrase contains the following elements before the verb: 

SUBJECT PRONOUN (NEGATIVE) VERB 

n;, ti-mtiy 
lSG FUT-sleep 
'I will sleep' 

n;,k mlt1y 
lSG sleep 
'I sleep/slept' 

Associated with the verb, but following an object noun phrase are the directional 
particles /me/ 'hither' or Ivan! 'thither': 

ke me-lev-to ne-¥en-¥en me 
3SG PAsTl-give-PAsT2 NOM-REDUP-eat here 
'(S)he gave the food (hither) to his/her father.' 

hiy imam nono-n 
GOAL father POSS-3SG 

The particle Ivan! can also be used to indicate that an action is performed for somebody 
else's benefit: 

n;,k so-was n£l£leh nono-m 
lSG FUT-wash clothes POSS-2SG 
'I will wash your clothes.' 

n;,k so-was 
lSG FUT-wash 

van n£l£leh nono-m 
there clothes POSS-2SG 

'I will wash the clothes for you.' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

Two verb roots can be productively serialised, with only the initial verb being marked by 
inflectional prefixes, and an object following the verb series: 

ke mu-wuh mat n;,kw;, 
3SG REAL-kill die pig 
'(S)he killed the pig.' 

ke me-¥£n bat nekwet 
3SG REAL-eat hide taro 
'(S)he secretly ate the taro.' 

Some modal meanings can also be expressed by means of serialisation: 
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ke m£-kwt£1{ vanvan 
3SG REAL-start walk 
'(S)he started to walk.' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Equational sentences are expressed simply by juxtaposing a nominal topic and a 
comment in its citation form: 

ike namyana1{ 
3sG chief 
'He is a chief.' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

Subjects appear before the verb, and objects after it. There are no object suffixes on 
verbs, with the free form pronouns appearing as both subject and object NPs. Nominal 
subjects and objects appear in their citation forms. 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Noun phrases other than subjects and objects are introduced by prepositions. Some 
prepositions are followed by a noun in its basic root. Forms of this type are: 

IV-
nV-
tV-
lalij£-/ldij£ 
bV 
avo(wo) 
I£n1{o 
akwut 
lisli 
levetm: 

'to, in, at' 
'part of whole' 
'of (place)' 
'under' 

cause, purpose 
'above, on top of' 
'in front of' 
'behind' 
'beside' 
'between' 

The forms IIV-I, InV-I and ltV-I (and optionally Ilalij£-/) are attached as prefixes to the 
following noun. Thus: 

l-emw 
Lac-house 
'in the house' 

avo n-emw 
above CITATION-house 
'above the house' 

Other prepositions combine with the noun which carries the spatial prefix: 

mw£ IV-
a IV-
avo(wo) lV-

Thus: 

'from' 
'to, in, at' 
'above, on top of' 



mwe I-emw 
ABL Lac-house 
'from the house' 
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(It can be seen that some meanings can be expressed by forms that behave according to 
more than one pattern.) Yet other prepositions simply precede a noun in its citation 
form: 

den 
mi 
tiwa¥ mi 
siskwet 
hiy 
hale¥e 
1e¥e 

Thus: 

cause 
instrument 
accompaniment 
'near' 
recipient 
'over' 
'above' 

siskwet n-emw 
near CITATION-house 
'near the house' 

Finally, note the following additional complex preposition: 

ketket a IV- 'above, on top of' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

Negation on verbs is marked discontinuously as follows, with preverbal markers which 
replace TAM markers on affirmative verbs: 

Non.juture 
Future 

Preverbal modifier 
et 
tit 

Suffix 
-te 
-(veh)te 

Note that the opposition between the general future and the desiderative/immediate 
future is lost in the negative. The first person singular subject In:lk/ optionally becomes 
Iml before the negative marker let/. Thus: 

n:l(k) et valavla¥-te 
ISG NEG] run-NEG2 
'I am not running' 

mk 
]SG 

tit valavla¥-vehte 
NEG:FUT] run-NEG:FUT2 

'I will not run' 

With existential clauses, negation is marked by Itatehi preceding the comment: 

nasmwal tateh anoy nasmwal tateh talow 
rain NEG yesterday rain NEG tomorrow 
'There was no rain yesterday.' 'There will be no rain tomorrow.' 

In the negative of topic-comment clauses, the nominal comment loses its citation 
form prefix InV-I, and the remaining root functions like a verb root, i.e. 

ke n:lkw:l 
3sG pig 
'(S)he is a pig.' 

ke et kW:l-te 
3sG NEGI pig-NEG2 
'(S)he is not a pig.' 
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5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

The imperative is marked by the following preposed forms: 
o SG 
atmoyo DL 
atmetel TL 
atmi PL 

The prohibitive is expressed by /nit:J¥ ~ nit:Jw/ between the imperative marker and the 
verb. Thus: 

mitiy 
SG:IMP:sleep 
'sleep!' 

atmoyo mitiy 
DL:IMP sleep 
'both sleep!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

atmi nit:J¥ 
PL:IMP PROHIB 
'don't all sleep!' 

mitiy 
sleep 

Polar questions are expressed using affirmative constructions, though with an 
interrogative intonation. For content questions, the interrogative morphemes are: 

nahav 'what?' 
ihe/iye 'who?' 
bahav 'why?' 
ave 'where?' 
alJeh 'when?' 
meyave/mweyave 'which?' 
kwele ave 'how?' 
veveh 'how much?', 'how many?' 

Adjectival interrogatives follow the noun: 
nomomo veveh 
fish how. many 
'how many fish?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

The following coordinators link clauses: 
so/siso 'or' 
ba 'and, but' 

6.2 Subordination 

Subordinating conjunctions are as follows: 
en 'when' 
S:JW:J 'if' 
so purpose 
ve¥ 'because' 



SAKAO 
Adapted by Terry Crowley 

This language is spoken by about 2000 people who live in the Port Olry and Hog 
Harbour area, on the peninsula which bounds the eastern side of Big Bay on the island of 
Espiritu Santo. The neighbouring languages are little known. A lexicostatistical 
classification places Sakao into a grouping of its own among the languages of eastern 
Espiritu Santo, though all of these languages belong to the North Central Vanuatu 
subgroup. Guy (1979) is the only published description of this language and this 
description is adapted from this work. 

1 PHONOLOGY 
Phonologically, Sakao does not look much like a lot of other languages from Northern 
and Central Vanuatu as it has a much more complicated vowel system than is typically 
found in this area. The phonotactics have evolved a long way from the CV patterns that 
we normally find in these languages. 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes are as follows: 

p 

m 

s 
<5 
n 

r 

k 

y 
IJ 

(w) y (w) 

h 

The phoneme /y/ is realised as [g] immediately before a liquid; otherwise, it is realised 
as a voiced velar fricative. 

The vowel phonemes are: 

e 
/.: 

a 

ii 
o 
ce 

o 
u 

:l 

D 

Because of the complexity of the phonology, and the fact that this language is not often 
written, all forms are presented in this sketch in phonemic rather than orthographic 
script. 

599 
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There are two diphthongs which begin with open vowels and which end with less open 
vowels, The front diphthong is phonetically [ree], while the back diphthong is 
phonetically [0;)], Some consonants can be deleted intervocalically by morphophonemic 
rules, Otherwise, vowels must always be separated by a consonant. 

The consonantal phonotactics are rather complex. For all consonants, there is a 
phonemically contrastive geminate form which could be analysed as a cluster of 
identical consonants. The only restriction is that geminate Irrl is not permitted word-
finally. A wide variety of two-member clusters of non-identical consonants are also 
found intervocalically, as well as initially and finally. 

1,3 Stress 

The final syllable of the word is stressed. 

1.4 Other features 

There are some rather complicated morphophonemic alternations involving vowels, 
which are conditioned by following environments. There are five alternating sets of 
vowels, as set out below, each having its own set of conditioning factors: (i) Ii u a eo rei, 
(ii) lu i u ii, (iii) 10 u 0/, (iv) Ie rei and (v) Ii iii. 
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2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

There is a four-way number distinction, between singular, dual, paucal and plural. The 
free fonn pronouns and possessive pronominal suffixes are as follows: 

IINC lEXC 2 3 
Free form 
SG yren ni 
DL y;)ro yamru ytru y;)ru 
PC yororel yamOrel yorel Y0rOrei 
PL yor yam ye yrer 

Possessive suffixes 
SG -y -m -n 
DL -ro -yamru -ytru -l];)ru 
PC -rOrel -)(amOrel -yorel -l]0rOrel 
PL -r -yam -ye -l]rer 

2.2 Nouns 

Sakao nouns receive the following inflectional affixes: 

t- irrealis 
<13> partitive 
v- instrumental/abstract 
;)- identificatory 

With vowel-initial nouns, the object of a negated verb, or something that is expressed as 
part of a doubt or a prospect, is marked with the irrealis prefix. Thus: 

we m-namo slimp t-remreO ite 
if 2SG:REAL-thirsty drink IRR-coconut one 
'If you are thirsty, drink a coconut.' 

The partitive marker is infixed after the initial vowel of a subset of noun roots to express 
the idea of 'a bit of'. With nouns beginning with In-I, this initial segment is replaced by the 
prefix IVj3-l, where the initial vowel hannonises with the following vowel in the root. E.g. 

ara 'pork' 
naj3 'firewood' 

a<j3>ra 
<aj3>aj3 

'a bit of pork' 
'a bit of firewood' 

There is a derivational prefix of the basic shape IV-I, which is added before verb roots to 
fonn (a) instrumental nouns and (b) abstract nouns. The particular shape of the vowel 
depends on the vowel of the root to which the prefix is attached. Thus: 

y£1 
yrem 
Y£fh:o 

'dig' 
'work' 
'swear' 

a-y£1 
re-yrem 
£-y£rk£O 

'digging stick' 
'job' 
'swearing' 

The identificatory prefix can be added to a stative verb to create a noun referring to a 
particular instance of something characterised by that state, e.g. h-karl 'red one' « !karl 
'red'). The same prefix can be added to verbs to derive an agentive noun. 
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Nominal compounds can be derived with an initial nominal head and a following 
nominal or verbal modifier. Nouns which appear as the second member of a compound 
construction normally lose their initial /n-/ or vowel. 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

There are no articles in Sakao. However, there is an elaborate set of demonstratives 
which appear after nouns. Present demonstratives refer to things present at the time of 
utterance, while non-present forms refer to things in the future or the past, and tacit 
forms refer to something unexpressed or previously agreed on. 

Present Immediate 
Intermediate 
Distant 

Non-present Immediate 

Tacit 

Intermediate 
Distant 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

SG 
mam 
Dm 
nom 

meo 
mer - ker 
mm - kor 

kriim 

PL 
mamir 
DmiT 
nomif 

meoir 
merir - kcrir 
morir - korir 

krfunir 

Kinship nouns are the only nouns that have separate plural forms, marked by the 
prefix Ir-/ before vowels, Iri-/ before consonants and /ra-/ before /w-/. The plural 
prefix is present when there is an accompanying plural demonstrative, but not with a 
numeral: 

aoon mam 
relative this 
'this relative' 

r-aoon mam-ir 
PL-relative this-PL 
'these relatives' 

aoon mam orel 
relative this three 
'these three relatives' 

The numerals 1-9 belong to the set of adjectives and therefore follow nouns. Numerals 
higher than this inflect like verbs. The basic numerals are: 

Cardinal Ordinal 
1 te ? 
2 ru tu 
3 orel trel 
4 ieo iet 
5 Ion krelon 
6 lonara bra 
7 lonereru bru 
8 loneretrel retrel 
9 lonerepeo repeo 

10 yrelte sayiil 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

There is a very restricted set of genuine adjectives, i.e. uninflected forms which 
exclusively follow a nominal head: e.g. /pd/ 'other, different' and /ti13le! 'plain, 
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ordinary'. All other stative meanings can be expressed verbally, though any stative verb 
can appear without verbal inflection as a nominal postmodifier, e.g.: 

ma-kar 
3SG:REAL-red 
'it is red' 

aay kar te 
boat red a 
'a red boat' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

Noun phrases consist of an initial nominal head followed optionally by a demonstrative 
and a numeral. Thus: 

ara mam ieO 
pig this four 
'these four pigs' 

Noun phrases can be conjoined by lye/. 

2.7 Possession 

With nouns referring to most body parts and most kin terms, possession is generally 
expressed by directly attaching the possessor suffixes to the noun itself. There is some 
alternation in the shape of the final vowel of the root to which the suffixes are attached. 
Roots ending in I-a!, 1-0/, i-:JI and I-rei before the third person singular suffix l-nI and the 
first person plural inclusive suffix I-rl shift these vowels to I-e!, 1-0/, I-rei and I-til 
respectively before all other possessor suffixes. 

With free form nouns, the possessor suffixes are attached instead to a possessive 
classifier that follows the noun. Sakao has the following indirect possessive classifiers: 

na- food, inhabitants of a place 
nne- drink 
ia- shadows, vomit 
J3a- smells 
ana- indispensable possessions, parts of wholes, canoes, headrests 
ho- general 

The lSG:DRINK form is irregularly InilJI rather than expected */ney/. In addition, the 
vowel alternation operates harmonically in the disyllabic form lana-I, which alternates 
therefore with lene-I. 

With nominal possessors, there are two different constructions. In one construction, 
the noun (generally minus its initial vowel or In-I) is phonologically bound to the 
possessive classifier. In the other construction, the construct suffix l-nI is added to the 
possessive classifier, and the full form of the noun follows. Note that this suffix l-nI is 
different from the 3SG pronominal suffix in that it produces the same form of the root 
that we find with lSG and 2sG pronominal suffixes, rather than the form of the root 
found with the 3SG suffix. The two nominal possessive constructions differ between a 
non-specific and a specific interpretation. Thus: 

aay ana-n 
canoe POSS-3SG 
'his/her canoe' 

aay ene-n rertir 
canoe POSS-CONST European 
'a European's canoe' 
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aal( cnc-rUr 
canoe poss-European 
'the European's canoe' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

Subject relativisation is marked by means of the prefix /:J-I, which also functions as an 
agentive or identifying nominalising prefix. E.g. 

timh::lp ahal ::l-yan 000 
3PL:follow:3sG road REL-go there 
'They followed the road which goes there.' 

Relativised noun phrases other than subjects are simply juxtaposed after the head with 
no formal marking, but with a pronominal trace left at the point of extraction. Thus: 

::lbm Dm m::ll)::lr lre-n 
house that 3sG: sleep LOC-3 SG 
'the house where he sleeps' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

There are correspondences in the shapes of nominal and verbal forms of the following kinds: 

Noun Verb 
V- 0-
i- YI-
n- y-

Thus: 

cocnm 'devil' ocnm 'change oneself into a devil' 
Isa 'friend' yisa 'become friends' 
nrem 'job' yrem '(to) work' 

It is difficult to decide in such cases whether we should treat the verbs as being derived 
from nouns, the nouns from verbs, or both from indeterminate roots. 

There is a realis/irrealis distinction that is encoded on verbs by means of the 
following prefixes: 

Realis Irrealis 
SG PL SG PL 

1 am- tam- a- ta-
2 m- l(im- 0- l(i-
3 mV- l(am- l(i- l(a-

In addition, there are the realis and irrealis forms, Itim-I and Iti-I respectively, which are 
used when an unspecified subject is to be expressed. It is notable in these paradigms that 
there are no separate forms for the dual or paucal. 

Between these subject markers and verb roots there are the following additional 
aspect-mood markers: 
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me- definitive aspect (i.e. 'irrevocably do') 
t - potential 
il- durative 

There are also suffixes which express aspect. The suffix l-tJ indicates that an action is 
completed, or that it results in the object being removed; I-pi indicates that an action is 
carried out to a successful completion. 

There are no object suffixes on Sakao verbs. Pronominal objects are marked by 
means of free form pronouns which follow the verb. 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

A range of meanings related to verbs is expressed morphologically rather than lexically. 
It appears that there is no easily definable verb phrase in Sakao. 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

There is a restricted set of uninflected forms which appear between an inflected verb and 
an object, which can be treated as serial verbs: 

tut 'do one at a time, do bit by bit' 
rur 'do quickly, firmly, steadily' 
srej3 'do to death' 
so 'do stealthily' 
se 'do while waiting' 
hur 'do in order to get' 

For example: 

yam-trel srej3 ara Dm 
3PL:REAL-tread do.to.death pig that 
'They trampled the pig to death.' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Verbless clauses are expressed by means ofa nominal topic and a following comment. E.g.: 

£Y£lli te nyo 
tree one that 
'That is a tree.' 

nwar j3:Jry£ 
language many 
'The languages are numerous.' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

This language is SVO, with both subjects and objects being formally unmarked. A 
pronominal subject slot may be unoccupied, as there is obligatory subject cross-
reference on the verb. E.g.: 
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;)p;)l1{aj3 m-rehrer 
dance.type 3SG:REAL-finish 
'The opolgav-dance is finished.' 

repres 1{am-sorpin yren 
dog 3PL:REAL-bark.at 1 SG 
'The dogs barked at me.' 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

There are two bound prepositions indicated in the source materials. Both express spatial 
functions, and they vary in their shape according to the nature of the following 
morpheme: 

Before nouns Before 3SGIlINC:PL Before other pronouns 
1- lre- lu- 'in, on, at, from' 
liki- lrekre- liku- 'near, at the place of' 

There is also a causal/purposive preposition, !hurl, which is a free form. E.g.: 

1{-wop ni hur wari ho-n 
3SG:IRR-hang 3sG CAUS husband POSS-3SG 
'Let her hang herself because of her husband (who died).' 

Oblique noun phrases are not marked prepositionally, but the appearance of an oblique 
noun phrase in addition to an object is signalled on the verb by means of the suffix I-in!: 

miilp-in ara amas 
3SG:REAL-kill-OBL pig club 
'He killed the pig with a club.' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

Negation with verbal sentences is marked by the verbal prefix lyaj3-I, which appears 
between the realis/irrealis markers and the aspect markers. With verbless sentences, 
negation is marked by the negative form Imere/, which follows the comment: 

yren per mne 
lSG priest NEG 
'I am not a priest.' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

The imperative is expressed by a verb carrying the second person irrealis prefixes: 

1{e 1{yan 1{ihup 0 

2sG 2SG:IRR:go 2SG:IRR:shoot that 
'You go and shoot that one!' 

There is no separate prohibitive marking. This is presumably expressed by the negative 
form of the irrealis, though this is not clearly indicated in the source. 



5.2 Interrogative sentences 

The following interrogative morphemes are recorded: 

laIJ 
malaIJ 
hi 
aya 
oe 
ye 

'when (in past)?' 
'when (in future)?' 
'who/which?' 
'what?' 
'how many?' 
'where?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

Coordinate sentences are marked by the following forms: 

mere 'or' 
ye 'and' 

6.2 Subordination 
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A wide range of subordinate constructions are marked by lwei, which is formally related 
to an intransitive verb meaning 'say'. This can express the following: 

(i) conditional: 

we ahal pere 
if road long 
'if the road is long' 

(ii) time: 

we m-yan 
when 2SG:REAL-go 
'when you go' 

(iii) object complement: 

ma-aj3-yceohcri 
3SG:REAL-NEG-know 

we me-nco 
that 3SG:REAL-die 

'He did not know that she was dead.' 

Gerundive phrases are marked by prefixing N-I to the verb (which also functions as a 
nominaliser). 
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Dorothy Jauncey 

The Tarnabo [tamambo] language of Malo island, south of Espiritu Santo, Vanuatu, is 
spoken by approximately 2000 people, mostly from the western half of the island, and by 
speakers resident in Santo and Vila. It belongs to the Northern Vanuatu linkage and appears 
similar to languages of South Santo, as described by Codrington (1885) and Ray (1926). 

There is a second dialect of the language in the east and southeast. It now has only a 
very few elderly speakers, owing to two main factors. First, there has been substantial 
migration to that area from Malakula and Ambrym over the last 60 years with 
subsequent strong usage of Bislama. Second, the mission established in the western area 
in the late 1800s resulted in that dialect becoming more prevalent, as social organisation 
became more reliant on activities centred in the church. The eastern dialect, known as 
Tamapo, differs from Tamabo in lacking prenasalised voiced stops and in certain other 
details of phonology and morphology. There are no known syntactic differences. 

The language has not previously been described except for a short sketch by the first 
missionary, Landels, in Macdonald (1891). This sketch is based on my own fieldwork in 
the area (Jauncey (1997». 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes are: 

bw b 
j3w j3 
mw m 

t 
d 
s 
n 
r 

k 

x 
IJ 

The voiced stops are prenasalised. There is a contrast between plain and additionally 
labialised bilabials. The pre-palatal (laminal post-alveolar) stop Ij/ is frequently realised 
as voiceless, as voicing is not distinctive in this place of articulation, and it is commonly 
articulated with an affricated release. The velar fricative Ix! is most commonly realised 
as [1(] in an unstressed syllable. The bilabial fricative lj3wl is often realised as [w] 
intervocalically and, by younger speakers, in all environments. The stops It I and Idl can 
be articulated as dentals rather than alveolars. 

The vowel phonemes are 

e 
a 

u 
o 

There are no long vowels. 

608 
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, 
'\, 

o -
\j, Q~ 

TAMABO~~. 
00

0 
a' 

G 
VANUATU 

Q, 
6' 0 

a 

1.2 Phonotactics 
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167'E 

15'8 

The syllable structure is (C)V(N), with a great majority of CV syllables, Consonant 
sequences can thus occur across syllable boundaries as in CVN,CV. Reduplication 
allows for other consonant sequences in connected speech (§ 104,), All sequences of non-
identical vowels are allowed across syllable boundaries, Any vowel or consonant can 
occur word initially, 

1.3 Stress 

Stress is predictable, If a word-final syllable is CVN, it is stressed, Otherwise, stress falls 
on the penultimate syllable. 

1.4 Other features 

With prefixing reduplication, a maximum of two syllables is reduplicated. 

xmau 
ef3ui 

'something' 
'finish s,t,' 

xma-xmau 
ef3u-ef3ui 

'things' 
'finish everything' 

With prefixed reduplication of a base word of syllable structure CV I ,CV 2'(CV 3) where 
V 2 is a high vowel, then V 2 is deleted, 

mesu 'bush' ra-mes-mesu 'grass' (lit.1eaf-REDuP-bush) 
malJisi 'happy' malJ-malJisi 'jumping around with joy' 
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Differences in intonation contours are important in distinguishing between some 
coordinate clauses and verb serialisations, between left-dislocated clauses and some 
relative clauses, and between some declarative clauses and questions. 

1.5 Orthography 

Prenasalised stops are written as bw, b, d and j. The simple labial fricative 1131 is written 
as v, while its labialised counterpart Ij3wl is written as w; Ixl is represented 
orthographically by hand Imwl and IIJI by mw and ng. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

The first person singular object pronoun shows some variation, according to 
phonological conditioning. The object enclitic form is =a, except after transitive verbs 
ending in a, e.g. saha~e 'repaired it.' There is no object enclitic form for IEXC:PL or 
2PL: an independent pronoun is used instead. 

IINC IEXC 2 3 

Independent 
SG iau niho nia 
PL hida kamam kamim nira 

Subject proclitic 
SG ku 0 mo (realis), a (irrealis) 
PL ka ka no na 

Object enclitic 
SG ~(i)au ~ho ~a/~e 

PL ~da ~ra 

Possessive suffix 
SG -ku -m -na 
PL -da -mam -mim -ra 

2.2 Nouns 

Nouns can be subdivided into common nouns, proper names, numerals, relational nouns 
and local nouns. They share similar morpho syntactic behaviour in that they can 

(i) function as core arguments of a verbal clause and thus be cross-referenced for 
number on the preverbal subject proclitic; 

(ii) function as peripheral arguments; and 
(iii) enter into possessive constructions. 

Local nouns, however, cannot function as core arguments and are probably derived 
historically from prepositional phrases, where a- is analysed as a residual locative 
marker, as in 



a-ulu 
Loc-top.part 
'Up direction' 
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A hierarchy of individuation appears with nouns in various aspects of the grammar, 
including the marking of plurality (§2.4), coordination (§2.6), direct possession (§2.7) 
and choice of prepositions (§4.3): 

Kin terms/names> animates> non-animates. 

Tamabo has a category of directly possessed nouns, i.e. nouns taking a possessor suffix. 
However, although nouns such as kin terms and body parts usually occur as directly 
possessed, there is no restriction that they must occur in this construction. Thus 
alongside, e.g., tama-ku 'my father' and dae-na 'her/his blood' are found tama and dae 
without possessors: 

Vevesai tama na sahasaha asena. 
every father 3PL work very 
'All the fathers worked very hard' 

Ku soari dae ana oneone. 
I SG see blood PREP sand 
'I saw blood on the sand' 

Nouns are productively derived from verbs and some adjectives by the suffix -a or, if the 
verb ends with a, with -e. For example: 

lokoloko 'lazy' 
sahasaha 'work' (as verb) 

lokoloko-a 
sahasaha-e 

'laziness' 
'work, job' (as noun) 

Instrumental nominals are productively derived from verbs by the prefix i-: 

sau 'hook a fish' i-sau 'fish hook' 
vine 'shoot with bow and arrow' i-vine 'arrow' 

The following prefixes also derive nouns: 

vu- indicates 'tree' 
ra- indicates 'leaf' (see also §2.4.) 
vo- indicates female 
ta- indicates 'person fromlbelonging to' 

Examples: 

vu-mwele 
tasi-ku 
ta-Alotu 

'cycas palm tree' 
'my younger brother' 
'Santo person' 

ra-mwele 
vo-tasi-ku 
ta-maringo 

'cycas palm leaf, leaves' 
'my younger sister' 
'person from the west (of Malo)' 

Some nouns can be derived by reduplication of their simple form, with semantically 
unpredictable extension of meaning: 

mata 'eye' mata-mata 'signs' 
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2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

The article na functions only as the portmanteau marker of a definite direct object. It 
precedes only common nouns. When used in conjunction with atea 'one', it indicates 
indefiniteness, either specific or non-specific: 

Na sai hatou. 
3PL search crab 
'They look(ed) for hermit crab(s).', 'They go/went hermit crab searching.' 

Na sai na hatou. 
3PL search ART crab 
'They look(ed) for the hermit crab(s).' (known referent) 

Na sai na hatou atea. 
3PL search ART crab one 
'They look(ed) for a hermit crab.' (anyone, a particular one) 

The indefinite article te indicates 'some' or 'any.' It occurs in the same slot as na, but 
has no case marking function. 

An attributive demonstrative appears after the head: 

niani 'this (close to speaker)' 
niae 'that (close to addressee)' 
niala 'that (distant from speaker and addressee)' 

For example: 

vanua niani 
vuhai niae 
vuria niala 

'this house' 
'that tree (near you)' 
'that dog/those dogs (over there)' 

The referential morpheme ridi may also occupy the demonstrative slot, and is used to 
indicate that the referent has already been introduced into the discourse. 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Nouns are generally not inflected for plurality, but there are exceptions. All kin terms 
take na-: 

natu-ku 'my son' 
votabaluhi-na 'his wife' 

na-natu-ku 'my sons' 
na-votabaluhi-na 'his wives' 

Some human nouns take va-, vai-, ra- (cf. ra- as 'leaf' prefix, §2.2.): 

uraji 'child' va-uraji 'children' 
subwe 'chief' va-subwe 'chiefs' 
mwera 'male person' vai-mwera 'males' (boys) 
vavine 'girl, woman' ra-vavine 'girls, women' 

All trees take 10-

vu-hai 'tree' lo-vu-hai 'trees' 
vu-niu 'coconut palm' lo-vu-niu 'coconut palms' 

Reduplication is used for plurality with a handful of nouns only, such as: 



tahasi 
marajea 

'stone' 
'old man' 

taha-tahasi 
mara-marajea 

'stones' 
'old men' 
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Four adjectives (of dimension) show plurality, two by suppletion, two by reduplication: 

Singular Plural 
varivari 'little' waririhi 
tawera 'big' watitina 
baravu 'tall' ba-baravu 
busahi 'short' bu-busahi 

Quantifiers functioning as nominal modifiers indicate 'a few', 'some' or 'many'. Most 
quantifiers precede the head: 

tua- 'some of what there is' 
tari 'many' (can also follow head) 
vevesai 'every' 

For example, tua-i tamalahi 'some of the people', tua-ra 'some of them'. 
The quantifier avisa 'a few' always follows the head. A commonly used verb phrase 

indicating 'many' can quantify the noun phrase. It reflects the animacy of the noun 
phrase, in that only animate nouns can take 3PL marking on the verb, whereas 
inanimates take 3sG: 

ra-vavine na were 
PL-woman 3PL many 
'lots of women' 

Tamabo has a base ten numeral system. 

1 atea 6 aiana 
2 arua 7 abitu 
3 atalu 8 awalu 
4 avati 9 asua 

sala ma were 
path 3SG many 
'lots of pathways' 

5 alima 10 sangavulu 

Ordinals are formed by suffixing -na to a cardinal, e.g. arua-na 'second.' Multiplicatives 
are formed with the causative prefix vaha-, e.g. vaha-rua 'twice', and distributives by 
reduplication and the suffix -hi, e.g. arua-rua-hi 'two each, two by two'. 

Numbers from 11~ 19 (or 21~29 etc.) are unwieldy and are rarely used. They include 
the 'tens' at either end of the set of ten in which the number occurs, e.g. 

21 ngalai-rua ngalai-talu-na atea (lit. twenty thirtieth one) 
32 ngalai-talu ngalai-vati-na arua (lit. thirty fortieth two) 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

Adjectives follow the head; they are used as attributes and as predicates. Usually there is 
a maximum of one attributive adjective per noun phrase. Attributive adjectives indicate 
a more permanent property than predicatives. 

Nia tamalahi waju. 
3SG person quiet 
'He's a quiet man (by nature).' 

Tamalahi ma waju. 
person 3SG quiet 
'The man is quiet (at this time).' 
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Some adjectives can be derived by reduplication of simple adjectives to indicate 
intensity or semantic extension: 

baru 'fat' baru-baru 'very fat' 

or by reduplication of intransitive verbs to indicate verb-like behaviour: 

mana 
tio 

'laugh' 
'jump' 

mana-mana 
tio-tio 

'friendly' 
'restless' 

Adjectives also occur with the preposition hina 'of, with', but only where there is visible 
evidence of the attribute. The construction is used for emphasis or to distinguish one 
from many . 

. . . mo lai mwede hina vorivori 

... 3sG take particular. one PREP little 
' ... he caught the little one.' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

The head is the only obligatory component. It can be a noun, an independent pronoun or 
a demonstrative. When the head is a directly possessed noun, basic noun phrase 
structure is: 

(ART) (QUANT') N {-POSR } (ADJ)( {QUANT' } )(DEM) (RELATIVE CLAUSE) 
-LINK + NP NUM 

Otherwise it is: 

{
QUANT'} {POSS - LINK + NPt } (ART) (QUANT') (POSS-POSRt) N (N ) (ADJ)( )(DEM)( ) 

MOD NUM RELATIVE CLAUSE 

where poss = possessive classifier, POSR = possessor suffix, and LINK is a possessive 
linker (§2.7). Constituents followed by asterisks or daggers are mutually exclusive, i.e. 
only one such item can appear within any given noun phrase. 

Conjoint nouns can be linked by comitative mai (names and kin terms) or mana 
(common nouns): 

tama-ra mai 
father-3PL and 

tina-ra 
mother-3PL 

'their fathers and mothers' 

vavine mana mwera 
woman and man 
'a woman and a man' 

atea 
one 

Where a name or kin term is linked with a common noun, the second noun phrase 
determines the use of mai or mana: 

tamalohi ridi mai votabaluhi-na 
man REF and wife-3SG 
'the man and his wife' 

Where an independent pronoun is conjoined with a name or a kin term, the independent 
pronoun takes on the number of the whole coordinate noun phrase: 

kamam mai Nancy 
lPL.EXC and Nancy 
'Nancy and l' (lit. 'we with Nancy') 
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nira mai tina-na 
3PL and mother-3sG 
'he and his mother' (lit. 'they with his mother') 

The independent pronoun must be the first conjunct and must always be plural, as it 
reflects the coordinate number. Consequently, the number indicated by the independent 
pronoun is potentially ambiguous (as between dual and plural), but in reality is 
understood either from context or from grammatical clues. 

2.7 Possession 

2.7.1 Direct possession 

Directly possessed nouns include kinship terms, part-whole relationships (body parts, 
things intrinisic to oneself or one's house, order, quantity, comparison), personal items 
(boat, house, clothes), social knowledge (stories, language), spatial, temporal and cause 
relations: 

tamanatu-ku 
husband-lsG 
'my husband' 

leo-na 
voice-3sG 
'his voice' 

walata-m 
floor.mat-2sG 
'your floor mat'(for sleeping) 

bau-m 
knee-2SG 
'your knee' 

tawera-ra 
big-3PL 
'the biggest of them' (lit. 'their big') 

sorae-da 
word-IINC:PL 
'our words' 

Where the possessor is a noun phrase, the possessed noun takes a suffixed possessive 
linker -ni or -i. The suffix -ni is used with possessors which are kin terms or names (of 
people, places), -i with common noun possessors. 

naho-ni voi 
face-LINK mum 
'mum's face' 

tamanatu-i vavine 
husband-LINK woman 
'the woman's husband' 

2.7.2 Indirect possession 

vuti-ni Abae 
hill-LINK Ambae 
'Ambae's hills' 

hisa-i vuria 
name-LINK dog 
'the dog's name' 

With pronominal possessors, the pronoun is suffixed to a possessive classifier. Use of a 
classifier generally indicates some choice over ownership on the part of the possessor: 

no- general 
ha- edible 
ma- drinkable, including most things chewed or sucked 
bula- living things which one owns, and for one's own use (note that this does not 

include pigs, which are regarded as 'money' and take no-). 
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For example: 

no-na itevi 
Poss-3SG broom 
'her broom' 

no-ra 
POSS-3PL 

vaivaia 
custom 

'their customs' 

ha-ku weta 
Poss-lSG taro 
'my taro' (to eat) 

bula-ra 
POSS-3PL 
'their fowls' 

toa 
fowl 

no-da heletu 
POSS-lINC:PL pig 
'our pigs' 

no-mim 
POSS-2PL 

majinea 
kindness 

'your kindness' 

ma-m tovu 
Poss-2SG sugarcane 
'your sugarcane' 

bula-na tatu 
poss-3sG tattoo 
'his tattoo' 

Where there is a nominal possessor, the classifier takes one of the possessive linkers -ni 
or -na. Similarly to direct possession, the choice of suffix is dependent on the nature of 
the possessor. If the possessor is a kin term or a name, then -ni is used; if a common 
noun, then -na occurs. 

skul no-ni Avunatari 
school POSS-LINK Avunatari 
'Avunatari's school' 

wete no-na va-uraji 
song POSS-LINK PL-child 
'the children's singing' 

A noun may occur with different classifiers according to the semantics of possession: 

bula-ku dam 
ha-ku dam 
no-na reu 
ma-na reu 

'my yam/s (which are growing)' 
'my yam/s (to eat)' 
'her water' (for washing)' 
'her water (to drink)' 

Some nouns can occur in a direct or an indirect possessive construction, again according 
to the semantics of possession. 

nunu-ku 'photo/reflection of me' 
'photoes) belonging to me' 
'his/her spirit/soul' 

no-ku nunu 
tanumwe-na 
bula-na tanumwe 'hislher personal spirit (that is responsible for some behaviours), 

2.8 Relative clauses 

A relative clause is post-nominal, embedded within the noun phrase (§2.6). Its structure 
is similar to that of a main clause, but it is usually introduced by the relative pronoun 
mwede. Any core or peripheral function may be relativised. The relativised noun phrase 
is obligatorily marked in the relative clause either by mwede, or by a pronominal trace or 
locative proform. The use of mwede is optional, but preferred, where there is other 
marking of the relativised noun phrase in the relative clause. 

. . . a saari na hinau mwede Ie 

... 3SG see ART thing particular. one IMPF 
' ... to see the thing that had eaten his manioc.' 

hani bula-na 
eat Poss-3SG 

manioko . 
manioc 
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Heletu na hani na dam (rnwede) voi Ie lava = ra. 
pig 3PL eat ART yam particular. one mum IMPF plant=3PL 
'The pigs ate the yams that mum planted.' 

Mo atihai ana jara (rnwede) ku=Ie ovi aie. 
3sG far PREP place particular.one ISG=IMPF live there 
'It's a long way from the place where I used to live/where I live.' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Derivational prefixes are: 

vaha-, va- causative (with some verbs only) 
rna- stative (with some verbs only) 
vari- 'inclined to do' or 'do habitually' (productive) 

For example: 

hani 'eat' va-hani 'feed' 
bila 'break s.t.' rna-bila 'be shattered' 
dare 'tear s.t.' rna-dare 'be torn' 
hati 'bite' vari-hati 'be inclined to bite' 
tuani 'help s.o.' vari-tuani 'often help' 
tuwa 'smack s.o.' vari-tuwa 'make a practice of smacking' 

Transitive verbs are formed from intransitives by the suffixes -hi and -si (although -si is 
no longer productive): 

dono 
Iua 

'sink' 
'vomit' 

dono-hi 
Iua-si 

'drown s.o.' 
'vomit on s.t.' 

Transitive verbs can also be derived by reduplication of a transitive verb, either 
signalling a change in meaning or plurality of patient: 

dorni 'feel sad about s.o' dorn-dorni 'think about s.t.' 
sile 'give s.t.' siZe-sile 'give S.t. to everyone' 

Intransitive verbs (some also used as adjectives) are productively derived by: 

(i) suffixation of -ha to a noun to indicate noun-like characteristic: 

dodo 
dae 

'night' 
'blood' 

dodo-ha 
dae-ha 

'be dark, clouded over' 
'be red' 

(ii) reduplication of nouns associated with place or subject of action: 

bange 'stomach' bange-bange 'be pregnant' 

(iii) reduplication of a transitive verb: 

tovi 'call s.o.' tov-tovi 'call out' 

Intransitive verbs are reduplicated to indicate: 
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(i) continuity of action: 

kola 'flow' kola-kola 'keep on flowing' 

(ii) plurality of actor: 

mai 'come' mai-mai 'come in quantity' 

(iii) narrowing of meaning: 

tiha 'walk like an old person' tiha-tiha 'limp' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

The subject pronoun (§2.1) and verb are the only obligatory components of a verb 
phrase. The internal structure of the verb phrase is: 

{ 

b 

} {

Ie (see below) } a FUT* * 
SUBJ = ( )( te NEG ) (MANNER) V (MODIFIERS) (=OBJ) 

lete 'never'* 
maREAL tete 'not yet' * 

Constituents followed by asterisks are mutually exclusive, i.e. only one such item can 
appear within a verb phrase. 

A definite future is marked by ba, to which the subject proclitic is attached (Tamabo 
speakers customarily write a subject proclitic directly before a verb as a separate word, 
and this convention is retained here): 

ku vana ku=ba vana 
lSG go lSG=FUT go 
'I'm going', '1 went' '1 will go' 

Tamabo is unusual in explicitly marking realis mood, not irrealis, but it normally marks 
realis only with a 3SG subject, where the realis marker ma serves as portmanteau 
3SG:REAL subject proclitic (§2.1). 

ma kiri 
3SG:REAL rain 
'it rained/rains' 

a kiri 
3SG:IRR rain 
'it might rain' 

a=ba kiri 
3SG:IRR=FUT rain 
'it will rain' 

Vestigial traces of ma as a separate realis marker occur with other subject proclitics, as 
in: 

Na=ma avi Vi/a. 
3PL=REAL live Vila 
'They live(d) in Vila.' 

3SG:IRR a is also used to indicate past (but not present) habitual: 

Vevesai bangi, a vana a sahi matana saari na 
every day 3SG:IRR go 3SG:IRR hide PURP 3SG:IRR see ART 

hinau ... 
something 

'Every day, he would go and he would hide in order to see the thing .. .' 
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The imperfective is marked by Ie, to which the subject proclitic is attached. It indicates 
an event or state in process: 

Heletu na~/e walau ana tano. 
pig 3PL~IMPF run PREP garden 
'The pigs are running in the garden.' 

However, with a third person singular subject, Ie can stand alone in an independent 
clause without the usual preverbal subject pronoun, and it then indicates a present 
orientation. 

Le ate? 
IMPF stay 
'Is she there?' 

Mo tete, nia Ie vano-vano ana sala. 
3SG NEG 3SG IMPF RED uP-go PREP path 
'No, she's walking along the road.' 

But in some dependent clauses (relative clauses, complement clauses and adverbial 
clauses of manner), there is an aspect 'switch', in that the use of Ie alone indicates, not a 
present, but an anterior past, whilst 3sG subject proclitic + Ie indicates a present 
orientation. This does not apply to other subject proclitics, with which Ie behaves in the 
same way in both independent and dependent clauses. 

Ku soari na tamalohi mwede 
ISG see ART person particular. one 
'I saw the man who stole the pig.' 

Ku soari na tamalohi mwede 
ISG see ART person particular. one 
'I see the man who is stealing the pig.' 

Ie rovi 
IMPF steal 

mo~/e 

3SG~IMPF 

na heletu. 
ART pIg 

rovi na heletu 
steal ART pig 

The negative morphemes te NEG, lete 'never' and tele 'not yet' intervene between the 
subject pronoun and the verb. None of them co-occurs with bo FUT, since this indicates 
a 'definite' future. A subject proclitic is attached to an immediately following negative 
morpheme. 

Tama-na mo~te soari~a. 

father-3sG 3SG~NEG see~3sG 

'His father didn't see him.' 

Tawai-ku a~te vano Alotu. 
brother-ISG 3SG.IRR~NEG go Santo. 
'My brother might not go to Santo.' 

Ku~te vano Alotu. 
ISG~NEG go Santo 
'I didn't go/I'm not going to Santo.' 

But not: 

*Ku=bo 
ISG~FUT 

te vano Alolu. 
NEG go Santo 

Other aspectual meanings are expressed by ambient serialisation (§3.3.1). 
Verbal modifiers can express manner, location, direction and non-result. They usually 

follow the verb, although some manner modifiers can precede it. Although the object 
enclitic attaches to the modifier of a transitive verb, modifiers like vonotahi 'carelessly' 
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and lesi 'try' differ from serialising verbs (§3.3) in that they cannot function as 
independent verbs. 

Mo sahe vonotahi=a. 
3SG fix carelessly=3sG 
'He fixed it carelessly.' 

Avuho ka=bo loli lesi=a. 
tomorrow IPL=FUT do try=3SG 
'Tomorrow we'll try and do it.' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

Verb serialisation is widespread and productive in Tamabo at both core and nuclear 
layers (Ch. 3, §3.3). In core layer serialisation, two or three verbs can be serialised, each 
with its own subject proclitic. In nuclear serialisation, the second verb directly follows 
the first without a subject proclitic. 

3.3.1 Core serialisation 

In a core serialisation there are three possibilities with regard to argument-sharing: 

(l) the verbs may have the same subject; 
(2) the verbs may have different subjects, but the object of the first is subject of the 

second; 
(3) in ambient serialisation the second verb has a 3SG subject proclitic referring 

implicitly to the sub-event expressed by the first verb. 

Same-subject serialisation includes directional/positional, sequential, and comparative 
serialisation (see also communication predicates, §6.2). For example: 

Dae-na rno kolo rno jivo rno kakau alau. 
blood-3SG 3SG flow 3SG go.down 3sG reach coast.direction 
'His blood flowed down as far as the coast.' 

Heletu niani rno suiha rno liu rnwede niala. 
pig this 3SG strong 3SG exceed particular. one that 
'This pig is stronger than that one.' 

Different-subject serialisation includes directional/positional and causative serial-
isation: 

Ku tau=a a rnai Vornarada. 
ISG place=3sG 3sG come Vomaranda 
'I sent it to Vomaranda.' 

Tarna-ku rno loli=au ku lahi. 
father-ISG 3SG make=IsG ISG marry 
'My father made me get married.' 

Ambient serialisation is used to express manner and aspectual meanings which include 
continuative ('it goes'), completive Cit finishes'), and terminative, i.e., something is 
about to occur to terminate the event ('it touches'): 



Ku=te turu a mahere. 
ISG=NEG stand 3sG straight 
'I didn't stand up straight.' 

Na lasu-Iasu ma vana ma vana ma hisi ma mati. 
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3PL RED up-strike 3sG go 3SG go 3SG touch 3SG low tide 
'They kept on and on flailing the water until the tide went down.' 

Vai ma sahe aulu ma isa. 
mum 3sG go.up up. direction 3SG finish 
'Mum has already gone up to the gardens.' 

Negation in the sense of non-result can be expressed by use of the negative verb tete (cf. 
te NEG in §3.2) in an ambient serial construction, e.g.: 

Tamalahi ridi ma losu=a ma tete. 
person REF 3SG strike=3SG 3SG NEG 
'The man struck out at her to no avail.' 

3.3.2 Nuclear serialisatian 

Nuclear layer serialisation includes directional/positional (both verbs intransitive) and 
causative (both verbs transitive, both intransitive, or intransitive + transitive) 
serialisations: 

Mo walau mai ma rongo na leo-ni 
3sG run come 3sG hear ART voice-LINK 
'She ran forward and heard her husband's voice.' 

o sangari horo na hoe! 
2SG close block ART pig 
'Shut in the boar!' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

tamanatu-na. 
husband-3SG 

Verbless clauses consist of subject and predicate, where the predicate is a noun phrase, a 
numeral, or a prepositional phrase. For example: 

Moli Rani nia mara Aravita. 
chief Rani 3sG man Aravita 
'Chief Rani is an Aravita man.' 

Na-natu-ku atalu. 
PL-child-ISG three 
'I have three children.' (lit. 'My children are three.') 

In some cases, the subject is semantically the possessor, the predicate noun phrase the 
possessed: 

Iau tauni-ku twanti. 
I SG year-l SG twenty 
'I was twenty years old.' (more literally, 'As for me, my years are/were twenty.') 
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The prepositions sohen 'like', matai 'about' and hina 'with, of' can be used to introduce 
predicates which are prepositional phrases. 

No-na wete sohen mwede niani. 
poss-3SG song PREP particular. one this 
'His song went like this.' (lit. 'His song like this particular one.') 

No-ku stori matai tamalohi vuro. 
poss-ISG story PREP man war 
'My story is about a fighting man.' 

In an unusual construction, the preposition hina can be used in a predicative 
prepositional phrase governing an adjective expressing a property able to be visually 
verified: 

Ne presen atea niani hina vorivori manihi. 
but present one this PREP little only 
'But this present is just little.' 

Vulu-na hina vuriha. 
hair-3SG PREP black 
'His hair is black.' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The basic order of a verbal clause is SVO: 

Tamalohi na lai na maji. 
person 3PL take ART fish 
'The men got the fish.' 

An object proclitic does not co-occur with an object noun phrase, but is used to fill the 
gap left by object relativisation (§2.8). Where core arguments are topicalised in a left-
dislocation, a pronominal trace must remain in the original argument position. 

Maji ridi, tamalohi na lai=ra. 
fish REF person 3PL take=3PL 
'As for the fish (that I have referred to), the men got them.' 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

All peripheral arguments are marked by means of prepositions 

telei 
ana 
sohen 
matai 
matana 
mata-
hini 

hina 

spatial location, source, goal, comitative, recipient (with animates only) 
locational goal, spatial location, location in time (with inanimates only) 
similative ('like') 
purpose, reason, duration of time, theme (with common nouns) 
reason (with indirectly possessed common nouns) 
reason (with possessor suffixes) 
theme, instrumental, cause of emotion (with proper names, pronouns 
only) 
theme, instrumental, partitive, cause, source, attribution (with common 
nouns only) 
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The formal differences between matai, matana and mata- reflect the morphology of 
direct possession (§2.7.1), between hini and hina the morphology of indirect possession 
(§2.7.2). However, the various forms have become grammaticised as separate 
prepositions insofar as there are semantic differences between them. 

Ku ate maravitu telei vo-tahisa-ku. 
IsG stay close LOC FEM-friend-lsG 
'I sat next to my girlfriend.' 

Ku ate maravitu ana baba. 
ISG stay close LOC fence 
'I sat next to the wooden fence.' 

Ka tai=a hina na siba atea. 
IPL cut=3SG INST ART knife one 
'We cut it with a knife.' 

o majine matai vetai. 
2SG kind REASON banana 
'Thank you for the bananas.' (lit. 'You are kind because of bananas.') 

o majine 
2sG kind 

matana no-m sora-e. 
REASON POSs-2SG talk-NOM 

'Thank you for your story.' 

Trak mo mai mata-da. 
truck 3SG come REASON-IINC:PL 
'The truck came for us.' (i.e. we were the reason that the truck came). 

4.4 Negative clauses 

The use of the preverbal negators te, lete and tele in verb phrases is described in §3.2, of 
the negative verb tete in §3.3.1. 

Negation cannot be expressed in non-verbal clauses such as those in §4.1. Instead, a 
'semi-verbal' clause is used, where the subject is indicated by a subject pronoun 
similarly to a verbal clause but the predicate is a noun phrase or, occasionally, a 
prepositional phrase introduced by sohen 'like.' A semi-verbal clause states what 
something is not, and is frequently followed by an equative clause. 

Mo=te boe nia rawe. 
3SG=NEG boar 3SG intersex.pig. 
'It isn't a boar, it's an intersex pig.' 

Evian a=te sohen tovona. 
Evian 3SG=NEG PREP now 
'Evian won't be like (she is) nowadays.' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

Positive and prohibitive imperatives in the singular or plural are expressed in the same 
form as declarative clauses. 
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o hani=a! 
2sG eat=3sG 
'Eat it!' 

hani=a! 
eat=3sG 

'Don't eat it!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Interrogative clauses retain the word order of decarative clauses but differ in that they 
have a marked rising intonation pattern to a peak on the antepenultimate syllable and 
then fall sharply. Interrogative words, together with the syntactic category to which each 
belongs, are: 

sava 
hise 
abea 
avisa 
savai 

'what?' (noun) 
'who?' (noun) 
'where?' (location noun) 
'how many?' (numeral) 
'when?' (adverbial) 
'why?' (adverbial prepositional phrase) matai sava 

sohena sava 'how?' (adverbial noun phrase, more literally 'the same as what?') 

Examples: 

Vo-tahisa-na a=bo mai savai? 
FEM-friend-3sG 3SG=FUT come when 
'When is your girlfriend coming?' 

Kamim no ioli=a matai sava? 
2PL 2PL do=3SG PREP what 
'Why did you do it?' (lit. 'You did it for what?') 

Kamim no ioli=a sohe-na sava? 
2PL 2PL do=3SG the.same-3sG what 
'How did you do it?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

Iconic clause order always underlies the structure of complex sentences. 

6.1 Coordination 

Coordinate clauses can be linked by juxtaposition, lexicalised verb phrases functioning as 
conjunctions, like mo iso 'then' (lit. 'it finishes'), or the conjunctions ne 'but' and tene 'or.' 

6.2 Subordination 

The type of complement clause depends on the complement-taking predicate: 

(i) Predicates meaning 'can', 'want' and 'begin' take a juxtaposed complement with 
no complementiser. They differ from serial constructions in that the complement 
can be of different tense/aspect/mood from the main clause. 

fau ku boi ku=bo sora-hi na maji 
ISG ISG want ISG=FUT talk-TR ART animal 
'I want to talk about three animals.' 

atolu. 
three 
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(ii) knowledge and attitude predicates ('know', 'hear', 'see', 'forget', 'fear') take the 
subordinator matan: 

Nia mo matahu matan tina-na 
3SG 3SG afraid SUB mother-3SG 
'He is afraid that his mother might die.' 

a mate. 
3SG die 

(iii) communication predicates ('tell', 'ask', 'explain') are followed by the verb re 'say' 
to introduce the complement. The serialisation of re in this function appears to be in 
the process of grammaticisation to a complementiser. 

Na viti=ana re na=le barabara. 
3PL tell=3sG 3PL say 3PL=IMPF walk.on.reef 
'They said that they were walking on the reef.' 

There is some alternation between the subordinator matan and the verb re in 
communication predicates. 

All adverbial clauses, except some purpose clauses, are introduced by a subordinator. 
Temporal adverbial clauses usually precede the main clause; similative and reason 
clauses follow it. Subordinators are: 

tovon 
(tovon) lai mwe 
sohen 

matani 

'when', 'while' 
'just at that moment' 
'like', 'in the circumstance that', 'since' (cf. preposition sohen, 
§4.3) 
'in order to', 'because' 

In a conditional sentence the protasis clause, introduced by ale 'if', must precede the 
apodosis: 

Ale a ala vetai na sula a duhu. 
if 3SG sun banana 3PL grow 3SG good 
'If it's sunny, bananas grow well.' 



RAGA 
Abstracted by Terry Crowley 

Raga, phonemically Iraxa!, is spoken by about 4000 people on the northernmost third of 
Pentecost, as well as by significant numbers of people living fairly permanently in the 
towns of Vila and Santo. The neighbouring languages on Pentecost to the south of Raga 
have not been well-described, though all clearly belong to the North Central Vanuatu 
subgroup. The boundary between the Northern and Central Vanuatu subgroups lies just 
to the south of Raga. 

The major source for this sketch is Walsh (1966), with additional material provided 
by Walsh and Liiii (1981), as well as George Hinge. 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

Raga has the following consonant phonemes: 

t k 
bw b d g 
yw v s x h 
mw m n 1J 

r 
w 

The velar Ig/ is invariably prenasalised, while the other voiced stops have prenasalised 
allophones following a syllable that contains a nasal, and generally plain allophones 
elsewhere. The fricatives Iyw/, lvi, Ixl have both voiced and voiceless allophones in free 
variation. 

There is a simple five-way vowel contrast, i.e. 

e 
a 

u 
o 

Walsh provides a few examples pointing to contrast between single vowels and 
sequences of two identical vowels, e.g. lata! 'from' and lataa! 'downwards'. It is not 
clear if this is meant to indicate phonemic length, or if genuine syllable boundaries are 
involved. 

1.2 Phonotactics 

Words can begin with vowels or consonants. Both open and closed syllables are 
permitted in the final syllable of a word. The only consonants that can end a word are the 

626 
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'0.: 
o 

\j. O~RAGA 
\Jio 

o· 

VANUATU 
o 
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o 
I 

16"S 

nasals 1m!, In! and lij/, the fricatives lvi, lsi, and Ix!, and the lateral 11/. In other positions, 
only open syllables are pennitted. This means that there are no phonemic consonant 
clusters. 

The contrast between plain labials and labio-velars is made only when there is a 
following non-rounded vowel. Before rounded vowels, only plain labials are pennitted. 

All possible sequences of non-identical vowels are pennitted, with the exception of 
luol. 

1.3 Stress 

Stress is non-contrastive, falling on the penultimate syllable, with secondary stress 
falling on each alternate syllable to the left of the penult. 

1.4 Other features 

In comparison with many of the other languages of the North Central Vanuatu subgroup, 
Raga exhibits relatively little in the way of morphophonemic alternation in its nominal 
possessive paradigms, and in its patterns of verbal inflection. 

1.5 Orthography 

There has been a long history of education in the Raga speaking area since early 
missionary times, and there is a substantial body of evangelical materials written in the 
language. In the established orthography, the labio-velar stop /bwl is represented by q, 
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while other labio-velars are the digraphs mw and vw. The fricative Ixl is represented by 
g, and IIJI by n. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

The independent pronouns are: 

IINC IExc 2 3 
sa inau gigo kea 
DL gidaru kamaru kimiru kera 
PL gida kamai kimiu kera 

In this paradigm, the distinction between dual and plural is lost in the third person; in 
bound pronominal forms, however, this distinction is maintained. 

In possessive constructions, the following suffixes are used: 

IINC IExc 2 3 
sa -ku ~-gu -mwa -na 
DL -daru -maru -miru -raru 
PL -da -mai -miu -ra 

The lsa variant -gu appears on nouns ending in a syllable that contains a nasal, while 
-ku is used with all other bases. 

There is also a partial paradigm of verbal object suffixes, as follows: 

-u ~ -au ISG 
-go 2sa 
-a ~-e 3SG 
-ra 3PL 

In the I sa, the variant -u is found with verbs ending in -a, while -au is used with all 
other verbs. In the 3sa, the -e suffix appears after verbs ending in -a or -0, while -a 
appears after other vowels. Other pronominal objects are expressed as independent 
pronouns following the verb. 

2.2 Nouns 

The suffix -na is added to verbs ending in -a, and -ana to all other verbs, to derive a 
gerundive noun: 

rovo 
sogai 

'run' 
'push' 

rovo-ana 'running' 
sogai-ana 'pushinglbeing pushed'. 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

Noun phrases can be preceded by the marker na, but it is rare in texts, apparently 
appearing only on dislocated NPs that express focus. Thus, contrast the following: 

Ira tuturani ram bano. 
PL European 3PL:CONT go 
'The Europeans were going.' 
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Ram do la vanua dodolua be garigi mwa haqe-ana 
3PL:CONT stay LOC island other REL now 3SG:CONT find-NOM 

na ira tuturani alu-ra. 
ART PL European Loc-3PL 

'They stay on other islands where now Europeans are found on them.' 

The following demonstratives appear after nouns as postmodifiers: 

uhu 'this (beside speaker)' 
geld 'this (relatively near speaker)' 
gea 'that (moderately distant), 

For example: 

mwaqe geld 
fruit this 
'this fruit' 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Nouns with human reference can be pluralised by preposing ira, e.g. ira vavine 
'women'. In addition, there are two human nouns which mark plural by means of partial 
reduplication: 

malagelo 
daulato 

'boy' 
'girl' 

malmalagelo 
dadaulato 

'boys' 
'girls' 

Some nominal postmodifiers can be partially reduplicated to indicate plural, e.g. vanua 
do-dolua 'other islands'. 

The basic numerals are: 

I tea 6 ono 
2 rua 7 bitu 
3 tolu 8 vwelu 
4 vasi 9 sivo 
5 lima 10 hanvul(u) 

These appear after the noun in the noun phrase. It is not known how ordinals are 
expressed. Multiplicatives are derived by prefixing va-. 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

The form vataha 'each/every' precedes the noun that it modifies: 

no-ra vataha ginau 
POSS-3PL every thing 
'every thing of theirs' 

There is a set of stative roots which can follow nouns as adjectival postmodifiers with no 
formal marking, e.g. 

gelualu gaivua 
rainstorm big 
'big rainstorm' 

vanua do-dolua 
island REDuP-other 
'other islands' 
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2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

The first element in a noun phrase is either the article na, or a number premodifier, i.e. 
ira 'plural' or vataha 'each/every'. This slot, if it is filled at all, is then followed by the 
nominal head, which can then be followed by a numeral or stative postmodifier, and a 
demonstrative. 

2.7 Possession 

Direct possession 

This is the construction that is used typically in association with body parts and kinship 
terms, as well as with nouns referring to something that is specially associated with an 
individual in some way, e.g. vanua- 'village', waga- 'boat', rahu- 'life', imwa- 'house'. 
The possessor suffixes presented above are added directly to the noun in this 
construction. Thus: 

qatu-ku 
nitu-na 

'my head' 
'hislher child' 

Nominal possession is indicated by the possessor noun following the possessed noun, 
which carries the construct suffix -n: 

tama-n vavine 
father-CONST woman 
'the woman's father' 

Indirect possession 

Other nouns express possession by attaching the pronominal suffixes to a preposed 
possessive classifier. There are separate forms for a variety of different kinds of 
possessive relationship: 

ma- drink 
ga- food 
bila- garden plot, crops and animals, adornment 
wa- sugarcane 
no- general 

Again, nominal possession is indicated by means of the construct suffix -n, with the 
possessor noun following. Thus: 

ma-gu wai 
POSS:DRINK-lsG water 
'my water (to drink)' 

boe ga-n vavine 
pig POSS:FOOD-CONST woman 
'the woman's pork' 

bi/a-n susuru 
POSS:ADORNMENT-3SG handkerchief 
'hislher handkerchief' 

ga-miu qeta 
POSS:FOOD-2PL taro 
'your (pI.) taro' 

boe ga-n ira vavine 
pig POSS:FOOD-CONST PL woman 
'the women's pork' 
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There is considerable freedom for nouns to participate in either direct or indirect 
possessive constructions, with direct possession expressing a more intimate or passive 
relationship, and indirect constructions expressing a dominant or active relationship. 
Nominalised verbs appear in both constructions, and this corresponds to a difference 
between an active and a passive interpretation: 

no-gu sogai-ana 
Poss-ISG PUSh-NOM 
'my pushing' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

sogai-ana-gu 
PUSh-NOM-ISG 
'my being pushed' 

Relative clauses are introduced by be, and follow the head noun phrase, with a 
pronominal trace left at the point of extraction. With relative clauses to locative NPs, the 
trace is expressed as a pronominal suffix attached to the locative preposition alu-. Thus: 

Borogai 
boroxai.bird 

rovoi-ni-a. 

mwa haqe mwaqe vwate 
3SG:CONT find fruit one 

carry. along-TR-3SG 

be wahalea 
REL rainwater 

'The boroxai bird finds one fruit that the rainwater carries along.' 

mwa 
3SG:CONT 

Ram do la vanua do-dolua be garigi 
3PL:CONT stay LOC island redup-other REL now 

mwa haqe-ana 
3SG:CONT find-NOM 

na ira tuturani alu-ra. 
ART PL European Loc-3PL 

'They stay on other islands where now Europeans are found.' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

The nominalising suffix -(a)na can be used on a transitive verb with a preceding third 
person subject particle to express an agentless passive, e.g. 

vi gani-ana 
3SG:FUT eat-NOM 
'it will be eaten' 

Reduplication can be used to express reciprocal action. Compare the following: 

ramuru gita-ra 
30L:CONT see-3PL 
'they are looking at them' 

ramuru gita-gita-ra 
30L:CONT see-REOUP-3PL 
'they are looking at each other' 

Transitive verbs fall into two main classes: those which accept suffixed pronominal 
object marking on an unmarked verb root (e.g. gita- 'see'), and those which require an 
intervening transitive marker (e.g. tutui 'hit'). With those verbs that are marked for 
transitivity, the transitive marking is as follows: 

Before lSG and free form objects: -0 
After roots in -n before other objects: -i 
Elsewhere: -ni 
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Examples: 

ran 
3PL:PERF 

gita-u 
see-ISG 

'they saw me' 

ran 
3PL:PERF 

gita-go 
see-2sG 

'they saw you' 

ran 
3PL:PERF 

gita kamai 
see IExc.PL 

'they saw us' 

ran 
3PL:PERF 

tutui-{}-au 
hit-TR-ISG 

'they hit me' 

ran tutui-ni-go 
3PL:PERF hit-tr-2SG 
'they hit you' 

ran 
3PL:PERF 
'they hit us' 

tutui-{} kamai 
hit-TRIEXC.PL 

Verbs do not inflect for subject-TAM categories; rather, these categories are expressed by 
means of preposed particles, as described in the following section. A restricted set of 
pronominal object categories is marked by means of inflectional suffixes to the verb. 
However, IINC, IEXC and second person non-singular objects are expressed as 
independent pronouns occupying the nominal object slot in the clause. 

Although there is no prefixing inflectional morphology, certain root-initial 
consonants undergo mutation in particular morphosyntactic environments. Roots 
beginning with the following segments alternate in shape as follows: 

Root-initial 
segment 

t-
v-
vw-
g-

Substituted initial 
segment 

d-
b-
q-
g-

Roots beginning with other segments are invariant in shape. 
The modified root forms appear when the verb is preceded by a form that is marked 

for the progressive aspect, when there is a preceding mom 'still', or when ba 'and' links 
a verb with a preceding verb that appears in a mutating environment. The examples 
below illustrate the alternation between van and ban 'go': 

ga-n van 
IINC.PL:PERF go 
'we have gone' 

ra-m ban 
3PL:CONT go 
'they are going' 

ram domare ba ban 
3PL:CONT arise and go 
'they are arising and going' 

Note that intervening elements trigger a shift from modified back to basic root: 

ra-m ban 
3PL:CONT go 
'they are going' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

ra-m hav van 
3PL:CONT NEG I go 
'they are not going' 

tehe 
NEG2 

The verb phrase consists of a series of monosyllabic preverbal particles, in the following 
order: 

SUBJECT/TAM + siv 'just' + hav 'negative' + mom 'still/yet' 
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The subject/TAM markers apart from 3SG forms are based on the following initial 
subject markers: 

SG 
NSG 

lINC 

ta-

lEXC 
na-
ga-

2 
go-
gi-

3 

ra-

To these are added the following TAM markers, which vary for number; note the 
occurrence of trial forms, although there are no corresponding trial pronouns: 

Perfective Continuous Future Conditional Desiderative 
SG/PL -n -m -v -s -men 
DL -ru -muru -ruvi -rus -rumen 
TL -tol -mdol -tolvi -tolsi -tolmen 

In the 3sG, the following portmanteau forms are used: 

Perfective Continuous 
3SG nu mwa 

Future 
vi 

For example: 

namen tunu-a 
I SG:DESID roast-3SG 
'I should roast it' 

gan van 
IExC.PL:PERF go 
'we (EXC) went' 

Conditional Desiderative 
si men 

rav siv mom mai 
3PL:FUT just still come 
'they will still just come' 

In the negative, sequences of -s at the end of the pronominal marker and the initial h- of 
the negative marker are realised as single forms in which the h- is lost. Thus: 

nasav lago te 
ISG:COND:NEG I go NEG2 
'if I do not go' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

There is a category of verbal forms with adverbial meanings, which can directly follow 
another verbal root without any independent preverbal subject-TAM markers, and the 
entire sequence of verbs takes a single object. Such forms include fioto 'do entirely' and 
vuvuri 'do to completion'; e.g.: 

Ram 101 vuvuri-a. 
3PL:CONT make do.to.completion-3sG 
'They are making it to completion.' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Topic-comment clauses are expressed by simply juxtaposing the topic and the comment, 
without any copula: 

Ginau gaituvwa be nu rahu qalavatu. 
thing one REL 3SG:PERF alive k.o.shellfish 
'The one thing that was alive was the qalavatu shellfish.' 
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4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The basic constituent order is SVO. Pronominal subjects do not need to be overtly 
expressed by a subject pronoun. Singular and 3PL pronominal objects are also expressed 
as suffixes to the verb, so there is no overt occupant of the object slot. Thus: 

Na borogai mwa lai 
ART boroxai.bird 3SG:CONT take 
'The boroxai bird is taking the fruit.' 

Inau nan 
ISG ISG:PERF 
'I saw himlher.' 

gita-e. 
see-3sG 

Ram tunu-a. 
3PL:CONT roast-3sG 
'They are roasting it.' 

Vi gita gida. 
3SG:FUT see IINC.PL 
'(S)he will see us.' 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

mwaqe. 
fruit 

Peripheral arguments are expressed by means of a variety of prepositional constructions. 
The following are invariant prepositions which precede a noun phrase: 

la locative ('at') 
101 locative ('in') 
vai goal (,towards') 
gin instrumental ('with') 
ata 'of (a place)' 
nin 'from, out of' 

The following prepositions accept the same pronominal suffixes that are found on 
directly suffixed nouns: 

alu- 'on top of' 
ulu- 'above' 
abe- 'near' 
alolo- 'inside' 
ate- 'under' 
atagu- 'after' 

For example: 

alu-n imwa 
above-cONST house 
'on top of the house' 

The following accept the same pronominal suffixes that express verbal objects: 

huri purposive, 'about' 
mai 'accompaniment' 



Examples: 

Ram do mai tama-na. 
3PL:CONT stay ACC father-3sG 
'They are staying with hislher father.' 

Ram av huri-au. 
3PL:CONT speak about-lsG 
'They are speaking about me.' 

Nan van mai-ra. 
lSG:PERF go Acc-3PL 
'I went with them.' 
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The following accept verbal object suffixes, though they also require a transitive suffix 
when there is a following pronoun: 

lalai 
gi/kun 

dative ('to') 
similative (,like') 

nin source 
Examples: 

Gon lai-a nin Aligu. 
2SG:PERF take-3sG SOURCE Aligu 
'You took it from Aligu.' 

Gon lai-a 
2SG:PERF take-3sG 
'You took it from them.' 

nin-i-ra. 
SOURCE-TR-3PL 

4.4 Negative clauses 

The negative is marked discontinuously, with the particle hav that is preposed 
immediately after the subject-TAM particle before a verb, and the postposed particle 
te(he), e.g. 

Gam 
lEXC.PL:CONT 

hav gita 
NEG 1 see 

teo 
NEG2 

'We are not seeing.' 

Ran hav gita-u 
3PL:PERF NEG 1 see-lsG 
'They did not see me.' 

tehe. 
NEG2 

The negative of the conditional with pronominal markers ending in -s collapses the 
subject-TAM particle and the negative particle into a single particle (as set out earlier), 
but the second part of the discontinuous marker is the same, e.g. 

gosav mai tehe 
2SG:COND:NEG 1 come NEG2 
'if you will not come' 

Verbless clauses are negated by placing sigai before the comment: 
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Ginau rahu sigai fa vanua. 
thing alive NEG LOC island 
'Living things were not on the island.' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

Singular imperatives are marked with the verb root and no preceding subject-TAM 
particles. There is no indication as to how non-singular imperatives are expressed. The 
prohibitive is normally expressed as a negative future, though vina, literally meaning 
'leave it', can also be postposed to a nominalised verb with a prohibitive sense: Thus: 

Lai-a. 
take-3sG 
'Take it!' 

Lago-ana vina. 
gO-NOM PROHIB 
'Don't go!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

There is no indication as to how polar questions are formulated. For content questions, 
the interrogative morphemes are: 

hanD 'what?' 
'who?' 
'where?' 
'when?' 
'how?' 

hei 
hafapehe 
baten hanD 
kun hanigi 
viha 'how much?', 'how many?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

The following subordinators are used to link clauses: 

sa ~ sabe ~ sage ~ dasa 
ta ~ take 
i ~ ike 
ba 
ha ~ hage 

'or' 
'but' 
'and' 
'and' 
'and then' 

The coordinator ba links clauses that contain the same subject, while i(ke) links clauses 
with different subjects: 

Ram domare ba bano. 
3PL:CONT arise and go 
'They are arising and going.' 

Lani mwa here i qafavatu mwa dogo 
wind 3SG:CONT blow and k.o.shellfish 3SG:CONT stay 

fa va tuhu. 
LOC rock that 

gaogao 
continually 

'The wind was blowing and the qafavatu shellfish continued staying on that rock.' 
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6.2 Subordination 

The form be, in addition to marking relative clauses, also marks a wide range of other 
subordinate constructions. It can introduce conditional clauses: 

'" be gala mwa 
... cONDkind.of.lizard 3SG:CONT 
'. .. if the gala lizard stoops ... ' 

qihi '" 
stoop ... 

as well as complement clauses to the verb toran 'want': 

Nam doran be nav gita-e muleinia. 
ISG:CONT want SUB ISG:FUT see-3sG again 
'I want to see it again.' 



VINMAVIS 
Terry Crowley 

This is the community language of the single village recorded on maps as Vinmavis 
(phonemically lfinmafis/), which is located on the west coast of the northern part of 
Malakula. Extrapolating from the latest census figures, there are currently probably 
about 500 speakers of this language in total. The local name of the language is Nefe'ei 
(,what?'), though it has been referred to in the literature simply by the name of the 
village of its speakers. 

The same language was originally spoken in a number of inland hamlets, but with the 
conversion to Christianity, the populations of these hamlets dispersed to a variety of 
coastal locations before World War II. This population movement resulted in small 
minority populations ofVinmavis-speaking people in some of these villages. Ultimately 
it is likely that the descendants of these minorities will shift to a variety of other 
vernaculars, leaving this language spoken only in the village of Vinmavis. 

This language has so far been completely undescribed, apart from a little lexical 
material in Tryon (1976). This description has been based exclusively on original data 
provided by Joemela Simeon of Vinmavis village. 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes are: 
t k ? 

bw b d g 
fw f s x h 
mw m n IJ 

r 
w y 

The segments written with superscript ware labio-velars, with labial obstruction and 
simultaneous lip-rounding, and a clearly audible semi-vowel offset. Voiced stops are 
phonetically voiced and prenasalised. The fricatives If I and Ix! are frequently voiced 
intervocalically, though they are exclusively voiceless elsewhere. The fricative lsi is 
realised as the affricate [tf] between In! and a vowel other than Iii, as [tf] or [s] in free 
variation between In! and Iii, and invariably as [s] elsewhere. 

The vowel inventory is: 

e 
a 

u 
o 

There is no contrastive vowel length. 
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\'v\ O~ 
q~ 

VINMAVIS*0 ~. 
~o 
a' 

VANUATU 
o 

I 
16T30'E 
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o 10 20 
, ! I 

Kilometres 

16'10'S 

The language is seldom written, so this description will make use of a phonemic 
transcription throughout. 

1.2 Phonotactics 

Words can begin with any vowel, and most single consonants, the only exceptions being 
the impermissible initial glottal Ih-I, while /k-I is found only with verbal prefixes, but not 
lexical words. Initial clusters are restricted to a handful of items mostly with Isn-I and 
Idr-I. Nouns begin overwhelmingly with In-I, which derives from a reanalysed earlier 
article that is now inseparable from the original root. 

Word-finally, we find any vowel, and any single consonant except the labio-velars 
and I-k/. There are a number of two-member clusters, most of which involve alveolar 
segments, e.g. I-tn!, I-ml, I-In!, I-sn!, I-til, I-ns/, I-dr/. 

Medial clusters are more varied, including I-ns-I, I-dr-I, I-sn-I, I-fn-I, I-fl-I, I-I)b-I, 
I-sm-I, I-md-I (which is not an exhaustive listing). 

1.3 Stress 

The penultimate syllable receives stress. 

1.4 Other features 

Verbs are divided into two lexically conditioned classes according to the manner in 
which a variety of prefixes are realised. With one set of verbs, a number of prefixes 
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invariably end in la!, while with the other set of verbs, prefixes end in a harmonising 
vowel, which is represented is this description as NI. The realisations of NI are as 
follows: 

before Iy-I or any other consonant or consonant cluster with following Iii 
u before Iw-I or any other consonant or consonant cluster with following lui 
e before any consonant or consonant cluster with following lei or Ia! 
o before any consonant or consonant cluster with following 101 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

The independent pronouns are: 

SG 
PL 

lINC 

get 

lEXC 
no 
gemem 

2 
gu 
gem 

3 

ar 

There are no separate dual or trial forms, though the numeral modifiers lirul 'two', litll 
'three' and so on can follow the independent non-singular pronouns. 

The possessor pronouns are as follows: 

SG 
PL 

2.2 Nouns 

lrNC 

teget 

IEXC 2 
tno tugu 
tegemem tegem 

3 
ti 
ter 

Verbs are nominalised by the addition of InV-.. .ian! or Ina-... -ian!, depending on the 
class of the verb. Thus: 

I)al) 
tal) 

'laugh' 
'cry' 

nal) al) ian 'laughter' 
netal)ian 'crying' 

Compound nouns can be derived from a combination of noun and either nominal or 
verbal roots. Thus: 

noal) 'canoe' + netan 'land' 
nowi 'water' + mafis 'white' 

> noal)-netan 'car' 
> nowi-mafis 'semen' 

As in many other central and northern Vanuatu languages, the historically accreted 
article is sometimes lost with the second element of a compound, e.g. Inuxuboul 'house 
post' + Inemwen! 'man' > Inuxubou-mwen! 'post which holds up the roof'. 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

There are no articles in this language. The historically accreted In V-I is apparently 
completely inseparable from the root. 

There are several postnominal demonstratives, including: 

I)e 'this 
nenal) 'that' 
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2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Nouns are invariant for number. Plurality is expressed by postposed lar!, which is 
identical in shape to the 3PL pronoun. When functioning as a plural marker, this form 
does not distinguish dual from plural. Thus: 

matoro ar at-fwelem 
old.man PL 3PL:NON.FuT-come 
'The (many) old men came.' 

matoro ar ar-fwelem 
old.man PL 3DL:NON.FuT-come 
'The (two) old men came.' 

The following quantifiers appear in the noun phrase, following the plural marker larl if it 
is present: 

mamah 'every' 
ilJat 'many' 
tuan 'a' 

The cardinal numerals are: 

1 sefax 6 nsouh 
2 iru 7 nsuru 
3 itl 8 nsutl 
4 ifah 9 nsafah 
5 ilim 10 nalJafil 

Corresponding to these are the following special ordinal forms: 

1st fuam 
2nd aruan 
3rd atl nen 
4th afasn 
5th alimin 

With numerals higher than five, the cardinal forms also function as ordinals. 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

There is a small class of adjectives which are defined by the fact that they can 
immediately follow a nominal head with no further marking. Thus: 

niyim toro 
house big 
'big house' 

Stative verb roots cannot directly follow a noun, as they must be introduced in their 
uninflected root form by Inen/, e.g. 

numur nen moul 
man REL bad 
'bad man' 
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2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

The basic structure of the NP is: 

NOUN (ADJ) (PLINUM) (mamahlil] at) OEM 

Thus: 

libax mafis iru 
dog white two 
'two white dogs' 

matoro ar il]at I]e 
old.man PL many this 
'these many old men' 

Noun phrases can be coordinated by Imil 'and' and Isil 'or': 

matoro mi moxtoro ara-fu 
old. man and old. woman 3DL:NON.FUT-go 
'The old man and the old woman went.' 

ka-min nowi si nani? 
2SG:FUT-drink water or green.coconut 
'Will you drink water or green coconut?' 

2.7 Possession 

matoro tuan ar 
old.man some PL 
'some old men' 

There is a formal contrast between two types of possession, which roughly parallels the 
more usual distinction in Oceanic languages between direct and indirect suffixation. 
However, the pattern in this language corresponding to the directly suffixed possessive 
construction in other Oceanic languages behaves rather differently. 

Direct possession 

Directly suffixed nouns are those that carry the construct suffix I-n/ and which can be 
followed directly by a nominal possessor: 

netal-n matoro 
leg-coNsT old.man 
'the old man's leg' 

When there is a singular pronominal possessor, the following pronominal suffixes can be 
used: 

After After 
consonants vowels 

1 -Ul] -I] 
2 -urn -m 
3 -n -n 

Thus: 

netal-ul] netal-um netal-n 
leg-lsG leg-2sG leg-3sG 
'my leg' 'your leg' 'hislher leg' 

Non-singular pronominal possessors are expressed using the independent form of the 
pronoun following a noun carrying the construct suffix. Singular first and second person 
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pronominal possessors are in fact more widely encountered in the same construction 
than in the construction just described. Thus: 

netal-n no 
leg-coNsT ISG 
'my leg' 

Indirect possession 

netal-n gu 
leg-coNsT 2SG 
'your leg' 

netal-n get 
leg-CONST IINC:PL 
'our (INc) legs' 

Indirectly possessed nouns are those which do not accept the construct suffix l-nI or any 
of the singular pronominal possessor suffixes described above. There are two distinct 
indirect possessive constructions: 

When there is a pronominal possessor, the possessor pronouns presented above 
follow the possessed noun. Thus: 

nefwes tno 
sore POSS: ISG 
'my sore' 

nobolbol tugu 
knee poss:2sG 
'your knee' 

libax teget 
dog poss: IINC.PL 
'our (INc) dog' 

When such nouns are expressed by a nominal possessor, the two are linked by Itil, e.g. 

libax ti matoro 
dog poss:3SG old.man 
'the old man's dog' 

In the second construction, the form Inenl appears between the possessed noun and 
the possessor noun. This expresses a semantic relationship that can be viewed in general 
terms as a part-whole or a purposive relationship, whereas the construction involving 
possessor pronouns expresses something closer to a semantically alienable possessive 
relationship. Thus: 

nibilah nen nebal 
coconut.shell POSS kava 
'coconut shell for kava' 

However, certain body parts obligatorily express possession by means of this 
construction. Thus: 

nidri nen libax 
blood poss dog 
'the dog's blood' 

nidri nen no 
blood poss ISG 
'my blood' 

This language does not have separate possessive forms for food or drink possession, 
such as we commonly find in the languages of northern and central Vanuatu. 

2.8 Relative clauses 

Relative clauses follow the nominal head, are introduced by Inenl, and are generally 
followed by a demonstrative. NPs from a variety of positions can be relativised, though 
there is no copy left at the point of extraction in most cases. Thus: 

matoro nen i-mesa? l)e i-matur 
old.man REL 3SG:NON.FUT-sick OEM 3SG:NON.FUT-sleep 
'The old man who is sick is sleeping.' 
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matoro nen ne-leh lJe i-matur 
old.man REL lSG:NON.FUT-see OEM 3SG:NoN.FuT-sleep 
'The old man who I saw is sleeping.' 

matoro nen na-ful na?anian ti lJe i-matur 
old.man REL lSG:NON.FUT-buy food poss:3SG OEM 3SG:NON.FUT-sleep 
'The old man who I bought the food for is sleeping.' 

ne-falJdo niyim nen ne-tax na?anian len 
lSG:NON.FuT-burn.down house REL ISG:NON.FuT-get food LOC 
'I burnt down the house that I got the food from.' 

at-gah matoro nen no-tox ne-mwa?an 
3PL:NON.FUT-chase old.man REL lSG:NON.FUT-CONT lSG:NON.FUT-sit 

bitifen lJe 
ACC OEM 

'They chased the old man who I was sitting with.' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Prefixes 

Inflectional prefixes on verbs make a basic distinction between future and non-future tense. 
These prefixes vary according to the shape of the pronominal category of the subject. 
Whereas independent pronouns make a distinction in the non-singular between first person 
inclusive and exclusive, as well as second and third person, in the verbal prefixes the first 
person inclusive and exclusive categories are collapsed under a single marker, as are the 
second and third persons. However, in the subject prefixes, there is a distinction between 
dual and plural that is not found in the pronouns. The two sets of prefixes are as follows: 

IINC IEXC 2 3 
Non-future 
SG nY- - na- u- 1-

OL er- er- ar- ar-
PL it- it- at- at-

Future 
SG nebwY- - nebwa- kY- - ka- bwY- - bwa-
OL bwYr- bwYr- abwYr- abwYr-
PL bwit- bwit- abwit- abwit-

Like most languages of Malakula, this language has invariant verb roots for all 
inflectional categories, exhibiting none of the root-initial mutation patterns that are 
found widely elsewhere in the languages of central Vanuatu. 

Suffixes 

There are no object suffixes found on verbs in this language. The following are the only 
inflectional verbal suffixes that are found: 



-1 completive 
-dem 'still' 

Thus: 

na?anian i-mah-i 
food 3SG:NON.FUT-cooked-coMPL 
'The food is already cooked.' 

ne-mwa?am-dem 
1 SG: NON. FUT-sit-still 
'I am still sirting.' 
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The form I-dem/ 'still' is only found on intransitive roots. With transitive roots, the free 
form Idemenl follows the verb: 

ne-Ieh demen 
lSG:NON.FuT-see still 
'I still see (him/her/it)' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

A variety of aspectual and modal meanings is expressed by means of a preverbal 
auxiliary which carries the full inflectional markings of a verb, including negation. The 
following verb then follows with a subject-tense marker that agrees with that of the 
auxiliary. Auxiliary verbs are: 

tox continuous, habitual 
rogulel abilitative 
yalJwal desiderative 
sisi anti-desiderative 

The auxiliary Itoxl is followed by a verb that carries the same tense marking; any of the 
other auxiliaries in the non-future are followed by a main verb carrying marking for the 
future. For example: 

i-tox 
3SG:NON.FUT-HABIT 
'he (habitually) sleeps' 

i-matur 
'3SG:NON.FuT-sleep 

no-rogulel nibwi-yel 
lSG:NON.FUT-ABIL ISG:FuT-sing 
'I can sing.' 

no-so-rogulel-si nebwa-?a?an 
lSG:NON.FUT-NEG l-ABIL-NEG2 lSG:FuT-eat 
'I cannot eat.' 

na-sisi nebwa-?a?an 
ISG:NON.FUT-ANTIDESID ISG:FuT-eat 
'I do not want to eat.' 

Further tense and aspect/mood specification is indicated by free form adverbials within 
the verb phrase. The form ItotofulJl appears postverbally, while Ibwer/ 'maybe, probably' 
appears preverbally: 

i-?a?an totofulJ 
3SG:NON.FUT-eat try 
'(s)he tried to eat' 

bwer nebwa-?a?an 
maybe ISG:FuT-eat 
'I might eat.' 
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Other adverbial modifiers include the following time words: 

mamaI) 
meran 
tenef 
uah 
madl 
tenoah 
bUlJnitl 

'today' 
'tomorrow' 
'yesterday' 
'day after tomorrow' 
'two days after tomorrow' 
'day before yesterday' 
'two days before yesterday' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

Vinmavis verb phrases can be lexically complex, appearing in constructions that look 
like serial verbs, and which negate as a single unit. Thus, from the lexical verbs /teri/ 
'cut' and /mpwer/ 'break', we can derive the following: 

i-teri bwer na?ai 
3SG:NON.FUT-cut break wood 
'(S)he cut the wood, thereby breaking it.' 
i-se-teri bwer-si na?ai 
3SG:NON.FUT-NEG I-cut break-NEG2 wood 
'(S)he did not cut the wood, thereby breaking it'. 

However, lexical verbs cannot be productively inserted into the second structural slot 
here, and other items which do not appear independently can occupy this slot. Thus, the 
verb /xus/ 'kill' cannot occupy this slot, while the structurally restricted form /bini, with 
the same meaning, can: 

i-yef bin nubuah 
3SG:NON.FuT-pelt kill pig 
'(S)he pelted the pig to death.' 
i-xus nubuah 
3SG:NON.FUT-kill pig 
'(S)he killed the pig.' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

*i-yef xus nubuah 
3sG:NoN.FuT-pelt kill pig 

*i-bin nubuah 
3SG:NON.FUT-kill pig 

Noun phrases in topic-comment constructions are linked by the copula /fiI, which 
inflects like an ordinary verb: 

mamwe tno i-fi numur nen na-fisfis-ian 
father POSS: lSG 3SG:NON.FUT-COP man PURP NOMl-teach-NOM2 
'My father is a teacher.' 
mamwe tno i-si-fi-si numur nen 
father POSS: lSG 3SG:NON.FUT-NEG l-COP-NEG2 man PURP 

na-fisfis-ian 
NOM l-teach-NOM2 

'My father is not a teacher.' 
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4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

Subjects appear preverbally, and objects after the verb. With pronominal subjects, the 
independent pronoun is optional as verbal prefixation makes reference to pronominal 
categories. Verbs do not carry object suffixes, so independent pronouns can occupy the 
object position. Third person singular pronominal objects are often expressed by zero. 
Thus: 

i-bar 
3SG:NON.FuT-blind 
'(S)he is blind.' 

ne-Ieh libax 
ISG:NON.FUT-see dog 
'I saw the dog.' 

matoro i-Ieh libax 
old.man 3SG:NON.FuT-see dog 
'The old man saw the dog.' 

matoro i-bar 
old.man 3SG:NON.FuT-blind 
'The old man is blind.' 

no ne-Ieh libax 
ISG ISG:NON.FuT-see dog 
'I saw the dog.' 

matoro i-bwer 
old.man 3SG:NON.FuT-break 
'The old man broke it.' 

Verbs receive no formal marking for transitivity. Some verbs can be used both 
transitively and intransitively, while others differ formally for transitivity in 
unpredictable ways, e.g. Ixan! 'eat (TR)' and Ra?an! 'eat (ITR)', Ifefena?1 'steal (ITR)' 
and Ifenoxl 'steal (TR)'. 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

The following prepositions are used to mark a range of peripheral arguments in a 
clause: 

len location: 'in' 
ran location: 'on, at' 
en source, instrument 
wal cause 
fefan 'under' 
nsensan 'near, beside' 
seber 'as far as' 
nsaren 'past' 
fudilifih 'around' 
saxan 'beside, by' 
bitifen accompanitive 
minmin similative 

There is also a series of complex prepositions involving an initial adverbial which can 
appear on its own. When there is a following Np, however, one of the prepositions just 
presented must intervene between the two: 

ra?ai ran 
nsemweh en 
lili en 

'above' 
'far' 
'near' 
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4.4 Negative clauses 

Negation is marked discontinuously by means of the prefix IsV- - sa-I, which appears 
between the subject/tense prefix and the root, and the suffix I-si/. Thus: 

get er-sa-IJaIJ-si 
IINC.PL IDL:NON.FUT-NEG I-Iaugh-NEG2 
'you and I both did not laugh' 

get bwit-sa-IJaIJ-si 
IINC.PL IpL:FUT-NEG I-laugh-NEG2 
'you and I will not all laugh' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

There are no separate inflectional categories of imperative and prohibitive. These 
meanings are expressed by using affirmative and negative forms of the verb with future 
marking: 

ke-mwa?am 
2SG:FUT-sit 
'sit down!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

ke-se-mwa?am-si 
2SG:FUT-NEG I-sit-NEG2 
'don't sit down!' 

Polar questions are distinguished from declaratives by using a question intonation. 
Content questions are formed by using the following interrogative forms in the same 
structural slot as the questioned item: 

nefe?ei 
nei 
gief 
ifis 
medaIJ 
gensan 

'what?' 
'who?' 
'where?' 
'how much?', 'how many?' 
'how?' 
'when?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

The following coordinators are used: 

si 'or' 
yaIJ 'and' 

A separate form for the expression of 'but' could not be elicited. 

6.2 Subordination 

Subordination is expressed by means of the following clause-initial markers: 



utnen 
wal 
tebar 

'when/if' 
'because' 
'before' 
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There is no separate purposive construction, this meaning being expressed by means of 
the causal conjunction: 

no-wu nete1i wal nebwe-teri 
lSG:NON.FUT-pick.up axe because ISG:FuT-cut 
'I picked up the axe in order to cut the firewood.' 

na?am 
firewood 



PORT SANDWICH 
Adapted by Terry Crowley 

The Port Sandwich language has about 750 speakers, living in nine small villages 
centred around Lamap in the southwestern part of Malakula in Vanuatu. There is no 
indigenous name for the language, hence its purely geographical designation in this 
sketch. 

Port Sandwich appears to be most similar to other neighbouring languages from 
coastal parts of Malakula. Until the remaining languages of Malakula are better 
described, however, any more detailed comments about the linguistic affiliation of Port 
Sandwich are probably unwise. 

This sketch is based on Charpentier (1979). Charpentier (1982) represents a major 
source of lexical material on this and nearby languages. 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant inventory is as follows: 

pw P t tJ k 
bw b d g 
yw v s x 
mw m n IJ 

1 
r 

The phonemes Ipw/, !bw/, Imwl and Iywl are labio-velars. 
The vowel inventory is as follows: 

ii u 
e 6 0 

a 

1.2 Phonotactics 

Both open and closed syllables are permitted. Labio-velars only occur before front 
vowels. Simple voiced stops do not occur finally. 

Optional deletion of some medial vowels results in some heterorganic consonant 
clusters. While some clusters have arisen as a result of historical vowel deletion in 
morphologically complex forms, synchronic transparency is often marginal. A range of 
such clusters, about which generalisations appear difficult to make, are attested, e.g. Ipr/, 
IptJ/, It1l, Itv/, Ims/, Isg/, Ism!, IflJ/. 
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o 10 20 
! ! t 

Kilometres 

16'10'5 

The following phonetic homorganic sequences are also attested: [mb], [mbw], [ndr], 
[lJg]. The phonemic status of these forms is problematic, If underlying heterorganic 
clusters are accepted, there seems to be little reason to treat these as unit phonemes. 
However, if heterorganic clusters can all be derived by the deletion of underlying 
vowels, then a strong case can be made for the phonemic analysis of these sequences as 
belonging to a separate prenasalised stop series. 

Vowel sequences are permitted. The major restrictions are that there may not be two 
rounded vowels in sequence, except for loiil, which is permitted. (The sequence lou!, 
which is widely attested in Oceanic languages, is not permitted in Port Sandwich.) 
Sequences of mid vowels (e,g. loel, leo/) are also prohibited. There are contrasts 
between vowel sequences such as lail and lae/. 

1.3 Stress 

Stress is placed on the penultimate syllable. 

1.4 Orthography 

The velar nasal IIJI is represented orthographically as ng, while the labio-velars are 
represented orthographically as pw, bw, mw and vw respectively, and the pre-palatal 
affricate ItSI as c. 
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2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

Pronouns distinguish three numbers and, in the non-singular, four persons. 

lINC lEXC 2 3 
SG inau xaingg nai 
DL ndraii namii xamii xaii 
PL ndrate namite xamite xate 

A trial meaning can be expressed by adding the postmodifier maroi (which is 
historically related to the numeral eroi 'three') to the plural form, with the final vowel of 
the plural form being optionally deleted. Thus: 

lINC 
lEXC 
2 

ndrat(e) maroi 
namit(e) maroi 
xamit(e) maroi 
xat(e) maroi 3 

Modifiers expressing numbers other than trial do not participate in this construction. 
These forms are used for verbal subjects and verbal and prepositional objects, except 

in the third person singular, where nai is used only for animate objects, while inanimate 
objects are marked by the absence of a pronoun. These forms in the non-singular are 
also used to express possessors in possessive constructions. 

2.2 Nouns 

The prefix bar- derives agentive nouns from verbs, e.g. bar-miini 'drunkard' « miini 
'drink'). This is the only prefix that is productively used in the derivation of nouns in 
this language. 

Some nouns in most morpho syntactic contexts appear with an initial syllable na-
which is historically derived from an earlier common noun marker. This is lost in a 
restricted range of environments, such as: 

(i) when the noun has generic reference: 

Na-rbaix e-cav-i mbuangg. 
na-woman 3sG-slice-TR taro 
'The woman sliced the taro.' 

Rbaix e-cav-i mbuangg. 
woman 3sG-slice-TR taro 
'Women slice taro.' 

(ii) when it is compounded: 

niiru 'root' + na-mbangg 'banyan' > niiru-mbangg 'banyan root' 

(iii) when it is followed by a possessor or a postmodifier: 

rbaix sa Amansumban 
rbaix eii 

'Amansumbon's wife' 
'two women' 

Nouns are productively derived from verbal forms by means of the suffix -ian: 



xan 
keke 
ndram 

'eat' 
'small' 
'accept' 

xan-ian 
keke-ian 
ndram-ian 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

'food' 
'smallness' 
'acceptance' 
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Noun phrases include no articles. The following demonstratives appear after the noun: 

ixa 'this' 
ea 'this (but slightly further away)' 
ia 'that' 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Plurality is expressed by postposing ngail to either animate or inanimate nouns, e.g. 
noai ngail 'rivers'. 

Numerals and other number markers also follow nouns with no inflection. The 
numeral system of Port Sandwich is historically derived from a quinary system, with a 
separate word for 'ten', though the forms for numbers 'six' to 'nine' are probably no 
longer synchronically analysable, giving the language today a decimal system: 

1 cika 6 emocukai 
2 eli 7 emoxli 
3 eroi 8 emoxuroi 
4 evac 9 emoxupac 
5 erim 10 esangeav 

Cardinal numbers function as postmodifiers to nouns: ruare eli 'two children'. It is not 
clear how ordinals are expressed in this language. 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

Verbal roots can be used with no further inflection as nominal postmofidiers, e.g. 

puse 'road' + pepex 'divide' > puse pepex 'intersection' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

There is only a handful of pre nominal markers, including ra 'only'. Otherwise, the noun 
appears first in the noun phrase, with adjectives, demonstratives, and numerals and 
number markers following the noun, in that order: 

ra mbuangg 
only taro 
'only taro' 

noangg ixa ngail pwici 
canoe this PL all 
'all these canoes' 

arar minac ngail 
man other PL 
'all the other men' 

pwici 
all 
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Coordinate noun phrases are linked by means of the complex accompanitive 
prepositional construction kan a 'with': 

naus kan a nean 
rain with OBL wind 
'rain and wind' 

2.7 Possession 

Direct possession 

Direct possession is used with most kinship and part terms. According to this pattern, 
singular pronominal suffixes are attached directly to the possessed noun. These suffixes 
have the following shapes: 

lSG -ngg 
2SG -m 
3SG -n 

E.g. 

naru-ngg 
barvusa-m 
mara-n 

'my son' 
'your sister-in-law' 
'his/her eye' 

When the possessor is a non-singular pronoun, the possessed noun carrying the third 
person singular suffix -n is followed by the possessive marker sa, and then the 
pronoun: 

pene-n sa xaii 
sister-3SG POSS 3DL 
'their (dual) sister' 

When the possessor is a noun, direct possession is expressed simply by placing the 
possessor noun after the unsuffixed possessed noun with no other morpheme 
intervening: 

mara lipax 
eye dog 
'the eye of the dog' 

Indirect possession 

In indirect possession, which is used with most other nouns, a possessed noun with a 
following nominal possessor is linked by sa. Non-singular pronouns also enter into this 
kind of construction. With singular pronominal possessors, this category of possession is 
expressed by means of the postposed possessive constituent isa- - esa-, to which the 
pronominal suffixes described above for direct possession are added: 

1 SG isa-ngg - esa-ngg 
2sG isa-m - esa-m 
3sG isa-n - esa-n 

E.g. 
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noangg sa vavu noangg sa xat 
water poss 3PL 
'their water' 

noangg isa-ngg 
water poss grandfather water poss-ISG 
'grandfather's water' 'my water' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

Relativised subjects and objects are expressed with an unmarked postposed clause, with 
the coreferential noun phrase being deleted in the lower clause, and a trace being left in 
the form of subject and object affixes on the verb: 

Xivur ia e-tandr axa e-lba-i rokolO ngail. 
old.man that 3SG-sit there 3SG-knoW-TR tradition PL 
'That old man who is sitting there knows the traditions.' 

When a locational noun phrase is relativised, the point of extraction in the unmarked 
relative clause is indicated by the locational pro-form ambi: 

E-gas la leur e-gas la kopra ambi. 
3sG-work LOC garden 3sG-make LOC copra LOC.PRO 
'He is working in the garden where he is making copra.' 

A relativised possessive noun phrase is marked by a possessive constituent that carries 
pronominal marking for the extracted noun phrase: 

Xivur naim isa-n e-pang e-va rox la naim sa 
old.man house POSS-3SG 3sG-burn 3sG-go stay LOC house POSS 

nain malamb. 
child female 

'The old man whose house burned down went to stay at his daughter's house.' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Formally transitive verbs are generally marked by suffixing either -i or -ini. The object 
of a verb marked by -i is normally a patient, while the object of a verb marked by -ini 
normally expresses an indirect object or a beneficiary. 

Unlike many central Vanuatu languages, there is but a single set of subject prefixes 
(irrespective of TAM), as follows: 

IINC IEXC 2 3 
SG ni-, no- ki-, ko-, ko- i-, e-
DL ndri- namii- xamii- u-
PL ndrati- nati-, nato- xati- ti-, to-, to-

The variation in the shape of some prefixes involves partly vowel harmony and partly free 
variation. Details of the conditioning factors for this allomorphic variation are not clear. 

Verbs which receive no further marking express the present/past tense. Other TAM 
categories are expressed by the following second order prefixes: 

v- inchoative 
bwi- dubitative 
ri- continuous 
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E.g. 

u-v-rnesax 
3DL-INCH-sick 
'they both got sick' 

nati-bwi-xan-i 
IPL:EXC-DUB-eat-TR 
'we might eat it' 

to-ri-pac 
3PL-CoNT-sleep 
'they are sleeping' 

An inflected preverbal auxiliary can also be followed by a main verb that carries third 
person singular marking. The auxiliaries that behave in this way are: 

ker 
rnandr 

Thus: 

desiderative/immediate future 
'start to', immediate past 

to-ker i-van 
3PL-IMM.FUT 3sG-go 
'they are (all) about to go' 

u-rnandr i-van 
3DL-IMM.PAST 3sG-go 
'they (both) just went' 

Finally, TAM distinctions are also marked by a number of free forms that are closely 
associated with the verb, as described in the next section. 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

Verb phrases consist of a verb with obligatory subject marking, with a wide range of 
optional particles appearing before and after the verb. Some particles only appear 
preverbally, others only postverbally, while others are indeterminate in position with 
respect to the verb. These particles express an additional set of TAM distinctions, as well 
as a range of more general adverbial meanings. Preverbal markers include the following: 

vacika 
paricangg 

future 
immediate future ('soon') 

Postverbal markers include: 

arne 
inongg 
itarnb 

'again' 
perfective 
habitual 

Markers which vary in their position include: 

alonixa 
arnwec 
rnarirnbong 
pean 
xinois 

'now' 
'once' 
'sometime' 
'tomorrow' 
'day before yesterday' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

As with many languages of northern and central Vanuatu, there are postverbal modifiers 
which express a range of adverbial meanings. Some of these appear after a verb that is 
inflected for subject categories and themselves carry the -i suffix which marks 
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transitivity. However, it is not clear whether these constructions constitute genuine serial 
verbs or merely adverbial modifiers. E.g. 

Xivur e-pen biin-i a mbuas. 
old.man 3SG-shoot kill-TR OBJ pig 
'The old man shot the pig, thereby killing it.' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Verbless clauses can consist of just a topic and a following comment, which can take the 
form of an NP, or a non-nominal predicate: 

Naix engas. 
fish plentiful 
'The fish are plentiful.' 

Verbless clauses can also have only a comment but no topic: 

Micmice-ian isa-n rai. 
imagine-NoM poss-3sG only 
'It's only his/her imagination.' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The basic phrase order in verbal clauses is SVO: 

Arar ixa 
man this 

e-piisan. 
3sG-teach 

'This man is teaching.' 

E-xan-i mbuas. 
3sG-eat-TR pork 
'He is eating pork.' 

Since the person and number ofthe subject is indexed on the verb, a subject noun phrase 
may be omitted. The only object noun phrases that can be omitted are inanimate third 
person pronouns: 

Arar e-cav-i naxo. 
man 3SG-cut-TR rope 
'The man cut the rope.' 

E-cav-i. 
3SG-cut-TR 
'He cut it.' 

Formally intransitive verbs that can express a transitive meaning can be followed by a 
noun phrase that is introduced by the oblique preposition a: 

E-gas a marii. 
3sG-work OBJ copra 
'He is making copra.' 
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Sometimes, the objects of formally transitive verbs are introduced by a, though it is 
not known if there is a semantic contrast with sentences containing unmarked 
objects: 

E-xan-i (aj mbuas. 
3SG-eat-TR OBJ pork 
'He is eating pork.' 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Oblique noun phrases are marked by one of the following prepositions: 

kan accompaniment 
kor benefactive 
naxa 'in front of' 
rbaen 'between, among' 
sa possession 
vi 'towards' 
a general oblique 

The following complex prepositions involve a nominal or adverbial form followed by 
the general oblique preposition a: 

arax a 'behind, after' 
vonarax a 'behind, after' 
paricangg a 'near' 
penaxer a 'beneath' 
poxer a 'on' 
vaxixer a 'behind, across from' 
vonamo a 'in front of' 

Prepositional phrases appear either before the subject or after the object: 

Noangg-xamban e-van vi Toman. 
canoe-sail 3sG-go towards Toman 
'The sailing canoe is going towards Toman.' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

Negation of verbal sentences is expressed by means of the negative prefix sba- , which 
appears after the subject marker and before other verbal prefixes: 

nato-sba-bwi-miin-i 
lEXC.PL-NEG-DuB-drink-TR 
'we might not drink it' 

5 INTERROGATIVE AND IMPERATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

The imperative is expressed by adding the second person subject prefixes with no other 
inflectional marker (and is therefore formally identical to the present/past): 



ko-max-i 
2SG:do-TR 
'do it!' 

It is not clear how the prohibitive is expressed. 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 
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Polar questions are not indicated by any morphological marking, with intonation being 
the sole difference between a question and a statement. The following interrogative 
forms are used to express content questions: 

ase 
nisava 
saxase 
as+noun 
sav+noun 
ngais 
enggembe 
evis 
rambsava 
ambi 

'who?' 
'what?' 
'whose?' 
'which (person)?' 
'which (thing)?' 
'when?' 
'how?' 
'how many?', 'how much?' 
'why?' 
'where?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

The following conjunction is attested: 

be 'but' 

The meaning of 'and' as a clausal coordinator appears to be expressed by simple 
juxtaposition with no overt marking. It is not clear how the meaning of 'or' is expressed. 

6.2 Subordination 

The following subordinating conjunctions are used: 

ambwika 'in order to' 
mongga 'when' 
bwika 'if' 
ramba 'because' 
talimban 'although' 
engga 'therefore' 
enggixa 'therefore' 

The only unmarked subordinate constructions are those that were described above as 
involving an initial inflected auxiliary with a following verb that carries reduced 
inflectional marking. 



SOUTHEAST AMBRYM 
Adapted by Terry Crowley 

Southeast Ambrym is spoken by about 2000 people in eighteen villages on the 
southeastern comer of the island of Ambryrn in Vanuatu. It is also spoken in a relocated 
community in peri-urban Mele-Maat on the island of Efate, which contains nearly 40% 
of the entire speech community. There is no indigenous name for the language. 

The language to which it is most closely related is that of the neighbouring island to 
the south, Paama. With the remaining languages spoken from Efate in the south to the 
Torres in the north, this language belongs to the North Central Vanuatu subgroup of 
Oceanic. 

This sketch was not based on a single source, but adapted from material gathered 
from Parker (1968a, 1968b, 1970a and 1970b), and supplemented by material provided 
by Wilfred Tasso. 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes are as follows: 

P 
b 
v 
m 

t 
d 
s 
n 

r 

k 
g 
x 
I] 

h 

The voiced stops fbi, Id/ and Igl are realised as voiced prenasalised stops throughout. 
The phoneme II]I is represented orthographically as ng. 

The vowel phonemes are: 

u 
e 0 
le a 

Vowel length is contrastive, but the data do not provide any evidence for the existence of 
a contrastive 10:/. Vowel length has very low functional load in this language in any case. 
In addition, lle:1 is attested in only a single word, and this is in free variation with llea/. 
Vowel length is represented orthographically by means of the macron. 

1.2 Phonotactics 

Word final consonants are permitted, but otherwise all intramorphemic syllables are 
open. Two-member consonant clusters are permitted over morpheme boundaries. 

660 
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VANUATU a 

o 
I 

10 
I 

Kilometres 

20 
I 
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168°10'E 

16°20'S -

PAAMV 
LOPEVI 

G 

Vowel sequences are permitted. The vowel/ad is of low frequency, and is generally 
preceded by a labial consonant and followed by /hi. 

1.3 Stress 

Stress falls on the penultimate syllable. A final long vowel or diphthong causes stress to 
be optionally moved to the final syllable. 

1.4 Other features 

There is a complicated set of morphophonemic rules that apply when possessor suffixes 
are added to nouns and when subject prefixes and object suffixes are added to verbs, and 
also between some of the orders of verbal prefixes. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

Pronouns distinguish four numbers and, in the non-singular, four persons. The following 
free form pronouns are used as verbal subjects and, in the non-singular, as verbal and 
prepositional objects. The non-singular forms are also used optionally as possessors in 
possessive phrases. 
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IINC IEXC 2 3 
SG inau - nou xou - xeuk xi 
DL ralu xamcel xamil xalu 
PC ratel xamcetel xamitel xatel 
PL xir xamcem xami - xamim xii 

The suffixed pronominal forms which are used in possessive constructions are as 
follows: 

IINC IEXC 2 3 
SG -k -m -n 
DL -ralu -mcel -mil -alu 
PC -ratel -mcetel -mitel -atel 
PL -r -mcem -mil- -mim -e 

The singular forms of verbal and prepositional objects are expressed by means of the 
following suffixes: 

ISG -nou 
2sG -k - -uk - -ok - -ak - -nuk 
3sG -{} - -i ~ -e ~ -0- ~ -IIi 

The conditioning of the variants is lexical, though this probably reflects a historical 
reanalysis of an earlier root-final vowel that has come to be treated as part of the suffix. 

2.2 Nouns 

Abstract nouns are productively derived from verbs by the addition of the suffix -en. The 
agentive prefix ei- is attested in the derivation of a small number of nouns. E.g. 

hos 'good' hosi-en 'goodness' 
kil 'dig' ei-kil 'digging stick' 

Nominal compounding is attested in the corpus, though it is not clear if this is a fully 
productive process in the language. 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

There are no articles. There is a single demonstrative, ak, which follows the noun. 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Number can be marked by means of the third person non-singular pronouns used post-
nominally, i.e. xalu 'dual', xatel 'paucal', xii 'plural'. Thus: 

moletin xii 'men' 

Numerals fall into the class of adjectives. The numeral system is historically derived 
from a quinary system, with a separate word for 'ten', though the forms for numbers 
'six' to 'nine' are probably no longer synchronically analysable, giving the language 
today a decimal system: 
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I tei 6 tehesav 
2 lu 7 luhesa 
3 tol 8 tolhesa 
4 hat 9 hathesa 
5 limlhateipin 10 hexalu 

Cardinal numbers function as postmodifiers to nouns: 

moletin lu 'two men' 

It is not known how ordinals are expressed. 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

Most stative meanings are expressed by means of fully inflected intransitive verbs. 
However, there is a small set of uninflected postposed adjectives, which can also 
function adverbially. An attributive adjective can be derived from an intransitive verb by 
means of the prefix ta-. Thus: 

meloxoluk 'be black' ta-meloxoluk 'black' 

2.6 Basic noun phase structure 

The initial constituent in a noun phrase is invariably a noun, except in those noun 
phrases in which a possessive constituent is used with no accompanying head when the 
context indicates the referent of the possessed noun. Thus: 

nam 
voxoli nam 
voxoli eilep 

'yours' 
'your canoe' 
'big canoe' 

The possessive constituents immediately follow the head, with other postmodifiers 
following these: 

voxoli nam lu 'your two canoes' 

Phrasal coordination is expressed by linking the two NPs by means of the comitative 
preposition xal, e.g. 

tiramue xal atou 
man COM woman 
'the man and the woman' 

2.7 Possession 

The language has three types of possessive construction: direct, linked and indirect 
possession. 

Direct possession 

Direct possession is generally used for kinship terms and body parts. With pronominal 
possessors, this construction involves the obligatory direct attachment of a pronominal 
suffix to the possessed noun. There is considerable morphophonemic alternation in the 
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shape of the final vowel of the root when these suffixes are added. Nominal possessors in 
direct possessive constructions directly follow the noun, which receives no suffix. Non-
singular pronominal possessors have the option of directly following an unsuffixed noun 
in their free form, in the same way as nominal possessors. E.g. 

vango-k 
vang rnolatin ak 
vange-r 
vang xir 

Linked construction 

'my belly' 
'this person's belly' 
'our (INC.PL) bellies' 
'our (INC.PL) bellies' 

The linked construction is used for a restricted set of part-whole or generic-specific 
terms. Such nouns never accept pronominal possessors, and are followed directly by the 
noun that expresses the whole of which the referent of the possessed noun is a part. 
When the part is referred to independently of the whole, there is a special free form of 
the noun that enOs in -e. E.g. 

vatit eal 
husut nou 

Indirect possession 

'casuarina tree' 
'my (cremated) ashes' 

vatite 
husute 

'tree' 
'ashes' 

Indirect possessive constructions are used for most other nouns. Such constructions involve 
the addition of a possessive classifier after the possessed noun. The possessive classifier 
generally takes the normal pronominal suffixes described above for direct possession. There 
are separate paradigms for food possession (a-), drink possession (rna-), the possession of 
domestic plants and animals (sa-), and general possession (na-). The forms that are used to 
express drink possession are also used to refer to the possession of things used for sleeping. 
Sequences of aa are resolved as long ii, and with 3PL forms, there is a zero suffix. The I SG 
forms are all irregular in that the suffix is -van rather than -k. For example: 

nirn rna-van 
kuli sa-n 

'my house (which 1 sleep in)' 
'his/her dog' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

Relative clauses follow the noun and are introduced by the relative clause marker xa 
which is attached as a proclitic to the first constituent of the relative clause, which 
follows the head. With re1ativised subjects, the original site of the relativised noun 
phrase is marked by subject inflection on the lower verb. With relativised objects and 
oblique noun phrases, a pronominal trace is left at the point of extraction. E.g. 

Inou na-kil rnoletin xa=f}-pol ak. 
ISG ISG-know man REL=3SG-work this 
'I know this man who works.' 
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3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Reduplication is commonly encountered as a way of expressing a variety of meanings, 
including randomness and intensification. The only productive derivational affix in the 
verb morphology of this language is the use of -ni as a transitivising suffix. 

Verbs are obligatorily inflected for all categories of subject. Singular pronominal 
objects are also expressed by means of the suffixes presented in §2.1. Verbs are divided 
into arbitrary classes according to their choice of the 2sG and 3SG object suffixes, which 
are mutually dependent. Thus, a verb that accepts 2SG -k receives -{} in the 3sG, while a 
verb that receives 2sG -uk receives -i in 3sG, and so on. 

The suffix -ti also appears after the pronoun object (ifthere is one), and it expresses a 
partitive meaning. Thus: 

Na-mu-ti oei. 
lSG:IMM.FuT-drink-PART water 
'I would like to drink a little water.' 

A major aspect of the verbal morphology of Southeast Ambrym is the extensive, and 
only partly predictable, patterns of alternation in the shape of verb-initial segments. The 
two forms of the root are distributed in part according to a realislirrealis distinction, but 
the choice of root form depends on a range of additional facts about the preceding 
morphosyntactic environment. (Some verbs, however, have invariant roots.) The 
following kinds of alternations are found: 

Root-initial segment 
t-

Substituted initial segments 
d-

x-
{}-

h-
h-
h-
v-

g-
X-, m-, V-, g-
m-, V-, g-
X-, m-, V-, g-
m-, V-, b-
b-

The root hi! 'dig' alternates with the roots mil, vi! and gil depending on the preceding 
morphological context, as follows: 

va-hi! 
na-mi! 
o-vil 
{}-gil 

'(s)he is about to dig' 
'I am about to dig' 
'you are about to dig' 
'(s)he digs/dug' 

Subject prefixes for the full range of inflectional categories are as follows: 

IINC lEXC 2 3 

Non-future 
SG na- 0- {}-Imi-
DL ru- ma- mula- lu-
PC rata- mata- muta- lata-
PL ra- ma- mu- la-
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lINC lEXC 2 3 

Immediate future 
SG na- o- va-
DL ralo- malo- mulo- lalo-
PC rato- mato- muto- lato-
PL ra- ma- mu- la-

Distant future 
SG ni- u- i-
DL rali- mali- muli- lali-
PC rati- mati- muti- lati-
PL ri- mu- mu- li-

There is a following order of tense-aspect-mood markers which can be occupied by 
either the potential mood prefix na- ('might' /'what if') or the past tense marker te-. The 
potential prefix occurs in conjunction with the distant future subject markers, while the 
past tense marker appears with the present/past prefixes. Thus: 

la-te-pat 
3PL:NON.FUT-PAsT-sleep 
'they slept' 

li-na-pat 
3PL:DIST.FUT-poT-sleep 
'they might sleep' 

There is also a preceding prefix ha-, which can be used to indicate that an action takes 
place as a result of going somewhere in order to perform it: 

ha-lati-pat 
motion-3PL:DIST.FuT-sleep 
'they will go and sleep' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

In addition to the verb, a verb phrase can include the postverbal perfective marker tuei 
and the continuative marker tamu 'still'. E.g. 

Di na-pol tamu. 
lSG:stay lSG-work still 
'I am still working.' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

There is a construction in which a prefixed verb can be followed by an uninflected form 
which behaves like a verb in that it can be suffixed with singular pronominal objects, as 
well as with the second part of the discontinuous negative marker. Some of these forms 
appear independently as verbs, while others only appear as the second element of these 
complex verb constructions. These constructions are synchronically difficult to analyse, 
as they appear to be mid-way between serial verbs and adverbs. E.g. 



Na-pol kuhi-ni neta. 
lSG:FUT-do carefullY-TR thing 
'I did the thing carefully.' 

Ni-a vin-nou. 
lSG-eat do.enough-lsG 
'I have eaten enough.' 
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There is another serial verb construction in which there is a less closely bound 
relationship between the two parts, with full inflectional marking on the initial verb and 
a reduced amount of inflectional marking on the second verb. For instance, the verb ti 
'stay' can be serialised in this way to express the continuous/habitual aspect: 

O-di o-lele-ni nceh? 
2sG-stay 2sG-have.premonition-TR what 
'What are you having a premonition of?' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Verbless clauses can consist of a nominal topic and a following unmarked nominal, 
adjectival or adverbial comment: 

Moletin ak sup. 
person this chief 
'This person is a chief.' 

Copular clauses involving a non-third person singular topic or a non-present/past 
comment are expressed using the verbal copula he. 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The basic word order is SVO: 

Inou na-pol. 
lSG lSG-work 
'I work.' 

Inou na-pus nim. 
lSG lSG-see house 
'I see the house.' 

Postverbal noun phrases can be fronted to the left of the subject when topicalised. A 
pronominal copy is left at the point of extraction, except for some prepositions, which 
can be stranded. Formally intransitive verbs can be transitivised by the addition of the 
suffix -ni, which is similar in shape to the locative preposition. 

With obligatory subject marking in the form of verbal prefixes, it is possible for the 
subject slot to be unoccupied. The expression of an overt pronominal subject in such 
cases expresses contrast. With a singular pronominal object, the object slot is 
obligatorily unmarked, as the full object-marking function is expressed on the verb 
itself. 
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4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Oblique noun phrases are marked by the following prepositions, which accept verbal 
object suffixes with a singular pronominal object: 

eni locative, source, goal 
mini recipient 
rani source 
teni purpose, part of whole 
veni cause 

The prepositions eni and veni can be stranded when a noun phrase has been fronted, 
with no pronominal trace being left at the point of extraction. 

The following prepositions do not accept object suffixes, but are followed directly by 
an object noun phrase: 

ni 
pe 
tahal 
uate 
viseli 
xal 
xorau 

Thus: 

instrument 
'under' 
'of (place of origin)' 
'directly to' 
'near' 
accompaniment 
'across' 

viseli inau 
near lSG 
'near me' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

pe nim 
under house 
'under the house' 

Negation is expressed discontinuously, by means of a prefix that appears between a TAM 
prefix and the root, and by a suffix that also expresses the partitive, and which appears 
after an object. In the case of serial constructions in which the second verb is 
uninflected, the -ti suffix of the negative appears on the second element. The prefixed 
element has the form (t}il- in the present/past, and nil- in all other tense-aspect-mood 
categories. Thus: 

Na-til-xa hin-nou-ti. 
1 SG-NEG I-eat do.enough-l SG-NEG2 
'I have not eaten enough.' 

There is a negative verb tovuol 'not exist' which is used to express absence. E.g. 

Neta tovuol ak. 
thing 3SG-not exist here 
'There is nothing here.' 
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5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

The imperative is expressed by means of the following prefixes: 0- 'SG', lu- 'DL', to-
'PC' and mu- 'PL'. The prohibitive is expressed discontinuously as follows: ona-/-ti 
'SG', mulna-/-ti 'DL', mutna-/-ti 'PC' and muna-/-ti 'PL'. Thus: 

O-pat 
SG:IMP-sleep 
'sleep!' 

ona-pat-ti 
SG:PROHIB-sleep-PRoHIB 
'don't sleep!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

mu-polni 
PL:IMP-do 
'you (all) do it!' 

muna-polni-ti 
PL: PROHIB-do-PROHIB 
'don't (you all) do it!' 

The following uninflected interrogative morphemes occur in this language, with their 
word class membership as indicated: 

eah ADJ 'what kind?' 
uahes ADJ 'how much/many?' 
xavi ADJ 'which?' 
hive VERB 'go where?' 
tep VERB 'how?' 
nceh/naha N 'what?' 
visi N 'who?' 
viliceh ADV 'when?' 
xavi/tavi ADV 'where?' 

Polar questions can be expressed by means of change of intonation with no formal 
marking. 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

Coordinate sentences are made up of clauses which are linked by the following 
coordinators: 

mu 'or' 
e 'and, but' 

6.2 Subordination 

Complement clauses can be expressed by means of the immediate future inflection on 
the verb of the subordinate clause and no overt marker of subordination. Thus: 

Na-saxaras na-mas-i. 
lSG-unable lSG:IMM.FUT-hit-3SG 
'I cannot hit him.' 
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The subordinator xa that marks relative clauses can mark a variety of other subordinate 
relationships. E.g. 

Bite-ni mi-ni xa ... 
3sG-say-3sG to-3SG SUB 
'(S)he told him/her that ... .' 

Complements to clauses expressing locutions or perceptions can be introduced either by 
the subordinator xa or by the intransitive verb hit 'say'. Other forms that are used as 
subordinators generally combine with xa. E.g. 

xos 'maybe' xos xa 'if' 



LAMEN 
Robert Early 

The Lamen language is spoken by around 500 people in several villages on the small 
island of Lamen (LamanuILamenu) offshore from Lamen Bay at the northwest tip ofEpi 
island, Vanuatu. Lamen people commute to the mainland of Epi for gardens, high school, 
health services, and transport and communication links, so many have acquired land 
around the shores of Lamen Bay, and another 50 or so speakers are resident there. Perhaps 
another 50 live in Port Vila and other places, giving a total speaker population of 600. 

Lamen island was a mission station from the early 1900s, but Lewo on Epi was chosen 
as the church language. Many adult speakers of Lewo and Lamen are bilingual in the other, 
building on significant mutual intelligibility, although Bislama is used as a lingua franca by 
younger speakers. Efforts to develop Lamen for literary purposes have begun recently. 

The language belongs to the Epi subgroup of North and Central Vanuatu languages 
(Tryon 1976). Its closest relatives are Lewo and Bierebo. 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

Lamen has an inventory of twenty-two phonemes: seventeen consonants and five 
vowels. The consonants are: 

kp P t k 
b d g 
v s 

Dm m n I) 

r 
w y 

The voiced stops are prenasalised, with fbi and Igl occurring infrequently; Id/ is more 
common, however, occurring in both lexical and some grammatical morphemes. All 
three can be devoiced. In the word ['I).ka] 'yes', the nasal component ofthe phoneme Igl 
occurs as an initial stressed syllabic nasal. The two labio-velar sounds Ikpl and jIJmJ are 
labialised before Iii and lei, and they do not occur before rounded vowels 101 and lui. 

There are five vowel phonemes as follows: 

e 
a 

u 
o 

The vowel phoneme Ia! has a fronted allophone [re] following bilabial consonants, and is 
otherwise [a]. However, there is possibly a sixth vowel lrel in a few very low frequency 
words. Vowel length is phonemic. 
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LAMEN 

o 

VANUATU o 

1.2 Phonotactics 

168'10'E 
o 10 20 

£PI 
/ 

,-I ____ -'--1 ____ I 

Kilometres 

o 

16'40'8-

Lamen syllable shapes are CCC)V(C), Allowable CC onsets are stop-liquid or nasal-liquid 
pairs, e,g, !kI1, Iprl, Imll, while a wider range of clusters occur across syllable boundaries, 

1.3 Stress 

Words are stressed on the penultimate syllable, High vowels, especially Iii, are often 
elided word finally, so that [,' ,'CVCi#] sequences become [, , ,'CVC#], with final stress, 
Subject prefixes can not be stressed, There are several particles (e,g, 1-1Ja/ 'only, just'; 
1-1Ji/ completive) which cliticise to preceding words and shift their stress to the right 

1.4 Orthography 

In earlier mission orthographies, prenasalised fbi and Idl were sometimes written as mb 
and nd, particularly word medially, and there is some record of the symbol c being used 
for Igl, The orthography used in Lamen literature today, and in this sketch, is as follows 
(matching the phonemic charts above), Long vowels are written as doubled letters, 

j5 P t k u 
b d gk e 0 

v s a 
m m n g 

r 
w y 
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2. NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

There are three sets of pronominal fonns. 

IINC IEXC 2 3 
Independent 
SG onu ko naga 
PL isa omami amiyu la(la) - nala 

Subject prefix 
SG ne- o- f}-

PL fe- me- a- a-

Possessor suffix 
SG -u, -a -rna -na / -f} 

PL -da -ma(mi) -miyu -la 

There are no separate dual or trial pronouns, though numeral modifiers can follow the 
plural fonns; e.g. isa lua 'we (inc!.) two'. 

The e in the first person subject prefixes (ne-, me-, and fe-) often hannonises to the 
place of articulation of the first vowel of the following verb root, so ne-pirim 'I came', 
na-kana 'I ate it', no-morna 'I stay'. For the first person singular possessor fonn, -u 
occurs with directly possessed nouns, and -a (also -u for some speakers) occurs with the 
possessive markers (§2.7). 

2.2 Nouns 

Nouns for most body parts, some kin tenns, and a few other items (e.g. ga- 'place of 
origin') are directly possessed. Directly possessed nouns take the possessor suffixes 
listed in §2.l: onari-na (son-3sG) 'his son'; ga-da (place.of.origin-iPL:INC) 'our home 
area'. There are some morphophonemic changes: onari + -u > onaruu 'my son'. One 
kind of compound noun can be fonned from directly possessed noun roots occurring 
without the possessor suffix, but with a nominal possessor: la-pui (leg-pig) 'pig leg' but 
pui la-na (pig leg-3sG) 'the leg of the pig'. 

The only other inflection is a 'people group prefix' li-: li-Epi la (group-Epi PL) 'the 
people of Epi'. 

The nominaliser is discontinuous: (na-) ... -yana for most verbs, but a few are 
nominalised with (na-). . . -(e)na, which is also the Lewo fonn and possibly borrowed 
(e.g. mare 'die', mare-na 'death' [e+e > e]). Examples: 

wuwa 'be bad' na-wuwa-yana 
vere-wali 'explain, announce' na-vere-wali-yana 

'evil, wrong-doing' 
'explanation, announcement' 

A class of loeational nouns can be distinguished, which occur as locational modifiers 
without the general locative preposition eya. 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

There is no definite article, but the particles sa(i) 'a, one, another one' and sarala 'some' 
are singular and plural indefinite articles respectively. Proximal, distal and anaphoric 
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demonstratives are (na)ni, na, and nenani respectively. Another anaphoric particle is 
formed from the relative pronoun plus the proximate demonstrative, nafta-ni. 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Numerals from I-lOuse the quinary system, where the numbers from 6-9 are built 
from a base particle plus the numerals from 1-4 ('six' appears irregular, but as noted, 
the indefinite singular article is sa(i), and s > r both here and in 'eighf): 

1 sokoroga 6 ora 
2 lua 7 olua 
3 selu 8 orelu 
4 var(i) 9 ovar(i) 
5 lima 10 lualima 

Larger numerals are ponotia 'hundred' and manu 'thousand, large unit'. 
A form pera- is used with numerals to form a collective: pera-lua 'both, as a pair'. Other 

quantity modifiers include moki 'many', punu/pinuga 'all', sirasi 'various', and wodolu 
'complete, total'. A multiplicative prefix va- 'times' is found with numerals. Ordinals are 
formed with the nominal prefix na-, except that 'first' is na-su-mo (NOM-stand-front). 

The third person plural pronoun la(la) also functions as a postposed plural marker in 
noun phrases. When it occurs with a personal noun, or a proper noun, it has the meaning 
'and the others'. 

Valia lala a-su-ga uma. 
Valia PL 3PL-stand-just home 
'Valia and the others just stayed home.' 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

All stative forms which occur as post-nominal attributes are also able to occur with 
subject prefixes, and are therefore regarded as members of the class of verbs. A few pre-
nominal modifiers have been found which establish an adjective word class: 

purumara ika 
huge fish 
'a huge fish' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

The main constituents of the NP, all optional except the head, occur in the following 
order: 

(POSSESSIVE)(PREMODIFIER) HEAD (POSTMODIFIER)(PL)(NUMERAL)(INDEF) 
(RELATIVE CLAUSE) 

The example below shows an expanded post-modifier slot. 

ma-na yuma fwo madede laa} sai 
Poss-3SG house good great much INDEF 
'a [very very good] house of his' 

Compound noun phrases are conjoined with a 'and' or yopuluwa 'with'. 
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2.7 Possession 

Indirect possession uses three possessive markers: sa- 'general possession', ka-
'possession of edibles and some part-of-whole relationships', and rna- 'possession of 
drinkables and various domestic items'. With pronoun possessors, the possessive 
markers combine with the possessor suffixes: 

Nala-luwa a-mi-la sa-la yu. 
they-two 3PL-REAL-take POSS-3PL knife 
'They (dual) took their knife/knives.' 

Second singular possessors (-rna) change the a vowel of the possessive marker to 0; e.g. 
so-rna 'yours'. The conditions under which the -na and -llvariants for 3SG.POSS occur 
have not been fully identified. The latter is found predominantly with nominal and 
named possessors, but examples with pronominal possessors also occur: 

Naga ll-peve-pla-la 
he/she 3SG-REAL:chase-go.out-3PL 
'He chased them out of his village.' 

Possessives sometimes follow the head: 

pada sa-ll kumali. 
away.from Poss-3SG village 

Me-pere-ari na-vere-ari-yana sa-mami. 
IEXC:PL-REAL:say-carry NOM-IRR:say-carry-NoM POSS-IEXC:PL 
'We made (lit., promised) our promise.' 

Noun-noun genitive relationships are expressed with na or na-viyo: 

luwasi 
end 

na sa-a sunu-yana 
POSS poss-lsG tell.story-NoM 

'the end of my story' 

sujje na-viyo Moriu 
chief poss-place Moriu 
'the chief of/from Moriu' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

The preposed relativiser is na(fJa). The preposition eya occurs as a copy at the point of 
extraction for oblique arguments that are relativised. 

Ne-pisu rnene waa la najja a-kuwa varu a-suo 
ISG-REAL:see too boat PL REL 3PL-throw stone 3PL-stand 
'I also saw the boats that were anchored (there).' 

3. VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Verbs occur obligatorily indexed with subject prefixes (§2.1). Pronominal objects 
usually occur as full pronouns, but the third person plural pronoun lala often reduces to 
a cliticised short form -la in object position. Third person singular objects, when 
understood, are omitted, without any indexation on the verb. 
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Transitivity is not usually marked on the verb: 

Naga 
he/she 

fJ-me onu. 
3SG-REAL:hit me 

'He hit me.' 

However, with some two-place verbs (and some verbal prepositions), an optional verbal 
suffix -na marks transitivity, often with no apparent difference in meaning, but perhaps 
with more attention focused on the object in some cases. Note the two further na 
homophones ('again' and 'distal location') in the following example. 

Ne-viyu(-na) na wm na da ko. 
lSG-ask(-TR) again thing OTST PREP 2SG 
'I ask that thing of you again.' 

The suffix also functions as a transitiviser for one-place verbs: 

Me-pirimi-na ko. 
IEXC:PL-REAL:come-TR you 
'We've come for you.' 

There are other transitive verbs which appear to have an original -na suffix frozen as 
part of the root. 

Verbs may be reduplicated to indicate plurality of actor or repetition/intensification 
of action. Reduplication is usually partial, often being a repetition of the first eve, but 
some reduplications are phonologically unpredictable. For several words relating to size, 
where a reduplicated form would be expected, an intrusive -re- is found, sometimes with 
reduplication, e.g. keviyu 'be big' becomes ke-ke-re-viyu 'be very big', and sometimes 
without, e.g. tekaki 'be small' becomes te-re-kaki 'be very small'. 

Nunu kusa la nafJa-ni a-mar-mare 
young octopus PL ANAPH-PROX 3PL-REo-die 
'The young octopuses had all died.' 

pa-gi. 
REAL :gO-COMPL 

Verbs can be marked for realis mood. For verbs beginning with a vowel, I, or y, the realis 
mood prefix is mi-. For other verbs the same category is marked by an alternation in the first 
consonant of the verb root, or in some cases (e.g. mare below) it is not marked at all, or (as 
in we) is somewhat irregular. Various considerations (like reduplication strategies) show that 
the consonant alternation is not a matter of different realis and irrealis prefixes. 

Irrealis Realis 
inana m-inana 'sick' 
log mi-Iog 'hear' 
ya mi-ya 'sing' 
vano pano 'go' 
welu fJelu 'dance' 
mare mare 'die' 
we mi- + we> me 'hit' 

One class of (especially motion) verbs are obligatorily reflexive with coreferential 
subject and object arguments, both of which are indexed: 

Ko o-wasupe ko na? 
you 2sG-return you again 
'Will you go back again?' 



A-pirim a-paruru-la. 
3PL-REAL:COme 3PL-REAL:rest-3PL 
'They came and rested (themselves).' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 
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There are two negative preverbal particles (maa and sipa), and a future tense marker 
pina. Postverbal particles are mainly aspectual, and include -gi 'completive clitic', ka 
'present', rna 'continuous', rnene 'too', na 'again', re 'a little bit', and a second re, 
'negative' (the negative construction is discontinuous; §4.4). 

The completive clitic -gi is frequently attached to the realis verb pa 'go', e.g. lJ-sinom 
pa-gi (3sG-swallow gO-COMPL) 'already swallowed'. Aspectual meaning is also 
conveyed by posture verbs occurring before the main verb, in what may be analysed as 
either auxiliary or serial verb constructions: 

Sira nani lJ-mo-ka lJ-pere lJ-visi. 
woman PROX 3sG-lie-PRES 3SG-REAL:say 3SG-IRR:dig 
'This woman is still wanting to dig (it).' 

A -su-rna a-pisu-kiliya-ruru. 
3PL-stand-cONT 3PL-REAL:see-know-do.well 
'They were recognising (it) very well.' 

Adverbial modifiers occur postverbally and include directional, locational, and temporal 
forms like alu 'seawards', mava 'above', rove 'below', va-sokoro 'straight away, 
immediately', verupa 'for a long time', and wa 'still, yet'. Modifiers of manner are built 
around the verb sipa 'to be like', also sometimes with the verb va 'to go': (pa-)sipa-ni 
(REAL:go-)be.like-PRox 'like this', (va-)sipa-na (IRR:go-)be.like-msT 'like that'. 

Also mentioned here is another na, a frequent emphatic particle, which may occur 
with both verb phrase and other constituents. 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

There is extensive serialisation at both the nucleus and the core layer of the clause. 
Some serialised verbs occur as independent verbs in their own right (e.g. wali below), 
some are slightly modified when serialised (e.g. wari/-ari below), and other forms are 
not recognisable as independent verbs (-dupe and -yu), and which are similar to a rank 
of verbal modifiers. 

vere-wali say + find 'explain' 
vere-ari say + carry (wari) 'promise' 
vere-dupe say + ? 'answer' 
vere-yu say + ? 'talk about' 

A possible aspectual function of (core-layer) serialisation was mentioned in §3.2. Other 
functions include the use of motion verbs to express direction of action: 

A -ka yuwi la napa a-mi-la-ari pirimi. 
3PL-eat yam PL REL 3PL-REAL-take-carry REAL:come 
'They ate the yam which they had brought from the bush.' 
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4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Lamen has a copula, ve (realis pe), which is used in equational clauses. 

Yaru nani naga mene O-pe supe sai 
man PROX he too 3SG-REAL:be chief INDEF 

yemo. 
before 

'This man too was a chief previously.' 

However, nominal clauses may occur as NP[TOPIC] NP[COMMENT] constructions (one 
such construction is embedded in another below): 

{Yaru napa sa-O waa nani naj, [[sa-O kij [Avio]]. 
man REL poss-3sG boat PROX EMPH poss-3sG name Avio 
'The person who the boat belongs to, his name is Avio.' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

Basic word order is strictly svo. Subjects and objects are identified by position alone, 
although subjects are also cross-referenced by subject prefixes on the verb. Topicalised 
constituents can be fronted. 

Existential and presentational clauses are expressed using posture verbs: 

Yaru sa O-mo-ma. 
person INDEF 3sG-lie-CoNT 
'A person was there.', 'There was a person.' 

One interesting clause type occurs where a nominal (the directly possessed body part 
sine- 'gut') occurs with the transitiviser -na, as if it were a verb, but without the subject 
prefixes obligatory for verbs, to express want, intention, or desire. 

Isa sine-da-na 
we:INC gut-POSS:lINC:PL-TR 
'We want a person like that.' 

yaru-ni 
person-PROx 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

sipa-na. 
like-DIST 

There is just one preposition that marks oblique or peripheral arguments, e(ya). The 
range of functions that it marks includes location, instrument, and cause. In some cases, 
the preposition reduces to -ya and cliticises to the preceding verb: 

A-kiriri=ya merapa. 
3PL-run=OBL road 
'They were running on the road.' 

A number of verbal prepositional forms occur: varna) 'direction', vada 'source', viadu 
'towards hearer'. These are marked for realis/irrealis, but do not occur with subject 
prefixes. 

Ne-pere-wali pana sisi napa-ni 
lSG-REAL:say-find to child ANAPH-PROX 
'I reported it to that child's father and the others.' 

arima-na lao 
father-3sG PL 
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An interesting comitative formation uses a subject pronoun merged with an apparent 
comitative marker sa: am-sa 'you with X', ise-sa 'we (INc) with X', etc. 

A-pa ura lala-sa sa-la apua lala. 
3PL-REAL:go mainland 3PL-with POSS-3PL grandparent PL 
'They went over to the mainland with their grandparent(s) and the others.' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

The negative construction is bipartite, with either maa (regular negation) or sipa 
(prohibition) occurring before the verb, and re following it. re NEG2 never occurs with 
re 'a little bit', and it seems that these distinct functions have arisen from the one form. 

Na maa a-pisu re na lala luwa nafJa-ni. 
CON] NEG 1 3PL-REAL:see NEG2 again they two ANAPH-PROX 
'Then they never saw those two again.' 

Sipa o-kila re na! 
PROHIB 2sG-do NEG2 again 
'Don't do (it) again!' 

A form kiyade has developed from kiliya-dede (be. able-unable ), expressing prohibition 
or inability. 

Kiyade a-virimi. 
be.unable 3PL-IRR:come 
'They can't come (i.e. not allowed or unable).' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

Imperatives are expressed as irrealis clauses. The verb takes the second person subject 
prefixes, and sometimes, particularly in the plural, the independent pronoun will also 
occur as the subject, indicating greater politeness. 

O-va! 
2SG-IRR:go 
'Go (singular)!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Interrogative words are: 

a (i) 
kowaya 
nape 
pe 

'who?' 
'why?' 
'which?' 
'where?' 

Amiyu a-va! 
you:PL 2PL-IRR:go 
'Go (plural)!' 

(va)sape 
velige, pog ya 
via 
ya(ra) 

'how?' 
'when?' 
'how many?' 
'what?' 

Polar questions occur with rising intonation, and can take the alternative conjunction po 
'or' as a sentence-final tag. 
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6. COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

Listing a sequence of events or describing closely related activities or parts of an activity 
can be achieved without any overt conjunction. However, there is a conjunction a 'and', 
which can be used for both phrase and clause level coordination. Narrative sequence and 
coordination can also be expressed with na 'and, then', and alternation is expressed with 
po 'or'. 

Na waa 9-palu na 9-pa Paama. 
CONJ boat 3SG-REAL:go.to.sea CONJ 3SG-REAL:go Paama 
'So the boat went out to sea and went off to Paama.' 

6.2 Subordination 

Subordinators include vere 'if' (from vere 'to say'), kome 'because', and formations like 
pisi na (finish EMPH) 'after', su-rau-na (stand-behind-TR) 'following that', pogi napa 
(time REL) 'when'. 

Direct and indirect speech complements are typically introduced by the verb verel 
pere 'to say'. This verb is also used to express desideratives. 

Naga 9-pere-yu pere yaru sa 
he/she 3SG-REAL:say-expand REAL:say person INDEF 
'He explained that someone had died.' 

Ne-vere 
lSG-IRR:say 
'1 want to go.' 

ne-va. 
lSG-IRR:go 

9-mare. 
3sG-die 

The following example shows that complements can also occur with the manner verb 
sipa, and also how causative constructions occur as complex clauses with the verb kila 
'do, make'. 

Ne-pisu 9-sipa-ni sa-na visa-na puna 
lSG-REAL:see 3sG-be.like-PRox Poss-3SG say-NOM FUT 

9-kila yUlna-na 9-viyowa. 
3SG-make work-NOM 3SG-IRR:bad 

'1 saw that those comments of his would spoil the work.' 



IFIRA-MELE 
Ross Clark 

This language is spoken in two villages, one on Ifira island in Vila Harbour, and the 
other to the immediate northwest of Port Vila in Me1e village (known to speakers of the 
language as Imere). Mutually intelligible dialects are spoken in the two villages, though 
the dialects differ in many details. This sketch is based exclusively on the Mele dialect. 
The combined population of the two villages at the 1989 census was 2326. 

Ifira-Mele is a Polynesian language, a member of the Samoic-Outlier subgroup. The 
presence of Polynesian speakers in the two villages has sometimes been explained as 
resulting from the arrival of a canoe from Samoa or some other Polynesian island in quite 
recent times (e.g. Speiser 1913:286, Anderson 1915: 104-105). If this were true, the Ifira-
Mele language should be almost exactly the same as Samoan, or some other language of 
Polynesia proper; but it is not. The original Polynesian speakers must, therefore, have 
arrived in Vanuatu many centuries ago, even if later arrivals may also have been added to 
the population. The Polynesian language most closely related to Ifira-Mele appears to be 
that of Futuna and Aniwa, near Tanna, about 250 km to the south (Clark 1986). 

Since the arrival of the Polynesian speakers at lfira and Mele, the language has been 
strongly influenced by the non-Polynesian languages ofEfate, in lexicon, phonology and 
grammar. Still, its Polynesian core remains the clearest evidence of the origins of these 
people, who today are physically and culturally very similar to their non-Polynesian 
speaking neighbours on Efate. 

No comprehensive description of this language has been written. Capell (1942) 
published a brief sketch of the lfira dialect. Biggs (1975) is a compilation of vocabulary 
from various sources. The present description is based on several periods of fieldwork at 
Mele between 1974 and 1986. My principal authority on the language has been Edwin 
Nganga. 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes are: 

P 
f 
v 

mw m 

r 
w 

tf k 
s 

n IJ 

Velar closure in the consonants /pw/ and /mw/ is variable but seems always to be present 
in some measure. There are five short vowels: 

681 
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IFIRA-MELE 

o 

;D 
IFIRA-MELE' 

VANUATU 

e 
a 

u 
o 

0J' , 
o 

o 5 10 
I I I 

Kilometres 

168'30'E 

17"30'8 

EFATE 
~l 

Vowel length is phonemic for all vowels, e.g. Imara! 'bitter' vs Ima:ra! 'garden' vs 
Ima:ra:1 'eel'. 

1.2 Phonotactics 

Consonants occur geminate as well as singly, e.g. Ikail 'eat' vs /kkail 'fester'. 
Although (C)V is the favourite syllable type, (C)VC syllables do occur. In final 

position such closed syllables are restricted to a few recent loanwords which come 
ultimately from English (e.g. Ino:tl 'north'), but medially they occur in older vocabulary 
as well, producing clusters of resonant + obstruent, e.g. IkintJial 'pinch', fricative + stop, 
e.g. Ikastava! 'bivalve sp.', or obstruent + nasal, e.g. latnana! 'hislher mother'. 

1.3 Stress 

Word stress in Ifira-Me1e falls regularly on the antepenultimate vowel, with long vowels 
treated as two vowels for the purpose of stress assignment. A normal utterance must 
contain at least three vowels. Speakers will not cite nouns and verbs with just two vowels 
(including many of the most common words in the language) in isolation, but always 
with an article, verb prefix or other affix attached. 
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1.4 Other features and orthography 

In the orthography used for examples below, Itfl and IIJI are written respectively as} and 
g. Geminate consonants are represented with double letters, while long vowels are 
distinguished from short vowels by being written double. The labio-velars Ipwl and Imwl 
are represented respectively as pw and mw. 

Two types of reduplication are common morphological processes. Two-vowel 
intransitive verbs show non-singular subject agreement by reduplicating their initial 
consonant resulting in a geminate, e.g. Inofol 'sit, stay', In-nofol (plural). Many verbs 
also form a multiple-action derivative by reduplicating the final two vowels (with 
accompanying consonants) of the root: Isopol 'jump', Isopo-sopol 'jump (many acts)'; 
lfiriu! 'tum around' lfiriu-riu! 'tum around (many acts)'; lfui-a! 'pour water on' lfui-fui-al 
'pour water on (many acts)'. 

While some details of the morphophonemics are a little uncertain, especially since 
there seems to be some variability in the data, there is a strong tendency for morpheme-
final long vowels before single consonants to alternate with their short equivalents 
before consonant clusters and geminate consonants, e.g. le:-nofol 'sit (singular), and 
le-nnofol 'sit (plural)'. There is also a general process whereby It I shifts to lsi 
immediately before lsi, e.g. Ite-sanul 'ART-empty shell' > It-sanu! > Is-sanu!. 

There is a recurring difficulty regarding the location of word boundaries in Ifira-
Mele, with a number of forms seemingly ambiguous between prefixes and preposed 
particles. For the sake of consistency in this sketch, such forms are written invariably as 
if they were prefixes, e.g. kor-romai '2DL:COme' rather than kor romai for 'you two 
came'. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

The independent pronouns (constituting a noun phrase in themselves) are: 

IINC IEXC 2 3 

SG avau akoe aia 
DL taaua maaua koorua raaua 
PC teafa meafa kouafa reafa 
PL taateu maateu kooteu raateu 

Other pronominal forms are used in possessives (§2.7) and for subject marking (§3.2). 
The internal morphological analysis of the non-singular pronouns is obvious enough 

from the table. For the singular pronouns, a prefix a- could be extracted, which occurs 
elsewhere only in a-tasi 'someone' (cf. ee-tasi 'one'). 

2.2 Nouns 

There is a suffix which forms nouns from verbs; its productive form is -raga, e.g. 
mantuusia 'think about', mantuusia-raga 'opinion'. There is, however, a set of non-
productive variants, e.g. mauri 'alive', mauri1"aga 'life'; mataku 'afraid', mataku-ga 
'fear'. 
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2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

The articles mark distinctions of number, definiteness and affection. The forms of the 
articles are: 

ORDINARY AFFECTIONATE 
DEF INDEF DEF INDEF 

SG te- se- ji- sina-
DUPC ruu- na- rii- riina-
PL a- ne- mii- riina-

Articles are prefixed to the noun, and when the noun has just two vowels, the article will 
accordingly bear the word stress: 

te-fare 
DEF:SG-house 
'the house' 

rii-tama 
DEF:DL:AF-child 
'the two little children' 

The article te- reduces to t- when the e is unstressed, or when the noun begins with t-: 
t-mwisaasake 'the piece of driftwood', t-tao 'the spear'. 

There are three demonstratives which cliticise to the right of the noun: =nei 'close to 
speaker but not to addressee', =naa 'close to addressee', =raa 'distant from both 
speaker and addressee'. 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

The cardinal numerals are as follows: 

1 tasi 
2 rua 
3 toru 
4 faa 
5 rima 

6 ono 
7 fitu 
8 varu 
9 siva 

10 gafuru 

The numerals 1-9, as well as the interrogativefia 'how many?' (§5), follow nouns that 
they modify. Grammatically they are verbs, and must occur with a verb prefix, most 
commonly the realis marker ee-: 

taagata ee-toru 
person:PL REAL-three 
'three people' 

An example with a different verb prefix: 

S-no-kai roo-tasi roo-mwelu kee. 
INDEF:SG-3SG-fruit INT-one INT-fall NEG 
'Not one of its fruits shall fall.' 

The numeral system extends into the thousands, with the use of mijikao 'hundred', manu 
'thousand' and antuumaa which connects units with tens, e.g. te-manu mijikao ee-rima 
gafuru ee-rua antuumaa ee-fitu '1527'. Many younger speakers, however, resort to 
English-derived numerals for counting or reckoning beyond the first few numbers. 

Most nouns do not mark number, though there is a small group of commonly 
encountered nouns that irregularly express plurality by means of root modification, e.g . 
.!fine 'woman',faafine 'women'; tagata 'man', taagata 'men'. 



2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

Adjectives follow the noun they modify: 

te-gata pwoulapa 
DEF:SG-snake big 
'a big snake' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

The order of elements in the noun phrase is as follows: 

(ARTICLE-)NOUN ADJECTIVE NUMERAL DEMONSTRATIVE 

te-fare pwoulapa~raa 

DEF:SG-house big-that 
'that big house' 

t-tao tasi~naa 

DEF: SG-arrow other-that 
'that other arrow' 

2.7 Possession 
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Two major categories of possession are distinguished in Mele. Intrinsic possession is 
that between whole and part, and between other things which are intrinsically connected. 
Contingent possession is that which relates an owner to a material possession. 

Intrinsic possession with a pronominal possessor is marked by the following bound 
pronominal elements which come before the noun (with the hyphens indicating 
separable articles): 

IINC IEXC 2 3 
SG tu-ku- t-oo- t-no-
DL maa- taa- karu- raa-
PC mau- tau- katau- rau-
PL mafu- tafu- kafu- rafu-

With a singular possessor, when the possessum is non-singular, the forms tuku- and 
too- appear instead as ru-ku- and r(u)-oo- respectively, while in the third person, tno-
corresponds to ru-no- with a dual possessum and (a)-no- with a plural possessum. 
Thus: 

tno-usu 
3sG-nose 
'hislher nose' 

rafu-mata 
3PL-eye 
'their eyes' 

With non-pronominal possessors, intrinsic possession may be expressed in one of two 
ways. The possessor may precede the possessum, which in tum is marked with a 
concordant pronoun possessor with the article element absent: 

ji-tama~naa ru-no-rima 
SG:DEF:AF-child-that DL-3sG-arm 
'the baby's arms' 
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Alternatively, the possessor (with its article) may follow the possessed, which is not 
marked for possessor: 

te-roo te-gata 
SG:DEF-voice SG:DEF-snake 
'the snake's voice' 

With contingent possession, the possessor follows the possessed and is marked by the 
preposition na. Singular pronominal contingent possessors are indicated by the 
postposed possessive pronouns neaku 'my', neau 'your', neana 'his/her/its', while 
non-singular pronouns appear in their independent forms as possessors: 

a-tara na taateu te-fare neaku 
PL:DEF-language POSS lrNC:PL 
'our (inclusive) language' 

SG:DEF-house POSS:lSG 
'my house' 

Kinship relations are divided grammatically between intrinsic and contingent 
possession. Among those treated as intrinsic possession are: kave 'sibling of opposite 
sex', soa 'friend, partner', tariki '(man's) son', kaitae 'widow, bereaved mother', 
maalepu 'widow, widower' and maami 'father's sister'. Those treated as contingent 
include tama '(woman's) child', eetata 'mother', eemama 'father', eepua 'grand-
mother', tawiana 'brother-in-law', taatai 'sibling'. 

A small group of kin terms show pronominal possession with forms suffixed directly 
to the noun. Some of these also have a preposed intrinsic possessive marker: 

atna-na 
mother-3SG 
'his mother' 

tuku-makupu-ku 
1 sG-grandchild-l SG 
'my grandchild' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

Relative clauses follow the head noun. The relativised element is reduced in various 
ways. Inanimate subjects and objects are deleted: 

tee-nea gani mau 
SG:DEF-thing REL lEXC:DL:REAL 
'the thing we wanted to know' 

muuna 
want 

ma-t taaea 
lEXC:DL-INT know 

Animate subjects and objects are pronominalised: 

t-tama au k-kaamoa aia 
SG:DEF-child lSG REDuP-carry 3sG 
'the child I am carrying' 

ru-faafine rau soina avau 
DL:DEF-woman:PL 3DL with lSG 
'the two women who were with me' 

Locative phrases are reduced to the postverbal particle gani: 

t-nagona ee-tasi te-fatu 
SG:DEF-place REAL-one SG:DEF-stone 
'a (certain) place where there is a rock' 

ee-tuu 
REAL-stand 

gani 
LOC.PRO 
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3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Some inflection processes distinguish between 'short' and longer verbs. A short verb has 
just two vowels, e.g. tere 'run', moe 'sleep', tuu 'stand'. 

Causative verbs are derived by means of the prefix faka-, e.g. faka-fonu-a 'fulfil, 
complete', cf. fonu 'full'. CV(C)V reduplication derives verbs which express multiple 
action, whether repeated instances of the same act, or action by several subjects, or on a 
number of objects, e.g. laai-a 'tie in a bundle', lai-laai-a 'tie many things in bundles'; 
faji 'break', faji-faji 'break many things, gather firewood'. Some reduplicated verbs 
involve different patterns of reduplication with their intransitive and transitive forms, 
e.g. s-sua '(Pig) root (intransitive)', suaa-sua 'root (repeatedly, or of many pigs)'. 

Transitive and intransitive forms of the same verb are always morphologically 
distinguished. Transitive verbs always bear the transitive suffix, which has a variety of 
forms including -a, -jia and -kina. There are some verbs which occur as independent 
verbs only in transitive form, e.g. kaamoa 'hold, carry'. (The unsuffixed stem form does 
not occur by itself, but may be seen as the first element of compounds such as kamo-
sookia 'hold tight'.) 

Intransitive verbs are often morphologically simple, e.g. kai 'eat (INTR)', kai-na 'eat 
(TR)'. However, some intransitive verbs show CV reduplication, e.g.jii-jiro 'look down 
(INTR)' ,jiiro-a 'look down at (TR)'. A few verbs have an intransitive prefixji-, e.g.ji-k-
kaji 'bite (INTR)', cf. kaji-a 'bite (TR)'. Most intransitive verbs show non-singular 
subject agreement by reduplicating the first consonant of the base, e.g.: 

aia ee-tuu 
3SG REAL-stand 
'(s)he is standing' 

rau e-ttuu 
3DL REAL-stand 
'they two are standing' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

TAM categories are marked by particles which are prefixed to the verb. When there is no 
subject noun phrase, these are preceded by subject pronouns, which appear in one of two 
reduced forms, as set out below: 

Set I 
SG 

lINe 

DL tau-
pe tef-
PL tat-

Set II 
SG 
DL ta-
pe taf-
PL tu-

lINe 

au-
mau-
mef-
mat-

ku-
ma-
maf-
mu-

2 3 

ake- e-/i-
kor- rau-
kof- ref-
kot- rat-

ki- fJ-
kar- ra-
kaf- raf-
kat- ru-

Generally, pronoun Set I occurs before realis verbs, and Set II before those with all other 
TAM categories. 
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The TAM markers are as follows: 

ee-
tee-/roo-
kuu-
kaa-
kee-
too- 1 

tooJ 

'realis' 
'intentional' 
'inceptive' 
'subordinate' 
'hypothetical' 
'prospective' 
'sequential' 

noko-
i-

'habitual' 
'past' 

In the intentional, we find roo- with third person singular subjects, while tee- is found 
with other subject categories. The realis prefix ee- occurs only before short verbs; before 
longer verbs it is realised by 0-. Examples: 

Ee-kua ra-ka-kkaa=raa? 
REAL-why 3DL-REDUP-cry=there 
'Why are they crying?' 

Kuu-poo. 
INCEP-night 
'It's night.' 

Kar-kee-mwelu! 
3DL-HYP-fall 
'Watch out you don't fall!' 

Ki-too-pwili. 
2SG-PROSP-blind 
'You'll go blind.' 

Go kor-too-roro ga-i-fea? 
and 2DL-SEQ-gO:PL to-Loc-where 
'And then where did you go?' 

Te-ffine=naa noko-fano gaia te-fatu=naa. 
SG:DEF-woman-this HABIT-go to SG:DEF-rock-this 
'This woman used to go to this rock.' 

Noko- and i- may co-occur with prefixes from the preceding set, e.g. 

raf-ka-noko-rrama gani 
3PL-SUB-HABIT-torch.fishing LOC.PRO 
'where they used to go torch fishing' 

The past prefix i- occurs only in the third person with long verbs, and its properties are 
not well understood. 

The verb is preceded by the prefixal elements just discussed, as well as by se-
'negative', tupu- 'by oneself, reflexive, reciprocal', and ro- 'achieved location'. These 
prefixes appear between the TAM markers and the root, e.g. 

Ku-see-tere kee. 
INCEP-NEG-sail NEG 
'It no longer sailed.' 



Aia IJ-tupu-ggoro. 
3SG REAL-self-sing 
'He sang by himself.' 

Tu-t-tupu-taaea taateu. 
lINC:PL-INCEP-RECIP-know lINC:PL 
'Let's understand one another.' 

Ra-ku-ro-ttaaraa age Munaapwau. 
3DL-INCEP-ACHIEVED.Loc-near along Munaapwau 
'They were by now almost to Munaapwau.' 
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Particles which follow the verb within the verb phrase include the directionals ake 'up', 
i/o 'down', mai 'towards speaker', atu 'towards hearer', age 'along'; negative kee; 
oblique anaphor gani; the demonstratives nei 'near speaker and not hearer', naa 'near 
hearer', raa 'not near speaker or hearer'; and palliative moa (serving as a politeness 
marker with imperatives). Examples: 

Paaji-a mai t-laamu. 
carry-TR hither SG:DEF -lamp 
'Bring me the lamp.' 

Au s-taaea kee. 
ISG NEG-know NEG 
'I don't know.' 

Polisi puaaji-a mai gani a-ia. 
police hold-TR hither LOC.PRO from-3sG 
'The police brought her back from there.' 

Kam-mai 
take-DIR 

ku-s-sei-a moa. 
lSG-REDUp-see-TR PALL 

'Please give it here so I can see it.' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

Syntactic serialisation of verbs is not particularly prominent in Mele. In V+V sequences 
within the same clause, the second element tends to be one of a small number of motion 
and manner verbs such as moage 'be first; first, ahead', paafiriu 'return; back', muri 
'follow; behind, after', tootonu '(go) straight',fori '(go) around', lauikoto '(go) across', 
tata '(be) close', pwoulapa 'a lot', maaroo 'strong(1y)" pwilloorogo 'quietly', pelepele 
'quickly'. Some of the second verbs do not seem to occur independently and hence 
might be assigned to a small category of adverbs: surakina 'all, completely', mataakina 
'properly, really'. Others appear to be prepositional verbs, as siria '(go) past, exceed', 
pijjia '(go) across, intercept', takaalia 'reach, right up to'. 

I-plaake-a paafiriu raaua. 
3SG:PAST-escort-TR return 3DL 
'(S)e took them back.' 

Ee-tere muri t-aia. 
REAL-run follow OBL-3SG 
'(S)he ran after him.' 
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I-s-taae-a 
3SG:PAST-NEG-know-TR 
'(S)he didn't really know.' 

mataakina kee. 
properly NEG 

I-mere maaroa Slrl-a rea/a. 
Loc-Mele strong exceed-TR 3PL 
'Mele was stronger than them.' 

Repetition of an entire verb, two or more times, to indicate prolongation of an action, is 
a common feature of Ifira-Mele narrative. 

Raateu e-m-mae m-mae 
3pc REAL-REDuP-sleep REDUP-sleep 
'They went on sleeping for a while.' 

/aariki. 
little. bit 

Note that this is distinguished from CVCV reduplication in several ways: by the possibility 
of more than two repetitions; by the repetition of more complex word forms, as with the 
reduplicated consonant in the above example; and by the fact that each repetition is a 
separate word, as is shown by the appearance of realis e- in the above example (because 
with longer words, this category should have O-realisation). Yet the subsequent repetitions 
do not show the realis marker, and actually appear to violate the minimal word constraints. 
And there are morphophonemic interactions which suggest intra-word structure: 

T-Ianese 
SG:DEF-launch 

kaa-tet-tere « tere-tere) ake. 
INT-sail-sail up 

'There was a launch approaching.' 

In this example, the long vowel of kaa- indicates that the first verb is short; yet it 
undergoes final vowel loss and r > t assimilation as if it were part of the same word as 
the second as part of a general morphophonemic process. 

A common and at least partially productive pattern of verb combination within the 
same clause is compounding. Compound verbs are almost all transitive, and have the 
form V 1-V z-TR, where V 1 broadly speaking indicates the type of action, V 2 the manner 
or result of the action, and TR is the transitive suffix: 

kaji-ttuuji-a 
bite-cut.off-TR 
'sever by biting' 

mantu-usi-a 
think-follow-TR 
'think about' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

kupi-rigi-a 
kick-spill-TR 
'spill by kicking over' 

The most common type of predicate without a verb is a demonstrative consisting of an 
article attached to one of the three demonstrative morphemes nei, naa, raa mentioned 
above (§2.3). A relative clause may be extraposed to follow the predicate. 

Ji-na-kave }ll=raa. 
SG:DEF:AF-3SG-opposite.sex.sibling SG:DEF:AF-that 
'That's his little sister over there.' 

Atasi tee=naa ka-ggaro naa. 
someone SG:DEF-here SUB-sing here 
'There's someone singing here.' 
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4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

Subjects precede the verb, and objects follow it. Neither subjects nor objects are marked 
for case. 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Peripheral arguments are marked in a variety of ways. Oblique object NPs are formally 
unmarked. They are distinguished from direct objects in two ways: 

(i) Pronominal oblique objects are preceded by the prefix (ki)t-. 
(ii) Oblique objects pronominalise with the postverbal particle gani. 

Semantically, oblique objects express locations, sources, instruments, and objects of a 
few formally intransitive cognitive verbs, e.g.fafatu 'trust, rely on', lookoro 'look after', 
pigo 'not know, be ignorant of'. 

Possessive benefactive arguments are normally introduced by the preposition rna. 
The form rna with singular pronominal objects assumes typically possessive forms: 
maaku 'for me', maau 'for you', maana 'for him/her' (§2.7). Pronominal benefactives 
precede direct objects, e.g. 

Ki-t-nea-a ma-aku se-kuau 
2SG-PROSP-make-TR BEN-l SG SG:INDEF -pudding 
'Make me a pudding with these (few) yams.' 

ru-ufi=naa. 
PC:DEF-yam-that 

Three other common prepositions, gaia 'to', so ina 'with' and rakina 'purposive 
benefactive' have the form of transitive verbs, and at least some of their grammatical 
properties. They take normal unmarked objects as transitive verbs do. They may form 
compounds with a preceding verb, e.g. taku-gaia 'say to', nofo-rakina 'wait for'. And 
postverbal adverbial particles may come between these prepositions and their objects: 

Ee-kau paafiriugaia foki te-muri t-Noosara. 
REAL-swim return to again SG:DEF-mouth SG:DEF-Noosara 
'She swam back again to the mouth of the Noosara (stream).' 

As noted above, locative arguments are unmarked. Complex locational expressions are 
formed by means of a small group of locational nouns bearing the prefix i-. These 
include i-roto 'inside', i-tua 'outside', i-fare 'indoors', i-fafo 'outdoors', i-ruga 'on top, 
above', i-aro 'under, below', and some place names such as i-mere 'Mele', e.g. 

i-ruga te-fare 
Lac-top SG:DEF-house 
'on top of the house' 

Note that the i- is not a case marker, since it occurs even when such nouns appear in 
subject position: 

I-fare ee-saa. 
ART-house REAL-bad 
'The house is a mess.' 
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4.4 Negative clauses 

Negation is marked discontinuously, by means of obligatory kee following the verb, and 
the optional prefix s(e)- (§3.2). 

Au (s)-taae-a kee. 
ISG NEG-know-TR NEG 
'I don't know.' 

With the affirmative existential verb lekina 'exist, have', negation is expressed lexically, 
by means of the corresponding form saai 'not exist, not have'. Of these verbs, saai takes 
the non-existent as subject, whereas lekina takes the existent as object: 

E-Iekina a-namu toope. 
3sG-exist PL:DEF-mosquito many 
'There are a lot of mosquitoes. 

A-namu saai. 
PL:DEF-mosquito not.exist 
'There are no mosquitoes.' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

Imperatives use the intentional verbal prefix te-, with a second person subject prefix: 

Ki-tee-tuu pwilloorogo moa. 
2SG-INT-stand quiet PALL 
'Please stop and listen.' 

If the verb root has more than two vowels, the subject and TAM marker may be omitted: 

(Ki-t) paaji-a mai t-Iaamu. 
2SG-INT carry-TR hither SG:DEF-lamp 
'Bring me the lamp.' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Polar questions are expressed without special syntax, except that the declarative form is 
followed by the disjunctive coordinator pe (§6.1): 

Ki-too-fano gaia I-stoa l naanei, pe? 
2SG-IRR-go to LOC-Vila today Q 
'Will you be going to Vila later today?' 

The roots of the interrogative morphemes used in content questions are: 

afa 'what?' (common noun) 
'what kind of?' (adjective) 

kuai 'who?' (proper noun) 
fea 'where?' (locational noun) 

'which?, how?' ( demonstrative) 
'when?' (time adverbial) 



fia 'how much?', 'how many?' 
kua 'be how?', 'why?' 
gani 'where?' 

(numeral) 
(verb) 
(demonstrative predicate) 
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These are all associated with the prefixes which regularly accompany forms of the 
appropriate word class. Note that various meanings of lea are distinguished by a variety 
of productive or semi-productive prefixes, e.g. a-fea 'when (in the future)?', na-Iea 
'when (in the past)?', i-fea 'where?',pe-fea 'how?', #-fea 'which?'. 

Most interrogatives are not fronted: 

Kor-romai i-lea? 
2DL-come Loc-where 
'Where did you two come from? 

Constructions with fronted interrogatives are cleft structures: 

A-ala kar-ka-kaamo-a=naa? 
PL:DEF-what 2DL-REDuP-carry-TR=here 
'What's this you've got?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

The following coordinators link clauses: 

go 
leilake 
koia 
pe 

'and' 
'so, therefore' 
'however' 
'or' 

6.2 Subordination 

Subordinating conjunctions are as follows: 

napoo 
tausia 
ton lake 
rakina 

NOTE 

'when' 
'if' 
'because' 
'so that' 

I The lfira-Mele name for the town of Vila is derived from Bislama stoa 'store' with a 
preceding loeational prefix. 



SYE 
Terry Crowley 

Sye is one of three, or possibly four or five (or even more) languages that were originally 
spoken on Erromango at the time of European contact. A series of epidemics in the 
nineteenth century reduced the original population of at least 5000 to just several 
hundred. This led to predictions that all of these languages would disappear. In fact, 
several of these did disappear, but Sye today is a vibrant language: the number of Sye 
speakers has picked up from a low point of just 381 in 1931 to the present level of about 
1400. Even so, Erromango, one of the largest islands of Vanuatu, has one of the lowest 
population densities. 

Among the islands of Vanuatu, Erromango has had one of the longest histories of 
outside contact. It was here in the 1840s that some of the early sandalwood stations were 
established, and Erromango was one of the sites for the formation and spread of earlier 
forms of Bislama, which was then referred to as Sandalwood English, or as Beach-la-
Mar. Despite this long period of contact with Bislama, the local vernacular is strong, 
with all children speaking it exclusively until they move to another island to continue 
their education, or when they leave primary school and begin to have contact with 
people from other islands who typically work in the logging industry. 

Sye is a member of the Southern Vanuatu subgroup oflanguages, which means that it 
shares a number of features with the languages of Tanna and Aneityum, in contrast to 
the languages from Efate northwards. These languages are all characterised by having 
undergone a number of phonological changes that have obscured the shapes of many 
familiar Oceanic roots. The phonotactic patterns in all of these languages allow words to 
take shapes that look markedly different from words in languages to the north (and in 
this respect they show a typological affinity with the phonologically complex languages 
of New Caledonia). 

These languages also share a number of grammatical features in contrast to the 
languages to the north. Perhaps the most notable feature is the absence of serial verb 
constructions, and the frequent use of what can be referred to as an echo verb 
construction to perform many of the same sorts of functions that are performed by serial 
verbs in languages to the north. These echo subject constructions perform a number of 
other functions as well. 

Until recently, the only substantial material on this language was a sketch in Lynch 
(1983), though a fuller description by Crowley (l998a) has recently appeared, of which 
this sketch represents an abridged version. This sketch has been based on information 
supplied largely by Edward Nalial. 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes of Sye are: 
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170"E 
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ANEITYUM 
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Of these, only the phonemes Is/ and Irl undergo noticeable allophonic variation. The 
alveolar sibilant lsi has the alveo-palatal articulation [f] immediately after Itl, but is 
realised as [s] in all other environments. The phoneme Irl is pronounced as the voiced 
velar stop [d] immediately following the homorganic nasal In!; in all other environments 
it is pronounced as the alveolar flap or trill [r]. 

The phonemic contrast between lsi and /hi may well be on the way out. In many parts 
of Erromango, there is free variation in all words that contain lsi with /hi, though not all 
occurrences of /hi alternate with lsi. It would appear, therefore, that earlier lsi is moving 
towards complete merger with Ih/. 

The surface vowel inventory includes the following five vowels: 

u 
e 0 

a 

There is no phonemic contrast between long and short vowels. However, there is 
evidence in the form of particular alternation sets in the paradigms of suffixed 
morphemes such as verbs and prepositions that an underlying sixth vowel, lal, needs to 
be set up; this is only ever realised on the surface as zero or 101. 
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1.2 Phonotactics 

Vowel sequences are restricted to the falling diphthongs lail, loil, leil, laul and lou!. Only 
about 10% of nouns are vowel-initial, and many of these initial vowels are optionally 
deleted to produce a consonant-initial altern ant. A much larger proportion of verb roots 
begin with vowels, with root-initial lei, 101 and lal being very common, and Iii and lui 
being relatively infrequent. Many of the vowels at the beginnings of verb roots represent 
historical accretions, though these forms are now well and truly inseparable from the 
root. 

All consonants are found root-initially, though nouns beginning with In! represent by 
far the largest single group, accounting for well over half of all roots. Historically, this 
reflects an article that has been reanalysed as part of the root, though in the modern 
language it is completely inseparable from the root with all but a handful of nouns. 

There is also a restricted set of two-member consonant clusters permitted word-
initially, these being: Inti, Inri (both of which are quite common), Inm!, Inpl, Invl, Inwl, 
Inyl, Iprl, Ipwl, Ikr/, Ikl!, Itr!, Isyl, Iswl, Iml! and Imrl (all of which are found in only 
relatively small numbers of words). There is also a single three-member cluster found 
word-initially: Inrv/. In inflected forms, however, clusters consisting of a wider range of 
sequences are quite common. 

Intervocalically, there is a wide range of two-member clusters, about which it is 
difficult to generalise regarding permissible and impermissible sequences. In addition, 
there is also a restricted set of three-member clusters permitted intervocalically, with 
most of these consisting of a homorganic nasal-stop cluster with a range of following 
consonants about which it is difficult to make any generalisations. We therefore find 
intervocalic clusters such as Impy/, Impl!, Infl]l, Il)kl!, and so on. 

1.3 Stress 

Primary stress is almost invariably found on the penultimate syllable. In words of four 
syllables or more, a secondary stress attaches to the preceding syllable but one. (Primary 
stress in the examples below is indicated by , preceding the stress syllable, and 
secondary stress by,.) Thus: 

['nvat] 
['movoy] 
[na'lintoy] 
[,sesi'mal)si] 

'stone' 
'outrigger pole' 
'lobster' 
'index finger' 

It should be noted that stress assignment occurs after all morphophonemic processes 
have applied. This means that stress does not necessarily attach to root syllables only, as 
affixed syllables can also be stressed. Syllabic material that is inserted or deleted 
morphophonemic ally within roots is also counted in the normal way for stress 
assignment purposes. Compare the following paradigmatically related forms of the 
underlying root 10r;)1)1 'hear' in its various surface manifestations, and accompanied by a 
variety of affixes: 

[y-o'rol)-yau] 
['y-orl)-oy] 
[yo'y-ofl]-i] 

'(s)he heard me' 
'(s)he heard you' 
'I heard it' 
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1.4 Other features 

There is an extensive set of morphophonemic rules which affect almost all aspects of the 
morphology of Sye, producing paradigms which vary quite markedly in shape. The most 
far-reaching morphophonemic rules are the following: 

Mid vowel backing 

The front mid vowel lei at the beginning of a root is backed to 101 after a prefix that ends 
in a rounded vowel. 

Glide formation 

Morpheme-final lui is shifted to Iwl before another vowel and after any preceding 
environment but the nasal 1m!. When there is a preceding 1m!, the vowel lui is instead 
deleted. 

Vowel deletion 

In addition to the circumstances just mentioned in which lui is deleted, the vowels Iii, lei 
and 101 are deleted before any following vowel. 

These rules produce the following kinds of derivations: 

Underlying form 

ko-esomsa1( 
ku-esomsa1( 
koku-omonki 
mu-omonki 
koli-omonki 

Surface form 

k-osomsa1( 
kw-osomsa1( 
kokw-omonki 
m-omonki 
kol-omonki 

'you (SG) breathed' 
'you (PL) breathed' 
'we (INC:DL) drank' 
'and (PL) drank' 
'we (INC.PL) drank' 

In addition to these rules, there are rules that are involved in the realisation of 
underlying schwa. Underlying schwa is only posited in final closed syllables. When this 
final consonant is followed by a morpheme that begins with a vowel, the underlying 
schwa is deleted. However, when there is a following consonant-initial morpheme, the 
underlying schwa is realised as 101. This produces paradigms such as the following for 
the purposive preposition whose underlying form is Intov:m-/: 

lINC 
lEXC 
2 
3 

SG 

ntovon-yau 
ntovn-01( 
ntovn-i 

1.5 Orthography 

PL 

ntovon-1(oh 
ntovon-1(am 
ntovon-1(um 
ntovn-or 

In the sections on grammar which follow, the following orthographic conventions will 
be followed: 

(i) The velar nasal IIJI will be represented as g. 
(ii) The velar fricative 11(1 will be represented as c. 
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(iii) Sequences of Inri will be spelled according to local usage as nd, although this 
reflects the phonetic rather than the phonemic shape of the cluster. 

Thus: 

Phonemic form 
InolJun! 
Ino1{ut/ 
Inran! 

Spelling 
nogun 
nocut 
ndan 

'road' 
'lice' 
'day' 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

Sye pronouns make a two-way number distinction only, and have the following shapes: 

SG 
PL 

IINC 

koh 

IEXC 

yau 
kam 

2 

kik 
kimi 

3 

iyi 
iror 

These can also be attached to the initial element pe-, to derive a form which expresses a 
contrastive meaning, or indicates that the referents of the action performed the action 
exclusively. Thus: 

Yau yococ-tovop pe-yau. 
ISG ISG:REC.PAST-laugh CONTRAST-ISG 
'It was me who laughediI laughed by myself.' 

Possessor pronominal suffixes and object suffixes on verbs take the following shapes: 

IINC IEXC 2 3 

Possessive 
SG -g -m -n 
PL -nt, -t -mam -mi -nd 

Object 
SG -yau -oc/-kik -i 
PL -cohl-koh -caml-kam -cuml-kum -or/-ond 

2.2 Nouns 

There are two productive means of deriving nouns from verbs by means of prefixes. The 
first of these involves the prefixation of n- (which has the altemant nt- before roots 
beginning with s-). This expresses a wide range of meanings, including: (i) an abstract 
noun referring to the activity or state expressed by the verb root, (ii) the product brought 
about by the action, (iii) a person who habitually carries out an action or (iv) the place 
where an action is performed. The second nominalising prefix is wor- (with the free variant 
or-), which indicates an instrument by means of which an action is carried out. Thus: 

avan 
ahwo 

'walk' 
'row' 

sompret 'scribble' 

n-avan 
n-ahwo 
nt-sompret 

'walking, a walk' 
'rowing' 
'scribbling' 

wor-avan 
wor-ahwo 
wor-sompret 

'shoes' 
'oar' 
'pen' 
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The only productive derivational suffix in the nominal morphology of Sye is the 
ameliorative suffix -veh: e.g., neteme 'person', neteme-veh 'good person'. There is a 
corresponding pejorative suffix, -ndi, which derives the form neteme-ndi 'undisciplined 
person', though this is found on only a much more restricted set of nouns. 

There is a wide range of compound nouns in Sye, with the most frequent patterns 
being NOUN + NOUN and NOUN + ADJECTIVE, such as nagkrai ntoc 'manta 
ray' « nagkrai 'flying fox' and ntoc 'sea') and nimo orog 'meeting house' « nimo 
'house' and orog 'big'). There are smaller numbers of compounds of the NOUN 
+ VERB type, e.g. Ndanworum 'Saturday' « ndan 'day' and worum 'bake') and 
the NOUN + NUMERAL type, e.g. Ndansukrim 'Friday' « ndan 'day' and sukrim 
'five'). 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

There are no articles in Sye. The historic noun phrase marker has been reanalysed as 
initial n- that is found on a large proportion of nouns. This segment is no longer 
separable except with a handful of forms in non-productive compound construc-
tions. 

The class of demonstratives includes the forms yihi 'this/these' and yima 'that/ 
those'. There is a number of other forms that have both adverbial and demonstrative 
functions. 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Non-human nouns obligatorily mark plural by means of the prefix ovn- (which has the 
allomorph ov- with nouns beginning with n-). Human nouns exhibit greater variation in 
the marking of plural, with kin terms varying between accepting the suffix -me, or being 
marked discontinuously by ro-. . . -me. Both of these markers can also be accompanied 
by the general pluraliser ovn-, which means that there can be discontinuous marking by 
ovn-. . . -me or ovn-ro-... -me. There is a small number of very common human nouns 
that irregularly pluralise by replacing the initial n- of the root with the prefix ovo-. It 
should be noted that the plural prefix ovn- can be alternately expressed by the free form 
ovon, which acts as a preposed nominal modifier. Thus: 

ovon r-avu-g-me 
PL PL-friend-lsG-PL 
'my friends' 

ovon kuri 
PL dog 
'dogs' 

~ ovn-kuri 
PL-dog 

ovn-r-avu-g-me 
PL-PL-friend-ISG-PL 

There is also a suffix -su, which can appear on both pronouns and nouns, to express the 
meaning of 'each' or 'all'. This can co-occur with the plural prefix: 

ovn-kuri-su 
PL-dog-each 
'every dog' 

koh nduru-su 
lINC.PL two-each 
'both of us' 

Numerals belong to the class of adjectives in Sye, and therefore also follow the head 
noun. The forms of the basic numerals are as follows: 
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1 haiten - haiteven - haihi 6 mehikai 
2 nduru 7 sukrimnduru 
3 ndehel 8 sukrimndehel 
4 ndvat 9 sukrimendvat 
5 sukrim 10 narwolem 

The forms for numbers above five are little used these days, and for most speakers these 
have been completely replaced by forms borrowed from Bislama. Note that the form 
derived from sukrim 'five' and ndvat 'nine' has an epenthetic -e- inserted between the 
first and second consonants of the resulting four-member cluster. 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

There are about four dozen uninflected and morphologically simple adjectives. Some of 
these express a basic stative meanings in contrasting pairs, e.g. armai 'good', ur 'bad'; 
orag 'big', virac 'small'; ndomo 'strong', melucluc 'weak'. Others express meanings 
that do not have corresponding antonomous adjectives, e.g. tompor 'holy', umrocri 
'lame', itvau 'clean, new', inpalam 'deep'. All other stative meanings are expressed by 
means of intransitive verbs. 

Adjectives can follow nouns as postmodifiers, or they can be used predicatively with no 
inflection. Adjectives can also be used with no modification as adverbial modifiers to verbs. 

There are two prefixes that are used to derive adjectives from stative verbs: n-, and a 
prefix that has the allomorphs itur- before consonants and itr- before vowels. Adjectives 
derived in both of these ways appear to be semantically equivalent. E.g. 

ovtar 
ogko 

'rot' 
'be straight' 

n-ovtar 
n-ogko 

itr-ovtar 
itr-ogko 

'rotten' 
'straight' 

Adjectives agree optionally in number with the nouns they modify. Underived adjectives 
mark plural by means of the suffix -go, or discontinuously by means of the prefix ovn-
and the suffix -go. Derived adjectives pluralise only by means of the prefix ovn-. 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

The only nominal premodifiers in Sye are the plural marker ovon (which, as I have already 
shown, alternates with the prefix ovn-) and the indefinite marker hai 'a, any'. In addition, the 
interrogative ndve 'how much/many?' can appear either before or after a noun. 

Most modifiers follow the nominal head. This includes adjectives and numerals, as 
well as a variety of quantifiers such as ginmah 'many', comwisacsu 'all', nogkon 'some'. 

Disjunctive noun phrases are linked by the form ku 'or', which also links disjunctive 
clauses. Thus: 

tipot ku pakit 
teapot or bucket 
'teapot or bucket' 

Coordinate noun phrases are linked by means of the proclitic m= which attaches to the 
second of the two noun phrases, or the free form im as an occasional variant: 

tipot m=pakit 
teapot and=bucket 
'teapot and bucket' 
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When a coordinate noun phrase involves a pronoun, a plural pronoun is phonologically 
bound to an accompanitive preposition and the nominal phrase follows this. Thus: 

kam-ndu namou 
IEXC.PL-ACC mother 
'me and mother' 

2.7 Possession 

There are three possessive constructions: (i) direct possession, in which a pronominal 
suffix is attached directly to the noun root, (ii) indirect possession, in which pronominal 
suffixes are attached to a separate possessive constituent that follows an invariant noun, 
and (iii) prepositional possession, in which the possessed and possessor noun phrases 
are linked by means of the locative preposition ra/ira-. 

The direct possessive construction is generally used with reference to the possession 
of inalienably possessed noun phrases such as body parts and kin terms. The 
prepositional construction is used for the possession of body parts that are expressed as 
free form nouns and which have been removed from the body of the possessor. The 
indirect possessive construction is used with all other nouns, i.e. alienably possessed 
nouns, as well as inalienably possessed free form nouns. 

Indirect possession 

The possessed noun phrase in this construction is followed by a possessive constituent 
that has the following paradigm: 

IINC IEXC 2 3 
SG 
PL horet 

horug 
hormam 

horom 
hormi 

ihen 
ihend 

There is a semantically equivalent paradigm that has quite a different shape, which is 
also used in this construction: 

SG 
PL 

IINC 

enogkoh 

IEXC 

enyau 
enogkam 

2 

enogkik 
enogkmi 

3 

eni 
eniror 

It is possible that these two sets of forms derive from two different Erromangan 
languages (or dialects) that have, in this respect at least, structurally 'merged', resulting 
in two competing paradigms. 

With a nominal possessor, the possessed noun phrase is followed by the possessor 
noun phrase, with the two being linked by either ihen or en. With a following nominal 
possessor, the third person singular form from the second paradigm appears as en rather 
than eni. Thus: 

nimo horug/enyau 
house POSS: ISG 
'my house' 

nimo 
house 

ihen/en natmonuc 
POSS chief 

'the chief's house' 
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Direct possession 

Direct possession is expressed by attaching one of the possessor pronominal suffixes 
presented in §2.l above onto the possessed noun itself. There is a subset of nouns which 
are formally designated as suffixed nouns requiring the attachment of one of these 
possessor suffixes. 

There is a certain amount of alternation in the shape of the final vowel of the noun 
root, with the simplest paradigms being those of roots ending in non-mid vowels, as the 
roots are invariant. With roots ending in mid vowels, the final vowel is backed before the 
singular possessor suffixes, and raised to u before the first person singular suffix. Some 
nouns also exhibit irregular possessive forms. In particular, the third person singular 
forms of the root nimto- 'eye' and nito- 'offspring' are unpredictably nipmi and nitni 
respectively. Thus: 

ISG 2SG 3SG 

nompu- 'head' nompug nompum nompun 
ntelgo- 'ear' ntelgug ntelgom ntelgon 
nelpavine- 'forehead' nelpavinug nelpanivom nelpavinen 
nimto- 'eye' nimtug nimtom nipmi 
nito- 'offspring' nitug nitom nitni 

Prepositional possession 

This construction is expressed by means of the preposition ra, which also marks a 
variety of spatial roles. Thus: 

netpolu ra nompcahi 
stomach poss pig 
'the pig's stomach (removed in butchering), 

With a human nominal possessor, the possessor is expressed by means of the inflected 
preposition ira-, which has the following paradigm: 

SG 
PL 

Thus: 

IINC 

irant 

IEXC 

irag 
iramam 

netpolu ira-n natmonuc 
stomach POSS-3SG chief 

2 

iram 
irami 

'the chief's stomach (removed in butchering), 

2.8 Relative clauses 

3 

iran 
irand 

Relative clauses follow the head noun, and are marked by the relative clause marker 
mori. Relativisation freely applies to noun phrases from subject, object and 
prepositional object positions, and also to a possessor phrase in a possessive 
construction. Relativised subjects are marked by the full subject marking prefixes. 
Relativised possessors are marked by the possessor suffix at the point of extraction. 
Relativised verbal objects and objects of suffixed prepositions are marked by trace 
suffixes on the verb or preposition. 
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Unsuffixed prepositions that are either polysyllabic, or which have the shape of 
closed monosyllables, can be stranded, with no pronominal trace being required at the 
point of extraction. There is one exception to this generalisation, and that involves the 
similative preposition hogku(su), which is obligatorily followed by a full pronominal 
trace. 

Unsuffixed prepositions of the shape Cv, of which there are only two, i.e. ra 
'locative' and gi 'instrumental', cannot be stranded. When a relativised noun phrase is 
extracted, these prepositions take the form of clitics, with the respective shapes ~wi and 
~gi, which attach either to the directly preceding constituent, or to the verb itself. 

Thus: 

neteme mori y-amarat 
person REL 3SG:DlST.PAST-sick 
'the person who was sick' 

neteme mori yam-och-i 
person REL ISG:DlST.PAST-See-3SG 
'the person who I saw' 

neteme mori yam-pasi nvag nisco-n 
person REL lSG:DlST.PAST-buy food BEN-3SG 
'the person who I bought the food for' 

neteme mori yam-pasi nvag ntovn-i 
person REL lSG:DlST.PAST-buy food SOURCE-3sG 
'the person who I bought the food from' 

neteme mori yam-etehep nandu 
person REL lSG:DlST.PAST-sitACC 
'the person who I sat with' 

neteme mori yam-aruvo hogku iyi 
person REL lSG:DlST.PAST-sing SIM 3sG 
'the person who I sang like' 

nu mori yam-orcai~wi 
river REL ISG:DlST.PAST-swim~LOc 

'the river that I swam in' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

The inflectional morphology of Sye verbs represents the most complex aspect of the 
morphology of the language, with most of the complexity being found in the patterns of 
prefixation. 

Root modification 

Unlike the other languages of southern Vanuatu, a salient feature of Sye verb 
morphology is the fact that many verbal roots undergo certain alternations in the shapes 
of their initial segments according to the nature of the preceding morphological 
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environment. Most verbs have two different shapes, which I will refer to as the 'basic' 
root and the 'modified' root respectively, though some phonologically determined 
categories of verbs are invariant in shape. 

The modified root forms are those which appear in the more restricted range of 
contexts, these being: (i) with verbs inflected for either the present or future tense, (ii) 
with conditional prefixes, and (iii) with past habitual prefixes. In all other morphological 
contexts, we find the basic form of the root. 

The shape of the modified form of the root depends on whether the verb is 
characterised as being 'weak' or 'strong'. With weak verbs, root modification takes the 
shape of a prothetic n- that is attached at the beginning of the basic form of the root with 
those verbs that begin with segments that are designated as being 'prenasalisable', i.e. 
stops, voiced obstruents and vowels. 

With strong verbs, however, root modification is more complex. A prothetic a- is 
added to the root, and a following root-initial mid vowel is deleted. At the same time, a 
nasal is added before any of the prenasalisable consonants that follow this prothetic 
vowel. The nasal assimilates in place of articulation to the following consonant, and 
sometimes also causes changes in the shape of the consonant itself. 

We therefore find examples such as the following of both weak and strong root 
alternation patterns: 

Basic root Modified root 
Weak tovop ntovop 'laugh' 

avan navan 'walk' 
sompog sompog 'snore' 
yep yep 'go down' 

Strong pat ampat 'blocked' 
vag ampag 'eat' 
mah amah 'die' 
owi awi 'leave' 
oruc anduc 'bathe' 
okili agkili 'know' 
ehvoh ahvoh 'white' 
evcah ampcah 'defecate' 
ochi aghi 'see' 

Strong verbs differ from weak verbs in one further respect. They are exempt from the 
general morphophonemic rule that deletes the vowel u before another vowel over a 
morpheme boundary, or which shifts u to the glide w. When such sequences arise in the 
inflectional and derivational paradigms of strong verbs, what happens instead is that the 
initial vowel of the verb root is lost and the vowel ofthe prefix is retained. Thus, contrast 
the following forms for the weak verb omonki 'drink' and the strong verb orcai 'bathe' 
following the plural imperative prefix u-: 

w-omonki 'you all drink!' 
u-rcai 'you all bathe!' 

About three quarters of Sye verbs behave according to the weak pattern of root 
alternation, while the remaining quarter are strong. The division of verbs into these two 
categories does not relate in any way to transitivity or any semantic facts. There is 
clearly no phonological factor which conditions the choice as the homophonous root owi 
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can behave weakly with the meaning 'plant' and strongly with the meaning 'leave'. 
Thus: 

w-owi 'you all plant!' 
u-wi 'you all leave!' 

Inflectional prefixes 

There are eleven categories that are marked inflectionally on Sye verbs: imperative, 
recent past, distant past, dependent past, past habitual, present, future, optative, realis 
conditional, irrealis conditional and counterassertive. 

The distinction between recent and distant past is not rigid but, in general, events that 
took place more than a week or so ago are considered to be distant rather than recent 
past. The dependent past is used with events that took place in the past either prior to or 
at the same time as another event. The optative refers to events that nearly took place, or 
which might have taken place in the past, but which did not actually take place. The 
realis conditional expresses a conditional meaning in the past, and translates as 'if I had 
X', whereas the irrealis conditional expresses a conditional event in the future, and 
translates as 'if I could X'. The counterassertive refers to events that the speaker is 
expressing an ability to perform in the face of a previous assertion to the contrary. It 
therefore translates as 'I can indeed do X'. 

These inflectional categories are all marked discontinuously, as combinations of the 
following markers: 

(i) the first order prefixes, which will be referred to as Inflectionj; 
(ii) the fifth order prefix, or the lack thereof, which will be referred to as Inflection2; 

and 
(iii) the shape of the verb root, i.e. whether it appears in the basic or modified root form. 

There is a major analytical difficulty with respect to Sye verb morphology in 
establishing constant meanings for the various constituent parts of these discontinuous 
inflectional markers. The Inflection2 sometimes seems to correlate with the notion of 
continuous aspect, though this is not a meaning that can be consistently associated with 
it. Similarly, the basic/modified root distinction probably correlated historically with a 
realis/irrealis distinction, but this no longer applies in modern Sye. 

With five distinct sets ofInflectionj markers, a two-way distinction in the Inflection2 slot 
(i.e. the presence or absence of em-), and two different forms of the verb root, there is a total 
of twenty logically possible formal distinctions in the inflectional categories of the language. 
Of these, only ten combinations are actually utilised in the expression of inflectional contrasts 
in Sye. The various morphologically marked categories, along with the constituent parts of 
the discontinuous marking for each, are set out below (with an explanation for the various 
series ofInflectionj markers presented later). Each of these paradigms is represented by the 
first person singular exponent in this table. The dashes indicate those particular conjunctions 
of morphological categories which do not occur in the language. 

Inflection 1 Inflection2 Root/orm Morphological category 

yaco- Series {}- Basic Recent past 
Modified 

em- Basic 
Modified Present 
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lriflection 1 lriflection 2 

yam- Series fJ-

em-

yapi- Series fJ-

em-

yoco- Series fJ-

em-

yakin- Series fJ-

em-

Root/orm 

Basic 
Modified 
Basic 
Modified 

Basic 
Modified 
Basic 
Modified 

Basic 
Modified 
Basic 
Modified 

Basic 
Modified 
Basic 
Modified 

Morphological category 

Distant past 

Dependent past 
Past habitual 

Optative 

Realis conditional 

Future 

Counterassertive 

Irrealis conditional 

Between the Inflection! and Inflection2 prefixes is a series of optional inflectional 
prefixes, i.e. the prior past marker epm-, the iterative marker um- and the negative 
marker etu-. 

The imperative markers are fJ- in the singular and u- in the plural. For the remaining 
inflectional categories, the Inflection! and Infiection2 prefixes will be presented as single 
morphemes, though it should be kept in mind that it is possible to segment the two. It is also 
possible for a negative marker to intervene between the two. However, the two morphemes 
are presented below without segmentation because there are some irregular conjunctions of 
markers. In any case, even in those forms that are regular, the elaborate set of 
morphophonemic rules effectively obscures the boundaries at the surface level of 
representation. The basic forms of each of the inflectional markers will be presented in turn. 

Although there are no separate dual pronouns, in the subject prefixes on verbs there 
are separate inflectional markers throughout for dual and plural in both the first person 
inclusive and exclusive forms. In the second and third persons, however, there is a 
simple singular/non-singular distinction in these verbal prefixes, directly reflecting the 
distinction that is marked in the pronouns. (Note that in all of these paradigms, the non-
singular forms in the second and third person are entered for convenience in the column 
corresponding to the first person dual forms since there is a closer formal similarity to 
the dual forms than to the plural forms.) 

IINC 

Recent past 
SG 
DL koku-
PL kokli-

Present 
SG 
DL kokumo-
PL kokemle-

IEXC 

yaco-
kaku-
kakli-

yacame-
kakumo-
kakemle-

2 

ko-
ku-

keme-
kumo-

3 

co-
cu-

came-
cumo-
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Distant past 
SG 
DL komu-
PL komli-

Dependent Past 
SG 
DL komumu-
PL komemli-

Past Habitual 
SG 
DL komumo-
PL komemle-

Optative 
SG 
DL kopu-
PL kopli-

Realis conditional 
SG 
DL kopumo-
PL kopemle-

Irrealis conditional 
SG 
DL konumo-
PL konemle-

Future 
SG 
DL kokwo-
PL kokle-

Counterassertive 
SG 
DL konu-
PL konli-

IEXC 

yam-
kamu-
kamli-

yamem-
kamumu-
kamemli-

yameme-
kamumo-
kamemle-

yapi-
kapu-
kapli-

yapeme-
kapumo-
kapemle-

yakeme-
kanumo-
kanemle-

yaco-
kakwo-
kakle-

yakin-
kanu-
kanli-

2 

kim-
kimu-

kimem-
kimumu-

kimeme-
kimumo-

kipi-
kipu-

kipeme-
kipumo-

kineme-
kinumo-

ko-
kwo-

kin-
kinu-

3 

yi-
ndu-

yem-
ndumu-

yeme-
ndumo-

pi-
pu-

peme-
pumo-

neme-
numo-

co-
cwo-

n-
nu-
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The Inflection, and Inflectionz prefixes that were described above are those that are used 
when a verb is introduced for the first time within a sentence. However, there is a 
separate set of subject prefixes when a verb follows another verb in a sentence and the 
two express the same subject categories. 

The echo subject prefixes make a restricted set of subject and tense distinctions vis-a-
vis the 'new' subject prefixes already described. Instead of nine subject distinctions 
(which involve person, number and an inclusive/exclusive distinction), echo subject 
prefixes only make a three-way distinction, collapsing the following under single 
markers: 

(i) all three singular categories 
(ii) the two first person plural categories 
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(iii) the two first person dual categories, as well as the second and third person non-
singular categories (which are indeterminate even with 'new' subjects as to dual 
and plural). 

Effectively, then, echo subject prefixes mark only number, and no other subject 
categories. Thus, contrast the following recent past paradigm for the verb sac 'ascend', 
and the corresponding echo subject forms of the same verb in the recent past: 

IINC IEXC 2 3 

New subject 
SG yococ-sac koc-sac coc-sac 
DL koku-sac kaku-sac ku-sac cu-sac 
PL kokli-sac kakli-sac 

Echo Subject 
SG m-sac m-sac m-sac 
DL mu-sac mu-sac mu-sac mu-sac 
PL mli-sac mli-sac 

There is also a restricted set of TAM categories that are distinguished in the echo subject 
forms. Instead of the ten inflectional categories described above, verbs carrying echo 
subject markers reduce the set of oppositions to four. The following sets of markers are 
collapsed in the marking of echo subjects: 

Set I 

Imperative 
Recent past 
Distant past 
Potential 
Conterassertive 

Set II 

Future 

SetlII Set IV 

Present Dependent past 
Past habitual 
Realis conditional 
Irrealis conditional 

Since the only subject categories that are distinguished on echo subject markers are 
categories of number, from this point on I will not give the entire paradigm for verbs 
with echo subject marking. I will instead simply give three separate forms for the 
singular, dual and plural. Because the first person dual and the second and third person 
non-singular forms are always expressed with the same forms, these will be referred to 
as 'dual', despite the fact that in the second and third person, these really just refer to 
two or more, rather than specifically to two. 

The forms for the four sets of echo subject markers are as follows: 

Set! Set II Set III Set IV 
(Future) (Dependent past) 

SG m- me- meme- mem-
DL mu- mo- mumo- mumu-
PL mli- mle- memle- memli-

The prefixes in Sets I and IV are followed by the basic form of the verb root, while the 
prefixes in Sets II and III are followed by the modified form of the root. This means that 
a verb carrying echo subject marking always appears in the same root-form as the verb 
with new subject marking that it is associated with. 
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Inflectional suffixes 

Transitive verbs in Sye fall into two major groups with respect to the manner in which 
objects are marked: 

(i) verbs on which there is no suffixed marking of object categories, and 
(ii) verbs with which object categories are marked by means of suffixes to the verb. 

There is a subset of transitive verbs in Sye with which free form objects simply follow 
the verb. Nominal objects of such verbs therefore directly follow the verb with no 
marking on the verb itself. Thus: 

{}-sompat stoa 
2SG:IMP-close store 
'close the store!' 

Pronominal objects with such verbs are expressed as free form pronouns, which behave 
exactly like nouns. Thus: 

{}-etipe yau 
2SG:IMP-appoint ISG 
'appoint me!' 

When the object of such a verb is a third person singular pronoun, this can be expressed 
by zero, or by the full form pronoun iyi, i.e.: 

{}- e ti pe lJli yi 
2SG:IMP-appoint 3sG 
'appoint him/her!' 

It is not possible to predict on phonological or semantic grounds which verbs are going 
to behave in this way, and which are directly suffixed. This category of verbs also 
includes all causative constructions in which an original intransitive subject becomes the 
object of a causative verb. Thus, the original intransitive verb is simply followed by a 
free form pronominal object, e.g.: 

yac-ampyu-velom kik 
ISG:FUT-MR:CAUS-BR:come 2sG 
'I will lead you here' 

There is a much larger category of transitive verbs in Sye in which objects are 
obligatorily marked by means of some kind of suffix. When the object is a pronoun, this 
is expressed as a pronominal suffix. (However, it should be noted that while subject 
prefixes make a distinction between dual and plural forms in the first person, object 
suffixes mark a simple singular-plural distinction throughout.) When there is a following 
nominal object, the verb is obligatorily marked by the third person singular object suffix. 
The roots of such verbs are therefore never found on their own. There is one pattern of 
what will be referred to as regular object suffixation, and two other formally distinct 
patterns which have much more restricted distributions. 

(i) Regular suffixes 

There is a considerable amount of surface allomorphic variation in the shapes of the 
regular object suffixes, though these variants can all be derived from a single basic set of 
forms. These basic forms are: 
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IINC IEXC 2 3 

SG 
PL 

-yau -oc - -kik -i 
-coh - -koh -cam - -kam -cum - -kum -or - -ond 

Note that the following allomorphs are restricted to verb roots that end in sequences of 
og-. (Velar nasals do not occur at the ends of transitive verbs with a preceding vowel 
other than 0.) 

-kik 2sG 
-koh IINC:PL 
-kam IEXC:PL 
-ond 3PL 

The other allomorphs appear with all other kinds of verb roots. 
With verb roots ending in -a, suffixes with initial 0 lose the suffix-initial vowel. Note, 

however, that the third person singular suffix -i is not affected in any way. 

(ii) Irregular patterns 

There is a second set of object suffixes which are only found on a single verb, i.e. the 
causative verb. The forms of the object suffixes which are associated with this verb are 
set out below: 

IINC lEXC 

SG -yau 
PL -koh -kam 

2 

-kik 
-kum 

3 

-kor 

The root to which these object suffixes are attached is also morphologically irregular. 
The root is om- except before a first person singular object suffix, where we find instead 
ov-. This is a strong verb, and appears in environments which call for the modified form 
of the root as amp-/am-. Thus: 

y-ov-yau etehep 
3SG:DIST.PAST-BR:CAUS-lsG sit 
'(s)he sat me down' 

y-om-kor etehep 
3SG:DIST.PAST-BR:CAUS-3PL sit 
'(s)he sat them down' 

c-amp-yau etehep 
3SG:FUT-MR:CAUS-lsG sit 
'(s)he will sit me down' 

c-am-kor etehep 
3SG:FUT-MR:CAUS-3PL sit 
'(s)he will sit them down' 

Finally, there is a set of object suffixes which is found on only a handful of verbs, such 
as the following: 

arinowa 
avra 
oravra 
orgompu 
tavunta 
olkiwa 

'provoke' 
'put foot into mouth of' 
'open wide' 
'mourn' 
'gossip about' 
'hang by neck' 

These verbs are something of a structural oddity in that, while their prefixing behaviour 
is typically verbal, their suffixing behaviour is typically nominal. The semantic patients 
of these verbs are expressed by means of suffixes that are otherwise only found to 
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express possessors on directly suffixed nouns. We therefore find examples such as the 
following: 

U-etw-arinowa-g 
2SG:IMP:NEG-BR:provoke-lsG 
'don't provoke me!' 

co-narinowa-nt 
3SG:FUT-MR:provoke-lpL.INCL 
'(s)he will provoke us' 

kokwo-narinowa-nd 
lINC.DL:FUT-MR:provoke-3PL 
'we will provoke them' 

(Historically, these verbs appear to derive from compounds of verbs with directly 
suffixed nouns. Compare, for example, the verb roots in the sentences above with the 
noun nowa- 'neck'.) 

When there is a nominal rather than a pronominal object, unsuffixed transitive verbs 
are simply followed by a nominal object, in exactly the same way that pronominal 
objects are expressed. When suffixed transitive verbs are followed by a nominal object, 
they are obligatorily marked with the third person singular object suffix. Note that when 
the nominal object is overtly plural, the object slot is still marked with a singular 
pronoun, and not by the corresponding plural form. Thus: 

U-elcav-i 
2SG:IMP-BR:hold-3sG 
'hold it!' 

U-elcav-i 
2SG:IMP-BR:hold-3SG 
'hold the dogs!' 

ovn-kuri 
PL-dog 

U-elcav-i kuri 
2SG:IMP-BR:hold-3sG dog 
'hold the dog!' 

The same applies when the verb belongs to the small subset of verbs which express 
objects by means of suffixes that are identical in shape to possessor suffixes. Thus: 

U-arinowa-n 
2SG:IMP-BR:provoke-3sG 
'provoke him/her!' 

U-arinowa-n ovn-kuri 
2SG:IMP-BR:provoke-3sG PL-dog 
'provoke the dogs!' 

U-arinowa-n kuri 
2SG:IMP-BR:provoke-3sG dog 
'provoke the dog!' 

It is also possible with any of these verbs to express pronominal objects alternately as 
free form pronouns, in which case the verb carries the third person singular object suffix 
in the same way. Thus: 

U-elcav-i 
2SG:IMP-BR:hold-3sG 
'hold us!' 

kam 
lEXC.PL 

It is not possible, however, for those verbs which mark patients by means of suffixes that 
are identical in shape to possessor suffixes on nouns to behave in this way. Thus, 
compare the following: 
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O-etw-arinowa-mam 
2SG:NEG-BR:provoke-lExc.PL 
'don't provoke us!' 

*O-etw-arinowa-n kam 
2SG:NEG-BR:provoke-3sG lEXC.PL 

There is another order of suffixes which appear after the objects in the case of suffixed 
transitive verbs, and directly on the verb stem in the case of unsuffixed transitive verbs 
and intransitive verbs. Only three exponents of this order of suffixes are found, and each 
of these is discussed in tum. 

The suffix -su expresses the perfective, e.g. 

Nvag c-au-su. 
food 3SG:REC.PAST-BR:cooked-PERF 
'The food is already cooked.' 

This can appear on verbs carrying any tense marking, and not just verbs in the recent 
past. Thus: 

Yam-pelom-su. 
lSG:DIST.PAST-BR:come-PERF 
'I had come.' 

Yac-ampelom-su. 
1 SG: FUT- MR: come-PERF 
'I will have come.' 

The suffix -la expresses the perfective when the verb carries negative marking. It 
therefore expresses the meaning of '(not) yet', e.g. 

Nvag c-otw-au-la. 
food 3SG:REC.PAST-NEG-BR:cooked-NEG.PERF 
'The food was not yet cooked.' 

Yoc-otu-m-nam-la. 
lSG-NEG-PRES-MR:speak-NEG.PERF 
'I am not speaking yet.' 

The suffix -lap expresses two distinct meanings. In its precedentive function, it indicates 
that an action takes place before some other action. Thus: 

Yac-agh-oc-lap. 
lSG:FUT-MR:see-2sG-PREC 
'I will see you first.' 

Etehep-lap. 
2SG:IMP-BR:sit-PREC 
'Sit down first.' 

As with Bislamafastaem, to which the suffix -lap is semantically equivalent, the form is 
also used to express a facilitative function when it is attached to an imperative verb. This 
means that it can be used as a marker of politeness that reduces the bluntness of a direct 
imperative. It functions, therefore, as the pragmatic equivalent of constructions in 
English such as 'could you please ... ?' or 'would you mind ... ?'. Thus, the following is 
ambiguous between the two readings shown: 

Ovog-i-lap. 
2SG:IMP-BR:give-3sG-PREC 
'Give it to himlher first!' 

Verbal derivation 

Ovog-i-lap. 
2SG:IMP-BR:give-3sG-FAC 
'Could you please give it to himlher.' 

The first type of derivational process that will be described is that whereby a single 
inflectable verbal base is derived from two separately inflectable verb roots. The initial 
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element of such a construction is phonologically bound to a following verb root. These 
forms never occur independently of a following root, and so can be considered as 
obligatorily bound verb roots. The verb which follows receives no inflectional marking 
of its own and it appears in its basic form, regardless of the inflectional category that is 
marked on the initial root in the construction. 

There is only a restricted number of such obligatorily bound verb roots, and these 
express a range of modal types of meanings. The following forms of this type have been 
attested: 

ovyu-
ovlu-
et;;w-
omproc-
orcu-

desiderative, causative 
simultanitive 
random 
immediate 
interruptive 

(The schwa that is present in the underlying forms of these bound verbs is presented in 
1PA script.) These bound verbs all belong to the set of strong verbs, and most have 
modified roots that are predictable according to the patterns that were described above. 

The desiderative expresses the desire of the speaker: 

yam-ovy-am 
ISG:DIST.PAST-DESID-speak 
'I wanted to speak' 

The causative is expressed by the same form as the desiderative. However, it differs 
structurally in that a formally intransitive verb can be followed by an object noun phrase. 
Thus: 

k-ampy-etehep yau 
2sG:FuT-cAus-sit I SG 
'you will sit me down' 

It should be noted that this causative construction in Sye is only used when direct 
physical cause or force is used to bring about an action. The sentence just presented 
cannot be used when somebody is made to sit down by threat or persuasion. 

The bound verb that has the form etr- before vowel-initial roots and etor- before 
consonant-initial roots expresses actions that are spontaneous, unsuccessful, random, or 
which involve a plurality of participants. Thus: 

ndu-tr-emlu 
3PL:DIST.PAST-RANDoM-drunk 
'they accidentally got drunk', 'they tried to get drunk but failed', 'they got drunk all 
over the place', 'they all got drunk' 

The immediate form omproc- indicates that an action has only just taken place, while 
the interruptive form indicates that an action is interrupted before completion. 

Note that it is possible for more than one of these bound roots to appear in sequence 
in a single word, as illustrated by the following: 

C-amproc-ov-yau etehep. 
3SG:FUT-MR:IMM-BR:CAUS-ISG sit 
'(S)he will just sit me down.' 
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In addition to these bound verbs, there is another set of morphologically bound complex 
verb stems, which involve compounded verb roots as the second element. These patterns 
are less productive and there are some unpredictable changes in the form of some verbs 
in second position. This pattern includes derivations such as amsac 'speak loudly' « am 
'speak' + sac 'go up') and vaimpelom 'bring' « vai 'take' + velom 'come'). 

Reduplication is also found in Sye verb morphology, to indicate that an action takes 
place in a variety of locations at once. E.g. 

avan 'walk' avan-avan 'walk all over' 

This process seems to be somewhat less frequently used in Sye than in other Oceanic 
languages. 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

Verb phrases are not particularly well-defined in Sye. Many of the constituents that we 
might want to associate with the verb are perhaps best treated as clause-level 
constituents. This includes a variety of spatial and temporal adverbs. Most meanings that 
are associated with verbs are expressed morphologically as part of the verb rather than 
as phrase level constituents. 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

Sye differs from many Oceanic languages in that verb serialisation does not represent a 
major structural pattern. It could be argued that many of the functions performed by 
serialisation have come to be expressed by means of the echo subject construction 
(described in §6.1 below) that is so characteristic ofthe languages of southern Vanuatu. 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

There are several clause types which contain no verbal constituents, but which consist 
instead of a nominal topic and a following non-verbal comment. Non-verbal comments 
can take any of the following forms: 

(i) a noun phrase, e.g.: 

Yesu narisac horet. 
Jesus ruler poss: IINC.PL 
'Jesus is our ruler.' 

(ii) an adjective, e.g.: 

Kik armai. 
2SG good 
'You are good.' 

(iii) a demonstrative, e.g.: 

Ovn-se yihi? 
PL-what this 
'What are these?' 
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(iv) a possessor, e.g.: 

Nimo en mei? 
house POSS:3SG who 
'Whose is the house?' 

In the case of an ambient verbless clause, there is no topic expressed, and the comment 
appears on its own. Thus: 

Pwarap. 
afternoon 

Armai. 
good 

Ov-nikau wocon m=nasi. 
PL-prawn only and=shellfish 

'It was afternoon.' 'It is alright.' 'There were only prawns and shellfish.' 

Verbless clauses can include the normal range of additional constituents, such as 
adverbs and prepositional phrases. We therefore find examples such as the following: 

Ninu nevip. 
yesterday rain 
'There was rain yesterday.' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

Sye is an SVO language. Thus: 

Hai nemetagi orog yi-ta-i nur Vila. 
one cyclone big 3SG:DIST.PAST-BR:strike-3sG place Vila 
'A great cyclone struck Vila.' 

In the case of pronominal objects to obligatorily suffixed verbs, there is no postverbal 
object noun phrase. Compare the behaviour of the unsuffixed verb etipe 'appoint' with 
that of the suffixed verb ta- 'strike': 

Hai neteme orog y-etipe koh. 
one person big 3SG:DIST.PAST-BR:strike lINC.PL 
'An important person appointed us.' 

Hai nemetagi orog yi-ta-coh. 
one cyclone big 3SG:DIST.PAST-BR:strike-IINc.PL 
'A great cyclone struck us.' 

With pronominal subjects, the preverbal subject slot is normally unoccupied, and the 
full load of marking the various pronominal categories falls on the obligatory subject-
tense prefixes on the verb. Thus, a clause in Sye can consist minimally of just a verb and 
its accompanying subject and object affixes: 

Y-omol. 
3SG:DIST. PAST-BR: fall 
'It fell down.' 

Yi-ta-coh. 
3SG:DIST.PAST-BR:strike-IINC.PL 
'It struck us.' 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Sye has a rich set of prepositions marking peripheral semantic roles. These are: 
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Translation equivalents Semantic roles Non-human nouns Human nouns 

at, on, in LOCATION ra ira-
under LOCATION ratgo- ratgo-
of (group) LOCATION ra ira-
inside LOCATION rampo-
among LOCATION ndal, rampo- ndal 
between LOCATION ilvucte- ilvucte-
near, close to PROXIMATE potpot pot pot 
to RECIPIENT pog- pog-
to GOAL ra ira-
to (stony/sandy place) GOAL rampu-
from SOURCE ra, marog- ira-, marog-
from (by force) SOURCE porog- porog-
because of CAUSE ra ira-
for PURPOSE ra, nimsi-, ntov~n- ira-, ntov~n-
for BENEFICIARY nisco- nisco-
for DEPRIVATIVE 

BENEFICIARY ntov~n-

of, from BELONGING ra ra 
at, on, for TIME U, ra 
until TIME mavel-
before, ahead of TIME pehnur- pehnur-
than COMPARATIVE ra ira-
of PART-WHOLE ra 
with (one other) ACCOMPANITIVE (na)ndu (na)ndu 
with (several others) ACCOMPANITIVE ndal ndal, tepelgo-
with (one thing) ACCOMPANITIVE tapgo-
with something in hand ACCOMPANITIVE tepelgo-
like, as SIM1LATIVE hogku(su) hogku(su) 
news about LOCUTIVE narigi narigi 
(song, story) about LOCUTIVE nompli- nompli-
about LOCUTIVE gi, ra gi 
with INSTRUMENTAL gi 

COGNATE OBJECT gi wog-

Structurally, these prepositions fall into three distinct subsets, There is a small set of 
unsuffixed prepositions in Sye. These are morphologically invariant forms which are 
obligatorily followed by a noun phrase, and which express a range of semantic roles 
other than possession. Some forms of this type are: 

ra 
gi 
(na)ndu 
ndal 
pot pot 
hogku(su) 

location, goal, source, cause, purpose, part-whole 
instrumental, content of utterance, oblique 
'with (one other), 
'with (several others), 
proximate location 
similarity 

There is a small subset of forms that have the same morphological behaviour as suffixed 
nouns in that they accept pronominal suffixes, though they behave like prepositions in 
that they express a purely grammatical function rather than having lexical meaning. 
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These forms will be referred to as nominal prepositions. Forms of this type that have 
been attested so far are listed below: 

nisco-
nimsi-
ira-

beneficiary 
purpose 
location, goal, source, cause 

The noun phrase that occupies the structural slot of 'possessor' in such cases performs 
the semantic role indicated by the translation equivalents above. Thus: 

nisco-n 
nimsi-nt 
ira-nd 

'for him/her/it' 
'for us' 
'to/from/because of them' 

There is another set of forms which accept suffixes that are formally identical to verbal 
object suffixes, though they are clearly not verbs in that there is no inflectional prefixing 
morphology at all. Once again, these forms express grammatical functions and do not 
have lexical meaning. These forms are referred to as verbal prepositions. Forms which 
behave in this way include the following: 

pog-
pehnur-
ntov:Jn-
marog-

dative 
'before' 
deprivative 
source 

We therefore find suffixed forms such as the follows: 

pog-i 
pehnur-coh 
ntovn-or 
marog-kik 

'to him/her/it' 
'before us' 
'away from them' 
'from you' 

The peripheral arguments of a clause can also include a variety of adverbial 
constituents: adverbials of manner (e.g. itnomitnom 'quickly', ndomo 'strongly'); 
adverbials of time (marima 'now', ninu 'yesterday', wisas 'five days from now'); and 
locationals (enyawi 'to my place', unisog 'inside', isut 'a long way off', unpocup 
'heavenwards'). These, along with prepositional phrases, can occupy a range of 
structural slots, though the preference is for postverbal position. 

4.4 Negative clauses 

Verbal clauses are negated by means of an inflectional prefix on the verb. Negation is 
marked by a morpheme which appears between the Inflection1 and Inflection2 positions 
on the verb. The negative prefix is etu- with all non-future inflectional markers, and 
etwo- in the future tense. Thus: 

yam-etu-sac 
lSG:DIST.PAST-NEG-go up 
'I did not go up' 

yoc-otu-m-agkili 
1 SG-NEG-PRES-know 
'I do not know' 
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Negation with a non-verbal predicate is marked by the preceding adverbial tawi. When a 
tense other than the present is expressed with an adjectival predicate, the inflectional 
markers are attached to a copula verb. Negation in such cases is also marked 
inflectionally on this verb instead of by means of the free form negative tawi. Thus: 

Yau tawi viroe. 
ISG NEG small 
'I am not small.' 

Nautugo y-etu-te 
knife 3SG:DlST.PAST-NEG-COP 
'The knife was not long.' 

tan top. 
long 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

The expression of the imperative was described in §3.l above. 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Content questions in Sye are expressed in a variety of ways structurally. The various 
morphologically underived and lexically simple interrogative constituents are listed 
below: 

iya 
nigoi 
noewo 
se 

'where?' 
'when?' 
'how?' 
'what?' 
'who?' 
'which?' 

mei 
itoe 
ndve 'how much, how many?' 

The interrogatives se 'what?' and mei 'who?' behave in exactly the same way as noun 
phrases. Like nouns, these two forms also accept plural markers. The form se 'what?' 
pluralises with the prefix ovn-, which is typically associated with nouns with inanimate 
reference, while mei 'who?' pluralises with the suffix -me which is found only on human 
nouns. Thus: 

Mei-me eum-nam? 
whO-PL 3PL:PRES-MR:speak 
'Who are speaking?' 

Cam-novi nelat gi ovn-se rna? 
3SG:PRES-MR:cut meat INST pL-what that 
'What things is (s)he cutting the meat with?' 

The adjectival interrogatives itoe 'which?' and ndve 'how much, how many?' behave 
like adjectives in that they follow the noun. They can also be used pronominally. Thus: 

Kem-nalei 
2SG:PRES-MR:live 

ra nimo itoe? 
LOC house which 

'Which house do you live in?' 



Koc-vai ndve? 
2SG:REC.PAST-BR:take how many 
'How many did you take?' 
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The adverbial interrogatives, i.e. iya 'where?', nigoi 'when?' and nocwo 'how?', are 
fairly free in their placement within a sentence, exhibiting the same kind of mobility as 
adverbs and prepositional phrases. 

The expression of interrogatives of place is rather more complex than the expression 
of other kinds of interrogatives. When the interrogative marker appears in sentence-
initial position, a cliticised interrogative copy with the shape =ya must be attached to the 
verb. Thus: 

Jya koc-vai=ya 
where 2SG:REC.PAST-BR:get=where 
'Where did you get the bananas?' 

naram? 
banana 

In fact, the free form interrogative is optional, and it is possible for the interrogative 
meaning to be expressed solely by the clitic =ya on the verb, e.g. 

Koc-vai=ya naram? 
2SG:REC.PAST-BR:get=where banana 
'Where did you gather the bananas?' 

K-och-or=ya? 
2SG:REC.PAST-BR:see-3PL=where 
'Where did you see them?' 

To express the interrogative of place in a verbless clause, there is another construction 
again. The comment slot in the clause is occupied by the noun phrase about which 
information concerning the location is being sought. The topic slot is occupied by the 
interrogative form yepe 'where?': 

Yepe nalau mori yacam-novovu nandu? 
where child REL ISG:PRES-MR:play ACC 
'Where is the child who I am playing with?' 

Yepe yau? 
where ISG 
'Where am I?' 

In addition to the underived interrogative forms presented above, we also find the 
following interrogative meanings expressed by phrasal items: 

ra se 'why?' 
hogku se 'how?' 

Thus: 

Ra se kim-pelom? 
CAUS what 2SG:DIST.PAST-BR:come 
'Why did you come?' 

Kim-pelom 
2SG:DIST.PAST-BR: come 
'Why did you come?' 

ra se? 
CAUS what 
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Ko-ntai nompcahi hogku se? 
2SG:FUT-MR:kill pig like what 
'How will you kill the pig?' 

The simple interrogative form nocwo 'how?' that was given above is regarded as archaic 
and is little used today. This meaning is now normally expressed by the phrasal 
interrogative hogku se. 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

There are three free form coordinators in Sye: 

ku 'or' 
kou 'but' 
im 'and' 

There is another coordinate clause construction in Sye, which is marked inflectionally 
on the second verb. This construction involves the use of the echo subject markers that 
were described earlier. The echo subject markers can be used to express a variety of 
relationships between the events expressed by two verbs, which includes coordination: 

(i) Sequential coordination 

Yi-ve ra nenduc m-owi nup. 
3SG:DIST.PAST-go LOC garden Es-plant yam 
'He went to the garden and planted the yam.' 

(ii) Simultaneous coordination 

Yac-amon m-och-i. 
ISG:REC.PAST-hide Es-see-3sG 
'I spied on him/her (i.e. hid and saw him/her).' 

Note the contrast between the following, in which the first example involves 
identity between the subject of the two clauses, and the second involves different 
subjects: 

C-avan m-etvani. 
3SG:REC.PAST-BR:walk SG:PAST:ES-MR:Spit 
'(S)he walked and spat.' 

C-avan im c-otvani. 
3SG:REC.PAST-BR:walk and 3SG:REC.PAST-BR:Spit 
'(S)he walked and someone else spat.' 

(iii) Direction 
A wide variety of verbs of motion are marked with echo subject prefixes when they 
are used to indicate the direction in which the event described by the first verb takes 
place; for example: 

Y-uri nu m-sac. 
3SG:DIST.PAST-BR:follow river SG:DIST.PAST:ES-gO.Up 
'(S)he followed the river upstream.' 
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(iv) Expression of object 
If a verb is intransitive it cannot have an associated object noun phrase. However, 
an object can be incorporated into the structure of the sentence as the object of a 
semantically compatible transitive verb that is sequenced to the initial transitive 
verb by means of the echo subject prefixes. 

The number of intransitive verbs with semantically compatible transitive verbs 
which can be sequenced in this way is small. However, the intransitive verb agri 
'cry' and the transitive verb tog- 'cry for, bewail' appear in the following kind of 
same-subject constructions: 

Y-agri m-togi etme-n. 
3SG:DIST.PAST-BR:cry SG:Es-BR:bewail father-3sG 
'(S)he cried for hislher father [i.e. (s)he will cry, bewailing hislher father).' 

(v) Emphasis/Iterative 
It is possible for a fully inflected initial verb to be followed by one (or more) 
instances of the same verb carrying the corresponding echo subject markers, to 
indicate that the action is carried out to a great extent, or that the action is 
performed iteratively. Examine the following example: 

K-agkol co-yep me-yep isut. 
2SG:FUT-MR:dig 3SG:FUT-go.down SG:Es-go.down far 
'You will keep digging down a long way.' 

(vi) Manner 
If an action is carried out in a particular manner, this can be indicated by means of a 
verb marked with an echo subject prefix: 

Etehep m-evri 
SG:IMP-BR:sit SG:ES-BR:cross 
'Sit cross-legged!' 

6.2 Subordination 

no-m! 
leg-2sG 

There are three general types of subordinate clause in Sye, being marked respectively as 
follows: (i) a free form clause-initial subordinator, (ii) a prefix on the subordinate verb 
and (iii) the quotative verb construction. 

A structurally complete subordinate clause can be preceded by any of the following 
free form subordinators: 

nagku 
nempgon 
ra 
nimsin 
pehnuri 
maveli 

'if, whether' 
'when, while' 
'because' 
purpose 
'before' 
'until' 

There are three sets of prefixes, all of which perform a variety of functions outside of 
subordinate clauses, which can be attached to the verb in a structurally reduced 
subordinate clause. The echo subject markers that have already been described can be 
used to mark a verb that has been subordinated to any of the following fully inflected 
main verbs with modal meanings: 
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tapmi 
atipotnin 
ete 
ocu 

Example: 

'try' 
'start' 
habitual/continuous 
'happen to/do by chance' 

Yococ-tapmi m-am! 
ISG:REC.PAST-try SG:Es-speak 
'I tried to speak!' 

The verbal prefix wor- that derives instrumental nouns can also be used to mark a 
purposive subordinate clause. Thus: 

Y-orvi nei wor-tovn-i. 
3SG:DIST.PAST-cut wood pURP-burn-3SG 
'(S)he cut the wood to bum it.' 

Finally, the general nominaliser n- is used to mark a complement to any of the following 
main verbs: 

okili 
oroc 
etegi 
tampli 
ehpe 
aigi 

Thus: 

'can, be able to' 
'cannot, be unable to' 
'continue/keep doing' 
'cease doing' 
'do reflexively' 
'want/like' 

Yacam-naigi n-ompurac. 
lSG:PRES-like NOM-work 
'I like to work.' 

Note that a reflexive meaning in Sye is expressed by subordinating the reflexive action 
to the main verb ehpe by means of the subordinator n-, with the subordinate verb 
carrying the same object marking as the subject of the main verb. Thus: 

Yac-ahpe n-ocoh-yau. 
1 SG:FuT-do.reflexively NOM-Iook.at-l SG 
'I will look at myself.' 

The final subordinate construction involves the quotative verb ocu 'say'. Although this 
form can be used as a main verb, it is more frequently found introducing a subordinate 
clause, carrying echo subject marking, following verbs of locution or perception such as 
ahor 'shout', okili 'know', enpogi 'tell', enwi 'say', acyogi 'want', etc. Thus: 

Yac-agkili m-agku koc-velom-su. 
lSG:FUT-know ES-say 2SG:REC.PAsT-come-PERF 
'I will know that you have come.' 



----------
ANEJOM 
John Lynch 

The Anejom language is spoken by about 600 people living on the island of Aneityum, 
the southernmost inhabited island in Vanuatu. It is the only indigenous language on the 
island, although in the north of Aneityum there is a substantial community of relatively 
recent immigrants from neighbouring Futuna, speaking a Polynesian Outlier language. 
Anejom forms one of three branches of the Southern Vanuatu subgroup, the other two 
consisting of the languages of Erromango and Tanna respectively. This subgroup forms 
part of the Southern Melanesian family within the Southern Oceanic linkage (Ch. 4, 
§S.3). 

There is now very little dialect differentiation. However, drastic depopulation in the 
last ISO years may have levelled significant earlier dialect, or even language, 
differences, and was probably also at least partly responsible for some fairly rapid 
and drastic changes in the grammar of the language (Lynch 1991a), including the 
breakdown of the numeral system (§2.5 below) and the system of subject-tense markers 
(§3.2), as well as a considerable amount of lexical replacement. 

The language has been written for well over a century, and was comparatively well 
studied in the last century. Early descriptive studies include Inglis' (1882) dictionary and 
grammar sketch, and there is some descriptive material also in Kern's (1906) 
comparative study. However, little work was done on it in the twentieth century: Hewitt 
(1966) has produced a phonological analysis and a word list, and a brief grammar sketch 
appeared as Lynch (1982b). There are a number of religious publications in Anejom, but 
almost no secular literature. 

This present study is based on a more recent and extended period of fieldwork in Port 
Vila and on Aneityum. My thanks go to Philip Tepahae for his assistance. 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes of Anejom are: 

pw p k 
if 

f e s h 
v )( 

mw m n fi 1J 

r 
w y 

Stops are voiced intervocalically or following a voiced consonant; ItSI is a palatal stop 
[c] before a nasal, but an alveopalatal affricate elsewhere ([d31 in the voicing 
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environment mentioned above, otherwise [tf)); Irl is a tap, sometimes lightly trilled. 
There is a marginally phonemic glottal stop which occurs in only two words in the 
language: la?o - o?ol 'no' and the hesitation marker lya?1 (although utterance-initial 
vowels are preceded by a non-phonemic [7]). 

The vowel phonemes are: 

e 
a 

u 
o 

Vowel length is contrastive; the numerous cases of word-final/i:1 derive from root-final 
Iii plus the transitive suffix -Iii. All vowels are followed by a non-distinctive palatal off-
glide when they precede a palatal consonant. High vowels are realised as non-syllabic 
glides when followed by a non-identical vowel, while lei has the allophones [g] before 
the velar fricative (and, less often, after the velar fricative, or before other velars) and [0] 
before the velarised bilabial nasal. Examples: 

lesetfl 
lafiakl 
le1(ta-il 
lehe1e-mwl 

['?cscitf) 
['?aifiak] 
['?g1(tai] 
['?chdomw] 

'three' 
'I' 
'see (TR)' 
'to/for you (SG)' 

There is considerable and apparently sporadic variation between Iii and lei (and, much 
less often, between lui and 10/), while lal is often pronounced as lei before Iii and as 101 
before lui: 



Inev-itail 
linwail 
linwaul 

~ Iniv-itail 
~ linweil 
~ linwoul 

1.2 Phonotactics 

'what?' 
'water' 
'vine, rope' 
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The nucleus of a syllable may consist of a short vowel, a long vowel, or a rising diphthong. 
Both open and closed syllables are permitted. All possible combinations of two vowels 
may occur, though sequences of more than two vowels are rare. Two-consonant clusters -
including geminate clusters of stops and nasals - may occur word-medially but not 
initially or finally. Note specifically here that lfi/ contrasts with the sequence Iny/. Thus: 

'1' lafiakl 
lasjanya! 

['?aifiak] 
[?as'tJanya] 'go fishing' 

It appears as if virtually all consonant combinations may occur in these clusters, except 
that If I never clusters with any other consonant. In fact, If I may well be a recently 
introduced phoneme, the result of copying from the Polynesian Outlier language 
Futuna-Aniwa and, more recently, from Bislama. 

When the first consonant in a cluster is Ih/, this may be realised as [?] or as 
gemination of the following consonant, e.g. 

lahka! ['?ahka ~ '?a?ka ~ '?ak:a] 
lahti-il [?ah'ti: ~ ?a?'ti: ~ ?a't:i:] 

1.3 Stress 

'to strain' 
'to fell (a tree)' 

Stress occurs on a word-final syllable if it contains a long vowel, otherwise on the 
penultimate syllable. However, there are two contexts in which stress occurs on the 
antepenultimate syllable: 

(i) when the antepenult is short and followed by /hi + V + a single consonant, e.g. 
l'aho9afi/ 'ask'; and 

(ii) when the antepenult and the penult are the same short vowel and are separated by a 
single consonant, and the penultimate vowel is also followed by a single consonant, 
e.g. lin'lilitail 'bush'. 

In this latter case, when the consonant preceding the penultimate vowel is Ih/, the vowel 
following Ih/ may be deleted and the rules described in § 1.2 may apply. Thus underlying 
Inuhupwanl 'when?' may appear on the surface as any of the following: ['nuhubwan], 
["nuhpwan], ['mi?pwan] or ['nubw:an]. 

1.4 Other features 

There is considerable loss of vowels across morpheme boundaries in compound words, 
although at this stage of research the patterns of vowel loss are not clear. Thus: 

linyail 'tree' + layasl 'bite' linyayasl 'chilli bush' 

When two consonants come together word-initially, a prothetic Iii is added. Thus, from 
the root Itasl 'talk, speak' we derive the underlying nominalised form In-tasl 'NOM-
speak', which appears on the surface as lintasl 'word, language'. 
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A morpheme-initial Istfl cluster reduces to Itfl after a consonant. Thus, underlying: 

latIJe-stfaki 
test-try 
'try it' 

is realised as latIJestfakl, while underlying: 

law09-stfakl 
hit-try 
'try and hit it' 

appears on the surface as law09tfakl. 

1.5 Orthography 

The orthography used for the remainder of this sketch is outlined below. Vowels are 
written as i e a 0 u, with long vowels being written as ii, ee, aa, 00, UU. The consonant 
phonemes listed above in § 1.1 are written as follows (with the glottal stop being written 
as the reverse apostrophe'): 

p p k 
j 

f d s h 
v c 

m m n fl g 

r 
w y 

Some examples: 

linpw0ge91 inpoded 'bush spirit' 
la~'tfi:1 acjii 'dig' 
InamwauyaIJI namauyag 'a traditional dance' 
letfIJaii/ ejgafl 'wait for' 

This orthography differs slightly from that used in mission publications, which did not 
recognise the phonemic status of p, m and fl, which unnecessarily wrote (as i) the off-
glide preceding a palatal consonant, and which wrote the [;}] allophone of lei as eu. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

Personal pronouns 

Personal pronouns mark an inclusivelexclusive distinction in first person, and 
distinguish four numbers (singular, dual, trial and plural). Subject and object pronouns 
act as subject and object NPs; possessor pronouns are suffixed to nouns or possessive 
classifiers. Subject pronouns are all a-initial, this probably being the animate subject 
marker a (see §4.2) which has become fused with the pronoun. 
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lINC IEXC 2 3 

Subject 
SG aiiak aek - aak aen - aan 
DL akajau ajamrau ajourau aarau 
PC akataj ajamtaj ajoutaj aattaj 
PL akaja ajama ajowa aara 

Object 
SG iiak yic --c in --n 
DL cajau camrau courau rau 
PC cataj camtaj coutaj ettaj 
PL caja cama cowa ra 

Possessor 
SG -k -m -n 
DL -jau -mrau -mirau -rau 
PC -taj -mtaj -mitaj -ttaj 
PL -ja -rna -mia -ra 

Of the alternating subject forms, aek 2sG and aen 3SG are giving way to aak and aan. 
Of the second and third person object forms, -c and -n are suffixed alternants of the free 
forms yic and yin occurring optionally immediately after a verb-final vowel. 

Examples of subject and object pronouns follow: 

Et awod cam a aen. 
3SG:AOR hit IEXC:PL:OBJ 3SG 
'(S)he hit us.' 

Eru pu aupeled yic aara. 
3PL:AOR FUT meet.on.road 2SG:OBJ 3PL 
'They will meet you on the road.' 

Demonstrative pronouns 

Anejom has a range of demonstrative pronouns. The system at one time probably 
differentiated proximate, intermediate, distant and anaphoric demonstratives in all four 
numbers, but some of these forms (especially in the trial) appear to have been lost: 
indeed, only one trial form remains - tijiraaki 'proximate'. Longer forms are often 
abbreviated in normal speech: the form niiiki 'this one', for example, frequently occurs 
as niii or nii. The list below includes the base form and, for some, the most common 
abbreviated form of the singular, dual and plural demonstratives. 

Proximate 
Intermediate 
Distant 
Recent anaphoric 
Distant anaphoric 

Examples: 

SG 
niiiki - nii 
naanai - nai 
naikou 
yiiki - yii 

DL 
raiiki - raa 

raiikou 
raaki 

PL 
jiiiki - jii 
jeknaa 
jeknaikou 
jiiki 
jekeii 
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Alfta flak naanai aak! 
give ISG:OBJ that.one 2SG 
'Give me that one (near you)!' 

Inyiftal upni niflki. 
story good this.one 
'This is a good story.' 

2.2 Nouns 

Noun-initial (i)n-

Nouns are derived from verbs by prefixing n- (in- before a consonant); this forms 
agentive, instrumental and other kinds of nouns: 

omrag 'old' n-omrag 'old man' 
isec 'walk with a stick' n-isec 'walking-stick' 
adia 'throw' n-adia 'sling for spear' 
ja 'bleed' in-ja 'blood' 
mas 'be low tide' in-mas 'low tide' 

Many other apparently underived nouns are (i)n- initial, this form deriving from the 
Proto Oceanic article *na which has fused with the noun: 

necet < *kutu 'louse' 
niO/n < * Rumwaq 'house' 
inhat < *patu 'stone' 
intal < *talos 'taro' 

This initial (i)n- marks a noun as being specific. It is retained when the noun is singular, 
and also when it is modified by a numeral or a demonstrative, but is deleted when the 
noun is non-singular, non-specific, and also when the noun takes a prefix or occurs as the 
second member of a compound, irrespective of what structural position the noun 
occupies in the sentence. For example: 

niO/n 
niO/n et esej 
niO/n enaa 

but: 

iom 
nev-iom 
inpa-iom 

'althe house' 
'three houses' 
'that house' 

'houses', 'house (in general)' 
'which house?' 
'house-site' 

Nouns which do not begin with (i)n- (which comprise only about 15% of nouns in the 
lexicon) include directly possessed kin terms (like etma- 'father'), names of many 
higher animates (e.g. kuri 'dog'), and a number of loanwords (e.g. turispot 'cruise 
ship'). These nouns cannot overtly mark the specific/non-specific distinction. 

Other derivational prefixes 

There are a number of other derivational prefixes which form nouns from other word 
classes or which change the subclass membership of a noun. Noun-initial (i)n- is deleted 
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when these prefixes are added, and vowel loss across morpheme boundaries also 
sometimes occurs (see § 1.4). 

inta- + VERB 'instrument' 
nupu- + PLACE NAME or LOCATIVE 
nev(e)- + NOUN 

'resident of (place)' 
'interrogative noun' 
'largeness, importance' nef(e)- + NOUN 

Prefixes cited as ending in (V)- are realised with a final consonant before a vowel, and 
with a final vowel before a following consonant. We therefore find neve- before 
consonants and nev- before vowels. Other prefixes will be cited in the same fashion (e.g. 
imy(i)- 'comitative', er(i)- 'mutual action' in §3.l). 

The following examples illustrate the use of these prefixes: 

ahre-i 'sweep' 
itooga 'foreign' 
nouftan 'time' 
intaketha 'woman' 
natimi 'person' 
incat 'basket' 

Inflectional prefixes 

inta-ahre-i 
nupu-tooga 
nev-ouftan 
neve-taketha 
nef-atimi 
nefe-cat 

'broom' 
'foreigner' 
'what time?, when?' 
'which woman?' 
'important person' 
'kind of large basket' 

The inflectional prefixes below also condition the loss of noun-initial n- or in-: 

dual (before kin terms) 0-

elpu-
nupu-
in lel-
inmal-
niji-

plural (of humans and higher animates) 
collective (specifically of humans and higher animates) 
collective (of (large?) inanimates) 

in toft-

Examples: 

natamafi 
kuri 
neafi 

intaketha 

collective (of things) 
collective (non-specific) 
'pseudo-', 'not real' 

'man' 
'dog' 
'coconut (palm)' 

'woman' 

elpu-atamafi 
nupu-kuri 
inlel-eafi 
niji-eafi 
niji-taketha 

'men' 
'group of dogs' 
'coconut plantation' 
'pile of coconuts' 
'group of women' 

Any (i)n-initial prefix loses this sequence in the non-specific plural. Thus, contrast nefe-
cat '(kind of) large basket' with efe-cat '(kind of) large baskets'. However, the prefix 
nupu- 'person of place' pluralises as elpu-. 

Compounding 

Compound nouns may be composed of NOUN + NOUN (+ NOUN ... ) or NOUN + VERB 
(+ NOUNivERB ... ). As mentioned above, a certain amount of vowel reduction occurs 
when vowels come together at morpheme boundaries. Examples: 

natimi + ahneg 
person steal 

+ itai 
things 

> natimiahnegitai 
'thief' 
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nitai + iklim + 
thing gentle 
inma- + inwai + 
hole water 

edou 
walk. about 
u + inpoded 
GEN bush. spirit 

> nitaklimedou 
'animal' 

> inmanwaunpoded 
'whirlpool' 

Particularly common are compounds in which the first element is natimi 'person' or 
nitai 'thing', marking agents and instruments respectively (as illustrated above). 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

There are no articles per se, but note the discussion on noun-initial (i)n- in the preceding 
section. 

Demonstratives, which follow the noun, are formed by prefixing e- to the 
demonstrative pronouns; this e- becomes i- when followed immediately by a palatal 
consonant, or when the vowel in the next syllable is i. The trial proximate demonstrative 
is itij iraaki; the others are: 

Proximate 
Intermediate 
Distant 
Recent anaphoric 
Distant anaphoric 

Examples: 

natahefi enaa 
elpu-atahefi ijeknaa 
inyipal inii 
inyipal ijii 
niom iyii 
niom ijekefi 

SG 
inifiki - inii 
enaanai - enaa 
enaikou 
iyiiki - iyii 

DL 
erafiki - eraa 

erafikou 
eraaki 

'that girl (not far away)' 
'those girls (not far away)' 
'this story' 
'these stories' 
'that house (already referred to)' 

PL 
ijifiki - ijii 
ijeknaa 
ijeknaikou 
ijiiki 
ijekefi 

'those houses (which we talked about long ago, or which 
were there long ago)' 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

The original Anejom numeral system seems to have been a quinary one, the forms 
being: 

1 ithii 6 meled (ithii) 
2 erou 7 meled erou 
3 esej 8 meled esej 
4 emanohowan 9 meled emanohowan 
5 nijman 10 nijman-nijman 

There has been considerable breakdown in this system, as a result of missionary 
teaching of arithmetic in English (Lynch and Spriggs 1995). Most younger Aneityumese 
use the Bislama numerals for 'four' and above, and different older speakers attach 
different meanings to forms like nijman and meled. Thus the system in common use 
today is: 
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1 ithii 6 sik(i)s 
2 erou 7 seven 
3 esej 8 et 
4 fo 9 nain 
5 faiv 10 ten 

The numerals are intransitive verbs and function as head of a relative clause following 
the noun, where they are preceded by singular subject-tense particles: 

natimi is esej 
person 3SG:PAST three 
'(there were) three men' 

niO/n et erou 
house 3SG:AOR two 
'two houses' 

inmeseise et seven 
year 3SG:AOR seven 
'seven years' 

There are no ordinals, nor were any recorded in the early mission sources. Bislama loans 
are used here, e.g. nampatu 'second'. There is, however, a multiplicative prefix ec-: e.g., 
ec-erou 'twice'. 

Plurality is marked by the deletion of (i)n- or by one of the inflectional prefixes listed 
in §2.3 (elpu-, niji-, nupu-, inlel-, etc.). Other quantifiers precede the noun; these 
include: 

tah 
tak 
ohowat 
hal 

indefinite singular, 'a, a certain' 
indefinite, 'other' 
'both, the two of' 
'some' 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

There is only a handful of true adjectives in Auejom, like tintin 'smallish' or itooga 
'foreign'; these may only occur post-nominally: 

inhat itooga 
stone foreign 
'iron' 

A large number of intransitive verbs, however, may occur either as the head of a verb 
phrase (in which case they are preceded by subject-tense and other preverbal particles), 
or following a noun in a noun phrase (without these particles): 

Et pu alpas a pikad inii. 
3SG:AOR FUT big SUBJ pig this 
'This pig is going to be big.' 

Et amjeg a pikad alpas inii. 
3SG:AOR sleep SUBJ pig big this 
'This big pig is sleeping.' 
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The behaviour of haklin 'small' is worth noting briefly here. When used predicatively, it 
behaves like any other intransitive verb: 

Et haklin inhalav. 
3SG:AOR small child 
'The child is small.' 

However, when it is used attributively, it becomes a noun and forms a compound with 
the noun to which it refers: thus inhaklin-halav 'a small child', not *inhalav haklin. 

In addition to the true adjectives noted above, there is a small number of modifiers 
which may follow the noun in a noun phrase and the verb in a verb phrase: 

achei 
asga 
echim 

'only, just' 
'all, completely' 
'alone' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

The basic structure of the noun phrase with a noun head is: 

(QUANTIFIER) + NOUN + (VERB) + (MODIFIER) + (DEMONSTRATIVE) + 
(POSSESSIVE) 

though most noun phrases usually only contain one or two forms other than the head. 
When the head is a pronoun, this usually occurs on its own. However, quantifiers may 

precede, and modifiers may follow, the pronoun in a noun phrase: 

Is man atpu tah am"au. 
3SG:PAST PERF hide a 3DL 
'One of the two of them had hidden.' 

Aatta) achei, eris ese) achei aatta) m~amen Ane)om. 
3TL only 3NSG:PAST three only they:TL ES-stay Aneityum 
'The three of them only, just the three of them lived in Aneityum.' 

Coordinate noun phrases may be joined by im 'and' or ka 'or': 

anak im elpu-hal una-k 
I and PL-child GEN-lsG 
'I and my children' 

ninki ka naikou 
this. one or that.one 
'this one or that one' 

2.7 Possession 

2.7.1 Direct possession 

A number of kin terms, many parts of wholes, and some other terms in which there is 
a close relationship between possessor and possessed use the direct construction. 
Terms for kin in ascending generations, same-sex siblings, wife (but not husband) 
and kin in the second descending generation are possessed directly. Most others are 
possessed indirectly (e.g. opposite sex siblings), with the passive possessive 
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classifier (e.g. husband), or by the general possessive classifier (kin of the first 
descending generation). 

Possessive markers are suffixed directly to the possessed noun. When the possessor is 
a pronoun, a pronominal suffix is added directly to the noun. When the possessor is a 
noun (or a noun phrase), the construct suffix -i is added to the possessed noun, and the 
possessor NP follows. Examples: 

etma-k 
nida-ra 

'my father' 
'their names' 

2.7.2 Indirect possession 

etma-i Ani 'Ani's father' 
nida-i elpu-atamafi ijeknaa 'those men's names' 

In indirect possession, the possessor pronoun or construct suffix is attached to a 
possessive classifier. The structure of an indirect possessive phrase is: 

{
CLASSIFIER - PRONOMINAL SUFFIX} 

POSSESSED NOUN + 
CLASSIFIER - i + POSSESSED NP 

The following possessive classifiers have been identified: 

food inca-
luma-
lida-
uma-
era-
uwu-

drink, including "wet" foods (e.g. mangoes, watermelons) 
items from which the juice is sucked (e.g. sugarcane, breasts) 
land, gardens, villages, fishing grounds, etc., which are customarily owned 
passive, plus some kin terms and removable parts of wholes 
general 

The form uwu- is partly irregular. The full paradigm with possessor suffixes is: 

IINC IEXC 2 3 
SG ufia-k ufiu-m uwu-n - owu-n 
DL u-jau ufii-mrau ufii-mirau u-rau 
PC u-taj ufii-mtaj ufii-mitaj uwu-ttaj 
PL u-ja ufii-ma ufii-mia u-ra 

The general marker uwu- plus construct suffix i surfaces simply as u. 
Some examples of each of these markers follow: 

in tal inca-n 
taro FOOD-3sG 
'his taro (as food)' 

magko luma-m 
mango DRINK-2SG 
'your mango' 

neto lida-k 
sugarcane JUICE-I SG 
'my sugarcane' 

nemnem uma-ra 
village CUSTOM-3PL 
'their traditional village' 

nu inca-i etma-k 
yam FOOD-CONST father-ISG 
'my father's yam (as food)' 

kofi 
coffee 

luma-i di? 
DRINK-CONST who 

'whose coffee?' 

neded lida-i Pelona 
breast UICE-CONST Pelona 
'Pelona's breast (for her to suck on)' 

naworitai uma-i elpu-Umej 
garden CUSTOM-CONST PL-Umej 
'the Umej people's traditional garden land' 
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natamafi era-n 
brother PAss-3sG 
'her brother' 

natahefi era-i 
sister PASS-CONST 

nat 
fellow 

enaa 
DEM 

inyipal era-ja 
story PAss-IINC:PL 
'our story (told about us) 

niom ufii-mia 
house GEN-2PL 
'your (PL) house' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

'that fellow's sister' 

inja era-i 
blood PASS-CONST 
'the chief's blood' 

kuri u etwa-n 

natimarid 
chief 

dog GEN same.sex.sibling-3sG 
'his brother'slher sister's dog' 

Relativisation is a fairly straightforward process in Anejom. There is no relative 
pronoun, and the relative clause immediately follows the noun phrase head, a 
pronominal copy of which remains in the original site in the relativised noun phrase. In 
the example below, the head is ahaji-atimi 'other people', and the relative clause is 
surrounded by brackets. 

Is par han man ude-i u ahaji-atimi 
3SG:PAST SEQ enough PERF leave-TR BEN other-people 

aVln ohowa-i cai aara}. 
wantto.eat fruit-coNST trees 3PL 

[eris 
3PL:PAST 

'There was enough to leave for other people who wanted to eat fruit.' 

The head noun phrase very frequently includes a demonstrative: 

man 
PERF 

Is amen natimi m=almo-i intas-alep inifi [eris ati-i aara}. 
3SG:PAST stay person Es-watch-TR word-keep this 3NSG:PAST put-TR 3PL 
'Someone stayed to check on (the observance ot) this law which they had 
established.' 

Anejom clause structure is VOS. When the object contains a relative clause, and if the 
subject is short, then the subject may intervene between the head noun and the relative 
clause. In the example below, the head is the demonstrative pronounjiiki 'these', which 
is separated from the relative clause by the subject pronoun aan 'he': 

Is man ala-rau jiiki aan [is imy-apan 
3SG:PAST PERF give-3DL:OBl ANAPH:PL 3SG 3SG:PAST COM-go 

m=ana-fi-pan a-nworen iyiiki}. 
Es-soak-TR-there Loc-place ANAPH 

'He gave them the things which he had taken and soaked at that place.' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

3.1.1 Derivational affixes 

Most Anejom verbs are synchronically underived roots, though historically they 
incorporate a prefixed vowel (probably originally a-, though this has undergone some 
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modification). The following examples illustrate the derivation of roots from Proto 
Oceanic verbal forms: 

alou 
esej 
umu 

< *luaq 
< *tolu 
< *maqurip 

'vomit' 
'three' 
'live, be alive' 

There are, however, a few verbs which are synchronically derived from affixes or 
grammatical morphemes by prefixing a-: 

nev-
luma-
pahai 
wuri 

'which?' 
rink possession marker 
'inland' 
purposive preposition 

a-nev 
a-luma-
a-pahai 
a-wuri 

'identify' 
'give a drink to' 
'go inland' 
'do what?, what for?' 

There are other noun/verb pairs where it is difficult to tell which is derived from which: 
is nataman 'man' derived from the stative verb ataman 'be male, careful' by prefixing 
n-, or is ataman derived from nataman by deleting the noun-marker n-? 

Other derivational prefixes - none of them very productive - include: 

causative awo-
er(i)-
ec-
imy(i)-
ehv(e)-

mutual action (occasionally reciprocal) 
multiplicative (with verbs expressing quantity) 
comitative, often with a causative sense 
interrogative 

Examples: 

nemta-
lele-
atga 
ehed 
apan 
aji 
adena-n 

'price' 
'heart' 
'walk' 
'how many?' 
'go' 
'stand' 
'hide' 

3.1.2 Inflectional affixes 

Transitive suffixes 

awo-nemta-
awo-lele-
er-atga 
ec-ehed 
imy-apan 
imy-aji 
ehv-adena-n 

'buy, pay for' 
'make angry' 
'walk together' 
'how many times?' 
'go with' 
'hold up' 
'how to hide?' 

There are two transitive suffixes in Anejom, -i and -n. However: 

(i) there are many verbs which are always transitive, but which never take a transitive 
suffix, including: 

awod 
ehvelyek 
hujis 
opodopod 

'hit' 
'drop 
'peel (fruit)' 
'wipe out, rub out' 

(ii) there are a few verbs which may be used both transitively and intransitively with no 
change in form: 
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Intransitive Transitive 
asalgei 'be open' 'open' 
atapnes 'be shut' 'shut' 
ataktai 'think' 'think of' 

(iii) there are some cases where transitivity is marked lexically rather than 
morphologically; in some of these cases the transitive form also contains a 
transitive suffix but no corresponding unsuffixed form is attested: 

Intransitive Transitive 
hag 'eat' cUi 'eat' 
acil 'tell lies' ayik 'lie to' 
nasjei 'wake up' ahucni-i 'awaken' 
atpu 'hide' adena-n 'hide (something), 

(It should be noted that the final n of cin 'eat (TR)' is not the transitive suffix - see 
below - but part of the root.) 

The transitive suffix -i derives from the Proto Oceanic "close transitive" suffix of the 
shape *-i, while -n probably derives from the "remote transitive" suffix *-akini. 
However, I have been unable to establish any semantic difference between these two 
suffixes in Anejom, and they are probably now lexically conditioned allomorphs of a 
single transitive suffix. (Thus although the suffix -n only occurs with inanimate objects, 
the suffix -i also occurs in this context.) 

The behaviour of these suffixes - and of unsuffixed transitive verbs - with respect to 
the following object is illustrated below, using as examples verbs whose citation forms 
are atou 'know' (unsuffixed), ege-i 'hear' (with -i) and ahida-n 'hide' (with -n); note 
that no transitive suffix occurs if there is a pronoun object. 

'know' 'hear' 
Pronoun object atou ege 
Animate NP object atou ege-i 
Inanimate NP object atou ege-i 

Examples: 

Ek atou / ege / ahida ra 
ISG:AOR know / hear / hide 3PL:OBJ 
'I knew / heard / hid them (animate).' 

Ek atou / ege-i / ahida-i 
lSG:AOR know / hear-TR / hide-TR 
'I knew / heard / hid that dog.' 

Ek atou / ege-i / ahida-n 
lSG:AOR know / hear-TR / hide-TR 
'I knew / heard / hid that axe.' 

Directional suffixes 

'hide' 
ahida 
ahida-i 
ahida-n 

anak. 
ISG 

kuri iyii aiiak. 
dog ANAPH lSG 

inpas iyii anak. 
axe ANAPH lSG 

Three sets of directional suffixes can be identified, occurring in the order given 
below: 
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Vertical Horizontal Distance 
-jai 'up, south' -pam 'hither' -ki 'near' 
-se 'down, north' -pan 'thither' 

'seawards' 
-kou 'distant' 

-fJok 
-pahai 
-pujhou 
-sjipe 
-sjepe 

'landwards, inland' 
'outwards' 
'back and forth (near), 
'back and forth (distant), 

Various idiosyncratic morphophonemic changes occur when these are combined, e.g. 

jai-pan-kou 
se-fJok-ki 

Other suffixes 

> jipagkou 
> sofJoki 

'away up there' 
'down here towards the sea' 

There are a number of other suffixes to verbs, including: 

-sjak 
-aktit 
-elyek 

politeness, 'try to' 
'well, properly, successfully' 
'badly, improperly, unsuccessfully' 

There is also a subclass of verbs which mark the object or beneficiary by a possessor 
suffix rather than an objective pronoun. (Many of these are compounds, the final 
member of which is a noun or possessive classifier which, in that function, is required to 
take possessor suffixes.) This subclass includes: 

aluma-
awo-nemta-
awo-Iele-
auhora-
apenimofJo-

Plurality 

'give a drink to' (cf luma- drink possessive classifier) 
'buy, pay for' (cf nemta- 'eye, face; price') 
'anger' 
'playa joke on' 
'be determined to do something' (cf inmofJo- 'liver') 

A number of verbs are inflected for number - generally marking a plural subject of an 
intransitive verb or a plural object of a transitive verb. In some cases, this inflection 
involves an added vowel, or a change in vowels, especially the initial vowel; in others 
the forms are reduplicated or suppletive. 

Singular Plural 
cin 'eat' hega-n 'eat a lot' 
nasjai 'wake (one)' anasjai 'wake (many)' 
ehcil 'join (one)' ahcil 'join (several things)' 
isitu '(one) help' asitu '(many) help' 
itjuu '(one) fall' atitec '(many) fall' 
Ie 'take (one)' lecse-i 'take (many), 
atiapida-n 'tum once to inspect' etjetjepida-n 'tum many times to inspect' 
tan '(one) cry' etentan '(many) cry' 
epev '(one) stink' epepev '(many) stink' 
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Reduplication 

Reduplication is reasonably productive, with complete reduplication being much more 
common than partial reduplication. Plurality was illustrated above; other functions 
include duration, intensity and diminution. Examples: 

adiit 'marked, striped' aciiit-aciiit 'spotted' 
tas 'speak' tas-tas 'talk on and on' 
isji-i 'to stone' isjisji-i 'knock, spatter' 
duuk 'squeal' duuk-duuk 'squeal continuously' 
amohoj '(sound) carry' amohoj-mohoj '(sound) carry a long way' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

The basic structure of the verb phrase is as follows: 

SUBJ-TENSE + (ASPECT-MOOD) + (NEG) + (ADV) + VERB + (ADV) 

Subject-tense markers 

This is another area of Anejom grammar where there appears to have been considerable 
change in the last century or so, and where there is currently a great amount of variation 
(see Lynch 199Ia). What appears to be the historically original system is presented first 
below; more recent changes are then briefly mentioned. 

Three "tenses" are distinguished: aorist (present or unspecific past, also used with the 
future aspect-mood markers), past, and intentional (non-specific future and subjunctive). 
The subject-tense markers are portmanteau morphemes marking person and number of 
the subject as well as tense. 

Aorist 
SG 

lINC 

DL tau 
TL taj 
PL ta 

Past 
SG 
DL tus 
TL tijis 
PL eris 

Intentional 
SG 
DL tu 
TL tiji 
PL ti 

lEXC 

ek ~ k-
ekrau 
ettaj 
ekra 

kis ~ s-
eris 
eris 
ekris 

ki 
ekru 
etiji 
akri 

2 3 

na(i) ~ n- et ~ t-
erau erau 
ettaj ettaj 
eka era 

as ~ s- is ~ s-
arus erus 
atijis etijis 
akis eris 

an ~ ni (in)yi ~ y-
aru eru 
atiji etiji 
aki eri 

Forms ending in a or au usually change this to u when followed by the future markers pu 
or mu. The singular particles are frequently realised as prefixes in normal speech before 
a following vowel-initial verb, while non-singular vowel-final markers sometimes lose 
the final vowel before a following vowel and become prefixes as well. Thus: 
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et amjeg aan '(s)he is asleep' is commonly t-amjeg aan 
era amjeg aara 'they are asleep' is commonly er-amjeg aara 

Probably no speaker of Anejom uses this system consistently, collapsing some or all 
person and number distinctions in the non-singular. For example: 

(i) era, originally third plural aorist, is frequently used to index all persons in all non-
singular numbers in the aorist; 

(ii) is, originally third singular past, is frequently used as simply a past tense marker, 
i.e. indexing all persons and numbers in the past; 

(iii) in the intentional, ri (probably from eri, 3PL:INT) is often used for all persons in the 
non-singular, ra (from 3PL:AOR) sometimes being used for second and third person 
non-singular; and 

(iv) there is other variation as well, where patterns are more difficult to identify. 

This variation can be illustrated with the following extract from a text, in which third 
person trial past is indexed by three different forms (3SG:PAST, 3TL:PAST and 
3PL:PAST); these are underlined, and glossed simply "3": 

!.§. wat atec-se aattaj am lep atec-se atoh Anwaijipdav, 
3 when sit-down 3TL and again sit-down straight Anwaijipdav 

Anjinwai, a-nworen inii etijis aret-jai a-nelcau. Wat atjuu-se 
Anjinwai Loc-place this 3 go-up LOC-canoe when descend-down 
aattaj, man asuol niji-itai ijeken eris ethan-jai a-nelcau 
3TL PERF go.down all-thing ANAPH 3 put-up LOC-canoe ... 

'When they three settled, they settled right at Anwaijipdav, at Anjinwai, the place 
where the three of them had got on the canoe. When they got off, and all the things 
which they had put on the canoe came down .... ' 

These subject markers are used with all verb phrases except in imperative constructions, after 
some conjunctions, and when the verb is marked with the echo-subject proclitic (see §6.1). 

Other preverbal particles 

The following sets of preverbal particles may intervene between the subject-tense 
marker and the verb, generally in the order listed here: 
(i) Aspect-mood markers 

pu definite future 
mu indefinite future, hortative, politeness 
par sequential, subsequent action 
man perfective 
jim prohibitive 

(ii) Negative 
The negative particle is itiyi (see §4.4 for further details). 

(iii) Adverbials 

ji 
/ep 
idim 
top 
upyici 

'yet' (after itiyi negative) 
'again' 
'really, indeed, must' 
'merely, just' 
'firstly, previously' 
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Examples: 

Et pu idim apam a nupu-tooga ka a 'o? 
3SG:AOR DEF:FuTreally come SUBJ person-foreign or no 
'Will the foreigner really come?' 

Era itiyi fi hag aara. 
3PL:AORNEG not.yet eat 3PL 
'They haven't eaten yet.' 

Postverbal particles 

There are a few adverbial modifiers which may occur following the verb, including 
achei 'only, just' and asga 'all, completely'. 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

Verb serialisation is very rare in Anejom, though occasionally one finds forms like ago 
ihnii (make finish) or ago upni (make good). However, note the discussion on the echo-
subject proclitic in §6.1 below. 

The reflexive construction seems to be one case of serialisation. A reflexive is 
marked by the verb ispa-, which takes a possessive suffix identical in person and number 
to the subject; this is follwed immediately by the 'content' verb: 

Et Ispa-n edel in tal inii. 
3SG:AOR REFL-3SG grow taro this 
'This taro just grew by itself (i.e. no one planted it here).' 

Et itiyi lep ika aan yi lep lspa-n atge-n. 
3SG:PAST NEG again try 3SG 3SG:INT again REFL-3sG kill-3sG:OBJ 
'(S)he hasn't tried to kill himself/herself again.' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Verbless clauses are usually equational in nature. Both subject-predicate and predicate-
subject orders occur, with neither subject nor predicate being formally marked as such: 

Nida-i nataheii iyiiki lnmohoc. 
name-CONST sister ANAPH Inmohoc 
'The sister's name was Inmohoc.' 

lnyipal Anejom niiiki. 
story Aneityum this. one 
'This is an Aneityumese story.' 

There is a pseudo-verb which is used in certain kinds of locative clauses. It is not 
preceded by subject-tense particles (though aspect markers may precede it), and it varies 
in form for number of the subject, the forms being: 

yek '(singular) be there' 
rak '(dual/trial) be there' 
sjek '(plural) be there' 



Pronoun subjects follow this verb, but noun phrase subjects precede it: 

Yek aan aaki ka a 'o? 
sG:be.there 3sG there or no 
'Is (s)he there (or not)?' 

Hal taketha sjek a-nlii-i 
some women PL:be.there Loc-inside-coNsT 
'There are some women in the house.' 

nioni 
house 

A clause with this "verb" may be followed by a normal relative clause: 

Inhalav rak erau tafi. 
child DL:be.there 3DL:AOR cry 
'There are two kids there who are crying.' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 
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The basic order of core arguments is VS in intransitive clauses and VOS in transitive 
clauses. Objects of transitive verbs are unmarked. Animate noun phrase subjects of both 
transitive and intransitive verbs are marked by a preceding particle a (though this has 
apparently fused with subject pronouns, which are all a-initial and which do not take this 
particle). Inanimate subjects are simply marked by relations of order. Unlike in many 
Oceanic languages, subject pronouns are almost never omitted, even though the person 
and number of the subject is also indexed by a preverbal particle. Some examples follow: 

Is omlas neJalafi 
3SG:PAST slippery path 
'That path was slippery.' 

iyii. 
ANA PH 

Et man hag 
3SG:AOR PERF eat 
'The dog has eaten.' 

a kuri. 
SUB] dog 

Et acjapnin inhal 
3SG:AO R affect child 

ufia-k 
GEN-ISG 

'A sickness is affecting my child.' 

Eris lecse-i isji-tal aarau. 
3PL:PAST take:PL-TR fruits-taro 3DL 
'The two of them took the taro corms.' 

Et awod 
3SG:AOR hit 
'Who hit you?' 

yic a di? 
2SG:OB] SUB] who? 

nimehe. 
sickness 

When the object is quite long (e.g. one containing a relative clause), VSO order may occur: 

Is 
3SG:PAST 

itiyi atou aan intas kis 
NEG know 3SG word lSG:PAST 

'He didn't understand what I said.' 

asafi afiak. 
say lSG 

One kind of equational clause was discussed in §4.1 above. There is another type which 
does contain a verb phrase, the head of which is a non-verb - etma-k 'my father' and 
ufia-k 'mine' in the examples below: 
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Et etma-k a nat enaa. 
3SG:AOR father-lsG SUB] fellow that 
'That fellow is my father.' 

Et itiyi uiia-k intal enaa. 
3SG:AOR NEG GEN-ISG taro that 
'That taro is not mine.' 

Objects and other NPs may be topicalised by fronting, though this does not seem to be 
possible with subjects: 

Nev-atimi lyll et 
which-person ANAPH 3SG:AOR 
'Which person did (s)he hit?' 

awod 
hit 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

aen? 
3SG 

Peripheral arguments include temporal and locative nouns and prepositional phrases. 

4.3.1 Temporal and locative nouns 

Temporal nouns, which are fairly fluid as far as their position in the clause is concerned, 
include the following: 

iyenev 
inpiii 
kou 
imraii 
vid 
hovid 
ituwu 

'yesterday' 
'today' 
'now' 
'tomorrow' 
'day before yesterday, day after tomorrow' 
'three days ago, three days hence' 
'long ago' 

Locative nouns include place names and the following deictic forms: 

Proximate 
Intermediate 
Distant 

Spatial 
inkaheiika, inkahe, inkaaki, aftniiiki, aftiii 
inkapam, ankehan, agkou, aftnaiikou, aftnaa 
inkapan, aupagkou, aaki, aftiiaikou, ajjyi 

Anaphoric 
inka 
aiiki 
eaaki 

Of the forms above, those beginning with aft- involve showing or pointing at the thing 
referred to; this may be further emphasised by suffixing -sak - e.g. aftiiaikou-sak 'that 
damn thing over there - see it?'. 

Another set of locatives is formed by suffixing a combination of two or more verbal 
directional suffixes to the base au-: e.g., au-pagkou 'over there', au-sepagki 'down there 
(not far)" etc. 

4.3.2 Prepositional phrases 

Prepositions mark other case relations. The following table shows the form of the 
Anejom prepositions in various contexts. 
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Function With pronouns With nouns 
Form Pronoun Personal SG n- SG in- All 

initial initial other 
Locative inanimate, instrument era- POSS era-i a- a- era-i 
Direction (person) ehele- POSS ehele-i ehele-i ehele ehele-i 
DativelBenefactive imta- POSS imta-i imta-i imta imta-i 
Cause va-ii OB] va-i va-i va va-i 
DativelBenefactive imi-i OB] imi-i imi-i imi imi-i 
Purposive wur-i wur-i wur-i 

Note that in the column headed "SG in-initial", the i of in- is lost in this environment. 
Also, the preposition wur-i cannot govern pronouns or human nouns. 

The roles of these prepositions are described briefly below. We begin with 
prepositions which take possessor suffixes when they govern pronouns. 

Locative/instrumental 

The preposition a - era- marks a number of roles, including: 

(i) location in space or time: 

Is amjeg aan era-i stoa. 
3SG:PAST sleep 3SG LOC-CONST store 
'(S)he was sleeping in the store.' 

Eris 
3PL:PAST 

itiyi hag aara a nuyaleg. 
NEG eat 3PL LOC morning 

'They didn't eat in the morning.' 

(ii) direction towards an inanimate noun: 

Ki apan aiiak a 
lSG:INT go I LOC 
'I'm off to the garden.' 

(iii) instrument: 

naworitai. 
garden 

Ek pu atge-i pikad a 
ISG:AOR DEF:FUT kill-TR pig INS 
'What will I kill the pig with?' 

(iv) content of story etc., as in: 

nev-itai? 
which-thing 

Et amjeg-anag a etma-n aan. 
3SG:AOR sleep-forget GOAL father-3SG 3SG 
'(S)he dreamt about his/her father.' 

(v) comparative: 

Et awotai alpas naikou era-n niiiki. 
3SG:AOR a.little big that.one cOMP-3sG this.one 
'That one is a bit bigger than this one.' 

(vi) the goal of one subclass of verbs: 

Ki amako era-m aiiak 
ISG:INT knock.out GOAL-2SG lSG 
'I'm going to knock you out!' 
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(I have already illustrated its use as a passive possessive classifier in §2.2 above, e.g. 
natahen era-n 'his sister'.) 

Directional 

The form ehele- marks direction towards or location near a person: 

Et tas ehele-k a Lui. 
3SG:AOR talk DIR-lsG SUBJ Lui 
'Lui gave me a talking-to (i.e. talked in my direction).' 

Is atec a nat iyii ehele nhal unu-m. 
3SG:AOR sit SUBJ fellow ANAPH DIR child GEN-2SG 
'That fellow sat next to your child.' 

Dative/benefactive 

The form imta- is generally used with animate nouns. (Compare the difference 
between the first sentence below with the first in the immediately preceding set of 
examples.) 

Et tas imta-k a Lui. 
3SG:AOR talk DAT-lsG SUBJ Lui 
'Lui talked to me (i.e. had a chat with me).' 

Yi asjan-ya imta-i 
3SG:INT throw-string DAT-CONST 
'He will go fishing for his sister.' 

natahen era-n aan. 
sister PAss-3SG 3sG 

We move now to the two prepositions which govern objective rather than possessor 
pronouns. 

Causal 

The preposition va-n marks a causal phrase, and also the goal of one subclass of verbs: 

Ki atapnes anak va-i Makenta. 
ISG:INT close I CAUS-TR Makenta. 
'I'll just close the door against/because of Makenta.' 

Is man ouhokred upni aan va nak. 
3SG:PAST PERF angry good 3SG CAUS ISG 
'(S)he got very angry at/withlbecause of me.' 

Toft arapan va-n aak! 
just hold GOAL- TR 2sG 
'Just hold (onto) it!' 

Dative 

The preposition Iml-l appears, at this stage of research, to be indistinguishable in 
function from dative imta-: 



Et tas imi flak 
3SG:AOR talk DAT lSG:OBJ 
'Lui talked to me.' 

a Lui. 
SUBJ Lui 
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Finally, there is the purposive preposition which may not govern pronouns or human 
nouns. 

Purposive 

The preposition wur-i seems only to be used with a following inanimate noun phrase, 
and indicates what something is used for: 

Nitai inii wur-i nhe? 
thing this PURP-TR what 
'What is this thing for?' 

Wur-i kava. 
PURP-TRkava 
'(It's) for (making) kava.' 

As will be seen from the examples above, a prepositional phrase usually follows the core 
arguments, though if it is simply a single word (i.e. preposition + suffix) it may precede 
the subject. 

4.4 Negative clauses 

The negative preverbal particle itiyi negates both verbal and verbless clauses: 

Ek itiyi atou yin aflak. 
lSG:AOR NEG know 3SG:OBJ ISG 
'I don't know him/her.' 

Et itiyi etma-k a nat enaa. 
3SG:AOR NEG father-ISG SUBJ fellow that 
'That fellow is not my father.' 

There is also a negative locationallexistential verb tii (animate plural atii): 

Et tii a Tepahai era-i stoa. 
3SG:AOR not.be SUB] Tepahae LOC-CONST store 
'Tepahae is not at the store.' 

Et tii nohos. 
3SG:AOR not.be banana 
'There aren't any bananas.' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

An imperative sentence omits the preverbal subject marker but retains the appropriate 
second person subject pronoun in postverbal position. A negative imperative is marked 
by the preverbal particle jim. Examples: 

Akum era-n ajourau! 
put.in.mouth GOAL-3SG 2DL 
'(You two) put it in your mouths!' 
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Jim atleg aak! 
PROHIB swallow 2sG 
'Don't swallow it!' 

A more polite imperative may be constructed using either the politeness suffix -sjak or 
the hortativelindefinite future preverbal particle mu: 

Akum-sjak era-n ajourau! 
put.in.mouth-try.to GOAL-3SG 2DL 
'(You two) see if you can put it in your mouth!' 

Mu jim atleg aak! 
HORT PROHIB swallow 2SG 
'Mind you don't swallow it now!' 

A non-second person command uses the verb ude-i 'leave, let', often with the pronoun 
subject omitted. The following verb is marked by an intentional subject-tense particle: 

Ude yin ajowa yi hag aan! 
let 3SG:OBJ 2PL 3SG:INT eat 3sG 
'(All of you) let himlher eat!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Polar questions 

Polar questions may simply employ a declarative sentence with final rising intonation. 
Perhaps more common, however, is to attach the question tag ka a '0 'or no' to the end 
of a declarative clause. This tag is often shortened to ka, with tentative falling 
intonation: 

Et man apam a Pil 
3SG:AOR PERF come SUBJ Bill 
'Has Bill come (or not)?' 

ka (a'o)? 
or (no) 

Information questions 

Information questions can be asked in a variety of ways. First, there are a number of 
free-form interrogatives, listed below along with their word class membership: 

di 
inhe 
nuhufJan 
panid 

Examples: 

Et 

'who?' 
'what?' 
'when?' 
'which one?' 

adel a d ·? l. 

3SG:AOR fart SUBJ who 
'Who farted?' 

Nifiki inhe? 
this.one what 
'What's this?' 

pronoun (pluralised as di im di 'who and who?') 
noun 
temporal noun 
demonstrative pronoun 



Is itiyi amjeg a 
3SG:PAST NEG sleep SUBJ 
'Why didn't Nagaipefi sleep?' 

Nagaipeii 
Nagaipefi 

va nhe? 
CAUS what 

Et pu apam plen a nuhuftan? 
3SG:AOR DEF:FUT come 
'When will the plane come?' 

plane LOC when 

Nai avzn panid aak? 
2SG:AOR wantto.eat which. one 2SG 
'Which one do you want (to eat)?' 
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Second, there is the interrogative nominal prefix nev(e)- 'which?' discussed in §2.3 
above. When prefixed to nitai 'thing', this forms a term meaning 'what?' (nev-itai - niv-
itai) which is probably used at least as frequently as inhe: 

Nev-itai niiiki? 
which-thing this.one 
'What's this?' 

Era man apan aara va nev-itai? 
3PL:AOR PERF go 3PL CAUS which-thing 
'Why did they go?' 

Third, there is the interrogative verbal prefix ehv(e)- (see §3.1): 

Ki ehv-adena-ii mac 
ISG:INT how-hide-TR cup 
'How will I hide the cup?' 

aiiak? 
ISG 

Finally, there are a number of interrogative verbs, including: 

echa 
ehed 
awuri 
eda 
uwuwu 

Examples: 

'be how?, how come?' 
'how much?, how many?' 
'be why?, do what?, what for?' 
'be where?' 
'do what?' 

Et ehed niom inkaaki? 
3SG:AOR how. many house here 
'How many houses are there here?' 

Et man apan aan Anelcauhat. 
3SG:AOR PERF go 3SG AneIcauhat 
'(S)he's gone to AneIcauhat.' 

Et echa? 
3SG:AoRbe.how 

M=awuri? 
Es-do.what? 
'To do what?' 

'How is it? How's it going?' (commonly used as an informal greeting.) 

Yi eda? 
3SG:INT be. where 
'Where is (s)he?' 
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6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

Clauses can be conjoined in Anejom in a number of different ways: 

(i) Simple conjoining, with no specific marking on either clause. This is the commonest 
way of conjoining verbless equational clauses: 

Nida-i natamaii Nagesga, nida-i nataheii iyiiki Inmohoc. 
name-CONST brother Nagesga name-CONST sister ANAPH Inmohoc 
'The brother's name was Nagesga, and the sister's name was Inmohoc.' 

Verbal clauses can also be conjoined with no overt marking. The subject marker is 
usually deleted in any non-initial clause if its subject is the same as that of the previous 
clause, but aspect-mood markers are usually repeated: 

Is man apan aan, man imy-auru, man yet-pan a nemnem. 
3SG:PASTPERF go 3SG PERF COM-hurry PERF reach-thither LOC home 
'(S)he went, and hurried off with it, and arrived back home.' 

When the subject of a later clause is different from that of the preceding one, a subject 
marker has to be included: 

Is man ada-ii-pan itac kava is ithii a Paralelcai 
3SG:PAST PERF pass-TR-thitherbehind kava 3SG:PASTone SUB] Paralelcai 

a-ncehe-n, is man amiii-i a Napeyo. 
LOC-back-3sG 3SG:PAST PERF drink-TR SUB] Napeyo 

'Paralelcai passed one (coconut shell of) kava behind his back, and Napeyo drank it.' 

(ii) The sequential preverbal marker par indicates that the events described in a series of 
coordinated clauses occurred one after the other. Frequently, even the first clause is 
marked with par; again, the subject marker is deleted in non-initial clauses ifthere is no 
change in subject. Thus: 

Is par atid n-epe-i ingeje-n a Nismocop, par alau 
3SG:PAST SEQ finish NOM-shave-TR chin-3SGSUBJ Nismocop SEQ go.out 

ijhou, par elad-jai-kou, par alek nagesga. 
outside SEQ look-up-far SEQ search sun 

'Then Nismocop finished shaving, and went outside, and looked up and searched for 
the sun.' 

(iii) Another option - which, however, can only be used when the subjects of the 
conjoined clauses are the same - involves the echo-subject proclitic m= (im= before a 
consonant) which is attached to a non-initial clause. This option tends to be favoured 
when the events of the conjoined clauses are quite closely linked, and is often used when 
the initial clause contains a verb of motion or location. No subject-tense or aspect-mood 
marker can be used in a clause which is marked by m=, though some other preverbal 
particles (like the negative itiyi and some adverbials) may follow m=, which is attached 
to the first morpheme in the verb phrase. Note the following examples: 

Ekris apan aarau m=ago nuput m=ago ihnii. 
3DL:PAST go 3DL Es-make pudding Es-make finish 
'The two of them went and made pudding and finished making it.' 
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Is amen aan m=epe-i ingeje-n m=aketo im=tas-pujhou 
3SG:PAST stay he Es-shave-TR chin-3SG ES-repeat Es-say-outwards 

m=ahoda-i Nijvafi m=ika 
Es-ask-TR PrawnE s-say ... 

'He stayed shaving and then once again called out to Prawn and asked him and said ... .' 

Is itiyi ege-ktit nitinifi is 
3SG:PAST NEG hear-wellsomething 3SG:PAST 

asafi aan, m=itiyi atou 
call 3SG ES-NEG know 

intas-apat inifi. 
word-secret this. 

'He didn't clearly hear what it was that he called out, and didn't know the secret words.' 

(iv) The final option in coordinating clauses is to use one of the following conjunctions: 

am coordination, 'and' 
ka disjunction, 'or' 
ja(i) adversative, 'but' 
jam adversative, 'but' 

The last of these is probably composed of ja(i) 'but' plus the echo-subject marker m=, 
which cliticises to ja rather than to the following morpheme, and which is used only 
when the subjects are identical and there are no following tense-aspect markers. 

These conjunctions normally appear at the beginning of the clause. If the subject of 
the second clause is the same as that of the first, then the subject-tense marker may be 
deleted. Examples: 

Is apan aan m=ala-i pikad, am ecet Paralelcai 
3SG:PAST go 3SG Es-feed-TR pig and see Parale1cai 

ecohos-pan aan ehele-n am imy-ecej yin. 
appear-thither he DIR-3sG and COM-say.come 3SG:OBJ 

'He went to feed the pigs, and saw Parale1cai appear before 
Parale1cai) told him to come with him.' 

Ek atce-n afiak jai et ataman aan. 
lSG:AOR fight-3sG:OBJ lSG but 3SG:AOR man 3SG 
'I fought him but he was too strong.' 

him, 

is 
3SG:PAST 

and he (i.e. 

Is itiyi atou aan intas kis asafi afiak, jam top ecet fiak. 
3SG:PAST NEG know 3sG word lSG:PAST say lSG but just see lSG:OBJ 
'He didn't understand what I said, but just watched me.' 

Subject-tense markers normally follow coordinating conjunctions (as in the second 
example above). However, it is more usual for the subject-tense marker to precede the 
conjunction am 'and': 

Ekris lecse-i u-rau aarau, is am 
3DL:PAST take:pL-TR GEN-3DL 3DL 3SG:PAST and 
'The two of them took theirs, and one of them hid.' 

6.2 Subordination 

atpu tah 
hide one 

aarau. 
3DL 

This section discusses temporal, conditional, complement and causal clauses, and notes 
an unusual type of locative clause. 
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Temporal clauses 

Temporal clauses are introduced by wat, marking a past or present time, or wut, which 
marks future. These two markers usually occur after the aorist or past subject-tense 
markers, but before the intentional markers, e.g.: 

Is wat Ie yin a Paralelcai, eris amen a 
3SG:PAST TEMP:PAST take 3SG:OBJ SUBJ Paralelcai, 3PL:PAST stay SUBJ 

natimi Uje m=alek yin. 
person Uje ES-search 3SG:OBJ 

'When Paralelcai had taken him, the people of Uje kept on looking for him.' 

Wut ti apan akajau, mu atpu yi ithii. 
TEMP:FUT IPL:INT go we:INC:DL HORThide 3SG:INT one 
'When we go there, one of us should hide.' 

The subordinating conjunction is usually repeated in each conjoined temporal clause: 

Is 
3SG:PAST 

wat apan aan wat yet-pan aaki, am tas-apat, 
TEMP:PAST go he TEMP:PAST reach-thitherthere and talk-secret 

is wat apam injap, is 
3SG:PAST TEMP:PAST come sea 3SG:PAST 
nawu-nlas iyiiki. 
trunk-coral ANAPH 

itiyi asjalyek asga 
NEG pull.out all 

'When he went and arrived there, then he spoke a spell, and when the sea came in, he 
couldn't pull out the coral stopper completely.' 

Conditional clauses 

Conditional clauses are introduced by the conjunction el(e)-, which precedes all other 
preverbal particles. Real conditions use el(e)- followed by aorist subject markers: 

EI ek apan afiak imrafi, ek par Ie inpas ufiu-m afiak. 
if ISG:AOR go ISG tomorrow ISG:AOR SEQ take axe GEN-2sG ISG 
'If I go tomorrow, then I'll get your axe.' 

A negative condition uses exactly the same structure, along with the negative particle 
itiyi: 

EI ek itiyi apan afiak imraii, ek par itiyi Ie inpas 
if ISG:AOR NEG go ISG tomorrow ISG:AOR SEQ NEG take axe 

ufiu-m afiak. 
GEN-2SG I 

'If I don't go tomorrow, then I won't get your axe.' 

Unreal conditions use el(e)- followed by past subject markers: 

Ele kis par apan afiak era-i wik iyiiki, ek par Ie 
if ISG:PAST SEQgo ISG LOC-CONST week ANAPH ISG:AOR SEQ take 

inpas uiiu-m afiak. 
axe GEN-2SG ISG 

'IfI had gone last week, then I would have got your axe.' 
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Complements 

Complement clauses may have a variety of forms: 

(i) No conjunction or other introductory material, with the complement clause often 
taking an intentional subject-tense marker: 

Ek ika aiiak ki apan a naworitai. 
ISG:AOR want I ISG:1NT go LOC garden 
'I want to go to the garden.' 

Ek ago napeimai enaa aiiak et cap. 
ISG:AoR make cloth(es) this I 3SG:AOR red 
'I'm dyeing/making these cloth(es) red.' 

(ii) No conjunction or other introductory material, with the complement clause being 
introduced by the echo-subject proclitic m=: 

Ek itiyi atou aiiak m=amiii-i pia. 
ISG:AORNEG know I Es-drink-TR beer 
'I don't drink beer.' 

(iii) Nominalisation (with n-) of the verb in the complement clause: 

Is par atid n-epe-i ingeje-n a Nismocop .. . 
3SG:PAST SEQ finish NOM-shave-TR 
'Then Nismocop finished shaving .. .' 

chin-3SG SUBJ Nismocop .. . 

(iv) The quotative verb ika with the echo-subject proclitic: 

Et upni m=ika 
3SG:AOR good Es-quote 

akajau. 
lrNC:DL 

tu mu ilmu-tai 
lINC:DL:INT HORT watch-thing 

'It will be good for us two to keep an eye on it.' 

Causal clauses 

era-n 
GOAL-3SG 

Causal clauses generally employ the causal preposition va-ii, either at the end of the 
clause or clause-initially before a demonstrative: 

Et ago yic nitai enaa, na imehe va-ii. 
3SG:AOR make 2SG:OBJ thing this 2SG:AOR sick CAUS-TR 
'This thing will make you sick.' (Literally: 'This thing will make you, you will get 
sick because of it.') 

Et amen inti-i Nijvaii a nitjini-i Nismocop, 
3SG:AOR stay excrement-CONST Prawn LOC head-CONST Nismocop 

va-ii niiiki is ouhokred va-n a Nismocop. 
CAUS-TR this.one 3SG:PAST angry 3SG:OBJ SUBJ Nismocop 

'And Prawn's excrement stays on Nismocop's head, because Nismocop was angry 
with him.' 
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Locative clauses 

Finally, there is an unusual type of locative clause. It is introduced by the verb alan -
elan 'go along, follow' without any preverbal particle. The subject is marked by the 
general indirect possessive classifier uwu-; and the goal may be marked either by the 
locative preposition a - era-, or by the possessive uwu-. Some examples: 

Alan uwu aworitai jii uni-ma. 
go.along GEN gardens these GEN-IEXC:PL 
'We'll go to the gardens (each to a different one).' 

Elan apan inii una-k a naworitai. 
go:along go this GEN-lsG LOC garden 
'I'm off to the garden.' 
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CEMUHI 
Abstracted by John Lynch 

Cemuhi is spoken by about 3300 people in the northeast of New Caledonia. It is a 
member of the North New Caledonian subgroup, bordered to the north by Pije and to the 
south by Paid. There is some dialect differentiation, but it is not particularly significant. 
Cemuhi is of particular interest in being one of the very few Oceanic languages with 
phonemic tone. 

This sketch is based on Rivierre (1980). The recently published Cemuhi-French 
dictionary also contains a brief outline of the phonology and grammar (Rivierre 
1994:9-38). 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes are: 

pw p c k 
mbw mb nd nj Dg 
mw m n ii 1J h h w 
w 

The laryngeals /hi and Ihwl are classed with the nasals since they strongly nasalise the 
following vowel. A non-nasal Ih/ and an Irl occur only in loanwords. There appears to be 
very little allophonic variation in any of the consonant phonemes. 

The vowel system exhibits four degrees of aperture, with contrast between short and 
long vowels and between oral and nasal vowels. However, there is no contrast between 
upper mid and lower mid nasal vowels, nor does a long mid back nasal vowel occur. 
Thus the following distinctions are found: 

u 1: u: i U i: u: 
e 0 e: 0: e 6 e: 
£ ::J £: ::J: 

a a: a a: 
Cemuhi also distinguishes three register tones: high, mid and low. Contrast is illustrated 
in the following minimal triplet: 

Ite:! [high tone] 
Ire:! [mid tone] 
Ite:1 [low tone] 

'heavy' 
'run against, jostle' 
'to fiy' 

A number of grammatical morphemes have what Rivierre calls a 'neutral' tone: the tone 
harmonises with that of the preceding syllable. 

753 
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CEMUHi 

NEW CALEDONIA 

- 21"S 

1.2 Phonotactics 

NEW CALEDONIA 

o 
! 

10 20 30 
! ! 

Kilometres 

Poindimie 
• 

Ponerihouen 

Syllables are normally open, and may begin with a consonant or a vowel; only a word-
final syllable may be closed, and then only by one of Ip t k m n IJ/. Thus consonant 
clusters are not permitted, though vowel clusters do occur. Perhaps 95% of words are 
isotonal, with only a single specification for tone needed for the whole word. However, 
the remaining 5% have complex tone patterns, and while in some cases this derives from 
compounding, in others this pattern occurs on monomorphemic words. 

1.3 Stress 

I have not discovered any discussion of stress patterns in Cemuhi. 

1.4 Other features 

There is a certain amount of neutralisation of the vowels. After a nasal, the distinction 
between lei and 1£1 is lost, as is the distinction between 101 and hi; while after labio-
velars, the frontlback distinction is neutralised, with only Ii e ;) a! occurring in this 
environment. 

1.5 Orthography 

The orthography developed for the language makes use of two levels of diacritics: one 
set distinguishes upper and lower mid vowels (e.g., e represents lei while e is used for 
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/£1), and marks nasality with a circumflex accent. A second set of diacritics occurs above 
these in the orthography to mark tone. (Thus the name of the language, phonemically 
/ccmfihl/, is orthographically CJmahi.) 

In this sketch, I will use the normal orthography to represent consonants; i.e.: 

PW P 
bw b 
mw m 
W 

t 
d 
n 
I 

c 
j 
ny 

k 
g 
ng h hw 

However, in order to avoid as many clusters of diacritics as possible, I will use the 
phonemic rather than the orthographic form of the vowels. Long vowels are written as 
geminates and nasal vowels are marked with the tilde; tones are marked with accents 
and macrons as in § 1.1 (but only on the first vowel of a geminate cluster), while neutral 
tone is unmarked. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

Cemuhi has a wide range of pronominal forms, listed below. 

lINC lEXC 2 3 

Independent 
SG waeo w:Jgo wcng 
DL w:Jganya w:Jgama w:Jgaa w:Jrla 
PL w:Jganye w:Jgame w:Jgawe w:Jele 

Active subject 
SG e go c 
DL (ga}nya (ga}ma gaa la 
PL (ga}nye (ga) me gawe Ie 

Stative subject 
SG jo go nang 
DL ganyu gamu gau julu 
PL ganye game gawe jde 

Object 
SG -0 -ko -eng 
DL -kanyu -kamu -kau -Iu 
PL -kanye -kame -kawe -Ie 

Possessor 
SG -ng -m -n 
DL -nyu -mu -u -Iu 
PL -nye -me -we -Ie 

Active subject pronominal forms are preposed to verbs, stative subjects are postposed, 
while object and possessor forms are suffixes. 
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2.2 Nouns 

Nouns can be formed from verbs by one of the following prefixes: 

ii- place where 
ii- agentive 
be- instrument 
bW:J- manner 

For example: 

ii-pitlitt 
place-sleep 
'bed' 

be-pen em 
INST-work 
'tool' 

ii-6dit 
AG-drink 
'drunkard' 

bW:J-tahti 
manner-throw 
'throwing style' 

Denasalisation of the initial consonant of a noun changes it into a locative noun; this 
denasalisation may involve either a nasal or a prenasalised stop becoming a voiceless 
non-prenasalised stop: 

mwiifii 
biiaee-n 
jez-n 

'men's house' 
'its end' 
'its back' 

pacfa 
piiaee-n 
cez-n 

'in the men's house' 
'at the end of' 
'behind' 

There are also numerous strategies for forming compound nouns. 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

Cemuhi has a rich system of articles and demonstratives. Among articles (which are pre-
nominal), there is a distinction between personal and neuter and, with the personal 
articles, a feminine/non-feminine opposition: 

Personal Neuter 
Feminine Non-feminine 

SG c, a pli Ii 
DL fa fapw:J 
PL Ie lepw:J ni 

These articles can be further specified as definite or indefinite by suffixing -Ii 'definite' 
or -cc 'indefinite'. 

Demonstratives are post-nominal: 

c£ proximate 
ne intermediate 
naa distant, invisible 

Examples: 

fa twa 
ART:DL:FEM child 
'the two girls/the girl and the boy' 

lepw:J 
ART:DL:NON.FEM 
'the two boys' 

twa 
child 



it pef c£ 

ART:NEUT stone this 
'this stone' 

it pcf naa 
ART.NEUT stone that 
'that stone' 
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Demonstrative pronouns are formed by suffixing demonstratives to articles (c£ 
becoming j£ in this context): 

pit-je 
le-naa 

'this one (non-feminine), 
'those (feminine), 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Numerals are stative verbs and normally occur in relative clauses following the noun. 
The numeral system is quinary: 

I cdu 
2 al6 
3 de 
4 paa 
5 nim 

Although there is a word for ten (pajilu), other numerals above five are compounds, e.g.: 

nim bW:J mu diu pw:5-n 
five way stay one above-3SG:poss 
'six' 

The noun phrase is generally marked for number by the preceding article. 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

Modifiers follow the noun. These may be nouns, stative verbs, locatives or temporals: 

bwcle pcf 
tomahawk stone 
'stone tomahawk' 

wfi pwef 
forest Poyes 
'the forest of Poyes' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

b6 mitgitt 
hat red 
'red hat' 

itmu jenita 
country today 
'today's ways' 

The only items which precede a noun in a noun phrase are articles and one or two other 
particles (like ju 'real' and pCtaapw:5 'separately'). Numerals may precede the noun, but 
more commonly follow it in a relative clause. All other determiners and modifiers 
follow the noun. 

Noun phrases are coordinated by kit 'and' or me 'with': 

ni a kit ni wac6 kit 
ART:NEUT:PL yam and ART:NEUT:PL taro and 
'yams and taros and sugarcane .. .' 

ni ilja ... 
ART:NEUT:PL sugarcane 
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2.7 Possession 

2. 7.1 Direct possession 

Direct possessive constructions are used when the possessed noun is a kin term or 
refers to a body part, an intimate possession or something to do with food. When the 
possessor is a pronoun, the appropriate possessor suffix is added to the noun; when the 
possessor is a noun phrase, this immediately follows the possessed noun, which takes 
no suffix: 

e mwodi:-n 
ART:FEM wife-3sG 
'his wife' 

a ane-n 
ART:NEUT contents-3sG 
'its contents' 

a boo-ng 
ART:NEUT hat-ISG 
'my hat' 

2.7.2 Indirect possession 

e mwOdi: pa daame 
ART:FEM wife ART:NON.FEM chief 
'the chief's wife' 

a ane a-Ii ti 
ART:NEUT contents ART:NEUT-DEF shellfish 
'the contents of the shellfish' 

a z'Ze-m 
ART:NEUT pot-2sG 
'your pot' 

Indirect possession, used with other nouns, employs one of a small number of possessive 
classifiers: 

te- disposable personal property 
kO- subordinate relationship or close attachment 
he- part-whole 
ne- used with inanimate possessors 
-hf transitive suffix; nouns carrying this suffix express the result of a process 

Pronominal suffixes are added to these classifiers; when the possessor is a noun phrase, 
the unsuffixed possessive classifier links the two NPs. Examples: 

a mWG 
ART:NEUT house 
'your house' 

amo he-n 
post poss-3sG 

te-m 
POSS-2SG 

'its (the house's) post' 

a de-hf-n 
ART:NEUT become.ash-TR-3SG 
'its reduction to ashes' 

a cinu 
ART:NEUT illness 
'my illness' 

jaa ne-n 
handle POSS-3SG 
'its handle' 

ko-ng 
POSS-ISG 

a-Ii pwaadi:nte Zepw:J daame 
ART:NEUT-DEF path poss ART:PL:NON.FEM chief 
'the chiefs' path' 
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2.8 Relative clauses 

Relative clauses, which follow all other postnominal modifiers, are introduced either by 
a demonstrative, or by one of the following relative pronouns: 

naa general 
celi indefinite 
Ii definite 

Examples: 

a pE:f c£ ubw:J 
ART:NEUT stone this big 
'the stone which is big' 

a-CE: bW:J-jclc ccli go tcmehfi pW:J 
ART:NEUT-INDEF way-play REL:INDEF 2sG know play 
'a certain game which you know' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

The transitive suffixes -i and -hf convert nouns, stative verbs and intransitive verbs into 
transitive verbs. It is not clear if the occurrence of these two suffixes is conditioned or 
not; however, -hf is used far more frequently than -i. Examples: 

tait 'yam-spade' tait-i 'to shovel' 
daame 'chief' daame-hf 'lead, command' 
mwaiu 'strong' mwaiu-hf 'subdue' 
okee 'be angry' okee-h/ 'be angry at' 

There are two major verbal prefixes. The causative pa- is prefixed only to verbs (usually 
along with a transitive suffix): 

cimun 
cihJ 

'study' 
'speak' 

pa-cimun-hf 
pa-cihi-hf 

'teach' 
'interrogate' 

The prefix pf- has three functions: reciprocal, imperfective or manner, and derivative: 

momwaau-hf 
ot 
pa 

'embrace' 
'go down' 
'war' 

Other prefixes include: 

wa-
mf-

'fruitless' 
'together' 

pf-momwaau-hf 
pf-ot 
pf-pa 

'embrace one another' 
'diminish' 
'wage war' 

Apart from the object pronoun suffixes discussed in §2.l, the verb may take other sets of 
suffixes. A number of impersonal and other verbs take possessor suffixes: 

menu-ng 
hungry-lsG:poss 
'I am hungry.' 

e taaw:J-m 
ISG carry-2sG:poss 
'1 carry you.' 
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Other suffixes include: 

-mwo 
-be 
-Ie 

'again' 
'towards' 
'away' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

An active verb is preceded by one of the active subject markers listed in §2.1. Between 
this and the verb may come one or more of a range of particles marking tense-aspect and 
other modal or adverbial functions. Thirty such particles are listed in the grammar, some 
of which are listed below. There is also a smaller set of postverbal particles. 

Preverbal Postverbal 
iJ definite future baa 'across' 
bi5 indefinite future cemwo 'upside down' 
caa perfective ibu 'together' 
mwo transitory aiu 'no matter what' 
bWJ punctual 
tc assertive 
tckiJ real, actual 
tee continuative 

Impersonal and stative verbs do not take the active preverbal subject markers; different 
subclasses of impersonal verbs take object or possessor suffixes, while stative verbs 
generally take the postverbal stative subject markers. These verbs may also take other 
preverbal or postverbal particles. Some examples: 

e iJ caa CE:cE:-kawE: 
lSG DEF.FUT PERF leave-2PL 
'I am going to leave you.' 

Ie mwo tckiJ hwo 
3PL transitory REAL deliberate 
'They are always deliberating.' 

ma nra-ng nang 
ITER dream-lsG:posS 3SG:STAT 
'I often happen to dream of him.' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

Verb serialisation seems to be quite common in Cemuh'i. Some examples: 

E: pfciia pine-tii 
3sG learn read-book 
'He is learning to read.' 

c pf-pwJhtiwfi tanyuu-eng 
3SG derivative-do.1ike stop-3SG:OBJ 
'He tried to stop him.' 
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4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Verbless clauses have the order Predicate + Subject: 

ele pw:5 a-Ii jU:Jle:J lepw:J-li twa 
3PL on ART:NEUT-DEF mountain SUBJ ART:NON.FEM:PL-OEF child 
'The children are on the mountain.' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The basic structure of the verbal clause is Verb + (Object) + Subject. Animate subjects of 
active verbs are marked by a preposed particle (w):J; neuter subjects of active verbs are 
occasionally marked by a preposed ne (na before a); subjects of stative verbs are unmarked. 

e aIr-hi a-Ii mWa:J pa-li apulfp 
3sG see-TR ART:NEUT-OEF 
'The man saw the house.' 

house SUBJ ART:NON.FEM-OEF man 

e pe (na) a wota-a-hen 
3sG take (SUBJ) 
'The dog took it.' 

ART:NEUT animal-REL-bark 

cinu hfii 
sick HIe 
'HIe is sick.' 

A subject or object is placed in focus by moving it to the beginning of the sentence: 

:J lepw:J ajlenu-ng ka Ie abt 
SUBJ ART:NON.FEM:PL brother-ISG:Poss and 3PL come 
'It's my brothers who are coming.' 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Temporal phrases may precede or follow the core arguments. Other peripheral 
arguments follow the subject, though an indirect object may precede the subject. Among 
the prepositions which introduce such phrases are: 

ko dative, indirect object 
te dative, indirect object 
me accompaniment 
cdi goal 
de direction towards 
koja direction away from 
imi comitative 

Examples: 

e pddi:p ko pa 
3SG keep.away OAT ART:NON.FEM:SG 
'He keeps away from the chief. 

daame 
chief 
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e teeli: imi ii-Ii bwet 
3SG jump COM ART:NEUT-DEF tomahawk 
'He leapt with the tomahawk.' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

Negation is expressed by the clause-initial morpheme time: 

time ii pef 
NEG ART:NEUT stone 
'It's not a stone.' 

time e penem 
NEG 3SG work 
'He is not working.' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

An imperative sentence employs a subject marker of the appropriate person and number 
(along with intonational cues), but no other preverbal particles are permitted: 

go abl: 
2SG come 
'Come (SG)!' 

In the negative imperative, stative verbs are preceded by itihi, active verbs by nemwo: 

nemwo ja enf 
PROHIB just eat.tuber 
'Don't just eat tubers (eat greens/meat as well)!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Polar questions are marked either by raising the tone, or by preposing konaa: 

ate uti? 
'He's crying.' 'Is he crying?' 

konaa ii mwa tc hfi~? 
Q ART.NEUT house poss Hie 
'Is it Hie's house?' 

Information questions are asked using one of the following: 

w;);) 

de 
watl: 
ewe 
e nfile 
nfile 

'who?' 
'who? what?' 
'what?' 
'where?' 
'when?' 
'how much/many?' 



6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

The coordinating conjunctions are: 

kii 'and' 
kiih~ 'but' 
iii 'or (else)' 

Example: 

giinye cini az giinye pM? 
lINC:PL roast or IINC:PL boil 
'Do we roast it or boil it?' 

6.2 Subordination 
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There is a range of subordinating conjunctions in Cemuhi. The first set below encode 
temporal or conditional clauses; they take different forms depending on whether the 
subordinate clause precedes or follows the independent clause. 

Preceding Following 
me 'when' } ko-me 'while' h~-me 
h~-me 'whenever' 

mepfe 'if' } k~-mepfe 'if it happens that' h~-mepfe 
he-mepfe 'if ever' 

h~ 'when' h~ 

When the independent clause follows a subordinate clause introduced by one of the 
above conjunctions, it is introduced by kii (lit. 'and'). Examples: 

mepfe go mwo ti: iiciia mwo kii e bi5 tuii: 
if 2SG transitory real wait again and 3SG INDEF.FUT arrive 
'If you just wait on, he will probably come.' 

ko mi}i: h~-me nye ko enf 
real tasty when lINC:PL real eat 
'It's tasty when one eats it.' 

Other subordinating conjunctions introduce dependent clauses which can only follow 
the independent clause. These are: 

pfe 
(be)-me 
bee 
kolf 
pW:JhGwfi 

introduces complements 
purpose, result 
'because' 
'lest' 
'just as, in the same way as' 
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Examples: 

E: pa-jllujll-hf pfE: tiei: aplllfp 
3sG CAUS-true-TR that not.be person 
'He assured himself that no one was there.' 

itiM mee 
PROHIB PURPlsG 

aff-eng 
see-2SG:OBJ 

'I am forbidden to see you.' 

ta bE: mwciiu 
bad because hard 
'It's no good because it's hard.' 
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XARACUU 
Abstracted by John Lynch 

Xiinkuu is spoken by about 5000-6000 people living in the Canala area of southern 
New Caledonia. It is sometimes referred to as 'the Canala language', but is known to its 
speakers as mia Xaracuu Ina: xaraci:1 ('the heart of Canala'). A member of the South 
New Caledonian subgroup, Xiiriicuu is bordered to the north by Tiri (Tinrin) and Ajie 
and to the south by Xiiriigun':. There is some dialect differentiation (see Moyse-Faurie 
and Nechero-Joredie 1989: 15-18). This sketch is based on Moyse-Faurie (1995); there 
are also two dictionaries of the language (Grace 1975, and Moyse-Faurie and Nechero-
Joredie 1989). 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

Xiiriicuu has the following twenty-six consonant phonemes: 
pW P t c k kW 

bW b d g gW 
f f " x XW 
v 

mW m n fi 1) 

r 
w y 

All voiced stops are prenasalised; Irl is lightly trilled; there is also an Il/ in borrowed 
words. 

There are seventeen short vowel phonemes, ten oral and seven nasal: 

e 
e 

;} 

A 

a 

u 
o 
;) 

I 

3 

Each of these vowels may also occur long, glvmg thirty-four vocalic contrasts 
altogether. It appears that the oral/nasal contrast is neutralised (as a nasal vowel) before 
a nasal or prenasalised stop, but only intra-morphemically. 

1.2 Phonotactics 

Only open syllables are permitted, and a syllable may begin with either a consonant or a 
vowel. All consonants may occur initially and intervocalically, except that Irl occurs 
initially only in a handful of grammatical morphemes. Vowel clusters are common. 

765 
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NEW CALEDO~IA 

) 

XARACUU 
166'E 

1.3 Stress 

Primary stress occurs on the initial syllable of any word with one, two or three syllables; 
with words of more than three syllables, stress occurs on the first two syllables. 

1.4 Orthography 

In the current orthography, the labio-velar and labialised velar stops are written as 
digraphs with a following w: thus Ipwi and Ixw/, for example, are orthographically pw 
and xw. All other consonants are written as in the table above except that I J I is written as 
ch, 191 as s, lill as ny, and IIJI as ng. 

The short vowel phonemes listed above are represented orthographically as follows: 

u u f ii U 
e e 0 

e e a e Ii 6 
a a 

Long vowels are written by doubling the letter. 
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2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

Pronouns show the common Oceanic inclusive/exclusive distinction, and also 
distinguish singular, dual and plural. In some persons, there is a formal difference 
between independent, subject and object/possessor forms; however, in first exclusive and 
second persons in the non-singular, the independent forms are used with all these 
functions. The forms of the pronouns are: 

IINC IEXC 2 3 

Independent 
SG gu ge nie 
DL uni ng66 gou nuu 
PL iri ngee wfrf nii 

Subject 
SG na ke- kU re - e - ee 
DL uru - nu ng66 gou ru 
PL irf - nf ngee wirf ri 

()bject/)Dossessor 
SG na - nu - ra ro re - e 
DL ru ng66 gou ru 
PL ri ngee wiri ri 

The form ee given as 3SG:SUBJECT is actually an indefinite marker, and may refer to 
one or more indefinite human subjects. The IINC:DL and IINC:PL subject pronouns nu 
and ni tend to be used by younger speakers in preference to uru and iri. The ISG:OBJI 
pass form nu occurs only as an object marker and only when immediately preceded by 
the past tense marker na. And while na is the most frequent marker of ISG:poss, there 
is a group of directly possessed nouns which take -ra instead. 

2.2 Nouns 

Proper and common nouns behave differently in that the former take no articles. Some 
nouns are obligatorily possessed, others optionally possessed. 

Nouns can be derived from verbs and from other nouns by means of a wide range of 
prefixes, the first three of which in the list below are derived from obligatorily possessed 
nouns: 

kere-
ere-
puu-
ne-
a-
pa-
u-
kee-
xee-
xwa-

contents, reason 
consequence, result 
origin 
collective, locative, contents 
agent 
collective agent 
place, cause 
way of doing 
possibility of 
general nominaliser 
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Examples: 

ne-me 
COL-grass 
'bush, field' 

a-caa 
AG-hunt/fish 
'hunter, fisherman' 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

u-puute 
LOC-meet 
'meeting-place' 

xwa-narai 
NOM-think 
'thought' 

Articles precede the noun, demonstratives follow it. Indefinite is not marked. The 
definite articles are: 

a 
du 
ke 
mfrf - mff 

singular 
dual 
paucal 
plural 

All of these except the dual reqUIre that the noun also take one of the following 
postposed demonstratives: 

a near speaker, visible to addressee 
near addressee, visible to speaker nil 

noo 
bwa 
mwfrf 

distant from both speaker and addressee but visible 
distant and invisible (or past with temporal nouns) 
anaphoric 

There is also a set of demonstratives referring to specific locations or directions, 
like axwe 'upwards', achee, 'downwards', nookwee 'over there parallel to the coast', 
etc. 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking in the noun phrase 

Xaracuu has a quinary numeral system with separate morphemes for 'ten' and 'fifteen'. 
The numerals are as follows 

Most contexts 
1 chaa 
2 baaru 
3 bachee 
4 kerejue 
5 kereniirii 

10 duchiexe 
15 acaa 

With classifiers 
chaa-, cha-, chaa-
-ru 
-chee 
-fue 
-niirii 
-ru xe (note xe 'hand, extremity') 
-chee xe 

The numerals 6-9, 11-14 and 16-19 are formed on the basis of the appropriate quinary 
unit and one of the numerals 1-4, which are joined by me 'and'; units of twenty are 
formed on the noun xe 'extremity' plus either kamuru 'man' (for 20 and 40) or deeri 
'people' (for 60 and above): 

acaa me baaru 
fifteen and two 
'seventeen' 

xe baaru 
extremity two 
'forty' 

du kamurU 
ART:DL man 

Ordinals appear to be formed by the 3SG possessor suffix -reo 
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There are a few classifiers, which occur as suffixes to the numeral 'one' and as 
prefixes to all other numerals: 

see- . 
pude-
xiiii-
pUU-

used with long objects 
a packet of five fish 
a group of three yam-mounds 
plants 

When used with classifiers, the numerals take the short forms given above. 
In addition to the articles and numerals, number may also be marked in noun 

phrases 

(i) by a set of preposed collectives: 

pa obligatory with animates 
ci 'group of' (animates or inanimates) 
mwa 'group of' (animates only?) 
nepuu 'group of' (plants), 'many' 

(ii) by one of the following preposed quantifiers: 

chemwaa 'many' 
faachaa 'some' 
bwere 'a certain number of' 
chaake - chaapuke 'several' 

(iii) by one of the following postposed forms meaning 'all': 

wan!! 
xetidi - xevadi 
agwii 

after animates or inanimates 
after animates or inanimates 
after inanimates 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

There are only four adjectives: Joo 'old, used', me 'former', mu 'own' and mwff 'big, 
important'. There is a handful of prenominal modifiers (which are treated as being 
different from the adjectives because they can also occur with verbs): 

'true, real' 
'old, former' 
'small, a little' 

do 
nuu 
xuu 
pwe 
de, we 
che 

'whichever, any' (pwe in the paucal) 
'other' 
'on the other side' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

The structure of the noun phrase is: 

{
NUMERAL} {ADJECTIVE} ART + + 
QUANTIFIER MODIFIER 

+ COLLECTIVE + NOUN + 'all' + DEM 
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Example: 

mff bachee xuu pa xuuchf nil 
ART:PL three small COL child DEM 
'those three little children' 

Coordinate noun phrases are joined by me 'and', milil 'with (simultaneity)" or tOoi 
'or': 

Ke nil pe re ku me mwe. 
2sG DUR take DUR yam and taro 
'Go and get yams and taro.' 

Ke nil pe re ku milil mwe. 
2SG DUR take DUR yam with taro 
'Go and get yams at the same time as taro.' 

2.7 Possession 

Direct possession 

Kin terms, local nouns, and nouns referring to inherent qualities and some parts of the 
body and of things are directly possessed. When the possessor is a pronoun, the 
possessor pronouns in §2.1 are suffixed to these nouns. When the possessor is a noun, 
the possessor noun follows the possessed noun (with no intervening suffix), the two 
forming a compound noun. Examples: 

naxwa-para 
mouth-eel 

neewa-ro 
daughter-2sG 
'your daughter' 'the eel's mouth' 

There is a group of about fifty nouns (most but by no means all monosyllabic) which 
lengthen the final vowel when they are possessed in this way: 

jO 
be 
wina 

'spear' 
'brother' 
'neck' 

Indirect possession 

joo-kamuru 
bee-na 
wfnaa-na 

'the man's spear' 
'my brother' 
'my neck' 

There are two syntactic types of indirect possession. In the first, the following 
classifiers take a possessor pronominal suffix or are followed in a compound by the 
possessor noun, and this constituent is followed by the possessed noun. The 
classifiers are: 

nene-
neke-
(ne)wfne-
nexwee-
(ne)wfnye-
nenge-
ngee, ee-

food in general 
starchy foods 
meat 
food to be chewed 
drink 
tubers to be planted or harvested 
goods, possessions 
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Examples: 
nenge-re ku newine-taiki nyi-do 
POSS:FOOD-3sG yam 
'his yam (as food)' 

poss:meat-dog bone-chicken 
'the dog's chicken bone (to eat)' 

In the second type, the possessed noun comes first in the phrase, followed by one of the 
following markers, which is in turn followed by the possessor; possessor pronouns are 
free fonus in this case. The markers are: 

xu topic of story/song 
wa, ro wa passive 
re general 

Examples: 

xwadou ro wa na 
wound POSS:PASS lSG:POSS 
'my wound (which I received)' 
xoo-do re do re na 
egg-chicken poss chicken pass lSG:POSS 
'my chicken's egg' 

Directly possessed nouns and classifiers ending in e or e change this vowel to a if the 
vowel of the suffix is a, to 0 if it is 0, and to e if it is f If the noun ends in re or re, then 
the 3sG suffix -re becomes -e. 

2.8 Relative clauses 

There is no specific relative pronoun, although the relativised noun phrase usually 
contains a demonstrative. An object pronoun is left behind at the point of extraction if 
the relativised noun is animate: 

Na sa a xuuchf bwa na 
lSG:SUBJ hit ART:SG child DEM lSG:sUBJ 
'I'm hitting the child whom I detest.' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

miiri e. 
detest 3SG:OBJ 

Reduplication, which has an intensive function, may be complete or partial and, if 
partial, may involve the first or the second syllable: 

pwaca 
chepwfri 
atfri 

'drunk' 
'go back' 
'count on' 

The following verbal prefixes occur: 
fa- causative 
me- resultative, stative 
u- intransitiviser 

pwaca-pwaca 
che-chepwirf 
a-ti-tfri 

'very drunk' 
'go back hurriedly' 
'have confidence in' 

(There is also a homophonous non-productive prefix u- which has a reflexive or 
reciprocal sense.) 
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Transitivity is not marked formally on the verb: 

Anyaa n66de Famuru. 
Mother carry.on.back Famuru 
'Mother carries Famuru on her back.' 

There are, however, a dozen or so verbs which take a transitive suffix -ri; compare: 

flo 
kweti 

'be lazy' 
'be tired' 

mara 'be upset' 
nyfny66 'be complicated' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

flo-ri 
kweti-ri 

'have had enough of' 
'be tired of' 

mara-ri 'be disgusted with' 
nyfny66-ri 'not recognise' 

Verb phrases normally begin with one of the subject-marking pronouns (§2.l). Some 
tense-aspect particles precede the verb, others follow; these are: 

Preverbal 
wa recent completive 
nii durative (verb is followed by re 

if the object is overtly expressed) 
niiii past durative 
maa punctiliar 
xanf habitual 
va assertive 
sii negative 

Postverbal 
na past 
ii iterative 
m6ra completive 
ra repetitive 

xwa insistent (may also occur postverbally instead) 
There are also a number of verbal modifiers: 

Preverbal 
nuu 'formerly' 
xuu 'a little' 
doo 'fruitlessly' 
dopwaa 'pretending to' 
me 'regretfully' 
pwaaxwa 'very' 
depuu 'in tum' 
db] 'finally' 
poa 'similarly' 
pue 'simultaneously' 
sae 'each time' 

Postverbal 
bare 
cecoo 
xeedi 

Discontinuous 
ne ... V .. fiide 
do ... V .. re 

'also' 
'no matter what/how' 
'entirely' 

'one by one' 
'truly' 

There is in addition a large number of postverbal modifiers encoding position (like 
chilrildaa 'on the back'), manner (e.g. kwee 'easily'), intensification (e.g. setoa 
'completely') and direction (e.g. me 'hither'). 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

Serial constructions appear to be restricted to verbs with a common subject; no 
morpheme is allowed to come between the two serialised verbs. (There is no data on 
whether more than two verbs can occur in series.) Example: 
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E pere tepitit ti kame-reo 
3SG climb be. straight OIR house-3sG 
'He went straight up to his house.' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Identificatory and equational clauses generally consist of subject + nominal predicate, 
often separated by a pause: 

Nd aaxa. 
ISG:Focchief 
'I am a chief.' 

Se a, kwee-re. 
woman OEM wife-3SG 
'This woman is his wife.' 

There are also two presentatives: are (now used only by older speakers) andji, which 
follow a noun phrase and which must be preceded by an article if the noun phrase is 
non-singular: 

irf xeedf mfi ji a! 
IINC:PL all ART:PL IT'S OEM 
'Here we all are!' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

Intransitive clauses have the order Sv, while transitive clauses have SVO order. When 
the subject is a noun phrase, the preverbal subject marker is frequently omitted; 
however, it must be present when the subject is topicalised: 

Mwfnye-re, e pwe xuu ree. 
mother-3SG 3SG carry son poss:3sG 
'The mother, she was carrying her son.' 

Any other phrase may also be topic ali sed by fronting: 

Vee a, chaa xuuchf fa-megora na. 
glass OEM one child cAus-break PAST 
'This glass, a child broke it.' 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Peripheral arguments generally follow core arguments, though temporal nouns may also 
precede the subject. Prepositions include: 

to - ra 
ti 
tit 
te 
xwa 
ke 
wd 
nge 

location on horizontal axis 
direction 'towards' 
direction, 'towards the inland' 
direction, parallel to the coast 
direction, towards a non-visible object 
source 
location 
temporal, durative, instrumental 
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nedee 
maaitaa 
cou 
fadu 
nara 
keere 
kere 
were 
maa 

'after' 
'before' 
'near' 
'according to' 
cause 
comparative 
comitative, with animates/inanimates 
comitative, with animates 
strong comitative (as a pair) 

4.4 Negative clauses 

Negation is encoded by the preverbal particle sii (cf. §3.2): 

E sii pwaaxwa xo se na. 
3SG NEG strong sing big PAST 
'He/she didn't sing loudly enough.' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

Imperatives usually employ a verb with no subject-marking; however, the free pronoun 
subject may follow the imperative clause for reasons of specificity: 

Topere (gou)! 
wake.up (2DL) 
'Wake up (you two)!' 

A negative imperative uses the preverbal auxiliary wita: 

Wita fl! 
NEG.IMP go 
'Don't go!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Polar questions are marked with the interrogative particle kae, which may occur before 
or after the verb or sentence-finally. Its location allows for the focus ofthe question to be 
placed on different parts of the clause. Compare the following: 

E xwa kae na amu? 
3SG rain Q PAST yesterday 
'Did it rain yesterday?' 

E xwa na amu kae? 
3SG rain PAST yesterday Q 
'Was it yesterday that it rained?' 

Information questions use one of the following: 



yaa 
joope 
xai(pe) 
ceje, keweije 
wfje 
anff 
banff 
p66nfi 

ai 

'who?' 
'what?' 
'be where? be how?' 
'why?, 
'be why?' 
'when?' 
'how many?' 
'how many times?' 
'where?' 
'which?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

The coordinating conjunctions are: 

nii 'and, then' 
pwanii 'then, next' 

6.2 Subordination 

The following subordinators have been identified: 

cause 
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dobwa 
me purpose (occurs with various compounds to mark precision 

kwere 
dounii, dobwanii 
dobwame, dou(nii)me 

Example: 

of purpose) 
'lest' 
temporal 
conditional 

Doume ke ni?xii dobwa e xwi 
COND 2SG know thing 3SG be 
'If you know what happened to him, tell it.' 

wei re, chepaa. 
LOC 3SG reveal 



IAAI 
Abstracted by John Lynch 

Iaai is spoken in the central part of the island of Ouvea in the Loyalty Islands; the 
northern and southern tips of the island are occupied by speakers of the Polynesian 
Outlier language Fagauvea (West Uvea). There are about 3000 speakers ofthe language, 
although only half of these reside on Ouvea. There has been considerable contact 
between speakers ofIaai and Fagauvea (Ozanne-Rivierre 1994), and about one-quarter 
of Iaai speakers who are resident on Ouvea are completely bilingual in Fagauvea 
(Ozanne-Rivierre 1976:29). Iaai, Nengone and Drehu form the Loyalties subgroup of 
the New Caledonian family. This sketch is based mainly on Ozanne-Rivierre (1976), 
with some data from Tryon (1968b) and Ozanne-Rivierre (1984). 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

Iaai has a much larger phonemic inventory than most Oceanic languages. There are 37 
consonant phonemes: 

P t t tf k 
bw b d ct d3 g 
'Y <I> f e s f x h 
w j3 () 

rpw rp I} Il ~ V 
mw m n Il. fi IJ 

1 
1 

f 

I'YI is described as a voiceless labio-velar spirant, I<I>I as a voiceless labio-palatalised 
spirant, and If I is 1abio-dental. Contrast in analogous environments can be seen in the 
forms l'YetJi:n1 'its origin', l<f>etfl 'fold', IfetJI 'kick'. 

The contrast between velarised and simple bilabial stops and nasals is neutralised (as 
a simple bilabial) before rounded vowels and Ia!; It d e () I} nl are dental, Is f I alveolar. 
All consonants except If I may occur word-initially; however, only the voiceless stops 
and all voiced nasals other than Imwl may occur word-finally. 

There are ten short vowel phonemes: 

e 
c 

ii 
o 

a 

u 
o 
J 

776 
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0 
I 

o 

- 20'30'8 

20 
I 

Kilometres 

o 

b 
o 

40 

166'30'E 
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\\ 

" 0 " 

IAAll <'0 :t'''/ty 
~ /-s: 

(J 
NEW CALEDONIA 

Q 
\) 

Vowel length is phonemic, and all vowels may occur both short and long. The contrast 
between 1£1 and Ia! is neutralised as [£] after Iii <P 131; hi has a rounded allophone [ce] 
after a non-velarised labial. 

1.2 Phonotactics 

The canonical shape of syllables is (C)V(C). Two-consonant word-medial clusters may 
occur, but are restricted to combinations of nasal + consonant or I rl + nasal. Clusters of 
two or more vowels may occur. 

1.3 Stress 

Primary stress occurs on the initial syllable of a word, while secondary stress occurs on 
the final syllable of trisyllabic words and on the penultimate syllable of words of more 
than three syllables. 

1.4 Other features 

Word-final voiceless stops are voiced if the following word is vowel-initial: 

Itep a:1)1 > Iteb a:1)1 'this rat' 

Noun-final vowels undergo a set of morphophonemic alternations before most possessor 
suffixes, and there are also complex morphophonemics relating to the transitive suffix. 
These will be discussed in §2.7 and §3.1 respectively. 
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1.5 Orthography 

The traditional orthography uses digraphs and diacritics. All consonant oppositions are 
distinguished in the orthography except for that between the alveolar and retroflex 
nasals; in this sketch, I will write the latter as nr (voiced) and hnr (voiceless). The letters 
below correspond to the consonant phonemes in § 1.1: 

P t tr c k 
bw b d dr j g 
hw hv f th s sh x h 
w v dh 
hmw hm hn hnr hny hng 
mw m n nr ny ng 

hl 
I 

r 

Of the vowels, I'JI is written as 0 and 101 as 0, while 101 is written sometimes as 0 and 
sometimes as 0: in this sketch I write 101 as o. The orthographic symbols corresponding 
to the vowel phonemes above are: 

e 
e 

11 
o 

a 

u 
o 
d 

Long vowels are written by doubling the letter. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

Pronominal forms include focal or independent pronouns, preverbal subject markers, 
postverbal object enclitics, and possessor suffixes. Iaai distinguishes four numbers in the 
first inclusive and third persons (singular, dual, paucal and plural); however, in the first 
exclusive and second persons, the paucallplural distinction has been lost - the 
historically paucal forms mark plural. 

The independent and possessor pronominal forms are: 

lINC lEXC 2 3 

Independent 
SG inya au e 
DL otu ohmu obu odru ~ oru 
PC otin odrin ~ orin 
PL ota ohmun obun odra ~ ora 

Possessor 
SG -k -m -ny, -n 
DL -tu -hmu -bu -dru ~-ru 
PC -tin -drin ~ rin 
PL -ta -hmun -bun -dra ~ -ra 
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Non-singular subject-marking preposed particles and object postclitics are phonemically 
identical to the independent pronouns, except that there are some morphophonemic 
changes involving u-final forms when followed by a tense-aspect marker. The singular 
forms are different, however: 

Subject Object 
lSG iny,oge =nya 
2SG u =u 
3SG e, a (] 

In third person non-singular pronouns dr freely varies with r, though younger speakers 
favour r. Of the two 3sG possessor forms, -ny occurs after i and ii (if the preceding 
consonant is non-palatal) and also after ee; -n occurs elsewhere. Variation in the form of 
the subject markers will be discussed in §3.2 below. 

2.2 Nouns 

Nouns belong to two major classes. Proper nouns (names of people and vocative terms) 
take the presentative jia, while common nouns take the presentative unya; e.g.: 

jia Poou 
IT'S Poou 
'it's Poou' 

unya wanakat 
IT'S child 
'it's the child' 

(Note that presentatives can also occur within a noun phrase.) 

Common nouns are further subclassified into (i) nouns which obligatorily take 
possessor suffixes, (ii) deverbal nouns, and (iii) other nouns. Nouns themselves are 
uninflected, although there is one suppletive plural form: at 'man', woof 'men'. 

There are three sets of prefixes deriving nouns. First, there are two nominalisers: 

hna- + verb> result of the action; e.g.: hna-op 'building' 
NOM-build 

u- + verb> general nominaliser; e.g.: u-lOng 'obedience' 
(u- > i- before labials or rounded vowels) NOM-listen 

Then there are four collective prefixes, which may be added to nouns or verbs: 

la- relatives, allies 
wa- people 
0- people of the same sex; birds, mammals 
tang- concrete objects, abstractions 

Examples: 

wa-ucu 
cOL-buy 
'clients' 

o-moomo 
COL-woman 
'group of women' 

tang-uma 
cOL-house 
'cluster of houses' 

Finally, there are about twenty classificatory prefixes which may be added to nouns or 
verbs, including: 

la- leaves, flat things 
te- long things 
ga- a line of (immobile things) 
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ca- handle of 
hna- clothes 
ho- noises 
wa- fruits, small animals/things (> 0- before labials or rounded vowels) 

Compound nouns are frequent; note in particular agentives based on the first element at 
'person', and locatives based on the first element hna- 'place'; e.g.: 

at-bid 
man-dance 
'dancer' 

hna-bid 
place-dance 
'dance-ground' 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

Articles mark the following contrasts: 

(i) definite (zero) vs. indefinite (ke); 
(ii) non-plural (zero) vs. plural (fa); and 
(iii) specific number: singular (zero), dual (li), paucal/plural (jee). The combination ta 

jee DEF PL frequently reduces to ta. 

Thus the articles are: 

Definite 
Indefinite 

SG 

ke 

DL 

li 
ke Ii 

PC 

jee 
kejee 

PL 

ta, tajee 
ke tajee 

Locatives following a noun function as demonstratives. These are: 

eang (aang after a consonant) 
ee 
elee 
eling 

near speaker 
near addressee 
distant from both 
anaphoric 

The common presentative unya (§2.2) also functions as a determiner: 

E kong kdu unya waakoio. 
3SG bad DIR:3SG IT'S wave 
'Waves are bad for him.' (i.e. 'They're bad for him, waves are.') 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking in the noun phrase 

Counting today is more commonly carried out in French or using numerals derived from 
English (wonr, truu, thiri,fddr,faip .. . ). In the traditional (quinary) numeral system, the 
numerals are stative verbs. The numerals 1-5 are: 

1 xaca 
2 10 
3 kun 
4 vek 
5 thabung 

Numerals between 6 and 9 are compounds on the base thabung 'five', while those above 
ten are compounds on the base li benyi-ta (ART:DL hand-lINc:PL:POSS) 'our two hands 
- i.e. ten'; thus: 



thabung ke 
five and 
'nine' 

nua viik 
again four 

Ii benyi-ta ke 
ART:DL hand-IINC:PL:POSS and 
'thirteen' 

nua kun 
again three 
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'Twenty' is xaea at ('one man'). Ordinals are formed from cardinals by the suffix -iny: 
thus lo-iny 'second'. 

Grammatical number is marked in the noun phrase by articles and demonstratives 
(see §2.3). There is also a post-nominal modifier hia 'all'. 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

Iaai has a small set of modifiers which precede the noun in a noun phrase: 

oong diminutive, 'small' 
hing intensive, 'true' 
hvee 'different, separate' 
tha 'together' 

No adjectives may occur within the basic noun phrase: all adjectives occur in relative 
clauses (§2.8). 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

The basic structure of the noun phrase is: 

NUMERAL + ARTICLE + PRESENTATIVE + MODIFIER + NOUN + hia 'all' + DEM 

Coordinate NPs are joined by me 'and' or anee 'or': 

ke at a e m6k anee ke at aa m6k eu 
ART man REL 3SG sick or ART man 3SG:PERF sick CHNG.ST 
'a sick person or a dead person' 

2.7 Possession 

2.7.1 Direct possession 

Directly possessed nouns include terms for kin and associates, parts of the body and of 
things, things closely associated with the possessor (food, drink, habits), and nouns 
derived from verbs by the general nominaliser u- - i- when these refer to one's way of 
doing something. When the possessor is a pronoun, possessor suffixes are added to the 
possessed noun. With noun possessors, the possessed noun comes first in the phrase: it 
takes a suffix of the appropriate person and number if the possessor is common, but no 
suffix if the possessor is proper. Examples: 

eaa-n 
leg-3sG 
'hislher/its leg' 

caa-n laulau 
leg-3sG table 
'the leg of the table' 

eaa Poou 
leg Poou 
'Poou's leg' 
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Some final vowels (of directly possessed nouns and also the possessive classifiers to 
be discussed below) undergo the following morphophonemic changes; the 'final 
vowel' forms in the table below are those occurring before proper nouns and the 3sG 
suffix: 

Final vowel Before 1 SG -k 
and all NSG 

e 6 
a 6 
0 u 
ii ii 
00 uu 
da 66 

2.7.2 Indirect possession 

Before 2SG -m 

a 
a 
a 
o 
ee 
00 

dd 

If the possessor is non-human, the possessed noun takes one of two suffixes, and is then 
followed by the possessor noun phrase. The suffixes are: 

-en appurtenance, destination 
-iny dependence, origin 

Examples: 

tang-en o-vic 
basket-poss CL-banana 
'a basket for bananas' 

fao-iny mena 
hom-poss cattle 
'the bull's hom' 

With human possessors, however, there is a complex system of classifiers. There are half 
a dozen classifiers derived from nouns (some of which are used in possessing only that 
noun): 

umwa- houses, shelters « uma 'house') 
nuu- plants « nu 'coconut') 
huu- boats « hu 'boat') 
tange- baskets « tang 'basket') 
meni- power « men 'power') 
waii- reefs « wai 'reef') 

There are five classifiers derived from verbs: 

hlogu-
hie6-
bie6-
haalee-
d66-

fires 
things to be chewed 
headgear 
animals 
spears 

« hl6k 'warm oneself') 
« hie 'chew') 
« biea 'wear on the head') 
« haatr 'look after') 
« dad 'to pierce') 

And there are about a dozen other classifiers which have no lexical source: 

a- food 
bele- drink 
hnaa- passive 
hne- agent 



hanii-
hone-
hwa-
iie-
ii-
dee-
anyi-

catch (of fish, game) 
contribution 
noise, voice 
piece for chewing 
land 
road, path 
general 
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With these possessive classifiers, the classifier + pronominal suffix precedes the 
possessed noun phrase if there is no nominal possessor: 

anyi-k 
POSS:GEN-lSG 
'my chief' 

thaan 
chief 

hn{ui-n aat 
POSS:PAss-3SG wound 
'his/her wound' 

If there is a nominal possessor, however, the possessed noun phrase comes first in the 
phrase, followed by classifier + pronominal suffix and then the possessor noun 
phrase: 

waa a-n thaan 
fish POSS:FOOD-3SG chief 
'the chief's fish (to eat)' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

koiO bele-n moomo 
water POSS:DRINK-3SG woman 
'the woman's water (to drink)' 

Relative clauses in which the verb is an adjective or stative verb are introduced by the 
particle a: 

moomo a e hmanenang 
woman REL 3sG beautiful 
'the woman who is beautiful', 'the beautiful woman' 

Other relative clauses are simply juxtaposed to the main clause: 

E soo koko u=je ol-a. 
3sG good yam 2SG=COMPL cook-TR 
'The yam which you cooked is good.' 

When the relativised noun phrase is a spatial or temporal phrase, then the locative 
anaphoric proform hnying remains as a trace: 

Oge=me helaam ke dok oge=maa laba hnying. 
lSG=PROC search ART:INDEF place lSG=IMPF stay ANAPH 
'I am looking for a place where I can stay.' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Verbs are of two major types: independent and dependent. Both categories take a 
preverbal particle marking person and number of the subject and also aspect; but 
dependent verbs must in addition take a possessor suffix coreferential with the subject. 
Examples: 
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Independent: A=me kot jee 
3SG=PROC hit ART:DEF:PC 

wanakat. 
child 

'He's hitting the children.' 

Dependent: A =me bongo-no 
3SG=PROC stop-3SG:POSS 
'He's stopping.' 

There is also a contrast between personal verbs (like those exemplified above) and 
impersonal verbs. Impersonal verbs take a 3sG subject marker; an impersonal 
independent verb takes an object enclitic coreferential with the logical subject; while 
an impersonal dependent verb takes a possessor suffix coreferential with the logical 
subject: 

Independent: 

Dependent: 

E xatOa=nya ... 
3SG know=ISG:OBJ ... 
'I know .. .' 

E hmwoahnyi-k. 
3sG angry-ISG:poss 
'I am angry.' 

Some verbs are derived from nouns by pre-aspiration or spirantisation with, in some 
cases, mutation of the vowel of the root as well: 

litr 'night' 
noko- 'child' 

> 
> 

hlitr 'be black' 
hnok 'be the mother of' 

Generally, however, verbs are derived from nouns with no formal change: 

dra 'blood; be red' 
atr 'pot; cook' 
!dina 'earth; be dirty' 

Reduplication marks repetitive or intensive action; both partial and complete 
reduplication occur: 

kolu 'fall' ko-kolu 'fall in a heap' 
hngele 'look at' hngele-hngele 'look all around' 

The major verbal prefixes are: 

00- causative (the verb takes the transitive form - see below) 
i- ~ u- durative intransitive; when kou is postposed to the verb, this has the sense 

of reciprocality or mutual/concerted action 
be- desiderative 

Examples: 

ditr 'deep' oo-dil-a 'deepen' 
lee 'bum (TR)' u-Iii 'bum (rTR)' 
00 'arrive' i-ao kau 'meet together' 
ic 'drink' be-ic 'be thirsty' 
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Transitivity 

Transitivisation is complex. For at least some verbs, there may be three different 
transitive forms: 

(1) that used when the object is a common noun phrase with specific reference, or the 
zero 3sG pronoun object; 

(2) that used when the object is a proper noun phrase or a pronoun other than 3sG; and 
(3) that used when the object has generic reference and is incorporated into the verb 

phrase. 

With case (a), verbs which are inherently transitive (like kot 'hit') are usually not 
formally marked as such. With all other verbs, the commonest form of transitive 
marking is the suffix -a. (There is, however, a small number of verbs which take some 
other suffix: among these suffixes are -en, -ec, -em, -00, -00.) When this suffix is added 
to a vowel-final root, there is a whole range of morphophonemic changes; e.g.: 

.. . Ce-a > .. . Cee 

.. . Ca-a > ... Caa 

.. . Ci-a > ... coo 

... Cu-a > ... Coo 

.. . Ce-a > ... Ca 

There are also some cases of internal umlaut, and some cases of mutation of the final 
consonant, which appear to be lexically conditioned. Some examples: 

Intransitive 
hok 'move' 
soou 
tootr 
selatr 

'wash oneself' 
'stand' 
'look at oneself' 

Transitive 
huk-a 
oo-suu-a 
til-a 
seladr-a 

'move (something), 
'wash (someone)' 
'carry upright' 
'look at through water/spectacles' 

With case (b) - proper and pronominal objects - verbs ending in a consonant or a two-
vowel sequence in which the second is higher than the first take no transitive suffix but 
show umlaut patterns like the following: 

iC, eC, oC > iC 
aC, aC > oC 
oC > uC 
a, 6 + high vowel > 0+ HIGH VOWEL 
eu,ou > UU 

Verbs ending in a vowel show umlaut and, in the case of a final short vowel, lengthening 
as well; for example: 

Ce(e), Co(o) 
Ca(a), Ca(a) 
Co (0), Cu(u) 

> 
> 
> 

Cii 
Coo 
Cuu 

With incorporated objects - case (c) above - the majority of verbs follow the patterns 
as for case (b). However, there is a group of about thirty verbs which show one or more 
of the following: internal umlaut, spirantisation of the initial consonant (vowel-initial 
verbs in this group becoming h-initial), and palatalisation of the final consonant; 
compare: 
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Common Proper Incorporated 
kap kop xop 'welcome' 
kot kuc xuc 'hit' 
tddtr tootr thootr 'lift up by the end/tip' 
an on han 'eat' 
uca ucoo huce 'choose' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

The general structure of the verb phrase is: 

SUBJECT + ASPECTI_6 + PRE VERB + VERB + ADVERB +ASPECT7 

The first of the six sets of preverbal aspect markers are enclitics to the subject markers. 
In addition to zero-marking, indicating present/stative, this set includes: 

=me processive 
=maa imperfective 
=je completive 

There are complex morphophonemics involved in the combination of subject markers 
and these enclitics; the full set of forms (ignoring the variation between dr and r 
discussed above) is: 

PRESENT PROCESSIVE IMPERFECTIVE COMPLETIVE 
SG: I iny oge=me, iny=e oge=maa, iny=aa oge=e 

2 u u=mwe u=mwaa u=je 
3 e a=me a=maa a=a 

DL: IINC otu otu=mwe otu=mwaa ot=ee 
lEXC ohmu ohmw=e ohmw=aa ohmw=ee 
2 obu obw=e obw=aa obw=ee 
3 odru odnl=mwe odru=mwaa odr=ee 

pc: IINC otin otin=e otin=aa otin=e 
3 odrin odrin=e odrin=aa odrin=e 

PL: lINe ota ate=me ate=maa ate=e 
IEXC ohmun ohmun=e ohmun=aa ohmun=e 
2 obun obun=e obun=aa obun=e 
3 odra adre=me adre=maa adre=e 

The next five sets follow these enclitics, and most combinations appear to be allowed. 
These markers are: 

Set 2: =nee hypothetical, 'if' 
=kaa concomitant, 'when ( ... then)' 

Set 3: ka ~ ga insistence 
Set 4: tiga continuous, 'again' 
Set 5: caa negative 

caa wenr absolute negative, 'never' 
Set 6: ti intensive 

na attenuative 

There are a dozen or so preverbs of an adverbial nature, like: 



tha 
omii 
labwoo 
oxotr-trut 

'together' 
'slowly, gently' 
'habitually' 
'in vain' 
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There is also a similar, but much larger, set of postverbal particles, including: 

duong 
xa 
kueeny 
hminya 

'in secret' 
'unburdened' 
'for a long time' 
'also' 

Finally, the following aspect markers - all of which undergo some morphophonemic 
variation - occur at the end of the verb phrase: 

but distance, separation (the initial consonant assimilates to the voicing and point 
of articulation of the preceding consonant: it thus has the allomorphs but, dut, 
drut, jut, gut, put, tut, cut, kut) 

dhO punctiliar (do after a nasal, to after a stop) 
ju change of state (cu after a stop) 
bi simultaneity (Pi after a stop) 

Each of these may take the prefix thi- which intensifies the meaning. 
Some examples of verb phrases follow: 

u=kaa ka umdo ... 
2sG~when insistence finish 
'when you have finished .. .' 

a~me huliwa dho 
3SG~PROC work punctiliar 
'he's working (right now)' 

oge=e huliwa beii 
lSG~COMPL work long.time 
'I also worked for a long time' 

hminya 
also 

a=me caa ti mwede 
3SG~PROC NEG intensive make. noise 
'he doesn't talk loud enough' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

There is little evidence of verb serialisation in Ozanne-Rivierre's description. What she 
refers to as 'verbal auxiliaries' (p.223) may involve serialisation of a kind; e.g.: 

A =me he ka 00 nyi. 
3SG~PROC go PURP arrive tomorrow 
'He will come tomorrow.' 

A =me thep 00 ju. 
3SG~PROC new arrive CHNG.ST 
'He has just arrived.' 
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4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Given that there are a number of impersonal existential verbs (hu 'be', be 'not be', gaan 
'be a lot of'), and that adjectives function as the verb in a relative clause, there are very 
few verbless clauses in Iaai. About the only examples are those involving the 
presentative (cf. §2.2): 

Haba iie-n at aang me jia Pdl. 
TPC name-3sG man DEM TPC IT'S Paul 
'That man's name is Pau!.' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The unmarked phrase order is V(O)S. Because person and number of pronoun subjects 
and objects are obligatorily marked within the verb phrase, independent pronoun 
subjects and objects usually do not occur, except in cases of emphasis. 

A =me walak wanakat. 
3SG=PROC play child 
'The child is playing.' 

A =me kot wanakat thaan. 
3SG=PROC hit child chief 
'The chief hit the child.' 

Both subject and object can be topicalised by fronting, with or without the topicaliser 
haba ... me. When the object is topicalised, the subject must be marked by the preposed 
agent marker hnen. Compare: 

Unmarked: 

A =a kot wanakat kame-no 
3SG=COMPL hit child father-3sG 
'The father hit the child.' 

Topicalised subject: 

(Haba) kame-n (me), a=a kot 
(TPC) father-3sG (TPC), 3SG=COMPL hit 
'As for his father, he hit the child.' 

Topicalised object: 

(Haba) wanakat (me), a=a kot 
(TPC) child (TPC), 3SG=COMPL hit 
'As for the child, his father hit him.' 

wanakat. 
child 

hnen kame-no 
AG father-3SG 

An incorporated object can often be treated as part of the verb, in which case it can take 
a transitive suffix and an object noun phrase. Compare: 

A =me xeu-xeu hnyaam. 
3SG=PROC REDup-tap palm 
'He clapped/applauded.' 



A =me xeu-xeu hnyaam-a 
palm-TR 

ke xumwong. 
3SG=PROC REDup-tap 
'He applauded a song.' 

ART:INDEF song 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

The following prepositions introduce peripheral arguments: 

ka, ka hnyi 
hobikau 
me 
ge 
hnyi 

direction towards 
benefactive 
accompaniment 
instrument, source 
location (space or time) 
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The first three of these take pronominal object enclitics if the object is a pronoun, and 
there are certain vowel alternations in the final syllable of the preposition. 

Prepositional phrases tend to follow the core arguments; however, locative and 
temporal adverbs often precede the verb (with or without the topicaliser haba ... me): 

Eetr oge=e mwi 
yesterday ISG=COMPL have.been.at 
'Yesterday I was in Noumea.' 

A =a tha 00 eetr 
3SG=COMPL together arrive yesterday 
'He arrived with his friend yesterday.' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

Numea. 
Noumea 

me ihumwi-ny. 
ACC friend-3sG 

Negative clauses are marked as such by the preverbal aspect marker caa (cf. §3.2): 

A=me ka caa huliwa. 
3SG=PROC insistence NEG work 
'He's not really working.' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

Imperatives may consist simply of a verb, which may also be followed by one of the 
postverbal aspect markers listed in §3.2, which encode various degrees of politeness or 
brusqueness. Negative commands use the negative preverbal aspect marker caa. When a 
command is given to more than one person, the second person independent pronoun 
usually follows the verb phrase, but may precede it: 

Xumwong ju, obun! or Obun, xumwong ju! 
sing CHNG.ST YOU:PL YOU:PL sing CHNG.ST 
'Please sing (all of you)!' 

Caa mwede! 
NEG make.noise 
'Don't make noise!' 
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5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Polar questions may simply be statements with rising final intonation. However, there 
are also the sentence-initial question marker haawa and the (mutually exclusive) 
sentence-final marker lao 

Information questions use one of the following: 

iaa 
ieu 
iee 
we 
geeu 
ua 
kdii 
kiimiiu 
hoo 

'who?' 
'what?' 
'which?' (prenominal modifier) 
'how much/many?' 
'why?' 
'where (location)?' 
'where (direction)?' 
'how to do?' 
'do what?' 

The last two are verbs. leu 'what?' and iee 'which?' are always sentence-initial; other 
interrogatives occur in the slot appropriate to their grammatical function; compare the 
following (in which the verb wii has the transitive form 00 before a proper noun phrase): 

leu u=mwe wa? 
what 2SG=PROC see:TR 
'What are you looking at?' 

U=mwe 00 iaa? 
2SG=PROC see:TR who 
'Who are you looking at?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

Coordinate clauses may be simply juxtaposed, or else coordinated by one of the 
following: 

me -m 
kene 
ke 

'and' 
'and then' 
'but' 

With me, there is no aspect marking on the verb in the non-initial clause and when the 
subjects are the same, subject-marking is optional: 

A =maa umdo han me (e) he dhO 
3SG=IMPF finish eat and (3sG) go punctiliar 
'He will finish eating and go fishing.' 

6.2 Subordination 

ka thuutr. 
PURP fish 

Subordinate clauses are introduced by one of the following conjunctions: 

ka 
me ... PROC 

purpose 
purpose 



ka habe 
me 
wa . .. =ne/nye/nee 
a, anyin a, caan a 

Examples: 

direct quotation 
indirect quotation 
'lest' 
cause 

Oge=me hluma a u=je kolu. 
lSG~PROC laugh CAUS 2SG~COMPL fall 
'I'm laughing because you fell down.' 
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Caa an 
NEG eat 

otin wa 
lrNC:PC lest 

e=nye 00 but ke unyi a 
3sG~lest come distance ART:INDEF thing REL 

e kong ko=otin. 
3SG bad DIR~ lINC:PC:OBJ 

'Let's not eat in case something bad happens to us.' 

Conditional and temporal clauses are marked by the Set 2 preverbal aspect markers 
=nee and =kaa respectively; e.g.: 

U=mwe=kaa han 
2SG~PROC~when eat 

waa me u m6k. 
fish and. then 2SG sick 

'When you eat fish, then you are sick.' 



ULITHIAN 
Abstracted by John Lynch 

Ulithian is spoken by about 1000 people on Ulithi and neighbouring atolls just to the 
west of Yap in the Caroline Islands; there is minor dialectal variation between (a) Falalop 
and Asor, (b) Fais, and (c) Mogmog, Fassarai and Lodow. Ulithian is a member of the 
Chuukic (Trukic) subgroup of Micronesian, and is very closely related to, and forms 
part of the same dialect chain as, Woleaian, Pulo Anna and Sonsorol. This sketch is 
based on Sohn and Bender's (1973) grammar, the major aim of which was 'to provide 
the reader with as much of an overall picture of the language while using a generative-
transformational model that was current in the mid-sixties' (1973 :iii). 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes are: 

p c k 
J3w f 0 s x 
mw m n IJ 

I 
r 

w y 

The voiced fricatives IJ3w 01 become voiceless [<I>w 9] word-finally or before a voiceless 
consonant, while IfX/ become voiced [v ¥] between voiced segments, and Ixl varies with 
Ik/ in some environments; Icl and lsi are classed as 'alveo-palatal'; Irl is a trill, while 11/ 
has clear and dark allophones depending on the nature of the following vowel. 

The vowel phonemes are: 

e 
a:: 

:J 

a 

u 
o 
:l 

All short vowels have phonemic ally contrasting long forms, and many vowels exhibit a 
fair degree of conditioned allophony. 

1.2 Phonotactics 

Geminate consonants may occur word-initially and -medially; clusters of two non-
identical consonants may occur medially only. Words must begin with a consonant, 
the only vowel-initial words being some exclamations and loans from other 
languages. 
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Martlaek "is. 
FEDERATED STA TES OF MICRONESIA Nukuaro IS: 

Kapingamarangi Is .. ~ 

Stress is non-phonemic: it occurs on a long vowel, and on a short vowel followed by a 
consonant cluster + short vowel. In other environments, 'stress ... is not clearly 
recognisable' (Sohn and Bender 1973:74). 

1.4 Other features 

As with many Micronesian languages, there is complex alternation of vowels and, to a 
lesser degree, consonants in a wide range of morphophonemic contexts, including 
deletion of vowels in certain word-final environments. 

1.5 Orthography 

An orthography is proposed in the grammar, but this sketch will use the IPA-based 
symbols given in § 1.1 above, with geminate consonants and vowels being written by 
doubling the symbol. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

Ulithian pronouns distinguish four persons (with an inclusive/exclusive distinction in 
first person non-singular) and two numbers, singular and plural. Independent pronouns 
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may occur as NP subjects, but are frequently omitted, since there is a separate set of 
subject-indexing pronouns. Object pronouns are suffixes to verbs, and possessor 
pronouns are suffixes to nouns or possessive classifiers. The pronouns are: 

IINC 

Independent 

SG 

IEXC 

lJaalJ 

2 3 

xeel 
PL 

Subject 

SG 

xiic, xa xaamami xaamiyi 
yiiy 
yiir 

PL 

Object 

SG 

si 
yi 
xa 

-yeyi 

xo 
xa 

-xo 

ye 
re 

-ya 
PL -xica -xomami -xomlyl -:r 

Possessor 

SG 
PL -ca 

-yi 
-mami 

-mu -la 
-miyi -yire 

The third person plural object pronoun involves lengthening of the preceding vowel of 
the root before the suffix /-rl. 

There are also two sets of demonstrative pronouns, which are based on the 
demonstrative enclitics (§2.4 below). 

2.2 Nouns 

Nouns can be derived from other word classes by means of a number of affixes: 

Yl- + demonstrative/locative 
too- + verb 
C;);)- + verb/adjective 

re- + noun 
lika- + reduplicated verb 
noun + -lapa 

Examples: 

waa 'canoe' 
talJtalJi 'cry' 
yulioiy 'Ulithi' 
lutu 'jump' 
tama 'father' 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

> noun, demonstrative pronoun 
> agent, 'skilled practitioner' 
> 'person with characteristics expressed by the 

verb/adjective' 
> 'person of place/time' 
> noun, 'game-like action' 
> largeness, importance, age 

too-waa 
C;);)-talJtalJ i 
re-yulioiy 
lika-Iutlutu 
tama-Iapa 

'canoe caretaker' 
'cry-baby' 
'a Ulithian' 
'a jumping game' 
'true father' 

There are no articles in Ulithian. There is a set of demonstrative enclitics, as follows: 
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Singular Plural 
Proximate lee kaa 
Intermediate laa kalaa 
Distant, visible laay kalaay 

not visible wee kawee 

These demonstratives follow the noun to which they refer. However, directly possessed 
nouns may not be followed by a demonstrative enclitic, but rather are preceded by a 
demonstrative pronoun: 

tarmwale rraye kawee 
boy happy those 
'those happy boys' 

but: 

melwee tama-mu 
DEM father-2sG 
'that father of yours' 

Demonstrative pronouns are based on these enclitics: there is an indefinite set, based on 
a prefix whose underlying form is Im<el-I, while a definite set prefixes Iyi-I, though 
various morphophonemic changes occur in both of these forms. The forms are: 

Singular Plural 

DEFINITE 

Proximate yllyee yikaa 
Intermediate yilaa yikalaa 
Distant, visible yilaay yikalaay 

not visible yiwee yikawee 
Interrogative yifaa yikafaa 

INDEFINITE 

Proximate melee makaa 
Intermediate malaa makalaa 
Distant, visible malaay makalaay 

not visible melwee makawee 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Ulithian has a decimal system. One set of numerals is used in a noun phrase, where it is 
attached to a classifier, while another set is used in serial counting. The forms are: 

Used in noun phrase Serial counting 
I se Y:X)o 
2 ruW;} ruy 
3 sulu yeel 
4 faay faal] 
5 lima liim 
6 w;)le w;);)1 
7 fisu fiis 
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Used in noun phrase 
8 walu 
9 oiwa 

10 yexe 

Serial counting 
w&&l 
oiiw 
se-yexe 

Numerals of the first set must be used with a following numeral classifier (which are 
formally different from possessive classifiers). Sohn and Bender (1973) list 43 numeral 
classifiers, including the following: 

j3WOI)O night 
cayg leaf-like object 
fase round object 
male animate object 
1);)10 bundle of ten 
puluxu school of fish, herd 
ttaxe slice 
yaye long, slender object 
xaye tree-stem, book 
wo general 

Examples: 

feoa-male tarmwale? 
how:many-cL boy 
'how many boys?' 

ruwg-xaye pinsan 
two-CL pencil 
'two pencils' 

fisu-j3woI)O wiik 
seven-CL week 
'seven weeks' 

Ordinals are formed by prefixing the causative prefix /xa-/ (forming a directly possessed 
noun): 

xa-ruw;:)-xaye-li 
CAUS-two-CL-ORD 
'the second pencil' 

pinsan 
pencil 

Distributives are formed by preposing /ka/: 

ka ruw;:)-male 
DISTR two-CL 
'two by two ( of animates),. 

There are a number of quantifiers, including: 

tggt 
suxufeo 
sij3wis 

'some' 
'a little' 
'some, a few' 

Nouns are invariable in form for number, but may be preceded by a plural pronoun to 
indicate plurality: 



senseye laa mg yap 
teacher OEM from Yap 
'that teacher from Yap' 

yiir senseye kalaa mg yap 
they teacher OEM from Yap 
'(they) those teachers from Yap' 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 
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Adjectives may be derived from nouns or verbs. Nouns referring to materials may be 
used as adjectives: 

yimwameoaa 
house what 

melee? 
this 

'What kind of house is this?' 

yimwaa semen. 
house cement 

'(It's) a cement house.' 

Stative verbs may also be used as adjectives. Compare the following: 

re sa rraye. 
3PL:SUBJ STAT happy 
'They are happy.' 

se-male feefele rraye 
one-CL girl happy 
'She is a happy girl.' 

yiwee. 
that 

There are a number of modifiers which occur as pre- or post-nominal particles. Pre-
nominal modifiers are: 

te 'not' 
ciil 'still ' 
wa 'also, again' 
mwooc 'just' 
wol 'most' 
xal 'only' 
rool 'altogether' 

Post-nominal particles include directionals plus a number of other particles which can 
also be used after verbs (see §3.2 below). 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

Numerals and other quantifiers, as well as possessives, precede the noun, while 
adjectives and demonstratives follow it. 

Coordinate noun phrases may be linked by 11JgI or Imgl 'and' and Ixareel 'or'; e.g.: 

mwale laa mg feefele laa 
man OEM and woman OEM 
'the man and the woman' 

2.7 Possession 

Possessive constructions are of two basic types, direct and indirect. 
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Direct possession 

The following classes of nouns are possessed in direct constructions: kin terms; nouns 
referring to parts of wholes, essential qualities, and things done to the possessor; 
important possessions (like canoes); and nominalised verbs. 

When the possessor is a pronoun, the pronominal possessor form is suffixed directly 
to the possessed noun. When the possessor is a noun, the possessed noun takes a third 
person possessor suffix of the appropriate number, or the construct suffix /-li/, and the 
possessor noun phrase follows. Examples: 

lawu-yi 
child-lSG 
'my child' 

waa-yire 
canoe-3PL 
'their canoe' 

yela-Ia 
long-3sG 
'its length' 

Indirect possession 

loxo-mu 
go-2sG 
'your going' 

waa-yire yaramata kalaa 
CL-3PL person those 
'those people's canoe' 

yela -Ii pese 
long-3sG dog 
'the length of the dog' 

Ulitihian has a 'typically Micronesian' system of possessive classifiers, thirty-one being 
listed in the grammar. Below is a brief sample: 

water source calu-
lema-
liliya-
IJUOg-
waa-
xala-
xolo-
xota-
yimwa-
yaa-

drink or smokable object 
place 
something to be chewed 
vehicle 
cooked food 
something caught 
covering 
shelter 
general 

The structure of an indirect possessive construction is: 

{

POSSESSOR PRONOUN } 
CLASSIFIER- POSSESSOR PRONOUN + NP POSSESSOR + POSSESSED 

CONSTRUCT SUFFIX + NP POSSESSOR + POSSESSED 

Examples: 

yimwa-Ia yimwa 
yimwa-Ia sukuun 
yaa-Ia f3waf3wiyoro 
yaa-li yeliwici f3waf3wiyoro 
yaa-yire yeliwici f3waf3wiyoro 
waa-yire wayele 

'his/her house' 
'his/her school' 
'his/her book' 
'the boy's book' 
'the boys' book' 
'their plane' 
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2.8 Relative clauses 

The relative clause follows the head noun, and is introduced by Ihel (non-past) or lwei 
(past, invisible); pronominal copies of any relativised constituents occur at the point of 
extraction. Examples: 

ye coolopa tarmwale p<e<ecixcixi l<e re oipali-ya re f3we la oulu. 
3SG many boy small REL 3PL want-3SG 3PL FUT go torch 
'There are many small boys who Iike to fish by torchlight.' 

ye sa xacalJi-ya melwee tama-Ia we tamolo-Ii looow. 
3SG PERF love-3sG OEM father-3sG REL chief-cs Lodow 
'She loved her father, who was the chief of Lodow.' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Intransitive verbs are derived from nouns by various kinds of reduplication: 

f3wisi 'brother' l3wis(3wisi 'be in brother relation' 
mata 'eye' mmata 'wake up' 
sifu 'grass skirt' sifsifu 'wear a grass skirt' 
yalJi 'wind' yalJiyalJ i 'blow' 

An intransitive verb becomes transitive when it takes the causative prefix Ixa-/: 

(3wf3woro 'be bent' xa-f3wf3woro 'bend' 
DO;)I;} 'shine' xa-DO;}I;} 'illuminate' 
maoafa 'clear' xa-maoafa 'explain' 
mwocooco 'short' xa-mwocooco 'shorten' 

Intransitive verbs are also transitivised by one of two transitive suffixes: 

(i) I-Cil 'close transitive' (usually involving a direct object), which has the lexically 
conditioned allomorphs I-oil, I-Iii, l-lJi/, I-si/, I-xii, where Iii becomes lui after I;}I or 
a back vowel, and also I-fif, I-mil, I-ri/, where the vowel is invariable. 

(ii) l-xiIiI 'remote transitive' (usually involving a beneficiary, instrument, or an object 
less directly affected by the verb). 

Either of these suffixes may be followed by an object suffix if the object is a pronoun 
(and optionally if the object is a noun). However, there are a number of transitive verbs 
which do not take either of these transitive suffixes. Some examples follow. 

Zero transitive: 
re xafalJa-xo 
3PL send-2sG 

loxo. 
thither 

'They sent you over there.' 

kassiya-ya luuroes! 
ask-3sG Lourdes 
'Ask Lourdes!' 
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Close transitive: 
yule-mi-ya cale lee! 
drink-TR-3sG water DEM 
'Drink this water!' 
xa-si-ya aoxo cale laa! 
carry-TR-3sG hither water DEM 
'Bring that water here!' 

Remote transitive: 
ye {3we fawu-xili-ya. 
3sG FUT row-TR-3sG 
'He will row for him.' 
ye sa ma-xili-yeyi. 
3SG STAT shame-TR-lsG 
'He feels shameful towards me.' 

Other affixes to verbs include: 

te- intensifier 
-cix delicacy, attentiveness 
-ffaa fruitlessness 
-ppat randomness 
-yex 'always, already' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

The structure of the verb phrase is: 

subject + tense/aspect + manner + verb + directional + adverb + intensifier 

The subject markers are listed in §2.1 above. The affirmative tense/aspect markers are: 

{3we 
sa 
saa{3w 
Ie 

indefinite future 
stative, perfective, imperative, definite future 
delayed future 
mild imperative; immediacy (after /{3we/ and /sa/) 

while the negative forms are: 

te, ta 
towee (Ie) 
teea 
tay 
ae 

non-future negative 
future negative 
'not yet' 
'no longer' 
mild negative imperative 

Preverbal manner particles include such forms as: 

ciil 
mwooc 
xal 
mw;,;,l 
fasul 
rna 

'still' 
'just, finally' 
'only' 
'for the first time' 
'normally' 
habitual 
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Postverbal particles include directionals like looxol 'hither' and Iloxol 'thither', adverbs 
like Ifatal)il 'separately', and a number of intensifiers, including the ubiquitous Icoxl 
'just, only', as well as Ixaamasl 'very, extremely' and Ixamayl 'well'. 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

There is no discussion of verb serialisation in Sohn and Bender's grammar. 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Verbless clauses are used in identificatory clauses only, and have the form Subject + 
Predicate: 

l)aal) yilaa tamolo. 
I DEM chief 
'I am chief.' 

xaamiyi re-saapan? 
yOU:PL person-Japan 
'Are you (PL) from Japan?' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

The basic structure of the clause is SV(O), as illustrated in a number of sentences above. 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Prepositional phrases follow the object in transitive clauses or the verb in intransitive 
clauses. The first two prepositions below are followed by noun phrases, while the 
remainder are 'verbal prepositions' which are followed by object suffixes: 

m;:) 
J3wo 
I) ali-
tal)i-
yixili-

Examples: 

'from, at, to' 
'as, for' 
'to, with, for' 
'away from' 
'for, with' 

yi sa cuwayi-ya m;:) kantin. 
I SG PERF buy-3SG from store 
'I bought it from the store.' 

yi J3we Ie xa-si-ya yiiy tal)i-ya 
ISG FUT IMM carry-TR-3sG it away.from-3SG 
'I will take it away from this house.' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

The negative preverbal markers are listed in §3.2. 

yimwa lee. 
house DEM 
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5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

The affirmative imperative uses the appropriate second person subject marker (which is 
optionally deleted) before the verb, while the negative imperative is marked by Itowee/: 

(xo) Mare! 
(you:SG) run 
'Run!' 

(xo) 
(you:SG) 
'Don't run!' 

towee ooare! 
NEG:IMP run 

The negative imperative loel was mentioned in §3.2 above. 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Polar questions involve changing final falling statement intonation to rising intonation. 
Information questions use one of the following interrogative forms: 

yiitey 
meoaa 
yifaa, yikafaa 
yiiyaa 
feoa-
yiI)leo 
-faa, -kafaa 

'who?' 
'what?' 
'which?' 
'where?' 
'how many?' 
'when?' 
'which?' 

as well as the interrogative verbs IXleletaal 'what happen?' and Ifeoal 'do how?' 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

Coordinate clauses are linked by one of the following conjunctions: 

I);:) 
xaree 
ye 
I 

'and, but' 
'or' 
'and so' 
'as, now that' 

For example: 

ye f3we f3wuu OOXO I);:) yi f3we loxo. 
3sG FUT come here and 1 SG FUT go 
'He will come and I will go.', or 'If he comes, I will go.' 

6.2 Subordination 

The following subordinating conjunctions occur: 

f3wo 'because, so that' 
I);:) 'then' 
I complementiser 



Example: 

yi te masgrg j3wo yi sa yule koofiy. 
ISG NEG sleep because ISG PERF drink coffee 
'I can't sleep because I drank coffee.' 
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PULUWATESE 
Abstracted by John Lynch 

Puluwatese is a member of the complex Chuukic (Trukic) dialect continuum within the 
Micronesian family. It is spoken by about 1500 people living on the atolls of Puluwat, 
Pulap and Pulusuk in the central Caroline Islands (Federated States of Micronesia). 
There is some dialectal variation, and there has also apparently been considerable 
lexical (and other?) influence from Chuukese (Trukese). This sketch is based on Elbert's 
(1974) grammar, in which the description of syntax is by a set of phrase structure trees 
with little textual discussion. A dictionary of the language appeared as Elbert (1972). 
Descriptions of other Chuukic languages include Dyen (1965) and Goodenough and 
Sugita (1980) for Lagoon Trukese, Oda (1977) for Pulo Anna and Sohn (1975) for 
Woleaian. 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The following consonant phonemes are recognised: 

pw p 

f 
mw m 

w 

s 
n 
r 
r 

k 
tf 

h 
IJ 

y 

Stops and the affricate are generally voiceless, but occur weakly voiced intervocalically; 
lsi is found mainly in loanwords (where it often varies with Ih/) and in old songs. 

The vowel phonemes are: 

e 
<e 

~ 

a 

u 
o 
;) 

After velarised bilabials, Ia! is raised and fronted while back vowels are slightly centred; 
Iii has the allophone [1] in short closed syllables. 

There is a phonemic length distinction with all vowels and all consonants except Iwl 
and Iy/: 

Ipw~l/ 

Iyopl 
'burned' 
'break' 

Ipw:;:>l! 
Iyo:pl 

'dirt' 
'hide' 
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o 
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I 
150"E 

q r 0 
line Islands Mortlock ·Is . 

FEDERA TED STATES OF MICRONESIA Nukuoro IS': 

Kapingamarangi IS .. ~ 

Syllables may be open or closed, and thus the canonical syllable pattern is (C)V(C). An 
excrescent vowel (EV) is inserted between a syllable-final consonant and an immediately 
following syllable-initial consonant within the same word. Vowels may not occur word-
initially in underlying forms (though initial /y/ and /w/ are occasionally lost in certain 
environments), and there are no clusters of vowels or consonants (apart from geminates) 
in the same syllable. 

1.3 Stress 

Stress is about even on all syllables, except that it falls more heavily on the final syllable 
in words of the form CVCv, and also on any syllable beginning with /hi; the excrescent 
vowel referred to above is unstressed unless preceded by /hi. 

1.4 Other features 

There is a certain amount of reduction of consonant clusters or assimilation across word-
boundaries, either of the type C1 + C2 > C2 or of the type C j + C2 > C2C2 . 

There are also complex vowel morphophonemics. Elbert writes a number of 
morphemes with capital-letter vowels, but does not specifically explain the 
morphophonemics, and a number of the grammatical morphemes given here have 
more than one shape. In addition, what he refers to as stem vowels (sv) occur in a 
number of morphophonemic contexts. These are historically morpheme-final vowels 
which are lost word-finally but not when followed by a suffix, and they undergo various 
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alternations in combination with various suffixes. Thus the possessive paradigm of 
IhalilJl 'ear' « Proto Oceanic *talilJa) is as follows (each item consisting of root-sv-
suffix): 

ISG /halilJ -e-y I IINC:PL IhalilJ-a-ri 
2SG /halilJ-;)-mwl IEXC:PL IhalilJ-;)-mm1 
3SG IhalilJ-a-n! 2PL IhalilJ-a-mil 
CONST IhaliIJ--n! 3PL IhaliIJ -e: -r I 

Stem vowels will be indicated as such in this sketch. Other morphemes which undergo 
morphophonemic variation will be given in the underlying or commonest form in lists 
and in their actual surface form in any phrase or sentence example. 

1.5 Orthography 

In the orthography used by Elbert, the velarised bilabials are written as pw and mw, ItSl 
as c, IIJI as ng, Irl as f and hi as r. The vowel symbols are: 

u u 
e e o 
a a o 

Geminate consonants and vowels are represented by double letters, except that geminate 
pw, mw and ng are written ppw, mmw and nng. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

Pronominal forms distinguish two numbers and occur in independent, subject, object 
and possessive forms: 

IINC IEXC 2 3 

Independent 
SG ngaang - nga yeen yiiy 
PL kiir yaamem yaami yiir 

Subject 
SG yiy - wu wo ye - ya 
PL hi - hay yay yaw - yow fe - fa 

Object 
SG -ay - -ey -k -y--w--V 
PL -kir -kemem -kami -r 

Possessive 
SG -y - -yi -mw -n --y 
PL -r -mam - -mem -mi -f 

The alternate nga of the I SG independent pronoun is limited to fast speech. Variation in 
the subject forms is conditioned largely by the following vowel. In the 3sG possessive, -n 
is heard more frequently in citation forms, -y more frequently in connected speech. 
Alternations in the object forms will be discussed in §3.1. 
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2.2 Nouns 

Possessive and numeral classifiers define a wide range of noun classes (cf. §2.4, 2.7). 
Many words can function without formal modification as both nouns and verbs, though 
there are a number of nominal derivational affixes, like: 

haw-
li-
liko-

'expert' 
'person; animal' 
'game, toy' 

haw-ppwang 
li-hemwaay 
liko-hhoma 

(expert-slander) 
(person-sick) 
(toy-ghost) 

There are two 'adjectival suffixes', -kkit 'small' and -lap 'big, true': 

ham-e-lap 
father-Ev-true 

'slanderer' 
'sick person' 
'hide-and-seek' 

hamwol-e-kkit 
chief-Ev-small 
'lesser chief' 'true (as opposed to classificatory) father' 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

There are no articles. However, there is a complex set of demonstratives, which may 
occur alone as demonstrative pronouns or which may modify nouns. These are formed 
on the following bases, each of which has a number of (free or conditioned) alternants, 
which are omitted in the list below, although some of them appear in various examples 
in this sketch: 

yeey 
yeen 
mwuun 
yenaan 
yewe 

very near the speaker, present time 
fairly near the speaker, present time 
very near the addressee 
distant, future time 
invisible, past time 

These may occur unaffixed or with one of the following prefixes, which have a wide 
range of morphophonemic alternants (and which are not the same as either the numeral 
or the possessive classifiers): 

yi- - yi-k-
min(ne)-
man (e)-
yate-
wol(o)-
liy(e)-

location, time, causality 
inanimate 
animate 
male human 
male human 
female human 

There is also a prefix kk-, marking plurality, which occurs before the demonstrative 
bases (but after any of the prefixes listed above). Thus: 

mwaan e-kk-ewe yi-kk-ana 
man LOC-PL-ANAPH LOC-PL-DEM:DIST 
'the gentlemen over there' 

ham-a-n at-ewe na 
father-sv-CONsT DEM:MALE-DEM:INVISIBLE DEM:DIST 
'that boy's father' 
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2.4 Numerals and number-marking in the Noun Phrase 

Puluwatese has a decimal system. The numerals used in serial counting are listed below. 
Most decades are based on a form -(y}ik to which is prefixed a form of the cardinal 
numeral; however, there are sufficient exceptions to this to warrant listing all decades 
here: 

1 ye-et 6 woon 20 ruw-e 70 fi-ik 
2 ruuw 7 fuus 30 yel-iik 80 wal-iik 
3 yeel 8 waal 40 fiui-yik 90 ttiw-e 
4 jCuin 9 ttiw 50 lim-e 100 ye-pwukuw 
5 IUm 10 hee-yik 60 won-e 

In addition to -pwukuw, there are also numeral bases for 1000 (-ngeray) and 10,000 (-kkit). 
Numerals intervening between decades are formed with me 'and', the digit 

apparently taking the general classifier in serial counting: 

ruw-e me 
two-ten and 
'twenty-four' 

[oow 
four-cL 

There is a large number of numeral classifiers, which are suffixed to numerals and other 
quantifiers (like ycikkiui- 'some' andfite- 'how many'). Elbert lists about forty ofthese, 
the commonest being: 

-ray - -man animates, tools, weapons, musical instruments, some foreign 
artefacts 

-for long slender objects 
-fay round objects 
-ree flat obj ects 
-oow general (obj ects not specified by other classifiers) 

Numerals and some classifiers undergo morphophonemic alternations when they 
combine. The examples below show the base fcicin 'four' with each of the classifiers 
listed above: 

fa-ray laayif 
fa-or waa 
faa-fay fawu 
faa-ree hciciki 
[oowamara 

'four knives' 
'four canoes' 
'four stones' 
'four mats' 
'four sails' 

Ordinal numerals are formed by the causative prefix and the 3SG possessive suffix 
affixed to the cardinal numeral + general classifier: 

ya-ttiw-ow-a-n 
cAus-nine-cL:GENERAL-Sv-3sG:poss 
'ninth' 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

There appears to be no class of adjectives; verbs with a stative or adjectival sense as well 
as certain nouns may follow the head noun: 



waa hefak 
canoe sail 
'sailing canoe' 
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ye-ray efemahan Polowat 
one-CL man Puluwat 
'a Puluwat man' 

There are also a few modifiers which occur in noun phrases (as well as verb phrases): 
Jer(i) - Jaay 'intensifier' ,Joton - Jotoy 'habitual' and pwal - pway 'also, too' precede 
the head, while rak 'only, just' follows it: 

Joton it-o-mw 
HABIT name-sv-2sG 
'your usual name' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

pwal ngaang 
too I 
'me too' 

ngaang rak 
I only 
'just me' 

Possessive constructions, numerals and most modifiers precede the head in a noun 
phrase, while demonstratives, modifying verbs or nouns and the modifier rak 'only' 
follow it. 

Coordinate NPs use the conjunctions me 'and' or yare 'or': 

yat-e-n reewow me yat-e-n reelong 
boy-sv-CONST Reewow and boy-sv-coNsT Reelong 
'the boys of Reewow and the boys of Reelong' 

2.7 Possession 

Direct possession 

Direct possession is used with inalienable nouns (kin terms, parts and other intimate 
possessions) as well as with a number of prepositions. When the possessor is a pronoun, 
the possessive suffixes are added to the noun, often with an intervening stem vowel 
(§ 1.4). When the possessor is a noun, the construct suffix -n - -y - -i is added, and the 
nominal possessor follows the possessed noun; the form -i occurs (only?) after the stem 
vowel i, and although the other allomorphs are identical to the 3sG suffixes, the stem 
vowel is often different. 

yiir-e-mam 
age-sv-IEXC:PL 
'our age' 

makitr-a-n 
head-sv-3SG 
'his head' 

Indirect possession 

yiif-e-n Pen 
age-sv-cONST Ben 
'Ben's age' 

makitr-a-n 
head-sv-coNST 
'that man's head' 

yat-enaaw 
DEM:MASC-DEM:DIST 

As is common in Micronesia, there is a large number of possessive classifiers marking 
inalienable possession, though the system and the forms used for possession are 
different from those used with numerals. Elbert lists around thirty-five possessive 
classifiers, of which the following is a selection: 

Jowut- ornaments 
haam- senior persons 
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nawu-
wanuw-
wook-
wor-
yan-

junior persons, animals, small foreign objects 
garlands, finery 
sticks, spears 
raw food, meat 
cooked food, coconuts [note that the allomorph yan- occurs in the 

examples below.] 
ya- general classifier 

The classifier behaves as an inalienable noun, taking pronominal suffixes or the 
construct suffix; the possessed noun comes at the end of the phrase: 

yan-a-y maay 
CL-sv-lSG breadfruit 
'my cooked breadfruit' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

yan-a-n Pen wuur 
CL-SV-CONST Ben banana 
'Ben's cooked bananas' 

The grammar lists yeray 'anyone who', ne 'who, which' and ye 'the one who/which' as 
relative pronouns: 

Ye haar mwo mwaan ne e pwe wura 
3SG be.none yet man REL 3sG FUT say 
'Is there anyone else who would say .. .' 

When the relativised NP contains a demonstrative, the relative pronoun is often omitted: 

Hotto we ye nngaw Ja-a-f. 
bring DEM 3SG bad below-sv-3PL:poss 
'Bring me the worst of them.' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Verbal prefixes include: 

yakk-
ya-
me-

plural, frequentative (wakk- before w-initial roots) 
causative 
quality, state 

For example: 

yakk-a-mwif-wow 
PL-cAus-go.after-outside 
'go out after (pl.)' 

Verbs may be reduplicated to indicate frequency, duration, or habitual or plural action. 
Reduplication is prefixed and is normally the first syllable of the root; various 
morphophonemic changes occur, including degemination of the vowel of the root, 
gemination of the vowel of the prefix, or epenthesis: 

hoong 'scold' hoh-hong 'be always scolding' 
luuw 'chew' luu-luw 'be chewing' 
no 'live' noo-no 'be living' 
yaam 'trim' yam-i-yam 'be trimming' 
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Object suffixes precede other suffixes. Of the object suffixes given in §2.l, the 3SG form 
-y occurs after a front vowel and -w after a non-front vowel; the form given as -V is 
usually -a or -a, but sometimes -e or -a, and it is used before a directional suffix or the 
particles rak 'only' and mwo or no '(not) yet'. A transitive verb may take a 3SG suffix or 
no suffix at all if there is a nominal object (singular or plural): 

Yi pwe kee:l(-u-w) keel-u-n fanu. 
ISG FUT sing(-sv-3sG:OBJ) song-Sv-CONST community 
'1 will sing community songs' 

The various directional and other suffixes to verbs are: 

Directional suffixes 
-to hither 
-10 away, south 
-ta up, east, lee side of canoe 
-tiw down, west, weather side of canoe 
-long inside, inland, ashore 
-wow outside, seaward 
-waw towards addressee 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

Other suffixes 
-ccip 'restlessly' 
-eet ~ -iit 'directly to' 
-fehQnng 'separate, different' 
-fengann 'together, with' 
-fetal 'here and there' 
-fJat 'without result' 
-ppaat 
-ppak(uw) 
-yakin 

'continually' 
'simultaneously' 
'accompany' 

The verb phrase basically consists of a subject marker (§2.1), a TAM marker and a verb. 
There are also two sets of manner particles, one occurring immediately before the verb 
and one after. 

All TAM markers precede the verb except the affirmative imperative marker mwo; 
the markers are: 

Perfective 

Future/Exhortative 

Imperative 
Non-Future 

Affirmative 
ya 

pwe (general) 
Ie (immediate) 
pwaapw (later) 
mwo 
zero 

Negative 
hit ~ hiuin 
he ppan (more emphatic) 
hopw (Ppan) 

te 
hit ~ hQan 

Verbs which take a negative TAM marker may be followed by mwo or no with the sense 
'not yet'. 

The following clauses include verb phrases with manner particles: 

Yi ya peyin noo-no Hawai. 
lSG:sUB PERF usually REDup-live Hawai'i 
'I usually live in Hawai'i.' 

Hi pwe kani fif-fiyong-e mwo. 
IINC:PL:SUB EXHORT just REDuP-tell.story-3SG:OBJ POL 
'Let's just keep on telling stories.' 
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3.3 Verb serialisation 

There is no specific discussion of verb serialisation in the sources, nor have I been able 
to discover any examples which suggest that serialisation is a common process (though 
see the discussion on verbal prepositions in §4.3). 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Equational and identificatory clauses occur with both subject-predicate and predicate-
subject orders: 

Ngaang Tilime. 
I Tilime 
'I'm Tilime.' 

Yifa yit-o-mw? 
what name-sY-2sG 
'What's your name?' 

Somewhat unusually for Oceanic languages, a non-verbal predicate must include a 
subject marker as well as one of the negative TAM markers: 

(Ngaang) yi he sense mwo. 
I ISG:SUB NEG:PERF teacher yet 
'(As for me,) I'm not yet a teacher.' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

Normal order in transitive clauses is SVO. A pronoun subject occurs in the S slot only 
when emphasised, and pronoun objects occur as verbal suffixes (rarely as full 
independent forms); indirect objects precede direct objects: 

Wurumwo ya yakekkel-ee-r yat-e-kkit makk. 
Wuiumwo 3SG teach-sY-3PL:OBJ child-EY-Small writing 
'Wurumwo taught the children writing.' 

In intransitive/stative sentences, there appears to be more flexibility of ordering, with 
both SV and VS being common: 

Ye-ray eremahGn Polowal a fayi-to. 
one-CL man Puluwat PERF come-hither 
'A Puluwat man has come.' 

Ye pwe Ie 
3SG FUT IMM.FUT 

maal6 
die 

'The sick man will soon die.' 

manu-hemwaay 
DEM-Sy-sick 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

we. 
DEM 

Temporals and locatives, whether single words or phrases, tend to follow core 
arguments, though there are cases of locatives at least occurring between V and 0: 

Wo pwe Ie wuwa-16 Ruuk 
2SG FUT IMM.FUT carry-away Chuuk 
'Take this paper now to Chuuk.' 

t6ropwe eey. 
paper DEM 
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Other prepositional phrases also tend to follow the core arguments, although comitative 
phrases sometimes precede: 

Me Pen me Wurutel ya FIyi-to. 
COM Ben COM Wuiutel 3sG come-hither 
'He came with Ben and Wuiutel.' 

Prepositions are divided into three types on the basis of their morphological behaviour; 
the two classes of prepositions which take pronominal suffixes take the 3sG form when 
governing an NP. 

Prepositions laking 
possessive suffixes 

fa-
le-
le-pel-
luk-
mmw-
mwir-
re-
wenel-
wenikk-

'below, less than' 
'in, because of' 
'between' 
'outside, beside' 
'in front of' 
'behind' 
accompaniment, dative, agent 
'directly in front of' 
'beside' 

wenimmw- 'in front of' 
wo- 'on, at' 

Examples: 

fa-a-n 
below-SV-CONST 
'west of Puluwat' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

Polowat 
Puluwat 

Prepositions taking 
object suffixes 

'from' hlIng-
ngan-
toor -

dative, instrument 
'until, as far as' 

Uninflected prepositions 

'on, in' llon 
me 
riiy 
ruun 

comitative, locative 
'on top of' 
'on top of' 

ween, weey, weni, wuyay 'on' 

toor -i-y 
as.far.as-Sv-3 SG:OBJ 
'as far as Chuuk' 

Ruuk 
Chuuk 

Negative clauses are marked as such by the negative TAM markers given in 3.2. 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

The postverbal particle mwo marks an affirmative imperative, the subject marker usually 
being omitted; the preverbal particle te marks a negative imperative: 

Limet-a-a mwo yi-kk-ewe! 
explain-sv-3sG IMP LOC-PL-ANAPH 
'Explain the things!' 

Wo te 
2SG NEG. IMP 
'Don't go!' 

fayi-lo! 
go-there 
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5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Rising final intonation or the addition of yare yifa 'or what?' convert statements into 
polar questions. 

Information questions use one of the following: 

yiye 
matta 
meeta 
yifa ~ faa 
yineet 
yiya ~ yiye 
pwopwwota 
fit-

'who?' 
'what? (animate), 
'what? which?' 
'which?' (plural yi-kk-afa) 
'when?' 
'where?' 
'why? why not?' 
'how many? (+ classifier), 

Interrogative constituents sometimes occur in the same structural slot as the questioned 
item, though there is a tendency for them to move to sentence-initial position. 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

The coordinating conjunctions are nge 'and, but', yengaay 'and suddenly', and yare 
'or': 

Yi pwe fayi-la yare yi hapw 
ISG FUT go-there or 
'I'll either go or I won't.' 

ISG NEG:FUT 

6.2 Subordination 

The subordinating conjunctions are: 

pwe 
pwopwun 
yimwu 
yika ~ yikene 
yiwe 
maali 
yare 
yata 
lipwan 

Example: 

cause, quotative 
cause 
cause, 'lest' 
cause, conditional 
resultative 
dubitative 
conditional 
hesitant conditional 
temporal, 'when' 

fayi-la. 
go-there 

Ya kan uula pwe ya fakkon mehak. 
3sG then stop CAUS 3SG very fear 
'He then stopped because he was much afraid.' 



ROTUMAN 
Adapted by Hans Schmidt 

The Rotuman language is spoken by the 2500 inhabitants of Rotuma and by about 5000 
Rotumans who have left the island to live in Fiji and abroad. There are no dialect 
differences in Rotuman. Rotuman is an isolate within the Central Pacific linkage, its 
closest relatives being the Fijian languages. As a result of contact, the Rotuman lexicon 
contains a very large number of Polynesian loanwords (Biggs 1965). This sketch is 
based largely on Churchward (1940), with supplementary material drawn from the 
author's own fieldwork and from Hocart (1919), Milner (1971), Besnier (1987), Blevins 
(1994) and Geraghty (1995). 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes are as follows: 

P 
f 
v 
m 

s 

n 
I 
r 

k 
tf 

1) 

? 
h 

The stops Ip t k/ have voiced allophones when immediately following a nasal. Syllable-
final Ivl becomes a glide [w] and thus does not contrast with 101 or lui in that position-
compare lkaol [kaw] 'break' and the incomplete phase form (cf. § 1.3) Ikavl [kaw] 
'kava'. 

The vowel phonemes are: 

e 
a: 

ii 
o 
ce 

a 

u 
o 
;, 

The semivowels [y] and [w] are predictable allophones of Iii and lui as off-glides in 
diphthongs like Ileleil [le'ley] 'good' or Iraul [raw] 'leaf', and as on-glides in 
metathesised forms such as Ipual/ ['pw;,l] < Ipula/ 'bum' or Ipiatfl [lpy;,tJ] < Ipitfa/ 'rat'. 
They also occur as allophones of lei and 101 in this latter environment: Ipear/ [Ipyar] < 
Iperal 'earth', /hoasl ['hwas] < Ihosal 'flower'. 

Vowel length is not phonemic (cf. Blevins 1994, contra Churchward 1940). 
Monosyllabic lexical items have a predictably long vowel, and exceptional word-final 
stress is manifested in part by vowel length. 

815 
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177'E 

~UEA 

~HATANA 

o 

o HAFLlUA 

4 
I 

Kilometres 

\ '", 
o 

8 

\j 0\ 
'1;,; VANUATU 

'" 
~' , 

"~ . :J 

NEW ~CJ 
CALEDONIA " 

1.2 Phonotactics 

o 

* ROTUMAN 

'0 250 500 , 
Kilometres 

ROTUMAN 

,Wallis 

~Futuna 

, . 

SAMOA 
~ 

12'30'8 

~ .. 

°Niue 

., TONGA 
r 

Both open and closed syllables may occur, the latter as a result of metathesis and other 
morphophonemic processes (see §1.3), which also allow medial two-consonant clusters. 
There are co-occurrence restrictions on certain consonants, such that 11/ and Irl never 
occur in the same morpheme, nor do Ivl and Ip/. 

1.3 Metathesis, the two 'phases', and stress 

In disproportionate relationship to its small number of speakers, Rotuman has been the 
subject of many studies by general and comparative linguists because of its productive 
metathesis and resulting complexification of the vowel system. Rotuman originally had 
five vowels, inherited from Proto Oceanic - Ii u e 0 al - but another five have developed 
as a result ofthe processes to be discussed below: Iii! « u + i), 101 « 0 + i), lrel « 0 + e), 
ltel « a + i and a + e), and I'JI « a + u). 

With the exception of grammatical particles and a handful of other words, every 
Rotuman word has a full form (long or citation form or, in Churchward's terminology, 
'complete phase') and a short form (or 'incomplete phase'). 

The distribution of the two phases is conditioned by morphological, syntactic, and 
semantic factors. The most general of these are: within a word, all but the last 
formative occurs in the incomplete phase; within a phrase, all but the last word 
occurs in the incomplete phase; semantically definite or specific terms occur in 
the complete phase, while indefinite or nonspecific terms occur in the incomplete 
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phase. These rules hold for normal conversation, but not in poetry, song, and 
native chants, where the complete phase of all words is normally used throughout. 
(Blevins 1994:493) 

This can be illustrated as follows (with a word in its complete phase being shown in 
bold): 

li'tu?ul 
I i'tu?u-tl 
fi'tu? tal 
litu? 'mutul 
litu? 'mutu-tl 
litu? 'mut-tal 

'districts (in general), a/the district(s), 
'a district' 
'the district' 
'a/the district cut off' 
'a cut-off district' 
'the cut-off district' 

In the complete phase, words end in open syllables. Stress occurs regularly on the 
penultimate syllable (if the final vowel is short). If, in exceptional cases, a word is 
stressed on the final syllable, the final vowel is lengthened in order to attract the accent. 
The following changes occur in the incomplete phase: 

(a) If the complete phase ends in CV (where V is unstressed), then this CV > VC, and 
stress shifts to the final syllable. Two identical vowels which come together as a 
result of this metathesis coalesce as a single short vowel. 

(b) If the complete phase ends in a stressed vowel (which is phonetically long), then the 
final vowel is shortened, there is no metathesis, and stress remains on the final 
syllable. 

(c) If the word ends in a rising diphthong, there is no deletion or metathesis, but stress 
shifts to the second vowel of the diphthong. (With falling diphthongs, in some cases 
the same stress shift occurs, but in most there is no change.) 

Some examples of each type follow: 

Complete Incomplete 

(a) /rotuma/ [ro'tuma] /rotuam/ [ro'tW;)m] 'Rotuma' 
/piko/ ['piko] Ipiok/ ['pYok] 'lazy' 
/para/ ['para] Ipar/ ['par] 'decay' 
Ile?el ['le?e] Ile?1 ['Ie?] 'child' 

(b) IparaJ [pa'ra:] Ipara/ [pa'ra] 'garland' 
IkahaJ [ka'ha:] Ikahal [ka'ha] 'laugh' 

(c) Ileleil [le'ley] Ileleil [le'ley] 'good' 
Ihefaul [he'faw] Ihefaul [he'faw] 'k.o. tree, Calophyllum sp.' 

There are a few exceptional cases - notably some pronouns and some verbal suffixes -
which simply delete a final short vowel rather than undergo metathesis. 

Rotuman has ten diphthongs in the complete phase of words; these are either rising 
diphthongs or, where the vowels are of equal height, the second is more fronted than the 
first: thus au eu au ai ei oi ui cee oe ao. These occur most frequently morpheme-finally, 
but occasionally in other positions. Words ending in a diphthong shift the accent from 
the main vowel of the diphthong to the diphthong as a whole in the incomplete phase. 
Churchward wrote that words ending in two or more vowels (which do not constitute a 
diphthong) form their incomplete phase by shortening the penultimate vowel. This is an 
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awkward statement because the penultimate vowel was not long, but stressed and thus 
more prominent. Basically, there is little difference between the two phases. There is 
also a growing tendency in the incomplete phase of words ending in ua ue ia ie io ea oa 
to unite the final two vowels into a diphthong and to shift the accent from the 
penultimate to the final vowel; e.g.: 

Complete Incomplete 
Ihanua! [ha'nua] Ihanue tal [ha'nweta] 'the land, the place' 
Ikohea! [ko'hea] Ikohea tal [ko'hYata] 'the cookhouse' 
Ikoroa! [ko'roa] Ikoroa tal [ko'rwata] 'the shop, store' 
Ikorial [ko'ria] Ikoria hel [ko'rYahe] 'a sailing boat' 

but: 

Ima! ['ma] Ime tal ['meta] 'two' 
Itial ['tia] Itie tal ['tieta] 'the hill' 

As noted above, when certain underlying vowels come together as a result of metathesis, 
processes of umlaut and ablaut occur. These are as follows: 

Complete Incomplete 
uCi > uiC > tiC lfutil Iflitl 'pull' 
oCi > oiC > oC losil losl 'prepare' 
oCe > oeC > ceC Itolel Itcell 'carry on shoulder' 
aCi > aiC > leC Itaril Itlerl 'wait' 
aCe > aeC > leC Ihakel Ihlekl 'four' 
aCu > auC > ;)C Ihaful Ih;)fl 'stone' 

(Note further that there are no surface morpheme-final sequences of lal followed by a 
consonant and a final unstressed front or high vowel in the complete phase, the Ia! in this 
environment having been fronted to [le] before lei or backed to [;)] before lui and Iii at 
some stage in the history of Rotuman after inception of metathesis. Thus Itaril 'wait' is 
now [t;)ri], Ihakel 'four' is [hleke], and Ihaful 'stone' is [h;)fu].) 

In addition, there are also processes whereby the second vowel of a combination is 
deleted. This applies not only to geminate clusters resulting from metathesis, but also to 
the following: 

Complete Incomplete 

iCu >iuC >iC Ihiful Ihifl 'seven' 
oCu > ouC > oC Ifolul Ifoll 'three' 
eCu > euC > eC Ihele?ul lhele?1 'arrive' 
eCi > eiC > eC Ifesil Ifesl 'k.o. tree' 
eCo > eoC > eC Ivekol Ivekl 'garden' 
aCo > aoC > aC Irakol Irakl 'learn' 

Words whose complete phase ends in i(C)a or u(C)a have an alternate form in final e; 
'the a-form conveys the idea oflarge size or plurality, while the e-form conveys the idea 
of smallness or singularity' (Churchward 1940:87). In the incomplete phase, both a- and 
e-forms occur if there is no intervening consonant (other than RI); otherwise, only the a-
form occurs: 
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Complete Incomplete 
a-form e-form a-form e-form 
IpitJa! IpitJel Ipi:JtfI 'rat' 
l[;wiIJa! IbviIJel IbviaIJI 'anchorage' 
li?a! mel lia?1 lie?1 'fish' 
Itupu?a! Itupu?el Itupu:J?1 Itupue?1 'immortal person' 
Ikeial Ikeiel Ikeial Ikeiel 'poor' 
/hanua! /hanuel Ihanua! Ihanuel 'land' 

As mentioned above, stress falls regularly on the penultimate syllable of words in their 
complete phase but on the final syllable in the incomplete phase. However, as a word in 
its incomplete phase is usually followed by an article, qualifier or other dependent word 
with which it constitutes a phrase and accent unit, one might argue that the rule of 
penultimate accent is followed here, too, because the whole word group is stressed on 
the penultimate syllable: 

It:JriIJa! [t:J'riIJa] 'reception' It:JriaIJ tal [t:Jri' aIJta] 'the reception' 

With some suffixes, stress shifts to remain on the penult in the complete phase; these 
include the nominalising, reciprocal and causative suffixes: 

Imosel ['mose] 
Ihanisil [ha'nisi] 
Iferel ['fere] 

'sleep' 
'love' 
'fly' 

Imose-IJa! [mo'seIJa] 'bed' 
/h:Ji-hanisi-IJal [h:Jyhani'siIJa] 'love one another' 
Ifer-?:Jkil [fer'?:Jki] 'fly with' 

However, with directional, transitive and pronominal suffixes, stress does not shift to the 
right but remains in the same position in the lexical morpheme: 

nihil 
Itaril 
Ifara! 

['?ihi] 
[bri] 
['fara] 

'invite' 
'wait' 
'beg' 

nihi-mel ['?ihime] 
Itari-a! [bria] 
Ifara-risa! ['fararisa] 

'invite here' 
'wait for s.o.' 
'(they) were begging' 

The same is valid for the perfective suffix which is used only with incomplete phase 
verbs: 

Ifoarl [fo'ar] 'tell' Ifoar-?ia! [fo'ar?ia] 'have told, have been told' 

1.4 Orthography 

In the recommended spelling (Churchward 1928, 1940), glottal stop m is written as an 
apostrophe, IIJI as g, ItJI as j, lrel and 101 as 0, Iii! as ii, lcel as Ii (when resulting from a 
merger of Ia! and lei) or d (from lal and Iii), and hi as 9. Rotumans themselves do not 
usually write diacritics, using just five orthographic vowels. Long vowels are written 
with a macron. 

Note: In all examples which follow, the complete phase of a morpheme/word is 
indicated by placing the interlinear gloss for that morpheme/word in bold face. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

Pronouns show the typical Oceanic singular/duaVplural and inclusive/exclusive distinctions. 
They are unusual (in the context of Rotuman morphophonemics) in that most of them do 
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not take part in metathesis and e-ablaut: forms ending in -sa and -ta do not invert their final 
syllable into *as or *at but simply delete the final -a (thus the incomplete phase of 't;lmisa 
lEXC:PL is 't;lmis and not the expected * 't;lmias. Only the dual forms form their incomplete 
phase regularly. Pronouns occur in independent and suffixed forms: 

lINC lEXC 2 3 

Independent 
SG 'ita goua 'aea ia 
DL 'itara 't;lmira aura iria 
PL 'isa 't;lmisa 'ausa irisa 

Verbal Suffixes 
SG -ta -toua -u -na 
DL -tara -tomira -mura -ria 
PL -sa -tomisa -musa -risa 

Possessive 
SG -ta -tou, -teu -u -na 
DL -tara -tomira, -temira -mura -ria 
PL -sa -tomisa, -temisa -musa -risa 

The lINC:SG forms are used in an impersonal sense ('one'), a diminutive sense or in 
begging for sympathy ('poor little me'). The verbal suffixes index the subject in certain 
tense-aspects (see §3.l); the variation in the form of the lEXC possessive suffixes will 
be explained in §2.7. 

There is a preposed collective pronoun al meaning 'and s.o.'s people, neighbours, 
friends' (similar to Maori ma) or 'at s.o.'s place'. 

al Foraete 'Fred and his people'; 'at Fred's place'. 

2.2 Nouns 

Nouns can be formed from many verbs and adjectives by the nominalising suffix -ga 
(-aga after a stressed vowel): 

'receive, accept; wait' 
'stand' 

twi-ga 
Ju-aga 

'reception' 
'standing, platform' 

There are three other suffixes to the complete phase of nouns and NPs: 

-ge ornamental suffix (mainly to pronouns and demonstratives), used in polite 
language 

-s interrogative 
-t indefinite article 

Examples: 

Ta 'a-g nu'sure-t ne mou 
DEM:2-0RN door-INDEF REL belong 
'That is the door which belongs to them.' 

'Epa-s ta 'on 'o-u? 
mat-Q ART:DEF Poss-2SG 
'Which mat is yours?' 

se irisa-g. 
DIR 3PL-ORN 
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A few nouns (kin terms or nouns with hwnan reference) have special plural forms, 
involving either partial reduplication or suppletion: 

Singular Plural 
Ie 'e lele 'a 'child, person' 
h(lni 
ma'kiga 
o'i 
aJii 
o'honi 
saghflni 

h(lina 
ma'ma'kiga 
0'0 'i 
a'aJii 
a'a'hflina 
saghflina 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

The following articles occur: 

'woman' 
'grandparent, grandchild' 
'parent' 
'father' 
'mother' 
'sister (of male), 

ta common definite article (usually singular), occurs at the end of a noun phrase 
Ie proper definite singular article, preposed before names of persons, but not 

chiefly titles (replaced by ko in vocatives) 
-t indefinite singular article, suffixed to the complete phase of the last member of 

a NP 
he diminutive and also indefinite singular article, postposed to the incomplete phase 
tii 'one' serves as an indefinite singular article when preposed 
moi postposed diminutive singular marker (polite, rare) 

Examples: 

jiieag tao 
language ART:DEF 
'the language' 

Hiie se laloag ne tii 
put DIR inside pass INDEF 
'Put it inside a clean bag.' 

La' se Ie 'Amoe. 
go DIR ART:PERS Amoe 
'Go to Arnoe.' 

Le' mea' -mea moi-t. 
child REDup-small DIM-INDEF 

tag rna 'rna 
bag clean 

'A small child' (said in a pitiful tone). 

Demonstratives, which follow the noun, are: 

he-t. 
DIM-INDEF 

Singular 
te'isi, te 'e 
ta'a 
tile 

Plural 
'i 
'0 

'ie 

proximate, near speaker 
intermediate, near addressee 
distant from both 

There is also a set of demonstrative adverbs: 

tape'i 
tapo 'a, tapoga, taporoga 
tapi 'a, taperiga 

'like this' (proximate) 
'like this, like that' (intermediate) 
'like that' (distant) 
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Examples: 

pulal he te'is. 
lamp DIM DEM: I 
'this lamp.' 

'/Ie se re taparog. 
2SG PROHIB do DEM:2-ADV 
'Don't do like that!' 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Rotuman has a decimal counting system: 

I tii, 'esea 6 ana 
2 rua 7 hifu 
3 falu 8 vglu 
4 hake 9 siva 
5 lima 10 saghulu 

Decades above IO are formed on the base -aghulu (thus fal-aghulu 'thirty'); units are 
joined to decades by rna 'and' (thus saghul rna tii 'eleven'). 

Like other qualifiers, cardinal numerals are postposed to nouns: 

le'rua 
fiifal ta 

'two persons' 
'the three men' 

Ordinals prefix the possessive marker 'on: 

'on rua ne fii 
poss two poss man 
'the second man' 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

Adjectives and modifiers are usually postposed. 

hem rnafue 
woman old 
'the old woman' 

av luak pau 
time short very 
'a very short time' 

tao 
ART:DEF 

he-t 
DIM-INDEF 

Adjectives are formed from nouns by reduplication - either complete or partial (usually 
first syllable + first consonant of the second syllable): 

pera 
hgfu 
rosi 

'soil, earth' 
'stone' 
'fraud' 

pear-pera 
hgf-hgfu 
ros-rasi 

'dirty, soiled' 
'stony, rocky' 
'cunning' 

However, approximately a dozen high-frequency adjectives have special plural forms 
which use reduplication involving only the first CV: 



Singular 
roa 'long' 
ti 'u 'big' 

Plural 
ra-raa 
ti-ti 'u 
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Some collective nouns like hag 'a flock of', kau 'a group of', vaa 'a grove of' are 
preposed and probably originated from genitive constructions and later omission of the 
possessive marker; other auxiliary nouns like usi 'a bunch of' are postposed like 
modifiers. 

Examples: 

'a-tau 
POSS-lEXC:SG 
'my siblings' 

hen sflsiflg 
group.of sibling 

fa 'ar-naa 'a-n fila 'u 'e rau jf kiie-t. 
3:sG tie-turban poss-3:sG head INST leaf dracaena strip-INDEF 
'He tied a turban of a dracaena leaf strip around his head.' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

The head comes first and is followed by its dependents: adjectives, diminutive markers, 
numerals, articles, and demonstratives, usually in that order: 

Ie' mea 'mea he-ta 
child small DIM-ART:DEF 
'the small child' 

rf fll fa 'au he rna 
house wood new DIM two 

'i 
DEM:lpL 

'these two new wooden houses' 

Only the articles tii, ka, Ie, the possessive pronouns, and some auxiliaries like hen are 
preposed. 

Coordinate noun phrases are linked by the conjunctions ma 'and' or ka 'but' or ne 
'or' (cp. §6.1): 

:4e pa- 'es rais ne faraaii? 
2sG want-have rice or flour? 
'Do you want rice or flour?' 

2.7 Possession 

Rotuman does not have direct possession. There are two indirect possessive markers, 'a 
and 'e: the latter is used with food and drink, and the former with all other nouns 
(including 'inalienable' nouns like kin terms and body parts). When the possessor is a 
pronoun, this pronoun is suffixed to 'a or 'e, and this constituent (in its incomplete 
phase) precedes the possessed noun. Any 101 in the possessive suffixes listed in §2.1 
becomes lei after 'e- (thus 'a-tau, 'e-teu in lEXC:SG, etc.): 

'e-teu 
POSS:FOOD-IEXC:SG 
'my taro.' 

'a 'ana 
taro 
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'a-tau Ie' fii he 
POSS-IEXC:SG child male DIM 
'my son.' 

When the possessor is a noun phrase, the order is Possessed NP + marker + Possessor 
NP. The marker is 'en (food/drink) or 'on (other) if the possessor is animate (the final n 
being lost before the personal article Ie), and ne if the possessor is inanimate or 
possessed itself: 

rf 
house 

'on fii ta 
pass man ART:DEF 

'the man's house' 

rf 
house 

'0 Ie Fauoro 
pass ART:PERS Fauoro 

'Fauoro's house.' 

famar ne hanue te' 
people pass land DEM:ISG 
'people of this land' 

famar ne o-s hanue 
people POSS POSS-IINC:PL land 
'people of our land' 

te' 
DEM: ISG 

There is also a set of postposed possessive pronouns, which take the form 'on- or 'en- + 
possessive suffix; there is an epenthetic syllable ('0 or 'e) which occurs between 'on-I 
'en- and any suffix which is not t-initial (though epenthesis does occur before -ta 
lINC:SG): thus underlying 'on-tau (IExc:sG) and 'on-na (3sG) are respectively 
Rontoul and Ron?ona/; I write the latter with initial 'on '0-. Compare: 

'a-tau vek ta 
poss-IExc:sG garden ART:DEF 
'my garden.' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

vek 'on-tau ta 
garden POSS-IEXC:SG ART:DEF 
'the garden of mine', 'my own garden.' 

A relative clause follows immediately after the phrase which it modifies and is 
introduced by the particle ne, which is sometimes omitted: 

famori ne 'inea faeag 
people REL know language 
'people who know Rotuman.' 

Rotuc;rm 
Rotuman 

la 'io-af se 'alet raurau-t (ne) 'df se ma 
3SG watch-DIR DIR snake large-INDEF (REL) bite up just 

'on moa ta 
pass chicken ART:DEF 

'He watched the big snake biting into the neck of the chicken.' 

se kia 
DIR neck 
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3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Reduplication of verb stem denotes repetition, frequency, continuance or spatial 
extension of a state or action: 

piie 
S(li'O 

'sit' 
'ask questions' 

piie-piie 
S(li-S(li '0 

'sit for some time' 
'ask questions frequently' 

The causative is formed (i) by the prefix a '-, or (ii) by the suffix - '(lki (sometimes along 
with the prefix a '-). There appear to be semantic differences between these two methods 
of causative marking, though it is not clear how these differences can be characterised. 
Some examples: 

a 'mao 'put out of sight or mind' mao'(lki 'forget, lose' 
a 'es 'ao 'make S.t. useful' , es'ao'(lki 'use, make use of' 
a'feke 'make angry, annoy' fek'(lki 'be angry because of' 
a'huga 'cause to breathe' huag'(lki 'enable to breathe' 
a'loho 'satisfy s.o. (with food)' loh '(lki 'find S.t. satisfying' 

There is also a prefixfak-, which has come in with Polynesian loans, and which is not 
productive any more as a causative prefix, but as a similative prefix. 

rava 
gagaja 

'be defeated' 
'chief' 

fak-rava 'defeat, conquer' 
fak-gagaja 'chiefly' 

The circumfix h(li-. . . -(a)ga forms reciprocal verbs and verbs of communal activity: 

'inea 
fiiega 
fii'(lki 

'know' 
'talk' 
'build' 

h(li- 'inea-ga 
h(li-fiiega-ga 
h(li-fii '(lki-ga 

'know each other' 
'talk with each other, discuss' 
'build S.t. together, in a communal effort' 

The suffix - '(lki also conveys a relational, prepositional, durational, or moderative sense: 

mua 
p(lni 
fiiega 
'inea 
'ate 

'go in front' 
'paint s.t.' 
'speak' 
'know' 
'eat' 

mua'(lki 
pan '(lki 
fiieg'(lki 
'inea '(lki 
'at'e'(lki 

'go in front of s.o., lead s.o.' 
'paint with S.t. (brush, paint, etc.)' 
'speak about s. t.' 
'know to some extent' 
'feed; eat with (fork, plate, etc.); eat for (time)' 

There is a kind of conjugation for the continuous tense of intransitive verbs which take 
the pronominal suffixes mentioned in chapter §2.1 referencing the subject, often with a 
connecting vowel (cv) whose shape depends on the nature of the preceding vowel. For 
example: 

Iris fea 
3PL afraid 

raksa- 'ia ma 
bad-EMPH and 

joni-e-ris 
flee-cv-3PL: S UBJ 

'They were terribly afraid and ran away.' 

'O-S ma pl(lg fa 
POSS-iINC:PL grandparent male 
'Our grandpa is sleeping.' 

There are three directional suffixes: 

ta mose-na. 
ART:DEF sleep-3sG:SUBJ 
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-me 'towards the speaker' 
-<;lfU, -ofu 'away from the speaker, towards the person spoken to or the place 

afore-mentioned' (-ofu after a high vowel) 
-age 'along, neither towards the speaker nor the one spoken to'. 

The transitive suffixes (producing what Churchward called 'formally transitive' verbs) 
are -a, suffixed to the complete phase, and -kia, suffixed to the incomplete phase of a 
limited set of verbs; the suffix -a has the allomorphs -na after verbs with final a (and 
their e-version), -ana after final ii, e, 6, and -ena after final f and ii. Examples: 

fa he'o-a aus. 
3sG call-TR 2PL 
'She called you.' 

Noa'tau fakravii-an Oinafa. 
Noa'tau defeat-TR Oinafa 
'Noa'tau defeated Oinafa.' 

'/Ie kop la hia '-kia la se feifei. 
2sG must PURP press-TR PURP PROHIB crooked 
'You have to press it so that it won't be crooked.' 

There is also a suffix - 'ia, which is used for emphasis and to signify the result of an 
action (Churchward's 'completive tense') or the beginning of a state, a change of the 
status quo, introducing something new (Churchward's 'ingressive tense'). (The verb 'a 
takes the suffix -nia, while ravii 'be defeated', ala 'die', sara 'miss' and mara 'suffer' 
take the suffix -tia and undergo other morphophonemic changes, the forms being rava-
tia, a-tia, sar-tia, mar-tia.) 

T<;ln ta sun- 'ia. 
water ART:DEF hot-EMPH 
'The water is (really) hot.' 

T.an ta sun- 'ia. 
water ART:DEF hot-COMPL 
'The water is hot (now).' 

Suffixes are attached either to the complete phase or to the incomplete phase of a verb: 
- '<;lki and - 'ia always to the incomplete phase, all others to the complete phase. Some 
verbal suffixes (the directional and pronominal suffixes, the transitive suffix -a and - 'ia) 
are more properly postclitics, since they can occur at the very end of the whole VP: 

Fa hal te'isi leu kau-vaka-m. 
man group DEM:l come crew-boat-DIR 
'These men came as ships crew.' 

Gou jon vave-a-tou. 
lEXC:SG run fast-cv-lEXC:SG:SUBJ 
'I am running fast.' 

'O-u 'epa m<;li lelei- 'ia. 
Poss-2SG mat dry good-EMPH 
'Your mat is nicely dry.' 

Pirisman ta sik m<;llu-a 
Policeman ART:DEF lift picture-TR 
'The policeman took a photograph of me.' 

gou. 
lEXC:SG 
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3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

The only tense which is overtly marked is the future, which is expressed by the preverbal 
particle la (negative ka-l). Unmarked verbs can indicate present or past, depending on 
the context. There are, however, a number of aspects. 

The perfective aspect (Churchward's 'completive tense') denotes that an activity 
is finished. It is formed by suffixing - 'ia or -tia or putting vdh or vdh'ia 'finished' 
after the incomplete phase of a verb, or by suffixing -a to the complete phase of a 
few intransitive verbs like soge 'starve', rafi 'lose one's head' and lelu 'be hindered', 
as well as to verbs followed by the directional suffixes -me or -flju or the directional 
adverb se 'e: 

Gou kel rna vdh-'ia. Gou kel 
lExC:SGwatch 
'I have seen it.' 

and finish-cOMPL lExC:SGwatch 
'I have seen it.' 

Fii 'es itu' 
man have district 
'The chief has arrived.' 

ta 
ART:DEF 

ta-la hfl 'u-me-a. 
DEM:3-FUT arrive-DIR-COMPL 

vdh. 
finish 

A contrastive aspect (Churchward's 'ingressive tense') is formed by adding either the 
suffix - 'ia to the incomplete phase of a stative or informally transitive verb, or a 
pronominal suffix to the complete phase of intransitive verbs of action: 

Gou tii-la la 'a-tou. 
lEXC:SG DEM:3-FUT go-lEXC:SG:SUBJ 
'I'll be going (now).' 

The progressive tense or continuous aspect is formed by reduplicating the verb (which 
can also signify repetition or frequency) and/or adding a pronominal suffix: 

Iria hat-hat puk. 
3DL REDuP-read book 
'They were reading.' 

Gou 
lEXC:SG 

pae-pae-a-tou. 
REDUP-sit-cy-lEXC:SG:SUBJ 

'I am sitting.' 

Verb phrases can consist of just a verb; other components usually follow the verb: 

'iie mol vav. 
2SG cycle fast. 
'You cycle fast.' 

The direct object follows the verb immediately which is either 'informally transitive' 
and in its incomplete phase or 'formally transitive', i.e. made transitive by adding one of 
the transitive suffixes. The difference according to Churchward is that 'informally 
transitive' verb forms focus on the result of an action, whereas 'formally transitive' ones 
emphasise the action itself. 

Iria matfl' se Ie' tao 
3DL take.care.of DIR child ART:DEF 
'They look after the child.' 

Iria matfl 'u-a Ie' tao 
3DL take.care.of-TR child ART:DEF 
'They look after the child.' 
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Some 'informally transitive' verbs, however, can also take indirect objects: 

'ftar kel 
IINC:DL see 
'We watched movies.' 

'ftar kele-a mfll ta? 
IINC:DL see-TR film ART:DEF 
'Shall we watch the movie?' 

'ftar kel 
IINC:DL see 

se mfll ta 'e SUflV 'i. 
DIR film ART:DEF LOC Suva DEM1:PL 

'We watched the movie here in Suva.' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

There is little discussion of this in Churchward's grammar, and he treats serialised verbs 
as adverbs. Usually, verbs are joined with the particle ma 'and' or the conjunction la 'so 
that, so as to, how to' which may be omitted at times. 

fa mas al. 
3SG sleep die 
'He is sound asleep.' 

fa piie tw-twi-a 
REDup-wait-TR 

koue tao 
3SG sit feast ART:DEF 
'He sits awaiting the feast.' 

Jamar (ne) 'inea (la) sa teo 
people (REL) know (how. to) weavethings 
'people who know how to weave' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Verbless clauses allow Subject + Predicate and rarely Predicate + Subject order: 

fa Jii ne Nusirflgi. 
3sG man POSS New.Zealand 
'He is from New Zealand.' 

Tei 'o-u hflina? 
whereposs-2SG wife 
'Where is your wife?' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

'O-u hflina 'e tei? 
poss-2sG wife LOC where 
'Where is your wife?' 

The basic phrase order in verbal clauses is SVO: 

Han fa la 'a-na. 
woman ART:DEF go-3SG:SUBJ 
'The woman has gone.' 

:4.e 'inea Ie' ta? 
2sG know person ART:DEF 
'Do you know the person?' 



A pronominal object may be omitted if the context makes it clear: 

Iris hoa '-kia Ie' rua la iris la 'a-nia 
3PL take-TR child two PURP 3PL FUT eat-TR 
'They took the two children to eat (them).' 

For emphasis, the object may precede the subject: 

Kunei 'i, Fa 'af tog- 'ak se F(li. 
goat DEM: iPL Fii'iife bUY-CAUS DIR F~i 

'These goats, Fii'iife sold them to F~i.' 

(iria). 
(3DL) 
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An intransitive verb can be put before the subject in imperatives and expressions like tes 
ta .. e 'what for?' and ke .. 'e 'comparative', and clauses beginning with the 
conjunctions ka 'but', rna 'and' and the purposive conjunction la, giving VSO order: 

Ti' ke Noa'tau 'e Malhaha. 
big only Noa'tau than Malhaha 
'Noa'tau is bigger than Malhaha.' 

'O-n fu-ag ne hapagsu ta la se hele' 
POss-3SG stand-NOM POSS atonement ART:DEF PURP PROHIB arrive 

hoi- 'ak te ta 'a-g se Ie' tao 
return-CAUS THING DEM:2-0RN DIR person ART:DEF 

'The purpose of the atonement is not to let such a thing happen again to the person.' 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Oblique cases include locative, modal and temporal adverbs, like kota 'just, then', 
rnurnua 'first, previously', orfakmuri 'afterwards', or noun phrases introduced by one of 
the following prepositions: 

'e location, direction from, instrument, time, comparative 
se direction, goal, benefactive, dative 
rna property, comitative 

Examples: 

Gou 'oaf se 'aea. 
iEXC:SG love DlR 2SG 
'I love you.' 

Rf ta hat 'e oat. 
house ART:DEF thatch INS sago 
'The house is thatched with sago.' 

ftu 'u-t rna rna o-n gagaja. 
district-INDEF only COM POSS-3SG chief 
'Each district has a chief.' 

With a few exceptions, adverbs come straight after the verb. Prepositional and adverbial 
phrases generally follow the object, though temporal phrases may precede the subject: 

'Ah(li ta fav 'e asa. 
ship ART:DEF anchor LOC yesterday. 
'The ship arrived yesterday.' 
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'E asa, 'ahfli ta fiiv ma 
LOC yesterday ship ART:OEF anchor and 
'Yesterday the ship had already arrived.' 

fa rou 'o-n te sa 'a lag rl. 
3SG leave Poss-3SG thing weaving inside house 
'She left her weaving stuff at home.' 

viih- 'ia. 
finished-cOMPL 

There are three anaphoric particles used for oblique cases in subordinate clauses, which 
are equivalent to the three prepositions followed by a third person pronoun (cf. Fijian 
vua): 

e 
sini 
mara = 

Examples: 

'e + pronoun of the 3rd person 
se + pronoun of the 3rd person 
ma + pronoun of the 3rd person 

hanue-t ne gou leu-m e 
place-INoEF REL lEXc:SGCOme-DIR ANAPH 
'the place I come from' 

hanue-t ne gou pa la' sin 
place-INoEF REL IEXC:SGWant go ANAPH 
'the place I want to go to' 

lelea' ne gou noh mar 
people REL IEXC:SGlive ANAPH 
'the people with whom I lived together' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

Negation is marked in various ways. The denial particle is 'igkii' 'no'. Verb phrases are 
negated by a circumfix: kat (non-future) or ka-I (future) occurs immediately before the 
verb phrase (but after the auxiliary pa 'want to'), and ra occurs after it. Imperatives 
(§5.2) and adjectives are negated by the preposed particle se. Whole phrases can be 
negated by 'ea(g)ke: 

'Umefe kat ma'ma ra. 
plate NEG 1 clean NEG2 
'The plates are not clean.' 

'Auar 
20L 

ka-I ho'i-of ra. 
NEG I-FUT return-OIR NEG2 

'You will not return.' 

'Umef se ma'ma'a-t. 
plate NEG clean-ART:INOEF 
'An un-clean (dirty) plate.' 

'Eagke 'umef ta kat ma'ma 
NEG plate ART:OEF NEG I clean 
'It is not that the plates are not clean, but .. .' 

ra, 
NEG2 

ka .. 
but .. 
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5 INTERROGATIVE AND IMPERATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Interrogative sentences 

Polar questions are formed like statements except that their intonation rises at the end. 
The question-tag ne 'or' (perhaps an abbreviation of ne 'igkd' 'or not') may be added to 
the question: 

'O-tou tokir he helav, ne? 
POSS-lEXC:SG bicycle DIM nice or 
'My bicycle is nice, isn't it?' 

Information questions use one of the following interrogative morphemes; the final vowel 
after the hyphen is rarely heard, and only used for emphasis: 

sei-a 
tes-e 
tapen-e 
'e tei 
se tei 
ne tei 
'e kis-i 
se kis-i 
his-i 
-s 

Example: 

'who?' 
'what?' (perhaps from te-s 'which thing?') 
'how?' 
'where, where from?' 
'where, whereto?' 
'where from?' 
'when?' 
'until when?' 
'how many, how much? 
'which?' (interrogative adjectival suffix) 

Tes ta 'is la manea '? 'Is la manea 
what ART:DEF lINC:PL FUT play 
'What shall we play?' 

lINC:PL FUT play 
'What shall we play?' 

5.2 Imperative sentences 

tes? 
what 

Imperative sentences usually omit the subject noun phrase or occasionally invert the 
usual order of SV to VS: 

La' 'e 'o-n 'i he-te.' 
Go LaC poss-3SG DEM: IPL DIM-DEM: I 
'Go at once!' 

Leu-m 'ae. 
Come-DIR 2sG 
'Come here, you.' 

The prohibitive uses the preverbal marker se and includes the subject noun phrase: 

'iie se re-re tape '. 
2sG PROHlB REDUP-do DEM: l.ADv 
'Don't do like this.' 
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6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

The major coordinating conjunctions are: 
rna 'and, but' (joining sequences and different items) 
ka 'but, and, whereas, yet, while' (connecting elements referring to the same 

person/thing or happening at the same time) 
ne 'or' 

Examples: 
Gou la' rna ho'i-rn. 
lEXC:SGgo and return-DIR 
'I went and came back.' 
Ia fii Fit, ka ia noh 'e Roturna. 
3SG man Fiji but 3SG live LOC Rotuma 
'He is a Fijian, but he lives on Rotuma.' 
'Ae 'oaf ne 'lie kat 'oaf sin? 
2sG like or 2SG NEG 1 like ANAPH 
'Do you like it or not?' 

6.2 Subordination 

The major subordinating conjunctions are 
ne 'whether, that'; relative 
la purpose, content of locution 
'e reko 
ko 
kepoi ka 
nona ka 

Examples: 

cause 
cause 
conditional (unreal) 
'when (future), if' 

Leu-rn la 'ii-tel 
come-DIR PURP eat-thing 
'Come and eat!' 
Ia 'ea (la) ia la leu-rn. 
3sG say (SUB) 3SG FUT come-DIR 
'He said (that) he would come.' 
Ia vi! 'e reko ia oan. 
3SG fall CAUS 3SG drunk. 
'He fell because he was drunk.' 
Iris la leu-rn kepoi ka iris ka-l 
3PL FUT come-DIR COND 3PL NEG l-FUT 
'They will come if they are not busy.' 

Gou 
lEXC:SG 

a'fai ne o-n 
hear SUB POSS-3SG 

'I heard that his car was broken.' 

rnotokii la 
car ART:DEF 

po pol 
busy 

ra. 
NEG2 

raksa- 'ia. 
broken-COMPL 



---------------------
NADROGA 
Paul Geraghty 

The Nadroga communalect of Western Fijian is spoken in about twenty villages, with a 
total population of approximately 5000, in the districts of Cuvu, Nasigatoka and 
Nokonoko in Nadroga-Navosa province, southwest Viti Levu. The communalect is also 
spoken by perhaps a few hundred non-Fijians (mostly Fiji Indians) living in Nadroga, and 
an estimated 5000 Nadroga emigrants, mostly resident in towns throughout Fiji and 
overseas. A dozen or so surrounding districts have quite similar communalects, and may 
be included in a 'greater Nadroga' language area. Greater Nadroga is closely related to the 
communalects of Vatulele to the south, Vusu and Serna to the east, and Nasikawa to the 
northeast, and less closely to the various communalects of Ba province to the north. All 
these comrnunalects belong to the Western subgroup of Fijian (Geraghty 1983:278-291). 

Probably all Nadroga speakers have at least a passive knowledge of Standard Fijian 
(often referred to as 'Bauan'), which is used extensively in education and the church, 
and exclusively in literature and on the radio, even though it is not mutually intelligible 
with Nadroga. There is no published literature in Nadroga, and Nadroga people rarely 
write their own communalect (they are taught only Standard Fijian at school). 

The major source for loanwords used to be English, either directly or via Tongan. 
Now it is English via Standard Fijian, with a small number from Fiji Hindi, the language 
of the descendants of indentured labourers whose main occupation is still sugarcane 
farming. Many speakers of Nadroga, particularly males, also speak Fiji Hindi, more so 
than is usual in other parts of Fiji. 

Very little has been published on Nadroga. The earliest account contains a list of 
some 220 place names provided by the Paramount Chief in 1827 to the officers of a 
French exploring expedition (Dumont d'Urville 1834, vol. 4:715-717), but with 
pronunciation modified towards Standard Fijian. Schutz (1985:65) refers to a manuscript 
written in the 1840s by missionary John Hunt, listing six words with a brief mention of 
the pronouns and transitive endings; but by the time the missionaries moved to the 
Nadroga area, Standard Fijian had already been accepted as the sole language for church 
publications, so little attention was paid to Nadroga. 

The first published text in a variety of Nadroga was a short fable collected and 
transcribed by missionary Lorimer Fison (Gatschet 1885:207-208). Arthur Capell was 
probably the first linguist to carry out fieldwork in Nadroga, in 1940; he compiled a 
short unpublished grammar (1941), and the only material published was a list of 
pronouns and demonstratives as a supplement to Capell (1941b), and a handful of words 
in Capell and Lester (1941:36-38). Biggs (1953) is a far more substantial list of words, 
but from Lomawai, a communalect situated towards the northwestern edge of the greater 
Nadroga language area. Schutz's (1962) unpublished dialect survey covers a number of 
villages in the Nadroga area, and Schutz (1963) includes a study of Nadroga phonology 
derived from that survey. More recently, I published fairly extensive data in Geraghty 
(1977, 1983, 1995) and Qereti (1990) (all passim). This sketch is based on fieldwork 
especially in Yadua village near Cuvu. 
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DBEQA 

VATU~ 
LELE 178'E 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

The Nadroga consonant phonemes are: 

t tf k k w (7) 
b d nr d3 g gw 

s h 
(3 0 
m n IJ IJw 

r 
w y 

NADROGA 

I' . , 

a 

%VALAU 

.~~ 
··O~ 

p 

" NADRO'GA q 

~ 

18'8 

FIJI 

.Jf. 

The voiced stops are all prenasalised. Glottal stop occurs in only one word: 1070:1 'this'. 
Historically, *t became lsi before the front vowels Iii and lei and Itfl before lui, while *nd 
became Ind31 before the high vowels iii and lui. Because of irregular developments in the 
pronouns and loans, Itl, lsi and lUI are now all distinct phonemes, as are Ind! and Ind3/. 
The change of *s to Ihi is unique in Fiji, and considered emblematic ofNadroga speech. 

Nadroga has the usual Oceanic five vowel system: 

e 
a 

u 
o 
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Length is phonemic ally contrastive with all five vowels, though long vowels tend to 
shorten utterance-finally, the contrast being marked more by stress. 

1.2 Phonotactics 

There are no consonant clusters and all syllables are open. The only exception is that 
unstressed lui is optionally deleted after 1m!: Iyamu - yaml 'mosquito', Imu- - m-I 'your 
(SG)', and thus Im-ma:1 'your tongue', Ikarua-ml 'your grandchild'. Sequences of short 
low and mid vowels (/ael and lao/) do not occur. There are no diphthongs. 

1.3 Stress 

Stress is usually penultimate, reckoning long vowels as two syllables. A distinctive 
feature of Nadroga, one often lampooned by other Fijians, is the high pitch of the 
antepenult of the phrase, and concomitant lengthening when the vowel is Ia!; thus Ina 
j3a:nual 'the land', but Ina j3anua: lej3ul 'the big land'. 

1.4 Other features 

Word-final lal optionally assimilates to the following vowel; compare: 

Ina oal 
Ina oe i kwaya! 
Ina 00 0 kwayal 

1.5 Orthography 

'what?' 
'what are you saying?' 
'what did you say?' 

The orthography used here is based on that of Standard Fijian. Long vowels are written 
with a macron. The consonant symbols corresponding to the phonemes in § 1.1 are: 

t j k kw (I) 
b d dr z q qw 

s h 
v c 
m n g gw 

r 
w y 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

Four persons are distinguished in pronouns (including first person inclusive and 
exclusive), and three numbers. The second person dual is used to a single addressee for 
politeness. All persons have a singular number, but the third person has dual/paucal 
contrasting with plural, while other persons distinguish dual from plural. In the tables 
below, the third person dual/paucal will be listed for convenience in the same row as the 
dual forms of the other persons. The pronouns are: 
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Independent 
SG 

IINC 

DL ketaru 
PC/PL ketatou 

Presentlfuture subject 
SG 
DL 
PC/PL 

tari 
if 

Unmarked subject 
SG 
DL 
PC/PL 

taru 
ju 

Prefixed possessive 
SG 
DL 
PC/PL 

taru-
ju-

Suffixed possessive 
SG 
DL 
PC/PL 

-(ke)taru 
-(ke)tatou - -ju 

IEXC 

yau 
kemaru 
kematou 

qf 
mari 
maji 

qu 
maru 
maju 

qu-
maru-
maju-

-qu 
-maru 
-matou - maju 

2 

iko 
kemuru 
kemutou 

miri 
miji 

0(- mu) 
muru 
muju 

mu-
muru-
muju-

-mu 
-muru 
-mutou -- muju 

3 

kua 
kuru 
kura 

e 
eri 
era 

a 
aru 
ara 

e-
eru-
era-

-ya --a 
-dru 
-dra 

Independent pronouns occur as the nucleus of an NP, usually preceded by the proper 
article o. Subject pronouns occur before the verb within the verb phrase, and vary 
according to tense; the 2sG unmarked subject pronoun 0 coalesces with preceding 
conjunctions me 'so that', se 'or' and ke 'lest' as mo, ho and ko. The grammar of the two 
sets of possessive pronouns is discussed in §2.7. 

There is an incomplete paradigm of object pronouns which are suffixed to verbs, to 
the verbal prepositions qeini- 'and' and vua- 'to', and to the verbal postposed modifiers 
qe- 'with' and vain i- 'by oneself'. The suffixes are listed below; for the missing 
categories, independent pronouns are used: 

SG 
DL 
PC/PL 

2.2 Nouns 

IINC IEXC 
-au 

2 
-ko 

3 
-a 
-ru 
-ra 

Any verb may be used as the nucleus of a noun phrase with no special morphological 
marking: 

druha 
qu Iii 

'run' 
'I went' 

na druha 
(na) lequ Iii 

'running' 
'my going' 

The following prefixes derive nouns from verbs or other nouns: 

drou-
i-
e-

agentive 
instrumental (among other functions) 
derives specific nouns from stative verbs 
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Examples: 

vavi 'bake' i-vavi 'oven' i-vavavi 'way of baking' 
kava 'comb' i-kava 'a comb' i-kavakava 'hairstyle' 
taci 'sea' drou-taci 'fisherman' 
hewa 'small' e-hewa 'the small one' 

The prefix vf- is used, usually with a reduplicated base, to indicate a group of things: 

were 
kulu 

'house' 
'breadfruit' 

vf-werewere 
vf-kulukulu 

'cluster of houses' 
'grove of breadfruit trees' 

Compound nouns are formed by juxtaposition or with the genitive particle ni (or, very 
rarely, with its lexically conditioned allomorphs si or ri): 

were-Iaya 
huna-hewa 
kwa-Ieikana 
mata-ni-were 
kakavulu-si-mata 
taba-ri-guhu 

(house-canvas) 
(female-small) 
(thing-eaten) 
(opening-of-house) 
(hair-of-eye) 
(skin-of-mouth) 

'tent' 
'girl' 
'food' 
'door' 
'eyelash' 
'lips' 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

The preposed common article is na: It IS not used with prefix-possessed nouns, 
stative-derived nouns (like e-hewa 'the small one'), or the two obsolescent irregular 
nouns ecola 'person' and eluve 'child (= young person)', or with their plural forms 
yacola and yaluve. 

The proper article 0 is used before independent pronouns, personal names and kin 
terms: 

Eri vica 0 luve-muru? 
3pc how. many ART:PERS child-2DL:POSS 
'How many children do you two have?' 

The vocative article i is used with the same categories of noun; e.g. i luvequ! 'my 
child!' . 

The article i is used before place names: 

Qf mata tola-vi-a Huva. 
lSG:P/F want see-TRANS-3SG ART:PERS Suva 
'I want to see Suva.' 

Demonstratives may be the nucleus of the noun phrase, or they may follow the noun; 
and there is also a corresponding set of locative demonstratives ('here', 'there'): 

Demonstratives 
0(0) ~ okwe 
oqa 
(o)h6(nf) 
manf 

Locatives 
okei(kwe) 
okeiqa 
okeih6(nf) 
okeimanf 

first person (DEM: 1) 
second person (DEM:2) 
third person (DEM:3) 
anaphoric 

All demonstratives may, and frequently do, bear the emphatic suffix ne. 
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2.4 Numerals and number marking in the noun phrase 

Nadroga has a decimal system: 

1 (ta) hila 6 ana 
2 rua 7 viju 
3 tolu 8 walu 
4 vii 9 ciwa 
5 lima 10 sini (obsolescent, replaced by Standard Fijianjini) 

Multiples of ten are formed with -hagavulu: viju-hagavulu 'seventy'. The traditional 
joiner of tens and units -caca-e- has been replaced by Standard Fijian -ka-. The marker e 
(na after a preposition) precedes the numeral. 

Numeral prefixes include: 

ka- ordinal (but note the irregular matai 'first') 
yii- distributive 
vii- multiplicative 

Common postposed modifiers are boto 'only', gii 'only', viihila 'altogether' and tale 
'more'. Other quantifiers include valu 'some', vica 'a few; how much/many?', and wara 
'many'. With reference to human nouns, valu functions as a verb, with a preposed 
subject pronoun: 

Eri valu eri Iii. 
3PC:P/F some 3PC:P/F go 
'Some people are going.' 

The number of a noun phrase is indicated by the number of the pronoun in apposition: 

okura na lewa 
a kuru na lewa 
qu dani-ru na lewa 
le-dra ihulu na lewa 

'the women (PL)' 
'the women (DUPC)' 
'I saw the women (DUPC)' 
'the women's (PL) clothes' 

(kura = 3PL) 
(kuru = 3DUPC) 
(-ru = 3DUPC:OBJ) 
(-dra = 3PL:POSS) 

There are two postposed quantifiers to nouns: coko 'all' and raki 'lots of, all kinds of, all': 

a kura coko na lewa 
ART:PERS 3PL all ART woman 
'all the women' 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

Adjectives follow the noun, noun-derived adjectives preceding verb-derived: 

were vaju levu 
house stone large 
'large stone house' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

The basic structure is as follows: 

ART + poss + NOUN + ADJ + DEM 

kali biju hewa 
headrest bamboo small 
'small bamboo headrest' 



Example: 

na le-qu jui 
ART Poss-lSG dog 
'that little dog of mine' 

hewa 
little 

h6ni-ne 
DEM:3-EMPH 

Conjoiners ofNPs are qeinia 'and' and he 'or'. 

2.7 Possession 
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There are two lexically defined possession classes of nouns: suffix-possessed and others. 
All suffix-possessed nouns are kin terms; e.g.: 

tama-
huna-
karua-

'father' 
'mother' 
'grandchild' 

tama-m 
huna-dru 
karua-ya 

'your (sg.) father' 
'their (dUpc.) mother' 
'his/her grandchild' 

Nominal possession of these nouns is by postposed apposition to the suffixed pronoun: 

huna-dru na vero 'the children's mother' 
karua-ya 0 Naomi 'Naomi's grandchild' 

Possession of all other nouns is semantically determined. If conceived as part of a 
whole, or as being possessed passively (i.e. something over which the possessor has no 
control) it is prefix-possessed, with no common article: 

m-mata 
2sG-eye 
'your (sg.) eye' 

e-jula na kai 
3SG-branch ART tree 
'the branch of the tree' 

qu-yabaki 
ISG-age 

e-itaba 
3SG-picture 

'my age' 'his/her photograph (i.e. taken of himlher), 

Otherwise, possessive categories are similar to those of Standard Fijian, with 
possessive pronouns being suffixed to one of three bases, the common article being 
optional: 

le- for general and active possession 
ke- for things eaten 
me - for things drunk 

Examples: 

(na) 
(ART) 

le-dru were 
POSS:GEN-3DLlPC house 

'their house' 

(na) le-dru were 
(ART) POSS:GEN-3DLlPC house 
'the children's house' 

(na) ke-qu doko 
(ART) POSS:FOOD-ISG taro 
'my taro (I eat it)' 

na vero 
ART child 
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There are some morphophonemic irregularities: 

(i) in addition to the regular 2SG forms lemu, kemu, memu the forms lou, keu, meu also 
occur before nouns; 

(ii) in addition to the regular 3SG forms Ie (y)a, ke(y)a, me(y)a , the forms la, ka, ma 
also occur before nouns; and 

(iii) the shorter paucallplural forms are obligatory before a noun. 

None of the variant forms in (i) and (ii) may be marked with the common article. 

2.8 Relative clauses 

Relative clauses are usually unmarked, though the anaphoric demonstrative manf is often 
used colloquially and appears to be on its way to being reanalysed as a relative clause marker: 

na vijua (mant) 0 kou ma 
ART yam (ANAPH) 2SG bring hither 
'the yams that you brought here' 

When oblique NPs are relativised, a postverbal particle remains as a trace: vua (human), 
qe (concomitant) or ke (non-human); e.g.: 

na higa (mant) qu la ke 
ART day (ANAPH) ISG go OBL 
'the day that I went' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

The most common verbal prefix is va (ve before i), which forms causatives, intensives, 
etc. (often with an accompanying transitive suffix + object suffix): 

mase 'dead' va-mase-ni-a 'kill' 
10 'extinguished' va-la-ni-a 'extinguish' 
vele 'lost' va-ve/e-ni-a 'lose' 
seku-ci-a 'follow' va-seku-ci-a 'pursue, imitate' 
ihulu 'clothes' va-ihulu 'get dressed' 
rua 'two' va-rua 'twice' 

The prefix vf- denotes reciprocity or collective action: 

oca 
dei 

'angry' 
'leave, abandon' 

vf-ocasi 
vf-dei 

'angry at each other, strife' 
'leave one another, get divorced' 

The prefix lei- forms simple agentless passives for some verbs: lei-kana 'eaten, edible', 
lei-dani 'seen, visible', lei-vinasi 'wanted, desirable', lei-kwai 'said', lei-lomani 'loved', 
lei-qou 'punched', lei-buju 'stepped on'. 

Other common stativising prefixes are ta marking spontaneity or agent unknown and 
ci with verbs of damage: 

voci-a 'peel' ta-voci 'peeled off' 
ciqi-si-a 'break off' ta-ciqi 'broken off' 
drehu-ki-a 'tear' ci-drehu 'tom' 
dromu 'submerge' ci-dromu 'drown' 
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Verbs may be agent- or patient-oriented; with the latter, the base is passive. Compare: 

vodro 
vuli 

'swallow' - agent-oriented: 'to be swallowing' 
'tum over' - patient-oriented: 'to be turned over' 

Reduplication is commonly used, mainly to form intransitives of patient-oriented verbs 
and frequentatives of agent-oriented verbs: 

vuli 
vavi-a 
tola-vi-a 

Transitive verbs 

'turned over' 
'cook it' 
'look at it' 

vulivuli 
vavavi 
tolatola-vi-a 

'tum over' 
'cook (i.e. do the cooking)' 
'look repeatedly at it' 

As in Standard Fijian, there is a 'semitransitive' type of construction, in which an 
unsuffixed form of the verb is followed immediately by a noun with a generic meaning: 
viidani ika 'look for fish', tali vehaveha 'weave baskets'. 

Most verbs form their transitive with a suffix of the form -Ci and/or -Caki(ni), where 
C is one of a set of consonants, including zero, determined at least in part by the 
semantics of the verb. The -Ci and -Caki suffixes are used to form an agentless passive, 
e.g. lei-tola-vi 'seen', nii-maki 'expected'. A true transitive is formed by adding a 
suffixed object pronoun (for all singular and some nonsingular forms - see §2.1 above) 
or independent pronoun: qu tola-vi-ko 'I saw you (sg.)', qu tola-vi kemutou 'I saw you 
(pl.)'. With -Caki suffixes, a further suffix -ni occurs before the suffixed object pronoun 
or independent pronoun (see below). Other objects are in separate noun phrases, usually 
following the verb phrase, and indexed for number by the appropriate suffixed object 
pronoun: 

Qu tola-vi-a na lewa. 
lSG see-TR-3sG ART woman 
'1 saw the woman.' 

Qutola-vi-ru na lewa. 
lSG see-TR-3pc ART woman 
'I saw the women.' 

The following are examples of verbs with various short transitive suffix consonants, 
suffixed with the 3SG object pronoun, which is the usual citation form: 

Transitive Intransitive 

vu/i-ci-a 'tum over' vulivuli 
vodro-gi-a 'swallow' vodro 
nahu-ki-a 'bind' nahunahu 
tovo-li-a 'taste' tovotovo 
hoqo-mi-a 'catch' hoqo 
lovo-ni-a 'bury' lovolovo 
jube-ri-a 'carry by handle' jube 
yabo-si-a 'kiss' yabo 
dere-i-a 'touch' deredere 

The following are examples of verbs with various long transitive suffix consonants: 

Transitive 

umi-caki-ni-a 
holo-maki-ni-a 
varau-taki-ni-a 

'regret' 
'hide' 
'prepare, weigh' 

Intransitive 

umiumi-caki 
holoholo-maki 
viiviirau 
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Though many verbs have only one transitive suffix (mostly short rather than long), some 
have both, and there is usually (as in Standard Fijian) a definable semantic relationship 
between the two. The long suffixes laki and raki add violence: 

boca-ki-a 
ciri-ki-a 
kuhi-a 

'slap' 
'throw at' 
'wipe' 

boca-laki-ni-a 
ciri-laki-ni-a 
kuhi-raki-ni-a 

Others change the semantic role of the object: 

co-vi-a 
hita-vi-a 

'call ( someone)' 
'enter (place)' 

co-vaki-ni-a 
hita-maki-ni-a 

'slap violently' 
'pelt' 
'rub vigorously' 

'call (something)' 
'insert' 

A small number of verbs form the transitive without a transitive suffix, simply adding 
the appropriate object suffix a (e.g. cuku 'carry on shoulder', qilu 'rub with fingers' , holi 
'give' > cuku-a. qilu-a and holi-a). With verbs of this class whose final vowel is e or 0, 

the 3sG object suffix a assimilates to the base, producing a long vowel: thus the 
transitive forms of lese 'bake' and rago 'hear' are lese and rogo. When the final vowel is 
a, it is simply lengthened in some verbs (e.g. tara 'do, make' > tara), but in other cases 
the final vowel changes to i (e.g. vana 'shoot' > vani-a, kana 'eat' > kani-a, and note 
also homu 'drink' > homi-a). 

Another small class comprises what appear to be monosyllabic bases, which 
reduplicate to form the intransitive. The full membership of this class is: 

Intransitive Transitive 

mama ma-gi-a 'chew' 
vivi vi-ci-a 'wind' 
dodo do-ki-a 'stretch' 
toto to-ki-a 'pull' 
qiqi qi-ci-a 'roll' 
huhu hu-gi-a 'rear, adopt (child)' 
cucu cu-gi-a 'suckle' 
roro ra-vi-a 'chase, hunt' 

For at least three verbs - uku 'put on (clothes)', kou 'bring' and qulu 'hold in hand' -
the transitive is formally the same as the intransitive. 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

As with Standard Fijian, the Nadroga verb phrase can be quite complex, with numerous 
strictly ordered pre- and post-verbal modifiers (a number of less common modifiers 
being omitted in this brief sketch). The basic order is as follows: 

CONJ/COMPLEMENTISER + SUBJ PRONOUN + MODIFIER + VERB + MODIFIER 

The conjunctions/complementisers are: 

ni 
me 
he 
ke 
kodaki 

'that (realis), 
'that (irrealis), so that' 
interrogative, 'or' 
'lest' 
'if' 
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The most important preverbal modifiers are as follows (note that the list is ordered, 
those higher up preceding those lower down, and those on the same line being mutually 
exclusive): 

ke 
bara 

hypothetical, 'would have, almost' 
'perhaps, probably' 

tabu ~ tasi 
mad 
hf 
drou ~ drei 
qei 
bou 
mata 
zuku 
mei 

'not' 
'again (adversative), 
'still, yet' 
habitual, 'always, often' 
'then, next' 
'at all, a little, even' 
'want to' 
'each, separately' 
'come and .. .' 

Examples (with the verb underlined): 

sei 'too much, greatly' 

lai 'go and .. .' 

o ke mad l1!.iY. 'you almost fell again' 
qf tabu hf bou vahili 
aru bara qei zuku !Q 

'I haven't even bathed yet' 
'they probably then went separately' 

Kodaki 0 ke tasi mata mei 
if 2sG HYP NEG want come.and 

tasi hota. 
NEG meet 

no, taru ke bara 
stay lINC:DL HYP perhaps 

'If you had not wanted to come and stay, we two would probably have not met.' 

The most important postverbal modifiers (again ordered in the same way as the 
preverbal modifiers) are: 

vata 'together' 
cake 'up' bale 'down' dei ~ yali 'away' 
qea 'immediately' 
qe 'with (person)' vaini- 'by oneself' vua- 'to, at (person)' 
osi ~ devu perfective, 'finished' 
coko 'all' 
tale 'again' 
hara 'very' 
muni 'also' 
boto 'only, no more, nothing more' 
koto continuous jii durative vuka ~ tadra other aspects 
ga intensifier, 'only' 
rewa - re ~ ra politeness, 'beforehand' 
h6 inchoative 
wa 
ke 

'thither, carryon' 
oblique anaphoric 

mii- mei 'hither, become' 

Examples (again with the verbs underlined): 

qu !Q qeko koto ma 
aru kana devu coko ho 
na higa 0 cadra ho mei ke 

'I was coming here with you (sg.)' 
'they've all eaten' 
'the day you arrived here' 
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ill ra rna 
tata ga wa 

'please come here' 
'just keep on talking' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

There is little verb serialisation in Nadrogii, and much of it is probably simple 
compounding. When it occurs, the second verb takes the transitive suffix: 

nurni 
remember 

+ dei-ni-a > nurnidei-ni-a 
leave-TR-3so 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

'forget' 

Verbless clauses are commonly equational or temporal. Both topic-comment and 
comment-topic orders are acceptable, the former probably being preferred: 

o iko na kwahewa. 
ART:PERS 2so ART child 
'You are a child.' 

Na le-qu okwe. Okwe na le-qu. 
ART poss-Iso OEM:I 
'This is mine.' 

Na vuli nikua. 
ART school today 
'There's school today.' 

Nikua na vuli. 

Question words, however, precede the other constituents of verbless clauses: 

o ce(i) okwe? 
ART:PERS who OEM: I 
'Who's this?' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

Na ca oqo? 
ART what OEM:2 
'What's that?' 

Within the verb phrase, pronominal subject and object marking are obligatory, as noted 
above, although there are contexts in which the 3so subject pronoun e is omitted after 
any of the monosyllabic conjunctions/complementisers (see §6). The most common 
verbal clauses are simply V, VS, and VO. Less common constituent orders are SV and 
OV Clauses with all three constituents are rare, and all possible constituent orders occur, 
the commonest being SVO, VOS and VSO. 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

The all-purpose oblique preposition is i, while rnai marks remote location. (Note that 
with locative nouns, the common article na is not used in these constructions.) 

Qu wili-ki-a na ivola. 
Iso read-TR-3so PREP ART book 
'I read it in the book.' 



A tara mai Lawai. 
3SG do LOC:DIST Lawai 
'It was done in (distant) Lawai.' 
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For more precision, locational nouns are used: i yataga ni were 'on top of the house', i 
eruku 'beneath it'. 

With proper nouns and pronouns, the prepositional verb/postverbal modifier vua is 
used, and the combination of vua + the proper article 0 is usually realised as va: 

Qf la wa vua-ko. 
ISG:P/F go thither PREP-2sG 
'I will go over to you.' 

Druha va huna-mu. 
run PREP:ART:PROP mother-2SG 
'Run to your mother.' 

For time phrases, the article is qe(a)na (qena bogi 'at night') or else a for past time and i 
for future: a bogi 'last night', i bogi 'tonight'. 

Note that some oblique cases are, or can be, handled by the postverbal modifiers vua 
'to, at (person)', qe 'with (person)' and vaini 'by oneself': 

Qu kwaya vua-ko koto. 
I SG say:3SG PREP-2SG CONT 
'I was saying to you.' 

QuIa qe-ru ma. 
lSG go with-3pc hither 
'I came here with them.' 

Qf tara vain i-au koto. 
lSG:P/F make:3sG by.oneself-lsG CONT 
'I'm making it by myself.' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

Negation is handled by a preverbal modifier tabu ~ tasi (with regional and generational 
variants tabau, tasei, tahi, sake, etc.): 

Qf tasi kila-si-a. 
ISG:P/F NEG know-TR-3SG 
'I don't know.' 

The negative existential verb is sikai ~ hukai: 

E sikai ha na kuvukuvu. 
3SG:P/F not.be INCH ART tobacco 
'There is no more tobacco.' 
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5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

The singular imperative is unmarked: Iii 'go!' Other numbers use the appropriate 
unmarked subject pronoun: rnuru Iii '(you two) go!' The negative imperative is the verb 
kua plus the complementiser ni or common article na: kua ni waqe = kua na waqe 
'don't play!' 

Imperatives can be made less abrupt by the irrealis complementiser me and/or the 
postposed modifier re: 

rna Iii Iii re = rno Iii re 'please go' 
rna kua ni waqe kua re ni waqe 'please don't play' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Yes/no questions are indicated by a heightened intonation peak on the antepenult (which 
is typically high pitch in statements). Other common idioms are prefixing i vei kodaki, 
tara viieii or e kuea 'how about it?', or suffixing he sikai or he hukai 'or not' to the 
sentence. Suffixing he 'or', also with high rapidly falling intonation, means a positive 
response is expected, as in 'aren't you?', etc. 

Information question forms are as follows: 

'what? which?' eii 
-eii 
eei 
vei 
vein i-
viea 

'which part?' (prefix-possessed; so rnu-eii e raei-a 'which part of you hurts?') 
'who?' (proper noun, thus preceded by the article 0) 
'where?' (locative noun, thus preceded by the article i) 
'be where?' (subjectless transitive verb) 
'how much? how many?' (numeral, thus preceded bye) 

nigiea 'when?' 
kuea 'how about? be how? why?' 
vf-kuea-si'be related how?' (reciprocal verb) 

When i vei 'where?' or nigiea 'when?' begin a sentence, the oblique anaphoric ke is 
obligatory in the verb phrase: 

Nigiea 0 eadra 
when 2sG arrive 
'When did you arrive?' 

rnei 
hither 

6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

ke? 
ANAPH 

Coordinate clauses are usually unmarked, but may be marked by he 'or': 

Ara no koto ara vf-vohaki. 
3PL stay CONT 3PL REC-discuss 
'They stayed and they discussed.' 

I Iii he i no? 
2SG:P/F go or 2SG:P/F stay 
'Are you going or staying?' 
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6.2 Subordination 

The complementisers are: 

ni realis 
me irrealis 
he interrogative 

Subject pronouns in subordinate clauses are always unmarked (i.e not the set marked for 
present/future ): 

Qu dani-ko ni 0 yato koto. 
ISG see-2sG C 2SG walk CONT 
'I saw you walking.' 

Aru vinasi-a me ni-a le-dru viagwane. 
3pc want-3SG C be-3sG poss-3pc chief 
'They wanted him to be their chief.' 

Eri vecu-gi-a koto he vica. 
3PC:P/F ask-TR-3SG CONT C how. much 
'They are asking how much (it is).' 

Other subordinating conjunctions are ke 'lest' and kodaki 'if': 

Qarauni-a na vero ke luju. 
watch-3sG ART child lest fall 
'Watch the child so he/she doesn't fall.' 

Kodaki e ni-ko ecoia, mo 
if 3SG:P/F be-2SG person, c:2sG 
'If you are a person, then come down.' 

bale mil. 
descend hither 

The most common way of expressing time clauses is by nominalisation, with the subject 
becoming possessor: 

(na) ie-qu iil koto mil 
(na) ie-qu hI baca 

'as I was coming here' 
'when I was still ill' 



NIUAFO'OU 
Abstracted by Robert Early 

Niuafo'ou island (Tin Can Island, Isle of Good Hope) is the remote most northerly 
island of the Kingdom of Tonga. It is a small (8 Ian diameter) volcanic island, with an 
inland crater lake and no fringing reef or anchorage. Volcanic activity in 1946 forced the 
evacuation of all l300 inhabitants, most of whom settled in several new villages on the 
island of 'Eua. Around 200 people returned to Niuafo'ou in 1958, and the current 
population of the island is around 800. 

The speech of those living on the island continues to be influenced by modem 
Tongan, and the language is in decline among speakers living elsewhere in the country. 
The number of speakers of Niuafo'ou is estimated to be around 1000. 

The language is Polynesian. Niuafo'ou and its closest relative (East 'Uvean) are 
Samoic Outlier languages of the Nuclear Polynesian subgroup, but Niuafo'ou has been 
overlaid with extensive borrowing from Tongan, so that Niuafo'ou, East 'Uvean, and 
Tongan are mutually intelligible to a significant extent. Like Tongan and Samoan, 
Niuafo'ou has lexically differentiated respect registers. 

All the material in this sketch grammar has been extracted from Tsukamoto (1988). 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

Niuafo'ou has twelve consonant and five vowel phonemes. The consonants are 

P 
f 
v 
m 

s 

n 
I 

k 

I) 

? 
h 

The phoneme It! has an apico-alveolar flap [1'] allophone, which is only found in the 
specific article Itel, in alternation with [t). (An alternative analysis, probably more 
consonant with the history of the language, is to assign [r] to III and say that the article 
occurs as Itel ~ Ile/.) lsi occurs as [s] - [5] in all environments, and Ih! tends to be voiced 
intervocalically, and to occur as a voiceless velar fricative [x] before phonetically 
devoiced vowels. 

The five vowel phonemes are: 

e 
a 

u 
o 

All vowels can occur phonetically long, but these are regarded as geminate sequences, 
with each vowel being the nucleus of a separate syllable. Also, all vowels, but 

848 
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particularly Ii! and lui, are devoiced in various contexts, especially following voiceless 
consonants in other than morpheme-initial syllables, 

1.2 Phonotactics 

Niuafo'ou syllables are always open, and may have a consonant onset, so all syllables 
are of the shape (C)v. Some consonant clusters and word-final closed syllables (from the 
loss of devoiced final vowels) occur in borrowings. As well as the geminate sequences 
noted above, all sequences of non-identical vowels also occur, some of which are 
diphthongised, Grammatical particles are either monosyllabic or disyllabic. Lexical 
morphemes are frequently disyllabic, but many are longer. 

1.3 Stress 

Primary stress occurs on the penultimate syllable of phonological words, with secondary 
stress on every alternate preceding syllable, Secondary stress skips to a preceding vowel 
where the normally stressed vowel is the second of two identical vowels (i,e. a long 
vowel; e,g. l"to:ke'ta:1 [not Ito"oke'ta:/] 'doctor'), or the second vowel of rising 
diphthongs (e,g. I"ta:upo'?oul [not I"ta:"upo'?oul] 'virgin'), or where the vowel is an 
inserted Iii in borrowed words (e.g. I"tikisi'nalel [not Iti"kisi'nale/] 'dictionary'), 
However, primary stress will still occur on the second vowel of sequences when the long 
vowel or diphthong occurs in the penultimate position, or when it is the word-final vowel 
of an item carrying definitive stress (§ 1.4), 
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Some monosyllabic grammatical particles cliticise to preceding words, affecting 
stress, e.g. I'falel 'house' + Inil 'near speaker' > Ifa'le~nil 'this house'. Monosyllabic 
affixes form phonological words with the stem, e.g. Ife-I REC + I'katal 'laugh' + I-al TR 
> Ife-ka'ta-?il 'laugh (collectively),; but disyllabic prefixes and suffixes form 
phonological words by themselves, e.g. I'nofol 'stay' + 1'?al)al NOM > l'nofo-'?al)al 
'dwelling place'. 

1.4 Other features 

A feature of Niuafo'ou (and Tongan) is the shift of penultimate primary stress to the 
final vowel of constituents of the NP, to indicate definiteness ('definitive stress/accent'), 
e.g. Ita'l)atal 'a man' but Ital)a'tai 'the man'; Ita'l)ata 'lahil 'a big man' but Ita'l)ata la'hil 
'the big man'; and Ita'l)ata ne 'ham mo 'Mele "?anea'fi/ 'the man who came with Mele 
yesterday' . 

1.5 Orthography 

The orthography follows that of Tongan, with ng for 11)1 and ' for I?I. The acute 
accent is used on word final vowels which carry definitive stress (tangata). The 
source for this sketch represents long vowels as doubled letters, but here they are 
written with the macron as in standard Tongan writing. However, where the final 
vowel is long and takes definitive stress, it is written as a double vowel with the 
accent on the second: aa. 

2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

The rank of independent pronouns is: 

SG 
DL 
PL 

IINC 
kita 
taua 
ttitou 

IEXC 
au 
rnaua 
rntitou 

2 
koe 
kolua 
kotou 

3 
ia 
naua 
natou 

First person singular inclusive occurs for more individuated reference by the speaker to 
self (and often addressee as well: 'I, and you, both .. .'), or for less assertive and more 
polite reference to self than if the exclusive form was used (,One [~I] feels that .. .'). It is 
not used to express generic or indefinite singular person (,Someone .. .'). 

Following possessive ('a and '0) and benefactive (rna 'a and rno 'a) particles, different 
singular forms occur. First person singular inclusive and exclusive are not distinguished, 
but distinct a-class and a-class possessive types are found (§2.7). These singular 
pronouns, along with the independent pronouns, can occur as objects. 

SG a-class 
a-class 

2 3 
'aku 'au 
'aku 'au 

'ana 
'ana 

With 'a and 'a these regularly form 'a 'aku, 'a 'aku etc., but with the benefactives rna 'a 
and rna 'a, merged forms result, e.g. rna 'aku, rna 'ana etc. 

There is also a class of preverbal pronouns, which index subjects: 
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IINC IEXC 2 3 
SG kita au,ou ke ina, ne 
DL ta ma (ku)la, lua na 
PL tou motou kotou notou 

2.2 Nouns 

A few human nouns mark plurality or collectivity with internal changes: 

jafine 'woman' jafine 'women' 
matu'a 'old man' matu'a 'old men' 
mokopuna 'grandchild' makapuna 'grandchildren' 
tamasi'i 'boy' tamaliki 'boys' 

A nominalising affix -Canga, usually - 'anga, indicates place or cause: 

moe 
tau 
'ita 

'sleep' 
'arrive' 
'angry' 

moe-'anga 
tau-langa 
'ita- 'anga 

'sleeping place' 
'harbour' 
'reason for being angry' 

Reduplication, unpredictably of either the first syllable or the last two syllables of the 
stem, indicates multiplicity or other semantic extension: 

longo 
talinga 

'shark' 
'fungus sp.' 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

lo-longo 
talinga-linga 

'sharks' 
'fungus sp. like talinga' 

Five articles are identified. Emotional forms, which also occur with possessive pronouns 
(§2.7), allow the expression of affection, pity, triviality etc. The quantitative article is 
used with uncountable objects: he ika 'a fish', hina ika 'some fish meat'. Also note the 
role of the definitive accent (§ 1.4) in marking NPs as definite. The articles are: 

Ordinary Emotional 
Specific te 
Non-specific he 

si 'j 
na'i 

Quantitative 

hina 

There are four categories of demonstrative. Each occurs in either of two forms (for the 
prepositions 'i 'at', ki 'to' and mei 'from' see §4.3): 

Near speaker 
Near addressee 
Away from both 
Anaphoric 

Following 'i, ki, mei 
heni 
hena 
he 
ai 

Elsewhere 
'eni 
'ena 
e 
ia 

The first set offorms (except ai) also occur following a prefix pe-, which forms statives 
expressing similitude: pe-heni 'like this', etc. There are also two other monosyllabic 
deictics, which cliticise to the preceding base: nei - ni 'near speaker' and na - na 'near 
addressee'. There is little apparent difference between them, the demonstratives, and the 
demonstratives preceded by the nominative particle ko; e.g.jate=ni,jale=nei, andjale 
ko 'eni 'this house'. 
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2.4 Numerals and number-marking in the noun phrase 

The numerical system is decimal. 

0 noa 100 teau 
1 taha 1000 afe 
2 ua, lua 10,000 mana 
3 tolu 100,000 kilu 
4 fa 1,000,000 miliona 
5 nima 
6 ono 
7 fitu 
8 valu 
9 hiva 

10 hongofulu 

Numerals are formed by numeral-unit sequences (tolu kilu 'three hundred thousand'), 
but the digit in a complex numeral is preceded by the particle rna. Where the unit is a 
ten, the form ngofulu is used (ua ngofulu rna fa 'twenty-four'), and where the unit is 
hundreds, ngeau occurs rather than teau (ua ngeau 'two hundred'). Complex numerals 
can also be expressed as a sequence of numbers: ua tolu fa is 'two hundred and thirty-
four'. Numerals occur as postposed quantity modifiers with the numeral particle 'e: 

te 'a fu 'u mango 'e ua ono 
SP PL big mango NUM two SIX 

'twenty-six mango trees' 

Ordinals are formed by occurrence with an article (first example), or o-class (§2.7) 
possessive determiner (second example): 

te 'aho toIU 
SP day three 
'the third day' 

he vaka hono toIU 
NON.SP ship poss:o:3sG three 
'a third ship' 

The ordinal for 'first' is 'uluaki, and ordinals for years and months prepose the numeral 
(te tolu mahina 'the third month'). Other numeral related particles are tautau and taki 
'distributive' (taki taha 'one each; each'); tu 'a 'iterative' (tu 'a ono 'six times'); and toko 
'number, for persons and animals'. 

tangata 'e toko ua 
man NUM PERS two 
'two hundred men' 

ngeau 
hundred 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

There is no class of adjectives as such, but other word classes like numerals, quantitative 
words, and verbals which indicate habitual or characteristic features, as well as other 
nominals, all occur as postposed nominal modifiers, which themselves can be further 
modified: 
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fale lahi mo 'oni 
house big true 
'a really big house' 

Comparison is expressed with a directional particle (§2.6), and the superlative with the 
numeral taha 'one': 

puha lahi ange 
box big DIR 
'a larger box' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

Nominal and verbal phrases have similar structure, and many lexical bases occur as 
heads of either. Nominal phrases may occur either as predicates or arguments, and are 
marked for grammatical role, specificity and definiteness. Seven phrase slots are 
identified in order: three optional preposed slots (typically indicating grammatical 
categories), an obligatory head, and three optional postposed slots (typically indicating 
attributive qualities). 

The three optional preposed slots are PARTICLES, DETERMINERS and PREMODI-
FIERS. The source for this sketch describes a rank of preposed nominal particles, which 
I regard as prepositions, indicating the syntactic and semantic function of the following 
NP; these are described as part of clause structure in §4.3. The class of determiners 
consists of articles (§2.3) and possessive determiners (§2.7). 

A number of pre modifiers (e.g.fu'u 'large', ki'i 'small', toki 'first') occur in both 
verb and noun phrases. Those specific to the noun phrase include forms derived with the 
productive suffix -Ci (expressing part-whole; not the -Ci in §3.l) and several forms 
expressing number: 

Part-whole: fe 'i/fo 'ilfua 'i « fua 'fruit'): 
mata'i « mata 'eye, face'): 
sino'i « sino 'body'): 

dual 

fo'i malau 
mata'i tofe 
sino'i ika 

'a megapode egg' 
'eye-of-oyster, i.e. pearl' 
'body of fish' 

Number: ongo 
'Ii 

fanga 
kau 

plural for inanimates and certain humans: kin, friends, chiefs 
plural for animates and certain humans 
plural for other humans 

Several members of this slot can co-occur: 

'uluaki ongo fu 'u fo'i lesi 
first DL big fruit-of papaya 
'the first couple of big papaya fruits' 

The head of a noun phrase may be manifested by nominals, emphatic possessive 
determiners, and demonstratives. This may be followed by three postposed slots: 
POSTMODIFIERS (see §2.5), DIRECTIONALS, and DEICTICS (see §2.3). The directional 
particles that occur in NPs are atu 'away from speaker', mai 'toward speaker', and ange 
'to the side': 

'aho atu 
day DIR 
'the day before yesterday; the day after tomorrow' 
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ko te fale mai ko 'eni 
NPM SP house DIR NPM DEM 
'the house further this way' 

Coordinate NPS are linked with the coordinator mo. 

2.7 Possession 

The language has expected Polynesian a- and 0- possession types (see Chapter 3). 
However, in modern Niuafo'ou, o-marked forms are being lost in the speech of younger 
people. 

vai 'a te tangata 
vai '0 te tangara 
tgku ta'i 'ona 

'the man's water (that he drinks)' 
'the man's water pool' 
'my hitting him' 

tQno tamate'i '0 te kulii 'the being killed of the dog' 

Some irregularities involve certain artefacts (e.g. toki 'adze', popao 'canoe') taking 
unexpected o-class marking, and examples likefoha ~ te tangara 'the son of the man' 
but tamasi'i 'a te tangata 'the boy/son of the man' can be found. 

Possessive determiners occur in ordinary, emotional and emphatic ranks, marked for 
specific or non-specific, and for a- or 0- possession (always in singular, sometimes in 
dual and plural). The specific ordinary possessive determiners are: 

lINC lEXC 2 3 
SG a- tata taku tau tana 

0- toto toku tou tona, tono 
DL te ta te rna te kula te na 
PL te tou te motou te kotou te notou 

Non-specific ordinary possessive determiners take the non-specific determiner he, and 
their paradigm follows the pattern: hata, hoto, he ta, he tou etc. 

The specific emotional possessive determiners are: 

lINC lEXC 2 3 
SG a- si 'ata si'aku si'au si'ana 

0- si 'oto si'oku si'ou si 'ona, si 'ono 
DL a- si 'a ta si 'a rna si 'a kula si 'a na 

0- si '0 ta si'o rna si '0 kula si '0 na 
PL a- si 'a tou si'a motou si'a kotou si'a notou 

0- si'o tou si'o motou si'o kotou si'o notou 

Non-specific emotional determiners replace si 'a-lsi '0- with ni 'a-Ini '0-, giving ni 'ata, 
ni 'oto, ni 'a ta, ni '0 ta etc. (Full glosses for possessives as in the next two examples will 
not be given in later examples.) 

Kua mate si 'aku kulii. 
PERF die POSS:A:SP:EMOT: lEXC:SG dog 
'My poor dog died.' 

Ne lavea ni 'oku foha? 
PAST injure POSS:O:NON.SP:EMOT: lEXC:SG son 
'Were any of my sons injured?' 
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Emphatic possessive determiners, indicating contrast with another possessor or person, 
take ta 'alto '0, giving ta 'ata, to 'ata, ta 'a ta, to '0 ta etc. 

Two possessive configurations can occur or, for added emphasis, a combination of 
both is used. With nominal and named possessors, the second of the two construction 
types is used. 

te natau fale 
SP posS:O:3PLhouse 
'their house' 

si'ana 
poss:A:3sG 
'his mother' 

fa'ee 
mother 

or 

or 

te matau 'api '0 matau 

te fale a 
SP house POSs:o 
'their house' 

si 'j fa'e 
EMOT mother 
'his mother' 

SP POSS:O: IINCL:PL home POSs:o IINC:PL 
'our own home' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

natau 
3PL 

a 'ana 
POSS:A 3sG 

Relative clauses follow the nominals they modify and are introduced by tense particles 
(§3.2), the nominal phrase marker ka, or the particles ke 'subjunctive' or ka 
'hypothetical'. Headless relative clauses are found. Preverbal pronouns (like natau 
below) may occur to indicate subject arguments of the relative clause. 

te kakai 'aku (natau) nafa 'i 
SP people PRES 3PL live LOC 
'the people who live on that island' 

te motu 
SP island 

ka ill 
NPM 3sG 

Arguments denoted by the modified nominal which have the role of object are not 
indicated at all. 

te ika ke au kai 
SP fish SBJN 1 SG eat 
'the fish that I should eat' 

Relative clauses can be formed from possessors: 

he tangata ka Siane tana hingall 
NON.SP man NPM Sione poss:o:3sG name 
'a man whose name is Sione' 

Relativised locatives are substituted for by the anaphoric demonstrative ai (or the 
pronoun, as in natau below). 

te kakai ne au taki 'avange te maa ki ai ki natau 
SP people PAST ISG just take SP chicken ALL ANAPH ALL 3PL 
'the people to whom I have just given the fowl' 

There is also an appositional construction with the particle 'a which carries a similar 
function to relativisation: 

ka te fale, 'a 
NPM SP house APPOS 

'ena 'aku kautau 
DEM PRES 2PL 

'the house, that is the one in which you live' 

nafa ai 
stay ANA PH 
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3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

The following verbal prefixes and suffixes are found: 

Prefixes 

Jaka- causative, manner 
rna- 'completely' 
Je- reciprocity (must co-occur with 

a suffix -Caki or -Ci) 
rna 'u- 'do excessively' (must co-occur 

with suffix -a) 

Example: 

Suffixes 

-Ci (mostly - 'i, 
also -hi, -ki, -si) 

-a, -na, -Cia, -Cina 
-aki 

'Oku Ju 'u narnu-a te po nei. 
PRES too mosquito-infestive SP night DEIC 
'There are many mosquitoes tonight.' 

transitive 

abundant, infestive 
instrument 

Verbal bases (underlined below) may be reduplicated (with some unpredictability of 
form) for a variety of semantic functions (repetition, intensification, collective etc.). 

prolongation: 
distribution: 
moderation: 

hiva-hiva 
rnahae-hae 
Jo'o-fo'ou 

'keep singing idly' 
'tom here and there' 
'somewhat new' 

Some stems will occur in more than one reduplicated form: 

prolongation: 
collective: 

tako-takoto 
!.!J.-ko-koto 

'keep lying idly' 
'lie in a group' 

Some forms are not reduplicated but express these functions with reduced forms 
(nounou 'short' gives nonou) or with suppletive forms (ha 'u 'come' becomes 010 rnai ~ 
o rnai). Reduplication also derives verbals (rnaka 'stone' gives rnaka-rnaka 'to be 
stony'). 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

Seven slots can be identified in VP structure: 

PARTICLE ~ PREVERBAL PRONOUN ~ PREMODIFIER ~ HEAD ~ POSTMODIFIER ~ 
DIRECTIONAL ~ DEICTIC. 

The tense-aspect particles are 'e 'future', 'oku ~ ku 'present', ne 'e ~ ne 'past', and kua 
'perfect'. 

Preverbal pronouns are listed in §2.1. Some sequences of tense-aspect particle and 
the pronoun au have merged: e.g. ne 'past' + au lSG > nau; kua 'perfect' + au lSG > 
kuau. These pronouns may include in their reference an argument that occurs with 
accompanitive rno: 

Til 0 rno koe? 
IINC:DL go ACC 2SG 
'Shall I come with you?' 
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The premodifiers are listed below; semantically compatible modifiers may occur 
together. 

fa 'a frequentative mei(mei) 
fia desiderative ngali(ngali) 
fu'u excessively 'osi 
kaungii cooperatively si'i 
ki'i small degree ta'e 
kei 'still' toe - te 
lahi large extent toki 
lolotonga on-going toutou 
longolongo 'seem that' 'uluaki 
matamata 'look like' 

'Oku nii kei fia kaungii ngiiuepe. 
PRES 3PL still want together work just 
'They still want to work together.' 

'almost' 
'seem likely' 
'finished, already' 
pity, affection 
lack of, 'without' 
repetitive 
'recently' 
'often' 
'first' 

The class of postmodifiers includes stative verbals like lelei 'do well', adjuncts like 
'aupito 'very', demonstratives with ko like ko 'eni 'here, now', locatives like lalo (lue 
lalo 'walk down, i.e. walk rather than ride'), and nominals like vao 'bush' as in nofo vao 
'stay in the bush'. 

Directionals indicate direction (in real space and time, or metaphorically) in relation 
to the speaker, or elsewhere. Extended functions include the expression of comparative 
degree. Three directional particles (mai, atu and ange) were mentioned in relation to the 
NP in §2.6: they also occur in VPs, along with three more only found in verbal contexts. 

ake - hake 
'i/o - hi/a 
halo 

'up; higher on scale' 
'down; lower on scale' 
'about' 

Kua 'osi faka-ngafua maio 
PAST already cAus-allow DIR 
'Permission has already been granted' (i.e. 'it is already allowed') 

Deictics were discussed in §2.3. 
A further class of particles are identified as postposed phrase adjuncts, which occur 

freely with nominal and verbal phrases. 

ii emphatic koii seeking confirmation 
aipe 'continually' leva immediateness 
ange politeness mahalo (pe) 'perhaps' 
ape uncertainty in questions ma'upe 'continually' 
'aupito great degree mu'a politeness 

foki 'also, too' nai uncertainty 
fuli 'various/several' pe 'only, just' 
ia contrary to expectation takua 'or so it is said' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

Neither the source description nor data indicate the occurrence of serial verb 
constructions in the language. 
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4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Nominal clauses contain as predicate an NP with the nominal phrase marker ko, and an 
(optional) equational or identificational subject in the absolutive: 

Ko Sione. 
NPM Sione 
'It is Sione.' 

Ko te sea. 
NPM SP chair 
'(It is) a chair.' 

Ko toku tokoua 'ia Sione. 
NPM poss:o:lsG brother ABS Sione 
'Sione is my brother.' 

Existential clauses can be formed from locative phrase predicates with the anaphoric 
demonstrative ai. 

'Oku kailoa ke 'i ai han a me 'a ke fai. 
PRES NEG SBJN LOC ANAPH poss:A:3sG thing SBJN do 
'He does not have anything to do.' (i.e. 'There (is) not anything of his to do.') 

Verbless possessive clauses can be formed using possessive particles 'a or '0. 

'Oku 'a 'aku te hOsi ko 'ena. 
PRES POSS:A ISG SP horse NPM DElC 
'That horse (is) mine.' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

Basic constituent order is VSO. Three basic clause types are identified: intransitive, 
middle, and transitive, and transitive clauses arrange their arguments in an ergative-
absolutive configuration. 

In intransitive clauses, the core subject argument, whether nominal or pronominal, is 
denoted by the absolutive particle 'ia (- (') in some contexts). 

Ne ha 'u 'ia Mele. 
PAST come ABS Mele 
'Mele came.' 

It can be expressed by a preverbal subject pronoun (fused with the tense particle in 
'okou belOW), or (in the third person singular) not at all: 

'Okou 'ita. 
PRES:ISG angry 
'I am angry.' 

Ne 'alu. 
PAST go 
'(Someone) went.' 
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An incorporated object construction allows for intransitive clauses that presuppose two 
arguments. A highly generic nominal occurs directly postposed to the verb, and the 
initiating argument follows, in the absolutive: 

'Oku fa 'a inu kava te kakai Tonga. 
PRES often drink kava SP people Tonga 
'The Tongan people often drink kava.' 

Middle clause structures take an S in the absolutive, and another argument in either the 
locative ('il'ia) or allative (kilkiii). For some middle verbals expressing cognition, 
perception, and mental states, the first argument denotes the experiencer, and the second 
argument denotes the entity with which the mental activity is concerned. 

'Oku 'ofa 'ia Sione 'iii Mele. 
PRES love ABS Sione LOC Mele 
'Sione loves Me1e.' 

For another set, the absolutive argument denotes initiator, and the other argument is the 
recipient of effect (in locative, S [+control], in allative, S [-control]). 

'Okou fia sio kiii Mele. 
PRES:ISG want see ALL Mele 
'I want to see Mele.' 

With a number of verbs that express uncontrolled mental processes (including ngalo 'forget'; 
Zanga 'arise in mind'), the locative particle 'i ('iii before pronoun) marks experiencer: 

Kua ngaZo tono hingoa 'iii au. 
LOC ISG PAST forget poss:o.3SG name 

'I forgot his name.' 

Transitive clauses place two arguments m an ergative-absolutive (or vice-versa) 
configuration. 

Ne 'e tii- 'i 'e te tangata 
PAST hit-TR ERG SP man 
'The man hit the boy.' 

'ia te 
ABS SP 

tamasi'£. 
boy 

Younger speakers may replace the ergative marker with the particle 'i, which is glossed 
as 'unspecified', or elide it completely. The following are all possible, in some cases 
requiring situational context to provide the correct reading: 

Ne tii- 'j [te tangata} [te tamasi'ij. 
PAST hit-TR SP man SP boy 

Ne tii- 'j [te tangata} ['i te tamasi'i]. 
PAST hit-TR SP man UNSP SP boy 

Ne tii- 'i ['i te tangata} [te tamasi'ij. 
PAST hit-TR UNSP SP man SP boy 
'The man hit the boy.' 

Core arguments are not obligatorily expressed: 

Ne tii- 'i te 
PAST hit-TR SP 
'The boy was hit.' 

tamasi'i. 
boy 
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Ne tii- 'i 'e te tangata. 
PAST hit-TR ERG SP man 
'The man hit (someone).' 

Ne tii- 'i. 
PAST hit 
'(Someone) hit (someone).' 

It is possible for the two arguments to occur in the order absolutive-ergative, and where 
the absolutive is a pronoun, young speakers will still elide the particles: 

Ne tii- 'i 'oku ('i) te tangata. 
PAST hit ISG UNSP SP man 
'The man hit me.' 

Clauses with pronominal arguments can be configured with preverbal subject pronouns, 
or postposed independent pronouns. The latter type expresses contrast. 

'E ke 'aZul 
FUT 2SG go 
'Are you going?' 

'E 'alu 'ia koe? 
FUT go ABS 2sG 
'Are you going (and not the others)?' 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

The grammatical role of arguments is largely indicated by prepositions, all of which are 
listed here, including some which have already been noted as indicating core argument 
status. For the first three, three sets of alternates occur: (1) before nouns with 
determiners; (2) before common nouns without determiners and proper nouns; and 
(3) before pronouns. 

(1) (2) (3) 
'i - '(i)ii - '(i)ii - 'iii te (formal) locative 
ki - k(i)ii - k(i)ii - kiii te (formal) allative 
mei - me(i)a - me(i)ii - meW te (formal) ablative 

The others are: 

'ia absolutive 'i unspecified 
'e ergative ko nominal phrase marker 
mo associative 'a appositive 
'a/'o possession , e vocative 
rna 'a/mo '0 benefactive 

Temporal and locative words and phrases usually occur as clause final peripheral 
arguments. Location precedes time if both occur. Temporal words for future time begin 
with the prefix 'ii, and those for past time with the prefix 'ane-: 

'iinai 

'iiafiafi 

'a while later in same 'anenai 
day' 

'coming afternoon' 'aneafiafi 

'a while earlier in same 
day' 

'past afternoon' 
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'apongipongi 'tomorrow' 'anepongipongi 
'aneafi 

'this past morning' 
'yesterday' 

'amuli 'future' 

One temporal relationship, that of simultaneity, is often expressed by a postposed verbal 
clause: 

Ne au fanongo (,oku) 
PAST ISG hear PRES 

kei mama '0. 

still distant 
'I heard it when it was still far away.' 

The class oflocatives below occur in prepositional phrases following the prepositions 'i, 
ki, and mei. 

('o)lunga 'up' laiD 'under' 
loto 'inside' tu'a 'outside' 
mu'a 'front' muli 'rear' 
nga'uta 'upland' ngalalo 'downland' 
ngtitailntitailltitai 'outer sea' fanua 'land, as seen from sea' 

Instrument is marked by a particle 'aki which usually occurs after the predicate phrase, 
or in front of the instrument in the absolutive (both positions are shown below): 

Ne kai ('aki) 'e te tangata te ika ('aki) 
PAST eat (INST) ERG SP man SP fish (INST) 
'The man ate the fish with his hands.' 

tono 
poss:o:3sG 

nima. 
hand 

Thematisation shifts arguments to clause initial position. These are marked with the 
nominal phrase marker ko and set off by a slight intonational break. Nominal themes 
often introduce discourse topics and participants (possessive he na > na not explained): 

Ko te ongo matu 'a, ne 'i ai na ki 'j fafine. 
NPM SP DL parents PAST LOC ANAPH POSS:3DL small daughter 
'(There were) two parents, they had a little girl.' 

Relative clauses without the nominals they modify can be thematised, giving a clause 
type not found elsewhere in the language. 

Ko te kai 0 te ikti, 'e 'Ana. 
NPM SP eat poss:o SP fish ERG 'Ana 
'The fish was eaten, it was by 'Ana.' 

4.4 Negative clauses 

Negation is expressed by several negative verbs, which take the clause to be negated as 
their complement. The negative verb may take preposed modifiers and other adjuncts. 
The negative verbs are kailoa - loa - kala 'not', koloto 'not (emotional/disapproval)', 
te 'eki (ai) - he'iki (ai) 'not yet', and 'aua 'don't'. Both verbal and non-verbal clauses 
can be negated with kailoa: verbal clauses may occur with the particle ke, but no other 
tense-aspect particle in the negated clause, and non-verbal clauses occur with ko. 

Ne kailoa 
PAST NEG 

ke mahino tana 
SBJN clear poss:A:3SG 

'Didn't you understand what he said?' 

lea kia koe? 
language ALL 2SG 
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'Oku loa ko he laiako 'ia mt'itou. 
PRES NEG NPM NON.SP teacher ABS 2PL 
'We are not teachers.' 

The negators te 'eki and he'iki only negate verbal clauses, and may occur with the 
particle ke, as well as some tense particles that are part of the negated clause. The 
negators also occur as negative existential verbals for nominals with nonspecific 
determiners. 

Ne kailoa he taha 
PAST NEG NON.SP one 
'There was no one at home. 

'i 'api. 
ALL home 

'Oku te 'eki ai he mil 
PRES NEG ANAPH NON.SP lEXC:DL 
'We do not have any children yet.' 

lilnau. 
children 

They also function as independent negatives used to give a negative answer: Kailoa. 
'No.', Te 'eki ai. 'Not yet.' 

A prefix ta 'e negates sub-clausal elements: 

Ko te lafine ta 'e ako 'ia Mele. 
NPM SP woman NEG learn ABS Mele 
'Mele is an uneducated woman.' 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

The following verb-like forms occur as clause introducers without preposed particles of 
any kind: 

'amusiilnge 
hei'i/o 
'ala (ange) 

'wish that' 
'who knows .. .' 
'may it be' 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

pau 
takilnge 
taumaiil 

'it is certain that' 
'surely, there is .. .' 
'wish that' 

Imperative-hortative clauses have no preposed tense-aspect particle or second person 
singular particle (although this may occur following a conjunction). Second person 
plural particles are always optional. 

'Alu kil ke loki vave maio 
go CONJ 2SG return quickly DIR 
'Go, but come back quickly!' 

(Kulil) tokoni maio 
2DL help DIR 
'Help me!' 

First person dual and plural inclusives may also occur to indicate proposals or to ask for 
permission: 

Til 6? 
IINC:PL go 
'Shall we go?' 
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Negative imperatives are formed by preposing the particle 'aua, possibly followed by 
subjunctive 'e (abrupt) or potential na 'a (less abrupt). With na 'a, second person 
preverbal subject pronouns will occur. 

'Aua na 'a ke 'alu. 
NEG POT 2SG go 
'You shouldn't go!' 

Third person and first person singular pronouns can occur in negative imperatives: 

'Aua 'e notou fold leva! 
NEG FUT 3PL go.back immediate 
'Don't let them go back yet!' 

Other constructions or particles associated with imperative contexts are: 

Fai rna .. . 
Tulau .. . 
Kiltaki 'a/kil ... 
Fakarnolernale 'a/kil ... 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

'Hurry up and .. .' 
'Excuse me .. .' 
'Please do S.t. .. .' 
'Kindly do S.t. .. .' 

Yes/no questions take rising intonation, may occur with tags ('ape 'doubting', 'ine and 
he 'seeking confirmation'), and are answered with 'ia or ka ia (polite) 'yes' and kailoa 
'no'. Alternative questions link two possible answers with the conjunction pe 'or'. 

Information questions have falling intonation, and use question words. 

il 'what?' fakail 'what manner?' 
ai 'who?' fakafea 'when?' 
'ilfea 'when (in the future)?' fea 'where?' 'which?' 
'anefea 'when (in the past)?' fefe'aki 'how?' 

jia 'how many?' 

Phrases with interrogative words precede other nominal phrases. 

'Oku nafo 'i fea 
PRES live LOC where 

tau 
poss:A:2SG 

'Where do your parents live?' 

6. COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

rniltu'd? 
parents 

The associative particle rna links clauses, as well as coordinating stative verbals that 
occur as post-base modifiers in verb phrases. It often occurs with pea (rna), to express 
simultaneity. 

'Oku natau ngilue vave rna lelei. 
PRES 3PL work fast and good 
'They work fast and well.' 
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6.2 Subordination 

The following subordinators occur with clauses that follow main clauses: 

he reason '0 incorporative 
kae'aua 'until' pe 'or, or if' 
kit - kae 'but' pea 'and, then' 
ke subjunctive tala'i , e ai 'in so far as it is not the case that' 
na'a 'lest, in case' 

The subjunctive particle ke introduces irrealis situations, including purpose clauses and 
complements of verbs like kamata 'begin',feinga 'try', sai 'be good'. It is also used for 
indirect quotations. 

'E sai ke ke tala- 'i ange te 
FUT good SBJN 2SG tell-TR DIR SP 
'It will be good for you to tell the truth.' 

ma'oni. 
truth 

The incorporative particle 'a is used for other situations (especially result, time, and 
location) that are subordinate to the preceding clause. 

Ne kamata leva te ta 'ahine ke hiva '0 pehe. 
PAST begin immediately SP girl SBJN sing INCORP like.that 
'The girl then began to sing like that.' 

Direct speech clauses follow the verb of quotation, but where the direct speech is a 
question, pe 'if' may occur. 

'Eke ange ki ai (pe) 'Ka kae te palisi ne ha 'u 'anepao?' 
ask DIR ALL ANAPH if NPM 2SG SP police PAST come last.night 
'Ask him "Are you the policeman who came last night?''' 

Subordinate clauses which may precede or follow the main clause can also be 
introduced by: 

ki muli nei 
ki mu'a pea 
kate'uhi 
lalatanga 

'after' 
'before' 
'because' 
'while' 

neanga 
talu 
('a) kii (pau) 

'nevertheless, even though' 
'since' 
'if' 



MARQUESAN 
Abstracted by John Lynch 

Marquesan is spoken in the Marquesas Islands, part of French Polynesia, by about 6000 
speakers; it is known to its speakers as Te 'Eo 'Enana (the language of the people). The 
dialect situation is complex, and 'the difference between the northern and southern 
speech, and even between that of neighbouring islands, is not a myth as has been 
recently written' (Zewen 1987, Introduction), so much so that the northern dialects have 
sometimes been classified as a different language from those in the south. The dialect 
described here is that of Nukuhiva, in the northern part of the group. Earlier work 
includes that of Dordillon (1931), though this sketch is based on Zewen (1987). 

1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1 Phonemes 

Nukuhiva Marquesan has the following consonant phonemes: 

p 
v 
m n 

k ? 
h 

The stops are unaspirated. In the Nukuhiva dialect, three additional phonemes occur 
only in borrowed words: If I, lsi and (trilled) Ir/. However, southern Marquesan dialects 
preserve a distinction between If I and Ih/, which have been merged as /hi in the northern 
dialects. Note that Marquesan is unusual among Oceanic languages - and indeed the 
world's languages generally - in having no liquid phoneme: Proto Oceanic */1/, */rl and 
*/R/ have become !?I. 

Marquesan has the common Polynesian system of five short vowels with a length 
contrast, giving ten vocalic contrasts altogether: 

e 
a 

u 
o 

1.2 Phonotactics 

i: 
e: 

a: 

u: 
0: 

As is typical of Triangle Polynesian languages, Marquesan has the syllable structure 
(C)v, and so it does not permit consonant clusters or word-final consonants, though it 
does allow vowel sequences; e.g. Ihahakateiaol 'very early morning'. Whilst there is no 
specific discussion of vowel clusters in Zewen (1987), a perusal of his wordlist (pp. 
143-165) shows very few clusters of more than two vowels in single lexical items. 

865 
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HATUTU <' MARQUESAN 
Northern dialect 

o UA / /' Southern dialect 
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I 
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00 

1.3 Stress 

/ 

I 
I " a 

,') 

a 50 100 
L--L-...J 
Kilometres 

, 
MARQUESAN 

·Pukapuka 

Stress is predictable, occurring on the last vowel if it IS long, otherwise on the 
penultimate vowel: 

['kopu] 
[he'nua] 
[u'e:] 

'stomach' 
'land' 
'cry' 

1.4 Other features and orthography 

A non-phonemic glide often occurs between certain adjacent vowels, whether or not 
they are separated by a morpheme- or word-boundary: the examples given are [y] 
occurring between Iii or lei and lal, and [w] between lui and la/. Two identical short 
vowels occurring across morpheme-boundaries coalesce as a long vowel. Thus: 

fli heal 
Ite tau ahil 
Itivava aul 

[liheya] 
[tetauwahi] 
[tivava:u] 

'where?' 
'fires' 
'1 tell a lie' 

The orthography uses' for /?I and a macron to represent vowel length: thus fla:1 'day, 
sun' is orthographically 'il. 



2 NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES 

2.1 Pronouns 

Marquesan has only one set of personal pronouns: 

lINC lEXC 2 3 

SG au, u oe ia 
DL taua maua 'oua aua 
PL tatou matou 'otou 'atou 

These pronouns are used as subjects, objects and possessors: 

'Ua kata 'aua. 
PERF laugh 3DL 
'They two laughed.' 

'Ua pehi Moana 'ia 'aua. 
PERF hit Moana OBJ 3DL 
'Moana hit them two.' 

fa 'aua peto 
POSS:A 3DL dog 
'their (dual) dog' 
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In the first person singular, au is used as subject and after the predicative particle '0, 
while 'u is used after a preposition. In some dialects, the second person pronouns begin 
with k rather than ' (i.e. koe, koua, kotoll). 

2.2 Nouns 

Apart from the proper/common distinction, there is no evidence of any noun class 
system in Marquesan. 

A large number of lexical items can function nominally and verbally with no 
morphological change to the root. It is their occurrence with other particles which 
determines whether they are functioning nominally or verbally: 

'Ua hili 'atou ... 
PERF climb 3PL 
'They climbed ... ' 

to 'atoll hiti 
POSs:o 3PL climb 
'their climb(ing)' 

Verbs may, however, be nominalised by the suffix - 'iii, which forms an abstract noun. In 
fact, - 'iii in the northern dialects corresponds to two different suffixes in the south: -na 
general nominaliser, and -tina perfective nominaliser. Thus: 

Southern Northern 

te fihe-na te tihe- 'iii 
ART come-NOM ART come-NOM 
'the fact of coming; arrival (in general)' 
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Southern Northern 

te tihe-tina te tihe- 'iii 
ART come-NOM ART come-NOM 
'the fact of having come; a specific arrival already realised' 

There is also a now non-productive instrumental or locative nominalising suffix -ka 
(which is -na in the south) occurring on some verbs: 

moe 
amo 
noho 

'lie down' 
'carry' 
'sit' 

moe-ka 
amo-ka 
noho-ka 

'( sleeping-)mat' 
'burden' 
'seat, chair' 

'Some' nouns (Zewen 1987: 11) form the plural - possibly collective - by (partial or 
complete) reduplication; it is not known how widespread this feature is. Examples: 

'ima 
ka'u 
vae 

'hand' 
'rubbish' 
'leg' 

'i- 'ima 'both hands' 
ka 'u-ka 'u 'lots of rubbish' 
vae-vae 'both legs' 

2.3 Articles and demonstratives 

Common nouns are marked as definite by the article te preceding the noun; te is 
unspecific as to number, but there is a dual article na. Indefinite nouns are unmarked, 
though an indefinite specific noun may be marked by titahi (= te tahi 'ART one'): 

te tama'oa 
ART boy 
'a/the boy' 

titahi tama 'oa 
a.certain boy 
'a (particular) boy' 

na tama'oa 
ART:DL boy 
'the two boys' 

tama'oa 
boy 
'a boy' 

There is also an article he which introduces the comment of an equational sentence or 
the object of certain complex locative constructions: 

He potu te-nii. 
ART cat ART-DEM 
'That is a cat.' 

'Ua noho ia 'i ta 'a he puta. 
PERF sit 3SG LOC near ART door 
'He's sitting near the door.' 

The demonstratives are: 

nei 
nii 
'ii, ala 
hua 

proximate, near speaker 
intermediate, near addressee 
distant, near third person 
anaphoric 

The first three of these may follow the noun, but may also precede it, in which case they 
are morphologically bound to the article. This article + demonstrative may also function 
as a demonstrative pronoun. The anaphoric demonstrative hua precedes the noun, and 
does not occur with the article. Examples: 



te vehine nei 
ART woman OEM 
'this woman (here), 

te- '[i 

ART-OEM 
'that one' 

te-nei vehine 
ART-OEM woman 
'this woman (here), 

hua vehine 
ANAPH woman 
'that woman I mentioned' 
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There is also the demonstrative pronoun teia (probably historically te ART + ia 3SG) 
which has an anaphoric or generic sense: 

'0 ai teia? 
PREO who that.one 
'Who's this/that?' 

2.4 Numerals and number-marking 

Marquesan has a decimal system, the numerals 1-10 being: 

1 tahi 6 ana 
2 ua 7 hitu 
3 ta'u 8 va'u 
4 ha 9 iva 
5 'ima 10 (ti) 'anahu 'u 

The numerals 1-9 are preceded by a particle e, which is formally identical to the 
continuouslhabitual preverbal particle; (ti) 'anahu 'u 'ten' however occurs without this 
particle. Since e + numeral precedes the noun, numerals are presumably stative verbs: 

e ta'u ha'e 
CONTthree house 
'three houses' 

'anahu 'u mama'i 
ten egg 
'ten eggs' 

Apart from tekau 'twenty', multiples of ten are formed by preposing a numeral to the 
base 'anahu 'u, while ma links the decade with a numeral below ten: 

e 'ima 'anahu 'u ma hitu 
CONT five ten and seven 
'fifty -seven' 

English (and not French) has provided the higher numerals hiinere 'hundred' and tautini 
'thousand' . 

An ordinal function can be expressed by postposing e + numeral to the noun; 
compare: 

e ana hatika 
CONT six chapter 
'six chapters' 

te hatika e ana 
ART chapter CONTsix 
'the sixth chapter' 

Ordinals are also expressed by te + numeral + possessive phrase marked with 'a: 

te 'ua 
ART two 

'a te ata keue 
POSS:O ART image move 

'the second movie' 
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Duality may be marked by the dual article na (§2.4), and some nouns mark plural by 
reduplication (§2.3). However, the most frequent marker of plurality is a classifier which 
precedes the noun. The set of classifiers include: 

tau 
hatu 
po'i 
hua'a 
piipii 
naho 
puke 
ma'a 
mou 

group (of persons, animals or things) 
group (smaller than that marked with tau) 
used only with people 
used with members of a family 
used with people belonging to a high class 
used with a group of animates 
used with a collection of animates or inanimates 
used with clumps/groves of trees/plants 
used with a paucal sense 

Examples: 

te tau vehine 
ART CL woman 
'women, a group of women' 

naho puaka 
CL pig 
'pigs' 

2.5 Adjectives and nominal modifiers 

te po'i hauhau 
ART CL bad 
'bad people' 

to ia mou vae-vae 
POSs:o 3SG CL REDup-Ieg 
'his (two) legs' 

A noun may be modified by a following noun, verb or adjective: 

tau 'a vehine 
priest woman 
'priestess' 

kete 
basket 

haraoa 
bread 

'a basket of bread' 

ki'i tava 'i 'e 
skin white 
'white skin' 

hu'u manu 
hair bird 
'feather' 

ika te 'e 
fish raw 
'raw fish' 

'en ana ki'i tava 'i 'e 
man skin white 
'a white-skinned man' 

2.6 Basic noun phrase structure 

Articles, classifiers, pronominal possessors and cardinal numerals precede the noun; 
modifiers, nominal possessors and ordinal numerals follow it; and demonstratives may 
precede or follow the head. Coordinate noun phrases are linked by me 'and': 

te kui me 
ART mother and 

ta ia hatu tama 
POSS:A 3SG CL child 

'the mother and her children' 
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2.7 Possession 

Possession follows the typical Polynesian pattern: there are no direct constructions, but 
there are two types of indirect constructions, one marked with 0 and the other with a. 0-
possession may be characterised as inalienable or passive: it is used with parts of a body 
or a thing, injuries and illnesses, other things closely bound to the possessor (qualities, 
names, titles, land, household and clothing), and relatives in the same or ascending 
generations. A-possession may be characterised as alienable or active: it is used with 
activities and their products, animals, tools and instruments, food and drink, spouses, 
and relatives in descending generations. The distinction may be seen in the following 
examples where the same noun is possessed with both 0 and a, but where the 
relationship between possessor and possessed is different: 

to 'oe IVI 

POSS:O 2SG bone 
'your bones (in your body)' 

to 'u ata 
POSS:O ISG photo 
'my photo (one taken of me)' 

ta 'oe IVI 

POSS:A 2SG bone 
'your bones (e.g. chicken bones which you are 

eating)' 

ta 'u ata 
POSS:A ISG photo 
'my photo (which I took)' 

When the possessor is a pronoun, the possessive markers to and ta precede the pronoun 
which itself precedes the possessed noun, as illustrated above. (The markers to and ta 
probably derive from the article te plus the possessive markers '0 and 'a.) When the 
possessor is a noun phrase, the possessed noun phrase occurs first and is linked to the 
possessive noun phrase by '0 or 'a: 

te puta '0 tenei ha 'e 
ART door POSs:o DEM house 
'the door of this house' 

te puhi 'a te rnutoi 
ART rifle POSS:A ART policeman 
'the policeman's rifle' 

2.8 Relative clauses 

Relative clauses are linked to the main clause by the article te if the relativised noun 
phrase is subject of the relative clause and by the possessive ta if it is object. The 
postverbal anaphoric particle ai is used if the relativised noun phrase is neither subject 
nor object. Examples: 

'Ua 'ite 'oe 'i te ha 'e te haka-tu- 'fa e Misere? 
PERF see 2SG OBJ ART house REL RESULT CAus-stand-PASS AG Michel 
'Have you seen the house which was built by Michel?' 

'Ua rna 'akau te rno'i 'i te tekao ta te vivini ha 'e 
PERF think ART girl OBJ ART word REL ART director house 

harnani i pe 'au 'ia ia. 
book RESULT say LOC 3SG 

'The girl thought of the word which the director of the school had said to her.' 
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'0 Ha 'aotupa te ikoa '0 te one haka ai 
PRED Ha'aotupa ART name POSS:O ART beach RESULT dance ANAPH 

Hoka no 'u. 
Hoka BEN ISG 

'Ha'aotupa is the name of the beach where Hoka danced for me.' 

3 VERBS AND VERB PHRASES 

3.1 Verbal derivation and inflection 

Some verbs are derived from nouns by reduplication: 

ivi 
niho 
'epo 

'bone' 
'tooth' 
'dirt' 

ivi-ivi 
niho-niho 
'epo-'epo 

'be thin' 
'be notched' 
'be dirty' 

Reduplication of verbs has an intensive or repetitive function: 

tekao 
nu 
keu 

'talk' 
'be big' 
'play' 

teka-tekao 
nu-nui 
keu-keu 

'chatter, gossip' 
'be very big' 
'play all the time' 

It also marks dual and plural subject with some verbs, though this has become non-
productive. Compare: 

'Va moe ia. 
PERF sleep 3SG 
'He slept.' 

'V mo-moe 'aua. 
PERF REDup-sleep 3DL 
'The two of them slept together.' 

The main verbal affixes are the causative prefix haka- (southern dialects ha 'a-), and the 
passive-perfective suffix - 'fa (southern -tia): 

'V haka- 'ite mai Tahia 
PERF CAUS-see here Tahia 
'Tahia showed me the stick.' 

'j te 'akau. 
OBJ ART stick 

'V maki- 'fa au e to 
PERF wound-PASS ISG AG POSS:O 
'I was wounded by my older brother.' 

3.2 Basic verb phrase structure 

'u tua'ana. 
I SG older. brother 

Verbs are preceded by one of a number of particles marking tense-aspect: 

'u(a) perfective, stative ('ua with verbs of one or two syllables, 'u with polysyllabic 
verbs) 

resultative 
e durative, habitual 
'a inchoative, imperative 
'ia optative; introduces temporal clauses 
oj postfactive, 'before' 
mei proximate, 'about to' 
oa preventative, 'lest' 



Examples: 

I pohore au 'io he tai. 
RESULT graze ISG LaC ART sea 
'My being grazed happened in the sea.' 

'A he 'e tatou 'i Ho 'oumil 
INCH go IINC:PL LaC Ho'oumi. 
'Let's go to Ho'oumi!' 
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'Ua kai 'atou 'i te puaka oi tihe te tau manihi'i. 
PERF eat 3PL OBJ ART pig before come ART CL visitor 
'They ate the pig before the visitors arrived.' 

'A titapi te 'iu oa ka '0 te vaka. 
IMP bail ART bilge lest sink ART canoe 
'Bailout the bilge so that the canoe doesn't sink.' 

A verb preceded by e may also take a postverbal demonstrative-like particle (nei near 
speaker, ana near addressee or 'a 'a away from both), to indicate progressive or 
simultaneous aspect: 

E hili nei au, u koakoa au 'i te va 'anui hou. 
CaNT climb DEM lSG PERF happy ISG OBJ ART way new 
'While I was climbing, I was pleased with the new route.' 

Verbs may also take one of the following directional particles: 

mai 'toward speaker' 
atu 'away from speaker' 
a 'e 'upwards, distant in time' 
iho 'downwards, completive, near in time' 

3.3 Verb serialisation 

The only evidence I have been able to find of anything approaching verb serialisation is 
in the marking of reciprocality, with the first verb taking the directional particle atu 
'yonder' and the same verb then taking mai 'hither': 

'U hopu atu hopu mai te motua me te kui. 
PERF embrace yonder embrace hither ART father and ART mother 
'The father and mother embraced each other.' 

4 CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Verbless clauses 

Verbless clauses have the structure Comment + Topic. Stative comments are based on 
the noun mea 'thing', while definite equational clauses mark the comment with '0: 

Mea ka 'oha te Hatu. 
thing love ART Lord 
'The Lord is merciful.' 
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'0 A 'akapa to 'aua ka 'avai. 
PRED A'akapa poss:o 3DL valley 
'Their valley is A 'akapa.' 

4.2 Verbal clauses: core arguments 

Verbal clauses have the order Verb + Subject (+ Object). Both direct and indirect objects 
are marked by 'i ('ia before pronouns and proper nouns): 

'U titi'i te mihi 'i te mamm 
PERF throw ART missionary OBI ART sweets 
'The priest threw the sweets to the children.' 

'i te tau 
OBI ART CL 

to'iki. 
child 

Direct object marking is omitted in imperatives, and also if there may be some 
confusion between direct and indirect, as in: 

'Ua tuku ia te tama 'i 
PERF give 3SG ART child OBI 
'He gave the child to the mother.' 

te kui. 
ART mother 

4.3 Verbal clauses: peripheral arguments 

Temporal phrases consisting of a temporal noun tend to be clause-initial: 

o 'io 'i e he 'e te tau to 'iki hamani ma 'uka 
tomorrow CONT go ART CL child school along top 
'Tomorrow the students will leave on the Atea.' 

'0 Atea. 
POSS:O Atea 

A number of prepositions introduce peripheral arguments which normally follow the 
core of the clause. As well as marking direct and indirect object, the preposition 'i ('ia) 
also marks location, direction, time, cause (and instrument?). Other prepositions 
include: 

e agent of passive construction 
'ii5 specific location 
mei source 
ma 'across, along' 
no, na benefactive (the variation between a and a parallelling that in the possessive 

constructions) 

'U haka-halaea- 'fa to 'atou pere '0 '0 e 
PERF CAUS-stop-PASS POSS:O 3PL car AG 
'Their car was stopped by the police.' 

Mei 10 Vaki te-nei ta '0. 

from LOC Vaki ART-DEM taro 
'This taro is from Vaki's place.' 

E hamani na to 'oe motua. 
CONTletter BEN POSS:O 2SG father 
'It's a letter for your father.' 

te tau 
ART CL 

mutoi. 
police 
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4.4 Negative clauses 

Negative verbless clauses are introduced by the negative particle 'a 'e (more 
emphatically 'a '0 'e): 

:A 'e 0 Mika te-nei 
NEG PRED Mika ART-OEM 
'This boy is not Mika.' 

maha'i. 
boy 

In negative verbal clauses, 'a 'e immediately precedes the subject; this constituent is 
usually fronted to a preverbal position, especially if the subject is a pronoun: 

:A 'e au e 
NEG lSG HABIT 
'I don't smoke.' 

puhi 
smoke 

'i te maimai. 
OBJ ART tobacco 

5 IMPERATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

5.1 Imperative sentences 

Imperatives are marked with the preverbal particle 'a, with a subject pronoun following 
if the number needs to be marked: 

:A himene 'oe! 
IMP sing 2SG 
'Sing (singular)!' 

Negative imperatives are marked by what appears to be a negative verb 'umo'i, followed 
by a subject and then a clause marked by the preverbal particle e: 

'Umo'i 'otou e pe 'au haka- 'ua. 
PROHIB 2PL CONT say CAUS-two 
'Don't say it again!' 

5.2 Interrogative sentences 

Polar questions are most frequently statements with rising final intonation. However, 
they can also be encoded by prefixing a statement with e aha (,CONT what'?). 

Information questions employ one of the following interrogative lexemes: 

ai 
aha 
hea 
hia 
inehea 
'ahea 

pehea 
umaha 

'who?' 
'what?' 
'which?, which one?, where?' 
'how much/many?' 
'when (past)?' 
'when (future)?' 
'how?' 
'why?' 
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6 COMPLEX SENTENCES 

6.1 Coordination 

Conjunctive coordination is expressed by simple juxtaposition: 

'A noho 'oe, a patu te hamani na 
IMP sit 2SG IMP write ART letter BEN:A 
'Sit down and write a letter to your mother.' 

to 
POSS:O:2SG 

kui. 
mother 

Adversative coordination uses the conjunction 'atika 'but', while disjunctive 
coordination uses the postverbal particle oti after each verb: 

'U hiamoe oti 'oe, ua va 'a 
PERF sleep or 2SG PERF get.up 
'Either go to sleep or get up.' 

6.2 Subordination 

oti 'oe. 
or 2SG 

There are a number of conjunctions or compound expressions which introduce various 
types of subordinate clauses: 

ohia 
'a tahi 
mea 
eti 'a 

temporal, 'when' 
temporal, 'while' 
purpose (same subject) 
purpose (different subject) 

maia concessive 
me he mea conditional 
anoa contrafactual 

Some examples: 

Me-he-mea u hemo ho 'i ia 'i te mate, 'a he 'e 'io he 
CONO PERF taken surely 3sG INST ART sick IMP go LOC ART 

ha'e mate. 
house sick 

'If he is are really sick, he should go to hospital.' 

Anoa i mate au 'i hua toua, e noho nei to 'u 
CF RESULT die lSG LOC ANAPH war CONT live OEM POSS:O lSG 

kuhane 'i Havaiki. 
spirit LOC underworld 

'If I had died in that war, my spirit would now be resting in the Underworld.' 



LISTING OF OCEANIC 
LANGUAGES, BY SUBGROUP 

This listing includes all Oceanic languages that we are aware of, together with alternative 
language names found in the literature (in parentheses) and references to descriptive 
works (in square brackets). The languages are arranged in the subgroups presented in 
Chapter 5. Other Oceanists will not always agree with our nomenclature or with our 
decisions about what is a language or a dialect: this is inevitable in an area where speakers 
often have no name for their own language and where the absence of 'standard languages' 
often makes it difficult to decide where a different language begins. 

A comprehensive list of all Austronesian (i.e. including Oceanic) languages is 
provided by Grimes et al. (1995). This gives alternative language names, dialects, 
location, population and subgrouping to the extent that these were known when the list 
was compiled in 1989. Corresponding but updated information can be found in 
subsequent editions of the Ethnologue, edited by Barbara F. Grimes and accessible via 
the World Wide Web (latest version Grimes ed. 1998). 

The reader who is interested in the subgrouping of Oceanic languages should read 
this listing in conjunction with Chapter 5, where the sub grouping of Oceanic is 
discussed, as some of the choices made in this listing are necessarily somewhat 
arbitrary. Chapter 5 also includes references to works related to sub grouping. 

REFERENCES 

Where a language is represented by a sketch in this volume, the reader is referred to that 
sketch for further references. We have tried to give as complete a listing as possible of 
descriptive works (sketches, grammars, dictionaries, analysed texts, courses) which are 
accessible through libraries. We have included, for example, doctoral dissertations and 
masters theses, but normally not other unpublished manuscripts. We have not, however, 
included works on detailed aspects of languages like Fijian, where there is a 
considerable literature. Nor have we included historical references here, since these may 
be found in Ch. 5. 

As the reader will note, there is no published descriptive material on the vast majority 
of Oceanic languages (and there is also little unpublished material on most of them). 
Some areas have received more attention than others. It is notable, for example, that the 
languages of the Admiralties family, a first-order Oceanic subgroup, are represented by 
just one fairly short grammar and one sketch in this volume. 

There are also a number of bibliographies which the interested reader can consult. 
These were referred to in Ch. 1, §5. 

CONVENTIONS 

Language groups are given on the left, the languages which belong to them on the right, 
followed, where relevant, by references. The level of grouping is indicated by typeface, 
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indenting and preceding symbols. So especially for the three large groups of Oceanic 
(Admiralties, Western Oceanic and Central-Eastern Oceanic), the following conventions 
apply: 

MAJOR GROUPING 
FIRST-LEVEL SUBGROUP 

Second-level subgroup 
Third-level subgroup 

• Subgroup of the above 
• Subgroup of the above 

... Subgroup of the above 
• Subgroup of the above 

o Subgroup of the above 
o Subgroup of the above 

Lower-level subgroups may occur with the following abbreviations: 

lk. = linkage 
f. = family 

ST MATTHIAS FAMILY 

YAPESE 

ADMIRALTIES FAMILY 
WESTERN ADMIRALTIES FAMILY 

Wuvulu-Aua 

Seimat 
Kaniet 

EASTERN ADMIRALTIES FAMILY 
Manus Ik. 

West Manus lk. 
• Far West Manus lk. 

• Mid West Manus lk. 

West-East 'bridge' 
• Loniu-Mokoreng 

• Pak-Tong 

Mussau [this volume] 
Tench 

Yapese [Jensen 1977a, 1977b, 1984] 

Wuvulu 
Aua 
Seimat 
Kaniet (extinct) 

Nyindrou (Lindrou) 
Sori -Harengan 
Hermit 
Bipi 
Mondropolon 
Bohuai 
Levei-Tulu (Drehet, Khehek) 
Likum 

Mokoreng 
Loniu [Hamel 1993, 1994] 
Pak-Tong 
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East Manus lk 
• Ponam 
• Andra-Hus 
• Leipon 
• Kurti-Kele-Ere 

• Koro-Lele-Nali-Titan 

Southeast Admiralty f. 

Ponam 
Andra-Hus 
Leipon 
Kurti 
Kele [this volume] 
Ere 
Koro 
Lele 
Nali 
Titan 
Nauna 
Penchal 
Lenkau 
Baluan-Pam 
Lou 

WESTERN OCEANIC LINKAGE 
SARMI/JAYAPURA FAMILY 

NORTH NEW GUINEA CLUSTER 
Schouten lk. 

Siauf 

Kairiru lk 

Manam lk 

Huon Gulf f. 
North Huon Gulf lk 

Markhamf 
• Labu 
• Lower Markham lk. 

Sobei [this volume] 
Bonggo 
Tarpia 
Ormu 
Tobati (Yotafa) [this volume] 
Kayupulau 

Sera 
Sissano 
Ali 
Tumleo [Schultze 1911] 
Ulau-Suain 
Kaiep 
Terebu 
Kairiru [this volume] 
Medebur 
Manam [B6hm 1975, Lichtenberk 1983, 

Turner 1986] 
Bam 
Wogeo 
Kis 

Jabem (Yabem) [this volume] 
Bukawa 
Kela 

Labu [Siegel 1984] 
Yalu (Aribwaungg) 
Aribwatsa (extinct) [Holzknecht 1997b] 
Musom [Holzknecht 1997a] 
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• Lower Markham lk. (cont.) 

• Upper Markham lk. 

South Huon Gulf Ik. 
• Kaiwa 
• Hote 
• Buang lk. 

Numbami 
Ngero/Vitiaz f. 

Ngerof 
• Tuam lk. 

• Bariai lk. 

Vitiaz Ik. 
• Bel f. 

• West Bel lk. 

• East Bel lk. 

• Roinji-Nenaya 

• Korap lk. 

• Sio 
• Tami 

Sirak (Nafi) 
Duwet (Guwot) 
Wampar 
Silisili (Middle Watut) 
Maralango (South Watut) 
Dangal (South Watut) 
Adzera [Holzknecht 1986] 
Sirasira 
Sukurum 
Wampur 
Mari 

Kaiwa 
Hote 
Vehes 
Mapos Buang [Hooley 1970] 
Mangga Buang 
Mumeng chain 
Kapin 
Piu 
Numbami (Sipoma) 

Tuam 
Mutu 
Malai 
Gitua 
Kove [Goulden 1996] 
Lusi (Kaliai) [Counts 1969, Thurston 1982, 

Goulden 1996] 
Bariai (Kabana) [Goulden 1996] 
Malalamai 

Dami (Ham) 
Bilibil 
Gedaged [Mager 1952] 
Takia [this volume] 
Matukar 
Wab 
Bing (Biliau) [Bennett and Bennett 1998] 
Mindiri 
Roinji 
Nenaya 
Barim 
Arop-Lokep (Lukep) [this volume] 
Malasanga-Singorakai 
Sio 
Tami [Bamler 1900] 
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• Mangap-Mbula 

• Kilenge-Maleu 

• Amara 
• S.w. New Britain lk. 

• Lamogai lk. 

• Arawe-Pasismanua lk. 
... Pasismanua lk. 

... Arawe lk. 

• Mengen f. 

PAPUAN TIP CLUSTER 
Nuclear Papuan Tip Ik. 

Maisin 
North MainlandlD 'Entrecasteaux Ik. 

• Gumawana 
• Oobu-Ouau lk. 

• Bwaidoga lk. 

• Anuki 
• Are-Taupota lk. 

Mangap-Mbula (Kaimanga) [Bugenhagen 
1995] 

Kilenge [Goulden 1996] 
Maleu (Lolo) [Haywood 1996] 
Amara [Thurston 1996a] 

Lamogai [Thurston 1996b] 
Mok-Aria [Thurston 1996b] 

Miu 
Kaulong [this volume] 
Sengseng 
Psohoh (Bao) 
Arove (Arawe) 
Aiklep 
Apalik 
Akolet 
Avau 
Atui 
Bebeli (Kapore) 
Mangseng 
Lote (Uvol) 
Mamusi 
Kakuna 
Poeng (Mengen) 
Maeng (Orford) [Muller 1907] 

Maisin [Ray 1911, Strong 1911, Ross 1984] 

Gumawana (Gumasi) [Olson 1992] 
Bosilewa 
Oobu [Dixon 1928, Grant 1953, 

Daphne Lithgow 1984, David R. 
Lithgow 1975] 

Sewa Bay 
Duau 
Bunama 
Diodio 
Bwaidoga [Jenness and Ballantyne 1928, 

Huckett 1974, 1976, Young 1978] 
Kalokalo 
Yamalele (Iamalele) [Beaumont and 

Beaumont 1975] 
Fagululu 
Molima 
Anuki 
Arifama-Meniafia 
Ubir 
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• Are-Taupota Ik. (cont.) 

• Kakabai Ik. 

Suauic lk. 

Kilivila/Misima Ik. 
Misima 
Kilivilaf 

Nimoa/Sudest f. 

Central Papuan f. 
West Central Papuan Ik. 

Doga 
Are (Mukawa) [Giblin n.d., Paisawa, 

Pagotto and Kale 1975] 
Gapapaiwa (Paiwa) [this volume] 
Boianaki 
Minaveha (Kukuya) 
Wedau [King 1901] 
Taupota 
Garuwahi 
Tawala [Ezard 1977] 
Dawawa 
Kakabai 
Auhelawa (Kurada) 
Tubetube 
Wagawaga 
Bohutu 
Suau chain, inc. Saliba (Mosel 1994) 

Misima [Fellows 1984, Callister et al. 1983] 
Kilivila [Senft 1986, Lawton 1993] 
Muyuw [Lithgow and Lithgow 1974] 
Budibud 
Nimoa 
Sudest [this volume] 

• Motu Motu [Lawes 1888, Lister-Turner and Clark 
1954a, 1954b, Taylor 1970] 

• GabadilNuclear W. Central Papuan Ik. 
• Gabadi Gabadi 
• Nuclear W. Central Papuan Ik. 

... Doura 

... 'Ala'ala 

... Roro/Kuni/Mekeo Ik. 

• Sinagoro-Keapara Ik. 
• Sinagoro Ik., including 

• Keapara Ik., including 

• Ouma f. 
·Ouma 
• Magori f. 

Doura 
'Ala'ala (Lala, Nara, Pokau) [this volume] 
Kuni 
Roro 
Mekeo [Jones 1998] 

Balawaia [Kolia 1975] 
Taboro 
Saroa [Tauberschmidt 1999] 
Maopa 
Hula [Short 1935] 
Aroma 

Ouma [Dutton 1976] 
Magori [Dutton 1976] 
Yoba [Dutton 1976] 
Bina [Dutton 1976] 
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MESO-MELANESIAN CLUSTER 
Bali-Vitu f. [possibly single language] Bali [this volume] 

Vitu 
Willaumez lk. Bulu 

New Ireland/Northwest Solomonic Ik. 
Tungag-Nalik f 

Tabar Ik. 

Madak Ik. 

Tomoip 
Sf George Ik. 

• Tangga 
• Sursurunga 

• Konomala 
• Patpatar-Tolai 

• Label-Bilur 

• Kandas-Ramoaaina 

• Siar 
• Northwest Solomonic Ik . 

• Nehan-North Bougainville. Ik . 
... Solos 
... Nehan 
... Buka lk. 

... Saposa-Tinputz f. 

Bola 
Nakanai [Johnston 1980] 
Meramera 

Tungag (Lavongai) [Beaumont ed 1988, Fast 
1990] 

Tigak [Beaumont 1979] 
Tiang 
Kara 
Nalik [Volkerl998] 
Notsi 
Tabar 
Lihir [Neuhaus 1954] 
Lamasong 
Madak 
Barak 
Tomoip 

Tangga [Maurer 1966, 1972, Bell 1977] 
Sursurunga [Hutchisson and Hutchisson 

1975] 
Konomala 
Patpatar (Pal a) [Peekel 1909] 
Minigir (Lungalunga) 
Tolai (Raluana, Tuna) [Meyer 1961, 

Lanyon-Orgill 1962, Wright 1964, 
Franklin, Kerr and Beaumont 1974, 
Mosel 1977, 1982, 1984] 

Label [Peekel 1930] 
Bilur (Birar) 
Kandas 
Ramoaaina (Duke of York) 
Siar [this volume] 

Solos 
Nehan (Nissan) [Todd 1978] 
Petats [Allen and Beaso 1975] 
Halia [Allen and Allen 1965, Allen 1971, 

1978, 1987] 
Taiof [this volume] 
Saposa 
Hahon 
Tinputz 
Teop 
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... Papapana 
• Piva-Banoni f. 

• Mono-Alu/Torau f. 

• Choiseul Ik. 

• New Georgia/Ysabel f. 
... New Georgia Ik. 

... Ysabellk. 

Papapana 
Piva [Lincoln 1976b] 
Banoni [this volume] 
Mono-Alu [Wheeler 1913a, 1913b, 1926, 

Fagan 1986] 
Torau [Rausch 1912] 
Uruava (extinct) [Rausch 1912] 
Vagua 
Varisi 
Ririo 
Sisiqa (Senga, E. Choiseu1) [this volume] 

Ghanongga 
Lungga 
Simbo 
Nduke 
Roviana [this volume] 
Ughele 
Hoava [Davis 1997, White 1997] 
Marovo 
Vangunu 
Kia (Zabana) [Fitzsimons 1989] 
Kokota [this volume] 
Laghu 
Zazao 
Blablanga 
Mainge (Cheke Holo) [White, Kokhonigita 

and Pu10mana 1988] 
Gao 

CENTRAL-EASTERN OCEANIC GROUPING 
SOUTHEAST SOLOMONIC FAMILY 

Bugotu/Gela/Guadalcanal f. 
Bugotu 
GelalGuadalcanal f 

• Gelic 

• Guada1canal 

Longgu/Malaita/Makira f. 
Longgu 
MalaitalMakira f 

• Malaita 
• 'Are'are-Oroha-Marau 

• Central-North Ma1aita 

Bugotu [Ivens 1933, 1940] 

Gela [this volume] 
Lengo 
West Guada1canal 
Ta1ise (Tolo) [Crowley 1986] 
Malango 
Birao 

Longgu [this volume] 

'Are'are [Geerts 1970] 
Oroha 
Marau 
Lau [Ivens 1921, Fox 1974] 
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• Central-North Malaita (cant.) North Malait [Lichtenberk 1984, 1988b, 
1991] 

Kwai 
Kwara'ae [Deck 1934] 
Langalanga 
Kwaio [Keesing 1975, 1985] 
Dori'o 

• Sa'a-Ulawa-Uki Sa'a [Ivens 1911, 1918, 1929] 
Ulawa 
Uki 

• Makira Arosi [this volume] 
Faghani 

UTUPUA-VANIKORO GROUPING 
Utupua f. 

Vanikoro f. 

SOUTHERN OCEANIC LINKAGE 
Northern Vanuatu lk. 

Banks- Torres f 
• Torres 

• Banks 

Northwest Santo f 

Southwest Santo f 

Bauro 
Kahua 

Nembao 
Asumboa 
Tanimbili 
Burna [this volume] 
Vano 
Tanema 

Hiw 
Toga 
Lehali 
Lehalurup 
Mwotlap (Motlav) [this volume] 
Mota [Codrington 1877, Codrington and 

Palmer 1896] 
Vatrata 
Mosina 
Nume 
Koro 
Wetamut 
Lakona 
Merlav 
Valpei 
Nokuku [Gordon 1889] 
Vunapu 
Piamatsina 
Tolomako 
Tasmate 
Wusi 
Akei 
Malmariv (Tiale) 
Navut 
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Southwest Santo f (cont.) 

Sakao 
East Santo f 

Ambae-Maewo f 

Nuclear Southern Oceanic Ik. 
Central Vanuatu Ik. 

• Malakula Coastal 

• Malakula Interior 
• Labo 
• Small Nambas 

Merei (Lametin) [Chung 1998] 
Wailapa 
Fortsenal 
Roria 
Amblong 
Morouas 
Tangoa 
Araki 
Mafea 
Tutuba 
Aore 
Tamabo (Malo) [this volume] 
Narango 
Tambotalo 
Sakao [this volume] 
Lorediakarkar 
Shark Bay 
Butmas-Tur 
Polonombauk 
Marino 
Central Maewo 
Baetora 
N.E. Ambae (Aoba) [Hyslop 1998] 
Nduindui 
Raga [this volume] 

Malua Bay 
Vovo 
Mpotovoro 
Mae 
Vao 
Atchin [Capell and Layard 1980] 
Uripiv 
Unua 
Rerep 
Aulua 
Burmbar 
Port Sandwich [this volume] 
Maskelynes 
Axamb 
Malfaxal 
Southwest Bay 
Nitti [Crowley 1998c] 

Labo 
Letemboi 
Repanbitip 
Dixon Reef 
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• Small Nambas (cont.) 
• Malakula Central 

• Pentecost 

• Ambrym-Paama 

Epi-EJate 
• Epi 

Nasarian 
Katbol 
Lingarak 
Vinmavis [this volume] 
Litzlitz 
Larevat 
Maragus 
Big Nambas [Fox 1979] 
Apma 
Sowa 
Seke 
Sa 
North Ambrym 
Lonwolwol [Paton 1971, 1973, 1979] 
Dakaka 
Port Vato 
Southeast Ambrym [this volume] 
Paamese [Crowley 1982, 1987, 1992b] 

Lewo [Early 1994a, 1994b] 
Lamen [this volume] 
Bierebo 
Baki 
Maii 
Bieria 

• ShepherdslNorth Efate Namakir (Namakura) [Sperlich 1991] 

South EJate/Southern Melanesian lk. 

Nakanamanga (Nguna) [Schlitz 1969a, 
1969b] 

• South Efate South Efate 
• Southern Melanesian f. 

• Southern Vanuatu f. 
.. Erromango f. 

• Northern Erromango 

• Southern Erromango 

.. Tanna f. 
• Northern Tanna 

• Southern Tanna 

• New Caledonian f . 
.. Mainland New Caledonia 

Vra [Lynch ed. 1983, Crowley 1998b] 
Vtaha (extinct) [Lynch ed. 1983] 
Sye (Sie, Erromangan) [this volume] 
Sorong (extinct) [Lynch ed. 1983] 

North Tanna 
Lenakel [Lynch 1977a, 1978b] 
Whitesands 
Southwest Tanna [Lynch 1982a] 
Kwamera [Lindstrom 1986, 

Aneityum f. 
Anejom [this volume] 

• North New Caledonia f. NyeHiyu [Ozanne-Rivierre 1998] 
Nelemwa [Bril 1995, 2000] 
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• North New Caledonia 
(cont.) 

• South New 
Caledonia f. 

... Loyalty Islands f. 

CENTRAL PACIFIC LINKAGE 
Rotuman 
Western Fijian Ik., including 

East Central Pacific Ik. 
Eastern Fijian lk., including 

Polynesian f 
• Tongic 

• Nuclear Polynesian 
• East Uvean 

Kumak [Haudricourt 1963] 
Caaac 
Yuanga [Schooling 1992] 
Jawe [Haudricourt and Ozanne-Rivierre 

1982] 
Nemi [Ozanne-Rivierre and Tein 1979, 

Haudricourt and Ozanne-Rivierre 1982] 
Fwiii [Haudricourt and Ozanne-Rivierre 

1982] 
Pije [Haudricourt and Ozanne-Rivierre 

1982] 
Pwapwii 
Pwaamei 
Voh-Kone 
Cemuhi [this volume] 
Paid [Rivierre 1983] 
Arh6 
Arhii 
Ajie [La Fontinelle 1976] 
Orowe [Lee 1994] 
Siche 
Neku 
Tiri (Tinrin, Grand Couli) [Grace 1976a, 

Osumi 1995] 
Xiiriicuu (Canala) [this volume] 
Xiiriigure 
Drubea 
Numee 
Iaai [this volume] 
Drehu [Tryon 1968a, Moyse-Faurie 1983] 
Nengone [Tryon 1967, Tryon and 

Dubois 1969, 1971) 

Rotuman [this volume] 
Wayan [Pawley and Sayaba 1990, 

forthcoming] 
Nadroga [this volume] 

Bauan [Capell 1941, Churchward 1941, 
Milner 1956, Schutz 1985] 

Nabukelevu [Pawley and Sayaba 1982] 
Boumaa [Dixon 1988] 

Tongan [Churchward 1953, 1959, 
Shumway 1971] 
Niuafo'ou [this volume] 
Niuean [Seiter 1980, Sperlich ed. 1997] 

East Uvean [Rensch 1982, 1984] 
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• East Futunan 

• Pukapuka 
• Rennell-Bellona 

• Tikopia 
• West Uvean 
• West Futuna 

• lfira-Mele 
• Emae 
• Anuta 
• Ellicean 

... Samoan/Tokelauan 

... Ellicean/Outlier 

... Eastern Polynesian 
• Rapanui 

• Central Eastern Polynesian 
o Marquesic 

East Futunan [Rensch 1986, Moyse-Faurie 
1993] 

Pukapuka 
Rennell-Bellona [Elbert 1975, 1988, Elbert, 

Kuschel and Taupongi 1981] 
Tikopia [Firth 1985] 
West Uvean (Fagauvea) [Hollyman 1987] 
West Futuna (Futuna-Aniwa) [Capell 1958, 

1984, Dougherty 1983] 
lfira-Mele (Mele-Fila) [this volume] 
Emae [Capell 1962b] 
Anuta [Feinberg 1977] 

Samoan [Milner 1966, Mosel and 
Hovdhaugen 1992] 

Tokelauan [Boardman 1959, Hovdhaugen et 
a1. 1989, Sharples 1976, Simona et a1. 
1986] 

Tuvaluan (Ellice an) [Besnier 1981, Jackson 
1993, Ranby 1980] 

Nukuoro [Carroll 1965, Carroll and Soulik 
1973] 

Kapingamarangi [Lieber 1974] 
Nukuria 
Takuu 
Nukumanu 
Luangiua [Salmond 1974, 1975] 
Sikaiana [Sharples 1968] 
Pileni 

Rapanui (Easter Island) [Englert 1938, Du 
Feu 1995] 

o Hawaiian Hawaiian [Elbert 1970, Pukui and Elbert 
1971, Elbert and Pukui 1979] 

o Nuclear Marquesic Marquesan [this volume] 

o Tahitic 
o New Zealand Maori 

IMoriori 

o Nuclear Tahitic 

Mangarevan [Janeau 1908, Tregear 1899] 

Maori [Bauer 1993, Biggs 1969, 1974a, 
1981, 1990, Williams 1971] 

Moriori (extinct) 
Tahitian [Cadousteau and Anisson du Perron 

1973, Coppenrath and Prevost 1974, 
Jaussen 1969, Lemaitre 1973] 

Tuamotuan [Kuki 1970, 1971, Stimson 
1964] 

Rapa 
Penrhyn (Tongareva) [Yasuda 1968] 
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o Nuclear Tahitic (cont.) Rarotongan (Cook Islands Maori) [Buse and 
Taringa 1995] 

MICRONESIAN FAMILY 
Nauruan 
Nuclear Micronesian f. 

Kosraean 

Central Micronesian f 
• Kiribati 

• Western Micronesian f. 
• Marshallese 

• Trukic-Ponapeic f. 
o Pohnpeian 

o Chuukic 

Manihiki-Rakahanga 

Nauruan [Kayser 1936, Rensch ed 1993] 

Kosraean (Kusaiean) [Lee 1975, 1976, Good 
1989a, 1989b] 

Kiribati (Gilbertese) [Bingham 1908, 
Trussel 1979, Groves, Groves and Jacobs 
1985] 

Marshallese [Bender 1968, 1969, Abo et aI., 
1976, Zewen 1977] 

Pohnpeian (Ponapean) [Rehg and Soh11969, 
Rehg 1981, Good 1989c] 

Mokilese [Harrison 1977, Harrison and 
Salich 1977] 

Pingelap [Good and Welley 1989] 
Ngatikese 
Mortlockese 
Trukese [Goodenough and Sugita 1980, 

1990] 
Puluwatese [this volume] 
Carolinian [Jackson and Marck 1991] 
Woleaian [Sohn and Taweri1mang 1975, 

1976] 
Ulithian [this volume] 
Sonsorol-Tobi [Capell 1969] 
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Caroline Islands 6, 16 
Carrington, Lois 19 
Cartier, Alice 90 
case 60 
Cashmore, Christine 64, 90 
causative 74, 81, 83 
Cenderawasih Bay 57, 97 
Central/Eastern Oceanic grouping xi, 56, 64, 

68, 70, 71, 74, 90-94, 96-99 
contact with Meso-Melanesian languages 

102 
diversification of 119-120 
innovations defining 108 
internal sub grouping of 108-119 
spread of 97-98 

Central Eastern Polynesian grouping liS, 116 
Central Ma1aita 110 
Central Malayo-Polynesian languages 4, 56 
Central Micronesian family 117 
Central Pacific linkage 71, 73, 108, 114-117 

diversification of 14 
internal subgrouping of 114-117 

Central Papuan family xi, 49, 56, 88, 101, 102, 
104, 106 

Central Vanuatu linkage 44, 71, 73, 112 
verb serialisation in 48 

Chafe, Wallace 50 
Chamorro 4, 6, 90, 117 
Charpentier, lean-Michel 14 
Chatham Is. 31 
'chiefly' styles 24-25 
Chinese (varieties of) 28 
Choiseul 10, 49-50 
Choiseul linkage 10 1 

Chowning, Ann 25, 101, 104 
Christianity 23, 30 
Christmas Is. 14 
Chung, Sandra 34, 90 
Chuukese see Trukese 
Chuukic-Ponapeic family 117 
Clark, Ross xi, 24, 34, 90, 91, 93,112,114 
clause structure 49-52, 86-89 

negative clauses 51-52, 89 
verbal clauses 49-51,86-88 
verbless clauses 49, 86 

Codrington, Robert H. ix, x, 16, 19 
Collingwood Bay 14, 104, 106 
conjunctions 53, 84-85, 89 
constituent order 

in Oceanic languages 49-51 
in Papuan Tip languages 104 
in Proto Malayo-Polynesian 58-59 
in Proto Oceanic 15 

construct suffix 41 
contact 

between languages 15-19,24,49-50,87, 
106 

between peoples 23, 25-26 
contact languages 26, 27 
convergence 93, 94 
Cook Islands 14, 23 

migration from 14 
Cook, James I 
Cook, Melinda 12 
Cooreman, Anne 90 
copula 49 
copying IS, 26, 28 
Cristobal-Malaitan languages 73 
Crowley, Terry 27,32,33,38,44,46,56,71 
Cumming, Susanna 90 

D'Entrecasteaux Is. 108 
Dahl, Otto 56 
De Guzman, Videa 90 
demonstratives 38, 72, 78, 80 
Dempwolff, Otto 2, 20 
dialect chain/network 6,92-93,96,99, 101 
diffusion 25 
directionals 46, 83, 85 
divergence 92-93 
Dixon, R.M.W. 32, 58, 74, 81, 90, 91 
Dobu 27 
Dodson, J.R. 98 
Donohue, Mark xi 
Doura 54-55 
Duke of York Is. 27 
Dutch 18,28 



Dutton, Tom 16,26,27,32 
Dyen, Isidore 94 

Early, Robert xi, 46, 52 
East Futunan 115,116,117 
East Makian 91 
East Uvean 115, 116, 117 
Easter Is. 1, 23, 28, 30 
Eastern Admiralties family 99 
Eastern Malayo-Polynesian subgroup 4, 78, 

96 
Eastern Polynesian grouping 115, 116 
echo-subject 48-49 
Efate 14, 27 
Elbert, Samuel 90 
Ellicean grouping 116 
Eloaua 98 
Emae 115, 116 
emblematic function of language 33, 93 
English 18-19, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 58 
Epi 14,70 
equational sentences 49, 86 
ergative patterns 50, 58 
Erromango 12, 3 I 
Erromango family 114 
esoterogeny 26, 93 
Espiritu Santo 114 
Evans, Bethwyn 67, 68, 80 
exoterogeny 26, 93 
extinct languages 12, 99 
Ezard, Bryan 90 

Fakamuria, Kenneth 17 
family 92-94 
'family tree' model 92 
Fergusson Is. 104 
Fiji ix, 4, 8,10,19,20-21,26,27,64,98,114, 

116, 119 
migration of Kiribati speakers to 14 

Fiji Hindi 28 
Fijian xi, 10,31,35,38,40,44,49-50,52,67, 

69,71,82,90,91,93,96 
Boumaa Fijian 81, 82 
dialect chain/network, 114, 116-117 
Nadroga Fijian 90, 91 
Standard (Bauan) Fijian xi, 19, 27 
Western Fijian 42 

Fischer, Steven 30 
Foley, William 15, 90, 91 
Formosa see Taiwan 

Formosan languages 4, 56, 97 
Fox, Barbara 90 
Fox, Helen 24 

French 18,28,29,30,33 
Futuna-Aniwa see West Futuna 

Gabadi 54-56 
Gabelentz, H.C. von der ix, 19 
Gazelle Peninsula 120 
Gedaged 27 
Gela 49, 72, 79, 85, 90, 110 
Gela/Guadalcanal family 110 
Gelic grouping 110 
generic object 46, 81, 83-84 
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Geraghty, Paul 6, 64, 90, 91, 93, 96, 112, 114 
Gerdts, Donna 90 
German 18-19,28 
Givan, Talmy 90 
glottal stop 30 
Goodenough Is. 104 
Goodenough, Ward 19 
Gosden, Chris 98 
Grace, George 2, 19,20,56,63,65,66,93 
Green, Roger 93, 112 
Guadalcanal 110 
Guam 18-19 
Gulf of Papua 26 
Gumawana 18 

Hackman, B.D. 12, 16,21,64,112 
Halia 91 
Hamel, Patricia 46 
Harrison, Sheldon 82 
Hattori, Shiro 10, 21 
Haudricourt, Andre-Georges 20, 63 
Hawai'i I, 10, 18,23 
Hawaiian xi, 18, 19,28,29,31-32, 115, 116 
Hermit Is. 99 
Hervas y Panduro, Lorenzo I 
Hill, Deborah 90 
Himmelmann, Nikolaus xi, 72, 90 
Hindi 28 
Hiri Motu 27, 30 
hiri trading expedition 26 
Hirsh, Walter 29 
Hock, Hans 56 
Hockett, Charles 90 
Hohepa, Patrick 90 
Holzknecht, Susanne 25 
homeland of a language family 94, 97 
Hooper, Robin 74, 75, 76 
Hopper, Paul 90 
Horridge, Adrian 97 
Hote 44 
Humboldt, Wilhelm von 1-2 
Hunt, Terry 98 
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Huon Gulf 35, 44, 48, 73, 108 
Huon Gulf family 106, 108 

Iaai 41, 46, 72, 78 
Ifira-Mele 115, 116 
Ilokano 90 
imperatives 52, 59, 89 
inalienability 40-41, 69 
incorporated object 46, 84 
Indonesia, Indonesian languages 23, 58, 60, 

64, 73, 90 
innovation 92-94 

innovation-defined subgroup see family 
innovation-linked subgroup see linkage 

interrogatives 50, 52, 72, 89 
Intoh, Michiko 98 
Irian Jaya x, 23, 94 
Irwin, Geoffrey 97, 116 
Island Melanesia 6, 10 

Jabem 19,27,44,48 
Jackson, Frederick 90, 93, 117, 119 
Japanese 18, 28 
Java 1 
Johnston, Raymond 90 

Kabana 25 
Kairiru 36, 76 
Kapampangan 90 
Kapingamarangi 6, 20, 116 
Kara 91 
Keesing, Roger 27, 90 
Ke1e 78 
Kern, Hendrik 2 
Kilivila family 18, 37, 73, 102, 104 
Kilivi1a language 18,35,37,39,79 
Ki1iviia/Misima linkage 102, 104 
Kirch, Patrick 98 
Kiribati 12, 14, 29, 32, 35, 49, 117 
knowledge, traditional 23 
Koita 14 
Korafe 16 
Korwai 91 
Kosrae 117 
Kosraean 20 
Kroeger, Paul 90 
Kuni 54-55 
Kwaio 73, 74, 90 
Kwara'ae 12, 91 

Label 71 
labio-velar consonants 34, 64, 65 
Lae 10 

language contact 15-19,24, 106 
language family see family 
language loss 31-33 
language shift 33 
language varieties 24-25 
Lapita culture 98-99, 112, 117 
Latham, R.G. 2 
Le Maire, Jacob 1 
Lenakel x, 21,41, 48-49, 52, 76, 78, 87 
Lengo 76, 110 
Levy, Richard 90, 110 
Lewo 48, 52, 91 
lexicostatistics 24 
Lichtenberk, Frantisek 40, 64, 75, 77, 78, 90, 

93, 110 
Lincoln, Peter 16 
lingua franca 25-28, 29 
linkage 92-94, 96 
literacy 30 
literature 26, 32 
locative (phrases) 63, 87-88 
Longgu 70, 90, 91, 110 
LonggulMalaita/Makira family 110 
Loniu 48, 90, 91 
Lopevi 14 
Lou 91, 119 
Loyalty Is. 17, 27, 28, 49, 96, 112, 119 
Loyalty Is. family 112 
Luangiua 20, 116 
Lukep 91 
Lynch, John 16,17,19,32,34,40,44,64,76, 

78, 79, 87, 90, 91, 96, 108, 112, 114 

macron 30 
Madagascar see Malagasy 
Madak linkage 101-102 
Madang 15, 27 
Magori 16, 104 
Mailu 16 
Mainland New Caledonian grouping 112 
Maisin 16, 25, 50 
Makira 110 
Malagasy 1, 58 
Malaita 64,93, 110, 119 
MalaitalMakira family 110 
Malakula 6, 14,21,24,42 
Malango 110 
Malay I 
Malayo-Polynesian 2, 91 
Malaysia 58 
Maldives 1 
Maleu 106 
Manam 36, 67, 85, 90, 91 



Mangarevan 115, 116 
Manus 10, 94, 99 
Maori xi, 19,23,26,28,29,30,31,32,38,70, 

115, 116 
Marau 110 
Marek, Jeff xi, 93, 116, 117 
Mari 25 
Mariana Islands 1 
Maringe 35, 50 
Markham family 106 
Markham Valley 10, 25, 49 
Marquesan xi, 19,72,91, 115, 116 
Marquesic grouping 115, 116 
Marshall Is. 18 
Marshallese 20, 117 
Matisoff, James 76 
Mekeo 54-55 
Melanesia ix, 1-4,5,9,10,12,17,20-21,24, 

25,26,27-28,29-30,31,34-35,93, 
94-96 

Melanesian Pidgin 18, 19,24,27-28 
Mengen family 106 
Merei 72 
Meso-Melanesian linkage 70, 71, 99-101,106 

contact with Central/Eastern Oceanic 
languages 102 

innovations defining 10 1 
internal subgrouping of 10 1-102 

Micronesia ix, x, 1-4,5,6,7,16,17,20-21, 
24, 26, 29, 32, 93, 94-96, 119-120 

Federated States of 23 
migration from 14 

Micronesian family 6, 10, 96, 108 
dispersal of 119 
innovations defining 117 
internal subgrouping of 117 

Micronesian languages 6, 18-19,20 
absence of articles 38 
causative 44 
constituent order 49 
construct suffix 41 
numeral classifiers 39, 42 
numerals 39 
passive 45 
phonology 34 
possessive classifiers/constructions 41 
verb phrase structure 45 

Milke, Wilhelm 63, 101 
Milne Bay 104 
Misima 102, 104 
missionaries 19-20,26,30-31 
'mixed' languages 16 
modifiers 40, 74-75 

Mokilese xi, 20, 78, 119 
Mokoreng 91 
Moluccas I 
Mono-Alu 21 
moribund languages 12 
Moriori 31,116 
Morobe Province 27, 31 
Mosel, Ulrike xi, 22, 27 
Mota 19,21 
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Motu x, xi, 14, 19,21,26,27,31,41,46,50, 
51,55,91 

Moyse-Faurie, Claire 20 
Miihlhiiusler, Peter 27, 28, 32 
Miiller, Friedrich 2 
multilingualism 26, 28, 33 
Murgatroyd, Peter xi 
Mussau xi, 41,66,70,78,79,96 
Mwotlap 64, 71, 73, 85 

Nakanai 42, 74, 90, 91 
Nakanamanga 27,35; see also Nguna 
Nanggu 16 
nasal grade see oral grade 
Nati 44 
Nauru 14, 117 
Nauruan 117 
negation 45, 46, 51-52, 60, 88 
Nengone 2 
New Britain 6, 10, 25, 27, 49, 57, 97, 98, 106, 

120 
New Caledonia x, 6, 10, 12, 17,20,23,28,32, 

33,93,96,98, 112, 119 
New Caledonian family/languages 66, 71, 73, 

78, 96, 112, 114 
articles 38, 39 
constituent order 49 
numerals 39 
prepositions 51 

tone 35 
New Georgia 10, 22, 49 
New Guinea (mainland) 2, 6, 10, 11, 15, 16, 

19,35,97 
British New Guinea see Papua 

New Guinea Oceanic 101 
New Hanover 102 
New Ireland 6, 10, 14,27,49,73,97,102, 120 
New IrelandINorthwest Solomonic linkage 

101-102 
New Zealand 1,23,30,31,32 

other Polynesian languages in 14 
Ngatik 24 
Ngero family 106 
NgeroNitiaz linkage 106 
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Nguna 27,90,91; see also Nakanamanga 
Nichols, Johanna 97 
Nimoa 104 
NimoaiSudest family 102 
Nissan Is. 102 
Niuafo' ou 115, 116, 117 
Niuean 14, 115, 116 
nominalisation 59, 61 
non-Austronesian languages see Papuan 

languages 
Normanby Is. 104 
North Bougainville linkage 37, 39, 71, 73 
North Huon Gulf linkage 106 
North MainlandlD'Entrecasteaux linkage 18, 

102, 104 
North Malaita 12, 110 
North New Guinea linkage 71, 99-101, 108 

internal sub grouping of 106 
North/Central Vanuatu languages 91, 93, 96, 

112,114 
Northern Mainland New Caledonian family 

114 
Northern Vanuatu linkage 71, 79, 112, 114 
Northwest Solomonic linkage 10 I-I 02 
noun phrases 35-43, 63, 67-80, 83 

number-marking in 39, 40, 74 
structure of 40, 75 

nouns 37-38, 63, 69-70 
classes of 37, 69 
derivation of 38, 70 
gender 37, 69 
number 37-38, 39, 70, 74, 75 

Nuclear Micronesian family 73, 78, 117 
Nuclear Papuan Tip linkage 102, 104, 106, 108 
Nuclear Polynesian grouping 115, 116, 117 
Nuclear Southern Oceanic linkage 112 
Nukumanu 116 
Nukuoro 6, 116 
Nukuria 116 
Numbami 106 
numeral classifiers 37, 39, 42, 73-74 
numerals 39, 69, 72-74, 89 

distributives 74 
multiplicatives 74 
ordinals 74 

Numfoor 2, 91 
Nyindrou 91 

Ocean Is. 14 
Oceanic languages ix, x, xi 

bible translations in 30 
'chiefly' styles in 24-25 
constitutional recognition of 29 

contact with other languages 15-19, 110 
demography 10-14 
extinct languages 12, 99 
geography 4-19 
history of research 19-21 
language names 21-22 
language shift 37 
language varieties 24-25 
literacy in 30 
literature in 26, 32 
loss of31-33 
moribund languages 12 
populations of 10-11 
prehistory of 93-94, 96-99 
socio-cultural background 23 
status of 28-29 
word tabooing in 16,24-25 
writing systems of 26,30-31 

Oceanic subgroup 
internal subgrouping 92-120 
primary subgroups of 94-98 
the 'Oceanic hypothesis' 2, 92 
within Austronesian 1-4,92 

oral grade/nasal grade 65-66 
Oroha 110 
Orokaiva 14 
orthography see writing systems 

of Proto Oceanic 66 
Osmond, Meredith xi, 57 
Ouma 12 
Ozanne-Rivierre, FranGoise 20, 112, 114 

Paama 6 
Paamese x, 14,39,42,43,44,45,46,47-48, 

49, 51, 52, 72 
Pak 91 
Palauan 4, 6, 16, 18, 117 
Papua 2, 10, 18, 27, 33, 98, 102-106 
Papua New Guinea ix, x, 10, 12, 14, 19,27-28, 

30,94 
Papuanlanguagesix,2,4, 6,10,12,19,33,97 

contact with Oceanic languages 15-16,65, 
87, 106, 110 

displacement of Oceanic languages by 108 
verb serialisation in 48 

Papuan Tip linkage 15,70,99-101,108 
constituent order in 49 
diversification of 104-106 
innovations defining 102-104 
internal subgrouping of 102-106 

passive 45, 58ff., 90 
Patpatar 19 
Paulohi 91 



Pawley, Andrew xi, 20, 34, 42, 57, 61, 64, 69, 
71,79,81,82, 87, 88, 90, 91, 92, 93, 
98, 110, 112, 114, 117 

Peace Corps 20 
Penchal91 
Penrhyn 116 
Pentecost 21 
Peripheral Papuan Tip linkage 102, 104 
Philippines 1,58,90,91 
phonology 

of Meso-Melanesian 101 
of Oceanic languages 34-35 
of Papuan Tip 102 
of Proto Admiralties 99 
of Proto Micronesian 117 
of Proto Oceanic 34, 63-67, 96 
of Southeast Solomonic 110 

Pidgin Fijian 27 
pidgins/creoles 

Bislama 19, 27, 30 
Hiri Motu 27 
Melanesian Pidgin 18, 19, 24, 27 
Pidgin Fijian 27 
Pijin 19,27 
South Seas Jargon 24 
Tok Pisin 19,27,30 

Pijin 19, 27 
Pileni 116 
Pohnpei 24 
Police Motu see Hiri Motu 
Polynesia ix, x, 1-4,5,6,8,17,19,20-21, 

24-26, 29-32, 94-96 
settlement of 25-26, 119-120 

Polynesian family 4,6, 10,93,96, 114 
internal subgrouping of 1 14-117 

Polynesian languages 4, 6, 14, 17, 20, 69, 73, 
91 

articles 39, 71 
causative 43 
constituent order 49-50 
negation 51 
nwnber-marking in nouns 37-38 
numerals 39 
passive 45 
Polynesian Outliers 4,6, 10, 14, 17,20, 115, 

116, 117 
possessive constructions 42-43 
reciprocal 44 
used as mission lingua francas 27 
verb phrase structure 45 
writing systems of 30 

Ponam 91 
Ponape see Pohnpei 

Ponapean xi, 20 
populations 10-11 
Port Moresby 10, 14, 27 
Port Sandwich 21 
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possessive classifiers 35, 37, 40-43, 69, 
77-80, 86 

in Proto Micronesian 78, 117 
possessive constructions 34, 37, 40-43, 69, 

75-80 
direct 34, 37, 40-41, 69, 75, 76 
indirect 34, 37, 40-43, 69, 75, 77-80 

possessor enclitics see pronouns 
postpositions 50, 51 

in Papuan languages 15 
in Papuan Tip languages 15, 104 

prenasalised stops 35 
prepositions 50, 51, 69 

in Proto Oceanic 15, 79, 87-88, 89 
Pre-Proto Oceanic 57, 97 
prestigious languages 28-29 
pronouns 35-37, 67-69 

gender, lack of 35 
inclusive/exclusive distinction 35 
independent 35-37, 49 

in Papuan Tip 102 
in Proto Admiralties 99 
in Proto Oceanic 67-69, 84 
in Western Oceanic 10 I 

number in 35-37, 67-69 
objective 36, 46, 67-69, 80-81, 83 
posessor enclitics 35-37, 40-43 

in Papuan Tip 104 
in Proto Admiralties 99 
in Proto Malayo-Polynesian 60-61 
in Proto Oceanic 67-69, 75-79 

subject 35-37, 61, 67-69, 83-85, 89, 90 
Proto Admiralties 56, 90, 91, 99 
Proto Austronesian 4, 90 
Proto Bel 22 
Proto Central/Eastern Malayo-Polynesian 4, 

56, 57 
Proto Central/Eastern Oceanic 96 
Proto Central Pacific 90, 91, 114 
Proto Central Papuan 54-55 
Proto Choiseul 22 
Proto Eastern Malayo-Polynesian 4, 56, 57 
Proto Eastern Oceanic 17-18, 64, 66, 90, 91 
Proto Eastern Polynesian 116 
Proto Huon Gulf 22 
Proto Madak 22 
Proto Malayo-Polynesian 4,56,81,82,83,86, 

88, 90, 92, 101 
articles 59, 61, 71, 75, 77, 90 
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constituent order 58-59 
innovations made by Proto Oceanic 57-63 
nominal derivation 70 
numerals 73 
phonology 64-67 
pronouns 68-69 
verbal clause 58-63 
voice 58ff. 

Proto Mengen 22 
Proto Meso-Melanesian 22 
Proto Micronesian 90, 117 
Proto New Caledonian 90 
Proto Nuclear Micronesian 117 
Proto Nuclear Polynesian 117 
Proto Oceanic x, xi, 3,4, 18,22,92,93,96,97 

and Lapita culture 98 
articles 99, 101, 104 
clause structure 86-89 
constituent order 15, 86-88 
dispersal of 97-99 
grammar sketch 63-89 
homeland of 97 
innovations from Proto Malayo-Polynesian 

57-63, 64-66, 82 
lexicon 57 
morpheme classes 63 
orthography 66 
phonological innovations 64-66 
phonology 63-67, 96 
phonotactics 63-67, 96 
pronouns 67-69, 75-79, 80-81, 83-85, 89, 

90,99, 101, 102, 104 
*R 64, 99, 110, 117 
reconstruction of 20, 54-91 
transitive suffixes 44-45 
verbal affixes 62 
within Austronesian 56-63 

Proto Papuan Tip 15, 101, 102-104 
Proto Polynesian 73, 90,114,116-117 
Proto Remote Oceanic 91 
Proto South Halmahera/Irian Jaya 4, 56 
Proto Southeast Admiralties 91 
Proto Southeast Solomonic 90 
Proto Southern Vanuatu 90 
Proto Southwest New Britain 22 
Proto Tanna 76, 88 
Proto Tongic 116 
Proto Western Oceanic 90 
Pukapuka 115, 116 
Puluwatese 20 

Queensland 27 

Raga 21,31,45,51 
Rainbird, Paul 98, 119 
Rapa 116 
Rapanui 30, 115, 116 
Rarotongan 19, 115, 116 
Ray, Sidney H. ix, x, 1,2, 16, 19-20 
reciprocal 83 
reduplication 44, 60, 70, 74, 75, 84 
Reef Is. 16 
Rehg, Kenneth 93, 117 
Reid, Lawrence 22, 90 
Reland, Hadrian I 
relative clauses 43, 53, 73, 80, 89 
religious beliefs/practices 23 
RennelllBellona 115, 116 
Rensch, Karl 93 
Rigo 10 
Rivierre, Jean-Claude 20, 93 
Roinji-Nenaya 106 
rongorongo symbols 30 
Roro 54-55 
Ross, Malcolm 2, 16, 18,20,22,34,44,56,57, 

59,61,64,65,66,67,70,71,73,74, 
75,76,79,81,84, 87,90,91,92,93, 
94,96,97,98,99,101,102,104,106, 
117,119,120 

Rotinese 91 
Rotuman 6,17-18,21,26,44,51,91,114,119 
Roviana 27, 46, 50, 70, 76, 91 
Rowe, Karen xi 

Sa' a 110 
Samoa 6, 23, 27, 98,116-117 

migration from 6 
Samoan x, 12, 18, 19,21,26,27,29,42,45, 

46, 115, 116 
Samoic grouping 50, 116 
Samoic!Out\ier grouping 115, 116 
Santa Cruz Is. 16, 17, 25, 98, 112 
Santa Cruz language 16, 25 
Santa Ysabel 10,49-50, 102 
Sapir, Edward 94 
Sarmi/Jayapura family 49, 99, 106 
Sayaba, Timoci 42, 93, 114 
Schmidt, Wilhelm 2 
Schooling, Stephen 32 
Schouten linkage 84, 106 
Schutz, Albert 6, 19, 45, 90 
seaborne exploration 97, 101 
Sebeok, Thomas 19 
Seimat 91, 99 
Senft, Gunter 79 
Sepik River 33 



serial verbs see verb serialisation 
Shepherd Is. 27 
Shumway, Eric 24 
Siar xi, 72, 91 
Siasi Is. 49 
Siegel, Jeff 27, 28 
Sikaiana 20, 116 
Simons, Gary 19 
Sinagoro 50 
Sio 91, 106 
Sisiqa 91 
Smythe, W.E. 119 
Sobei 91 
Solomon Islands ix, x, 6,10,12,14,16, 17, 19, 

21,23,27-28,30,33,94,97, 119 
Sori 91 
South Efate dialect network 112 
South Efate/Southern Melanesian linkage 112 
South Guada1canal 110 
South Halmahera/Irian Jaya subgroup 4, 96 
South Huon Gulf linkage 106 
South New Ireland languages 10 I-I 02 
South New IrelandlNorthwest Solomonic 

linkage 120 
South Seas Jargon 24 
Southeast Ambrym 14, 44 
Southeast Solomonic family 49, 71, 73, 96, 

108, 110, 112, 119 
innovations defining 110 
internal subgrouping of 110 

Southern Mainland New Caledonian family 114 
Southern Melanesian family 112 
Southern New Britain 71 
Southern Oceanic linkage 108, 112, 116, 119 

dispersal of 114 
internal subgrouping of 112-114 

Southern Vanuatu family 48-49, 66, 71, 76, 
96, 112, 114 

Southwest New Britain linkage 106 
Southwest Tanna 52 
Spanish 18-19,28 
Sperlich, Wolfgang 46 
spontaneity prefix 83 
spread zones 97 
Spriggs, Matthew xi, 98, 116, 117 
St George linkage 101-102 
St George's Channel 120 
St Matthias family 96, 97, 98 
St Matthias Is. 94, 97 
Starosta, Stanley 90 
status of Oceanic languages 28-30 
stigmatised languages 28-29 
stress 35, 67 

Strong, W.M. 16 
Suau 21,27 
Suauic linkage 18, 102, 104 
subgrouping theory 92-94 
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innovation-defined subgroup see family 
innovation-linked subgroup see linkage 

subordination 53 
Sudest 73, 104 
Sugita, Hiroshi 19 
Summer Institute of Linguistics 20 
Sunda Islands 1 
Sye 12, 35, 39, 44 
syllable structure 34 

Tabar linkage 101-102 
Tagalog 90 
Tahitian xi, 24, 115, 116 
Tahitic grouping 115, 116 
Taiof xi, 36, 37, 46, 71, 91 
Taiwan I, 4, 58, 90, 97 
Takia xi, 50, 52, 87, 91 
Takuu 116 
Talise 110 
Tamabo 74, 75 
Tami 106 
Tanna 21,76 
Tanna family 114 
Tawala 18, 48, 50, 90 
Temotu Province 17 
temporal (phrases) 63, 87-88 
Tench 96 
tense/aspect/mood 35,45,51,60,83-86,89 
Thurston, William 26 
Tigak 73, 79, 91 
Tikopia 115, 116 
Titan 91 
Toga 73 
Tok Pisin 19, 27, 30 
Tokelau 23, 27 
Tokelauan 115, 116 
Tolai x, 12, 22, 38, 72, 91 
Tomoip 101 
tone 35 
Tonga 23, 98, 114, 116-117 
Tongan x, 12, 18, 19,21,26,91, 114, 115, 116 

'chiefly' styles in 24-25 
Tongic grouping 50, 115, 116 
topic(alisation) 49-50, 86 
Torres Is. 27 
trade 26 
transitivity, transitive suffixes 44-45, 47, 58 

in Proto Malayo-Polynesian 58-63, 68 
in Proto Oceanic 80-83, 84 
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Trask, R.L. 56 
Trobriand Is. 18, 104 
Trukese 19, 20 
Trukic-Ponapeic see Chuukic-Ponapeic 
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands 19, 20 
Tryon, Darrell 12, 16, 19,21,44,64, 70, 79, 

93,96, 108, 110, 112 
Tuamotuan 115, 116 
Tubetube 38 
Tungag 91 
Tungag-Nalik family 101-102 
Tuvalu 27, 32 
Tuvaluan 115, 116 

Uki 110 
Ulawa 110 
Ulithian 18-20 
United States of America 14, 23 

migration of Samoans and Micronesians to 
14 

University of Hawai'i 20 
Ura 12 
Urmelanesisch 2 
Uru'ava 12 
Utupua 108, 112 
Utupua-Vanikoro group 71, 108, 112, 119 

Vangunu 22 
Vanikoro 108, 112 
Vanuatu ix, x, 6, 9,10,12,14,17,19,21,24, 

27-28,30,31,33,38,39,49,93,96, 
98, 112, 114, 119 

verb phrases 45-46, 63, 80, 83-86 
verb serialisation 46-49, 86, 87, 88 
verbs 43-45, 63, 80-83 

classes of 81 
classificatory particles 48 
derivational morphology 43-44, 80-83 
root-initial segment mutation 44 

Verhaar, John 90 
vernaculars vs. lingua francas 25-28, 29 
Vietnamese 28 
Vinmavis 36, 42, 52 
Vitiaz linkage 106 
Vitiaz Strait 98, 106 
Vitu 70; see also Bali-Vitu 

voice 58ff., 90 
vowel length 30, 35, 67 

Wagawaga 18 
Wampar 25 
Wandaman 91 
Wang, Judith 6, 90 
warfare 23 
Warnk, Holger xi 
Waters, Bruce xi 
'wave' model 93 
Wedau 27 
West Futuna 17, 20, 115, 116 
West Guadalcanal 21, 110 
West Uvean 115, 116 
Western Admiralties family 99 
Western Is. 99 
Western Malayo-Polynesian languages 4, 56 
Western Micronesian family 117 
Western Oceanic linkage xi, 15,56,64,66,70, 

71, 73, 75, 81, 90, 91, 94, 96-99, 108 
dispersal of 97-98, 106-108 
homeland of 97, 106 
innovations defining 10 1, 110 
internal sub grouping of 99-106 

White sands 21 
Willaumez linkage 10 I-I 02 
Willaumez Peninsula 98, 102, 106, 108 
Wilson, William 90, 116 
Woleaian 20 
Wolff, John 60, 63, 90 
Wolio 91 
word tabooing 16,24-25 
Wouk, Fay 90 
writing systems 26, 30-31 
Wurm, S.A. 10, 15, 16,21 
Wuvulu 99 

Yamdena 91 
Yap 94, 96, 98 
Yapese 6,16,18,20,49,68,69,71,73,96,97, 

98, 117 
Yoba 12, 104 

Zabana 91 
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